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Preface

It is the privilege of the editors to present the fourth edition of Food Allergy: Adverse Reactions to Foods and Food Additives. As in the first three editions, we have attempted to create a book that in one volume would cover pediatric and adult adverse reactions to foods and food additives, stress efforts to place adverse reactions to foods and food additives on a sound scientific basis, select authors to present subjects on the basis of their acknowledged expertise and reputation, and reference each contribution thoroughly. The growth in knowledge in this area continues to be gratifying, and is reflected in the increased length of this edition. Again this book is directed toward clinicians, nutritionists, and scientists interested in food reactions, but we also hope that others interested in such reactions will find the book to be a valuable resource.

The chapters cover basic and clinical perspectives of adverse reactions to food antigens; adverse reactions to food additives; and contemporary topics. The number of chapters addressing these areas has been increased from 29 chapters in the first edition, 38 chapters in the second edition, and 42 chapters in the third edition, to 47 chapters in the fourth edition. Basic science begins with overview chapters on immunology of particular relevance to the gastrointestinal tract as a target organ in allergic reactions and the properties that govern reactions initiated at this site. Included are chapters relating to biotechnology and to thresholds or reactivity. This is followed by chapters reviewing the clinical science of adverse reactions to food antigens from the oral allergy syndrome to anaphylaxis. The section on diagnosis of adverse reactions to foods constitutes a review of the approaches available for diagnosis; and their strengths and weaknesses. Adverse reactions to food additives include chapters addressing specific clinical reactions and reactions to specific agents. The final section on contemporary topics includes discussions of the pharmacologic properties of food, the history and prevention of food allergy, diets and nutrition, neurologic reactions to foods and food additives, psychological considerations and adverse reactions to seafood toxins.

Each of the chapters in this book is capable of standing alone, but when placed together they present a mosaic of the current ideas and research on adverse reactions to foods and food additives. Overlap is unavoidable but, we hope, is held to a minimum. Ideas of one author may sometimes differ from those of another, but in general there is remarkable agreement from chapter to chapter. We, the editors, thus present the fourth edition of a book that we believe represents a fair, balanced, and defensible review of adverse reactions of foods and food additives.

Dean D. Metcalfe
Hugh A. Sampson
Ronald A. Simon
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<td>IgA</td>
<td>Immunoglobulin A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgE</td>
<td>Immunoglobulin E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG</td>
<td>Immunoglobulin G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgM</td>
<td>Immunoglobulin M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISB</td>
<td>Isosulfan blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISS</td>
<td>Immunostimulatory sequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IST</td>
<td>Intradermal skin test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITAM</td>
<td>Immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITIM</td>
<td>Immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IUIS</td>
<td>International Union of Immunological Societies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JECFA</td>
<td>Expert Committee on Food Additives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KA</td>
<td>Kainic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGF</td>
<td>Keratinocyte growth factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLH</td>
<td>Key-hole limpet hemocyanin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Linoleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCPUFA</td>
<td>Long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCs</td>
<td>Langerhans cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFI</td>
<td>Lateral flow immunochromatographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGG</td>
<td>Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLDC</td>
<td>Langerhans-like dendritic cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMW</td>
<td>Low molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAELs</td>
<td>Lowest observed adverse effect level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOX</td>
<td>Lipoygenase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP</td>
<td>Lamina propria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPL</td>
<td>LP lymphocytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPS</td>
<td>Lipopolysaccharide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRTIs</td>
<td>Lower respiratory tract infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSD</td>
<td>Lysergic acid diethylamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Leukotrienes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTP</td>
<td>Lipid-transfer protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALDI</td>
<td>Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALT</td>
<td>Mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAO</td>
<td>Monoamine oxidase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPK</td>
<td>Mitogen-activated protein kinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAS</td>
<td>Multicenter Allergy Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBP</td>
<td>Major basic protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC</td>
<td>Mast cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS</td>
<td>Multiple chemical sensitivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Minimal eliciting dose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>Multiple food allergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHC</td>
<td>Major histocompatibility complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIP</td>
<td>Macrophage inflammatory protein-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMP</td>
<td>Matrix metalloproteinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMPI</td>
<td>Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR</td>
<td>Measles–mumps–rubella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPO</td>
<td>Myeloperoxidase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSG</td>
<td>Monosodium glutamate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX</td>
<td>Mastitoxins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUFA</td>
<td>Monounsaturated fatty acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWL</td>
<td>Mushroom worker's lung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NADPH</td>
<td>Nicotinamide dinucleotide phosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASN</td>
<td>National Association of School Nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCHS</td>
<td>National Center for Health Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDGA</td>
<td>Nordihydroguaiaretic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIAID</td>
<td>National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIOSHA</td>
<td>National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NK</td>
<td>Natural killer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLEA</td>
<td>National Labeling and Education Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOEL</td>
<td>No observable effect level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPA</td>
<td>Negative predictive accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPIFR</td>
<td>Nasal peak inspiratory flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>Negative predictive values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSAID</td>
<td>Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSBR</td>
<td>Non-specific bronchial responsiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSP</td>
<td>Neurotoxic shellfish poisoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Oral allergy syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODN</td>
<td>Oligodeoxynucleotides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFC</td>
<td>Oral food challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPRA</td>
<td>Occupational Physicians Reporting Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Oral tolerance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVA</td>
<td>Ovalbumin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAF</td>
<td>Platelet-activating factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAMP</td>
<td>Pathogen-associated molecular pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBB</td>
<td>Polybrominated biphenyls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBMC</td>
<td>Peripheral blood mononuclear cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBT</td>
<td>Peripheral blood T-cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>Polychlorinated biphenyls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEF</td>
<td>Peak expiratory flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEFR</td>
<td>Peak expiratory flow rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>Pollen–food syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFT</td>
<td>Pulmonary function testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHA</td>
<td>Phytohemagglutinin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK</td>
<td>Prausnitz-Küstner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKC</td>
<td>Protein kinase C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMN</td>
<td>Polymorphonuclear leukocytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPA</td>
<td>Positive predictive accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPI</td>
<td>Protein phosphatase inhibition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPs</td>
<td>Peyer's patches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT</td>
<td>PP-derived T-cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>Positive predictive value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Pathogenesis-related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>Paralytic shellfish poisoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PST</td>
<td>Prick skin test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTX</td>
<td>Pectenotoxins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUFA</td>
<td>Polyunsaturated fatty acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUVA</td>
<td>Psoralen + ultraviolet A radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADS</td>
<td>Reactive airways dysfunction syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAST</td>
<td>Radioallergosorbent test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBA</td>
<td>Receptor-binding assay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBL</td>
<td>Basophilic leukemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDA</td>
<td>Recommended dietary allowances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDBPC</td>
<td>Randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Rheumatoid factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIA</td>
<td>Radioimmunoassay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROS</td>
<td>Reactive oxygen species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBPC</td>
<td>Single-blinded placebo-controlled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Secretory component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCF</td>
<td>Stem cell factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCIT</td>
<td>Subcutaneous immunotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN</td>
<td>Soybean cyst nematode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFAP</td>
<td>School Food Allergy Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGF</td>
<td>Simulated gastric fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHM</td>
<td>Somatic hyper mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIF</td>
<td>Simulated intestinal fluid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SlgA</td>
<td>Secretory IgA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SigM</td>
<td>Secretory IgM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>Specific immunotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLIT</td>
<td>Sublingual immunotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECT</td>
<td>Single photon emission computed tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>Skin prick test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STX</td>
<td>Saxitoxins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>Sequential vascular response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCM</td>
<td>Traditional Chinese medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCR</td>
<td>T-cell receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLP</td>
<td>Thaumatin-like protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLR</td>
<td>Toll-like receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF</td>
<td>Tumor necrosis factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPA</td>
<td>Tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA</td>
<td>Transportation Security Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTG</td>
<td>Tissue transglutaminase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTX</td>
<td>Tetrodotoxin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGI</td>
<td>Upper GI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL</td>
<td>Upper intake level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDA</td>
<td>United States Department of Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAR</td>
<td>Voice-activated audiotape recording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>Vasoactive intestinal peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YTX</td>
<td>Yessotoxin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Adverse Reactions to Food Antigens: Basic Science
CHAPTER 1
Mucosal Immunity
Shradha Agarwal and Lloyd Mayer

KEY CONCEPTS

- The gastrointestinal tract is the largest lymphoid organ in the body. The mucosal immune system is unique in its ability to suppress responses against commensal flora and dietary antigens.
- The mucosal immune system is characterized by unique cell populations (intra-epithelial lymphocytes, lamina propria lymphocytes) and antigen-presenting cells (epithelial cells, tolerized macrophages, and dendritic cells) that contribute to the overall non-responsive state.
- Numerous chemical (extremes of pH, proteases, bile acids) and physical (tight junctions, epithelial membranes, mucus, trefoil factors) barriers reduce antigen access to the underlying mucosal immune system (non-immune exclusion).
- The one positive aspect of mucosal immunity, secretory IgA, serves as a protective barrier against infection by preventing attachment of bacteria and viruses to the underlying epithelium (immune exclusion).
- Oral tolerance is the active non-response to antigen administered via the oral route. Factors affecting the induction of oral tolerance to antigens include: the age and genetics of the host; the nature, form, and dose of the antigen; and the state of the mucosal barrier.

Introduction

An allergic response is thought to be an aberrant, misguided, systemic immune response to an otherwise harmless antigen. An allergic response to a food antigen then can be thought of as an aberrant mucosal immune response. The magnitude of this reaction is multiplied several fold when one looks at this response in the context of normal mucosal immune responses; that is, responses that are suppressed or downregulated. The current view of mucosal immunity is that it is the antithesis of a typical systemic immune response. In the relatively antigen pristine environment of the systemic immune system, foreign proteins, carbohydrates, or even lipids are viewed as potential pathogens. A coordinated reaction seeks to decipher, localize, and subsequently rid the host of the foreign invader. The micro- and macroenvironment of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is quite different, with continuous exposure to commensal bacteria in the mouth, stomach, and colon and dietary substances (proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids) that if injected subcutaneously would surely elicit a systemic response. The complex mucosal barrier consists of the mucosa, epithelial cells, tight junctions, and the lamina propria (LP) containing Peyer’s patches (PP), lymphocytes, antigen-presenting macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs), and T-cells with receptors for MHC class I- and II-mediated antigen presentation. Those cells exist in an acidic environment replete with digestive enzymes. Failure to maintain this barrier may result in food allergies. Recent studies in murine models demonstrated that anti-ulcer therapy with H2-receptor blockers or proton pump inhibitors may promote the development of IgE antibodies toward digestion-labile dietary compounds, implying that acidity may play a role in the prevention of allergies and in promoting tolerance [1]. Pathways have been established in the mucosa to allow such non-harmful antigens/organisms to be tolerated [2,3]. In fact, it is believed that the failure to tolerate commensals and food antigens is at the heart of a variety of intestinal disorders (e.g. celiac disease and gluten [4,5], inflammatory bowel disease and normal commensals [6–8]). Thus, it makes sense that some defect in mucosal immunity predisposes a person to food allergy. This chapter will lay the groundwork for the understanding of mucosal immunity. The subsequent chapters will focus on the specific pathology seen when the normal immunoregulatory pathways involved in this system are altered.

Mucosal immunity is associated with suppression: the phenomena of controlled inflammation and oral tolerance

As stated in the introduction, the hallmark of mucosal immunity is suppression. Two-linked phenomena symbolize
this state: controlled/physiologic inflammation and oral tolerance. The mechanisms governing these phenomena are not completely understood, as the dissection of factors governing mucosal immunoregulation is still evolving. It has become quite evident that the systems involved are complex and that the rules governing systemic immunity frequently do not apply in the mucosa. There is unique compartmentalization, cell types, and routes of antigen trafficking which come together to produce the immunosuppressed state.

**Controlled/physiologic inflammation (Fig. 1.1)**

The anatomy of the mucosal immune system underscores its unique aspects. There is a single layer of columnar epithelium that separates a lumen replete with dietary, bacterial, and viral antigens from the lymphocyte-rich environment of the underlying loose connective tissue stroma called the lamina propria (LP). Histochemical staining of this region reveals an abundance of plasma cells, T-cells, B-cells, macrophages, and DCs [3,9–11]. The difference between the LP and a peripheral lymph node is that there is no clear-cut organization in the LP and the cells in the LP are virtually all activated memory cells. While the cells remain activated, they do not cause destruction of the tissue or severe inflammation. The cells appear to reach a stage of activation but never make it beyond that stage. This phenomenon has been called controlled/physiologic inflammation. The entry and activation of the cells into the LP is antigen driven. Germ-free mice have few cells in the LP. However, within hours to days following colonization with normal intestinal flora (no pathogens) there is a massive influx of cells [12–15]. Despite the persistence of an antigen drive (luminal bacteria), the cells fail to develop into aggressive, inflammation producing lymphocytes and macrophages. Interestingly, many groups have noted that cells activated in the systemic immune system tend to migrate to the gut. It has been postulated that this occurs due to the likelihood of re-exposure to a specific antigen at a mucosal rather than a systemic site. Activated T-cells and B-cells express the mucosal integrin \( \alpha_\text{hel} \beta_7 \) which recognizes its ligand, MadCAM [12–19], on high endothelial venules (HEV) in the LP. They exit the venules into the stroma and remain activated in the tissue. Bacteria or their products play a role in this persistent state of activation. Conventional ovalbumin–T-cell receptor (OVA-TCR) transgenic mice have activated T-cells in the LP even in the absence of antigen (OVA) while OVA-TCR transgenic mice crossed on to a RAG-2 deficient background fail to have activated T-cells in the LP [20]. In the former case, the endogenous TCR can rearrange or associate with the transgenic TCR generating receptors that recognize luminal bacteria. This tells us that the drive to recognize bacteria is quite strong. In the latter case the only TCR expressed is that which recognizes OVA and even in the presence of bacteria no activation occurs. If OVA is administered orally to such mice, activated T-cells do appear in the LP. So antigen drive is clearly the important mediator. The failure to produce pathology despite the activated state of the lymphocytes is the consequence of suppressor mechanisms in play. Whether this involves regulatory cells, cytokines, or other, as yet undefined, processes is currently being pursued. It may reflect a combination of events. It is well known that LP lymphocytes (LPLs) respond poorly when activated via the TCR [21,22]. They fail to proliferate although they still produce cytokines. This phenomenon may also contribute to controlled inflammation (i.e. cell populations cannot expand, but the cells can be activated). In the OVA-TCR transgenic mouse mentioned above, OVA feeding results in the influx of cells however, no inflammation is seen even when the antigen is expressed on the overlying epithelium [23]. Conventional cytolytic T-cells (class I restricted) are not easily identified in the mucosa and macrophages respond poorly to bacterial products such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) because they downregulate a critical component of the LPS receptor, CD14, which associates with Toll-like receptor-4 (TLR-4) and MD2 [24]. Studies examining cellular mechanisms regulating mononuclear cell recruitment to inflamed and non-inflamed intestinal mucosa demonstrate that intestinal macrophages express chemokine receptors but do not migrate to the ligands. In contrast, autologous blood monocytes expressing the same receptors do migrate to the ligands and chemokines derived from LP extracellular matrix [25]. These findings imply that monocytes are necessary in maintaining the macrophage population in non-inflamed mucosa and are the source of macrophages in inflamed mucosa. The inability of intestinal macrophages to participate in receptor-mediated chemotaxis suggests dysregulation in signal transduction, possibly a defect in the signal transduction pathway leading to nuclear factor-\( \kappa \)B activation (P.D. Smith, manuscript in preparation). All of these observations support
the existence of control mechanisms that tightly regulate mucosal immune responses.

Clearly, there are situations where the inflammatory reaction is intense, such as infectious diseases or ischemia. However, even in the setting of an invasive pathogen such as Shigella or Salmonella, the inflammatory response is limited and restoration of the mucosal barrier following eradication of the pathogen is quickly followed by a return to the controlled state. Suppressor mechanisms are thought to be a key component of this process as well.

**Oral tolerance (Fig. 1.2)**

Perhaps the best-recognized phenomenon associated with mucosal immunity and equated with suppression is oral tolerance [27–32]. Oral tolerance can be defined as the active, antigen-specific non-response to antigens administered orally. Many factors play a role in tolerance induction and it may be that there are multiple forms of tolerance elicited by these different factors. The concept of oral tolerance arose from the recognition that we do not frequently generate immune responses to foods we eat, despite the fact that they can be quite foreign to the host. Disruption in oral tolerance results in food allergies and food intolerances such as celiac disease. Part of the explanation for this observation is trivial, relating to the properties of digestion. These processes take large macromolecules and, through aggressive proteolysis, carbohydrate, and lipid degradation, render potentially immunogenic substances, non-immunogenic. In the case of proteins, digestive enzymes break down large polypeptides into non-immunogenic di- and tri-peptides, too small to bind to major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. However, several groups have reported that upward of 2% of dietary proteins enter the draining enteric vasculature intact [33]. Two percent is not a trivial amount, given the fact that Americans eat 40–120 g of protein in the form of beef, chicken, or fish.

The key question then is this: How do we regulate the response to antigens that have bypassed complete digestion? The answer is oral tolerance. Its mechanisms are complex (Table 1.1) and depend on age, genetics, nature of the antigen, form of the antigen, dose of the antigen, and the state of the mucosal barrier.

Several groups have noted that oral tolerance is difficult to achieve in neonates [34]. This may relate to the rather

*Table 1.1 Factors affecting the induction of oral tolerance*

| Age of host (reduced tolerance in the neonate) | Genetics of the host |
| Nature of the antigen (protein \(\rightarrow\) carbohydrate \(\rightarrow\) lipid) | Form of the antigen (soluble \(\rightarrow\) particulate) |
| Dose of the antigen (low dose \(\rightarrow\) regulatory T-cells; high dose \(\rightarrow\) clonal deletion or anergy) | State of the barrier (decreased barrier \(\rightarrow\) decreased tolerance) |

**Figure 1.2** Comparison of immune responses elicited by changing the route of administration of the soluble protein antigen OVA. Panel A represents the outcome of systemic immunization. Mice generate both T-cell and antibody responses. Panel B: If mice are fed OVA initially, systemic immunization fails to generate a T- or B-cell response. Panel C: When T-cells transferred from mice initially fed OVA antigen to naïve mice, systemic immunization fails to generate a T- or B-cell response. Tolerance is an active process since it can be transferred by either PP CD4+ T-cells or splenic CD8+ T-cells. These latter findings suggest that there are multiple mechanisms involved in tolerance induction. (Adapted from Chehade and Mayer [26], with permission from the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology.)
permeable barrier that exists in the newborn or the immaturity of the mucosal immune system. Within 3 weeks of age (in mice), oral tolerance can be induced, and many previous antibody responses to food antigens are suppressed. The limited diet in the newborn may serve to protect the infant from generating a vigorous response to food antigens.

The next factor involved in tolerance induction is the genetics of the host. Lamont and co-workers [35] published a report detailing tolerance induction in various mouse strains using the same protocol. Balb/c mice tolerate easily while others failed to tolerate at all. Furthermore, some of the failures to tolerate were antigen specific; upon oral feeding, a mouse could be rendered tolerant to one antigen but not another. This finding suggested that the nature and form of the antigen play a significant role in tolerance induction. Protein antigens are the most tolerogenic while carbohydrate and lipids are much less effective in inducing tolerance [36]. The form of the antigen is also critical; for example, a protein given in soluble form (e.g. OVA) is quite tolerogenic whereas, once aggregated, it loses its potential to induce tolerance. The mechanisms underlying these observations have not been completely defined but appear to reflect the nature of the antigen-presenting cell (APC) and the way in which the antigen trafficks to the underlying mucosal lymphoid tissue. Insolubility or aggregation may also render a luminal antigen incapable of being sampled [3]. In this setting, non-immune exclusion of the antigen would lead to ignorance from lack of exposure of the mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) to the antigen in question. Lastly, prior sensitization to an antigen through extraintestinal routes affects the development of a hypersensitivity response. Sensitization to protein was demonstrated by application of skin preparations containing peanut oil to inflamed skin in children [37]. Similar results were obtained by Hsieh’s group in epicutaneous sensitized mice to the egg protein OVA [38].

The dose of antigen administered is also critical to the form of oral tolerance generated. In mouse models, low doses of antigen appear to activate regulatory/suppressor T-cells [39,40]. There are an increasing number of such cells identified, of both CD4 and CD8 lineages. Th3 cells were the initial regulatory/suppressor cells described in oral tolerance [40–42]. These cells appear to be activated in the PP and secrete transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β). This cytokine plays a dual role in mucosal immunity; it is a potent suppressor of T- and B-cell responses while promoting the production of IgA (it is the IgA switch factor) [34,43–45]. TGF-β is the most potent immunosuppressive cytokine defined and its activities are broad and non-specific. A recent investigation of the adaptive immune response to cholera toxin B subunit and macrophage-activating lipopeptide-2 in mouse models lacking the TGF-βR in B-cells (TGF-βRII-B) demonstrated undetectable levels of antigen-specific IgA-secreting cells, serum IgA, and secretory IgA (SIgA) [46]. These results demonstrate the critical role of TGF-βRβ in antigen-driven stimulation of SIgA responses in vivo. The production of TGF-β by Th3 cells elicited by low-dose antigen administration helps explain an associated phenomenon of oral tolerance, bystander suppression. As mentioned earlier, oral tolerance is antigen specific, but if a second antigen is co-administered systemically with the tolerogen, suppression of T- and B-cell responses to that antigen will occur as well. The participation of other regulatory T-cells in oral tolerance is less well defined. Tr1 cells produce interleukin (IL)-10 and appear to be involved in the suppression of graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) and colitis in mouse models, but their activation during oral antigen administration has not been as clear cut [47–49]. Frossard et al. demonstrated increased antigen induced IL-10 producing cells in PP from tolerant mice after β-lactoglobulin feeding but not in anaphylactic mice, suggesting that reduced IL-10 production in PPs may support food allergies [50]. There is some evidence for the activation of CD4+/CD25+ regulatory T-cells during oral tolerance induction protocols but the nature of their role in the process is still under investigation [51–54]. Experiments in transgenic mice expressing TCRs for OVA demonstrated increased numbers of CD4+/CD25+ T-cells expressing cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4) and cytokines TGF-β and IL-10 following OVA feeding. Adoptive transfer of CD4+/CD25+ cells from the fed mice suppressed in vivo delayed-type hypersensitivity responses in recipient mice [55]. Furthermore, tolerance studies done in mice depleted of CD25+ T-cells along with TGF-β neutralization failed in the induction of oral tolerance by high and low doses of oral OVA suggesting that CD4+/CD25+ T-cells and TGF-β together are involved in the induction of oral tolerance, partly through the regulation of expansion of antigen-specific CD4+ T-cells [56]. Markers such as glucocorticoid-induced TNF receptor and transcription factor FoxP3, whose genetic deficiency results in an autoimmune and inflammatory syndrome, have been shown to be expressed by CD4+/CD25+ Tregs [57,58]. Lastly, early studies suggested that antigen-specific CD8+ T-cells were involved in tolerance induction since transfer of splenic CD8+ T-cells following feeding of protein antigens could transfer the tolerant state to naïve mice [59–62]. Like the various forms of tolerance described, it is likely that the distinct regulatory T-cells defined might work alone depending on the nature of the tolerogen or in concert to orchestrate the suppression associated with oral tolerance and more globally to mucosal immunity.

Higher doses of antigen lead to a different response, either the induction of anergy or clonal deletion [63]. In this setting, tolerance is not infectious and transfer of T-cells from such tolerized animals does not lead to the transfer of tolerance. Clonal deletion via FAS-mediated apoptosis [64] may be a common mechanism given the enormous antigen load in the GI tract.
The last factor affecting tolerance induction is the state of the barrier. This was alluded to earlier in the discussion relating to the failure to generate tolerance in the neonate since intestinal permeability is greater. However, several states of barrier dysfunction are associated with aggressive inflammation and a lack of tolerance. Increased permeability throughout the intestine has been shown in animal models of anaphylaxis where antigens are able to pass through paracellular spaces by the disruption of tight junctions [65–67]. It is speculated that barrier disruption leads to altered pathways of antigen uptake and failure of conventional mucosal sampling and regulatory pathways. For example, treatment of mice with interferon-γ (IFN-γ) can disrupt the mucosal barrier. These mice fail to develop tolerance to OVA feeding [68,69]. IFN-γ disrupts the inter-epithelial tight junctions allowing for paracellular access by fed antigens. IFN-γ influences many different cell types so mucosal barrier disruption may be only one of several defects induced by such treatment. N-cadherin dominant negative mice develop mucosal inflammation (loss of controlled inflammation) [70]. N-cadherin is a component of the epithelial cell barrier. These mice are immunologically intact yet failed to suppress inflammation, possibly because of the enormous antigenic exposure produced by a leaky barrier. Although no oral tolerance studies have been performed in these animals, the concept that controlled inflammation and oral tolerance are linked phenomena suggest that defects in tolerance would exist here as well.

Do these phenomena relate to food allergy? There is no clear answer yet. No studies of oral tolerance to protein antigens have been performed in food-allergic individuals, and data conflict in studies on the integrity of the mucosal barrier in children with various GI diseases [71–75]. The studies required to answer this question are reasonably straightforward and the answer is critically important for our understanding of food allergy. Oral tolerance has been demonstrated in humans although its efficacy is limited. One clear difference between humans and mice is that tolerance is induced for T-cells but not for B-cells [76,77]. This difference may have relevance in human antibody-mediated diseases.

**The nature of antibody responses in the gut-associated lymphoid tissue**

IgE is largely the antibody responsible for food allergy. In genetically pre-disposed individuals an environment favoring IgE production in response to an allergen is established. The generation of T-cell responses promoting a B-cell class switch to IgE has been described (i.e. Th2 lymphocytes secreting IL-4). The next question, therefore, is whether such an environment exists in the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT), and what types of antibody responses predominate in this system.

The production of a unique antibody isotype-SIgA was the first difference noted between systemic and mucosal immunity. In fact, given the surface area of the GI tract (the size of one tennis court), the cell density and the overwhelming number of plasma cells within the GALT, IgA produced by the mucosal immune system far exceeds the quantity of any other antibody in the body. SIgA is a dimeric form of IgA produced in the LP and transported into the lumen by a specialized pathway through the intestinal epithelium (Figs 1.1–1.3) [78]. SIgA is also unique in that it is anti-inflammatory in nature. It does not bind classical complement components but rather binds to luminal...
antigens, preventing their attachment to the epithelium or promoting agglutination and subsequent removal of the antigen in the mucus layer overlying the epithelium. These latter two events reflect "immune exclusion," as opposed to the non-specific mechanisms of exclusion alluded to earlier (the epithelium, the mucus barrier, proteolytic digestion, etc.). SlgA has one additional unique aspect—it ability to bind to an epithelial cell-derived glycoprotein called secretory component (SC), the receptor for polymeric Ig receptor (pIgR) [79–82]. SC serves two functions: it promotes the transcytosis of SlgA from the LP through the epithelium into the lumen, and, once in the lumen, it protects the antibody against proteolytic degradation. This role is critically important, because the enzymes used for protein digestion are equally effective at degrading antibody molecules. For example, pepsin and papain in the stomach digest IgG into F(ab')2 and Fab fragments. Further protection against trypsin and chymotrypsin in the lumen allows SlgA to exist in a rather hostile environment.

IgM is another antibody capable of binding SC (pIgR). Like IgA, IgM uses J chain produced by plasma cells to form polymers; in the case of IgM, a pentamer. SC binds to the Fc portions of the antibody formed by the polymerization. The ability of IgM to bind SC may be important in patients with IgA deficiency. Although not directly proven, secretory IgM (SlgM) may compensate for the absence of IgA in the lumen. What about other Ig isotypes? The focus for years in mucosal immunity was SlgA. It was estimated that upward of 95% of antibody produced at mucosal surfaces was IgA. Initial reports ignored the fact that IgG was present not only in the LP, but also in secretions [83,84]. These latter observations were attributed to leakage across the barrier from plasma IgG. However, recent attention has focused on the potential role of the neonatal Fc receptor, FcRn, which might serve as a bidirectional transporter of IgG [85,86]. The FcRn is expressed early on, possibly as a mechanism to take up maternal IgG in breast milk. Its expression was thought to be downregulated after weaning, but recent studies suggest that it may still be expressed in adult lung, kidney, and possibly gut epithelium. As suggested above, there are new data indicating that it might serve to transport IgG both to and from the lumen. In a series of inflammatory diseases of the bowel, marked increases in IgG in the LP and lumen have been observed [87].

We are left then with IgE. Given the modest amounts present in the serum, it has been even more difficult to detect IgE in mucosal tissues or secretions. However, there have not been many studies attempting to do so. Mucosal mast cells are well described in the gut tissue. The IgE Fc receptor, FcεRI, is present and mast cell degranulation is reported (although not necessarily IgE related). FcεRI is not expressed by the intestinal epithelium so it is unlikely that this molecule would serve a transport function. CD23 (FcεRII), however, has been described on gut epithelial cells, and one model has suggested that it may play a role in facilitated antigen uptake and consequent mast cell degranulation [88,89]. In this setting, degranulation is associated with fluid and electrolyte loss into the luminal side of the epithelium, an event clearly associated with an allergic reaction in the lung and gut. Thus, the initial concept that IgA was the be-all and end-all in the gut may be shortsighted and roles for other isotypes in health and disease require further study.

The anatomy of the gut-associated lymphoid tissue: antigen trafficking patterns (Fig. 1.4)

The final piece of the puzzle is probably the most critical for regulating mucosal immune responses, the cells involved in antigen uptake and presentation. As alluded to earlier, antigens in the GI tract are treated very differently than in the systemic immune system. There are additional hurdles to jump. Enzymes, detergents (bile salts), extremes of pH can alter the nature of the antigen before it comes into contact with the GALT. If the antigen survives this onslaught, it has to deal with a thick mucous barrier, a dense epithelial membrane, and intercellular tight junctions. Mucin produced by goblet cells and trefoil factors produced by epithelial cells provide a viscous barrier to antigen passage. However, despite these obstacles, antigens manage to find their way across the epithelium and immune responses are elicited. Probably the best defined pathway of antigen traffic is in the GI tract through the specialized epithelium overlying the organized lymphoid tissue of the GALT; the PP. This specialized epithelium has been called follicle-associated epithelium (FAE) or microfold cell (M-cell). The M-cell is unique in contrast to the adjacent absorptive epithelium. It has few microvilli, a limited mucin overlayer, a thin elongated cytoplasm and a shape that forms a pocket around subepithelial lymphocytes, macrophages, and DCs. The initial description of the M-cell not only documented its unique structure, but also its ability to take up large particulate antigens from the lumen into the subepithelial space [90–93]. M-cells contain few lysosomes so little or no processing of antigen can occur [94]. M-cells protrude into the lumen, pushed up by the underlying PP. This provides a larger area for contact with luminal contents. The surface of the M-cell is special in that it expresses a number of lectin-like molecules which help promote binding to specific pathogens. For example, poliovirus binds to the M-cell surface via a series of glycoconjugate interactions [95]. Interestingly, antigens that bind to the M-cell and get transported to the underlying PP generally elicit a positive (SlgA) response. Successful oral vaccines bind to the M-cell and not to the epithelium. Thus, this part of the GALT appears to be critical for the positive aspects of mucosal immunity. The M-cell is a conduit to the PP. Antigens transcytosed across the M-cell and into the subepithelial pocket are
taken up by macrophages/DCs and carried into the PP. Once in the patch, TGF-β-secreting T-cells promote B-cell isotype switching to IgA [45]. These cells leave the patch and migrate to the mesenteric lymph node and eventually to other mucosal sites where they undergo terminal maturation to dimeric IgA producing plasma cells. In relation to food allergy and tolerance mechanisms, Frossard et al. compared antigen-specific IgA-secreting cells in PP from mice sensitized to β-lactoglobulin resulting in anaphylaxis versus tolerant mice. Tolerant mice were found to have higher numbers of β-lactoglobulin-specific IgA-secreting cells in PPs in addition to higher fecal β-lactoglobulin-specific IgA titers compared to anaphylactic mice. The increase in antigen-specific SIgA is induced by IL-10 and TGF-β production by T-cells from PPs [96]. Several groups have suggested that M-cells are involved in tolerance induction as well. The same TGF-β producing cells activated in the PP that promote IgA switching also suppress IgG and IgM production and T-cell proliferation. These are the Th3 cells described initially by Weiner’s group [39]. There are some problems with this scenario however. First, M-cells are more limited in their distribution, so that antigen sampling by these cells may be modest in the context of the whole gut. Second, M-cells are rather inefficient at taking up soluble proteins. As stated earlier, soluble proteins are the best tolerogens. These two factors together suggest that sites other than PPs are important for tolerance induction. Recent studies have attempted to clearly define the role of M-cells and the PP in tolerance induction. Work initially performed by Kerneis et al. documented the requirement of PP for M-cell development [97]. The induction of M-cell differentiation was dependent on direct contact between the epithelium and PP lymphocytes (B-cells). In the absence of PP there are no M-cells. In B-cell deficient animals (where there are no PP), M-cells have not been identified [98]. Several groups looked at tolerance induction in manipulated animals to assess the need for M-cells in this process. In most cases, there appeared to be a direct correlation between the presence of PP and tolerance; however, each manipulation (LTβ−/−, LTβR−/−, treatment with LTβ-Fc fusion protein in utero) [99–101] is associated with abnormalities in systemic immunity as well (e.g. no spleen, altered mesenteric LNs, etc.) so interpretation of these data is clouded. Furthermore, compared to mice with

**Figure 1.4** Sites of antigen uptake in the gut. Antigen taken up by M-cells travel to the underlying PP where Th3 (TGF-β secreting) T-cells are activated and isotype switching to IgA occurs (B-cells). This pathway favors particulate or aggregated antigen. Antigen taken up by intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) may activate CD8+ T-cells which suppress local (and possibly systemic – tolerance) responses. This pathway favors soluble antigen.
intact PPs. PP deficient mice were found to have the same frequencies of APCs in secondary lymphoid organs after oral administration of soluble antigen [102].

More recent data demonstrate that tolerance can occur in the absence of M-cells and PPs. Kraus et al. created a mouse model of surgically isolated small bowel loops (fully vascularized with intact lymphatic drainage) that either contained or were deficient in M-cells and PPs. They were able to generate comparable tolerance to OVA peptides in the presence or absence of PPs. These data strongly support the concept that cells other than M-cells are involved in tolerance induction [103].

DCs play an important role in the tolerance and immunity of the gut. They function as APCs, help in maintaining gut integrity through expression of tight junction proteins, and orchestrate Th1 and Th2 responses. DCs continuously migrate within lymphoid tissues even in the absence of inflammation and present self-antigens, likely from dying apoptotic cells, to maintain self-tolerance [104]. DCs process internalized antigens slower than macrophages, allowing adequate accumulation, processing, and eventually presentation of antigens [105]. They have been found within the LP and their presence is dependent on chemokine receptor CX3CR1 to form transepithelial dendrites which allows for direct sampling of antigen in the lumen [106,107]. Studies are ongoing to determine the chemokines responsible for migration of DCs to the LP. However, what has been found is that epithelial cell-expressed CCL25, the ligand for CCR9 and CCR10, may be a DC chemokine in the small bowel, and CCL28, ligand for CCR3 and CCR10, may be a DC chemokine in the colon [108–110]. DCs in the LP were found to take up the majority of orally administered protein, suggesting they may be tolerogenic [111]. Mowat, Viney and colleagues expanded DCs in the LP by treating mice with Flt-3 ligand. The increase in gut LP by treating mice with Flt-3 ligand. The increase in gut DCs directly correlated with enhanced tolerance [112]. The continuous sampling and migration by DCs is thought to be responsible for T-cell tolerance to food antigens [113].

Several studies have examined the pathways by which DCs may be tolerogenic including their maturation status at the time of antigen presentation to T-cells; downregulation of costimulatory molecules CD80 and CD86, production of suppressive cytokines IL-10, TGF-β and IFN-α, and interaction with costimulatory molecules CD200 [107,114,115]. Man et al. examined DC–T-cell cross-talk in relation to IgE-mediated allergic reactions to food, specifically investigating T-cell-mediated apoptosis of myeloid DCs from spleen and PP of mice with cow’s milk allergy. DCs from mice with milk allergy exhibited reduced apoptosis compared to DCs from control non-allergic donors. This suggests that dysregulation of DCs, systemic and gut derived, influences the development of food allergy and is necessary for controlling immune responses [116].

The other cell type potentially involved in antigen sampling is the absorptive epithelium. These cells not only take up soluble proteins, but also expresses MHC class I, II, as well as non-classical class I molecules to serve as restrict in local T-cell populations (Fig. 1.5). Indeed, a number of groups have documented the capacity of intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) to serve as APCs to both CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells [117–124]. In man, in vitro studies have suggested that normal IECs used as APCs selectively activate CD8+ suppressor T-cells [122]. Activation of such cells could be involved in controlled inflammation and possibly oral tolerance. Epithelial cells could interact with intraepithelial lymphocytes (IELs) (CD8+ in the small intestine) or LPLs. The studies by Kraus et al. alluded to above (loop model) strongly support a role of IECs in tolerance induction. However, a role for IECs in the regulation of mucosal immunity is best demonstrated in studies of inflammatory bowel disease. In in vitro co-culture experiments, IECs from patients with inflammatory bowel disease stimulated CD4+ T-cells rather than suppressive CD8+ cells activated by normal enteroctyes [125]. Furthermore, Kraus et al. demonstrated that oral antigen administration does not result in tolerance in patients with inflammatory bowel disease but rather results in active immunity [77].

Once again how does this fit into the process of food allergy? Do allergens traffic differently in predisposed individuals? Is there a Th2 dominant environment in the...
Galts of food-allergic patients? As mentioned earlier, IECs do express CD23 induced by IL-4 so there is a potential pathway for allergen/IgE complexes to enter from the lumen. However, these are secondary events. The real key is how the initial IgE is produced and what pathways are involved in its dominance. The answers to these questions will provide major insights into the pathogenesis of food allergy.
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CHAPTER 2

The Immunological Basis of IgE-Mediated Reactions

Gernot Sellge and Stephan C. Bischoff

KEY CONCEPTS

- Sensitization to food allergens can occur via the gastrointestinal tract (true food allergens) or via the pulmonary route (cross-reactive aeroallergens).
- Food allergens enter the mucosal barrier and can be transported throughout the body in an immunologically intact form.
- A dysregulated immune response to food allergens, consisting of a strong Th2 and IgE response and a low regulatory T-cell and IgG/IgA response, leads to allergic disease.
- Genetic and environmental (hygiene hypothesis) factors influence the individual immune reactions to food allergens.
- Cross-linking of IgE on tissue mast cells triggers the release of pro-inflammatory mediators and initiates the acute-phase reaction and the recruitment of eosinophils, basophils, and lymphocytes.

Introduction

Food allergy defined as immune-mediated food intolerance can be divided into “IgE-mediated” disorders (immediate-type gastrointestinal hypersensitivity, oral allergy syndrome, acute urticaria and angioedema, allergic rhinitis, acute bronchospasm, anaphylaxis) and “non-IgE-mediated” (dietary protein-induced enterocolitis and proctitis, celiac disease, and dermatitis herpetiformis). This classification has been extended by supposing a third subgroup of “mixed IgE- and non-IgE-mediated” disorders such as allergic eosinophilic esophagitis and gastroenteritis, atopic dermatitis, and allergic asthma [1,2].

In this chapter, the underlying immune mechanism of IgE-mediated allergic reactions with a particular focus on food allergy will be discussed. The development of food allergy is a multi-step process, requiring repetitive challenges with a particular food antigen, in contrast to non-immune-mediated reactions which can cause symptoms even after a single food exposure. The disease is preceded by a sensitization phase without symptoms, in which allergen-specific T- and B-cells are primed and IgE is produced. Recurrent allergen challenge of sensitized individuals results in IgE cross-linking bound on tissue mast cells that subsequently release their pro-inflammatory mediators.

Route of sensitization

Food allergy might result from sensitization to ingested food proteins or to aeroallergens through the respiratory route. Several pollen allergens can confer cross-reactivity to homologous proteins in plant foods. It has been suggested that oral sensitization only occurs when allergens are highly resistant to digestion in the gastrointestinal tract, while pollen food cross-reactive proteins are labile [2]. The route of sensitization might therefore influence the allergenic pattern on a molecular level and influence the clinical manifestation after challenge. This relationship has been confirmed in a recent multi-center study across Europe [3]. In the Netherlands, Austria, and northern Italy apple allergy is mild (>90% present exclusively oral symptoms) and precedes birch pollen allergy. The apple allergy arises as a result of the cross-reactivity between the birch pollen allergen Bet v 1 and the apple allergen Mal d 1. In Spain, exposure to birch pollen is virtually absent and the main apple allergen is Mal d 3. The authors suggested that apple allergy in Spain is a result of a primary sensitization to peach and its major allergen Pru p 3, which is cross-reactive to Mal d 3. Both proteins belong to...
the non-specific lipid transfer proteins, which are resistant to proteolysis. Consequently, about 35% of the Spanish patients have systemic reactions after double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenges with apple [3].

**Allergen uptake in the intestine**

The intestinal mucosa is constantly challenged with food and the commensal flora, which may be harmful after uncontrolled uptake. Therefore, innate and adoptive mechanisms have been developed to control the immune balance to food and commensals and to fend off pathogens [1,4,5]. Gastric acid, mucus, an intact epithelial layer, digestive enzymes, and the intestinal peristaltic are unspecific factors forming the “non-immunological” barrier [6]. The immunological defense mechanisms include innate (antimicrobial peptides, immune cells expressing pattern recognition molecules, etc.) and adaptive mechanisms (lymphocytes, IgA) [4]. Despite this tight mucosal barrier, macromolecules and intact bacteria can pass through or can be even actively taken up by the intestinal epithelium. Macromolecular uptake can be beneficial in delivering essential growth factors and in sampling the antigenic milieu of the gastrointestinal tract in order to enable the induction of immune tolerance to environmental antigens [6,7].

Breakdown of the intestinal barrier is associated with the development of food allergy. Neutralization of gastric acid results in increased mucosal transport of ingested proteins and sensitization to allergens [8]. Intestinal permeability is increased in patients suffering from food allergy [9]. Interestingly, one study showed that intestinal permeability is increased in patients with bronchial asthma, supporting the hypothesis that a general defect of the mucosal system may facilitate the development of allergic diseases [10]. Further evidence that a barrier dysfunction is a risk factor for developing food allergy comes from the notion that early introduction of solid food in babies (immature barrier) [11] and IgA deficiency or retarded IgA development in infants [12] is associated with a higher risk of atopy.

Many food allergens are fairly stable to heat, acid, and proteases making them resistant to digestion, a critical role allowing them to get in contact with the intestinal immune system. It has been demonstrated that ingested food proteins can be transported throughout the body in an immunologically intact form [2,13]. This might explain why symptoms of food allergies are not restricted to the gastrointestinal tract, but very often cause additionally or even exclusively extra-intestinal symptoms. Considering that the intestine is an immunologically privileged site, it is not surprising that hyperresponsive reactions to food allergens occur in some patients only outside the gastrointestinal system, independent from the site of initial antigen uptake.

**T-cell response in IgE-mediated allergy**

A hallmark of IgE-mediated allergic disorders is the generation of allergen-specific CD4+ Th2 lymphocytes. These cells produce a characteristic Th2-cytokine profile consisting of IL-4, IL-5, IL-9, and IL-13. IL-4 and IL-13 induce IgE class-switching in B-cells, IL-4 and IL-9 are important growth and activation factors for mast cells, and IL-5 promotes eosinophil development and recruitment. IL-13 additionally triggers mucus secretion in the lung and provokes airway hypersensitivity [14,15]. In the 1990s, allergic sensitization to harmless environmental proteins (allergens) was attributed to a dysregulation of the Th1/Th2 balance. However, the simple dichotomy of the Th1/Th2 system has been challenged by the discovery of a plethora of new T-cell subsets, including Th17 cells [16], non-classical T-cells such as NKT [17] and γδ T-cells, different subsets of CD8+ T-cells (Tc1 and Tc2), and, most importantly, regulatory T (Treg) cells [14,18,19]. The actual concept states that allergies and also autoimmune diseases result from a dysbalance between a protective Treg response and a disease inducing effector Th2 (in the case of allergy) or Th1/Th17 response (in the case of autoimmune diseases; recent observations suggest that Th17 cells are the main effectors) [16]. However, it is clear that different effector T-cell subsets have counter-regulatory functions, which also play a role in the immune-regulatory network [14,18,19].

Several subtypes of Treg cells have been described, which also have some overlapping phenotypes. Naturally occurring CD4+CD25+FoxP3+ Treg cells are distinguished from antigen-driven IL-10 (Tr1) and TGF-β (Th3)-secreting CD4+ Treg cells. The former subset originates from the thymus and acts by cell–cell contact in an antigen-independent manner. Tr1 and Th3 cells originate in the periphery and operate by the production of the anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-10 and TGF-β via an antigen-driven mechanism [14,18]. However, inducible and naturally occurring Treg cells share a functional relationship. The modulatory functions of Treg cells have also been attributed to the production of IL-10 and TGF-β and can eventually be induced in the periphery. Antigen-specific Treg cells may also function through cell–cell contact independently of IL-10 and TGF-β. It has been suggested that IL-10 producing T cells might not be exclusively generated from naïve CD4+, but also from Th1 or Th2 cells that have undergone chronic stimulation, resulting in the disappearance of effector cytokines [18].

Evidence that both subtypes of Treg cells play a major role in the prevention of allergen sensitization and modulation of disease activity comes from human and animal studies [18]. The function of Treg cells is impaired or dysregulated in allergic patients [20]. It is noteworthy to mention that a large number of healthy individuals are sensitized to allergens. However, these persons likely mount a balanced immune response, consisting of allergen-specific...
Tr1 cells and high levels of protective antigen-specific IgG4 and IgA (Fig. 2.1) [19,20]. Treg cells modulate different cells and effector functions, which are associated with allergic diseases. They downregulate Th2 cell activation, stimulate IgG4 (indirectly induced by IL-10) and IgA (induced by TGF-β) class-switch in B-cells [18], and might inhibit mast cell and eosinophil functions through the production of IL-10 and TGF-β [21,22]. Further evidence for the importance of Treg cells in the prevention of allergy arises from the finding that successful specific immunotherapy (SIT) is associated with a decrease in allergen-specific Th2 cell responses and the induction of allergen-induced Tr1 and Th3 cells (Fig. 2.1) [23,24].

**B-cell response in IgE-mediated allergy**

Antigen-specific IgE produced by B-cells is essential for type I allergic reactions. Apart from its pathological function in allergies, antigen-specific IgE is an important component of protective immunity against helminths [25].

IgE class-switch recombination (CSR) is strongly dependent on antigen-specific Th2 cells [26], although some evidence exists that other cells, including mast cells, basophils, and eosinophils, can provide the required signals [27,28]. Naïve B-cells capture their specific antigen (allergen) by the B-cell receptor (BCR), process it, and present it in the context of MHC class II to Th2 cells. This interaction illustrates why B- and T-cell epitopes are frequently found in the same protein. Th2 cells provide the major signals responsible for the IgE CSR: IL-4 and IL-13, as well as CD40L on T-cells, which binds CD40 on B-cells. The activation of the transcription factors STAT6 (induced by IL-4 and IL-13) and NF-κB (induced by CD40) in the B-cells promotes the CSR to IgE [26]. Given the potent, and potentially life-threatening effects of allergen-specific IgE, the class-switch is tightly controlled by several antagonizing signals, such as cytokines (IFN-γ, IL-21, TGF-β), B-cell surface receptors (CTLA4, CD45, BCR, CD23), and transcription factors (BCL6, ID2) [26]. Activated B-cells subsequently expand and are subjected to affinity maturation by somatic hyper mutation (SHM). However, there is less evidence for mutational maturation of antigen selection by IgE compared to IgG, although the existence of high-affinity IgE antibodies has convincingly been demonstrated [29]. CSR and SHM take place in secondary lymphoid organs, from which the cells migrate to mucosal effectors sites and undergo terminal differentiation to plasma cells [4]. However, it is becoming increasingly apparent that CSR and SHM may also occur at mucosal sites of allergic patients [30,31].

Secreted antibodies provide humoral immunity against pathogens, but persistent production of specific IgE is also a hallmark of type I allergies. IgE plasma level is the lowest (<100 μg/l in normal adults) and the biological half-life is the shortest (~12 hours in the serum [32] and ~14 days in the skin [33]) of all immunoglobulin classes. Elevated titers of antigen-specific IgE are found in allergic patients and after helminth infections, even in the absence of antigen for several years [25,34]. This conclusion is consistent with clinical experience, since patients can develop recurrent allergic symptoms despite long-term allergen avoidance. Stable maintenance of B-cell memory can be divided into two broad categories: long-lived plasma cells and memory B-cells. Three competing concepts, which are not mutually exclusive, might explain humoral memory. First, short-lived plasma cells (which do not divide) are constantly generated from memory B-cells, a process that might be driven by persisting antigen. Second, long-lived plasma cells with a defined half-life of several weeks develop from cytokine-receptor or Toll-like receptor (TLR) activated memory B-cells. Third, memory arises from long-lived plasma cells that survive in appropriate survival niches, which are located in the bone marrow and possibly in secondary lymphoid organs and inflamed tissue [35]. Whether IgE is predominately produced within or outside mucosal sites is a matter of debate [35,36]. The fact that allergen-specific IgE production can be transferred by bone marrow transplantation argues that bone marrow-derived IgE might contribute to the sensitization of effector cells at mucosal surfaces [37]. The persistence of allergen-specific IgE even under immunosuppressive therapy suggests that long-lived plasma cells...
(possibly located in the bone marrow) contribute substantially to IgE-mediated allergy, because long-lived plasma cells are resistant to immunosuppression [35].

**Allergen-specific IgG and IgA**

Allergen-specific IgG1, IgG4, and IgA are frequently detectable in allergic and non-allergic individuals. It has been proposed that these immunoglobulin subclasses might prevent allergic reactions and that the ratio of antigen-specific IgE and antigen-specific IgG determines the severity of an allergic reaction following allergen exposure (Fig. 2.1) [14,19,38]. Evidence for the protective effect of allergen-specific IgG arises from SIT studies. Although specific IgE levels not always decrease after successful SIT [39], several studies show that allergen-specific IgG1 and, in particular, IgG4 levels increase [40–42], most likely as a result of the change in the T cell profile (Fig. 2.1).

Allergen-specific IgG may compete with IgE for the binding of allergens and inhibit, therefore, high-affinity Fc receptor (FcεRI) cross-linking [14,43–45]. Furthermore, allergen-specific IgG (in particular IgG1) may co-aggregate FcγRIIB with FcεRI. FcγRIIB contains an intracytoplasmic immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif (ITIM) and has been reported to inhibit IgE-induced mast cell and basophil activation [43,46]. Its inhibitory function in allergy has been demonstrated by studies using knock-out mice [47]. Co-cross-linking of FcγRIIB and FcεRI might also be exploited for the engineering of safe therapeutic agents for SIT that maintain all B- and T-cell epitopes. A human IgG1 Fc fragment fused to the cat allergen Fel d 1 was reported to inhibit Fel d 1-induced activation of human mast cells and basophils sensitized with serum from patients allergic to Fel d 1; and also Fel d 1-induced anaphylaxis in human FcεR1α transgenic mice [48]. However, the relationship between the efficacy of SIT and the induction of allergen-specific IgG has also been questioned, because some studies failed to observe a correlation [45,49]. These conflicting data might be explained by the fact that allergen-specific IgG can also have immune-enhancing effects. For example, IgG can stimulate immune and inflammatory cells such as mast cells and eosinophils through binding to Fcγ receptors (Table 2.1) [50,51]. Allergen-specific IgG may enhance allergic reactions by the formation of larger allergen aggregates (super-cross-linking) [52] or by activating complement (IgG1-3, not IgG4). Furthermore, the binding of certain IgG to allergens can enhance IgE affinity, which may be due to changes of the three-dimensional allergen structure [53]. However, IgG4 seems to be of particular importance to prevent allergic reactions. It binds only with low affinity to Fcγ receptors and does not activate complement. Furthermore, it has been shown very recently that IgG4 antibodies are dynamic molecules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receptor (CD)</th>
<th>Chains</th>
<th>Binding affinity</th>
<th>Ligands</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Other cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FcγRI (CD64)</td>
<td>α, γ</td>
<td>Ig1: 10⁸ M⁻¹</td>
<td>(1) IgG1 = IgG3, (2) IgG4, (3) IgG2</td>
<td>MC, E, B¹</td>
<td>M, N¹, DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FcγRII-A (CD32)</td>
<td>α</td>
<td>Ig1: 2 x 10⁶ M⁻¹</td>
<td>(1) IgG1, (2) IgG2² = IgG3, (3) IgG4</td>
<td>MC, E, B³</td>
<td>M, N, LC, P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FcγRII-B (CD32)</td>
<td>α⁴</td>
<td>Ig1: 2 x 10⁶ M⁻¹</td>
<td>(1) IgG1 = IgG3, (2) IgG4, (3) IgG2</td>
<td>MC, E, B³</td>
<td>M, N, B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FcγRIII (CD16)</td>
<td>α, β, γ</td>
<td>Ig1: 5 x 10⁵ M⁻¹</td>
<td>(1) IgG1 = IgG3, (2) IgG4, (3) IgG2</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>M, N, B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FcαRI (CD89)</td>
<td>α, γ</td>
<td>IgA1, IgA2: 10⁷ M⁻¹</td>
<td>IgA1 = IgA2</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>M, N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FcεRI (CD23)</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>IgE: 10¹⁰ M⁻¹</td>
<td>IgE</td>
<td>MC, B, E¹,²</td>
<td>M², DC³, LC⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>B, T, M, LC, P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MC, mast cells; E, eosinophils; B, basophils; M, monocytes; N, neutrophils; B, B-cells; T, T-cells; DC, dendritic cells; LC, Langerhans’ cells; P, platelets.

¹Inducible.
²Only some allotypes of FcγRII-A bind IgG2.
³CD32 expression has been shown, but to date it is not clear whether FcγRII-A or FcγRII-B is expressed.
⁴Contains an ITIM motif (inhibitory).
⁵β chain is not expressed.
⁶See text (IgE receptors). Modified from Janeway CA et al. [55].
that exchange Fab arms by swapping a heavy chain and attached light chain (half-molecule) with a heavy-light chain pair from another molecule, which results in bispecific antibodies. IgG4 molecules thereby lose their ability to cross-link antigen and to form immune complexes under most conditions. This mechanism might provide the basis for the anti-inflammatory activity attributed to IgG4 [53b].

Obviously, the clinical consequences of an allergen exposure are influenced by several factors: (i) allergen structure, (ii) dose and duration of exposure, (iii) epitope specificity and affinity of the antibodies, (iv) absolute and relative amounts of immunoglobulin subclasses, (v) expression profiles of Fc receptors on effector cells, (vi) composition and activation status of immune cells in the exposed tissue, and (vii) profile of allergen-specific effector T cells [14,54]. This demonstrates that monitoring of SIT by measurement of antigen-specific immunoglobulins can be sometimes misleading and that complex biological systems are required to analyze the immunological effects of SIT.

**Genes and environment**

It is generally acknowledged that risk factors for the development of allergic diseases include genetic and environmental factors, but certainly also individual factors such as psychological conditions.

Sibling and family studies have revealed that the genetic background affects the risk of developing allergy. These observations can be related to several gene polymorphisms. Not surprisingly, many of these genes encode for key factors of Th2-type and IgE-related immune reactions, such as FcεRI β chain, IL-4R, IL-13, and STAT6 [56,57]. Interestingly, also genes for innate immune receptors, such as CD14 and NOD1, might be associated with allergy [58,59]. These analyses suggest that the threshold of the immune system to environmental stimuli is controlled by natural genetic variation and gene–environment interaction.

Prevalence of allergic disorders is considerably lower in developing countries and in rural area in comparison to urban areas within one country. Furthermore, the number of allergic patients has strongly increased within the last decades, further arguing that environmental factors are substantially responsible for atopy [60,61]. However, there is little consistent evidence to suggest that obvious risk factors, such as increased exposure to indoor allergens, pollution, or changes in diet and breast-feeding, could account for the rise in allergic diseases. Another category of environmental factors that show overwhelming inverse association with atopy are infections, vaccinations, absence of antibiotic treatment, traditional farming environments, older siblings, day care attendance, and pet ownership [60–62]. These findings lead to the “hygiene hypothesis” which proposes that reduced exposure to particular microbiological stimuli [63], which decrease with improved living standards and higher personal hygiene, might result in an increased risk of developing allergy. Indeed, perinatal treatment (mothers prenatal and infants 6-month postnatal) with the probiotic *Laclobacillus GG* strain significantly reduced the development of allergies up to the age of 4 years [64]. Although the “hygiene hypothesis” is widely accepted, the underlying mechanisms are controversial. In particular, the molecular link between environmental stimuli and immune hyperresponsiveness is far from being understood. It has been suggested that a chronic stimulation of the immune system by microbes creates a kind of immunotolerant environment. This concept is attractive, since it would also explain the known relation between increased hygiene standards, decline in infection rates, and increase in autoimmune diseases [65]. Tolerance induction might involve both the innate and the adaptive immune systems. Animal studies show protective effects of certain TLR ligands in allergen-induced inflammation [60]. Furthermore, microbial components such as CpG-containing immunostimulatory DNA, a TLR9 agonist, or the bacterial cell wall component monophosphoryl lipid A have been used successfully as adjuvants in clinical studies for SIT. These compounds considerably improve immunological surrogate markers and clinical outcome [66,67]. Chronic infections might induce Treg cells which provide non-specific bystander suppression [61]. Moreover, it has been suggested that cross-reactive IgE and IgG-binding structures exist in allergens and parasite antigens [61]. Interestingly, parasite-specific IgG4 antibodies can inhibit IgE-mediated degranulation of effector cells isolated from allergic patients, suggesting that chronic parasite infections induce allergen-cross-reactive “blocking antibodies” [68].

**Innate immune recognition of allergens**

The concept that the driving force for the induction of an adaptive immune response is the innate immune recognition system in dendritic cells and other immune cells has been generally accepted [69]. In light of this model, it is interesting to note that certain allergens contain immune stimulatory properties that target the innate immune system. For example, pollens contain intrinsic NADPH oxidase activity, generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) [70] and/or bioactive lipids (phytoprostanes) [71]. These pollen intrinsic bioactivities have been shown to instruct a Th2 cell polarization. Furthermore, the pollen NADPH-induced ROS vigorously augments specific IgE production and allergic airway inflammation induced by the major pollen antigens in mice [70]. Several allergens have enzymatic functions, frequently protease activities that facilitate transepithelial allergen delivery and spreading, but also activation of epithelial cells via protease-activated receptors, resulting in the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines [15]. Most interestingly, a recent study reports that the major peanut allergen Ara h 1 is
recognized by DC-SIGN, a C-type lectin acting as a pathogen recognition molecule. Ara h 1 challenged dendritic cells primed a Th2-skewed T-cell response [72]. Ara h 1 is an N-glycan that shares structural similarities to N-glycans from Schistosoma mansoni egg antigens, that are well studied Th2 PAMPs (pathogen-associated molecular pattern). These data suggest that at least some allergens provoke allergies by a two-signal strategy, in which signal 1 is the innate response and signal 2 the adaptive response.

**Allergic inflammation**

Once an individual is sensitized and allergen-specific IgE has been formed, recurrent antigen exposure readily induces the manifestations of atopic disease. The response has been categorized into three phases: (i) acute or immediate-phase reaction, (ii) late-phase reaction, and (iii) chronic allergic inflammation (Fig. 2.2).

An acute reaction occurs when the allergen, after crossing the mucosa, binds to antigen-specific IgE on the surface of mast cells and eventually basophils. This induces cross-linking of FcεRI resulting in the release of pro-inflammatory mediators, such as histamine, eicosanoids, and cytokines. Clinical signs of the acute response (weal and flare) develop within seconds to minutes. A particular characteristic of intestinal food allergy might be a delayed “acute reaction” because of the passage time of dietary antigens through the esophagus and the stomach. The immediate reaction may be followed by a late-phase reaction starting after 4–48 hours. Mast cell-derived mediators induce expression of adhesion molecules on endothelial cells, which bind its ligand on the surface of eosinophils, basophils, Th2 cells, and NKT cells [17,73]. This leads to the preferential extravasations of these cells through vessel walls into sites of inflammation. Their recruitment to the target organ depends on the production of a number of chemokines [74]. Within the tissue, infiltrating cells are further activated by the inflammatory environment and allergens via antigen-specific recognition (IgE on basophils and MHC class II-dependent antigen presentation to Th2 cells). Late-phase reactions may be developed independent of IgE. It has been reported that birch pollen-related food allergen that lost capacity to bind to IgE because of cooking, but retained their T-cell stimulatory potency, does not induce an acute-phase reaction such as the oral allergy syndrome; but can still induce a late-phase response like atopic eczema [73]. Repeated allergen exposure may lead to a chronic inflammatory response causing persistent infiltration of mast cells, eosinophils, basophils, and lymphocytes and subsequent chronic structural changes of the tissue, such as mucus cell and smooth muscle hypertrophy, fibrosis, and organ dysfunction. The specific clinical features of each of the different phases vary according to the anatomical site affected (Fig. 2.2).

**Figure 2.2** Phases of allergic disease. For details see text. Ag, antigen; DC, dendritic cell; Th0, naïve CD4+ lymphocyte; Th2, Th2 lymphocyte; B0, naïve B-cell; Bp, primed B-cell after IgE class-switch; PC, plasma cell; MC, mast cell; Eo, eosinophil; Ba, basophil; NKT, NKT cell.

**IgE receptors**

Most of the IgE is bound to its FcεRI expressed on mast cells, basophils, monocytes, dendritic cells, Langerhans cells, eosinophils, and platelets (Table 2.1). Monomeric IgE binds
to FcεRI with high affinity and has a very slow dissociation rate (half-life of about 20 hours). The FcεRI is composed of an IgE-binding α chain, a tertaspanning transmembrane β chain, and a homodimeric disulfide-linked γ chain. The β chain, which is only expressed in mast cells and basophils, functions as an amplifier and in its absence the receptor initiates only weak signals. Cross-linking of FcεRI initiates signaling mediated through the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM) encoded in the cytoplasmic tails of the β and γ chains. For a detailed description of the signaling events via FcεRI, the reader is referred to some recent and comprehensive reviews [46,75–77]. In brief, downstream signaling results in intracellular Ca++ release and activation of PKC (protein kinase C), MAPK (mitogen-activated protein kinase) pathways, NF-κB (nuclear factor-kappaB), PI3K (phosphoinositide-3 kinase), and PLA2 (phospholipase A2). In mast cells and basophils these events result in degranulation, generation of arachidonic acid metabolites, and enhanced expression of genes encoding for pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines. IgE binding in the absence of antigen increases receptor expression, induces anti-apoptotic signals, and triggers low-level cytokine production in mast cells [78,79]. The downstream signaling induced by monomeric IgE binding remains elusive. In antigen-presenting cells, FcεRI has been shown to facilitate antigen presentation by IgE-dependent capture of antigens [36,80].

The low-affinity IgE receptor (FcεRII/CD23) is not a member of the Ig superfamily. CD23 is a type II integral membrane protein with a C-lectin domain at the distal C-terminal end of the extracellular sequence. The lectin domain contains the binding sites for all known ligands of CD23 including IgE, complement receptors CR2, CR3, and CR4 (also termed CD21, CD18-CD11b, CD18-CD11c, respectively), and vitronectin. CD23 facilitates antigen presentation of B-cells and acts as a negative feedback regulator of the IgE class-switch. In enterocytes, CD23 facilitates the bidirectional transport of IgE-antigen complexes and thus may participate in antigen sampling from the intestinal lumen [36].

**Mast cells**

Mast cells are widely distributed throughout the body, frequently found around blood vessels, attached to nerves and at mucosal surfaces. Bone marrow-derived mast cell progenitors migrate via the peripheral blood into the tissue, where they undergo final maturation under the influence of local microenvironmental factors. Stem cell factor (SCF), produced either in a soluble or membrane-bound form by fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and stromal cells, is the essential factor for both mast cell maturation and survival of mature mast cells [81]. The importance of SCF and its receptor KIT is stressed by the fact that KIT-deficient mice basically lack mast cells. Mature mast cells are long-living cells that maintain the capability to grow. In particular IL-4, but also IL-3 and IL-9, induces proliferation of tissue mast cells in an SCF-dependent manner [82–84].

Human mast cells are commonly classified according to their protease content and related ultrastructural signatures of their granules. Mast cells containing only tryptase (MCt) predominate in the lung and intestinal mucosa. Tryptase and chymase positive mast cells (MCtC) are mainly located in the skin and the intestinal submucosa. It has been suggested that these subtypes can be further classified according to their responsiveness to certain IgE-independent agonists. This heterogeneity might reflect that mast cells exhibit differences in biochemical and functional properties, depending on the anatomical site in which the cells reside; and/or the biological process, in which they participate [76].

Mast cells exert their biological functions mainly by the release of humoral mediators. Mast cell, as well as eosinophil and basophil, mediators can be categorized into three groups: (i) preformed secretory granule-associated mediators, (ii) de novo synthesized eicosanoid metabolites, and (iii) cytokines and chemokines which are mainly de novo synthesized but are also sometimes found to be stored within secretory granules (Table 2.1). Secretory granule-associated mediators of mast cells are mainly histamine, proteases, and proteoglycans. Histamine exerts its wide-ranging biological activities via binding to four histamine receptors (H1–4). With regard to allergic inflammation, the H1-receptor seems to be of particular importance. Its activation affects the function of blood vessels (dilation and increased permeability), smooth muscles (contraction), epithelial cells (mucus production), and Th2 lymphocytes (recruitment) [85]. Mast cell proteases can cleave several host proteins, including protease activating receptors, and have been linked to immune as well as non-immune functions of mast cells, such as tissue repair and fibrinolysis [86]. Very recently, two exiting studies showed that mast cell-derived proteases cleave endogenous (endothelin-1, induced by bacterial infection) and exogenous (snake and honeybee venoms) toxins and subsequently limit pathology [87,88]. Moreover, mast cell proteases mediate cleavage of allergens. This might be an important negative feedback loop terminating or weakening allergic inflammation [89]. The main mast cell-produced metabolites of arachidonic acid (and their prominent function) are PGD2 (smooth muscle contraction, chemoattractant for eosinophils, and Th2 cells), LTC4 (increase of vascular permeability, mucus production, and smooth muscle contraction), and LTB4 (chemoattractant for neutrophils, eosinophils, and CD8+ T-cells) [90]. A significant amount of cytokines and chemokines are produced by mast cells. Among them, IL-3, IL-5, and IL-13 seem to be specifically important in allergic reactions [91]. They mediate basophil (IL-3), and eosinophil recruitment (IL-5), IgE class-switching, mucus production, and airway hyperreactivity (all IL-13). Although detectable in rodent mast cells [92], human mast cells produce no or only small amounts of IL-4 [27,91].
Cross-linking of the FcεRI is the most potent trigger to activate mast cells for the release of all three classes of mediators. Degranulation and eicosanoid production occur within minutes. Cytokines, if not stored within the granules, are mainly transcriptionally regulated and produced within 2–6 hours [91]. IL-3, IL-4, and IL-5 enhance FcεRI-mediated reactions [83,91,93], ensuring an autocrine and paracrine positive feedback loop, because the main producers of these cytokines are mast cells (IL-3, IL-5) and, after recruitment, basophils (IL-4), eosinophils (IL-3, IL-5), and Th2 cells (IL-4, IL-5) (Table 2.2). IL-4 induces IL-5 production by mast cells even in the absence of IgE-cross-linking [93]. On the other hand, the central modulatory cytokines of Treg cells, IL-10 and TGF-β, have been shown to induce apoptosis in mast cells (TGF-β) and decrease FcεRI-induced mediator production (IL-10 and TGF-β) [21,22]. Several IgE-independent mast cell triggers have been described. SCF, complement factors (C5a), neuropeptides (substance P), adenosine, IgG-cross-linking of FcγRI, and several TLR ligands stimulate mast cell effector functions, but are substantially less effective than FcεRI-mediated signals [50,94].

Considering the multiple biological effects of mast cell mediators, one can propose several possible functions of mast cells in vivo. A mouse mast cell “knock-in” model has considerably contributed to the understanding of the role of mast cells in several pathologies. Apart from allergies, recent studies point out that mast cells are important effector cells in immune complex-induced autoimmune models (mediated via Fcγ on mast cells) [95] and confer protection against acute bacterial infections [94,96,97]. Using this mast cell knock-in model, it has been shown that mast cells contribute to all stages of immunopathology in allergic asthma, which are the immediate-phase, late-phase, and chronic allergic reactions. Mast cell effector functions were mainly, but not exclusively, dependent on FcεRI/FcγRIII expression [98].

An exciting new field of mast cell research concerns the questions whether and how mast cells contribute to the instruction of the adaptive immune response? Several lines of evidence now indicate that mast cells deliver signals important for dendritic cell activation and T-/B-cell priming, such as cytokines (e.g. TNF-α) and co-stimulatory molecules (CD40L, OX40 ligand). In vivo, delayed-type hypersensitivity responses may be decreased in the absence of mast cells, although data are conflicting [99]. However, recent studies suggest that mast cells mediate regulatory functions [100,101]. In an allograft model, mast cells were absolutely essential in Treg cell-dependent peripheral tolerance. IL-9 represented the functional link through which Treg recruited and activated mast cells to mediate regional immune suppression [101]. However, it remains elusive as to whether mast cells play a role (either activating or tolerizing) during the sensitization phase of allergies.

Despite the new enthusiasm about the multiple functions of mast cells in immune diseases and immune regulation, one should consider that most of the data derived from the murine system, in particular with regard to mast cell functions, may not always reflect the human situation [102].

### Basophils

Basophils have often been considered as the circulating progenitor of tissue mast cells, because of their similar morphology and staining characteristics due to the basophilic granule contents; and their overlapping functional properties. It is now generally accepted that mast cells and basophils originate from separate lineages [103,104]. Basophils fully
mature within the bone marrow, and they are subsequently released to the peripheral blood, where they form the smallest population of leukocytes (0.5–1% of total leukocytes, considerably increased in allergic patients). IL-3 is the most important basophil growth factor, but other growth factors such as IL-5, GM-CSF, NGF, and TGF-β have been identified [103]. Basophils enter the tissue at sites of inflammation, being directed by adhesion molecules and chemotactants [74,105]. This array of growth factors and chemotactants largely overlap with the factors promoting eosinophil development and recruitment. This may explain the combined involvement of both cell types in many diseases. In contrast to mast cells, both basophils and eosinophils are short-living cells, surviving in the tissue only for several days [103,106]. Basophils have been detected particularly in allergic late-phase reactions within the skin and the lung [107]; whereas their involvement in gastrointestinal pathologies is largely unknown.

Similar to mast cells, basophils release large amounts of histamine and LTC4, but no PGD2, which is specifically mast cell-derived. Basophils are a major source of IL-4 and IL-13 [108,109] that can be released upon IgE-dependent and IgE-independent stimulation. On a per cell basis, activated basophils produce more IL-4 and IL-13 than any other cell type. Basophils produced a much more limited cytokine profile than mast cells and eosinophils (Table 2.1). However, the specific expression of IL-4, which is hardly produced by mast cells and eosinophils, suggests a particular role for basophils in the antigen-specific priming of Th2 cells [110].

After cross-linking of FcεRI, the release of histamine and eicosanoid is nearly complete by 20 minutes, whereas IL-4 and IL-13 production follows a time course with a maximal response after 4 and 20 hours, respectively. Small amounts of IL-4 (<10 pg/10⁶ basophils) become detectable within 5–10 minutes after stimulation, suggesting that preformed IL-4 is released [106]. IgE-independent secretagogues are the anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a, platelet-activating factor (PAF), eosinophil-derived major basic protein (MBP), cytokines (IL-3, IL-5, GM-CSF), and chemokines (MCP-1, -3, eotaxin, RANTES, MIP-1α, IL-8). Of particular interest is the observation that IL-3, IL-5, and GM-CSF only induce small amounts of mediator release, but substantially enhance the effects of almost all IgE-dependent and IgE-independent agonists. The latter seems to be of greater importance; particularly in the allergic late-phase reaction characterized by enhanced cytokine production, and has been named “basophil priming.” Similar observations could be made for other inflammatory cells such as eosinophils, suggesting a rather general way of inflammatory cell regulation [103,106,111].

A growing body of evidence suggests that basophils are involved in the defense against helminth infections [112]. However, basophil in vivo studies are limited, because a basophil-deficient mouse strain does not exist. Mukai et al. recently demonstrated a series of elegant transfer studies, that basophils, in the absence of T-cells and reacting mast cells, induce an IgE-dependent delayed-onset allergic inflammation, whereas mast cells were necessary for the immediate-phase response [113].

**Eosinophils**

Eosinophils fully mature within the bone marrow, from which they enter the bloodstream. IL-3, IL-5, and GM-CSF are particularly effective in regulating eosinophil growth and maturation. Of these three, IL-5 is the most specific and potent. Eosinophils normally account for only 1–3% of peripheral blood leukocytes and, under physiological conditions, their presence in tissue is primarily limited to the gastrointestinal mucosa which forms the largest eosinophil reservoir of the body. In the course of several diseases, including allergy, eosinophilic gastroenteritis, and helminth infection, eosinophils can selectively accumulate in the peripheral blood or any tissue [28,114]. Recruitment of eosinophils depends on the production of a number of chemokines (e.g. RANTES and the eotaxins). Only IL-5 and the eotaxins selectively regulate eosinophil trafficking [28,74]. Anti-IL-5 treatment reduced tissue eosinophilia in asthma patients by 55%, however, without affecting symptoms [115].

Eosinophils secrete an array of cytotoxic granule cationic proteins that are present in large quantities in the cells: eosinophil cationic protein (ECP), eosinophil-derived neurotoxin (EDN), major basic protein (MBP), and eosinophil peroxidase (EPO). The enzymatic activities and several functions of these proteins have been defined and have been recently reviewed in detail [28,116]. Apart from their toxic effects and antiviral activity, these proteins activate mast cells (EPO, MBP) and suppress T-cell proliferation (ECP) and immunoglobulin synthesis (ECP). Eosinophils produce several eicosanoid metabolites, oxygen radicals, and multiple cytokines/chemokines [28] (Table 2.1).

C5a, C3a, and PAF cause degranulation in eosinophils, whereas other stimuli, such as the cytokines IL-3, IL-5, and GM-CSF, have a weak or no direct effect. However, this set of cytokines “prime” eosinophils for enhanced mediator release to other stimuli, including otherwise ineffective agonists [117]. Interestingly, PAF produced by eosinophils has been considered as an autocrine secretagogue [118]. Furthermore, chemokines, such as the CCR3 ligands MCP-3, MCP-4, RANTES, and eotaxin, induce degranulation in eosinophils [119]. Eosinophils express FcεRI, FcγRII, and FcγRI (inducible, Table 2.2) and secretory IgA and IgG are strong signals for degranulation [51,120,121] mediating for example antibody (or complement)-dependent cellular toxicity against helminthes. The role of the FcεRI on the eosinophil is still a matter of controversy [122]. Eosinophil activation by cytokines and immunoglobulins is critically
dependent on β2-integrins, especially on Mac-1 binding to ICAM-1 [123], suggesting that their activity is silenced in the bloodstream.

There is strong evidence that eosinophils play a considerable role in the defense against helminthies. This is supported by findings in both humans and animal models [28,124]. Recently, two eosinophil-deficient mouse models have been developed. In both strains, eosinophils substantially impact on experimental allergic asthma, but apart from this common finding, they give divergent results. While the PHIL mice are completely protected from developing airway hyperresponsiveness and show partial protection from airway mucous metaplasia, the Δdbl GATA mice lack improvement of these parameters, and rather show attenuation of airway remodeling. However, airway remodeling has not been investigated in the PHIL mice [125,126].

**Conclusion**

The allergen-specific Th2 and B-cell priming, the function of IgE and FcεRI, and the biology of allergic effector cells have been intensively studied during the last few decades. The current advances in understanding these fundamental immunological mechanisms lead to the design of new treatment approaches, of which some have reached the level of clinical trials or approval [14,115,127]. We are only beginning to understand the regulatory network of the immune system, in particular the function of Treg cells and “blocking” allergen-specific antibodies. Therefore, we still need to learn how we can direct the immune system toward a tolerizing response to introduce more rational and safer vaccine strategies [14]. The link between environmental stimuli and allergy remains poorly understood and requires further investigation.

A specific problem concerning food allergy lies in the fact that the general pathophysiological concepts of allergy have mainly been developed in model systems of non-food-related atopy. This applies also to this chapter, which reviews and an improvement in the diagnostic approach are necessary to provide improved treatment options.
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CHAPTER 3
The Immunologic Basis of Non-IgE-Mediated Reactions

Ashraf Uzzaman and Hirsh D. Komarow

Introduction
The first authentic report of food hypersensitivity, over 2300 years ago, is attributed to Hippocrates for his findings that there exist individual differences in reactions to milk ingestion [1,2]. Quantitatively, food proteins account for one of the largest antigenic challenges confronting the human immune system [3]. Nonetheless, only a small number of foods instigate the majority of abnormal immune responses.

Abnormal responses to foods may be classified as toxic, such as to food contaminants, which are not dependent on individual susceptibility; and non-toxic, which are dependent on individual susceptibility. Non-toxic responses may be separated into non-immune mediated, such as food intolerance to lactose, and immune mediated, such as food allergy. The mechanisms of immune-mediated adverse reactions may be further divided into IgE-mediated or immediate-in-time and non-IgE-mediated or delayed-in-time responses [4,5]. Consistent with the global increase in the prevalence of atopic diseases, there has been a significant rise in both IgE and non-IgE-mediated food allergies [6,7].

This chapter provides a comprehensive overview of the immunologic basis of non-IgE-mediated, as well as mixed IgE-mediated mechanisms of food allergy. We elaborate on factors affecting the development of food allergy; the immunologic anatomy and defense mechanisms of the gut which avert the development of food allergy; the processing of enteral food antigens and their presentation to immune competent cells of the gastrointestinal tract; and the effector cells and inflammatory mediators critical to the propagation and consequences of abnormal reactions to foods.

Development of food allergy
Genetic, environmental, and developmental factors, as well as a number of antigenic characteristics of food proteins, appear to influence the onset of food allergy. Genetic factors, such as a family history of atopic disease [8] and genetic polymorphisms [9], have been implicated. Early infectious exposure [10,11], rural upbringing with exposure to animals [12], and commensal [13] and pathogenic microorganisms within the GI tract are environmental factors that have been correlated with reduced atopic sensitization. Developmental factors, which include immaturity of the gut mucosa and the gut immune system, as seen among infants and children, may contribute to the development of food allergy. In addition, a number of antigenic characteristics of food proteins also impact the occurrence of food allergy.

The genetic basis of IgE-mediated food allergies have been more thoroughly characterized [14–19] than for non-IgE-mediated food allergies [20,21]. Studies of familial clustering, twin studies, and isolation of genetic polymorphisms
characterized by disruptions of the gut barrier resulting in gastric ulcers [39], and infectious diarrheas [40], which are in the pathogenesis of reflux esophagitis [38], gastritis and development of allergies. Further, microorganisms play a role in the development of allergy [41]. Moreover, studies showing the genetic contribution of the HLA region on the familial clustering of CD suggest that HLA haplotypes are an important genetic background to the development of CD. However, additional susceptibility factors need to be identified [27]. Genetic associations with disease have also been made in eosinophilic esophagitis where familial clustering occurs, and observation of a single nucleotide polymorphism in the human eotaxin-3-gene has been made [28]. The genetic basis of food allergy, however, remains unclear [29].

A number of environmental factors appear to influence the development of allergy [30]. Studies show that improved social conditions may lead to a more “sanitary” living environment which may increase the risk for developing allergies, including food allergy [31]. A dominant role of early environmental exposures in the development of immune tolerance has also been reported. For instance, a farm upbringing, particularly with exposure to animals and livestock, has been shown to be relatively protective against the development of allergies [32]. This concept is often referred to as the “hygiene hypothesis” and is supported by a recent study which documented a decreased prevalence of allergic sensitization in children growing up on farms compared to their counterparts residing in the same geographic regions [33]. The inheritance of primary eosinophilic disorders appears to be multi-factorial, with an interplay between genetic and environmental factors where a majority of individuals are atopic [9]. Moreover, individuals demonstrate symptomatic improvement when the offending food allergen is eliminated from their diet [34].

Both commensal and pathogenic microorganisms in the gut appear to stimulate local B-cells and T-cells to induce normal development of the GI mucosal immune system. Animals reared in a germ-free environment have an underdeveloped GI mucosal immune system [13,35]. Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and secretion of chemokines, such as CCL20, IL-8, and MIP3α, which are involved in luminal bacterial recognition, appear to be critical for the development of the innate as well as the adaptive arm of the mucosal immune system [36,37]. It has been proposed that disturbances in the gut flora, along with disruption of the gut barrier and breakdown of innate mucosal immunity caused by enteral pathogenic microorganisms, may contribute to the development of allergies. Further, microorganisms play a role in the pathogenesis of reflux esophagitis [38], gastritis and gastric ulcers [39], and infectious diarrheas [40], which are characterized by disruptions of the gut barrier resulting in irregularities in permeability and antigen transport across the GI epithelium, perhaps fostering the development of food allergy.

The prevalence of food allergy is higher among infants and in children who are less than 3 years of age [41]. In infants, the relative immaturity of the GI mucosal immune system and mucosal barrier functions may be responsible for the increased prevalence [1]. The mucosal immune system immaturity is characterized by low basal acid output in the stomach, relative low levels of proteolytic activity, and immaturity of the barrier function. These conditions result in decreased luminal breakdown of antigen which leads to increased antigen absorption, as well as absorption of large antigenic molecules that interact with the mucosal immune system and predispose to food allergy [30].

Antigenic characteristics of food proteins may contribute to specific food allergies [42]. Physical characteristics of food proteins, such as size of the antigen, relative abundance [43] and resistance to acidic and enzymatic denaturation and digestion [44], their immunogenicity and the method by which they are presented to T-cells, are key determinants of their antigenic potential [45]. Food proteins that are allergenic also tend to be resistant to processing and heating and to acidic degradation and digestion within the GI tract [46].

**Gut anatomy**

The primary anatomical constituents which relate to immunologic responses in the GI tract include mucus, the glycocalyx, microvilli, the epithelial layer, the lamina propria, the muscularis mucosa, and gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) (Fig. 3.1). The mucus layer is composed of mucin, free protein, dialyzable salts and is 95% water. It forms an adherent mucus gel layer over epithelial cells and beneath the glycocalyx is a near-neutral pH at the epithelial surface, which is resistant to acidic and proteolytic digestion, thereby protecting the underlying mucosa [47]. Internal to the mucus layer is the cell surface coat, the glycocalyx, which is composed primarily of carbohydrates and contains various enzymes such as enteropeptidases, dipeptidases, and disaccharidases; and non-enzymatic proteins that are essential for terminal digestion of food and absorption of nutrients [48,49]. Luminal to the epithelial cells and beneath the glycocalyx are dense microvilli, which increase the absorptive surface area [50]. The epithelial layer is singular and composed of columnar cells, and together with the luminal mucus, functions as the primary separation between the mucosal immune system and the microbiota and enteral food antigens [51]. The epithelium also contains mucus goblet cells, undifferentiated crypt epithelial cells, and intra-epithelial lymphocytes, each of which performs a unique and integrated function (Fig. 3.1(a)). The intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) are bound by tight junctions at their apical surfaces, which function as a selective barrier to prevent the absorption of harmful
viruses, bacteria, and antigens, while allowing the transport of essential nutrients [52]. The lamina propria is a connective and supportive tissue layer between the basement membrane upon which the epithelium rests and the underlying muscularis mucosa. The lamina propria contains significant numbers of adaptive and innate immunocompetent cells: dendritic cells, T-cells (predominantly CD4+ and TCRαβ cells), plasma cells (mostly IgA producing), eosinophils, macrophages, and mast cells [53].

The mucosal immune system of the GI tract which resides within the mucosal layer is considered to be the largest immunologic organ in the body [51]. Humans have a well-developed gut immune system by 19 weeks' gestation, similar to most lymphoid tissues. The GALT is larger in children than in adults, and consists of lymphoid follicles and lymphoid cells. The lymphoid follicles are distributed within the wall of the GI tract as Peyer’s patches and also as solitary lymphoid follicles in the small intestine [54,55]. Lymphoid cells are present diffusely within the epithelium as intra-epithelial lymphocytes, within the lamina propria, and in the Peyer’s patches [56]. Peyer’s patches serve as antigen sampling sites for the gut immune system [57]. Each Peyer’s patch consists of many follicles, and each follicle is made up of a central germinal center. The germinal center develops after antigenic exposure at birth [58] and is composed of B-lymphocytes and surrounded by a number of T-lymphocytes [59]. Overlying the follicle is a dome region consisting of the follicle-associated epithelium (Fig. 3.1) which contains the specialized microfold cells (M cells) [60,61]. M cells are derived from IECs and have microfolds on their luminal surface unlike epithelial cells which possess microvilli [62]. The M cells facilitate the uptake
of antigens from the gut lumen and present them to dendritic cells and macrophages which are contained beneath the follicle-associated epithelium. In the small intestine, other lymphoid tissues aggregates have also been described, which include isolated mucosal lymphoid follicles and submucosal lymphoid aggregations that are thought to be solitary Peyer’s patch follicles [55]. The appendix is a prominent constituent of the GALT. It is organized into a large number of repeating lymphoid follicles which are morphologically similar to those present in the Peyer’s patches [63].

Within the colon, lymphoid follicles may be present as lymphoglandular complexes, which are organized lymphoid structures [64] and appear to be intimately associated with the luminal epithelium. The complexes are located at points of defects in the muscularis mucosa and consist of compact spherical aggregates of lymphocytes situated below the muscularis mucosa. These complexes are also in continuity with a less clearly circumscribed collection of lymphocytes located within the colonic lamina propria. Individual lymphoid follicles may be found within the colonic submucosa and lamina propria, and are most common in the rectum [56]. The cell types present in these lymphoglandular complexes, such as dendritic cells, T- and B-lymphocytes, macrophages, and epithelial cells, have ultrastructural characteristics similar to M cells and appear to be similar to cells that exist in the lymphoepithelial complexes of the small intestine [64].

**Defense mechanisms**

The GI epithelium functions, in essence, as a gatekeeper, allowing the passage of essential nutrients necessary for growth and development, while maintaining an effective barrier against antigenic food proteins, and commensal and pathogenic microorganisms. The mucosal barrier in conjunction with the innate and adaptive immune systems comprises the primary host defense of the GI tract. The innate immune system provides protection by barrier mechanisms, while the adaptive immune system prevents indiscriminate immune responses to innocuous antigens [65].

An abnormal immune response may be observed when there are perturbations in these defense mechanisms, which in certain disease processes may be triggered by small amounts of residual, non-degraded dietary enteral proteins [66]. The GI defense system may also be divided into extrinsic factors, which are features that restrict the quantity of antigen that is able to reach the epithelial surface, and intrinsic factors, which are characteristics of the physical barriers of the GI wall. The extrinsic and intrinsic factors appear to act synergistically to limit the absorption of food antigens.

The extrinsic factors consist of proteolysis of food proteins, GI acidity, mucin production, peristalsis, and secretory IgA. The stomach produces proteolytic enzymes, such as pepsin and papain, while the small intestine harbors trypsin, chymotrypsin, and the pancreatic proteases that lead to protein denaturation and degradation which alters the epitopes necessary for immunologic recognition [42,44]. A number of diseases and the effects of some medications lead to reduced gastric acidity, which may promote increased antigen absorption [67]. Patients with cystic fibrosis are deficient in pancreatic enzymes, which may lead to increased antigen absorption [68]. Mucus produced by goblet cells coats the epithelial surface and acts as a physical barrier, while its viscous nature in unison with the peristaltic activity of the gut impedes the access of food antigens. Peristaltic waves results in mixing of mucus with food antigens, which limits the interaction with the absorptive epithelial surface and subsequent uptake [69]. Large intestine peristaltic waves are fewer and less vigorous compared to the small intestine, which promotes the absorption of food antigens [70]. Secretory antibodies provide the immunologic barrier within the gut lumen. Breast milk, especially colostrum, appears to provide, as well as enhance, secretory IgA production, a majority of which remains within the gut lumen [71]. Luminal IgA binds to food antigens which hastens their transport within the GI tract [72]. IgA may also act as a cell surface receptor and attach to food antigens, which facilitates their transport into epithelial cells where such antigens are digested within the phagolysosomes [73,74].

The intrinsic barrier consists of the microvillus and IECs with their tight junctions, intracellular organelles, and proteolytic enzymes. Food antigen must maneuver across the components of the extrinsic barrier prior to coming in contact with the intrinsic barrier. The abundant microvilli, which cover the epithelial cell surface, constitute a significant barrier due to their size, close apposition to each other [75], and their negative charge [76]. The IECs appear to be more than just passive barriers to the luminal contents, given the presence of a selectively permeable membrane at the base of the microvilli [77]. The IECs are hyperpolarized and joined together by tight junctions which further augment barrier function [78]. Food proteins are ultimately endocytosed into vesicles where they are acidified and degraded by proteases and delivered to lysosomes where most antigens are eventually destroyed.

**Oral tolerance**

Immune responses against foods may lead to decreased absorption of food constituents and essential nutrients. Abnormal responses to foods may result in intestinal pathology, as exemplified by CD and other food-sensitive enteropathies. Under physiologic conditions, when a novel antigen is ingested, IgA antibodies are secreted in the mucosa, which is followed by a systemic humoral and/or a cell-mediated immune response. Subsequently, a systemic and local immune hyporesponsiveness may develop which
prevents a deleterious immune response with subsequent
encounter of the specific antigen. This is referred to as oral
tolerance [79].

Although the mechanisms of oral tolerance have been
primarily elucidated in animal models [80,81], there does
exist clinical and experimental evidence of oral toler-
ance in humans [82]. Studies have suggested that at least
two mechanisms are responsible for the development of
oral tolerance: induction of clonal anergy (or deletion) of
antigen-specific T-cells, and stimulation of regulatory T-cells
(Treg) which mediate active suppression of the immune
response to food antigens. Clonal anergy results from a lack
of co-stimulatory molecules on the antigen-presenting cells,
namely CD80 and CD86, or interaction with inhibitory co-stimulatory molecules, such as CD152 or cytotoxic T-lym-
phocyte-associated antigen-4 (CTLA4) and PD-1 [83–87].
Clonal anergy is an outcome of the activation of apoptotic pathways which permanently remove antigen-specific
T-cells [88]. Further, a single high dose of food antigen is
more likely to induce tolerance by clonal anergy whereas
repeated intake of low doses may stimulate Treg cell activity
[89–91]. Stimulation of Treg cells is the other mecha-
nism by which oral tolerance may be induced. However,
recent studies show that clonal anergy and active regula-
tion by Treg cells are not necessarily distinct aspects of
T-cell function [86]. Current research suggests that Treg
cells are more likely to be CD4+ cells than the earlier
believed CD8+ T-cells. Several subsets of CD4+ T cells
have been identified, which include TGF-β producing Th3
cells, IL-10 producing Tr1 and CD4+CD25+ Treg cells [86].
Th3 cells are formed in the GALT and appear to be pivotal
in the mediation of tolerance to dietary antigens which are
ingested in low doses, and inhibit the activation of all
lymphocytes in close proximity. This is often referred to as
bystander tolerance. Th3 cells then migrate to lymphoid
organs where they suppress immune responses by hinder-
ing the generation of effector cells, and to target organs
where they suppress disease by releasing antigen non-
specific cytokines [92]. Studies have shown that compared
to normal individuals, children suffering from food aller-
gies, immediate as well as delayed, may have reduced num-
bers of Th3 cells in their duodenal mucosa, which supports
the finding that TGF-β is an important regulator of intes-
tinal immunity in humans [93]. Antigen and naïve T-cell
interactions lead to a preferential induction of Treg cells
which secrete downregulatory cytokines such as IL-10,
TGF-β, and IL-4. IL-10 appears to downregulate inflamma-
tory cytokines such as IL-1α, IL-6, and TNF-α, which are
secreted by gut wall macrophages upon interacting with
luminal bacteria [94]. Thymus dependent CD4+CD25+
Treg cells have been shown in experimental studies to pre-
vent colitis, possibly relating to increased levels of TGF-β
[95]. Oral tolerance once induced suppresses T-cell allergic
responses, the basis of most non-IgE-mediated food-allergic
diseases. A breakdown of oral tolerance may lead to CD and
cow’s milk-protein allergy in which aberrant CD4+ T-cell
responses to gliadin and milk-protein antigens, respectively,
lead to mucosal injury [96].

Antigen transport

Nutrients and antigens from enteral food are primarily
absorbed by IECs across their apical surface or through their
tight junctions or by M cells. IECs absorb antigens in a fluid
phase as well as soluble antigens, whereas M cells primarily
deliver samples of large particulate antigens to the lymphoid
tissues via an active vesicular transport [97,98]. Studies have
suggested that this membrane traffic is charge dependent, as
is seen in polarized epithelial cells [99]. The M cells have a
limited number of cytoplasmic lysosomes, which makes
intracellular processing of antigenic foods unlikely. The large
particulate antigens which are absorbed across M cells are
more likely to be of bacterial and viral origin [100].

Antigens are transported at the apical surface via the tran-
cellular pathway or through the tight junctions by means
of the paracellular pathway. Across the apical surface, anti-
gens are transported in membrane-bound vesicles by pino-
cytosis (Fig. 3.1) [76]. The tight junctions, under physiologic
conditions, make paracellular transport of antigens and other
macromolecules almost unachievable. The tight junctions
appear to be dynamic structures. Activation of certain trans-
port systems embedded within the apical membrane of the
IEC may lead to transient and reversible increases in perme-
ability. For example, activation of the Na+ coupled transport
of glucose and amino acids dilates tight junctions and allows
for increased absorption of food antigens [101,102]. Similarly,
TNF-α, IFN-γ, IL-4, and IL-13 increase epithelial permeability,
but TGF-β appears to enhance barrier functions [103–106].

Antigen processing and presentation

The uptake, processing, and presentation of food antigens to
naïve T-cells are necessary for the mounting of an immune
response by immune competent cells of the GI tract. The
uptake of antigens peaks during the neonatal period and
decreases as the gut matures. In the adult GI tract, minute
quantities of ingested food antigens may be absorbed and
transported to the portal venous and systemic circulations
in immunologically intact forms [107]. Subsequent to uptake,
the processing of antigenic food proteins by IECs is achieved
by proteolysis within endosomes. The antigens may then be
presented to T-cells by eosinophils and mast cells, the non-
professional antigen-presenting cells, which express class II
MHC molecules on their cell surface when activated; and
dendritic cells, macrophages, and B-cells, the professional
antigen-presenting cells that constitutively express class II
MHC molecules. However, IECs appear to be the only non-
professional antigen-presenting cells that constitutively
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express MHC class II molecules on their surface [108]. The antigen may be taken up by the antigen-presenting cells by endocytosis, which is non-specific and less efficient than by receptor-mediated methods which appear to be more efficient [109]. Only professional antigen-presenting cells with the following three key characteristics are able to activate normally naïve T-cells to become memory and effector cells [110]. First, there must be expression of surface glycoproteins, which are products of class II MHC molecules. Second, absorption of antigens must occur by either receptor-mediated or fluid-phase endocytosis. Finally, there must be processing of the absorbed antigens within intracytoplasmic organelles, forming a complex with products of class II MHC molecules and presenting them to T-cells.

In addition to their role in barrier function and as non-professional antigen-presenting cells, IECs may also play a role in the regulation of regional immunologic function. These cells absorb and process antigens and may present them directly to T-cells in an MHC-dependent manner [111]. The IECs express class II MHC molecules, mostly on their basolateral surface, where they interact with lymphocytes in the intra-epithelial spaces and in the lamina propria. The expression of MHC molecules appears to be enhanced during gut inflammation [112]. Absorbed luminal antigens may be processed by dissimilar proteolytic enzymes contained in different phagolysosomes that generate a diversity of antigenic epitopes which ultimately interact with T-cells [113]. An antigen absorbed at the apical surface usually may not elicit an immune response, but may if it is absorbed at the basolateral surface [114]. In contrast to professional antigen-presenting cells, IECs may selectively activate CD8+ suppressor T-cells which enhance the suppression of the gut immune response [115]. This process appears to be regulated by the non-classical MHC class I molecule CD1d and an IEC membrane glycoprotein, the CD8 ligand gp180 [116–118]. The precise mechanisms implicated and the roles played in downregulating the mucosal immune responses, however, remain to be characterized.

Dendritic cells are derived from circulating monocytes, which originate from bone-marrow-derived myeloid precursors [119,120]. Dendritic cells are specialized for the uptake, processing, transport, and presentation of antigens, as well as the priming of naïve T-cells. During differentiation, dendritic cells upregulate expression of MHC class II molecules which increases their antigen-presenting efficiency. They also alter their expression of chemokine receptors and production of cytokines which are vital to T-cell differentiation [121,122]. Microbes within the intestinal lumen also appear to stimulate dendritic cells to secrete immunostimulatory cytokines, including IL-12, which upregulate the expression of MHC class II molecules, as well as produce co-stimulatory molecules [121]. Within gut lymphoid follicles, dendritic cells may be classified as follicular and non-follicular cells. Follicular dendritic cells express antigens, which are vital for the maintenance of memory B-cells. The non-follicular dendritic cells are preferentially localized within the dome regions of Peyer’s patches, the lamina propria, in T-cell zones and in certain other parts of the GALT.

The uptake of antigens by dendritic cells may be achieved by macrophagocytosis or by receptor-dependent mechanisms [123,124]. Dendritic cells may also send foot processes between IECs [125] or they may become lodged between adjacent IECs and endocytose luminal antigens before migrating to the lamina propria [126]. Subsequently, they reach secondary lymphoid organs, such as mesenteric lymph nodes, where they may interact with and activate naïve T-cells [127]. Occasionally, antigens may reach dendritic cells within secondary lymphoid organs by direct dissemination through draining gastrointestinal lymphatics or bloodstream.

**T-cells**

The production of food-antigen-specific IgE antibodies is facilitated by cytokines produced by T-cells, such as IL-4 and IL-13. Non-IgE-mediated food allergies result in part from an imbalance between inflammatory cytokines secreted by T-cells such as, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and IL-15 and regulatory cytokines such as IL-10 [128,129].

Antigenic stimulation of naïve T-cells leads to priming, followed by proliferation into memory T-cells and subsequent entrance into the circulation. From the vasculature, memory T-cells may return to the GI tract to function as effector cells in disease pathogenesis. Increased expression of α4β7 on memory T-cell subsets correlates with enhanced recruitment into Peyer’s patches. Naïve T-cells which are α4β7low and the subset of memory T-cells which are α4β7high are equally well recruited to Peyer’s patches. However, the subset of memory T-cells which are α4β7low are excluded [130]. The specific ligand for α4β7 on vascular endothelial cells within the high endothelial venules is mucosal addressin-cell adhesion molecule-1 (MAdCAM-1), which facilitates the migration of T-cells. Stimulation of peripheral T-cells by β lactoglobulin present in cow’s milk results in the selective increased expression of α4β7, which suggests that allergen exposure enhances the migration of memory T-cells [131]. Patients with subclinical CD have increased numbers of T-cells within the gut mucosa which proliferate further when the individual becomes symptomatic [132,133].

CD is characterized by the presence of gluten-specific CD4+ T-cells in the lamina propria and increased numbers of intra-epithelial lymphocytes of the TCRαβ+ CD8+CD4− and TCRγδ+ CD8−CD4− lineage [134]. Cytokines secreted by CD4+ cells, intra-epithelial lymphocytes, and IECs are the primary effectors of mucosal injury in CD. Gluten-activated mucosal CD4+ cells secrete IFN-γ, which together with TNF-α secreted by macrophages, leads to increased
permeability and direct cytotoxic effect on the small IECs [135,136]. Activated stromal cells within the lamina propria are induced by TNF-α to produce keratinocyte growth factor (KGF), an epithelial mitogen, which stimulates small intestinal epithelial cell proliferation and results in crypt cell hyperplasia [137]. IECs, dendritic cells, and macrophages produce IL-15, which is upregulated within the lamina propria and the intestinal epithelium during active disease and plays a critical role in the pathogenesis of CD [138]. Gliadin may act independently or in consort with IL-15 on IECs to activate them and induce the expression of the non-conventional HLA I molecule, MHC class I chain A related molecule (MICA). Expression of MICA leads to direct cytoxotoxicity of IECs in an antigen non-specific manner [139]. IL-15 may also upregulate the expression of NKG2D, the natural killer receptor which is normally expressed on most NK cells as well as on CD8+ TCRβ+ and TCRγδ+ cells [140–142]. MICA serves as a ligand for the activating natural killer cell receptor, NKG2D, which may result in lymphocyte-mediated cytotoxicity of IECs and in villus atrophy and small intestinal mucosal injury [143]. However, T-cell mechanisms which mediate injury and exert their damaging effects on the mucosa are yet to be completely understood.

In a subset of individuals, the underlying mechanism of cow's milk allergy may be non-IgE mediated. Persons with cow's milk allergy, in contrast to individuals with CD, usually do not develop villous atrophy nor an increased mononuclear cell infiltrate within the lamina propria. However, TCRγδ+ CD8−CD4− cells may occur as the majority of intra-epithelial lymphocytes, which suggests that a cytokine imbalance leads to the disease phenotype [144]. CD is primarily Th1 biased, whereas cow's milk-protein allergy in individuals with an atopid predisposition appears to be predominantly Th2 biased. This is evidenced by a high production of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 and a low production of IFN-γ [145,146]. However, non-atopic individuals may exhibit a Th0-like cytokine phenotype [147]. A recent study has demonstrated differences in an immune activation profile between individuals with non-IgE-mediated cow's milk allergy and CD. The group with cow's milk allergy demonstrated an upregulation of CCR4 and IL-6mRNA and downregulation of IL-18 and IL-2mRNA within the gut mucosal tissue, suggesting a Th2-biased immune response. In contrast, individuals with CD showed upregulation of IFN-γ and downregulation of IL-12p35, IL-12p40, and IL-18-specific mRNA [148].

**Eosinophils**

Eosinophils play an important role in the pathogenesis of allergic disorders in the lung, skin, and gut [149]. Mixed IgE and non-IgE food-allergic reactions are the basis of eosinophil-associated gastrointestinal disorders (EGID) [1,9]. Individuals with EGID are often allergic to multiple foods, have an eosinophil-rich infiltrate within the wall of the esophagus, stomach and small and large intestines [150], an elevated serum IgE in a majority and peripheral eosinophilia in a few [151,152].

Numerous inflammatory mediators have been implicated in the recruitment of eosinophils to tissues. Of these, eotaxin, which is constitutively expressed by the GI epithelium, and IL-5 appear to be relatively specific eosinophil chemoattractants [153]. Eotaxin appears to modulate the recruitment of eosinophils by selectively binding and signaling through the chemokine receptor, CCR3, found primarily on eosinophils [154]. Eotaxin also appears to facilitate the movement of eosinophils from blood vessels to the gut tissue, which is dependent on the interaction of α4β7 present on eosinophils with MAdCAM-1 [155]. In a physiologic state, eosinophils exist in small numbers within the GI wall and the presence of relatively large numbers denotes an underlying disease process. However, the esophageal wall lacks eosinophils and their presence indicates a pathologic course [156]. IL-5 has also been shown to be involved in eosinophil differentiation, proliferation, survival, recruitment, and trafficking within the GI tract and has been implicated as the principal modulator of gut inflammation in EGID [157].

A step-wise interaction between endothelial cells of the blood vessels and eosinophils promotes their migration to the mucosal tissues. The rolling of an eosinophil over the endothelial cell surface is assisted primarily by P-selectin, the adhesion molecule present on endothelial cells [158]. Rolling is followed by adherence facilitated by adhesion molecules of the integrin family [159]. Within the mucosal tissues, eosinophil survival is cytokine dependent, where GM-CSF increases the survival of tissue eosinophils and IL-12 appears to increase apoptosis [160].

Studies have demonstrated that in addition to eosinophils, the cellular component of the inflammatory infiltrate in EGID also consists of increased numbers of activated CD4+ T-cells and mast cells [161]. Monocytes and neutrophils are other cell types that are associated with the disease [162]. Eosinophils propagate disease pathogenesis and may instigate mucosal injury by release of inflammatory mediators, eosinophilic cytotoxic granule proteins, cytokines, and reactive oxygen intermediates. Cytokines, immunoglobulins, and complement components may activate eosinophils to generate numerous inflammatory mediators, such as IL-1, IL-3, IL-4, IL-5, IL-13, GM-CSF, TNF-α, MIP 1α, and vascular endothelial cell growth factor. This suggests that eosinophils may modulate the many features of the immune response [163]. Furthermore, epithelial growth, fibrosis, and tissue remodeling may be influenced by eosinophil-derived TGF-β and the eosinophilic cytotoxic granule proteins including eosinophilic cationic protein [164], major basic protein [165], and eosinophil peroxidase [166]. The eosinophilic cationic protein may insert pores into the IEC membrane, which leads to the entry of other toxic
molecules [167]. Major basic protein induces smooth muscle reactivity and may initiate degranulation of mast cells and basophils [168].

Respiratory burst enzyme pathways in eosinophils generate superoxide that may cause mucosal damage [169]. Eosinophil peroxidase generates toxic hydrogen peroxide and halic acids which may trigger further injury [170]. Neutrophils also generate lipid mediators, such as LTC4, LTD4, and LTE4 which lead to increased vascular permeability, mucin secretion, and smooth muscle contraction [171]. Moreover, the extent of GI wall eosinophil infiltration and the quantity of eosinophilic cytotoxic proteins correlate with disease severity [172,173].

Table 3.1 lists diseases with non-IgE and mixed immune-mediated mechanisms and a summary of their clinical features [174–178].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Immune mechanism</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food-protein-induced enterocolitis</td>
<td>Cell mediated</td>
<td>Profuse vomiting, diarrhea (microscopic blood), severe symptoms may lead to lethargy, dehydration, and shock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food-protein-induced proctocolitis</td>
<td>Cell mediated</td>
<td>Gradual onset bleeding progressing to streaks of blood, infant typically thriving and usually well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food-protein-induced enteropathy (gluten-sensitive enteropathy)</td>
<td>Cell mediated</td>
<td>Dyspepsia, reflux, diarrhea, abdominal distension, flatulence, failure to thrive, other symptoms depend on extraintestinal manifestations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergic eosinophilic esophagitis</td>
<td>Cell mediated and/or IgE mediated</td>
<td>Difficulty in feeding, failure to thrive, gastroesophageal reflux, vomiting, epigastric pain, dysphagia and food impaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergic eosinophilic gastroenteritis</td>
<td>Cell mediated and/or IgE mediated</td>
<td>Recurrent abdominal pain and vomiting, failure to thrive, peripheral blood eosinophilia (50%).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Celiac disease**

CD is often categorized as an autoimmune disorder affecting the small intestines, induced by the intake of gluten in wheat and analogous proteins present in barley and rye. CD is closely associated with genes that code HLA-II antigens, mainly of DQ2 and DQ8 classes [182,183]. CD may manifest early in life following the introduction of gluten in the diet or may develop later in life. The clinical manifestations include abdominal pain with distension, dyspepsia, presence of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), recurrent episodes of altered bowel habits (diarrhea and/or constipation), weight loss, bone disease, anemia, and weakness. Symptoms tend to remit upon strict compliance to a gluten-free diet. The demonstration of circulatory IgA antibodies to transglutaminase (tTG-IgA) is supportive of the diagnosis. Histologic examination of endoscopic samples is confirmatory [184]. However, patchy involvement of the mucosa may lead to a false-negative diagnosis. Histologic changes within the mucosa include villus atrophy/flattening, crypt hyperplasia, thickening of the epithelial basement membrane, and reduced numbers of goblet cells. Evidence of mucosal inflammation is manifested by an increase in intra-epithelial lymphocytes and an influx of immune cells within the small intestinal lamina propria, and loss of basal nuclear orientation as well as change of the IECs to a cuboidal morphology.

**Allergic eosinophilic esophagitis and gastroenteritis**

Primary eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorders include eosinophilic esophagitis, gastritis, gastroenteritis, enteritis, and eosinophilic colitis. These diseases are occurring with increasing frequency and are mediated by mixed immune mechanisms [185]. They are characterized by an eosinophil-rich infiltrate within the gut wall in the absence of other causes of gut wall eosinophilia such as drug reactions, parasitic infections, and malignancy. The constellation of
symptoms includes abdominal pain, dysphagia, vomiting, diarrhea, gastric dysmotility, irritability, and failure to thrive [186]. The diagnosis of primary eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorders is contingent upon the histologic assessment of endoscopic biopsy samples with vigilant consideration of the quantity, location, and characteristics of the eosinophilic infiltration [9].

Conclusions

We have reviewed non-IgE-mediated mechanisms of food allergy. We have detailed the barrier functions of the gut; the processing, absorption, and presentation of antigens to the immune competent cells; the mounting of a response; and the inflammatory changes and mucosal damage as propagated by infiltrating cells within the gut mucosa. It is apparent that non-IgE-mediated gastrointestinal allergic diseases may be associated with gastrointestinal epithelial barrier dysfunction. However, it is not clear if barrier dysfunction is an outcome, or a contributing factor to development of food allergies. Intertwined in the disease pathogenesis are roles of T-cells which are pivotal to the induction of oral tolerance as well as the propagation of disease, and eosinophils which are central in the pathogenesis and modulation of eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorders. An appreciation of the immune mechanisms involved in food hypersensitivities and its associated diseases, and the counseling of genetically susceptible individuals will facilitate the development of new and novel approaches to treating patients with these diseases.
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CHAPTER 4

Food Allergens: Molecular and Immunological Characteristics

Heimo Breiteneder and E.N. Clare Mills

KEY CONCEPTS

- Food allergens belong to a limited number of protein families with different molecular properties, which may mean routes of sensitization differ for different allergen families.
- Food allergens that sensitize via the gastrointestinal tract have molecular features that enhance stability to thermal and proteolytical denaturation.
- Two allergen families (caseins and cupins) thought to sensitize via the gastrointestinal tract retain their allergenicity even after digestion for reasons which are not understood.
- Plant food allergens related to pollen allergens generally have no stability-enhancing characteristics and only induce oral allergy syndrome (OAS) as a secondary reaction to primary sensitization to pollen.

Introduction

The post-genomic era, with its explosion of information about protein and genome sequences, is allowing us to study molecular relationships in new ways, and notably within the context of evolution. Allergenic proteins have not suddenly appeared on the protein landscape but are the result of a long chain of formative processes that resulted in the creation of protein architectures that are treated as allergenic by an atopic immune system. Allergens are restricted to a very small number of protein families which share characteristic three-dimensional structures or scaffolds, as has been shown for plant food [1] and pollen allergens [2]. For some of these protein scaffolds, their origins can be followed back today to even archaebacteria as has been done for the cupin superfamily [3]. Although most members of the prolamin superfamily seem to be restricted to the seeds of dicotyledonous plants [4], proteins related to 2S albumins have been identified in the spores of ostrich fern [5]. The common ancestors of ferns and angiosperms lived more than 300 million years ago. Some of the evolved structures have been proven so successful that they are conserved between plants and animals as is the case for thaumatin-like proteins [6]. Consequently, allergenicity seems to be linked to certain structural features of molecules that are members of a limited number of protein families. In general, within a given protein family, those known to be allergens represent only a fraction of its members, which has been well demonstrated for the Bet v 1 family of proteins [7]. In addition to any intrinsic allergenicity of the protein scaffold, this also may relate to issues of exposure, with some forms not being found in edible tissues or transiently expressed during development such that levels in the exposing agent are low. The most important food allergen families will be discussed in this chapter.

Food allergen protein families

Based on their shared amino acid sequences and conserved three-dimensional structures, proteins can be classified into families using various bioinformatics tools which form the basis of several protein family databases, one of which is Pfam [8]. Over the past 10 years or so there has been an explosion in the numbers of well characterized allergens, which have been sequenced and are being collected into a number of databases to facilitate bioinformatic analysis [9]. We have undertaken this analysis for both plant [1] and animal food allergens [10] along with pollen allergens [2]. They show similar distributions with the majority of allergens in each group falling into just 3–12 families with a tail
of between 14 and 23 families comprising between 1 and 3 allergens each. With regards to food allergens, around 65% of those from plants belong to just four protein families, the prolamin, cupin, Bet v 1-like, and prolin families [1], supporting molecular and structural approaches to the classification of plant food allergens [4,11]. Similarly, animal food allergens can be classified into three main families, the tropomyosins, EF-hand proteins, and caseins [10]. Such patterns of behavior beg the question of why certain protein scaffolds dominate the landscape of allergen structures? Are there structural features that predispose certain proteins to becoming allergens? Certainly detailed analysis of the secondary structural elements in proteins has not shown any relationship with allergenicity [12], but protein structure-function relationships can be very subtle. Using the food allergen family classification, we will summarize the properties of known food allergens and discuss how their structures and properties might determine their allergenic potency.

**Food allergens of animal origin (Table 4.1)**

### Tropomyosins

Tropomyosins are a family of closely related proteins present in muscle and non-muscle cells [13]. Together with actin and myosin, tropomyosins play a key regulatory role in muscle contraction. Tropomyosins contain 40 uninterrupted heptadepptide repeats and are two-stranded proteins that occur as $\alpha$-helical coiled coils [14]. Tropomyosins form head-to-tail polymers along the length of an actin filament [15] and are the major allergens of two invertebrate groups, Crustacea and Mollusca, that are generally referred to as shellfish. Shrimp, crab, squid, and abalone are assumed to be largely responsible for seafood allergies. Tropomyosins were originally identified as major shrimp allergens by several laboratories [16–18] and today they are recognized as vertebrate pan-allergens [19]. The first two residues of the IgE-binding region (epitope) in the C-terminal portion of the protein appear to be crucial for IgE binding and is not found in vertebrate tropomyosin. As a consequence of the lack of homology in the IgE epitopes, there is no cross-reactivity of IgE from shellfish-allergic individuals to animal muscle tropomyosins. Allergenic tropomyosins are heat stable and cross-reactive between the various crustacean and mollusk species [20]. Extracts from boiled *Penaeus indicus* shrimp contained Pen i 1 with unaltered allergenicity [21]. Water-soluble shrimp allergens were also detected in the cooking water after boiling [22].

### Parvalbumins

The second largest animal food allergen family are the parvalbumins. Abundant in the white muscle of many fish species, parvalbumins are characterized by the possession of a widely found calcium-binding domain which is known as the EF-hand [23]. The EF-hand is a motif that consists of a loop of 12 amino acid residues that is flanked on either side by a 12-residue $\alpha$-helical domain. Parvalbumins comprise three such domains [24], two of which are able to bind calcium [25]. Parvalbumins are important for the relaxation of muscle fibers by binding free intracellular calcium [26]. The binding of the calcium ligands is necessary for the correct parvalbumin conformation, loss of calcium resulting in a large change in conformation with an associated loss of IgE-binding capacity [27,28]. Parvalbumins with bound calcium ions possess a remarkable stability to denaturation by heat [29]. The ability to act as major fish allergens is obviously linked to the stability of parvalbumins to heat, denaturing chemicals, and proteolytic enzymes [30]. Parvalbumins can be subdivided into two distinct evolutionary lineages, the $\alpha$- and the $\beta$-parvalbumins, although their overall architectures are very similar. The $\beta$-parvalbumins are generally allergenic. Gad c 1, a codfish allergen, was the first allergenic fish parvalbumin that was purified and characterized [31,32]. Today, allergenic $\beta$-parvalbumins have been characterized from many different fish species and are considered as pan-allergens in fish [33]. The cross-reactivity of fish and frog muscle in fish-allergic individuals has been attributed to the structural similarities between their parvalbumins [34]. An $\alpha$-parvalbumin of frog has also been described as allergenic [35].

### Caseins

Structurally mobile proteins, they are found in mammalian milk at a concentration of around 15 mg/ml and are responsible for binding calcium through clusters of phosphoserine and/or phosphothreonine residues in $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$, and $\beta$-caseins although the $\alpha_1$-casein gene is not expressed in man. The casein polypeptides form a shell around amorphous calcium phosphate to form microstructures called nanoclusters allowing calcium levels in milk to exceed the solubility limit of calcium phosphate. The nanoclusters are assembled into the casein micelles found in milk which are in turn stabilized by $\kappa$-casein [36]. The $\alpha$- and $\beta$-caseins are related to the secretory calcium-binding phosphoprotein family together with proteins involved in mineralization and salivary proteins whilst $\kappa$-caseins may be distantly related to fibrinogen $\gamma$-chain [37]. Caseins are a major food allergen involved in cow’s milk allergy, which affects predominantly young children. Studies on the IgE cross-reactivity between different types of casein in a group of cow’s milk-allergic infants found that 90% had serum IgE against $\alpha_{2c}$-casein, 55% against $\alpha_1$-casein, whilst only 15% had IgE against $\beta$-casein [38]. This pattern of reactivity appears to be related to the degree of similarity between bovine and human casein with caseins least like human caseins being more reactive. Thus, bovine $\beta$-casein appears to be the least reactive and has the highest identity to human casein of 53% whilst bovine $\alpha_{2c}$-caseins were the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal food allergen family</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Allergen name</th>
<th>Sequence accession</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tropomyosin superfamily</td>
<td>Tropomyosins bind to actin in muscle increasing thin filament stability and rigidity. It may play an important role with troponin in controlling muscle contraction</td>
<td>Brown shrimp (Farfantepenaeus azteca)</td>
<td>Pen a 1</td>
<td>AAZ76743</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Greasy backed shrimp (Metapenaeus ensis)</td>
<td>Met e 1</td>
<td>Q25645</td>
<td>[39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Black tiger shrimp (Penaeus monodon)</td>
<td>Pen m 1</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indian prawn (Fenneropenaeus indicus)</td>
<td>Pen i 1</td>
<td>Peptides only</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Snail (Helix aspersa)</td>
<td>Hel as 1</td>
<td>O97192</td>
<td>[41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Squid (Todarodes pacificus)</td>
<td>Tod p 1</td>
<td>Peptides only</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oyster (Crassostrea gigas)</td>
<td>Cra g 1</td>
<td>Q95WY0</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cra g 2</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cra g 1.03</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Crab (Charybdis feriatus)</td>
<td>Cha f 1</td>
<td>Q9N2R3</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Abalone (Haliotis diversicolor)</td>
<td>Hal d 1</td>
<td>Q9GZ71</td>
<td>[45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parvalbumin superfamily</td>
<td>Parvalbumins control the flow of calcium from troponin C back to membrane-bound pumps after a muscle contraction</td>
<td>Cod (Gadus morhua)</td>
<td>Gad c 1</td>
<td>Q90YK9, Q90YL0</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carp (Cyprinus carpio)</td>
<td>Cyp c 1.01</td>
<td>Q8UU53</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cyp c 1.02</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Salmon (Salmo salar)</td>
<td>Sal s 1.01</td>
<td>Q91482</td>
<td>[48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sal s 1.02</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tuna (Thunnus tonggol)</td>
<td>Thu o 1.01</td>
<td>Q91483</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Thu o 1.02</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Edible frog (Rana esculenta)</td>
<td>Ran e 1</td>
<td>Q8JJ2</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ran e 2</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caseins</td>
<td>Caseins form stable micellar calcium phosphate protein complexes in mammalian milks</td>
<td>Domestic cow (Bos taurus)</td>
<td>Bos d 8</td>
<td>P02662</td>
<td>[50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>αs1n</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>αs2</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>β-casein</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>κ-casein</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Goat (Capra hircus)</td>
<td>αs1n</td>
<td>P18626</td>
<td>[51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>αs2</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>β-casein</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>κ-casein</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sheep (Ovis aries)</td>
<td>αs1n</td>
<td>P04653</td>
<td>[52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>αs2</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>β-casein</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>κ-casein</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
most reactive being least similar with only ~16% identity to the human homolog. There is considerable similarity in the caseins from different mammalian milks used for human consumption, which explains their IgE cross-reactivity. It has been observed that cow’s milk-allergic patients generally react to goat’s milk on oral challenge [51], whose caseins have sequence identities of over 90%. However, it appears that when this sequence identity drops to between 22% and 66%, as is the case between mare’s and cow’s milk caseins, it is associated with tolerance, since individuals with cow’s milk can tolerate mare’s milk [53] and do not show IgE cross-reactivity to milk proteins from species such as camels [54].

Minor families

Lipocalins

The lipocalins are a group of diverse proteins sharing about 20% sequence identity with conserved three-dimensional structures characterized by a central tunnel which can often accommodate a diversity of lipophilic ligands [55]. They are thought to function as carriers of odorants, steroids, lipids, and pheromones amongst others. The majority of lipocalin allergens are respiratory, having been identified as the major allergens in rodent urine, animal dander, and saliva as well as in insects such as cockroaches, although the only lipocalin which acts as a food allergen is the cow’s milk allergen, β-lactoglobulin [56].

Lysozyme family

Lysozyme type C and α-lactalbumins belong to the glycoside hydrolase family 22 clan of the O-glycosyl hydrolase superfamily and have probably evolved from a common ancestral protein. However, they have distinctly different functions; α-lactalbumin is involved in lactose synthesis in milk, and lysozyme acts as a muramidase hydrolyzing peptidoglycans found in bacterial cell walls. Furthermore, α-lactalbumin, unlike hen’s egg lysozyme, binds calcium. Two food allergens belong to this clan, the minor hen’s egg allergen, lysozyme (Gal d 4) and the minor cow’s milk allergen, α-lactalbumin, these proteins share little sequence homology, but are superimposable three-dimensional structures [57].

Transferrin family

Transferrins are eukaryotic sulfur-rich iron-binding glycoproteins which function in vivo to control the level of free iron. Members of the family that have been identified as minor food allergens include milk lactotransferrin (lactoferrin) and hen egg white ovotransferrin [58,59].

Serpins

Serpins are a class of serine protease inhibitors and are found in all types of organisms with the exception of fungi and are involved in a variety of physiological processes. Many of the family members have lost their inhibitory activity [60]. Only one food allergen has been identified as belonging to this family, the hen’s egg allergen ovalbumin [61].

Arginine kinases

Arginine kinases have been identified as allergens in invertebrates including food allergens such as in shrimp [40] and as cross-reactive allergens in the Indian meal moth and king prawn, lobster, and mussel [62]. This protein belongs to a family of structurally and functionally related ATP:guanidino phosphotransferases that reversibly catalyze the transfer of phosphate between ATP and various phosphagens.

Ovomucoids

Kazal inhibitors which inhibit a number of serine proteases belong to a family of proteins that includes pancreatic secretory trypsin inhibitor, avian ovomucoid, and elastase inhibitor. These proteins contain between 1 and 7 Kazal-type inhibitor repeats [63]. Avian ovomucoids contain three Kazal-like inhibitory domains [64]. Chicken ovomucoid has been shown to be the dominant hen’s egg white allergen Gal d 1 [61]. Gal d 1 comprises 186 amino acid residues that are arranged in three tandem domains (Gal d 1.1, Gal d 1.2, Gal d 1.3). Each domain contains three intradomain disulfide bonds. Gal d 1.1 and Gal d 1.2 contain two carbohydrate chains each, and about 50% of the Gal d 1.3 domains contain one carbohydrate chain which may act to stabilize the protein against proteolysis [65].

Food allergens of plant origin (Table 4.2)

The prolamin superfamily

The prolamin superfamily was initially defined by Kreis and co-workers [66] who observed that three groups of apparently unrelated seed proteins contained a conserved pattern of cysteine residues. These included two types of cereal seed proteins, namely the sulfur-rich prolamins and the α-amylose/trypsin inhibitors of monocotyledonous cereal seeds, together with the 2S storage albumins (Fig. 4.1(a)) found in a variety of dicotyledonous seeds including castor bean and oilseed rape. Subsequently other low molecular weight (LMW) allergenic proteins have been identified as belonging to this superfamily including soybean hydrophobic protein (Fig. 4.1(b)), non-specific lipid-transfer proteins (nsLTPs, Fig. 4.1(c)) and α-globulins. The conserved cysteine skeleton comprises a core of eight cysteine residues which includes a characteristic Cys–Cys and Cys–X–Cys motif (X representing any other residue). Two additional cysteine residues are found in the α-amylose/trypsin inhibitors. In the cereal seed storage prolamins the disulfide skeleton has been disrupted by the insertion of a repetitive domain comprising motifs rich in proline and glutamine. Whilst the way in which the disulfide connectivities formed by the cysteine residues are different in the different types of prolamin superfamily members, they share a common three-dimensional structure, examples of which are shown in Fig. 4.1. This figure illustrates the three-dimensional structures shared by these
### Table 4.2 Food allergens of plant origin

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant food allergen family</th>
<th>Function in plant</th>
<th>Botanical source</th>
<th>Allergen name</th>
<th>Sequence accession</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prolamin superfamily</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolamins</td>
<td>Seed storage protein</td>
<td></td>
<td>α- and γ-gliadin</td>
<td>BAA12318</td>
<td>[67–69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAA11251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LMW glutenin</td>
<td>BAA23162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-specific lipid-transfer proteins (nsLTPs)</strong></td>
<td>Function uncertain; maybe involved in transport of suberin monomers</td>
<td>Apple (<em>Malus domestica</em>)</td>
<td>Mal d 3</td>
<td>Q9MSX7</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Apricot (<em>Prunus armeniaca</em>)</td>
<td>Pru ar 3</td>
<td>G7404406</td>
<td>[71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cherry (<em>Prunus avium</em>)</td>
<td>Pru av 3</td>
<td>AAF26449</td>
<td>[72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Peach (<em>Prunus persica</em>)</td>
<td>Pru p 3 (originally Pru p 1)</td>
<td>P81402</td>
<td>[73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Garden plum (<em>Prunus domestica</em>)</td>
<td>Pru d 3</td>
<td>P82534</td>
<td>[74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strawberry (<em>Fragaria ananassa</em>)</td>
<td>Fra a 3</td>
<td>Q4PLT5-9</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Orange (<em>Citrus sinensis</em>)</td>
<td>Cit s 3</td>
<td>P84161</td>
<td>[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grape (<em>Vitis vinifera</em>)</td>
<td>Vit v 1</td>
<td>P80274</td>
<td>[77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chestnut (<em>Castanea sativa</em>)</td>
<td>Cas s 8</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Walnut (<em>Juglans regia</em>)</td>
<td>Jug r 3</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>[79,80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hazelnut (<em>Corylus avellana</em>)</td>
<td>Cor a 8</td>
<td>AF329829</td>
<td>[81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Asparagus (<em>Asparagus officinalis</em>)</td>
<td>Aspa o 1</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lettuce (<em>Lactuca sativa</em>)</td>
<td>Lac s 1</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cabbage (<em>Brassica oleracea</em>)</td>
<td>Bra o 3</td>
<td>Q2A988</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maize (<em>Zea mays</em>)</td>
<td>Zea m 14</td>
<td>P19656</td>
<td>[85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Barley (<em>Hordeum vulgare</em>)</td>
<td>Hor v 1</td>
<td>CAA45085</td>
<td>[85,86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rice (<em>Oryza sativa</em>)</td>
<td>Rag 1, 2, 5, S, b, 14, 14b, 16, 17</td>
<td>Q01881</td>
<td>[87–89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S9922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S9924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S9925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAA01997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAA01998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAA01999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAA02000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>α-amylase/trypsin inhibitors</strong></td>
<td>Provide protection against degradative proteases and amylases produced by insect pests and pathogens</td>
<td><em>Barley</em> (<em>Hordeum vulgare</em>)</td>
<td>Hor v 1</td>
<td>CAA45085</td>
<td>[85,86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Rice</em> (<em>Oryza sativa</em>)</td>
<td>Rag 1, 2, 5, S, b, 14, 14b, 16, 17</td>
<td>Q01881</td>
<td>[87–89]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S9922</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S9924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S9925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAA01997</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAA01998</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAA01999</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAA02000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2S albumins</strong></td>
<td>Seed storage protein</td>
<td><em>Walnut</em> (<em>Juglans regia</em>)</td>
<td>Jug r 1</td>
<td>JRU66866</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Almond</em> (<em>Prunus dulcis</em>)</td>
<td></td>
<td>P82944</td>
<td>[91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Brazil nut</em> (<em>Bertholletia excelsa</em>)</td>
<td>Ber e 1</td>
<td>CA83862</td>
<td>[92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Cashew nut</em> (<em>Anacardium occidentale</em>)</td>
<td>Ana o 3</td>
<td>QBH288</td>
<td>[93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>White mustard</em> (<em>Sinapis alba</em>)</td>
<td>Sin a 1</td>
<td>P15322</td>
<td>[94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Black mustard</em> (<em>Brassica juncea</em>)</td>
<td>Bra j 1</td>
<td>P80207</td>
<td>[95]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant food allergen family</th>
<th>Function in plant</th>
<th>Botanical source</th>
<th>Allergen name</th>
<th>Sequence accession</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chickpea (Cicer arietinum)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut (Arachis hypogaea)</td>
<td>Ara h 2</td>
<td>L77197</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[97–99]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ara h 6</td>
<td>AF091737</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ara h 7</td>
<td>AF092846</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesame (Sesamum indicum)</td>
<td>Ses i 1</td>
<td>AAD42943</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ses i 2</td>
<td>Q9XHP1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower (Helianthus annuus)</td>
<td>SFA-8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[102]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple (Malus domestica)</td>
<td>Mal d 1</td>
<td>P43211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pear (Pyrus communis)</td>
<td>Pyr c 1</td>
<td>O65200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry (Prunus avium)</td>
<td>Pru av 1</td>
<td>O24248</td>
<td>(originally Pru a 1)</td>
<td>Q6QHU3</td>
<td>[105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry (Fragaria ananassa)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrot (Daucus carota)</td>
<td>Dau c 1</td>
<td>O04298</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery root (Apium graveolens)</td>
<td>Api g 1</td>
<td>P49372</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelnut (Corylus avellana)</td>
<td>Cor a 1.04</td>
<td>Q9F PK2,3,4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[109]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy (Glycine max)</td>
<td>Gly m 4</td>
<td>P26987</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[110]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut (Arachis hypogaea)</td>
<td>Conarachin, Ara h 1</td>
<td>L34402</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy (Glycine max)</td>
<td>β-conglycinin</td>
<td>α: P13916</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[112]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckwheat (Fagopyrum esculentum)</td>
<td>B W 1-1 c</td>
<td>Q6QJL1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[113]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almond (Prunus dulcis)</td>
<td>Conglutin Gamma</td>
<td>P82952</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut (Juglans regia)</td>
<td>Jug r 2</td>
<td>AAB41308</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelnut (Corylus avellana)</td>
<td>Cor a 11</td>
<td>QBS4P9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashew nut (Anacardium occidentale)</td>
<td>Ana o 1.0101</td>
<td>Q8L5L5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesame (Sesamum indicum)</td>
<td>Ses i 3</td>
<td>Q9AUD0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed storage protein</td>
<td>Peanut (<em>Arachis hypogaea</em>)</td>
<td>Soy (<em>Glycine max</em>)</td>
<td>Buckwheat (<em>Fagopyrum esculentum</em>)</td>
<td>Almond (<em>Prunus dulcis</em>)</td>
<td>Cashew nut (<em>Anacardium occidentale</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11S (legumin like)</td>
<td>Arachin</td>
<td>Glycinin</td>
<td>BW24KD</td>
<td>Major almond protein, amandin, prunin</td>
<td>Ana o 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globulins</td>
<td>Ara h 3</td>
<td>Gy1 (A1aBx): P04776</td>
<td>Fag e 1</td>
<td>Q43607</td>
<td>Q8GZP6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed storage protein</td>
<td>Ara h 4</td>
<td>Gy2 (A2B1a): P04405</td>
<td>FAGAG1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gy3 (AB): P11828</td>
<td>FA02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gy4 (A4/5B3): P02858</td>
<td>FA18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gy (A3B4): P04347</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
proteins, which consist of bundles of four α-helices stabilized by disulfide bonds which are arranged in such a way as to create a lipid-binding tunnel in the nsLTPs, which is collapsed in the 2S albumin structures. As yet no ancestral type has been identified, and consequently this scaffold appears to be found almost exclusively in flowering plants.

The lipid-binding tunnel of the nsLTPs shows considerable flexibility being able to accommodate a diverse range of lipophiles including prostaglandins [124] and up to two fatty acids lying side by side [125]. Apart from the seed storage prolamins, whose properties are dominated by the inserted repetitive domain, the physichochemical properties of prolamin superfamily members are dominated by their intramolecular disulfide bonds. Compact proteins, the disulfide bonds in the prolamin superfamily members, are responsible for maintaining the three-dimensional structure even after heating, which is associated with retaining their allergenic properties after cooking [126]. Their structure and IgE-binding properties are only being altered if severe heating results in hydrolysis of these bonds [127]. These same structural attributes underlie their resistance to proteolysis, with several members, including the 2S albums [128] and nsLTP allergens [129] being highly resistant to gastric and duodenal digestion. Any degradation that does occur appears to leave the major IgE-binding sites intact explaining the fact that simulated gastrointestinal digestion does not alter their ability to elicit skin reactions in vivo, as has been observed for the grape nsLTP [130].
Cereal prolamins

As a consequence of the inserted repetitive domain, the α-helical structure has been disrupted in the seed storage prolamins. Their properties are dominated by the repetitive domain which is thought to adopt an ensemble of unfolded and secondary structures comprising overlapping β-turns or poly-1-proline II structures which may form a loose spiral structure [131]. They comprise around half of the protein found in grain from the related cereals, wheat, barley, and rye, those from wheat being able to form large disulfide-linked polymers which comprise the viscoelastic protein fraction known as gluten. These proteins are characteristically insoluble in dilute salt solutions, either in the native state or after reduction of inter-chain disulfide bonds, being soluble instead in aqueous alcohols. In addition to their role in triggering celiac disease, several types of cereal storage prolamins have been identified as triggering IgE-mediated allergies including γ-, α-, and ω-5 gliadins [67,68,132] in addition to the polymeric HMW and LMW subunits of glutenin [69,133–135]. Cooking appears to affect allergenicity and one study suggested that baking may be essential for allergenicity of cereal prolamins [136].

Bifunctional inhibitors

The other group of prolamin superfamily allergens unique to cereals are the α-amylase/trypsin inhibitors which have been found to sensitize individuals via the lungs resulting in occupational allergies to wheat flour such as Baker’s asthma or via the gastrointestinal tract for cereal-containing foods including wheat, barley, and rice. They were initially identified in extracts made with chloroform/water mixtures (and hence called CM proteins) but are also soluble in water, dilute saline, or alcohol/water mixtures. More detailed studies have revealed a range of monomeric, dimeric, and tetrameric forms, many of the subunits being glycosylated [137]. The individual subunits are either inactive or inhibitory to trypsin (and sometimes other proteinases), α-amylases from insects (including pests) or both enzymes (i.e. the inhibitors are bifunctional). The best characterized allergens are the α-amylase inhibitors of rice grain [87], although there is one report of a Mr ~15,000 subunit being involved in wheat allergy [138]. Allergens with Mr of 16,000 have also been characterized in corn and beer (originating from barley) which appear to belong to the α-amylase inhibitor family [85,86].

2S albumins

The 2S albumins are a major family of storage proteins [139] and appear to be restricted to seeds of dicotyledonous plants where they may accompany the cupin globulin seed storage proteins (see below). Most 2S albumins are synthesized as single chains of Mr 10,000–15,000 which, depending on the plant species, may be post-translationally processed to give small and large subunits that usually remain joined by disulfide bonds. In some plant species such as peanut and sunflower, the precursors are unprocessed and remain as a single polypeptide chain (Fig. 4.1(a)). 2S albumins can act as both occupational (sensitizing through inhalation of dusts) and food allergens, having been identified as the major allergenic components of many foods including the peanut allergens Ara h 2, 6, and 7 [97,98], oriental and yellow mustard allergens Bra j 1 and Sin a 1 [94,95], the walnut allergen Jug r 1 [90], Ses i 1 and 2 from sesame [100,101], Ber e 1 from Brazil nut [92], and 2S albumins from almond [91] and sunflower seeds [102]. There is also some evidence that the 2S albumins of soy [140] and chickpea [96] are also allergenic.

Non-specific lipid-transfer proteins

One of the most important groups of allergens to have been identified in the last decade are the nsLTPs which appear to be involved in severe allergies to fresh fruits such as peach in the south of Europe around the Mediterranean. They have been termed as “pan-allergens” [70] and are the most widely distributed type of prolamin being found in a variety of plant organs including seeds, fruits, and vegetative tissues. Thus, in addition to being identified in many different fruits and seeds, they have also been characterized in pollen of plant species such as olive and Parietaria judaica [141,142]. nsLTPs as major allergens have been identified in fruits such as Pru p 3 (Fig. 4.1(c)) in peach [143], Mal d 3 in apple [70], and Vit v 1 in grape [77]. Allergenic nsLTPs have also been characterized in vegetables such as asparagus [82], cereals such as maize [85], and in a number of nuts including hazelnut [144]. As their name implies, nsLTPs were originally defined on the basis of their ability in vitro to transfer a range of phospholipid types from liposomes to various types of membranes such as those from mitochondria. However, this is not their in vivo function and it is emerging that plants have used the nsLTP scaffold in a wide range of contexts. Those involved in food allergies are found in epidermal tissues. This observation, along with their lipid-binding characteristics, has led to the view that they play a role in transporting lipids involved in the synthesis of waxy cutin and suberin layers in outer plant tissues in seeds and pollen.

The cupin superfamily

The cupins are a functionally diverse protein superfamily which has probably evolved from a prokaryotic ancestor but has not found its way into the animal kingdom. They possess a characteristic 3-barrel structure, the name “cupin” being derived from Latin for barrel [3]. This basic scaffold has been utilized in a diverse range of functions including sporulation proteins in fungi, sucrose-binding activities and enzymatic activities found in germins where manganese is bound in the center of the barrel. The cupin motif has been duplicated in flowering plants to give rise to the bi-cupin 7S
and 11S globulin seed storage globulins, the three-dimensional structure of the 11S globulin of soy proglycinin is shown in Fig. 4.2(b). The 11S–12S globulins are found in the seeds of many monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants with homologs having been identified in gymnosperms (including conifers). They are sometimes termed legumins because they are particularly found in legume seeds and are oligomers of $M_r \sim 300,000–450,000$. Each oligomer consists of six subunits of $M_r$ about 60,000, the products of a multigene family, non-covalently associated by intertwining $\alpha$-helical regions. Each subunit is post-translationally processed to give rise to acidic ($M_r$ about 40,000) and basic ($M_r$ about 20,000) chains, linked by a single disulfide bond and rarely, if ever, glycosylated [145]. In contrast the 7S/8S globulins are usually trimeric proteins of $M_r$ about 150,000–190,000, comprising subunit $M_r \sim 40,000–80,000$, but typically about

Figure 4.2 Typical structures of the cupin and Bet v 1 superfamily allergens shown as ribbon diagrams with ball-and-stick disulfides. PDB codes are given in parentheses. (a) Trimeric structure of soybean 7S globulin $\beta$-conglycinin comprising solely $\beta$-subunits (1UIJ). (b) Edge-on view of soybean 11S globulin showing the way in which individual subunits are stacked within the hexamer (2D5H). (c) Major birch pollen allergen Bet v 1 (1BV1). (d) Allergenic Bet v 1 homolog from celery root, Api g 1 (2BK0).
50,000. They are also termed vicilins since they are particularly found in the Viciae group of legumes. The subunits are again the products of a multigene family and also undergo proteolytic processing and glycosylation the extent of which varies depending on the plant species [145].

Major allergens include the 7S (Fig. 4.2(a)) and 11S globulins (Fig. 4.2(b)) of soybean [112,118,145], Ara h 1 and Ara h 3 of peanut [97,111,117], Ana c 1 and Ana c 2 of cashew nut [116,121], the 7S globulins Jug r 2 of walnut [114] and Len c 1 of lentil [147], and the 7S globulins of sesame [101] and hazelnut [144]. The 11S globulins have also been shown to be allergens in almond, also known as almond major protein (AMP) [148], and in hazelnut [149]. In general, these vicilin- and legumin-like seed globulins exhibit a high degree of thermostability, requiring temperatures in excess of 70°C for denaturation, and have a propensity to form large aggregates on heating which still retain, to a large degree, their native secondary structure [150–152]. At high protein concentrations these proteins can form heat-set gels [152].

Since the globulins are partially or fully insoluble between pH 3.5 and 6.5 it is likely that only limited solubilization of globulins would occur when they enter the stomach. However, the 7S globulins seem to be highly susceptible to pepsinolysis, although several LMW polypeptides seem to persist following digestion of the peanut 7S globulin allergen Ara h 1 [153,154], and there is evidence that they still possess IgE-binding sites following proteolysis [155]. Similarly in vitro simulated gastrointestinal digestion results in rapid and almost complete degradation of the protein to relatively small polypeptides although these retain their allergenic properties [156]. There are indications that the peptides do not remain monomeric but can assemble into larger structures and it may be that this propensity to aggregate is responsible for the protein retaining its allergenic properties even when hydrolyzed.

The Bet v 1 family
The association of plant food allergies with birch pollen allergy is the most frequently observed of the cross-reactivity syndromes [157]. The clinical symptoms of the birch pollen allergy-related OAS are caused by cross-reactive IgE between the major birch pollen allergen Bet v 1 (Fig. 4.2(c)) and its homologs in a wide range of fruits and vegetables, including apple [103], celery (Fig. 4.2(d)) [118], peanut [158], mung bean [159], sharon fruit [160], and even jackfruit [121]. Bet v 1 was the first allergen identified that possessed similarities to family 10 of the pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins [162,163]. As a possible biological function in plants, a general plant-sterol carrier function for Bet v 1 and related PR-10 proteins was suggested [164]. The known structures of Bet v 1 [164,165] and its homologs in cherry [166] and celery [167] illustrate the high identity of the molecular surfaces that are accessible to IgE and thus offer a molecular explanation for the observed clinical cross-reactivities. A structural bioinformatic analysis of Bet v 1 and its homologous allergens from apple, soybean, and celery showed that conservation of three-dimensional structure plays an important role in conservation of IgE-binding epitopes and underlies the birch pollen – plant food syndrome [1]. There is evidence on the T-cell level that Bet v 1 is the relevant sensitizing agent [168]. It has been shown that a subpopulation of patients with birch pollen allergy and atop dermatitis reacted with worsening of eczema after oral challenge with foods harboring Bet v 1 homologous proteins [169]. Bet v 1-specific T-cells could be found in the lesional skin of these patients [169]. T-cell cross-reactivity between Bet v 1 and related food allergens occurs independently of IgE cross-reactivity. Gastrointestinal or heat degradation destroyed the histamine releasing but not the T-cell activating properties of Bet v 1 homologous food allergens [170,171]. Thus, ingestion of cooked birch pollen allergy-related foods did not induce OAS but caused atop eczema to worsen [171].

Minor families

Class I chitinases
Chitinases are enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of chitin polymers. Chitinases are members of the glycoside hydrolase families 18 or 19 [172]. Endochitinases from plants belong to 19 (also known as classes IA or I and IB or II) and are able to degrade chitin, a major structural component of the exoskeleton of insects and of the cell walls of many pathogenic fungi [173]. Class I chitinases contain an N-terminal so-called hevein domain with putative chitin-binding properties [174]. This hevein domain shares high sequence identity with the major Hevea brasiliensis latex allergen Hev b 6.02, hevein [175]. Class I chitinases from fruits such as avocado [176], banana [177], and chestnut [178] have been identified as major allergens that cross-react with Hev b 6.02. Pers a 1, an allergenic class I chitinase from avocado, was extensively degraded when subjected to simulated gastric fluid digestion. However, the resulting peptides, particularly those corresponding to the hevein-like domain, were clearly reactive both in vitro and in vivo [179]. The 43-residue polypeptide chain of hevein-like domains contains four disulfide bonds to which they owe their stability [180].

Cysteine protease superfamily
Cysteine proteases of the C1, or papain-like, family were originally characterized by having a cysteine residue as part of their catalytic site, which has now been extended to include conserved glutamine, cysteine, histidine, and asparagine residues [181]. Whilst sharing the fold of the C1 protease family, some members may have lost the capacity to act as proteases, a notable example being the soybean P34 protein in which a glycine has replaced the active site...
cysteine residue [182]. Two major food allergens belong to this family, actinidin (Act c 1) from kiwi fruit [122] and an allergen involved in soybean-induced atopic dermatitis known as Gly m Bd 30K, Gly m 1, or P34 [123].

Profilins
Profilins from higher plants constitute a family of highly conserved proteins with sequence identities of at least 75% even between members of distantly related organisms [183]. Profilins are cytosolic proteins of 12–15 kDa in size that are found in all eukaryotic cells. Profilins bind to monomeric actin and a number of other proteins, thus regulating the actin polymerization and depolymerization during processes such as cell movement, cytokinesis, and signaling [184]. Originally, plant profilins were discovered as cross-reactive pollen allergens eliciting IgE responses in 10–20% of pollen-allergic patients. Later, they were also described as allergens in plant foods and Hevea latex [185]. Structures of three plant profilins have been elucidated so far, those from Arabidopsis thaliana pollen [186], birch pollen [187], and Hevea brasiliensis latex. Since profilin-specific IgE cross-reacts with homologs from virtually every plant source, sensitization to these allergens has been considered a risk factor for allergic reactions to multiple pollen sources [188] and for pollen-associated food allergy [189]. However, the clinical relevance of plant food profilin-specific IgE is still under debate [190]. Despite sequence identities of below 30%, plant profilin structures are highly similar to the structures of profilins from mammals, fungi, and amoeba. IgE directed to plant profilins weakly binds to the human homolog as well [191]. However, no profilins from sources other than plants have been shown to elicit allergic reactions.

Protease inhibitors and lectins
The Kunitz/bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor family is active against serine, thiol, aspartic, and subtilisin proteases. They are generally small (~50 residue) with three disulfide bonds constraining the proteins three-dimensional structure and belong to a superfamily of structurally related proteins, which share no sequence similarity and that includes such diverse proteins as interleukin-1 proteins, heparin-binding growth factors (HBGF), and histactophilin. In plants they probably play a role in defense against pests and pathogens. Minor allergens have been identified belonging to the Kunitz inhibitor family in soybean [192,193] and potato [194]. It is thought that their stability to processing and digestion is important for their allergenic activity. In addition to agglutinin, a lectin found in peanut has been identified as a minor allergen [193].

Thaumatin-like proteins
Thaumatin-like proteins (TLPs) derive their name from their sequence similarities to thaumatin, an intensely sweet tasting protein isolated from the fruits of the West African rain forest shrub Thaumatococcus danielli. TLPs accumulate in plants in response to pathogen challenge and belong to the PR-5 family of proteins that also includes thaumatin and osmotin [195]. Recent phylogenetic and structural studies revealed that PR-5 proteins constitute an ancient protein family that is conserved between plants, insects, and nematodes [6]. Several allergenic TLPs from fruits have been described. These include Mal d 2 from apple [196], Cap a 1 from bell pepper [197], Pru av 2 from sweet cherry [198,199], Act c 2 from kiwi [200], and an allergenic TLP from grape [77]. The conformation of TLPs is stabilized by eight disulfide bonds. This extensive disulfide cross-linking confers high stability to proteolysis to the TLP scaffold as has been shown for a zeamatin, a TLP from corn [201]. This is also the reason why the allergenic TLPs produced by grape berries persist during the entire vinification process and are among the major proteins present in wine [202].

What does this mean?
Many of the proteins that have been described as allergens in plant foods function as seed storage proteins, providing the nutrients for a developing plant, with the cow’s milk caseins functioning in a similar fashion to provide essential nutrition to young mammals. This relationship may not be so surprising since these are the proteins predominantly found in nuts and seeds and as a consequence exposure in the human diet, especially to the abundant storage proteins, is considerable. Extent of exposure to a given protein probably plays a role in determining its allergenicity, with extensive exposure now thought to be important for tolerization, total exclusion precluding an individual from developing an allergy, with low levels of exposure possibly being more effective at sensitizing [203,204]. However, it is emerging that there is a complex dialog between different routes of exposure with evidence from animal models that cutaneous exposure may prevent oral tolerance developing [205].

There are a number of allergens which are less abundant in foods, notably the nsLTPs where the prolamin superfamily fold may play a role in potentiating the allergenicity of these proteins. Intriguingly many of the allergens that are less abundant in plant-derived foods have a role in plant protection. Others have alluded to the fact that many plant food allergens are involved in defense [206], with many of them being classified as pathogenesis-related proteins according to the criteria defined by van Loon and van Strien [207]. These include for example the PR-10 proteins from the Bet v 1 family of allergens, the PR-14 nsLTPs, whilst others, such as the cereal α-amylase inhibitors that have not been classified as PR proteins, are thought to have a protective function. In addition, certain minor animal food allergens also have an imputed protective function. Many PR proteins are resistant to the effects of extremes in pH and highly resistant to proteolysis, possibly to evade the degradative environment created by pests and pathogens infecting plant tissues [4].
It has been hypothesized that resistance to digestion is important in allowing sufficient immunologically active fragments to come into contact with the immune system, particularly with regards to sensitization via the gastrointestinal tract. However, it is evident that some allergen families, notably the caseins and the cupins, are readily degraded in the gastrointestinal tract. Nevertheless, for the cupins at least, there is evidence that degradation does not affect the ability of these proteins to elicit histamine release in vitro [156], although the impact on digestion on the sensitization potential of these proteins is not clear. For animal allergens there may also be the need to consider the evolutionary distance from man, since animal food allergens, notably the tropomyosins, lie at the borders of self–non-self recognition. Thus, it may be that in addition to the routes and extent of exposure, the mechanisms whereby different scaffolds sensitize and elicit allergic reactions may differ. Such complex interacting factors underlie the reasons why we still do not understand why some food proteins, and not others, cause allergic reactions in man. Other factors, such as the role of food processing and modification of allergens, or adjuvant effects of other food components, may also play a role in stimulating IgE, rather than IgG responses to foods such as peanuts. Only an improved understanding of these factors and the mechanisms underlying the generation of aberrant IgE responses will enable us to understand what makes a protein become an allergen.
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**CHAPTER 5**

Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering

Gary A. Bannon, James D. Astwood, Raymond C. Dobert, and Roy L. Fuchs

---

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- All agricultural biotechnology products are assessed for safety according to international guidelines to ensure the risk of allergy is appropriately addressed prior to their marketing, and that a consistent assessment approach is used around the world.
- The current allergy assessment process identifies the potential risks associated with the introduced protein as well as the overall allergenic risks associated with a transformed food crop.
- No single, predictive assay is capable of assessing the allergenic potential of all proteins introduced into food crops and, therefore, all aspects of the current safety assessment testing strategy need to be considered in a "weight of evidence" approach rather than relying too heavily on one test to determine protein safety.
- The protective value of current allergy testing approaches and future approaches that adopt sound risk assessment principles and new methods as they become validated, have in the past and will continue to provide robust assurances to risk managers and consumers alike for present and future biotech products.

---

**Introduction**

The population of the world is expected to increase by 2.5 billion people in the next 25 years. Food requirements for this growing population are expected to double by the year 2025. In contrast, there has been a decline in the annual rate of increase in cereal yield such that the annual rate of yield increase is below the rate of population increase [1]. In order to feed this growing population, crop yield will have to be increased and some of the increase in yield will be due to genetic engineering of foods. In addition, the incidence of food allergies appears to be on the rise, particularly in developed countries [2,3]. Genetic engineering of food crops should have little practical consequence for the occurrence, frequency, and natural history of food allergy if simple precautions are observed. Essential aspects of the health safety assessment for products derived from this technology are discussed in this chapter; and the accepted strategy for addressing any potential impact on food allergy will be reviewed in detail. It should be noted that no single, predictive assay appears to be capable of assessing the allergenic potential of all proteins introduced into food crops [4]. However, through the use of in vivo and in vitro immunological assays in combination with a comparative evaluation relative to the characteristics of known food allergens, a sound scientific basis for allergenicity assessment has evolved. The biochemical properties of common food allergens have been described in this book and elsewhere [5,6]: allergens tend to be stable to proteolysis, tend to be abundant, tend to be resistant to heat (cooking or processing), and all have multiple IgE-binding epitopes. Thus, these factors have been used to discriminate potentially harmful allergens from safe proteins entering the food supply.

This chapter will briefly summarize the development and commercialization of food biotechnology products, the internationally recognized approach to food safety assessment for these foods, and will provide a comprehensive review of food allergy considerations in this context.

**Plant biotechnology**

Twenty years ago the improvement of crop productivity was a sophisticated process, albeit dependent on trial and error. Many years of meticulous observations were required to determine whether desired traits were stable in the new varieties and cultivars of food crops created by this process. Crop improvement and the science of plant breeding depended on existing intraspecies genetic variation of plants, interspecies introgression of traits from “wild” or taxonomically similar plants, and on the creation of new genetic variability by chemical or irradiation mutagenesis. While there are limitations to these approaches, crop scientists and geneticists were...
nevertheless able to improve crop yield and food production per unit area of agricultural land several fold by creating new and more productive crops, and by improving agronomic practices.

With the advent of molecular biology and biotechnology it became possible not only to identify a desirable phenotypic trait but also to identify the precise genetic material responsible for that genetic trait. Recombinant DNA and plant transformation techniques have made it possible to alter the composition of individual plant components (lipids, carbohydrates, proteins) beyond what is easily possible through traditional breeding practices. Direct and stable gene transfer into plants was first reported in 1984 [7,8]. Since then, at least 88 different plant species and many economically important crops have been genetically engineered [9], usually via Agrobacterium [10,11] or particle gun technologies [12,13].

The thrust of most first-generation biotech crops has been to improve resistance to insect predation, increase resistance to pesticides for easier weed control, confer immunity to viral pathogens, and improve ripening characteristics of fresh fruits and vegetables. These crops are essentially unchanged from the non-transformed parental crops and have no significant changes in key nutrients. To a lesser extent, products with enhanced functional or nutritional properties have appeared as a result of intended alteration of specific metabolites such as oil (lipid) profiles, amino acid composition, and starch (carbohydrate) content. However, the majority of current products have had their biggest impact on agricultural practices of producers (i.e. by reducing pesticide use, improving soil conservation practices, and reducing energy inputs on farms). The availability of these so-called “agronomic” traits has driven the adoption of biotech crops since the introduction of the first product, Flavr Savr tomato, in 1994 (Fig. 5.1). Today, over 90% of the world-wide acreage of biotech crops are agronomic traits, as shown in Table 5.1 [14]. Of the principal food crops grown worldwide in 2006, biotech soybean occupies 58.6 million hectares and maize occupies 25.2 million hectares. Herbicide tolerance has consistently been the dominant trait planted in the field followed by insect resistance and then products containing both of these traits in a stacked combination. In 2006, herbicide tolerance deployed in soybean, maize, canola, cotton, and alfalfa occupied 69.9 million hectares (68%) of the global biotech 102 million hectares, with 19.0 million hectares (19%) planted to Bt crops and 13.1 million hectares (13%) to the stacked traits of Bt and herbicide tolerance. The accumulated hectarage from 1996 to 2006 exceeded half a billion hectares at 577 million hectares (1.4 billion acres), with an unprecedented 60-fold increase between 1996 and 2006, making biotech crops the fastest adopted crop technology in recent history [14]. Over the next 5–10 years it is expected that the proportion of food biotechnology products that have been developed for nutritional and functional benefits will increase significantly [15].

Below we describe the development of Roundup Ready soybeans to illustrate the application of agricultural biotechnology. We then briefly summarize the safety assessment procedures for food biotechnology illustrated by reference to the data developed for Roundup Ready soybeans. Following this general discussion, we provide a detailed account of current approaches and issues in allergy assessment for these products, also illustrated by the data developed for Roundup Ready soybeans.

**Roundup Ready soybeans: a case study in food safety assessment**

Soybean (Glycine max) ranks fifth in world production of major crops after wheat, maize, rice, and potato. In the United States, soybeans represent $5.6 billion in farm gate receipts [14,16]. Soybeans represent approximately one-third of all crops grown in the United States. The major food use of soybeans is the oil, whereas 96% of soybean meal is used for animal feed. Approximately 75% of vegetable food-grade oil used in foods such as shortenings, margarines, and salad/cooking oils is from soybeans. Soybean flour (meal) is used in foods such as soups, stews, beverages, desserts, bakery goods, cereals, and meat products and extenders [17]. Soybeans were the most common transgenic crop planted in 2006, representing 57% of the total acres planted with biotech traits, followed by maize (25%), cotton (13%), and canola (5%) [14]. The most common biotechnology trait was herbicide tolerance, followed by insect protection [14].

**Development and benefits of Roundup Ready soybeans**

The genetically engineered soybean line GTS 40-3-2 was developed to allow the use of glyphosate, the active ingredient in the wide-spectrum herbicide Roundup®, as a weed control option for soybean. This genetically engineered soybean line contains a glyphosate tolerant form of the plant enzyme 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate...
### Table 5.1 Current biotechnology food crops where FDA consultations have been completed through March 2007 (www.cfsan.fda.gov)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Introduced gene(s)</th>
<th>Source of gene(s)</th>
<th>Trait</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>Cry 3A</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em></td>
<td>Resistance to corn rootworm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cDHDPS</td>
<td><em>Corynebacterium glutamicum</em></td>
<td>Increase lysine level for use in animal feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cry 3Bb1</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em></td>
<td>Resistance to Coleopteran insects, including corn root worm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cry34Ab1, Cry35Ab1/PAT</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis/Streptomyces</em></td>
<td>Resistance to Coleopteran insects/tolerance to the herbicide glufosinate ammonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>iridochromogenes</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cry 1F/PAT</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis/Streptomyces</em></td>
<td>Resistance to certain lepidopteran insects/tolerance to the herbicide glufosinate ammonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>viridochromogenes</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EPSPS</td>
<td><em>Agrobacterium</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide glyphosate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barnase</td>
<td><em>Bacillus amyloliquefaciens</em></td>
<td>Male sterility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modified EPSPS</td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide glyphosate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cry9C protein/PAT</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis/Streptomyces</em></td>
<td>Resistance to several lepidopteran insects/tolerance to the herbicide glufosinate ammonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>viridochromogenes</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAM/PAT</td>
<td><em>Escherichia coli/Streptomyces</em></td>
<td>Male sterility/tolerance to glufosinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>viridochromogenes</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CrylAc</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em></td>
<td>Resistance to European corn borer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CrylAb/EPSPS</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em>/Agrobacterium</td>
<td>Resistance to European corn borer/tolerance to the herbicide glyphosate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barnase/PAT</td>
<td><em>Bacillus amyloliquefaciens</em>/Streptomyces*</td>
<td>Resistance to European corn borer/tolerance to the herbicide glufosinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>* viridochromogenes*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAT</td>
<td><em>Streptomyces hygroscopicus</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to glufosinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canola</td>
<td><strong>Nitrilase</strong></td>
<td><em>Klebsiella ozaenae</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide bromoxynil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phytase</td>
<td><em>Aspergillus niger</em></td>
<td>Degradation of phytate in animal feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barnase/PAT</td>
<td><em>Bacillus amyloliquefaciens</em>/Streptomyces*</td>
<td>Male sterility/tolerance to glufosinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barstar/PAT</td>
<td><em>Bacillus amyloliquefaciens</em>/Streptomyces*</td>
<td>Fertility restorer/tolerance to glufosinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>viridochromogenes</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAT</td>
<td><em>Streptomyces hygroscopicus</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to glufosinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12:0 Acyl carrier protein thioesterase</td>
<td><em>Umbellularia californica</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EPSPS/GOX</td>
<td><em>Agrobacterium</em> sp. strain CP4, Achromobacter*</td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide glyphosate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>PAT</td>
<td><em>Streptomyces hygroscopicus</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to glufosinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GmFad2-1 gene</td>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>High oleic acid soybean oil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EPSPS</td>
<td><em>Agrobacterium</em> sp. strain CP4</td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide glyphosate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>Nitrilase/Cry1Ac protein</td>
<td>*Klebsiella pneumoniae/<em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to bromoxynil/resistance to certain lepidopteran insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cry2ab; Cry1ac</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em></td>
<td>Resistance to lepidopteran insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALS</td>
<td><em>Nicotiana tabacum</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide sulfonylurea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EPSPS</td>
<td><em>Agrobacterium</em> sp. strain CP4</td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide glyphosate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cry1F/PAT</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis/Streptomyces</em></td>
<td>Resistance to lepidopteran insects/tolerance to the herbicide glufosinate ammonium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>viridochromogenes</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIP3A protein</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em></td>
<td>Resistance to lepidopteran insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CryAc protein</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em></td>
<td>Resistance to cotton bollworm, pink bollworm, and tobacco budworm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nitrilase</td>
<td><em>Klebsiella ozaenae</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide bromoxynil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugarbeet</td>
<td>EPSPS</td>
<td><em>Agrobacterium</em> sp. strain CP4</td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide glyphosate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAT</td>
<td><em>Streptomyces hygroscopicus</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to glufosinate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
synthase (EPSPS) isolated from the common soil bacterium, *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* strain CP4 (CP4 EPSPS). The EPSPS enzyme is part of the shikimate pathway that is involved in the production of aromatic amino acids and other aromatic compounds in plants [18]. When conventional plants are treated with glyphosate, the plants cannot produce the aromatic amino acids needed to survive. GTS 40-3-2 was developed by introducing the CP4 EPSPS coding sequence into the soybean variety A5403, a commercial soybean variety of Asgrow Seed Company, using particle-acceleration (biolistic) transformation. A5403 is a maturity group V cultivar that combines consistently high-yield potential with resistance to races 3 and 4 of the soybean cyst nematode (SCN). It also possesses good standability, excellent seedling emergence, and tolerance to many leaf and stem diseases.

Weed control in soybeans represents a major financial and labor input by growers. Since soybeans are dicots, grassy weeds are controlled by one class of herbicides, and dicot (broadleaf) weeds are controlled by a second class of herbicides. Since soybeans are also broadleaf plants, their physiology and biochemistry are similar to broadleaf weeds. Therefore, in conventional soybeans, it is technically challenging to control both grassy and broadleaf weeds without harming the soybean plants themselves [16].

Glyphosate is used as a foliar-applied, non-selective herbicide and is effective against the majority of grasses and broadleaf weeds. Glyphosate has no pre-emergence or residual soil activity [18]. Furthermore, glyphosate is not prone to leaching, degrades rapidly in soil, and is essentially non-toxic to mammals, birds, and fish [19–21].

Roundup Ready soybeans offer growers an additional tool for improved weed control. Control of weeds in the soybean crop is essential, as weeds compete with the crop for sunlight, water, and nutrients. Failure to control weeds

**Table 5.1 (Continued)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Introduced gene(s)</th>
<th>Source of gene(s)</th>
<th>Trait</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tomato</td>
<td><strong>CryIAc protein</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>S-adenosylmethionine hydrolase</strong>&lt;br&gt;ACCS gene fragment</td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em>&lt;br&gt;<em>Escherichia coli</em> bacteriophage T3&lt;br&gt;<em>Tomato</em></td>
<td>Resistance to certain lepidopteran insects&lt;br&gt;Delayed fruit ripening due to reduced ethylene synthesis&lt;br&gt;Delayed ripening due to reduced ethylene synthesis&lt;br&gt;Delayed softening due to reduced pectin degradation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato</td>
<td><strong>CryIIIA/PVY coat protein</strong></td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis/PVY</em></td>
<td>Resistance to Colorado potato beetle and PVY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato</td>
<td><strong>CryIIIA/PLRV replicase</strong></td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em>/&lt;br&gt;<em>Potato Leafroll virus</em></td>
<td>Resistance to Colorado potato beetle and PLRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato</td>
<td><strong>CryIIIA</strong></td>
<td><em>Bacillus thuringiensis</em></td>
<td>Resistance to Colorado potato beetle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td><strong>PAT</strong></td>
<td><em>Streptomyces hygroscopicus</em></td>
<td>Tolerance to glufosinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cantaloupe</td>
<td><strong>S-adenosylmethionine hydrolase</strong></td>
<td><em>Escherichia coli</em> bacteriophage T3</td>
<td>Delayed fruit ripening due to reduced ethylene synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radicchio</td>
<td><strong>Barnase/PAT</strong></td>
<td><em>Bacillus amyloliquefaciens</em>/&lt;br&gt;<em>Streptomyces hygroscopicus</em></td>
<td>Male sterility/tolerance to glufosinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squash</td>
<td><strong>Coat proteins from CMV, ZYMV, and WMV2</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>ZYMV and WMV2 coat proteins</strong></td>
<td>CMV, ZYMV, and WMV2&lt;br&gt;ZYMV and WMV2</td>
<td>Resistance to the viruses CMV, ZYMV, and WMV2&lt;br&gt;Resistance to the viruses ZYMV and WMV2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papaya</td>
<td><strong>PRV coat protein</strong></td>
<td>PRSV</td>
<td>Resistance to PRSV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flax</td>
<td><strong>ALS (csr-1)</strong></td>
<td>Arabidopsis</td>
<td>Tolerance to the herbicide sulfonyleure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACCD, 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid deaminase; ALS, Acetolactate synthase; cDHDPS, Dihydrodipicolinate synthase; CMV, Cucumber mosaic virus; DAM, DNA adenine methylase; GOX, glyphosate oxidoreductase; PAT, Phosphinothricin acetyl transferase; PG, Polygalacturonase; PRSV, Papaya ringspot virus; PVY, Potato virus Y; WMV2, watermelon mosaic virus 2; ZYMV, zucchini yellow mosaic virus.

---

Weed control in soybeans represents a major financial and labor input by growers. Since soybeans are dicots, grassy weeds are controlled by one class of herbicides, and dicot (broadleaf) weeds are controlled by a second class of herbicides. Since soybeans are also broadleaf plants, their physiology and biochemistry are similar to broadleaf weeds. Therefore, in conventional soybeans, it is technically challenging to control both grassy and broadleaf weeds without harming the soybean plants themselves [16]. Glyphosate is used as a foliar-applied, non-selective herbicide and is effective against the majority of grasses and broadleaf weeds. Glyphosate has no pre-emergence or residual soil activity [18]. Furthermore, glyphosate is not prone to leaching, degrades rapidly in soil, and is essentially non-toxic to mammals, birds, and fish [19–21].

Roundup Ready soybeans offer growers an additional tool for improved weed control. Control of weeds in the soybean crop is essential, as weeds compete with the crop for sunlight, water, and nutrients. Failure to control weeds
within the crop results in decreased yields and reduced crop quality. In addition, weeds reduce the efficiency of the mechanical harvest of the crop.

Roundup Ready soybeans have been produced commercially in the United States, Argentina, and Canada beginning in 1996 and provide the following environmental and economic benefits:

- Improved efficacy in weed control compared to herbicide programs used in conventional soybeans, as specific pre-emergent herbicides that are used as prevention are replaced by a broad-spectrum post-emergent herbicide that can be used on an “as needed” basis [22]. The introduction of Roundup Ready soybeans in the United States has resulted in a 12% reduction in the number of herbicide applications from 1996 to 1999, even though the total soybean acres increased by 18% [16]. The decrease in herbicide applications means that growers make fewer trips over the field to apply herbicides and translates into each of management.
- A reduction in herbicide costs for the farmer. It has been estimated that United States soybean growers spent $216 million less in 1999 for weed control (including a technology fee for Roundup Ready soybean), compared to 1995, the year before Roundup Ready soybeans were introduced [16].
- Less labor required due to the elimination of hand weeding and high-cost, early post-directed sprays, which require special equipment.
- High compatibility with integrated pest management and soil conservation techniques [23], resulting in a number of important environmental benefits including reduced soil erosion and improved water quality [24–26], improved soil structure with higher organic matter [27,28], improved wildlife habitat and improved carbon sequestration [29,30] and reduced CO₂ emissions [27,31].

Safety assessment of Roundup Ready soybeans
Safety assessment principles
In 1996, a joint report from an expert consultation sponsored by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United Nations concluded that “biotechnology provides new and powerful tools for research and for accelerating the development of new and better foods” [32]. The FAO/WHO expert consultation also concluded that it is vitally important to develop and apply appropriate strategies and safety assessment criteria for food biotechnology to ensure the long-term safety and wholesomeness of the food supply.

Following these criteria, foods derived from biotechnology have been extensively assessed to assure they are as safe and nutritious as traditional foods. All foods, independent of whether they are derived from biotech crops or traditionally bred plants, must meet the same rigorous food safety standard. Numerous national and international organizations have considered the safety of foods derived from biotech crops. They have concluded that the food safety considerations are basically of the same nature for food derived from biotech crops as for those foods derived using other methods like traditional breeding.

This concept of comparing the safety of the food from a biotech crop to that of a food with an established history of safe use is referred to as “substantial equivalence” [33,34]. The process of substantial equivalence involves comparing the characteristics, including the levels of key nutrients and other components, of the food derived from a biotech crop to the food derived from conventional plant breeding. When a food is shown to be substantially equivalent to a food with a history of safe use, then “the food is regarded to be as safe as its conventional counterpart” [32]. An FAO/WHO expert consultation in 1995 concluded “this approach provides equal or greater assurance of the safety of food derived from genetically modified organisms as compared to foods or food components derived by conventional methods” [32]. As a practical matter, this evaluation brings together an evaluation of the introduced proteins and accounts for unexpected effects due to the protein per se, or due to pleitropic effects created by gene insertion as assessed at the level of phenotype: the agronomic and compositional parameters of the biotech crop in comparison to traditional counterparts [35].

CP4 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase protein safety
Usually when a gene is chosen for transformation into a crop, the encoded protein has been well characterized in terms of function (mechanism of action, evolutionary heritage, physicochemical properties, etc.). This information has been extensively evaluated during the development of biotech crops such as NewLeaf™ potato, [36] RoundupReady™ soybeans [37], and YieldGard™ corn [38]. An important consideration in protein safety is whether or not the protein can be established to have been used or eaten previously – is there a history of safe use?

The CP4 EPSP synthase protein produced in Roundup Ready soybeans is functionally similar to a diverse family of EPSPS proteins typically present in food and feed derived from plant and microbial sources [39]. The EPSPS proteins are required for the production of aromatic amino acids in plants and microbes. The enzymology and known function of EPSPS proteins generally, and CP4 EPSPS specifically, indicate that this class of enzymes perform a well-described and understood biochemical role in plants. From the perspective of safety, this characterization indicates that metabolic effects owing to the expression of the CP4 EPSPS gene are limited to conferring the Roundup Ready trait alone. Part of this evaluation includes the known structural relationship between CP4 EPSPS and other EPSPS proteins found in food as is demonstrated by comparison of the amino acid sequences with conserved identity of the active
site residues, and the expected conserved three-dimensional structure based on similarity of the amino acid sequence. With respect to amino acid sequence, there is considerable divergence among known EPSPSs. For instance, the amino acid sequence of CP4 EPSPS is 41% identical at the amino acid level to Bacillus subtilis EPSPS, whereas the soybean EPSPS is 30% identical to Bacillus subtilis EPSPS. Thus, the divergence of the CP4 EPSPS amino acid sequence from typical food EPSPS sequences is on the same order as the divergence among food EPSPSs themselves [37].

The detailed enzymology [37] and subsequent biochemical composition evaluations [40,41] confirm and demonstrate that CP4 EPSPS, as expressed in line 40-3-2, has the predicted and expected metabolic effects on soybeans: the production of aromatic amino acids via the shikimic acid biosynthetic pathway.

Another aspect used for the assessment of potential toxic effects of proteins introduced into plants is to compare the amino acid sequence of the protein to known toxic proteins. Homologous proteins derived from a common ancestor have similar amino acid sequences, are structurally similar, and often share common function. Therefore, it is undesirable to introduce DNA that encodes for a protein that is homologous to a protein that is toxic to animals and people. Homology is determined by comparing the degree of amino acid similarity between proteins using published criteria [42]. The CP4 EPSPS protein does not show meaningful amino acid sequence similarity when compared to known protein toxins.

Lack of protein toxicity is confirmed by evaluating acute oral toxicity in mice or rats [43]. This study is typically a 2-week program in which the pure protein is fed to animals at doses that should be 100–1000 times higher than the highest anticipated exposure via consumption of the whole food product containing that protein. Table 5.2 summarizes the data from several acute oral toxicity studies. Although these studies were designed to obtain LD50s, in fact no lethal dose has been achieved for these proteins [39,43–46]. For CP4 EPSPS, there were no treatment-related adverse effects in mice-administered CP4 EPSPS protein by oral gavage at dosages up to 572 mg/kg, the highest dose tested. This dose represents a significant (approximately 1300-fold) safety margin relative to the highest potential human consumption of CP4 EPSPS and assumes that the protein is expressed in multiple crops in addition to soybeans [39].

Phenotype evaluation (substantial equivalence)

Compositional analyses are a critical component of the safety assessment process that integrates with the evaluation of the trait (e.g. CP4 EPSP synthase) described above. Each of the measured parameters provides an assessment of the cumulative result of numerous biochemical pathways and hence provides an assessment of a wide range of metabolic pathways. Comparisons of various nutri-

### Table 5.2 Summary of the data from standardized acute oral toxicity LD50 studies in mice. The no observable effect level (NOEL) was the highest dose tested for each protein. When accounting for the level of these proteins in the crops in which they are found (Table 5.1), these doses represent between 10^4 and 10^6 times the levels typically consumed as food

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>NOEL* (mg/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cry1Ac</td>
<td>Cotton, tomato</td>
<td>4200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cry1Ab</td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cry2Aa</td>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cry2Ab</td>
<td>Corn, cotton</td>
<td>3700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cry3A</td>
<td>Potato</td>
<td>5200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cry3Bb1</td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>3780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP4 EPSP</td>
<td>Soybean, cotton, canola, sugarbeet</td>
<td>572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPTII</td>
<td>Cotton, potato, tomato</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUS</td>
<td>Soybean, sugarbeet</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOX</td>
<td>Canola, cotton, corn, sugarbeet</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No observed effect level

Cry1Ac, Cry1Ab, Cry2Aa, Cry2Ab, Cry3A, Cry3Bb1 are all "crystal" proteins from Bacillus thuringiensis.

CP4 EPSPS, CP4 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase; GOX, glyphosate oxidoreductase; GUS, β-glucuronidase; NPTII, neomycin phosphotransferase II.

Proteins and anti-nutrients are made to both a closely related traditional counterpart and the established published range for the specific component within that crop, to compare the observed levels to the natural variation of that component in current plant varieties. The composition of Roundup Ready soybeans has been thoroughly characterized and the results of these studies have been published [40,41]. Over 1400 individual analyses have been conducted and they establish that the composition of Roundup Ready soybeans is substantially equivalent to the non-transgenic parental soybean variety and other commercial soybean varieties. Table 5.3 summarizes the composition of Roundup Ready soybeans and traditional soybeans, which include:

- **Proximate analysis**: protein, fat, fibre, ash, carbohydrates, and moisture.
- **Anti-nutrients**: trypsin inhibitors, lectins, phytoestrogens (genistein and daidzein), stachyose, raffinose, and phytate.
- **Fatty acid profile**: percentage of individual fatty acids.
- **Amino acid composition**: levels of individual amino acids.

In addition to a demonstration of substantially equivalent composition, further agronomic evaluation of the biotech crop is necessary to establish that there are no unexpected biological effects of the introduced trait. While compositional assessments provide good assurance that no untoward metabolic, nutritional, or anti-nutritional effects have occurred, an additional and very sensitive measure has been to compare a wide variety of biological characteristics at the whole plant level. The basic question asked is: Does the biotech crop fit within the usual definition of that crop? For example, do
Roundup Ready soybeans still possess the expected plant performance of traditional soybeans? Agronomic and yield characteristics are very sensitive to untoward perturbations in metabolism and in genetic pleiotropy.

Wholesomeness (nutrition) of Roundup Ready soybeans

Farm animal nutrition studies have provided supplementary confirmation of the substantial equivalence and safety in crop biotechnology. Currently there are many options for animal studies, the choice of which depends on the crop being engineered and its intended use. In over 65 farm animal studies completed to date, the factors evaluated include feed intake, body weight, carcass yield, feed conversion, milk yield, milk composition, digestibility, and nutrient composition of the resulting animal-derived foods [56].

A series of animal-feeding studies have been completed using diets incorporating raw or processed Roundup Ready

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Historical Roundup soybean range</th>
<th>Literature soybean range</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Historical Roundup soybean range</th>
<th>Literature soybean range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proximates (% dw)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lysine</td>
<td>6.46–6.66</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture (% fw)</td>
<td>5.32–8.85</td>
<td>5.30–11 [47–49]</td>
<td>Methionine</td>
<td>1.36–1.46</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>37.0–45.0</td>
<td>36.9–46.4 [48]</td>
<td>Phenylalanine</td>
<td>4.89–5.04</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat</td>
<td>13.27–23.31</td>
<td>13.2–22.5 [48,50]</td>
<td>Proline</td>
<td>5.20–5.27</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash</td>
<td>4.45–5.87</td>
<td>4.29–5.88 [47]</td>
<td>Serine</td>
<td>5.76–6.08</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbohydrates</td>
<td>27.6–40.74</td>
<td>29.3–41.3 [47]</td>
<td>Threonine</td>
<td>3.37–3.50</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fibre (% dw)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tryptophan</td>
<td>1.05–1.15</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid detergent fibre</td>
<td>9.76–12.46</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Tyrosine</td>
<td>3.50–3.66</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral detergent fibre</td>
<td>11.02–11.81</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Valine</td>
<td>4.50–4.66</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude fibre</td>
<td>5.45–9.82</td>
<td>5.74–8.10 [47,53]</td>
<td><strong>Fatty Acids (% of total FA)</strong></td>
<td>&lt;0.01% fw to 0.40</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amino acid (g/100g dw)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12:0 Lauric acid</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanine</td>
<td>1.48–1.88</td>
<td>1.49–1.87 [51,52]</td>
<td>14:0 Myristic acid</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arginine</td>
<td>2.20–3.57</td>
<td>2.45–3.49 [51,52]</td>
<td>16:0 Palmitic acid</td>
<td>10.63–12.75</td>
<td>7–12 [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartic acid</td>
<td>3.85–5.25</td>
<td>3.87–4.98 [51,52]</td>
<td>16:1 Palmitoleic acid</td>
<td>0.11–0.17</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cystine</td>
<td>0.54–0.69</td>
<td>0.50–0.66 [47,53]</td>
<td>17:0 Heptadecanoic acid</td>
<td>0.10–0.17</td>
<td>0.11–0.14 [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamic acid</td>
<td>6.00–8.34</td>
<td>6.10–8.72 [51,52]</td>
<td>17:1 Heptadecenoic acid</td>
<td>&lt;0.01% fw</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine</td>
<td>1.48–1.90</td>
<td>1.60–2.02 [47,51,52]</td>
<td>18:0 Stearic acid</td>
<td>4.01–5.93</td>
<td>2.5–5 [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>0.91–1.18</td>
<td>0.89–1.16 [1,51,52]</td>
<td>18:1 Oleic acid</td>
<td>15.56–32.52</td>
<td>20–50 [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoleucine</td>
<td>1.51–1.95</td>
<td>1.46–2.12 [51,52]</td>
<td>18:2 Linoleic acid</td>
<td>42.41–54.48</td>
<td>35–60 [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lysine</td>
<td>2.30–2.88</td>
<td>2.35–2.86 [51,52]</td>
<td>20:0 Arachidic acid</td>
<td>0.30–0.51</td>
<td>0.31–0.43 [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methionine</td>
<td>0.50–0.62</td>
<td>0.46–0.66 [51,52]</td>
<td>20:1 Eicosenoic acid</td>
<td>0.14–0.28</td>
<td>0.14–0.26 [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylalanine</td>
<td>1.64–2.20</td>
<td>1.70–2.19 [47,51,52]</td>
<td>22:0 Behenic acid</td>
<td>0.49–0.62</td>
<td>0.46–0.59 [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proline</td>
<td>1.76–2.30</td>
<td>1.88–2.61 [51,52]</td>
<td>Isoflavones (Total as aglycones)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serine</td>
<td>1.80–2.60</td>
<td>1.81–2.32 [51,52]</td>
<td>Daidzein (µg/g dw)</td>
<td>90.5–1260</td>
<td>161–1190 [47,53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threonine</td>
<td>1.39–1.74</td>
<td>1.33–1.79 [51,52]</td>
<td>Genistein (µg/g dw)</td>
<td>106–1243</td>
<td>230–1380 [47,53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryptophan</td>
<td>0.42–0.64</td>
<td>0.48–0.63 [47,53]</td>
<td>Glycitein (µg/g dw)</td>
<td>&lt;10.8–184</td>
<td>Not available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosine</td>
<td>1.23–1.58</td>
<td>1.12–1.62 [51,52]</td>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valine</td>
<td>1.58–2.02</td>
<td>1.52–2.24 [51,52]</td>
<td>Vitamin E mg/100g dw</td>
<td>1.85–4.26</td>
<td>1.95 [56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alanine</td>
<td>4.29–4.42</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Tryptsin inhibitor</td>
<td>35.5–59.5</td>
<td>26.4–93.2 [57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arginine</td>
<td>7.31–8.16</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Lecin (H.U./mg fw)</td>
<td>0.5–1.6</td>
<td>0.8–2.4 [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartic acid</td>
<td>11.46–11.98</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cystine</td>
<td>1.48–1.67</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamic acid</td>
<td>18.53–19.02</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycine</td>
<td>4.34–4.41</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histidine</td>
<td>2.66–2.72</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoleucine</td>
<td>4.29–4.43</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucine</td>
<td>7.63–7.87</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Range of values from Roundup Ready soybean event: 40-3-2 [40,41].

Commercial/non-transgenic control values: 1 [40]; 2 [47]; 3 [48]; 4 [49]; 5 [50]; 6 [51]; 7 [41]; 8 [52]; 9 [53]; 10 [54]; units in mg/100g edible portion; 11 [55].

<0.01% fw is below the lower limit of quantitation.
soybeans. The animal-feeding studies included two separate 4-week studies in rats (one with unprocessed soybean meal and one with processed soybean meal), a 4-week dairy cow study, a 6-week chicken study, a 10-week catfish study, and a 5-day quail study. Animals were fed either raw soybean, unprocessed or processed soybean meal (dehulled, defatted, toasted). Included in these studies were control groups fed a non-modified parental soybean line from which both events were derived. Results from all groups were compared using conventional statistical methods to detect differences between groups in measured parameters.

All soybean samples tested provided similar growth and feed efficiency for rats, chickens, catfish, and quail [57]. Milk production, composition, and rumen fermentation parameters for dairy cows were also comparable across all groups [57]. Results for other parameters measured in each feeding study were also similar across all groups. When compared to the US population as a whole, the levels of soybean consumption (in mg/kg of body weight) in these animal-feeding studies were 100-fold or more higher than the average human daily consumption of soybean-derived foods in the United States. All these studies confirmed the food and feed safety and nutritional equivalence of diets from Roundup Ready soybeans.

General assessment strategy for food allergy

The consumer marketplace reflects widespread interest and concern about adverse reactions to certain foods and food additives. A consumer survey indicated 30% of the people interviewed reported that they or some family member had an allergy to a food product [58]. This survey also found that 22% avoided particular foods on the mere possibility that the food may contain an allergen. In reality, food-allergic reactions affect only about 6% of children and 4% of the adult population [59–61]. The most common food allergies known to affect children are IgE-mediated reactions to cow's milk, eggs, peanuts, soybeans, wheat, fish, and tree nuts. Approximately 80% of all reported food allergies in children are due to peanuts, milk, or eggs. While most childhood food allergies are outgrown, allergies to peanuts, tree nuts, and fish are rarely resolved in adulthood. In adults the most common food allergies are to peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish. The incidence of IgE-mediated reactions to specific food crops is increasing, particularly in developed countries, likely due to increased levels of protein consumption. Allergic reactions are typically elicited by a defined subset of proteins that are found in abundance in the food.

Identification and purification of allergens have been essential for the structural and immunological studies necessary to understand how these molecules stimulate IgE antibody formation [62]. In the past several years a number of allergens have been identified that stimulate IgE production and cause IgE-mediated disease in man. Significant information now exists on the identification and purification of allergens from a wide variety of sources, including foods, pollens, dust mites, animal dander, insects, and fungi [62]. However, despite increasing knowledge of the structure and amino acid sequences of the identified allergens, specific features associated with IgE antibody formation have not been fully determined [62].

Because potential allergens cannot at present be accurately identified based on a single characteristic, the allergy assessment testing strategy, as originally proposed by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [63] and further modified by FAO/WHO scientific panels [64,65], proposes that all proteins introduced into crops be assessed for their similarity to a variety of structural and biochemical characteristics of known allergens. As the primary method of disease management for food-allergic people is avoidance, a core principle of these recommended strategies is to experimentally determine whether candidate proteins for genetic engineering into foods represent known food allergens currently. Prevention of unwanted exposures to food allergens is addressed by accurate labeling of food ingredients – labeling is seen as a central tool in food protection policy in the United States.

The current allergy assessment process is designed to identify the potential risks associated with the introduced protein as well as the overall allergenic risks associated with a transformed food crop. The current allergy assessment process follows recommendations made by Codex (www.codexalimentarius.net/web/index_en.jsp). Codex is an intergovernmental body representing 168 member states responsible for protecting the health of consumers and facilitating trade by setting international safety standards. The Codex recommendations for allergy assessment include evaluation of the introduced protein with respect to origin (from a known allergenic source or not), sequence homology to known allergens, stability in in vitro digestion assays, and when appropriate, IgE-binding capacity in in vitro and in vivo clinical tests.

Analyzing the sources of introduced genes

The source of the introduced gene is the first variable to consider in the allergy assessment process. If a gene transferred into a food crop is obtained from a source known to be allergenic, the assessment process calls for in vitro diagnostic tests to determine if the target protein binds IgE from patients allergic to the source of the protein. In addition, in vivo diagnostic tests such as skin prick tests and double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenges (DBPCFCs) may be required if the protein is to be introduced into a commodity crop. The USFDA recognizes this need and realizes that such risks to consumers can be avoided [63]. In addition to tests to determine potential allergenicity, the use of labels that clearly indicate the presence of ingredients that may cause harmful effects, such as allergens, gives consumers the opportunity to avoid these foods or food ingredients. For example, to assist people who suffer from celiac disease,
the FDA has determined that products containing gluten should be identified as to the source – that is, wheat versus corn gluten (wheat gluten cannot be safely consumed by these patients, unlike corn gluten). In the case of food allergy, voluntary labeling already occurs for certain snack foods that do not ordinarily contain peanuts, but that may come into contact with peanuts during preparation. This type of labeling provides protection for peanut allergy sufferers and helps prevent accidental and unwanted exposure. The FDA has also stated that, if known allergens are genetically engineered into food crops, the resulting foods must be labeled disclosing the source of the introduced genes [63,66]. Moreover, proteins derived from known allergenic sources should be treated as allergens until demonstrated otherwise. The methodology to assess whether the transferred protein is allergenic is described below.

Different approaches can be taken to assess the potential allergenicity of a protein that originates from a non-allergenic source. As described below, a search for amino acid sequence homology of the introduced protein with all known allergens can be performed. In addition, the physical-chemical properties of the introduced protein can be compared with the biochemical properties of known food allergens. From biochemical analysis of a limited number of allergens, certain characteristics shared by most but not necessarily all can be identified. For example, food allergens are typically relatively abundant in the food source, have multiple, linear IgE-binding epitopes, and are resistant to denaturation and digestion [67]. These characteristics are purported to be important to the allergenicity of a protein for various reasons. The observation that most food allergens are relatively abundant in the food source was explained by the idea that the immune system was more likely to encounter these proteins than one that was present as a small percentage of the total protein ingested. Resistance to denaturation and digestion of an allergen is thought to be an important characteristic because the longer a significant portion of the protein remains intact, the more likely it is to trigger an immune response. Finally, most food allergens have multiple, linear binding epitopes so that even when they are partially digested or denatured, they are still capable of interacting with IgE and causing an allergic reaction [68].

**Amino acid sequence comparisons to known allergens**

The proteins introduced into all genetically engineered plants that have been put into commerce in the United States have been screened by comparing their amino acid sequence to those of known allergens and gliadins as one of many assessments performed to evaluate product safety [4,69]. The purpose of bioinformatic analyses is to describe the biological and taxonomical relatedness of a query sequence to other functionally related proteins. In the context of allergy, the goal is to identify the level of amino acid similarity and structural relatedness between a protein of interest and sequences from known allergens in order to determine whether the query protein is similar to known allergens or has the potential to cross-react with IgE directed against known allergens. Because candidate genes for transfer into commodity crops could be from a variety of sources, most allergen databases contain all known allergens including aeroallergens, food allergens, and proteins implicated in celiac disease. For example, the FARRP allergen database (www.allergenonline.com) contains all known allergen, gliadin, and glutenin protein sequences. The protein sequences in the FARRP allergen database were assembled and evaluated for evidence of allergenicity by an international panel of allergy experts, making this one of the more highly curated, publicly available allergen databases. High percentage matches between a query sequence and a sequence in the allergen database suggests that the query sequence could cross-react with IgE directed against that allergen. This is because homologous proteins share secondary structure and common three-dimensional folds [70] and are more likely to share allergenic cross-reactive conformational and linear epitopes than unrelated proteins; however, the degree of similarity between homologs varies widely and homologous allergens do not always share epitopes [71]. To distinguish among many matches, criteria can be used to judge the ranked scores produced by programs such as FASTA. For example, the Codex Alimentarius (www.codexalimentarius.net/web/index_en.jsp) recommended a percentage identity score of at least 35% matched amino acid residues of at least 80 residues as being the lowest identity criteria for proteins derived from biotechnology that could suggest IgE cross-reactivity with a known allergen. However, Aalberse [72] has noted that proteins sharing less than 50% identity across the full length of the protein sequence are unlikely to be cross-reactive, and immunological cross-reactivity may not occur unless the proteins share at least 70% identity. Recent published work has led to the harmonization of the methods used for bioinformatic searches and a better understanding of the data generated [73,74] from such studies.

An additional bioinformatics approach can be taken by searching for 100% identity matches along short sequences contained in the query sequence as they are compared to sequences in a database. These regions of short amino acid sequence homologies are intended to represent the smallest sequence that could function as an IgE-binding epitope [75]. If any exact matches between a known allergen and a transgenic sequence were found using this strategy, it could represent the most conservative approach to predicting potential for a peptide fragment to act as an allergen. Critical to this type of search algorithm is the selection of the overlapping sequence length (i.e. the sliding window). As the length of this window of overlapping amino acids to search with is shortened, the chance for random, false-positive matches becomes higher. Although different window lengths have
been recommended, a length of eight amino acids has been shown to be informative without acquiring a majority of matches based on random chance [73,76,77].

There exist clear limits to the utility of performing sequence searches based on potential epitopes, with a major limitation being the lack of a comprehensive database of confirmed IgE-binding sequential epitopes for existing allergens. Development of this type of database represents a challenging task due to the fact that many allergens that bind IgE in patient sera and are known to cause clinical allergy symptoms do not have B- and T-cells epitopes described for them in the scientific literature [75]. At this time there is no database of epitope sequences which can fully describe epitopes for all of the known protein allergens. This makes assessments of biotechnology food protein sequences with an epitope database impractical at this time and is not recommended as a safety assessment strategy [73]. Thus, further research regarding epitope identity and sequence length is required in order to make short amino acid search strategies informative beyond the theoretical identity matching strategy currently available [73]. Moreover, it must also be noted that many IgE-binding epitopes are conformational in nature [75], not just a string of primary amino acid sequences. The analysis of conformational IgE epitopes is difficult and involves methods such as site-directed mutagenesis of the full length allergen, mimicking conformational IgE-binding sites by short phage displayed peptides, or even structural analysis of allergen immune complexes [78,79].

It should also be recognized that two IgE-binding epitopes on the same molecule are required to cross-link high-affinity IgE receptors on mast cells and induce an intracellular signal. If sufficient numbers of receptors are stimulated, the mast cell will degranulate, releasing histamine and leukotrienes. Therefore, a single match in this analysis may or may not be clinically significant and must be assessed by a second tier of studies such as in vitro and in vivo IgE assays discussed below.

**Protein stability**

One biophysical property shared by many but not all food allergens is resistance to degradation. That this biophysical aspect of some food proteins can be used to predict potential allergenicity is based on the premise that the longer significant portions of the protein remain intact, the more likely it is to trigger an immune response. There also appears to be a correlation between protein stability and allergenic potential [80], but this correlation is not absolute [81]. This property is not a predominant characteristic of aeroallergens, primarily because their route of sensitization is through the respiratory tract where they would not be expected to encounter the harsh conditions of the GI tract.

Initially, investigators [82,83] tested the correlation between protein stability and allergenicity by disrupting the secondary and tertiary structures of the major allergens from milk and wheat and showed that the allergens were strikingly sensitive to pepsin digestion and lost their ability to elicit allergic reactions. Another food allergen, peanut allergen, Ara h 2, is stabilized by disulfide linkages that, when intact, protect a portion of the protein from degradation. Amino acid sequence analysis of the resistant protein fragments indicated that they contained most of the immunodominant IgE-binding epitopes. These results provide a link between allergen structure and the most allergenic portions of the protein [84,85].

Models of digestion are commonly used to assess the stability of dietary proteins [86–88]. A digestion model using simulated gastric fluid (SGF) was adapted to evaluate the allergenic potential of dietary proteins [80]. In this model, stability to digestion by pepsin has been used as a criterion for distinguishing food allergens from safe, non-allergenic dietary proteins. Although these digestibility models are representative of human digestion, they are not designed to predict the $t_{1/2}$ of proteins in vivo, even though some investigators have attempted to measure protein half-life in this qualitative in vitro assay [89]. Thomas et al. [90] assessed changes to enzyme concentration, pH, protein purity, and method of detection in this SGF assay and proposed a standardized process so that results from different laboratories can be directly compared.

In addition to the SGF assay, simulated intestinal fluid (SIF) is also used for in vitro studies to assess the digestibility of food components [91]. SIF is an in vitro digestion model where proteins undergo digestion at neutral pH by a mixture of enzymes collectively known as pancreatin. However, the relationship between protein allergenicity and protein stability in the in vitro SIF study is limited because the protein has not been first exposed to the acidic, denaturing conditions of the stomach, as would be the case in vivo [92]. For this reason we recommend that the SGF and SIF assays be done sequentially to fully assess a protein’s potential allergenicity.

**In vitro immunoassays of allergenicity**

*In vitro* assays such as radioallergosorbent tests (RAST) [93,94], enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) [95], or immunoblotting assays should be undertaken to determine if an allergen has been transferred to the target plant. These assays use IgE fractions of serum from appropriately sensitized individuals who are allergic to the food, from which the transferred gene was derived. Serum donors should meet clinically relevant criteria, including a convincing history or positive responses in DBPCFCs [93,96,97]. A recent FAO/WHO scientific panel [65] has recommended that in addition to using serum IgE from individuals who are allergic to the food from which the transferred gene was derived, the serum IgE from patients allergic to plants in the same botanical family also be used in these assays (targeted serum screening). However, the current Codex allergy assessment guidelines (www.codexalimentarius.net/web/index_en.jsp)
do not appear to support the recommendations for targeted serum screening because its usefulness had not been practically demonstrated [98]. Furthermore, the utility of serum screening in the absence of sufficient structural similarity between the protein of interest and a known allergen as recommended by Thomas et al. [73] (e.g. at a level of 35% over 80 or greater amino acids), has not been rigorously tested.

**In vivo assays of allergenicity**

For transgenic proteins from allergenic sources or with significant sequence homology with known allergens, further evaluation is required to determine if the introduced protein could precipitate IgE-mediated reactions. In vivo skin prick testing may be required for some proteins. Skin prick testing is an excellent negative predictor of allergenicity but is only 50–60% predictive if a positive result is obtained [99]. The best in vivo test of allergenicity is the DBPCFC. This procedure involves testing with sensitive and non-sensitive patients under controlled clinical conditions. Patients who are known to be allergic to proteins from the source would be tested directly for hypersensitivity to food containing the protein encoded by the gene from the allergenic source. The ethical considerations for this type of assessment would include factors such as the likelihood of inducing anaphylactic shock in test subjects, potential value to test subjects, availability of appropriate safety precautions, and approval of local institutional review boards. If sensitive patients underwent a reaction in these tests, food derived from crops containing the protein would require labeling. In practice, however, such a discovery has led to the discontinuation of product development for brazil-nut allergen containing soybeans.

**Changes in endogenous allergens (substantial equivalence)**

In the context of substantial equivalence, it is important to establish that the expression of new genes or effect due to the insertion of genes into plant genomes does not alter the levels of endogenous (existing) allergens in food crops. This is likely to be especially true for crops that are commonly allergenic, such as soybeans, wheat, rice, or tree nuts. From the perspective of human health risk, it is generally agreed that substantive change in the allergenicity of allergenic foods leading to increased incidence or severity of food allergy should be evaluated and considered in safety assessment [38]. To date, evaluations of endogenous allergens have typically been performed for crops that fall into the top eight “commonly” allergenic food groups. Experimentally, these evaluations involve in vitro IgE immunoassays by western blot, ELISA, ELISA inhibition, or a combination of these techniques. Examples utilizing each of these different techniques to determine the IgE-binding capacity of transgenic versus non-transgenic foods and biotech proteins have appeared in the literature [100–104]. All studies conducted to date concluded that there were no meaningful differences between genetically modified and traditional food crops.

**Allergy assessment summary: Roundup Ready soybeans**

*Source of CP4 EPSPS:* The gene encoding CP4 EPSPS was isolated from the common soil bacterium *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* strain CP4. This enzyme is present in all plants, bacteria, and fungi. However, animals do not synthesize their own aromatic amino acids and therefore lack this enzyme. Because the aromatic amino acid biosynthetic pathway is not present in mammalian, avian, or aquatic life forms, glyphosate has little if any toxicity for these organisms. In addition, the EPSPS enzyme is normally present in food for human consumption derived from plant and microbial sources indicating that the protein has a long history of safe use.

**Bioinformatic analysis of CP4 EPSPS:** A search for amino acid sequence similarity between the CP4 EPSPS protein and known allergens was conducted according to the methods described in this chapter. The search revealed no significant amino acid sequence homologies with known allergens either by the FASTA alignment or the 8mer search. In addition, analysis of the amino acid sequence of the inserted CP4 EPSPS enzyme did not show homologies with known mammalian protein toxins and was not judged to have any potential for human toxicity.

**In vitro digestibility of CP4 EPSPS:** An in vitro pepsin digestion assay was performed using *E. coli* produced CP4 EPSPS that had previously been shown to be biochemically identical to that produced in plants. The intact CP4 EPSPS protein was digested rapidly and no stable fragments were detected after only 15 seconds exposure to the enzyme. These results indicate that the CP4 EPSPS protein is unlikely to be an allergen. These data, taken together with the comprehensive characterization data for the CP4 EPSPS protein and very low expression level of the CP4 EPSPS gene (protein accumulates to less than 0.05% of total soybean meal protein), suggest that CP4 EPSPS is neither currently a known food allergen nor likely to become a food allergen as consumed in Roundup Ready soybeans.

**Trends in the science of risk assessment**

**Animal models for predicting allergenicity**

The potential for animal models to mimic the human disease process makes them an invaluable tool for potentially predicting allergenicity of nutritionally enhanced crops. Most of the allergy animal models developed to date have been designed to test reagents for immunotherapeutic treatment of allergic disease and to predict the potential allergenicity of proteins [105]. These two disparate goals, identifying effective treatment regimens and predicting potential human allergenicity, require many of the same variables
to be considered in the development of an effective animal model. To date, animal models of food allergy developed to test immunotherapeutic reagents have seen some success [106–108]. On the other hand, animal models developed to predict allergenicity are not as prevalent [109,110] and are yet to be widely accepted.

There has been considerable interest in the development of animal models that would permit a more direct evaluation of the sensitizing potential of novel proteins. The development of a predictive animal model could help to address the third category of public health risk posed by introduction of GM proteins into food crops – that of a novel protein becoming an allergen. In this context, attention has focused on the production of IgE in response to the novel protein and a wide variety of organisms are being developed for this purpose including rodents [111–113], dogs [114], and swine [115]. Many variables are being tested in the development of each model organism including route of sensitization, dose, use of adjuvant, age of organism, diet, and genetics. Unfortunately, there are currently no validated models available for assessing the allergenic potential of specific proteins in naïve subjects. This is due in part to the extremely complex nature of the immune response to foods and proteins and also in part due to the fact that most animal models of food allergy were originally developed to understand the mechanisms of allergenicity rather than assessing the allergenic potential of novel proteins. The development of an animal model that can accurately predict human allergenicity would be an invaluable tool for assessing the allergenicity of nutritionally enhanced food crops. However, while some progress is being made in select models [116,117], there remains much work to be done before there is confidence that any one model will provide positive predictive value with regard to protein allergenicity in humans.

**Refinements of in vitro pepsin digestion assay**

As described above, the pepsin digestion assay can be a reasonable contributor to an overall allergy assessment of specific proteins. However, even more enlightening information may be obtained if the underlying structural basis for an allergen’s ability to resist pepsin digestion was known. It is with this in mind that the sequence specificity of the pepsin substrate and the minimum peptide size required for eliciting the clinical symptoms of allergy are discussed.

Pepsin is an aspartic endopeptidase obtained from the gastric mucosa of vertebrates. However, all mammalian pepsins have similar specificities. Pepsin preferentially cleaves the peptide bond between any large hydrophobic residue (L, F, W, or Y) and most other hydrophobic or neutral residues except P [118]. In order to cleave the peptide bond between two hydrophobic residues, the active site groove of pepsin binds to a segment of the protein containing the sessile peptide bond and four amino acids on either side of the cleavage site. There have been a number of studies evaluating the efficiency of pepsin cleavage and the effect of various amino acids around the sessile peptide bond. To facilitate discussion, the positions have been assigned identification labels such that the amino acid (aa) residues located on the amino-terminal side of the sessile bond are labeled P1, P2, P3, or P4, and on the carboxyl-side labeled P’1, P’2, etc. The bond between P1 and P’1 is the sessile bond. The most efficiently cleaved peptides have aromatic or hydrophobic residues at both the P1 and P’1 positions. The rate of pepsin cleavage is slowed if a proline is at amino acid position P2 or if arginines are in the P2, P3, or P4 positions [119,120].

The resistance of a protein to pepsin digestion raises the possibility that it will be taken up by antigen-processing cells at the mucosal surface of the small intestine and could sensitize susceptible individuals who have consumed the protein, leading to the production of antigen-specific IgE. In addition there is the possibility that a pepsin-resistant peptide could provoke an IgE-mediated allergic response in those who are already sensitized. IgE plays a pivotal role during the induction of an allergic response by triggering effector cells such as the tissue mast cells (and possibly blood basophils) to release histamine, leukotrienes, and inflammatory proteases. This is accomplished when two or more IgE molecules are bound to a single peptide fragment while the antibody is bound to the high-affinity IgE receptors (FcεRI) on these effector cells. Studies of rat basophilic leukemia (RBL) cells indicate that it probably requires the cross-linking of well over 1000 of the 200,000 or so FcεRI receptors on a single cell to cause degranulation of that cell [121]. IgE antibody cross-linking occurs through the binding of multivalent antigens by IgE molecules bound to the surface of mast cells. While various IgE–antigen binding arrangements are possible, only certain ones will lead to the productive signaling and degranulation of the mast cells [122,123]. The binding is only effective if it is maintained long enough (by a high-affinity interaction) and if the spatial relationship and rigidity of the antigen are sufficient to cross-link and induce intracellular signaling. Baird, Holowka and colleagues used haptens with linkers of various sizes to determine the effective spacing for degranulation and to study intracellular signaling. Results demonstrated that oligomerization of the FcεRI–IgE–antigen molecules was more effective at inducing degranulation. Further, minimum spatial distances were identified using the artificial hapten-spacer constructs indicating that while tight IgE binding can occur with bivalent haptons spanning 30Å (angstroms), the RBL cells were not induced to degranulate. Bivalent haptons of ~50Å were required to obtain modest degranulation while similar haptons spaced between 80 and 240Å apart seemed to provide optimum degranulation [122,123]. These results may be used to provide guidance on the sizes of peptides that might be required to cause an allergic reaction upon challenge.
In order to evaluate the minimum peptide size that might effectively cross-link receptors on mast cells, the maximum overall spacing (length) may be calculated, but various assumptions must be made regarding epitope size and peptide conformation. The first assumption regards the size of a typical IgE-binding epitope observed in a food allergen. Most food allergen IgE-binding epitopes are reported to range in size from 6–15 amino acids in length [75]. Therefore the absolute minimum size of a peptide would have to be 12–30 amino acids long and contain two IgE-binding epitopes. However, this does not take into account the data of Kane et al. [124,125] that show the IgE-binding epitopes must be at least 80–240 Å apart to provide optimum degranulation. Assuming the two IgE-binding epitopes are separated by the minimum length of 80 Å and that the diameter size for an amino acid such as alanine is 5 Å, the minimum size for a peptide that would be expected to elicit the clinical symptoms of an allergic reaction would be 29 amino acids long or a peptide of about 3190 Da (29 aa × 110 average aa molecular weight). These calculations do not take into account the secondary structure of the peptide. For example, the peptide could be in an α-helical arrangement, a β-pleated sheet, or a random coil dependent on its amino acid sequence. Dependent on the secondary structure of the peptide, mast cell degranulation would only be possible if each end of the fragment represents a strong IgE-binding epitope and if the peptide is in a β-strand conformation. Based on this rationale it appears improbable that the presence of a protease-resistant fragment of <3 kDa in the in vitro pepsin digestion assay would have the ability to degranulate mast cells and therefore would not be likely to pose a risk to consumers.

While the discussion above is theoretical, there is recent evidence that pepsin-resistant allergen fragments produced in an in vitro pepsin digestion assay were >3 kDa and contained multiple IgE-binding epitopes. The major peanut allergen Ara h2 is a 17-kDa protein that has eight cysteine residues that could form up to four disulfide bonds. Upon treatment with pepsin, a 10-kDa fragment was produced that was resistant to further enzymatic digestion. The resistant Ara h2 peptide fragment contained intact IgE-binding epitopes and several potential enzyme cut sites that were protected from the enzyme by the compact structure of the protein. Amino acid sequence analysis of the resistant protein fragments indicates that they contained most of the immunodominant IgE-binding epitopes. These results provide a link between allergen structure and the immunodominant IgE-binding epitopes within a population of food-allergic individuals and lend additional biological relevance to the in vitro pepsin digestion assay [126].

The link between food allergenicity and protein stability appears to have been confirmed, at least for milk and wheat allergens. Buchanan and colleagues have shown that when stability of the major allergens from these foods is disrupted by reduction of disulfide bonds, the allergens were strikingly sensitive to pepsin digestion and lost their allergenicity as determined by their ability to provoke skin test and gastrointestinal symptoms in previously sensitized dogs [127,128]. Other food allergens will have to be tested in this same manner in order to determine if this is a general characteristic of food allergens.

In an attempt to assess the positive and negative predictive values (PPV and NPV, respectively) for the pepsin digestion assay in identifying potential food allergens, Bannon et al. [129] compared the stability of 20 known food allergens and 10 non-food allergens and calculated a PPV for these proteins of 0.95 and an NPV of 0.80. This analysis indicates that the pepsin digestion assay is a good positive and negative predictor of the potential of a protein to be an allergen. However, the results should be interpreted with some caution as food allergens associated with oral allergy syndrome (OAS) were not included in this analysis and only 30 proteins were tested in this manner. In any event, assay standardization and the study of many proteins (allergens and non-allergens) will inform the allergy assessment strategy with respect to the robustness and predictive power of this physicochemical property of proteins.

**Proteomics and the allergy assessment strategy**

Proteomics is a high-throughput technology platform that substantially increases the number of proteins that can be detected simultaneously. This type of approach has the potential to provide important quantitative information on multiple allergens that could aid in the allergy assessment process. However, there are key technical and data gaps that need to be addressed prior to this method being generally applied.

Generally speaking, proteomics relies on the ability to separate/fractionate complex protein mixtures and then to accurately annotate those proteins based on properties such as mass and amino acid sequence. Separation of complex protein mixtures is most often done using some variant of the classical two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2D-PAGE) method originally described by Laemmli [130]. Steady improvements to this methodology have evolved to include more precision in the isoelectric focusing with narrow range pH gradients [131], improved staining and detection protocols [132,133] and methods to quantitatively analyze proteins within a gel-based format [134]. Most of the problems with the 2-D gels stem from poor reproducibility due to methodological problems [135]. While the main strengths of 2-DE are good separation and visualization of complex samples, the resulting image and data analysis tend to introduce additional sources of variation. There have also been good advances in non-gel-based methods for protein fractionation, particularly in the area of affinity chromatography applications [136].

Once proteins have been adequately fractionated, identification of the proteins is typically performed using mass
involved in hypersensitivity reactions to rice [138,139]. An inhibitor-like protein was identified as the major allergen—amylase/trypsin α in rice seeds. From this fraction a 16 kDa protein was isolated and estimated to comprise about 80–90% of the total protein in rice seed [138–142]. The globulins and albumins have been estimated to contain the allergens; however, the major allergen has been found in the globulin fraction of rice seeds. Genetic engineering can be used to reduce the levels of identified allergens to thioredoxin, or by directly modifying the genes encoding the allergens so that they produce hypoallergenic forms of these proteins [142]. These results provide a critical proof of concept for this approach prior to constructing transgenic wheat lines that overproduce thioredoxin.

The concept of reducing disulfide bonds to reduce allergenicity has been tested on allergens in wheat and milk by Buchanan and colleagues and shown to significantly reduce the allergic symptoms elicited from sensitized dogs [127,128,143]. Briefly, the authors exposed either purified allergens or an extract from the food source containing the allergens to thioredoxin purified from E. coli and then performed skin tests and monitored gastrointestinal symptoms in a sensitized dog model. Allergens that had their disulfide bonds reduced by thioredoxin showed greatly reduced skin reactions and gastrointestinal symptoms (Fig. 5.3). Using this antisense RNA approach, Nakamura and Matsuda [142] generated several rice lines that contained transgenes producing antisense RNA for the 16 kDa rice allergen. These authors successfully lowered the allergen content in rice by as much as 80% without a concomitant change in the amount of other major seed storage proteins (Fig. 5.2).

Removing allergens from foods

Genetic engineering can be used to reduce the levels of known allergens by post-transcriptional gene silencing using an RNA antisense approach, or to reduce their allergenicity by reducing disulfide bonds that are critical for allergenicity using thioredoxin, or by directly modifying the genes encoding the allergen(s).

The RNA antisense approach has been successfully applied to reduce the allergenic potential of rice. Most rice allergens have been found in the globulin fraction of rice seed [138–142]. The globulins and albumins have been estimated to comprise about 80–90% of the total protein in rice seeds. From this fraction a 16kDa α-amylase/trypsin inhibitor-like protein was identified as the major allergen involved in hypersensitivity reactions to rice [138,139].
critical amino acids can be identified that when changed to another amino acid result in loss of IgE binding to that epitope without modification of the function of that protein. Any changes that result in loss of IgE binding can then be introduced into the gene by site-directed mutagenesis.

Serum IgE from patients with documented peanut hypersensitivity and overlapping peptides were used to identify the IgE-binding epitopes of the major peanut allergens Ara h 1, Ara h 2, and Ara h 3. At least 23 different linear IgE-binding epitopes located throughout the length of the Ara h 1 molecule were identified [146]. In a similar fashion, 10 IgE-binding epitopes and 4 IgE-binding epitopes were identified in Ara h 2 and Ara h 3, respectively [147,148]. Mutational analysis of each of the IgE-binding epitopes revealed that single amino acid changes within these peptides had dramatic effects on IgE-binding characteristics. Substitution of a single amino acid led to loss of IgE binding [146,147,149]. Analysis of the type and position of amino acids within the IgE-binding epitopes that had this effect indicated that substitution of hydrophobic residues in the center of the epitopes was more likely to lead to loss of IgE binding [146]. Site-directed mutagenesis of the cDNA encoding each of these allergens was then used to change a single amino acid within each IgE-binding epitope. The hypoallergenic versions of these allergens were produced in E. coli and tested for their ability to bind IgE and to stimulate proliferation of T cells from peanut-allergic patients. The results of these studies indicated that it is possible to produce hypoallergenic forms of the peanut allergens that bind less allergen-specific IgE, interact with T cells from peanut-sensitive patients, and release significantly lower amounts of mediators from passively sensitized mast cells [150,151].

**International consensus: a common strategy**

The development of national and international regulations, guidelines, and policies to assess the safety of food products derived from genetically engineered plants has led to broad discussions and a general consensus on the types of information that are appropriate to assess the potential allergenicity of such foods. Gaining international consensus on allergy assessment is critical because many genetically engineered plant products are commodity products (e.g. corn, soybean, wheat) grown and traded globally. A consensus approach provides producers, regulators, and consumers with the assurance that the risk of allergy to these products is appropriately addressed prior to their marketing, and that a consistent assessment approach is used around the world.

**Figure 5.3** Thioredoxin mitigation of milk allergen reactivity in dogs sensitized to milk. Milk was incubated in physiological buffered saline containing 5 μl of 100 mmol/l dithiothreitol (DTT) and boiled for 5 minutes prior to skin testing in milk-allergic dogs. (Reproduced from de Val G. et al., [128] with permission from Elsevier.)

**Conclusion and future considerations**

The allergy assessment testing strategy, as it is presently formulated, is a tiered, hazard identification approach that utilizes currently available scientific data regarding allergens and the allergic response. It is extremely important to emphasize that all aspects of the current safety assessment testing strategy need to be considered when assessing a novel protein, not just the results from a single arm of this strategy. While a hazard assessment approach has served the public interest well, it may not be adequate in the assessment of future products which may have proteins that may have unknown or unpredictable mechanisms of action or which may share one or more properties with food allergens while concomitantly providing significant nutritional and human health benefits. Considering the advances in the science of allergy assessment detailed in this chapter, the allergy assessment strategies proposed by Metcalfe et al., and the most recent recommendations by the scientific advisory panel of the FAO/WHO we have described the current practices and issues in allergy assessment. This strategy takes advantage of the past assessments but by its tiered design attempts to place more importance on the “weight of evidence” from each test rather than relying too heavily on one test to determine whether a protein is likely to have allergenic potential.

We conclude that the current testing strategy will need to be integrated into a risk assessment model where risk is defined as a function of the level of the hazard and the level of exposure to the hazard. This strategy consists of four steps: hazard assessment, dose–response evaluation, exposure assessment, and risk characterization [152]. To apply risk assessment principles to the issue of the allergenicity of proteins and food biotechnology, new scientific data must be collected for each step in this process. This review of scientific progress on these issues indicates that this process of integration has already begun. For example, the issue
of dose–response evaluation is beginning to be addressed by a variety of investigators exploring threshold doses for traditional allergenic foods in clinically allergic patients [153,154]. The issue of exposure assessment consists of three parts: the abundance of the protein in the food, the stability of the protein in the GI tract, and the amount of the GM crop consumed in the diet. We believe that the protective value of current testing approaches and future approaches that adopt sound risk assessment principles, have and will provide robust assurances to risk managers and consumers alike for present and future biotech products [155].
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Until more innovative therapies are developed and implemented, food-allergic individuals must adhere to specific food avoidance diets. In general terms, allergists advise food-allergic patients to avoid completely the specific allergenic food(s) and all ingredients made from those food(s). The presumption is made that the threshold dose for the offending food is zero and thus complete avoidance is a necessity. From a practical perspective, this advice is probably prudent. Food-allergic individuals can react adversely to exposure to small quantities of the offending food [1,2], but it is now well documented that food-allergic individuals have threshold doses below which they will not experience adverse reactions [3,4]. Ultimately, that information could be helpful to allergic individuals, their physicians, the food industry, and governmental regulatory agencies in protecting the health of these consumers. However, the determination of individual threshold doses is not yet a common clinical procedure and no consensus exists on the establishment of regulatory threshold doses below which the vast majority of a population of patients allergic to a specific food, for example peanut, would not be expected to react.

**Definition of threshold**

A good discussion about the usefulness of threshold presupposes that there is a universally held definition for the term threshold. In much of the existing clinical literature, the threshold dose is operationally defined as the lowest dose capable of eliciting an allergic reaction. From the toxicology and risk assessment perspective, this dose would be known as the lowest observed adverse effect level (LOAEL) or the minimal eliciting dose (MED) [3]. However, from a risk assessment perspective, the threshold dose should actually be defined as the highest amount of the allergenic food which will not cause a reaction in individuals allergic to that food. This dose would be known as the no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL). Unfortunately, in much of the clinical literature on dose–response relationships for allergenic foods, the NOAEL is not clearly reported.

Clearly, NOAELs and LOAELs can be defined on either an individual basis or a population basis. For an individual, the NOAEL or LOAEL can be experimentally determined by challenge trials conducted in a clinical setting on a particular day. Individual NOAELs or LOAELs might vary from one day to another or from one season to another based on many factors that are not completely understood. Few studies have been done comparing individual NOAELs or LOAELs from one occasion to another, although it is well described that pediatric patients [5] and patients undergoing successful immunotherapy [6] can become more tolerant of an allergenic food. Certainly, considerable variation occurs in the NOAELs and LOAELs between individuals with a given food allergy. Individual NOAELs for peanut, for example, in controlled clinical challenges can range from low milligram levels to perhaps 10 g [7].

The population threshold can be defined as the largest amount of the allergenic food which will not cause a reaction...
Thresholds for sensitization versus elicitation

Allergic responses occur in two phases: sensitization and elicitation. Thresholds may apply to both phases [8]. In the sensitization phase, the susceptible individual develops allergen-specific IgE antibodies in response to allergen exposure. Because allergic reactions have not yet occurred, the level of exposure to the allergenic food can be quite high, for example feeding of milk-based formula to an infant. However, clinical experience suggests, but does not prove, that some infants are sensitized by exposure to much lower doses of the allergenic foods via breast milk where the level of the allergens is presumably restricted to the small amounts that can transfer from the mother's digestive tract to the breast milk [9]. Cutaneous exposure to food allergens has been implicated in sensitization in retrospective case control series [10] and animal studies have confirmed that this is possible, especially through inflamed skin [11,12]. Very little information is known about threshold doses for sensitization, and gathering clinical evidence about thresholds for sensitization is likely unethical.

Therefore, this chapter will be devoted to a discussion of the threshold dose for elicitation. The MED is the lowest amount of the allergenic food needed to elicit an allergic reaction in a previously sensitized individual. These food-allergic individuals are the ones who implement specific avoidance diets and must be reasonably protected by food industry practices and labeling standards.

Clinical determination of individual threshold doses

Double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge (DBPCFC) remains the gold standard for diagnosis of food allergy [9,13]. The inclusion of extremely low doses of allergenic foods in challenges has been common in research practice for more than a decade [14]. Starting with lower doses means a longer challenge, as challenges must continue until the equivalent of a reasonable serving of the food has been consumed. While existing clinical data are somewhat limited, no correlation has yet been found between patients who react on challenge to very low doses and patients with histories of severe reactions. Indeed, severe reactions to the lowest doses used during the challenge have not been reported in any of the most cited studies and inclusion of low doses, for example 1 mg of peanut protein, is becoming the norm. It appears therefore that the inclusion of very low doses in DBPCFCs has further increased the safety of food challenges for research and clinical interests.

DBPCFCs that include low doses are now commonplace and most adhere to consensus protocols developed with input from stakeholders from the medical, industrial, and regulatory communities [15]. These challenges proceed in exactly the same fashion as “normal” food challenges. A major consideration has been how to set criteria for a definitive result. Subjective symptoms such as non-cooperation (in children particularly), abdominal pain, vomiting, or itch are easily elicited but are then difficult to quantify. Thresholds for subjective symptoms appear to be lower than for objective symptoms [16]. Comparison of apparently similar patients in similar or identical studies in different countries would be difficult if criteria for stopping a challenge were not standardized. It has been agreed that most low-dose challenges, especially in adults, should continue until objective signs are elicited, such as urticaria or angioedema. Subjective symptoms should be carefully recorded and more significant subjective symptoms such as abdominal pain in infants and children, in particular, are frequently considered as an adequate basis to stop the challenge trial [15]. However, as with other diagnostic food challenges, low-dose challenges should be stopped before more significant signs are elicited, such as wheeze. Put simply, low-dose challenge studies add up to three or four extra doses at the start of the challenge, but after the low doses have been safely consumed, there is nothing more complex about a low-dose challenge than there is for any other diagnostic food challenge.

There will always be concerns that volunteers for research studies are self-selected and that there are likely to be more sensitive subjects who do not wish to volunteer. Furthermore, subjects who agree to undergo a challenge, whether clinically motivated or for research studies, must be in optimal health at the time of challenge, so the effects of asthma, reactivity to pollen, or use of medications such as ACE inhibitors are eliminated from the challenge in a way that they cannot be eliminated from exposures to allergens in the community [17]. Airway stability must be assessed before challenge by assessment of peak expiratory flow rate, FEV1 measurement, or formal spirometry. Regular medications that may affect
elicitation of an allergic reaction during challenge, such as antihistamines, must be stopped appropriately before challenge [13,15].

The severity of previous reactions by history was not an exclusion criterion for the first threshold study of 14 peanut-allergic patients [14] and published data now exist on more than 70 low-dose peanut challenges in subjects including “severe reactors” [14,18,19]. Flinterman [16] reported low-dose challenges in a group of children with a spectrum of clinical reactivity so it appears, therefore, that within the constraints of research-motivated challenges in volunteers, both adult and children, that a spectrum of clinical reactivity has been fully represented in low-dose challenges to date.

The use of standardized protocols is critical for direct comparison of challenge studies, as the outcome of challenges can be affected by considerations such as use of different vehicles for challenges [20] or different types of allergen, for example pasteurized egg powder versus cooked egg, defatted peanut flour versus roasted peanut, etc. [3].

Repeated food challenge is often necessary in children to ascertain persistence or resolution of food allergy. Clinical experience in pediatric practice suggests that increasing amounts of allergen can be tolerated as oral tolerance is achieved, suggesting a change in individual threshold doses, but this has not been formally evaluated. Changes in thresholds over time have not been extensively investigated, with isolated reports suggesting there is no substantial change in adults [14,21].

Clinical correlates of thresholds of reactivity

Allergen-specific IgE levels in serum and skin prick test wheal size are now widely used in clinical practice to assess the progress of oral tolerance acquisition in pediatric patients and to determine appropriate times for confirmatory challenge trials [22,23]. Furthermore, a Dutch study [24] reported that nine subjects with the lowest eliciting dose of peanut (0.1–1.0 mg peanut flour) had a higher median peanut-specific IgE value (44 kUa/l) than three subjects with a higher threshold (>10 mg, peanut-specific IgE values 4.7 kUa/l, p = 0.018). Thus, some correlation seems to exist between the levels of allergen-specific IgE levels in serum and individual threshold doses. However, it has not been possible to strongly correlate serum allergen-specific IgE levels or skin prick test wheal sizes with the severity of both reported reactions, and more importantly, of future exposures, possibly because many other factors are in play in community exposures [17]. Studies designed to specifically examine low-dose reactivity, however, have begun to alter this perception. A British study has shown a moderate inverse correlation between peanut-specific IgE levels and challenge-induced reaction score, which is stronger in adults than in children [17]. Wensing et al. [25] reported that subjects who reported moderate to severe reactions during exposures to peanut in the community reacted (with mainly subjective symptoms) to significantly lower doses of peanut during low-dose DBPCFC than did subjects whose previous reactions had been mild (p = 0.027). In contrast, Hourihane et al. [18] found little correlation between “community” and “challenge” severity when an estimate of the dose of allergen was considered in the assessment of reaction severity. It appears possible that the inclusion of very low doses in challenges will improve the information that can be gathered from a challenge, and that the use of allergen-specific IgE levels could be developed for the prediction of the severity of reactions in challenges with peanut. This association remains to be demonstrated for other food allergens, and it is possible that the significance of allergen-specific IgE levels will remain confined to interpretation of low-dose challenge studies, rather than replacing them.

Minimal eliciting doses for specific foods

Oral challenges, often DBPCFCs, are often conducted as part of the clinical diagnostic procedure for patients suspected to have food allergy [9]. In the recommended clinical procedure, the initial dose for diagnostic challenges is described as less than that estimated by the patient to be required to produce symptoms [9]. Thus, considerable physician discretion and experience is involved in the selection of the initial dose in diagnostic DBPCFC. In routine clinical practice, challenge doses often start at 500 mg of the specific food [26], although lower initial doses are occasionally used when circumstances warrant. Sicherer et al. [26], in reporting on diagnostic DBPCFC experiences in 196 patients with 513 positive challenges, indicated that a large percentage of patients, ranging from 17% for fish to 55% for milk, reacted to the initial dose of the DBPCFC. While this approach is quite useful from a diagnostic perspective in clearly establishing the role of the specific food in the allergic reaction, it does not establish the individual NOAEL in patients reacting to the initial dose because doses well below 500 mg could provoke reactions in such patients. In fact, 11% of patients experienced severe reactions to the initial dose [26] perhaps suggesting that the initial dose was considerably higher than the patient’s MED. Other clinical investigators have similarly reported severe reactions occurring to the initial dose in a diagnostic DBPCFC [27].

In their diagnostic experiences with DBPCFC, Sicherer et al. [26] reported that half or more of allergic individuals had MEDs of 600 mg or more, ranging up to 8 g [26]. Similar results were reported by Morisset et al. [7] in sharing clinical experiences with large numbers of patients involved in diagnostic DBPCFC and in results from several immunotherapy trials for peanut allergy [6,28,29]. Thus, the majority of food-allergic individuals are likely to experience reactions only when exposed to food that has been rather seriously contaminated or mislabeled.
Very importantly, some exceptionally sensitive patients exist. Individual patients with MEDs of 1 mg have been described for peanut and egg, with even occasional lower MEDs for milk in some infants [3]. The percentage of patients with individual MEDs that are well below (<100 mg) the typical initial dose used in diagnostic DBPCFC is unknown. The identification of such patients may be quite important, as these are predicted to be the individuals who would be at greatest risk from exposure to foods contaminated with trace levels of the offending food.

Clinical trials using low-dose challenges have been conducted on peanut [6,7,14,16,20,24,25,28–32], milk [7,32–35], egg [7,32,34,36], and hazelnut [37–39] for multiple purposes including diagnosis, the determination of thresholds, or the evaluation of various therapeutic treatments. Sufficient number of patients have been included in these various trials to perhaps allow the determination of a population-based threshold dose, although various factors, as discussed below, complicate the interpretation of the collective data [3]. Similar trials have been conducted on smaller groups of patients for soybeans [35,40], mustard [41,42], fish [43,44], and sesame seed [7], but the groups are too small to make population-based estimates. Table 6.1 provides a list of published studies where low-dose challenge studies have been conducted on one or more patients with peanut, egg, milk, hazelnut, soybean, fish, mustard, shrimp, or sesame seed allergy. From Table 6.1, individual MEDs appear to be quite variable, ranging from approximately 1 mg to as much as several grams.

The interpretation of these data to determine population-based thresholds is complicated by numerous factors. The use of a study population that is representative of the entire cross-section of individuals allergic to a particular food should be an essential feature in the determination of population-based thresholds. The compilations of diagnostic challenge experiences indicate that the majority of food-allergic patients have individual threshold doses above the typical 500 mg initial dose used in diagnostic challenges [7,26,27]. An examination of the studies reviewed in Table 6.1 indicates that low-dose challenge trials seem to include a preponderance of patients who have lower individual threshold doses. This observation is not surprising since the use of low doses in diagnostic challenges is typically predicated on the patient’s historical accounts of reactions to ingestion of small amounts [9,26], but suggests that these individuals may not be representative of the entire population allergic to a particular food.

Other factors also lead to uncertainty in the establishment of population-based threshold using existing published data. In many cases, the LOAELs are reported but NOAELs are not or must be inferred. The doses are reported as discrete doses in some cases and cumulative doses in others. More importantly, the challenge materials are not consistent and need to be normalized to some factors such as protein, but the protein levels in the challenge materials are not given. For example, peanuts are approximately 25% protein while peanut flour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.1 Published studies on low-dose challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reference</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>花生</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkins et al. (1985) [45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moneret-Vautrin et al. (1995) [34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppenheimer et al. (1992) [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hourihan et al. (1997) [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson et al. (1997) [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moneret-Vautrin et al. (1998) [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wensing et al. (2002) [25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morisset et al. (2003) [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leung et al. (2003) [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimshaw et al. (2003) [20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis et al. (2005) [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flinterman et al. (2006) [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peeters et al. (2007) [24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>牛乳</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkins et al. (1985) [45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moneret-Vautrin et al. (1995) [34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morisset et al. (2003) [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roningk-Werninghaus et al. (2005) [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buchanan et al. (2007) [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>榛子</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wensing et al. (2002) [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flinterman et al. (2006) [39]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>芥末</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiochetti et al. (2003) [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>手指</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figueroa et al. (2005) [42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>鱼类</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helbling et al. (1999) [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>芝麻</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernstein et al. (1982) [46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atkins et al. (1985) [45]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. MED: minimal eliciting dose (LOAEL) expressed in grams of the food as administered in the challenge trial (not normalized for protein content).
2. Subjective symptoms as endpoint for some challenges in the group.
3. Lowest dose of milk impossible to quantify (drop).
4. Dose of soybean formula.
5. Highest MED for sesame seed was not given.
Usefulness of individual thresholds for reactivity

Knowledge of an individual patient’s threshold dose allows the allergist to provide the patient with more useful advice. While all food-allergic patients should employ avoidance diets, patients with comparatively low threshold doses are at greater risk because exposure to small residual amounts of allergenic foods is more likely to provoke an adverse reaction. These individuals must be extremely vigilant because shared utensils, cooking vessels, and frying oil might be expected to transfer milligram quantities of the allergenic food. Even kissing someone who has consumed the allergenic food may pose a risk [48,49].

Low-dose oral challenges allow determination of an individual’s threshold dose for reactivity via ingestion. Anecdotally, food-allergic individuals have also reacted to exposure to very small quantities of allergenic foods through other routes such as skin contacts with food surfaces, inhalation of vapors from cooking of the food, and exposure to dust in airplane cabins [3,50,51]. Routes of exposure other than the oral route, for example inhalation or skin contact, may be comparatively more sensitive, although this has not been carefully studied. Thus, knowledge of the oral threshold dose may be of limited value in providing advice regarding other routes of exposure.

Infants and children are sometimes able to outgrow their food allergies apparently through the development of oral tolerance [5]. That is particularly true for milk, egg, soybean, and wheat allergies [5]. Although not carefully studied in a longitudinal manner, the individual thresholds of these children appear to increase until they can tolerate typical servings of these foods. Thus, it is tempting to speculate that those individuals with very low individual threshold doses would be less likely to outgrow their food allergy or would require a longer time period for that to occur.

In at least one study [25], individuals with histories of severe food allergies had significantly lower individual threshold doses. Perhaps this observation should not be surprising, because exposure to small amounts of the allergenic food is likely to elicit reactions in such individuals and inadvertent exposure to large doses seems likely to provoke more serious manifestations. Because of their vulnerability to small doses of hidden allergens, individuals with comparatively low threshold doses should probably be among the patients who would benefit the most from carrying an emergency epinephrine kit. However, in other studies [18], the correlation between the severity of reactions suffered in the community and the severity of reactions elicited during low-dose challenges was poor. The doses involved in reactions occurring in the community are certainly not controlled and could affect attempts to make such correlations. Such observations do indicate the value of clinical conservatism in decisions about access to epinephrine.

Food industry and regulatory uses of threshold information

Unfortunately, scientific and regulatory consensus does not exist to allow the establishment of population-based threshold levels. Many reasons exist for the lack of consensus, but key issues are the lack of data due to the relatively low numbers of patients with known and published individual threshold doses, the lack of individual NOAELs even in cases where the individual LOAEL is published, uncertainties emanating from the possible exclusion of patients with histories of severe reactions from challenge trials, and uncertainties due to differences in clinical protocols for low-dose challenges.

Governmental regulatory agencies could make effective use of population-based thresholds. Regulatory agencies have the responsibility to assure the safety of the food supply in their country or region. Certainly, undeclared major allergens in packaged foods should be considered as a potential health hazard for consumers with that food allergy. Recalls of products from the marketplace are common in some countries (United States, Canada, and Australia) as a result of undeclared allergens. Currently, any level of an undeclared allergen can be the basis for a recall. With the establishment of population-based thresholds, enforcement could be focused on products with undeclared allergens at levels likely to exceed these thresholds.

The food industry has the responsibility for maintaining effective allergen control in their manufacturing facilities to assure the safety of food-allergic consumers. However, economic efficiencies mandate the use of shared equipment and shared facilities between more allergenic and less allergenic formulations. The establishment of population-based...
thresholds would allow the food industry to establish uniform and appropriate guidelines for evaluation of the effectiveness of their allergen control programs. Methods currently exist that allow the detection of residues of many commonly allergenic foods at ppm (µg per gram) levels [52]. The effectiveness of sanitation is often confirmed with these methods. However, the establishment of population-based thresholds would assure that these existing methods are sufficient to mitigate any possible hazards from allergen cross-contact.

The use of advisory labeling (e.g., “may contain peanut”) has proliferated on packaged foods in recent years. Many foods have such labels even though allergen residues cannot be detected in those foods [53]. Food-allergic consumers should be advised to avoid products bearing such advisory statements but evidence indicates that these consumers are increasingly ignoring these statements [53]. These advisory labeling statements are voluntary and companies have widely differing criteria for the use of such statements on packages. The establishment of population-based thresholds could be used by regulatory agencies as the basis for criteria for the use of advisory labeling statements. Such action would likely curtail the rampant use of such labeling and improve the quality-of-life of consumers with restricted avoidance diets.

“Allergen-free” products are also appearing on the market in many countries. The use of such labeling is voluntary and not well regulated in most circumstances. While consumers probably believe that no residues of the allergenic food are present in such products, that belief is not documented in the case of most of these products. The establishment of population-based thresholds could provide the basis for “allergen-free” products. The use of gluten-free labeling on products for the benefit of patients with celiac disease is a good example of the use of such labeling and regulation. The regulatory standards for gluten-free products are variable around the world but range from <20 to <200 ppm gluten. Products containing <100 ppm gluten appear to be safe for the majority of celiac patients [54]. Thus, the establishment of a regulatory, population-based threshold based on clinical science has allowed the prudent development of a gluten-free market category that benefits these patients.

**Conclusions**

Diagnostic challenge procedures for food allergy could allow physicians to determine the individual threshold doses for patients. As it stands, most food-allergic patients do not know their individual threshold dose because few allergy clinics make this assessment. The knowledge of individual threshold doses would allow physicians to offer more complete advice to food-allergic patients in terms of their comparative vulnerability to hidden residues of allergenic foods. The clinical determination of large numbers of individual threshold doses would allow estimates of population-based thresholds using appropriate statistical modeling approaches. The food industry and regulatory agencies could also make effective use of information on population-based threshold doses to establish improved labeling regulations and practices and allergen control programs.
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CHAPTER 7

Development of Immunological Tolerance to Food Antigens

Bengt Björkstén

KEY CONCEPTS

- Oral tolerance to ingested antigens is an active immunological process, mediated through two primary effector mechanisms, low doses favoring the induction of regulatory T-cells, and high doses promoting antigen-driven tolerance.
- Early T-cell responses are subject to a broad range of regulatory mechanisms which are dictated by the concentration, frequency, and route of allergen exposure as well as age and developmental status of the individual at the time of exposure.
- Genetic risk of allergy is associated with delayed postnatal maturation of immune regulation.
- Interaction with microbes, especially the normal gut microbiota, is the principal environmental signal for postnatal maturation of T-cell function. Oral tolerance, for example, does not develop in germ-free animals and they also have other signs of impaired immune regulation.
- Immunological interaction between the mother and her offspring, during gestation and through breast milk, may play a significant role in tolerance induction.

Introduction

The prevalence of allergic diseases has increased progressively since the 1960s, in particular in First World countries, and the rises appear to be continuing in many countries. The most prominent increases have occurred in allergy to inhaled antigens. However, there is evidence to suggest that at least some forms of food allergy are also increasing. The most notable example is peanut allergy, which was previously rare in many countries. The increase may be due to altered dietary habits in previously unexposed populations coupled with changes in processing procedures resulting in increased allergenicity of peanut antigens, but the issue remains unresolved.

This chapter focuses primarily on the underlying immunological mechanisms governing host responses to ingested antigens. The focus will initially be on what has been learned from basic studies in animal models, what has been deduced from extrapolation of these systems to immunocompetent human adults, and then what is known of the immunology underlying sensitization to dietary versus inhalant allergens during childhood.

Immunological tolerance to dietary antigens in experiment animals: the phenomenon of oral tolerance

The first formal description of experimental oral tolerance (OT) dates back to the work of H.G. Wells in 1911 [1]. His studies in the guinea pig involving repeated feeding of egg white protein (ovalbumin; OVA) are prototypical of several generations of subsequent laboratory research viz. repeated antigen feeding of immunologically naïve animals elicited initial “hypersensitivity” responses which in some animals resulted in fatal anaphylaxis, but in the majority the symptomatology was transient and was followed by permanent unresponsiveness to the antigen. We now recognize the initial hypersensitivity manifestations as a hallmark of the “Th2 default” response of the mucosal immune system to a soluble protein antigen [2], and the ensuing state of (antigen specific) unresponsiveness as indicative of the subsequent onset of immunological tolerance (i.e. OT).

It is recognized that most aspects of the adaptive immune response may be experimentally downregulated by antigen feeding, in many cases via a single dose. The range of susceptible immunological phenomena include cellular immunity measured as delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH [3–5]), contact sensitivity [6], cytotoxic CD8+ T-cell responses [7,8], production of cytokines [9], and antibody
secretion [10]. There is some evidence that local secretory IgA responses to the eliciting antigen may be preferentially “spared” in this tolerance induction process via generation of IgA T-helper cells in gut associated lymphoid tissues during tolerogenesis [11]. This may be part of a generalized mucosal protection process, since IgA antibodies would prevent antigen penetration through the gut wall and thus limit the scope for allergic sensitization.

Many host and environmental factors have been identified as partial determinants of susceptibility to OT induction. Prominent among host factors are hormonal balance [12], genetic background [13], and in particular postnatal age. A transient temporal window defining increasing susceptibility to sensitization to dietary antigens is operative in the mouse during the early postnatal period [14–16]. This seems to be due to poorly developed immune regulation, both at the levels of T-regulatory and antigen-presenting cells (APC) [17,18]. Host immune competence is a key feature underlying efficient OT, as demonstrated by the fact that administration of cytotoxic immunosuppressants seriously compromises the process [4].

Additional exogenous factors which interfere with OT induction include inflammatory adjuvants [19], low dose irradiation [3], and changes in host microbial flora [20,21]. The type and dose of antigen are also important factors in the induction of OT. While tolerance can be readily induced to all thymus-dependent soluble protein antigens, replicating and particulate antigens tend to induce active immunity. The inflammatory response elicited by replicating antigens bypasses OT mechanisms, and this can be mimicked with inert soluble protein antigen by coupling to adjuvants and/or microbial toxins [22,23]. The tolerogenic dose range for some antigens can also in some situations be within the immunogenic range for others, as shown in recent studies contrasting cow’s milk whey proteins and OVA [18]. It is also noteworthy that while OT can be induced over a wide range of dosages and using varying feeding frequency regimes, continuous exposure leads to the most profound tolerance [24,25]. Furthermore, very low doses below the tolerogenic range can in some circumstances prime animals for subsequent immune responses [26].

### Antigen presentation and processing in oral tolerance induction

Several pathways are operative in sampling and processing of ingested antigen, and it is possible that the particular pathway which is dominant within an individual immune response may ultimately determine the nature of ensuing immunity. There are three principal pathways for sampling of antigens from the luminal surface of the gut: between lining epithelial cells, through the epithelial cells themselves, or via M-cells with subsequent delivery into Peyer’s patches (PP). In each situation, distinct populations of potential APC will be encountered, and it is not clear what the contribution of each is in the OT process.

The full range of known professional APC have been identified throughout the gut wall and associated lymphoid tissues, comprising dendritic cells (DC), macrophages, and B-cells [27]. Many sites contain multiple APC populations. For example, at least three populations of DC with APC activity have been defined in PP [28–30], one of which has been proposed to selectively prime T-cells for IL-10 production [28]. Gut-derived DC are currently the focus of intense interest, as potential candidates for generation of the rate-limiting tolerogenic signal(s) in the OT process. In other organ systems, DC are recognized as the ultimate regulators of the immune response [17,31]. These cells are the most potent APC for activation of T-cells in primary immune responses, and they are increasingly being implicated in regulation of tolerance to self-antigens and to exogenous antigens. Administration of the growth factor F113L to mice markedly expands the numbers of DC in the intestine and associated lymphoid tissues, and at the same time increases susceptibility to OT induction [32].

An additional antigen presentation pathway which may also contribute to OT development involves the direct absorption into the circulation of breakdown products of ingested antigens (i.e. low molecular weight peptides) which are potentially tolerogenic [33,34].

### Cellular mechanisms governing the induction and maintenance of oral tolerance

There are two primary effector mechanisms of OT. The first mechanism involves the induction of regulatory T-cells that mediate active suppression and the second is caused by clonal anergy. Low doses of antigen favor the generation of regulatory T-cell driven tolerance, whereas high doses of antigen promote antigen driven tolerance [35].

The initial evidence that OT is an active process came from studies involving adoptive transfer of OT to naive recipients via CD8+ splenocytes from tolerant donors [36]. However, this maneuver failed in many laboratories until careful studies revealed that several apparently distinct mechanisms are operative at the two extremes of the antigen exposure dose–response curve [35]. At one end of the spectrum, high-dose oral antigen exposure leads to functional elimination of antigen-specific T-cells via either deletion or anergy induction.

An alternative to deletion is T-cell anergy induction, in which antigen-response cells are functionally paralyzed. This also occurs in the high-dose range, most likely via aberrant antigen presentation by MHC class II-bearing APC which lack key costimulator molecules, such as CD80/CD86 [37]. These anergized cells do not apoptose and instead persist at the periphery. They presumably maintain their surface antigen receptors, but lose the capacity to clonally expand and secrete...
the full repertoire of cytokines following encounter with antigen. In particular, in some model systems cytokine secretion by anergized T-cells appears limited to IL-10. Consistent with the potential importance of this mechanism, evidence exists in some models of OT for the presence of tolerated T-cells whose ability to respond to antigen in vivo can be restored by exogenous IL-2 [38]. Further supporting evidence has been provided in transgenic mice [39].

In contrast, exposure of animals to low dose oral antigen is proposed to induce a form of “low zone tolerance” involving active antigen-specific suppression of immunity which can in some systems be adoptively transferred by CD8+ T-cells, and by CD4+ T-cells in others [40]. However, it should be noted that OT induction proceeds normally in CD8-knockout mice [7], suggesting that the role of these cells may be restricted to maintenance, rather than induction of OT. There is additional evidence to suggest that a subset of TcRγδ T-cells may also participate in the OT process [41].

Currently, much of the OT literature is focused on CD4+ T-regulatory cells and the cytokines they secrete. Two principal subtypes have been identified (i.e. Th3 cells which secrete TGFβ with or without IL-10 [42,43], and Tr1 cells which secrete IL-10 [42]). IL-4 has also been implicated in the OT inducing activity of Th3 cells; however, its role may be restricted to that of a non-essential growth factor [44] given that IL-4-knockout mice can still generate OT [45]. TGFβ has many roles in the control of epithelial growth and differentiation and in local control of secretory IgA production in the gut [46]. This may explain the selective preservation of secretory IgA antibody production during systemic OT induction [47]. Additionally, TGFβ has a number of potent immunosuppressive effects [46], including those targeted at APC functions. IL-10 is recognized as a powerful anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory agent which plays a critical role in local homeostasis in the gastrointestinal mucosa, particularly via its damping effects on Th1 activity [27,48].

One interpretation of these findings is that many of the mechanisms defined experimentally may represent redundancies. However, it is more likely that each constitutes one component of a multi-layered integrated regulatory process, each of which is operative as dictated by prevailing conditions of antigen dosage and exposure frequency [18]. An intriguing additional possibility is that some of the T-regulatory populations may in fact be partially anergized T-cells, which despite functional downregulation have conserved their ability to secrete certain cytokines, such as IL-10 and TGFβ.

**Oral tolerance in humans: How well do mouse models mimic the human situation?**

As noted above, the baseline “default” response of laboratory mice appears biased toward a Th2-like cytokine profile, admixed with TGFβ production [2]. This Th2 default is also consistent with the pioneering studies of Wells in guinea pigs [1], wherein the first manifestations of immunological reactivity in a subset of his test animals during feeding was what we now recognize as anaphylaxis. However, this Th2 bias is clearly a transient state in most situations, given the fact that the hallmark of successfully induced OT is tolerance in the IgE antibody class.

Selective priming of T-cells in PP for production of IL-4 and TGFβ is a hallmark of this bias toward baseline Th2 in murine immune responses to oral antigen [49,50]. These cells migrate to peripheral sites and function as T-regulators to dampen Th1 immunity [51]. Such studies have not been performed in man. However, studies indicate that unlike the murine situation, the immunological milieu in human gut associated lymphoid structures such as PP is strongly Th1 biased [52], at least in adults. Thus, freshly isolated T-cells from the human gut lamina propria produce high levels of IFNγ relative to IL-4, IL-5, and IL-10 [53,54], and high levels of IL-12 production are observed in human PP [52,55]. This difference between mouse and humans may be a direct reflection of the markedly differing levels of microbial stimulation in humans versus specified pathogen-free mice housed under controlled conditions and fed exclusively sterilized food [52]. Under extreme conditions (i.e. in germ-free mice) OT does not even develop [20].

While these observations suggest significant differences between human immune responses to oral antigens and those seen in mice under experimental conditions, it is clear from several lines of evidence that the fundamental process of OT nevertheless occurs in man. Notably, feeding of keyhole limpet hemocyanin to immunologically naive volunteers selectively downregulated subsequent cellular immune responses to the antigen [56,57]. Furthermore, prospective studies have shown transient IgE antibody production to foods to be common during the first 2 years of life and then downregulated [58]. Also deliberate parenteral immunization of volunteers with the common dietary antigen bovine serum albumin elicited little or no antibody production [59]. Additionally, clinical trials aimed at amelioration of autoimmune disease by autoantigen feeding have provided varying levels of clinical effects [60], and have also provided evidence of the induction of Th3 responses in blood lymphocytes which are comparable to those reported in murine model [43].

Comparative studies on T-cell responses of PP-derived T-cells (PPT) versus peripheral blood T-cells (PBT) from normal subjects indicated consistent lymphoproliferation in PPT in response to the dietary antigen β-lactoglobulin (BLG), in contrast to low/non-responsiveness in PBT [55]. Moreover, the peripheral blood mononuclear cell responses were dominated by Th1 cytokines [59], mirroring the overall Th1-biased milieu of gut associated lymphoid tissues [49]. This apparent OT at the periphery with the concomitant presence of antigen-specific IFNγ-secreting T-cells in lymphoid compartments...
draining the intestinal mucosa, mimics precisely the situation reported for mice fed repeated doses of OVA [9], and may be indicative of the contribution of locally activated regulatory T-cells in the maintenance of systemic tolerance. It is clear that more fundamental studies are needed on human immune responses to dietary antigens, and in particular on the potential interactions between these and parallel responses to microbial stimuli provided by the local commensal flora.

**Food allergy in humans: the clinical reality**

Dietary antigen-induced enteropathies are believed to be central to the pathogenesis of a broad range of chronic inflammatory diseases in humans, including IgE-mediated food allergy, celiac disease, inflammatory bowel disease, and other enteropathies. The discussion below will focus on allergic-like manifestations of aberrant immunity to dietary antigens, in particular issues relating to the initiation of dietary allergies in early life. From a clinical point of view it is important to appreciate that similar clinical symptoms may be induced by immune reactions, various biochemical intolerances and toxic reactions. Thus, various food intolerances caused by non-immunologically mediated mechanisms are often erroneously called “food allergy”. For example, the majority of adults in the world are lactose intolerant. Drinking milk may induce symptoms that may be interpreted as evidence of food allergy.

Allergy to food antigens in an infant is often the first manifestation of atopy and may be the forerunner of subsequently developing IgE-mediated allergy to inhalant allergens. IgE-mediated food allergy and atopic dermatitis in infancy may thus be the first steps in the “atopic march” [61–63]. In most instances, clinical tolerance to the food develops within the first 3 years of life; however, the atopic march continues with manifestations of allergic asthma and subsequently allergic rhinoconjunctivitis. The reasons for this switch from the gastrointestinal to the respiratory tract are unknown.

Clinical tolerance does not develop equally to all food allergens. For unknown reasons, IgE-mediated allergy to cow’s milk and egg are uncommon after the age of 4 years, while allergy to soy protein tends to last for a longer time period, peanut allergy usually for many years, and celiac disease is regarded as a lifetime condition which will relapse at any age if the individual is exposed to gluten for some time.

The resolution of clinically manifest food allergy is accompanied by the development of tolerance to food antigens. This process has mostly been studied for allergens causing IgE-mediated reactions, while less is known regarding, for example, the kinetics of immune responses to antigens involved in the pathogenesis of celiac disease and other enteropathies. Prospective studies, in which immune responses to food antigens have been studied through the first several years of life, show that transient IgE antibody responses to, for example, egg and cow’s milk are common in healthy non-atopic infants [62]. In contrast, the IgE antibody responses are of higher magnitude and more prolonged in infants who develop food allergy and/or who will manifest respiratory allergy later during childhood. Indeed, high levels of IgE antibodies to egg or milk in an apparently healthy infant predict the appearance of respiratory allergy some years later [61–63].

**Cellular mechanisms underlying control of T-cell immunity to dietary antigens in humans: lessons from studies on responses to aeroallergens**

As noted above, studies on antibody production indicate that immune responses against environmental allergens are initiated very early in life in most individuals. These observations have prompted detailed investigations in many laboratories on the nature of underlying T-cell immunity during this life phase. The salient findings are reviewed below.

Firstly, it is clear that T-cells responsive to both dietary and inhalant allergens, as measured by lymphoproliferation and cytokine secretion, are present in cord blood from virtually all subjects [64–67]. Additionally, T-cell cloning and subsequent genotyping studies indicate that the responsive cells are of fetal origin and exhibit a Th2-polarized and/or Th0 cytokine profile [68]. It has been suggested [65,67] that these T-cells may have been primed by processed allergen crossing the placenta, perhaps bound to maternal IgG. Evidence showing the presence of detectable levels of allergen in complex with IgG antibodies in cord blood supports this suggestion [69]. However, it is also feasible that these T-cell responses may be directed against cross-reacting antigens or anti-idiotypic antibodies.

Secondly, it is evident that these early T-cell responses are subject to a variety of regulatory mechanisms postnatally, which are driven by direct exposure of the infant immune system to incoming environmental allergen. Given the experience from animal models, it is likely that a broad range of regulatory mechanisms will be involved, which are dictated by the concentration, frequency and route(s) of allergen exposure, the age and hence developmental status of the individual at the time of exposure, and potentially by allergen structure (e.g. susceptibility to proteolytic degradation). The relevant immunoregulatory mechanisms involved are likely to span the full range from classical low zone tolerance (essentially Th1/Th2 cross-regulation) through to high-zone tolerance phenomena (anergy and/or deletion via apoptosis), and will inevitably include important, but as yet uncharacterized contributions from recently described subsets of T-regulatory cells which appear to participate in a wide range of immunological control mechanisms. Cross-sectional and prospective studies indicate that in atopic children, consolidation of Th2-polarized immunity against inhalant allergens is initiated in early infancy.
[64,70,71] and may be completed by the end of the pre-
school years in children who develop clinically manifest
allergy [72], or even earlier [64]. In contrast, in infants who
develop allergic manifestations, low level Th1 responses are
established [64]. Prospective studies from Estonia, with a
low, and Sweden with a high prevalence of allergy, indicate
that the regulatory mechanisms are established more rapidly
and that also other mechanisms may be operative [64,73,74].
This is suggested by the observation that during the first
2 years of life, the incidence of positive skin prick tests was
similar to that in recent studies from Western Europe, while
at 5 years the prevalence was only 3%. At the same time
the prevalence of circulating IgE antibodies to milk or egg
increased to 36% and 47% to inhalant allergens. The discrep-
ancy between positive skin prick tests and circulating IgE
antibodies is interesting in a country with a low prevalence
of atopic allergy, as well as Th1-dependent type I diabetes
and a lifestyle similar to that prevailing in Scandinavia some
30–40 years ago. The findings may also suggest that clinical
tolerance to a food does not exclude the presence of IgE anti-
bodies and possibly other indicators of Th2 immunity. It is
possible that a traditional lifestyle is associated with an early
induction of a general regulation of T-cell immunity. This
notion is supported by the close correlation globally between
the prevalence of wheezing and type I diabetes [75].

In contrast to what appears to be positive selection for
different forms of active T-cell immunity against inhalant
allergens during infancy, the majority of subjects manifest
active downregulation of T-cell responses to dietary aller-
gens such as egg, as demonstrated by diminishing lymph-
phoproliferative responses and by a progressive reduction
in the number of egg-specific T-cell epitopes recognized
in vitro [70,71]. This finding suggests the operation of control
mechanisms akin to high-zone tolerance (anergy/deletion)
in the mouse, although additional regulatory pathways may
operate in parallel.

**Microbial stimulation in the gastrointestinal tract as a potential
modulator of human oral tolerance**

Genetic risk for allergy is associated with delayed postnatal
maturity of T-helper cell function [76]. Both the cloning
frequency of CD4+ T-cells and the capacity of cloned CD4+
T-cells to secrete IFNγ and IL-4 were reduced in infants with
positive atopic family history (AFH+) and the reduction
was most marked in IFNγ, indicating an overall Th2 bias in
T-cell function in this group [76]. Several groups have since
reported similar findings in cord blood, both in countries
with a high- and low-allergy prevalence [64,77–80]. It is rec-
ognized that T-cell function in fetal life is constitutively Th2
based, as part of a set of control mechanisms to limit poten-
tial damage to the placenta via toxic Th1 cytokines [81,82],
and the more pronounced Th2 bias in AFH+ children may
reflect inappropriate persistence of one or more of these con-
tral mechanisms after birth [83].

It is also recognized that interaction with microbes, espe-
cially the normal microbial flora of the gastrointestinal
tract, is the principal environmental signal for postnatal
maturity of T-cell function (in particular the Th1 compo-
nent) [84,85]. Recognition of these signals is mediated by a
series of Toll-like receptors expressed on cells of the innate
immune system, and other receptors such as CD14, and it
is noteworthy that a polymorphism in the CD14 gene has
been associated with high IgE levels [86].

International studies have drawn attention to the wide
variations in allergy prevalence between different coun-
tries [87–89], and a variety of evidence suggests that these
changes have been particularly pronounced over the last
30–40 years [90,91]. Variations in patterns of microbial col-
onization of the gastrointestinal tract, linked with lifestyle
and/or geographic factors, may be important determinants
of the heterogeneity in allergy prevalence throughout the
world [84]. Ongoing cohort studies are focusing in detail on
this complex question. These suggestions are supported by
observations that germ-free mice do not develop tolerance in
the absence of a gut flora [20,21] and by the demonstration
of differences in the composition of the gut flora between
infants living in countries with a high and a low prevalence
of allergy [74,92] and between healthy and allergic infants
[93–96]. Although all the studies confirm such differences,
no particular protective or potentially harmful bacterial spe-
cies can be identified so far. In the three prospective studies
[94,96,97] and one cross-sectional study [93], the presence
of bifidobacteria was associated with less allergy, while the
presence of Clostridium difficile has been linked to allergy. The
administration of lactobacilli to mothers or their infants was
recently reported to be associated with less atopic dermatitis
during the first 2 years of life [96] but there was no reduc-
tion in respiratory allergies at 4 years of age [98].

**Maternal influences**

There is a close immunological interaction between the
mother and her offspring, not only during pregnancy as
already discussed, but also as long as the baby is breast-
fed. Human milk contains numerous immunological com-
ponents, including IgA and other antibodies, various
chemokines [99] as well as cytokines, mainly with anti-
inflammatory and IgA stimulatory properties, such as TGF-β,
IL-8, and IL-10 [100]. It is well established that human milk
often contains food antigens that may induce IgE antibody
formation. Less is known regarding the immunological con-
sequences of introducing foreign antigens while the infant
is still breast-feeding. As indicated by studies of immunity to
infectious agents, it is possible that this represents a mecha-
nism by which immune responses are modulated [101]. In
the early 1990s, there was a pronounced increase in the
The incidence of celiac disease among Swedish infants [102]. Prior to the increase in celiac disease, gluten was gradually introduced while the baby was still breast-fed. Then, gluten was avoided for the first 6 months. When the national recommendations were changed back to gradual introduction of gluten while the babies were still partly breast-fed, the incidence of celiac disease dropped rapidly.

Very recent studies with probiotics suggest that the maternal influences may be more pronounced in tolerance induction than previously appreciated. There are now at least three studies trying to prevent food allergy and infantile eczema with lactobacilli [96,103,104]. In the study with a negative outcome [104], the bacteria were given only to the babies, while in the two studies with some protective effect [96,98,103] they were also given to the mothers during the last month of gestation.

Concluding remarks

The development of immunological tolerance to food antigens is a complex process and depends on an intense interaction between the host and the environment, including microbial stimulation. It is intriguing that microbial stimulation, in particular via the gastrointestinal tract, has also been implicated as an etiological factor in respiratory allergic diseases. This suggests that microbial stimuli exert effects beyond the mucosal tissue microenvironments adjacent to sites of exposure, and presumably can influence systemic precursor compartments such as bone marrow and thymus. The underlying mechanism(s) are likely to include stimulation of functional maturation of cells within the innate and adaptive immune systems during the early postnatal period, a process which may ultimately determine the overall efficiency of immune/tolerance induction during early life, with major flow-on effects into adulthood. A full understanding of the underlying mechanisms may open new venues for the prevention by modification of the gut microflora, not only of food allergy, but also conceivably of respiratory allergies.
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PART 2

Adverse Reactions to Food Antigens: Clinical Science
Introduction

An *adverse food reaction* is a general term that can be applied to a clinically abnormal response to an ingested food or food additive. Adverse food reactions are common and often assumed by patients to be allergic in nature. Food allergies are most prevalent during the first years of life, affecting about 6% of infants younger than 3 years [1–5]. About 2.5% of newborn infants have hypersensitivity reactions to cow’s milk in the first year of life, with about 80% “outgrowing” the allergy by their fifth birthday [6]. Immunoglobulin E (IgE)-mediated reactions account for about 60% of milk-allergic reactions; about 25% of these infants retain their sensitivity into the second decade of life, and 35% go on to acquire other food allergies. About 1.5% of young children are allergic to eggs and 0.5% to peanuts. Some evidence suggests that the prevalence of peanut allergy has been increasing during the past two decades [7,8]. Children with atopic disorders tend to have a higher prevalence of food allergy; about 35% of children with moderate to severe atopic dermatitis (AD) have IgE-mediated food allergy [9], and about 6% of children with asthma have food-induced wheezing [10]. Adverse reactions to food additives also have been demonstrated to affect 0.5–1% of children [11–13]. Food allergy appears to be less common in adults, although adequate epidemiologic studies are lacking. A survey in the United States indicated that peanut and tree nut allergies together affect 1.1% of American adults [7]. Overall, it is estimated that about 2% of adults in the United States are affected by food allergies [6]. Adverse reactions to foods are classified as either *food hypersensitivity (allergy)* or *food intolerance* [1,14].

**Food allergy**

*Food hypersensitivity (allergy)* is due to an immunologic reaction resulting from the ingestion of a food or food additive. This reaction occurs only in some patients, may occur after only a small amount of the substance is ingested, and is unrelated to any physiologic effect of the food or food additive. Food allergy occurs due to an immune response that typically involves the IgE mechanism, of which anaphylaxis is the best example. Adverse reactions to food additives are rare [11,12,15]. Several other food hypersensitivity disorders involve cell-mediated immune responses that are mixed with IgE-mediated mechanisms or may be entirely unrelated to IgE-mediated responses (Table 8.1).

**Food intolerance**

*Food intolerance* is a general term describing an abnormal physiologic response to an ingested food or food additive. This reaction has not been proven to be immunologic in nature, which distinguishes these reactions from those occurring as a result of food allergy. Food intolerance may be caused by many factors including toxic contaminants.
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(e.g. histamine in scromboid fish poisoning, toxins secreted by infectious agents such as Salmonella, Shigella, and Campylobacter), pharmacologic properties of the food (e.g. caffeine in coffee, tyramine in aged cheeses, sulfites in red wine), characteristics of the host such as metabolic disorders (e.g. lactase deficiency), and idiosyncratic responses.

Spectrum of food-allergic responses

The spectrum of food-allergic responses can best be understood by categorizing reactions based on the types of primary immune mechanisms responsible for these adverse reactions. The spectrum of food-induced reactions ranges from benign manifestations of disease, such as flushing or rhinorrhea, to life-threatening symptoms such as anaphylaxis or enterocolitis syndrome. In this chapter, we will examine adverse food reactions that are based on the following immune-mediated mechanisms: (1) IgE-mediated, (2) non-IgE-mediated, (3) eosinophilic disorders, and (4) allergic responses due to combinations of immune mechanisms.

IgE-mediated reactions

IgE-mediated food-allergic reactions are rapid in onset (usually within minutes to 2 hours) and are the most widely known reactions associated with foods. Symptoms are believed to be caused by preformed mediator release from tissue mast cells and circulating basophils that have been previously sensitized to a specific food antigen [14].

manifestations of IgE-mediated food hypersensitivity reactions can involve any system within the human body. These reactions frequently involve the skin, respiratory tract, gastrointestinal tract, and cardiovascular system. More severe symptoms and those involving multiple systems are defined by the term “generalized anaphylaxis” and are often life threatening. Two additional distinct presentations of IgE-mediated food-allergic reactions are the oral allergy syndrome and food-dependent, exercise-induced anaphylaxis.

Cutaneous responses

The skin is the most common target organ in IgE-mediated food hypersensitivity reactions, and cutaneous symptoms occur in >80% of allergic reactions to foods [16]. The ingestion of food allergens can lead either to immediate cutaneous symptoms or exacerbate chronic conditions such as AD. Acute urticaria and angioedema are the most common cutaneous manifestation of food hypersensitivity reactions, generally appearing within minutes of ingestion of the food allergen. Food allergy may account for 20% of cases of acute urticaria [17,18]. By comparison, food allergies underlying chronic urticaria and angioedema (defined as symptoms >6 weeks duration) appear to be uncommon. In adult patients with chronic urticaria evaluated by placebo-controlled food challenge, <10% of symptoms were associated with food allergy despite the perception of food involvement in as many as 50% of patients [19].

Flushing, pruritus, and morbiliform rash are other acute cutaneous manifestations that commonly occur during allergic reactions to foods. These early symptoms often precede the development of urticaria, angioedema, or more serious adverse symptoms. Food can also cause acute contact urticaria. In this condition, urticarial lesions develop only on the area of skin that is in direct contact with the food. Raw meats, seafood, raw vegetables and fruits, milk, egg, mustard, rice, and beer are among the foods that have been implicated in this form of food allergy [20–22].

Respiratory and ocular responses

Upper respiratory symptoms such as rhinorrhea, sneezing, nasal congestion, and pruritus are frequently experienced during allergic reactions to foods. Nasal symptoms typically occur in conjunction with other organ system involvement [3]. Ocular symptoms commonly occur concurrently with respiratory manifestations of IgE-mediated reactions to foods [14,23]. Symptoms may include periocular erythema, pruritus, conjunctival erythema, and tearing. Isolated symptoms of rhinitis and/or conjunctivitis in response to food-allergen ingestion are rare.

Lower respiratory symptoms are potentially life-threatening manifestations of IgE-mediated reactions to foods [14,24]. Symptoms can include laryngospasm, cough, and wheezing and require prompt medical intervention. In a retrospective chart review of 253 failed oral food challenges, Perry and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immune mechanism</th>
<th>Disorders</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IgE mediated</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutaneous</td>
<td>Urticaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angioedema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moribiliform rashes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flushing/pruritus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>Rhinoconjunctivitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laryngospasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wheezing/bronchospasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>Oral allergy syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gastrointestinal anaphylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-system</td>
<td>Generalized anaphylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food and exercise-induced anaphylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mixed IgE and cell mediated</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutaneous</td>
<td>Atopic dermatitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>Eosinophilic esophagitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eosinophilic gastroenteritis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(See Table 8.1 for full list of disorders.)
colleagues found that 26% of participants experienced lower respiratory symptoms, and each of the tested foods carried a similar risk for eliciting lower respiratory symptoms [16]. Although lower respiratory symptoms can occur in any person experiencing anaphylaxis to foods, patients with underlying asthma are at increased risk of severe symptoms. Lower respiratory symptoms due to food allergy are temporally related to ingestion and are typically accompanied by other organ system involvement. It is rare that chronic lower respiratory symptoms or poorly controlled asthma are sole manifestations of food allergy [25,26].

These points are illustrated by a large study of 480 patients with a history of an adverse food reaction undergoing double-blind placebo-controlled oral food challenges (DBPCFCs). Positive reactions were observed in 185 patients, 39% of whom had respiratory and ocular symptoms [3]. Symptoms included combinations of periorcular erythema, pruritus, and tearing; nasal congestion, pruritus, sneezing, and rhinorrhea; and coughing, voice changes, and wheezing. Isolated respiratory symptoms occurred in only 5%. One area of exception involves occupational exposure to potential food allergens. Adults working in the food processing and packing industries may develop occupational food allergies and present with rhinoconjunctivitis, with or without asthma [27–30].

**Gastrointestinal responses**

The signs and symptoms of food-induced IgE-mediated gastrointestinal allergy are most commonly seen as immediate gastrointestinal hypersensitivity but can also be manifested as oral allergy syndrome [23].

**Immediate gastrointestinal hypersensitivity** is a form of IgE-mediated food allergy, which may accompany allergic manifestations in other target organs [15,24,31,32]. The symptoms vary and may include nausea, abdominal pain or cramping, vomiting, and/or diarrhea. The onset of upper gastrointestinal symptoms (nausea, vomiting, pain) is generally minutes to 2 hours after ingestion of the offending food but lower gastrointestinal symptoms, such as diarrhea, may begin immediately or may be delayed for 2–6 hours after ingestion. Symptoms may be severe and protracted resulting in the need for fluid or electrolyte replacement.

The oral allergy syndrome or pollen–food related syndrome is considered to be a form of contact urticaria that is confined almost exclusively to the oropharynx and rarely involves the lower respiratory tract or other target organs [33,34]. Oral allergy syndrome is manifested by the rapid onset of pruritus and angioedema of the lips, tongue, palate, and throat. This syndrome has been reported in up to 50% of patients with pollen-induced rhinoconjunctivitis and is most commonly associated with the ingestion of fresh fruits and vegetables. For example, patients with ragweed allergy may experience symptoms following contact with melons (e.g., watermelons, cantaloupe, honeydew) and bananas. Birch pollen-sensitive patients often have symptoms following the ingestion of raw potatoes, carrots, celery, apples, pears, cherries, and hazelnuts. Mugwort-allergic patients may react to celery or mustard. Symptoms typically resolve spontaneously within minutes after ingestion ceases. Although symptoms rarely progress to involve other organ systems, progression to systemic involvement has been noted in approximately 10% of patients with anaphylaxis reported in not more than 1–2% [33,35,36]. Tree nuts and peanuts causing oral symptoms are best avoided because of the frequency with which these foods cause more severe reactions. Peanut and tree nut associated oral symptoms are not usually defined as part of the oral allergy syndrome, rather serve as a precursor “warning sign” for more advanced symptoms to follow [37].

**Generalized anaphylaxis**

Anaphylaxis is defined as a “severe, potentially fatal, systemic-allergic reaction that occurs suddenly after contact with an allergy-causing substance [38].” Food-induced generalized anaphylaxis involves multiple organ systems and has been estimated to account for 30–50% of all anaphylaxis treated in emergency department settings [24,39,40]. Peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish account for more anaphylactic reactions than any other foods. In generalized anaphylaxis, the onset of symptoms is abrupt, often occurring within minutes of ingestion. Symptoms are due to the effects of potent intracellular mediators such as histamine, tryptase, and leukotrienes that are released from mast cells and basophils during an allergic reaction and can involve any organ system. Severe or life-threatening anaphylactic reactions involving the respiratory and cardiovascular systems can culminate in respiratory failure, hypotension, cardiac dysrhythmias, shock, and death if left untreated. In 25–30% of cases of food-induced anaphylaxis, a biphasic course is noted with a recurrence of symptoms hours after the initial onset. This second phase may follow a quiescent, asymptomatic interval [24,37].

Fatal and near-fatal reactions to foods have been described [37,41,42]. Peanuts and tree nuts are the most common allergens reported in such cases. Risk factors associated with fatal food-induced anaphylaxis include adolescent or young adult age group, co-existent asthma, history of previous serious reaction, delayed administration of epinephrine, and absence of skin symptoms. In a series of 13 children with fatal or near-fatal anaphylactic reactions to food, all were known to have food allergies and had accidentally ingested peanuts (four patients), nuts (six patients), eggs (one patient), or milk (two patients) [37]. Twelve of the 13 had asthma that was well controlled. Six patients died, with only two of those receiving epinephrine within the first hour. By comparison, six of the seven survivors received epinephrine within 30 minutes. The correlation between absence of skin findings and fatal anaphylaxis has not been
systematically studied, although it is postulated to result from the rapid development of hypotension, resulting in poor skin perfusion and minimal skin symptoms. An alternative explanation may be that patients lacking skin symptoms are not recognized as having anaphylaxis as quickly, leading to a delay in treatment and consequently poor outcome.

**Food-associated, exercise-induced anaphylaxis**
There have been increasingly more reports of patients with anaphylaxis that occur only when the ingestion of food is coupled with exercise within a 2–4 hour time interval. This syndrome is known as food-associated, exercise-induced anaphylaxis [43–47]. It appears to be most prevalent in adolescents and young adults, although there have been reports in middle aged patients as well. Most patients react to one or two specific foods. Common causative foods include wheat, celery, and seafood [44–47]. Classically, the food can be ingested in the absence of exercise without development of symptoms. Alternatively, patients may exercise without eating the specific food without induction of symptoms. The coupling of specific food ingestion and exercise, however, produces a potential life-threatening anaphylaxis.

**Non-IgE-mediated reactions**
Non-IgE-mediated food allergies typically present with more subacute or chronic symptoms isolated to the gastrointestinal tract that present within hours or days of food ingestion. Affected patients commonly present with a classic constellation of features that are consistent with well-described clinical disorders. These disorders include food protein-induced enterocolitis, foodprotein-induced proctocolitis, foodprotein-induced gastroenteropathy, food-induced contact dermatitis, celiac disease with or without dermatitis herpetiformis (DH), and food-induced pulmonary hemosiderosis. Although the precise immune mechanisms have not been described, evidence suggests a cell-mediated hypersensitivity response associated with all of these disorders (Table 8.2).

**Cutaneous responses**
*Food-induced contact dermatitis* has been reported in individuals without IgE antibodies to the causal food [48]. This reaction typically occurs in food handlers and can be confirmed by patch testing, thus indicating a cell-mediated immune response. Implicated foods frequently include fish, shellfish, meats, and eggs [20–22,24].

**Gastrointestinal responses**
*Food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome* (FPIES) is a disorder which presents most commonly in early infancy [52]. Acute symptoms are typically isolated to the gastrointestinal tract and consist of profuse, repetitive vomiting, and not infrequently diarrhea. Symptoms are often severe and may cause dehydration and shock, often leading to an erroneous diagnosis of sepsis. Cow’s milk and/or soy protein in infant formulas or maternal breast milk are most often responsible for induction of symptoms, although FPIES due to solid food (e.g. rice) is being reported more frequently [52,53]. Objective findings on stool examination consist of gross or occult blood, polymorphonuclear neutrophils, eosinophils, Charcot–Leyden crystals, and positive reducing substances. IgE testing for food proteins is characteristically negative. Jejunal biopsies often reveal flattened villi, edema, and increased numbers of lymphocytes, eosinophils, and mast cells. A food challenge with the responsible protein generally results in vomiting and occasionally diarrhea within minutes to several hours, and occasionally leads to shock [15,23,54].

Infants and children with FPIES are often allergic to both cow’s milk and soy protein. Approximately 50% of children with cow’s milk allergy will have concomitant soy allergy, therefore it is recommended that infants with FPIES due to cow’s milk also avoid soy products during the first year of life [23,52,55]. Elimination of the offending allergen generally results in resolution of the symptoms within 72 hours although secondary disaccharidase deficiency may persist longer. This disorder tends to subside by 18–24 months of age.

*Food protein-induced enteropathy* is characterized by diarrhea, vomiting, malabsorption, and poor weight gain [56]. It is clinically distinguishable from FPIES due to the presence of non-bloody stools. Vomiting is often less prominent, and re-exposure does not elicit acute symptoms after a period of avoidance. Onset of symptoms is typically delayed for days to weeks and may require continual feeding of the culprit food protein. Other clinical features include abdominal pain and distension, hypoproteinemia, and edema. Patients

---

**Table 8.2 Food allergies mediated by cellular (non-IgE) mechanisms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutaneous</th>
<th>Contact dermatitis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dermatitis herpetiformis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>Food-induced pulmonary hemosiderosis (Heiner’s syndrome)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>Celiac disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food protein enterocolitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food protein-induced enteropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food protein-induced proctocolitis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
typically present in the first year of life. The most common causal food is cow’s milk although other foods such as soy, egg, and grains have been associated with food protein-induced enteropathy. Histologic examination reveals patchy villous atrophy, mononuclear cell infiltrates, and few eosinophils. Symptoms typically resolve within 72 hours after dietary elimination and is usually outgrown within 12–24 months of dietary-allergen avoidance.

Food protein-induced proctocolitis generally presents in the first few months of life and, like FPIES, is often secondary to cow’s milk and/or soy protein hypersensitivity [23,31]. Infants with this disorder often do not appear ill and generally present with bloody stools. Other distinguishing features include normal growth and absence of vomiting. Gastrointestinal lesions are usually confined to the rectum but can involve the entire large bowel and consist of eosinophilic infiltrates (5–20 eosinophils per HPF), or eosinophilic abscesses in the epithelium and lamina propria. If lesions are severe with crypt destruction, polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNs) are also prominent in this disorder [57]. Food protein-induced proctocolitis typically resolves after 6–12 months of dietary-allergen avoidance. Elimination of the offending food allergen leads to resolution of hematoczeia within 72 hours, but the mucosal lesions may take up to 1 month to disappear and range from patchy mucosal injection to severe friability with small aphthoid ulcerations and bleeding.

Celiac disease (or gluten-sensitive enteropathy) is an extensive enteropathy leading to malabsorption [58]. Total villous atrophy and an extensive cellular infiltrate are associated with sensitivity to gliadin, the alcohol-soluble portion of gluten found in wheat, rye, and barley. Celiac disease is almost exclusively limited to genetically predisposed individuals who express the HLA-DQ2 and/or HLA-DQ8 heterodimers [59,60]. Patients often have presenting symptoms of diarrhea or frank steatorrhea, abdominal distention and flatulence, failure to thrive, and occasionally nausea and vomiting. Oral ulcers and other extra-intestinal symptoms secondary to malabsorption are sometimes associated. Serologic testing aids in the diagnosis and includes measurement of anti-IgA antibodies to human tissue transglutaminase (TTG) and anti-endomysial (EMA) [58]. Serologic testing to rule out low total serum IgA (IgA deficiency) is essential for the diagnosis of celiac disease. Confirmation with endoscopic biopsies is necessary for diagnosis and reveals total villous atrophy and inflammatory infiltrates. Clinical symptoms and endoscopic findings resolve with strict dietary elimination of gluten that must be maintained for life.

Respiratory responses

Food-induced pulmonary hemosiderosis (Heiner’s syndrome) is a rare syndrome in infants characterized by recurrent pneumonia with pulmonary infiltrates, hemosiderosis, gastrointestinal blood loss, iron-deficiency anemia, and failure to thrive [61,62]. Symptoms are associated with non-IgE-mediated hypersensitivity to cow’s milk with evidence of peripheral eosinophilia and the presence of cow’s milk precipitins on diagnostic testing. Deposits of immunoglobulins and C3 may also be found on lung biopsy. Strict dietary elimination of milk results in reversal of symptoms.

Adverse food reactions associated with eosinophilic disease

Allergic eosinophilic gastroenteropathies are a group of disorders characterized by symptoms of post-prandial gastrointestinal dysfunction associated with eosinophilic infiltration of at least one layer of the gastrointestinal tract, absence of vasculitis, and peripheral eosinophilia in about 50% of cases [2,23,55]. These disorders are defined by the site(s) of involvement and include eosinophilic esophagitis (EE) and eosinophilic gastroenteritis. Symptoms for each of these syndromes are related to the specific anatomical site of involvement. The pathogenesis of these disorders likely involves both IgE-mediated and cellular immune mechanisms.

Eosinophilic esophagitis

EE is characterized by severe or refractory gastrointestinal symptoms that are suggestive of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and include dysphagia, epigastric pain, and post-prandial nausea and vomiting [63]. This disorder should be considered in patients of any age presenting with esophageal symptoms, especially when recalcitrant to symptomatic treatment, such as antacids or anti-reflux medications. Very young children may present with feeding disorders; whereas, older children and adults present with dysphagia, vomiting, and abdominal pain. A history of food impaction is common. Many patients with EE have other atopic diseases. In a series of 103 children with EE, rhinoconjunctivitis was present in 57% and wheezing was noted in 37%, while possible food allergy was cited in 46% [64]. In a retrospective review of 381 children with EE, the most commonly implicated foods were cow’s milk, egg, soy, corn, wheat, and beef. Most patients with evidence of food sensitivity tested positive for multiple foods [63]. Elimination of these foods or the use of elemental diets typically results in clinical and histologic improvement. However, the pathophysiologic relationship between EE and allergens, such as foods or aeroallergens, remains unclear.

Eosinophils are not normally found in the esophageal mucosa and symptoms are likely due to the release of eosinophilic mediators. EE is clinically distinguishable from GERD due to its feature of being refractory to aggressive management with antacids, protein pump inhibitors (PPI), and pro-motility medications that are typically effective in the treatment of GERD. Other distinguishing characteristics include normal pH probe results, the presence of patient
or family history of atopy, and peripheral eosinophilia. On endoscopy, EE patients may have visually normal-appearing esophageal mucosa although esophageal furrowing and rings have been reported [65]. On histologic examination, esophageal biopsies in patients with EE typically contain >20 eosinophils per HPF as compared with <5 eosinophils per HPF in patients with GERD. Proximal and mid-esophageal lesions are common in EE whereas reactive eosinophilic infiltrates due to GERD are mainly limited to the distal esophagus [66].

**Eosinophilic gastroenteritis**

Eosinophilic gastroenteritis can present at any age with abdominal pain, nausea, diarrhea, malabsorption, and weight loss. In infants, it may present as outlet obstruction with post-prandial projectile vomiting. In adolescents and adults, it can mimic irritable bowel syndrome [67]. Approximately one-half of patients have allergic disease, such as defined food allergies, asthma, eczema, or rhinitis [68]. However, in contrast to EE, avoidance of implicated foods may have limited value [69,70]. Eosinophilic gastroenteritis is characterized by eosinophilic infiltration of the stomach, small intestine, or both with variable involvement of the large intestine [71]. Symptoms may include vomiting, abdominal pain, diarrhea, malabsorption, and failure to thrive. Severe symptoms can mimic pyloric stenosis or other forms of gastric outlet obstruction when duodenal involvement is present. Since eosinophils may normally be found in the stomach and intestine, endoscopic findings are more difficult to interpret as compared to EE. In addition, multiple sites may need to be biopsied to effectively exclude eosinophilic gastroenteritis due to the patchy nature of eosinophilic infiltration. Biopsies in eosinophilic gastroenteritis will typically show 20–40 eosinophils per HPF. Treatment may involve elimination of the potential offending food(s) or institution of an elemental diet with slow addition of foods. Similar to EE, eosinophilic gastroenteritis usually follows a prolonged course requiring protracted therapy and dietary intervention for months to years. After dietary restriction, foods can be re-introduced slowly after avoidance and based on endoscopic and clinical evidence of disease resolution.

**Conditions associated with multiple immune mechanisms**

**Asthma**

Asthma alone is an infrequent manifestation of food allergy. Although ingestion of food allergens is rarely the main aggravating factor in chronic asthma, there is some evidence to suggest that food antigens can provoke bronchial hyperreactivity [25,26]. An exception is occupational asthma (often with accompanying rhinitis) in food-industry workers. “Baker’s asthma,” caused by IgE-mediated allergy to inhaled wheat proteins, is an example [72]. Patients with these conditions may not react to the food upon ingestion, rather only with inhalation exposure. More typically, asthma is seen as a component of more generalized, IgE-mediated reactions. Asthmatic reactions secondary to airborne food allergens have been reported in cases where susceptible individuals are exposed to vapors or steam emitted from cooking food (e.g. fish, mollusks, crustacea, eggs, and garbanzo beans) [27–30].

Another relationship between food allergy and asthma is that co-existing asthma is a significant risk factor for death from food-induced anaphylaxis. Conversely, substantially higher rates of food allergy are noted among children requiring intubation for asthma compared to a control group of asthmatic children [73].

**Atopic dermatitis**

Atopic dermatitis (AD) is a chronic skin disorder that generally begins in early infancy and is characterized by typical distribution, extreme pruritus, chronically relapsing course, and association with asthma and allergic rhinitis [9]. Food allergy has been correlated with the development and persistence of AD, especially during infancy and early childhood. In children <5 years old, 35–40% will be allergic to at least one food [9,74–76]. These patients typically fail to respond to conventional medical therapy or may have frequent exacerbations of underlying skin disease if causal foods are not strictly avoided. The most common foods associated with AD include cow’s milk, egg, peanut, soy, wheat, fish, and tree nuts. Due to the chronicity of symptoms, a trial of dietary elimination of the suspected food allergen and the use of diagnostic food challenges may be warranted to aid in the accurate diagnosis of food allergy in these children. Dietary elimination of relevant food allergens may result in clearing of the skin. However, some patients continue to have ongoing skin disease due to concomitant sensitization to aeroallergens or due to non-allergic triggers.

In one well-designed report, 113 patients with marked AD underwent DBPCFC [76]. Among the 101 positive food challenges observed in 63 children skin, gastrointestinal, and respiratory symptoms were observed in 84%, 52%, and 32% oral food challenges, respectively. Some patients were subsequently placed on elimination diets based on these findings, with most exhibiting significant clinical improvement in skin symptoms. Although egg, peanut, and milk were responsible for most reactions, it was difficult to predict the patients with food allergy based on history and laboratory information alone.

In a single center’s experience evaluating over 2000 food challenges in 600 children with AD, approximately 40% of the DBPCFCs were positive [74]. Nearly 75% of the positive tests included cutaneous manifestations, principally consisting of macular, morbiliform, and/or pruritic rashes located in areas commonly affected by AD. Approximately 30% of positive tests consisted of skin rashes alone.

**Conditions associated with multiple immune mechanisms**
Summary

The ingestion of food represents the greatest foreign antigenic load confronting the human immune system. In the vast majority of individuals, tolerance develops to food antigens, which are constantly gaining access to the body proper. However, when tolerance fails to develop, the immune system responds with a hypersensitivity reaction. Inadvertent ingestion of food allergens may provoke various cutaneous, respiratory, gastrointestinal symptoms, and/or systemic anaphylaxis with shock. Investigations in the past have characterized the food hypersensitivity disorders, but our understanding of the basic immunopathologic mechanisms is incomplete and requires further investigation in order to provide target sites for therapeutic interventions.
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Introduction

Atopic dermatitis (AD) is one type of eczema that usually begins in early infancy and is typified by extreme pruritus, a chronic relapsing course, and a distinctive pattern of skin distribution. AD is a global problem that affects a large number of children and adults around the world [1]. Prevalence of AD ranges from 1% to 20% based on data from the Global International Study of Asthma and Allergies in Childhood trial, with the highest prevalence in Northern Europe [2]. The most recent data from school-aged children in the United States indicate that the prevalence in this population approaches 17% [3]. The onset of AD occurs during the first 6 months of life in 45% of children, during the first year of life in 60%, and before the age of 5 years in 85% of affected individuals [4]; only approximately 17% of adults with AD have onset after adolescence [5,6]. AD is often the first step in the atopic march, with more than 50% of affected children developing asthma and allergic rhinitis [7,8].

Numerous triggers for AD have been identified over the past few decades, including food allergens, inhalant respiratory allergens, irritant substances, and infectious organisms such as Staphylococcus aureus [9] and Malassezia furfur [10] (Table 9.1). Food allergy has been strongly correlated with the development and persistence of AD, especially in infants and young children. In this chapter, we will focus on how the ingestion of certain foods can trigger AD. Laboratory and clinical investigations that demonstrate how food hypersensitivity plays a pathophysiologic role in AD will be reviewed. The epidemiology, diagnosis, management, natural history, and prevention of food hypersensitivity with respect to AD will also be discussed.

Immunopathophysiology of atopic dermatitis

The pathophysiology of AD involves an intricate interaction between various susceptibility genes, host environments,
infectious agents, defects in skin barrier function, and immunologic responses. It also involves multiple cell types including T-lymphocytes, dendritic cells (DCs), macrophages, keratinocytes, mast cells, and eosinophils. While a full understanding is not yet complete, some important insights into the allergic mechanisms involved in the initiation and maintenance of skin inflammation in AD have been elucidated [11–13].

Acute AD skin lesions are associated with an increased number of Th2 cytokines, notably IL-4 and IL-13. IL-4 and IL-13 mediate antibody isotype switching to IgE synthesis and upregulation of adhesion molecules on endothelial cells. T-lymphocytes in chronic AD lesions express increased IL-5, which is involved in eosinophil development [14], as well as IFN-α, which potentiates effector function of pro-inflammatory cells. The maintenance of chronic AD also involves increased production of GM-CSF [15], IL-12 [16], and IL-18, as well as several remodeling-associated cytokines IL-11, IL-17, and TGF-β1 [17]. The Th2 cytokines help promote recruitment and subsequently allergic inflammation by upregulating adhesion molecules on vascular endothelial cells, such as vascular adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), E-selectin, and intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1) [18,19]. Studies have shown that adhesion molecules are not expressed in the skin of non-atopic individuals; however, they are expressed in normal-appearing skin of patients with AD and are markedly upregulated in lesional skin or upon epicutaneous application of allergen in sensitized AD patients [20].

Increased expression of chemokines such as CCL5 (RANTES), CCL13 (monocyte chemoattractant 4), and CCL11 (eotaxin) contribute to the infiltration of T-cells, macrophages, and eosinophils into AD skin [21]. IL-16, produced by epidermal Langerhans’ cells (LCs), is a cytokine that induces chemo- tactic responses in CD4+ T-cells, monocytes, and eosinophils [22,23].

Serum IgE levels are elevated in approximately 85% of patients with AD, and often contain food-allergen-specific and Aeroallergen-specific IgE antibodies [24]. Some patients have IgE sensitization to microbial antigens, such as Staphylococcus aureus [9] enterotoxins and Candida albicans or Malassezia sympodialis [10]. The role of allergen-specific IgE in the pathogenesis of AD involves a number of cell types. LCs in AD lesions have allergen-specific IgE antibodies on their surface [25], and this makes them 100- to 1000-fold more efficient at presenting allergen to T-cells than LCs which do not express the high-affinity IgE receptor (FcεRI) [26,27]. Th2 cytokines upregulate FcεRI on LCs and other antigen-presenting cells (APCs), and promote local IgE synthesis [28]. IgE-bearing FcεRI+ inflammatory dendritic epidermal cells (IDECs) are prominent in chronic AD skin lesions. It is believed that IDECs are not only involved in cell recruitment and IgE-mediated antigen presentation to T-cells, but that they also release IL-12 and IL-18 and promote Th1 cytokine production by priming naive T-cells into IFN-γ-producing T-cells, which together may lead to the switch from an initial Th2-type immune response to a Th1-type immune response [29].

AD is associated with abnormalities in keratinocyte differentiation. This results in skin barrier dysfunction and frequent skin infections. Microarray analysis demonstrated that decreased expression of a group of antimicrobial genes, including human β-defensin, IL-8, and inducible nitric oxide synthetase, occurs as the result of local upregulation of Th2 cytokines and the lack of elevated amounts of TNF-α and IFN-γ under inflammatory conditions in AD skin. This could explain the increased susceptibility of AD skin to microorganisms [30]. Reduced expression of skin barrier genes, such as filaggrin and lipids, may account for the characteristic skin dryness found in AD [12].

Eosinophils are thought to play a significant role in AD [13]. Inhibition of eosinophil apoptosis in AD, probably mediated by an autocrine release of IL-5 and GM-CSF, appears to be a mechanism for the eosinophil accumulation in AD [31]. Several studies indicate that eosinophils are recruited to and activated at tissue sites by Th2 cytokines, such as IL-5 and IL-13 [32]. Once activated, eosinophils are capable of releasing an arsenal of potent cytotoxic granule proteins and chemical mediators, which contribute to tissue inflammation, as shown by the deposition of eosinophil products in the inflamed skin [32,33]. One of these products is eosinophil major basic protein (MBP), which is known to damage skin epithelial cells [34] and promote mast cell degranulation [29,35].

**Role of food allergy in atopic dermatitis**

The causal link between food allergy and AD has been the subject of debate for many years and still remains controversial [36]. There is, however, a large and growing body of evidence that supports the pathogenic role of food allergy in AD in at least a subset of patients, particularly in children (Table 9.2). Three patterns of cutaneous reactions to food may occur in patients with AD: (1) immediate-type allergic reactions, such as urticaria and angioedema, which occur within 2 hours after food ingestion, and suggests an IgE-mediated mechanism; (2) pruritus within 2 hours soon after food ingestion, which also suggests an IgE-mediated mechanism, with subsequent scratching leading to an AD exacerbation; and (3) delayed reactions with AD exacerbations that occur after 6–48 hours, either with or without a previous immediate-type response, suggestive of a non-IgE-mediated reaction or a cutaneous late-phase reaction of IgE-mediated hypersensitivity [37]. The following sections will review the evidence and methods used to evaluate the role of food allergy in AD.

**Clinical evidence**

Recent clinical evidence supporting the pathogenic role of food allergy in AD is based on three areas of clinical
investigation: elimination diet studies, oral food challenge (OFC) studies, and preventive studies of AD. Multiple clinical studies have shown that elimination of pertinent food allergens can lead to improvement in AD symptoms, that repeat oral challenge with the offending food(s) can lead to redevelopment of skin symptoms, and that AD and food hypersensitivity can be partially prevented by prophylactic elimination of highly allergic foods from infant diets and possibly from diets of breast-feeding mothers.

Elimination diet studies
Numerous studies have addressed the therapeutic effect of dietary elimination on the treatment of AD. Atherton et al. [38] showed that 14 of 20 subjects (70%) with AD between the ages of 2 and 8 years showed significant improvement after completing a 12-week, double-blind, controlled, crossover trial of an egg and cow's milk (CM) exclusion diet. However, there were notable problems in this study, including 16 of the 36 subjects who did not complete the study (44% dropout) and poor control of confounding variables such as environmental factors and other triggers of AD. Neild et al. [39] studied 53 subjects with AD in another trial using a similar design as Atherton and colleagues. Forty of the 53 subjects (75%) complied adequately with the trial regimen, but only 10 of the 40 subjects benefited from the egg and CM exclusion diet, yielding a response rate to the diet that was not statistically significant. Juto et al. [40] studied 21 infants with AD, of which only 20 were treated with a strict elimination diet for up to 6 weeks. Seven infants had complete resolution of their rash, 12 had some skin improvement while on the diet, and the remaining infant had no change in skin condition. While the cumulative results of the above studies provide support for the role of food allergy in AD, most of the trials failed to control confounding factors such as other potential AD triggers, placebo effect, or observer bias.

In one of the original prospective follow-up studies of the natural history of food hypersensitivity in children with AD, Sampson and Scanlon [41] studied 34 subjects with AD, of whom 17 had food allergy diagnosed by double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenges (DBPCFCs). These 17 subjects were placed on appropriate elimination diets and experienced significant improvement in their clinical symptoms. Comparisons made at 1–2-year and 3–4-year follow-ups with 12 control subjects who did not have food allergy and 5 subjects with food allergy who were non-compliant with their diet showed that the 17 food-allergic subjects with appropriate dietary restriction demonstrated highly significant improvement in their AD compared with the control groups. The amount of time for resolution of their food hypersensitivity was also reduced.

Lever et al. [42] performed a randomized, controlled trial of an egg exclusion diet in 55 children who presented to a dermatology clinic with AD and possible egg sensitivity identified by radioallergosorbent (RAST) testing before randomization. True egg sensitivity was confirmed by DBPCFC after the trial. The 55 children were randomized either to a 4-week regimen in which mothers received general advice on the care of AD and additional specific advice from a dietician about an egg elimination diet (diet group), or to a control group in which only general advice was provided. There was a significantly greater mean reduction in surface area affected by AD in the diet group (from 19.6% to 10.9% area affected; \( p = 0.02 \)) than in the control group (from 21.9% to 18.9%). There was also significant improvement in symptom severity scores from 33.9 to 24.0 \((p = 0.04)\) for the diet group, compared with a decrease from 36.7 to 33.5 in the control group.

Oral food challenge studies
For almost 30 years, researchers have used OFCs to demonstrate that food allergens can cause symptoms of rash and pruritus in children with food-allergy-associated AD. Bock et al. [43], in their studies of children with suspected food and respiratory allergies, reported that 4 of 7 children with a history of developing eczematous reactions to food developed skin rashes within 2 hours of a DBPCFC. In two studies, Burks et al. [44,45] also used the DBPCFC to study 165 children with mild to severe AD who presented to university allergy and dermatology clinics. Sixty percent

Table 9.2 Association between AD and food allergy (Modified from Sicherer SH and Sampson HA [46], with permission from the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Appropriate dietary elimination leads to improvement in AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenges reproduce skin symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Breast-feeding for at least 3–4 months decreases the risk of the development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of AD in high-risk infants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The use of a hydrolyzed formula compared to a cow’s milk formula in high-risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infants who are not able to be completely breastfed reduces infant and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>childhood allergy and infant cow’s milk allergy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Presence of elevated total IgE and food-specific IgE antibodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• LCs bear high-affinity IgE receptors and can present allergen to T-cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Food allergens can activate skin mast cells after ingestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Plasma histamine elevation during positive OFCs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Elevated histamine releasing factors in children when consuming diet with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allergenic food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Increased spontaneous basophil histamine release while ingesting causal food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• AD lesions contain eosinophil products: MBP and eosinophil cationic protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Eosinophils are activated during positive food challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• T-cells, cloned from active lesions of AD, can react to food allergen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Children allergic to milk with AD have CLA⁺, milk-reactive T-cells.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modifiable risk factors, such as environmental factors and other triggers of AD.
of the subjects with AD had a positive skin prick test (SPT) to at least one of the following foods: milk, egg, soy, wheat, peanut, cashew, and codfish. They performed 266 DBPCFCs, and 64 subjects, 38.7% of the total group with AD, were found to have food allergy. Using a similar challenge protocol, Sampson and colleagues have studied over 600 subjects who were referred for evaluation of severe AD, and have performed more than 2000 OFCs [46].

Sampson and Scanlon [41], Sampson and McCaskill [47], Sampson and Metcalfe [48] and Eigenmann et al. [49] published a number of articles spanning over 17 years using DBPCFCs to identify foods that are trigger factors of AD. In the initial evaluation of 470 subjects with a median age of 4.1 years (range 3 months to 24 years), serum total IgE concentration was elevated in 376 subjects (80%), with a median of 3410 IU/ml and range of 1.5–45,000 IU/ml. Foods used in the DBPCFCs were selected based on skin and RAST testing results and/or a clinical history suggestive of food allergy, and these foods were eliminated from the subject’s diet for at least 7–10 days prior to admission. A total of 1776 DBPCFCs were performed during the studies and 714 (40%) were positive and 1062 were negative. Cutaneous reactions during challenges developed in the vast majority of subjects (529 [74%] of the 714 DBPCFC-positive cases). The cutaneous reactions comprised a pruritic, erythematous, macular, or morbilliform rash that occurred primarily in previously affected AD sites. The development of skin symptoms only occurred in 214 (30%) of the positive reactions, and typical urticaria were rarely seen, and if present, consisted of only a few lesions. However, intense pruritus and scratching often led to superficial excoriations and occasionally bleeding.

Almost all symptoms during the DBPCFCs began between 5 minutes and 2 hours after starting the challenge. Immediate-type response symptoms generally occurred abruptly and lasted 1–2 hours. A few patients had a delayed second episode of pruritus, scratching, and transient morbilliform rash 6–10 hours after the initial challenge. This morbilliform rash may represent the acute phase of AD, and it is induced in the OFCs by acute consumption of a food that previously caused symptoms on a chronic basis [50]. Clinical reactions to milk, egg, soy, and wheat accounted for nearly 75% of the reactions in the studies. Some subjects had repeated reactions during a series of daily OFCs and subsequently had an increasingly severe AD exacerbation. This data provides further evidence that ingestion of a causal food can trigger itching, scratching, and the reappearance of typical AD lesions.

**Prevention of food hypersensitivity and atopic dermatitis through diet**

In addition to the above-mentioned studies that have shown that AD can improve through elimination diets of offending foods and that reintroduction of these foods during DBPCFCs can elicit symptoms, many studies have been performed in an attempt to prevent food allergy and AD through dietary means during pregnancy, lactation, and early infant feeding. Although it can be argued that all families should practice primary allergy prevention, this method can be so difficult that it is typically recommended only for those at “high risk” for developing allergy, defined as infants with at least one first-degree relative (parent or sibling) with documented allergic disease.

**Maternal and/or infant elimination diets**

Studies attempting to prevent CM and egg allergies by maternal CM and egg avoidance during late pregnancy have failed to show a reduction in food allergy, any other atopic disorder, or sensitization from birth through age 5 years. Additionally, maternal weight gain during pregnancy was negatively affected by these dietary restrictions. A recent Cochrane meta-analysis [51] confirmed the above findings, and the authors concluded that the prescription of an antigen avoidance diet to a high-risk woman during pregnancy is unlikely to substantially reduce the child's risk of atopic diseases, and such a diet may adversely affect maternal or fetal nutrition, or both. Another recent review of this issue by Muraro et al. [52] stated that there is no conclusive evidence for a protective effect of a maternal exclusion diet during pregnancy. Therefore, both the American and European guidelines do not recommend maternal avoidance diets that exclude essential foods during pregnancy.

**Breast-feeding**

For quite some time, it has been suggested that the presence of food antigens in breast milk might sensitize an infant if the mother does not avoid these foods in her diet during lactation. However, results of studies during the 1980s and 1990s examining this hypothesis have been contradictory. These contradictory studies, along with consideration of many others, led both a Cochrane analysis [51] and a recent meta-analysis [52] to conclude that while the prescription of an antigen avoidance diet to high-risk women during lactation may reduce the child's risk of developing AD, there is insufficient conclusive evidence to show a preventative effect of maternal diet during lactation on atopic disease in childhood. Furthermore, one cannot state for certain whether food antigens in breast milk will induce allergy or be immunoprotective in any given recipient [53].

Great debate exists today regarding the degree to which breast-feeding prevents, reduces, delays, or increases the development of allergic disease. Some trends can be observed and conclusions drawn from a review of the literature on the effects of human milk and breast-feeding on AD and food allergy. Of the many studies regarding the association between breast-feeding and AD, some have shown a protective effect [54,55], whereas others have shown a lack...
of association [56], and some have even shown a positive association [57]. To assist in sorting out the discrepancies in the above studies, Gdalevich et al. [58] performed a systematic review and meta-analysis of prospective studies in developed countries that compared breast-feeding with CM formula feeding on the development of AD. Statistical analysis revealed a significant overall protective effect of breast-feeding for 3 months on AD, with an OR of 0.68 (95% CI, 0.52–0.88) in the cohort as a whole. The effect was even stronger in children with a family history of atopy (OR, 0.58; 95% CI, 0.41–0.92). No protective effect was demonstrated in children without at least a first-degree relative with atopy (OR, 1.43; 95% CI, 0.72–2.86). In summary, despite contradictory study results, the preponderance of evidence suggests that exclusive breast-feeding for at least 3–4 months decreases the risk of the development of AD in high-risk infants. Based on the current data, there is lack of evidence that this statement holds true for infants not at risk for atopy.

The effect of breast-feeding on the development of food allergy is difficult to determine, as both AD and asthma are closely associated with the development of food allergy. There are a limited number of studies that have examined breast-feeding’s role on the outcomes of specific food allergies, and the results may be affected by other dietary variables such as the length and extent of exclusivity of breast-feeding. After reviewing the existing studies, Muraro et al. [52] determined that exclusive breast-feeding for at least 4 months is related to a lower cumulative incidence of CM allergy until 18 months of age. However, no firm conclusions about the role of breast-feeding in either the primary prevention of or delay in onset of other specific food allergies can be made at this time.

**Infant formula selection**

Many studies have been performed exploring the use of various infant formulas, including conventional CM formula, partial whey hydrolysate formula (pHF), extensive casein hydrolysate formulas (eHF), and soy-protein-based formulas in the prevention of allergy. A recent Cochrane review [59] determined that there is no evidence to support prolonged feeding with a hydrolyzed formula to prevent allergy in preference to exclusive breast-feeding. In high-risk infants who are not able to be completely breastfed, there is evidence that the use of a hydrolyzed formula compared to a CM formula reduces infant and childhood allergy and infant CM allergy. Although some studies show a slight benefit of eHFs compared with pHFs, there is inconclusive evidence at this time to determine whether feeding with an eHF has any advantage over a pHF [60]. There is convincing evidence that feeding with a soy formula is not recommended in high-risk infants for the prevention of allergy [61]. Amino-acid-based formulas have not been studied in the primary prevention of allergy.

**Introduction of solids**

Early studies regarding the timing of solid food introduction demonstrated some benefit in delaying early solid food introduction [62,63], but more recent studies have shown a lack of protective effect [64]. The conflicting data from the studies taken as a whole does not currently allow an authoritative statement regarding the relation between the introduction of solids and the development of allergy to be made. Therefore, the advantage of delaying highly allergic solid food introduction beyond 4–6 months is unconfirmed. Delaying solid food introduction may even increase the risk of allergy (e.g. wheat allergy [65]).

**Laboratory evidence**

There are several other lines of laboratory evidence in addition to those presented previously in the immunopathophysiologic role of allergy in AD section that provide support for the role of food-specific IgE in the pathogenesis of AD. To show that food antigen ingestion led to IgE-mediated reactions, Sampson and Jolie [66] sought markers of mast cell activation in 33 subjects with AD who underwent DBPCFCs to evaluate the role of histamine in food hypersensitivity by monitoring changes in circulating plasma histamine. Only the group of subjects with positive DBPCFCs demonstrated a significant rise in plasma histamine, from 296 + 80 pg/ml before challenge to 1055 + 356 pg/ml (p < 0.001); subjects who consumed placebo or had negative DBPCFCs showed no demonstrable rise in plasma histamine. The rise in plasma histamine that was observed implicated the role of mast cell or basophil mediators in the pathogenesis of food allergy in AD.

Mechanisms that involve IgE antibody, other than direct IgE-mediated activation of cutaneous mast cells, may also play a role in the inflammatory process in AD. Sampson et al. [67] studied 63 subjects with AD and food hypersensitivity documented by DBPCFCs, 20 subjects with AD but no food allergy based on negative DBPCFCs, and 18 normal controls. Subjects with AD and food allergy had higher rates of mean spontaneous histamine release than the other two subject groups: 35.1% + 3.9% versus 1.8% + 0.2% (AD, no food allergy) and 2.3% + 0.2% (controls); p < 0.001. The high rate of histamine release appeared to depend on continued ingestion of the offending food, because once a subject was placed on the appropriate elimination diet for 9–12 months, the spontaneous histamine release returned to normal levels. Another important finding was the identification of spontaneously produced cytokines called histamine releasing factors (HRFs) from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) of food-allergic subjects with high spontaneous histamine release. HRF in vitro could activate basophils from other food-allergic subjects, but not from non-food-allergic subjects. Normal controls did not produce HRFs, and subjects with food allergy who adhered to an elimination diet had a decrease in the rate of spontaneous HRF production. The HRF was found to activate basophils.
through surface-bound IgE. Several different forms of IgE have been identified [68], and it has been proposed that HRFs may interact with certain of these IgE isoforms.

Basophil histamine release (BHR) had been proposed as an \textit{in vitro} correlate to \textit{in vivo} allergic responses [69]. BHR as a method of diagnosing food allergy was reported by Nolte [70] to correlate well with SPTs, RASTs, and open OFCs, but not with histamine release from intestinal mast cells obtained by duodenal biopsy in children. Another study by Sampson and Ho comparing BHR, SPTs, and DBPCFCs, however, showed that the BHR assay was no more effective in predicting clinical sensitivity than SPTs [71]. The clinical application of BHR is further complicated by several factors: it is not a widely available test, blood needs to be processed within a certain amount of time for cells to be viable, and there are no standardized methods for performing BHR. BHR assays are now primarily used in research settings.

A relatively new technique used to study the mediator effects of basophils, the basophil activation test (BAT), has the potential to overcome the pitfalls of BHR. The emerging ability to measure basophil activation as an assay for immediate hypersensitivity has the potential to provide diagnostic or prognostic utility in food allergy [72]. Allergen desensitization in studies has been shown to induce basophil hyporesponsiveness to allergen-induced degranulation [73, 74], and \textit{in vivo} constitutive activation of basophils correlates with CD203c expression measured directly \textit{ex vivo} by flow cytometry [72]. Some have found that CD203c is expressed at very high levels in patients with AD and food allergy [72]. The assessment of BAT as a clinical diagnostic tool for food allergy in AD is still in its early stages, however. Monitoring the BAT for patients with food allergy on various elimination diets or following OFCs with subjective or late-phase reactions may also prove to be an important clinical tool, but further studies are needed.

Other data support a key role of eosinophils in the pathogenesis of food-sensitive AD, particularly in the late-phase IgE response. Studies of the late-phase reactions after the initial mast cell activation have shown that the terminal stages of IgE-mediated allergic reactions are characterized by infiltration of inflammatory cells, including eosinophils [75, 76]. Although blood eosinophilia is common in AD patients, increased numbers of activated eosinophils have not always been found in biopsies of AD lesions. However, eosinophil degranulation and release of potent mediators clearly occurs. Leilerman \textit{et al.} [77] found extensive dermal deposition of eosinophil-derived MBP in lesional biopsies of 18 subjects with AD but not in normal-appearing skin in affected subjects, suggesting that the assessment of eosinophil involvement cannot be based simply on the eosinophil numbers in tissue. Suomalainen \textit{et al.} [78] studied 28 challenge-proven CM-allergic subjects and showed increased levels of eosinophil cationic protein (ECP) in the subjects with cutaneous symptoms only, which indicated that ingestion of an offending food in an allergic patient can lead to activation of circulating eosinophils that may then infiltrate the skin of AD patients. Another study confirmed the finding of significantly elevated plasma ECP levels in subjects with AD [79].

Several important studies have helped clarify the role of food-allergen-specific T-cells in the underlying inflammatory process in AD, showing that cell-mediated immunity also occurs in patients with food-sensitive AD in addition to IgE-mediated hypersensitivity. Food-antigen-specific T-cells have been isolated and cloned from active AD lesions [80–82]. Researchers have also been able to routinely identify food-antigen-specific T-cells from peripheral blood in subjects with food-allergy-associated AD [81–83]. There has been disagreement in the literature, though, about the validity of \textit{in vitro} T-lymphocyte proliferation responses to specific foods in AD. Kondo, Agata, and colleagues [84, 85] demonstrated that proliferative responses of PBMCs to the offending food antigen in subjects with non-immediate types of food allergy (rash developing at least 2 hours after OFC) were significantly higher than those of healthy controls and subjects with immediate types of food allergy, respectively, indicating that the proliferative response of PBMCs to food antigens is specific to each offending food antigen in non-immediate types of food-allergy-related AD. On the other hand, others have found increased lymphocyte proliferative responses to relevant foods also in subjects with immediate reactions [82]. Overall, the clinical utility of lymphocyte proliferation assays in food-allergic patients is considered marginal due to considerable overlap in individual responses to the test, as Hoffman \textit{et al.} [86] found them to be neither diagnostic nor predictive of clinical reactivity in individual subjects with milk allergy because lymphocytes of many control patients were highly responsive to milk antigens, and lymphocytes of many subjects with milk allergy were not.

Further evidence of T-lymphocyte involvement in the development of AD in food-allergic patients relates to the homing of allergen-specific T-cells to the skin [81]. The extravasation of T-cells at sites of inflammation is critically dependent on the activity of homing receptors that are involved in endothelial cell recognition and binding. Two such homing receptors, cutaneous lymphocyte-associated antigen (CLA) and L-selectin, have been shown to be selectively involved in T-cell migration to the skin and peripheral lymph nodes, respectively. Significantly higher expression of CLA occurred in casein-reactive T-cells from children with milk-induced AD than \textit{Candida albicans}-reactive T-cells from the same subjects, and from either casein- or \textit{Candida albicans}-reactive T-cells from the control groups. In contrast, the percentage of L-selectin-expressing T-cells did not significantly differ among the three groups.

The role of non-IgE-mediated food-induced hypersensitivity in AD remains unclear [28], likely in part due to the
IgE food sensitization was responsible for 65% and 64% of the attributable risk percent; this calculation estimated that IgE food sensitization to the burden of AD was calculated as found in birth cohorts in Australia. In the first, Hill et al. looked at the prevalence of food allergy in two prospective studies. Finally, increased severity of AD and younger age of children this in a study of 250 children with AD. They found that 25 of the 74 children (33.8%) were food allergic to an allergist or dermatologist, Eigenmann and Calza attempted to assess the presence of food allergy in 74 Swiss children with AD referred to an allergist, so Eigenmann et al. addressed this potential bias by evaluating 63 unselected children referred to a university-based dermatologist for assessment of moderate to severe AD. Again OFCs were used as part of the evaluation, and ultimately 23 of 63 (37%; 95% CI, 25–50%) were found to have clinically significant IgE-mediated food hypersensitivity. In an epidemiologic study of IgE-mediated food allergy in 74 Swiss children with AD referred to an allergist or dermatologist, Eigenmann and Calza found that 25 of the 74 children (33.8%) were food allergic using OFCs and other tests. While the above studies did not stratify children by the severity of AD or demonstrate a direct relationship between severity of AD and presence of food allergy, Guillet and Guillet attempted this in a study of 250 children with AD. They found that increased severity of AD and younger age of children directly correlated with the presence of food allergy. Finally, two more studies, neither of which performed OFCs, looked at the prevalence of food allergy in two prospective birth cohorts in Australia. In the first, Hill et al. found a cumulative prevalence of AD of 24%. The contribution of IgE food sensitization to the burden of AD was calculated as an attributable risk percent; this calculation estimated that IgE food sensitization was responsible for 65% and 64% of AD in the at-risk cohort at 6 and 12 months, respectively. In the second study, Hill and Hosking discovered a cumulative prevalence of AD of 28.9%. The association between IgE-mediated food allergy and AD was assessed using only SPT cut-offs and was stratified by groups of AD severity. As the severity of AD increased, so did the frequency of IgE-mediated food allergy and reported adverse food reactions, from 12% in the least severe AD group, up to 69% in the most severe AD group.

Epidemiologic studies of food allergy in adults with severe AD are comparatively limited, which may in part be due to the fact that most food allergy is outgrown in children, with the notable exceptions of peanut, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish. In a double-blind, controlled study using an antigen-free formula (Vivasorb) compared with placebo diet in 33 severe AD adults, Munkvad et al. found that food allergy played little role in the etiology of AD in adults because the antigen-free diet did not significantly reduce symptoms. de Maat-Bleeke and Brujinzeel-Koemen also failed to discover a significant role of food allergy in adult AD. However, one study from Japan found that 44% of the 195 adults with AD had positive challenges to foods, although the causative foods listed were uncommon allergens, including chocolate, coffee, and rice. Finally, a recent German study by Worm et al. found that certain adult subjects were sensitized to pollen allergens, and according to those pollen allergens, also sensitized to pollen-associated food allergens; this trend was not frequently found though.

Epidemiology of food allergy in atopic dermatitis

The prevalence of food allergy in patients with AD differs depending on the age of the patient and the severity of AD. Burks et al., using DBPCFCs, diagnosed food allergy in 15 of 46 children (33%) with AD ranging from mild to severe that were referred to allergy or dermatology clinics. In a larger study published 10 years later of 165 children with AD referred to the allergy clinic, Burks and colleagues diagnosed food allergy in 64 children (38.7%) utilizing DBPCFCs. Ascertainment bias could have affected the results of these two studies since many of the patients were referred to an allergist, so Eigenmann et al. addressed this potential bias by evaluating 63 unselected children referred to a university-based dermatologist for assessment of moderate to severe AD. Again OFCs were used as part of the evaluation, and ultimately 23 of 63 (37%; 95% CI, 25–50%) were found to have clinically significant IgE-mediated food hypersensitivity. In an epidemiologic study of IgE-mediated food allergy in 74 Swiss children with AD referred to an allergist or dermatologist, Eigenmann and Calza found that 25 of the 74 children (33.8%) were food allergic using OFCs and other tests. While the above studies did not stratify children by the severity of AD or demonstrate a direct relationship between severity of AD and presence of food allergy, Guillet and Guillet attempted this in a study of 250 children with AD. They found that increased severity of AD and younger age of children directly correlated with the presence of food allergy. Finally, two more studies, neither of which performed OFCs, looked at the prevalence of food allergy in two prospective birth cohorts in Australia. In the first, Hill et al. found a cumulative prevalence of AD of 24%. The contribution of IgE food sensitization to the burden of AD was calculated as an attributable risk percent; this calculation estimated that IgE food sensitization was responsible for 65% and 64% of AD in the at-risk cohort at 6 and 12 months, respectively. In the second study, Hill and Hosking discovered a cumulative prevalence of AD of 28.9%. The association between IgE-mediated food allergy and AD was assessed using only SPT cut-offs and was stratified by groups of AD severity. As the severity of AD increased, so did the frequency of IgE-mediated food allergy and reported adverse food reactions, from 12% in the least severe AD group, up to 69% in the most severe AD group.

Epidemiologic studies of food allergy in adults with severe AD are comparatively limited, which may in part be due to the fact that most food allergy is outgrown in children, with the notable exceptions of peanut, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish. In a double-blind, controlled study using an antigen-free formula (Vivasorb) compared with placebo diet in 33 severe AD adults, Munkvad et al. found that food allergy played little role in the etiology of AD in adults because the antigen-free diet did not significantly reduce symptoms. de Maat-Bleeke and Brujinzeel-Koemen also failed to discover a significant role of food allergy in adult AD. However, one study from Japan found that 44% of the 195 adults with AD had positive challenges to foods, although the causative foods listed were uncommon allergens, including chocolate, coffee, and rice. Finally, a recent German study by Worm et al. found that certain adult subjects were sensitized to pollen allergens, and according to those pollen allergens, also sensitized to pollen-associated food allergens; this trend was not frequently found though.

Diagnosis of food hypersensitivity in patients with atopic dermatitis

General approach

The diagnosis of food allergy (Fig. 9.1) must first begin with a careful medical history since the information gathered will be used to guide the best mode of diagnosis, or it could lead to dismissal of the problem by history alone. In fact, it is well documented in several studies where DBPCFCs were used to diagnose food allergy that only about 40% of patient histories of suspected food-induced allergic reactions could be verified. The history should focus on the food(s) and quantity of food suspected of provoking the reaction, the type of symptoms attributed to food ingestion (acute versus chronic), the timing between ingestion and onset of symptoms, patterns of reactivity, the most recent reaction, and whether other associated activities play a role in inducing symptoms (e.g., exercise, alcohol ingestion). When gathering the history, one must also be aware of other foods eaten at the same time, potentially contaminated foods that may have been packaged on non-dedicated lines, and hidden sources of ingredients.

Once a symptom history is established, the search for a food-related etiology needs to be put in context with the
Examination should focus on detecting other atopic features, such as peanut, tree nuts, and fish in children; and peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish in adults.

Prevalence of 3.7% by late childhood through adulthood [97].

Less than 3 years of age, then decreasing to a steady prevalence that food allergy is implicated as the causative factor. The prevalence of food hypersensitivities is greatest in the first few years of life, affecting about 6% of children less than 3 years of age, then decreasing to a steady prevalence of 3.7% by late childhood through adulthood [97]. Furthermore, although any food could theoretically cause an allergic reaction, a small number of foods account for about 90% of verified food reactions: milk, egg, soy, wheat, peanut, tree nuts, and fish in children; and peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish in adults.

Once a thorough history has been obtained, the physical examination should focus on detecting other atopic features, which are more commonly found in patients with IgE-mediated allergic reactions. After completing the history and physical, the physician should determine whether the patient’s findings implicate a food-induced disorder and whether an IgE-mediated or non-IgE-mediated mechanism is most likely responsible. When food allergy has been identified as the likely cause of symptoms, confirmation of the diagnosis and identification of the implicated food(s) can begin. A number of tools exist that aid in the diagnosis of food allergy. In general, laboratory tests are more useful in delineating the specific foods responsible for IgE-mediated reactions, whereas they are of limited or no value in non-IgE-mediated disorders. Available studies include in vivo tests such as SPT, OFCs, elimination diets, and APTs, and in vitro tests such as quantification of food-specific IgE and the BAT (discussed previously). The utility of these test modalities will be briefly discussed.

**In vivo and in vitro laboratory testing**

SPTs are commonly used to screen patients with suspected IgE-mediated food reactions. When an SPT is positive, it indicates the possible association between the food tested and the patient’s reactivity to that food because the positive predictive accuracies of SPTs are less than 50% compared to DBPCFCs. However, a positive SPT may be considered diagnostic in patients who have experienced a systemic anaphylactic reaction to an isolated food. On the other hand, negative responses virtually exclude the possibility of an IgE-mediated reaction because their negative predictive value (NPV) exceeds 95% [98]. The accuracy of SPTs varies depending on which food antigen is being studied, the quality of the food extract, and the technical skills of the tester. As a result of a study by Bock et al. [99], intradermal skin tests (ISTs) to food extracts were found to have no positive advantage over SPTs, and it was concluded that the increased sensitivity of ISTs would lead to even more false-positive tests than seen with the prick technique [100]. Fresh food skin prick tests (FFSPTs) may be performed because some commercially prepared extracts frequently lack the labile proteins that are responsible for IgE-mediated sensitivity to many fruits and vegetables because they are degraded or lose allergenicity during extract preparation [101]. Negative SPTs with commercially available extracts that contradict a convincing history of a food-induced allergic reaction should be repeated with the fresh food before concluding that food-specific IgE is absent [102].

Another way to identify food-specific IgE that is more widely available to the general practitioner is the CAP-System fluorescent-enzyme immunoassay (FEIA), although the sensitivity is slightly less than SPTs. The development of the CAP-System FEIA allowed better quantitation of food-specific IgE antibodies, which have been shown in key studies to be more predictive of symptomatic IgE-mediated food hypersensitivity. In a retrospective study on 196 children
and adolescents (mean age 5.2 years) with AD. Sampson and Ho [71] compared the food-specific IgE levels with the results of DBPCFCs and found that concentrations of 6 kU/l or greater for egg, 32 kU/l or greater for CM, 15 kU/l or greater for peanut, and 20 kU/l or greater for codfish were 95% predictive of an allergic reaction. Therefore, a patient with a food-specific IgE level greater than the 95% positive predictive value (PPV) could be considered reactive and an OFC would not be warranted. If, however, the food-specific IgE level was less than the 95% PPV, a patient may be reactive but would need an OFC to confirm the diagnosis. There are several caveats with this study that affect its use in the general population: first, all patients had AD, and these patients tend to have higher IgE levels; and second, this group of patients had a much higher prevalence of food allergy than is seen in most populations. Because of these factors, Sampson performed a prospective study of 100 children (median age 3.8 years) not selected for AD (only 61% had this disorder) with similar results except the 95% PPV cut-off was lower for milk at 15 kU/l [100].

APTs have been proposed as a mode of diagnosis of non-IgE-mediated food allergy and in identifying allergens in delayed-onset IgE-mediated clinical reactions. A number of investigators have examined the use of the APTs in addition to SPTs and food-specific IgE levels by CAP-System FEIA for the diagnosis of non-IgE-mediated food allergy, primarily in patients with AD. Roehr et al. [103] performed 173 challenges in 98 patients with AD and used APTs, SPTs, and food-specific IgE levels to CM, egg, soy, and wheat to see if the combination of a positive APT result plus a positive food-specific IgE level, a positive SPT, or both would make DBPCFCs unnecessary. Positive APT results alone correlated with high PPVs for CM (95%), hen’s egg (94%), and wheat (94%), but with only a 50% PPV for soy (only 4 children reacted to soy). Combining the APT with proof of specific IgE for CM (>0.35 kU/l) and for egg (>17.5 kU/l) increased the PPVs to 100%, thus making DBPCFCs superfluous. Adding SPTs to the other two tests did not further improve results. More recent studies [104,105], however, have not been able to duplicate the results from Roehr and colleagues, finding that APTs had poor reliability, added only minimal predictive value, and were inferior to DBPCFCs in evaluation of food allergy. In a recent review of literature on APT since 2004, Turjanmaa [106] stated there is accumulating evidence that a small subset of patients with AD shows positive APTs when specific IgE to the same allergen is negative, but that is because the APT lacks standardization and until the methodology improves, the specificity, sensitivity, and PPVs and NPVs cannot be calculated properly.

One must be extremely careful in interpreting tests for food-specific IgE antibodies as clinical errors occur when the above tests are overinterpreted or various limitations are not fully appreciated, such as not considering the medical history, epidemiology of food allergy (causal foods, cross-reactivity, and age), and specific test limitations (sensitivity, specificity, technique, and reagents). One must also appreciate that the results from studies like Sampson’s [71,100] and others may not be applicable beyond the specific food, the test studied, and the characteristics of the study population (e.g., children). Another common pitfall is the assumption that a negative test result indicates a lack of allergy, which was noted by Sampson [100] and has been shown numerous times not to be the case [107].

**Elimination diets and oral food challenges**

The purpose of an elimination diet is to determine if a patient’s symptoms will resolve when foods are restricted from the diet. Once certain foods are suspected of being responsible for a food-induced allergic disorder, an elimination diet is started as an attempt to support the diagnosis. If a patient’s symptoms persist despite a very strict avoidance diet, it is unlikely that the food accounts for the patient’s complaints [108]. The type of diet chosen will depend on the clinical presentation being evaluated and the results of IgE antibody tests. Elimination of one or more foods may be the obvious course of action and therapeutic in the case of an acute reaction to a food and the presence of a positive test for IgE to that food. It may also be especially helpful in evaluating infants who are on a very limited diet. In an oligoantigenic diet, a large number of foods suspected to cause chronic problems are removed, and the patient is given a list of allowed foods. This type of diet is useful for evaluation of chronic disorders such as AD. In the most extreme diet, the elemental diet, a hydrolyzed formula provides all the nutrition. This diet may be necessary when the other diets mentioned above have failed, but the suspicion for food-related illness remains high. If a patient’s symptoms do not disappear on an elemental diet, then it is very unlikely that ingested substances are the problem [108,109].

If symptoms resolve on an elimination diet, some form of OFC is generally warranted, especially in chronic disorders such as AD. OFCs are performed by feeding suspected foods in gradually increasing amounts over hours or days under the supervision of a physician. OFCs can be done openly, single-blind, or double-blind and placebo-controlled. The DBPCFC is considered to be the “gold standard” for the diagnosis of food allergy, and it is the least prone to bias and confounding factors [71,109]. OFCs can be used to assess any kind of adverse response to foods. If an elimination diet did not alleviate symptoms and suspicion is still high for a food-related cause, then the OFC may be needed to resolve the issue. For non-IgE-mediated reactions, OFCs are often the only means of diagnosis [110].

The decision to perform OFCs should not be taken lightly as severe anaphylactic reactions can occur, and they are time consuming, cost intensive, and stressful to the patient and families. In the patient with a convincing history of anaphylaxis and a positive test for specific IgE to the causal
food, an OFC is generally not needed as it places patients at risk for severe reactions [110]. Given the risk of anaphylaxis during an OFC, the physician must be comfortable with a potential severe reaction and be prepared to treat it with emergency medications and equipment. As a general rule, challenges should not be done at home [110]. OFCs are usually done in a graded fashion with dose increases every 15–60 minutes and a period of observation once the OFC is finished. If a patient has tolerated all the food in the challenge, then clinical reactivity has generally been ruled out in that a negative OFC has a high NPV [111]. However, for blinded challenges, all negative challenges should be confirmed by an open feeding of the suspected food made in its commonly prepared state and served in normal meal-size quantities under medical supervision to exclude the rare false-negative challenge response [108].

**Management**

In addition to the medical management of AD using hydration therapy and moisturizers, topical corticosteroids, topical calcineurin inhibitors, antibiotics for secondary bacterial infections, and environmental avoidance of triggers, the only currently available treatments for food allergy are strict dietary elimination of the causative food(s) and being prepared to treat a potential reaction after accidental ingestion. The complete elimination of food proteins, though, is not an easy task, and lack of complete elimination can lead to puzzling results during dietary elimination. Therefore, with any of these diets, specific information needs to be reviewed carefully to ensure adherence, as it is common for patients to make errors. For example, eliminating egg from someone’s diet means reading labels for key words such as ovalbumin, lysozyme, and globulin. However, reading labels on US food products has become an easier task since the implementation in January 2006 of the Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act of 2004, which requires clear labels for the major food allergens (milk, egg, soy, wheat, peanut, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish). Contamination of the food being eliminated and hidden ingredients in non-labeled products such as in restaurants can still be issues that hinder strict avoidance. Organizations such as the Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network (http://www.foodallergy.org) may provide assistance for patients. When multiple foods are eliminated from the diet, it may also be necessary to consult the aid of a nutritionist to maintain a balanced diet.

Unfortunately, despite all the above precautions, accidental ingestions of known allergenic foods are relatively common. Therefore, patients, family members, and other caregivers must have an emergency action plan in place for such occasions. This plan includes readily available injectable epinephrine, oral antihistamines such as diphenhydramine, bronchodilators, and knowledge of when to seek urgent medical attention. Patients that have had prior severe reactions, those with underlying asthma, and patients allergic to peanut, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish may be more at risk for acute, severe, or even fatal food-induced anaphylactic reactions [112]. Prompt administration of epinephrine at the initial signs of a severe reaction needs to be emphasized because reports of fatal and near-fatal reactions have been associated with delayed epinephrine use [112]. Follow-up after accidental ingestions is important to review circumstances surrounding the reaction and review the effectiveness of food allergy action plan. Routine follow-up to assess growth and nutrition and to retest for progression or possible resolution of food allergy is crucial as well.

**Natural history of food hypersensitivity**

Fortunately most children with food-induced eczema will lose or “outgrow” their allergies to milk, egg, soy, and wheat [113], and this usually corresponds to the resolution or improvement of their AD [46]. However, patients allergic to peanut, tree nuts, fish, or shellfish are much less likely to lose their clinical reactivity: only approximately 20% of children who have had a reaction to peanut early as a child may outgrow their peanut sensitivity [114,115], while only about approximately 10% may outgrow tree nut allergy [116]. From the Sampson and Scanlon study on the natural history of food allergy in AD [41], about one-third of children outgrew their clinical reactivity over 1–3 years with strict compliance to the elimination diet, which was believed to have helped in speedier resolution. Three factors emerged to be most important in determining the likelihood of patients losing clinical reactivity: (1) the specific food(s) to which the patient was allergic, meaning that patients allergic to milk, egg, soy, or wheat were much more likely to outgrow these allergies than those with peanut, tree nut, fish, or shellfish allergies; (2) the food-specific IgE level, that is, the higher the level of food-specific IgE, the less likely clinical tolerance will develop in subsequent years; and (3) the degree of strict adherence to the diet, that is, patients who continued to ingest small amounts of food allergen or had frequent accidental ingestions were less likely to develop clinical tolerance.

Clinical tolerance is acquired more quickly, though, than the loss of food-specific IgE measured by SPT or in vitro allergen-specific IgE testing [41,117], as they can remain positive for many years after the food has been reintroduced into the diet. Therefore, it is important to follow patients with food allergy regularly with intermittent OFCs when appropriate to determine if food allergy persists. Although food allergy and AD may resolve, many of these infants and children often go on to develop allergic rhinitis and/or asthma [7,8]. In one study, approximately 90% of children with egg-specific IgE and AD developed respiratory allergies and asthma [118].
Conclusions
The triggers associated with disease pathogenesis and clinical symptoms in patients with AD are numerous. Early in life, the role of allergens, especially food allergens, is clearly important. A careful history with appropriate diagnostic testing coupled with a comprehensive treatment program can alter the disease and life for patients with AD and food hypersensitivity.
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IgE- and non-IgE-mediated reactions of the skin exclusive of eczema usually present as urticaria and/or angioedema. This heterogeneous group of disorders is often classified by duration and trigger factors. A classification based on clinical grounds and by trigger factors is convenient, but with inherent inconsistencies (Fig. 10.1). The distinction between acute and chronic urticaria is arbitrarily chosen and the duration of acute urticaria is normally limited to 6 weeks [1]. Classification of the many instances of recurrent acute attacks is difficult in cases of food-associated urticaria. Elicitation of wheals by direct contact between immunological or non-immunological stimuli, known as contact urticaria, is an important disease entity and is characterized by wheals confined to the area of contact. In contrast, wheals may erupt anywhere on the skin in the other types of acute urticaria [1,2].

Chronic urticaria can be further subdivided into primary urticaria and urticaria associated with disease (thyroid diseases, infection, or syndromes such as Schnitzler’s or Muckle–Wells) [1,3,4]. Primary chronic urticarias are further classified into physical urticarias, which are elicited by factors such as cold, pressure, heat, ultraviolet light; autoimmune urticaria, in which antibodies against IgE or against the FcεR1 receptor on the mast cell (MC) are present [5]; and chronic idiopathic urticaria (CIU) (Fig. 10.1). The term “idiopathic” has, however, been left out in the new classifications [1]. This classification is suitable from a clinical point of view, because the physical urticarias are rarely associated with any other disease (including food allergy), thus extensive investigations are rarely needed [1,6]. It is, however, important to emphasize that physical urticaria and CIU often occur in the same patient [7–9].

An urticarial wheal is present on the skin for less than 24 hours. If it persists longer, urticarial vasculitis, which rarely has an allergic etiology, must be suspected [8]. Diseases such as urticaria pigmentosa, a cutaneous form of mastocytosis, are usually not associated with an IgE-dependent mechanism.

Angioedema is a variant of urticaria in which mainly the subcutaneous tissues, rather than the dermis, are involved. The same situation with multiple etiologies and lack of a precise diagnosis that applies to chronic urticarias also applies to angioedema [10], with the exception of a hereditary form that accounts for about 1% of all angioedema.
cases without concomitant urticaria. In this form, the pathological basis is a deficiency of the complement C1 esterase inhibitor. This disease is not associated with allergy [11].

Pathophysiology

Skin biopsies of urticarial wheals reveal only sparse pathological findings. The number of MCs is within the normal range and by light microscopy usually only vascular and lymphatic dilation are found. There is a variable perivascular cellular infiltrate consisting of lymphocytes, monocytes, neutrophils, and eosinophils.

The cutaneous MC is central to the pathophysiology of urticaria and angioedema. These cells may be activated by both immunological and non-immunological stimuli. Interestingly, using a microdialysis technique, histamine release has been found to be confined to the wheal area; no histamine was found in the surrounding flare area [12].

Acute urticaria

The most common cause of acute urticaria is infection, especially in infants and children [13]. In food allergy, acute urticaria is normally present together with symptoms and signs from other sites, such as the respiratory or gastrointestinal (GI) tract [14]. As can be seen in Table 10.1, urticaria is elicited by challenge in about 14% of the challenges that have been reported. Although data on the exact incidence of type I food allergy in the population are not available, a reported prevalence of 7–10% in children [14] suggests that the incidence of acute food-dependent urticaria is about 1–2% in children.

Food additives can elicit acute urticaria in children, as was demonstrated by double-blind challenge with colorants and other additives. In two trials, the incidence of acute urticaria in children attending a pediatric allergy clinic was found to be 1–2% [15,16].

Acute urticaria as the only sign of a food allergy is unusual. In rare cases, monosymptomatic acute urticaria can be elicited by skin prick test (SPT) in highly sensitive patients, especially with non-standardized extracts (Fig. 10.2(a, b)). A 31-year-old female with known allergy to Brazil nut and no history of urticaria experienced generalized urticaria requiring treatment with antihistamines and glucocorticoid during skin testing with Brazil nut and other nuts. From a stochiometric point of view, the total dose in this case of absorbed allergens would be <1 ng.

The mechanisms underlying elicitation of non-localized urticarial wheals on the skin immediately after oral challenge with non-tolerated foods remain obscure. Wheals often develop within less than 1–2 minutes after ingestion of the food. Thus, direct contact between absorbed proteins (via the bloodstream) from the food and IgE on the MC in the skin is very rapid or there are ancillary mechanisms.

Urticaria may develop anywhere on the skin, but special attention should be paid to itching of the palms and soles, where wheals are often difficult to see because of the tightly bound epidermis. This sign may be a special warning signal for subsequent development of systemic anaphylaxis [17].

Contact urticaria

In contact urticaria, an immediate wheal and flare response develops upon topical application of a substance to the skin. The substances involved are numerous and may be chemically defined molecules such as cinnamic acid, benzoic acid, or parabens; or chemically undefined, as are found in arthropods, plants, spices, fruits, or fish [18].

Contact urticaria can be subdivided into immunological and non-immunological contact urticaria [2,18]. In immunological contact urticaria, wheals are elicited by direct contact with proteins to which the patient is sensitized; for example, on the hands of a latex-sensitive patient wearing latex gloves, or periorally in a food-allergic infant. This condition should not be confused with non-immunological perioral contact urticaria elicited by sorbic acid and ascorbic acids in tomatoes and citrus fruits [2]. This generally harmless phenomenon, which reportedly rarely is followed by a systemic reaction, is often misinterpreted by parents and physicians as an allergic reaction. Unnecessary avoidance of the offending food can result. True allergic contact urticaria can proceed to a systemic reaction. Therefore, a thorough diagnostic work-up to rule out or demonstrate involvement of the immune system is important so that the patient (or most often the parents) is properly informed.

Contact urticaria to foods is also common in cooks and food handlers [19]. A characteristic feature in these patients is that, although skin contact with the foods such as fish or meat may cause wheals, oral intake of the same food is often tolerated [20].

In the vast majority of patients, contact dermatitis (an immunological type IV reaction in the skin) is due to sensitization to small molecules such as nickel. Additionally, protein contact dermatitis may be seen, especially in food handlers, where allergic hand eczema may develop over 2–3 days of contact between the skin and the food in question [19].

Treatment of immunological contact urticaria is avoidance, because a systemic reaction may follow the localized reaction. Non-immunological contact urticaria normally is harmless and may be thus prevented, for example, by application of an ointment around the mouth of an infant prior to feeding.

Chronic urticaria

Although there is little doubt that acute urticaria in food-allergic patients belongs to the Th2-related diseases, new data point toward chronic urticarias belonging to the Th17 diseases [6].
Table 10.1 Incidence of acute urticaria in food allergy; urticaria reactions to food and additives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Number of studies (OFC/SBFC/DBPCFC)</th>
<th>Number of patients reacting with urticaria</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cow's milk</td>
<td>18/1/52</td>
<td>339 of 2061</td>
<td>[21–83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
<td>15/1/19</td>
<td>150 of 639</td>
<td>[25,33,49–51,55,60,62–64,69–71,76,83,87,90,93,96–106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additives</td>
<td>4/2/2</td>
<td>47 of 226</td>
<td>[15,107–118]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard</td>
<td>0/2/1</td>
<td>36 of 102</td>
<td>[55,111,120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cod fish</td>
<td>0/1/7</td>
<td>21 of 188</td>
<td>[43–45,47,49–51,55,60,61,63,64,69,72,76,77,81,87,121–124]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>6/1/33</td>
<td>19 of 283</td>
<td>[24,35,40–42,44–51,55,60,61,63–67,70,72,76,77,80,93,104,105,125–131]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat’s milk</td>
<td>0/1/1</td>
<td>15 of 27</td>
<td>[29,55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiwi</td>
<td>2/1/3</td>
<td>9 of 112</td>
<td>[55,105,132–135]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesame seeds</td>
<td>2/1/1</td>
<td>6 of 51</td>
<td>[46,136–138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy</td>
<td>6/1/23</td>
<td>5 of 281</td>
<td>[23,25,35,43–51,55,60,62,64–67,69,70,76,77,80,87,92,139–141]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelnut</td>
<td>3/1/5</td>
<td>5 of 179</td>
<td>[24,55,61,69,87,99,142–145]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cashew</td>
<td>1/0/2</td>
<td>5 of 14</td>
<td>[25,44,146]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple</td>
<td>8/1/3</td>
<td>3 of 185</td>
<td>[55,70,98,104,148–152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>4/0/3</td>
<td>3 of 49</td>
<td>[61,65,70,80,99,104,133]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery</td>
<td>5/0/6</td>
<td>3 of 44</td>
<td>[87,93,99,105,153,154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrimp</td>
<td>1/1/6</td>
<td>2 of 33</td>
<td>[38,44,55,69,83,90,93,155]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potato</td>
<td>4/0/3</td>
<td>2 of 16</td>
<td>[24,64,65,77,99,156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlic</td>
<td>3/0/1</td>
<td>2 of 4</td>
<td>[24,87,105,157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pea</td>
<td>2/1/3</td>
<td>1 of 46</td>
<td>[55,63,69,92,156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>3/0/4</td>
<td>1 of 35</td>
<td>[70,72,129,131,156,158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut</td>
<td>3/0/0</td>
<td>1 of 6</td>
<td>[99,105,159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pineapple</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td>1 of 1</td>
<td>[83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almond</td>
<td>2/1/1</td>
<td>0 of 36</td>
<td>[55,104,105,151]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apricot</td>
<td>2/0/1</td>
<td>0 of 12</td>
<td>[105,151,160]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avocado</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 1</td>
<td>[156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
<td>2/1/1</td>
<td>0 of 6</td>
<td>[40,55,69,156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley</td>
<td>1/0/2</td>
<td>0 of 9</td>
<td>[45,80,129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bean</td>
<td>2/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 2</td>
<td>[105,156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>2/1/4</td>
<td>0 of 30</td>
<td>[44,51,63,77,80,161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beer</td>
<td>0/0/1</td>
<td>0 of 1</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrot</td>
<td>3/0/2</td>
<td>0 of 14</td>
<td>[90,99,104,105,156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrus</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 10</td>
<td>[124]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coconut</td>
<td>0/0/1</td>
<td>0 of 1</td>
<td>[38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fennel</td>
<td>2/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 5</td>
<td>[99,105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenugreek</td>
<td>2/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 5</td>
<td>[162]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamb</td>
<td>2/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 7</td>
<td>[156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentil</td>
<td>0/1/1</td>
<td>0 of 7</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 1</td>
<td>[154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupinflour</td>
<td>0/1/0</td>
<td>0 of 7</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melon</td>
<td>1/0/1</td>
<td>0 of 18</td>
<td>[99,163]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oat</td>
<td>0/0/3</td>
<td>0 of 8</td>
<td>[38,45,129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onion</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 1</td>
<td>[105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peach</td>
<td>3/0/2</td>
<td>0 of 101</td>
<td>[99,151]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plum</td>
<td>1/0/1</td>
<td>0 of 12</td>
<td>[151,160]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pork</td>
<td>3/1/1</td>
<td>0 of 25</td>
<td>[38,55,77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>1/0/1</td>
<td>0 of 1</td>
<td>[156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>2/1/2</td>
<td>0 of 11</td>
<td>[24,80,129,156,164]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rye</td>
<td>1/0/5</td>
<td>0 of 9</td>
<td>[41,63,69,87,129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry</td>
<td>1/0/1</td>
<td>0 of 23</td>
<td>[105,151]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower</td>
<td>1/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 25</td>
<td>[104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomato</td>
<td>5/0/3</td>
<td>0 of 25</td>
<td>[24,38,65,80,99,104,105,165]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>0/0/0</td>
<td>0 of 1</td>
<td>[69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla</td>
<td>0/1/0</td>
<td>0 of 4</td>
<td>[55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeast</td>
<td>0/0/1</td>
<td>0 of 1</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zucchini</td>
<td>0/0/2</td>
<td>0 of 5</td>
<td>[69,166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>136/25/256</td>
<td>905 of 6497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average number of patients demonstrating urticaria upon challenge is 13.9%.
According to Greaves [5], food additives are causative in less than 5% of the cases of chronic urticaria seen in his clinic. Therefore, most of the chronic urticarias (and all of the purely physical urticarias) seem not to be associated with hypersensitivity to foods or additives. In a study in children, foods were incriminated in 4% of the cases, whereas additives were thought to be involved in only 2.6% of the cases [167]. In contrast, Henz and Zuberbier [168] believe most chronic urticaria to be food dependent and not idiopathic. On a diet eliminating preservatives, dyes, and natural “pseudo-allergens,” 73% of their adult patients experienced remission over a period of 6 months, compared to a 24% spontaneous remission rate. Subsequent double-blind challenges revealed that 18% of the patients reacted to dyes and preservatives, whereas 71% reacted to pureed tomatoes. In a subsequent study, Zuberbier [169] concluded that low molecular weight substances (salicylate, histamine, aldehydes, and ketones) were responsible for the reactions. Abnormal histamine metabolism has been described in chronic urticaria, but the nature of the abnormality remains to be clearly elucidated [170]. Ehlers [171] reported about the same percentage (75%) of reactors to additives in children.

The discrepancies between the reported incidences are too large to be attributed to differences in patient populations, although at present no epidemiological studies on the actual incidence of urticarias in different populations exist. Differences in patient selection criteria may play a central role.

More well-controlled epidemiological trials focusing on food additives and chronic urticaria are needed to establish their role in the disease. Currently the question is unresolved. Therefore, a diet omitting additives may be worth trying in severe cases of chronic urticaria unresponsive to conventional antihistamine therapy. No data exists on a possible relationship between additive-dependent and autoimmune urticaria.

Although aspirin is degraded to salicylates in plasma and aspirin may augment some food-allergic reactions [172], no conclusive data demonstrating a role for salicylates in adverse reactions to foods exists. Aspirin-intolerant asthmatics tolerate salicylate in high amounts, so at least in these patients, it is not likely that the salicylate component is involved [173].

**Treatment**

Once the diagnosis of a food-dependent urticaria is established, the only available preventative treatment is avoidance of the food or additive in question. Food-dependent acute urticaria can often be effectively treated with antihistamines, but these drugs should be used with caution in food-allergic patients because they also block the warning signs preceding a systemic reaction. The oral allergy syndrome (OAS), which most often is the initial warning sign, is prevented by prior intake of antihistamines [174] and careful instruction of the patient is necessary.

**Conclusions**

Acute urticaria is a frequent part of the symptoms and signs elicited in food-allergic patients. Contact urticaria can also be attributed to direct contact with foods, but the distinction between an immunological and a non-immunological contact urticaria is important.

The role of food hypersensitivity in chronic urticarias remains unsettled. In severe cases, a trial diet avoiding additives may be considered; but it is our view that, although we frequently use such a diet in the diagnostic workup in our patients, we rarely see a clear-cut response to an additive-free diet.
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The first report of hypersensitivity to fruits and vegetables in patients with pollinosis occurred in 1942 when Tuft et al. described four individuals with hay fever who experienced localized symptoms with fresh fruits and vegetables [1]. In 1970, the observation that ragweed allergy was commonly associated with allergy to melon and banana was described [2]. Ragweed-allergic patients experienced immediate oral symptoms after eating melons or bananas. There were no reports of anaphylaxis and none of the non-pollinosis patients reported symptoms with these fruits. Soon after, similar associations were reported for birch pollen and apple allergy [3] as well as for celery and mugwort allergy [4]. These pollen–fruit–vegetable associations have similar characteristics of localized oropharyngeal symptoms following the ingestion of fresh plant-derived products.

The term oral allergy syndrome (OAS) has been used to describe such symptoms with ingestion of fresh fruits and vegetables in pollinosis patients. This is an IgE-mediated allergy that is generally due to cross-reacting, homologous proteins found in the food proteins and pollens [5]. Since conserved proteins are widely expressed throughout the plant kingdom, it is not surprising that homologous proteins are being identified in a growing number of plant-derived foods. In fact, cross-reactivities between fruits and vegetables and pollens have been increasingly reported in recent years, coincident with the increased prevalence of allergic rhinitis. There has been tremendous progress in the characterization of these proteins in the last two decades leading to a better understanding of these cross-reacting allergens.

**Epidemiology**

OAS is the most common form of food allergy in adults, with more than half of food-allergic individuals reporting oropharyngeal symptoms to fresh fruits and vegetables [6,7]. Recently, a study of an unselected adult population in Denmark revealed that 10% of adults have both allergic rhinitis and OAS [8]. Among individuals with allergic rhinitis, the prevalence of OAS ranges from 30% to 70% depending on location, likely due to differences in pollens and dietary habits [8–10]. Osterballe et al. [8] found that a higher probability of clinical allergy to plant-derived foods occurs in individuals who have sensitization to multiple pollens (birch, grass, and/or mugwort). Fewer studies have reported the prevalence of OAS in children. However, it appears relatively common in the pediatric population, with 29% of Italian children with allergic rhinitis to grass reporting food allergy symptoms [11].

In addition to regional variations in prevalence, different foods are responsible for OAS in different locations. In a study of 274 adults in England who were allergic to at least one pollen (birch, grass, and/or mugwort), 34% were sensitive to apple, 25% to potato, 23% to carrot, 23% to celery, 22% to peach, and 16% to melon [9]. In contrast, OAS was most commonly due to hazelnut, kiwi, apple (Golden
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**KEY CONCEPTS**

- Oral allergy syndrome is a subset of plant cross-reactivity syndromes.
- Pollen–fruit syndrome explains the relationship between allergic rhinitis and certain fruit allergies through homologous proteins in the plant kingdom.
- Wide regional variability exists in plant cross-reactivity syndromes.
- The diagnosis of plant cross-reactivity syndrome is currently suboptimal, as in vivo and in vitro tests are poor predictors of clinical reactivity.
- The management of plant cross-reactivity syndromes currently relies on food avoidance, but may evolve to include immunotherapy in the future.
Delicious), and celery root in Italy [8]. Pollen-allergic adults in Sweden most often reported symptoms with hazelnut, apple, tomato, carrot, and peanut [12]. In Spain, peach is the most common fruit which causes allergy [13].

Regional differences also exist in the patterns of associations. Patients with allergy to apple, but not birch, have not been reported in northern and middle Europe, but are usually seen in Spain [14]. In Spain, Rosaceae fruit allergy is instead associated with grass allergy [15]. Different patterns of kiwi allergen recognition are evident in different parts of Europe as well [16]. Kiwi is associated with grass pollen allergy in Italy, but with birch pollen allergy in Spain [11]. New sensitizations have also been reported when people are exposed to new environments. Two patients who tolerated jackfruit in the Philippines, a birch-free environment, reportedly reacted to jackfruit when they were sensitized to birch in Switzerland [17]. This highlights the role of regional exposures on the development of cross-sensitization.

**Clinical features**

OAS is an IgE-mediated allergy that is generally mild. It is a contact allergy resulting in local symptoms such as lip/mouth pruritus, swelling, hoarseness, papulae, and in rare cases, blisters [14]. The onset of symptoms is rapid, with most symptoms appearing within 5 minutes of exposure to the food [18]. However, symptoms may be delayed, appearing after 30 minutes in 7% of cases [18]. The degree of clinical reactivity has seasonal variations; birch pollen-allergic individuals were shown to have higher symptom scores to apple during the birch pollen season [19]. This may be due to upregulation of birch pollen allergens (Bet v 1 and 2) in pollen during maturation [20].

Symptoms can occur outside the oropharynx as well (Table 11.1). In a study of 706 patients with plant food allergy, 13.6% had extra-oral gastrointestinal symptoms, 13.9% reported laryngeal edema, and 2.1% of individuals experienced anaphylaxis [21]. However, only 71% of these patients had evidence of allergic rhinitis, as this study selected for patients with plant food allergy, not OAS. Since symptoms can extend beyond the oropharyngeal area and symptoms are elicited from cross-reactive proteins between pollens and foods, the more inclusive term pollen–food syndrome (PFS) may be more appropriate.

**Molecular basis/pathogenesis**

IgE-mediated food allergies can be classified according to the route of sensitization [22]. Class I allergy is due to sensitization via the gastrointestinal tract, whereas class II allergy indicates that the primary allergic sensitization is to inhalant allergens. Class I allergy often presents in childhood, while class II allergy is more commonly observed in adults. Complete food allergens, which have the ability to both sensitize and elicit symptoms, induce class I allergy. In contrast, class II allergy is a result of incomplete food allergens, which cannot cause sensitization, but can elicit symptoms because of cross-reactivity to the homologous sensitizer [23]. PFS is classified as class II allergy, since the pollen allergens are the sensitizers and homologous proteins in plant-derived foods elicit symptoms. These food allergens are generally heat labile and susceptible to gastric digestion, thus inducing symptoms limited to the oropharynx.

There are several hypotheses explaining the localized symptoms present in PFS. Amlot et al. proposed that the local oral symptoms occur because there is a high concentration of mast cells in oropharyngeal mucosa [5]. Local symptoms may also be due to a high concentration of allergens in the oral mucosa that are rapidly released when in contact with saliva [14]. Alternatively, high concentrations of T-cells in the oropharyngeal lymphoid tissue can have food-specific T-cell responses since cross-reactivity has been found at the T-cell level [24,25].

**Table 11.1 Symptoms of pollen–food syndrome**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oropharyngeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lip/mouth swelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lip/mouth pruritus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoarseness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papulae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laryngeal edema</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systemic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cutaneous – urticaria/angioedema, atopic dermatitis flare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhinitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conjunctivitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheezing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal symptoms – abdominal pain/cramps, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Allergens**

A variety of plant proteins have been identified to play a role in food allergy. These include pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins, proteinase and α-amylase inhibitors, peroxidases, profilins, seed storage proteins, thiol proteases, and lectins [26]. Many of these are distributed throughout the plant kingdom, accounting for the extensive IgE cross-reactivity between taxonomically unrelated plant foods.

Several plant allergens belong to the PR protein family. These are plant defense proteins that are expressed in response to stress from the environment, chemicals, or infection [27]. IgE to the major birch pollen, Bet v 1, cross-reacts with homologous plant food allergens belonging to the PR-10 protein family. Symptoms are often mild, due to the heat liability of these Bet v 1-related proteins [28,29]. The most common fruits causing symptoms in Bet v 1-allergic
individuals include members of the order Rosaceae, such as apple, pear, cherry, and apricot (Table 11.2). Homologous proteins are also found in celery, carrot, hazelnut, soy, and peanut.

Profilin is another family of allergens involved in many cross-reactivities between pollens and plant foods (Table 11.2) [22]. They are small (12–15 kDa) proteins that bind actin and have an important role regulating the cytoskeleton. Profilins also are sensitive to heat and gastric digestion [30]. The first profilin identified was a minor birch pollen protein, Bet v 2 [31]. Patients with pollinosis and plant food allergy have a high frequency of IgE reactivity to Bet v 2. Patients sensitized to Bet v 2 also had reactivity to latex, grass, olive tree, and mugwort pollens, suggesting that reactivity to Bet v 2 may be a marker for broad aeroallergen sensitization [32]. Wensing et al. [33] similarly reported that profilin is responsible for a broader spectrum of cross-reactivity than Bet v 1. The authors found that those sensitized to both Bet v 1 and profilin had significantly more specific IgE to foods than those sensitized only to Bet v 1. However, this broad sensitization was not always correlated with clinical reactivity. Therefore, the clinical role for profilin remains unclear, since sensitization to profilin is rarely associated with clinical symptoms [34].

A group of high molecular weight allergens (45–60 kDa) has recently been identified in various pollen and foods [35]. These are highly cross-reactive IgE-binding structures, and have been named cross-reactive carbohydrate determinants (CCDs) [35]. They are ubiquitous in pollen and plant-derived foods and have also been identified in hymenoptera venom [35]. Thirty to forty percent of pollen-allergic individuals have evidence of IgE against CCDs. CCDs exhibit broad in vitro cross-reactivity [36] and are heat stable [37]. Their immunological activity was demonstrated by Foetisch et al. [38] who showed that the tomato glycoprotein, β-fructofuranosidase, could induce histamine release when basophils were sensitized by serum from tomato-allergic patients. However, the role of CCDs in PFS remains uncertain as the in vivo relevance has not been demonstrated.

### Pollen–food syndromes

#### Birch–fruit–vegetable syndrome

Foods belonging to the order Rosaceae, which include apple, pear, peach, and almond, most commonly cause symptoms in birch-allergic patients. Bet v 1, the major birch tree allergen, accounts for most of this cross-reactivity [39]. The prevalence birch–fruit syndrome is variable depending on geographic location. A US study reported that 75.9% of birch pollen-allergic patients had clinical symptoms with apple [40]. Lower rates have been reported in Europe, with 34% of birch pollen patients in Denmark reporting symptoms to apple [3], and 9% of birch pollen patients in Italy having symptoms following ingestion of apple [8].

The primary sensitization in birch–fruit syndrome is to birch pollen, and the symptoms elicited by foods is a secondary phenomenon [20]. A Bet v 1 homolog was identified in apple in 1991 (Mal d 1) [40]. Other Bet v 1 homologs have subsequently been identified in various fruits and vegetables, including celery, pear, carrot, apricot, cherry, and hazelnut (Table 11.2) [26]. There is a high degree of homology between Bet v 1 and the plant food allergens. Bet v 1 and Mal d 1 share 64.5% sequence homology [14], and Cor a 1 (hazelnut) is 72% homologous with Bet v 1 [28]. Bet v 1-related proteins have also been identified in peanut [29] and soy [41].

#### Celery–birch–mugwort–spice syndrome

Celery has been found to have cross-reactivity with both birch and mugwort pollens. In areas where birch trees are prevalent, celery allergy is due to Bet v 1 homologs. However, celery allergy does exist in birch-free areas; in these cases, mugwort pollen allergens may be the primary
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**Table 11.2** List of allergens mentioned in this chapter (scientific names in parenthesis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bet v 1 homologs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apple (Mal d 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apricot (Pru ar 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrot (Dau c 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery (Api g 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry (Pru av 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelnut (Cor a 1.04)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackfruit (Art i)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut (Ara h 8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pear (Pyr c 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy (Gly m 4)</td>
<td>(starvation-associated message 22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry (Fra a 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Profilin**

| Almond (Pru du 4)         |  |
| Apple (Mal d 4)           |  |
| Banana (Mus xp 1)         |  |
| Bell pepper (Cap a 2)     |  |
| Birch (Bet v 2)           |  |
| Carrot (Dau c 4)          |  |
| Celery (Api g 4)          |  |
| Hazelnut (Cor a 2)        |  |
| Latex (Hev b 8)           |  |
| Melon (Cuc m 2)           |  |
| Mugwort (Art v 4)         |  |
| Peach (Pru p 4)           |  |
| Ragweed (Amb a 8)         |  |
| Soy (Gly m 3)             |  |
| Strawberry (Fra a 4)      |  |
| Timothy grass (Phl p 12)  |  |
| Tomato (Lyc e 1)          |  |

Adapted from the International Union of Immunological Societies (IUIS) List of Allergens. A complete list can be found at www.allergen.org.
sensitizer [22]. Wuthrich et al. [42] reported that patients with celery–birch allergy had negative or low specific IgE to cooked and uncooked celery. In contrast, patients with celery–mugwort association had positive IgE to cooked and uncooked celery, suggesting that different allergens are involved in these two associations. Similarly, Hoffmann-Sommergruber et al. [43] examined two groups of celery-allergic individuals from two different geographic locations, one from Switzerland (birch trees present) and one from southern France (birch free). The authors found that in Switzerland, all the patients had positive skin testing to birch and commercial celery extract. In contrast, only 25% of patients in southern France had positive skin testing to birch pollen and commercial celery extract, but all had sensitization to mugwort pollen. Immunoblots from these patients revealed IgE against high molecular weight proteins in the range of 28–69 kDa and two had IgE reactivity to a 12–13 kDa protein, suggesting that CCDs and profilin proteins in the range of 28–69 kDa and two had IgE reactivity to a 12–13 kDa protein, suggesting that CCDs and profilin may be playing a role, rather than Bet v 1 homologs.

Bet v 1 and profilins have also been identified in various spices, including anise (Pim a 1 and 2), coriander (Cor s 1 and 2), cumin (Cum c 1 and 2), fennel (Foe v 1 and 2), and parsley (Pet c 1 and 2) [44]. Cross-reactivity between mugwort and mustard has been demonstrated recently [45]. Thus, the term celery–birch–mugwort–spice syndrome has been used to describe these cross-reactivities.

**Ragweed–melon–banana association**

Up to 50% of ragweed-allergic patients have specific IgE to at least one member of the gourd family (Cucurbitaceae, e.g. watermelon, cantaloupe, honeydew, zucchini, cucumber) [46]. In fact, this association was the first report linking pollen and fruit allergy [2]. Melon allergy occurs mainly in association with pollinosis, even in ragweed-free locations [47].

Profilin has been identified in both melon [22] and banana [48]. Melon profilin is highly susceptible to pepsin digestion [49], and therefore melon allergy usually causes oropharyngeal symptoms. However, one study reported that almost 20% of melon-allergic individuals experienced symptoms outside the mouth [50], and in another study, 11% had anaphylaxis [51], suggesting that other more stable allergens such as lipid-transfer proteins (LTPs) may be involved as well. It has also been reported that pollen-allergic patients with melon allergy have higher rates of asthma than pollen-allergic individuals without melon allergy [50].

**Other associations**

PFS are becoming more complex as new associations are being described. Additional associations include mugwort–peach association, plantain–melon association, pellitory–pistachio association, goosefoot–fruit association, and Russian thistle–saffron association. With this continually expanding knowledge, allergen-based classification has been proposed as a more appropriate categorization [22].

**Other cross-reactivity associations**

**Latex–fruit syndrome**

The first report of an allergic reaction to banana in a latex-allergic patient was published in 1991 [52]. Soon thereafter, cross-reactivity between latex and various fruits was demonstrated, and this was termed latex–fruit syndrome [53]. Significant cross-reactivity between the latex and fruit allergens was demonstrated by Blanco et al. [53] who reported that 13 of 25 patients (52%) with latex allergy had specific IgE (prick skin test or in vitro test) to fruits. Similar studies have reported up to 88% of latex-allergic adults have evidence of specific IgE to plant-derived foods [54,55]. Although there is a high degree of immunological cross-reactivity between the latex and fruit allergens, the clinical significance appears to be much lower. A study from Germany of 136 latex-allergic patients showed that although 69% had specific IgE to fruits, only 32% had clinical symptoms [56]. Similarly, among melon-allergic patients, 68% had detectable latex-specific IgE, but only 26% were clinically reactive [51].

The primary sensitization is believed to be due to latex, generally via inhalation. In a study of children with atopic dermatitis, all of the children who had latex-specific IgE also had IgE to various foods, mostly potato, tomato, sweet pepper, and avocado [57]. However, none of the children with elevated IgE to avocado, chestnut, and kiwi ever had exposure to these foods.

Several latex allergens have been implicated in the latex–fruit syndrome (Table 11.3). Class I chitinases (Hev b 11) belonging to the PR-3 protein family have been identified in chestnut, avocado, and banana [58]. The N-terminal region of Hev b 11 is related to hevein (Hev b 6.02), which is an important latex allergen that has several cross-reactive epitopes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11.3 Latex allergens involved in latex–fruit syndrome and the plant foods that have homologous proteins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hev b 2 (β-1,3-glucanase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hev b 11 (class I chitinase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avocado (Prs a 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherimoya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chestnut (Cas s 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiwi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mango</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passion fruit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hev b 8 (profilin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Low-level inhibition of IgE binding to hevein, a major latex allergen, can be demonstrated with class I chitinases from several fruits [59], suggesting that these two allergens share some IgE-binding epitopes. In fact, Hev b 11 and hevein share 58% sequence identity at the chitin-binding domain [59]. Another major latex allergen, Hev b 2 (β-1,3-glucanase, PR-2 protein family), is also involved in the latex–fruit syndrome and has been identified in bell peppers [60]. Furthermore, Hev b 8 (profilin), a minor latex allergen, has been demonstrated to have cross-reactivity with some fruits [61]. Thus, many latex allergens may contribute to food allergies in latex-sensitive individuals.

Individuals with latex–fruit syndrome can experience more generalized symptoms in addition to oral symptoms, distinguishing this from OAS [62]. These more severe symptoms may be due to the stability of some latex allergens. Hevein has been demonstrated to be stable in simulated gastric fluid [23]. In addition, although class I chitinase in avocado is extensively degraded in simulated gastric fluid, the peptides have been shown to retain their IgE-binding epitopes, and can induce positive skin test results [63].

Differences have been observed between patients allergic to latex (without fruit allergy) and those with allergy to both latex and fruit. Blanco et al. [58] showed that chestnut and avocado class I chitinases were able to induce positive prick skin test responses in more than 60% of patients with latex–fruit allergy, but did not result in positive tests in control subjects who were latex, but not fruit allergic. Pooled serum from latex-allergic and not fruit-allergic individuals also do not detect class I chitinases in several fruit extracts [58]. In addition, different human leukocyte antigen (HLA) associations have been identified for those with latex–fruit syndrome as compared to those with only latex allergy, suggesting a genetic basis for the latex–fruit syndrome [64].

Lipid-transfer protein syndrome

Approximately 15–20% of patients with allergies to fruits and/or vegetables have no reported symptoms of allergic rhinitis and negative skin tests to pollens [18,65]. In fact, up to 20% of peach allergy is not associated with pollinosis [13]. Since sensitization is found in patients who do not have pollinosis, this suggests that the primary sensitization in this group may occur via the gastrointestinal tract (class I allergy) [17,66].

Individuals with allergies to plant-derived foods without associated pollinosis were found to have several features distinguishing them from those with OAS-associated pollinosis [15]. In a study comparing the two groups, individuals without pollinosis had significantly more systemic symptoms (82% versus 45%), including anaphylaxis (73% versus 18%) and had fewer oral symptoms (64% versus 91%) when compared to those with pollinosis. Individuals without pollinosis were older at the onset of symptoms to fruits and vegetables (19 years of age versus ~12 years). In addition, those without pollinosis mainly reacted to fruits in the order Rosaceae whereas those with pollinosis had more diverse sensitizations to different families of fruits and had reactions to a greater number of foods in general. Although the non-pollen-allergic group is more likely to have systemic reactions, those with pollinosis appear to have a higher risk of asthma [22].

LTPs, belonging to the PR-14 family [66], have been identified as major allergens involved in non-pollinosis plant food allergies; the term LTP syndrome has since been used to describe these patients. LTPs comprise a family of polypeptides that have the ability to transfer phospholipids from liposomes to mitochondria and are found throughout the plant kingdom [22]. They are defense proteins upregulated by some plants in response to fungal infection [67].

They were first identified as the major allergen in peach as well as an allergen for apple in 1999 [68,69], and have since been discovered in other related foods, including apricot [70], plum [71], and cherry (Table 11.4) [72]. LTPs have also been identified in various unrelated plant products such as corn, asparagus, grape, lettuce, sunflower seeds, latex, and mugwort [17,73].

A recent study reported that apple allergy in Spain (birch-free area) is more severe (>35% systemic reactions) than apple allergy in other locations, and the major allergen in these cases has been identified as Mal d 3, a LTP [74]. The authors proposed that apple allergy in Spain is a result of cross-reactivity with peach proteins rather than with birch pollen proteins because peach is introduced in early childhood in that country and consumed in large quantities. Peach allergy develops at a younger age than apple allergy; therefore, the primary sensitization is likely to peach LTP, Pru p 3. This is consistent with the hypothesis that LTP syndrome is a class I allergy.

The reactions that occur with LTP syndrome are more systemic, and are likely due to the stability of LTPs in acidic and proteolytic conditions of the gastrointestinal tract [75] as well.

Table 11.4 LTPs found in plant foods and pollens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fruit/Plant</th>
<th>Allergen Family</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asparagus (Aspa o 1)</td>
<td>Asparagus LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple (Mal d 3)</td>
<td>Apple LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apricot (Pru ar 3)</td>
<td>Apricot LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry (Pru av 3)</td>
<td>Cherry LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape (Vit v 1)</td>
<td>Grape LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazelnut (Cor a 8)</td>
<td>Hazelnut LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce (Lac s 1)</td>
<td>Lettuce LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maize, corn (Zea m 14)</td>
<td>Maize LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mugwort (Art v 3)</td>
<td>Mugwort LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parietaria (Par j 1 and 2)</td>
<td>Parietaria LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peach (Pru p 3)</td>
<td>Peach LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry (Fra a 3)</td>
<td>Strawberry LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomato (Lyc e 3)</td>
<td>Tomato LTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walnut (Jug r 3)</td>
<td>Walnut LTP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
as their resistance to heating [28,37]. For example, celery-allergic patients have been shown to have positive food challenges to cooked celery under double-blind, placebo-controlled conditions [37]. The heat resistance of LTP has also been demonstrated for hazelnut, maize, and cherry [28,66,76]. Thus, commercial foods that have been thermally processed may still cause symptoms in some sensitized individuals.

Recent reports have indicated that LTPs may sensitize via the inhalation route as well, thus suggesting that LTP syndrome may be a class II allergy in some cases. Lombardero et al. [77] demonstrated that in some mugwort-allergic individuals, mugwort LTP (Art v 3) is the primary sensitizing agent since these patients were sensitized to Art v 3, but demonstrated no sensitization to Pru p 3 (peach LTP). In a subset of these patients, Art v 3 was able to partially inhibit IgE binding to Pru p 3; however, Pru p 3 was not able to inhibit IgE binding to Art v 3, suggesting that Art v 3 was the primary allergen.

**Diagnosis**

The primary diagnostic tools for food allergy are prick skin tests and serum-specific IgE levels. However, these tests are not very reliable for the diagnosis of PFS. The results may be variable depending on which food is being tested since there can be a great deal of cross-reactivity between allergens that have common epitopes in different foods.

Skin tests and *in vitro* tests are poor predictors of clinical reactivity. Skin tests rely on extracts that may not contain all of the relevant allergens. Some plant food allergens are heat labile [28,29] and lose potency, and thus sensitivity, during processing of the extracts. Proteases from the fruits themselves can play a role in allergen degradation, as has been demonstrated for pineapple. The pineapple protease bromelain destroys pineapple profilin in extracts prepared without protease inhibitor [61]. In addition, low yield of protein for extracts has been a problem for some exotic fruits [61].

Skin testing with fresh fruits and vegetables is generally a better predictor of clinical reactivity when compared to commercial extracts, but this type of testing is not standardized [78,79]. A study by Anhoej et al. [80] showed that the negative predictive value for skin testing with fresh hazelnut, apple, and melon was greater than 90%. The positive predictive value was more variable, ranging from 50% to 85%. Sensitivity was high for all three (89–97%) and the specificities were greater than 70%. Of note, ripeness of the plant food can affect the sensitivity of *in vivo* tests, since allergenicity has been demonstrated to increase with ripening in banana [81] and peach [82]. Additionally, differences in storage and different cultivars (e.g. Golden Delicious apples, Granny Smith apples) can lead to variations in allergenicity [83,84]. Apples in prolonged cold storage under controlled atmosphere conditions are less allergenic than apples stored at 2°C in normal air, and Golden Delicious apples are generally more allergenic than Santana apples [83].

Skin and *in vitro* testing can indicate allergic sensitization, but positive results do not always correlate with clinical reactivity. Therefore, double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge remains the gold standard for the diagnosis of food allergy. However, there are no standardized protocols for oral food challenges for PFS, and issues such as adequate blinding of fresh foods are a concern.

**Management**

There are currently no consensus guidelines for the management of PFS. A survey of allergists revealed that there is tremendous variation in management strategies used [85]. These authors suggest that this may be due, in part, to the imprecise definition of PFS and lack of accurate and standardized diagnostic tests.

Recommendations range from avoidance of only the offending fruits or vegetables to eliminating the entire botanical family. Allergy to one food, however, does not necessarily indicate allergy to all members of the botanical family. For example, 63% of peach-allergic individuals react to more than one Prunoideae fruit [86], and 46% have clinical cross-reactivity with other Rosaceae fruits [87]. A study of 65 adults in Madrid with PFS revealed that only 8% of the positive in vivo and *in vitro* tests for cross-reacting foods resulted in positive food challenges [88]. This supports the recommendation not to eliminate entire families of cross-reactive foods, which would be unnecessarily restrictive. However, the authors noted that in this series, patients reacted to an additional 18 allergens, which were previously unknown to the patients and were detected only because of further testing and food challenges. Therefore, they suggest that oral challenges be performed to related foods that the patients have not eaten since the most recent allergic reaction in order to rule out other sensitivities to related foods.

Allergenicity can vary between different cultivars of fruits (Table 11.5). For example, Golden Delicious and Gala apples are highly allergenic, whereas Santana apples have been found to have low allergenicity [83]. Therefore, it may be possible that some individuals can tolerate lower allergenic cultivars. In addition, this information may be useful in breeding novel, lower allergenic cultivars. Allergen distribution within the fruit has also been investigated. Mal d 1 (Bet v 1 homolog) is present in both the peel and pulp of

**Table 11.5 Allergenicity of different apple cultivars**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultivar</th>
<th>Allergenicity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Golden Delicious, Jonagold, Gala</td>
<td>high allergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elstar, Fuji, Granny Smith</td>
<td>moderate allergenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santana, Elize, Braeburn</td>
<td>low allergenic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ranking from nine Dutch patients (northern Europe) – based on prick-prick testing and double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenges. (Adapted from Bolhaar ST et al. [83]).
apples, however, Mal d 3 (LTP) is most abundant in peel. This suggests that some patients may be able to tolerate certain parts of each fruit.

For individuals with PFS due to heat-labile proteins, such as Bet v 1 homologs, cooked versions of the fruits and vegetables can denature the relevant proteins, thus allowing symptom-free consumption. Anecdotal evidence has suggested that briefly heating apples (e.g. by microwaving) may be sufficient to denature Mal d 1 allergens, without compromising the integrity of the fruit, however, this has not been investigated by controlled studies.

Risk factors for systemic reactions to plant-derived foods include a history of systemic reactions to the food, reactions to cooked forms of the food [37,66], positive skin test results to the food extract [89], lack of pollen sensitization [15], and peach allergy/LTP syndrome (Table 11.6) [68]. Therefore, self-injectable epinephrine should be prescribed for such individuals, and patients should be educated on the management of severe reactions.

In addition, physicians should be aware of whether their patients use antihistamines. This may mask mild symptoms, prompting increased consumption of the triggering foods, which may lead to more severe systemic symptoms. This may be a concern for patients who are already taking allergy medications for their allergic rhinitis symptoms [90].

**Future directions**

More research is needed to characterize the various allergens and clinical cross-reactivity syndromes. An alternative classification of associations based on the major allergens, rather than botanical relationships has been suggested, and this may facilitate the identification of individuals for different forms of therapy [91]. This classification would also encompass the other cross-reactivity syndromes, including latex–fruit allergy and LTP syndrome.

It would also be helpful to understand why individuals are increasingly experiencing these cross-reactivity syndromes. Since many of the allergens are PR proteins and are induced when plants undergo stress, it is possible that pollution and chemicals may be inducing novel proteins (PR family) or upregulating allergenic proteins [62]. Breeding and genetic modification of plants may also lead to the development of novel allergens, potentially contributing to the recent increase in prevalence of affected individuals.

**Table 11.6 Risk factors for severe symptoms of cross-reactivity syndromes**

- History of systemic reaction to the food.
- Reaction to cooked forms of the food [37,66].
- Positive skin test result to the food extract [89].
- Lack of pollen sensitization [15].
- Peach allergy/LTP syndrome [68].

**Immunotherapy**

Immunotherapy is an effective treatment for allergic rhinitis. Since pollen–fruit syndrome is, in many cases, due to cross-reactivity with pollens, immunotherapy would seem to be a logical treatment for PFS. A study of birch immunotherapy for apple allergy in adults found a reduction of oral symptoms in 11/14 and decreased skin test sizes in 12/14, but an increase in apple-specific IgE was observed in 6/14 [92]. This study was limited by the self-reported symptoms and lack of placebo controls. Another study of birch subcutaneous immunotherapy (SCIT) found decreased symptoms (based on double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenges) and skin test sizes in the treated group, but there was no placebo SCIT group for comparison [93]. Instead, the comparison was made with a group of patients who used medication for symptomatic treatment. A case report of a patient with improved oral symptoms to fennel, cucumber, and melon after 3.5 years of SCIT with grass, mugwort, and ragweed has also been reported [94].

In contrast, several studies have not shown similar efficacy of immunotherapy for PFS. Bucher et al. [95] placed 15 adults on SCIT for birch to treat PFS to apple and hazelnut. Open challenges were performed before and after SCIT. The authors found limited benefit of immunotherapy with birch for PFS. Similarly, another study found no benefit of subcutaneous and sublingual immunotherapy to birch for PFS to apple [96]. A pediatric study from Sweden indicated no beneficial effect of birch SCIT or oral immunotherapy for food-allergic symptoms [97]. In addition to difficulties in objective evaluations for improvement in symptoms, there is no consensus for target doses and thus immunotherapy remains an unproven therapeutic approach for PFS.

**Purified or recombinant allergens**

Improved diagnostic tools may facilitate diagnosis and management of PFS. Purified or recombinant allergens are being developed for several foods and have shown potential. Pauli et al. [34] found that individuals with PFS to cherry, apple, or hazelnut reacted to recombinant Bet v 1 (rBet v 1), thus concluding that rBet v 1 is specific for birch and Rosaceae allergy. Mittag et al. [41] showed that 45% of 22 patients with pollen–soy allergy had IgE to soy extract, but 96% were positive to the recombinant allergen, rGly m 4, a Bet v 1-related protein. In a study of peanut and birch-allergic patients, 17 of 20 had specific IgE to recombinant Ara h 8 (Bet v 1 homolog) [29]. Interestingly, six of these did not have detectable IgE to the major peanut allergens, Ara h 1–3. The development of new recombinant allergens may thus help standardize the diagnosis of PFS.

**T-cell cross-reactivity**

PR-10 proteins have been shown to have cross-reactivity at the T-cell level [24,25]. Reekers et al. [98] reported that some patients with hypersensitivity to birch pollen and
atopic dermatitis developed worsening of their eczema after oral challenge with birch pollen-related foods. The authors also found birch pollen-specific T-cell responses in the eczematous skin of these patients. The C-terminal end of Bet v 1 (142–156) has been identified as an immunodominant T-cell epitope in many patients with birch–fruit–vegetable syndrome [99]. Bet v 1 (142–156)-specific T-cell clones cross-reacted with Rosaceae fruit allergens in apple and cherry, but less cross-reactivity occurred with vegetables of the Apliaceae family, celery and carrot. Interestingly, celery and carrot allergens were more potent activators of the T-cell clones than apple and peach allergens.

A recent study showed that in patients who have birch allergy and atopic dermatitis, worsening of skin lesions without oral symptoms can be observed when eating cooked fruits and vegetables (i.e. apple, carrot, and celery) [100]. These authors suggest that eating birch related fruits and vegetables outside the birch season can lead to pollen-specific T-cell activation (high IL-4 and thus elevated IgE) and maintenance of the allergic immune response perennially. This raises the question of whether patients should continue to consume the related plant food products outside of the pollen season despite lack of immediate symptoms.

**Conclusions**

The term oral allergy syndrome was first coined in 1987 [5], but has since evolved to encompass a larger family of cross-reactivity syndromes, including pollen–fruit syndromes, latex–fruit syndrome, and LTP syndrome. The literature on this topic has suffered from an evolving definition and a lack of reliable diagnostic tools. The common unifier to these cross-reactivity syndromes is the presence of a plant-derived food allergy, which can often be attributed to homologous plant proteins. Cross-reactivity syndromes will pose an ongoing challenge as allergens are continually being identified in plant foods and demonstrate regional variability. Finally, effective treatments have yet to be identified as immunotherapy remain unproven.
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CHAPTER 12
The Respiratory Tract and Food Hypersensitivity

Philippe A. Eigenmann and John M. James

Introduction
The skin, with urticaria and atopic dermatitis, is the organ which classically harbors IgE-mediated manifestations of food allergy. However, more recently, food-induced anaphylaxis has received major public and scientific attention. It also has been well established that respiratory manifestations of food-induced anaphylaxis often determine the outcome of the reaction, since the severity of the reaction is mainly determined by upper or lower airway obstruction. Recognizing the severity of a food-induced allergic reaction by assessing the importance of airway involvement has become a major task not only to allergists, but also to primary care physicians. In addition, food-induced allergic reactions are frequently suspected in patients with recurrent episodic or chronic asthma, or in patients with recurrent upper airway infections. Although few patients with these conditions benefit from a food-exclusion diet, it is a major challenge to properly identify and diagnose the few patients who might suffer from chronic respiratory manifestations. This chapter will review various aspects of respiratory manifestations of food allergy, including the less commonly suspected reactions by inhalation exposure to airborne food allergens.

Epidemiology/etiology

Overview of adverse food reactions
Understanding the terminology and basic classification of adverse food reactions will aid in the interpretation of the scientific studies implicating food hypersensitivity and respiratory tract symptoms [1]. The two broad groups of immune reactions are IgE mediated and non-IgE mediated. The IgE-mediated reactions are usually divided into immediate-onset reactions and immediate plus late-phase reactions (i.e. in

KEY CONCEPTS
- The medical history supplemented with appropriate laboratory testing and well-designed food challenges can provide useful information in the workup of patients with respiratory symptoms that may be induced by food allergy. A diagnosis based solely on history, skin testing, or in vitro measurements of specific IgE to a given food allergen(s) is not acceptable.
- There continues to be an elevated public perception of food allergy, including an elevated public perception of food allergy-induced asthma and other respiratory disorders. The true prevalence established by standardized challenges is much lower.
- Skin sensitivity to certain food allergens (e.g. hen’s egg, cow’s milk, or both) in the first several years of life may be predictive of later respiratory allergic disease, including allergic rhinitis and asthma.
- Several recent investigations have highlighted cases of respiratory allergic disease that have been precipitated by the inhalation exposure to airborne food allergens, as opposed to the ingestion of the implicated food allergen.
- If no specific foods are implicated in the history and if skin tests to foods are negative, further workup for IgE-mediated allergy is not generally indicated. If respiratory symptoms persist after food elimination diets are implemented, food is not likely to be the problem, except in some cases of atopic dermatitis or chronic asthma. Respiratory symptoms recurring after a regular diet is resumed should be evaluated with a properly designed food challenge.
- The vital prognosis of food-induced anaphylaxis is determined by respiratory symptoms. Epinephrine can be life-saving and should be made available to patients with asthma and food allergy, and to patients at risk for food-induced respiratory reactions.
which the immediate-onset symptoms are followed by pro-
longed, in time, or ongoing symptoms). The former have
been well characterized in many studies, whereas the lat-
ter are under more intense scrutiny to determine their
mechanisms and to unravel the role of the immune system.
Non-IgE-mediated reactions are typically delayed in onset
(i.e. 4–48 hours) and most frequently involve the gastroin-
testinal tract (Fig 12.1).

Prevalence
While there has been an increase in the prevalence of food
allergy and its clinical expression in westernized societies
over the past two decades [2], there continues to be an el-
vated public perception of food allergy, including an elevated
public perception of food allergy-induced asthma [3]. These
public perceptions, however, have not always been substan-
tiated when careful objective investigations, including food
challenges, have been undertaken to confirm patient histo-
ries [4,5]. It is generally assumed that questionnaire-based
studies vastly overestimate the prevalence of food hyper-
sensitivity. For example, the reported, perceived prevalence
of food hypersensitivity varied from 3.24% to 34.9%, which
may be explained partly by the difference in reporting life-
time prevalence compared with point prevalence. The high
prevalence of pollen-related food allergy in younger adults
in the population suggests that the increase in pollen allergy
is also being accompanied by an increase in pollen-related
food allergy [6]. Adult food allergy has been estimated at
approximately 3.2% worldwide. Factors favoring the acqui-
sition of allergy could be sensitization to pollens and occup-
utional sensitization by inhalation [7].

A group of investigators in Denmark evaluated a cohort
of 898 patients by questionnaire, skin prick test, histamine
release test, and specific IgE followed by oral challenge to
the most common allergenic foods. The prevalence of food
hypersensitivity confirmed by oral challenge was 2.3% in
children 3 years of age, 1% in children older than 3 years
of age, and 3.2% in adults. The prevalence of clinical reac-
tions to pollen-related foods in pollen-sensitized adults was
estimated to be 32% [8]. Likewise, an investigation in the
United Kingdom measured the prevalence of allergic sensi-
tization in a large birth cohort (n = 13,638) and examined the
associations between sensitization to different allergens.
Seven-year-old children were primarily sensitized to Aeroalli-
ergens (e.g. grass pollen, dust mites, animal dander), but also
to peanut and tree nuts. A relationship was observed be-
 tween aeroallergen and food-allergen sensitization in these
children [9]. Finally, a total of 94 (11.8%) 6-year olds in
the Isle of Wight, UK, reported a problem with a food or
food ingredient. The rate of sensitization to the predefined
panel of food allergens was 25/700 (3.6%). Based on open
food challenge and/or suggestive histories and skin tests,
the prevalence of food allergy was 2.5% (95% CI: 1.5–3.8).
Based on double-blind challenges, a clinical diagnosis or
suggestive history and positive skin tests, the prevalence
was 1.6% (95% CI: 0.9–2.7). Milk, egg, and peanut were the
key food allergens among those with positive challenges [10].

A few population-based studies have investigated the
incidence of food hypersensitivity in the first year of life.
One birth cohort (n = 969) was recruited and the inves-
tigators examined feeding practices and reported symp-
toms of allergy at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months. At 1 year, infants
underwent a medical examination and skin prick testing to
a battery of allergens. Symptomatic infants underwent food
challenges. Of these infants, 1% was sensitized to aeroallerg-
gen and 2.2% to food allergens. The cumulative incidence
of food hypersensitivity by 12 months was 4% on the basis
of open food challenges and 3.2% on the basis of double-
blind, placebo-controlled food challenges (DBPCFCs). Using
this data, the investigators were able to conclude that the
rate of parental perception of food hypersensitivity was
higher than the prevalence of atopic sensitization to major
food allergens or objectively assessed food allergy [11].
In another investigation by the same group, it was deter-
m ined that 2.3% of both 11- and 15-year-old children had
food hypersensitivity as determined by objective assessment
including food challenges [12].

When the specific focus has been on the role of food
allergy and respiratory tract manifestations, the inci-
dence has been estimated to be between 2% and 8% in
children and adults with asthma [13,14]. Children with a
family history of atopy and sensitization to food proteins
in early infancy are at high risk of subsequent respiratory
allergic disease and they may require specific prevention
measures [15].

A French population study of food allergy determined
the prevalence, clinical features, specific allergens, and risk
factors of food allergy [16]. The overall prevalence of food
allergy was estimated to be 3.24%. Of the respiratory reac-
tions reported, rhinitis and asthma were documented in
6.5% and 5.7% of cases, respectively. In addition, the clin-
ical expression of food allergy was dependent on the exis-
tence of sensitization to pollens and was typically expressed
in the form of rhinitis, asthma, and angioedema. A differ-
ent survey found that 17% of 669 adult respondents in
Australia reported food-induced respiratory symptoms [17].

Investigators from the Isle of Wight have reported that
egg allergy in infancy predicts respiratory allergic disease
by 4 years of age [18]. A cohort of 1218 consecutive births
was recruited and followed until 4 years of age. Of these, 29
(2.4%) developed egg allergy by 4 years of age. Increased
respiratory allergy (e.g. rhinitis, asthma) was associated with
egg allergy (OR: 5.0; 95% CI: 1.1–22.3; p < 0.05) with a
positive predictive value of 55%. Furthermore, the addi-
tion of the diagnosis of eczema to egg allergy increased the
positive predictive value to 80%. The investigators con-
cluded that egg allergy in infancy, especially when associ-
ated with eczema, increases respiratory allergic symptoms in
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Figure 12.1 Respiratory tract symptoms and food allergy: differential diagnosis.

early childhood. In addition, Rhodes et al. conducted a prospective cohort study of subjects at risk of asthma and atopy in England [19]. Of the 100 babies of atopic parents who were recruited at birth, 73 were followed up at 5 years, 67 at 11 years, and 63 at 22 years. Skin sensitivity to hen’s egg, cow’s milk, or both in the first 5 years of life was predictive of asthma (OR: 10.7; 95% CI: 2.1–55.1; p = 0.001; sensitivity 57%; specificity 89%).

Recently, investigators examined the degree of food-allergen sensitization in inner-city patients with asthma included in the National Cooperative Inner City Asthma Study in the United States [20]. The children ranged in age from 4 to 9 years (median age 6 years) and 504 random serum samples were evaluated for specific IgE to six common food allergens (e.g. egg, milk, soy, peanut, wheat, and fish). There was a significant correlation between sensitization to foods and sensitization to aeroallergens, with sensitization to the highest number of aeroallergens correlating with sensitization to soy, wheat, and peanut. Children sensitized to foods had higher rates of asthma hospitalization (p < 0.01) and required more steroid medications (p = 0.25). In addition, sensitization to foods was correlated with sensitization to more indoor and outdoor aeroallergens (p < 0.001). The association of increased asthma morbidity with at least one food sensitization, and findings that patients with sensitization to multiple foods had significantly more asthma morbidity than those with single-food sensitization, suggests that food-allergen sensitivity may be a marker for increased asthma severity.

An investigation by Sicherer and colleagues summarized data from a voluntary registry of 5149 individuals (median age: 5 years) with peanut and/or tree nut allergy [21]. Respiratory reactions, including wheezing, throat tightness, and nasal congestion, were reported in 42% and 56% of respondents as part of their initial reactions to peanuts and tree nuts, respectively. One-half of the reactions involved more than one system and more than 75% of those surveyed required some form of medical treatment. Interestingly, registrants with asthma were significantly more likely than those without asthma to have severe reactions (33% versus 21%; p < 0.0001). A more recent, yet related investigation by the same group of investigators estimated the prevalence of seafood allergy in the United States using a nationwide, cross-sectional, random telephone survey and standardized questionnaire. A total of 5529 households completed the survey, representing a census of 14,948 individuals. Fish or shellfish allergy defined by established criteria was reported in 5.9% of households. Recurrent reactions were common. Shortness of breath and throat tightness were reported by more than 50% of those surveyed and 16% were treated with epinephrine. The investigators concluded that physician-diagnosed and/or convincing seafood allergy is reported by 2.3% of the general population, or approximately 6.6 million Americans [22].

Pathogenesis

It has become evident in recent years that the gut, which is the classic site of sensitization to foods, is only responsible for primary sensitization in a subset of the patients. These patients are mainly young children who exhibit the first symptoms shortly after initial feedings with the food. The newly recognized route of sensitization in food allergy is by initial exposure to allergens through inhalation, mostly
pollens, with secondary clinical reaction upon ingestion of specific cross-reactive foods. In these patients, many years may elapse before the first respiratory symptoms appear. Pathogenic mechanisms in relation to food allergy due to cross-reacting respiratory allergens will be developed in the corresponding sections.

In food allergy with initial sensitization to foods in the gut, the site of antigen-specific activation for the immune system is believed to be mostly the Peyer’s patches [23,24]. The risk that a specific antigen may act as the sensitizing protein is very low. Physical “barriers” such as acidic and proteolytic digestion, the gastrointestinal peristalsis, mucous coating of the epithelium, secretory IgA antibodies, and the epithelial barrier prevent most potentially pathogenic proteins from entering the sub-mucosa of the gut [25,26]. Potential allergens will be taken over by antigen-presenting cells such as dendritic cells of the sub-mucosa, and presented to naive T-cells via their T-cell receptors generating the initial priming of the immune system. In IgE-mediated food allergy, the immune mechanism mostly involved in respiratory reactions to foods, primed allergen-specific CD4+ cells, will facilitate antigen-specific IgE antibodies by plasmocytes. Circulating antigen-specific IgE antibodies will be distributed in the various organs and attached to organ-resident mast cells. Further ingestion of the offending allergen will then directly, by bridging IgE on the Fcε receptor on mast cells, trigger mast cell degranulation and liberation of vasoactive substances such as histamine or tryptase [27].

Unlike in respiratory allergy, most patients with food allergy will experience mostly symptoms in organs distal to the site of primary sensitization, suggesting that a specific tropism of inflammatory cells might favor organ-specific reactions. It has been shown that patients with atopic dermatitis as a symptom of food allergy exhibit a much larger number of circulating antigen-specific cutaneous lymphocyte antigen (CLA)-expressing T-cells than patients with gastrointestinal symptoms [28]. Likewise, patients with immediate-type IgE-mediated food allergy have a high number of the mucosal homing integrin, α4β7 expressing lymphocytes [29]. These observations suggest that memory T-cells could play a role in the preferential localization of allergic reactions. However, it is not clear if homing receptor expressing T-cells favor local IgE production and secondarily mast cells degranulation, or if they may help to prime the allergic reaction. A specific feature of the food-induced respiratory reaction, similarly to atopic dermatitis, is the possibility of the occurrence of a late-phase reaction mostly related to the inflammatory response [30].

**Allergens**

A short list of specific foods has been implicated in allergic reactions, including cutaneous, gastrointestinal, and respiratory symptoms that have been subsequently confirmed in well-controlled, blinded food challenges [4,31–33]. Anaphylactic reactions to foods including significant respiratory symptoms, and in some cases, fatal and near-fatal anaphylactic reactions have been reported [34–36]. Some food allergens seem to be more prone to present with respiratory tract symptoms. Respiratory reactions, including wheezing, throat tightness, and nasal congestion, were reported in 42% and 56% of respondents as part of their initial reactions to peanuts and tree nuts, respectively [21]. The presence of asthma was a risk factor for these patients to have more severe reactions (33% versus 21%; p < 0.0001). Fish or shellfish allergy defined by established criteria was reported in 5.9% of households using a nationwide, cross-sectional, random telephone survey and standardized questionnaire [22]. Respiratory symptoms included shortness of breath and throat tightness and they were reported by more than 50% of those surveyed. Moreover, sesame allergy is a significant, serious, and growing problem. Immediate hypersensitivity, including respiratory symptoms and systemic anaphylaxis, has been observed [37].

Other food allergens have been implicated by the inhalation route as opposed to the ingestion route as a cause for respiratory tract symptoms secondary to food hypersensitivity. Investigations confirming this have included foods including poppy seed [38], carrot [39], sunflower seeds [40], lupine [41,42], asparagus [43], and soybean [44]. For example, asthma attacks and mortality due to inhalation of soybean antigens in Barcelona, Spain, have been well documented. Strict protective measures in the unloading process were established in 1998 to avoid the release of soybean dust into the atmosphere. These measures have reduced the concentration of soybean dust in the atmosphere and have demonstrated the effectiveness of these measures [44].

A high percentage of patients with asthma perceive that food additives contribute to a worsening of their respiratory symptoms [45]. Several different food additives, including monosodium glutamate (MSG), sulfites, and aspartame, have been implicated in adverse respiratory reactions [46]. Well-controlled investigations in this area, however, have reported a prevalence rate of less than 5% [14,31].

There is conflicting evidence that some people with asthma are more likely to have adverse effects from MSG compared to the general population. Woods and co-workers [47] designed a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, MSG challenge protocol for identifying early and late asthmatic reactions. They were unable to demonstrate MSG-induced immediate or late asthmatic reactions in a group of 12 adult asthmatic subjects who perceived that MSG adversely affected their overall asthma control. In addition, these investigators observed no significant changes in bronchial hyperresponsiveness or soluble inflammatory markers (e.g. eosinophil cationic protein, tryptase) during this investigation. In addition, another recent investigation performed double-blind, placebo-controlled oral challenges with MSG
in subjects who had histories of adverse reactions [48]. While the participants experienced no specific upper or lower respiratory complaints, 22 (36.1%) of the 61 enrolled subjects had confirmed adverse reactions to MSG including headache, muscle tightness, numbness, general weakness, and flushing.

**Routes of exposure and subsequent respiratory symptoms**

**Oral ingestion of food allergens**

Oral ingestion is the primary route of exposure to food that can cause or exacerbate respiratory symptoms (e.g. asthma). The vast majority of published reports, which are highlighted in this chapter, focus on respiratory tract symptoms following the ingestion of food allergens. These reactions will be discussed in more detail throughout this chapter and in other chapters.

### Common food allergens implicated in respiratory reactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All respiratory reactions</th>
<th>Near-fatal and fatal anaphylaxis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hen’s egg</td>
<td>Peanuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow’s milk</td>
<td>Tree nuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
<td>Shellfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellfish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree nuts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Inhalation of food allergens**

As opposed to the oral ingestion of food allergens, several investigations have highlighted cases of respiratory allergic disease that have been precipitated by the inhalation exposure to airborne food allergens. Highly allergic persons may react when exposed to clinically relevant levels of allergenic food in a seafood restaurant, or when fish, shellfish, or eggs are cooked in a confined area [49]. Seafood allergens aerosolized during food preparation are a source of potential respiratory and contact allergens. Shrimp and scallops demonstrate significant cross-reactivity. The primary cross-reactive allergen of these two foods is the 35–39 kDa heat-stable allergen, previously demonstrated to be muscle tropomyosin [50]. Another report highlighted allergic reactions associated with airborne fish particles in patients with fish allergy [51]. These investigators evaluated children who reported allergic reactions upon incidental inhalation of fish odors or fumes. By using air sampling and an immunochemical analytic technique, fish allergen was detectable in the air of an open-air fish market. Avoidance of a food allergen, such as fish, should include the prevention of the exposure to aerosolized particles through inhalation in relevant environments [52]. An Internet-based survey of 51 anaphylactic reactions to foods revealed that most reactions (40 (78%)) occurred after ingestion, while eight (16%) reactions occurred after exclusive skin contact and three (6%) after inhalation [53]. Of interest, anaphylaxis after inhalation was graded as severe in three of eight subjects (38%).

Roberts et al. recently reported that a group of children with food allergies also developed asthma when exposed to the aerosolized form of the food [54]. Children with IgE-mediated food allergy developed asthma on inhalational exposure to the relevant food allergen while it was being cooked. Subjects were exposed for 20 minutes to the aerosolized form of the allergen and adverse clinical symptoms and lung functions were monitored. Twelve children with food allergy developed asthma on inhalational exposure to relevant food allergens. The implicated foods were fish, chickpea, milk, egg, or buckwheat. Nine of the 12 children consented to undergo a bronchial food challenge. Five challenges were positive with objective clinical features of asthma. In addition, two children developed late-phase symptoms with a decrease in lung function. Positive reactions were seen with fish, chickpea, and buckwheat. There were no reactions to the seven placebo challenges. These data demonstrate that, as in the case of other aeroallergens, inhaled food allergens can produce both early- and late-phase asthmatic responses. The investigators highlighted the importance of considering foods as aeroallergens in children with co-existent food allergy and allergic asthma. For these children, dietary avoidance alone may not be sufficient and further environmental measures may be required to limit exposure to aerosolized food.

Occupational as well as non-occupational exposures to food allergens by the inhalation route have been investigated. For example, a recent investigation from Greece examined the prevalence, work-related symptoms and possible risk factors for IgE-mediated sensitization in seafood-processing workers [55]. Sixty-four fish and seafood-processing workers were compared with 60 controls regarding sensitization to seafood allergens. Twenty-three of 64 workers (35.9%) were sensitive to at least one of the seafood allergens tested, as opposed to 10% of the controls. Presence of atopy \((p = 0.02)\) and the intensity \((p = 0.03)\) and duration of exposure \((p = 0.03)\) were found to be the potential risk factors for sensitization. Four of 64 (6.25%) workers reported work-related symptoms. Therefore, occupational exposure to fish and seafood may increase the likelihood of sensitization to these important allergens, and atopy and the duration and intensity of exposure are the associated risk factors. Moreover, another report focused on three patients who developed asthma and rhinitis caused by exposure to raw, but not cooked, green beans and chards in a non-occupational environment [56]. Minor differences were observed in IgE reactivity between nitrocellulose-blotted raw and boiled green bean extracts. Rhinitis symptoms among bell pepper greenhouse employees can be caused by an allergy to occupational
allergens, such as green pepper pollen. Sensitization to bell pepper pollen had a significant negative effect on all the domain and mean quality of life scores tested. Bell pepper greenhouse employees have impaired overall quality of life assessments because of their sensitization to bell pepper pollen [57]. One case report highlighted a 40-year-old female cook who experienced sneezing, rhinorrhea, contact urticaria, and wheezing within a few minutes of handling or cutting raw carrots. IgE sensitization to carrot and an inhalation provocation test while handling carrots were both positive [58]. Finally, another case report implicated lupine inhalation as a provocative trigger for asthma in a child [42].

Allergic sensitizations to other foods have been reported through the inhalation route. A case of oral syndrome after eating sunflower seeds has been reported. Allergic sensitization most likely occurred through inhalant route when these seeds were used to feed birds [40]. In addition, airborne carrot allergens have been implicated in patients with carrot-induced asthma. Airborne carrot allergens were able to sensitize these patients without the implication of a previous birch pollen allergy [39]. Finally, Sicherer and colleagues have reported that patients with peanut allergy might experience adverse respiratory reactions when they are exposed to peanut dust on airline flights serving peanut snacks [59].

Occupational exposures to airborne food allergens can also result in chronic asthma. For example, Baker’s asthma is caused by occupational exposure to airborne cereal grain dust [60]. Published data suggest that a significant percentage of bakers develop occupational asthma and chronic obstructive bronchitis. Interestingly, the frequency of a positive methacholine test was 33% in bakers with atopic status, compared to 6.1% (p < 0.01) in those without atopic status. In another investigation involving bakers who displayed a positive skin test to wheat flour, a specific bronchial challenge test with flour was positive in two (13.3%) bakers versus none in the bakers with a negative skin test to wheat [61]. Inhalation of dust from different enzymes can be the cause of occupational asthma in exposed workers. One study characterized exposure to inhalation dust, wheat flour, and α-amylase allergens in industrial and traditional bakeries [62]. Furthermore, occupational allergens including wheat and fungal α-amylase can be found in house dust from the homes of bakers and levels are associated with hygienic behavior and distance to the bakery [63].

Bakery workers have been reported to develop IgE-mediated occupational asthma to soybean flour. The allergens involved are predominantly high-molecular-weight proteins that are present in both soybean hull and flour, and they are different from the allergens causing asthma outbreaks, which are mainly low-molecular-weight proteins concentrated in the hull [64]. Sensitization to soybean hull allergens has been reported in subjects from Argentina, a soybean producing country. Specific IgE and IgG4 to an identified soybean hull allergen are common in serum samples from allergic individuals living in rural areas in this country. Sensitization to this allergen is common in subjects who are repeatedly exposed to soybean dust inhalation [64, 65]. Furthermore, bakery workers may develop IgE-mediated allergy to liquid and aerosolized hen’s egg proteins that are commonly used in the baking and confectionery industries. Four bakery workers were studied who had work-related allergic respiratory symptoms upon exposure to egg aerosols. Specific IgE determinations to egg white were positive in all patients, to lysozyme in two, to ovalbumin in three, to ovomucoid in two, and to egg yolk in two of them. Methacholine inhalation challenges revealed bronchial hyperresponsiveness in all workers. Specific inhalation challenges elicited early asthmatic reactions in all subjects, and DBPCFCs with raw egg white were positive in three subjects. Therefore, these bakery workers had developed IgE-mediated occupational asthma to hen’s egg white proteins [66].

Another report highlighted an observation that inhalation of lupine flour may be an important cause of allergic sensitization in exposed workers and may actually give rise to occupational asthma and food allergy [41]. Therefore, lupine seed flour may be a potential sensitizing agent by inhalation in exposed workers and may give rise to occupational asthma and food allergy. Finally, asparagus is a relevant source of occupational allergy. Severe disease (e.g., anaphylaxis or asthma) has been reported [43].

**Differential diagnosis of food-induced respiratory syndromes**

Many open questions remain when evaluating respiratory manifestations possibly related to foods. Unlike common skin symptoms such as urticaria, respiratory manifestations are typically chronic or may be delayed mostly due to the pattern of inflammatory manifestations of the respiratory tract. This section will review potential manifestations of food allergy in the respiratory tract according to questions most frequently raised by the clinician.

**Which respiratory symptoms could be due to food allergy?**

**Recurrent or chronic rhinitis induced by food allergy**

Acute symptoms of rhinitis accounted for 70% of the overall respiratory symptoms observed in a large group of children undergoing DBPCFCs [67]. These symptoms typically occur in association with other clinical manifestations (i.e., cutaneous and/or gastrointestinal symptoms) during allergic reactions to foods, and rarely occur in isolation [31, 67]. Chronic or recurrent rhinitis, mostly in pre-school children, is sometimes associated to allergic reactions mostly to milk. While some patients claim of a significant decrease of the symptoms
on an avoidance diet, a clear relation has not been reproduced by validated studies. Some patients also link consumption of milk-protein-containing products to increased amounts of secretion of the nose and the upper respiratory tract. Again there is no evidence of an allergy-related mechanism.

**Recurrent or chronic otitis media induced by food allergy**

Serous otitis media has multiple etiologies, of which the most common is viral upper respiratory tract infections. Allergic inflammation in the nasal mucosa may cause Eustachian tube dysfunction and subsequent otitis media with effusion. The few studies that have investigated an allergic mechanism for the role of food allergy in recurrent serous otitis media are controversial both by the study design and by interpretation of the results [68,69].

**Dyspnea associated to anemia in infants**

In 1960, Heiner reported a syndrome in infants consisting of recurrent episodes of pneumonia associated with pulmonary infiltrates, hemoderoxidosis, gastrointestinal blood loss, iron-deficiency anemia, and failure to thrive [70]. This syndrome is most often associated with a non-IgE-mediated hypersensitivity to cow’s milk proteins. While increased peripheral blood eosinophils and multiple serum precipitins to cow’s milk are commonly observed, the specific immunologic mechanisms responsible for this disorder are not known [71]. The diagnosis is suggested by infiltrates on the chest X-ray, anemia, hemosiderosis evidenced by bronchioalveolar lavages and elimination of the precipitating allergen leading to subsequent resolution of symptoms. The presence of characteristic laboratory data including precipitating antibodies to cow’s milk is also considered necessary to make the diagnosis. This food-induced syndrome with respiratory manifestations has not led to any recent publications and is only very rarely observed even in referral clinics for childhood food allergy.

**Acute asthma induced by food allergy**

The wide use of standardized food challenges has provided a better view of the type and the frequency of respiratory reactions in food allergy. Hill and colleagues challenged 100 milk-allergic patients with a mean age of 16.2 months and elicited cough and/or wheeze in 20 patients, rhinitis in 12 patients, and stridor in 2 patients. Cough and wheezing were more frequent in the groups of patients who initially presented with chronic eczema and recurrent bronchitis, and with urticaria and eczema. Lower respiratory symptoms were only observed in 2 of the 53 patients (4%) with mostly gastrointestinal symptoms [72]. Respiratory reactions induced by food challenges in children with pulmonary disease at National Jewish Center for Immunology and Respiratory Medicine have been reported by Bock [73]. Of the 410 children with a history of asthma, 279 (68%) had a history of food-induced asthma. There were positive food challenges in 168 (60%) of the 279 patients. This investigation documented that 67 (24%) of the 279 children with a history of food-induced asthma had a positive blinded food challenge that included wheezing. The most common foods that were responsible for these reactions included: peanut 19, cow’s milk 18, egg 13, and tree nuts 10. Interestingly, only 5 (2%) of these patients had wheezing as their only objective adverse symptom. In addition, 10 of the group of 188 children without a history of asthma had wheezing elicited by the food challenge, showing a tendency for a bronchial response in the absence of a concomitant asthma.

A total of 320 children predominantly presenting with atopic dermatitis undergoing blinded food challenges at Johns Hopkins Hospital were monitored for respiratory reactions [67]. The patients, aged 6 months to 30 years, were highly atopic, had multiple allergic sensitivities to foods, and over one-half had a prior diagnosis of asthma. In the 205 (64%) patients with food allergy confirmed by blinded challenges, almost two-thirds experienced respiratory reactions during their positive food challenges (e.g. nasal 70%, laryngeal 48%, pulmonary 27%). Overall, 34 (17%) of 205 children with positive food challenges developed wheezing as part of their reaction. Furthermore, 88 of these patients were monitored with pulmonary function testing during positive and negative food challenges. Thirteen (15%) developed lower respiratory symptoms including wheezing in 10 patients, however, only six patients had a >20% decrease in forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1). As documented in the investigations cited earlier, wheezing as the only manifestation of the respiratory reaction was a rare observation.

In 2002, Rancé and Duteau reported a series of 163 children in which 385 DBPCFCs were performed [74]. Overall, 250 (65%) tests were positive to mostly peanuts (31%), hen’s egg (23%), and cow’s milk (9%). Cutaneous symptoms were observed in most positive challenges (59%), but respiratory reactions were also frequent (24%). Among the respiratory reactions, oral symptoms (5%), rhinitis and conjunctivitis (6%), and asthma (10%) were observed. Again, isolated asthma was rare, as it was documented as the sole manifestation in only 2.8% of the challenges.

**If lower respiratory reactions are present in patients without asthma, does food allergy predispose to bronchial hyperreactivity?**

It has been observed in patients with atopic dermatitis and food allergy that the food avoidance diet significantly improved their asthma, despite absence of respiratory symptoms during food challenges. This prompted a series of investigation on bronchial hyperreactivity (BHR) in food-allergic patients without overt respiratory symptoms. In one investigation, 26 adolescents and young adults with asthma and food allergy were evaluated using methacholine inhalation challenges
for changes in their BHR before and after blinded food challenges [75]. Of the 22 positive blinded food challenges, 12 (55%) involved chest symptoms (cough, laryngeal reactions, and/or wheezing). Another 10 (45%) positive food challenges included laryngeal, gastrointestinal, and/or skin sensations, and/or wheezing. Significant increases in BHR were documented several hours after positive food challenges in 7 of the 12 (58%) patients who experienced chest symptoms during these challenges. During the actual food challenges decreases in FEV1 were not observed in these seven patients suggesting that significant changes in BHR can occur without demonstrable pulmonary function changes in a preceding food challenge. These data confirmed that food-induced allergic reactions may increase airway reactivity in a subset of patients with moderate to severe asthma, and may do so without inducing acute asthma symptoms.

In contrast, another investigation concluded that food allergy is an unlikely cause of increased airway reactivity [76]. Eleven adults with asthma, a history of food-induced wheezing, and positive prick skin tests to the suspected foods were evaluated. An equal number of patients had increased BHR, as determined by methacholine inhalation challenges, 24 hours after blinded food challenges to either food allergen or placebo. Unfortunately, the small number of patients investigated and the lack of environmental controls prior to the repeat methacholine challenges limit their conclusions. Overall these studies suggest induction of BHR for a limited time (<24 hours) after a single exposure to a food.

Two more recent studies indicate that patients with food allergy in the absence of asthma might have increased BHR. Thaminy et al. studied 35 non-asthmatic patients with food allergy, and found BHR by methacholine inhalation challenges in 10 of 19 patients (53%) [77]. Similarly, Kivity et al. investigated patients with food allergy with or without asthma and/or allergic rhinitis by spirometry, methacholine challenges, and sputum-induced cell analysis [78]. BHR by methacholine challenge was observed in all patients with asthma, and in 40% of patients with food allergy alone. They also found mainly eosinophils in the sputum of patients with asthma, and neutrophils in the patients with food allergy but no asthma. This observation has been confirmed by other investigators, who in addition to an increased proportion of neutrophils in non-asthmatic food-allergic patients found also increased levels of IL-8 [79].

An animal study came to a similar conclusion, as mice sensitized by intraperitoneal injection of ovalbumin in the presence of alum and then exposed to intratracheal ovalbumin had a significant airway inflammation for up to 12 days after a single intranasal challenge to ovalbumin [80]. Interestingly, an unrelated antigen, house dust mite, induced a similar inflammatory response. Taken together, these observations suggest that food sensitization with non-respiratory manifestations of food allergy might also enhance inflammation in other mucosal tissues. Hence, non-asthmatic patients diagnosed with food allergy should be carefully evaluated for bronchial inflammation in order not to delay appropriate anti-inflammatory treatment if necessary.

**Do respiratory symptoms contribute to the severity of acute allergic reactions to foods?**

Until two decades ago, fatal food-induced anaphylaxis had mainly consisted of anecdotal reports of isolated cases. In 1988, Yuninger et al. reported a series of seven cases identified over a 16-month period [35]. Five patients reacted to a nut or to peanuts. The authors highlighted the fact that “the majority were highly atopic individuals with histories of asthma, eczema, and/or rhinitis.” Only 4 years later, Sampson et al. reported on the circumstances of 13 fatal and near-fatal anaphylactic reactions in children and adolescents [34]. Again, most patients reacted to a nut or to peanuts, and all patients had a history of asthma. This report provided additional information on current asthma medication in these patients. Inhaled β-adrenergic drugs were taken by all but one, and most were either on inhaled beclomethasone or cromolyn and/or theophylline. Taken together these reports revealed that chronic bronchial inflammation may have contributed to the acute reaction to the food. Moreover, respiratory symptoms were prominent in all patients, and most probably determined the outcome of the reaction. More recently Bock et al. analyzed the circumstances of 32 fatal cases after food-induced anaphylaxis reported to a national registry [81]. Similar results to the two publications described above were reported, as allergies to peanuts and tree nuts elicited most fatalities. In addition, all patients with adequate information but one were known to have asthma. These reports highlight an increased risk for severe food-induced anaphylaxis in patients with asthma, in particular those needing chronic medications. Follow-up visits in these patients should emphasize the importance of a good asthma control plan, and should assure availability and proper instruction of the use of self-injectable epinephrine.

**Should patients with recurrent or chronic asthma be routinely tested for food allergy?**

Food allergy is often suspected in the quest for allergic triggers of recurrent or chronic asthma. However, a clear link between ingestion of a specific food and worsening of asthma is only exceptionally reported. In one investigation, 300 consecutive patients with asthma (age range: 7 months to 80 years) were evaluated in a pulmonary clinic [14]. Twenty-five (12%) patients had a history of food allergy suggested by clinical symptoms, and/or positive tests of food-specific IgE antibodies. Food-induced wheezing was documented in 6 (2%) of the cases; all were children aged 4–17 years. In another investigation, 140 children, aged...
2–9 years, with asthma were screened by clinical history, and testing for food-specific IgE antibodies [82]. Of these children, 32 patients were able to undergo blinded food challenges: 13 (9.2%) had food-induced respiratory symptoms and 8 (5.7%) had specific asthmatic reactions documented during food challenges. Only one patient had asthma as the sole symptom during a positive food challenge. Interestingly, the patients with food allergy and asthma were generally younger and had a past medical history of atopic dermatitis.

In a similar investigation, Oehling and co-workers reported that food-induced bronchospasm was present in 8.3% of 284 asthmatic children evaluated [83]. The majority of the allergic sensitization occurred in the first year of life and was caused by a single food, especially egg. In addition, Businco and colleagues evaluated 42 children (age range: 10–76 months) with atopic dermatitis and milk allergy [84]. Eleven (27%) of these patients developed asthmatic symptoms during a positive food challenge. Finally, an investigation from Turkey confirmed that food allergy can elicit asthma in children less than 6 years; the incidence was 4%. The most common food allergens implicated were egg and cow's milk [85].

In order to evaluate food allergy as a risk factor for severe asthma, Roberts and colleagues investigated 19 children with exacerbations of asthma requiring ICU ventilation [86]. When compared to controls, these patients had an increased risk of food allergy (OR: 8.58; 95% CI: 1.85–39.71), multiple allergic diagnoses (OR: 4.42; 95% CI: 1.17–16.71), and frequent asthma admissions (OR: 14.2; 95% CI: 1.77–113.59). The authors concluded that food allergy and frequent asthma admissions appear to be significant, independent risk factors for life-threatening asthmatic events.

A different population, mostly young women with brittle asthma, was investigated for food allergy triggers by Baker et al. [87]. They randomized patients into groups with open or blinded food challenges. Challenges were performed with specific foods or a mix of potentially allergenic foods (egg, milk, wheat, fish, orange, peanut, soy) over a 5–9 day period. Peak expiratory flow and FEV1 measures were performed at regular intervals during and after the challenges. More than half of the patients (52–62% according to the groups) had positive tests with significant respiratory reactions. All foods tested elicited reactions: most frequently oranges (20–58%), wheat (33–62%), egg (17–77%), and milk (42–62%).

In summary, these results suggest that respiratory symptoms may be provoked in a subset of patients with asthma. However, the patient group most frequently tested for food allergy, namely pre-school children with BHR, and mostly virus-triggered asthma, is the one least likely to have food allergy as a trigger of asthma.

### Evaluation/management

#### Medical history

A comprehensive medical history should be obtained in patients suspected of having food allergy-induced respiratory tract symptoms or anaphylaxis [49]. The history should include questions about the timing of the reaction in relation to food ingestion, the minimum quantity of food required to cause symptoms, specific upper and lower respiratory signs and symptoms, the reproducibility of the symptoms, and a current or past clinical history of allergy to specific food allergens (e.g., egg). A family history positive for allergy and/or asthma can be a useful historical point. When there is a history of an unexplained sudden asthma exacerbation, details about preceding food ingestion should be elicited. A history of a severe or anaphylactic reaction following the ingestion of a food may be sufficient to indicate a causal relationship. Finally, documentation of the specific treatment received and its response should be compiled.

#### Physical examination

In evaluating patients with respiratory system complaints that may be induced by food allergy, the physical examination can be useful. Findings here are helpful in assessing overall nutritional status, growth parameters, and any signs of allergic disease, especially atopic dermatitis. Moreover, this examination will help rule out other conditions that may mimic food allergy.

#### Skin testing for food allergy

When used in conjunction with standard criterion of interpretation, skin testing (e.g., percutaneous) can give reliable clinical information in a short period of time (i.e., 15–20 minutes), and should provide reliable clinical information in the overall workup of a patient with suspected food allergy-induced respiratory tract reactions. The routine use of skin testing to foods in patients presenting with asthma, however, is not practical. Of children evaluated in a tertiary care hospital emergency room, 97 patients with asthma or bronchiolitis were skin tested to common foods and aeroallergens and compared to similar testing in 60 control patients without any respiratory disease [88]. Most specific IgE antibody responses among wheezing children were to aeroallergens; the prevalence of specific IgE antibodies to food allergens was low.

---

**Estimated prevalence of food allergy-induced asthmatic reactions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical population</th>
<th>Estimated prevalence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infants with cow's milk allergy</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food-induced wheezing</td>
<td>2–24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food additive-induced wheezing</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with atopic dermatitis</td>
<td>17–27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

[82]...[87]
Other testing
Laboratory assessment of food allergy may include the measurement of food-specific IgE in the serum (e.g. IgE RAST, radioallergosorbent testing or quantitative IgE (UniCap; Phadia, Uppsala, Sweden)). When highly sensitive assays are used, the sensitivity is similar to that of skin tests [89–92]. In contrast, basophil histamine release assays, which are mainly limited to research settings, have not been shown conclusively to be a reproducible, diagnostic test for food allergy [93]. The diagnostic values of the following tests are not currently supported by objective scientific evidence: food-specific IgG or IgG subclass antibody concentrations, food antigen–antibody complexes, cytotoxic food tests, and subcutaneous provocation and neutralization [94,95].

Food challenges
When there is a clinical suspicion of a food-induced respiratory tract reaction and the test for specific IgE antibody to the food is positive, an elimination diet may be implemented to see if there is a resolution of clinical symptoms. Confirming this association, however, can be very difficult. Food challenges can be very useful and reliable in the diagnostic evaluation of a patient with food-induced respiratory symptoms. An excellent publication has reviewed the combined clinical experience of six centers conducting food challenges [96]. Of these procedures, the DBPCFC is the best method to diagnose and confirm food allergy and other adverse food reactions. These challenges should be conducted in a clinic or hospital setting with available personnel and equipment for treating systemic anaphylaxis. If the clinical history does not suggest a high risk of a severe reaction, an oral food challenge can be performed in the office setting.

Treatment
Once a food allergy has been confirmed as a cause for respiratory tract symptoms, strict avoidance of the offending food is necessary [31,90,93]. A properly managed elimination diet can lead to resolution of clinical symptoms, such as chronic asthma. Appropriate nutritional counseling is important to ensure that an elimination diet is well balanced, to provide appropriate substitutes for foods that are eliminated from the diet, and to avoid any anticipated nutritional deficiencies, such as calcium deficiency [97–99]. Growth parameters should be closely monitored, especially in infants and children on elimination diets. Woods and coworkers were unable to prove that the ingestion of dairy products induced bronchoconstriction in a group of adults with asthma. They recommended that patients with asthma should not be unnecessarily restricting their dairy product intake, which could lead to the development of nutritional deficiencies [47]. Therefore, restriction diets should exclude only those foods proven to provoke food allergy [31,90].

An emergency plan should be written to help patients manage their clinical symptoms caused by accidental ingestion of a relevant food allergen [34,90,100]. For children, the written plan should be given to the appropriate school personnel. Self-injectable epinephrine and antihistamines must be immediately available to treat allergic reactions after accidental ingestions. Epinephrine is the drug of choice to treat acute, severe reactions and to allow time to seek immediate medical attention.

Summary and conclusions
Previous investigations have clearly established the pathogenic role of food allergy in respiratory tract symptoms in a subset of patients. These symptoms are typically accompanied by skin and gastrointestinal manifestations and rarely occur in isolation. Specific foods have been implicated in these reactions. Allergic sensitization to foods in infancy predicts the later development of respiratory allergies and asthma. The role of food allergy in otitis media is controversial and probably is very rare. Likewise, asthmatic reactions to food additives can occur but are very uncommon. Food-induced asthma is more common in young pediatric patients, especially those with atopic dermatitis, than in adolescents and adults and can be triggered by inhalation of a relevant food allergen. Respiratory symptoms, especially asthma, induced by food allergens are considered risk factors for fatal and near-fatal anaphylactic reactions.

Studies have demonstrated that foods can elicit airway hyperreactivity and asthmatic responses; therefore, evaluation for food allergy should be considered among patients with recalcitrant or otherwise unexplained acute severe asthma exacerbations, asthma triggered following ingestion or inhalation of particular foods, and in patients with asthma and other manifestations of food allergy (e.g. anaphylaxis, moderate to severe atopic dermatitis). Practice parameters for the diagnosis and treatment of asthma have recently highlighted the potential role of food allergy in asthma in some patients [101].
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CHAPTER 13

Anaphylaxis and Food Allergy

Hugh A. Sampson

KEY POINTS

- Food allergy is the leading single cause of anaphylaxis treated in emergency departments in the United States.
- Any food may cause an anaphylactic reaction, but peanut, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish are most often implicated in severe and fatal reactions.
- A careful clinical history is critical for the accurate diagnosis of food-induced anaphylaxis; an algorithm of clinical symptoms has been proposed, which provides a universal standard for accurately diagnosing anaphylaxis.
- Laboratory studies are not diagnostic of anaphylaxis, simply supportive.
- All patients at risk for a food-induced anaphylactic reaction should be provided with an emergency plan and appropriate medications, for example epinephrine autoinjector, to initiate therapy in case of an accidental allergen ingestion.

Introduction

Although fatal allergic reactions have been recognized for over 4500 years [1], it was not until the 20th century that the syndrome of anaphylaxis was fully characterized. In their classic studies, Portier and Richet described the rapid death of several dogs that they were attempting to immunize against the toxic sting of the sea anemone [2]. Since this reaction represented the opposite of their intended “prophylaxis,” they coined the term “anaphylaxis,” or “without or against protection.” From these studies, they concluded that anaphylaxis required a latent period for sensitization and re-exposure to the sensitizing material. Shortly thereafter Schlossman reported a patient who developed acute shock after the ingestion of cow’s milk [3]. The first modern-day series of food anaphylaxis in man was published in 1969 by Golbert and colleagues [4]. They described 10 cases of anaphylaxis following the ingestion of various foods, including different legumes, fish, and milk. The reports by Yunginger [5] and then by Sampson [6] and Bock [7,8] further characterized the natural course of near-fatal and fatal food-induced anaphylactic reactions.

Definitions

The term “food-induced anaphylaxis” refers to a serious allergic reaction following the ingestion of a food, typically IgE mediated, which is generally rapid in onset and may progress to death [9]. Typically the term anaphylaxis connotes an immunologically mediated event that occurs after exposure to certain foreign substances, whereas the term anaphylactoid indicates a clinically indistinguishable reaction that is not believed to be IgE mediated but probably involves many of the same mediators, for example, histamine. The syndrome results from the generation and release of a variety of potent biologically active mediators and their concerted effects on various target organs. “Biphasic anaphylaxis” is defined as a recurrence of symptoms that develop following the apparent resolution of the initial anaphylactic event. Biphasic reactions have been reported to develop in 1–20% of anaphylactic reactions and typically occur within 1–4 hours following the resolution of the initial symptoms, although some cases have been reported up to 72 hours later [10]. “Protracted anaphylaxis” is defined as an anaphylactic reaction that lasts for hours or in extreme cases, days [6]. “Food-associated, exercise-induced anaphylaxis” refers to a food-induced anaphylactic reaction that occurs only when the patient exercises within several hours of ingesting a food; when the food is consumed without subsequent exercise or when exercise occurs without the ingestion of the food allergen, the patient will not experience allergic symptoms [11,12].

Anaphylaxis is recognized by a constellation of cutaneous, respiratory, cardiovascular, and gastrointestinal signs and symptoms occurring singly or in combination. To facilitate and standardize the diagnosis of anaphylaxis, the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and Food Allergy & Anaphylaxis Network (FAAN) convened...
Table 13.1 Diagnostic criteria for anaphylaxis (Reproduced from Sampson et al. [13], with permission from Elsevier.)

Anaphylaxis is highly likely when any one of the following three criteria is fulfilled:

1. Acute onset of an illness (minutes to several hours) with involvement of the skin, mucosal tissue, or both (e.g., generalized hives, pruritus, or flushing, swollen lips–tongue–uvula)
   
   And at least one of the following:
   
   (a) Respiratory compromise (e.g., dyspnea, wheeze-bronchospasm, stridor, reduced peak expiratory flow, hypoxemia)
   
   (b) Reduced blood pressure or associated symptoms of end-organ dysfunction (e.g., hypotonia (collapse), syncope, incontinence)

2. Two or more of the following that occur rapidly after exposure to a likely allergen for that patient (minutes to several hours):
   
   (a) Involvement of the skin-mucosal tissue (e.g., generalized hives, itch-flush, swollen lips–tongue–uvula)
   
   (b) Respiratory compromise (e.g., dyspnea, wheeze-bronchospasm, stridor, reduced peak expiratory flow, hypoxemia)
   
   (c) Reduced blood pressure or associated symptoms of end-organ dysfunction (e.g., hypotonia (collapse), syncope, incontinence)
   
   (d) Persistent gastrointestinal symptoms (e.g., crampy abdominal pain, vomiting)

3. Reduced BP after exposure to known allergen for that patient (minutes to several hours):
   
   (a) Infants and children: low systolic blood pressure (age-specific) or greater than 30% decrease in systolic blood pressure*
   
   (b) Adults: systolic blood pressure <90 mmHg or >30% decrease from that patient’s baseline

BP: blood pressure; PEF: Peak expiratory flow.

*Low systolic BP for children: 1 month–1 year < 70 mmHg; 1–10 years < (70 mmHg + (2 × age)); 11–17 years < 90 mmHg.

Table 13.2 Grading severity of anaphylaxis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Defined by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Mild</td>
<td>(skin and subcutaneous tissues, GI, and/or mild respiratory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flushing, urticaria, periorbital erythema, or angioedema; mild dyspnea, wheezing, and upper respiratory symptoms; mild abdominal pain and/or emesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Moderate</td>
<td>(mild symptoms + features suggesting moderate respiratory, cardiovascular, or GI symptoms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marked dysphagia, hoarseness, and/or stridor; SOB, wheezing, and retractions; crampy abdominal pain, recurrent vomiting, and/or diarrhea; and/or mild dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Severe</td>
<td>(hypoxia, hypotension, or neurological compromise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cyanosis or SpO2 &lt;92% at any stage, hypotension, confusion, collapse, loss of consciousness; or incontinence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only in the past few years has an International Classification of Diseases (ICD) code for food-induced anaphylaxis become available, prior to which it has been extremely difficult to obtain any reliable information regarding the prevalence, incidence, or mortality rates for these reactions. In a retrospective survey, Yocum and Khan [16] reviewed all cases of anaphylaxis treated in the Mayo Clinic Emergency Department (United States) over a 3.5-year period. Records were reviewed on all patients experiencing respiratory obstructive symptoms and/or cardiovascular symptoms plus evidence of allergic mediator release, for example, urticaria. Overall, 179 patients were identified; 66% were female, 49% were atopic, and 37% had experienced an immediate reaction to the responsible allergen in the past. A probable cause was identified in 142 cases (Table 13.3). Allergic reactions to food were found to be the most common single cause of anaphylactic reactions outside of the hospital, more frequent than reactions to bee sting and drugs combined. Bock surveyed 73 emergency departments in Colorado over a 2-year period and identified 25 cases of severe anaphylactic reactions to food with one death [17]. From this it was concluded that at least 950 cases of severe food-induced anaphylaxis occur in the United States every year. However, Bock cautioned that his survey was an underestimate of the problem since patients had been referred to him who were not included in the survey, and the proportion of reactions was higher in rural emergency departments serving smaller populations than in the busier metropolitan departments. In a more recent US survey, Yocum reported an annual incidence of food-induced anaphylaxis of 7.6 cases per 100,000 person-years and a food-induced anaphylaxis occurrence rate of 10.8 per 100,000 person-years [18]. The figures were based on a review of the medical records of Olmsted County inhabitants followed in the Rochester Epidemiology Study from 1983 to 1987.

Prevalence

The prevalence of anaphylaxis is unknown since unlike many disorders, there is no requirement to report such reactions to a national registry. In addition, it is likely that many cases are misdiagnosed [14,15]. Also contributing to this lack of scientific data is the fact that many patients who experience a mild anaphylactic reaction recognize the causative relationship to a specific food, self-medicate, and simply attempt to avoid that food rather than consult a physician.
Assuming that the US population is now 280 million and that the prevalence of food allergy did not increase since the late 1980s (although peanut allergy has been shown to have increased [19,20]) one could estimate that about 30,000 food-induced anaphylactic episodes occur in the United States every year resulting in approximately 2000 hospitalizations and 150 deaths [11]. Food-induced anaphylactic reactions account for over one-third of the anaphylactic reactions treated in emergency departments and are most often due to peanut, tree nuts, fish, or shellfish. Pumphrey [21] and Moneret-Vauclin [22] reported similar findings in the United Kingdom and France, respectively. In Italy, Novembre reported that food allergy was responsible for about one-half of severe anaphylactic episodes in children treated in emergency departments [23]. Similarly, a survey of South Australian pre-school and school-age children revealed a parent-reported food-induced anaphylaxis rate of 0.43 per 100 school children, which accounted for over one-half of all cases of anaphylaxis in this age group [24]. Similarly, the Canadian Pediatric Surveillance Program reported that 81% of anaphylaxis cases in children were due to food [25]. A 5-year survey of anaphylactic reactions treated at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia also showed that food allergy was the most common cause of anaphylaxis outside of the hospital [26]. In a more recent survey from Australia, 526 children with generalized allergic reactions were seen in a local emergency department and 57 were diagnosed with anaphylaxis. This represented an incidence of 9.3 in 1000 emergency department visits for generalized allergic reactions and an anaphylaxis incidence of 1 in 1000 [27]. In a similar series of 304 adults attending an emergency department in the same city over a 1-year period, 162 were diagnosed with acute allergic reactions and 142 with anaphylaxis, including 60 whose anaphylaxis was severe and one of whom died, for an anaphylaxis presentation incidence of 1 in 439 [28].

The first of several reports on fatal food-induced anaphylaxis was in 1988 by Yunginger and colleagues who reported seven cases of fatal anaphylaxis evaluated during a 16-month period [5]. In all but possibly one case, the victims unknowingly ingested a food which had provoked a previous allergic reaction. Similarly six fatal and seven near-fatal food-induced anaphylactic reactions in children (aged 2–17 years) were accumulated from three metropolitan areas over a 14-month period [6]. Common risk factors were noted in these cases: all patients had asthma (although generally well controlled); all patients were unaware that they were ingesting the food allergen; all patients had experienced previous allergic reactions to the incriminated food, although in most cases symptoms had been much milder; and all patients had immediate symptoms with about half experiencing a quiescent period prior to a major respiratory collapse. In both these early series, no patient who died received adrenaline immediately; however, three patients with near-fatal reactions did receive adrenaline within 15 minutes of developing symptoms but still went on to develop respiratory collapse and hypotension requiring mechanical ventilation and vasopressor support for 12 hours to 3 weeks. None of these patients investigated had a significant increase in serum tryptase.

In two reports by Bock and co-workers [7,8], 63 cases of fatal food-induced anaphylaxis were evaluated. As in earlier series, peanuts and tree nuts accounted for more than 90% of the fatalities, but in the second report, milk accounted for 4 of 31 deaths. In these series, all but 2 of the patients were known to have asthma and most of the individuals did not have epinephrine available at the time of their fatal reaction. Of the cumulative 63 fatal food anaphylaxis cases reported, however, 6 individuals (~10%) had received epinephrine in a timely manner but failed to respond. In an earlier series of 48 fatal cases reviewed by Pumphrey, 3 patients (~6%) died despite receiving epinephrine from a self-administration kit appropriately at the onset of their reaction [21].

The incidence of food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis appears to be increasing, possibly due to the increased popularity of exercising over the past decade. Two forms of food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis have been described: reactions following the ingestion of specific foods (e.g. egg, celery, shellfish, wheat) [29–35] and rarely reactions following the ingestion of any food [30]. Anaphylaxis will occur when a patient exercises within 15 minutes of developing symptoms but still went on to develop respiratory collapse and hypotension requiring mechanical ventilation and vasopressor support for 12 hours to 3 weeks. None of these patients investigated had a significant increase in serum tryptase.

In two reports by Bock and co-workers [7,8], 63 cases of fatal food-induced anaphylaxis were evaluated. As in earlier series, peanuts and tree nuts accounted for more than 90% of the fatalities, but in the second report, milk accounted for 4 of 31 deaths. In these series, all but 2 of the patients were known to have asthma and most of the individuals did not have epinephrine available at the time of their fatal reaction. Of the cumulative 63 fatal food anaphylaxis cases reported, however, 6 individuals (~10%) had received epinephrine in a timely manner but failed to respond. In an earlier series of 48 fatal cases reviewed by Pumphrey, 3 patients (~6%) died despite receiving epinephrine from a self-administration kit appropriately at the onset of their reaction [21].

The incidence of food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis appears to be increasing, possibly due to the increased popularity of exercising over the past decade. Two forms of food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis have been described: reactions following the ingestion of specific foods (e.g. egg, celery, shellfish, wheat) [29–35] and rarely reactions following the ingestion of any food [30]. Anaphylaxis will occur when a patient exercises within 2–4 hours of ingesting a food, but otherwise the patient can ingest the food without any apparent reaction and can exercise without any apparent reaction as long as the specific food (or any food in the case of non-specific reactors) has not been ingested within the past several hours. This disorder is twice as common in females and greater than 60% of cases occur in individuals less than 30 years of age.

Table 13.3 Three-year retrospective survey of anaphylaxis occurring outside of the hospital treated by the Mayo Clinic Emergency Department (From Yocum and Khan [16], with permission from Elsevier.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presumed etiology of anaphylaxis</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymenoptera</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False diagnosis</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Foods implicated in 18 patients who were skin tested:

- Peanut: 4
- Cereals: 6
- Egg: 2
- Nuts: 9
- Milk: 2
In a survey of 199 individuals experiencing exercise-induced anaphylaxis, ingestion of food within 2 hours of exercise was felt to be a factor in the development of attacks in 54% of the cases [32]. More recently, several cases of food- and aspirindendent exercise-induced anaphylaxis have been reported [36–38]. Symptoms generally start with a sensation of generalized pruritus that progresses to urticaria and erythema, respiratory obstruction, and cardiovascular collapse. Patients with specific food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis generally have positive prick skin tests to the food and occasionally these patients will have a history of “outgrowing” an allergy to the causative food when they were younger. As discussed below, specific management of this disorder involves identifying the food(s) which cause the reaction (i.e. DBPCFC with exercise).

Several factors appear to predispose an individual to food-induced anaphylaxis including a personal history of atopy, family history of atopy, age, and dietary exposure. Atopic patients with asthma are at increased risk of developing more severe food-allergic reactions [6,9,39]. In the reports of Yunginger et al. [5], Sampson et al. [6], and Bock et al. [7,8] the majority of individuals were highly atopic, and all had histories of asthma. Although atopy reportedly does not predispose individuals to an increased risk of anaphylaxis [40], it does tend to predispose to more severe reactions. In general, it has been thought that individuals inherit the ability to produce antigen-specific IgE to food proteins and that hypersensitivity to a specific food is not inherited. However, in a report evaluating twins with peanut allergy, there was a significant concordance rate of peanut allergy among monozygotic twins compared to dizygotic twins suggesting strongly that there is a major genetic influence on the inheritance of peanut allergy [41].

Age may play a factor in predisposing an individual to food-induced anaphylaxis. The prevalence of food allergy appears greatest in the first 2 years of life and decreases with age [12]. Consequently foods introduced during the first year (e.g. cow’s milk, egg, soy, wheat, and peanut (as peanut butter in the United States)) are more apt to induce hypersensitization. Allergic reactions to milk, egg, soybean, and wheat are generally “outgrown” with age [12]. The age of onset of milk allergy is usually in the first year of life, with about 85% of infants “outgrowing” their sensitivity by 7–8 years of age [42,43]. While most food hypersensitivities are outgrown during childhood, food sensitivity to peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish often persist into adulthood [44,45]. It has been thought to be quite rare to find a patient who develops clinical tolerance to peanuts and tree nuts, although studies now suggest that 20% of children diagnosed with peanut allergy early in life do outgrow their peanut allergy [46,47] and about 10% outgrow their tree nut allergy [48].

Dietary exposure can influence the occurrence of food-induced anaphylaxis in several ways. Different populations and nationalities may consume more of certain foods, and the increased exposure may result in an increased prevalence of that specific food allergy. In the United States peanut is one of the most common food allergies [49], Americans ingest several tons of peanuts daily (FDA, 1986). By contrast, in Scandinavia, where fish consumption is high, the incidence of allergic reactions to codfish is increased (FDA, 1986). Rice and buckwheat allergy are quite rare in the United States but not uncommon in Japan where these foods are frequently ingested [50].

### Etiology

#### Foods

A large variety of foods have been reported to have precipitated an anaphylactic reaction. The list of foods that may induce an anaphylactic reaction is unlimited, and in theory, any food protein is capable of causing an anaphylactic reaction. As indicated in Table 13.4, certain foods tend to be cited most frequently as the cause of anaphylaxis, although any food may be the cause. Foods most often responsible for anaphylactic reactions include peanuts (and to a much lesser extent other legumes: soybeans, lupine, lentils, peas, garbanzo beans), fish (e.g. cod, whitefish, salmon), shellfish (shrimp, lobster, crab, scallops, oyster), tree nuts (hazelnuts, cashews, pistachio, walnuts, pecans, Brazil nuts, almonds), cow’s milk, egg, fruits (banana, kiwi), seeds (sesame seed, mustard), and cereals or grains (wheat, rice, rye, millet, buckwheat) [12]. The potency of particular foods to induce an anaphylactic reaction appears to vary and is also dependent on the sensitivity of the individual. In general, it appears that for some foods such as peanuts, microgram quantities may be sufficient to induce a reaction.

In oral food-challenge studies where food-allergic patients are challenged on a regular basis (e.g. annually) over a period of years, patients who eventually become tolerant to a food often appear to tolerate more of the antigen in successive years. For example, the initial challenge may

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foods most frequently implicated in food-induced anaphylaxis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree nuts (hazel nuts (filberts), walnuts, cashews, pistachios, Brazil nuts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish (less often tuna)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellfish (shrimp, crab, lobster, oyster, scallop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow’s milk (goat’s milk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hen’s egg (cotton seed, sesame seed, pine nuts, sunflower seed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beans (soybeans, green peas, pinto beans, garbanzo beans, green beans)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit (banana, kiwi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cereal grains (wheat, barley, oat, buckwheat)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
be positive after 500 mg of the food and then in the subsequent challenge 1 year later the patient may tolerate 5 g of the food. The next challenge the following year may reveal that the patient is no longer sensitive to that food.

Prior exposure and sensitization to food allergens theoretically must precede the initial anaphylactic reaction. However, there have been numerous reports of an anaphylactic reaction occurring after the first known exposure to a food substance. In one series of children allergic to peanuts and tree nuts, a significant number of these patients reacted on their first known exposure to the food [51,52]. Several possibilities may account for this apparent paradox: most often infants are sensitized to foods passed in maternal breast milk during lactation; sensitization following allergen contact on the skin in infants with atopic dermatitis [53]; sensitization may occur following an unknown exposure to a food antigen (e.g. milk formula given during the night in the newborn nursery, food given by another caregiver (e.g. babysitter or grandparent), or food contained in another product which was not suspected of containing the antigen in question); and sensitization may occur because of cross-sensitization to a similar allergen (e.g. kiwi or banana allergy in a latex-sensitive individual) [54]. Some data suggest that sensitization may occur in utero [55].

**Food additives**

Although food additives are often suspected of provoking anaphylactic reactions, the only food additives for which there is significant evidence of precipitating an anaphylactic reaction are sulfites and papain, both of which are quite rare. One of the initial reports detailed an atopic, non-asthmatic patient who experienced an anaphylactic reaction after consuming a restaurant meal which contained significant sodium bisulfite [56]. Specific IgE to sodium bisulfite was demonstrated by skin testing and transfer of passive cutaneous anaphylaxis, and an oral food challenge produced itching of the ears and eyes, nausea, warmness, cough, tightness in the throat, and erythema of the shoulders. These symptoms resolved following treatment with epinephrine.

There have been other scattered case reports in the literature confirming sulfite-induced anaphylaxis [57,58].

One patient has been reported with papain-induced anaphylaxis following the ingestion of a beefsteak that had been treated with papain as a meat tenderizer [59]. The patient was found to have specific IgE to papain by prick skin testing and experienced a positive oral challenge to papain with palatal itching and throat tightness. One study suggested that MSG could provoke asthma and anaphylaxis in some patients, but this remains controversial [60].

**Clinical features**

The hallmark of a food-induced anaphylactic reaction is the onset of symptoms within seconds to minutes following the ingestion of the food allergen. The time course of the appearance and perception of symptoms and signs will differ among individuals. Almost invariably, at least some symptoms will begin within the first hour after the exposure. Generally the later the onset of anaphylactic signs and symptoms, the less severe the reaction. About 25–30% of patients will experience a biphasic reaction [6,61,62], where patients typically develop classical symptoms initially, appear to be recovering (and may become asymptomatic), and then experience the recurrence of significant, often catastrophic symptoms, which may be more refractory to standard therapy. The intervening quiescent period may last up to 1–3 hours. In the report by Sampson and colleagues, three of seven patients with near-fatal anaphylaxis experienced protracted anaphylaxis, with symptoms lasting from 1 day to 21 days [6]. Most reports suggest that the earlier epinephrine is administered in the course of anaphylaxis the better the chance of a favorable prognosis, but there is no data to indicate that the timing of epinephrine affects the prevalence of biphasic or protracted symptoms [61]. In addition, it should be noted that in about 5–10% of cases in which patients have received an initial injection of epinephrine in a timely manner, they still progressed to fatal anaphylaxis [7,8]. Even with appropriate treatment in a medical facility, it rarely may be impossible to reverse an anaphylactic reaction once it has begun.

The symptoms of anaphylaxis are generally related to the gastrointestinal, respiratory, cutaneous, and cardiovascular systems [9]. Other organ systems may be affected but much less commonly. The sequence of symptom presentation and severity will vary from one individual to the other. Additionally, one patient who experiences anaphylaxis to more than one type of food may experience a different sequence of symptoms with each food. While many patients will develop similar allergic symptoms on subsequent occasions following the ingestion of a food allergen, patients with asthma and peanut and/or nut allergy seem to be less predictable. There are many cases of peanut-allergic children who reacted with minimal cutaneous and gastrointestinal symptoms as a young child who later developed asthma and then experienced a catastrophic anaphylactic event after ingesting peanut in their teenage years.

The first symptoms experienced often involve the oropharynx. Symptoms may include edema and pruritus of the lips, oral mucosa, palate, and pharynx [9,63]. Young children may be seen scratching at their tongue, palate, anterior neck, or external auditory canals (presumably from referred pruritus of the posterior pharynx). Evidence of laryngeal edema includes a “dry staccato” or croupy cough and/or dysphonia and dysphagia. Gastrointestinal symptoms include nausea, vomiting, crampy abdominal pain, and diarrhea. Emesis generally contains large amounts of “stringy” mucus. Respiratory symptoms may consist of a deep repetitive cough, stridor, dyspnea, and/or wheezing. Cutaneous symptoms of anaphylaxis may include flushing, urticaria, angioedema, and/or an
erythematous macular rash. The development of cardiovascular symptoms, along with airway obstruction, is of greatest concern in anaphylactic reactions. Although cardiovascular symptoms occur less frequently in food-induced anaphylactic reactions compared to insect-sting or medication-induced anaphylaxis, it is important to recognize the symptoms early and the potential complications. Symptoms associated with hypotension can include nausea, vomiting, diaphoresis, dyspnea, hypoxia, dizziness, seizures and collapse [64]. Extravasation of fluid and vasodilation can lead to a decrease in circulating blood volume of up to 35% within 10 minutes [65]. In addition, cardiac dysfunction associated with non-specific electrocardiographic changes and normal coronary arteries has been reported [66]. Therefore, aggressive fluid resuscitation, as well as placing the patient in a supine position and elevating the legs to prevent pooling of blood in the lower extremities, is recommended. In fact, upright posture has been found to lead to fatalities in cases of food-induced anaphylactic shock [67].

Other signs and symptoms reported frequently in anaphylaxis include periorcular and nasal pruritus, sneezing, diaphoresis, disorientation, fecal or urinary urgency or incontinence, and uterine cramping (manifested as lower back pain similar to “labor” pains). Patients often report an impending “sense of doom.” In some instances the initial manifestation of anaphylaxis may be the loss of consciousness. Death may ensue in minutes but has been reported to occur days to weeks after anaphylaxis [7,8,21], with late deaths generally resulting from organ damage experienced early in the course of anaphylaxis.

Several factors appear to increase the risk of more severe anaphylactic reactions. Patients taking β-adrenergic antagonists or calcium channel blockers may be resistant to standard therapeutic regimens and therefore at increased risk for severe anaphylaxis [9]. Patients with asthma appear to be at increased risk for severe symptoms as noted in a number of recent reports concerning fatal and near-fatal food anaphylactic reactions [7]. Similar findings have been reported in patients with insect-sting allergy [68] and from patients experiencing anaphylaxis as a result of immunotherapy [69,70]. In these patients significant, acute bronchospasm developed along with other symptoms of anaphylaxis.

The skin is the most commonly affected organ in anaphylaxis, appearing in more than 80% of cases [9,62]. However, up to 20% of cases do not present with skin findings, particularly in children reacting to foods [6,27]. In these cases, a history of allergy and possible exposure, along with symptoms consistent with criteria no. 2 listed in Table 13.1 would establish the diagnosis. In rare cases, hypotension has been reported to be the primary symptom of anaphylaxis. These situations would satisfy the third criteria if the patient had exposure to a known allergen. The annual incidence of anaphylaxis with cardiovascular compromise is 8–10 per 100,000 inhabitants [18,71]. In six cases of fatal food-induced anaphylaxis [6], initial symptoms developed within 3–30 minutes and severe respiratory symptoms within 20–150 minutes. Symptoms involved the lower respiratory tract in 6 of 6 children, the gastrointestinal tract in 5 of 6 patients, and the skin in only 1 of 6 children. Anaphylaxis should never be considered ruled-out on the basis of absent skin symptoms.

**Diagnosis**

Using the algorithm presented in Table 13.1, the diagnosis of anaphylaxis should be readily apparent [13]. Young children presenting with anaphylaxis most often present with cutaneous and gastrointestinal symptoms [27], whereas adults will often have respiratory and cardiovascular symptoms [66]. In many cases where a food is implicated, the inciting food is obvious from the temporal relationship between the ingestion and the onset of symptoms. The initial step in determining the cause of an episode of anaphylaxis is a very careful history, especially when the cause of the episode is not straightforward [39]. Specific questions to address include the type and quantity of food eaten, the last time the food was ingested, the time frame between ingestion and the development of symptoms, the nature of the food (cooked or uncooked), other times when similar symptoms occurred (and if the food in question was eaten on those occasions), and whether any other precipitating factors appear to be involved, for example, exercise, alcohol, NSAIDs.

Basically, any food may precipitate an anaphylactic reaction, but there are a few specific foods which appear to be most often implicated in the etiology of food-induced anaphylactic reactions: peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish. In cases where the etiology of the anaphylactic reaction is not apparent, a dietary history should review all ingredients of the suspected meal including any possible concealed ingredients or food additives. The food provoking the reaction may be merely a contaminant (knowingly or unknowingly) in the meal. For example, peanuts or peanut butter are frequently added to cookies, candies, pastries, or sauces such as chili, spaghetti, and barbecue sauces. Chinese restaurants frequently use peanut butter to “glue” the overlapping ends of an egg roll, pressed or “extruded” peanut oil in their cooking, and the same wok to cook a variety of different meals resulting in residual contaminant carry-over. Another infrequent (but not rare) cause of food contamination occurs during the manufacturing process. This contamination may happen with scraps of candy or dough that are “reworked” into the next batch of candy or cookies, or in processing plants where there is a production change from one product to the next. As an example, a reaction to almond butter by a peanut-allergic patient started an investigation which determined that 10% of the almond butter produced in that plant was contaminated with peanut butter (FDA, 1986). This occurred after a production change in the manufacturing process from peanut butter to almond butter. Other examples include
popsicles run on the same line as creamsicles (milk), fruit juices packaged in individual cartons where milk products have been packaged, milk-free desserts packaged in dairy plants [72], etc. Food items with “natural flavoring” designated on the label may contain an unsuspected allergen, for example casein in canned tuna fish, hot-dogs, or bologna, soy in a variety of baked goods, etc. However, the Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act (FALCPA) became law on January 1, 2006 in the United States and mandated that foods containing any amount of milk, egg, peanut, tree nuts, fish, shellfish, soy, or wheat must declare the food in plain language on the ingredient label, that is “milk” and not “sodium caseinate.” FALCPA has made label reading to ascertain ingredients much easier for millions of Americans. In the European Common Market countries, similar legislation has been enacted.

Food allergy can develop at any age, although it appears more commonly in the first 3 years of life. Not uncommonly a patient will present who has tolerated a food (i.e. shrimp) for his/her entire life and then at some point in mid-adulthood experiences a major allergic reaction after ingestion of the food. These patients may experience no forewarning of their impending episode, but on detailed questioning will not infrequently describe some minor symptoms previously, such as oral pruritus or nausea and cramping. It is also possible that cooking or processing of some foods may remove, diminish, or even enhance their allergenicity.

Some conditions may be confused with food anaphylaxis. Among these clinical problems are scromboid poisoning, factitious allergic emergency, and vasovagal collapse. In the absence of urticaria and angioedema one must consider arrhythmia, myocardial infarction, hereditary angioedema, aspiration of a bolus of food, pulmonary embolism, and seizure disorders. Following the algorithm in Table 13.1 should enable physicians to accurately identify individuals with anaphylaxis.

With the presence of laryngeal edema, especially when accompanied by abdominal pain, the diagnosis of hereditary angioedema must be considered. In general, this disorder is slower in onset, does not include urticaria, and vasovagal collapse. In cases of idiopathic anaphylaxis, more extensive prick testing may occasionally prove useful. In many patients with anaphylaxis, the processing of the food for commercial extracts may diminish antigenic potential. With some foods, the processing of the food for commercial extracts may diminish antigenicity [78]. This is especially true for some fruits and vegetables, and occasionally shellfish. However, if there is a high index of suspicion that a food may have precipitated an anaphylactic reaction even though the prick skin test is negative, the patient should be tested with the natural food or an isolated food and a positive prick/puncture skin test to a suspected food. In contrast, a positive prick skin test does not necessarily mean that the food is the inciting agent, but in a patient with a classic history of anaphylaxis to ingestion of an isolated food and a positive prick/puncture skin test to that food, this laboratory test appears to be a good positive predictor of allergic reactivity. In cases of food-associated or aspirin-associated exercise-induced anaphylaxis, prick skin tests performed following exercise/ingestion of aspirin are enhanced compared to tests done prior to exercise/ingestion in many patients [37].

There are some limitations to skin testing which need to be recognized. There is speculation that skin testing shortly following the anaphylactic event may fail to yield a positive response owing to temporary anergy. Although not demonstrated in food allergy, this phenomenon has been demonstrated in Hymenoptera sensitivity following an insect sting [77]. Possible causes of false-negative prick skin tests include improper skin test technique, concomitant use of antihistamines, or the use of food extracts with reduced or inadequate allergenic potential. With some foods, the processing of the food for commercial extracts may diminish antigenicity. This is especially true for some fruits and vegetables, and occasionally shellfish. However, if there is a high index of suspicion that a food may have precipitated an anaphylactic reaction even though the prick skin test is negative, the patient should be tested with the natural food utilizing the “prick-plus-prick” method to ensure an absence of detectable IgE antibody [79]. Some caution should be exercised in doing this procedure since the amount of antigen on the prick device will not be controlled, and appropriate negative controls should also be performed.

Appropriate skin testing is indicated in each patient, although in vitro measurement of food-specific IgE may be evaluated initially. In many patients with anaphylaxis, limited prick skin testing is necessary to confirm the etiology of the anaphylactic reaction. In cases of idiopathic anaphylaxis, more extensive prick testing may occasionally prove helpful in making the diagnosis [80]. The clinician must decide how many skin tests are practical and justified, taking into account the anticipated low yield of positive results and bradycardia have been reported to be associated with bloodlessness and collapse. It is usually not associated with other signs and symptoms of anaphylaxis, except peripheral and perioral tingling sensations.

**Laboratory evaluation**

The laboratory evaluation of patients with an anaphylactic reaction should be directed at identifying specific IgE antibodies to the food in question. IgE antibody can be recognized in vivo by prick or puncture skin testing. Although not absolute, a negative prick/puncture skin test is an excellent predictor for a negative IgE-mediated food reaction to the suspected food. In contrast, a positive prick skin test does not necessarily mean that the food is the inciting agent, but in a patient with a classic history of anaphylaxis to ingestion of an isolated food and a positive prick/puncture skin test to that food, this laboratory test appears to be a good positive predictor of allergic reactivity. In cases of food-associated or aspirin-associated exercise-induced anaphylaxis, prick skin tests performed following exercise/ingestion of aspirin are enhanced compared to tests done prior to exercise/ingestion in many patients [37].

There are some limitations to skin testing which need to be recognized. There is speculation that skin testing shortly following the anaphylactic event may fail to yield a positive response owing to temporary anergy. Although not demonstrated in food allergy, this phenomenon has been demonstrated in Hymenoptera sensitivity following an insect sting [77]. Possible causes of false-negative prick skin tests include improper skin test technique, concomitant use of antihistamines, or the use of food extracts with reduced or inadequate allergenic potential. With some foods, the processing of the food for commercial extracts may diminish antigenicity. This is especially true for some fruits and vegetables, and occasionally shellfish. However, if there is a high index of suspicion that a food may have precipitated an anaphylactic reaction even though the prick skin test is negative, the patient should be tested with the natural food utilizing the “prick-plus-prick” method to ensure an absence of detectable IgE antibody [79]. Some caution should be exercised in doing this procedure since the amount of antigen on the prick device will not be controlled, and appropriate negative controls should also be performed.
In idiopathic anaphylaxis and the value of discovering an etiology in this serious disorder.

Intradermal skin tests are sometimes performed following negative prick/puncture skin tests in other allergic diseases, but the diagnostic significance of a positive intradermal test to food following a negative prick/puncture test is dubious and of no clinical benefit [81]. Fatal anaphylactic reactions have been documented following intradermal skin tests to foods [69,82], so extra caution should be exercised if intradermal tests are performed (if done at all). Under no circumstances should an intradermal skin test be performed prior to performing a prick/puncture test. In cases where extreme hypersensitivity is suspected, alternative approaches may be warranted including the further dilution of the food extract prior to prick skin testing or the use of a food-specific IgE in vitro tests, for example, UniCAP®; Phadia, Uppsala, Sweden. The UniCAP System appears to be slightly more sensitive than the older standard RAST. In a number of studies, predictive curves and diagnostic decision points have been established using the UniCAP System for predicting a positive food challenge for at least milk, egg, and peanuts [83,84]. At the present time there is no laboratory test that will predict the potential severity of an allergic reaction. A study investigating peanut-allergic patients’ IgE binding to allergenic peanut epitopes demonstrated that individuals with binding to large numbers of epitopes (epitope diversity) tended to have more severe reactions than those binding fewer epitopes [85].

Massive activation of mast cells during anaphylaxis results in a dramatic rise in plasma histamine and somewhat later a rise in plasma serum tryptase [86,87]. Plasma histamine rises over the first several minutes of a reaction, generally remains elevated for only several minutes, requires special collection techniques, and will breakdown unless the plasma sample is frozen immediately. Consequently, measurement of plasma histamine to document anaphylaxis is often impractical except in research situations. Whether measurement of urinary methyl histamine will be useful in the documentation of anaphylaxis remains to be demonstrated. Serum tryptase rises over the first hour and may remain elevated for many hours. It is fairly stable at room temperature and can be obtained from post-mortem specimens [87]. Total tryptase has been shown to be markedly elevated in some cases of bee-sting or drug-induced anaphylaxis [87], but several recent studies have found it less often elevated than plasma histamine [39,88,89]. Unfortunately, total tryptase is rarely elevated in food-induced anaphylaxis [6]. Mature β-trypase is a better indicator of mast cell activation, and if the assay for β-trypase becomes more available, it may prove to be a better indicator of anaphylaxis than total tryptase [39]. Other mediators being evaluated for potential use as a laboratory marker of anaphylaxis include carboxypeptidase and platelet-activating factor [39].

Double-blind placebo-controlled food challenges are the “gold standard” for diagnosing food allergy, but are contraindicated in patients with an unequivocal history of anaphylaxis following the isolated ingestion of a food to which they have evidence of significant IgE antibodies. However, if several foods were ingested and the patient has positive skin tests to several foods, it is essential that the responsible food be identified. Patients have been reported who experienced repeated anaphylactic reactions because physicians incorrectly assumed that they had identified the responsible food [6]. Young children who experience anaphylactic reactions to foods other than peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish may eventually outgrow their clinical reactivity, so an oral food challenge may be warranted following an extended period of food elimination with no history of reactions to accidental ingestions.

**Treatment**

Treatment of food-induced anaphylaxis may be subdivided into acute and long-term management. While management of an acute attack is something physicians spend hours preparing for, it is the long-term measures that provide the best quality of life for the food-allergic patient.

**Acute management (Table 13.5)**

Fatalities may occur if treatment of a food-induced anaphylactic reaction is not immediate [5–8]. Data from the review of fatal bee-sting-induced anaphylactic reactions indicate that the longer the initial therapy is delayed, the greater the incidence of complications and fatalities [90]. Although epinephrine is clearly the medicine of first choice for the treatment of anaphylaxis, a multi-center study of US emergency room visits for food allergies revealed that only 16% of 678 patients presenting to the emergency room with acute allergic reactions to foods received epinephrine. Even in the group determined to have anaphylaxis (51%), only 22% received epinephrine [91]. Initial treatment must be preceded by a rapid assessment to determine the extent and severity of the reaction, the adequacy of oxygenation, cardiac output and tissue perfusion, any potential confounding medications (e.g. β-blockers), and the suspected cause of the reaction [9]. The patient should be placed in the supine position with the legs elevated, if tolerated, to help maintain adequate perfusion and blood pressure [67]. Initial therapy should be directed at the maintenance of an effective airway and circulatory system. The first step in the acute management of anaphylaxis is the intramuscular injection of 0.01 ml/kg of aqueous epinephrine 1:1000 (maximal dose 0.3–0.5 ml, or 0.3–0.5 mg). Intravenous administration of epinephrine may cause fatal arrhythmias or myocardial infarction, particularly in adults, and should be reserved for refractory hypotension requiring cardiopulmonary resuscitation [92]. In patients with pulmonary symptoms, supplemental oxygen should be administered.

In order to ensure that patients receive epinephrine as early as possible, it is important that they, their family members,
and other care providers are instructed in the self-administration of epinephrine. Preloaded syringes with epinephrine are available and should be given to any patient at risk for food-induced anaphylaxis, that is patients with a history of a previous anaphylactic reaction and patients with asthma and food allergy, especially if they are allergic to peanuts, nuts, fish, or shellfish. In the United States, premeasured doses of epinephrine can be obtained from two sources in two doses: Epi-Pen® (0.3 mg) and Epi-Pen, Jr® (0.15 mg) distributed by Dey Laboratories (Napa, CA) and Twinject® (0.3 mg) and Twinject Jr® (0.15 mg) distributed by Verus Pharmaceuticals (San Diego, CA). Both devices are a disposable drug delivery system with a spring-activated concealed needle. The Epi-Pen is intended for a single intramuscular injection while the Twinject disassembles to provide a second dose administered with a small syringe. Both are obtained in two doses: 0.3 mg for those weighing over 28 kg and 0.15 mg for those weighing less than 28 kg. Children are generally advanced to the 0.3-mg dose when they reach 23–28 kg [93], depending on the severity of previous reactions. Since parent or caregivers attempting to measure and administer epinephrine from a vial is so inaccurate [94], the 0.15-mg epinephrine dose is often used in small children weighing 8 kg or more. Those individuals who experienced previous severe symptoms should be advanced to the 0.3-mg dose earlier than those with a history of milder reactions. Since the Epi-Pen® can deliver only a single dose, two Epi-Pens may be prescribed for patients who have experienced a previous anaphylactic reaction or who are at high risk and do not have ready access to a medical center. It is imperative that the patient and/or family members practice with appropriate training devices to ensure their ability to use the device proficiently in case of an emergency. Also, it should be made clear to the patients that these preloaded devices carry a 1-year shelf life and therefore should be renewed every year.

Sustained-release preparations of epinephrine are not appropriate treatment for acute anaphylaxis. While inhaled epinephrine (either nebulized or via metered-dose inhaler; Primatine Mist® in the United States) has been recommended in the past [95], a minimum of 20 puffs inhaled correctly by adults or 10–15 puffs by children are necessary to produce blood levels similar to an injection of 0.3 mg or 0.15 mg, respectively [96]. However, a study by Simon and co-workers demonstrated that most children are unable to inhale sufficient epinephrine to produce adequate systemic levels [97]. Lesser doses may be beneficial to reverse laryngeal edema or persistent bronchospasm.

Once epinephrine has been administered, other therapeutic modalities may be of benefit. Studies have suggested that the combination of an H1 antihistamines (i.e. diphenhydramine – 1 mg/kg up to 75 mg) either intramuscularly or intravenously and an H2 antagonist (i.e. 4 mg/kg up to 300 mg of cimetidine) administered intravenously may be more effective than either administered alone [98]. Both histamine antagonists should be infused slowly if given intravenously since rapid infusion of diphenhydramine is associated with arrhythmias and cimetidine with fall in blood pressure. The role of corticosteroids in the treatment of anaphylaxis remains unclear. However, most authorities recommend giving prednisone (1 mg/kg orally) for mild to moderate episodes of anaphylaxis and solumedrol (1–2 mg/kg intravenously) for severe anaphylaxis in an attempt to modulate the late-phase response [9]. Patients who have been receiving glucocorticosteroid therapy for other reasons should be assumed to have hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis suppression and should be administered stress doses of hydrocortisone intravenously.

### Table 13.5 Acute management of anaphylaxis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rapid assessment of</th>
<th>Extent and severity of symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adequacy of oxygenation, cardiac output, and tissue perfusion potential confounding medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suspected cause of the reaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial therapy</th>
<th>Epinephrine – 0.01 mg/kg/dose up to 0.3–0.5 mg i.m. up to 3 times every 15–20 minutes (EpiPen®, Twinject®, epinephrine ampule – 1:1000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oxygen – 40–100% by mask</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lie patient in supine position with legs elevated, if tolerated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intravenous fluids – 30 ml/kg of crystalloid up to 2 l (or more depending on blood pressure and response to medications)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary medications</th>
<th>Nebulized albuterol – may be continuous</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Antihistamines: H1 antagonist (diphenhydramine – 1 mg/kg up to 75 mg; cetirizine – 0.25 mg/kg up to 10 mg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H2 antagonist (cimetidine – 4 mg/kg up to 300 mg; ranitidine – 1–2 mg/kg up to 150 mg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corticosteroids: solumedrol – 1–2 mg/kg/dose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dopamine – for hypotension refractory to epinephrine (2–20 µg/kg/min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norepinephrine – for hypotension refractory to epinephrine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Glucagon – (5–15 µg/min) for hypotension refractory to epinephrine and glucagon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Norepinephrine; especially patients on β-blockers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discharge</th>
<th>Emergency plan and medications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Appointment for evaluation of cause if not known</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
during resuscitation. If wheezing is prominent, an aerosolized \( \beta \)-adrenergic agent (e.g. albuterol) is recommended intermittently or continuously depending on the patient’s symptoms and the availability of cardiac monitoring. Intravenous aminophylline may also be useful for recalcitrant respiratory symptoms. Aerosolized epinephrine may be useful for preventing life-threatening upper airway edema, however in about 10%, a tracheotomy may be required to prevent fatal laryngeal obstruction [99]. Hypotension, due to a shift in fluid from the intravascular to extravascular space, may be severe and refractory to epinephrine and antihistamines. Depending on the blood pressure, large volumes of crystalloid (e.g. lactated Ringer’s solution or normal saline) infused rapidly are frequently required to reverse the hypotensive state [100]. An alternative to crystalloid solution is the colloid, hydroxyethyl starch. Children may need up to 30 ml/kg of crystalloid over the first hour [101] and adults up to 21 [66] over the first hour to control hypotension. Patients taking \( \beta \)-blockers may require much larger volumes (e.g. 5–7 l) of fluid before pressure is stabilized [102].

Although epinephrine and fluids are the mainstay of treatment for hypotension, the use of other vasopressor drugs may be necessary [11,103]. Dopamine administered at a rate of 2–20 \( \mu \)g/kg/minute while carefully monitoring the blood pressure may be lifesaving. In addition, 1–5 mg of glucagon given as a bolus followed by an infusion of 5–15 \( \mu \)g/minute titrated against clinical response may be helpful in refractory cases or in patients taking \( \beta \)-blockers. The best approach to treating patients experiencing anaphylaxis while taking \( \beta \)-adrenergic blocking drugs remains uncertain. If combined \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) receptor blockers (e.g. propranolol) are used, it may be possible to administer epinephrine for its \( \alpha \)-adrenergic activity and isoproterenol to attempt to overcome the \( \beta \)-blockade. Since patients may experience a biphasic response, all patients should be monitored for a minimum of 4 hours, longer in cases of more severe anaphylaxis [9].

Although controversial, some authorities have suggested the use of activated charcoal in an attempt to prevent further absorption of food allergens from the gut [104]. However, the volume required and the disagreeable taste often precludes patients from taking adequate quantities and the consequences of aspiration are grave. Others have suggested that some attempt should be made to evacuate the stomach, such as gastric lavage when large amounts of the allergen have been ingested. Whether or not these measures are beneficial in ameliorating food-induced anaphylaxis remains to be demonstrated.

Patients who are at risk for food-induced anaphylaxis should have medical information concerning their condition available to them at all times, for example, Medic AlertTM bracelet or necklace. This information may be lifesaving since it will expedite the diagnosis and appropriate treatment for a patient experiencing an anaphylactic reaction.

### Long-term management (Table 13.6)

The life-threatening nature of anaphylaxis makes prevention the cornerstone of therapy. If the causative food allergen is not clearly delineated, an evaluation to determine the etiology should be promptly initiated so that a lethal recurrence can be prevented, as discussed above. The central focus of prevention of food-induced anaphylaxis requires the appropriate identification and complete dietary avoidance of the specific food allergen [9], especially those at higher risk for anaphylaxis, as discussed previously. An educational process is imperative to ensure the patient and family understands how to avoid all forms of the food allergen and the potential severity of a reaction if the food is inadvertently ingested. The Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network is a non-profit organization in Fairfax, Virginia, USA (Phone: 703-691-3179 or 800-929-4040; Fax: 703-691-2713; http://www.foodallergy.org) which can assist in providing patients information about food allergy avoidance and which has several programs for schools and parents of children with food allergies and anaphylaxis. Self-injectable epinephrine should be prescribed and patients/parents should be thoroughly educated in the use of the device.

It is not uncommon for patients experiencing a previous food-allergic reaction to subsequently demonstrate some instinctive avoidance measure. This may be typified by extreme dislike for the taste or even smell of the offending food. A very proactive role is required for the sensitized person to completely avoid a food that has caused a previous anaphylactic reaction. For many this may even require total removal of the food from the household. Educational measures must be directed at the patient, his/her family, and school personnel and other caretakers or fellow workers so that they understand the potential severity and scope of the problem. If a patient ingests a food prepared outside the home, they must always be very cautious and not hesitate to ask very specific and detailed questions concerning ingredients of foods they are planning to eat. Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for patients dining in restaurants to ingest a food that they were assured did not exist in the meal they were eating.

#### Table 13.6 Long-term management of food-induced anaphylaxis

- Identify positive food which provoked anaphylactic reaction
- Educate patient, family, and/or care providers how to avoid all exposure to food allergen
- Provide patient at risk with self-injectable epinephrine and thoroughly educate them when and how to use this medication (i.e. practice with Epi-Pen® trainer)
- Provide patient with liquid antihistamine (diphenhydramine or hydroxyzine) and teach them when and how to use this medication
- Establish a formal Emergency Plan in case of a reaction: proper use of “emergency medications” transportation to nearest emergency facility (capable of resuscitation and endotracheal tube placement)
Although changes in food labeling laws in the United States have simplified somewhat the reading of labels for food-allergic individuals, several problems still remain. These problems fall into one of the four categories: (1) misleading labels, for example “non-dairy” creams usually contain some milk proteins; (2) ingredient switches, for example a name brand food may alter the ingredients with no significant change on the label; (3) “natural flavoring” designation often allows a product to contain a small amount of other food proteins for purposes of flavoring without having to identify that protein, for example casein in canned tuna fish; and (4) inadvertent contamination which may occur when more than one product is run on a line and residual protein from the previous run adulterates the subsequent run, for example non-dairy ice cream desserts. It is still imperative that patients and their families scrupulously read all labels of products because certain food allergens may unexpectedly occur.

**Prognosis**

For many young children diagnosed with anaphylaxis to foods such as milk, egg, wheat, and soybeans, there is a good possibility that the clinical sensitivity may be outgrown after several years. Children who develop their food sensitivity after 3 years of age are less likely to lose their food reactions over a several year period. Approximately 20% of children who develop peanut allergy early in life [46,47] will outgrow this sensitivity. There are rare reports of children who appear to outgrow their peanut allergy only to have allergic reactivity recur at a later date [105,106]. Allergies to foods such as tree nuts, fish, and seafood are generally not outgrown and these individuals appear likely to retain their allergic sensitivity for a lifetime. With better characterization of allergens and understanding of the immunological mechanism involved in this reaction, investigators have developed several therapeutic modalities potentially applicable to the treatment and eventual prevention of food allergy. Among the therapeutic options currently under investigation, there is peptide immunotherapy, mutated allergen protein immunotherapy, DNA immunization, immunization with immunostimulatory sequences, a Chinese herbal formulation, and anti-IgE therapy [107–109]. These novel forms of treatment for allergic disease hold promise for the formulation, and anti-IgE therapy [107–109]. These novel forms of treatment for allergic disease hold promise for the eventual prevention of food allergy.

Among the therapeutic options currently under investigation, there is peptide immunotherapy, mutated allergen protein immunotherapy, DNA immunization, immunization with immunostimulatory sequences, a Chinese herbal formulation, and anti-IgE therapy [107–109]. These novel forms of treatment for allergic disease hold promise for the safe and effective treatment of food-allergic individuals and the prevention of food allergy in the future.
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CHAPTER 14
Infantile Colic and Food Allergy
Ralf G. Heine, David J. Hill, and Clifford S. Hosking

Introduction

Persistent crying is a common pediatric problem that affects up to 28% of young infants [1]. In the majority, the distressed behavior commences at 2 weeks of age, peaks at about 6 weeks, and gradually improves toward 3–4 months of age [2,3]. However, a recent Canadian study showed that 6.4% of infants still had colic at 3 months of age [4]. Although the etiology of infantile colic is multi-factorial, there is increasing evidence linking persistent crying and distress in the young infant to food allergy [5–7]. Interactive factors and behavior patterning also influence the clinical course of infantile colic [8].

Crying and fussing, especially in the evening, are normal developmental phenomena in the first months of life [2]. Unexplained paroxysms of irritability, fussing, or crying that persist for more than 3 hours per day, for more than 3 days per week, and for at least 3 weeks, are considered a separate clinical condition termed “colic” [3,9]. During such episodes the legs may be drawn up to the abdomen and the infant may become flushed. Abdominal distension and increased passage of flatus are often noted. Parents may attribute these episodes to pain. However, the infant appears generally well, and it has been suggested that in less than 5% of infants an underlying medical etiology can be identified [8].

Epidemiology of colic

Prevalence figures for infantile colic vary greatly, depending on the definition of colic and recruitment method used in epidemiological studies [1,10]. No population-based prevalence study, using generally accepted diagnostic criteria for colic, has to date been performed. Many studies are biased toward severe colic or families presenting in crisis [1]. For example, mothers with depressive symptoms may be more likely to seek help for their crying infant [11,12]. In addition, parents perceive persistent crying as more worrisome if there are associated symptoms such as regurgitation [13] or feeding difficulties [14] which may lead to an overestimate of underlying medical conditions. Table 14.1 shows the varying prevalence of colic reported from several Western countries.

Clinical classification of crying syndromes

The etiology of infantile colic is multi-factorial. Our understanding of the mechanisms leading to distressed behavior in early infancy is incomplete. The term “colic” implies that the infants’ distress is related to visceral pain or spasm, although such a mechanism has never been conclusively demonstrated. For this reason, alternative terms such as “persistent crying” or “distressed behavior” have been used.
In the following discussion, the term “colic” will be used interchangeably with each of these terms while not implying a particular pathological mechanism.

Barr has suggested four main crying syndromes in infancy [8]. These syndromes are difficult to define and may overlap clinically:

- Infantile colic.
- Persistent mother–infant-distress syndrome.
- The temperamentally “difficult” infant.
- The dysregulated infant.

According to this model, infantile colic is considered part of normal emotional development, in which an infant displays diminished capacity to regulate crying duration [8]. If colic is unresolved for several weeks, this may lead to disturbances in the mother–infant relationship, that is the persistent mother–infant-distress syndrome; this group often presents with associated organic manifestations. These may include feeding difficulties [14,18], gastroesophageal reflux (GER) [18–21], esophagitis [22], lactose malabsorption [23,24], or gastrointestinal motility disturbance [25–27]. Many of these manifestations have been linked to food protein allergy [28].

The temperamentally “difficult” infant may be predisposed to negative affect and have an increased tendency for persistent crying. The last category, the “dysregulated” infant, is thought to have a central dysregulation leading to poor self-calming, poor tolerance to change, and hyper-alert arousal.

**Infantile and parental factors associated with infantile colic**

**Infantile factors**

Brazelton [2] used parental recording on cry charts to document the natural history of distressed behavior in infancy. Figure 14.1 summarizes the pattern of crying and fussing in a group of 80 non-colicky infants studied in the first 12 weeks of life. Distressed behavior frequently deteriorated until infants were about 6 weeks of age, and then gradually improved. In the majority of infants, fussing behavior occurred during the late afternoon and evening [2,9]. Barr et al. [28] developed 24-hour cry charts which they validated against voice-activated audiotape recordings (VAR) of crying infants. Using these validated cry charts, Hunziker and Barr [37] confirmed Brazelton’s [2] findings.

Studies by our group compared the pattern and duration of distressed behavior in 30 colicky and non-colicky infants [38]. Figure 14.2 shows the higher levels of distressed behavior in the colicky infants compared to non-colicky infants. The evaluation of distressed behavior on an hour-by-hour basis found a predominance of nocturnal symptoms, but prolonged episodes of crying also occurred during other periods of the day. These prolonged and inconsolable episodes of crying appear to be features that are specific for infantile colic in the first weeks of life [39].

![Figure 14.1 Total crying duration per 24 hours in 80 infants during the first 12 weeks of life (Reproduced from Brazelton TB [2], with permission.)](image1)

**Table 14.1 Prevalence of infantile colic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Prevalence (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hide and Guyer [29]</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carey [31]</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lothe [32]</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelson et al. [33]</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hodgall et al. [34]</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rautava et al. [12]</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canivet et al. [15]</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canivet et al. [16]</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifford et al. [17]</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake et al. [36]</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 14.2 Comparison of diurnal variation in distress scores for infants with and without colic; hourly mean duration of crying and fussing time, recorded over 24 hours. Filled symbols mark periods with a significant difference in crying and fussing between groups (p < 0.05) [38.](image2)
Children with a past history of colic are at increased risk of experiencing negative emotions, negative moods, during meals and more likely to report abdominal pain in early childhood, suggesting that infant temperament may be a factor contributing to infantile colic [40]. However, the majority of colicky infants will develop normal parent–child interactions and relationships, and only a small number will progress to a more generalized “persistent mother–infant-distress syndrome” [41]. A recent Australian study of distressed infants found that persistent crying and sleep problems in the first 2 years of life are usually transient [36]. A 10-year follow-up study of 96 infants with a history of infantile colic showed a high prevalence of recurrent abdominal pain, allergic disorders, and psychological abnormalities [42]. Unremitting, severe persistent crying beyond 3 months of age may also be a marker of cognitive deficits in later childhood [43].

**Maternal factors**
The unpredictable, prolonged, and unexplained nature of crying in colicky infants is a source of great concern and anxiety for parents [44,45]. Maternal anxiety during late pregnancy has been shown to be a risk factor for infantile colic [46]. Studies by Rautava et al. in Finnish infants suggested an association between colic and maternal distress during pregnancy and childbirth or unsatisfactory sexual relationships, but not between colic and socio-demographic factors [47]. Mothers who report excessive infant crying are also more likely to perceive a lack of positive reinforcement from their infant [48].

Maternal report of a sleep problem in their infant was significantly associated with depressive symptoms [10]. This may indicate that maternal depressive symptoms during the early infant period are caused by, or compounded by, sleep deprivation. A recent study reported that persistent, rather than transient, infant distress was associated with maternal depression and parent stress [36].

**Behavior interventions and parental support**
Several studies have assessed the importance of behavioral and interactive factors in infantile colic. The results of these studies are summarized in Table 14.2. Taubman [49] compared parental counseling and dietary interventions in a study of 21 colicky infants. He found that increasing parent responsiveness had a similar effect on persistent crying as the introduction of a cow’s milk-free diet. Interestingly, the distressed behavior of diet-responsive colicky infants decreased further with parental counseling.

Barr et al. [50] studied the effect of supplemental carrying on 66 colicky infants. In 6-week-old colicky infants, a significant treatment benefit of supplemental carrying could not be demonstrated. Wolke et al. [51] examined the effect of different supportive strategies in 92 mothers of infants with colic. After 3 months, infant distress had improved in all patients. Infants of mothers who had received advice on behavior modification improved their distress by 51%, compared with 37% in infants of mothers who were receiving empathic support, and 35% in the control group.

### Colic as a manifestation of food protein allergy
Several trials have demonstrated a treatment benefit for soy and extensively hydrolyzed formulas in infants with colic, even when no other symptoms of food protein allergies were evident (Table 14.3). Irritability is a common finding in infants with allergy to cow’s milk and other food proteins [5,28]. Some infants may also react to soy formula or

---

### Table 14.2 Studies investigating disturbed family interaction as a cause of colic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author and Study details</th>
<th>Outcome: change in distress (hours per 24-hour period)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hunziker and Barr [37]</td>
<td>Carrying (n = 49) Control (n = 50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barr et al. [50]</td>
<td>Carrying (n = 31) Control (n = 35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.4 (p &gt; 0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taubman [49]</td>
<td>Counseling (n = 10) Diet (n = 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 versus 1.06 (p = 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2 versus 2.03 (p = 0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolke et al. [51]</td>
<td>Empathy (n = 27) Behavior modification (n = 21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.3 versus 2.2 (p &lt; 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.8 versus 2.8 (p &lt; 0.001)b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Study of non-colic infants.

*Behavior modification superior to empathy and control (p < 0.02).

### Table 14.3 Studies supporting the role of diet as a cause of infantile colic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author and Study details</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jakobsson and Lindberg [52]</td>
<td>Breast (n = 10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans et al. [53]</td>
<td>Breast (n = 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lothe and Lindberg [54]</td>
<td>Formula (n = 24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth [55]</td>
<td>Formula (n = 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucassen et al. [56]</td>
<td>Formula (n = 43)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
extensively hydrolyzed formula preparations [57,58]. In a sequential cohort of 100 patients with challenge-proven cow’s milk allergy (CMA), 44% of infants displayed irritable and colicky behavior during the cow’s milk challenge procedure [59].

**Cow’s milk allergy and colic**

Cow’s milk challenge in young children suspected of having CMA elicited a range of diverse manifestations [59–62]. Three clinical groups of CMA were identified based on the timing of reactions (immediate, intermediate, and late onset) [59]. Children who developed immediate reactions reacted to small volumes of cow’s milk within 1 hour of commencing the challenge. Infants with intermediate reactions tolerated 60–200 ml of cow’s milk, before vomiting and diarrhea developed after several hours. The third group with late-onset reactions usually tolerated greater volumes of cow’s milk before gastrointestinal, cutaneous, or respiratory symptoms of CMA developed after 24–72 hours. Interestingly, the prevalence of distressed behavior after cow’s milk challenge was similar in the three groups, suggesting that distressed behavior in infants with CMA may be due to several immunological mechanisms.

**Food allergy in breast-fed infants**

There is increasing evidence that maternal ingested food antigens are secreted into human milk and elicit clinical adverse reactions in the breast-fed infant [63–66]. Sensitization to multiple food antigens has been described in breast-fed infants [67]. Several intact dietary antigens have been demonstrated in breast milk, including β-lactoglobulin [65], ovalbumin [66], peanut [68], and gliadin [69].

Allergic IgE sensitization may occur as early as during the fetal period [70,71]. Immunological host factors appear to mediate the sensitization to food allergens in breast milk. TGF-β is considered an important immunoregulator in promoting development of oral tolerance. During early infancy, breast milk is the main source of TGF-β. Kalliomäki et al. found that TGF-β promotes specific IgA production in humancolostrum [72]. IgA antibodies in human milk have a protective effect on sensitization to food allergens as they may prevent antigen entry at the intestinal surface of infants [73]. Other factors that may mediate the immune response to ingested food antigens include regulatory lymphokines, such as TNF-α and IFN-γ. TNF-α is produced by activated macrophages and T-lymphocytes in human milk and upregulates HLA class II expression. Defective TNF-α production may be a factor impeding the development of oral tolerance to ingested food antigens in breast-fed infants [74].

**Differences between breast- and formula-fed infants**

In contrast to breast-fed infants, formula-fed infants often develop infantile colic before 6 weeks of age [2,75]. There are significant differences in the diurnal variation of distressed behavior between breast- and formula-fed infants. In our studies on colicky infants, we found that while the total distress levels were similar over a 24-hour period, formula-fed infants showed significantly more distress in the morning hours than breast-fed infants, whereas breast-fed infants were more distressed in the afternoon [5,38] (Fig. 14.3). Axelsson et al. [76] noted that about 4 hours after maternal cow’s milk ingestion, β-lactoglobulin appeared in breast milk, and the highest concentrations of β-lactoglobulin in breast milk were found 8–12 hours after ingestion. Paganelli et al. demonstrated that cow’s milk antigen appeared in serum within 1 hour of ingestion [77]. Thus, formula feeding with a large dose of ingested antigens may elicit a more rapid distress response than prolonged low-dose antigen exposure through breast milk. These observations may explain the differences in age of onset and diurnal variation of distressed behavior between breast- and formula-fed infants with colic.

**Intestinal microbiota in infants with colic**

There are significant differences in the composition of intestinal microbiota in infants with and without colic. Typically, bifidobacteria and lactobacilli are the predominant gut bacteria in breast-fed infants. Savino et al. [78] found that breast-fed infants with colic were less frequently colonized with lactobacilli and carried more Gram-negative gut bacteria. Also the type of lactobacilli appeared to vary between infants with and without colic. While *L. lactis* and *L. brevis* were only found in infants with colic, *L. acidophilus* was only found in healthy infants [69]. It remains unclear how these different bacterial microbiota are involved in the pathogenesis of infantile colic.
Development of food allergy in children with previous infantile colic

The absence of atopic manifestations in the majority of infants with colic infants suggests that non-IgE-mediated mechanisms predominate in the pathogenesis of infantile colic. However, a study from Finland suggested that infants with a history of colic are at increased risk of atopy, as compared to non-colicky infants [80]. In that study, of 116 infants with atopy at 2 years of age, 44 (38%) had presented with infantile colic. By contrast, a prospective study of 983 infants found no evidence of an increased risk for asthma and other atopic manifestations in infants with colic [81].

Infantile colic may respond to cow’s milk protein elimination even in the absence of other clinical manifestations of CMA. In a study of 70 infants with severe colic, Iacono et al. [82] treated 70 cow’s milk formula-fed infants with severe colic with soy formula. Fifty infants had improvement of colic after a change to soy formula, and their distress relapsed within 24 hours after cow’s milk was reintroduced into the infants’ diet [82]. Within 3 weeks, 8 of 50 infants developed soy allergy; and at the age of 9 months, 18 of 50 patients developed other symptoms of CMA at challenge. Lothe et al. [83] noted a similar phenomenon. Of 43 infants with colic who responded to exclusion of cow’s milk, 18% showed other features of CMA by the age of 6 months, and 13% retained these features to at least 12 months of age [83]. These observations suggest that infantile colic represents an early manifestation of food allergy.

Infantile colic and gastrointestinal disorders

Gastroesophageal reflux, esophagitis, and infantile colic

Persistent distress and feeding refusal in the early infant period are frequently attributed to GER [19,20,84]. This is based on the assumption that acid reflux, even in the absence of esophagitis, may be associated with pain and feeding resistance. Crying itself does not appear to increase GER [85]. Distressed infants are often treated with anti-reflux medications on an empirical basis [18,86]. However, a causal relationship between GER and distress has never been conclusively demonstrated [19,22].

GER is considered pathological if it is associated with acid-peptic complications (esophagitis, esophageal strictures, etc.), failure to thrive, or respiratory complications (aspiration, persistent wheeze, stridor, apneic episodes). In three retrospective series of infants with severe persistent distress, abnormally frequent acid reflux was demonstrated by esophageal 24-hour pH monitoring in 15–25% of infants studied [18,22,86]. This exceeds the expected prevalence of 5–10% in young infants [87] and may in part be explained by selection bias in infants referred for gastroenterological investigation. Abnormally frequent or prolonged GER on pH monitoring usually presented with overt regurgitation and non-regurgitant “silent” GER was uncommon [18,22]. The duration of crying and fussing per day did not correlate with the severity of GER [18]. In a randomized clinical trial of infants with colic or persistent crying, treatment with ranitidine and cispamide was no better than placebo [88]. In a similar subsequent randomized trial, omeprazole, a proton pump inhibitor, was not effective in treating crying infants [89]. In that study, effective acid suppression was achieved in the infants on active medication but not on placebo. Both studies make a direct causal relationship between GER and colic unlikely [88,89].

Esophageal 24-hour pH monitoring is the definitive diagnostic test for GER. In a study of 125 distressed infants and symptoms of GER, one quarter of infants had an abnormal pH study, and one quarter had histological esophagitis. However, we found poor diagnostic agreement between abnormal pH monitoring and histological evidence of esophagitis [22]. This may indicate a non-acid-peptic etiology of the esophagitis in these infants. Esophagitis was frequently associated with gastritis or duodenitis, suggesting the presence of a more generalized upper gastrointestinal inflammatory process in infants with persistent distress [2,90].

There is evidence supporting the hypothesis that GER and esophagitis in infancy are caused by food hypersensitivity. Previous studies have provided clinical evidence of gastric dysrhythmias in infants with CMA, presenting with reflux vomiting and GER [91]. Iacono et al. demonstrated that in more than 42% of infants with histological esophagitis, reflux symptoms improved on hydrolyzed formula and relapsed on subsequent blinded formula challenges [92]. We have previously described a group of infants with intolerance to soy and extensively hydrolyzed formula and persistent distress attributed to reflux esophagitis, who responded to a hypoallergenic amino-acid-based formula diet (AAF) [90]. Older children with idiopathic eosinophilic esophagitis have also successfully been treated with an AAF [93]. These findings support the hypothesis of an immunologically mediated esophagitis. Recently, the infiltrate in idiopathic eosinophilic esophagitis in adult patients has been characterized as a T-helper 2-type allergic inflammatory response [94].

Colic and intestinal spasm

In a systematic review of treatments for infantile colic, dicyclomine, an anticholinergic agent, was found to be effective [6]. It is no longer used in the treatment of colic because of its potentially serious side effects in infancy [95]. The therapeutic effect in colicky infants was poorly understood but may have been due to antispasmodic properties on intestinal smooth muscle. Another anticholinergic agent, cimetropium bromide, has been shown to significantly shorten the duration of crying episodes in infants with infantile colic.
Lactose intolerance

The role of lactose intolerance in infants with colic has remained unclear [6,7]. Lactose intolerance may occur as a result of small intestinal mucosal damage and disaccharidase depression. It is therefore possible that lactose intolerance may occur in infants with colic, as compared to healthy control infants [101]. These findings provide some clues to the etiology of distress in young infants and should stimulate further research into the role of abnormal gut motility in the etiology of colic in young infants.

Dietary treatment of colic

The self-limiting course of infantile colic makes the assessment of therapeutic interventions difficult, and no firm conclusions can be drawn unless proper double-blind placebo-controlled randomized trials are performed. However, only a few well-designed randomized trials on the treatment of colic have been conducted, and many previous studies had some shortfalls in methodology or study design. This review will focus predominantly on the role of hypoallergenic diets in the treatment of infantile colic.

Hypoallergenic formulas

Several studies have assessed the effect of dietary interventions on persistent crying, including treatment with soy- [42,103], partially hydrolyzed whey- [104], extensively hydrolyzed whey- [56], extensively hydrolyzed casein- [105], and AAFs [106,107]. Following a preliminary study, Jakobsson and Lindberg [52] noted that one-third of breast-fed infants with colic improved on maternal dietary cow's milk elimination, and relapsed on reintroduction of cow's milk into the diet. Evans et al. [53], however, were unable to confirm these findings. Lothe et al. [83] reported that 11 of 60 colic infants on cow's milk formula responded to soy formula; another 32 improved following administration of a casein hydrolysate formula. These preliminary studies have been criticized because of some methodological limitations [64,53,108].

Other more recent investigations have addressed some of these shortcomings. Lothe and Lindberg [54] implemented a 5-day cow's milk-free diet using casein hydrolysate. A marked reduction of distressed symptoms occurred in 24 of 27 colicky infants. In these infants, the total crying time decreased from 5.6 to 0.7 hours (p < 0.001). The 24 responding infants then entered into a randomized, double-blind, crossover trial of intact whey protein formula. Of the 24 infants challenged, 18 (two thirds of the original study population) demonstrated increased distress on whey protein challenge.

In a blinded crossover study of 17 colicky infants, casein hydrolysate alone or casein hydrolysate plus cow's milk formula were fed in sequence for four 4-day-periods [55]. Significant decreases in distressed behavior were noted after the first two formula change periods only. Over the four formula challenge periods, only 2 (11.8%) of the infants showed a reproducible effect of formula change on colic behavior. Forsyth concluded that diet was likely to be only one factor in the causation of colic [55]. He drew attention to the feelings of helplessness, frustration, and decreased confidence in parenting ability that parents of infants with colic may experience.

A recent randomized trial assessed the effect of a partially hydrolyzed whey-based formula in 199 infants with colic [104]. The formula was supplemented with prebiotic...
fructo- and galacto-oligosaccharides, as well as β-palmitic acid. The control group was randomized to receive either standard cow’s milk formula or simethicone. Infants in the active treatment group had a significantly greater reduction in the number of crying episodes at 1 and 2 weeks than the untreated infants [104]. Further studies are required to assess the role of partially hydrolyzed formula in the prevention and treatment of colic.

The incomplete response to treatment with hypoallergenic formulas may be due to the residual allergenicity of extensively hydrolyzed whey- or casein formula [109,110]. An estimated 10–15% of infants with CMA are also intolerant of extensively hydrolyzed formula [111]. In these infants, treatment with AAF has proved effective and safe [112,113]. Recently, several groups have assessed the effect of AAF on persistent crying [58,90,106,107,114]. These preliminary studies provided evidence that AAF is effective in reducing persistent crying. However, further prospective randomized trials are required to assess the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of this approach in the community.

**Maternal elimination diets**

Allergen avoidance is one of the key principles in the treatment of food allergies [53]. The Melbourne Colic Study examined the role of a hypoallergenic diet on crying and fussing in a cohort of 115 colicky infants [115]. Infants were referred from community-based pediatric facilities. Mothers assigned to the active low-allergen diet excluded cow’s milk and other common food allergens, such as egg, wheat, peanut, nuts, fish, and shellfish, from their diet. Formula-fed infants were randomly assigned to a casein hydrolysate preparation (low-allergen diet) or cow’s milk-based formula. The response to diet was assessed on the previously validated infant-distress charts at baseline and after 1 week [28].

Clinical response to diet was defined as a reduction in distress of 25% or more. Infants on the active diet had a significantly higher response rate than those on the control diet (odds ratio 2.32; 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.07–5.0; p = 0.03). The treatment effect was greatest in breast-fed infants aged less than 6 weeks of age. These findings were confirmed in a subsequent randomized trial of a low-allergen maternal elimination diet among breast-fed infants less than 6 weeks of age with colic [116]. Again, mothers were randomly allocated to a low-allergen diet (avoiding cow’s milk, soy, wheat, fish, egg, peanut, nuts, and chocolate), and a control diet. After 1 week, the clinical response rate in the low-allergen group was 74%, compared to 37% in the control group – a risk reduction of 37% in favor of the maternal elimination diet. This corresponds with a reduction in crying duration by 274 minutes/48 hours in the low-allergen group, compared to 102 minutes/48 hours in the control group; p = 0.028 (Fig. 14.4). This group difference demonstrates that maternally ingested food proteins are likely to be implicated in breast-fed infants with colic. However, the exact mechanisms remain to be elucidated.

**Conclusion**

Infantile colic is a common pediatric problem in the first months of life. No general consensus has emerged about its most likely multi-factorial etiology. Behavioral and interactional factors strongly influence the natural history of infantile colic. Infants with colic appear generally well, and in less than 5% of distressed infants a medical explanation for the distress can be found [7]. GER, esophagitis, or lactose intolerance, although sometimes present in infants with colic, are not likely to be the cause of the persistent distress, and empirical treatment with gastric acid suppressing medications or lactose-free formula is ineffective. Several trials have demonstrated a treatment benefit for hypoallergenic formulas or maternal elimination diets. Based on our community-based observations, at least 37% of young breast-fed infants with colic adversely reacted to one or several food proteins and responded to a maternal elimination diet. This may be associated with gastrointestinal inflammation and motility disturbances. The exact mechanisms by which food proteins cause persistent crying are still unclear.

In formula-fed infants with moderate to severe unremitting colic, a trial of a hypoallergenic formula should be attempted. Breast-fed infants may respond to a maternal low-allergen diet by reducing the antigen load in breast milk. The therapeutic effect of elimination diets appears to be greatest in young infants less than 6 weeks of age. After remission of symptoms, the diet can be gradually normalized and food proteins introduced into the diet, as tolerated.
Elimination diets should be closely supervised by an experienced dietician in order to prevent insufficient macronutrient intakes for both mother and infant, and growth parameters of the infant should be monitored [117]. In addition to any dietary interventions, successful management of infants with colic and their families should address the adverse effects of prolonged parental stress and maternal depression.
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Primary disorders involving an accumulation of eosinophils in the gastrointestinal tract include eosinophilic esophagitis, eosinophilic gastroenteritis, and eosinophilic colitis. The goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of these conditions.

Eosinophilic esophagitis

Introduction

Our understanding of eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE) has evolved over the past 30 years from isolated case reports of patients with prominent esophageal eosinophilia (often misclassified as gastroesophageal reflux) to a well-defined clinical disorder. This disease has been given several names including EoE, allergic esophagitis, primary EoE, and idiopathic EoE.

Definition

EoE is a distinct disease defined by a clinico-pathologic diagnosis involving a localized eosinophilic inflammation of the esophagus. Since symptoms are similar to gastroesophageal reflux, esophageal endoscopic biopsies are required to establish the diagnosis. EoE is defined as the presence of 15 or more eosinophils in the most severely involved high-powered field (HPF) (400×) isolated to the esophagus and associated with characteristic clinical symptoms, which do not respond to acid blockade. Other recognized causes of esophageal eosinophilia should be excluded prior to making the diagnosis (Table 15.1).

Incidence and prevalence

In 2003, the incidence and prevalence of EoE in children 0–19 years of age were reported to be 1 and 4.3 per 10,000 children, respectively [1]. Other studies have suggested a rising prevalence of EoE in the last 10 years [2]. In adults, the prevalence of esophageal eosinophilia has been reported to be as high as 4.8% in a random sample of the Swedish population who electively underwent esophageal endoscopy without any clinical indication [3]. These studies lack exclusion of patients with gastroesophageal reflux, did not have uniform treatment of patients with acid blockade medications prior to establishing the diagnosis of EoE and did not follow the definition of EoE as defined above. Further studies are needed to investigate the prevalence of EoE using current definitions.
**Etiology**

The exact etiology of EoE is unknown; however, EoE is believed to be a mixed IgE and non-IgE mediated allergic response to food antigens, with non-IgE cell-mediated responses predominating [4]. The identified esophageal eosinophilia is thought to represent only part of a complex cellular and molecular cascade of interactions between Th2 cells, mast cells, cytokines such as IL-5 and IL-13, endogenous chemokines such as eotaxin-1 and eotaxin-3, and eosinophils [5].

While several studies have documented resolution of EoE with the strict avoidance of food antigens, in 1995, Kelly et al. published a sentinel paper on EoE [6]. Kelly studied 10 patients with symptoms of chronic gastroesophageal reflux who failed medical and surgical therapy (six patients had ongoing symptoms and esophageal eosinophilia despite undergoing a fundoplication). Because the suspected etiology was an abnormal immunologic response to specific unidentifiable food antigens, patients were placed on a strict diet consisting of an amino-acid-based formula for a median of 17 weeks. Symptomatic improvement was seen within an average of 3 weeks after the introduction of the elemental diet (resolution in eight patients, improvement in two). All 10 patients demonstrated a significant histologic improvement in their esophageal eosinophilia. Subsequently, all patients reverted to previous symptoms upon reintroduction of foods. Open food challenges were then conducted with a return of symptoms with challenges to milk (seven patients), soy (four patients), wheat (two patients), peanut (two patients), and egg (one patient) [6].

Several authors have suggested that aeroallergens may play a role in the development of EoE. Mishra and Rothenberg used a mouse model to show that the inhalation of Aspergillus may cause EoE [7]. They found that the allergen-challenged mice developed elevated levels of esophageal eosinophils and features of epithelial cell hyperplasia that mimic EoE. In addition, Spergel reported a case of a 21-year-old female with EoE, asthma, and allergic rhinoconjunctivitis who became symptomatic from her EoE during pollen season [8].

**Clinical features**

Although the current reports suggest that patients with EoE are predominantly young Caucasian males, EoE can occur at any age or race and in either sex. Those affected typically present with one or more of the following symptoms: vomiting, regurgitation, nausea, epigastric or chest pain, dysphagia, water brash, globus, or decreased appetite [9]. Less common symptoms include growth failure, hematemesis, and esophageal dysmotility. Symptoms can be frequent and severe in some patients while extremely intermittent and mild in others (Table 15.2). The majority of children experience vomiting, chronic nausea, or regurgitation while older children and adolescents develop heartburn, epigastric pain, or episodes of dysphagia. Up to 50% of patients manifest additional allergy related symptoms such as asthma, eczema, or rhinitis. Furthermore, up to 50% of patients have one or more parents with history of allergy. EoE should be strongly considered in those patients who have severe or refractory symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux, especially those who are refractory to medication.

**Diagnosis**

Children with chronic refractory symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) or dysphagia should undergo evaluation for EoE. While laboratory and radiological assessment may be appropriate in most cases, all patients should undergo an upper endoscopy with biopsy. The diagnosis of EoE is made when there is an isolated severe histologic eosinophilia, unresponsive to aggressive acid blockade, associated with symptoms similar to those seen in GERD or dysphagia.

Upper endoscopy should be performed to directly visualize the esophagus and to obtain tissue samples for pathologic investigation. EoE is best defined as the presence of at least 15 eosinophils per HPF isolated strictly to the esophagus. In 1999, Ruchelli evaluated 102 patients presenting with GERD symptoms who also were found to have at least one esophageal eosinophil without any other gastrointestinal (GI) abnormalities [11]. Patients were subsequently treated with acid blockade. It was demonstrated that the treatment response could be classified into three categories. Patients who improved and had a lasting response had on average 1.1 eosinophils per HPF, patients who relapsed upon completion of therapy had 6.4 eosinophils per HPF, and patients who remained symptomatic despite therapy had on average 24.5 eosinophils per HPF.

Since EoE has been described as a patchy disease, multiple esophageal biopsies should be obtained from the mid
and distal esophagus. In the past, early reports suggested that EoE patients developed proximal or mid-esophageal eosinophilia; however, recent information demonstrates that severe mucosal eosinophilia can occur in any portion (proximal, mid, distal) of the esophagus [12–14]. To make an accurate diagnosis, the remainder of the GI tract must be normal; thus, biopsies should be obtained from the gastric antrum and duodenum to rule out other diseases.

EoE has been associated with visual findings on endoscopy in 68% of patients: concentric ring formation (called “trachealization” or a “feline esophagus”), longitudinal linear furrows, and patches of small, white papules on the esophageal mucosal surface [15]. Most investigators believe that the esophageal rings and furrows are a response to full thickness esophageal tissue inflammation. The white papules appear to represent the formation of eosinophilic abscesses. However, the esophagus may be visually normal on endoscopy in over 30% of patients. Therefore, whenever the diagnosis of EoE is suspected, esophageal biopsies must be performed.

In 2000, Fox utilized high-resolution probe endosonography in patients with EoE in order to determine the extent of tissue involvement [16]. He compared eight patients with EoE to four control patients without esophagitis. He discovered that the esophageal tissue layers were thicker in EoE patients compared to controls (total wall thickness 2.8 versus 2.2 mm, \( p < 0.01 \); combined mucosal and submucosal thickness 1.6 versus 1.1 mm, \( p < 0.01 \); muscularis propria thickness 1.3 versus 1.0 mm, \( p < 0.05 \)). These findings suggested that EoE patients had more than just surface involvement of eosinophils.

While other non-invasive tests have been used in an attempt to diagnose EoE, upper endoscopy with biopsy is the only test that can precisely determine the diagnosis of EoE. The other non-invasive GI diagnostic tests include radiographic upper GI series (UGI), pH probe, and manometry. Although radiographs demonstrate anatomic abnormalities, they do not identify tissue eosinophilia. However, in patients suspected of having esophageal strictures, an UGI can provide important information. Patients with EoE usually have normal or borderline normal pH probes. Patients may have mild GERD secondary to abnormalities in esophageal motility due to tissue eosinophilic infiltration; however, there have been no specific manometric findings of EoE to date.

Allergy testing

Once EoE is suspected, patients should be encouraged to seek an allergy consultation. Serum peripheral eosinophilia or elevated IgE levels are not present in the majority of patients. Furthermore, these tests have been found to be unreliable due to the fact that they usually respond to environmental allergens as well as ingested or inhaled allergens. Serum RAST (radioallergosorbent test) testing for food specific IgE antibodies has a very limited role in EoE due to its low sensitivity. Use of a combination of peripheral blood absolute eosinophil count (AEC), levels of eosinophil-derived neurotoxin (EDN), and eotaxin-3 as non-invasive biomarkers are under investigation; however, these tests do not currently appear to have the sensitivity or negative predictive value needed for widespread clinical practice [17].

A combination of skin prick testing (SPT) and atopy patch testing (APT) attempts to identify IgE and non-IgE based causative food allergens, respectively. In a study population of 146 pediatric patients, elimination diet based on foods identified by a combination of SPT and APT led to resolution of esophageal eosinophilia in 67% of patients, and histologic improvement in 82% of patients [4,18]. In EoE patients, SPT most frequently identifies positive reactions to egg, milk, and soy. Given the non-IgE mediated mechanism of most of the food reactions in EoE patients, APT may play an important role in the successful identification of causative food antigens. Presently, the lack of standardization of APT methodologies in addition to variability in technique and interpretation are likely explanations for the non-uniform results of APT. Interpretation is based on a no reaction, or 1–3+ scale depending on the degree of erythema, papules and/or vesicles. The most common foods identified by APT are corn, soy, and wheat [18].

Treatment

Acute management

Several treatment options are available to patients diagnosed with EoE. Currently, most investigators do not believe that esophageal acid exposure is the etiology of EoE; however, because of the severity of mucosal and submucosal disease seen in EoE, secondary acid reflux often occurs. Additionally, because there may be some histologic overlap between patients with EoE and those with GERD, it is important to exclude acid reflux as a cause of esophageal inflammation. In rare cases, acid reflux may cause significant esophageal eosinophilia. Therefore, patients suspected of having EoE should be prescribed a proton pump inhibitor so that GERD can be excluded. A case series by Ngo and colleagues have identified several patients with significant esophageal eosinophilia that resolved 1 month after taking a proton pump inhibitor medication [19]. A 4 to 6-week course of acid blockade and repeat endoscopy is important to confirm the diagnosis of EoE.

Adult gastroenterologists have reported the use of esophageal dilation for their patients who present acutely with esophageal strictures secondary to EoE. While esophageal dilation may relieve dysphagia and improve an esophageal stricture, many physicians describe esophageal tearing during endoscopy and dilation [20–23]. Higher rates of esophageal perforation after attempted esophageal endoscopic dilation have been reported in this setting [23,24]. Thus, while esophageal dilation has a role in alleviating severe esophageal strictures in patients with EoE, its results are generally temporary and the problem often recurs. Gastroenterologists should be extremely careful whenever
performing endoscopy or dilation as perforation is a distinct possibility. A diagnostic endoscopy should be performed and medical or dietary therapy instituted prior to performing dilation.

Systemic corticosteroids were the first medical treatment shown to be effective in improving both symptoms and esophageal histology in patients with EoE [25]. Patients were treated with oral solumedrol (average dose 1.5 mg/kg/day; maximum dose 48 mg/day) for 1 month. Symptoms were significantly improved in 19 of 20 patients by an average of 8 days. A repeat endoscopy with biopsy (4 weeks after the initiation of therapy) demonstrated almost complete normalization of esophageal histology. However, upon discontinuation of corticosteroids, 90% had recurrence of symptoms. Oral corticosteroids should be used whenever patients have severe dysphagia (with or without strictures) or other clinical symptoms that may be contributing to possible hospitalization because of a feeding disorder, poor weight gain, or dehydration. While systemic steroids work rapidly, their disadvantages include the fact that they cannot be used chronically, that they do not cure the disease, and that they often have serious side effects with a prolonged use (bone, growth, and mood abnormalities).

Instead of prescribing systemic steroids, topical corticosteroids can be utilized [26–29]. Medications, such as fluticasone propionate, can be sprayed into the pharynx and swallowed. Within a few weeks, both clinical symptoms and esophageal histology dramatically improve. In a study by Konikoff, the authors conducted a randomized, double-blind, placebo-control trial of swallowed fluticasone in patients with active EoE [30]. Thirty-six patients were randomly assigned to receive either 880 µg of fluticasone daily or placebo. Of these, 50% of the fluticasone-treated patients achieved complete histologic remission compared to 9% of patients who received placebo. In addition, resolution of clinical symptoms occurred more frequently with fluticasone than with placebo. The authors concluded that swallowed fluticasone was effective in inducing histologic remission and clinical symptoms in EoE in a significant number of patients.

The advantage of using topical steroids is that their side effects are less than that seen with systemic steroids. The disadvantages include not treating the disease fully (the disease generally recurs when the treatment is discontinued) and the development of possible side effects such as epistaxis, dry mouth, and esophageal candidiasis. When using topical, swallowed corticosteroids, the initial dose varies from 110 to 880 µg, twice daily, depending on patient’s age and size. Patients do not eat, drink, or rinse their mouth for 20–30 minutes after using this medication. Other atopic diseases should be controlled as rhinitis and environmental allergies may be linked to EoE. The patient should undergo endoscopy after 2–3 months of therapy. If improved, fluticasone can be weaned empirically. The medication can be discontinued as tolerated; however in many patients the disease recurs. Recently, the use of a swallowed viscous budesonide solution has been reported with some effectiveness [31].

Several other medications have also been utilized. Cromolyn sodium has been used as a therapy for EoE in a small number of patients. However, cromolyn sodium did not demonstrate any histologic or clinical improvement in a series of 14 patients [32]. Leukotriene receptor antagonists have also been utilized to treat EoE [24]. Initial doses of 10–100 mg per day were prescribed with reports of symptomatic improvement; however, on repeat biopsy, there was no significant change in the patient’s esophageal eosinophilia. While the advantage of using a leukotriene receptor antagonist is that it has minimal side effects and it may alleviate the patient’s clinical symptoms, there have been no reports documenting improvement in the patient’s histology. Additionally, the patient’s clinical symptoms recur when the medication is discontinued.

Dietary therapy has been reported to be extremely effective for pediatric patients with EoE [6,7]. While there has been no definitive evidence that EoE is a food allergy, the removal of food antigens has been clearly demonstrated to successfully treat both the clinical symptoms and the underlying histopathology in well over 95% of patients with EoE. The elimination of causative foods can follow several therapeutic regimens. First, specific food elimination can be based on allergy testing and clinical history [18,33]. Second, the most likely causative foods can be removed regardless of history. Recently, a study utilized the removal of six foods (milk, eggs, wheat, soy, nuts, shellfish), without the aid of allergy testing, and demonstrated resolution of symptoms in over two-thirds of patients [8]. When comparing these studies, similar outcomes occur. In both studies, food elimination successfully improved symptoms in approximately 75% of patients. Moreover, although esophageal histology also significantly improved, in most patients it did not normalize.

While every attempt should be made to identify and eliminate potential food allergens through food elimination, a significant number of patients remain symptomatic and continue to have abnormal esophageal histology. In these cases, the administration of a strict diet utilizing an amino-acid-based formula is often necessary. As established by Kelly and Liaouras, the use of an elemental diet in children is greater than 95% successful in resolving both the clinical symptoms and histologic abnormalities of EoE [6,7]. Although the strict use of an amino acid-based formula (typically provided by nasogastric tube feeding) may be difficult for patients (and parents) to comprehend, its benefits outweigh the risks of other treatments. Once the esophagus is healed, foods are reintroduced systematically. Since the clinical symptoms are often erratic, endoscopy with biopsy should be performed in order to determine the improvement in esophageal histology.

In our experience of over 164 compliant patients, who were treated with an amino acid-based diet, 97% of patients
had a clinical and histologic improvement in their EoE [32]. In those that required an elemental diet, over 84% had specific food antigens identified and were able to discontinue the elemental diet after approximately 6 months using a graded food reintroduction protocol (Table 15.3). Dietary restriction using a combination of patch and skin prick testing alone without the need for an elemental diet was successful in over 50% of 130 children. Elimination of the responsible foods usually does not lead to immediate resolution of symptoms. Rather, improvement of symptoms occurs approximately 1–3 weeks after the removal of the causative antigen. Also, in patients with EoE, symptoms do not always occur immediately after food reintroduction and may return after several days to weeks. In some cases, the responsible food antigens must be identified using a systematic approach: foods are eliminated for 6–8 weeks and repeat endoscopy is performed. New foods are typically introduced every 7 days and repeat biopsies are performed based on clinical symptoms or after 5–8 new foods are introduced. Nutritional support is also an important component in the management of EoE patients. Foods considered to be the most antigenic for EoE include milk, eggs, soy, corn, wheat, and beef.

Finally, other medications are being developed that target specific chemokines and other inflammatory mediators involved in eosinophil proliferation, recruitment, and activation. Medications such as anti-interleukin-5 (anti-IL-5), very late activating antigen, and monoclonal eotaxin antibody may benefit those patients who have severe EoE. Recently, Stein studied the use of anti-IL-5 in four patients identified with EoE [34]. These patients had long-standing dysphagia and esophageal strictures. After receiving monthly intravenous infusions of anti-IL-5 for 3 consecutive months, clinical symptoms and repeated upper endoscopy were evaluated. Anti-IL-5 therapy was associated with marked decreases of peripheral blood and esophageal eosinophilia along with improved clinical symptoms and significant resolution of dysphagia.

### Long-term management

The focus of long-term management of EoE should be to provide symptom relief along with histologic healing. At this point, topical corticosteroids and dietary restriction have both been shown to be successful in the long-term treatment of EoE. Several reports have demonstrated esophageal healing and symptom resolution with dietary therapy ranging from the removal of a few foods to the use of a total elemental diet strictly using an amino acid-based formula.

Unlike infantile milk-protein allergy, the majority of patients with EoE require long-term, indefinite food antigen removal. In our series of 231 patients, only a few patients appeared to “outgrow” their food allergy; however, recent evidence suggests that an increasing number of patients may develop “tolerance” if the food antigens are removed for a prolonged period of time (years) [35].

With regard to medical therapy, because of the possibility of secondary gastroesophageal reflux due to chronic esophageal inflammation, acid blockade is effective in improving patient’s symptoms. Recent adult literature suggests that proton pump inhibitor therapy may be associated with a significantly increased risk of hip fractures if used for more than 1 year [36]. Further research into the safety of long-term proton pump inhibition therapy in adults and children is needed, and the risk–benefit ratio of any medication should always be evaluated in the individual patient clinical context. Topical, swallowed fluticasone has been shown to be an effective treatment for EoE [28,30]. Unfortunately, when therapy is discontinued, EoE almost always recurs. While the long-term use of topical steroids appears reasonably safe, several side effects have been reported which include esophageal candidiasis, epistaxis, and dry mouth. In addition, long-term effects on growth, bone health, and esophageal fibrosis are currently not known. Finally, in the future, biologic therapy utilizing monoclonal antibodies such as anti-IL-5 shows promising results for both initial and maintenance therapy for patients with moderate to severe EoE. These agents are currently undergoing clinical trials [34].

**Eosinophilic gastroenteritis (gastroenterocolitis)**

### Introduction

Eosinophilic gastroenteritis or gastroenterocolitis (EoG) is a general term that describes a constellation of symptoms and a pathologic infiltration of the GI tract by eosinophils. EoG was originally described by Kajiser in 1937 [37]. It is

---

**Table 15.3 EoE food introduction following an elemental diet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables</td>
<td>Apple, banana, kiwi, pineapples, mango, watermelon, honeydew, cantaloupe, papaya, guava, avocado</td>
<td>Peas, white potato, grains, rice, oat, barley, rye</td>
<td>Milk, corn, peanut, wheat, rye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrots, squash, sweet potato, spinach, broccoli, lettuce</td>
<td>Legumes, lima beans, chickpeas, white/black/red beans, string beans</td>
<td>Meat*, lamb, chicken, turkey, pork</td>
<td>Beef, soy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit</td>
<td>Grapes, pear, peaches, plum, apricot, cherries, orange, grapefruit, lemon, lime, cherries, strawberries, blueberries</td>
<td>Fish/shellfish, tree nuts, almond, walnut, hazelnut, brazil nut, pecan</td>
<td>Egg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Progress from well cooked to rarer.*
a disorder characterized by tissue eosinophilia that can affect different layers of the bowel wall, anywhere from the mouth to the anus. In 1970, Klein classified EoG into three categories: mucosal, muscular, and serosal [38].

**Definition**
There are no strict diagnostic criteria for EoG, and its definition has been largely shaped by multiple case reports and case series. A combination of GI complaints with supportive histologic findings is sufficient to make the diagnosis of EoG and investigate the differential diagnosis (Table 15.4).

**Prevalence**
Currently, the prevalence of EoG is not known. Our clinical experience is that EoG occurs less frequently than inflammatory bowel disease in children (7 per 100,000 children) [39].

**Etiology**
The exact etiology of EoG remains unknown, although it is now recognized to occur as a result of both IgE- and non-IgE-mediated sensitivity [42]. The association between IgE-mediated inflammatory response (typical allergy) and EoG is supported by the increased likelihood of other allergic disorders such as atopic disease, food allergies, and seasonal allergies [43,44]. Specific foods have been implicated in the cause of EoG [45,46]. In contrast, the role of non-IgE-mediated immune dysfunction, in particular the interplay between lymphocyte-produced cytokines and eosinophils, has also received attention. IL-5 is a chemoattractant responsible for tissue eosinophilia [47]. Desreumaux et al. found that among patients with EoG, the levels of IL-3, IL-5, and granulocyte–macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF) were significantly increased as compared to control patients [48]. Once recruited to the tissue, eosinophils may further recruit similar cells through their own production of IL-3 and IL-5, as well as production of leukotrienes [49]. This mixed type of immune dysregulation in EoG has implications in the way this disorder is diagnosed, as well as in the way it is treated [50].

**Clinical features**
EoG affects patients of all ages, with a slight male predominance. Most commonly, eosinophils infiltrate only the mucosa, leading to symptoms associated with malabsorption, such as growth failure, weight loss, diarrhea, and hypoalbuminemia. Additional symptoms of EoG include colicky abdominal pain, bloating, dysphagia, and vomiting [51–53]. Other features of severe disease include GI bleeding, iron deficiency anemia, protein losing enteropathy (hypoalbuminemia), and growth failure [51]. Approximately 75% of affected patients have an elevated blood eosinophil levels [51]. Rarely, ascites can occur [54,55]. In addition, up to 50% of patients have a past or family history of atopy [56].

In an infant, EoG may present in a manner similar to hypertrophic pyloric stenosis, with progressive vomiting, dehydration, electrolyte abnormalities, and thickening of the gastric outlet [57,58]. When an infant presents with this constellation of symptoms, in addition to atopic symptoms such as eczema and reactive airway disease, an elevated eosinophil count, or a strong family history of atopic disease, then EoG should be considered before surgical intervention.

Uncommon presentations of EoG include an acute abdomen (even mimicking acute appendicitis), isolated ulceration, obstruction, or mass lesions [59–63]. There also have been reports of serosal infiltration with eosinophils, with associated abdominal distention, eosinophilic ascites, and bowel perforation [55,61,64–67].

**Diagnosis**
EoG should be considered in any patient with a history of chronic symptoms including vomiting, abdominal pain,
diarrhea, anemia, hypoalbuminemia, or poor weight gain in combination with the presence of eosinophils in the GI tract. The number of eosinophils that are defined as abnormal depends on the location in the GI tract, and has geographic variability [68,69].

A number of tests may aid in the diagnosis of EoG, however no single test is pathognomonic and there are no standards for diagnosis. Eosinophils in the GI tract must be documented before EoG can be truly entertained as a diagnosis. This is most readily done with biopsies of the upper GI tract through esophagogastroduodenoscopy and the lower tract through colonoscopy with terminal ileal intubation. In our experience, inflammatory bowel disease is an important entity in the differential diagnosis, and eosinophilia can be the initial presentation especially in young children. Mucosal EoG may affect any portion of the GI tract. A review of the biopsy findings in 38 children with EoG revealed that all patients examined had mucosal eosinophilia of the gastric antrum [56]. Seventy-nine percent of the patients also demonstrated eosinophilia of the proximal small intestine, with 60% having esophageal involvement, and 52% having involvement of the gastric corpus. Those with colonic involvement tended to be under 6 months of age and were ultimately classified as having allergic colitis.

Radiographic contrast studies may demonstrate mucosal irregularities or edema, wall thickening, ulceration, or luminal narrowing. A lacy mucosal pattern of the gastric antrum known as areae gastricae is a unique finding that may be present in patients with EoE [70].

Evaluation of other causes of eosinophilia should be undertaken that include parasitic infection, inflammatory bowel disease, neoplasm, chronic granulomatous disease, collagen vascular disease, and the hypereosinophilic syndrome [71–75] (Table 15.4). Specifically, consultations with an allergist, gastroenterologist, infectious disease specialist, and rheumatologist should be obtained. Signs of intestinal obstruction warrant abdominal imaging and surgical consultation.

**Laboratory evaluation**

In contrast to EoE, peripheral eosinophilia or an elevated IgE level occurs in approximately 70% of affected individuals [76]. Allergic investigation is the same as for patients with EoE, however it is less often revealing. Infectious work-up should include stool ova and parasite testing on three separate stool samples, serum (and possibly tissue) EBV PCR, giardia antigen, and *Helicobacter pylori* testing [77–82]. Rheumatologic testing should be considered in the appropriate clinical context [83,84]. Measures of absorptive activity such as the D-xylose absorption test and lactose hydrogen breath testing may reveal evidence of malabsorption, reflecting small intestinal damage. Inflammatory bowel disease serologies may also be considered, but with the recognition that they have limited sensitivity especially in younger children [85,86]. Negative anti-Saccharomyces cerevisiae (ASCA) and perinuclear antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (pANCA) do not exclude the diagnosis of inflammatory bowel disease.

**Treatment**

**Acute management**

Since EoG is a rare and difficult disease to diagnose, randomized trials for its treatment are lacking and there is considerable debate as to which treatment is best.

Food allergy is considered one of the underlying causes of EoG, and its management is the same as described previously for EoE. In some cases, the administration of a strict diet, utilizing an elemental formula, has been shown to be successful [44,87,88]. Unfortunately, unlike EoE, elemental diets are not uniformly successful for patients with EoG.

When the use of a restricted diet fails, corticosteroids are often employed due to their high likelihood of success in attaining remission [52]. However, when weaned, the duration of remission is variable and can be short-lived, leading to the need for repeated courses or continuous low doses of steroids [89]. In addition, the chronic use of corticosteroids carries an increased likelihood of undesirable side effects, including cosmetic problems (cushionoid facies, hirsutism, acne), decreased bone density, impaired growth, and personality changes. A response to these side effects has been to look for substitutes that may act as steroid-sparing agents, while still allowing for control of symptoms. Budesonide (Entocort®) is a steroid formulation with less systemic toxicity that has been successful for some patients with EoG [90,91].

Orally administered cromolyn sodium has been used with some success [51,91–94], and recent reports have detailed the efficacy of other oral anti-inflammatory medications. Montelukast, a selective leukotriene receptor antagonist used to treat asthma, has been reported to be successful in the treatment of two patients with EoG [95–97]. Treatment of EoG with inhibition of leukotriene D4, a potent chemo-tactic factor for eosinophils, relies on the theory that the inflammatory response in EoG is perpetuated by the presence of eosinophils already present in the mucosa. Suplatast tosilate and ketotifen have also been reported as treatments for EoG [98,99]. Anti-IL-5 therapy for EoG is also being investigated.

**Long-term management**

As with EoE, every attempt should be made to identify and restrict potential food allergens in a stepwise approach. Given the limited possibilities for treatment of EoG, the combination of therapies incorporating the best chance of success with the smallest likelihood of side effects should be employed.

When other treatments fail, corticosteroids remain a reliable treatment for EoG, with attempts at limiting the total dose, or the number of treatment courses where possible. Due to the diffused and inconsistent nature of symptoms...
in this disease, serial endoscopy with biopsy is a useful and important modality for monitoring disease progression. Particularly in younger children, protean manifestations of inflammatory bowel disease should be considered with every endoscopy.

**Eosinophilic proctocolitis**

**Introduction**

Eosinophilic proctocolitis (EoP), also known as allergic proctocolitis or milk-protein proctocolitis, has been recognized as one of the most common etiologies of rectal bleeding in infants [56,100]. This disorder is characterized by the onset of rectal bleeding, generally in children less than 2 months of age.

**Definition**

EoP is strictly defined as an abnormal number of eosinophils confined to the colon. However, in clinical practice, endoscopy is usually not performed. The diagnosis is established when infants present with rectal bleeding that resolves when placed on a protein hydrolysate formula.

**Prevalence**

It is felt that up to 7.5% of the population in developed countries exhibit cow’s milk allergy, although there is wide variation in the reported data [101–103]. Soy-protein allergy is felt to be less common than cow’s milk allergy, with a reported prevalence of approximately 0.5% [103]. However, soy-protein intolerance becomes more prominent in individuals who have developed milk-protein-induced proctocolitis, with a prevalence from 15% to 50% or more in milk-protein-sensitized individuals [105].

**Etiology**

The GI tract plays a major role in the development of oral tolerance to foods. Through the process of endocytosis by the enterocytes, food antigens are generally degraded into non-antigenic proteins [106,107]. Although the GI tract serves as an efficient barrier to ingested food antigens, this barrier may not be mature for the first few months of life [108]. As a result, ingested antigens may have an increased propensity for being presented intact to the immune system. These intact antigens have the potential for stimulating the immune system, and driving an inappropriate response directed at the GI tract. Because the major component of the young infant’s diet is milk or formula, it stands to reason that the inciting antigens in EoP are derived from the proteins found in them. Cow’s milk and soy proteins are the foods most frequently implicated in EoP.

Commercially available infant formulas most commonly utilize cow’s milk as the protein source. There are at least 25 known immunogenic proteins within cow’s milk, with the caseins and β-lactoglobulin serving as the most antigenic [104]. For this reason, substitution of a soy-protein-based formula for a milk-protein-based formula in patients with suspected milk-protein proctocolitis is often unsuccessful. However, because of the expense of protein hydrolysate formulas, practitioners may attempt to use soy formulas initially.

Maternal breast milk represents a different challenge to the immune system. Up to 50% of the cases of EoP occur in breast-fed infants; but, rather than developing an allergy to human milk protein, it is felt that the infants are manifesting allergy to antigens ingested by the mother and transferred via the breast milk. The transfer of maternal dietary protein via breast milk was first demonstrated in 1921 [109]. More recently, the presence of cow’s milk antigens in breast milk has been established [110–112].

When a problem with antigen handling occurs, whether secondary to increased absorption through an immature GI tract or through a damaged epithelium secondary to gastroenteritis, sensitization of the immune system results. Once sensitized, the inflammatory response is perpetuated with continued exposure to the inciting antigen. This may explain the reported relationship between early exposures to cow’s milk protein or viral gastroenteritis and the development of allergy [113–115].

**Clinical manifestations**

Diarrhea, rectal bleeding, and increased mucus production are the typical symptoms seen in patients who present with EoP [56,116]. There is a bimodal age distribution with the majority of patients presenting in infancy (mean age at diagnosis of 60 days) and the other group presenting in adolescence and early adulthood [117].

The typical infant with EoP is well appearing with no constitutional symptoms. Rectal bleeding begins gradually, initially appearing as small flecks of blood. Usually, increased stool frequency occurs accompanied by water loss or mucus streaks. The development of irritability or straining with stools is also common and can falsely lead to the initial diagnosis of anal fissuring. Atopic symptoms such as eczema and reactive airway disease may be associated. Continued exposure to the inciting antigen causes increased bleeding and may, on rare occasions, cause anemia or poor weight gain. Despite the progression of symptoms, the infants are generally well appearing. Other manifestations of GI tract inflammation such as vomiting, abdominal distention, or weight loss almost never occur (Table 15.5).

**Diagnosis**

EoP is primarily a clinical diagnosis, although several laboratory parameters and diagnostic procedures may be useful. Initial assessment should be directed at the overall health of the child. A toxic appearing infant is not consistent with
the diagnosis of EoP and should prompt evaluation for other causes of GI bleeding. Stool studies for bacterial pathogens, such as Salmonella and Shigella, should be performed in the setting of rectal bleeding. In particular, an assay for Clostridium difficile toxins A and B should also be considered. While C. difficile may cause colitis, infants may be asymptotically colonized with this organism [118,119]. A stool specimen may be analyzed for the presence of white blood cells, and specifically for eosinophils. The sensitivity of these tests is not well documented, and the absence of a positive finding on these tests does not exclude the diagnosis [120]. Eosinophils can also accumulate in the colon in other conditions such as pin and hookworm infections, drug reactions, vasculitis, and inflammatory bowel disease. Depending on the clinical situation, it may be important to exclude these diagnoses especially in older children.

Although not always necessary, flexible sigmoidoscopy may be useful to demonstrate the presence of colitis. Visually, one may find erythema, friability, or frank ulceration of the colonic mucosa. Alternatively, the mucosa may appear normal, or show evidence of lymphoid hyperplasia [121,122]. Histologic findings typically include increased eosinophils in focal aggregates within the lamina propria, with generally preserved crypt architecture. Findings may be patchy, so that care should be taken to examine many levels of each specimen if necessary [123,124].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 15.5 Characteristics of eosinophilic proctocolitis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Clinical symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Blood streaked stools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Mild abdominal pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– &lt;3 months of age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Usually normal weight gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Well appearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Eczema, atopy – rare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Laboratory features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Fecal leukocytes, eosinophils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Mild peripheral eosinophilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Rarely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hypoalbuminemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Anemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Pin prick, RAST testing negative (usually not needed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Laboratory evaluation**

A complete blood count is useful, as the majority of infants with EoP have a normal or borderline low hemoglobin. An elevated serum eosinophil count may be present. A stool smear for eosinophils (Wright stain) may also support the diagnosis. Stool cultures for ova and parasites, bacteria, and Clostridium difficile toxins should be obtained in the appropriate clinical setting.

**Treatment**

**Acute management**

In a well-appearing patient with a history consistent with EoP, it is acceptable to make an empiric formula change. Given the high degree of reactivity to both milk and soy protein in sensitized individuals, a protein hydrolysate formula is often the best choice [114]. However, in mild cases, soy formulas may be attempted initially given the expense of protein hydrolysate formulas. Resolution of symptoms begins almost immediately after the elimination of the problematic food. Although symptoms may linger for several days to weeks, continued improvement is the rule. If symptoms do not quickly improve or persist beyond 4–6 weeks, other antigens should be considered, as well as other potential causes of rectal bleeding. In breast-fed infants, dietary restriction of milk and soy-containing products for the mother may result in improvement; however, care should be taken to ensure that the mother maintains adequate protein and calcium intake from other sources.

**Long-term management**

EoP in infancy is generally benign and withdrawing the milk-protein trigger resolves the condition. Though gross blood in the stool usually disappears within 72 hours, occult blood loss may persist for longer [117]. The prognosis is excellent and the majority of patients are able to tolerate the introduction of the responsible milk protein by 1–3 years of age. Given the unlikely possibility of an allergic reaction following milk reintroduction, milk challenges should be performed in a physician’s office at 1 year of age. If a reaction does occur, infants are typically rechallenged at 15 months of age and then referred to an allergist. The prognosis for older onset EoP is less favorable than the infant presentation and is typically chronic and relapsing.
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CHAPTER 16

Food Protein-Induced Enterocolitis and Enteropathies

Anna Nowak-Wegrzyn

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- Food protein-induced enterocolitis and enteropathies are non-IgE-mediated gastrointestinal food allergy disorders.
- Food protein-activated intestinal lymphocytes elaborate inflammatory cytokines that result in increased intestinal permeability, malabsorption, dysmotility, diarrhea, pain, and failure to thrive.
- Food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome (FPIES) is typically caused by cow’s milk and soy; cereal grains (rice, oat, barley), fish, poultry, and vegetables may also cause FPIES.
- Classic infantile food protein-induced enteropathy was caused by cow’s milk, soy, and wheat; recent reports describe subtle enteropathy in older children and adults with delayed food allergy to cow’s milk and cereal grains as well as in children with multiple IgE-mediated food allergy.
- The majority of FPIES and food protein-induced enteropathies resolve by age 3 years.

**Introduction**

Allergic reactions to foods affecting the gastrointestinal tract have been known since ancient times. Hippocrates observed that cow’s milk caused gastrointestinal symptoms as well as urticaria, and that some infants fed cow’s milk developed prolonged diarrhea, vomiting, and failure to thrive that resolved only after removal of cow’s milk from their diet. At present, gastrointestinal immune reactions to cow’s milk proteins that are mediated by T-lymphocytes with or without contribution of specific IgE antibody are estimated to account for up to 40% of cow’s milk-protein hypersensitivity in infants and young children [1–7]. Food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome (FPIES) and enteropathies represent non-IgE-mediated gastrointestinal food hypersensitivities. Their prevalence is not known but they are well established as distinct clinical entities. Their pathophysiology requires further characterization; current evidence indicates that T-lymphocyte-mediated responses play an important role, whereas IgE antibodies to the offending foods are of minimal or no significance in the pathophysiology of these disorders [8]. In the absence of definitive laboratory tests, diagnosis relies predominantly on clinical responses to elimination diets with resolution of symptoms, oral food challenges (OFCs) with reappearance of symptoms following ingestion of the offending food; and endoscopy and biopsy findings as well as exclusion of causes such as infections, inflammatory bowel disease, ischemia, metabolic disorders, and others.

Table 16.1 summarizes the most important features of the clinical conditions induced by dietary proteins in children that are reviewed in this chapter, including food protein-induced enterocolitis, enteropathy, and iron-deficiency anemia caused by cow’s milk. They were defined using the consensus criteria developed by a workshop jointly sponsored by European Society of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition and North American Society for Pediatric Gastroenterology and Nutrition in November 1998 [8].

**Food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome**

FPIES manifests as profuse vomiting and diarrhea in young infants and is most commonly caused by cow’s milk and soy proteins. Other foods such as grains, meats, and fish have been reported; onset of symptoms at older ages may occur with shellfish [8].

**Historical perspective**

Rubin, in 1940, reported intestinal bleeding due to cow’s milk allergy in newborns [9]. Gryboski and Powell et al. described...
### Table 16.1 Comparison of FPIES, food protein-induced enteropathy, and iron deficiency anemia due to cow’s milk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FPIES</th>
<th>Enteropathy</th>
<th>Iron-deficiency anemia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age at onset</strong></td>
<td>1 day to 1 year</td>
<td>Dependent on age of exposure to antigen; Cow’s milk and soy up to 2 years</td>
<td>2–20 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food proteins implicated</strong></td>
<td>Cow’s milk, soy</td>
<td>Cow’s milk, soy</td>
<td>Cow’s milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Most common</strong></td>
<td>Rice, oat, barley, chicken, turkey, fish, pea</td>
<td>Wheat, egg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Less common</strong></td>
<td>&gt;50% both cow’s milk and soy</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feeding at the time of onset</strong></td>
<td>Formula</td>
<td>Formula</td>
<td>Cow’s milk, non-humanized cow’s milk-based formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Atrial background</strong></td>
<td>40–70%</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symptoms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emesis</td>
<td>Prominent</td>
<td>Intermittent</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloody stools</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Rare</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edema</td>
<td>Acute, severe</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to thrive</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laboratory findings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemia</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoalbuminemia</td>
<td>Acute</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methemoglobinemia</td>
<td>May be present</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acidemia</td>
<td>May be present</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allergy evaluation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food prick skin test</td>
<td>Negative*</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum food-allergen IgE</td>
<td>Negative*</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total IgE</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral blood eosinophilia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biopsy findings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villous injury</td>
<td>Patchy, variable</td>
<td>Variable, increased crypt</td>
<td>Mild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colitis</td>
<td>Prominent</td>
<td>Variable length</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucosal erosions</td>
<td>Occasional</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphoid nodular hyperplasia</td>
<td>Prominent</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophils</td>
<td>Few</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food challenge</strong></td>
<td>Vomiting in 1–4 hours; diarrhea in 5–8 hours</td>
<td>Vomiting and/or diarrhea in 40–72 hours</td>
<td>Usually not necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment</strong></td>
<td>Protein elimination, 80% respond to casein hydrolysate and symptoms clear in 3–10 days; re-challenge in 1.5–2 years</td>
<td>Protein elimination, symptoms clear in 1–3 weeks, re-challenge and biopsy in 1–2 years</td>
<td>Whole cow’s milk-protein elimination, feeding with humanized cow’s milk-based formulas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natural history</strong></td>
<td>Cow’s milk: 60% resolved by 2 years Soy: 25% resolved by 2 years</td>
<td>Most cases resolve by 2–3 years</td>
<td>Most cases resolve by 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reintroduction of the food into the diet</strong></td>
<td>Inpatient food challenge</td>
<td>Home, gradually advancing</td>
<td>Home, gradually advancing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*If positive, may be a risk factor for persistent disease.*
infants presenting in the first 6 weeks of life with recurrent vomiting, bloody diarrhea, and abdominal distension while being fed with cow’s milk-based formula [10–13]. Many appeared dehydrated and severely ill. Sepsis evaluations were negative but improvement was achieved with intravenous fluids or hydrolyzed casein-based formula but not with soy-based formula. Reintroduction of the cow’s milk-based formula had resulted in recurrence of severe emesis and elevation of the peripheral neutrophil count. Subsequently Powell characterized major features of the disorder, established criteria for the diagnosis of cow’s milk-induced enterocolitis, and a standard challenge protocol [14]. Reports of a series of infants with food protein-induced enterocolitis by Sicherer et al. (16 patients) and Burks et al. (43 patients) further characterized clinical features and refined food challenge protocols [15,16]. Additional reports identified solid foods such as cereal grains, vegetables, meats, and fish as triggers for FPIES [17–25].

Clinical characteristics

Cow’s milk/soy food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome

FPIES is most commonly caused by cow’s milk or soy proteins in formula-fed infants, with over half reacting to both foods; and onset of symptoms from first days to 12 months of life; later onset is associated with delayed introduction of milk or soy protein in breast-fed infants [12,13]. Interestingly, there are no reports of FPIES in infants exclusively breast-fed and no reports of the reactions to the offending foods in the breast milk, suggesting an important protective role of breast-feeding in FPIES [21]. Lake hypothesized that food protein-induced proctocolitis may be a milder form of FPIES based on the fact that in FPIES, the maximal inflammatory response also involves the rectum [26]. Hence, proctocolitis in formula-fed infants would represent the mildest phenotype, whereas the protective effects of the breast milk such as presence of IgA antibodies and partially processed food proteins would prevent the expression of the full, more severe clinical phenotype in the breast-fed infants. Perhaps IgA or other immunologically active components of breast milk bind with the food allergens and release them in the rectum following cleavage by microbial IgA proteases or via other mechanisms [26].

In the most severe cases, symptoms may manifest within first days of life with severe, bloody diarrhea, lethargy, abdominal distension, hypoactive bowel sounds, weight loss, failure to thrive, dehydration, metabolic acidosis and electrolyte abnormalities, anemia, elevated white blood count with eosinophilia, and hypoalbuminemia [12,27]. Intramural gas may be noted on abdominal radiographs, prompting a diagnosis of necrotizing enterocolitis, sepsis evaluation, and treatment with antibiotics [12,27,28]. Ileus resulting in laparoscopy was reported [29,30]. Overall 75% of infants with FPIES appear acutely ill including 15% who are hypotensive and require hospitalization as well as extensive evaluation before the diagnosis of FPIES is established.

Murray and Christie reported six infants with cow’s milk or soy FPIES who presented with acidemia (mean pH, 7.03) and methemoglobinemia (10–37% of total hemoglobin) among 17 infants under 6 months of age hospitalized with diagnosis of cow’s milk or soy protein intolerance over a 10-year period [31]. Presence of transient methemoglobinemia was associated with severe reactions and profound acidemia; some infants required treatment with methylene blue and bicarbonate. Murray and Christie postulated that methemoglobinemia was caused by an elevation of nitrites in the intestine resulting from severe intestinal inflammation and reduced catalase activity. An additional report confirmed association of methemoglobinemia with FPIES [15].

Young infants presenting with chronic symptoms while being continuously fed with cow’s milk or soy formula improve promptly when placed on intravenous fluids or with casein hydrolysate-based formula. However, upon reintroduction of the offending food, they develop dramatic symptoms, including shock in 15–20%. Based on Powell’s experience with 14 positive follow-up challenges in 18 infants, repetitive emesis started within 1–2 hours following ingestion and diarrhea within 2–10 hours (mean onset, 5 hours) with blood, mucus, leukocytes, eosinophils, and increased carbohydrate content in the stool [13]. Peripheral blood neutrophil counts were elevated in all positive challenges, peaking at 6 hours following ingestion with a mean increase, 9900 cells/mm³; range, 5500–16,800 cells/mm³. Clinical features of cow’s milk and soy FPIES are summarized in Table 16.2.

Solid food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome

Rare case reports initially described infants with typical features of FPIES provoked by ingestion of solid foods such as rice, chicken, turkey, egg white, green pea, and peanut [15,17,18,20,32]. Subsequently, larger series of patients with solid food FPIES were published [21–23,25].

In adults, crustacean shellfish (shrimp, crab, and lobster) and fish hypersensitivity may provoke a similar syndrome with severe nausea, abdominal cramps, protracted vomiting, and diarrhea [8]. Among infants with solid food FPIES, 65% were previously diagnosed with cow’s milk and/or soy FPIES and were fed with casein hydrolysate- or amino-acid-based formula; 35% were breast-fed at the time of FPIES onset suggesting that breast milk may confer a protective effect against FPIES development [21]. The mean age at onset of solid food FPIES tends to be higher. Infants often present with a history of multiple reactions and have undergone extensive evaluations for alternative etiologies (infectious, toxic, metabolic) before the diagnosis of FPIES is established [21,23,25]. Delayed diagnosis may be explained by common perception that grains, for example rice, and vegetables have low-allergenic potential and are not considered as a cause of severe food-allergic reactions, as well as lack of definitive diagnostic tests and the unusual nature of symptoms. A summary of the current published experience with solid food FPIES is presented in Table 16.3.
Table 16.2 Clinical characteristics of cow’s milk/soy FPIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>General</th>
<th>Chronic manifestations during continued ingestion of the food</th>
<th>Acute manifestations following ingestion after a period of avoidance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at onset: days – 12 months</td>
<td>Intermittent emesis</td>
<td>Emesis, onset 1–3 hours following ingestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergy to cow’s milk and soy: 65%</td>
<td>Chronic watery diarrhea with blood and mucus</td>
<td>Diarrhea, onset about 5 hours following ingestion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPIES to solid foods: 25%</td>
<td>Carbohydrate malabsorption (stool positive for reducing substances)</td>
<td>Lethargy, dusky appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution by age 3 years:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow’s milk: 65%</td>
<td>Lethargy</td>
<td>Acidemia, methemoglobinemia, and hypotension in 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy: 25–35%</td>
<td>Dehydration</td>
<td>Elevated PMN count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male:Female: 60:40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal history of atopy:</td>
<td>Hypotensive shock (15%)</td>
<td>Frank or occult fecal blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atopic dermatitis: 25%</td>
<td>Acidemia</td>
<td>Sheets of leukocytes and eosinophils in stool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma/allergic rhinitis: 20%</td>
<td>Methemoglobinemia/clinical cyanosis</td>
<td>Abdominal distension, hypoactive bowel sounds, ileus (extreme cases, typically newborns and young infants &lt;3 months of age)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history of atopy: 80%</td>
<td>Anemia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history of food allergy: 20%</td>
<td>Hypoalbuminemia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergy evaluation:</td>
<td>Elevated white blood count with eosinophilia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prick skin test: Negative</td>
<td>Failure to thrive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serum food-IgE: Negative</td>
<td>Abdominal distension, hypoactive bowel sounds, ileus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerated diet: Breast milk, extensively hydrolyzed casein formula, amino acid formula</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Sicherer [40], with permission from the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology.

Table 16.3 Clinical characteristics of solid food FPIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific foods (number of patients)</td>
<td>Rice 16</td>
<td>N = 14; hake, sole, cork float</td>
<td>Chicken 5</td>
<td>Green pea 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oat 9</td>
<td>Turkey 3</td>
<td>String bean 2</td>
<td>Lentil 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barley 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of onset, months; median (range)</td>
<td>6 (3–6)</td>
<td>10.5 (9–12)</td>
<td>6.5 (3–12)</td>
<td>6 (4.5–8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex: % Male</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of reactions prior to diagnosis, median (range)</td>
<td>2 (1–5)</td>
<td>3 (2–6)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>1 (1–3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% FPIES to other food from the same group</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% FPIES to soy</td>
<td>~60</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% FPIES to cow’s milk</td>
<td>~30</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% FPIES to both cow’s milk and soy</td>
<td>~30</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% FPIES to more than one food</td>
<td>~90</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Positive prick skin test</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Detectable serum food-IgE</td>
<td>~8(1/13)</td>
<td>~7(1/14)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Resolved by age 3 years</td>
<td>Rice 50 (6/12)</td>
<td>30% resolved in 1–7 years</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oat 66 (4/6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Other than soybean; NS, not specified.
Diagnosis and management of food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome

Diagnosis of FPIES relies on history, clinical features, exclusion of other etiologies and OFC (Table 16.4). The vast majority (over 90%) of patients in large series have negative skin prick tests and undetectable allergen-specific IgE antibodies to the offending foods [15,16]. Although OFC is the gold standard for diagnosing FPIES, most infants do not need to undergo confirmatory challenges, especially if they have a classic history of severe reactions and become asymptomatic following elimination of the suspected food. However, OFCs are necessary to monitor when a patient “outgrows” FPIES. In the infants with chronic diarrhea, stool samples test positive for occult blood and show the presence of intact polymorphonuclear neutrophils, eosinophils, and Charcot–Leyden crystals. Some patients develop carbohydrate malabsorption and show reducing substances in the stool.

Recently, the atopy patch test (APT) has been evaluated in a number of studies for diagnosing food disorders with mixed mechanism, IgE mediated and T-cell mediated, such as atopic dermatitis and allergic eosinophilic esophagitis [33–35]. Some reports suggest that APT with food allergens may identify patients in whom T-cell-mediated mechanisms predominate. Subsequently, APT was evaluated in 19 infants (ages, 5–30 months) with FPIES confirmed by an OFC [36]. APT predicted the outcome of an OFC in 28/33 instances; all positive OFCs had a positive APT, but five patients with positive APT did not react to an OFC. Similar results have not been reported by other investigators so at this time, the role of APT in the diagnosis of FPIES requires further rigorous evaluation.

Given the description of the typical constellation of clinical symptoms and strict criteria for a positive OFC, endoscopic examination is not performed routinely in patients with suspected FPIES. However, prior to the establishment of diagnostic criteria, endoscopic evaluations were performed in some very ill infants with cow’s milk and/or soy FPIES and rectal bleeding. Investigators reported rectal ulceration and bleeding with friability of the mucosa in most patients; endoscopy was normal in a minority of such children. Plain radiological imaging or with barium contrast in infants with ongoing chronic symptoms of diarrhea, rectal bleeding, and/or failure to thrive showed air fluid levels consistent with intestinal obstruction, non-specific narrowing and thumb-printing of the rectum and sigmoid, as well as thickening of the plicae circulares in the duodenum and jejunum with excess luminal fluid. Striking, ribbon-like jejunum with loss of valvulae and separation of bowel loops, suggesting thickening of the bowel wall was reported [29,37]. In the extreme cases of ileus, in which laparotomy was performed, distention of small bowel loops and marked thickening of the wall of jejunum distal to Treitz’s ligament with diffuse subserosal bleeding were observed [29,30]. Follow-up studies performed on a restricted diet in asymptomatic patients documented resolution of radiological abnormalities. Radiological findings are non-specific and can be also seen in celiac disease, intestinal lymphangiectasia, immunodeficiency, or Crohn’s disease. However, they may alert the physician to the possibility of allergic colitis in a child presenting with chronic symptoms of diarrhea, failure to thrive, anemia, and hypoalbuminemia.

**Oral food challenge in food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome**

OFCs can be used to establish diagnosis of FPIES or to evaluate the possibility that FPIES has been “outgrown” in a patient with known or suspected FPIES. Depending on the clinical severity, follow-up challenges should be performed every 18–24 months to determine tolerance in patients without accidental reactions [38]. Guidelines for preparation and interpretation of the OFC for FPIES are summarized in Table 16.5; Box 16.1 contains a practical example for calculating the quantity of food to use in the challenge.

**Box 16.1 Food challenge preparation for FPIES**

1. Obtain current weight of the patient.
2. Calculate the amount of protein per kg body weight; range 0.06–0.6 g protein per kg body weight; typically 0.15–0.3 g protein per kg body weight.
3. Weigh the equivalent of the calculated protein dose; do not exceed 10 g of the food challenged.
4. Mix the amount calculated with a vehicle of choice, such as rice milk for a total weight of 200 ml.
5. Administer in three doses over 30–45 minutes.

The child’s weight is 10 kg. Total dose of milk protein: 0.15 g x 10 kg = 1.5 g = 42 ml of skim milk = 1.4 oz skim milk (8 oz = 236.5 ml contains 8.4 g milk protein). Add 42 ml of skim milk to a safe rice milk for a total volume 100 ml* and administer in three doses over 30–45 minutes.

*100 ml is used to simplify calculations. Total amount of food should be the smallest amount needed that will mask the challenge food and will be reasonable for the patient to consume at one sitting.

Vehicles used in the OFCs should be carefully selected to avoid contamination with food allergens to which the patient undergoing challenge is allergic. (Adapted from [39], with permission from the Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 16.4 Differential diagnosis of FPIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Allergic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food protein-induced proctocolitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food protein-induced enteropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophilic gastroenteropathies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow’s milk-induced gastroesophageal reflux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 16.5 OFC in FPIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-risk procedure, requires immediate availability of fluid resuscitation, secure intravenous access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline peripheral neutrophil count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradual (over 1 hour) administration of food protein 0.06–0.6 g/kg body weight, generally not to exceed total 3 g protein or 10 g of total food for an initial feeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If no reaction in 2–4 hours, administer a regular age-appropriate serving of the food followed by several hours of observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority of positive challenges require treatment with intravenous fluids and steroids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria for a positive challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emesis (typically in 2–4 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea (typically in 5–8 hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laboratory findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecal leukocytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecal eosinophils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in peripheral neutrophil count &gt;3500 cells/mm³ peaking at 6 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation of the challenge outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive challenge: three of five criteria positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivocal: two of five criteria positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Lower dose recommended in children with history of previous severe reaction. (Data from [14,38–40].)

OFCs involve the administration of food protein, 0.06–0.6 g/kg body weight, with lower doses (0.06 g/kg) used in children with prior severe reactions [14,15]. Generally, the amount served initially during an OFC does not exceed 3–6 g of food protein or 10–20 g of total food weight (usually less than 100 ml of liquid food such as cow’s milk or infant formula). The calculated amount of food is divided into three equal portions and served over 45 minutes [39]. The patient is observed for 4 hours and if asymptomatic, a second feeding, typically an age-appropriate regular serving amount is given followed by observation for several hours [40]. OFC in FPIES is a high-risk procedure and should be performed under physician supervision with secure intravenous access for fluid resuscitation [15]. Intravenous hydration is the first-line therapy; however, corticosteroids are often used for severe reactions, based on presumed pathophysiology that involves T-cell-mediated intestinal inflammation. Epinephrine should be available for severe cardiovascular reactions with hypotension/shock; however, rapid rehydration with intravenous fluids (up to 20 ml/kg) is the mainstay of therapy and the efficacy of epinephrine in FPIES has not been established.

**Dietary management of food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome**

For patients with suspected or confirmed FPIES, strict dietary avoidance of the offending food protein(s) should be recommended and appropriate guidelines for avoidance provided. Given the high risk of concomitant cow’s milk and soy FPIES (over 60% of cases), extensively hydrolyzed casein formulas are recommended for infants and young children that cannot be breast-fed [13,15,38]. Eighty percent of patients with cow’s milk and/or soy FPIES respond to extensively hydrolyzed casein formula with resolution of symptoms within 3–10 days. Up to 20% of patients require amino-acid-based formula or temporary intravenous therapy [41,42].

Proposed guidelines for solid foods introduction to infants with cow’s milk or soy FPIES (especially those with atopic dermatitis) take into account that up to one-third of these children appear to develop a reaction to solid food and include: (i) delayed introduction of solid foods and (ii) suggested yellow fruits and vegetables instead of cereal grains as first foods [21,40]. Infants with solid food FPIES are at high risk to react to other foods, 80% are reactive to more than one food protein, 65% react to cow’s milk and/or soy, and those with a history of reactions to one grain have at least a 50% chance of reacting to other grains. Empirically, infants with solid food FPIES may benefit from avoidance of grains, legumes, and poultry in the first year of life [40]. Introduction of cow’s milk and soy in infants without prior history of reactivity to these foods may be attempted at the age older than 1 year, preferably under physician supervision. Tolerance to one food from each “high-risk category” such as soy for legumes, chicken for poultry, or oat for grains might be considered as an indication of increased likelihood of tolerance to the remaining foods from the same category [40].

**Natural history of food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome**

Sensitivity to milk was lost in 60% and to soy in 25% of patients by age 3 years [15,21]. Rates of resolution of solid food FPIES by age 3 years were 40% for rice, 66% for oat, and 67% for other foods (vegetables). Current experience suggests that soy, cow’s milk, and poultry FPIES may have longest duration [21]. FPIES rarely develops to foods upon first exposure beyond 1 year of age. For example, wheat allergy has not been reported in infants with oat- or rice-induced FPIES, but introduction of wheat was significantly delayed, presumably avoiding the “window of physiologic susceptibility” for FPIES development [21,40]. Sicherer et al. noted three patients who initially presented with, and two that developed positive prick skin tests to commercial extracts of cow’s milk and detectable serum milk-specific IgE antibodies (1 and 3 years after the diagnosis) [15]. All five patients remained sensitive to the offending food and showed only symptoms consistent with FPIES. They had no IgE-mediated symptoms of urticaria, wheezing, or anaphylaxis when challenged. Similarly, persistence of oat and soy allergy 2–3 years after the initial reaction was observed in two patients with detectable serum IgE antibodies to these foods [21]. Therefore, initial presence or development of IgE to food
protein may indicate a more protracted course. It may be prudent to include prick skin testing and/or measurement of serum food-specific IgE level in the initial as well as follow-up evaluations, to identify patients at risk for persistent FPIES.

**Genetics**
The genetics of FPIES and the role of heredity are unknown. FPIES appears to be slightly more frequent in males than females, with a ratio of 60:40. Family history of atopy is positive in 40–80% of patients reported but only rarely family history is positive for food allergy, in about 20% of the cases [15,21,38,40]. In the author’s experience, FPIES is uncommonly seen in more than one family member. Approximately 30% of infants with FPIES develop atopic diseases such as atopic dermatitis (23–57%), asthma or rhinitis (20%), or drug hypersensitivity later in life, probably not significantly different than the general population [15,21].

**Pathology**
Since the diagnosis of FPIES is based on clinical criteria, endoscopy and biopsy are not routinely performed. However, previously, endoscopic evaluations and biopsies were obtained in infants with chronic symptoms of FPIES plus diarrhea, rectal bleeding, and failure to thrive while being fed cow’s milk or soy-based formulas. These cases with available biopsy data highlight inflammatory responses in the colon of this subset of patients. Endoscopic evaluation revealed diffuse colitis with variable degrees of ileal involvement; in the most severe cases focal erosive gastritis and esophagitis are found with prominent eosinophilia and villus atrophy. Colon mucosa can be mildly friable to severe spontaneous hemorrhage, and minute ulcers similar to those seen in ulcerative colitis can be found [11,38,44]. Crypt abscesses have been identified in some patients [43]. Jejunal biopsies reveal mild to severe degree of villus atrophy, edema, and increased numbers of lymphocytes, IgM- and IgA-containing plasma cells, eosinophils, and mast cells [43,44].

**Pathophysiology**
Based on clinical manifestations of severe emesis and dehydration, it is hypothesized that local intestinal inflammation induced upon food-allergen ingestion leads to increased intestinal permeability and fluid shift. In asymptomatic children with suspected egg white FPIES, gastrointestinal absorption of ovalbumin as measured by serum level of ovalbumin was not different between children who subsequently had a positive oral challenge to egg white and those who had no symptoms on egg challenge, suggesting that baseline antigen absorption is normal and does not predispose to FPIES [45].

Cytokines secreted by food-allergen-stimulated T-lymphocytes affect the intestinal permeability. Interleukin-4 (IL-4), interferon-γ (IFN-γ), and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) synergistically increase intestinal permeability whereas transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) protects the epithelial barrier of the gut from the penetration of foreign antigens by antagonizing the action of IFN-γ [46–49].

Several original studies investigated lymphocyte responses and cytokine release in the patients with FPIES. Van Sickle et al. showed that following in vitro stimulation with milk or soy proteins, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from children with cow’s milk or soy-induced FPIES had significantly ($p<0.01$) higher geometric mean proliferation indices in comparison with children who had negative oral challenges to cow’s milk and soy [50]. Hoffman et al. reported increased proliferative responses in PBMCs from children with OFC-documented cow’s milk allergy (IgE-mediated or cow’s milk FPIES) on day 7; however, stimulation indices were not significantly different compared with non-cow’s milk-allergic controls [51]. Shek et al. found higher-lymphoproliferative response in patients with cow’s milk allergy than in control patients but this response was similar in patients with IgE-mediated cow’s milk-allergy and in cow’s milk FPIES [52].

TNF-α is a potent pro-inflammatory cytokine that induces neutrophil activation and increases intestinal permeability in vitro by altering the tight junctions between epithelial cells [53]. Because of these known effects of TNF-α, its role in this gastrointestinal cow’s milk hypersensitivity has been investigated in a number of studies that included subsets of infants with cow’s milk FPIES. Heyman suggested that TNF-α secreted by circulating milk-protein-specific T-cells increased intestinal permeability, thus contributing to the influx of antigen into the submucosa with further activation of antigen-specific lymphocytes [54]. Lower quantities of intact cow’s milk protein required to stimulate TNF-α secretion, and prolonged secretion of TNF-α by PBMCs was reported in patients with active intestinal cow’s milk allergy, compared with patients with cutaneous symptoms and those who outgrew cow’s milk allergy [55]. Cow’s milk-stimulated fecal TNF-α was also found in increased concentrations following positive milk challenges in children with cow’s milk allergy.

Investigating local mucosal characteristics, Chung found generally depressed TGF-β expression in duodenal biopsies from all 28 infants with challenge-proven cow’s milk FPIES [56]. Expression of type 1 TGF-β receptors was significantly lower in the patients with villous atrophy compared with patients who did not have villous atrophy ($p < 0.0001$). This was negatively correlated with the severity of villous atrophy ($r = -0.59, p < 0.001$). In contrast to depressed TGF-β, TNF-α expression on epithelial and lamina propria cells was significantly greater in the patients with villous atrophy ($p < 0.01$), suggesting that imbalance in TGF-β/TNF-α may be important in the pathophysiology of FPIES.

Humoral immune responses are generally not considered to be an important mechanism in FPIES. Interestingly, an increase in serum food antigen-specific IgA and IgG
Food protein-induced enteropathy has been noted in the FPIES patients [57]. Recently, Shek et al. found lower levels of serum cow’s milk-specific IgG4 antibody levels ($p<0.05$) and a trend for higher IgA antibody levels in patients with cow’s milk FPIES when compared to the control group [52]. The role of IgG and IgA antibodies in the pathogenesis of FPIES needs to be further explored.

**Food protein-induced enteropathy**

Food protein-induced enteropathy is a syndrome of small bowel injury with resulting malabsorption, similar to celiac disease although less severe [8].

**Historical perspective**

The first report of malabsorption syndrome with diarrhea, emesis, and impaired growth induced by cow’s milk feedings in infants was published in 1905 [58]. Subsequent reports, including large series of cow’s milk-protein-sensitive Finnish infants, defined clinical features of this disorder [59–65]. The reported incidence of food protein-induced enteropathy peaked in the 1960s in Finland, with virtual disappearance of severe jejunal damage caused by cow’s milk protein in the past 20 years [66]. Infant feeding practices have been implicated as a cause of the changing prevalence of food protein-induced enteropathy, with the highest incidence of classic severe enteropathy attributed to feedings with non-humanized, high protein infant formulas and the lowest incidence in breast-fed infants [67–69]. Recently, intestinal enteropathy was reported in older children with delayed type allergic reactions to cow’s milk as well as in children with multiple food allergies [70–72].

**Clinical features of food protein-induced enteropathy**

Food protein-induced enteropathy presents with protracted diarrhea in the first 9 months of life, typically the first 1–2 months, within weeks following the introduction of cow’s milk formula. Food proteins such as soybean, wheat, and egg have been confirmed as causes of enteropathy, frequently in children with co-existent cow’s milk-protein-induced enteropathy [73–76]. In a single report, “enteropathy” related to fish, rice, and chicken was described in three patients [19]. However, careful analysis of the cases leads to conclusion that the reported condition was consistent with FPIES rather than enteropathy. Given the evolving understanding of the gastrointestinal food hypersensitivity syndromes, the older literature has to be reviewed critically and disorders re-classified on the basis of the consensus guidelines [8].

More than 50% of the affected infants have vomiting and failure to thrive and some present with abdominal distension, early satiety, and malabsorption. In many infants the onset of symptoms is gradual; in others, it mimics acute gastroenteritis with transient emesis and anorexia complicated by protracted diarrhea. It may be difficult to distinguish food protein-induced enteropathy from post-enteritis-induced lactose intolerance, especially since these two conditions may overlap [76]. Acute small bowel injury caused by viral enteritis has been postulated to predispose children to subsequent food protein-induced enteropathy, or alternatively to unmask underlying food protein hypersensitivity [64,75,77,78]. Diarrhea generally resolves within 1 week following cow’s milk-protein elimination, although some infants require prolonged intravenous nutrition [65].

Moderate anemia is present in 20–69% of infants with cow’s milk-protein-induced enteropathy [65,66]. Iron deficiency is more common than anemia and malabsorption of iron or folate is likely a major contributing factor [65]. Bloody stools are typically absent but occult blood can be found in 5% of patients [79]. Malabsorption with hypoproteinemina and deficiency of vitamin K-dependent factors have been reported in 35–50%. Moderate steatorrhea manifested by increased fecal fat excretion can be found in over 80%. The absorption of the sugar D-xylose test is abnormal in up to 80% [80]. Lactose can be found in the urine in 55% and in the stool in 52% of cases, typically in the youngest infants. Lactose absorption becomes normal promptly following the elimination of cow’s milk protein [64].

Recently, school-age children who developed delayed gastrointestinal symptoms to cow’s milk challenge but had no villous atrophy or malabsorption were reported [70]. Twenty-seven children with suspicion of cow’s milk-related symptoms, such as history of cow’s milk allergy in infancy, abdominal pains, or diarrhea after consumption of dairy products, were placed on strict elimination of cow’s milk protein for 2 weeks, followed by a challenge over 1 week. Although all children clinically responded to elimination of cow’s milk, only 15 children (mean age, 10 years; range, 6–14) had relapse of symptoms during 1-week challenge. When compared with control children (11 with celiac disease, 12 without gastrointestinal disease), they had a history of significantly higher food allergy at <2 years of age, gastritis and esophagitis on biopsy, as well as lymphonodular hyperplasia of the duodenal bulb. An increase in gamma/delta T-lymphocytes, but of lesser magnitude than in seen celiac disease, was observed. It remains to be established whether these older children represent a milder phenotype of enteropathy or whether they have a different disease caused by cow’s milk hypersensitivity.

The prevalence of this problem among school-age children is unknown but subsequent reports confirmed the presence of subtle enteropathy in children with delayed gastrointestinal symptoms following food ingestion [71,81]. Veres et al. evaluated seven children with untreated food allergy (mean age, 7.3 years; range, 2–13), seven children with treated food allergy (mean age, 8.1 years; range, 1–14), and five normal pediatric controls with endoscopy and duodenal biopsy (mean age, 11.4 years; range, 4–16) [71]. Diagnosis of food allergy was based on resolution of gastrointestinal symptoms.
Genetics of food protein-induced enteropathy

The infants with enteropathy typically do not have a predisposing family history of cow's milk allergy. Atopic dermatitis and chronic respiratory symptoms may be present in 22% of children, which is similar to the general population [65].

Diagnosis and management of food protein-induced enteropathy

Food protein-induced enteropathy is diagnosed by the confirmation of villous injury, crypt hyperplasia, and inflammation on small bowel biopsy obtained in a symptomatic patient who is being fed a diet containing the offending food allergen [43,82–84]. Elimination of the food allergen should lead to resolution of clinical symptoms within 1–3 weeks [65]. Villous atrophy should improve within 4 weeks but complete resolution may take up to 1.5 years. Infants with severe initial manifestations may require prolonged bowel rest and parenteral nutrition for days or weeks. Diagnostic confirmatory challenges and measurement of specific serologies for celiac disease may be necessary to distinguish between food protein enteropathy and celiac disease, or to identify multiple food allergens. In the clear-cut cases, oral challenges are not absolutely required for confirmation of the diagnosis. The OFCs should be performed periodically to assess the development of oral tolerance.

Immunologic studies have shown increased levels of milk IgA in 74% and milk IgG precipitins in 65% of infants. Milk IgA levels decrease following cow’s milk dietary elimination [65]. However, the diagnostic utility of these tests is unknown, particularly in view of the high prevalence of positive results in many other gastrointestinal inflammatory disorders in childhood. Classical food-specific IgE antibodies are undetectable and skin prick tests are negative [85]. Several studies suggested that patch skin tests may be a useful screen for gastrointestinal food hypersensitivity (cow’s milk, wheat) [33]. However, biopsies were not obtained and the association of positive patch tests with gastrointestinal changes remains to be determined.

Recently, serum concentrations of granzymes A (GrA) and B (GrB), soluble Fas, and CD30 were analyzed in children with cow’s milk-sensitive enteropathy confirmed by endoscopy and biopsy [86]. These markers reflect activation of cytotoxic lymphocytes that have been shown to be upregulated in the local intestinal mucosa in food-sensitive enteropathy [86–88]. Serum concentrations of GrA and GrB were significantly higher in the 18 untreated children with food allergy and in the 20 untreated celiac disease patients as compared with the control subjects. Measurable serum GrB was present in only 20% of the control subjects but in 100% of patients with cow’s milk-sensitive enteropathy. CD30 was similarly increased in both untreated cow’s milk-sensitive enteropathy and celiac disease cases, whereas in the treated patients the concentrations were not different from control subjects. All groups showed similar levels of soluble Fas. The numbers of duodenal CD3+, αβ-, and γδ-TCRs correlated with the serum granzyme and CD30 levels. These preliminary results are very encouraging but have to be confirmed in a larger number of patients before measurement of serum markers of intestinal cytotoxic lymphocyte activation may be routinely used.

Natural history of food protein-induced enteropathy

Food protein-induced enteropathy resolves clinically in the majority of children by age 1–2 years, however the proximal jejunal mucosa may be persistently abnormal at that time [65]. Mucosal healing continues during feeding with the implicated food once clinical tolerance is achieved [82]. In the children with less severe disease who were diagnosed at an older age, tolerance also developed at an older age, however, most became tolerant by 3 years [68]. Of note, 5 of 54 infants with challenge-confirmed cow’s milk-induced enteropathy were ultimately diagnosed with celiac disease that persisted beyond infancy [65]. In contrast, transient wheat enteropathy with or without associated cow’s milk-protein-induced enteropathy has been reported in a number of studies, including transient wheat enteropathy following enteritis [77,89,90]. Strict criteria for the diagnosis of transient wheat-induced enteropathy were established and include evidence of small bowel villous injury, resolution with gluten avoidance and persistent normal small bowel mucosa for 2 or more years after reintroducing gluten to the diet [91]. The course of food protein-induced enteropathy in older children has not been characterized.

Pathologic features of food protein-induced enteropathy

The degree of villous injury is variable, ranging from severe to mild, with most biopsy specimens revealing patchy, subtotal villous atrophy [43,65,82–84]. In the more recent reports, patterns of enteropathy are more subtle, without obvious villous atrophy but with noticeable villous blunting, and reduced crypt–villous ratio [71,72,81]. Intestinal mucosa is thin and...
crypts can be elongated [65,68,71,92] (Fig. 16.1). Intraepithelial lymphocytes (IELs) are prominent, while infiltration with eosinophils is inconsistent [71,81,92–94]. Lymphocytes can also be found in the lamina propria. Increased apoptosis of duodenal IELs can be found [95].

Mucosal lipid content may be increased [96]. Columnar cells of the normal jejunum are replaced by crypt cells of a more cuboidal, immature type [61]. The epithelial cells bear short microvilli that contain large aggregates of lysozymes and abnormal nuclei [83]. The basement membrane is un-evenly thickened. The epithelial cell renewal rate is markedly increased as a result of the increased mitotic rate [97,98]. Immunohistochemical studies of the mucosal biopsies in untreated and challenge-positive infants demonstrate a non-specific increase in mucosal IgA, IgG, and IgM, with inconsistent increase in IgE [99,100].

Pathophysiology of food protein-induced enteropathy

T-lymphocytes appear to play a central role in the pathophysiology of food protein-induced enteropathy. Activated T-cells in the lamina propria of the fetal human small intestine have been shown to produce crypt hypertrophy and villous atrophy [103,104]. Increased IELs are predominantly CD3+/α/β suppressor/cytotoxic CD8+ T-cells [105]. However in some series, between 50% and 100% of patients with severe enteropathy have increased density of γ/δ T-cells in the epithelium, similar to celiac disease and autoimmune enteropathy [106,107]. Similar increases were also detected in older children with delayed gastrointestinal symptoms of cow’s milk allergy [70,71,108,109]. In the lamina propria, the numbers of lymphocytes (predominantly CD4+ T-cells), plasma cells, and eosinophils are increased [92,94,105]. Many T-cells express HLA-DR, suggestive of an activated state. Following cow’s milk-elimination diet, these cells diminish [71,105,109]. Increased numbers of cytotoxic IELs expressing T-cell-restricted intracellular antigen (TIA1) are found in biopsies from infants as well as from school-age children [86–88]. Activation of cytotoxic duodenal IELs is also confirmed by analysis of expression of cytotoxic granule components, such as perforin and GrA and GrB in duodenal IELs [88,108].

Mononuclear cells from biopsies of children with cow’s milk enteropathy have significantly higher expression of VCAM-1 than that of control children [44]. The number of lymphocytes positive for gut homing receptor α4β7 is increased in the lamina propria in adults and untreated children with delayed food allergy [71,110]. These patients also show higher numbers of ICAM-1+ cells in the lamina propria.

In addition to lymphocytic infiltration, electron microscopy shows edema of the lamina propria and of the endothelium of small blood vessels, as well as degranulation of mast cells, eosinophils, and macrophages [84]. Mucosal histamine content is high suggesting activation of the mast cells [111]. In a series of 21 patients with cow’s milk enteropathy, there was significantly increased eosinophil degranulation as evidenced by localization of extracellular major basic protein (MBP), compared with the non-cow’s milk-induced enteropathy control groups. The severity of villous atrophy was positively correlated with the deposition of MBP (r = 0.79, p < 0.001). The numbers of IgA- and IgM-bearing cells in the lamina propria increase significantly (average 2.4 times) following positive cow’s milk challenge. In contrast, in specimens from asymptomatic patients, the IgA cells increase 1.5-fold, whereas the IgM cell numbers do not change during a 4- to 6-week consumption of cow’s milk in the diet. An elimination diet following a positive challenge results in decreased densities of IgA- and IgM-containing cells [112]. Similar changes in IgA and IgM cells were observed in soy-induced enteropathy following an oral challenge with soy and reinitiation of an elimination diet [101].

Presence of IgE in the mucosal biopsies was reported by two groups but was not confirmed in large series of infants [113]. In a mouse model of allergic enteropathy, evidence of local

**Figure 16.1** Biopsy of duodenal mucosa obtained from a 6-month-old infant with cow’s milk-protein-induced enteropathy. Hematoxylin and eosin stain, original magnification 200×. Villous blunting, elongated crypts, and numerous lymphocytes can be seen in the intestinal epithelium. (Slide and description were generously provided by Dr. Keith Benkov, Division of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York.)
IgE was prominent. The ovalbumin 23-3 T-cell receptor transgenic mice that were fed with egg white developed weight loss and jejunal inflammation characterized by villous atrophy and goblet cell hyperplasia [114]. Tissue sections showed significant infiltration of specific IgE-positive cells and IgE-positive degranulating mast cells. Higher levels of IL-4 and significant levels of histamine were detected in the tissues. However, RAG-2-deficient transgenic mice that lacked mature B-cells and were defective in local and serum IgE responses developed a similar degree of weight loss and jejunal inflammation, suggesting that specific T-cells are indispensable in the development of enteropathy in this murine model.

Following stimulation with cow’s milk protein in vitro, a higher proportion of cells isolated from jejunal specimens of patients with enteropathy secreted IFN-γ and IL-4 than from control subjects, with IFN-γ secreting cells being 10 times more numerous than IL-4 secreting cells [115]. IL-10 secreting cells were reduced, further implicating a predominance of the Th1-type responses involved. The numbers of cells secreting IL-5 were not different between two groups of specimens. Spontaneous cytokine release from duodenal biopsy samples of children with delayed cow’s milk allergy was recently reported [81]. Children with cow’s milk allergy secreted more IFN-γ than the controls (p = 0.006) and the children with celiac disease (p = 0.006). Children with untreated cow’s milk allergy secreted less TGF-β than those who avoided dietary cow’s milk (p = 0.05) and more IL-4 and IL-10 than healthy controls (p = 0.016, 0.059).

Intestinal cytokine mRNA expression was significantly different in children with delayed cow’s milk allergy than in children with celiac disease [116]. IL-2 and IL-18 mRNA expression was lower in the duodenum (both p = 0.055) and CCR-4 and IL-6 mRNA expression was higher in the terminal ileum (p = 0.055, 0.016) compared with the controls. In contrast, children with celiac disease had slightly higher expression of IFN-γ and CCR-4 mRNA, and lower expression of IL-18 mRNA compared with the controls. The mRNA expression of IL-10 and TGF-β was similar in these groups. However, Perez-Machado et al. found reduced amounts of TGF-β1 producing lymphocytes in the epithelium and lamina propria in duodenal biopsies from 30 children (8 with IgE-mediated and 22 with non-IgE-mediated multiple food allergy) by flow cytometry [117]. Reduction of TGF-β1 expression was confirmed in mononuclear cells and epithelium by immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization. Table 16.6 summarizes the most important

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Infantile enteropathy</th>
<th>Older child/adult-type enteropathy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Offending foods</strong></td>
<td>Cow’s milk, soybean, wheat</td>
<td>Cow’s milk, cereal grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pathology</strong></td>
<td>Patchy, mild to severe</td>
<td>Villous blunting, reduced crypt-villus ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Villous atrophy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-epithelial and lamina propria lymphocytes</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophil infiltration</td>
<td>Variable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucosal lipid content</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crypt cells</td>
<td>Immature, cuboidal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basement membrane</td>
<td>Unevenly thickened</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epithelial cell renewal rate</td>
<td>Increased</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucosal IgA, IgG, IgM</td>
<td>Non-specific increase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucosal IgE</td>
<td>Inconsistent increase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pathophysiology</strong></td>
<td>Predominantly α/β, fewer γ/δ</td>
<td>α/β and γ/δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IELs-cytotoxic CD8+ phenotype</td>
<td>HLA-DR</td>
<td>HLA-DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased markers of CD8+ activation</td>
<td>T-cell-restricted intracellular antigen</td>
<td>T-cell-restricted intracellular antigen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High expression of lymphocyte adhesion molecules</td>
<td>VCAM-1, ICAM-1, α4/β7</td>
<td>Perforin, GrA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast cells activation</td>
<td>High mucosal histamine content</td>
<td>CD1d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophil activation</td>
<td>Deposits of extracellular MBP</td>
<td>ICAM-1, α4/β7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytokine patterns upon stimulation of cells isolated from jejunal biopsies with cow’s milk in vitro</td>
<td>Increased IFN-γ&gt;increased IL-4</td>
<td>Increased IFN-γ, IL-4, and IL-10, decreased TGF-β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous cytokine release in duodenal biopsy samples</td>
<td>Reduced IL-10</td>
<td>Decreased IL-2 and IL-18 in the duodenum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intestinal cytokine mRNA expression</td>
<td></td>
<td>Increased CCR-4 and IL-6 in the terminal ileum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Decreased TGF-β1 in the epithelium and lamina propria
pathologic and immunologic features of food protein-induced enteropathy.

Iron-deficiency anemia

Infants with cow’s milk-protein-induced occult rectal bleeding, anemia, hypoproteinemia, and respiratory signs were originally reported by Wilson et al. in 1962 [118]. Symptoms manifested between 2 and 20 months of age, frequently following the transition from breast-feeding or formula to regular cow’s milk. Hypoproteinemia was caused by increased intestinal protein leakage, but malabsorption and growth retardation were absent [119]. Subsequently, cow’s milk-induced anemia and hypoproteinemia were reported in 1 in 7000 infants in a large prospective study from Scandinavia [120].

Whole cow’s milk was associated with iron depletion in a large proportion (27%) of infants from 4 to 12 months, mostly attributable to reduced iron absorption [121]. Heat treatment of pasteurized cow’s milk reduced the incidence of occult fecal blood loss from 40% to less than 10% in 6-month-old infants, whereas feeding with humanized cow’s milk-based formula completely prevented fecal blood loss [122]. Pathophysiology of this disorder is unknown; the limited biopsy data reveal minimal lymphocytic infiltrates and cytotoxicity, and no significant increase in local antibody synthesis [123].

Pulmonary hemosiderosis has been reported in children with cow’s milk-induced anemia and respiratory symptoms of chronic cough, hemoptysis, recurrent lung infiltrates, wheezing, and persistent rhinitis [124–130]. Recently, a single case of buckwheat-induced hemosiderosis and melena was described [131]. Respiratory symptoms and anemia resolved upon elimination of the offending food and relapsed following oral challenge. Iron-laden macrophages were recovered from bronchial or gastric washings or at lung biopsy. Prick skin tests and serum food-specific IgE levels were negative but high titers of serum milk and buckwheat precipitins were reported. Increased lymphoproliferative responses of PBMCs upon stimulation with buckwheat flour were observed in one patient with buckwheat-induced pulmonary hemosiderosis [132]. Biopsy specimens of the lung revealed deposits of IgG, IgA, and complement components, without evidence of IgE [128]. Pulmonary symptoms tend to be persistent, with relapses described in 6- and 8-year olds but the natural history of food protein-induced pulmonary hemosiderosis is unknown. Considering the seriousness of pulmonary hemorrhage, diagnostic OFCs must be done with extreme caution under close physician supervision in the hospital setting and only when potential benefits out-weigh the risks, such as identification of an offending food in a patient with ongoing symptoms or determination of tolerance after a long period of food avoidance without accidental reactions.

Conclusion

Food protein-induced enterocolitis, enteropathy, and anemia in infants and children have been reviewed. Invariably, they respond well to strict dietary elimination of the offending food protein. Most are outgrown within 3 years of life but subtle enteropathy in school-age children and adults with symptoms of delayed food allergy is being increasingly recognized. In addition, occasional cases of FPIES persisting into the teenage years are being seen. Considering the increasing prevalence of allergic disease in general, as well as food hypersensitivities specifically, one may anticipate increasing frequency of these disorders [133,134]. As more insight into the pathophysiology of these disorders is gained, non-invasive diagnostic tests may become available. Heightened awareness and increased attention should lead to early, accurate diagnosis and management.
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Introduction

Celiac disease (CD), also known as gluten-sensitive enteropathy, is the end result of collision between the human immune system and the widespread cultivation of wheat (the major food source that fueled Western civilization). The point of contact is the lining of the small intestine. The collision results in inflammation and architectural changes of the absorptive mucosa in those susceptible to CD. The inflammation leads to destruction and eventual loss of absorptive surface (villi), increased net secretion, and potentially a multitude of consequences of malabsorption (Fig. 17.1).

CD is defined as a permanent intolerance to ingested gluten that damages the small intestine and that resolves with the removal of gluten from the diet [1].

Classically, CD causes increased loss of ingested fat and fatty acids in the stool, malnutrition, and deficiency of micronutrients (iron, folate, and the fat-soluble vitamins) that may result in a syndrome of severe malabsorption. However, the disorder frequently presents with only the vaguest symptoms or, indeed, may remain entirely silent for many years despite much damage to the intestine [2]. The disease is a global health problem, and cases have been described in Western and Eastern populations [3]. The disorder usually completely resolves with exclusion of gluten from the diet, but reoccurs when gluten is reintroduced.

Although it was once thought to be a rare disease, it is now recognized as a common chronic disorder affecting as much as 1% of the general population in Western countries [4].

Other forms of intolerance to wheat/gluten

Although CD is the best-recognized pathologic consequence of gluten ingestion, wheat and gluten may be implicated in other syndromes that partly resemble CD. Clinical syndromes of chronic diarrhea that respond to gluten exclusion have been described in people who lack the architectural changes of CD in the small intestine.

Wheat may be subject to incomplete digestion in adults. Gluten may be subject to incomplete digestion in adults. Gluten has been implicated in autism and schizophrenia; however, these have remained in the realm of uncontrolled observations. Despite the lack of scientific rigor supporting these conclusions, the prescription of a gluten-free diet (GFD) has found favor among many practitioners of alternative medicine. CD, with its many complications and implications, should be diagnosed before commencing the GFD, because subsequent confirmation may be difficult.

Wheat may, of course, induce a more classic allergic response that is characterized by IgE or eosinophil-mediated responses; its diagnosis is made by eliciting a history of an immediate reaction to wheat including urticaria, wheezing, and angioedema. While skin prick testing would support suspect food items, ultimately double-blind food challenge may be needed as proof [5].

KEY CONCEPTS

- Celiac disease (CD) is a permanent intolerance to ingested gluten with damage to the small intestine that resolves with the removal of gluten from the diet.
- CD is a global health problem, affecting Western and Eastern populations.
- CD is strongly associated with the HLA class II genes located in chromosome 6 that encode the molecules DQ2 and DQ8.
- CD is defined according to the clinical presentation and has been likened to an iceberg, “the celiac iceberg.”
- The mainstay of treatment of CD is lifelong adherence to a diet that excludes foods containing gluten.
Etiology

The intestinal lesion in CD is characterized by architectural and inflammatory changes in the mucosa of the small intestine. The inflammatory response consists of increased numbers of lymphocytes, plasma cells, and macrophages in the lamina propria, and increased lymphocytes in the surface layer of the epithelium (intra-epithelial lymphocytes). The normally tall thin villi are shortened and flattened, and crypt layer is increased in depth. These changes may be patchy or continuous, and may affect a variable length of the small intestine [6].

All these changes may result in substantial loss of the absorptive function of the small intestine.

The combination of genetic predisposition, environmental insults, and the intestinal immune system culminates in the intestinal mucosal damage of CD (Fig. 17.2).

Genetics

The genetic basis of the disease comes of the recognition that CD occurs more commonly in families or relatives of probands (Table 17.1).

CD is a complex trait with several genes involved in disease susceptibility. CD is strongly associated with the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class II genes located in chromosome 6 that encode the molecule DQ2, and less often DQ8. Thus, the majority (95%) of patients carry genes that encode the haplotype DQ2 (DQA1*05/DQB1*01), and the remaining patients express DQ8 (DQA1*03/DQB1*0302) [7]. Such is the strength of the association that the carriage of one of these HLA haplotypes is virtually essential for the disease to occur. Even more, there is a gene dosage effect in which homozygosity increases the risk of the disease, and may influence in severity or age of onset.

There are several possible reasons that explain how these HLA genotypes increase the risk of CD. First, these HLA haplotypes are associated with an increased risk of autoimmune diseases in general due to the escape of autoreactive T-cells from thymic selection. People with these HLA genotypes develop a larger repertoire of T-cells that are potentially
self-reactive. Second, a unique binding affinity exists between DQ2 or DQ8 and certain peptide fragments of wheat (especially if they have undergone modification) that may occur in the gut.

HLA haplotypes confer at least 40–50% of genetic predisposition [8]. Thus, there are other genes involved in the susceptibility for CD. Genome-wide linkage analyses have identified a number of putative “celiac loci.” A locus on the 5q31-33 (CELIAC2) [9] region contains a number of cytokine genes and has been implicated in other autoimmune diseases. A locus on chromosome 2q33 (CELIAC3) encompassing the CTLA4 gene have been associated in several studies but is considered to confer only a very modest risk for CD [10]. A locus on chromosome 19 (CELIAC4) has been demonstrated to confer risk for CD in certain populations [11]. A locus on chromosome 7q was reported recently in a large set of North American families (ethnically homogeneous sample) with a minimum of two cases of CD [12].

In summary, there are several promising linkage regions to investigate further for true CD pathogenesis-related genes, but often lack replication in independent populations.

Environmental factors

It has long been known that CD is triggered by the cereal proteins, collectively known as “gluten,” that are derived from wheat, barley, and rye. These cultivated grain plants (plant tribe Triticeae) are closely related grasses from the family (Poaceae). The storage proteins of these grains are needed for seed germination. The proteins most harmful to those susceptible to CD are gliadins and glutenins in wheat, hordeins in barley, and secalins in rye [13]. The avidins in oats, although long suspected as harmful, are probably not toxic to the vast majority of celiacs [14,15].

These toxic proteins are large and complex, and contain many separate amino acid sequences (epitopes) that can elicit vigorous responses in CD. These proteins consist of remarkably large proportions of glutamine (35%) and proline (20%) residues [16]. Proline residues are especially important, because they confer to proteins a high resistance to proteolysis in the intestine. This incomplete digestion favors the persistence of a large 33-mer gliadin peptide which contains several immunogenic peptide epitopes [17]. Additionally, proline residues favor immunologic reaction to gluten by enhancing (1) recognition and presentation of peptides by HLA-DQ2-containing cells and (2) selective deamidation of glutamine by tissue transglutaminase (tTG) that enhances the immunogenic properties of the gluten.

Intestinal permeability modulation

Gluten-induced increased intestinal permeability is an early phenomenon in CD pathogenesis [18]. Increased intestinal permeability allows the entry of gliadin peptides and enhances the immune response in the lamina propria [19]. The responsible mechanisms are complex, and include tight-junction (intercellular) dysfunction, transepithelial translocation, and epithelial apoptosis [20,21]. The molecular details of these processes are beyond the scope of this chapter, but are potential targets for emerging non-dietary therapies for CD.

Immunologic factors

The intestinal mucosa responds constantly to myriad foreign antigens in the gut lumen including food, bacteria, viruses, and toxins. It must do so in a way that protects the host from pathogens and toxins but allows the controlled entry of nutrients. The gut immune system is a delicately balanced milieu in which both the innate and adaptive arms of the immune system are in a controlled state of chronic inflammation. In CD, the consumption of gluten disturbs this homeostasis, resulting in unchecked inflammation in the intestinal mucosa.

Mucosal immune response

Cellular immunity

Cellular immunity seems to play the major role in the intestinal damage of CD [22]. The pathogenic sequence of events has been elucidated primarily through in vivo challenge studies in treated patients with CD and in vitro challenge studies on biopsies from treated and untreated patients [23]. The accumulation and activation of gluten-reactive memory T-cells in the duodenal mucosa play a crucial role in the immunopathogenesis of CD. Activated T-cells increase in the small intestine, and many of them respond specifically to gluten [24]. The response is dominated by an HLA-restricted Th1 type cytokine response characterized by IFN-γ, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and others pro-inflammatory cytokines. These cytokines induce a migration of lymphocytes into the surface epithelium, subsequent recruitment of activated lymphocytes, macrophages, and plasma cells into the lamina propria, and deposition of complement in the subepithelial layer [25].

The surface epithelial layer is infiltrated with an increased number of predominantly CD8 T-lymphocytes [26]. These cells predominantly express the αβ receptor, but an increased proportion of cells express the γδ receptor. The intra-epithelial cells in the surface layer also express the natural killer (NK) cell surface marker CD94 [27]. These cells migrate into the intra-epithelial compartment in response to gliadin, an effect that may be mediated by interleukin (IL)-15, expressed on the surface of enterocytes [28]. These cells may be affected by innate response to gluten or other noxious stimuli. The innate response provides the costimulatory signals needed to expand the initial adaptive response [29]. Enterocytes, monocytes, and dendritic cells (DCs) may also play a crucial role in amplifying the initial adaptive response. Indeed, CD11c+ cells (a unique subset
of DCs) are responsible for antigen presentation of gluten to T-cells in the celiac lesion. Even more, a DC–T cell interaction at the mucosal site is an early event in the inflammatory response to gluten exposure [30].

The complex interrelationship between the surface enterocytes and the supporting fibroblasts is disrupted, leading to loss of the orderly migration and differentiation of the villous surface. The thickening of the crypt is not so much a response to loss of surface enterocytes as it is the result of inflammation and remodeling of the mucosa. The inflammatory response likely also damages the structural support and the microcirculation of the villi, causing the villous atrophy. This damage is most intense in the proximal small intestine, and it decreases caudally [31]. Surface lymphocytic infiltration of the stomach and colon may also be seen. The rectal mucosa of untreated CD responds to rectal exposure to gluten [32] (Fig. 17.3).

Humoral response
A potent humoral response occurs in untreated CD. The intestinal mucosa in CD contains increased numbers of plasma cells secreting IgA, IgG, and IgM directed against gluten peptides, and antibodies against connective tissue autoantigens. Those antibodies are found in the intestinal juice and the serum. The dynamics of the humoral response seem to parallel those of cellular injury, although antibodies may arise before mucosal relapse and disappear before healing. Secreted IgA against gliadin may be a vain attempt to exclude a harmful antigen, while anti-connective tissue antibodies may target host antigen(s) in the connective tissue of the jejunum, umbilical cord, and endomysium. The main autoantigen target is the enzyme tTG [33].

The role of antibodies in the pathogenic process has been discounted because of the predominant role of the cellular immune response in the small intestinal lesion, and case reports that CD can occur in the setting of hypogammaglobulinemia [34]. However, the coincidence of tTG as the autoantigen, its release in CD, and a unique interaction with gliadin have renewed the interest in the humoral response in CD pathogenesis [35]. Gliadin antibodies can be seen in other intestinal conditions, but the connective tissue antibodies are highly specific to CD. The humoral response may have a role

**Figure 17.3** The steps that lead to CD are shown in this illustration. (1) Gliadin, the alcohol-soluble fraction of wheat, and similar proteins from rye and barley, undergo partial digestion in the gut. (2) The resulting peptides cross the gut epithelial barrier. (3) Native gliadin molecules are taken up by antigen-presenting cells (APCs) as is, or (4) they undergo deamidation (glutamine (Q) is changed to glutamic acid (E)), after which they are presented to activated T-cells. These activated T-cells in turn activate the (5) cellular and (6) humoral pathways. (7) The T-cells cause production of more cytokines and recruitment of other inflammatory markers that lead to epithelial damage. (8) The plasma cells produce antibodies directed against both gliadin and autoantibodies. It is not clear how these antibodies cause disease in the gut, but cross-reactive antibodies may cause DH. Both environmental (predominantly gluten) and genetic factors give rise to the inflammation that leads to the destruction of the absorptive surface of the intestine. (Adapted from *Encyclopedia of Gastroenterology*, copyright The Mayo Foundation.)
in some of the extra-intestinal manifestations seen in CD, including dermatitis herpetiformis (DH), hyposplenism, IgA nephropathy, liver disease, and hypoparathyroidism [36].

**Host modification of gluten by tissue transglutaminase**

An intriguing feature of tTG is that its substrate is glutamine, which constitutes 35% of α-gliadin’s amino acids. tTG itself may complex with gliadin thereby providing gliadin-responsive T-cell to help tTG-responsive but inactive B-cells to generate a potent self-directed antibody response [37]. It seems likely that tTG modifies the gliadin peptides, increasing the binding affinity for the antigen-presenting site of the two HLA molecules [38]. Interestingly, the deamidated peptides are not recognized in the context of DQ types that are not involved in CD [39]. This host modification of the external antigen may be a crucial step in expanding the immune response to the exogenous gliadin molecule once tTG has been released.

**Epidemiology**

CD has raised considerable interest in the past few years with the demonstration of its high prevalence (up to 1% in almost every studied country). This new insight in prevalence has been possible, in part, due to the use and availability of celiac serologic tests.

CD has been described in all the continents of the world, in developed and developing countries, and in a diversity of racial groups [3].

In Latin-American and Middle-East countries, CD appears to be at least as frequent as in Europe or the United States. Thus, the old concept of CD as a “rare and predominantly European disease” is completely incorrect. CD must be approached as a global health problem (Fig. 17.4).
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**Figure 17.4** World map indicating prevalence of CD (copyright The Mayo Foundation).

However, CD remains an under-diagnosed disorder with less than 1:10 affected being diagnosed.

CD probably starts in the first decade, though the majority of patients are not diagnosed until later. The increased number of cases detected by serology from the Denver studies, in which a birth cohort of subjects that share the HLA haplotypes for CD has been followed up serologically on an annual basis, supports the concept of delayed detection [40].

The incidence of CD varies internationally but appears to be a trend to increasing incidence in many countries [41,42].

The explanation for the increasing incidence is not clear. However, there has been an increase in wheat consumption globally, but especially in North America over the last 20 years, with a 70% increase in per capita wheat consumption, largely reflecting an increase in the use of prepackaged convenience foods. The increased exposure to gluten can result in a major number of symptomatic subjects. This explanation is not enough because a high percentage of the new detected cases has mild symptoms or are completely symptomless.

The role of modification of wheat to enhance production cannot be ruled out as a possible contributory factor for the increasing incidence of CD but it is not proven to date. Even more, the use of new technologies to improve agriculture has increased the production and distribution of wheat worldwide.

**Natural history of celiac disease**

CD is a chronic disease and one that will persist unless treated. It may be asymptomatic despite being otherwise fully evolved in terms of villous atrophy and positive serology. Many patients may remain untreated and the ultimate outcome of untreated CD is really unknown.

The conditions required for CD to start exist from early life with a combination of genetic predisposition and the consumption of the inciting grains.

There are four possible outcomes to CD once it develops. Some patients will be symptomatic and obtain diagnosis and treatment. Others will be symptomatic but not receive the diagnosis and will go untreated. Yet more patients will remain asymptomatic and never be diagnosed, and a few patients who would have remained asymptomatic are diagnosed by some type of screening detection.

**Clinical presentation**

The classic constellation of symptoms and signs characterizing the malabsorptive syndrome of CD includes diarrhea, steatorrhea, weight loss or failure to thrive, bloating, and flatulence with multiple deficiency states [43] (Table 17.2). More common and difficult to recognize are the other ways in which CD presents, the so-called “atypical” presentations [44]. It can mimic many common clinical entities
### Table 17.2 Presentations of CD (partial list)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gastrointestinal</th>
<th>Non-gastrointestinal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steatorrhea</td>
<td>Dermatitis herpetiformis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic diarrhea</td>
<td>Infertility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight loss</td>
<td>Anemia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevated transaminases</td>
<td>Dementia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent pancreatitis</td>
<td>Osteoporosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloating, abdominal pain</td>
<td>Neuropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure to thrive</td>
<td>Dental enamel defects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enteropathy-associated T-cell lymphoma</td>
<td>Ataxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomiting</td>
<td>Osteomalacia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duodenal obstruction</td>
<td>Tetany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CD is considered the “modern impostor”) including irritable bowel syndrome, deficiencies of single micronutrients, especially iron, folate, B12, and the fat-soluble vitamins. Other “atypical” presentations are secondary osteoporosis, osteomalacia, ataxia, dementia, fatigue, neuropathy, and chorea.

The presentation of CD in children similarly can result in stunting of growth and intellectual development, epilepsy, and dental abnormalities as single symptoms without the more classic malabsorption symptoms of malnourished potbellied infant with steatorrhea [45].

CD is defined according to the clinical presentation and has been likened to an iceberg, “the celiac iceberg” (Fig. 17.5).

The tip of the iceberg represents the most obvious part of the clinical spectra (classic malabsorption). If the patient’s symptoms are characteristic of the malabsorption syndrome (diarrhea, steatorrhea, weight loss, fatigue); then the adjective “classical” is used. Then there is the “non-classical” CD, adjective applied when patients have non-specific symptoms such as abdominal discomfort, bloating, indigestion, or non-gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms (microcytic anemia).

Thus, this group of patients had minimal symptoms but can be detected clinically if there is a high suspicion for the diagnosis. Paradoxically, the “non-classical” is now the most frequent presentation of CD in the United States. Finally, there is the submerged part of the iceberg where patients have histologic evidence of CD but remain undetected. Some of that portion consists of identifiable at-risk groups such as families of people with CD and subjects with CD-associated diseases. In “silent” CD, intestinal biopsies show the characteristic morphologic changes in an asymptomatic patient. Autoantibodies may or may not be present. “Latent” disease refers to genetically susceptible persons, without symptoms or histologic evidence of CD who will ultimately go on to develop CD. These cases are found by following up persistently positive autoantibodies such as endomysial or tTG antibodies, in patients with DH who initially have an apparently normal small intestine who then develop CD while on a gluten-containing diet, or occasionally in asymptomatic family members of an index case.

### Diagnostic tests for celiac disease

An important consideration is whether the patient has been on a GFD prior to the testing. All of the tests, including the intestinal biopsies, may have returned to normal, making confirmation difficult without reintroducing gluten into the diet.

The pre-modern diagnosis of CD was based on the constellation of features, especially steatorrhea and weight loss or failure to thrive, that are hallmarks of frank malabsorption. Almost simultaneously in the 1950s, advances in understanding of the specific pathologic lesion in the small intestinal mucosa and its gluten-induced etiology enhanced the precision with which the disease could be diagnosed; diagnosis included the response to therapy (GFD). Current guidelines require histologic evidence of enteropathy and a positive response of symptoms or signs to a GFD. The earlier requirement for three sets of biopsies (one at diagnosis, after treatment with GFD, and after gluten challenge) was both cumbersome and, in most cases, unnecessary to establish and confirm a diagnosis of CD. Three biopsies may be needed in individuals diagnosed at less than 3 years of age, when the population from which the individual comes is subject to common alternative diagnoses, and when the original diagnosis is uncertain or is challenged later [46].

Serologic testing has greatly facilitated the identification of CD in people with clinical presentations too mild to justify the invasiveness of a biopsy as the initial diagnostic test. The ready availability of serology has made detection accessible to primary-care doctors and their patients in primary care. Not only are more people being diagnosed, but many other issues have arisen about the accuracy of the diagnosis and how to incorporate serologic testing into the diagnostic approach (Fig. 17.6).
Transglutaminase
Tissue IgA ELISA 92–98
Endomysium IgA IFA 57–100
Gliadin IgG ELISA 46–100

Marsh type IV refers to the most severe “hypoplastic” lesion.
Marsh type III or “atrophic” lesion is characterized by partial atrophy (3a), sub-total atrophy (3b), and total atrophy (3c) [48].
Marsh type II or “hyperplastic” lesion is characterized by the absence of other abnormality but is not specific for CD.
Marsh type I or “infiltrative” lesion is characterized by intra-epithelial lymphocytosis in the absence of other abnormality but is not specific for CD.
Marsh type 0 is a normal mucosa.

Figure 17.6 Approach to the diagnosis of CD. EMA, endomysial antibodies; positive +; negative −.

Table 17.3 Serologic tests for CD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate/antigen</th>
<th>Antibody isotype</th>
<th>Test type</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gliadin</td>
<td>IgA</td>
<td>ELISA</td>
<td>31–100</td>
<td>85–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gliadin</td>
<td>IgG</td>
<td>ELISA</td>
<td>46–100</td>
<td>67–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endomysium</td>
<td>IgA</td>
<td>IFA</td>
<td>57–100</td>
<td>95–100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue transglutaminase</td>
<td>IgA</td>
<td>ELISA</td>
<td>92–98</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IFA, immunofluorescence assay.

Serology
A summary of serologic tests available for CD diagnosis is shown in Table 17.3.

Intestinal biopsies
Intestinal biopsy is always necessary to confirm the diagnosis of CD, except in the case of patients with biopsy-proven DH and positive celiac serology. The biopsy must be interpreted by an expert pathologist with recognition of the whole spectrum of the histologic lesion in CD. The most used histologic classification is that described by Marsh [47]. Briefly, Marsh type 0 is a normal mucosa. Marsh type I or “infiltrative” lesion is characterized by intra-epithelial lymphocytosis in the absence of other abnormality but is not specific for CD. Marsh type II or “hyperplastic” lesion is characterized by intra-epithelial lymphocytosis with crypt hyperplasia. Marsh type III or “atrophic” lesion is characterized by partial atrophy (3a), sub-total atrophy (3b), and total atrophy (3c) [48]. Marsh type IV refers to the most severe “hypoplastic” lesion.

Gluten challenge
It is no longer necessary to re-challenge most patients who have a well-established diagnosis of CD. However, in patients first diagnosed under the age of 3 years or those who have already embarked on a GFD and are seeking a confirmation of the diagnosis, a formal gluten challenge may be desirable [49]. This is not usually needed if the patient had a biopsy while on gluten-containing diet. Review of the original histology slides, if available, may suffice to confirm the diagnosis.

The length of time it takes to relapse with gluten challenge is quite variable [50]. The gluten in three to four slices of whole wheat bread daily should be sufficient to produce damage in 2–4 weeks, although it can take longer for the full pattern of injury to occur. Some very sensitive patients may need a reduction of this dose to prevent severe symptoms. Most patients relapse within 6 months although, in rare cases, it may take years to relapse.

Celiac crisis
A life-threatening presentation of CD has been reported in children and less frequently in adults [51,52]. Profuse acute diarrhea, dehydration, hypokalemia, and severe metabolic acidosis, the so-called “celiac crisis,” need emergent life-saving therapy. This dramatic clinical scenario can be a spontaneous clinical presentation or precipitated by the gluten challenge in patients very sensitive to the gluten.

Dermatitis herpetiformis
DH is characterized by chronic, intensely pruritic, polymorphic rash that causes vesicles–bullae on extensor surfaces of the elbows, knees, buttocks, and scalp [53]. There is a slight male preponderance of DH [54]. It is a skin manifestation of the intestinal immune response to ingested gluten that is characterized by the deposition of IgA granules at the dermo-epidermal junction. The source of these IgA deposits in the skin is unknown, but they may be produced in the intestinal mucosa and are likely cross-reactive with the closely related skin-based autoantigen epidermal transglutaminase, which is similar to tTG (the primary autoantigen in the gut) [55]. The intestinal damage may be asymptomatic at the time of presentation of the skin rash, but it is indistinguishable from that seen in CD. A positive serologic test strengthens the certainty of the skin diagnosis, and would also mandate examination of the patient for consequences of malabsorption. However, it is not necessary to perform these antibody tests or even an intestinal biopsy to establish the etiologic role of intestinal gluten exposure in DH. That can be reliably inferred by the demonstration of the granular IgA deposits in the skin (Fig. 17.4). The serology test may be useful in cases in which there remains some doubt, for example, in distinguishing it from bullous linear IgA disease, which is not a gluten-sensitive disorder. Gliadin antibodies may be seen in other bullous skin disorders and are not particularly helpful in this setting [56].
Many patients in the United States with DH have not been treated with GFD, but rather with dapsone, which suppresses only the skin rash. The usual starting dose is 100 mg/day; however, dapsone does not prevent intestinal damage, but its benefit on the rash may delay or divert the patient from taking the appropriate dietary measures. Many of these patients may present years later with GI symptoms, anemia, and severe metabolic bone disease or even malignancies. Additionally, dapsone side effects include methemoglobinemia, hemolytic anemia, and a severe idiosyncratic reaction called dapsone hypersensitivity syndrome [57]. Thus, lifelong GFD must be recommended as the mainstay of the long-term treatment of DH.

**Treatment**

**Dietary therapy**

The mainstay of treatment of CD is lifelong adherence to a diet that excludes foods containing gluten [58] (Table 17.4).

Patients may have difficulty accepting that something as fundamental to their diet as wheat can injure them.

### Table 17.4 Sources of gluten in the diet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gluten-containing grains and flours</th>
<th>Commonly overlooked sources of gluten (continued)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>Cheese spreads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rye</td>
<td>Chip and dip mixes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malt</td>
<td>“Cornflour” in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley</td>
<td>Hot chocolate mixes or cocoa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triticale (wheat–rye hybrid)</td>
<td>Imitation bacon or seafood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couscous</td>
<td>marinades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelt</td>
<td>Instant coffee and tea, salad dressings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semolina</td>
<td>Modified food starch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gluten-containing foods</th>
<th>Natural flavorings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bread</td>
<td>Non-dairy creamer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breaded foods</td>
<td>Non-fat processed food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cakes</td>
<td>Malt or malt flavoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cookies</td>
<td>Processed meats and poultry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crackers</td>
<td>Some brands of ice cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croutons</td>
<td>Sausage products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasta</td>
<td>Sauces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>Soup bases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuffing</td>
<td>Soy sauce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toast</td>
<td>Stuffings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thickeners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tomato sauce</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commonly overlooked sources of gluten</th>
<th>Unexpected sources of gluten</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beer</td>
<td>Medications (both prescription and OTC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broth</td>
<td>Tooth paste, denture fixatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown rice syrup</td>
<td>Glues, pastes, and dry wall filler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coating mixes</td>
<td>Airborne flour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caramel color</td>
<td>Communion wafers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cereal products</td>
<td>Cross-contamination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The patient can be motivated with the expectation of what can often be a dramatic improvement in general well-being in addition to improvement of GI symptoms [59]. A GFD should result in a prompt and even dramatic improvement in symptoms [60]. The recovery is more rapid and complete in children than adults. Resolution of symptoms may take 3–6 months, and complete healing of the intestine may take longer, especially in adults.

Detailed instruction from an experienced, well-informed dietitian is invaluable for most patients. In the absence of dietary instruction, many patients unfortunately resort to books or the Internet for information and may not fully understand important details. Inadvertent gluten intake or an overly restricted diet deficient in essential nutrients may be adopted. A CD support group can provide local information and emotional support to newly diagnosed patients.

Oats were once thought to be toxic for most CD patients, but recent controlled studies have shown that a moderate amount of a pure oat product did not impair healing of the intestine or cause a relapse. However, contamination of commercial oat products with other grains may occur. Vigilance is needed on the part of the patient and physician if a decision is made to incorporate oats in the diet.

Hidden sources of gluten are frequently present in what seem to be safe foods. Ingredient lists of gluten-free foods must be reviewed regularly for changes. It may be difficult to ascertain the exact grain source of ingredients because of production outsourcing. Even non-food items may be sources of trace gluten and can cause symptoms in more sensitive patients. Contamination of supposedly gluten-free products can also occur.

Lactose intolerance affects one-half of celiacs at diagnosis but usually resolves with mucosal restoration. Temporarily limiting lactose ingestion or using lactase may be necessary.

Vitamin or mineral supplements are given to correct deficiencies of iron, folate, B12, calcium, and fat-soluble vitamins as needed. Marked osteopenia and osteoporosis are common in both men and women. Patients with decreased axial bone density should be advised to obtain at least 1200 mg of calcium and replacement doses of vitamin D. Secondary hyperparathyroidism may occur but tetany is rare. Pancreatic enzyme supplementation may be useful in very malnourished patients, and this may accelerate weight return.

All patients should be followed up to ensure compliance with, and a response to, the GFD [61]. Adolescents seem especially likely to be non-compliant with the dietary restrictions [62]. All antibody levels diminish with the institution of a GFD, often within weeks; by 6 months both tTG-IgA and endomysial antibody (EMA)-IgA may be undetectable. The gliadin antibody titers, however, often persist for a year or more into the GFD. Repeat testing is used to monitor the diet. However, a negative test is not entirely reliable as an indicator of low-level gluten ingestion. Improved absorption may cause patients to gain excess...
weight, increase absorption of medications such as thyroid replacement, or develop increased cholesterol.

**Non-dietary therapies**

The better knowledge of CD pathogenesis may make possible the development of non-dietary therapies. The current explored approaches include: (1) pre-digestion of dangerous wheat epitopes (oral enzyme therapy); (2) intestinal permeability pathways blockade (zonulin receptor antagonist); and (3) induction of immune tolerance.

**Prevention**

**Breast-feeding and gradual introduction of gluten**

Protective factors, such as breast-feeding and delayed introduction of large quantities of gluten into the infant diet, seem to reduce the likelihood of developing CD in early age. This practical knowledge derives from the experience and analysis of the “Swedish epidemic of CD” [63]. In Sweden, a high incidence of CD was observed after national infant-feeding polices were changed to favor the introduction of larger quantities of gluten at the age of 6 months, after weaning was complete.

The prevalence of symptomatic CD (clinically detected) returned to “pre-epidemic” values after a national change in infant-feeding recommendations was proposed in 1996: a slow introduction to gluten during weaning was stressed, the recommendation being the introduction of smaller quantities of gluten at the age of 4 months and continuation of breast-feeding instead of larger quantities at the age of 6 months at the time of weaning [64]. However, no difference was found in undiagnosed CD between the screened children born before and after 1996. Thus, a slow introduction of gluten in infancy could protect some children from developing symptomatic CD, but it might not protect them from subclinical or silent forms of this disease in childhood.

**Vaccines**

Currently, there is not a useful vaccine for CD. However, as the gluten is clearly identified as the most important environmental factor, and the autoantigen (tTG) is known, the development of a vaccine is hypothetically possible (mainly through induction of oral tolerance to the gluten epitopes). Prophylactic vaccination against pneumococcal infections may be appropriate in the context of CD-associated hyposplenism [65]. Patients with CD have a good immune response to the polyvalent pneumococcal vaccine [66]. On the other hand, a lack of response to hepatitis B vaccine has been reported in CD [67].

**Persistent or recurring symptoms**

Patients with previously diagnosed CD who have persistent or recurrent diarrhea should undergo a careful dietary review and a check of their serology [68]. If both are negative and it is less than 6 months since diagnosis, treatment with lactose-restricted diet, pancreatic supplements (especially if there are features of malabsorption and low fecal elastase 1) should be started. Colonic biopsies may identify microscopic colitis. If it has been longer than 6 months since diagnosis, it may be prudent to re-biopsy the small intestine to assess for improvement. Other causes of recurrent symptoms are small intestinal bacterial overgrowth, other food allergies, and parasitic infections [69].

**Refractory sprue**

Refractory sprue (RS) is a combination of continued or recurrent severe malabsorption (“functional intestinal failure”), progressive malnutrition, intestinal villous atrophy on repeat biopsy, and increased mortality despite compliance with a GFD for more than 6 months [70]. This condition affects approximately 5% of CD patients. Usually tTG and EMA antibodies are negative. Patients may have extensive small intestinal ulcerations extending beyond the distal duodenum (ulcerative jejunoileitis) with a high risk of perforation, obstruction, and transformation to lymphoma [71]. Other uncommon complications are mesenteric lymph node cavitation, and collagenous sprue (subepithelial collagen band thicker than 10 μm). Enteric protein loss may be marked. The clinical presentation includes profound malnutrition, weight loss, abdominal pain, and fever.

Enteropathy-associated T-cell lymphoma should be carefully sought. CT scanning, small bowel radiography, capsule endoscopy, and more recently double-balloon enteroscopy have been used to establish the diagnosis. The presence of T-cell clones on molecular analysis of the intestinal mucosa may indicate “cryptic” lymphoma or RS type II [72]. The abnormal clone of intra-epithelial lymphocyte express cytoplasmic CD3 but loose the surface CD8 marker (and other T-cell markers), and demonstrate clonal T-cell receptor (TCR) gamma gene rearrangement. The absence of a T-cell clone (RS type I) has a much better prognosis, with responses to steroids or immunosuppression likely. Parenteral nutrition support allows correction of the nutritional problems, but some patients require home total parenteral nutrition for survival. Prognosis of RS type II is poor, with 50% of patients suffering a fatal outcome. Currently, there is not an effective treatment for RS type II. Steroids and immunosuppressive drugs should be used with caution and frequently are ineffective. A third of the patients with RS type II were clinically and histologically improved with the use of 2-clorodeoxyadenosine, or cladribine; however, the T-cell abnormal clone persisted in all the patients and in 40% the disease progressed to overt lymphoma [73]. The use of alemtuzumab (anti-CD52 monoclonal antibody) [74] or autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation has been reported as a successful treatment for overt T-cell lymphoma [75]. IL-15 blockade represents one promising option for the future treatment of RS type II [76].
Mortality in celiac disease

Patients with untreated or partially treated symptomatic CD are at high risk of complications and mortality associated with the disease.

Malignancies are a common cause of death in patients with CD [77]. The risk of malignancy is highest during the first 3 years after diagnosis, and remains higher if CD is left untreated [78]. The development of hypoalbuminemia, anemia, recurrent steatorrhea, weight loss, lymphadenopathy, fever, and malaise in a previous stable patient should prompt a search for neoplasm.

Patients with untreated CD have a particularly high risk of enteropathy-associated T-cell lymphoma [79], an otherwise rare form of high-grade and frequently lethal lymphoma. Adenocarcinoma of the small intestine, nasopharyngeal melanoma, and esophageal cancer are also more common in CD [80]. On the other hand, a lower incidence of breast cancer has been reported in women with CD.

Non-malignant complications also play a role in mortality in CD. Infections as a consequence of immunodeficiency associated with malnutrition could be a major cause of death. Also, in the setting of severe malnutrition and/or functional intestinal failure, total parenteral nutrition complications or central venous catheter-related sepsis could be major issues. Fatal pneumococcal septicemia (the so-called OPSI syndrome) has been reported in celiacs with hypoplasplenism [81].

Screening family members

Consider active screening of at-risk family members, including siblings, children, and possibly parents, because at least 50% of patients have an undiagnosed family member with CD [82]. Serologic screening test could be used for asymptomatic relatives, but those with specific symptoms suggestive of CD should undergo intestinal biopsy. Of course, the family members must be ingesting gluten-containing foods to maximize the accuracy of the testing.
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CHAPTER 18

Occupational Reactions to Food Allergens

Maxcie Sikora, André Cartier, Matthew Aresery, Laurianne Wild, and Samuel B. Lehrer

Introduction

The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics has reported that in 2005 there were 145 million employed civilian individuals of which approximately 10 million work in some aspect of the food preparation and service industry. In addition, the USDA estimates there are up to 3 million Americans employed in the farming sector [1]. These workers can be exposed to a wide variety of substances that potentially may lead to hypersensitivity diseases. Most sensitizing materials are food-derived protein allergens, such as flour and shellfish. Non-food agents may also induce allergic or immunologic diseases (e.g. honey bees, grain storage mites, antibiotics, thermophilic actinomycetes, and even rubber boots). It is well established that these materials can affect the skin, gastrointestinal tract, and respiratory system. In occupational exposure to food allergens/antigens, the routes of exposure are primarily through inhalation and contact, and vary depending on agents and industries. The ensuing diseases include occupational rhinitis (OR), conjunctivitis, asthma, hypersensitivity pneumonitis (HP) (extrinsic allergic alveolitis), and occupational dermatitis.

Making a diagnosis of one of these occupational diseases can have significant social and economic impact on both the individual and the society as a whole. Diagnosing an occupational disease requires confirmation of the causal relationship between exposure at work and disease; although most cases have new onset disease, this is not exclusive, for example, the history of previous asthma does not exclude occupational asthma (OA). In the case of occupational dermatitis, the skin inflammation should improve while away from the workplace. In occupational lung diseases, unfortunately, the symptoms may be slow to resolve or still remain long after removal from the workplace. Each of these types of reactions will be discussed in greater detail. Several pertinent examples of each of the aforementioned diseases in occupational settings have been chosen to illustrate important points.

Definitions

The diagnosis of OA involves demonstrating asthma which can be attributed to work. Criteria have been established by numerous groups for the purpose of epidemiology and clinical evaluation. For example, the American College of Chest Physicians established criteria which include a compatible history, reversible airflow limitation, and airway hyperresponsiveness in the absence of airflow limitation, and objective demonstration of work relatedness [2].
A similar definition from Bernstein et al. is variable airflow limitation and airway hyperresponsiveness due to causes and conditions that are attributable to a particular occupational environment and not to stimuli encountered outside the workplace [3]. Asthma occurring at the workplace is not necessarily OA, and it is important, for medico-legal reasons, to draw this distinction. Asthma can be exacerbated at work by exercise or by exposure to irritants such as cold air, dust, or fumes in excessive quantity.

Reactive airways dysfunction syndrome (RADS) or irritant-induced asthma is an occupational lung disease which occurs after acute high-level exposure to irritant gas, smoke, fumes, or vapors [4,5]. Unlike OA which results from a previous sensitization to a substance, there is no latent period in RADS. RADS will not be discussed further in the context of food-induced occupational reactions, although it may be seen in this industry due to accidental exposure, such as ammonia spills from refrigeration systems.

OR has been defined as the episodic work-related occurrence of sneezing, nasal discharge, pruritus, and congestion which contribute to distress, discomfort, and work inefficiency [6]. OR is 2–3 times more frequent than OA. It often coexists with OA. Rhinitis symptoms frequently precede the development of asthma in the work environment [7]. In 59 workers with laboratory animal allergy, Gross et al. reported that OR preceded the development of OA in 45% of subjects and occurred at the same time in 55%, but OR did not develop subsequently [8].

HP or extrinsic allergic alveolitis is an immunologically mediated inflammatory disease involving the terminal airways of the lung associated with intense or repeated exposure to various inhaled allergens. The result of this exposure is initially a lymphocytic alveolitis followed by granuloma formation and eventually irreversible pulmonary fibrosis in the untreated patient [9–10].

Traditionally, the term “contact dermatitis” has been used to describe any rash resulting from a substance touching the skin. Cutaneous manifestations of occupational exposure are generally divided into irritant contact dermatitis (ICD) and allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) or a combination of ICD and ACD. ICD is diagnosed based on the history and the clinical appearance. It is a non-immunologic form of dermatitis that, like RADS in the airways, does not require previous sensitization. On the other hand, ACD represents an immunologically mediated disorder that represents a form of type IV delayed hypersensitivity and thus occurs following an acquired sensitivity to a given substance.

Occupational contact urticaria is an occupational skin disorder of importance in the food industry, particularly among cooks, bakers, caterers, and food handlers. Morphologically, one sees an erythematous, papular, pruritic rash seen in classic hives; however, in this case it is associated with a specific occupational exposure. The mechanism is usually an immunoglobulin E (IgE)-mediated process.

### Prevalence and incidence

Generally, of all the occupational lung diseases in an industrialized nation, OA is the most common. The overall frequency of OA, according to numerous sources of data, has remained stable in the last 10 years, although the causative agents may vary in frequency [11].

Determining prevalence or incidence of occupational diseases with any certainty is difficult, particularly in the food industries. Both employees and physicians tend to underreport health problems, and epidemiologic data on agriculture workers and food handlers remain scanty. However, as the importance of occupational lung disease has become more recognized, national databases have been established to monitor this data, including the SWORD and SHIELD in the United Kingdom, PROPULSE in Canada, and SENSOR in the United States.

According to the World Health Organization, worldwide as many as 300 million people of all ages and ethnicities suffer from asthma [12]. In the United States it is estimated that 21 million people have asthma, based on the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System [13]. According to the CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics in 2002, 11.8 million people had experienced an asthma attack or episode in the previous 12 months in the United States, of which 4269 died [14]. The exact prevalence of OA is unknown but epidemiologic studies suggest that 9–15% of all cases of adult onset asthma are attributable to occupational exposure [15,16]. In those food-related industries in which prevalence of OA is available, rates do not significantly differ from those found in non-food industries. For example, OA occurs in 3% [17] to 10% [18] of workers exposed to green coffee beans, 9% to as many as 50% of snow-crab-processing workers [19,20], and 10% to 30% of bakers [21–24].

OR occurs 3 times more frequently than asthma in the occupational setting. Its prevalence in subjects with OA is 76–92% [7,19]. The prevalence of OR has been reported to be between 3% and 87% depending on the exposure environment [25,26]. In health care workers exposed to latex gloves, sensitization has been reported as high as 20% with OR occurring in 9–12% [26,27]. In seafood-processing workers, the prevalence of OR ranges from 5% to 22% [28] and nasal symptoms were reported by 24% of fish-food factory workers [29].

The incidence of HP is more difficult to determine because of the disease’s generally low occurrence, problems with differential diagnosis, and the lack of prospective epidemiologic studies. Incidence also depends on exposure levels of the offending antigen and varies widely in different industries or even in areas of the same plant. For example, in one study it was estimated that farmer’s lung affects less than 1–6% of farmers [30]. However, in a survey among 1054 farmers who grind moldy hay, the prevalence of farmer’s
lungs was reported at 8.3–11.4% [31]. Farmer’s lung on dairy farms in Wisconsin has been calculated to be 4.2 per 1000 farmers [32]. Other studies have noted incidence rates for farmer’s lung between 2.5 and 153.1 per 1000 farmers. In a survey of 200 pigeon breeders, it has been estimated that 5% of breeders have findings consistent with bird fancier’s lung [33].

Most epidemiologic studies of dermatologic reactions in food-industry workers have included only subjects already diagnosed with occupational skin disease. Consequently, although types of skin reactions can be distinguished and many of the important etiologic agents can be identified, the true prevalence of disease remains difficult to determine. In a study of 1052 workers in the Finnish food industry, 17% were identified as having a skin disease [34]. In that study, 8.5% of 541 female workers had occupational dermatitis, most commonly caused by fish, meat, and vegetables. Of the 196 workers handling food, hand dermatitis was present in 15%. In a 5-year retrospective study, 3662 consecutive patients, including 180 food handlers, were patch tested [35]. In 91 of 180 subjects (50.5%) dermatitis resulted from an occupational exposure of which 25 of 180 (13.8%) were from exposure to meats or vegetables. Patch tests were positive in 59 of 180 patients (32.7%). Another study involving 5285 patients in northern Bavaria found the incidence of occupational dermatitis was highest in pastry cooks (76%), cooks (69%), followed closely by food-processing industry workers and butchers (63%) [36]. Hjorth and Roed-Peterson evaluated 33 cases of occupational dermatitis occurring in restaurant kitchen workers [37]. Metals, onions, and garlic were implicated most frequently in contact dermatitis; fish and shellfish were the major agents responsible for provoking contact urticaria. The same food allergens were also identified as the most important in a study of caterers [38]. Table 18.1 represents allergens or irritants that may cause reactions in food handlers.

Using questionnaires, Smith estimated the mean annual incidence of skin conditions in the food manufacturing industry to be 2103 per million employees per year and 1414 per million employees per year in the retail/catering industry [39]. Other data on occupational dermatitis come from the EPIDERPM and OPRA (Occupational Physicians Reporting Activity) surveillance plan which have been collecting data on occupational skin diseases in the United Kingdom since 1993. The dermatologists and occupational physicians that provided data for these studies report an annual incidence of occupational contact dermatitis of 12.9 per 100,000 [40].

### Risk factors

Both industrial and individual factors are associated with an increased risk of developing occupational hypersensitivity. The best studies have been done in OA and rhinitis.

### Table 18.1 Examples of substances that act as irritants and/or allergens in causing contact dermatitis in food preparation workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irritants</th>
<th>Irritants or allergens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables and fruit juices (contact urticaria)</td>
<td>Basil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw fish</td>
<td>Mugwort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw meats (benzylichloroethyl polylysine)</td>
<td>Bay leaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlic</td>
<td>Mustard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onion</td>
<td>Capers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeks, chives, shallots</td>
<td>Nutmeg, mace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spices</td>
<td>Caraway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture</td>
<td>Cayenne, chili pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>Cardamom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour</td>
<td>Cayenne, chili pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat</td>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soaps and detergents</td>
<td>Clove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scouring pads</td>
<td>Coriander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scouring pads</td>
<td>Curry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fennel</td>
<td>Oregano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>Paprika</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovage</td>
<td>Parsley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mint, peppermint</td>
<td>Peppers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsley</td>
<td>Rosemary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarragon</td>
<td>Sage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyme</td>
<td>Sesame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turmeric</td>
<td>Star anise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovage</td>
<td>Thyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage</td>
<td>Thyme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarragon</td>
<td>Turmeric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Marks et al. [41], with permission from Elsevier.

Physicochemical properties of occupational agents, as well as dose, duration, and route of exposure, allergenic potency, and industrial hygiene and engineering practices influence the potential of occupational agents to induce allergic disease. The level of exposure in different settings is clearly a major determinant for many occupational agents [23,42–44].

As only a small proportion of exposed workers develop occupational reactions, host factors clearly play an important role in disease development. These factors may include atopy, genetic predisposition, cigarette smoking, and possibly pre-existing increased non-specific bronchial responsiveness (NSBR).

### Atopy

Atopic individuals have a personal or family history of hay fever, asthma, or atopic dermatitis and exhibit a greater tendency to develop sensitivity to environmental agents than do normal subjects. Atopic individuals frequently show elevated total IgE levels. Nevertheless, history alone is not sufficient for the diagnosis of atopy, as identical symptoms can arise from allergic and non-allergic mechanisms. Prick skin testing or radioallergosorbent testing (RAST) is often used along with suggestive history to establish a diagnosis.

Although OA is frequently associated with increased production of specific IgE antibodies, atopy per se is not always associated with an increased incidence of OA. In general, the association between atopy and OA is found consistently in OA caused by high molecular weight (HMW) agents.
However, the association is not high and other factors are equally likely to be important in the ultimate development of disease such as the degree of exposure and concentration of the suspected agent. Atopy appears to be an important factor in some occupational exposures such as workers sensitized to papain [45], flour [21], and green coffee beans [17], while data on bakers are controversial [46–48]. In some instances where the incidence of OA might be expected to be influenced by a worker’s atopic status, such as in snow-crab-processing workers [19,20] and grain handlers [49], no relationship between atopy and development of disease has been discerned although sensitization, as assessed by skin test. Although an association between sensitization to HMW agents and atopy has been observed in many food-related work environments, atopy and the development of OR have not been linked. Unlike OA, there is no higher incidence of HP disease in atopic subjects.

The role of atopy has not been clearly defined in the pathophysiology of occupational dermatoses. Atopic dermatitis in particular may predispose workers to develop ICD; however, it does not appear to predispose to ACD. In a prospective follow-up study evaluating hand dermatitis in bakers, confectioners, and bakery shop assistants in order to determine risk factors, Bauer et al. noted that mild to moderate ICD was the most frequent finding. Atopic individuals had a 3.9-fold relative risk of developing hand dermatitis. Total serum IgE was quantified but does not correlate with disease [50].

**Genetics**

Almost no information has been gathered on human leukocyte antigen (HLA) type and its relationship to the development of OA, OR, HP, or occupational dermatitis, particularly resulting from exposure to allergens in the food industry. With the results of the human genome project and interest in discovering the potential genetic basis of disease, it is anticipated that more data should become available with respect to OA.

As with OA, no specific genetic basis has been clearly identified for HP. The nature of the antigen, the quantity of antigen inhaled and frequency of exposure, and finally host susceptibility are important. A study by Camarena et al. in 44 patients with pigeon breeders’ disease, a form of HP, looked at polymorphisms of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II alleles. An increase of one HLA-DRB1 allele and one HLA-DQB1 allele was noted when MHC typing was performed by PCR-specific sequence oligonucleotide analysis. However, there is not a specific association between the alleles in question and the development of HP [51].

Very little data exists for the genetic basis of occupational dermatitis. Holst studied ICD in monozygotic and dizygotic twins and found a high degree of concordance among monozygotic twins [52].

**Smoking**

The role of cigarette smoke, including exposure to second-hand smoke, in development, exacerbation, or pathogenesis of OA is not clear. Exposure to cigarette smoke increases bronchial epithelial permeability [53], which might potentially allow inhaled antigens increased access to immunocompetent cells and evoke an immune response. A potential relationship between asthma, cigarette smoke, dust, aerosol, or vapor exposure appears intriguing, but epidemiologic studies in this area are limited. Smoking seems to be a risk factor for developing OA in several cases such as crab-processing workers [19], workers exposed to green coffee beans or castor beans and grain dust.

Smokers exposed occupationally to green coffee bean or castor bean dust appear to be at higher risk for the development of occupationally induced allergies than similarly exposed non-smokers [54]. Furthermore, a significantly higher proportion of smokers appear among “sensitized” than “non-sensitized” coffee factory workers, and sensitization appears to progress more rapidly in smokers [55]. Pulmonary effects of smoking and grain dust exposure are additive [56]. These findings underscore the importance of imposing controls for smoking during data analysis.

HP is uncommon in smokers, unlike other pulmonary disease in which smoking increases frequency of disease. Several studies have shown an underrepresentation of smokers among patients with HP. The mechanism by which smoking seems to prevent the development of HP is not known. It may be through an impairment of immune cellular function induced by smoking [57–59]. However, Dangman et al. reported that smoking affects the laboratory and clinical findings used in the diagnosis of HP, making the confirmation of HP difficult, which may contribute to the apparent protective effect of smoking [60]. More studies are needed to confirm the role that smoking plays in the development of HP. Nevertheless, once HP has started, smoking does not appear to be protective [61].

**Bronchial responsiveness**

OA, at least in a worker still exposed and symptomatic, is usually associated with increased NSBR, as demonstrated by histamine or methacholine inhalation challenges. There is no evidence that increased NSBR is a risk factor for the development of OA [62].

**Agents associated with allergic occupational diseases of food workers**

Hundreds of agents are known to cause occupational rhinoconjunctivitis and asthma. Most of these substances are chemicals, pharmaceuticals, wood dusts, and metals [63,64]; in addition more than 50 agents encountered in food or food-related industry are known to induce OR and OA. In fact, the food industry accounts for the largest number
of cases of OR [65]. In some industries, such as coffee factories, OA is a well-recognized problem; in other types of workplaces, only individual case reports have been reported. Agents encountered in food industries that are known to cause OR and OA are listed in Table 18.2. A more wide-ranging list of airway sensitizing agents can be found in a review by van Kampen [66]. Additionally, Siracusa et al. have a comprehensive list of agents specifically for OR [67].

Organic dust derived from bacteria, fungi, protozoa, plant and animal products, and simple chemicals can induce HP.

### Table 18.2 Materials used in food or food-related industries that are known to induce OA or rhinitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agents</th>
<th>Occupational exposure</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea animals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prawn, crab, king crab, snow crab, lobster, oyster, clams</td>
<td>Seafood processing</td>
<td>[19, 28, 68–79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrimp meal</td>
<td>Aquaculture</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish meal, fish flour</td>
<td>Factory workers</td>
<td>[81–83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother of pearl</td>
<td>Button factory workers</td>
<td>[84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea squirt</td>
<td>Oyster shuckers</td>
<td>[85, 86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seashells</td>
<td>Shell grinders</td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trout</td>
<td>Processing workers</td>
<td>[88]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farm products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cows</td>
<td>Dairy farmers</td>
<td>[89–91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Factory worker</td>
<td>[92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogs, swine food</td>
<td>Hog farmers</td>
<td>[93–96]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>Poultry workers</td>
<td>[97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pheasants, quail, doves</td>
<td>Breeders</td>
<td>[98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs, egg lysozyme</td>
<td>Egg processor, bakery workers</td>
<td>[99–105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry mites</td>
<td>Poultry workers</td>
<td>[106, 107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ornorhynchus sylviarum)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain storage mites</td>
<td>Grain workers</td>
<td>[108–111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Glycyphagus destructor)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honey bees</td>
<td>Bee-keepers, honey processors</td>
<td>[112–114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bee moth</td>
<td>Fish-bait breakers</td>
<td>[115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice flower beetle</td>
<td>Rice flower workers</td>
<td>[116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enzymes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepsin, trypsin, pancreatic enzymes</td>
<td>Pharmaceutical workers</td>
<td>[117–120]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiramycin</td>
<td>Chick breeders</td>
<td>[121]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrolysis products of polyvinyl chloride or label adhesives</td>
<td>Meat wrappers</td>
<td>[122–128]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plant/fungi</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grains/flours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee</td>
<td>Coffee factory workers</td>
<td>[106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flour (wheat, rye)</td>
<td>Bakers, millers</td>
<td>[129–132]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckwheat, carob bean flour</td>
<td>Food workers</td>
<td>[133–135]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>Rice millers</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea animals</td>
<td>Agricultural workers</td>
<td>[137, 138]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain dust</td>
<td>Grain handlers</td>
<td>[139–142]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spices/herbs</td>
<td>Factory workers, farmers</td>
<td>[143–146]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlic</td>
<td>Factory workers</td>
<td>[146, 147]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coriander, mace, ginger, paprika</td>
<td>Spice workers</td>
<td>[149]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>Greenhouse workers</td>
<td>[150]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paprika plants</td>
<td>Butcher</td>
<td>[151, 152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aromatic herbs</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>[153]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginseng</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>[153]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green beans</td>
<td>Homemaker</td>
<td>[154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Okra</td>
<td>Homemaker</td>
<td>[155]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>[156]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrots</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>[157]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bell pepper</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>[158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broccoli/cauliflower</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>[159]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabbage</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>[160]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leek</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>[161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asparagus</td>
<td>Cook</td>
<td>[162]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinach</td>
<td>Field workers</td>
<td>[163]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungal amylase, xylanase</td>
<td>Bakers</td>
<td>[164–166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bromelain, papain</td>
<td>Factory workers</td>
<td>[167–173]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castor beans</td>
<td>Factory workers, dock workers</td>
<td>[174]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea, herbal tea</td>
<td>Tea factory workers, tea garden workers</td>
<td>[175–180]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollens</td>
<td>Sugarbeet workers</td>
<td>[181]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower workers</td>
<td>[182]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grape growers</td>
<td>[183]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pectin</td>
<td>Candy or jam makers</td>
<td>[184, 185]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkaline hydrolysis derivative of gluten</td>
<td>Bakers</td>
<td>[186]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternaria/Aspergillus</td>
<td>Bakers</td>
<td>[187]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colophony</td>
<td>Poultry venders</td>
<td>[188]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hops</td>
<td>Brewery chemists</td>
<td>[189]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devil’s tongue (Amorphophallus konjac)</td>
<td>Food workers</td>
<td>[190]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushrooms</td>
<td>Soup manufacturers</td>
<td>[191]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growers</td>
<td>[192, 193]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verticillium albo-atrum</td>
<td>Greenhouse workers</td>
<td>[194]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A list of agents encountered in food industries that are known to induce HP are given in Table 18.3. Many of these materials are of fungal origin. Coffee dust has been omitted from this list because the single case of “coffee worker’s lung” was subsequently redescribed as cryptogenic fibrosing alveolitis associated with rheumatoid arthritis.

### Table 18.3 Etiology of HP occurring in food and food-related industries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Source/exposure</th>
<th>Disorders</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermophilic actinomycetes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Faenia rectivirgula</em></td>
<td>Moldy hay</td>
<td>Farmer’s lung</td>
<td>[195,196]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Micropolyspora faeni</em></td>
<td>Moldy compost</td>
<td>Mushroom workers’ lung</td>
<td>[197]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thermoactinomyces sacchari</em></td>
<td>Moldy sugar cane</td>
<td>Bagassosis</td>
<td>[198]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. vulgaris</em></td>
<td>Moldy compost</td>
<td>Mushroom workers’ lung</td>
<td>[192]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. viridis</em></td>
<td>Moldy hay</td>
<td>Farmer’s lung</td>
<td>[199]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>T. viridis</em></td>
<td>Vineyards</td>
<td>Vineyard sprayers’ lung</td>
<td>[200]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fungi</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Aspergillus clavatus</em></td>
<td>Moldy barley/malt</td>
<td>Malt workers’ lung</td>
<td>[201–203]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A. clavatus</em></td>
<td>Moldy cheese</td>
<td>Cheese workers’ lung</td>
<td>[204]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A. flavus</em></td>
<td>Moldy corn</td>
<td>Farmer’s lung</td>
<td>[205]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A. fumigatus</em></td>
<td>Vegetable compost</td>
<td></td>
<td>[206]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>A. oryzae</em></td>
<td>Soy sauce brewer</td>
<td></td>
<td>[207]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cladosporium</em></td>
<td>Moldy hay</td>
<td>Farmer’s lung</td>
<td>[199]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mucor stolonifer</em></td>
<td>Moldy paprika pods</td>
<td>Paprika slicers’ disease</td>
<td>[208]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Penicillium sp.</em></td>
<td>Moldy hay</td>
<td>Farmer’s lung</td>
<td>[199]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. casei, P. roqueforti</em></td>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>Cheese workers’ lung</td>
<td>[209–211]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Botrytis cinerea</em></td>
<td>Moldy grapes</td>
<td>Wine growers’ lung</td>
<td>[212]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Insects</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain weevil (Sitophilus grainarius)</td>
<td>Infested wheat</td>
<td>Millers’ lung</td>
<td>[213,214]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese mites (Acarus siro)</td>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>Cheese workers’ lung</td>
<td>[215]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Animal products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck proteins</td>
<td>Feathers</td>
<td>Duckfever</td>
<td>[216]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken proteins</td>
<td>Chicken products</td>
<td>Feather pluckers’ disease</td>
<td>[217,218]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hen litter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[219]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey proteins</td>
<td>Turkey products</td>
<td>Turkey handlers’ disease</td>
<td>[220]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goose proteins</td>
<td>Feathers</td>
<td></td>
<td>[221]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird proteins</td>
<td>Fishermen</td>
<td></td>
<td>[222]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish meal</td>
<td>Fishmeal workers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plant products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushrooms</td>
<td>Spores</td>
<td>Mushroom workers’ disease</td>
<td>[223,224]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Erwina herbicola</em> (Enterobacter agglomerans)</td>
<td>Contaminated grain</td>
<td>Grain workers’ lung</td>
<td>[225]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea plants</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tea growers’ lung</td>
<td>[226]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyster shells</td>
<td>Oyster shell dust</td>
<td></td>
<td>[227]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cork</td>
<td>Cork dust from wine bottles</td>
<td></td>
<td>[228]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prawn</td>
<td>Factory workers</td>
<td>Prawn-processing workers</td>
<td>[229]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A wide variety of foods, additives, and flavorings, as well as materials used in food preparation, are known to induce several types of occupational skin disease. Table 18.4 lists etiologic agents, along with diagnoses. Some materials, such as seafood and garlic, commonly induce dermatitis, whereas others, including non-food items such as betadine, are seldom reported to cause occupational skin disease.

**Relationship of sensitization routes: inhalation at the workplace versus ingestion at home**

The relationship between sensitization by inhalation and symptoms following inhalation or ingestion of the same or a related antigen is intriguing. Exposure to food allergens
### Table 18.4 Dermatitis in food-processing and food service workers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Agriculture</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk controllers, milk recorders, milkers</td>
<td>Bronopol, Kathon CG</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[232–234]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk testers</td>
<td>Chrome, dichromate</td>
<td></td>
<td>[235,236]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk analyzers</td>
<td>Dichromate</td>
<td>Allergic contact dermatitis</td>
<td>[237]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ewe milker</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[238]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery harvesters</td>
<td>Celery fungus (<em>Sclerotinia sclerotiorum</em>)</td>
<td>Phototoxic dermatitis</td>
<td>[239,240]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apple packers</td>
<td>Apples sprayed with ethoxyquin</td>
<td>ACD</td>
<td>[241]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange pickers</td>
<td>Omite-CR</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[242]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coconut pickers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Conjunctivitis</td>
<td>[243]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grocery workers</td>
<td>Celery (furocoumarins)</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[244,245]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushroom harvesters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[246]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Food preparation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish factory workers</td>
<td>Fish, mustard</td>
<td>Dermatitis, contact urticaria</td>
<td>[247]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooks</td>
<td>Mustard, rape</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[248]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooks</td>
<td>Garlic/onions</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[249]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooks</td>
<td>Paprika, curry</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>[250]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salad makers</td>
<td>Mustard</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[251]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food workers</td>
<td>Cashew nuts (cardol)</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[252]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandwich makers</td>
<td>Codfish, plaice, chicken, onion, garlic</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food workers</td>
<td>Lettuce</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[253]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food workers</td>
<td>Lettuce, chicory, endive</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>[254]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakers</td>
<td>Sodium metabisulfite</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>[255]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butchers/poultry processors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butchers</td>
<td>Rubber boots</td>
<td>Allergic contact dermatitis</td>
<td>[264]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butchers</td>
<td>Knife handle</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[265,266]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butchers</td>
<td>Povidone iodine</td>
<td>Allergic contact dermatitis</td>
<td>[267]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slaughtermen</td>
<td>Blood (cow and pig), gut casings</td>
<td>Contact urticaria, eczema</td>
<td>[268,269]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butchers</td>
<td>Calf’s liver, pig’s gut, beef</td>
<td>Urticaria</td>
<td>[270–272]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry workers</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>Irritant allergic dermatitis, eczema</td>
<td>[273]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicken vaccinators</td>
<td>Antibiotics</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>[274]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seafood</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishmarket workers</td>
<td>Shrimp</td>
<td>Allergic contact urticaria</td>
<td>[275]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterers</td>
<td>Shrimp</td>
<td>Contact urticaria</td>
<td>[276]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seafood processors</td>
<td>Prawns</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crabs processors</td>
<td>Crabs</td>
<td>Urticaria, dermatitis</td>
<td>[277]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyster shuckers</td>
<td>Oysters</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[278]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mussel processors</td>
<td>Mussels</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[279]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food handlers</td>
<td>Fish and shellfish</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>[280,281]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food handlers</td>
<td>Cuttlefish</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>[282]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishermen</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>[283]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish workers</td>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>Contact urticaria</td>
<td>[284]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*(Continued)*
typically occurs only via ingestion. Having subjects sensitized to traditional food allergens by inhalation presents an opportunity to compare elements of the two exposure routes. Most food-related occupational allergens have not been shown to induce symptoms following ingestion by workers sensitized by inhalation. In some individuals, certain allergens can elicit symptoms following inhalation and ingestion: a spice factory worker who developed asthma following inhalation of garlic dust noted the immediate onset of wheezing after eating garlic-containing foods [143]. A provocative challenge with garlic aerosol produced an immediate 35% reduction in forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1). An oral challenge with 1600 mg of garlic (in capsules) induced apprehension, flushing, and nausea within 10 minutes. Diarrhea, increased pulse rate, and a 21% reduction in FEV1 appeared within 2 hours. In contrast to the immediate response to inhalation challenge and natural ingestion of garlic-containing foods, maximal symptoms were noted 2 hours after laboratory challenge, suggesting that inhalation of garlic vapors or absorption through the oral mucosa was necessary to produce an immediate response. Buckwheat [305], pineapple protease [167], snow crab [19], and honey/pollen [182,306] have also been shown to produce allergic reactions following inhalation and ingestion by sensitive subjects.

Some individuals sensitized by inhalation to one occupational agent report symptoms following ingestion of a related antigen. A bird breeder developed OA following exposure to birds concomitant with an exquisite gastrointestinal sensitivity to ingested chicken eggs. Her primary sensitization involved bird serum antigens, which cross-reacted with ingested egg yolk proteins [98]. Butcher and colleagues [307] described an individual who developed and lost sensitivity to TDI vapor and ingested radishes, which contain isothiocyanates. Similarly, several crab-processing workers with OA developed allergy to ingested crab as reported by Cartier et al. [19].

### Pathophysiology of occupational allergies

#### Occupational rhinitis

OR has been classified by Bardana [308] as annoyance, irritational, corrosive, or immunologic. Annoyance, irritational, and corrosive rhinitis have no immunologic or allergic basis. Immunologic or allergic rhinitis is usually IgE-mediated although the exact mechanism is unknown for most low molecular weight (LMW) agents. Annoyance reactions occur from exposure to mild workplace irritants. These reactions are triggered by exposure to perfumes, air fresheners, and cooking odors. Irritational rhinitis is caused by inhalation of high concentrations of airborne chemicals. This reaction is often associated with a burning sensation. The proposed mechanism for this reaction is release of substance P and neuropeptides from nasal sensory nerves. Vasodilation and neurogenic inflammation result from substance P [65,308,309]. Corrosive rhinitis occurs after exposure to high concentrations of chemical gases, like ammonia, chlorine, and organophosphides. Signs of systemic intoxication may also be present.
Immunologic or allergic OR can result from HMW or LMW allergens. HMW allergens are more sensitizing, especially in atopic workers. The majority of allergens in the food industry are of HMW. Examples include flour, soybean dust, vegetable gums, and animal proteins. Guar gum is a common cause of OR in the food industry being used as a thickener and gelling agent.

**Occupational asthma**

The characteristic bronchial reaction observed in OA may result from pharmacologic, or type I, IgE-mediated mechanisms [310]. Complex organic mixtures, such as grain dust, have numerous biologic actions, which may or may not be pathogenic. Other agents induce OA by an as-yet undefined mechanism.

**Pharmacologic mechanism**

The classic example of acute asthma caused by a pharmacologic mechanism occurs in farm workers exposed to organophosphate insecticides [311,312]. These chemicals irreversibly inactivate cholinesterase, which causes an accumulation of acetylcholine, with subsequent bronchospasm.

**Immune mechanisms**

Many agents encountered in the workplace are antigenic or allergenic and elicit type I, IgE-mediated reactions in sensitized individuals. As with other agents inducing IgE-mediated OA, only a small proportion of exposed workers develop disease. A latent period, ranging from several weeks to years, precedes development of symptoms [313]. A common classification system is to divide the agents into HMW and LMW agents. In general, HMW agents act through an IgE-mediated mechanism. Certain LMW agents cause production of IgE antibodies; others act as haptens that must be conjugated to a carrier protein to be allergenic. LMW allergens cause disease through largely unknown mechanisms, though non-IgE-mediated and cell-dependent immunologic mechanisms appear to be important.

**Asthma in seafood workers**

The seafood industry is an example of a sector of the food industry that has continued to grow to meet world demands and consequently has had greater exposures and corresponding disease. In 2005, the world’s production of fish, crustaceans, and mollusks reached 140.5 million tons. Of this amount, 95 million tons were derived from capture fisheries and 45.5 million tons were from aquaculture [314]. This makes seafood one of the most highly traded commodities in the world market [315]. With this increase in the production and consumption of seafood have come more allergenic reactions occurring in the occupational setting [316]. The reported prevalence of OA due to seafood alone varies from 7% to 36% [317]. In a recent study of seafood-industry workers from Norway, the 1-year prevalence of work-related upper and lower respiratory symptoms was 42.8% and 25% between production workers and administrative workers, respectively. The study also stated that specific IgE to shrimp antigen was found in 20% of production workers in shrimp factories in Norway [318,319].

Besche [320] published the first report of occupational allergy from seafood in a 1937 paper describing a fisherman with asthma, angioedema, and conjunctivitis. Since Besche’s time, seafood-processing plants have become technologically advanced with varying processing procedures. Crab, fish, mussel, and prawn processing cause an aerosolized protein exposure to which workers can become sensitized by inhalation [321]. Table 18.5 lists possible exposures in the seafood industry. Sensitization by inhalation frequently makes the respiratory tract a primary route of occupational exposure during seafood processing [322]. Occupational exposure to crab has been extensively studied, with a range of allergic diseases including asthma being characterized. A 1982 National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSHA) investigation concluded that during the crab-processing season in Alaska, the monthly incidence of new cases of asthma was 80 times that reported for the general population, controlling for age [323].

A 1998 survey was conducted with symptom questionnaires, spirometry, and serologic testing on 107 workers in a crab-processing facility. In this study the incidence of asthma-like symptoms was 26%. The prevalence of asthma-like symptoms was noted to be 14% early in the crab season and 32% late in the season. At the end of the season, 4% met the criteria for an obstructive pattern by spirometry. Only 9% of the workers with asthma-like symptoms had elevated IgE antibody to crab [324]. Small study group size and short duration of follow-up may have limited the study, but the observations are interesting. Further investigation into occupational exposure to seafood agents is necessary to better understand the health effects for seafood workers. These investigations should include characterization of aerosolized protein antigen, dose–response relations, exposure routes, temporal component to exposure, extent of antigen cross-reactivity, and host factors [325].

**Hypersensitivity pneumonitis**

Occupations at risk of developing disease that are commonly cited in the literature include farmers, sugarcane harvesting, and mushroom packing. Mushroom worker’s lung (MWL) represents a good example of this disease.

**Pathogenesis**

The complete relationships between the immunologic response and environmental factors that lead to the development of hypersensitivity pneumonitis (HP) have not been fully elucidated. One of the questions that remains unanswered is why only certain subjects in a group of similarly exposed subjects go on to develop HP. The mechanisms
involved in HP appear to involve a Gell–Coombs type III and IV hypersensitivity reaction. Many patients who develop HP report a recent viral respiratory infection: this may represent the disease itself or an exacerbating factor that leads to the development of disease.

The early neutrophila that is seen in bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid occurs at 24–48 hours and this is then followed by lymphocytosis at 48–72 hours. Activated macrophages and multinucleated giant cells are also seen. Eventually, with ongoing exposure, non-caseating granulomas form and finally fibrosis develops. A positive correlation between the percentage of lung neutrophils and the percentage of lung fibrosis has been demonstrated. The contribution of Gram negative endotoxin to the neutrophilic infiltrate is of interest, as endotoxin can be found in the same environment that supports the allergens in HP. Further studies will need to be conducted to elucidate the significance of endotoxin [326,327]. Pro-inflammatory cytokines such as macrophage inflammatory protein-1 alpha (MIP-1-α) and interleukin-8 (IL-8) have been shown to be elevated in HP subjects during acute disease compared to controls. MIP-1-α is a chemotactic factor for monocytes and macrophages as well as T-lymphocytes [328]. Additionally, it has a role in Th0 to Th1 differentiation. IL-8 is a chemotactic factor for T-lymphocytes and neutrophils. Once subjects were treated, either with allergen avoidance or with medical therapy, decreased levels of both cytokines were observed in the HP subjects. Addition of anti-MIP-1-α caused inhibition of CD8+ cytotoxic T-lymphocyte (CTL) attraction [329–331].

At a cellular level, although bronchoalveolar mast cells have been shown to be increased in HP, there has not been direct evidence of immediate hypersensitivity contributing to the development of disease. Further, IgE levels as well as eosinophil levels have been normal in HP subjects.

### Mushroom worker’s lung

During the years 2005–2006, 264 growers in the United States produced 843 million pounds of mushrooms valued at 881 million dollars [332]. HP among mushroom workers was first reported in 1959 [333] and the term “mushroom worker’s lung” was coined in 1967 [334].

After an outbreak of seven cases of MWL between April 1982 and April 1985, a cross-sectional respiratory morbidity survey was conducted at the mushroom farm where the outbreak occurred. Other than the outbreak subjects, 20% of the more heavily exposed workers reported occasionally experiencing symptoms consistent with MWL. There were no radiographic changes noted; however, serologic tests showed that almost all workers, from different work areas on the farm, had been exposed to antigens that could potentially cause disease. A study of mushroom workers in Japan stated that 71% of 69 previously healthy workers studied developed chronic cough within the first 3 months of working and at least two of these patients had HP [192]. Therefore, all workers on a mushroom farm should be educated about the signs and symptoms of MWL [197].

MWL is caused by a variety of antigens associated with cultivation of mushrooms, notably microorganisms and

---

**Table 18.5** Common processing techniques employed for seafood groups and sources of potential high-risk exposure to seafood products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seaford category</th>
<th>Processing techniques</th>
<th>Sources of potential high-risk exposure to seafood product/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crustaceans</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crabs, lobsters, crawfish</td>
<td>Cooking (boiling or steaming), “tailing” lobsters, “cracking,” butchering and degilling crabs, manual picking of meat, cutting, grinding, mincing, scrubbing and washing, cooling, crab leg blowing</td>
<td>Inhalation of wet aerosols from lobster “tailing,” crab “cracking,” butchering and degilling, boiling, scrubbing and washing, spraying, cutting, grinding, mincing, crab leg blowing, cleaning processing lines/tanks with pressurized water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prawns</td>
<td>Heading, peeling, deveining, prawn “blowing” (water jets or compressed air)</td>
<td>Prawn “blowing”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Mollusks**     |                       |                                                         |
| Oysters, mussels, clams, scallops, abalone | Washing, oyster “shucking,” shellfish depuration, chopping, dicing, slicing | Inhalation of wet aerosols from oyster “shucking,” washing |

| **Finfish**      |                       |                                                         |
| Various species  | Heading, degutting, skinning, mincing, filleting, trimming, cooking (boiling or steaming), spice/batter application, frying, milling, bagging | Inhalation of wet aerosols from fish heading, degutting, boiling |

|                     |                       | Inhalation of dry aerosols from fishmeal bagging |
|                     |                       | Dermal contact from unprotected handling |

Modified from Jeebhay MF et al. [325], with permission from the BMJ Publishing Group, Ltd.
mushroom spores. The specific exposures will depend on where an individual works in the operation, harvest conditions and which mushroom species are involved. Most cultivated mushrooms are grown in compost. During fermentation of compost, temperatures as high as 60°C are generated, thermophilic organisms flourish. Meanwhile, a growth medium is inoculated with mushroom spores; after growth begins, this material is transferred onto grain. The combination, called spawn, is mixed with fermented compost prior to seeding mushroom beds. High levels of thermophilic actinomycetes are liberated during the mixing process. Thermophilic organisms are the traditional source of MWL including *Thermomonospora* sp., *Streptomyces* sp., *Thermoactinomyces vulgaris*, and *Faenia rectivirgula* [335].

Mushroom spores per se can also cause HP in sensitive individuals and this is particularly true in more exotic mushrooms such as oyster and shiitake which spore continuously and have become more popular in recent years. Most commercial mushrooms (*Agaricus* sp.) are harvested prior to sporulation; however, workers can be exposed to high spore levels if picking occurs after this stage. OA and occupational dermatitis have also been reported in mushroom growers [336,337].

**Occupational dermatitis**

In addition to OA, bakers can suffer from a variety of skin diseases associated with occupational exposure to dough, flour, additives, and flavorings (Table 18.6). Most reactions are irritant, rather than allergic, and result from continuous exposure to wet, sticky dough, sweetening agents, or flavorings. Irritant responses can be distinguished from allergic reactions by patch testing with putative agents. Flour itself can induce contact urticaria and flour contaminants (e.g. mites) can induce occupational dermatoses in sensitive workers.

**Diagnosis**

**History and physical examination**

Individuals with suspected OA usually experience episodic dyspnea, chest tightness, cough, and wheezing. Typically, symptoms are worse at work, improving over weekends or holidays. However, the relationship to work exposure may be masked by intermittent exposure, or by symptoms being worse at home in the evening or not improving over short periods such as weekends. Any questionnaire should include not only information about the current job, but also previous jobs. The history should identify whether symptoms began a short time after a job or workplace changed, if new materials or processes were introduced into the workplace, if agents with known asthma-inducing potential are used in the workplace, and if other workers exhibit similar symptoms. Usually, a latent period occurs between first exposure and development of symptoms; the length of this latency can range from weeks to more than 30 years [313]. The occurrence of rhinitis, conjunctivitis, or skin rashes at work in a subject with asthma is surely suggestive of OA, although not enough to confirm the diagnosis [338]. As with all occupational diseases, a high index of suspicion is needed to make a diagnosis. However, a highly suggestive history of OA is not sufficient to confirm the diagnosis. Even in the hands of experts, the predictive value of a positive questionnaire is 67%; the expert being better at excluding the diagnosis with a negative predictive value of 83% [339]. Physical examination is non-specific and does not confirm the diagnosis of asthma (“all that wheezes is not asthma”) but may be helpful in excluding other conditions.

OR manifests as nasal congestion, itch, sneeze, and rhinorrhea with exposure to the work environment. Like other forms of occupational disease, symptoms typically improve with removal from the work environment. As in OA, the history of workplace exposure is extremely important. A medication history is equally important as symptoms may be masked with the use of certain medications. Symptoms initially felt to be related to the work environment may become prolonged or worsen after removal from the culprit environment with the overuse of certain medications. For example, rhinitis medicamentosa may develop as a result of chronic topical decongestant use for the treatment of OR. Physical findings in OR are non-specific and similar to findings in rhinitis from non-occupational causes.

The clinical presentation of HP is often classified as acute, subacute, or chronic. In the acute presentation, flu-like symptoms including fever, chills, and cough often results in its confusion with a bacterial or viral respiratory infection. The symptoms usually begin 4–12 hours after work exposure. The subacute form may have a more prolonged course of shortness of breath, weight loss, and fatigue. In chronic disease, the antigen exposure is not interrupted and the subject may go on to develop restrictive pulmonary disease.

| Table 18.6 Additives encountered by bakers that can cause skin disease |
|----------------------|---------------------|
| **Irritants**        | **Allergens**       |
| Emulsiﬁers          | Benzyl peroxide     |
| Acetic acid          | Potassium bromate   |
| Lactic acid          | Cinnamon oil        |
| Calcium acetate/sulfate | Limonen, oil of Yeast |
| Potassium iodide/bromate | p-amino-azo-benzene |
| Potassium bicarbonate | Eugenol             |
| Bleaching agents     | Vanilla             |
| Ascorbic acid        | Sorbic acid         |
|                    | Karaya gum          |
|                    | Ammonium persulfate |
|                    | Sodium metabisulfite|

**Table 18.6 Additives encountered by bakers that can cause skin disease**
that may not be reversible. In the acute form of HP, physical examination reveals fine bilateral crackles. Occasionally, ronchi or wheezes can be detected, although asthma rarely constitutes a part of this disease syndrome. As with OA, history is important and disease must be temporally correlated with exposure.

In evaluating patients with occupational skin disease, physical examination is also important. The appearance helps to determine whether the dermatitis is endogenous (constitutional), contact, or a combination of the two. Secondary bacterial infections may also be involved, thus making morphology-based diagnosis more difficult. Distribution may suggest a probable cause. Approximately 90% of occupational dermatitis involves the hands, usually the backs and palmar surface of the wrist [340]. When occupational disease is suspected, matching the location of the dermatitis and the exposure source becomes necessary. Actual or simulated workplace practices may aid in accomplishing this task.

In the differential diagnosis, contact dermatitis caused by non-occupational exposure and endogenous dermatitis need consideration. Often occupational dermatitis is multifactorial, with irritants, allergens, endogenous factors, and secondary bacterial infection all causally involved. When taking the worker’s history it is important to ask about other work aside from their primary occupation, as well as hobbies since they may have potential exposures at these sites. The worker should also be asked about treatments that have been attempted either by themselves or by medical personnel, as some of these treatments may be the actual cause of the problem or may exacerbate the current skin condition.

**Laboratory tests**

**Asthma/rhinitis**

When a subject with suspected OA is evaluated, the diagnosis of asthma needs to be objectively confirmed by demonstrating either reversible airways obstruction or increased NSBR, as assessed by methacholine or histamine inhalation challenge. Confirming the diagnosis of asthma does not, however, confirm the diagnosis of OA. The relationship between work exposure and asthma needs to be confirmed by other means such as monitoring of peak expiratory flows (PEFs) and NSBR at and off work or by specific inhalation challenges. However, the absence of increased NSBR in a subject who has been off work for some time (usually weeks, although a few days may be enough) does not exclude the diagnosis of OA. Return to work or a specific challenge may then be associated with increased NSBR [341,342]. Alternatively, normal NSBR in a symptomatic worker still at work makes the diagnosis very unlikely [343].

Knowledge of the etiologic agent is important to understanding pathogenetic mechanisms. Identification of the agent may ultimately lead to changes in the workplace environment and decreased incidence of disease. When the putative agent is antigenic, laboratory tests may help establish a diagnosis. Some of these tests can be performed at the workplace, but others must be conducted in a laboratory.

Skin prick tests with common environmental antigens, including pollens, molds, and dusts, are used to identify atopic individuals. In addition, skin testing with specific occupational allergens may assist in establishing a diagnosis of OA or monitoring workplace populations; positive skin tests are not themselves diagnostic of disease as they are merely indicative of exposure and sensitization. The lack of standardized skin test reagents has made it difficult to do skin testing with predictive reliability. Further, with most LMW agents skin test results are of little value. As with all skin testing, care must be exercised, particularly with allergens of extreme potency, such as bromelain and latex, which may induce systemic reactions [344].

Specific IgE levels can be assessed using RAST. Like skin prick tests, RAST can be used to evaluate both individuals and populations. Although it is less sensitive than skin tests, RAST is more convenient for the testing of industrial populations. Serum can be collected during the worker’s regular plant physical, so that the employee does not have to be removed from the production line for testing, and a physician’s presence is not required. RAST can also be used for retrospective studies as long as sera have been stored [345]. RAST testing is also not diagnostic of disease but rather demonstrates potential sensitization.

As a non-invasive assessment of respiratory inflammation, sputum analysis has been proposed in the diagnosis of OA. Lemiére et al. have shown increased sputum eosinophils and sputum eosinophil cationic protein in subjects when at work compared with the periods out of work [168]. Comparison of induced sputum in HMW and LMW agents exposed workers showed that eosinophil percentages were higher in non-occupational asthmatics and in asthmatics with HMW-induced asthma than in normal subjects and in subjects with OA due to LMW agents [346]. The clinical utility of these analyses remains to be determined.

As in OA, in making the diagnosis of OR, allergen-specific IgE should be measured if the test is available. The presence of allergen-specific IgE helps support the diagnosis of OR when the history is suggestive.

**Hypersensitivity pneumonitis**

There are no pathopneumonic markers of disease in HP. As with all occupational diseases, a careful history focusing on workplace exposures is essential along with the appropriate clinical symptoms. Reduction in symptoms when away from the workplace exposure is helpful in making a diagnosis. In cases where the diagnosis is suspected and an inciting agent cannot be identified, a site visit may be needed.

Peripheral blood leukocytosis, with or without eosinophilia, also occurs [347]. Chest radiographs are usually consistent with a diffuse interstitial or alveolar filling process;
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occasionally findings suggest pulmonary edema in the acute phase. If episodes are infrequent, radiographs may be normal. Airspace consolidation, reticulonodular patterns, and interstitial fibrosis which may be described as a honeycombing pattern are seen in acute, subacute, and chronic disease, respectively. A high-resolution CT scan is more sensitive than CXR or traditional CT for evaluation of parenchymal abnormalities and may show abnormalities when the CXR is normal. An example of the radiographic changes seen in HP is shown in Fig. 18.1 [348].

Unlike the characteristic reversible obstructive pattern seen in asthma patients, HP subjects classically have a restrictive pattern. However, spirometry, like CXR, may be normal between attacks in HP prior to developing chronic disease. When changes are noted, they are typically restrictive defects with decreased lung volumes and diffusion capacity. Oxygen desaturation particularly on exercise may also be seen. Finally, a mixed obstructive/restrictive pattern is also frequently seen.

Precipitating antibodies against the offending antigen can be helpful in making the diagnosis, but it should be noted that studies have shown between 3% and 50% of asymptomatic subjects may also have precipitins. False negatives may also occur because of problems with sera concentration, use of non-standardized commercial extracts, or because the test was done with the wrong antigen. Elevations in Ig, particularly IgG, are seen. IgM and IgA may also be elevated, but IgE is not usually elevated. Increases in erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive proteins are secondary to the active inflammatory process. Skin testing for immediate hypersensitivity is of no value in making a diagnosis of HP [349].

BAL shows variable cellular presentations; classically neutrophilia is seen within the first 48 hours after antigen challenge followed by lymphocytosis. The lymphocytosis may be of CD4+ or CD8+ T-lymphocytes. The CD4/CD8 ratio will depend on the specific time course in the disease during which the BAL is performed. BAL CD4/CD8 ratios have been variable in different studies and among specific causative allergens of HP [349–351]. Aside from the type of allergen, the dose of the allergen and stage of disease may also affect the ratio.

When clinical history and laboratory data are not sufficient to make a diagnosis, a lung biopsy may be needed. Lung biopsy may be performed by transbronchial, thoracoscopic/open biopsy depending on the location and ability to obtain affected lung tissue. This also allows one to rule out infectious etiologies [352].

**Allergic contact dermatitis**

In ACD, the patch test, which was first devised by Jadassohn in 1895, represents the only practical assay for diagnosis [353]. A common commercially available patch test kit in the United States is the T.R.U.E. Test (GlaxoSmithKline, Research Triangle Park, NC). However, in the case of food allergens, ready-made patch testing is often not available. In these cases, one must prepare a personalized tray. If this is to be done, it is critical that the agents are prepared at proper concentrations so as not to give an irritant effect [41,354,355].

The Finn chamber, shown in Fig. 18.2, is an example of an apparatus used to perform patch testing with a variety of

---

**Figure 18.1** High-resolution CT scan in HP 39-year-old woman with HP presenting initially (a) with diffusely distributed centrilobular nodules and patch ground-glass opacity on high-resolution CT scan. Follow-up study at 6 years (b) showed progression of parenchymal changes, forming honeycomb cysts, traction bronchiectasis, and bullae. (Reproduced from Akira A [348], with permission from Elsevier.)

**Figure 18.2** Finn chamber.
agents that the clinician could select and/or prepare. It is a commonly used method of patch testing in which multiple 8-mm aluminum cups are filled with the test material and applied to the upper half of the back with an adhesive. The area that the chamber is to be applied should be free of rash or large amounts of hair. The patch is affixed to the skin with tape. The patient is instructed not to shower during the period that the patch test is on. After 48–72 hours, the patch is removed and the underlying skin examined. The area should be examined on more than one occasion including at 72, 96 hours, and 1 week. Using only one reading can decrease accuracy and may cause difficulty in differentiating irritant from allergic response. The interpretation of patch testing should be performed by individuals skilled in such procedures. As with all testing, false positive and false negative are possible. False positives may occur because of use of irritant substances or because of a pressure reaction over the applied site. False negatives may be because of material concentration, improper vehicles, or inappropriate reading times [356].

**Monitoring pulmonary function**

Pulmonary function testing (PFT) is used in helping to make the diagnosis of occupational lung disease, as well as for monitoring disease progression. In order to confirm work aggravated asthma, monitoring of PEF has proven to be very useful, with sensitivity of 81–100% and specificity of 74–89% compared to specific challenges [357,358].

Workers are asked to measure their PEF, the best of three reproducible (20 l/min) being kept for analysis, ideally every 2 hours from awakening to bedtime or at least 4 times per day and when symptomatic. PEF meters offer the advantages of being cheap, portable, and readily available. However, PEF measurements are effort dependent, and compliance has been shown to be poor, especially when workers are seeking compensation [359,360]. Although PEF is less reliable to assess change in airway caliber, monitoring of FEV1 using portable devices has not proven more reliable [361]. When monitoring of PEF is done, it is important to keep medication at a minimum, using short-acting β2-agonists on demand only and, if they are taken, keeping the dose of inhaled steroids or theophylline constant [362]. Monitoring of FEV1 before and after work shifts has not proven to be sensitive or specific enough [363]. Finally, monitoring of NSBR coupled with monitoring of PEF may prove useful in certain cases as NSBR may decrease upon return to work improving when taken off work. Figure 18.3 illustrates monitoring of PEF and histamine PC20 (i.e. the provocative concentration of histamine inducing a 20% fall in FEV1) in a snow-crab-processing worker with OA. When there is

![Figure 18.3 Monitoring of histamine bronchial responsiveness and PEF in a crab-processing worker. The upper panel illustrates the variation in PEF before and upon return to work in a crab-processing worker. Squares represent days at work. Upon return to work there is a large variation in PEF associated with symptoms requiring two puffs of albuterol taken as needed (closed losanges). PEF continued to fluctuate following work withdrawal for a few days. The lower panel illustrates the change in PC20 (provocative concentration of histamine inducing a 20% fall in FEV1), which decreased significantly upon return to work, while baseline FEV1 had not changed significantly when the subject was seen in the clinic. Return to baseline was only progressive and took almost 1 year. (Adapted from Cartier A et al. [19], with permission from the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology.)](image-url)
discrepancy between monitoring of PEF and NSBR, specific inhalation challenges, either in the laboratory or at work, may allow better accuracy of the diagnosis. While monitoring of PEF (and NSBR) can confirm the diagnosis of OA, it does not allow the identification of the offending agents.

**Specific challenge**

Traditionally, challenges with food allergens are performed by ingestion. To simulate industrial exposures, inhalation challenges must be performed. They are indicated if previous investigation with monitoring of PEF (and NSBR) was dubious has been impossible, for example subject unable to return to work, or if the identification of the offending agent is required. These tests can be done either in the laboratory or, occasionally, at work although the latter is less well controlled. They are safe when performed by trained personnel under the close supervision of an expert physician and offer the advantage of giving the diagnosis rapidly. Challenge testing in this manner should only be performed in a controlled setting that has the resources to handle medical emergencies.

Specific inhalation challenges done in the laboratory are considered by many as the gold standard for the diagnosis of OA and identification of the etiologic agent [2,364,365]. Nevertheless, false-positive (especially in unstable asthma) and -negative reactions (due to loss of specific bronchial reactivity, using the wrong agent or taking medication prior to the challenge) may still occur. Although these tests are not well standardized, guidelines have been developed and should be followed [2,364,365]. Subjects should be on minimum medication, stopping their medication according to standard recommendations, and the stability of the asthma should be assessed on a control day. The FEV1 is the best index to monitor the bronchial response, PEF being less reliable, especially during the late asthmatic response [366,367], and should be monitored for at least 7–8 hours after the end of exposure. In certain cases, challenge at work with similar monitoring of FEV1 may also confirm the diagnosis of OA, especially when the offending agent is unknown.

Nasal challenge is necessary to secure the diagnosis of OR, but is not being widely used. Nasal challenges are time consuming and not standardized. Although many methods of objective assessment of the nasal physiologic response to challenge are available, most are cumbersome and impractical. Acoustic rhinometry uses a piezoelectric spark to generate a three-dimensional image of the nasal passages, allowing measurement of nasal volume and cross-sectional area. This measurement can be used rapidly and repeatedly in nasal challenges [368,369].

Respiratory response patterns seen in individuals with OA or HP resulting from exposure to food antigens do not differ from those observed in subjects with allergic lung disease due to exposure to common environmental or other occupational antigens [370]. The most common types of asthmatic responses following exposure with high molecular agents (HMW) are immediate (65%), late, and dual (22%) [371]. Figure 18.4 illustrates these responses in sensitized snow-crab-processing workers. In the immediate response, a decline in expiratory flows (usually assessed by FEV1) occurs within minutes of exposure, reaches a peak within 20–30 minutes, and resolves within an hour or 2. In late reactions, the FEV1 decline starts 3–4 hours after exposure and is maximal between 6 and 10 hours. Dual responses are a combination of immediate and late responses. In some cases, a pattern of recurrent nocturnal asthma has been described with falls in FEV1 occurring at approximately the same time on successive nights following a single exposure [372]; the latter is probably due to increased NSBR. Atypical patterns have also been described but are rarely seen with HMW agents.

Specific inhalation challenges have limited value in most HP patients with the possible exception of some patients with acute disease. When it is performed baseline PFTs are conducted, then exposure is done progressively and in a closed environment, using either extracts of suspected antigens nebulized or exposing the subject to the suspected agent in the same way as at work. The lack of standardized extracts is an additional complicating factor in being able to nebulize a standard amount of extract for challenge testing. The subject’s symptoms and PFTs are followed serially looking for clinical (fever) and spirometric changes described for acute disease which are more easily characterized than the symptoms in chronic disease [373]. Monitoring of CBC is useful to track resolution of leukocytosis and eosinophilia [373]. Aside from a controlled chamber challenge, another potential consideration in subjects with acute disease is a re-exposure challenge to the suspected workplace.

**Prognosis**

While OA was considered a self-limited disease, most studies have shown that this is not the case. Thus, the majority of workers are still symptomatic or have abnormal pulmonary function after they left work [374–376]. No study has been performed strictly in workers in the food industry, except follow up studies on individuals with OA who are employed as snow-crab workers [377], but it is likely that it is similar to other industries [378]. In snow-crab workers taken off work, improvement of FEV1 reaches a plateau after 1 year, while improvement of NSBR seems to plateau at 2 years; similarly, there is a concurrent reduction in specific IgE antibodies which does not seem to reach a plateau. The most relevant factors responsible for duration of symptoms after work withdrawal seem to be the duration of exposure after onset of symptoms, the total duration or exposure, and the degree of impairment in FEV1 and degree of bronchial hyperresponsiveness at diagnosis [42,379,380]. Although some patients may continue to suffer from OA after removal from the work environment,
the best prognosis results when there is early diagnosis and early removal from the exposure environment [308]. In other types of OA, a similar pattern of improvement has been shown [375]. Individuals who continue to work are thus at risk to develop irreversible disease, stressing the importance of early removal from exposure. While NSBR usually improves with work withdrawal, most workers will still exhibit persistent specific bronchial responsiveness if re-challenged with the agent responsible for their OA, after several years off work [381].

The socio-economic consequences of OA are not negligible [382–384] and vary between countries according to the compensation systems and retraining programs. This stresses the importance of making a proper diagnosis. In Quebec, where workers are no longer exposed to their offending agent once the diagnosis is made, about one-third of subjects find an adequate job with the same employer while one-third find a different job with another employer. Only 8% of subjects remain unemployed after 2 years of follow-up. Quality of life of subjects with OA in the same province is slightly though significantly less satisfactory than subjects with common asthma of comparable severity. In other countries, the situation is less favorable, the number of subjects still unemployed varying between 25% and 69%.

**Figure 18.4** Specific inhalation challenges in crab-processing workers. The upper panel illustrates the change in FEV1 in a worker presenting an immediate type of asthmatic reaction, after a 5 minutes exposure in the workplace. The middle panel illustrates a late asthmatic reaction occurring about 2 hours after the 125 minutes of exposure in the workplace with full recovery at the end of the day post-albuterol (S). The lower panel illustrates a dual asthmatic response following the inhalation of crab boiling water in the laboratory. (Adapted from Cartier A et al. [19], with permission from the American Academy of Allergy, Asthma, and Immunology.)
In many situations, workers have to stay in the same environment, which may be associated with deterioration in their asthma. Moscato et al. showed that subjects with OA who stayed at work needed more medication than those who ceased to be exposed [376]. Although much work has been put into prognostic indicators for OA, the prognosis of OR has not been well studied.

The clinical prognosis for individuals with HP depends primarily on the amount of damage at the time of diagnosis and the ability of the individual to avoid contact with the etiologic agent, although this may not affect PFTs and chest radiographs [387,388]. When HP is diagnosed early and ongoing exposure with the antigen is avoided, the outcomes are generally good and clinical, radiographic and pulmonary function return to baseline. Most of the recovery should occur within several months. If the patient still has changes after 6 months away from the exposure, the changes are likely to be permanent. With delays in diagnosis and treatment, subjects may progress to the chronic form of the disease which may lead to irreversible changes as well. Patients may also go on to develop symptoms of asthma or emphysema. As with diagnosis, there are also no pathognomonic prognostic markers for HP. There have also been reports of continued decline in lung function despite removal from the inciting agent at the acute stage. In particular, there was continued decline in DLCO and TLC over several years. If the subject does progress to the chronic fibrosis stage, they may go on to respiratory failure and death or right-sided heart failure.

The majority of individuals with contact dermatitis have an excellent prognosis, provided that exposure to the allergen is eliminated. If an employee cannot change jobs, dermatitis can become chronic. Chronic dermatitis can also occur in some subjects despite the apparent elimination of allergen exposure. This condition is particularly troublesome in industrial settings and may reflect complex exposures or mixed disease, endogenous or irritant dermatitis.

**Prevention and treatment**

The best “treatment” of allergic occupational disease is prevention [389]. Reduction of exposure levels is the only way to reduce significantly the incidence of respiratory symptoms among workers, although some individuals may still be sensitized at very low levels. This may be achieved, for example, by enclosing the responsible process, improving ventilation and personal protection devices, and modifying the process by encapsulating the agent. While threshold limit values have been established to prevent exposure to irritant levels of various agents, limit values to prevent sensitization are not known for most agents [44,390]. However, once an individual has developed clinical evidence of OA, asthmatic responses will occur at minute exposure levels, usually less than any industrial plant can maintain.

Pre-employment screening and periodic health monitoring with education of workers about risk of disease and means to reduce exposure have been suggested as ways to prevent development of allergic respiratory disease. Questions arise over which tests are appropriate. Skin prick testing with specific allergens may prove useful for monitoring, although positive responses do not necessarily correlate with disease and, as for atopy, do not predict adequately who will develop OA [387,391]. Furthermore, human rights laws would not allow using pre-screening to exclude subjects from being hired. However, monitoring of skin prick tests for specific allergens during work in high-risk industries may be useful and allow reallocation of sensitized individuals to low exposure environment and thus less risk of developing clinical diseases [388].

Once OA or HP has been diagnosed, the worker should be removed permanently from further exposure to the offending agent in order to prevent further deterioration and improve the prognosis [391]. Although OR and/or conjunctivitis may precede OA [7], there is little information on the level of risk to develop OA in workers with OR [392]. In such subjects, removal of exposure will improve the symptoms but simple treatment with H1-antagonists or inhaled corticosteroids may be enough to control the symptoms and allow the worker to continue his job, preferably in a much lower exposure environment.

Furthermore, when cases of HP are discovered in an occupational environment, it will be important to follow non-affected workers as well, since they may eventually develop symptoms or disease. For example, when HP caused by inhalation of mollusc shell dust was discovered among employees in a factory, evaluation of the health status of the other factory employees was undertaken. This revealed functional decline in the subjects originally unaffected, despite attempts at improving the occupational environment [393].

The specific treatment of OA, aside from removal of the inciting agent, is the same as non-OA. In more severe cases of HP, systemic corticosteroids may be needed. When this approach is used, it should be with careful monitoring of X-ray, PFT, and clinical symptoms. The subject should have slow tapering of the steroids after clinical improvement, as rapid tapering may cause relapse. Although steroids will improve the acute symptoms, there is concern that steroid-treated patients may potentially be at higher risk of disease relapse [394].

As with respiratory disease, drug treatment of occupational dermatoses produce only temporary benefit unless the individual receives no further exposure. Specifically, workers with less than 10% skin involvement are treated with topical steroids and those with more extensive involvement may be treated with oral steroids. The steroids should be tapered and not stopped abruptly, as prematurely stopping steroids can cause a flare of skin symptoms. Protective measures that reduce skin contact, such as appropriate clothing and gloves,
may be used if avoidance is impossible. It should not be automatically assumed that such devices are impervious to all materials. Workers have had better outcomes of their occupational dermatitis when they have received hands-on instructions on the measures needed to improve the dermatitis. However, if these measures do not improve or resolve the dermatitis, the worker should be withdrawn from exposure.

Conclusion

Exposure to a wide variety of food-derived and food-associated materials encountered in the workplace is associated with development of OA, HP, rhinitis/conjunctivitis, and dermatitis in sensitized individuals. The number of causative agents will undoubtedly continue to rise as new agents are introduced into the workplace and as physician awareness of these conditions continues to grow. Little is known about the prevalence and incidence, importance of host factors, treatment, or prognosis of the occupational diseases resulting from exposure to these antigens. As the number of individuals employed in the food industry grows, the need for this type of information will increase significantly.

The examples described in this chapter are but a few of the wide array of food-associated occupational hypersensitivity reactions. New agents causing occupational allergies are being reported. With globalization of world markets and a continuing increase of individuals employed in the food industry, it is essential for the clinician to keep abreast of any new reactions when diagnosing a new or unusual occupational reaction. For example, a particular interest is the development of genetically modified (GM) crops that may contain novel proteins to which no prior human exposure has occurred. Although most efforts at food safety analysis are directed at ingestion from exposure to these antigens, it is possible that such novel proteins could also cause occupationally related allergic reactions in food workers. Although this is unlikely to occur due to the low expression levels of such proteins, such a possibility should be considered whenever occupational reactions occur in industries’ growing/processing foods developed by biotechnology, or using ingredients that have been similarly altered [395].
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PART 3

Adverse Reactions to Foods: Diagnosis
Introduction

The technical feasibility and clinical utility of \textit{in vitro} determinations of antibodies and other markers will be discussed with specific emphasis on food allergy. Allergic diseases including reactions to foods represent an increasing problem in the Western world, with symptoms that may not be easily distinguished from other disorders. In this chapter, the term “hypersensitivity” is defined as something that induces objectively reproducible symptoms or signs initiated by exposure to a defined stimulus at a dose tolerated by normal subjects [1]. Hypersensitivity can be differentiated into allergic hypersensitivity which involves an immune mechanism and non-allergic hypersensitivity where immune mechanisms are excluded. Different tests must be applied to distinguish between such conditions. An allergic hypersensitivity can be either IgE mediated or non-IgE mediated; an example of non-IgE-mediated hypersensitivity is celiac disease (CD), which involves immune cells and antibodies of IgG and IgA isotypes. In distinguishing between the two types of allergic hypersensitivity, a given test should identify the IgE- or IgG/IgA-related allergic mechanisms in allergic patients from those of other patients suffering from similar symptoms.

When suffering from allergy, most patients are sensitized to more than one allergen that may trigger their clinical symptoms. It is often difficult to distinguish which is the clinically responsible allergen. Furthermore, allergic symptoms related to IgE antibodies depend not only on those IgE antibodies, but also on a number of related and unrelated confounding factors. These factors include inflammation, organ function, presence of infection, physical and psychological stress, and hormonal influences and the IgE antibody results must always be interpreted in context of these confounding factors. For patients with food allergy and intolerance, the double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge (DBPCFC) is considered the gold standard [2,3]. However, this technique does not distinguish among allergic hypersensitivity involving IgE antibodies, antibodies of IgG/IgA isotypes, and cellular immune mechanisms, and those of intolerance, including enzyme deficiencies or other unknown mechanisms exhibiting similar degree of hypersensitivity.

A clinical diagnosis of IgE-mediated allergy should be based on the patient’s history, symptoms, findings on physical examination, together with laboratory test results. Diagnosing patients with IgE-mediated allergy would differentiate them...
from those having several other disease etiologies presenting with similar symptom profiles. Because there is no working gold standard for true allergy diagnosis, only one for food hypersensitivity and CD, such diagnosis is complicated. With the recognition that the prevalence of allergic problems is increasing and differential diagnosis by history and physical examination is difficult, tools should be used to differentiate the mechanisms behind the symptoms. The present communication discusses well-defined blood tests for specific IgE or IgG/IgA antibodies and other markers, representing objective means to identify food-specific allergies in individual patients. The presence or absence of such antibodies or markers can be determined with high sensitivity and precision. Such information represents one piece of information among others that must be used to compile a definitive clinical diagnosis.

Antibodies to various allergens may be present without obvious clinical disease. Nevertheless, the presence in a very young child of minute levels of specific IgE antibodies, especially to hen’s egg white and, to a lesser extent, cow’s milk, can be used as a predictor of evolving sensitization to inhalant allergens and allergic disease [4]. In contrast, the presence of IgG/IgA antibodies to a specific food may just be the result of exposure to the substance or allergen, sometimes associated with increased permeability of the gastrointestinal mucosa, but without an obvious link to a clinical disorder [5–7]. Exceptions are the IgG/IgA antibodies to gliadin as well as tissue transglutaminase (tTG) in CD [8] (Box 19.1).

For markers of inflammation, the situation is less consistent and sampling is often problematic. However, there are methods for determining markers from (1) mast cells, for example histamine, tryptase, prostaglandins, and leukotrienes [9–11]; (2) eosinophils, for example the eosinophil granular constituents such as eosinophil cationic protein (ECP), eosinophil protein X (EPX), eosinophilic peroxidase (EPO), major basic protein (MBP), and leukotrienes [9–11]; (3) basophils, for example histamine and leukotrienes [9,10]; and (4) neutrophils, for example myeloperoxidase (MPO), human neutrophil lipocalin (HNL), lactoferrin, and lysozyme [11], although these are often not well established as clinical diagnostic methods but are to be considered more so as research tools [9–11].

**Markers and methods with confirmed value**

**IgE antibodies**

It is well known that the presence of IgE antibodies to a specific food indicates a certain probability of a clinical reaction to that food, although the risk levels are unique in each patient. Virtually any food may lead to a reaction, although only a small number of foods, such as in children where hen’s egg, cow’s milk, peanuts, soy, wheat, tree nuts, and fish account for about 90% of the reactions [15–17]. In adults, peanuts, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish are the most common, although sensitivity to other allergens may be present and must be identified by case history together with allergy testing [18–20]. Negative results obtained with in vivo tests and skin prick tests (SPTs) are informative with a very high negative predictive value (NPV) (>95%) [21,22]. When interpreted as a positive result, allergy tests show great variations in clinical specificity for different allergens in different patient groups. Evaluating the quantity of IgE antibodies, rather than using results in a simple dichotomous manner, has been shown to provide more information. The correlation of the quantity of allergen-specific IgE and the probability of clinical reactivity were first demonstrated by Sampson and co-workers [23,24] and later confirmed by other investigators [25–32]. However, it is important to emphasize that the age of the food-allergic patient affects the interpretation of the level of the IgE antibodies [25,26,29,33]. Utilizing the fine-tuning of IgE antibody specificities to different epitopes may in the future provide an even better predictor of which patients will experience allergic reactions when eating a food, rather than just being sensitized [34] (Box 19.2).

Monitoring IgE levels also may be clinically important in the follow-up of patients with allergy to food. For example,

---

**Box 19.1**

Case history, physical examination + laboratory tests = clinical diagnosis

Presence of markers + clinical symptoms = possible clinical disease

Presence of markers + no clinical symptoms = may suggest ongoing disease or outgrowth of disease
In patients destined to “outgrow” their allergies to cow’s milk protein, the levels of IgE antibodies to cow’s milk proteins were found to be lower than in those patients with persistent allergy [35–37]. The antibody specificity and especially the diversity of antibody specificities also seem to impact the patient outcome [38,39].

IgG/IgA antibodies in celiac disease

The etiology of CD is yet to be fully resolved. It involves an autoimmune enteropathy triggered by the ingestion of gluten in susceptible individuals. Even though CD is usually considered to present in early childhood, only a minority of patients are diagnosed during this time, while the vast majority of CD patients are diagnosed much later or not at all. The typical intestinal damage, such as loss of villi and hyperplasia of crypts, resolves completely upon elimination of gluten from the diet. Besides failure-to-thrive, a large proportion of CD patients present with atypical symptoms such as general weakness, bad temper, anemia, menstruation disturbance, or even depression.

Historically the diagnosis of CD has included the need for several intestinal biopsies as outlined in the first European Society of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition guidelines [40]. Since the development of more sensitive and specific in vitro tests for specific IgA and IgG antibodies to gliadin, endomysium, and tTG, the guidelines have been revised and the number of biopsies needed to ascertain a valid diagnosis has been reduced [41]. The combined use of IgA and IgG anti-gliadin antibodies (AGA) measurements available in different in vitro assay formats (e.g., enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, ELISA; ImmunoCAP) has been shown to be sensitive and specific in relation to the presence of clinical disease [8].

Histochemical staining methods used to detect IgA antibodies to endomysium have been considered more specific and sensitive, but also more difficult to perform in a standardized manner. The demonstration that tissue tTG is the main target of the autoimmune response [42] has led to the development of several specific IgA assays based on guinea pig or, preferably, human tTG, giving very high sensitivities and specificities. Tests with recombinant human tTG seem to perform the best and are a useful tool in both small children and adults [8,43–46]. In the cases of IgA deficiency, specific IgG antibodies to gliadin and tTG are of special value [47,48].

The presence of serum tissue tTG and endomysial autoantibodies is predictive of small-bowel abnormalities indicative of CD. There is a good correlation between autoantibody positivity and specific human leukocyte antigen (HLA) haplotypes. Although population screening for CD using serological tests is still a controversial topic, screening of high-risk groups, such as first-degree relatives of CD patients, patients suffering from osteoporosis, anemia, type 1 diabetes, thyroiditis, IgA deficiency, or other autoimmune diseases, is strongly recommended [49–51] (Box 19.3).

Allergen and antigen properties in the in vitro diagnosis

Allergen sources

The ability of a test to detect specific IgE and other antibodies depends on the presence of all relevant allergen components in the test system. Food is prepared from both animal and plant origin and the antibody patterns of patients sensitized to food are often even more complex than those seen for inhalant allergens. The use of native allergen source material of the highest quality and containing all relevant allergen components is of primary importance. The mode of preparation of extracts for preservation of allergenic potency during processing is vital [52–54].

Intact macromolecules from the partly digested food may pass through the intestinal mucosa into the circulation and act as allergens [5–7]. Attention has also been drawn to the possible creation of neo-allergens during processing and digestion of food; for example, the allergenic determinants are enhanced and/or formed by roasting peanuts [55,56]. In some cases, food allergens are destroyed during processing, as exemplified by the fact that some patients may tolerate the cooked food, but not its raw counterpart [57,58]. To be able to detect all patients with differing antibody specificities, a native food source material that is representative of the natural exposure should be used. Fermented food may have a lower content of effective allergens or exposure of such allergens to the gastrointestinal tract [59,60].
IgE antibodies are produced as a consequence of exposure to allergens in the diet and environment. Regional differences in food habits may result in different patterns of IgE antibody specificity [53,61–64]. However, increasing international trade, and use of tropical food, ornamental plants, and herbs widen possible exposure far from what is common in the local environment.

Currently, considerable research efforts are directed at characterization of individual food allergen components. Today more than 70 food allergen components are listed by the International Union of Immunological Societies (IUIS) (http://www.allergen.org) and many more components are described in the Allergome database (www.allergome.org). Many of these components have been cloned and may in the future be available as recombinant proteins [65]. The use of separate components or combinations of components may lead to new and better tools in the diagnosis of food allergy in the future and already today the increasing knowledge of reactivity patterns to different components can be useful in clinical practice [66,67] (Box 19.4).

**Box 19.4**

Exposure to food allergens
- Preparation of food
  - Raw
  - Boiled
  - Roasted
  - Dried
  - Fermented
- Geographical differences
- Ethnic differences
- Cross-reactivity between allergen-specific IgE and related allergens
- In vitro reactions
- Clinical relevance between different allergens
- Clinical management of the patients

**Epitopes**

Clinical sensitivity to a certain food allergen often changes over time. It is estimated that about 80% of children outgrow their cow’s milk allergy [18], although only 20% outgrow their peanut allergy [68]. Some results suggest that IgE antibodies from individuals with persistent allergy may be directed against different epitopes than those in patients with transient allergy [34,38,39,69]. Epitopes may be continuous (linear or sequential) or conformational (involving different parts of peptide chains due to folding on the peptide chain), and the specificity of an antibody depends on the uniqueness of the epitope. The measurement of specific IgE to single epitopes may provide a new way of not only diagnosing, but also predicting allergic reactions in food-allergic children. In the future we may see tests identifying antibodies to different epitopes and then predicting whether the allergy is transient or persistent. Newer information also suggests a possibility to reveal the risk for anaphylaxis by utilizing the spectrum of IgE specificities to different epitopes on the same allergen molecule [38]. To obtain such information by monitoring epitope-specific IgE antibodies over time, the test system needs to be quantitative and give correct results over the whole measuring range. The development of the multiplex technology platform would facilitate the use and interpretation of IgE antibody-binding patterns to define multiple components and epitopes [38,70,71].

**Antigen sources**

**Gliadin, tTG:** The common antigen source for determination of gliadin-specific IgA and IgG antibodies is crude or purified fractions of wheat gliadin. Gliadin is obtained as the alcohol-soluble fraction from wheat gluten prolams. Prolamins from other closely related cereals such as rye, barley, and oats show some degree of cross-reactivity but are not commonly used for CD diagnostics [72,73]. For measurements of IgA and IgG antibodies to tTG, guinea pig-derived antigen was used initially, but human tTG has been shown to give higher sensitivity and specificity [8,44,73,74].

**Cross-reactivity**

Cross-reactivity between allergen-specific IgE and related allergens in vitro is also seen with SPTs. Consequently, the clinical relevance between different allergens must be determined individually for each patient, taking the clinical history and provocation/elimination diet results into account. Proteins with similar functions in different plant species may have a similar structure [75]. The IgE antibodies may detect such similarities between allergens from different sources as a function of biology and chemistry resulting in allergic reactions despite the fact that no apparent exposure to the allergen can be identified. Among foods there are several groups of cross-reactive allergens. The pollen-related food allergies to fruit and vegetables are well known, but cross-reactions have also been demonstrated between shellfish and other animals, between fruit and latex, and between different fruits [19,65,76–79]. The knowledge of cross-reactivities can be used for better assessment and thereby clinical management of the patients [67].

As discussed in Chapter 3, many food allergens from plant sources are proteins belonging to the “pathogenesis-related” (PR) protein family, for example, Bet v 1 homologs that have been identified in a great number of pollens and fruits [80,81]. Another group of PR proteins include the chitinases that are present in latex and fruits [80]. Other allergens known to induce cross-reactivity between pollens and fruits are profilins with highly preserved protein structures [82]. Lipid-transfer proteins (LTPs) compose another group of very stable proteins present in fruits and vegetables and cause cross-reactions both in vitro and in vivo [61,83–85]. In foods of animal origin, tropomyosins and serum proteins are known to be cross-reactive [76]. Future research on the basis of recombinant (or purified native) components
is needed to provide further information about correlations between structure and allergenic reactivity, and ideally will lead to the development of more specific tools for diagnosis. Table 19.1 shows some common food allergens.

Carbohydrate structures on glycoproteins may be involved in cross-reactivity between foods and pollens (cross-reactive carbohydrate determinants, CCD) [77,86,87]. Some of these carbohydrates have been identified and at least two important epitopes have been described that contain xylose and fucose [87]. An important and widely discussed issue is that IgE antibodies in a blood test may be bound to a univalent structure such as a carbohydrate, whereas biological activity, such as that shown in a skin test, may be negative because of the univalency of the test material [88]. However, this does not prove that clinical reactions will not occur when the individual is exposed to allergenic material containing the carbohydrates in a different multivalent conformation that can induce the biological activation of cells and mediators, triggering clinical reactions. Proteins carrying multivalent carbohydrate epitopes can induce histamine release [89], and these kinds of structures in some foods may be important in the clinical response [90]. Thus, it cannot be concluded that the IgE antibodies directed at carbohydrate structures are without biological and clinical significance [91,92] (Box 19.5).

### Table 19.1 Examples of common food allergens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein classification</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Allergen source (allergen)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PR-2</td>
<td>β-1-3-glucanases</td>
<td>Fruits, banana, latex (Hev b 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-3</td>
<td>Type 1 (basic) and Type II (acidic) chitinases</td>
<td>Avocado (Pers a 1), banana, chestnut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-4</td>
<td>Chitinases</td>
<td>Turnip, elderberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-5</td>
<td>Thaumatin- and osmotin-like proteins (antifungal)</td>
<td>Cherry (Pru av 2), apple (Mal d 2), bell pepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-6</td>
<td>Protease and amylase inhibitors</td>
<td>Soy, wheat, barley, rye, rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-9</td>
<td>Peroxidase</td>
<td>Wheat, barley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-10</td>
<td>Bet v 1 homologs similar to ribonucleases</td>
<td>Apple (Mal d 1), pear (Pyr c 1), cherry (Pru av 1), apricot (Pru ar1), hazelnut (Cor a 1.04), carrot (Dau c 1), celery (Api g 1), soy (Gly m 4), peanut (Ara h 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-14</td>
<td>non-specific lipid-transfer proteins (nsLTP), lipid metabolism</td>
<td>Peach (Pru p 3), apricot, plum, cherry (Pru av 3), apple (Mal d3), hazelnut (Cor a 8), maize, broccoli, carrot, rapeseed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profilin</td>
<td>Actin binding, signal transduction</td>
<td>Celery (Api g 4), potato, hazelnut, apple (Mal d 4), pear (Pyr c 4), tomato, cherry (Pru av 4), soybean (Gly m 3), peanut (Ara h 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parvalbumin</td>
<td>Ca2+-binding proteins</td>
<td>For example, cod (Gad c 1), carp (Cyp c 1), salmon (Sal s 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropomyosin</td>
<td>Muscle protein</td>
<td>For example, shrimp (Met e 1, Pen a 1, Pen i 1), lobster (Horn a 1), squid (Tod p 1), abalone (Hal m 1), scallop, crab (Cha f 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed storage proteins</td>
<td>Prolamin superfamily; 2S albumins, prolamins</td>
<td>Brazil nut (Ber e 1), walnut (Jug r 1), sesame (Ses i 1–2), cashew (Ana o 3), mustard (Sin a 1), rapeseed (Bra r 1), castor bean (Ric c 1), peanut (Ara h 2, Ara h 6–7), wheat (Tri a 19), rye (Sec c 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seed storage proteins</td>
<td>Cupin superfamily; vicilins, legumins</td>
<td>Peanut (Ara h 1, Ara h 3, Ara h 4), soy, walnut (Jug r 2, Jug r 4), hazelnut (Cor a 9), cashew (Ana o 1–2), sesame (Ses i 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protease</td>
<td>Proteolysis</td>
<td>Papaya (papain), pineapple (bromelain), fig (ficin), kiwi (Act c 1), soy (Gly m 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Box 19.5

**Common cross-reactivities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant</th>
<th>Animals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pollen – food</td>
<td>Serum proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bet v 1 homologs</td>
<td>LTPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropomyosin</td>
<td>Profilin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca2+-binding proteins</td>
<td>CCD (cross-reactive carbohydrate determinants)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Performance characteristics of laboratory tests

#### Standardization of allergen and antigen extract in antibody tests

Extracts of allergen, antigen, or other markers of the inflammatory process used in allergy tests need to be standardized. These markers can be assessed with biochemical methods and/or by demonstrating antibodies in sera from known allergic individuals. Common methods include immunoblotting and inhibition of binding to the solid phase. It is of utmost importance to verify the reproducibility of different allergen batches produced. In particular, because the antibody specificities in
different patients are unique to various allergen components [93], the reproducible presence of all components on the solid phase of the assay system must be assured in order to obtain results relevant for a clinical interpretation.

**Interactions between antibody and antigen**

The immunological methods used to determine the presence and levels of antibodies and antigens in solution and on a solid phase matrix follow simple chemical rules. Many assays today utilize a solid phase for easy separation of reacted and non-reacted reagents. Similar chemical rules regulate the interactions between receptors on cells and their ligands. From the law of mass action applied to a heterogeneous solid phase immun assay, it can be concluded that when the value of the allergen concentration multiplied by the equilibrium constant exceeds 10, more than 90% of the antibodies are bound and the reaction becomes antibody affinity independent [63]. Therefore, all allergen components in an allergen extract used in the method need to be in large excess to provide such high binding capacity for all antibodies regardless of antibody affinity and antibody class. A few commercial assay systems fulfill these criteria [94], which enable them to quantitatively measure all IgE antibodies present in serum samples without being distorted by background noise or inhibited by simultaneously binding IgG antibodies [95]. For instance, in two of the most extensively studied systems for IgE antibody determination, it was shown that 85–100% of the allergen-specific IgE antibodies present in allergic serum samples were bound to the solid phase surface [96]. Furthermore, using the same two systems, immunoblotting experiments revealed that all IgE antibody specificities present in a serum sample are similarly bound to the allergens on the solid phase, giving a representative quantitative result [96]. It is important to emphasize that such efficient binding of all relevant antibodies indeed is not true for all assay systems in use today [94,97]. In contrast, other systems have been proven to only determine antibodies of high affinity and failing to detect those with low affinity [98]. The consequences of such measurements are still unknown, however, and further studies are warranted before any conclusions can be made.

The test construction may impact this as was clearly demonstrated recently using chimeric antibodies [97]. In particular it has been demonstrated that the relative binding efficiency of the surface of a microwell used in many ELISA systems is too low to be able to pick up all antibodies. The reaction becomes affinity dependent, resulting in dilution curves that are not parallel; a true quantification is therefore impossible and gives results difficult to interpret [99]. Therefore, serum samples must always be diluted to reach optimal concentration conditions in such systems. For instance, IgA and IgG antibodies to gliadin and tTG can be accurately quantified in such systems after 100-fold dilutions. Table 19.2 shows examples of some test principles.

**Calibration**

Much effort has been focused on assays that can identify allergen-specific IgE antibodies because of their clinical importance in mediating immediate hypersensitivity reactions, including anaphylactic reactions, and their low levels in patients’ sera. Since the first test for IgE antibody determination became available, there has been considerable development in the field. The original radio allergosorbent test (RAST), which became available in 1974, included a calibrator consisting of serial dilutions of a serum sample containing IgE antibodies to birch pollen. This was used to construct a calibration curve providing results in arbitrary units (Phadebas RAST unit/ml) and internally calibrated against the World Health Organization (WHO) International Reference Preparation for Human IgE 69/204 [100]. Newer generations of test systems usually replace the allergen-specific IgE antibody reference with a calibrator directly traceable to the WHO International Reference Preparation for Human IgE 75/502, which is one prerequisite for quantitative measurements of IgE antibodies [93]. In addition, specific absorption of antibodies should result in a parallel decrease of the content of total IgE [93,96,101]. The newer test technologies enable IgE detection at 0.1 kU/l, without jeopardizing the specificity of the test [102]. All test systems do not meet requirements for such sensitivity, however. The clinical relevance of detecting antibodies in such low range remains to be established, however.

For tests measuring IgG and IgA antibodies and other markers, development of calibration has been studied less extensively. However, several systems have applied calibration curves that provide determinations in relative units in a semi-quantitative manner and allow the comparison of results from time to time. Because there are no international reference preparations for allergen-specific IgG or IgA antibodies, the same concept used for specific IgE has also been used in some systems, that is, the use of a calibration curve consisting of total IgG or IgA for which there are WHO reference preparations available. The prerequisite for using this kind of calibration is that dilutions of samples are parallel to the calibration curve in the system used. This approach can ensure stability and reproducibility over time.

**Validation**

For IgE antibody determinations, specific recommendations for performing tests have been published by the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) [103]. The recommendations include procedures for quality control for daily performance in clinical laboratory setting, and minimal performance targets of 15% coefficient of variation of IgE antibody assays. The College of American Pathologists has similar recommendations for IgG and IgA antibody determinations, as well as for determinations of other markers [101]. According to the guidelines by CLSI, a quantitative assay should meet criteria that include recovery of antibodies, precision, linearity and parallelism of dilution curves,
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The question of whether different specific IgE antibody blood tests really give interchangeable results has been addressed. Proficiency testing is being undertaken in the United States by the College of American Pathologists, but is not being published and may be difficult to gain access to. However, results from similar proficiency testing programs in Europe have been published. Those programs assess the performance of several commercial systems for the measurement of IgE antibodies specific to different allergens [104]. The testing indicated that the results from different assay systems are often not equivalent or interchangeable, although it has been demonstrated that some systems possess good performance characteristics [94,97,105]. In contrast, several other systems and assays do not meet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aim of the test to identify</th>
<th>Principle of the test</th>
<th>Basic technology</th>
<th>Major test system</th>
<th>Allergen coupling</th>
<th>Detection system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Presence of atopic condition</td>
<td>Multi-IgE antibody tests; for example, Phadiatop, including allergens from several different sources</td>
<td>Heterogeneous assay using a solid phase for separation of allergen-bound-specific IgE antibodies, labeled anti-IgE reagents</td>
<td>Phadiatop AlaTOP Allergy screen Multiscreen</td>
<td>Cellulose foam Soluble polymer Biotin-labeled allergen in solution Paper disk</td>
<td>Enzyme/fluorescence Enzyme/chemiluminescence Chemiluminescence Enzyme/absorbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of sensitization to specific allergens</td>
<td>IgE antibody tests to allergens from one source material</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>ImmunoCAP Immulite 2000 Advia Centaur HY-TEC CLA-MAST</td>
<td>Cellulose foam Soluble polymer Biotin-labeled allergen in solution Paper disk Cellulose threads</td>
<td>Enzyme/fluorescence Enzyme/chemiluminescence Chemiluminescence Enzyme/absorbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of sensitization to specific allergen component</td>
<td>IgE antibody tests to one single allergen component</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td>ImmunoCAP ISAC</td>
<td>Cellulose foam Glass slide µ-array</td>
<td>Enzyme/fluorescence Fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of antibodies to specific antigens</td>
<td>IgA/IgG/IgG4 antibody tests to single antigens</td>
<td>Heterogeneous assay using a solid phase for separation of antigen-bound-specific Ig antibodies, labeled anti-Ig reagents</td>
<td>ELISA tests ImmunoCAP</td>
<td>Polystyrene Cellulose foam</td>
<td>Enzyme/absorbance/fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of inflammation mediators from different cells</td>
<td>Histamine from basophils and mast cells</td>
<td>Solid phase with catching antibody, labeled anti-mediator reagents</td>
<td>RIA ELISA tests</td>
<td>Microplates Polystyrene</td>
<td>Radioactivity Enzyme/absorbance/fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tryptase from mast cells</td>
<td></td>
<td>ImmunoCAP RIA CAST-ELISA ELISA tests</td>
<td>Cellulose foam Microplates Polystyrene</td>
<td>Radioactivity Enzyme/absorbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lipid mediators like leukotrienes and prostaglandins Eosinophil mediators like ECP, EPX, EPO Neutrophil mediators like MPO, HNL Lymphocyte mediators like cytokines</td>
<td></td>
<td>ImmunoCAP RIA RIA</td>
<td>Cellulose foam Microplates</td>
<td>Radioactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ELISA tests</td>
<td>Polystyrene</td>
<td>Enzyme/absorbance/fluorescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cellular immune response</td>
<td>T-cell proliferation</td>
<td>Cell cultivation with specific allergen/antigen stimulation and analysis of cell proliferation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and calibrators over the measuring range. It states that all assay designs at the present time include a solid phase for separation of bound and unbound IgE antibodies, and all allergen components used must be in excess.
acceptable standards. However, such proficiency testing is more common for inhalant allergens than for food allergens.

Other tests of IgG and IgA antibodies and inflammation markers have been much less standardized. This makes comparisons between results obtained with different tests and methods more difficult.

**Quantitative assessment**

The qualitative performance of a particular test is usually evaluated in a clinical setting with a known population of individuals with and without disease and presented as the tests sensitivity and specificity. In such defined population, sensitivity is defined as the proportion of test-positive patients in relation to the total number of patients with the disease, whereas specificity is the proportion of test-negative persons in relation to the total number of individuals without disease. It is also common that the same known population and set-up is used to estimate the tests predictive value, that is, the proportion of test-positive patients in relation to the total number of patients positive by the test (Table 19.3) [106].

There is a considerable documentation for the presence of IgE antibodies in allergic disease, more than for many other test systems, and IgE antibody tests may therefore be taken as an example for the discussion. Thus, for IgE antibody tests, very good results of sensitivity and specificity have been documented for a variety of allergens [107]. Even for the early tests that were developed and marketed, data showed a good correlation between the levels of specific IgE antibodies and skin test reactivity or symptom scores [108].

IgE antibody test values of more than 90% for sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values have been obtained for certain test systems documented with several hundred patients [109]. However, it is difficult to relate the presence or absence of IgE antibodies exactly to the presence of clinical disease in an individual patient, especially because there is no absolute gold standard for IgE-mediated clinical food-allergic disease. Studies have confirmed the association between the levels of specific IgE antibodies and the degree of allergen exposure and development of symptoms [25–27,101,108–111]. Furthermore, in adults there may be clear-cut clinical evidence of food allergy without any detectable IgE antibodies [112]. In other situations, low levels of antibodies cannot easily be associated with clinical disease [23,24]. In CD, the gold standard is biopsy and clinical improvement with gluten-free diet [41].

When interpreting results from a dichotomized evaluation, it is crucial to carefully examine all conditions that the results are based on: the population used in the study, the number of subjects, etc. For all studies involving specific markers such as antigen-specific IgE, IgG, or IgA antibodies, it is also mandatory to specify the basis for defining a truly positive individual (Box 19.6), that is, to define the “gold standard.”

### Table 19.3 Concepts in clinical validation of a test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gold standard</th>
<th>Test status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>A + C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

True positive: A
True negative: D
Clinical sensitivity: A/(A + B)
Positive predictive value: A/(A + C)
Efficiency – Concordance: (A + D)/(A + B + C + D)

### Quantitative assessment

Performance characteristics, like sensitivity and specificity, are necessary measures to demonstrate that a diagnostic test has the ability to discriminate between individuals with and without disease in a known population. However, when a quantitative marker is used, a dichotomization of the test result is a great over simplification. With the aim to decrease the number of time-consuming DBPCFCs for diagnosing patients with food allergy, Sampson [21,22] described the use of clinical “decision points” in a given food. He also applied a probability model for the same data, giving information regarding the decision points, and the important information indicating that even a low concentration of food-specific IgE antibodies may be associated with a certain – albeit low – risk of clinical reactivity.

The probability model is based on a logistic regression model relating the quantitative test result with the clinical outcome. The estimated relationship can be interpreted as the probability that a patient will react to an allergen as a function of the level of the specific marker, that is, the quantitative correspondence to the dichotomous positive predictive value. A low level will give a low probability for a patient to react and a high concentration will give a high probability for a patient to react (Fig. 19.1).

Different shapes of the relationship will indicate different identification patterns of symptoms; a steep curve indicates identification of symptoms even with low levels of the marker, whereas a flatter curve usually indicates that higher

### Box 19.6

**Qualitative approach**

**Quantitative approach**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dichotomous</th>
<th>Concentration of markers =</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes = presence; no = absence of marker disease</td>
<td>risk of disease</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
levels of the marker are required to make a diagnosis, or that no clear identification of the disorder can be attained with the test. Similar arguments can be made for IgA and, to a lesser extent, for IgG antibodies to gliadin and tTG and for other markers in which different concentrations result in different likelihoods of disease. The actual shape of these relationships must be studied for each individual marker.

Quantification of the marker and the use of logistic regression models can also be used for prediction of a likelihood that an event will occur. Shek et al. [36] used the decrease in specific IgE for hen’s egg and cow’s milk to predict the probability for a child to develop clinical tolerance. Their model would further improve if the time until clinical tolerance was included in the model, resulting in a higher probability for clinical tolerance if the decrease in specific IgE took place in a rather short time.

Compared with a dichotomous use of the decision points, quantification of the marker and the use probability models give more information about how the levels of antibodies are related to the likelihood of reactivity to food hypersensitivity.

**Markers and methods with no confirmed value**

**Total serum IgE**

Measurements of total serum IgE are used to give a very rough indication of whether there are any prerequisites of IgE-mediated disease in a patient. Given the considerable overlap between IgE levels in allergic patients and normal controls, and those with other disorders that may increase serum IgE (e.g. parasite infections), total serum IgE does not add considerable insight into the diagnosis of food allergy.

**IgG/IgA antibodies in atopic allergy**

There is no firm evidence that tests of IgG and IgG4 antibodies give any indication of the causes of clinical symptoms in cases of immediate IgE-mediated reactions. Thus, IgG and IgA antibodies to foods are commonly found in both food-allergic patients and healthy persons. Such antibodies appear to be secondary to exposure to the food antigens/allergens and have not been shown to have any clinical value in the diagnosis of food allergy [113–117]. As an example, patients with CD often have high levels of IgG antibodies to cow’s milk proteins. During the acute phase of the disease, they may have high levels of milk-specific IgG, and when the patient is in remission (after implementation of a gluten-free diet), levels decline [5,7]. However, recently there have been reports suggesting that IgG4 antibodies can have some association to delayed, non-IgE-mediated cow’s milk allergy and in cow’s milk-sensitive allergic eosinophilic gastroenteritis in children and young adults [118,119]. These studies were performed in patient groups rather than on an individual level and neither sensitivity and specificity nor probability for disease was given. Hence, it is too early to give any recommendation regarding such determination in the diagnosis of food allergy and more studies are warranted.

**Histamine and basophil histamine test**

Histamine released into the tissue and blood is gradually inactivated to methyl histamine. The relative amount of histamine and its metabolites over time following a clinical reaction is difficult to establish. Methyl histamine, which cross-reacts with histamine to some extent, can be determined by radioimmunoassay, although the half-life of both species is in minutes [120]. In the urine, histamine is not present, and methyl histamine or some other metabolite must be determined.

The basophil histamine test determines the release of histamine from peripheral blood basophils induced by cross-linking IgE antibodies bound to their specific cell receptors [121]. Also, complement activation and direct activation in some cases of idiosyncratic reactions to aspirin can release histamine. Given the difficulty of establishing optimum doses of allergens for release of histamine, and the difficulty of obtaining fresh blood cells, the test has been limited to academic and research settings. Development of whole blood semi-automated systems may, to some degree, circumvent the problem with high “spontaneous” basophil histamine release seen in food-allergic individuals who frequently ingest small amounts of the offending allergenic food [122]. A good correlation of this test method has been demonstrated compared to IgE antibody determinations in serum and to food challenges, although the results were never more predictive than IgE antibody determinations in blood or than SPTs [123]. When patients were compliant with diets excluding their offending allergenic food for several months, “spontaneous histamine release” decreases considerably [124]. In cases of in vitro challenges of peripheral blood cells with allergen, the results have been less conclusive. Furthermore,
about 10% of the population have non-responsive basophils that fail to release their histamine following allergen challenge in vitro [125]. The utility as well as the pitfalls of this test was recently reviewed [126]. Regardless of the difficulty in standardizing this test, the use of basophil histamine release may be warranted in particular situations using very well-controlled allergen components, for instance when anaphylaxis is suspected [126,127].

**Tryptase, eosinophil cationic protein, and eosinophil protein X**

Tryptase is found almost exclusively in mast cells. It has a much longer half-life in peripheral blood than histamine or histamine metabolites [128]. Unfortunately, in food-allergic reactions, the only situation in which tryptase determinations have been useful has been in some forms of anaphylactic reactions, where elevated levels have been documented in a minority of patients in both research and clinical practice settings [128,129]. However, the majority of fatal food-induced anaphylactic reactions where the tryptase level was measured in the peripheral blood demonstrated no elevation of plasma tryptase [130].

Eosinophil markers such as ECP and EPX in peripheral blood have also been used as research tools following food challenges in allergic individuals. Increased levels of these markers have been reported after positive challenges, sometimes in connection with decreased numbers of total eosinophils [131]. Recently, some investigators have been evaluating levels of EPX in the feces of patients undergoing challenges with suspected foods. It is still too early to determine the clinical usefulness of this procedure [132].

Granular constituents from eosinophils (ECP, EPX, EPO, MBP), neutrophils (MPO, HNL, lactoferrin), monocytes (lysozyme), and mast cells (tryptase) need to be isolated or cloned from human cells, because there is limited cross-reactivity between species [133].

**Leukotrienes**

Leukotrienes and, to some extent, prostaglandins have been used to monitor inflammation in allergic situations, mostly in patients with rhinitis, asthma, and drug allergy. Both LTE4 and the PGD2 metabolite 9α,11β-PGF2 can be determined in the urine, although there is rather limited information on this in relation to food-allergic reactions [134]. A specific test, CAST-ELISA, has been developed to measure the leukotrienes LTC4, LTD4, and LTE4 released from peripheral blood cells [9–11,135]. Even if results have been reported from applications in food allergy, all these methods need further documentation of clinical correlations before they become widely applied in routine clinical evaluation. In particular, when allergens are applied to peripheral blood cells, care must be taken to avoid endotoxin contamination, which may give false-positive results [135].

---

**Box 19.7**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinically confirmed markers</th>
<th>Clinically non-confirmed markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IgE antibodies in atopy</td>
<td>Total IgE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG/IgA antibodies in atopy</td>
<td>Histamine/basophil histamine test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG/IgA antibodies in CD</td>
<td>Tryptase, ECP, EPX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leukotrienes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cytokines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cytokines**

Serum cytokines have not yet proven useful in the clinical setting. This may be due to complexities related to the time they are obtained in relationship to the reactions and the different cells being activated [112]. Some studies have reported an imbalance of interleukin-4 (IL-4) and interferon-γ (IFN-γ) in children [136] and adults [137] suffering from allergic disorders. In infants with atopic dermatitis and cow’s milk allergy, lymphocytes stimulated with allergen secreted high levels of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13, in contrast to those tolerating milk who produced high levels of IFN-γ and very low levels of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 [138]. Other investigators have demonstrated that it may be of importance also to determine what cell population is producing the cytokines in the different conditions [139]. However, much more information is needed before such assays can be used in routine clinical evaluations. Table 19.2 shows various antibody and inflammation marker tests.

Tests to determine the T-cell response to gliadin in celiac patients expressing the genetic heterodimers of HLA-DQ2 or HLA-DQ8 may also be developed in the future [51] (Box 19.7).
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CHAPTER 20

In Vivo Diagnosis: Skin Testing and Challenge Procedures

Scott H. Sicherer

KEY CONCEPTS

- The medical history is the cornerstone for establishing an accurate diagnosis of food allergy.
- Prick skin tests determine sensitization (presence of food-specific IgE) and provide significant diagnostic value when considered in the context of the medical history.
- Increasingly larger skin test wheals are associated with increasing risks for clinical reactions.
- Response to elimination diets may provide presumptive evidence of food-related disease.
- The oral food challenge, in particular when double-blind and placebo-controlled, is the most definitive modality available to diagnose a food-related illness.

Introduction

This chapter focuses on food allergen skin tests, obtaining an informative medical history, and decision making in regard to undertaking physician-supervised oral food challenges (OFCs). These in vivo modalities provide immediate diagnostic information that is crucial in the evaluation of an individual with suspected food allergy. The OFC is the tool at the physician’s disposal that can most definitively diagnose an adverse reaction to food. The results of an OFC are informative and do not depend on the specific etiology or immunopathology of an adverse reaction to a food, whether the problem is due to intolerance, a pharmacologic response, an allergic (immunologic) reaction, or a psychological one. While potentially definitive, OFCs carry risks because severe reactions may be induced. The clinician, therefore, must also rely upon patient histories and a number of additional tests to help determine the likelihood of a true allergy or adverse reaction to food prior to, and sometimes in place of, undertaking an OFC. For allergic reactions that are mediated by IgE antibody, the tests most familiar to the allergist are the prick skin test (PST), a focus of this chapter, and the determination of serum food-specific IgE antibodies (Chapters 19 and 21), and possibly patch tests (Chapter 22). Numerous additional tests may be needed in various clinical scenarios (e.g. stool culture, endoscopy with biopsy, pH probe, breath hydrogen) to assist in determining if an adverse reaction to food is the cause of a clinical problem. In addition, refinements on currently available tests, clinical evaluations of proposed tests (e.g. patch tests with food), and additional novel tests are under investigation to improve and expand the diagnostic armamentarium. Despite the potential for inaccurate histories and various limitations of in vitro and in vivo tests, the OFC can provide a final diagnostic answer. Oral challenges designed to be double-blind and placebo-controlled so as to reduce subject and observer bias are considered the “gold standard” for the diagnosis of food hypersensitivity.

Historical background

The typical diet includes several meals and snacks distributed throughout the day. Since the frequency of food intake is high, any sudden adverse physiologic event or chronic illness could incorrectly be ascribed to food. Once a patient makes an erroneous association between a food and a symptom, it may be difficult to dissuade the patient from their notion of cause and effect. In a paper published in 1950, Graham and colleagues [1] performed experiments that would be difficult to undertake today for ethical reasons. Subjects with strong beliefs regarding their reactions to foods were given water by nasogastric tube and told they were receiving the test food and were given the test food and advised that the water was being instilled. Reactions to the tests
correlated with suggestion. To address the evident subject bias, masked ingestions were introduced by Loveless in several studies in the 1950s [2,3]. In an accompanying editorial, Lowell [4] emphasized the need for blinded challenges to demonstrate cause–effect relationships in the evaluation of adverse reactions to foods. Charles May is credited with bringing double-blind, placebo-controlled oral food challenges (DBPCFCs) into routine clinical practice and research use [5].

By the late 1980s, a number of seminal points concerning the epidemiology of food hypersensitivity were confirmed and refined through the use of masked and placebo-controlled OFCs. Challenges confirmed the role of food allergy in chronic disease such as childhood atopic dermatitis [6] and in immediate reactions [7], and determined that 6–8% of young children experience genuine adverse reactions to foods, but that most of the sensitivities resolved in early childhood [8]. The types of symptoms elicited by foods were confirmed to be most commonly associated with the skin (hives, atopic dermatitis), gut, and respiratory tract, and not commonly with behavioral problems [6–11].

The foods involved were generally confined to a rather limited number with children affected by allergy to cow’s milk, egg, soy, wheat, peanut, and tree nuts, and older individuals to peanut, nuts, and seafood. The inaccuracy of the patient’s history in regard to the relationship of food allergy to chronic disease was also underscored by several studies with an accuracy generally under 40% when compared to blinded food challenges [7,12–14]. In addition, food additives/ preservatives were not a frequent cause of problems [11].

DBPCFCs are now a fundamental tool for scientifically establishing a number of important features of food hypersensitivity reactions. Studies have broadened our understanding of the spectrum of food hypersensitivity disorders. A growing number of studies point out the role of food hypersensitivity in isolated gastrointestinal disorders [15]; however, food allergy is not a frequent cause of isolated chronic respiratory disease [16]. The number of foods proven to cause reactions is ever expanding and includes seeds, fruits, vegetables, meats, and virtually every type of spice [17,18].

Despite advances in in vitro and in vivo diagnostic tests, the OFC has remained the final endpoint (“gold standard”) to determine clinical tolerance or reactivity to food. Table 20.1 summarizes the early and recent advances in our understanding of food hypersensitivity obtained through OFCs.

### Prick skin tests

Tests to detect food-specific IgE antibody are central to identify or exclude foods responsible for immediate type, and some chronic disease-inducing food-allergic reactions (e.g. atopic dermatitis and eosinophilic gastroenteropathies). The most familiar, convenient, and commonly used method is prick/puncture skin testing (PST). The intradermal form of allergen skin testing was introduced by Blackley [19] over 100 years ago, and the prick test was described by Lewis and Grant in 1924 [20]. The technique of PST is simple, but specific variations exist. While the patient is off antihistamines for an appropriate length of time, a device such as a needle, bifurcated needle, probe, or lancet is used to puncture the epidermis through an extract of a food. Appropriate positive (histamine) and negative (saline-glycerine) controls are also placed. The test site is examined 10–20 minutes later. A local wheal and flare response indicate the presence of food-specific IgE antibody. A mean wheal diameter 3 mm or greater compared to a saline control is generally considered positive [21,22], but interpretation will be discussed in more detail below. Of course, the test would not be expected to be positive for food reactions that are not mediated by IgE antibodies, such as several of the infantile gastrointestinal disorders including food-protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome and proctocolitis. Clearly, the PST is an invaluable screening tool for the allergist. However, the clinician using PSTs for the diagnosis of food hypersensitivity must be aware of the utility and limitations of the test in order to use it to the best advantage for clinical and research purposes.

### Technical considerations

Skin test results are influenced by variables such as test reagents, type of skin test device, location of test placement, patient factors, and methods of measuring results. The selection of skin test reagent is of primary importance. Unfortunately, standardized food extracts are not currently available despite a clear, long-standing recognition for the need [21,22]. Commercial extracts are usually prepared as glycerinated extracts of 1:10 or 1:20 dilution. With the lack of standardized extracts, it is well recognized that variations exist in allergen distribution and concentration between lots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 20.1 Features about adverse reactions to foods determined through studies using OFCs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Epidemiology</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Associated disorders</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Associated disorders

- **Anaphylaxis** (acute skin, gut, respiratory and cardiovascular reactions)
- **Atopic dermatitis** (~35% with moderate skin disease)
- Numerous gastrointestinal disorders
- Isolated chronic respiratory disease
- Chronic urticaria
- Behavioral disorders
- Neurologic disorders

### Related disorders

- Rarely, or possibly not associated
- Neurologic disorders
- Atopic dermatitis
- Cardiovascular reactions
- Associated disorders
- Anaphylaxis
- Isolated chronic gastrointestinal disorders
- Isolated chronic respiratory disease
- Chronic urticaria
- Behavioral disorders
- Neurologic disorders

### Inflammation

- Increased vascular permeability
- Histamine release
- Leukocyte infiltration
- Edema
- Fever

### Clinical symptoms

- Isolated chronic respiratory disease
- Neurologic disorders
- Associated disorders
- Anaphylaxis
- Isolated chronic gastrointestinal disorders
- Isolated chronic respiratory disease
- Chronic urticaria
- Behavioral disorders
- Neurologic disorders

### Clinical hypersensitivity

- Skin
- Gut
- Respiratory tract
- Cardiovascular system

### Allergic reactions

- Immediate reactions
- Slow onset reactions

### Allergic diseases

- Asthma
- Eczema
- Anaphylaxis
- Gastrointestinal disorders

### Symptoms and effects

- Respiratory disorders
- Gastrointestinal disorders
- Cardiovascular reactions

### Clinical manifestations

- Skin
- Gut
- Respiratory tract
- Cardiovascular system

### Physical signs

- Redness
- Swelling
- Itching
- Pain

### Laboratory tests

- Skin tests
- Allergen-specific IgE antibodies
- In vitro assays

### Management

- Avoidance
- Medication therapy
- Immunotherapy

### References

and manufacturers [23,24]. The problem of protein stability must also be considered. An example demonstrating the liability of certain food extracts is the evaluation of food allergy in pollen-food syndrome (oral allergy syndrome to fresh fruits and vegetables). Patients may react to the uncooked, but not the cooked form of the food and this may similarly be reflected in skin test results as commercial extracts may lack the ability to display the labile proteins involved [25]. For the evaluation of allergy to fresh fruits and vegetables, and possibly other foods, many authorities have suggested the use of fresh foods (e.g. fresh milk, egg white, fruits, and vegetables) [26]. The PST can be performed using liquid foods, by creating an in-house extract, or using a prick–prick technique (pricking the fruit and then the patient, thereby transferring the juice) [27]. Presumably, such in-house reagents are more concentrated and this may increase sensitivity, a possible deficit in some circumstances, and may increase the risk for side effects from the test itself. The impact of allergen concentration on wheal size is somewhat tempered by the fact that wheal size increases by a factor of ~1.5 for each logarithmic increase in concentration [28].

The device used for pricking the skin, and the technique used with any given device, may also influence the results. A variety of devices are on the market for introducing the allergen into the epidermis. As may be imagined, the more penetration, the more likely there will be a response and so the area and depth to which the allergen is introduced is pertinent. Therefore, the configuration of the device, the pressure applied by the operator, and the time over which pressure is applied must be considered [29]. Test results also vary according to the location on the body on which they are placed. For example, the back is ~20% more reactive than the arm [30]. Studies that evaluate histamine reactivity indicate that wheals become detectable in early infancy and increase in size with age until adulthood [31,32]. These physical and patient variables become relevant when comparing study results, and for clinical decision making. In practice, consistency of materials and procedures, and review of precision (coefficient of variation should be <20% for wheal diameter) should be undertaken by comparing repeated tests by personnel administering them. Various single- and multi-headed devices are available, with significant differences in all areas of device performance among all devices examined. In one study, multi-headed devices were judged more painful than single devices and had larger reactions on the back, whereas single devices had larger reactions on the arms [33].

Additional variations concerning PSTs are the timing at which they are read and the manner in which they are measured and reported. The histamine test peaks at 10 minutes while allergen wheal size generally peaks at 15–20 minutes [34]. One suggested method of measurement is to determine the greatest wheal (or flare) diameter, its perpendicular maximum diameter, and to determine the mean of these two measurements [34]. However, many researchers report the longest diameter, which is less time consuming to measure but presents, on average, a higher value than the mean diameter. Presenting the result in millimeters is preferred, with additional presentation of the size of the histamine and saline controls for comparison. The measurement of the saline control is typically subtracted from the allergen and histamine results to account for dermographism. Thus, a positive test (reflecting IgE) is generally regarded as one with a mean wheal diameter at least 3 mm greater than the saline control. In practice, reporting of results often varies by investigator and may be reported as mean diameter, mean diameter compared to histamine control categorically (e.g. 1+, 2+, etc.), or as a calculated area. Studies must be evaluated carefully because individual investigators may be reporting data based on a variety of methods that may not be directly comparable (e.g. mean wheal diameter versus largest diameter). Despite the numerous potential confounding variables involved in the PST procedure, the clinical utility is excellent. Technical issues that can impact PST sensitivity are summarized in Table 20.2.

### Table 20.2 Aspects that impact sensitivity of PSTs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Correlation with sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extract concentration</td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device used</td>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure applied during application</td>
<td>Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Back &gt; volar aspect arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting progressively larger reaction sizes</td>
<td>Inverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reporting progressively larger reaction sizes</td>
<td>(e.g. wheal 4 mm instead of 3 mm) as categorically positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagnostic value**

The ability of a test to indicate the presence or absence of disease depends on intrinsic characteristics of the test itself and also features of the population on which it is being applied. The PST is excellent for detecting food-specific IgE antibody and when it is negative, it is highly likely that there is none, and that no IgE antibody-mediated allergic reaction would occur to the tested food (excellent negative predictive accuracy, NPA). However, this conclusion, when considering the individual patient, depends strongly on the prior probability of true allergy, a concept discussed further below. Obviously, a negative result does not exclude the possibility of cell-mediated allergic reactions or intolerance. To complicate matters for the allergist and patient, the presence of IgE to a food often does not equate with clinical reactions; that is, there is often (~50%) clinically inconsequential sensitization. Again, this statement depends on the prior probability of risk of true allergy in the study population. For example, skin testing to peanut in the general
population (no selection for allergy) performed in the United States showed 8% had a positive PST [35], yet population-based studies of true allergy to peanut show that only 0.6% are allergic [36]. Therefore, in unselected patients, one could conclude that nearly 93% of positive tests are “false positive.”

The sensitivity and specificity of a test provide information about its ability to identify a known condition. Sensitivity refers to the proportion of patients with an illness who test positive, and for IgE-mediated food allergy, the sensitivity of the PST is usually high (>80%). Specificity refers to the proportion of individuals without the disorder who test negative, and for IgE antibody-mediated food allergy, specificity of the PST is usually lower than the sensitivity but usually better than 50% [26,37,38]. Sensitivity and specificity are impacted by intrinsic properties of the test (Table 20.2), but the clinical question of import to the physician concerns the probability that a patient has food allergy if the test is positive (positive predictive accuracy, PPA) or does not have food allergy if the test is negative (negative predictive accuracy, NPA). The predictive accuracy is impacted by the prevalence of the disorder in the population being tested (or as applied to the individual, the prior probability that the person being tested has the disorder). In studies using referred patients with an increased probability of disease, and a definition of positive PST as one with a mean wheal diameter of ≅3 mm, PSTs have an excellent NPA (~90%) but the PPA is on the order of only 50% [26,37,38].

The definition used to indicate a positive test (or degree of positive) will additionally impact the PPA and NPA. For example, increasing skin test size correlates directly with increasing IgE antibody and the risk of clinical reactions. Therefore, if one were to analyze skin test sizes (rather than just labeling them categorically as positive or negative at a mean wheal size of 3 mm), there would be variation in sensitivity and specificity with each incremental change in size. In general, as the definition of a positive test requires a larger wheal, specificity increases and sensitivity decreases. Receiver operator curves are used to display the association of test size defined as positive with sensitivity and specificity that must be determined experimentally (Fig. 20.1). The uppermost left quadrant on the curve would be the point where combined maximum sensitivity and specificity could be achieved. Similarly, as “cut-off” for positive increases, so does PPA while the NPA simultaneously decreases. Since these indices of predictive value are population dependant, the predictive value drops (illness is overestimated) when results obtained in a referral center (high prevalence) are applied to unselected individuals.

An additional way of considering the meaning of a test is to consider the chance that a person with food allergy would have a positive test compared to the chance that one without food allergy would have a negative test. This ratio is termed a likelihood ratio. This ratio is independent of population prevalence, but in order to use it for predicting food allergy, one must have a sense for pre-test probability in the individual tested (i.e. the impact is similar to population prevalence of disease on PPA and NPA). If one knows the likelihood ratio of a skin test and the pre-test probability of food allergy, it is possible to calculate a post-test probability by multiplying the likelihood ratio by the pre-test probability [39]. While the specific data is not worked out for most foods, the concept is clinically vital to appreciate and underscores the importance of a careful history. Consider, for example, three individuals: one had three severe allergic reactions to egg requiring epinephrine, another has atopic dermatitis and no history of a reaction to egg, and a third sometimes has headaches when he eats egg. Each patient is tested by PST to egg white and has a 4-mm wheal. The meaning of a 4-mm wheal to egg when there has been recurrent anaphylaxis to egg is that it confirms reactivity because the pre-test probability is high. In a chronic condition like atopic dermatitis, a modest size skin test may reflect clinical reactivity in only about half of patients (depending also on age) and may be a relevant positive in this scenario needing confirmation by other means. The test result in the situation of isolated headaches is most likely of no clinical concern as the pre-test probability is essentially zero. Considering again the patient with multiple episodes

Figure 20.1 A receiver operator curve showing a hypothetical experiment in which PST sensitivity and specificity were determined for various wheal sizes. When different skin test sizes are considered as a positive “cut-off,” there is a trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. The single point at which sensitivity and specificity is maximized is the one closest to the upper left corner (4 mm in this example). When the skin test size meets and exceeds 9 mm in this example, there is 100% specificity and all patients would be expected to react to this food.
of egg-related anaphylaxis, if there were no wheal to egg the clinician would not be likely to trust the result because the pre-test probability is so high and the correct course of action would be to repeat the test and consider a supervised OFC if the test were negative. These features underscore the importance of considering the medical history when evaluating test results. Likelihood ratios can be calculated for increasing skin test wheal sizes which in turn can assist in broadening the ability to predict reactions in various clinical scenarios, but more studies are needed to provide reliable data for a large number of foods [40]. Such data would be particularly helpful for the interpretation of skin tests performed to foods with homologous proteins (see Chapters 4 and 25) in persons who have a bona fide allergy to one of a group of related foods.

It has been observed by some investigators that particularly large PSTs may have 100% positive predictive value. This concept was demonstrated in a study [40] showing that for young infants, reactions to egg, milk, and peanut were certain to occur if the skin test wheal was ≥8 mm for cow’s milk and peanut and ≥7 mm for egg. The scenario reflects increasing likelihood ratio with increasing sizes of skin tests (likelihood ratios over 12.5 for all three allergens with wheals ≥6 mm in the referral population). This result requires replication in further studies. These investigators [41] also evaluated children of 4 months to 19 years of age referred for suspected nut allergy with a single lancet technique and commercial extracts (except whole food for sesame and pistachio) and compared skin test sizes to food challenge outcomes. Positive challenges were associated (>95% accuracy) with wheal sizes ≥8 mm for cashew, hazel, walnut, and sesame. Correlation was poor for almond, pistachio, pecan, and brazil nut though fewer subjects were tested.

When considering the clinical use of such study results, it is also important to consider the variables mentioned previously concerning method of interpretation, skin test device, reagents, study population, etc. Table 20.3 summarizes predictive values of skin tests from representative international studies [40,42–44]. As indicated in the table, the populations differed but included various groups with an elevated prior probability of allergy. It is important to recognize that skin test sizes reflecting “100% specificity,” or diagnostic value, varied by the study. The clinical utility of PSTs is maximized when two decision point wheal sizes are considered in the interpretation: one with high NPA and another with high PPA. When considered together, this may reduce the need for further evaluations (e.g. OFCs).

**Risks of prick skin tests**

PSTs are typically considered of low risk because allergen exposure is minute and a generalized systemic allergic reaction is rare. In a review of a database of 34,905 skin tests to foods in 1138 patients, the systemic reaction rate was 0.008% and there were no severe reactions [45]. Devenney et al. [46] identified six infants with generalized reactions representing a rate of 521 per 100,000 tested children or 6522 per 100,000 tested infants. All of the reactions identified were in infants under 6 months of age and they were tested with fresh foods rather than extracts. There is one fatality associated with PST; an adult with food allergy and asthma with a recent exacerbation was tested to 90 foods at one time and experienced a fatal respiratory arrest [47]. In general, these studies support the notion that PSTs are low risk, but caution is needed for infants, use of undiluted extracts, and application of excessive numbers of tests. The physician performing allergy tests should appreciate the low but possible risk of anaphylaxis and be prepared to identify and treat reactions. Intradermal allergy skin tests with food extracts give an unacceptably high false-positive rate, have been associated with systemic reactions including fatal anaphylactic reactions, and should not be used [48].

**Pitfalls of skin tests and future diagnostic possibilities**

It is not clear why PSTs are occasionally negative despite apparent acute allergic reactions during a food challenge. As has been indicated for venom testing [49], it may be prudent to perform both serum IgE and PST to a food to improve sensitivity when suspicion of reactions are high based on history. In addition, it has been suggested, when suspicion of allergy is high and before proceeding to OFC, to follow a negative PST performed with a commercial extract with a fresh extract of the same food. Presumably this procedure is more sensitive because labile proteins are displayed, compared to commercial extracts, and proteins that may not have been represented during aqueous extraction in creating a commercial extract may be presented as well [50]. For example, Hauswirth and Burks [51] described a patient with systemic anaphylaxis to banana whose commercial, but not fresh extract, skin testing was positive. The in vitro tests for detection of serum food-specific IgE antibodies are also very sensitive and specific, but may not display the very same allergen profile as the skin tests. The tests can therefore be used in a complementary fashion when needed. For example, Knight et al. [43] challenged children to egg when their serum IgE concentrations to egg white was favorable, approximately 50%, to pass an OFC, for example around 2 kU/l. The size of the wheal to a commercial egg extract PST correlated with the outcome of the food challenges: 20% of those with a negative skin test reacted to OFC while 90% with a wheal size of 9 mm reacted.

Improvement in the diagnostic accuracy of PSTs for the future will require additional studies to better characterize the test utility over a broad spectrum of disease, patient age, and types of foods. Standardization of commercial extracts is needed, but development of extracts using bioengineered, well-characterized proteins may also prove beneficial. Test results currently do not correlate well with
severity of a reaction or level of patient sensitivity, but diagnosis using specific proteins to which IgE binding is associated with severe reactions may allow future diagnosis that is more sensitive and specific with additional predictive value in regard to severity [52–54].

**Additional diagnostic steps prior to oral food challenges**

An OFC can determine whether a specific food triggers disease, but it is time consuming and carries risk. Therefore, additional diagnostic steps are taken to determine if an OFC would be of utility and, if so, additional consideration about risks/benefits are considered prior to proceeding. To determine a diagnosis and to determine whether an OFC is needed for a diagnosis requires consideration of patient history, test results, the immunopathology of the disorder under consideration, the physical examination, and the results of elimination diets. These diagnostic steps are considered in more detail in Chapter 24. Specific information about diagnostic tests such as determination and interpretation of serum IgE (Chapters 19 and 21), and the atopy patch test (Chapter 20) are described elsewhere. Here, the specific components of the history and physical examination that are of import for diagnosing food allergy will be described. The value and limitations of diet diaries and elimination diets will be explained. Lastly, decisions about undertaking an OFC and the type of OFC will be reviewed. Specific details about undertaking an elimination diet and performing an OFC will be described in Chapter 23.

**The history and physical examination**

The history and physical examination are undertaken prior to the selection of any diagnostic tests. The clinician must consider from the history whether the complaints are likely

---

### Table 20.3 Predictive values of skin tests from various studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allergen</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Skin test wheal</th>
<th>Probability of reaction/ reaction rates</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Median 3 years</td>
<td>8 mm</td>
<td>~100%</td>
<td>Australia, referred for suspected allergy, lancet technique, commercial extracts, wheal diameter, open OFC</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;2 years</td>
<td>6 mm</td>
<td>~100%</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median 3 years</td>
<td>0 mm</td>
<td>~15%</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median 22 months</td>
<td>12.5 mm</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>Germany, all OFC, suspected allergy, 87% atopic dermatitis, fresh foods, mean wheal diameter, lancet technique</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egg</td>
<td>Mean 5 years</td>
<td>0 mm</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>United States, children without recent egg reaction and serum IgE typically below 2.5 kU/l, bifurcated needle, commercial extract, mean wheal diameter</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9 mm</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median 3 years</td>
<td>7 mm</td>
<td>~100%</td>
<td>Australia, referred for suspected allergy, lancet technique, commercial extracts, wheal diameter, open OFC</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;2 years</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>~100%</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median 22 months</td>
<td>13 mm</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>Germany, all OFC, suspected allergy, fresh foods, mean wheal diameter, lancet technique</td>
<td>[42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
<td>Median 3 years</td>
<td>8 mm</td>
<td>~100%</td>
<td>Australia, referred for suspected allergy, lancet technique, commercial extracts, wheal diameter, open OFC</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;2 years</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
<td>~100%</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean 7 years</td>
<td>8 mm</td>
<td>~95%</td>
<td>United Kingdom, mixed suspected allergy, ages 1–16 years, lancet technique, extract, longest diameter</td>
<td>[44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>~50%</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 mm</td>
<td>~13%</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>~28%</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>As above</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to be associated with food allergy, intolerance or toxic effects, or not related to foods whatsoever. Furthermore, the physician is interested in constructing a priori assessments of the chance that foods are playing a role, which foods may be involved and whether the pathophysiology, if it is related to a hypersensitivity reaction, is IgE antibody mediated, cell mediated, or a combination. The physical examination may confirm atopic dermatitis, growth problems, urticaria, and other symptoms of atopic disease, or may exclude them. A careful history should focus upon: the symptoms attributed to food ingestion (type, acute versus chronic), the food(s) involved, consistency of reactions, the quantity of food required to elicit symptoms, the timing between ingestion and onset of symptoms, the most recent reaction/patterns of reactivity, the manner in which the food was prepared (raw, cooked), potential contamination with known allergens, and any ancillary associated activity that may play a role (i.e. exercise, alcohol ingestion). The importance of these queries, many of which are self-evident, derive from various observations about food-allergic reactions. For example, consistent reactions raise prior probability that a suspect food is causal. If a food is an infrequent part of the diet, it is more likely a culprit than a food eaten often. Proteins may be altered through cooking resulting in variations in reaction. Sometimes a rather large amount of a food needs to be ingested for a reaction to occur, or ancillary activities such as exercise or ingestion of medications is required [55]. A person with a prior known allergy may have reacted to contamination of their food with a known allergen, rather than have developed a new allergy, so careful discussion is required. Details about the meal may disclose nuances of note. Consider, for example, an allergic reaction to ingestion of fish in a person where fish-allergic reactions have not been consistent. Canned tuna and salmon are typically tolerated by those who react to fish that is not canned, though allergy to canned tuna is also described [56]. Various fish preparation methods (e.g. boiling versus frying versus eating raw) may have different outcomes on protein allergenicity for different types of fish [57]. Use of antacids (concomitant medications) may reduce digestion and may result in reactions despite prior tolerance [58–60]. The part of the fish ingested can have different levels of the major allergen, such that dark or red muscle may lack the allergen compared to white muscle [61,62]. Lastly, allergy to parasites in fish, specifically to anisakis simplex, represents another potential confounding diagnostic issue [63–66]. A thorough history is needed to appropriately address these possibilities.

It is convenient, and possibly quite illuminating, to have patients keep a symptom diary and chart the foods they consume with and without symptoms and also to collect ingredient labels from the foods they eat. For example, they may chart 3–7 days of meals and snacks, showing the time of ingestions, the amount eaten, brands, preparation methods, and any symptoms. The accuracy and diagnostic utility of such records have not been evaluated. To improve the quality of the information, patients/families should be reminded to record all foods and medications ingested, as they may be prone to neglect beverages, snacks, medications, and condiments. The information gathered from the general history, physical examination, and diet records are used to determine the best mode of diagnosis or may lead to dismissal of the problem from the history alone.

In the case of acute reactions following the isolated ingestion of a particular food with classical food-allergic symptoms, such as acute urticaria or anaphylaxis, the history may clearly implicate a particular food and a positive test for specific IgE antibody (PST/RAST) would be confirmatory and exclude the need for OFC. In the context of an acute reaction to a food to which IgE has been detected, elimination is not considered diagnostic, but rather for purposes of treatment. If the ingestion was of mixed foods and the causal food was uncertain (i.e. a meal with five ingredients), the history may help to eliminate some of the foods. For example, foods frequently ingested without symptoms are generally excluded as potential triggers when evaluating symptoms associated with acute reactions. Tests for food-specific IgE antibodies may help to further narrow the possibilities.

**Diagnostic elimination diets**

In chronic disorders such as atopic dermatitis, eosinophilic gastroenteropathies, or asthma, it is more difficult to pinpoint causal food(s) [67]. The history is helpful, but since these disorders have a waxing and waning course, and considering limitations in diagnostic laboratory tests, false associations to food ingestions are common. The evaluation of these disorders may require a period of dietary elimination to observe for symptom resolution. This period of trial diet requires selection of foods to be eliminated (based usually on history, test results, epidemiology of the disorder, etc.). The diet trial could be confounded if additional therapies are simultaneously undertaken (e.g. steroids for eosinophilic gastrointestinal disorders, an improved skin care regiment for atopic dermatitis, etc.). Therefore, it is usually prudent to alter one variable at a time. Chronic symptoms should resolve during a period of elimination and if they do, OFCs may be needed to determine which food(s) were causing the chronic symptoms. If symptoms do not resolve, then the eliminated foods are not causal. Elimination of foods to which IgE antibodies are demonstrable, but to which acute reactions are not observed, may carry a risk of loss of a desensitized state, where reintroduction later can trigger more evident acute reactions (e.g. urticaria, anaphylaxis) [68,69]. The frequency of this occurrence is unknown and the length of time for elimination to warrant this concern is currently unclear, but the risk should be considered in decisions to begin dietary trials. Additional details about elimination diets are provided in Chapter 23.
Oral food challenges

OFCs are typically undertaken to identify a causal food when allergy is otherwise unclear (e.g. tests are equivocal or irrelevant), or to monitor for resolution of an allergy. The specific routine for deciding upon OFC and undertaking them is described in Chapter 23. OFC is usually the only means to evaluate disorders or complaints where ancillary tests are irrelevant. For example, the evaluation of reactions to food dyes and preservatives usually requires OFCs. Similarly, patients may attribute a host of medical complaints to food ingestion in disorders that are not proven to be pathophysiologically linked to food allergy (e.g. arthritis, fatigue, behavioral problems, etc.). In all of the circumstances where chronic complaints are involved, the OFC is capable of revealing or excluding relationships to foods. Such determinations are crucial because patients may undertake unnecessary dietary alterations that can have nutritional and social consequences [70,71]. Overall, the approach to diagnosis in chronic disorders, where most readily available diagnostic tests are of limited value, requires elimination diets and OFC to confirm suspected associations.

In regard to undertaking an OFC when there is supporting evidence of allergy, the decision requires consideration of risk, nutritional need, social need, and other factors. The issues to consider when deciding whether to undertake an oral challenge and what challenge setting (e.g. open, single, or double masked) are summarized in Table 20.4.

Diagnostic tests considered in this chapter and elsewhere, results of elimination diets, and historical points are central to decision making. There are settings in which oral challenges may be optional or contraindicated. Severe anaphylaxis to an isolated ingestion, with a positive test for specific IgE antibody to the causal food, is one example of a relative contraindication for oral challenge. On the other hand, in some circumstances even a patient with this convincing history may require a challenge; for example, if enough time has passed and laboratory indices are favorable for the possibility that tolerance has developed. If the food being eliminated is not nutritionally or socially important (e.g. star fruit), then challenge may be unwarranted. These same rules may apply if several members of a food family are being eliminated, but the food family is not a major part of the diet (e.g. elimination of all tree nuts when an allergy to one is certain). An evaluation of the history and test results may allow an assessment of a probability that a challenge would be tolerated. Depending on patient preferences and physician judgment, the decision to proceed may vary. For example, an estimation of an 80% risk of a reaction to peanut for a 2 year old is not as likely to result in a decision to challenge as it might be for a 16 year old. Overall, a variety of safety and social issues should be considered.

There are three general modalities to perform OFC and their selection depends on various considerations [12,72–74]. Challenges can be done “openly” with the patient ingesting the food in its natural form, “single-blind” with the food masked and the patient unaware if the test substance contains the target food or double-blind and placebo-controlled (DBPCFC) where neither patient nor physician knows which challenges contain the food being tested. In the latter two formats, the food must be hidden in some way, such as in another food or opaque capsules. When challenges are undertaken for research purposes, the DBPCFC is the preferred format because there is the least chance for bias from either the patient or physician who must monitor for symptoms. The false-positive and false-negative rate for the DBPCFC, based primarily on studies in children with atopic dermatitis, is 0.7% and 3.2%, respectively [75,76]. Because the food is masked, it is sometimes difficult to provide meal sized portions in a food’s natural state. To help exclude false

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 20.4 Issues to consider for undertaking an OFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Category</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indication to challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
negatives, it has long been suggested to include an open feeding under supervision of a meal size portion of the tested food prepared in its usual manner as a follow-up to any negative DBPCFC [76]. Increasing the number of challenges (additional placebo and true foods) helps to diminish the possibility of a random association, but this can be a very labor-intensive approach [77,78].

There are several factors that weigh in deciding which type of challenge to use, and DBPCFC, a labor-intensive format, may not be the initial choice. Although the open challenge is most prone to bias, it is easy to perform since no special preparation is needed to mask the food. Indeed, if the patient tolerates the ingestion of the food, there is little concern about bias. It is only when symptoms, especially subjective ones, arise that the issue of bias come into play. Therefore, open challenges are a good option for screening when several foods are under consideration and if a food is tolerated, nothing further is needed. If there is a reaction to an open challenge used in the clinical setting, and there is concern that the reaction may have been psychological, the format could be altered to include blinding and controls. Single-blind challenges help to alleviate patient bias and may be an option to increase efficiency (since a second placebo arm is not always needed). Additional information about undertaking OFC is presented in Chapter 23.

**Summary**

*In vivo* tests are primary tools among the armamentarium available to the clinician for the diagnosis of adverse reactions to foods. The medical history, perhaps supplemented with diet records, is the cornerstone of diagnosis. Skin testing is safe, cost effective, and when properly performed and interpreted, highly informative for the diagnosis of IgE antibody-mediated disorders. Elimination diets may provide presumptive evidence of a food-responsive disease. OFCs are the most definitive test available for the final confirmation of these disorders. While oral challenges are time consuming and may elicit severe reactions, they can be safely and efficiently performed with the proper preparation and remain the mainstay of diagnosis for clinical and research settings.

**References**


CHAPTER 21

IgE Tests: In Vitro Diagnosis

Kirsten Beyer

KEY CONCEPTS
- The presence of food allergen-specific IgE determines the sensitization to a specific food. Sensitization can but may not result in clinical reactions.
- The level of food allergen-specific IgE correlates with the likelihood of clinical reactivity for several foods such as peanut, cow’s milk, hen’s egg, and fish. Therefore, quantitative measurement of food allergen-specific IgE can be used to obtain diagnostic decision points that help to reduce the requirement of an oral food challenge test. However, these diagnostic decision points are population, age, and disease specific.
- For some food allergens, such as wheat, measurement of specific IgE to individual food allergens and not crude allergen extracts appears to be superior.
- Food allergy is a dynamic process with the majority of children becoming tolerant over time; monitoring food allergen-specific IgE seems helpful in predicting the likelihood of oral tolerance development.
- Measurement of specific IgE antibodies to allergenic peptides seems to enable the prediction of the natural course of the disease.

Introduction
The majority of food allergic reactions are IgE mediated [1]. Therefore, in addition to patient history, the diagnostic work-up of suspected food allergy should include the detection of IgE antibody responses in vivo and/or in vitro. However, the presence of food allergen-specific IgE does not always correlate with clinical reactivity. Generally, in vitro methods have the advantage of being safe, and drug interference (e.g. antihistamines) does not play a role. In the past several years, technological advances have provided new laboratory tools for the quantitation of allergen-specific IgE antibodies in serum [2]. Today, automated and quantitative allergen-specific IgE assays are available and open to improved diagnostic methods. In addition to the measurement of IgE antibodies to crude food allergen extracts, detailed analyses of sensitization profiles to individual allergens in individual patients are possible. This concept has been defined as “Component Resolved Diagnostics” [3]. Moreover, microarray techniques have been adapted in which crude or purified native and recombinant allergens, as well as allergenic peptides, are spotted onto surface-modified glass slides to permit extensive panels of specific IgE measurements to be performed on small quantities of patient serum. Although the double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge (DBPCFC) still remains the gold standard in food allergy diagnosis, the procedure is time consuming, costly, and places a great deal of stress on the patient. Therefore, in vitro tests for prediction of the outcome of oral challenge tests and the persistence of the food allergic disorders are under development. The latter is especially important to a few children who would benefit from immunotherapy when it is available in the future.

Diagnostic tests for the quantitative measurement of food allergen-specific IgE
Over the past decades, the methods of IgE detection have improved drastically. From the first-generation IgE antibody assays that were only semi-quantitative and labor-intensive to today’s quantitative and automated allergen-specific IgE assays, there are several assay methods on the market for the detection of food allergen-specific IgE [2]. Generally, these assays use a liquid or solid phase to capture the allergenic component. Commonly, these allergenic components are allergen extracts of a complex nature and contain allergenic and non-allergic molecules. Two of the most commonly used FDA-approved third-generation systems are the ImmunoCAP System (Phadia; Uppsala, Sweden) and the Immulite System (Simens Medical Solutions Diagnostics, Tarryton, NY, USA). Generally, the different systems offer
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different units that are not comparable with one another, thus making comparison of results difficult.

Interpretation of food allergen-specific IgE

Food allergen-specific IgE concentrations in the serum have been correlated with patient histories and the outcome of oral food challenge tests to generate probability curves that depict the likelihood of patients with a particular food allergen-specific IgE level reacting to the food. In the same way, several groups have described diagnostic decision points for food allergen-specific serum IgE concentration for several foods (Table 21.1) such as peanut, hen’s egg, cow’s milk, and fish [4–12]. These diagnostic decision points are meant to reduce the requirement for oral food challenge tests. However, it has been observed that the diagnostic decision points varied among the different study populations [13]. Moreover, they appear to be age-dependent [12] and might be different in regard to the presence of atopic dermatitis. Importantly, patients with food allergen-specific IgE levels in the undefined area need to undergo an oral food challenge test.

Owing to the lack of strong correlation between the food allergen-specific IgE levels and the clinical reactivity of the patients, diagnostic decision points for some foods, such as wheat and soy, could not be established. It appears that the crude allergen extracts used in the tests are not optimal. The fact that wheat allergen ω-5 gliadin correlates well with oral challenge results [14] points in this direction. Similar results were found in Brazil nut allergy, where sensitization to Ber e 1 was shown to correlate with the clinical expression of the allergy [15].

Hen’s egg

Sampson et al. determined the potential utility of the CAP System fluorescent-enzyme immunoassay (FEIA) in the diagnosis of IgE-mediated food hypersensitivity. In this retrospective analysis of 196 children and adolescents with atopic dermatitis and food allergy, food-specific IgE concentrations were established that could predict clinical reactivity to various food allergens with >95% certainty [16]. One hundred and twenty-three of these children suffered from hen’s egg allergy. For hen’s egg, a diagnostic level of IgE, which could predict clinical reactivity in this population with >95% certainty, was identified as 6 kU/l. The 90% specificity value was 7 kU/l.

To determine the utility of these 95% predictive decision points in the evaluation of food allergy, a study was carried out 4 years later [5]. Sera from 100 children and adolescents referred for evaluation of food allergy were analyzed for food-specific IgE antibodies by using the Phadia CAP System FEIA. Of these children, 75 had hen’s egg allergy; 1/3 of them were diagnosed through DBPCFC and 2/3 by patient’s history. Hen’s egg-specific IgE values were compared with history and food challenges to determine the efficacy of previously established decision points in identifying patients with increased probability of clinical reactivity. On the basis of the previously established 95% predictive decision points and the 90% specificity value for hen’s egg, >95% of food allergies diagnosed in this prospective study were correctly identified by quantifying serum hen’s egg-specific IgE concentrations.

Using the same IgE detection method, a similar study was carried out later among a German population. In this study, 227 children underwent an oral food challenge test with hen’s egg. The 95% decision points among this German population with 13.0 kU/l was similar to the one in the US, thus confirming the results in a large number of children [12]. In addition, age differences have been observed with lower diagnostic decision points in children under 1 year of age of 11.0 kU/l.

Similarly, Boyano et al. performed a prospective study among 81 children under the age of 2 years with suspected egg allergy. Specific IgE antibodies were quantified using the Phadia CAP System. The group found that a level of ≥0.35 kU/l for specific IgE antibodies to egg white predicted the existence of reaction in 94% of the cases [7], giving a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allergen</th>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Food-specific IgE</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hen’s egg</td>
<td>Children and adolescence</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>7 kU/l</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children and adolescence</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>13 kU/l</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤2 years</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0.35 kU/l</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤1 year</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>11 kU/l</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cow’s milk</td>
<td>Children and adolescence</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>15 kU/l</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children and adolescence</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤1 year</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>5 kU/l</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>[10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
<td>Children and adolescence</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>14 kU/l</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children and adolescence</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>15 kU/l</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Children and adolescence</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>57 kU/l</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
much lower level of specific antibodies than reported in other studies.

**Cow’s milk**

Diagnostic decision points for cow’s milk have been described by several authors. In most of these publications, the Phadia CAP System was used. In parallel with their studies on hen’s egg allergy, Sampson et al. retrospectively studied 106 children and adolescents with atopic dermatitis and cow’s milk allergy [16]. For cow’s milk, a diagnostic level of IgE, which could predict clinical reactivity in this population with >95% certainty, was identified as 32 kU/l. The 90% specificity value was 15 kU/l.

Four years later in their study, to determine the utility of this 95% predictive decision points in a prospective evaluation of food allergy [5], sera from 62 children and adolescents with cow’s milk allergy were investigated. One-third of the patients with cow’s milk allergy were diagnosed through DBPCFC and two-thirds by patient’s history. On the basis of the previously established 95% predictive decision points and the 90% specificity value for cow’s milk, 95% of food allergies diagnosed in this prospective study were correctly identified by quantifying serum cow’s milk-specific IgE concentrations.

Similar to hen’s egg, age-specific difference appears to occur. In a prospective study carried out in Spain on 170 patients under 1 year of age, different cut-off points of the specific IgE for cow’s milk were analyzed [10]. The group concluded that 2.5 and 5 kU/l had a positive predictive value (PPV) of 90% and 95%, respectively.

Later, another study was carried out among a German population using the Phadia CAP System. In this study, 398 children underwent the oral food challenge test with cow’s milk [12]. A correlation between the challenge outcome and the cow’s milk-specific IgE levels has been observed; however, in contrast to the populations of Spain and the US, a 95% diagnostic decision could not be established. The 90% predicted probability gave a much higher value of 89 kU/l than observed in other studies. However, age differences have also been observed with lower diagnostic decision points of 26 kU/l in children under 1 year of age.

A recent study compared the clinical performance of the Immulite 2000 in the diagnosis of cow’s milk allergy with that of UniCAP [18]. The authors conclude that both methods were similarly effective in diagnosing cow’s milk allergy; however, cut-off levels chosen for the Immulite had to be higher than for the UniCAP.

**Peanut**

For peanut allergy, diagnostic levels of IgE, which could predict clinical reactivity in a US population with >95% certainty, were identified as 15 kU/l [5,16]. These data were confirmed a little later in a UK study that observed 136 children undergoing peanut challenges. The authors found that a peanut-specific IgE ≥ 15 kU/l had a predictive value of 92% for a positive challenge [17]. Rance studied 363 children in France. According to DBPCFC results, 177 children were allergic to peanut and 186 were not. The authors found that specific IgE concentrations of 57 kU/l or greater were associated with a PPV of 100% [6].

**Tree nuts**

To date, no well-defined diagnostic decision points have been established for tree nut allergy. A recent study on 278 patients with tree nut allergy concluded that patients aged 4 years or older with tree nut-specific IgE levels of 5 kU/l or less should be considered for an oral food challenge [19]. However in the study, challenges were only offered to patients with current tree nut-specific IgE and all tree nuts < 10 kU/l. Of the 117 eligible patients, 78 declined the challenge, that is only 39 out of 278 patients underwent oral food challenge tests. Similarly, Ridout et al. studied 56 patients with the focus on Brazil nut allergy. Of these patients, 43% were diagnosed based on their history, whereas the remaining patients were challenged. The authors concluded from their data that a serum-specific IgE to Brazil nut of < 3.5 kU/l may require an oral challenge to determine the risk of a Brazil nut allergic reaction [20].

**Wheat**

The performance characteristics of the CAP System FEIA for wheat appear to be poor [5,11,16]. No correlation between the outcome of oral food challenges and the level of wheat-specific serum IgE has been observed [12]. A diagnostic decision point could not be established. This suggests that the allergen extracts used in the tests are not optimal for diagnosis of allergy. Not only IgE to the water/salt soluble fraction of wheat, but also IgE antibodies to the water-insoluble fractions appear to play a role in wheat allergy [21]. The fact that wheat allergen ω-5 gliadin correlates well with oral challenge results, as shown recently [14], also points in this direction.

**Soy**

Similar to wheat allergy, the performance characteristics of the CAP System FEIA for soy were poor [5,11,16]. Diagnostic decision points could not be established [12].

**Fish**

For fish allergy, a diagnostic level of IgE that can predict clinical reactivity in a US population with >95% certainty was identified as 20 kU/l [5,16]. The major allergens are parvalbumins [22]. However, the problem of serological and clinical cross-reactivity between different fish species has not yet been solved.

**Measurement of food-specific IgE over time**

There are still conflicting views on whether the initial level of serum IgE and the changes over time predict the
development of clinical tolerance [23–27]. Niggemann et al. concluded from their study of 74 children with atop dermatitis and various food allergies that specific IgE in serum, although very helpful at the time of the first diagnosis, cannot predict whether a child becomes tolerant after a period of avoidance [27]. In contrast, Vanto et al. prospectively studied 95 infants with immediate reactions and 67 with delayed reactions (up to the age of 4 years) to cow’s milk [26]. Cow’s milk allergy was assessed annually by cow’s milk challenges. They were able to show that milk-specific IgE in the serum in children with persistent food allergies appears to have higher levels of milk-specific IgE antibodies initially and are useful prognostic indicators of the development of tolerance to cow’s milk in infants with cow’s milk allergy. Moreover, recent data showed a relationship between the decrease in food allergen-specific IgE levels, over a specific time period between two challenges, and the tolerance development [24]. A greater decrease in specific IgE levels over a shorter period of time indicated a greater likelihood of tolerance development. Use of these likelihood estimates could aid clinicians in the prognosis of food allergy and in timing of subsequent food challenges, thereby decreasing the number of premature and unnecessary food challenges.

**Total IgE**

Considering that food allergy is often the beginning of an “allergic march” and is associated with other atopic diseases in many cases, one must take the total IgE into account and should interpret specific IgE levels differently in patients with high total IgE levels compared to those with low levels [28]. This may be especially true for children with atop dermatitis, who frequently show very high total IgE levels and sensitivity to numerous allergens, often without clinical relevance. However, it was recently shown that the additional determination of total IgE in food allergy is of no advantage. Mehl et al. analyzed 992 controlled oral food challenges performed among 501 children and evaluated the utility of the ratio of specific IgE/total IgE compared with specific IgE alone in diagnosing symptomatic food allergy. There was no benefit for the additional determination of total IgE compared with specific IgE alone for cow’s milk, hen’s egg, wheat, or soy [28].

**Component resolved diagnosis**

Currently, most diagnostic tests for measurement of food allergen-specific IgE are based on allergen extracts containing a mixture of allergenic and non-allergenic molecules. Through recent advances in proteomics, identification of new allergens for several foods can be performed. Allergen panels from various sources are now available, and detailed analyses of sensitization profiles in individual patients are possible. This concept has been defined as “component resolved diagnostics” [3]. Observations indicate that molecular analysis of allergen sensitization patterns may serve to enhance the prognostic power of IgE antibody-based allergy diagnostics. The purpose is to establish significant associations between specific subpopulations of specific IgE, measured by the use of individual allergen components or parts thereof, and clinically relevant aspects of the allergic disease. For wheat allergy, measurement of specific IgE to individual wheat allergens appears to be diagnostically superior to measuring whole wheat extract [14,29,30]. Similar results were found in Brazil nut allergy, where sensitization to Ber e 1 was seen to correlate with the clinical expression of the allergy [15]. In pollen-related food allergies also, component resolved diagnostic appears to improve the diagnostic procedure. Comparing sera from 40 carrot-allergic patients, 21 birch pollen-allergic subjects with negative open provocation to carrot and 20 non-allergic individuals for IgE binding to rDau c 1.0104, rDau c 1.0201, rDau c 4, and rLTP, Ballmer-Weber et al. found that sensitization to rDau c 1.0201 proved to be highly specific for clinically relevant sensitization [31].

To use component resolved diagnostic, information about the relevant allergens are required. For many foods, such as milk, egg, fish, shellfish, peanut, tree nuts, and seeds, the major allergens have been identified. With recent advances in 2D-gel electrophoresis and proteomics, identification of new allergens has increased successfully [32].

**Protein microarray**

The latest technology trend is toward microarrays, where crude or purified native and recombinant allergens can be spotted in microdot arrays on silica chips or surface-modified glass slides to permit extensive panels of specific IgE measurements to be performed with small quantities of serum [2]. A rapid development in the area of protein microarray technology has occurred [33]. In one of the first studies, Hiller et al. printed 94 purified or recombinant aero- and food-allergens on surface-modified glass slides and labeled them with individual sera from 20 patients. The performance of the allergen microarray was assessed in regard to reproducibility and correlation with skin prick testing or recognition of allergens spotted onto nitrocellulose under conditions of allergen excess. The authors concluded from their study that the allergen microarray allows the determination and monitoring of allergic patients’ IgE reactivity profiles to large numbers of disease-causing allergens by using single measurements and minute amounts of serum. This method may change the established practice in allergy diagnosis, prevention, and therapy [34].

Similarly, Kim et al. evaluated the usage of protein microarray [35]. House dust mite, egg white, milk, soybean, and wheat were used as allergens, and human serum albumin as negative control. Sensitivity and clinical efficacy of protein chip were evaluated. Comparisons between microarray-based
immunoassays and the Phadia CAP System showed a good correlation for food- and aero-allergens [35].

Microarray assays have several advantages when compared to the currently used in vitro determination of IgE. The test can screen hundreds of allergens in parallel with the requirement of only minute amounts of serum. Therefore, the test is attractive especially among pediatric patients. Moreover, microarray assays require much less allergen than what in vitro tests currently use. This is important for the use of individual purified or recombinant allergens that are usually more expensive and difficult to obtain. Although these technologies hold promise, their diagnostic performance requires further assessment once their technical details have been optimized. Potential abuses of this newer IgE antibody technology include the use of allergorsorbent specificities that lack validation [2].

Measurement of peptide-specific IgE

IgE-binding epitopes have been identified for numerous food allergens including allergens in peanut [36–38], cow’s milk [39–42], hen’s egg [43–46], wheat [47,48], soy [49], tree nuts [50], fish [51], and shell fish [52,53]. However, their importance in the clinical course of allergic diseases or their roles in cross-reactivity are still not well understood. Generally, in vitro cross-reactivity in IgE-binding assays does not correlate well with clinical significance, and currently there is no tool on hand to predict whether a Brazil nut allergic patient would also react to cashew nut.

In cow’s milk allergy, differences in the epitope recognition patterns have been observed between younger children, who are likely to outgrow their allergy, and older patients with persistent cow’s milk allergy, which suggested that epitope specificity of IgE antibody responses might predict the clinical outcome of cow’s milk allergy [42]. Using SPOTs-membrane technology and sera from 10 patients with persistent and 10 patients with transient cow’s milk allergy, “informative” IgE-binding epitopes have been identified that were not recognized by any of the patients with transient cow’s milk allergy, but showed binding by most of the patients with persistent allergy [54]. Recently, a larger study of 74 patients with challenge-proven cow’s milk allergy confirmed that the presence of IgE antibodies to distinct allergenic epitopes of cow’s milk proteins can be used as a marker of persistent cow’s milk allergy [55]. Importantly, the peptides used were linked to the matrix of a commercial system for IgE measurement. Similar to cow’s milk allergy, measurement of peptide-specific IgE seems to be a valuable parameter in predicting the clinical reactivity in peanut allergy [56].

Peptide microarray

Until recently, epitope analysis was carried out with protein digests or SPOTs membrane-based immunoassays. These methods are time consuming and require large quantities of patient sera. Therefore, similar to protein microarrays, peptide microarrays have been developed recently for the analysis of IgE-binding epitopes [57,58]. Using this newly developed method, Shreffler et al. showed that qualitative difference in epitope diversity might provide prognostic information about food allergic patient [58].

Food allergen-specific IgE and the atopic march

Food allergy is one of the first manifestations of the “atopic march,” as many of these children will develop asthma and allergic rhinitis later in life. It has been shown that early sensitization to hen’s egg is a valuable marker for subsequent allergic sensitization to allergens that cause asthma and allergic rhinitis later in life [59].
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CHAPTER 22
Atopy Patch Testing
Bodo Niggemann

Introduction
The atopy patch test (APT) is performed epicutaneously, but instead of using typical type IV allergens (such as metals or perfumes), typical immediate type I allergens (aeroallergens or foods) are used. Due to the fact that other diagnostic tests cannot predict clinically relevant food allergy precisely enough, increasing attention has been paid to the APT lasting recent years. Recently, a consensus paper was published [1].

History
APT was first reported in the literature in 1982 using aeroallergens [2]. A Finnish group later reported on a possible role for the APT in food allergy [3]. The authors proposed that the skin prick test (SPT) and specific IgE in serum might reflect early clinical reactions to the offending food (clinical symptoms within 2 hours), while the APT might have a high predictive capacity for late-phase clinical reactions during double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenges (DBPCFCs) [3–5].

Pathogenic mechanisms
The pathogenic mechanism involved in the APT has not yet been studied in detail. The close macroscopic and microscopic similarities between the specimens from APT sites and lesional skin of patients with atopic eczema (AE) indicate that the APT may be a valid model to study allergic inflammation in AE [6]. In particular in food-sensitive AE, T-cells obviously play an important role as shown in recent studies [7,8]. In line with the previous findings, our earlier clinical investigations indicate that positive APTs (with T-cell infiltration of the skin) correlate with clinical late-phase responses [9].

Additional evidence is provided by a study showing that APT reactions are associated with T-lymphocyte-mediated allergen-specific immune responses [10]. A recent investigation has demonstrated that the chemokine pattern (CXCR3 activating chemokines) in skin biopsies can be used to distinguish between allergic and irritant patch test reactions [11]. Other authors have shown that a biphasic cytokine expression is typical for house dust mite allergen patch test reactions but not for irritant reactions [12].

Performance
The APT should be performed on uninvolved skin – usually on the patient’s back [9]. Twelve-millimeter aluminum cups (e.g. Finn Chambers on Scanpor) should be used to cover filter paper on which one drop (50µl) of the foodstuff preparation has been applied [13]. Native foods are preferred, for example, fresh cow’s milk (CM), native hen’s egg (HE), wheat-powder dissolved in water, and soy milk. For aeroallergens, commercially available extracts may be used; in most studies petrolatum is used as a vehicle. While the use of a negative control, for example saline, is recommended, a positive control does not seem necessary.
The cups are removed at the end of the 48-hour occlusion period, and 24 hours later reactions are classified as positive or negative (Table 22.1). Unfortunately, the reading of the APT is highly dependent on the experience of the evaluator. One study proposes a standardized interpretation of the APT after having investigated the sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values for each skin sign in relation to the oral food challenge outcome [14]. The authors classify the APT reaction as positive if there is erythema plus clear infiltration/papules [14]. A further important criterion is the so-called “crescendo” or “decrescendo” reaction: while an allergic site shows a “crescendo” of erythema and infiltration, that is increasing erythema and infiltration at the test site, a skin irritation response characteristically tends to clear between 48 and 72 hours. The reading of the APT should result in a clear yes or no answer. A grading system does not seem to be helpful in daily decisions. Figure 22.1 shows a positive APT.

A few studies have investigated the possible modulation of the APT by an anti-inflammatory skin treatment: both glucocorticosteroids and tar reduce the macroscopic outcome of the APT reaction and the influx of inflammatory cells [15]. A similar effect could be shown for the topical immunomodulator pimecrolimus [16]. The practical consequence is that the APT should be performed on skin with no previous local treatment. No information is available concerning the implications of treatment with oral antihistamines, although no influence would be expected on the basis of the pathogenic mechanisms of the T-cell-mediated late-phase reaction of the APT, but erythema may be decreased. Therefore, antihistamines should be withdrawn at least 48 hours prior to the APT.

The application sites should be checked after 15 minutes for immediate local reactions. Especially with egg, contact urticaria may occur and uncomfortable pruritus may make it necessary to stop the APT. Apart from local urticaria (Fig. 22.2), side effects are rare; systemic side effects have not been reported.

**Indications**

The APT with food may be performed in any case of food-related symptoms – especially if (1) AE is the underlying disease, (2) late-phase clinical reactions are expected, or

---

**Table 22.1 Assessment of the APT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allergic</th>
<th>Irritative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jagged margin</td>
<td>Sharp margin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marked erythema</td>
<td>No or mild erythema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papules, infiltration</td>
<td>Bulla, necrosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescendo phenomenon</td>
<td>Decrescendo phenomenon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistent reaction</td>
<td>Short duration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 22.1** Positive APT.

**Figure 22.2** Local urticaria as a possible side effect of APT.
(3) specific serum IgE or SPT is negative. An APT with aeroallergens may be indicated if pollen or house dust mites are suspected to exacerbate the underlying eczema.

Clinical studies

Atopic eczema

One study investigated 75 children (median age 2.1 years) with AE and suspected food allergy by DBPCFC, specific IgE in serum, SPT, and APT [9]. In 66 of 77 (86%) positive oral challenges, specific IgE in serum to the corresponding allergen was positive, in 64 of 77 (83%) the SPT, and in 42 of 77 (55%) the APT was positive. Immediate type clinical reactions were associated with positive SPT and proof of specific IgE in serum. While the sensitivity of late-phase clinical reactions was 76% and specificity was 95% for the APT, corresponding figures for the SPT were 58% and 70%, and for the specific IgE in serum 71% and 29%, respectively [9]. Other studies investigating the APT with cow's milk [17,18], wheat [19], and peanut [20] reported similar findings.

A further study investigated whether the combination of the APT, SPT, and specific IgE in serum could improve the diagnostic value [21]. The APT was again the best single predictive test (PPV 95%) for evaluating suspected CM allergy, and the combination of a positive APT with evidence of specific IgE, or APT together with a positive SPT optimized the PPV to 100%. For HE allergy, the APT was also the best single predictive test (PPV 94%); in this case the combination of two or more tests was no better in terms of predictive value than the APT alone. In both CM and HE challenges, the predictability of oral challenges depended on the level of specific IgE in serum. For wheat allergy, the APT proved to be the most reliable test and the PPV of 94% could not be improved by a combination with other allergy tests. The authors concluded that the combination of a positive APT together with defined levels of specific IgE (CM > 0.35 kU/l and HE > 17.5 kU/l) might make DBPCFC superfluous for suspected CM and HE allergy [21]. Other authors also found that the combination of APT with SPT improves the diagnostic value of the APT [22]. A further study showed that the combination of a negative APT and SPT could exclude CM allergy in children who have allergic manifestations other than atopic dermatitis [23].

Very recent data obtained from a large number of children (n = 437) who underwent 873 oral food challenges, and in which 1700 single APT were performed, indicated that although the predictive capacity of the APT is improved when combined with the specific serum IgE or SPT, an oral food challenge only becomes superfluous in a few children [24]. In addition, the APT is time consuming and demands a highly experienced evaluator. For daily clinical practice, the APT does not seem to add enough information to justify its routine inclusion in the diagnostic work-up of suspected food-related symptoms [24].

Gastrointestinal diseases

The APT has only marginally been studied in gastrointestinal food-allergic diseases. In one study, 26 children (mean age 6.9 years) with biopsy-proven eosinophilic esophagitis (EE) were investigated by SPT and APT and a 6-week elimination diet was initiated on the basis of these results. Eight of the 26 children showed full resolution of symptoms and 6 of 26 partial resolution [25]. The authors concluded that the combination of SPT and APT could identify potential causative foods that might contribute to the pathogenesis of EE [25]. The same group reported in a follow-up study in 146 patients with biopsy-proven EE that symptoms improved after elimination diets directed by APT and SPT with CM, HE, and soy [26].

Another study investigated 35 children with non-specific, solely digestive symptoms – without an underlying AE [27]. In these patients, aged 2–57 months, 24/35 children were considered to be CM allergic due to mostly open oral food challenges. Of these 24 children, 19 showed a positive APT, while only 3 had a positive SPT [27]. The authors recommend using the APT in patients with CM allergy and digestive symptoms. The most recent study investigated a small number of infants and young children (n = 19) with food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome (FPIES) and found that APT predicted the result of the oral food challenge in 28/33 cases [28]. All 12 patients with a negative APT had a negative oral challenge to the suspected food. The authors stated that the APT appears to be a promising diagnostic tool for the diagnosis of FPIES [28].

Aeroallergens

Several studies have investigated the role of the APT for aeroallergens, mostly for house dust mites, for example a European multicenter study [29]. However, the problem of the APT with aeroallergens is that no gold standard exists with which to compare the results. In contrast to food, where controlled oral challenges can be used, the clinical relevance of the role of house dust mites in AE, for example, cannot be assessed in any standardized fashion.

Open questions

Despite some advances in the efforts to standardize the APT [1], there are still several open questions [13]. While it could be shown that 12-mm cups are superior to 6-mm cups [30], that the occlusion time of 48 hours is preferable to 24 hours [31], and that age (within childhood) does not seem to play an important role [32], it is not clear whether the APT works only in children with AE or also in other clinical conditions. Unpublished data point to a considerably higher sensitivity in children with atopic dermatitis compared to those without. Furthermore, it is not known whether the APT is able to predict the development of
tolerance after a period of elimination of the corresponding food. Finally, it is completely unclear whether the APT itself can lead to sensitization of children who would not otherwise be sensitized.

### The atopy patch testing in the daily practice

In conclusion, the current role of the APT in the daily diagnostic work-up of suspected food-related symptoms can be characterized by the following statements [33,24]:

1. In addition to specific serum IgE, SPT, and history, the APT may be helpful in unclear and discrepant situations.
2. The APT plays a role in assessing clinical late-phase reactions during oral provocations.
3. In selected cases, the combination of a positive APT together with defined levels of specific IgE or SPT may make DBPCFC superfluous for suspected CM or HE allergy.
4. However, the APT is time consuming and demands a highly experienced evaluator.
5. Since an oral food challenge only becomes superfluous in a few children even when the APT is combined with serum IgE and SPT, the APT has no role in the daily routine use, but should be further investigated in controlled studies.
6. The ultimate test for suspected food allergy is still a correctly performed controlled oral food challenge.
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CHAPTER 23
Elimination Diets and Oral Food Challenges
Scott H. Sicherer

KEY CONCEPTS
- Diagnostic elimination diets are undertaken to provide presumptive evidence that a disorder or symptoms are food responsive.
- Prolonged diagnostic elimination diets may carry risks of nutritional deficiencies or loss of a state of desensitization.
- The oral food challenge (OFC), in particular when double-blind and placebo-controlled, is the most definitive modality available to diagnose a food-related illness.
- An OFC may induce anaphylaxis.
- Decisions about when and how to undertake an OFC require consideration of benefits (nutritional, social) and risks.
- Performance of an OFC requires preparation and consideration about dosing, understanding when to stop a challenge and treat a reaction, and how to instruct patients about introducing or avoiding a food following a challenge.

Introduction
The oral food challenge (OFC) is a definitive diagnostic test used to determine if a food is tolerated. The double-blind, placebo-controlled oral food challenge (DBPCFC) is considered the “gold standard” of diagnosis [1]. The test does not depend on the pathophysiology of an adverse reaction, and so it is valid for determination of food allergy, intolerance, and for pharmacologic reactions to foods. Steps taken to determine the need for an OFC, and deciding upon masking and placebo controls, are explained in Chapters 20 and 24. Here, the technique of performing an OFC will be described, including a review of risks and benefits, selection of challenge location, challenge procedures, dosing, monitoring, and challenge preparation and aftercare. OFCs typically follow a period of dietary elimination undertaken either as treatment of a known or likely allergy, or as a diagnostic trial to determine if a condition is food responsive. Procedural issues in undertaking a diagnostic elimination diets will be described here as well.

Food elimination diets
When food hypersensitivity is under consideration as a cause for a chronic disease such as atopic dermatitis or eosinophilic gastroenteropathy, a diagnostic elimination diet is often required prior to undertaking OFCs [2]. Another reason for dietary elimination prior to a food challenge may be to avoid a suspected or known trigger of reactions. There are three types of elimination diets (Table 23.1) and the type selected for a particular patient will depend on the clinical scenario being evaluated and the results of tests for IgE antibody. The first type involves the elimination of one or several foods from the diet. This may be the obvious course of action when an isolated food ingestion (i.e. peanut) causes a sudden acute reaction and there is a positive test for IgE to the food. This would represent a therapeutic intervention, rather than a diagnostic one. However, eliminating one or a few suspected foods from the diet when the diagnosis is not so clear (asthma, atopic dermatitis, chronic urticaria) can be a crucial step in determining if food is causal in the disease process. If symptoms persist, the eliminated food(s) is (are) excluded as a cause of symptoms. The length of trial depends on the type of symptoms, but 1–6 weeks is usually the time interval required. A brief dietary trial should suffice for disorders with frequent acute reactions while longer trials may be required to allow chronic inflammation to subside.
The second type of diet consists of eliminating a large number of foods suspected to cause a chronic problem (usually including those that are common epidemiologically as causes of food-allergic reactions as described above) and giving a list of “allowed foods.” This “oligoantigenic” diet is useful for evaluation of chronic disorders when a larger number of foods are suspected. In most cases, this is the situation with atopic dermatitis, eosinophilic gastroenteropathies, or chronic urticaria. An example of such a diet is given in Table 23.2, but individualization is almost always needed. The advantage of this diet is that a nutritionally balanced, palatable diet is maintained while most possible causal foods are removed. The primary disadvantage is that, if symptoms persist, the cause could still be attributed to foods left in the diet. For finicky eaters, it may be helpful to assess exactly what foods are favorites and try to allow foods of low risk that are enjoyed by the patient and can be used for meals and snacks.

The most limited type of diet is an elemental diet in which calories are obtained from an extensively hydrolyzed formula or from an amino-acid-based formula. A subset of milk-allergic children react to extensively hydrolyzed casein-based infant formulas but tolerate amino-acid-based ones [3]. A variation is to include a few foods likely to be tolerated (however, this adds the possibility that persistent symptoms are caused by these foods). Unfortunately, except for the most severe disorders that warrant its use, this is a severe diet to impose and is extremely difficult to maintain in patients beyond infancy. In extreme cases, nasogastric feeding of the amino-acid-based formula can be achieved, although most patients can tolerate the taste of these

| Table 23.1 Types of elimination diets used to evaluate the role of adverse food reactions in chronic disease |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Diet                            | Description/target               | Example                                                                 |
| Specific Food(s)                | Targeted diet to one or several suspected foods; may be therapeutically necessary as final treatment | Elimination of egg in toddler with atopic dermatitis; elimination of food dyes and preservatives in child with chronic urticaria |
| Oligoantigenic                  | Palatable, balanced diet devised according to patient preferences, but eliminating a large group of common or suspected allergens (e.g. egg, milk, peanut, seafood, etc.) | Allow lamb, broccoli, squash, sweet potato, rice, corn, beets, cooked apple and pear, sugar, salt, and vegetable oil for 6 weeks in patient with reflux and atopic dermatitis |
| Elemental                      | Amino-acid-based formula (or, less ideally, an extensive hydrolysate) as sole nutrition | Used for 8 weeks to evaluate severe eosinophilic gastroenteropathy in a 3-year old with failure to thrive |

There are potential risks when undertaking elimination diets. Elimination diets are usually required for just a few weeks and so nutritional deficiencies are not likely but must be considered if elimination is prolonged [8]. If multiple foods were eliminated and symptoms resolved, a patient or family may wish to maintain the prescribed diet. In this case, the nutritional adequacy of the diet, now being followed long term for treatment rather than diagnosis, should be assessed (see Chapter 38). An additional risk is that elimination of foods to which IgE antibodies were identified and which were associated with chronic inflammatory disease may result in loss of a desensitized state, leading to an acute reaction such as anaphylaxis or urticaria when the food is reintroduced [9,10]. The frequency of this occurrence and the length of time of elimination associated with loss of the desensitized state is unknown. However, the risk should be considered when undertaking prolonged elimination trials.

### Oral food challenges

Chapter 20 defines the parameters under which an OFC is typically undertaken, and the factors that may be
considered in deciding to utilize open, single, or double-blind, placebo-controlled challenges. Briefly, this process requires consideration of the likelihood that a food will be tolerated, which typically derives from the past history and test results. Additional consideration includes assessment of nutritional, social, and emotional factors that may indicate the need for, or deferral of an oral challenge. The DBPCFC is considered the “gold standard” for diagnosing food allergy [11,12]. Any test, however, can have limitations. The false positive and false negative rate for the DBPCFC based primarily on studies in children with atopic dermatitis is 0.7% and 3.2%, respectively [13,14]. To help exclude false negatives, it has long been suggested to include an open feeding under supervision of a meal size portion of the tested food prepared in its usual manner as a follow-up to any negative DBPCFC [15–17]. When one is evaluating subjective symptoms, there is a greater likelihood that false positive or negative determinations would occur. Increasing the number of challenges (additional placebo and true foods) helps to diminish the possibility of a random association, but this can be a very labor intensive approach [18,19]. While the DBPCFC can elucidate the relationship of symptoms to foods, it is not specific for food hypersensitivity. Any adverse reaction to food (intolerance, pharmacologic effect) can potentially be evaluated, so demonstration of an immunological explanation is still needed to label a reaction as a food allergy [1]. Oral challenges are almost the only methodology to adequately evaluate reactions to food additives (coloring and flavoring agents and preservatives) [20,21]. The same can be said for symptoms not likely to be associated with food allergy (behavior, etc.). This chapter focuses upon factors pertinent to undertaking the OFC including presenting the concept to a patient/family and considering risks/benefits, making a risk assessment for choosing an appropriate location for a challenge and selecting a dosing schedule, preparing challenge materials, preparing to treat a reaction, how to monitor for symptoms and to decide when to discontinue a challenge and treat symptoms, and how to instruct families following a successful or failed procedure.

**Discussing the procedure with a patient**

The challenge procedure, its risks, and benefits must be discussed with the family/patient. As described in Chapter 20, numerous factors are considered including the assessment of the odds for passing, the nutritional/social need for the food, and ability of the patient to cooperate with the challenge. Patients should understand that the test is being done to determine if the food is safe for them to ingest, but also that should they tolerate the food, it should be added to the diet following a successful challenge. Persons who passed a food challenge to peanut, for example, but do not incorporate the food into the diet may be at risk to redevelop reactions [22,23]. Although OFCs may be used to determine thresholds of reactivity, challenges are not routinely performed for clinical purposes in persons who are expected to react simply for the purpose of defining a safe threshold. In addition, since challenges are stopped when symptoms develop, they may not reflect severity of reactions from exposures due to accidental ingestion. Risks include anaphylaxis, though no deaths have been reported from physician-supervised OFCs. Risks may also include emotional ones from failed challenges. Following review of risks and benefits, informed consent should be documented.

**Deciding upon a challenge location**

If a challenge is undertaken, a risk assessment is needed to determine a safe location/setting in which to undertake the challenge. In rare circumstances, the food may be administered without physician supervision at home. For example, if vague complaints or ones not usually associated with food allergy (headache, behavioral issues) are being evaluated and there is no risk of an acute anaphylactic reaction, and especially when symptom onset is perceived to be delayed, foods (even in a double-blind, placebo-controlled structure) could be added at home. Similarly, if many foods were eliminated for a chronic, non-IgE-mediated disease and acute reactions are not a concern, adding the previously tolerated foods back into the diet at home for observation of recurrence of chronic symptoms is reasonable because doing so would not likely cause a severe reaction. On the other hand, whenever there is an even remote potential for an acute and/or severe reaction, physician supervision is mandatory. Except in the uncommon circumstances described previously, OFCs are undertaken under direct medical supervision. A physician or trained health care worker evaluates symptoms during a challenge. The decision to undertake a supervised challenge includes, but is not limited to, the evaluation of disorders that include a potential for severe reactions. The next issue at hand is whether the challenge is considered of “low risk” and can be done in an office setting or should be conducted in a location with heightened capabilities for the management of severe anaphylaxis (e.g. hospital, intensive care unit). Whether intravenous access should be established prior to commencing the challenge must also be considered. The decisions about challenge location and whether to secure intravenous access prior to commencing a challenge are based on the same types of data evaluated for the consideration of food allergy in the early diagnostic process: the history (severity of prior reactions, history of reactions to the test food, etc.), prick skin test (PST) results, serum food-specific IgE tests. The higher the probability of a reaction the more likely a physician may wish to undertake the procedure in a more highly monitored (e.g. hospital) setting. Additional consideration is given to the potential severity of a reaction, should one occur. For consideration in this regard are co-morbid conditions (such as asthma), the type of food (e.g. risk of causing a severe reaction), severity of prior reactions, a history of reacting to small doses, etc. In
any setting, it must be appreciated that oral challenges can elicit severe, anaphylactic reactions, so the physician must be comfortable with this potential and be prepared with emergency medications and equipment to promptly treat such a reaction no matter where the test is undertaken. In the office setting, such preparations are similar to those recommended in the context of offices that administer allergens by injection for immunotherapy [11,24].

If the challenge is considered “high risk” (e.g. positive test for IgE, previous severe reaction, asthmatic patient), then it is best to perform it in a very controlled setting (e.g. hospital). In high-risk challenges, it may also be prudent to have intravenous access prior to commencing challenges. One research group reviewed their record with 349 food challenges in children with atopic dermatitis and recommended intravenous access for challenges when the history indicated a prior need for medical intervention or when particular tests for IgE antibody indicated a fairly high risk for reactions [25]. A study by Perry et al. [26] reviewed risks of OFCs in children typically assessed to have a 50% risk or less of a reaction prior to challenge. Of the 584 challenges completed, 253 (43%) were positive to: milk (90), egg (56), peanut (71), soy (21), and wheat (15). Of patients who failed, there were 197 (78%) cutaneous, 108 (43%) gastrointestinal, 66 (26%) oral, 67 (26%) lower respiratory, and 62 (25%) upper respiratory reactions. Despite presumptions about certain foods causing more severe (e.g. peanut) reactions than others (e.g. egg, milk) there was no difference between foods in the severity of failed challenges or the type of treatment required to reverse symptoms. These observations underscore the need for preparation to treat severe reactions whenever undertaking an OFC.

Food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome can result in hypotension and should be performed with intravenous access in a hospital setting [27]. This cell-mediated disorder results in a symptom complex of poor growth and profuse vomiting and diarrhea with or without microscopic blood in the stool while the causal food(s) are part of the diet [27]. When severe, particularly with re-feeding after a period of elimination as is the case during the OFC, reactions may include lethargy, dehydration, and hypotension, and may be complicated by acidosis and methemoglobinemia.

Preparation for the challenge and baseline assessments

Patients must be given specific preparatory instruction prior to undertaking the challenge. Patients avoid the suspected food(s) for at least 2 weeks, antihistamines are discontinued according to their elimination half-life, and chronic asthma medications are reduced as much as possible prior to undertaking the challenge. β-agonists are eliminated for a relevant time period before challenges are undertaken. Medications such as β-blockers that may interfere with treatment should be substituted as possible. The patient should be examined carefully prior to challenge to confirm that they are not already having chronic symptoms, and to determine their “baseline.” It would not be prudent to undertake a challenge in an individual with, for example, mild wheezing for both the ability to judge a reaction and for safety concerns. Patients should be queried about any symptoms they have been experiencing that could confuse the interpretation of a food challenge, such as urticaria or rhinitis. It is prudent to avoid performing challenges if a patient recently had an exacerbation of asthma, particularly one requiring oral steroids. For some diseases (i.e. severe atopic dermatitis) hospitalization may be necessary to treat acute disease and establish a stable baseline prior to challenges. The patient should avoid food or drink for about 4 hours prior to challenge, although for young children or infants, clear fluids may be allowed.

Decisions on dosing

Despite attempts and discussions to make a uniform international protocol for performing OFCs, no consensus has been reached and many published studies use variations on a general theme [11,17,28]. In all challenges, the food is given in gradually increasing amounts. This is for safety reasons. For most IgE-mediated reactions, the author and colleagues [29] give a total of 8–10g of the dry food or 100ml of wet food (double amount for meat/fish) in gradually increasing doses at 10–15 minute intervals over about 90 minutes followed by a larger, meal size portion of food a few hours later. The doses may be distributed, for example, in portions such as (0.1%, 0.5%), 1%, 4%, 10%, 20%, 20%, 20%, 25%. However, researchers and clinicians have used a variety of other challenge regimens (lower starting doses, variations in the degree of dosing increases, different time intervals, etc.) with good success [28,30–32]. The dosing interval may be increased or doses repeated either because the observer is unsure of symptoms or to more closely mimic the history of reactions. In the latter situation, doses may be administered over days if the history indicates that several days of ingestion were required to trigger symptoms.

The starting dose to select varies among studies, but clinical correlation may be helpful. To place this in perspective, it is reported that highly sensitive cow’s milk-allergic patients may react to trace milk contamination (e.g. 8.8–14 ppm) in commercial products, but these are generally not patients with a profile conducive to oral challenges [33,34]. In a study of adult peanut-allergic patients undergoing DBPCFCs, 50mg of peanut was generally the lowest dose that elicited objective reactions (one patient experienced subjective symptoms at only 100µg of peanut) [35]. We reviewed challenge data for 513 positive challenges to six common allergenic foods in children with atopic dermatitis [29]. Starting doses were usually 500mg, but at the physician’s discretion, starting doses were sometimes 100 or 250mg. The percentage of children reacting at the first dose (500mg or less) were as follows: egg 49%, milk 55%, soy 28%, wheat 25%,
peanut 26%, and fish 17%. Twenty-six milk challenges and 22 egg challenges were positive at a first dose of 250 mg; 3 milk challenges and 7 egg challenges were positive at a first dose of 100 mg. Eleven percent of the reactions that occurred on first dose were judged severe. The dose to elicit a reaction was not predictable with PST size or IgE antibody concentration, as was also observed in the study by Perry [26]. Based on these results, starting doses of 100 mg or less were recommended. To be particularly cautious, one could argue for starting doses that begin under the thresholds reported to induce reactions. Unfortunately, the published thresholds vary by logarithmic differences among studies and data are not available for most foods. However, reactions are usually not reported under 0.25 mg of protein for peanut, 0.13 for egg, and 0.6 for milk (milligram of protein varies according to the form of the food) [36]. Some workers begin challenges by placing the food extract on the lower lip for 2 minutes (labial food challenge) and observing for local or systemic reactions in the ensuing 30 minutes [30]. The development of a contiguous rash of the cheek and chin, edema of the lip with conjunctivitis or rhinitis, or a systemic reaction is considered a positive test. Negative labial challenges are generally followed by an OFC. However, the validity of labial challenges has not been thoroughly investigated.

Making and administering the challenge food
The successful administration of OFCs to young children requires a great deal of preparation, ingenuity, and patience. Young children may become stubborn and refuse to ingest the challenge food. Prior planning with the family to select palatable or familiar forms of challenge foods or vehicles to hide foods in, if the challenge is masked, can be helpful in improving the experience [38]. For example, milk protein may be mixed and hidden in soy frozen dessert products. Having additional challenge vehicles, for example liquid and solid forms of the challenge substance, readily at hand may prevent delays. Allowing the use of well-cleaned utensils and dinnerware that are familiar to the child (e.g. a favorite cup or plate) makes the challenge more natural appearing. Diversions such as toys, games, or videotapes are helpful. Since splattered or drooled food can elicit a local skin reaction from direct skin contact (but not necessarily from ingestion), it is helpful to have wet napkins on hand and straws for liquid challenges. Similarly, when performing OFCs with children, it is better to feed them rather than to let them feed themselves and risk splattering.

The set-up for a DBPCFC is more complicated than what is needed for open or single-blind challenges. Although the procedure is more labor intensive, it can be carried out in an office setting if the challenge is not high risk [12]. The procedure still introduces graded doses but in this case either a challenge food or a “placebo” food is administered. The aid of a “third party” is needed to prepare the challenges so that the observer and patient are kept unaware whether a true or placebo challenge is being undertaken. A “coin flip” can be used by the third party to randomize the order of administration. The food is hidden either in another food or in opaque capsules. Suggestions for materials to have on hand for creating masked challenges are shown in Table 23.3. It is beneficial to stretch the imagination in trying to best mask foods, especially foods with strong odors. Creating meals that definitively mask taste is often difficult and to do it well requires studies of successful test foods, by tasting panels [38,39]. This procedure may be warranted for challenges performed for research purposes. To prevent false associations, it has been calculated that multiple challenges may be needed, with several placebo and verum feedings, but this procedure has practical limitations [19].

It is easiest to use opaque capsules because bias, possible if masking of foods is done poorly, is eliminated. However, oral symptoms are then bypassed and some patients are unable to ingest enough capsules. Bypassing oral symptoms by using capsules could theoretically result in stronger reactions, should multiple capsules begin to discharge their contents more closely in time than expected. It is often easier to mask liquid into liquid and to use powder or dehydrated forms of foods that can be folded into solid vehicles. Certain flavoring agents such as mint can also help to mask odors. It is important to select vehicles that are clearly tolerated by the patient. If a gritty food is being hidden in a vehicle, then a similarly gritty food should be added as placebo to the carrier vehicle. For example, oat as an allergen mixed in apple sauce may be matched to corn meal in apple sauce. It is also important to appreciate that certain preparation methods (canning, dehydration) may alter the allergens, hence an open challenge with a meal size portion of the food prepared...

Table 23.3 Equipment and common foods to stock for use in creating masked food challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Common allergens</th>
<th>Useful carrier agents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper plates, cups</td>
<td>Peanut flour, peanut</td>
<td>Proprietary formulas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utensils</td>
<td>butter</td>
<td>(hydrolyzed casein, amino acid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing bowls</td>
<td>Powdered egg white</td>
<td>Baby foods (squash, carrot, potato)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>Powdered/fresh milk</td>
<td>Apple sauce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortar/pestle</td>
<td>Soy milk, soy flour</td>
<td>Juices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blender</td>
<td>Wheat breads, flour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>Baby foods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is easiest to use opaque capsules because bias, possible if masking of foods is done poorly, is eliminated. However, oral symptoms are then bypassed and some patients are unable to ingest enough capsules. Bypassing oral symptoms by using capsules could theoretically result in stronger reactions, should multiple capsules begin to discharge their contents more closely in time than expected. It is often easier to mask liquid into liquid and to use powder or dehydrated forms of foods that can be folded into solid vehicles. Certain flavoring agents such as mint can also help to mask odors. It is important to select vehicles that are clearly tolerated by the patient. If a gritty food is being hidden in a vehicle, then a similarly gritty food should be added as placebo to the carrier vehicle. For example, oat as an allergen mixed in apple sauce may be matched to corn meal in apple sauce. It is also important to appreciate that certain preparation methods (canning, dehydration) may alter the allergens, hence an open challenge with a meal size portion of the food prepared...

Table 23.3 Equipment and common foods to stock for use in creating masked food challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Common allergens</th>
<th>Useful carrier agents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper plates, cups</td>
<td>Peanut flour, peanut</td>
<td>Proprietary formulas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utensils</td>
<td>butter</td>
<td>(hydrolyzed casein, amino acid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing bowls</td>
<td>Powdered egg white</td>
<td>Baby foods (squash, carrot, potato)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale</td>
<td>Powdered/fresh milk</td>
<td>Apple sauce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortar/pestle</td>
<td>Soy milk, soy flour</td>
<td>Juices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blender</td>
<td>Wheat breads, flour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave</td>
<td>Baby foods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is easiest to use opaque capsules because bias, possible if masking of foods is done poorly, is eliminated. However, oral symptoms are then bypassed and some patients are unable to ingest enough capsules. Bypassing oral symptoms by using capsules could theoretically result in stronger reactions, should multiple capsules begin to discharge their contents more closely in time than expected. It is often easier to mask liquid into liquid and to use powder or dehydrated forms of foods that can be folded into solid vehicles. Certain flavoring agents such as mint can also help to mask odors. It is important to select vehicles that are clearly tolerated by the patient. If a gritty food is being hidden in a vehicle, then a similarly gritty food should be added as placebo to the carrier vehicle. For example, oat as an allergen mixed in apple sauce may be matched to corn meal in apple sauce. It is also important to appreciate that certain preparation methods (canning, dehydration) may alter the allergens, hence an open challenge with a meal size portion of the food prepared...
in its natural state for consumption following a negative DBPCFC is essential. It is preferable not to use fatty foods as vehicles since they can delay gastric absorption [40,41].

Depending on the particular food hypersensitivity disorder under consideration, timing of dose administration can be adjusted. For example, when evaluating potentially IgE antibody-mediated reactions, two challenges may be performed on a single day with 2–4 hours between challenges (one is placebo, one is active – so one food is tested each day). The practice of interspersing placebo and active food proteins during a single challenge (i.e. random ordering of sequential doses that may or may not contain the causal protein) should be discouraged since it can be difficult to determine if a reaction shortly after a particular dose, possibly a placebo dose, was actually a delayed response from an active dose administered previously.

Open or single-blind food challenges are typically used clinically instead of DBPCFC to screen for reactions, unless bias is suspected or subjective symptoms are the expected outcome. These open challenges are less labor and time intensive than DBPCFC and objective reactions are usually reliable. Ambiguous results of open or single-blind challenges can be confirmed using a DBPCFC. A negative DBPCFC is followed, usually a few hours later, with a meal sized portion of the food prepared in its natural form to ensure it is tolerated.

**Monitoring and stopping a challenge/treatment**

Challenges should be performed with appropriate monitoring equipment and emergency treatment medications, equipment, and oxygen immediately available. Medication doses (e.g. epinephrine, steroids, antihistamines, H2 blockers, glucagons, vasopressors, etc.) should be pre-calculated by patient weight. The physician or health care worker records the dose given, the time of administration, and any symptoms that arise during the challenge [11]. Forms for recording vital signs, skin, respiratory, gastrointestinal, and cardiovascular examinations have been published [11,12]. Frequent assessments are made for symptoms affecting the skin, gastrointestinal tract, and/or respiratory tract, for example prior to each dose. With children, early indications of a reaction can include subtle signs such as moving the tongue in the mouth to rub an itchy palate, or ear pulling due to referred pruritus. While some families believe increased physical activities (hyperactivity) are a sign of food allergy, a common early response for children as they begin to experience a reaction is that they become suddenly quiet or assume a fetal position as a prodrome to more objective symptoms. Children with atopic dermatitis may develop a maculopapular rash in predilection areas of eczema. Objective monitoring can be done with peak flow or spirometry. Challenges are terminated when a reaction occurs promptly, it is possible to have late onset symptoms. Observation may be longer if the history indicates prior delayed reactions or if prior reactions were severe. If a reaction was treated, the patient should be observed 2–4 hours or longer past resolution of symptoms depending on the features/ severity of the symptoms. During that period, repeated assessments are made and additional therapies used as indicated.

**Post-challenge care**

There are several issues that need to be addressed when an OFC results in a reaction. The disappointment engendered should be openly discussed. Sometimes patients or families can be partly consoled to know that their hard work at avoidance was necessary and successful. Patients often wish to know if future reactions could be severe, a question whose answer may not be related to the result of the challenge because dosing is gradual rather than sudden and possibly high during accidental exposures. In some cases, it may be apparent that patients were not symptomatic with small exposures during the challenge and may have a margin for error in terms of potential accidental exposures. Patients and families may also inquire as to the possibility that the challenge could “boost” or prime their allergy. While there are no published data to clearly support or refute this concern, the OFC is ultimately the only way to know whether the food is tolerated and is performed clinically when risk assessments are favorable for passing, thus making this concern essentially moot. A plan for re-evaluation with laboratory tests and OFCs should be discussed depending on the usual natural course for the food in question and patient-specific determinants such as age and other food allergies. Review of food avoidance measures is also helpful, and a re-evaluation of any nutritional impact that avoidance may have engendered should be undertaken.

Patients who have passed a challenge often need additional counseling about how to introduce or reintroduce the food. In some cases, a remaining fear could result in continued avoidance. There may also be concerns about re-developing the food allergy, a situation that is quite rare. Patients with
remaining food allergies must be cautioned specifically about any increased risk of exposure to an allergen that is commonly associated with the food that they are now able to ingest. For example, a patient with milk and egg allergy who passes an OFC to wheat must be warned to carefully check wheat products, now new to the patient, that may often also contain milk and egg. When there are no remaining food allergies, patients may be loath to discontinue carrying epinephrine, and this should be discussed as well with consideration for a period of continued availability to reduce stress.

**Summary**

Elimination diets are used as treatment of a known food allergy or for diagnosis to provide presumptive evidence of causality. OFCs provide a definitive means to determine whether a food is causal of symptoms. The safety of the procedure is ensured by careful gradual dosing, close monitoring, promptly discontinuing administration and providing treatment in the event of symptoms, and providing continued monitoring and therapy as indicated until symptoms resolve. The DBPCFC is considered the “gold standard” for diagnosing a food allergy.
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**Introduction**

Over the last three decades our understanding of adverse food reactions, known to have or likely to have an immunologic basis, has expanded significantly [1–4]. This has occurred as the incidence and prevalence of these conditions has also increased significantly [4–8]. The goal of this chapter is to present an overview of the approach to the evaluation and management of these conditions based on evidence acquired through basic and clinical studies into these illnesses. Immediate hypersensitivity, IgE-mediated conditions are understood the best at this time, from both a basic science and clinical point of view. As their frequency and perhaps severity have increased, our understanding of how to diagnose and manage them has improved as well to the point that a cogent approach may be recommended. By contrast the non-immediate, non-IgE-mediated group of conditions continues to present a challenge from both a diagnostic and a management standpoint (Fig. 24.1).

In understanding patients with complaints of adverse reactions to food that may have an immune basis, one may approach the evaluation by considering the group of symptoms and trying to categorize them, or by thinking in terms of possible immunologic mechanisms, or by a combination of these approaches [3,4,9]. The combination approach is advocated in this discussion. Once a likely diagnosis is established, it is important to be able to communicate this to the patient/parents and to design a plan for ongoing care, education, and periodic re-evaluation. For those conditions that are less well defined, it is crucial to help families understand that the search for understanding of the condition is continuous and may be more of a process than a single interaction.

At this time there is also some controversy about definitions of the various categories of adverse food reactions. Therefore it is crucially important that authors define their terms carefully and completely. For this discussion the various conditions will be divided, as noted above, into IgE-mediated and non-IgE-mediated conditions with an additional discussion of those that seem to be overlap conditions with multiple immune mechanisms [3,4,10–12].

An important goal of this discussion is to outline an approach to patients with a history of adverse food reactions that can be applied in a timely and practical manner. It is important to be able to acquire a thorough and detailed history as concisely as possible and then to design an approach to each individual’s problem. Once the diagnosis is made and the problem categorized, then an ongoing care plan may be designed. This involves the very important components of education concerning the relationship between a food and symptoms, and a plan for continuing education as well as longitudinal re-evaluation.
The immunologic spectrum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IgE-MEDIATED</th>
<th>NON-IgE-MEDIATED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pollen food allergy</td>
<td>Protein-induced enterocolitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syndrome/oral allergy syndrome</td>
<td>Protein-induced enteropathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
<td>Eosinophilic proctitis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urticaria</td>
<td>Dermatitis herpetiformis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophilic esophagitis</td>
<td>Celiac disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophilic gastritis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
being mentioned in the absence of direct questioning. During the evaluation of this condition it is crucial to distinguish between true local non-life-threatening reactions and those that are potentially fatal [19].

Another omission is in the care of a long-standing patient who develops a new food allergy (a reaction to shellfish in an adult), and this is not mentioned unless the interim historical questions are directly concerned with food allergy. Sometimes these particular sets of facts are mentioned in passing as the patient is leaving the visit or to the nurse at some point in the appointment. This requires a pause while appropriate questions are asked and answers sought because some of these new “allergies” are life threatening and need full investigation, protective education, and a prescription of epinephrine [20].

The physical examination seeks stigmata of IgE-mediated reactions. Unless the examination occurs in immediate proximity to the reaction, there may be no significant findings. If urticaria is present, the duration should be queried. Urticaria persisting for several days to weeks makes IgE-mediated reaction less likely unless there is a food in the diet that is being consumed daily [21]. Extensive atopic dermatitis may indicate an allergy to a food in the diet that has not been identified and exclud ed.

Respiratory signs including chronic rhinorrhea, cough, wheezing, and chronic ear changes (serous otitis media, eustachian tube dysfunction) are often attributed to food allergy, but isolated respiratory symptoms, without GI or cutaneous symptoms, are unlikely to be due to food allergy, especially in children. (The issue of chronic rhinitis/congestion in adults remains an anecdotal observation that has been frequently reported but has not been confirmed by blinded food challenges.)

Testing for IgE-mediated food allergy has advanced significantly over the last three decades [3,4]. It is possible to use the history combined with skin testing for many foods and in vitro serum antibody measurements to refine the diagnosis and decrease the number of food challenges that may be required.

Skin testing for food allergy is best performed using the prick skin test and commercially available extracts for a number of foods. While it is still true that more highly standardized food allergen extracts need to be developed, those that are available may be quite useful. It remains the job of the practitioner to be certain that the extracts that are being used are “verified.” This means that one has demonstrated that the material specified on the label actually detects antibody in sensitized subjects. It is not unheard of for a commercial extract to contain no detectable allergenic protein. It is also true that for most fruit and vegetable extracts, the commercial material may not be very potent because many of the allergenic proteins in these foods are unstable and breakdown during preparation. For these foods it is more useful to use the “prick and prick” method employing fresh foods and vegetables [22]. However, it must be remembered that a negative skin test with a fresh fruit or vegetable may have a low predictive accuracy while a positive result may be more useful.

At this time there are a number of very useful studies of skin testing (see Chapter 21), especially in young children that predict the likelihood of a clinically significant reaction upon challenge, thus obviating the need for the challenge. In children the foods that have been best studied, with predictable results, are egg white, cow’s milk, peanut, and many of the tree nuts, although additional studies of the tree nuts would be welcomed [23–28]. Another point to keep in mind is the fact that the negative predictive accuracy of the commonly used food skin tests is greater in older subjects and lower in younger ones. By contrast, the positive predictive accuracy for selected foods may be higher in younger subjects and lower in older individuals.

For some of the most commonly incriminated foods, the skin test sensitivity and specificity are not very good, with wheat being perhaps the most notable example. There are also some useful studies for a limited list of foods in adults [29,30].

Advances in the use of in vitro testing have also been quite significant especially for the major food allergens (see Chapter 20). The development of “decision points” and predictive curves has been extremely helpful to the practitioner [29,30–39]. Skill in applying these values allows the prediction of a positive food challenge and will decrease the number of food challenges that may be needed in the clinical setting. Serial measurements over time have shown that for some foods in some individuals, the decrease in the measured level will predict when the food allergy is “outgrown” and when it is likely that the challenge will be negative. Comments regarding skin testing may also be applied to in vitro testing. The foods for which the most useful information is available are egg white, cow’s milk, and peanut. Data for tree nut “cut-off” values is accumulating and further studies for both tree nuts and other foods should be forthcoming and helpful. As with skin testing, in vitro serum antibody measurements for wheat and for soy have not proven to have the hope for predictive accuracies. As with skin test studies, very little data exist on adults (Table 24.2).

Table 24.2 Practical use of testing: in vivo/in vitro

| **Choose the tests that fit the history instead of using panels or lists.** |
| **Use skin tests first in most situations.** |
| **Use in vitro tests especially in situations where there is data to give predictive information on the likelihood of a reaction during challenge. This should increase the number of negative challenges.** |
| **Use the data from both tests to decide on performance of a challenge.** |
| **Always use the historical details and the context to interpret the results of testing.** |
The details of food challenges have been reviewed in Chapter 23. How do food challenges fit into the current scheme of the evaluation for IgE-mediated food allergy and what is their future? Food challenges became the “gold standard” for the confirmation or refutation of true adverse reactions to food beginning with Charles May’s publication in 1976 [40]. The procedure has evolved over the last 30 years, especially as it may be applied in the clinical setting, be it a private office or hospital clinic [39–51]. The techniques used for research purposes may be modified for use in daily practice where open challenges are often utilized to demonstrate that certain foods are not currently causing symptoms (see Algorithm 1 for IgE-mediated reactions). The process begins with the elimination diet that is used to determine whether the symptoms that have been reported will resolve with the removal of one or more foods from the diet. The elimination diet may be as simple as the removal of a single food or as complex as the provision of a “few food diet” that is maintained for several days to about 2 weeks. If the symptoms resolve, then either food challenges performed with the food or foods incriminated, or if a very limited diet is being used, a normal diet may be restarted to see if the symptoms return (this approach is not used when evaluating histories of anaphylaxis).

Oral food challenges may be performed openly, single blindly, or double blindly with placebo control. The particular technique depends on the history that is to be reproduced, the degree of subjectivity of the complaint, the goals

Algorithm 1  Algorithm for diagnosis of IgE-mediated reaction: History – identify potential foods.

*Up to 2 weeks for IgE mediated.
of the patient, and the ability of the observers (including
the patient/parents) to be objective. When challenge demon-
strates that the food is tolerated it is added to the diet to
be consumed in usual portions prepared by all the custom-
ary means. Once the food is in the diet, there must be some
follow-up to be certain that the food is in fact tolerated over
the long term. It has recently been recommended that neg-
ative peanut challenges (and probably nut challenges as well)
be followed by regular consumption of the food to decrease
the possible risk of redeveloping clinical reactivity [52]. This
does not appear to be a risk for any of the other common (or
uncommon) food culprits, especially egg, milk, and wheat.

When food challenges are positive, then one must con-
sider whether the observations and reports of symptoms
and signs are accurate. The more objective the symptoms
and signs, the less likely that patient/parent/observer bias
enters into the situation. However if the reported reaction
is subjective (headache, abdominal pain, nausea without
vomiting, oral pruritus, throat symptoms, or joint com-
plaints), then a regular plan of follow-up and re-challenge
must be arranged. All of the subsequent challenges of sub-
jective symptoms should be arranged to be blinded.

Continuing evaluation and management

Once it has been determined that one or more foods should
be eliminated from the diet, the practitioner in conjunction
with the patient/family must outline a plan for ongoing
care. This may be as simple as recommending a return for
retesting in a year or a plan for more regular visits and chal-
lenges at regular intervals. The intervals are determined by
the history, the most recent reaction, the results of in vivo
and in vitro testing, and the family’s wishes. It is a good idea
to encourage the family to maintain a log of any reactions
with as many details as possible so that these events may
be used to modify the ongoing care plan. Suggested details
in the log should include a brief description of the symptoms,
the food consumed, the quantity consumed if it is known,
the circumstances of preparation or accidental ingestion
(milk poured into a milk allergic child’s cup or drinking
from the wrong cup), the treatment if any, and the dura-
tion of the symptoms.

Treatment of IgE-mediated immediate
food reactions

When avoidance measures fail, the reactions usually
involve the symptoms outlined above and in previous
chapters, and the treatment is relatively straightforward
with a number of caveats. For mild symptoms (skin, mild
abdominal pain, nausea) no treatment may be necessary
or perhaps oral antihistamines could be used to improve
patient comfort. For more severe symptoms, especially
anything threatening the airway or cardiovascular system,
epinephrine should be administered by injection and the
Emergency Medical System (appropriate to the location)
should be activated. The caveats involve issues of when to
use antihistamines or epinephrine. There is no universal
agreement on this subject, and even among nations there
are differences of opinion among the medical communities.
Two recent meetings of physicians from many nations have
attempted to formulate some testable questions to address
these issues [53,54]. For example, should epinephrine be
given at the first sign of a reaction in a patient known to
have ingested an allergen that has produced mild symptoms
previously or systemic symptoms previously? Many prac-
titioners would say maybe to the former and definitely to
the latter. Some families would prefer to delay the admin-
istration of epinephrine and others would prefer to inject
it promptly. These are issues that, while not having simple,
universally agreed upon answers, need to be individualized
for each patient with the problem. Eventually it is hoped
that research will yield more concrete recommendations
based on controlled observations; however, the chance of
ever designing a true controlled trial of these difficult prob-
lems is unlikely for ethical reasons. Nevertheless, protocols
that may serve as guidelines are likely to be forthcoming.
Meanwhile clinicians can develop their own written plans
that may be modified in each situation [55–64].

Education

As has been pointed out elsewhere, avoidance with proper
education is the only currently recommended means of “treating” IgE-mediated food allergy. (There are new
treatments on the horizon that we may hope will soon
be available; see Chapter 47.) It must be made clear to
patients/families that this is an ongoing process and not
a single event (see Chapter 36). Once the diagnosis has
been made and presented to families, there are a number
of different reactions ranging from acceptance with many
questions to denial and unwillingness to take the results
seriously. In any case, there is a great deal of helpful infor-
mation that must be presented in an efficient manner at
the time of the initial diagnosis. Usually numerous ques-
tions are raised and will be raised over the ensuing weeks
to months. Arrangements must be made to address these
concerns in an ongoing manner. For these purposes there
are excellent materials available especially from the Food
Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network (www.foodallergy.org)
[65,66].

Case examples

A few illustrative examples may be helpful. Case #1: A
2-year-old boy is brought to the allergist with moderate
atopic dermatitis that has been difficult to control at times,
but overall it seems to be slowly improving with consistent
skin care measures. The mother is anxious for the problem to resolve completely and is resistant to using topical prescription medications. She has modified the child’s diet both while nursing (up to 8 months of age when he was weaned) and since weaning by limiting his milk intake, but not using a dairy product-free diet. The child is also avoiding whole eggs but eats egg-containing foods. The skin tests detect antibody to egg with a 5 mm wheal and to milk with a 3 mm wheal. The histamine skin test is 3 mm and the negative control is negative. Skin testing for peanut, wheat, and soy do not detect antibody. The serum antibody level to milk is 5 kU/l and to egg it is 1.5 kU/l. A diet completely free of dairy and egg results in easier to manage atopic dermatitis but not complete resolution. Open food challenges are performed in the physician’s office. The milk challenge is negative and dairy is introduced into the child’s diet with no change in the eczema control. The egg challenge results in a few small hives on the child’s face with a prompt increase in irritability and pruritus over the subsequent few hours. By late in the day there is an increase in erythema and papular dermatitis in the flexural areas where the child usually has atopic dermatitis lesions. While this example is fairly straightforward, it does make some important points. Food elimination diets rarely eliminate eczematous lesions completely. While it could be argued that this child should have a more complete elimination diet, parents are often content to find that simple measures lead to improvement and easier management. As is often the case, antibodies are detected by both skin testing and in vitro measurement, but are not always predictive of a reaction. In this situation, there appears to be asymptomatic sensitization to milk and symptomatic sensitization to egg. In the end, only the challenge makes the situation clear. However, the ongoing evaluation and management is quite important and it was suggested that the egg-allergy status be re-evaluated in 6 months.

Case #2: A 28-year-old woman presents with concerns about reactions to tree nuts. She knows that she can eat peanuts and is certain that almond, walnut, and pecan can be ingested without a problem, although she has tended to minimize her nut consumption. Her last identifiable reaction occurred when she was eating nuts in the shell that she and her husband were cracking and eating. She is certain that hazelnuts, Brazil nuts, and almonds were in the bowl. The symptoms that developed were itching in the mouth and a feeling that her tongue and lips were swelling slightly. There may have been some difficulty swallowing but no problem breathing. There were no GI symptoms, no urticaria, and no definite respiratory symptoms. She is about to spend a month in Europe and would like the list narrowed as much as possible. She is very concerned about reacting to hazelnuts. Her skin tests detected antibody to walnut, almond, hazelnut, and Brazil nut, each being 3 mm. There was no detectable antibody to cashew, pecan, and pistachio. The histamine skin test was 3 mm and the negative control was negative. Serum antibody levels were below the level of detection for all of the nuts. Challenges were performed openly and were negative to all but the Brazil nut, which reproduced the symptoms that she described. She was instructed to eat various tree nuts, except Brazil nuts, regularly before her trip, to carry self-injectable epinephrine on the trip, and to learn the words for each of the tree nuts in the languages of the countries to which she was traveling. As in the case of the 2-year-old boy above, the only definitive way to achieve her stated goals was with food challenges, but the in vivo and in vitro data allowed the challenges to be arranged with a feeling that they would be safe and useful. Some might argue that a completely different approach should be used, namely to have her avoid all tree nuts all the time. While this may be the correct advice in some situations and when the culprit is more commonly found in the diet and therefore more difficult to avoid, in this situation, the approach was guided by the patient’s goals and wishes which were accomplished.

Non-IgE-mediated conditions

The main non-IgE-mediated food reactions that have data to support an immunologic basis occur in the GI tract and in the skin. Whether non-IgE-mediated immune reactions in the respiratory system are due to food remains the subject or research. Similarly neurologic symptoms due to immune reactions to food are likely to be the subject of future research as our ability to study the physiology of the central nervous system advances.

The non-IgE-mediated reactions involving the GI tract begin at the mouth and end in the colon. Some of them may actually be a spectrum that might involve IgE as well as being primarily a non-IgE-mediated condition (see next section). Involvement of the small intestine involves several conditions that may be overlapping. Cow’s milk-protein enteropathy, soy-protein enteropathy, and probably other less well-defined food culprits produce changes in the intestinal mucosa that share a number of characteristic with celiac disease (gluten-sensitive enteropathy). The prototypic condition, celiac disease, results in an extreme alteration of the intestine with total villous atrophy in contrast to the more patchy lesions and less severe villous alterations in the other protein enteropathies. These conditions are usually found in young children and unlike celiac disease are almost always outgrown [67]. However, there are sporadic case reports of older children and adults whose condition does not remit. In young children, the usual presentation of these conditions occurs in the first few months of life and include protracted diarrhea (sometimes with steatorrhea) and failure to thrive [68]. One factor that may delay diagnosis is the finding that exclusively breast-fed children may have these conditions due to the proteins in their mother’s diet crossing
her intestinal barrier and then being excreted into her breast milk. (This is also true for IgE-mediated GI symptoms.) The proteins are intact enough from the mother’s mouth to the infant’s gut to trigger the pathologic changes.

Infantile cow’s milk-induced colitis appears in the first few weeks to months of life and is characterized by visible blood in the stools (see Chapter 16). Removal of cow’s milk from the infants diet (including the lactation diet if the mother is nursing) results in prompt resolution of the symptoms. In the earlier stages of this illness, when it is usually diagnosed by the primary care practitioner, there are rarely any other signs or symptoms. At this time the immune mechanism remains poorly defined.

A more severe condition is food-protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome (FPIES) in which the small and large intestines are involved (see Chapter 17). These infants may present when they are quite ill. They often have protracted vomiting and diarrhea with irritability and diarrhea that is severe enough to result in dehydration and require fluid resuscitation. They often present having had multiple episodes. While cow’s milk and soy proteins are the most frequent cause of this condition, it is clear that other proteins including those in unsuspected solid foods may be responsible for this condition (e.g. rice, barley, beef, peanut). A high index of suspicion, familiarity with the syndrome, and careful questioning will often lead to the diagnosis. This is the one condition in which it seems mandatory to undertake food challenges in the hospital with resuscitation equipment available. It is often recommended that food challenges be performed in these children with and indwelling catheter, since volume expansion is the mainstay of therapy [69–73].

As pointed out in several earlier chapters, the diagnosis of these conditions is likely to require a gastroenterologist for evaluation, endoscopy, and biopsy (optimal) to define the exact condition. Food challenges to confirm the exact foods require great care, especially with FPIES, and meticulous precautions. It is important to discourage families from reintroducing foods into the child’s diet outside a medical setting. Close longitudinal care, often using a team approach, will ensure an optimal outcome for these youngsters whose condition usually resolves with time (see Algorithm 2 for non-IgE-mediated conditions).

Dermatitis herpetiformis is a skin condition that accompanies celiac disease in some individuals. It may be confused with and treated as atopic dermatitis, but when the GI condition is discovered and the diet altered, the skin lesions typically resolve. There are a small group of young children who have been reported to have pulmonary hemosiderosis in association with the consumption of cow’s milk, a condition termed

```
Suspect non-IgE-mediated reaction and obtain thorough history

Endoscopy, biopsy, and/or laboratory studies (may include in vivo, in vitro tests)

Elimination diet (generic, chosen based upon test results)

Symptoms persist
  Look for other causes

Symptoms improve

Open challenge under supervision

Observe for a minimum of 4 hours

Positive
  Restrict food

Negative
  Continue feeding unless subsequent reaction

Symptoms recur
  Restrict food

No symptoms
  Return to diet
```

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for diagnosis of non-IgE-mediated immediate food hypersensitivity reactions.
Heiner’s syndrome [74]. Removal of cow’s milk from the diet brings about resolution of the pulmonary hemorrhages and the children begin to thrive. The mechanism of this condition has been thought to involve cell-mediated events, but this has not been proven. The exact pathophysiology, incidence, and natural history of this condition remain to be better defined.

A number of patients have incriminated food proteins in the exacerbation of their arthritis (see Chapter 45) [75]. There is one case of this being documented by blinded food challenge. At this time it seems inadvisable to recommend large numbers of arthritis sufferers removing foods from their diets. Additional studies in this area would be welcomed.

**Combined or mixed conditions**

The allergic eosinophilic conditions are illnesses that seem to be increasing in incidence and prevalence. Recent work has shed some light on the mechanism and genetics of eosinophilic esophagitis [7,8]. The symptoms that should call attention to the possibility of this condition may only be elicited by directed questioning. In older patients, asking about difficulty swallowing, substernal chest discomfort, food becoming lodged in the esophagus requiring visits for urgent care, and early satiety are often present either singly or in combination. As noted in an earlier chapter (see Chapter 16), there is general and growing consensus about the biopsy appearance and number of eosinophils present within the biopsy sample to make a diagnosis of eosinophilic esophagitis. Earlier referral for endoscopy will often decrease the duration of patient suffering [76]. The proper use of diagnostic tests to arrive at a practical food elimination program remains difficult. Prick skin testing and atopy patch testing remain under study as means to more accurately identify food culprits [77–79]. Clinicians must help patients determine just how strict a diet they can tolerate and the recommended duration of the dietary restriction, before embarking on a diet. A recent report in children indicated that a six-food elimination diet will result in marked improvement in the majority of patients [80]. Treatment with medication [81,82] and the provision of an allergen-avoidance diet could be recommended by GI and allergy specialists and individualized for patient preferences. One of the ongoing issues is having an endpoint to follow in order to determine the effectiveness of the diet and medication. While serial biopsies are optimal, it may be difficult to get patients to agree to this program.

Further down the intestine there are also eosinophilic infiltrative conditions in the stomach and intestines that currently seem to be somewhat less common. It is even harder to demonstrate immune reactions to foods for reasons similar to those mentioned above. Food challenges in these patients do not give immediate responses and elimination diets and food reintroduction require meticulous observation over weeks, making the accurate diagnosis difficult.

Atopic dermatitis is another condition in which multiple immunologic mechanisms appear to be involved. The sequence of immune events that are now becoming better defined gives us insight into the extremely complex nature of this condition. It is clear from challenge studies that there are immediate changes in the skin following food allergen ingestion. These initial changes are then followed by a sequence of ongoing cellular events. Studies as outlined in Chapter 10 make it clear that there are many factors contributing to the chronic skin changes seen in these individuals. By extrapolation, one must wonder whether the GI conditions mentioned above will ultimately be found to have a similar process of initiation and then perpetuation. While IgE-mediated skin tests are often helpful in these individuals, the benefit of prolonged elimination diets must be clearly shown to be helpful. It is often useful to remind parents/patients that atopic dermatitis is a complex disease with multiple precipitating factors and that it is uncommon for food elimination to bring about complete resolution of the condition. There are times when skin symptoms seem to wax and wane, and parents may want to attribute this to new food allergies. However, this may be due to a variety of environmental factors or “unknown” factors, but it may be useful for families to maintain a food diary for a short period of time to determine if culprit foods are inadvertently being ingested as components of other foods.

Migraine headaches have been shown in a few patients to be triggered by apparent adverse food reactions (see Chapter 42). These studies seemed to show the relationship with the culprit food and the headache, but the number of patients reported has been small, and no subsequent systematic investigation confirming these observations has been reported [83].

**Longitudinal evaluation, management, and the importance of education (Tables 24.3 and 24.4)**

While we await treatments and a cure for food allergy, the longitudinal evaluation, management, and importance of family and community education cannot be overstated. It is generally acknowledged that there are numerous unreported deaths from food allergy. We certainly know of a number of these and they are almost all preventable tragedies [84–87]. Where are the problems? The current answers suggest that they fall into a few large categories. The ongoing evaluation of children with IgE-mediated food allergy will help determine which problems are going to be present for the long term and which have or are likely to resolve. Even young children with peanut and tree nut allergy experience remission of their allergic reactions in about 20% of cases [88–90].
could have been prevented if the patient had inquired about the identification of food allergen culprit(s) and the ability to educate patients and those around them. Prescribe epinephrine and insist that patients carry it, check periodically that patients are complying. Educate patients about the importance of asking about ingredients, symptom recognition, and discrimination between asthma flares and anaphylaxis. Undertake age-appropriate education of youngsters and use handouts that emphasize particular points. Check the availability of epinephrine to emergency medical services in local areas and urge prompt dispatch of paramedics or EMTs who can carry and administer epinephrine. Improve school personnel education including food preparation and staff training. Be certain that school plans are updated and understood. Educate the public about the potential fatal nature of food allergy and its recognition. Educate the restaurant industry concerning the full and complete disclosure of food ingredients and assisting patrons in identifying ingredients that could cause reactions.

Table 24.3 Education issues

- Educate the medical profession to ask about food allergy, and promptly diagnose it.
- Urge the patients to be evaluated by an allergist with knowledge in the identification of food allergen culprit(s) and the ability to educate patients and those around them.
- Prescribe epinephrine and insist that patients carry it, check periodically that patients are complying.
- Educate patients about the diagnosis, the importance of asking about ingredients, symptom recognition, and discrimination between asthma flares and anaphylaxis.
- Undertake age-appropriate education of youngsters and use handouts that emphasize particular points.
- Check the availability of epinephrine to emergency medical services in local areas and urge prompt dispatch of paramedics or EMTs who can carry and administer epinephrine.
- Improve school personnel education including food preparation and staff training. Be certain that school plans are updated and understood.
- Educate the public about the potential fatal nature of food allergy and its recognition.
- Educate the restaurant industry concerning the full and complete disclosure of food ingredients and assisting patrons in identifying ingredients that could cause reactions.

Table 24.4 Practical approach to continuing evaluation

- Meet with patients regularly to review the history of accident ingestions and symptoms that may have occurred.
- Determine if repeated *in vivo*/*in vitro* testing is indicated.
- Use history and testing results to design and perform appropriate food challenges.
- Review educational and research information and long-term expectations.
- Help patients interpret information obtained from public sources.

Continuing research is seeking to determine the recurrence rate for these particular problems. The natural history of milk and egg allergy is much more encouraging since most children (i.e. about 80%) lose their clinical reactivity. The situation in older children and adults with food allergy that will not remit requires a different approach. These patients need regular contact with a physician to reinforce the serious nature of some IgE-mediated food allergies (peanut, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish most commonly). The annual review of checklists and handouts that include updates on the latest research will offer patients both education and hope for resolution of the problem. This review will reinforce the important specifics of avoidance, the availability of emergency medication, and the assistance and crucial importance of educating people around them (e.g. baby-sitters, teachers, coaches, friends). A number of the documented fatalities could have been prevented if the patient had inquired about a meal’s ingredients, but just as importantly, they could have been prevented if the people around them were watchful and protective. Fear of embarrassment often leads adolescents and young adults to hide their severe food allergy problems. Better education of the community about these conditions is an ongoing and important issue. Fortunately progress is being made in schools, restaurants, camps, and other public places. Unfortunately, interpersonal education continues to be inadequate and we need programs to improve this situation (one important program is the FAAN PAL program). Specific tools for patients and for the use of physicians are available and their dissemination is a continuing goal.

With respect to the non-IgE-mediated food reactions, the problems of ongoing care and management are somewhat different. While these conditions are very unlikely to be fatal, they can be extremely debilitating. Helping patients identify effective diets and then sustaining them for prolonged periods is particularly difficult and requires regular contact. The reward is that the patient begins to feel better. Fortunately there are support organizations for these conditions. American Partnership for Eosinophilic Disorders: www.apfed.org; Celiac Sprue Association: www.csaceliacs.org.

In conclusion, IgE-mediated and non-IgE-mediated conditions represent a spectrum of illness for which the molecular biology is being unraveled. Our diagnostic tools have improved, our ability to be helpful has increased, and the prospect for treatments and ultimately prevention look bright.
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CHAPTER 25

Hidden and Cross-Reacting Food Allergens

Scott H. Sicherer

Introduction

The physician is often challenged by the patient who experiences reactions to multiple foods that are sometimes phylogenetically related and sometimes apparently unrelated. The two topics discussed in this chapter, hidden and cross-reacting food allergens, are ones that may lead to a conclusion of multiple food allergies. Table 25.1 lists several of the considerations for evaluating multiple food hypersensitivity. For the two general categories presented here, hidden food allergens may lead to the false assumption of multiple food hypersensitivities, because one or more previously identified food allergens are responsible for reactions to seemingly diverse food products through exposure in an unexpected manner. On the other hand, cross-reactivity may account for reactions to a variety of related foods of plant or animal origin based on immune reactions toward homologous proteins shared among them. Topics concerning the specific food proteins that frequently account for cross-reactions, oral allergy syndrome, and diagnostic methods and management of food allergy will not be emphasized here; rather, this chapter will introduce concepts and provide information to enhance the evaluation of patients with possible multiple food allergies, in regard to hidden and cross-reacting food allergens.

Hidden food allergens

For the purpose of this chapter, the term “hidden food allergens” will refer to a variety of unexpected ways in which an individual may be exposed to food allergens [1–3]. Of course, a “hidden” food allergen may only be unknown to the consumer, not necessarily to a manufacturer or chef who provided the food. The use of peanut flour to thicken and provide unique flavor to tomato sauce or chili is one such example that underscores the importance of maintaining a clear line of communication when an allergic individual is depending on food provided from a restaurant or other commercial source without ingredient labels. Food proteins can also turn up in many unexpected ways. For example, a teacher may use egg white to make finger paints smoother or wheat may be an ingredient in modeling clay. Table 25.2 lists the ways in which exposure may occur within the context of hidden food allergens.

Commercial food products: manufacturing and labeling issues

Consumers with a known food allergy depend on accurate food label ingredient lists to determine the safety of their food. Their safety is predicated both on the accuracy of the
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Table 25.1 Considerations when evaluating patients with apparent MFA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True reactions to multiple food types</td>
<td>True allergic reactions to multiple, diverse food allergens. Usually in highly atopic patients</td>
<td>Reactions to egg, milk, wheat, and soy in one child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intolerance</td>
<td>Non-immune-mediated conditions causing adverse reactions when various foods are ingested</td>
<td>Intolerance of fat resulting in gastrointestinal upset to fatty meats; lactase deficiency resulting in symptoms from milk; fructose/sorbitol intolerance resulting in “acidic” diarrhea from multiple fruits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-reactivity</td>
<td>Homologous proteins among foods and between foods and environmental allergens</td>
<td>Pollen-allergy syndrome, latex–fruit syndrome, panallergens in related foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False assumption of multiple food allergy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple positive prick skin tests/RAST</td>
<td>Multiple tests for IgE antibody are positive and reactions are assumed to be related without further evaluation (history, oral challenge)</td>
<td>Atopic individual inappropriately tested to a wide battery of allergens has numerous positive tests and told to avoid all of the foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden ingredients</td>
<td>Reactions to apparently diverse products because of exposure to a hidden/unexpected source of one or a few previously identified allergens</td>
<td>Milk-allergic child reacts to soy desserts and canned tuna because they contain casein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unproven tests</td>
<td>Use of unproven/experimental tests that identify multiple problematic foods for potentially vague symptoms</td>
<td>IgG antibody tests identify 43 foods purported to cause weakness in an elderly patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological</td>
<td>Previous food-allergy-related traumatic event generalizes to increasing numbers of reactions that are based on psychological triggers</td>
<td>A severe peanut-allergic patient develops paleness and syncope when exposed to products that she thought contained peanut, but did not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misperception</td>
<td>Chronic complaints attributed to adverse reactions to a variety of foods without a pathophysiological explanation</td>
<td>Patient with perception that his headaches are triggered by orange foods (carrot, sweet potato, squash, orange soda)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MFA, multiple food allergies.

Table 25.2 Modes of exposure to hidden/unexpected food allergens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of exposure</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hidden ingredient in manufactured product</td>
<td>Undeclared ingredient, contaminant, ambiguous label, non-standard terminology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-food item</td>
<td>Pet food, shampoo, ointment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications</td>
<td>Egg, soy, and milk (often in clinically irrelevant concentrations) in a variety of medications (carriers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-contact</td>
<td>Shared equipment in restaurant/bakery causes contamination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-food allergen found in food</td>
<td>Dust mite contamination of grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unexpected exposure route</td>
<td>Skin contact from residual food on table/chair, inhalation of fumes during cooking, exchange of saliva (kissing, shared straws, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MFA, multiple food allergies.

label and their ability to decipher the statements on the label. Errors on both fronts can occur. Sometimes mistakes are apparent from simple misunderstandings: egg substitutes may catch the eye of an egg-allergic consumer who may assume the product is egg-free and not realize that egg is clearly labeled as an ingredient. In other cases, the consumer simply cannot trust the label since ingredient labels may not accurately reflect the presence of allergens. In January 2001, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reported an investigation of 85 selected food companies in Minnesota and Wisconsin [4]. The investigation was, in part, in response to a significant increase in the number of recalls of products for undeclared allergens. The firms investigated were small, medium, and large bakeries; candy manufacturers; and ice cream manufacturers and they were reviewed for their approach to food allergens. Assays were conducted to determine the presence of peanut and egg in finished products. They found that 25% of products contained undeclared allergenic ingredients, often from cross-contamination, and 47% of the firms did not check their products to ensure that the labels were accurate. The medical literature contains reports of clinical reactions to foods with allergen contamination not declared on the ingredient label for several allergens including egg, milk, and peanut [2,5–8]. The potential for minor ingredients to cause severe reactions has been recognized for decades [3,9].
Governmental oversight of manufactured products varies worldwide [10–12]. In the United States, regulations pertaining to the declaration of food ingredients and the impact on the declaration of allergens are evolving. Until January 2006, allergens may have been referred to with scientific names such as “casein” or with ambiguous terms such as “natural flavor.” Several studies have described allergic reactions and confusion ascribed to these labeling practices [13,14]. The recognized deficiencies in manufacturing and labeling in the United States came under scrutiny by a variety of professional, public, governmental, and lay organizations with a variety of suggestions for improvements, resulting in new labeling laws. Labeling laws changed in the United States as the Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act of 2004 came into effect in January 2006. The law requires that the eight major allergens or allergenic food groups – milk, egg, fish, shellfish, tree nuts, wheat, peanut, and soy – must be declared on ingredient labels using plain English words. The law requires that the specific type of allergen, in regard to grouped allergens such as nuts, fish, or shellfish, be named. The law still allows terms such as “natural flavor” or “whey” on labels, but plain English must additionally disclose a major allergen. While the law includes the listed eight major allergens/allergenic food groups, additional allergens, for example garlic, sesame, poppy, etc., may not be disclosed clearly. For example, the word “spice” may be used for these allergens. Of note, some countries include sesame as a major allergen that must be disclosed. The US law applies to all types of packaged foods except for meat, egg, and poultry products, and raw agricultural foods such as fruits and vegetables in their natural state. The plain English words used to identify the foods may be placed within the ingredient list or as a separate statement “contains.” In regard to soy, terms such as soybean, soy, and soya are considered interchangeable.

The FALCPA legislation has not defined a safe “threshold” of included allergen and several food ingredients may now be included on labels that did not previously disclose them. Processing aids such as soy lecithin, a fatty derivative of soy oil which may contain minute quantities of soy protein, may now be disclosed. The law acknowledges that certain forms of highly processed oils may not contain any appreciable protein, for example, soy oil. The law which is likely to be revised by petition and updates is available from the Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, a branch of the FDA (www.cfsan.fda.gov). Studies on consumer interpretation of labels and actions based on the wording used on labels indicate that the law should result in reduced allergic reactions, but will also likely result in avoidance of foods that were safely consumed before labeling was required for potential trace protein contamination [15]. In some cases where ambiguous terms remain, a manufacturer may need to be called by a consumer to clarify ingredients.

Provisionary cautions used on labels, such as “may contain,” are not regulated by the FALCPA legislation. These statements have been used by companies when a particular allergen is not an ingredient of the food, but that allergen may contact or become a part of the food despite good manufacturing processes. Labeling for the possibility of allergen contact is voluntary, and various terms are used at the discretion of the manufacturer such as “processed on shared equipment with...,” “manufactured in a facility that processes...” and many others. The risk is impossible to determine for the consumer. In practical terms, food-allergic individuals, specifically teenagers and young adults, are increasingly ignoring these precautionary warnings; in a study of 174 adolescent subjects, 42% were willing to eat foods labeled “may contain” an allergen [16]. The degree of risk may vary by the product/manufacturer and the degree and frequency of reactions among persons with allergies who are not heeding these warnings is unknown.

**Cross-contact**

Cross-contact (cross-contamination) is an issue that is relevant in and out of commercial manufacturing. Small quantities of allergens can trigger reactions, including amounts that may be carried over in various ways from an “unsafe” food to one that is purportedly free of the allergen. Simple examples of this problem abound. In the home setting, a knife used to spread peanut butter could next contact and contaminate jelly. In restaurants, shared grills, pans, food processors, and other equipment used without thorough cleaning between preparations may be a source of cross-contact. Bakeries pose similar problems as shared bowls, mixing equipment, and pans may allow for cross-contact. In ice cream shops, dipping scoops from one flavor to the next can cross-contaminate otherwise safe flavors. In the school setting, cross-contact has been identified as a possible source of inadvertent exposures to peanut and tree nut through shared utensils and cross-contact of foods [17]. A problematic issue of cross-contact, combined with false assumptions by consumers is demonstrated by “pareve” labeled products [2]. Pareve is a religious term meaning non-dairy and does not ensure absence of milk proteins. These products are often sought out by unknowing milk-allergic consumers and consequently reactions are described to products with this label due to cross-contamination by cow’s milk.

Restaurant meals also pose challenges for those with food allergies. The author and colleagues evaluated allergic reactions in peanut- and tree-nut-allergic subjects that were associated with restaurants and food from establishments such as bakeries and ice cream shops [18]. Of 5149 voluntary registrants in the US National Peanut and Tree Nut Allergy Registry, 13.7% indicated that they had experienced a reaction in these types of establishments. A review of 156 episodes among 129 randomly selected registrants revealed that 39% of reactions were due to peanut.
or tree nut hidden in the food and not overtly identifiable to
the patron (e.g. in sauces, dressing, egg rolls). In 22% of cases,
cross-contact was involved primarily due to the use of shared
cooking/serving supplies. There were particular problems
regarding cross-contact in desserts, Asian cooking, and buffets.

The lessons learned from the study of reactions in re-

erants and food establishments highlight several impor-
tant issues concerning allergen exposure in these settings
and others. Ideally, procedures would be in place to man-
age food-allergic patrons. Personnel would receive training
about food allergy, the potential for trace protein contami-
nation to trigger reactions, a variety of methods to avoid
cross-contamination and how to activate emergency assist-
ance in the event of a reaction. A clear line of communica-
tion among the patron, server, and those preparing the
foods must be established and maintained. Menu items
should include a description of the ingredients in the food.
In addition, the restaurant personnel would be advised
about the potential for cross-contamination (shared fryers/
blenders/utensils/mixers/pans/grills, contamination by gar-
nishing bars, hands, and gloves) and methods to avoid this
problem (use freshly cleaned, separate equipment, change
gloves). For prevention of reactions due to cross-contact to
be efficacious in any setting, education of the allergic indi-
vidual about these issues is paramount.

**Unexpected sources of food proteins in non-food items and in medications**

Allergenic food proteins may be components of a variety of
items not meant for ingestion by humans. Pet foods may
contain a variety of classically allergenic food proteins such
as milk, peanut, soy, and seafood. Inadvertent ingestion by
young children must be considered when these foods are
left on the floor for household pets with curious allergic
youngsters in the vicinity. A number of hair-care products
and topical skin-care products contain food proteins (e.g.
almond, soy). Reactions to these products applied topically
are usually not severe.

Patients with food allergies and their physicians must
always consider that a drug (or vaccine) reaction may be
induced by a food ingredient in the drug. Well-known
examples of this phenomenon include egg protein [19,20] in
influenza and yellow fever vaccines and gelatin [21] in a vari-
yety of other vaccines. The measles–mumps–rubella (MMR)
vaccine is no longer considered to contain appreciable egg
protein. It may be administered to egg-allergic persons with-
out increased risk, as indicated in the Red Book 2006 Report
of the Committee on Infectious Diseases of the American
Academy of Pediatrics. A study on influenza vaccine in chil-
dren with egg allergy evaluated the risk using a vaccine with
a known amount of egg protein [20] and suggested a split,
two-dose (one-tenth then nine-tenths) regimen for safety.
Since the amount of egg in the vaccine may vary from lot
to lot, and may be unknown, the two-dose regimen may
not be universally applicable. Allergists may perform skin
testing with the vaccine to better define risks. The Red Book
2006 Report of the committee on Infectious Diseases of
the American Academy of Pediatrics suggests a regimen of
gradual dosing in persons who are deemed to require influ-
enza or yellow fever vaccination despite their anaphylactic
egg allergy. Of note, the nasal influenza vaccine contains a
higher amount of egg protein than the injection and should
not be used in persons with egg allergy. Vaccines that may
include gelatin include some of the diphtheria, tetanus, and
pertussis vaccines; influenza vaccine; Japanese encephali-
tis; mumps; measles, mumps and rubella; typhoid; varicella
(chicken pox) and yellow fever vaccines.

Many other food-related ingredients used in medications
have not been well studied in terms of their allergic potential.
Pharmaceutical-grade lactose is used in many medications
and the clinical relevance of possible residual milk protein
has not been well established. One report identified milk
protein in the lactose used in several dry-powdered inhal-
ers used for asthma [22]. Egg or soy lecithin and soy oil are
found in a variety of medications, but the clinical relevance
to most individuals with these allergies remains unexplored.

**Non-food allergens in foods**

There are case reports of non-food allergen contamination of
foods resulting in allergic reactions. For example, dust mites
may contaminate flour mixtures and cause severe reactions
when ingested by dust-mite-allergic patients [23,24]. This
appears to be a particular problem in tropical climates. The use
of latex gloves by food handlers has resulted in unexpected
reactions when these foods are ingested by latex-allergic
individuals [25,26]. Indeed, latex allergens are detectable on
food products following handling with powdered latex gloves
[27]. Insofar as parasites are not intentionally consumed, it is
worthwhile to note that the nematode *Anisakis simplex* that
infests fish can induce allergic reactions. This appears to be a
problem particularly in Spain and other countries with high
fish consumption and is associated with undercooking [28].

**Non-standard exposure routes to food allergens**

There appear to be exceptional cases where topical exposure
to foods result in systemic reactions [29]. More commonly,
however, topical exposure leads primarily to isolated, local
skin reactions. In such cases, residual food proteins on tables
and chairs may induce rashes. Although not truly hidden
or unexpected, school craft projects using peanut butter
(peanut butter covered pine cone birdfeeders) are com-
monly responsible for reactions despite school’s awareness
about avoiding peanut as an ingestant [17].

Airborne exposure to food allergens is not unexpected in
a variety of industrial food-processing settings (e.g. baker’s
asthma) but is a potential hidden source outside of these
settings. There are several published case reports of acute
allergic reactions to airborne food particles such as string
bean [27], lentil [28], meats [30], and seafood [31] usually during cooking (rapidly boiling milk, frying eggs, steaming soups, sizzling fried seafood, etc). Reactions have been verified in challenge settings [32]. There are also a few reports concerning peanut reactions to inhalation of peanut dust during commercial airline flights [33–35]. In airliners, the hypothesis is that the powdery material from roasted peanuts becomes airborne [36] and can induce reactions in that setting of a closed space when many bags are being opened simultaneously. These reactions are generally isolated to the upper and sometimes lower respiratory tract.

Another source of unintended and unexpected oral exposure is through saliva from an individual who ingested an allergen, for example, through contact during kissing or sharing cups, straws, or utensils. Kissing, in particular passionate kissing, is a common route of exposure. Of 379 allergy patients in the United States with peanut/tree nut/legume or seed allergy, 5.3% reported reactions from kissing [37]. Of 839 food-allergy patients in Denmark (self-reported) who recalled possible kissing, 16% reported a reaction [38]. These two reports also support the notion that the food was usually, but not always, recently ingested and that brushing teeth may not be sufficient for removing the allergen. A study was undertaken to determine the time course of peanut protein (a marker protein Ara h 1) in saliva after a meal of peanut butter and possible methods for cleaning [39]. Detection of Ara h 1 was performed by a monoclonal-based ELISA (detection limit, 15–20 ng/ml). Most (87%) subjects with detectable peanut after a meal had undetectable levels by 1 hour with no interventions. None had detectable levels several hours later following a peanut-free lunch. This result indicates (95% confidence) that 90% would have undetectable Ara h 1 in saliva under these circumstances. Pilot cleaning procedures only led to undetectable levels in 1 in 5 subjects, but the methods with a waiting period reduced salivary Ara h 1 to undetectable in 8 of 10 (wait-brush) and 8 of 9 (wait, gum) subjects. The studies were performed with peanut butter and results may vary with other allergens or forms of peanut. There is one case report [40] of a mild reaction to peanut despite a 2-hour wait, brushing teeth, and chewing gum. Food-allergic reactions from blood transfusion or semen are theoretically possible but highly unlikely.

Cross-reacting food allergens

When an allergic response is established toward a particular protein, presentation of a homologous form of that protein in another substance also may trigger an allergic response (cross-reaction). Hence, true allergic reactions to multiple foods may follow initial sensitization caused by one food. The initial sensitization may occur by the oral or inhaled route. In fact, as discussed in Chapter 7, the appropriate immunological response to ingested proteins is tolerance, and for most individuals food allergies do not occur despite other atopic respiratory illnesses. However, one way that immune tolerance to foods may be bypassed is by initial sensitization that occurs to homologous proteins that contact the respiratory tree (e.g. pollen-allergy syndrome). In this way, IgE antibody toward the respiratory allergen can also induce disease when the homologous protein is ingested. As will be discussed below, the scenario of respiratory sensitization resulting in food allergy may apply to pollens, latex, and insect emanations that are airborne allergens with homologous proteins in foods. In addition to sensitization by the airborne route, typical sensitization to a particular food through the gastrointestinal tract can result in reactions to, usually related, foods containing homologous proteins. Reactions in this setting are typically more severe because they involve proteins that are capable of sensitization by ingestion and these are proteins that are typically more stable to digestion and able to enter the systemic circulation [41]. In some cases, more distantly related foods or environmental allergens contain common (conserved) homologous (pan)allergens. To complicate matters further, however, there may be homologous, allergenically important sequences (epitopes) shared even among more distantly related foods that may trigger reactions in some individuals (e.g. seed storage proteins in peanut, sesame, and tree nuts) [42].

Plant-derived proteins responsible for allergy include various families of pathogenesis-related proteins, protease and α-amylase inhibitors, peroxidases, profilins, seed storage proteins, thiol proteases, and lectins [43,44] while homologous animal proteins include muscle proteins, enzymes, and various serum proteins. Remarkably, typical food allergens derive from just these few, out of thousands, of protein families. Over 70% identity in primary sequence is generally needed for cross-reactivity [45]. The biochemical attributes of these proteins will not be discussed here, but the focus will rather be on the clinical relevance of potential cross-reactivity.

To elicit a clinical response, it is presumed that the causal food protein must maintain the ability to present the epitope in question in an immunologically relevant form. That is, evidence that there is IgE binding to a potentially cross-reactive food protein (sensitization demonstrated by prick skin test or RAST) is not evidence of clinically relevant allergy to the food. In fact, it is quite common to find food-specific IgE antibody by prick skin tests or RASTs to foods related to the one causing the index reaction. For example, using RASTs, Barnett et al. [46] screened sera from 40 peanut-allergic patients against 10 other legumes and demonstrated IgE binding to multiple legumes for 38% of patients. Similarly, Bernhisel-Broadbent and colleagues [47] studied 62 children with allergy to at least one legume and found that 79% had serological evidence of IgE binding to more than one, and 37% bound all six legumes. The scenario is similar for tree nuts [48–50]. In our studies of tree-nut-allergic children [48], 92% of 111 patients with peanut and/or tree
nut allergy had IgE antibody to more than one tree nut. In all of these cases, however, it is much more common to find that the food to which there is cross-sensitization is actually tolerated when ingested [51]. Factors that determine the clinical appearance of allergy in the face of sensitization are complex and relate to the host (immune response, target organ hyperreactivity) and the allergen (liability, digestibility) [41]. Presumably, these factors also bear upon the clinical relevance of potentially cross-reactive foods. The information to follow may be of particular value in deciding on the best approach to diagnose potential allergy to cross-reactive foods (the utility of in vivo and in vitro tests).

### Cross-reactions among specific foods/food families

#### Legumes

Despite the high rate of cross-sensitization to legumes (beans), clinical cross-reactions are uncommon. Peanut and soy represent two of the most highly allergenic legumes that are dietary staples in North America, and yet the rate of clinical cross-reactivity is low. However, Bock and Atkins [52] studied 32 children with peanut allergy confirmed by DBPCFCs and found that 10 (31%) had a positive skin test to soy, but only one (3% of those with peanut allergy) had a clinical reaction to soy. In considering a wider variety of legumes, only 3 (1.8%) of 165 children with atopic dermatitis evaluated with DBPCFCs reacted to more than one legume despite 19% reacting to at least one [53]. Bernhisel-Broadbent and Sampson [47] specifically addressed the issue of legume cross-reactivity by performing open or DBPCFCs in 69 highly atopic children with at least one positive skin test to a legume. Oral challenges to the 5 legumes (peanut, soybean, pea, lima bean, green bean) resulted in 43 reactions in 41 patients (59%). Only 2 of 41 with any one positive challenge reacted to more than one legume (5%).

There are limited data to suggest that particular legumes are more likely than others to trigger reactions and also that the types of beans consumed in various cultures (e.g. lupine used whole or as flour in breads) also impact the rate of cross-reactions [54–57]. For example, 11 of 24 (44%) French children with peanut allergy [56] had positive skin tests to lupine, and of 8 subjects who underwent DBPCFCs (6 children) or labial challenges (2 children) to lupine, 7 reacted. As a probable reflection of cultural and geographical influences on the diet, allergy to lentil is more common than to peanut in Spain [58]. Furthermore, of 22 Spanish children with lentil allergy evaluated for reactions to other legumes [59], 6 had a history of reacting to chick pea, 2 to pea, and 1 to green bean. These findings raise suspicion for multiple legume allergy in those reacting to lentil, lupine, and chick pea, but more studies in a variety of geographic settings utilizing blinded challenges to confirm reactivity are needed to quantify the risks.

In regard to a clinical approach, it is clear that multiple legume allergy is relatively uncommon, but it is common to observe positive skin tests to multiple legumes in an atopic patient with reaction to one. Thus, it is not appropriate to assume that a particular patient has multiple legume allergy; rather, a more definitive evaluation should be undertaken to ensure tolerated beans are available as personal preferences would indicate. Furthermore, tests for specific IgE antibody in this scenario may be helpful primarily when they are negative, because positive tests are common despite clinical tolerance. It must be appreciated that an individual with more than one legume allergy is at higher risk for even more legume reactions and that lentil, lupine, and chick pea may be slightly more likely to be involved in this scenario than others (pea, string bean).

#### Tree nuts

Clinical reactions to tree nuts can be severe [60], potentially fatal, and can occur from a first apparent exposure to a nut in patients allergic to other nuts [61]. Due to the frequency of severe reactions, there are no comprehensive studies on clinical cross-reactivity among tree nuts. Bock and Atkins [52] performed challenges to one or more nuts in 14 children and at least 2 reacted to multiple nuts (as many as 5 types). Ewan [60] reported allergy to multiple tree nuts in over a third of 34 patients evaluated for tree nut allergy. Similarly, our group noted that in 54 children with a tree nut allergy, reactions to more than one nut occurred in 37% [48]. Some nut allergens may be homologous and cause reactions (e.g. in pistachio/cashew [62]) while others may be homologous but rarely elicit clinical cross-reactivity (e.g. proteins in coconut and walnut [63]).

#### Legume/tree nuts/seeds

Co-sensitization to allergenic foods such as peanut, tree nuts, and seeds (sesame, poppy, mustard) is common. In a study of 731 subjects in the United Kingdom, 59% sensitized to peanut were also sensitized to hazelnut and/or Brazil nut [49]. Although clinically significant cross-reacting proteins have not yet been described, it is known that some amino acid sequences (epitopes) are highly homologous among some of the seed storage proteins that constitute the major allergens in these foods [42]. Co-allergy to peanut and tree nut has been reported between 23% and 50% in referral populations of atopic patients [48,60,64,65]. This observation raises the question: Is this high rate of co-reactivity due to homologous proteins or to expected allergies to intrinsically allergic foods among highly atopic patients? The tools are available to answer this important question and the methodical searches are underway. Until more data are available, the clinician must consider the age of the patient, history, and sensitization in considering categorical elimination of these allergenic foods [66]. Reactions to seeds such as sesame, mustard, and poppy are being increasingly
reported [50,67–69], and cross-reactivity with foods (hazel, kiwi, other seeds) and pollens is potentially important.

The full clinical implications of possible cross-reactivity among peanuts, tree nuts, and seeds are not yet established. From a practical perspective, considering the potential severity of the allergy and issues with accurate identification of particular nuts in prepared foods, caution would seem prudent and total elimination of the nut family (perhaps with the exception of previously tolerated nuts eaten in isolation) is often suggested [48,70]. These recommendations are potentially over-restrictive. There is no consensus as to whether seeds should be considered as highly likely to elicit reactions among individuals with peanut/tree nut allergy, but based on the studies thus far, some caution is warranted.

Fish
In a prevalence study in the United States [71], reactions to multiple fish among those with any fish allergy was 67%. Among those with fish allergy (n = 58), 19 reported a reaction to only one type, 5 to 2 types, 13 to 3–9 types and the remainder were uncertain. In serological studies of 10 subjects with codfish allergy, sensitization to salmon was strong while sensitization to halibut, flounder, tuna, and mackerel were lower [72]. To best evaluate clinical cross-reactivity, it would be necessary to perform oral food challenges to multiple types of fish, shellfish, or mollusks in persons allergic to at least one type. The clinical studies concerning fish allergy mirror those of tree nut allergy in that clinical reactions to multiple fish is a common phenomenon, high cross-sensitization rates are even more common, and the allergic reactions tend to be severe [73–75]. A few studies have utilized DBPCFCs challenges to evaluate fish allergy. In 10 US children evaluated with DBPCFCs to 4–6 species of fish, and in whom reactions were confirmed to at least 1 species, 3 reacted to more than one type [73]. Hansen and colleagues [76] evaluated 8 adults with codfish allergy proven by DBPCFCs. Sensitization to plaice, herring, and mackerel was nearly 100% and among patients exposed to each (6, 5, and 6 patients, respectively), all had a history of clinical reactions. In a study of 6 adults from Denmark with a positive DBPCFC to at least one of 3 fish (catfish, codfish, snapper) and challenged to at least 2 types, 4 reacted to more than one species [74]. Several studies that did not utilize DBPCFCs provide additional information that is in agreement with these formal studies. In 61 children with a history of fish allergy exposed to 2–8 species, 34 (56%) reacted to all and 27 (44%) tolerated some types [75]. In a study of 20 codfish-allergic Italian children [77], a high frequency of positive skin tests (from 5% to 100% for each of 9 species tested) was documented. For those who ingested the fish to which antibody was detected, the clinical reaction rate per fish based on history was 25–100% depending on the species. Some fish were more problematic than others in these cod-allergic children. Eel, bass, sole, and tuna most frequently provoked reactions and salmon, sardine, and dogfish were least likely to induce symptoms. Regional exposure patterns are relevant. Pascal and colleagues [78] from Spain evaluated the relevance of cross-reactivity among 6 regionally important species in 79 children with fish allergy where codfish is not a common food. While all subjects had positive skin tests to multiple species, only 31 of 79 (39%) had clinical reactions, and hake and whiff had the highest while albacore had the lowest reaction rates. In contrast to the studies that indicate a high likelihood of multiple fish allergy, several reports demonstrate that isolated allergy to a single species of fish occurs (e.g. tropical sole [79], swordfish [80]). This apparently occurs because of immune responses toward species-specific allergens since there is relative absence of IgE antibody to the common fish allergens (Gad c 1). Formal studies of fish hypersensitivity have also indicated that fish proteins may be denatured when heated (canned) or lyophilized, and this must be appreciated when considering a history of specific fish that appear to be tolerated in some forms, for example reactive to salmon but not reactive to canned salmon [81].

In summary, a fish-allergic patient is at high risk for reactions to other fish, but may tolerate some fish species, and may therefore deserve further evaluation with supervised oral challenges if desirous of ingesting other fish. The facts that fish allergy can be severe and that cooking/canning and other processing can alter allergenicity must be considered during these evaluations [81].

Shellfish
The clinical impression is that reactions to multiple crustaceans are fairly common, but there are few clinical studies addressing this issue. In a prevalence study in the United States [71], reaction to multiple Crustacea for those with allergy to any was 38%, and for mollusks was 49%; only 14% with crustacean allergy reported a mollusk allergy. In that study, estimation of the rate of allergies to multiple types of seafood was complicated by the fact that not all participants were exposed to all types of seafood and, after a reaction, avoidance of multiple types of seafood was often undertaken. Among those with allergy to shrimp, lobster, and/or crab who indicated specific knowledge of an allergy among these (n = 232), 62% indicated allergy to one, 20% to 2, and 18% to all 3 types. Among scallops, clams, oysters, and mussels (n = 67), 51% reacted to one, 19% to 2, 8% to 3 and 22% to all 4 types. Forty-one persons with shellfish allergy (14%) reported an allergy to both one or more Crustacea and one or more mollusks/bivalves.

The major shared allergenic protein is invertebrate tropomyosin found in crustaceans (shrimp, crab, lobster) [82–84] and mollusks (oyster, scallop, and squid) [85]. Not surprisingly, the rate of cross-sensitization is high. In 16 atopic, shrimp-allergic patients, >80% had positive PSTs to crab, crayfish, and lobster [86]. Unfortunately, formal clinical
studies to determine the rate of clinical reactivity are lacking. In a study of 11 patients with immediate reactions to shrimp ingestion, the reaction rate to lobster, crab, and crayfish was 50–100% per species [87]. On the other hand, there are individuals who react not only to shrimp alone, but to specific species of shrimp [88].

Also poorly defined is the risk of mollusk allergy for Crustaceaee or mollusk-allergic individuals. Lehrer and McCants [89] reported a study of six oyster-sensitive, seven oyster and Crustaceaee, and 12 Crustaceaee-sensitive patients in whom serologies were evaluated. Most of the reactions to oyster were isolated to the gastrointestinal tract and not associated with oyster-specific IgE antibody. However, among 19 patients with sensitivity to Crustaceaee, 47% had positive RASTs to oyster, indicating potential cross-reactivity. In another study evaluating 9 patients with shrimp anaphylaxis, binding to tropomyosin of 13 crustaceans and mollusks was universal [85]. These studies only evaluated serologies, so the rate of clinical reactivity is unclear but apparently not great.

Invertebrate tropomyosin is also found in airborne insect allergens found in cockroach and dust mite [85,90,91], which raises the possibility of sensitization by the respiratory route. There is a case report of a seafood restaurant worker who developed IgE to tropomyosin and occupational asthma to both scallop (mollusk) and shrimp (crustacean) [92]. In a report of wheezing induced by snail consumption in 28 patients, RAST inhibition studies indicated that house dust mite sensitization was the likely initial sensitizing event [91]. There are several reports linking allergen immunotherapy with *D. pteronyssinus* to development of severe reactions to mollusks and crustaceans. Five of six patients from the Canary Islands with anaphylaxis to limpet, a mollusk, had received immunotherapy with dust mite [93]. In a prospective study, two of 17 patients receiving dust mite immunotherapy developed cross-reactive IgE antibodies to tropomyosin and oral symptoms to shrimp [94].

Overall, Crustaceaee species represent an increased risk of cross-reactivity with a potential for severe reactions and a potentially high rate of clinical symptoms. However, there are individuals who tolerate most types, so individualization, done cautiously, may be warranted. Allergy to mollusks is less well established and appears less common. Allergy to, and immunotherapy with, dust mite may be an additional risk factor, but determination of the precise risks requires further investigation.

**Cereal grains**

Wheat, rye, barley, and oat share homologous proteins with grass pollens and with each other [95,96] and this may account for the high rate of co-sensitization among these foods [95]. Among children with at least one grain allergy undergoing DBPCFCs to multiple grains, 80% were tolerant of all other grains. Caution is warranted, but clinical reactivity to multiple grains appears uncommon and individualization warranted for these common foods.

**Avian and mammalian food products**

For avian foods such as chicken, sensitization has been described to α-livetin found in feathers, egg, and meat [97]. Reactions to chicken meat is often based on reactivity to this protein (22–32%) [97,98]. Chicken meat allergy is uncommon [99], but when it occurs in the absence of egg allergy, the risk of reaction to multiple species of avian meats (turkey, pheasant, quail) may be increased. This observation is probably because a meat-specific protein, rather than within species meat–egg specific protein, is causally related to reactions [100,101]. Cross-reactive proteins among various avian eggs are also common [102], but the clinical implications have not been systematically studied. Conversely, allergy to one egg type may not guarantee reactions to others; reactions to duck and goose egg, in the absence of hen’s egg allergy has been described [103].

Some patients with allergy to mammalian milks also react to mammalian meats [104]. This observation may be due to homologous proteins or, more likely, proteins that are identical and are found in meat and milk from the same animal. A study employing oral challenges showed that 10% of 62 cow’s milk-allergic (CMA) children reacted to beef [105]. Heating and other cooking processes can reduce the allergenicity of beef [106], so well-cooked beef is less likely to cause a problem for those with CMA. Reactions to multiple mammalian milks are more common than milk–meat reactions. In vitro studies showed extensive cross-reactivity among sheep, cow, ewe, buffalo, and goat milks [107], but not to camel’s milk [108]. Oral challenge studies showed goat’s milk to be unsafe for patients with CMA since 92% of 26 CMA patients reacted to goat’s milk [109]. Mares’ milk appears comparatively safe as only 4% of 25 children with CMA reacted to it [110].

For practical purposes, it is important to note that most milk-allergic patients will tolerate beef and that cooking the meat well may improve tolerability, but that some highly milk-allergic individuals do experience reactions. Overall, individualization is usually warranted. It may be less important to try to identify a mammalian milk for those with CMA since cross-reactivity is very high and suitable alternatives (soy milk, rice milk) are available. Cross-sensitization is more common within than between avian and mammalian meats, but clinical correlation with sensitization is generally under 50%, so individualization is also warranted [111].

**Fruit, pollens, and latex**

**Oral allergy syndrome**

Oral allergy syndrome (pollen–food allergy syndrome) is described elsewhere (Chapter 11) and the focus here will be on cross-reactions within families of fruits. Several studies have selected patients based on particular fruit allergies, rather
than pollen allergies, and evaluated for reactions to related fruits. Rodriguez and colleagues [112] evaluated 34 adults in Madrid with reported allergy to Rosacea foods (peach, apple, apricot, almond, plum, pear, and strawberry). Eighty-two percent had positive PSTs and/or RASTs to at least one of the foods with a median of five positive foods per patient. Clinical reactivity determined by DBPCFCs was less than 10% for those positive to pear and up to 90% for peach (overall, 35% with a positive skin test reacted to a given food). Multiple fruit allergy was common in the 22 who reacted to at least one fruit (46%). Peach was the dominant allergenic fruit; 46% reactive to peach reacted to another Rosacea fruit. Pastorello and colleagues [113] studied patients selected for a history of reactions to peach confirmed through open oral food challenges; among the 19 patients evaluated, 63% reacted to at least one other fruit among cherry, apricot, and plum. Of 19 patients with melon allergy confirmed by DBPCFC (of 54 patients suspected), 94% reacted to at least one of the following related fruits: watermelon, avocado, kiwi, chestnut, banana, peach [114]. Severity of reactions to these foods is an important issue. Pollen-related fruit allergy is usually mild (oral allergy syndrome) and yet in one study, 8.7% experienced associated systemic symptoms outside of the gastrointestinal tract [115], 3% at some time experienced systemic symptoms without oral symptoms, and 1.7% experienced anaphylactic shock. It is becoming clear why some patients are more likely to experience severe reactions. There is evidence that when fruit allergy develops in the absence of pollen allergy, reactions are directed not only to Bet v 1 or profilins, but also to lipid transfer proteins (LTP). Reactions involving fruits with homologous LTPs are more likely to be severe [116,117]. Fernandez-Rivas and colleagues [118] compared patients with Rosacea fruit allergy with and without pollenosis and found that systemic reactions occurred in 82% without pollenosis compared to 45% with pollenosis. Anaphylactic shock was also more common in the former (36% versus 9%, respectively). A similar theme was noted for hazelnut, where patients without pollenosis experienced severe reactions and had IgE binding to hazelnut proteins that were heat-stable [119]. Asero [120] found that individuals with positive skin tests to commercial Rosacea food extracts were more likely to experience systemic reactions than those only positive to fresh extracts, (64% versus 6%, p < 0.001). This observation is presumably explained by the likelihood that more stable allergens are present in the commercial extract compared to fresh fruit proteins, which include labile proteins that are more likely to induce only symptoms of oral allergy. Crespo et al. [121] evaluated 65 adults diagnosed with clinical allergy to one or more fruits for allergy to other related foods. Thirty-four of those tested (52%) were found to be clinically allergic to more than one fruit. Food challenges with potential cross-reactive foods uncovered 18 further reactions in 14 (22%) out of 65. Only 8% (18/223) of positive results for allergy tests to potential cross-reactive foods investigated were clinically relevant. Therefore, elimination of related fruits without oral challenge testing, that is based on skin test or RAST results, could have resulted in unnecessary restriction of 205 foods in the 65 people studied. However, it was worrisome that 18 food reactions in one-fifth (14/65) of patients could have been missed if oral challenges/evaluations were not pursued. The clinical lesson is that once a patient experiences more than oral symptoms to a fruit, a careful search by history and/or challenge may be warranted to prove the safety of related fruits. Furthermore, positive skin tests to commercial extracts and a lack of pollen allergy may indicate a higher risk of significant reactions.

Latex–food syndrome

Commonly reported latex cross-reactive foods include banana, avocado, kiwi, chestnut, potato, and papaya, and numerous latex allergens cross-react with food and pollen proteins [122,123]. In a study of 136 latex-allergic patients evaluated by RAST to 12 foods reported to be involved in latex–food reactions, 69% were positive to at least one food and 49% were positive to more than one [124]. Challenges were not performed, but only one-third of the 42% of patients who reported reactions to the particular fruit had a positive RAST. In another study of 47 latex-allergic patients, 100 of 376 food skin tests were positive but only 27 (7.2%) were associated with clinical reactions [125]. In evaluating the converse situation of fruit-allergic patients (excluded if there was a well-known risk factor for latex allergy) for sensitization to latex, 86% of 57 patients had serum latex-specific IgE antibody, and 11% experienced clinical reactions to latex [126].

Evaluation of natural rubber latex–food cross-reactivity is complicated by cross-reacting pollens, foods, and co-allergy to various substances with potential allergic relationships. There may be clinical value in differentiating individuals with isolated food, pollen, or latex sensitization [127]. Levy and colleagues [128] evaluated adults with latex allergy with (n = 24) and without (n = 20) pollenosis and a group without latex allergy and with pollenosis (n = 25) for allergies to 12 foods (by convincing history) classically associated with latex and pollen allergy. In those with isolated latex allergy, reactions were reported to banana (4), avocado (4), kiwi (2), melon and peach (1 each) while those with pollenosis were more likely to react to Rosacea foods and celery. In the pollen-allergic groups, positive skin tests to the foods were found in 45%, but for isolated latex allergy, only 24% were positive. The numbers of reactions among those with positive tests were generally less than 25%, except for reactions to banana, avocado, and kiwi, which approached 50% in those with isolated latex allergy. Overall, caution is warranted and individualization is necessary, but for patients with allergy to latex, banana, avocado, or kiwi, it may be prudent to consider potential reactions to the related foods.
Summary and management

As outlined in preceding sections, there is a high likelihood of sensitization to foods that bear homologous allergens, but clinical reactivity correlates poorly. It is therefore necessary to consider a variety of issues when evaluating a patient for the possibility of multiple food hypersensitivities on the basis of possible cross-reactions. Among these are a priori reasoning about likelihood of reactions (Fig. 25.1), severity of reactions, social and nutritional importance of the food, and the (poor) predictive value of tests for IgE antibody in this setting. However, for most foods and for most patients, multiple food allergies are relatively uncommon and the extra effort to prove which foods are or are not tolerated is worthwhile.
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Introduction

The process of diagnosing and treating allergic disease is complex and at times elusive. It requires a thorough history and physical examination and, in certain situations, complementary laboratory tests. Most of the tests which are performed today have undergone rigorous scientific evaluation for proof of effectiveness and safety. They must also have established physiological significance when used to diagnose a particular disease. Nevertheless, there are a growing number of unconventional, unproven, and inappropriate procedures used by some in order to diagnose allergic disease. Some of these “tests” are legitimate but are misused in their application to the diagnosis of allergy. Other “tests” have no basis in the pathophysiology of allergic disease. It is important for those practicing allergy and immunology to become familiar with all diagnostic procedures. Some may be unsuitable for allergy diagnosis for several reasons. For example, a procedure may be based on an unproven theory. Others are legitimate tests used inappropriately. Some procedures do not have the ability to diagnose any disease. It thus becomes apparent that standardization and a controlled evaluation of procedures before their use are imperative for proper patient care. The following information should be useful because there have been an increasing number of patients who are using complementary therapies for chronic conditions. One study found that complementary therapies were usually used alongside conventional treatment [1]. Patients felt empowered to take control over their condition rather than feel dependent on medication [1]. These patients may present at the beginning of their search with a multitude of questions regarding a proposed specific diagnostic procedure or they may present having been involved in a questionable, perhaps expensive procedure, resulting in a questionable diagnoses.

Definitions

Standard practice is that which is performed by the majority of physicians in the community. It encompasses those procedures and treatments which have been scientifically proven to be effective and safe. Before describing and critiquing the following procedures and therapies it is important to first attempt to categorize each one. Thus first certain approaches can be considered to be “unproven,” and are also at times referred to as “complementary” or “alternative.” These types of tests or treatments are those that are not based on any clear rationale based on acceptable allergy pathophysiology, and their effectiveness is not supported by scientific evidence. Although they may appear well-constructed they do not seem capable of either diagnosing or treating an allergic disease. Some of these procedures have been loosely adapted from proven methods that are currently available for the diagnosis and treatment of allergic disease. Often one of the reasons why these tests have not been examined scientifically is that their methodology

KEY CONCEPTS

- There have been an increasing number of patients who are using complementary therapies for chronic conditions.
- Unproven methods are increasingly being used for the diagnosis and treatment of allergic diseases.
- Unproven methods are procedures or therapies that are not supported by scientific evidence and have no basis in the pathophysiology of allergic disease.
- Inappropriate methods are procedures and therapies that are legitimate but are used inappropriately.
- It is important for the practicing allergist to become familiar with both accepted and unproven practices.
is vague and is often difficult to reproduce. Other procedures are categorized as being “inappropriate.” This means that the test itself is a validated test used to diagnose certain conditions; however, in these cases the procedure is being inappropriately applied.

“Controversial” tests

Skin endpoint titration

During the 1940s, Rinkel developed the method of endpoint skin testing [2]. He found that this method was a useful guide in determining a patient’s sensitivity and the information found could be used in determining a safe and effective dose for immunotherapy. Variations of this method have been used for both the diagnosis and treatment of inhalant and food allergies.

Method

The procedure involves intradermal testing with 5-fold serial dilutions of extract. A 7-mm whealing response is considered reactive. The endpoint is defined as the weakest dilution that produces a positive skin reaction and initiates a progressive increase in the diameter of the wheals with each stronger dilution tested [3]. The optimal starting dose is usually 0.01–0.02 ml of extract. The optimal therapeutic dose, defined as a dose at which symptoms are controlled on immunotherapy, is reached after the endpoint dilution is given weekly in increasing increments. Rinkel anticipated a relief of patient symptoms at a dose of 0.5 ml of the endpoint dilution.

Conclusion

There have been several trials over the years that have looked at the efficacy of the Rinkel method. Van Metre et al. published several studies which supported the Rinkel method as valid in quantifying skin sensitivity to ragweed pollen and found the method comparable with in vitro leukocyte histamine release and radioallergosorbent assay testing (RAST) [4]. While variations of this method of skin testing are being practiced today without any risks, using the results to determine optimal dosing of immunotherapy is questionable. In the opinion of many, most of the time this “dose” is an underestimation resulting in ineffective treatment.

Unproven tests

Applied kinesiology

Kinesiology refers to the science of motion techniques. It is a belief by some that certain diseases, including allergic reactions, may cause a weakening of skeletal musculature. Some believe that by using applied kinesiology one may diagnose allergic disease. This is commonly applied to the diagnosis of food allergy.

Method

Allergens to be tested are placed in stoppered glass bottles. In some cases a glass vial containing a specific allergen is placed on or near the body of the patient, or in other cases, the patient is asked to hold the vial. During allergen “exposure,” muscle strength is tested. A positive test is said to be indicated by observed weakening in muscle strength. There are variations to the standard test which include “surrogate” testing in which a relative of the patient undergoes testing for the patient.

Conclusion

In 1988, Garrow [5] published a study of blinded and open challenges of allergen using applied kinesiology and looking at the reproducibility and efficacy of the test. The study reported no significant difference between frequencies of positive reactions to placebo versus allergen. Therefore, at this time, there appears to be no proof of the efficacy or reproducibility of the method of kinesiology in diagnosing food allergy.

Provocative testing and neutralization

Elicitation of a limited reaction by delivering allergen via the transdermal, subcutaneous, intradermal, or bronchial route are a part of an allergy practice. These procedures provide a wealth of information in the diagnosis of several allergic diseases. Such tests include: prick and intradermal skin test, intranasal, subconjunctival, oral tests and methacholine challenge. These approaches differ from provocative testing and neutralization in that they have undergone repeated scientific validation in studies with both patients and normal controls.

The provocative–neutralization method was introduced by Lee in 1961 for the diagnosis of food allergy [6]. The provocation is performed by intradermal, subcutaneous, or sublingual routes. It is currently used to diagnose and treat allergic disease and sensitivities to a wide variety of substances. The items tested are not necessarily those suspected by the history. They can include such chemicals as: formaldehyde, phenol, ethanol, and hormones such as progesterone [7].

Method

The patient is given an intradermal/subcutaneous dose of allergen extract using 5-fold serial dilutions (Rinkel method). The patient is observed for 10 minutes and any symptoms are recorded. If the patient remains symptom free then increasing doses of extract are given until symptoms do occur. Once these symptoms occur, the patient is immediately given injections of weaker dilutions of the same extract until symptoms are resolved. This amount of extract is considered the “neutralizing dose” and is then used for future treatment [8].
The technique appears vague and imprecise. There is no generally established validated protocol for performing the provocative testing and neutralization. In addition, there is no consensus on establishing what a positive test is. Symptoms may be quite extensive and non-specific and may include: headache, nasal symptoms, chest symptoms, ear reactions, gastrointestinal reactions, skin eruptions or itching, or general reactions such as fatigue, chills, muscle pain, or drowsiness [9]. There has been no general agreement on the role of wheal diameter in reporting a positive test. Some interpret an increase in wheal size as a further indication of a positive test.

Sublingual provocation testing and neutralization has been advocated by some in the diagnosis and treatment of food allergy. It was first described by Hansel in 1953 [10] as a diagnostic and therapeutic technique. The method consists of placing allergenic extract underneath the tongue and waiting 10 minutes for the appearance of symptoms. If symptoms occur then the patient is given a more dilute solution of the same extract. The neutralizing dose is used as treatment prior to or after eating meals containing the offending food if the food cannot be avoided.

Given the fact that a single item needs to be tested one at a time and requires waiting 10 minutes between each dilution, it comes as no surprise that a single complete provocative–neutralization might take an entire day. Testing multiple items may take many days. Therefore, this test is time consuming and can be costly.

**Conclusion**

There have been approximately 15 studies published looking primarily at the efficacy of provocative testing and neutralization. Eight of these studies were double-blinded. Only one study contained a control group. The majority of the studies were not able to demonstrate any benefit from neutralizing solution compared with placebo. Crawford et al. [11] performed a double-blinded study in 61 subjects with a history of reactions to five common foods. The authors were unable to demonstrate reproducibility of results from sublingual food testing. Kallin and Collier [12] in a double-blind study compared neutralizing effects of sublingual or subcutaneous food extracts versus saline placebo. The authors found that in 70% of patients, treatment with saline placebo was “relieving.” Draper [13] in a study of 121 patients with inhalant allergy, found that only 38% of positive provocation tests correlated with a positive food challenge test. One of the most well-structured double-blind studies was that by Jewett et al. [14]. This study of 18 patients with symptoms previously provoked by intracutaneous testing were tested with food extracts or placebo. The rate of positive responses was similar between placebo and food extracts.

In conclusion, overall these studies fail to confirm the efficacy of provocative testing and neutralization in the diagnosis and treatment of allergic disease.

**Neutralization therapy**

Neutralization of allergic symptoms is an extension of provocation–neutralization testing described earlier. This type of treatment, also called “relieving therapy,” consists of self-administered doses of allergen extract at a concentration which “neutralizes” symptoms provoked during the prior provocation testing [7]. This treatment may be used by some to relieve present symptoms and to prevent anticipated symptoms and for continuous maintenance doses twice weekly. These doses can be given either by injection or sublingual. The patient can change and discontinue or restart treatment as they deem necessary.

**Theory**

A number of theories have been brought forth to try and explain neutralization of symptoms. A common belief among some practitioners is that this type of therapy induces immunological tolerance. Controlled, double-blind, multicenter studies have reported that sublingual, provocative food testing did not discriminate between placebo controls and food extracts used in neutralization therapy [9]. In addition, there appear to be no long- or short-term studies looking at the efficacy of this therapy.

**Conclusion**

As a result, since there is no known mechanism for neutralization of symptoms and no clear scientific evidence demonstrating its effectiveness, this form of therapy is not generally recommended in the treatment of allergic conditions such as food allergy.

**Cytotoxic leukocyte testing**

Also known as “Bryan’s” test, this form of allergy testing was adapted by Bryan in the 1960s. Initially designed to help aid physicians in diagnosing allergy, the theory behind the test is that the addition of specific allergen in vitro to whole blood or to serum leukocyte suspension will reduce the white blood cell count or result in the death of leukocytes. It has been claimed by some to be useful for the diagnosis of both food and inhalant allergy [15]. The newer ALCAT test currently available functions in a similar way in that it measures volumetric shifts in white blood cells upon incubation with antigens. The blood cells are passed after an incubation period through a narrow channel and are measured by an electronic instrument. The sizes are displayed as either cell diameters or as cell volumes. The company claims that their test will identify exactly which foods or chemicals are responsible for triggering a variety of symptoms including: joint pain, headaches, asthma, obesity, ADD/hyperreactivity, chronic fatigue among others.

**Method**

The technique involves collecting the buffy coat from a drop of patient’s blood and placing it on a microscope slide...
coated with dried extract of food or other allergen/substrate and then observed microscopically for alteration in the appearance of white blood cells [16]. Once a fair number of white cells have been located, they are rated for degree of destruction. A single sample of blood can be tested to a panel of foods and other substances.

**Conclusion**

There is no theoretical basis for the cytotoxic test, since there is no evidence for a general cytotoxic mechanism in allergic disease. The test itself is not standardized and has never been shown in controlled trials to be effective in the diagnosis of food or inhalant allergy. Franklin and Lowell [17] reported that there was no significant difference in white blood cell counts in blood exposed to ragweed extract versus saline in ragweed-sensitive individuals. Lieberman et al. [18] could not demonstrate clinical correlation with test results in study patients and found inconsistent results when patients were tested more than once. Benson and Arkins [19] found the test was associated with a high degree of false positives. In regards to ALCAT, one abstract, from the company homepage, assessed the degree of correlation between ALCAT and the results of oral double-blinded food challenges found an almost 84% correlation between the two tests. However, this small study had some significant limitations and no recent larger studies are available [20].

**Electrodiagnosis (Vega testing)**

Electrodiagnosis is also known as electroacupuncture according to Voll (EAV), electrodermal screening (EDS), bioelectric functions diagnosis (BFD), or bioenergy regulatory technique (BER) [21]. Some practitioners believe that the presence of specific allergy can lead to a change in the electrical potential of the skin. These changes are then said to be detected by Vega machines or bioresonance devices.

**Method**

In this procedure a sample of food extract is placed in a container in contact with an aluminum plate. This is then placed between the skin of the patient and a galvanometer. Electrical activity of the skin is measured at certain “allergy points.” For example, there are certain points on the lower extremities which are said to correspond to food allergy and points on the upper extremities which are said to correspond to inhalant allergies [15]. These results are entered into a computer which prints a list of allergies for the patient. Children are assessed by testing the parent first, and repeated with the parent holding the child’s hand.

**Conclusion**

This type of procedure appeals to those patients who are reluctant to undergo any involved and potentially uncomfortable diagnostic procedures such as skin testing. Also, the use of computers, galvanometers, and “print outs” appear “state of the art” to some patients. Semizzi et al. [22] assessed the accuracy of electrodermal testing in 72 allergic patients compared with healthy controls. They found no significant difference in skin electrical response between the two groups.

**Radionics**

**Method**

Radionics is based on the concept that all life forms are submerged in the electromagnetic energy field of the earth. And that a disease will be reflected by changes or “imbalance: in an individual’s electromagnetic field said to lie outside the normal electromagnetic spectrum. Practitioners claim to treat disease by restoring normal energy balance. Sometimes the operator is with the patient, and sometimes the operator “connects” with the patient at a distance using an object such as a lock of hair, blood sample, or photograph.

**Conclusion**

This technique has not been subject to formal study, and there is no published evidence that it is effective for the assessment or treatment of any disorder [23].

**Iridology**

**Method**

This is based on the concept that each part of the body is represented by a corresponding part of the iris. A person’s state of health is determined by the color, texture, and location of pigment flecks in the eye. Imbalances are treated with dietary supplements or herbal medicines.

**Conclusion**

Studies have shown that iridologists are unable to distinguish patients with disease from those who are healthy [23,24].

**Body chemical analysis**

Some practitioners claim that detection of any amount of inorganic or organic chemical in body fluid may indicate a toxic exposure and may explain the presence of disease. They postulate that certain substances may be toxic to the immune system leading to a state of sensitivity to the environment [2]. Some of these substances include: vitamins, drugs, chlorinated hydrocarbons, volatile organic chemicals, pesticides, and metals.

**Method**

Specific tests include gas chromatographic mass spectrometry analysis of body fluids and tissue, quantitation of chemicals in serum and other body fluids and breath analysis [3].

**Conclusion**

These procedures are highly sensitive and are able to identify chemicals in virtually every individual, even those who
do not report symptoms. This is why a strong clinical correlation is important in conjunction with this type of testing. In certain situations and in certain individuals, it may be appropriate to evaluate for chemical poisoning in order to properly diagnose a disorder. It is important to note that many of the laboratories performing these tests are deficient with respect to quality assurance so, for example, contamination of samples remains a major source of error [3].

**Inappropriate tests**

**IgG antibodies**
Immunoglobulin E (IgE) antibody in response to allergens causes the release of mast cell mediators which are important in the immediate-type symptoms of anaphylaxis or atopic disease. Sensitivities to certain allergens can be diagnosed by detecting IgE in the serum by RAST. Many laboratories can test in a similar fashion for the presence of immunoglobulin G (IgG) to certain foods. There are those practitioners who measure circulating IgG antibody reactive with food antigens in diagnosing food allergy. The patient then may receive therapy in the form of elimination and rotation diets. It is this construct, that while IgG may not be important in the immediate-type reactions to certain foods, it may be important in delayed-type reactions such as depression, apathy, fatigue, myalgias, and gastrointestinal complaints [25]. Diagnosis of delayed-type reactions is challenging and while conventional IgE RAST alone cannot diagnose these types of reactions there are no published double-blind, placebo-controlled studies that demonstrate that such symptoms are related to particular foods as identified using such tests.

IgG antibodies are not known to have a role in the pathogenesis of atopic disease and food allergy. Certain levels of IgG to food antigens as well as other environmental antigens may be found normally and their presence, as of yet, has not been shown to be associated with atopic disease. Therefore, measurement of antigen-specific IgG has not been recommended as a form of diagnosing food allergy in the clinical setting.

**Lymphocyte subset counts**
Quantitative counting of leukocytes bearing one or more surface markers known as cluster of differentiation (CD) markers is helpful in the diagnosis of some forms of lymphocyte cellular immunodeficiencies. For example, measuring CD4 lymphocytes is part of the standard procedure for diagnosis and management in human immunodeficiency virus [2]. Lymphocyte subset counts may be labile and nonspecific. Levels may not be elevated in traditional allergic diseases but may be elevated in those with viral illnesses, for example. Use of these tests to diagnose forms of allergy or other presumed immunological disorders is generally considered inappropriate and can lead to inappropriate treatment of a patient.

**Pulse test**
Coca in 1953 reported that tachycardia occurring 5–90 minutes after exposure to a food or inhaled material is a reliable indicator of food allergy [26].

**Method**
The test dose can be given by any route including injection. A change of 10 bpm is thought to be diagnostic by some, but the procedure has never been standardized. This test has no relationship to the diagnosis of allergic disease.

**Unproven therapy**

**Neutralization therapy**
This topic is discussed earlier in the section entitled “Provocation–Neutralization.”

**Rotation diets**

**Theory**
This particular type of diet recommends that a certain food not be eaten more than once every four to five days [3]. Part of the rationale is that if the patient is allergic to most or all foods, by eating them frequently, he or she runs the risk of becoming increasingly sensitized to that food and possibly other foods.

**Conclusion**
If a patient does have clinical sensitivity to a particular food then he or she will develop symptoms after contact with that food irrespective of rotation schedule. However, if a patient demonstrates “subclinical sensitivity” to a certain food, that is, no symptoms but evidence of specific IgE by testing, then each exposure to that food will increase sensitivity and likelihood of a future reaction. There is thus no scientific data supporting the efficacy of this type of diet.

**Buteyko breathing technique**

**Theory**
This technique is promoted as a drug-free asthma therapy. It is based on the concept that carbon dioxide is a natural bronchodilator. Slowing the rate of breathing by this logic would then raise carbon dioxide levels, resulting in symptomatic improvement. One recently visited website made a “12-month unconditional guarantee” that by following these exercises you could “outgrow your asthma.”

**Conclusion**
Controlled studies have demonstrated symptomatic improvement and reduction in medication use in some patients, but no changes in carbon dioxide levels or measurements of lung function [27]. There is no evidence that there is any impact on the inflammatory components of asthma.
Advanced allergy elimination
Theory
This treatment is based on the concept that “allergen” is perceived by the brain as a threat to the body’s well being. Exposure to allergen disrupts the flow of nervous energies from the brain to the body via “meridians,” resulting in symptoms [23]. Acupuncture is applied to both sides of the spinal column while the patient is in direct contact to purported allergen.

Conclusion
This approach lacks scientific rationale or published evidence of efficacy.

Orthomolecular therapy
Theory
This refers to the use of supplements and/or vitamins administered in large quantities either parenterally or orally to treat numerous medical and psychiatric conditions [3]. Practitioners of this therapy will commonly measure levels of vitamins in the serum or urine to determine the amount needed for correction. This type of therapy has been used in a wide variety of diseases. For example, antioxidant supplements such as vitamin E, C and glutathione have been used to treat allergic disease based on the theory that allergic inflammation generates free radicals which can cause oxidative damage to tissues [28].

Conclusion
There have been no controlled studies looking at this type of therapy and is not a recommended treatment of any disease at this time. Large doses of certain vitamins can accumulate in the body and lead to toxic effects.

Mercury amalgam removal
Theory
Silver–mercury amalgam has been used in dental fillings for over 100 years. There have been many claims from physicians and dentists that certain patients may develop sensitivity to this material. Subsequently, it has been blamed for the development of a wide array of symptoms [3]. These claims have led to the removal of these types of fillings.

Conclusion
There is no sound clinical evidence for the claims that mercury amalgam is responsible for the development of a multiplicity of somatic complaints.

Urine autoinjections
In 1930 Oriel and Barber reportedly found protein-like substances in the urine of allergic individuals during acute exacerbations of allergic disease [29]. Urine obtained from sensitive individuals applied intradermally to those individuals with the same sensitivities resulted in a positive skin test. This was not the case for the same urine applied intradermally in a non-atopic individual [25]. These practitioners felt that these “urine proteins” can be isolated by chemical extraction and given to the patient as a form of therapy in a series of intradermal/subcutaneous injections.

In 1947, the procedure was reintroduced by Plesch [30]. He describes a system of collecting fresh urine from a patient and after sterilization, injecting set amounts intramuscularly. Various reactions would occur within hours of injection and include: fever, diarrhea, hypotension, shortness of breath, and vomiting. He found that by performing these injections in patients with various syndromes such as jaundice, allergic disease, gastrointestinal symptoms, and dermatological symptoms there was a decrease in symptoms. There are however, no controlled studies to support neither the efficacy nor the safety of the procedure. In fact, in rabbits, urine autoinjection may lead to the formation of autoantibodies to glomerular basement membrane (GBM) and result in nephritis. Although this has not been demonstrated directly in humans, it is possible that receiving these urine autoinjections could induce immune complex disease. It has been established that in humans, anti-GBM antibodies can lead to the development of Goodpasture’s syndrome. Therefore, at this time, the American Academy of Allergy and Immunology has taken the position that this procedure is unproven, without scientific basis, and potentially dangerous [15].

Inappropriate therapy
Clinical ecology
Clinical ecology is based generally on two concepts. One is that a large number of chemicals and foods can be responsible for illness in the absence of abnormal laboratory tests and physical findings; and the other is that the immune system is functionally depressed as a result of exposure to certain chemicals in the environment [31]. This is not to be confused with toxic illnesses which produce a number of symptoms and abnormal laboratory tests in response to a particular toxic. Those who practice clinical ecology believe that patients with chemical hypersensitivity syndrome, also known as environmental hypersensitivity disorder, or 20th century disease, or induced immune dysregulation syndrome have symptoms which are a result of low-level, long-term exposure to environmental chemicals. The doses which cause these syndromes are far below those established in the general population to cause harmful effects [32]. The agents are sometimes referred to as “incitants” or “offenders,” and they include foods, food additives, and synthetic and natural chemicals such as: pesticides, detergents, perfumes, vehicle exhaust, and natural gas. Symptoms are often generalized, frequently affecting more than one organ system including the cardiac, gastrointestinal, respiratory, genitourinary, and neurological systems.
Theory
Clinical ecologists [33] have theorized that environmental illness is a result of the development of sensitivity to novel synthetic chemicals. Others believe that these chemicals act as haptens inducing IgG formation and immune complex formation [34]. Environmental illness has also been thought to be the result of a non-specific autoimmune process. What still needs to be established is a possible mechanism for this disease process; however, there are several concepts that clinical ecologists use to account for patient symptoms. “Total body load” and “Chemical overload” draw an analogy between the immune system and a container. The immune system is said to have a limited capacity for handling antigens. Once a patient develops symptoms in response to an environmental antigen this then indicates that the immune system has been exceeded. “Masking” is a concept in which a patient, who is sensitive to a certain food, may eliminate symptoms by eating the food on a regular basis. “Spreading phenomenon” refers to sensitivity to one antigen leading to the development of sensitivity to multiple other antigens [3].

Diagnosis
A detailed history within provocation–neutralization testing remains the mainstay of diagnosing environmental illness by clinical ecologists. Occasionally blood tests looking at immunoglobulin, complement, or specific chemical levels are used to aid in diagnosis.

Treatment
Consists mainly of avoidance measures, elimination diets, neutralization therapy, and in some cases as in Candida hypersensitivity syndrome, drug therapy.

Anti-Candida drugs for Candida hypersensitivity syndrome

Theory
Candida albicans is yeast which maintains a role as part of the body’s normal flora. There are those who believe that it is this particular organism that is the cause of a condition termed “yeast hypersensitivity syndrome” or “Candida hypersensitivity syndrome.” Proponents of this hypothesis believe that the syndrome is caused by an overgrowth of Candida albicans in the gastrointestinal tract leading to local inflammation as well as a more generalized toxic response. This response is thought to be secondary to a hypersensitivity reaction to a toxin which the organism secretes. As a result, symptoms range from recurrent or persistent candidal infections to chronic gastrointestinal symptoms such as bloating, diarrhea, constipation, and heartburn. Central nervous system symptoms have also been reported including depression, chronic fatigue, and memory problem [3].

Methods
There is no established method of diagnosing this syndrome. Diagnosis is most commonly made by history alone and not with specific laboratory measures. There have been reports of practitioners performing allergy testing in order to document sensitivity to candida.

Treatment
Patients are first warned to avoid broad-spectrum antibiotics and systemic steroids since these medications may potentiate candida. They are given minute doses of oral nystatin until symptoms have resolved. If symptoms persist, treatment can be changed to another anti-candidal drug such as ketoconazole or amphotericin B. In addition to anti-candidal drugs, patients are also started on yeast-free, sugar-free diets. It is thought by some that by eating simple sugars there is an increase in growth of candida in the gut [33] Candida allergy shots are also included in the treatment regimen of some patients.

Conclusion
Books and lay press articles have been published; support groups have been formed, all in the hopes of establishing a connection between yeast and disease. However, a scientific basis for this syndrome has never been established. The reports that do circulate are largely anecdotal. In 1990, Dismukes et al. [36] published the first randomized, double-blind, crossover study looking specifically at the effect of treatment with oral and vaginal nystatin compared with placebo in 42 pre-menopausal women presumed to have Candida hypersensitivity syndrome. Results from their work showed that while nystatin therapy did reduce vaginal symptoms, the efficacy of treatment for systemic symptoms including depression and chronic fatigue was not established. There was no significant reduction in systemic symptoms compared with placebo. Therefore, the study could not establish a therapeutic benefit of nystatin therapy in a patient with Candida hypersensitivity syndrome.
In fact, placing patients on such restrictive diets may lead to harmful effects of malnutrition.

**Multiple chemical sensitivity syndrome**

**Theory**

Multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS) syndrome or idiopathic environmental intolerances (IEI), as suggested by the WHO/IPCS workshop in 1996, has been used to describe a constellation of symptoms which overlap with those of environmental illness but overall remains a distinct entity. This disorder is characterized by a wide variety of symptoms including somatic, cognitive, and affective symptoms, caused by low-level exposure to environmental chemicals [37]. Symptoms commonly involve almost every major organ system and are thought to result from sensitivity to certain chemicals. Chronic fatigue, depression, headache, and dizziness are commonly reported symptoms. Little is known about the pathophysiology of this condition, but its proponents claim that through certain mechanisms such as disruption of immunological/allergy processes, alterations in nervous system function, changes in biochemical pathways, or changes in neurobehavioral function chemicals cause tissue damage [38]. This may be accomplished through processes such as free radical generation, immune complex formation, or hapten formation.

**Methods**

Patients with this condition often manifest certain psychological features such as anxiety, depression, somatization, conversion, and phobia [3]. This makes it especially challenging in establishing a diagnosis of MCS. The diagnosis of MCS is, however, made if symptoms cannot be explained by abnormal tests but are associated with a documented environmental exposure. The lack of objective findings of disease such as: physical exam and laboratory tests cast doubt on the validity of MCS as a clinical disease.

**Critique**

The concept of multiple chemical sensitivities in the absence of any objective data remains its advocates’ greatest challenge. At the present time, there is no scientific evidence that MCS should be regarded as a true clinical entity, but rather it appears to be based on an association of a wide range of symptoms to a particular or varied number of varied environmental chemicals.

Clinical ecology is inadequately supported in the literature. Both diagnostics and treatments have not been proven to be of any consistent efficacy or benefit. Part of the difficulty in evaluating clinical ecology and environmental disorders is that it is virtually impossible to establish a cause and effect relationship. There is such a varied number of possible “triggers” of symptoms.

**Conclusion**

Many of the subspecialty groups including the American Academy of Allergy Asthma and Immunology and the American College of Physicians have issued position papers looking at several of the above-mentioned procedures and therapies. It was the goal of this chapter to provide definitions of controversial, unproven, and inappropriate procedures and treatments and provide examples of each so that it might provide insight into remote practices of allergy. There appears no reproducible scientific basis for any of the treatments, conditions, or procedures discussed. By examining each theory and method, we can become more aware of the importance of scientific evidence and standardization of procedures in our daily practice. The history, physical exam, selective skin tests, and appropriate laboratory tests remain the standard of care in first evaluating the allergy patient. However, as we have seen this may not always be the case. Patients may be asked to undergo rigorous, expensive, invalidated and even painful testing. They may be given diagnoses and treatments, which may lead to both physical and mental deterioration. We have also seen that many “validated” tests can be misused to diagnose allergic disease. Many supporters of these procedures have misinformed the public by implying that they have been clinically proven. Therefore, it becomes the responsibility of physicians to educate patients regarding such practices of allergy. It also becomes our responsibility to design proper clinical trials to definitively establish the merit or failure of these tests.
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PART 4

Adverse Reactions to Food Additives
CHAPTER 27

Asthma and Food Additives

Robert K. Bush and Michelle M. Montalbano

**Introduction**

Food additives are substances added to food products for a wide variety of functions, including coloring, flavoring, nutrient, and antimicrobial purposes. Because additives are typically minor ingredients in food, the intake of additives is usually small. An estimated 23–67% of asthmatics perceive that food additives exacerbate their asthma. However, the prevalence rate of food-additive-induced asthma exacerbations obtained by double-blind, placebo-controlled trials is less than 5%. Because the current therapy for food-additive-induced asthma is avoidance or elimination of inciting agents, a correct diagnosis is imperative to avoid unnecessary dietary restriction. Sulfites, monosodium glutamate (MSG), and tartrazine will be discussed in detail in this chapter.

**Evaluating asthma studies**

A variety of data are available implicating sulfites, MSG, and tartrazine in asthma exacerbations, but many of the studies are of poor design.

Well-designed studies in asthmatic subjects require stable lung function at baseline. When the subjects have wide variability in peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR) or forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) at baseline, variability seen during the challenge may be related to the substance or a reflection of poor asthma control. If asthma medications are discontinued, the timing in relation to the challenge must be carefully evaluated. For example, anti-asthmatic and anti-allergic medications that can inhibit a response must be withheld before a challenge. β2-agonists are typically withheld the day of the challenge, and cromolyn sodium or antihistamines are withheld 24 hours prior to the challenge. Asthma controller medications such as theophylline and inhaled or oral corticosteroids may be continued, since they do not interfere with the response.

If rescue medications are given within 3 hours of a challenge, lung function declines 6 hours after challenge, the decline is more likely due to a waning of medication effect rather than bronchoconstriction from the challenge substance. Consistent timing of challenges is important to exclude confounding due to the physiologic diurnal variability in PEFR. To eliminate observer bias, challenges should be double-blinded and placebo-controlled.

The method of administration of challenge substance may influence results. For example, some asthmatics respond to oral capsule challenges, while others respond only to challenge with solutions (e.g., sulfites). The route of administration chosen in diagnostic challenges should be tailored to the patient’s history.

The reliability of the pulmonary function measure used is another key aspect. The flow–volume loop obtained with spirometry is precise and reproducible, while PEFR is more variable. Criteria used to define positive challenges should be considered.

Duration of subject evaluation following a challenge is also important. For MSG, subjects are evaluated for as few as 2 or as many as 14 hours following challenge. Determining when reactions are most likely to occur and still be linked to the challenge substance will help determine the length of time subjects should be observed.

---

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- Food additives are an uncommon cause of asthma exacerbations.
- Sulfiting agents can provoke acute and occasionally severe episodes of bronchoconstriction.
- Monosodium glutamate is unlikely to provoke bronchoconstriction.
- Tartrazine has not been definitely shown to cause airflow obstruction.
- A definite diagnosis of food-additive-induced asthma requires properly performed challenges.
For sulfites, MSG, and tartrazine, various data are presented and evaluated using the criteria outlined above.

**Sulfites**

Sulfiting agents have been used in foods for many years. Although sulfites are often added to foods, they occur naturally in certain foods such as mushrooms and Parmesan cheese.

Adding sulfites to foods serves many purposes, for example, inhibition of enzymatic and non-enzymatic browning, antimicrobial actions, bleaching, and as a dough conditioner. Sulfites are also used in pharmaceutical agents, including medications for the treatment of allergic diseases and asthma.

Common forms of sulfites used as food or drug additives include sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$), inorganic sulfite salts, sodium or potassium metabisulfite (Na$_2$SO$_3$ or K$_2$SO$_3$), sodium or potassium bisulfite (NaHSO$_3$ or KHSO$_3$), and sodium or potassium sulfite (Na$_2$S$_2$O$_3$ or K$_2$S$_2$O$_3$). Sulfites can react with a variety of food constituents. Dissociable forms of sulfite can serve as reservoirs of “free” sulfites. Irreversibly bound sulfites are removed permanently from the pool of sulfites that may exist in foods.

The form of sulfite present in foods is affected by pH. For example, a low-pH favors H$_2$SO$_3$, intermediate pH (4.0) favors HSO$_3^-$, and high-pH favors SO$_3^{2-}$. In solution, especially at an acid pH (saliva, gastric juice) and in the presence of heat (stomach), sulfites are readily transformed into bisulfite and sulfurous acid. These substances may then be volatilized to SO$_2$, which has been implicated in causing bronchoconstriction.

The estimated prevalence of sulfite sensitivity in adult asthmatics is approximately 5%, with a higher prevalence in moderate to severe persistent asthmatics. Two hundred and three patients initially underwent a single-blind challenge with sulfite-containing capsules. If the single-blind challenge results was 0.8%. In the more severe asthmatics and one of five less severe asthmatics had a positive response. The estimated prevalence of sulfite sensitivity in non-steroid-dependent asthmatics compared with controls [1].

Although sulfite-induced asthma is typically triggered by the ingestion of a sulfited food, beverage, or drug, inhalation of SO$_2$ can also be a trigger. Several factors determine the likelihood of an adverse reaction: the nature of the food, the level and form of residual sulfite in the food, and the sensitivity of the patient. Sulfite-sensitive asthmatics are most likely to respond to “free” sulfites. However, the degree of sensitivity these patients have to the various forms of sulfites in foods has yet to be elucidated.

The levels of sulfiting agents in foods are usually expressed as SO$_2$ equivalents because sulfite salts can release SO$_2$ under some assay conditions. In the United States, total daily per capita intake of sulfites in foods is approximately 6-mg SO$_2$. The threshold response to challenges with sulfites in sensitive asthmatics is typically between 12- and 30-mg SO$_2$ equivalents (20 to 50-mg potassium metabisulfite).

The levels of sulfites in foods vary (see Chapter 29) and are typically expressed as parts per million (ppm). One part per million equals one microgram per gram. The highest levels (up to 1000ppm) are contained in dried fruits and lemon, lime, grape, and sauerkraut juices. Food processing and preparation may decrease sulfite levels. Therefore, the amounts of sulfite used initially to treat foods will not necessarily reflect residue levels after processing, storage, and preparation. Food processing also differs in various countries, so caution must be used in interpreting reports from other countries that implicate sulfites in eliciting asthma symptoms.

Inhaling as little as 1 ppm SO$_2$ has been demonstrated to cause bronchoconstriction in asthmatics. In doses of 1–50 ppm, 99% of inhaled SO$_2$ is absorbed by the upper airway. The resulting bronchospasm may be initiated by stimulation of superficial afferent nerve endings in the larynx.
or tracheobronchial tree and then mediated by parasympathetic pathways in the bronchi.

Although the precise mechanism has yet to be elucidated, the bronchoconstriction caused by exposure to sulfites in sensitive asthmatics can be severe and potentially life threatening. Therefore, accurate diagnosis is imperative. But because history does not always correlate with a positive challenge, history alone is insufficient for the diagnosis of sulfite-induced asthma. Skin prick tests and serologic tests are also not reliable in the diagnosis of sulfite-induced asthma. The diagnostic tool with the highest reproducibility is a double-blind, placebo-controlled challenge. However, there is no standardized procedure for challenging with sulfiting agents (see Tables 29.1 and 29.2 for suggested protocols for sulfite challenges). Patients may be challenged with capsules, neutral solutions, or acidic solutions of metabisulfite. A capsule challenge may be preferred, as most exposures are to sulfites in bound form in foods other than to sulfites in free form, such as in lettuce. Variable thresholds for bronchospastic responses have been seen, from 5 to 200 mg of encapsulated metabisulfite. A challenge with sulfites in solution is optimal for patients who have reacted to beverages such as sulfited wines. In patients with a history of response to particular foods, food challenges are used diagnostically. Challenges, therefore, can be tailored to a patient’s history of reaction.

Challenges should be conducted very carefully, with availability of equipment necessary to treat severe bronchospastic or anaphylactic reactions. Because certain drugs can inhibit the response to sulfites, anti-asthmatic and anti-allergic medications, such as β2-agonists, cromolyn, and antihistamines, should be withheld before challenges. β2-agonists are typically withheld the day of the challenge, while cromolyn and antihistamines are withheld at least 24 hours prior to the challenge. Theophylline and corticosteroids (inhaled and oral) can be continued, for these drugs do not interfere with sulfite-induced reactions.

Typically, if a single-blind challenge is positive, the results should be confirmed with a double-blind challenge. Randomization of administration of active and placebo challenges should be done, possibly with a third challenge day, to avoid an order effect of challenge. An order effect of challenge has been seen in patients who receive placebo on the first day and do not react but do react on subsequent challenge days regardless of whether they receive placebo or active challenge.

Given the diagnosis of sulfite-induced asthma with an appropriately performed challenge study and the establishment of a threshold dose of sulfite that provokes asthma, treatment is strict avoidance of sulfite-treated foods and drugs, especially those containing greater than 100-ppm SO2 equivalents. In the United States federal regulations requires foods and alcoholic beverages containing greater than 10-ppm total SO2, be labeled. Unlabeled sulfited foods still exist in restaurants, although the use of sulfites in fresh foods such as fruits and vegetables in salad bars has been banned. Residue levels of sulfites in shrimp, which are used to prevent enzymatic browning (black spot formation), are still permitted. Imported table grapes are treated with sulfites to inhibit mold growth, but they must be detained at their port of entry until sulfite residues are no longer detected. Potatoes can be sulfited, so patients with sulfite-sensitive asthma should avoid all potatoes in restaurants, except those baked with intact skins. Sulfite-sensitive asthmatics should avoid sulfite-containing pharmaceutical agents such as certain bronchodilator solutions, subcutaneous lidocaine, and intravenous corticosteroids. Pharmaceutical corporations have eliminated the use of sulfites in many products used for the treatment of asthmatics, although epinephrine contains sulfites as antioxidants because there is no alternative agent. The positive effects of the epinephrine overwhelmingly negate any negative effects of sulfites. Epinephrine therefore should never be withheld from sulfite-sensitive asthmatics when indicated.

Complete avoidance of sulfites is difficult, and reactions can be severe. Management of reactions includes administration of β2-agonist medications or nebulized atropine and self-administered epinephrine for severe episodes of sulfite-induced asthma.

**Monosodium glutamate**

Just as sulfites have been linked to asthma exacerbations in some asthmatics, MSG has also been implicated. Unlike sulfites, however, there is little data to confirm that MSG causes bronchospasm.

MSG is a sodium salt of the non-essential amino acid, L-glutamic acid. MSG occurs naturally in a wide variety of foods. MSG exists in free form and bound to proteins and is used as a flavor enhancer in processed foods. In the United States, the average daily intake of MSG is 0.2–0.5 g. As much as 4–6 g might be ingested in a highly seasoned restaurant meal.

Because MSG is perceived as a food chemical likely to cause bronchoconstriction, it is a frequently avoided food item. However, the role of MSG in exacerbating asthma has not been firmly established. Levels of MSG precipitating adverse events are much higher than the usual dietary exposure (2.5–3 g versus 0.2–0.5 g daily exposure) and occur in the absence of food.

Thirty-two asthmatic patients with a history of MSG-induced asthmatic reactions were evaluated via single-blind, placebo-controlled oral challenge with MSG. PEFR were followed hourly for 14 hours after oral challenge. Thirteen exhibited significant declines in PEFR. Patients were given placebo on day 1 of the study and then challenged with MSG on days 2 and 3, augmenting the lack of daily controller medications, which were stopped just prior to commencement
of the study. Some patients were allowed to have rescue medication within 3 hours of initial challenge, therefore declines in PEFR 6 hours or more after challenge were most likely due to waning effects of β2-agonist rather than to bronchoconstrictive effects of MSG. The results of this study were not reproduced; a non-blinded challenge was repeated in only one patient.

Oral challenges with 1.5 g of MSG in 12 asthmatic patients found no changes in FEV1 that was statistically different from placebo. The number of patients evaluated was small, and subjects were only evaluated for 2 hours after challenge, rather than 12 hours or more as in other studies. This study does suggest that in the usual quantities found in food, MSG is unlikely to induce bronchoconstriction.

Another study evaluated 12 asthmatics, all of whom had a history of asthma exacerbation with MSG ingestion. This was a double-blind, placebo-controlled study to evaluate for MSG-induced bronchial hyperresponsiveness. Methacholine challenge was performed before and after oral challenge with MSG. The results of this study were completely negative. This study involved a small number of subjects, and patients were directly monitored for only 4 hours after challenge. Nevertheless, MSG-induced asthma was not demonstrated in this group of adult asthmatics with prior history of asthma symptoms precipitated by MSG.

A single-blind, placebo-controlled study evaluated 100 asthmatic patients, 30 of whom reported prior asthma exacerbations with MSG exposure. Subjects were given 2.5 g of MSG, and FEV1 was measured at hourly intervals for 12 hours. No significant drop in FEV1 occurred, and no patients developed asthma symptoms.

In contrast to the general perception that MSG-induced asthma exists, well-designed studies with oral challenges of MSG clearly have not demonstrated changes in FEV1 or symptoms of asthma. Currently, there is limited evidence that patients with asthma are more at risk for adverse effects from MSG than the general population [2].

When patients are concerned that a reaction may be occurring to MSG, an oral challenge can be performed (Table 27.1). Maintenance asthma medications should be continued. An initial single-blind, placebo-controlled challenge should be done. FEV1 should be monitored hourly after each of five doses of placebo. If the FEV1 changes by more than 10%, the patient has failed the placebo challenge. If the FEV1 is stable (change of less than 10%), a second placebo challenge should be performed and FEV1 monitored hourly for up to 12 hours.

If patients “pass” the placebo challenge day with less than 10% variability in FEV1, a single-blind challenge with MSG should be performed. MSG is given in five 500 mg capsules, totaling 2.5 g. FEV1 is monitored hourly for a total of 12 hours. Five placebo capsules should be given at the 6-hour point to maintain a sequence similar to the placebo challenge day. A positive response is defined as a drop in FEV1 of greater than 20%. If patients have a positive response to a single-blind challenge, a double-blind challenge should be performed.

### Tartrazine

Synthetic colorants are often added to foods. One such example is the azo dye, tartrazine, also known as FD&C Yellow #5. As with MSG, many of the reported studies have design flaws. No well-designed study has corroborated claims that tartrazine provokes asthma exacerbations, for example, lack of baseline asthma stability, withholding of asthma medications, or proper controls.

In 194 aspirin-sensitive patients evaluated for tartrazine sensitivity by oral challenge, no cross-sensitivity between aspirin and tartrazine was demonstrated. The authors conclude that reports of tartrazine-induced bronchospasm represent spontaneous asthma coincidentally associated with ingestion of tartrazine, rather than bronchospasm caused by tartrazine. None of the subjects had positive reactions when double-blind, placebo-controlled challenges were performed [3].

If a patient is concerned about reactions to tartrazine, an oral challenge can be performed (Table 27.2). An initial challenge should involve hourly FEV1 monitoring throughout the challenge. Placebo should be administered first. If FEV1 remains stable after 3 hours, 25-mg tartrazine can be given. If after another 3 hours, FEV1 is still stable, 50-mg tartrazine can be administered. A “conditionally positive”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 27.1 Protocol for MSG Oral Challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-blind challenge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continue maintenance asthma medications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perform on initial single-blind placebo challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Administer five placebo capsules of 500-mg sucrose each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Monitor FEV1 hourly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Failure of placebo challenge is a change in FEV1 &gt; 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• If FEV1 remains stable, perform a second placebo challenge, monitoring FEV1 hourly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Total duration of placebo day: 12 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If patients pass the placebo challenge day, perform single-blind challenge with MSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Give five capsules MSG totaling 2.5 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Monitor FEV1 hourly for total of 12 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Six hours after MSG administered, administer five placebo capsules to maintain a sequence similar to the placebo challenge day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Positive response is FEV1 drop &gt; 20% (perform double-blind challenge to confirm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Double-blind challenge**                |
| Continue maintenance asthma medications   |
| Repeat 12-hour placebo challenge on 1 day  |
| Request repeat MSG challenge as above on another day |
| Challenge day (placebo or active) should be in random order. |

**Note:** For MSG, if patients exhibit symptoms of asthma, withhold all asthma medications, or proper controls. For tartrazine, if patients exhibit symptoms of asthma, withhold all asthma medications, or proper controls.
Table 27.2 Protocol for tartrazine oral challenge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial challenge</th>
<th>Double-blind challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administer placebo first</td>
<td>Begin with a full day of placebo challenge using three doses of placebo administered 3 hours apart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor FEV1 hourly</td>
<td>Monitor FEV1 hourly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If FEV1 stable after 3 hours, administer 25-mg tartrazine</td>
<td>On the following day, follow protocol for initial challenge using suspected provoking dose of tartrazine and two placebos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If FEV1 stable after 3 hours, administer 50-mg tartrazine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A “conditionally positive” test consists of FEV1 drop of 25% or more after the 25- or 50-mg dose tartrazine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

Despite that a multitude of food additives exist, only a few are commonly implicated in asthma: sulfites, MSG, and tartrazine. Of these three, only sulfites have been found to incite bronchoconstriction in some asthmatics, who should avoid sulfite exposure. In contrast, due to the lack of evidence in well-designed studies linking MSG and tartrazine to asthma exacerbation, asthmatic patients need not avoid exposure to MSG or tartrazine if a double-blind, placebo-controlled challenge is negative.
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CHAPTER 28
Urticaria, Angioedema, and Anaphylaxis Provoked by Food and Drug Additives

John V. Bosso and Ronald A. Simon

KEY CONCEPTS
- Only a small fraction of the thousands of agents added to our foods have been associated with cutaneous and/or anaphylactic hypersensitivity responses.
- Early (pre-1990) literature overestimated the prevalence of such reactions due to poorly controlled studies.
- Additive-induced urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis is relatively rare.
- Hypersensitivity responses to “natural” additives appear to be primarily IgE based, while the basis of most reactions to synthetic additives is unclear.
- Chronic idiopathic urticaria/angioedema is rarely associated with food-additive hypersensitivity.
- Recommendations for food-additive challenge protocols for patients with urticaria, angioedema, and/or anaphylaxis are reviewed in the text.

Many agents are added to foods that we consume [1], the number ranges from 2000 to 20,000. These substances include preservatives, stabilizers, conditioners, thickeners, colorings, flavorings, sweeteners, and antioxidants. Despite the multitude of additives known, only a surprisingly small number have been associated with hypersensitivity reactions.

Urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis from food additives should be suspected when adverse reactions after food or beverage consumption occur; some, but not all the time, suggesting that the reaction occurs only when an additive is present.

A number of investigators have suggested that urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis related to the ingestion of food additives are relatively common. This apparent misconception is based on several poorly controlled studies, mostly reported before 1990. Emerging evidence appears to contradict this notion, suggesting that the incidence of such reactions is relatively low.

Table 28.1 lists the food and drug additives that may be associated with adverse reactions. In this chapter, these additives are discussed in detail as they relate to urticaria and angioedema, as well as to anaphylaxis or anaphylactoid reactions.

General considerations and description of some additives

A brief overview of selected additives follows [2]. For additional information, the reader is referred to Chapters 27, 29–34 in this book.

Food dyes
Dyes approved under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic (FD & C) Act are coal tar derivatives, the best known of which is tartrazine (FD & C Yellow No. 5). In addition to tartrazine, the group of azo dyes include ponceau (FD & C Red No. 4) and sunset yellow (FD & C Yellow No. 6). Amaranth (FD & C Red No. 2) was banned from use in the United States in 1975 because of claims related to carcinogenicity. Non-azo dyes include brilliant blue (FD & C Blue No. 1), erythrosine (FD & C Red No. 3), and indigotine (FD & C Blue No. 2).

Sulfites
Sulfites and the burning of sulfur-containing coal have been used for centuries to preserve food. In addition, sulfiting agents (including sulfur dioxide and sodium or potassium sulfite, bisulfite, and metabisulfite) are used by the fermentation industry to sanitize containers and to inhibit the growth of undesirable microorganisms. Sulfites act as potent antioxidants, which explains their widespread use in foods as preventatives against oxidative discoloration (browning)
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and as fresheners. Many packaged foods, including fresh and frozen cellophane-wrapped fruits and vegetables, processed grain foods (crackers and cookies), and citrus-flavored beverages, may contain sulfites.

The highest levels, however, occur in potatoes (any peeled variety), dried fruits (apricots and white raisins), and possibly shrimp and other seafood, which may be sprayed with sulfiting agents after unloading on the dock. Sulfites are listed as ingredients in prepared and packaged foods or drinks that contain at least 10 ppm SO2 equivalents. In 1986, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) banned the use of sulfites on foods marketed as “fresh.”

Parabens
Parabens are aliphatic esters of p-hydroxybenzoic acid. They include methyl-, ethyl-, propyl-, and butyl-parabens. Sodium benzoate is a closely related substance, usually reported to cross-react with these compounds. These agents are widely used as preservatives in both foods and drugs, and are well recognized as causes of severe contact dermatitis.

### Table 28.1 Additives associated with adverse reactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthetic additives</th>
<th>Natural additives (Plant/animal sources)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FD &amp; C dyes</td>
<td>Annatto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azo dyes</td>
<td>Carmine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tartrazine (FD &amp; C Yellow No. 5)</td>
<td>Saffron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunset yellow (FD &amp; C Yellow No. 6)</td>
<td>Mannitol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponceau (FD &amp; C Red No. 4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaranth (FD &amp; C Red No. 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-azo dyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brilliant blue (FD &amp; C Blue No. 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erythrosine (FD &amp; C Red No. 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigoine (FD &amp; C Blue No. 2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parabens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-hydroxybenzoic acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl-, ethyl-, butyl-, and propyl-paraben</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium benzoate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrites/nitrites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monosodium glutamate (MSG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur dioxide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium sulfite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium/potassium bisulfite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium/potassium metabisulfite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartame</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isosulfan blue (medical diagnostic agent)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Monosodium glutamate
Glutamic acid is a non-essential dicarboxylic amino acid that constitutes 20% of dietary protein. Glutamate occurs naturally in some foods in significant amounts: 100 g of Camembert cheese, for example, contains as much as 1 g of monosodium glutamate (MSG). The greatest exposure to MSG, however, occurs through its role as a flavor enhancer. Manufacturers and restaurateurs add MSG to a wide variety of foods. About 85 years ago a Japanese chemist established that MSG produced the flavor-enhancing properties of seaweed, a traditional component of Japanese cooking. Large amounts of MSG are sometimes added to Chinese, Japanese, and other Southeast Asian cooking. As much as 6 g of MSG may be ingested in a highly seasoned oriental meal, and a single bowl of wonton soup may contain 2.5 g of MSG. MSG may also be found in manufactured meat and chicken products.

MSG has been reported to provoke, within minutes to hours of eating, a syndrome characterized by headache, a burning sensation along the back of the neck, chest tightness, nausea, and sweating. Recently, a trend toward reducing MSG use in Asian cooking has emerged, likely in response to consumer dissatisfaction related to the occurrence of the syndrome.

### Aspartame
Aspartame is a dipeptide composed of aspartic acid and the methyl ester of phenylalanine. This popular low-calorie artificial sweetener is 180 times sweeter than sucrose.

### Butylated hydroxyanisole and butylated hydroxytoluene
Butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA) and butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) are antioxidants used in cereal and other grain products.

### Nitrates/nitrites
Nitrates and nitrites are widely used preservatives. Their popularity stems from both flavoring and coloring attributes. These agents are found mostly in processed meats such as frankfurters and salami [3].

### Isosulfan blue
Isosulfan blue (ISB; Lymphazurin 1%, US Surgical Corporation) is an isomer of the triphenylmethane dye patent blue. It is a contrast agent for the delineation of lymphatic vessels. Following subcutaneous administration, this dye binds to interstitial proteins in lymphatic vessels, imparting a bright blue appearance that makes the lymphatics more readily discernable from surrounding tissue. ISB is indicated as an adjunct to lymphangiography, assessing lymph node response to therapeutic modalities and for visualization of the lymphatic system draining the region of injection [4].
Annatto
Annatto dye is an orange-yellow food coloring extracted from the seeds of the tree *Bixa orellana*, a large fast-growing shrub cultivated in the tropics. It is frequently used in cereals, beverages, cheese, and snack foods.

Carmine
Carmine (or cochineal extract) is a biologically derived red colorant derived from the dried bodies of female cochineal insects (*Nopalea coccinellifera*). It is commonly used in cosmetics, textiles, and foods. It is responsible for giving the liqueur Campari its characteristic color. It is often designated E 120.

Saffron
Saffron color, a dark yellow-orange, derives from the crocus plant. The saffron spice consists of the dried stigmas and style of the crocus bulb, while the saffron colorant, crocin, also comes from the dried stigmas and style. It is used to color soups, bouillabaisse, sauces, rice dishes (paella, "risotto Milanese"), cakes, cheese, and liqueurs [5].

Mannitol
Mannitol is a sugar alcohol widely distributed in plants. It is a white, crystalline sweetener added to processed foods for the purpose of thickening, stabilizing, and sweetening. It is also widely used as a drug excipient. In addition, it is widely used as a therapeutic agent for glaucoma, increased intracranial pressure, drug intoxication, and oliguric renal failure [6].

Mechanisms of additive-induced urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis
As of now, the mechanisms underlying additive-induced urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis remain largely unknown. It seems reasonable to postulate, however, that multiple mechanisms are responsible for these adverse reactions, given the heterogeneity of chemical structures found among these additives (Fig. 28.1). Natural food colorants (e.g. annatto and carmine) are derived from proteins with molecular weights consistent with common food allergens.

Immediate (IgE-mediated) hypersensitivity
Naturally derived food colorings, such as annatto and carmine, contain proteins recognized in sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), appearing as gel bands that appear in the 10–100 kDa range. Therefore, these colorants can be expected to potentially elicit IgE-mediated responses in some atopic individuals. Synthetic
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additives would appear to have to act as hapten to create a response mediated by IgE. Only a few reports have suggested IgE-mediated reactions to synthetic additives, notably to sulfites and parabens. Instead, the overwhelming majority of these reactions are not of the immediate hypersensitivity type. In fact, many cases of additive-provoked urticaria are said to occur as late as 24 hours after challenge, arguing against an IgE-mediated mechanism.

Evidence for an IgE-mediated mechanism as the cause for identified anaphylactic episodes associated with carmine-colored foods derives from studies that have demonstrated positive skin prick test (SPTs), a positive Prausnitz–Küstner (PK) test, a positive basophile histamine release assay, positive IgE RAST (radioallergosorbent test) studies, and positive SDS-PAGE with IgE immunoblot [7–11]. Chung et al. [12] identified (in minced cochineal insect extracts) several protein SDS-PAGE bands of 23–88kDa. The sera from three patients with episodic urticaria/angioedema/anaphylaxis occurring 3–5 hours after ingestion of foods containing carmine recognized these bands on immunoblot. This reactivity was inhibited by carmine. Patient reactivity to specific bands varied. Commercial carmine appears to retain proteinaceous material from the source insects. These insect-derived proteins, possibly complexed with carminic acid, are responsible for IgE-mediated carmine allergy.

Nish et al. [13] reported on a case of annatto dye-induced anaphylaxis. SPTs to annatto were strongly positive with negative control results. SDS-PAGE demonstrated two bands in the range of 50kDa. Immunoblotting showed patient IgE specific for one of these bands and controls showed no binding. Residual or contaminating seed protein was the likely responsible antigen in this rare cast. Revan et al. [14] reported their experience with annatto at the University of Michigan allergy clinic. They found 9 (12%) of 77 atopic patients were SPT positive to liquid undiluted annatto. However, only 2 of these 9 subjects had symptomatic annatto allergy: 1 patient with a 4+ SPT had a history of annatto-induced anaphylaxis, and another with a 3+ SPT had angioedema. Only one SPT-positive reactor was challenged (2+) and was negative. The negative predictive value (NPV) of SPT in this cohort was 100%; however, the positive predictive value (PPV) was low (22%). Perhaps the undiluted extract was too potent to differentiate between true reactors and an irritant response. Double-blind, placebo-controlled (DBPC) challenges are needed to confirm these results.

In 1976, Prenner and Stevens reported an anaphylactic reaction occurring after the ingestion of food sprayed with sodium bisulfite [15]. Minutes after eating a restaurant lunch, this 50-year-old male experienced generalized urticaria, pruritus, swelling of the tongue, difficulty swallowing, and tightness in the chest. He responded promptly to treatment with subcutaneous epinephrine. Subsequently, the patient’s SPT and an intradermal test gave positive results (with negative controls). The authors were able to demonstrate PK transfer to a non-atopic subject. Yang and associates [16] also described one patient with a history of sulfite-provoked anaphylaxis. A borderline result was obtained via intradermal skin test, followed by a positive response to a single-blind oral provocation challenge with 5 mg of potassium metabisulfite. This patient’s cutaneous reactivity was also passively transferred via the PK reaction. However, this group was unable to elicit positive responses from challenges in nine patients with histories of hives related to eating restaurant food. In addition, Sokol and Hydick [17] reported a case of sulfite-induced anaphylaxis that provided evidence for specific IgE-mediated mechanism. Despite these isolated reports, IgE-mediated immediate hypersensitivity reactions to sulfites (possibly via a hapten mechanism) appear to occur only rarely.

Studies measuring serum levels of neutrophil chemotactic factor of anaphylaxis (NCF-A) did not find an increase in this mast cell (MC) mediator post-challenge in subjects with negative metabisulfite skin tests, suggesting that MC degranulation is not associated with non-IgE-mediated sulfite reactions [18]. Cromolyn pre-treatment did not ablate an urticarial reaction in an individual sensitive to potassium metabisulfite [19]. In the overwhelming majority of cases, the mechanisms behind sulfite-provoked urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis (or anaphylactoid reactions) remain unknown.

At least three cases of apparent IgE-mediated, paraben-induced urticaria and angioedema have been reported [20,21]. All of these cases concerned reactions to benzoates used as pharmaceutical preservatives. The three patients had positive skin test responses to parabens, but negative results when exposed to the drugs themselves minus the paraben preservatives. These subjects, however, could tolerate oral benzoates in their diets without reactions. Macy et al. [22] recently reported a series of 287 patients who underwent immediate hypersensitivity skin test to methylparaben-preserved local anesthetics. Only three patients had positive skin tests. These three individuals underwent skin testing as well as provocative dose testing to 0.1% methylparaben, in addition to local anesthetic without preservative. All three reacted definitely to the methylparaben, suggesting that methylparaben is a potential cause for local immediate hypersensitivity reactions previously attributed to the local anesthetics themselves.

Delayed (type IV) hypersensitivity

Another suggested mechanism focuses on delayed hypersensitivity. Studies in this area have been few in number and often of questionable design. Warrington and co-workers [23] measured the release of a T-lymphocyte-derived leukocyte migration inhibition factor in response to incubation with tartrazine, sodium benzoate, and aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) in vitro using peripheral blood mononuclear cells from patients with chronic urticaria, with or without associated additive or...
aspirin sensitivity. Significant production of the inhibitory
factor occurred in response to tartrazine and sodium benzoate in individuals with chronic additive-induced urticaria. The groups of patients studied (four patients per group) reportedly exhibited sensitivity to tartrazine, sodium benzoate, and aspirin as determined either by response to elimination diet alone or by challenge-proved sensitivity. In this study, the potential for false-positive reactions on the basis of response to diet alone presented a problem. Essentially no details of the challenge procedures were given.

Valverde and associates [24] studied in vitro lymphocyte stimulation in 258 patients with chronic urticaria, angioedema, or both, using a series of food extracts and additives that included tartrazine, benzoic acid, and aspirin. They found positive stimulation (using the lymphocyte transformation test) to additives in 18% of subjects. After the patients were placed on a diet that excluded the offending additives, 62% had total remission of symptoms and 22% had partial remission. The investigators concluded that this response to diet lent credence to the lymphocyte transformation test as an in vitro diagnostic test for chronic urticaria and angioedema related to food additives. However, no provocation challenges were performed in this study. No definitive conclusions regarding the presence or absence of a delayed-type hypersensitivity mechanism in additive-provoked urticaria can be made from the studies described above. It does seem reasonable to conclude that a reaction with an onset between 30 minutes and 6 hours after exposure to the material in question (most reactions began within the first 6 hours) is not typical of a type IV mechanism.

Cyclooxygenase, aspirin, and tartrazine
The possibility of tartrazine sensitivity remains controversial. Many claims of cross-reactivity between aspirin and tartrazine have been made; estimates of its incidence based on earlier studies ranged from 21% to 100% [25–29]. In a DBPC study (with objective reaction criteria and withholding of antihistamines for 72 hours prior to challenge), only 1 (4.2%) of 24 patients experienced urticaria after challenge with 50 mg of tartrazine [30]. When challenged with 975 mg of aspirin, this patient did not react, suggesting that cross-reactivity between aspirin and tartrazine may not occur. An earlier DBPC crossover challenge with 0.22 mg of tartrazine found sensitivity in 3 (8%) of 38 patients with chronic urticaria and 2 (20%) of 10 patients with aspirin intolerance [28]. This dose of tartrazine is similar to that used to color medication tablets, but remains far less than that typically encountered in the diet. The report did not mention, however, whether antihistamines were withheld during the challenges. No convincing evidence has been found to prove that tartrazine inhibits the enzyme cyclooxygenase (in the arachidonic acid cascade), an often-suggested mechanism for aspirin sensitivity.

Neurologically mediated hypersensitivity
Considerable evidence exists that MSG has both neuroexcitatory and neurotoxic effects in animals [31] and humans [32]. Neurologically mediated urticarias have been described [33]. Several factors, including heat, exercise, and stress, may induce cholinergic urticaria. This mechanism represents only a theoretical basis for MSG-induced urticaria, possibly via release of cutaneous neuropeptides.

Anticoagulation
In 1986, Zimmerman and Czarnetzki [34] sought to disprove claims by earlier investigators that changes in bleeding time play an important role in diagnosing anaphylactoid reactions to aspirin, other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), and food additives. They measured bleeding time, prothrombin time, and partial thromboplastin times in 10 patients with histories of anaphylactoid reactions to these drugs and various food additives. Challenges were not placebo-controlled, nor were they blinded. Nevertheless, the investigators found no correlation between patient’s reactions and the aforementioned coagulation parameters.

Conclusion
Thus, aside from several case reports describing IgE-mediated reactions to sulfites and parabens, the majority of synthetic additive-induced urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylactic reactions involve mechanisms that have not been elucidated. This stands in contrast to the natural food additives carmine and annatto, which show definite IgE binding to residual source protein antigens.

Food additive challenge studies in patients with urticaria/angioedema

Patient selection
Selection of patients for study of urticaria/angioedema has included three types of subjects: (1) all available patients with chronic urticaria (or only those with chronic idiopathic urticaria); (2) patients with histories suggestive of food additive-provoked urticaria; or (3) patients who have responded to a diet free of commonly implicated additives. The percentage of positive reactors will depend on the group selected. This variability adds more confusion to the already difficult task of comparing results from differing studies.

Activity of urticaria at the time of study
The relative degree of activity or inactivity of urticaria or angioedema at the time of challenge appears to affect the ability to obtain cutaneous responses to food additives. Challenges performed on patients with active urticaria are more likely to yield false-positive results. Challenges performed on patients whose urticaria is in remission, on the other hand, are more likely to yield false-negative results. In a study by Mathison and colleagues [35], only 1 of 15 patients whose urticaria
was in remission experienced a reaction to aspirin, whereas 7 of 10 patients with active urticaria reacted to aspirin. These challenges were performed using objective reaction criteria, and the reactions observed were then compared with baseline observations.

**Medications**

Several studies made no reference to whether medications—particularly antihistamines—were continued or withheld during challenge. The following caveats must be considered when interpreting such challenge studies: (1) Discontinuation of antihistamines immediately before or within 24 hours of challenge often facilitates more false-positive results. (2) Continuation of antihistamines during challenges may block milder additive-induced cutaneous responses and, therefore, give more false-negative results. (3) Subjects become increasingly likely to experience breakthrough urticaria as the interval from the last antihistamine dose to the “positive challenge” increases. Such results would be even more confusing if placebo-controlled challenges preceded additive challenges.

**Reaction criteria**

Often no period of baseline observation is made by the investigators for comparison with reaction data. Most challenge studies performed have employed a loosely defined and rather subjective means to define urticarial responses. The reaction criteria might simply consist of “clear signs of urticaria developing within 24 hours.” The studies by Stevenson et al. [30] and Mathison et al. [35], in contrast, utilized an objective system of scoring urticarial responses.

**Placebo controls**

The use of placebo-controlled studies in additive challenge protocols is desirable because studies without these controls are difficult to interpret when assessing positive urticarial challenge responses. Nevertheless, a number of reported additive challenge studies do not employ placebo controls. Even in many placebo-controlled studies, the placebo is always the first challenge, followed by aspirin, and finally by an additive. Thus, a spontaneous flare of urticaria would be least likely to coincide with the first placebo challenge. We also question the validity of having only a single placebo in challenge studies that test large numbers of additives. A need exists for multiple placebos and randomization of placebo usage in the order of challenges.

**Blinding**

Among the most important features of any protocol for food additive challenge is a double-blind challenge, because urticaria may be exacerbated by emotional stress. In addition, it is necessary to eliminate observer bias given the subjective nature of positive responses. Open challenges are useful tools for ruling out additive-associated reactions. Positive challenge responses, in contrast, need double-blinded confirmation before they can be accepted as “true positives.”

**Multiple additive challenges in patients with chronic urticaria**

**Examples of studies with less stringent design criteria**

One of the earliest additive challenge studies in patients with chronic urticaria was reported by Doeglas [36]. Seven (30.4%) subjects reacted to tartrazine and “four or five” (17.4% or 22.7%) reacted to sodium benzoate. Placebo-controlled challenges were not performed. Thune and Granholt [37] reported that 20 (21%) of 96 patients reacted to tartrazine, 13 (15%) of 86 reacted to sunset yellow, 5 (71%) of 7 reacted to parabens, and 6 (13%) of 47 reacted to BHA and BHT. Furthermore, in the group of patients with chronic idiopathic urticaria, 62 (62%) of the 100 patients challenged reacted to at least 1 of the 22 different agents used. The challenges were not placebo-controlled, however, so any conclusions about the incidence of reactions to a particular agent derived from this study would be difficult to support.

In a study of 330 patients with recurrent urticaria, Juhlin [38] performed single-blind challenges using multiple additives and a single placebo, which always preceded the additive challenge. He found that one or more positive reactions occurred in 102 (31%) of patients tested. Reaction criteria were relatively subjective in this study. In fact, 109 (33%) of patients had reactions judged to be “uncertain” because, as the author stated, “Judging whether a reaction is positive or negative is not always easy.” Furthermore, if patients reacted to the lactose placebo, retesting involved a wheat starch placebo. Questionable reactors were retested. If the repeat test gave a positive result, the first test was assumed to be positive as well; the same logic applied for negative retesting.

Supramaniam and Warner [39] described 24 of 43 children as reacting to one or more additives used in their double-blind challenge study. No baseline observation period was established, however, and only one placebo was interspersed among the nine additives used for challenge. Furthermore, no mention was made about whether antihistamines were withheld prior to or during challenges.

In 1985, Genton and co-workers [40] performed single-blind additive challenges on 17 patients with chronic urticaria or angioedema. The patients were placed on a 14-day elimination diet (free of food additives) before challenge and medications were discontinued at the beginning of the diet. Of the 17 patients in the study, 15 reacted to at least one of the six additives used for challenge.

**Examples of studies with more stringent design criteria**

In 1988, Ortolani and associates [41] reported 396 patients with recurrent chronic urticaria and angioedema; this report
was a follow-up to a study performed in 1984 [42]. DBPC oral food provocations were performed on patients that had experienced significant remissions while following an elimination diet. The diet was maintained, but medications were discontinued during challenges. The report did not describe the timing of discontinuation of medications. On the basis of history alone, 179 patients were considered for an elimination diet for suspected food or food additive intolerance; only 135 patients ultimately participated in the study. Eight (9.2%) of 87 patients who had significantly improved on the diet after 2 weeks gave positive responses to food challenges. Of the 79 patients with negative responses to food challenges, 72 underwent DBPC, oral food additive provocations. Twelve (17%) of these patients experienced positive responses to challenges with one or more additives. Many of these patients reacted to two or three additives. Five (31%) of the 16 patients with positive responses to aspirin challenges gave positive responses to additive challenges; four of these subjects tested positive to sodium salicylate.

The similarity in chemical structure observed between aspirin and sodium salicylate supports the possibility of cross-reactivity between these agents. They differ in that sodium salicylate is a “non-acetylated” salicylate. The doses used (>400mg) in the sodium salicylate challenge, however, far exceed the levels encountered in most conventional diets. Furthermore, although it is important in assessing food sensitivity, a patient’s history is usually a poor indicator of a possible additive hypersensitivity, because patients are usually unaware of all additives that they consume daily.

Hannuksela and Lahti [43] challenged 44 chronic urticaria patients with several food additives, including sodium metabisulfite, BHA or BHT, β-carotene, and benzoic acid in a prospective, DBPC study. Only 1 (2.2%) of the 44 patients had a positive response to challenge, reacting positively to benzoic acid. Another patient also reacted to the placebo challenge. All medications were discontinued 72 hours before the first challenge and during the study. Patients were not placed on an additive-free diet prior to the challenge. The challenge dose of metabisulfite was low, only 9mg. Similarly, Kellet and associates noted that approximately 10% of 44 chronic idiopathic urticaria patients reacted to benzoates, tartrazine, or both, of other alcoholic beverages. This case may have involved sulfite-provoked urticaria and anaphylaxis.

Habenicht and co-workers [49] described two patients who experienced several episodes of urticaria and angioedema after consuming restaurant meals. Only one of these individuals underwent a single-blind oral challenge with potassium metabisulfite. Generalized urticarial lesions developed in this patient within 15 minutes of drinking wine. Her symptoms were not reproduced by ingestion of other alcoholic beverages. This case may have involved sulfite-provoked urticaria and anaphylaxis.

Elimination diet studies
An alternative strategy for investigating additive-induced urticaria involves the elimination of all additives from the diet and the observation of its effects on hives. Unfortunately, there are no reported blinded or placebo-controlled studies of this nature. In uncontrolled studies, Ros and co-workers [45] reported an additive-free diet to be “completely helpful” in 24% of patients with chronic urticaria; 57% of patients were deemed “much improved,” and 19% were “slightly better” or experienced no change in their urticaria. Rudzki and associates [46] reported that 50 (32%) of 158 patients responded to a diet that eliminated salicylates, benzoates, and azo dyes. These studies did not address the question of which, if any, additives constituted the cause of the problem.

Gibson and Clancy [47] found that 54 (71%) of 76 patients who underwent a 2-week, additive-free diet “responded.” They then challenged the responders with individual additives. Although the challenges were controlled, the patients always received the placebo first. No mention was made of whether the challenges were blinded. A diet that eliminated the offending additive was then continued for 6–18 months, followed by repeat challenge. All three patients who initially responded positively to tartrazine challenge had negative results upon re-challenge, as did one of the four patients with initially positive responses to benzoate challenges. Thus, despite this approach, the incidence of additive sensitivity in urticaria remains unknown.

Reports of single additive challenge studies
Sulfites
The reports by Prenner and Stevens [15] and Yang et al. [16] discussed earlier presented single cases of sulfite-provoked anaphylaxis and gave skin test and PK-transfer evidence to suggest that an IgE-mediated mechanism played a role in these reactions. In addition, Yang et al. [16] performed a single-blind oral challenge. Their patient responded positively to a challenge with 5mg of potassium metabisulfite.

In 1980, Clayton and Busse [48] described a non-atopic female who developed generalized urticaria that progressed to life-threatening anaphylaxis within 15 minutes of drinking wine. Her symptoms were not reproduced by ingestion of other alcoholic beverages. This case may have involved sulfite-provoked urticaria and anaphylaxis.

Schwartz reported two patients with restaurant-related symptoms who underwent oral challenges with metabisulfite [50]. Both subjects had symptoms temporally related to ingestion of salads: weakness, a feeling of dissociation from the body, dizziness, borderline hypotension, and bradycardia. These signs and symptoms are more consistent with vasovagal reactions than with anaphylaxis. One report has described a patient who received less than 2ml of procaine (Novocaine) with epinephrine administered subcutaneously by her dentist [51]. Within several minutes, she developed...
flushing, a sense of warmth, and pruritus, followed by scattered urticaria, dyspnea, and anxiety. Skin tests of various local anesthetics and sulfite proved negative. Thirty minutes after receiving a single-blind, oral dose of 10 mg of sodium bisulfite, she developed “a sense of fullness in her head, nasal congestion, and a pruritic erythematous blotchy eruption.” No respiratory symptoms developed and the investigators did not observe any pulmonary function test abnormalities. This patient was able to tolerate local anesthetics without epinephrine. Importantly, this patient did not describe a history of food-related symptoms. Furthermore, the usual dose of aqueous epinephrine (adrenaline) contains only 0.3 mg of sulfite and local anesthetics contain only as much as 2 mg/ml of sulfite. Thus, the usual doses, even in the most sensitive persons, would not provoke reactions. The mechanism of this patient’s reaction cannot be definitively linked to sulfite and likely was a vasomotor response to the effects of epinephrine.

A DBPC challenge that reproduced urticaria after challenge with 25 mg of potassium metabisulfite was reported by Belchi-Hernandez et al. [19]. Skin tests were negative in this subject.

Two reports have demonstrated the inability to provoke reactions to sulfites in patients with idiopathic anaphylaxis, some of whom had histories of restaurant-associated symptoms [52,53]. In a study describing food-related skin testing in 102 patients with idiopathic anaphylaxis, only one patient was found to have metabisulfite sensitivity [54]. In addition, the authors performed sulfite-ingestion challenges in 25 patients with chronic idiopathic urticaria and angioedema without a reaction (unpublished observations). At present, sulfite-induced urticaria, angioedema, or anaphylaxis appears to be a rare phenomenon.

Acute urticaria associated with leukocytoclastic vasculitis and eosinophilia was induced by a single placebo-controlled challenge with 50-mg sodium bisulfite in a subject suffering from recurrent urticaria and angioedema of unclear etiology. Blinded challenges were performed during a symptom-free period, followed by biopsy confirmation of the leukocytoclastic. Conscious avoidance of sulfites reduced the frequency of subsequent reactions dramatically [55].

**Tartrazine/azo dyes**

Murdoch et al. [56] found at least 2 (8.3%) of 24 patients who developed hives after ingesting a panel of four azo dyes, including tartrazine. As previously indicated, Stevenson et al. [30] found that only 1 (4.2%) of 24 aspirin-sensitive subjects undergoing double-blind challenge with 50-mg tartrazine developed urticaria. It appears, therefore, that tartrazine and other azo dyes rarely induce urticaria. The tartrazine-sensitive individual identified in Stevenson’s study did not react to a blinded challenge with doses of aspirin of as much as 975 mg, suggesting a lack of cross-reactivity between tartrazine and aspirin.

**Aspartame**

Two cases of aspartame-provoked urticaria and angioedema have been reported. In these individuals, hives emerged only after aspartame’s 1983 approval as a sweetener in carbonated beverages. Both patients reported the onset of urticaria within 1 hour of ingesting aspartame-sweetened soft drinks. DBPC challenges induced urticaria with doses of aspartame (25–75 mg) that fell below the amount contained in typical 12-oz cans (100–150 mg) [57].

In a multi-center, randomized, placebo-controlled crossover study, Geha et al. [58] challenged 21 subjects with histories of a temporal (minutes to hours) association between aspartame ingestion and urticaria/angioedema. These subjects were identified after an extensive recruiting process spanning 4 years. Only four urticarial reactions were observed: two following aspartame consumption and two following placebo ingestion. Doses ranged as high as 600 mg of aspartame.

**Butylated hydroxyanisole and butylated hydroxytoluene**

In a DBPC study, Goodman et al. [59] challenged two patients with chronic idiopathic urticaria who experienced remissions following dye- and preservative-elimination diets. Both patients noted significant exacerbations of their urticaria after challenge with BHA and BHT. Subsequent avoidance of foods containing these antioxidants resulted in marked abatement of the frequency, severity, and duration of urticaria episodes. Long-term follow-up revealed urticarial flares after dietary indiscretion, but an otherwise quiescent disease.

**Monosodium glutamate**

Squire described a 50-year-old man with recurrent angioedema of the face and extremities that was related to a history involving ingestion of soup-containing MSG [60]. A single-blind, placebo-controlled challenge with the soup base resulted in “a sensation of imminent swelling” within a few hours, with visible angioedema emerging 24 hours after the challenge. In a graded challenge with only MSG, angioedema occurred 16 hours after challenge with a dose of 250 mg. Avoidance of MSG led to an extended remission. Details of the challenge were not reported, nor did the author mention whether medications were withheld during challenges.

**Nitrates/nitrites**

Hawkins and Katelaris [61] reported a single case of recurrent anaphylaxis occurring after eating take-out food. DBPC capsule challenge with 25 mg each of sodium nitrates and sodium nitrite resulted in an acute anaphylactic reaction, with hypotension within 15 minutes of the active challenge.

**Sodium benzoate**

Nettis et al. [62] performed DBPC challenges on 47 patients suspected to have acute urticaria/angioedema induced by...
sodium-benzoate-containing foods. Only one subject (2%) had a reaction after the ingestion of 75 mg of sodium benzoate without an adverse reaction to placebo, suggesting that even when confronted with suspected historical data on potential reactions to sodium benzoate, true sensitivity rates are quite low.

**Food additive sensitivity in chronic idiopathic urticaria/angioedema**

Malamin and Kalimo [9] performed prick and scratch skin tests on 91 individuals with chronic idiopathic urticaria/angioedema (CIUA), utilizing a panel of 18 food additives and preservatives. A positive response was defined as a wheal greater than or equal to the size of the histamine control. Sixty-four (26%) subjects had at least one positive skin test as compared with 25 (10%) of 247 non-urticaria control subjects. Ten of the 24 CIUA patients with positive skin tests underwent oral provocation with the additives that gave the positive skin test results. Details of the challenge procedure were not provided. Only one patient reacted, experiencing an urticarial reaction to benzoic acid. The activity level of the patient’s prechallenge urticaria was not noted.

At Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, patients with CIUA are undergoing single-blinded challenges with a panel of additives. Amounts of each additive are listed in Table 28.2. Positive reactors are confirmed with DBPC challenges. To date, no true positive reactors have been identified among more than 100 patients [63 and unpublished data]. From these data, we can conclude with a 95% confidence limit that sensitivity to any of the 11 food and drug additives in patients with CIUA is less than 1%.

Volonakis and colleagues [64] performed an extensive analysis of etiologic factors in 226 children with chronic urticaria. Elimination of food additives and DBPC challenges performed with a panel of four additives (tartrazine, sodium benzoate, nitrates, and sorbic acid) plus aspirin resulted in an overall incidence of 6 (2.6%) of the 226 cases attributable to these additives. Half of these patients (3 of 226, or 1.3%) reacted to aspirin (a known exacerbator of chronic urticaria), and the remaining 3 subjects (1.3%) reacted to tartrazine. No benzoate, nitrate, or sorbic acid reactions occurred among these subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 28.2 Suggested maximum doses for additives used in challenge protocols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yellow dyes No.5 and No.6: 50mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfites: 100 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSG: 2.5g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartame: 150mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parabens/benzoates: 100 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHA/BHT: 250 mg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrates/nitrites: 50 mg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Food and drug additive skin test and case report studies**

**Carmine**

Several cases of carmine-induced urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis have been described [7,10–12]. These have followed the initial case reports of carmine-induced anaphylaxis by Kagi et al. [66] and Beaudouin et al. [67]. The food products reported implicated in the past include campari-orange liqueur, Yoplait brand custard style strawberry–banana yogurt, imitation crab meat, Good Humor SnoFruit Popsicle, and ruby red grapefruit juice. SPTs were positive with undiluted carmine in the history positive patients and negative in control subjects. Contact urticaria associated with carmine-colored cosmetics has also been reported [12]. Specific challenges have not been performed with carmine in any of the above reports, with the exception of Baldwin et al. [10], whose patient showed negative oral challenges to each of the other components of the Good Humor SnoFruit Popsicle. As noted above, these collaborators at the University of Michigan have demonstrated that an IgE-mediated mechanism is responsible for these reactions.

**Anatto**

Case reports of anaphylactic reactions to annatto dye have been documented. Revan et al. [14] describe one patient with anaphylaxis (4+ SPT with undiluted extract) and one with angioedema (3+ SPT with undiluted extract) after ingesting annatto-containing foods. Neither patient was challenged.

**Saffron**

Saffron-induced near-fatal anaphylaxis was reported by Wuthrich [5]. The subject, a 21-year-old atopic farmer, developed violent abdominal cramps, laryngeal edema, and generalized urticaria a few minutes after a meal of saffron rice and mushrooms. This progressed to pulse-less collapse...
which responded to advanced cardiac life support. SPTs to ingredients of the meal were negative except for a strong reaction to saffron. RAST testing to two saffron preparations were both positive. SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting showed five IgE-binding bands with molecular weights between 40 and 90 kDa.

Mannitol
One report of mannitol-induced anaphylaxis has been well described by Hegde and Venkatesh. An individual who demonstrated anaphylactic reactions to mannitol found in pomegranate and cultivated mushroom also experienced severe allergic reactions to mannitol as an excipient in the chewable pharmaceutical cisapride. The authors utilized SPTs, serum mannitol-specific IgE by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), and multiple chemical purification techniques for mannitol separation to demonstrate an immediate hypersensitivity mechanism to mannitol as the explanation for the reactions [6].

Parabens/benzoate
One local anesthetic analysis noted above strongly suggested that methylparaben is a cause of local immediate hypersensitivity reactions previously attributed to the local anesthetics themselves [22]. One isolated case report of sodium-benzoate-induced anaphylaxis was reported by Michils [8].

Isosulfan blue
Askenazi et al. [68] reported three cases of anaphylactic shock to ISB dye used as a lymphatic contrast agent. All three patients reacted within 30 minutes of subcutaneous injection of ISB and all three have positive ISB skin tests. All of the 10 control subjects had negative skin tests to ISB. Two patients had elevated tryptase levels, indicating MC degranulation. All three patients were re-exposed to latex and the other perioperative concomitant medications after their reactions to ISB and demonstrated tolerance to them. Previous retrospective analyses demonstrate an acute allergic reaction rate of 1.1–2.0% [69,70].

Nitrates
Asero [71] reported a case of chronic generalized pruritis without skin eruption that disappeared on an additive-free diet. DBPC challenge with multiple additives resulted in symptom reproducibility within 60 minutes of the 10-mg sodium nitrate challenge. The patient did not react to seven other additives and multiple placebos.

Recommendations for food additive challenge protocols in patients with urticaria, angioedema, and/or anaphylaxis
A review of the literature on food and drug additive challenges in patients with urticaria suggests that more rigorously conducted studies are needed. With the use of more objective criteria and stringent design, more meaningful conclusions may be drawn regarding the true incidence of food additive-induced urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis. Our recommendations for future additive challenge protocols in patients with chronic or acute urticaria/angioedema are presented in the following sections.

Patient selection
In view of the ubiquitous and frequent dietary exposure to food and drug additives, the study population should be selected from patients with chronic “idiopathic” urticaria or angioedema, unless the study is intended to examine another defined subgroup of patients with acute or intermittent urticaria, angioedema, and/or anaphylaxis (e.g. patients with a convincingly positive acute history or patients responsive to an elimination diet). The diagnosis of chronic idiopathic urticaria or angioedema should be made in subjects with recurrent urticaria of at least 6 weeks duration without identifiable cause. In addition, appropriate challenges should be conducted to ascertain any physical urticarias. After a negative workup, a patient’s urticaria may then be considered idiopathic [72].

Activity of urticaria
Chronic urticaria should preferably be in an active phase (e.g. some lesions should have appeared within 1 month prior to challenge), as additives may not only provoke urticaria de novo, but also exacerbate ongoing urticaria, as is true with aspirin [35]. For patients with an intermittent and/or acute anaphylactic history associated with an additive, challenges should not be conducted for at least 2 weeks time after the acute reaction.

Medications
Antihistamines should be withheld for 3–5 days prior to the challenges, if possible. For patients with intractable chronic symptoms, antihistamines should be tapered to the minimal effective dose. Although corticosteroids are not first-line treatment for chronic urticaria/angioedema, when necessary their use should also be tapered to the minimal effective dose.

Food-additive-free diet
Patients should be placed on a diet free of all additives included in the challenge protocol at least 1 week prior to challenge.

Reaction criteria
Reaction criteria should be as objective as possible. The “rule of nines” used for assessing thermal burns provides a useful method for estimating skin surface area. On each of the 11 divided areas of the body, the investigator assigns a score of 0–4, then derives a total scored (0–44 points). A positive urticarial response may be defined as either an absolute
increase in the total score of 9 points or an increase of more than 300% from the baseline score determined immediately before challenge. A positive angioedema response may be defined as a relative increase in size of more than 50% in the body part affected.

**Baseline observation**
Prior to any challenges, skin scores should be recorded at the same intervals during a baseline period of observation as during challenges. The appropriate length of the baseline observation period depends on factors such as the activity of the patient’s urticaria, the interval of time between discontinuation of antihistamines and the challenges, and the length of the challenge protocol.

In general, 1 day of pure observation with skin scoring should be followed by 1 day of single-blind placebo challenge with skin scoring, except perhaps in patients who are completely free of hives at challenge (in this instance, 1 day of placebo challenge should be sufficient). Skin scores on those 2 days should not vary by more than 3 points or 30% (whichever is greater) before proceeding to additive and further placebo challenges.

**Placebo controls**
Placebo challenge should be conducted in a randomized fashion. Ideally, at least an equal number of placebo and active challenges should be undertaken. Screening open challenges may be performed without placebo. Here, a negative result does not require further confirmation, but positive reactors must undergo a placebo-controlled protocol, preferably double-blinded (DBPC).

**Blinding**
Confirmatory challenges should preferably be conducted in a double-blind manner. Coded opaque capsules will serve for this purpose. The code should not be broken until the completion of all challenges. Screening challenges may be performed open or single-blinded. Any “positive challenges” should be confirmed with a double-blind protocol.

**Additive doses**
The additive doses used in challenge protocols should reflect natural exposure to each agent. Suggested limits for some common additives are listed in Table 28.2. Starting doses should be individualized on the basis of the patient’s history, but usually consist of 1/100 of the maximum dose. Challenges must be performed with informed consent and in a setting where severe reactions may be appropriately treated.

**Conclusion**
Only a small number of well-designed clinical studies have been conducted in the area of additive-provoked urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis. The true incidence of such reactions remains unknown, although it appears to be relatively rare, despite claims in earlier (pre-1990) additive literature.

Most natural additives (carmine, annatto, and saffron) contain source proteins capable of inducing direct IgE-mediated immediate hypersensitivity reactions. Perhaps the route of sensitization for a subset of the carmine-sensitive patients derives from exposure to topically applied carmine-containing cosmetics, as contact urticaria to this natural additive has been described.

The case for similar immediate hypersensitivity mechanisms is less compelling when the synthetic additive group is analyzed. A relatively small number of case reports describing IgE-mediated reactions to sulfites and parabens exist, compared with the overall number of positive challenges reported.

It is now well accepted that many cases of CIUA have an autoimmune basis, as demonstrated by the presence of autoantibodies directed against the IgE receptor and/or IgE itself [72]. CIUA is frequently associated with other autoimmune syndromes, most notably thyroid autoimmunity [72]. Most studies attempting to link causation and/or exacerbation of this condition by food or drug additives have been poorly designed. Emerging evidence appears to refute the earlier notion that these additives are frequently associated with chronic urticaria. Guidelines for conducting additive challenges in CIUA as well as in episodic urticaria/angioedema patients are reviewed in the text.

Although rare, IgE-mediated paraben reactions can confound the diagnostic evaluation of local anesthetic allergy, given the use of this preservative in multi-dose vials of these medications.

Finally, given the anticipated widespread usage of ISB as a lymphangiography contrast agent, the incidence of reported hypersensitivity reactions to this agent may escalate in the future.

Further well-designed trials addressing additive-provoked urticaria, angioedema, and anaphylaxis are needed before more complete practice parameters can evolve.
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Introduction

Sulfites or sulfiting agents include sulfur dioxide (SO₂), sulfurous acid (H₂SO₃), and any of several inorganic sulfite salts that may liberate SO₂ under their conditions of use. The inorganic sulfite salts include sodium and potassium metabisulfite (Na₂S₂O₅, K₂S₂O₅), sodium and potassium bisulfite (NaHSO₃, KHSO₃), and sodium and potassium sulfite (Na₂SO₃, K₂SO₃). Sulfites have a long history of use as food ingredients, although potassium sulfite and sulfurous acid are not permitted for use in foods in the United States [1]. Sulfites occur naturally in many foods, especially fermented foods such as wines [1]. In addition, sulfites have long been used as ingredients in pharmaceuticals [2,3].

Over the past 25 years, questions have arisen about the safety of the continued use of sulfites in foods and drugs. These concerns were first voiced following the independent observations in 1981 by David Allen in Australia and Donald Stevenson and Ronald Simon in the United States of the role of sulfites in triggering asthmatic reactions in some sensitive individuals [4–6]. While it is now apparent that sulfite sensitivity affects only a small subgroup of the asthmatic population [6,7], concerns remain because sulfite-induced asthma can be severe – even life threatening – in some sensitive individuals.

As a consequence of the concerns related to sulfite-induced asthma, the use of sulfites in foods and drugs has changed considerably over the years. Sulfites have been replaced in some products; and the search for effective alternatives continues; in addition, levels of sulfites used have been reduced in other products. Federal regulations have further restricted the use of sulfites in certain food products in the United States. Nevertheless, the sulfite-sensitive individual must stay alert to avoid inadvertent exposure to sulfites.

Clinical manifestations of sulfite sensitivity

A host of adverse reactions have been attributed to sulfiting agents, including asthma, diarrhea, abdominal pain and cramping, nausea and vomiting, urticaria, pruritus, localized angioedema, difficulty in swallowing, faintness, headache, chest pain, loss of consciousness, “change in body temperature,” “change in heart rate,” and non-specific rashes. With the notable exception of the role of sulfites in asthma, diagnostic challenges were not undertaken to confirm the causative role for sulfites in the reported adverse reactions. For normal individuals, exposure to sulfiting agents appears to pose little risk. Toxicity studies in normal volunteers showed that ingestion of 400 mg of sulfite daily for 25 days had no adverse effect [8].

Non-asthmatic responses on oral exposure to sulfites

Various authors have suggested adverse reactions involving several organ systems, but for the most part these effects have not been substantiated by double-blind, placebo-controlled (DBPC) provocation studies. Schmidt et al. [9] posited that sulfiting agents may have caused the appearance of a cardiac
arrhythmia in a patient given intravenous dexamethasone. This relationship was never confirmed by appropriate challenge. Hallaby and Maddocks [10] attributed central nervous system toxicity to the absorption of sodium bisulfite from peritoneal dialysis solutions. Wang et al. [11] described eight patients who developed chronic neurological defects after receiving an epidural anesthetic agent that contained sodium bisulfite as a preservative. Using an animal model, they demonstrated that the sulfiting agent produced a similar defect. Whether the clinical manifestation in humans was directly attributable to the sodium bisulfite is unknown. In a preliminary report, Flaherty et al. [12] presented a patient who appeared to have hepatotoxicity as manifested by changes in liver function tests following challenge with potassium metabisulfite. Meggs et al. [13] failed to demonstrate any role for sulfites among eight individuals with systemic mastocytosis. Schwartz [14] described two non-asthmatic subjects who developed abdominal distress and hypotension associated with oral challenge with potassium metabisulfite. Placebo-controlled challenges proved negative, however.

Cutaneous adverse reactions suggestive of hypersensitivity responses have been observed in a few individuals. cutaneous exposure to sulfites can on rare occasions, apparently elicit contact sensitivity reactions [15]. Epstein [15] described a patient who developed contact sensitivity, as confirmed by appropriate patch testing, through exposure to sulfiting agents used in a restaurant. The ingestion of sulfites has been reported to elicit urticaria in a very few cases as confirmed by DBPC challenges [16], single-blind challenges [17,18], or open challenges [19]; in other cases, an urticarial response was not confirmed by oral challenge [20]. Angioedema attributable to the ingestion of sulfiting agents was reported in two of these patients, but only urticaria was confirmed by open challenge with potassium metabisulfite [19]. Wuthrich [17] conducted single-blind, placebo-controlled challenges with sodium bisulfite in 245 patients with suspected sulfite sensitivity. Fifty-seven of the challenges were positive including 17 patients with urticaria/angioedema, 7 patients with rhinitis, and 5 patients with local anesthetic reactions. Wuthrich et al. [18] reported a case of acute intermittent urticaria with an associated vasculitis due to sulfites, based on a placebo-controlled, single-blind challenge. Huang and Frazier [21] presented an individual who developed palmar and plantar pruritus, generalized urticaria, laryngeal edema, and severe abdominal pain with fulminant diarrhea after ingesting sulfiting agents. In a controlled challenge with a local anesthetic containing 0.9 μg of sodium metabisulfite, the patient experienced palmar pruritus but no generalized urticaria. The toxicological mechanism involved in these cutaneous reactions has not been elucidated.

Anaphylaxis-like events have been described in several individuals, although appropriate confirmatory testing was only performed in some instances. Premner and Stevens [22] described a non-asthmatic individual who developed urticaria, pruritus, and angioedema after eating sulfited foods in a restaurant. A single-blind challenge with no placebo controls was conducted with sodium metabisulfite. Some of the symptoms (nausea, coughing, erythema of the patient’s skin) were reproduced by this challenge. Clayton and Busse [23] reported a patient who developed anaphylaxis after ingesting wine. An open challenge with wine reproduced the patient’s symptoms of urticaria, angioedema, and hypotension. While this patient represents a possible case of sulfite sensitivity, specific testing with sulfites was not conducted, nor was any association with sulfiting agents in wine recognized at that time.

Sokol and Hydick [24] identified a single case of sulfite-induced anaphylaxis presenting with urticaria, angioedema, nasal congestion, and nasal polyp swelling that was later confirmed by multiple, single-blind, placebo-controlled oral challenge trials. The patient, who had a history of similar food-related reactions, also produced a positive skin test to sulfite, and histamine could be released from her basophils following incubation with sulfites. Yang et al. [25] described three patients with systemic anaphylactic symptoms (rhinorrhea with asthma in one; urticaria with asthma in the second; asthma only in the third) confirmed by sulfite challenge. These three patients had positive skin tests to sulfites and two of the three had positive Prausnitz–Küstner (PK) tests. One individual subsequently died, allegedly after ingestion of sulfited food.

Sulfites have also been implicated as possible causative factors in persistent rhinitis [26]. The role of sulfites was evaluated in a group of 226 patients with persistent rhinitis using DBPC challenges after 1 month on an additive-free diet. Challenges with up to 20 mg of sodium metabisulfite elicited both objective (sneezing and rhinorrhea) and subject (nasal blockage and itching) symptoms in 6 of 20 individuals who reported improvement in rhinitis on the additive-free diet [26]. A reduction of greater than or equal to 20% in nasal peak inspiratory flow rate was also observed in these six subjects [26].

Studies have been undertaken to determine whether sulfiting agent sensitivity frequently causes idiopathic anaphylaxis or chronic idiopathic urticaria (CIU) [13,27–29]. Sonin and Patterson [27] conducted sodium metabisulfite challenges on 12 individuals with idiopathic anaphylaxis, nine of whom reported episodes associated with restaurant meals. None of the patients responded to the challenge. One additional patient with CIU and restaurant-associated symptoms was also challenged; this individual also failed to react to the challenge. Meggs et al. [13] studied 25 patients with idiopathic anaphylaxis. Two of the individuals reacted on single-blind challenge; after repeating the sulfite and placebo challenge, one of these patients was subsequently found not to be sulfite sensitive. Another individual appeared to react on repeated challenge and not to placebo. However, institution of a sulfite-free diet had no effect on this patient’s subsequent episodes. In a preliminary report on 65 adults
with CIU, none reacted to sulfites when appropriately challenged [28]. Using a rigorous blinded, placebo-controlled trial and objective criteria for positive reactions, Simon [29] was unable to demonstrate a positive reaction to encapsulated metabisulfite (200 mg maximum dose) in 75 patients with chronic urticaria and/or anaphylaxis with a history suggestive of sulfite sensitivity.

Thus, although many adverse reactions have been ascribed to sulfiting agents, the risk appears to be rather low for the non-asthmatic subject. Properly performed DBPC challenges are necessary to confirm whether sulfite sensitivity was responsible for suspected adverse reactions.

Adverse reactions to sulfites on inhalation or intravenous exposures
In addition, systemic adverse reactions have been attributed to intravenous and inhalation administration of sulfiting agents contained in pharmaceutical products. While receiving bronchodilator therapy with isethionate, an asthmatic subject developed acute respiratory failure that required mechanical ventilation [30]. The patient subsequently experienced erythematous flushing with urticaria upon intravenous administration of metaclopramide that contained a sulfiting agent. In placebo-controlled oral provocation with sodium metabisulfite, this patient developed flushing without urticaria, as well as a significant decrease in pulmonary function. Jamieson et al. [31] performed inhalation challenge in a patient with presumed sulfite sensitivity. This individual experienced intense pruritus, tingling of the mouth, nausea, chest tightness, and a feeling of impending doom. No placebo challenge was undertaken, however.

Asthmatic responses on oral exposure to sulfites
Although sulfiting agents play a very limited and somewhat controversial role in the causation of non-asthmatic adverse reactions, their role in the causation of bronchospasm and severe asthma is better established. Kochen [32] was among the first to suggest that ingestion of sulfited food can cause bronchospasm. He described a child with mild asthma who repeatedly experienced coughing, shortness of breath, and wheezing when exposed to dehydrated fruits treated with sulfur dioxide that were packaged in hermetically sealed plastic bags. No direct challenge studies were conducted to confirm this observation. Single-dose, open challenges without placebo control performed in a group of asthmatics by Freedman [33,34] suggested that sulfiting agents could trigger asthma. Eight of 14 subjects with a history of wheezing following consumption of sulfited orange drinks were shown to experience changes in pulmonary function upon administration of an acidic solution containing 100 ppm (100 mg/l) of sodium metabisulfite.

The role of sulfite sensitivity in asthma became more widely recognized after reports of Stevenson and Simon [5] and Baker et al. [4]. The initial studies of Stevenson and Simon [5] demonstrated that placebo-controlled oral challenges with potassium metabisulfite could produce significant changes in pulmonary function in certain asthmatics. Their first subjects had severe persistent asthma. In addition to their asthmatic response, these individuals experienced flushing, tingling, and faintness following sulfite challenges. Baker et al. [4] showed that oral ingestion and intravenous administration of sulfites could cause significant bronchoconstriction to the point of respiratory arrest in two individuals with severe, persistent asthma. Exposure to sulfiting agents may occur through ingestion and other routes. Sulfur dioxide generated from sulfited foods and drugs may be inhaled. Werth [35] described an asthmatic individual who developed wheezing, flushing, and diaphoresis upon inhaling the vapors released from a bag of dried apricots. The patient did not respond to ingested metabisulfite in capsule form, but reacted to inhalation of nebulized metabisulfite in distilled water. Reports have described several patients who suffered paradoxical responses to the inhalation of bronchodilator solutions. Koepke et al. [36,37] demonstrated that sodium bisulfite used as a preservative in bronchodilator solutions was capable of producing bronchoconstriction. Other studies from this group [38] confirmed that the concentration of metabisulfite contained in bronchodilator solutions could potentially generate 0.8–1.2 ppm of sulfur dioxide. Four of 10 subjects who tested negative to a capsule challenge with metabisulfite reacted upon inhalation, whereas 10 non-asthmatic controls did not respond.

In addition to sulfiting agents administered intravenously, orally, or via inhalation, patients may respond to the topical application of sulfiting agents. Schwartz and Sher [39] reported an individual who experienced a 25% decrease in forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) after application of one drop of a 0.75-mg/ml potassium metabisulfite solution to the eye. This patient had previously experienced episodes of bronchoconstriction from the use of eye drops containing sulfite preservatives for the treatment of glaucoma.

Asthmatic subjects may develop bronchoconstriction in response to a wide variety of stimuli. Interestingly, a patient has been described [40] who failed to respond to typical triggers of bronchoconstriction, including inhalation of methacholine and cold air hyperventilation, but who nevertheless experienced increased airway resistance and decreased specific airway conductance following oral challenge with potassium metabisulfite. The significance of this response remains unknown, as no changes in other parameters of pulmonary function, including FEV1, were observed.

The potential for fatal reactions from sulfite exposure has been confirmed [25,41]. In many instances, individuals who supposedly died from an adverse reaction to sulfite had not undergone appropriate diagnostic challenges. Nonetheless,
competent investigators observed that severe bronchoconstriction, hypotension, and loss of consciousness can occur, demonstrating the potential for fatal reactions in some subjects – particularly those with severe, persistent asthma.

**Prevalence**

**Adult populations**

The prevalence of adverse reactions to sulfiting agents is not precisely known. Although attempts have been made to establish the prevalence of sulfite sensitivity in asthmatic subjects, the nature of the population studied and use of several different challenge methods in these studies have resulted in some uncertainty regarding the prevalence estimates. Simon et al. [42] examined the prevalence of sensitivity to ingested metabisulfite in a group of 61 adult asthmatics. None indicated a history of sulfite sensitivity. After challenges were conducted with potassium metabisulfite capsules and solutions, a placebo-controlled challenge was used to confirm positive responses. Five of 61 patients (8.2%) experienced a 25% or greater decline in FEV1 upon challenge.

Koepke and Selner [43] conducted open challenges with sodium metabisulfite in 15 adults with a history of asthma after ingestion of sulfited foods and beverages. One of 15 patients (7%) showed a 28% decline in FEV1; no confirmatory challenge was conducted. In a larger study by Buckley et al. [44], 134 patients underwent single-blind challenges with potassium metabisulfite capsules. Of these subjects, 4.6% were suspected of having sulfite sensitivity. In these three studies, the population consisted of a large proportion of severe, persistent asthma patients requiring oral steroids for therapy and who were being treated at major referral centers, although sulfite sensitivity was diagnosed in several mild asthmatics as well [6]. Thus, the prevalence estimated from these studies may not be applicable to the asthma population as a whole.

Wuthrich [17] challenge 87 suspected, sulfite-sensitive asthmatics with capsules containing sodium bisulfite (5–200 mg doses). Fifteen of 87 asthmatics (17.2%) reacted to these sulfite challenges, but the proportion of patients with severe, persistent asthma in this study population was not determined. Because subjects were selected for suspected sulfite sensitivity, the results of this study cannot be used to assess the prevalence of sulfite sensitivity in the overall population of asthmatics.

In the largest study conducted to date, Bush et al. [7] conducted capsule and neutral solution sulfite challenges in 203 adult asthmatics. None was selected based on a history of sulfite sensitivity. Of these patients, 120 were not receiving oral corticosteroids, while 83 were. Of the patients not receiving oral steroids, only one experienced a 20% or greater decline in FEV1 after single-blind and confirmatory double-blind challenge. The patients receiving oral steroids had a higher response rate, estimated at approximately 8.4%. The prevalence in the asthmatic population as a whole was less than 3.9%, with patients with severe, persistent asthma appearing to face the greatest risk.

**Pediatric population**

Limited studies have been conducted in children. Towns and Mellis [45] evaluated 29 children, aged 5.5–14 years, with moderate to severe asthma. Seven subjects had a history suggestive of sulfite sensitivity. Challenges were conducted with placebo on the first day and with sequential administration of sodium metabisulfite in capsule and solution form on a second day. Nineteen of 29 subjects showed a decrease in the peak expiratory flow rate varying from 23% to 72%, while peak expiratory flow rates with placebo were either unaffected or dropped 19%. When a 20% decline in peak expiratory flow rate was viewed as a positive response, 66% of these children were considered to be sulfite sensitive. Subsequently, the patients were instructed to avoid sulfited food for 3 months. No overall significant improvement appeared in the patients’ asthma as a result of this avoidance diet.

Friedman and Easton [46] studied 51 children, aged 5–17 years. Eighteen of 51 (36%) showed a 20% or greater decrease in FEV1 when provoked with potassium metabisulfite in an acidic solution, although placebo challenges in these individuals showed only one responder. The severity of asthma was not apparently correlated with the likelihood of a positive sulfite challenge. Steinman et al. [47] evaluated 37 asthmatic children and determined that 8 (22%) responded to double-blind challenges of sulfited apple juice with a 20% or greater decline in FEV1. An additional 8 children were considered to experience a reaction to sulfite when the criterion for a positive reaction was changed to a 10% or greater decrease in FEV1. In contrast, a study by Boner et al. [48] determined that only 4 of 56 asthmatic children (7%) responded to single-blind challenges with sulfite in capsules and/or solutions. Furthermore, the sulfite-sensitive individuals displayed no additional change in bronchial reactivity as assessed by methacholine challenges conducted after sulfite reactions. In this study, a positive response was defined as a 20% decline in FEV1.

Whether sulfite sensitivity really occurs more frequently in children has yet to be definitively established. Differences in challenge procedures (capsule versus acidic beverage solutions) may account for the apparent observation of a higher prevalence in asthmatic children. Nonetheless, the overall prevalence of sulfite sensitivity – particularly in adult asthmatics – is small but significant. Severe, persistent asthmatics, particularly adult asthmatics, appear to be at greatest risk.

**Mechanisms**

The mechanisms of sulfite sensitivity remain unknown. Depending on the route of exposure, a number of possible
mechanisms have been hypothesized. Asthmatics are known to respond with significant bronchoconstriction upon inhalation of less than 1.0 ppm of sulfur dioxide [49]. Fine and co-workers [50] demonstrated that bronchoconstriction developed in asthmatics who inhaled sulfur dioxide and bisulfite (HSO₃⁻), but not sulfite (SO₃²⁻). Alteration of airway pH itself did not cause bronchoconstriction. Thus, asthmatics may respond differently to various ionic forms of sulfite that are dependent on pH. Some asthmatics also respond to either oral or inhalation challenge with sulfite, although inhalation appears more apt to produce a bronchoconstrictive response [51]. However, the inhalation of sulfur dioxide or various sulfites may not be the total explanation. Field et al. [54] demonstrated that all of the subjects reacted to inhaled SO₂ gas or a metabisulfite solution. All 15 subjects reacted to the metabisulfite solution, and 14 of the 15 reacted to inhaled SO₂ with a 20% or greater drop in FEV1. These investigators concluded that the generation of SO₂ gas cannot fully explain sulfite-induced asthma [52].

Considerable variability has been noted in the response to capsule and acidic beverage challenges with sulfiting agents [53]. When challenged on repeated occasions, the same group of individuals may not consistently experience bronchoconstriction. This variability may provide some clues to understanding of the mechanism of sulfite-induced asthma.

**Inhalation during swallowing**

In a study of 10 sulfite-sensitive asthmatic subjects, Delohery et al. [54] demonstrated that all of the subjects reacted to an acidic metabisulfite solution when it was administered as a mouthwash or swallowed. However, none of these subjects reacted when the metabisulfite was instilled through a nasogastric tube. These same individuals did not respond with changes in pulmonary function when they held their breath while swallowing the solution. A control group of 10 non-sulfite-sensitive asthmatics showed no response to the mouthwash or swallowing challenge. Delohery et al. [54] hypothesized that some individuals respond to these forms of challenge because they inhale sulfur dioxide during the swallowing process.

**Linkage with airway hyperreactivity**

Because asthmatics respond to various stimuli (airway irritants) at concentrations lower than normal individuals (i.e. they exhibit airway hyperresponsiveness), attempts have been made to link sulfite sensitivity with airway responsiveness to histamine and methacholine. Such an association has not been established [48,54]. For example, Australian investigators [54] were unable to demonstrate a relationship between the degree of airway responsiveness to inhaled histamine and the presence of sulfite sensitivity.

In human studies, attempts to block the effect of metabisulfite by agents such as inhaled lysine aspirin, inhaled indomethacin, and inhaled sodium salicylate demonstrated a slight protective effect, suggesting a possible role of prostaglandins in the mechanism of sulfite sensitivity [55]. Further, leukotriene receptor antagonists attenuate SO₂-induced bronchoconstriction, implying that leukotriene release may also be involved [56]. Administration of the neutral endopeptidase inhibitor, thiorphan, was shown to enhance the airway response to inhaled sodium metabisulfite challenge in normal individuals [57]. This study suggests that tachykinins may play a role in metabisulfite-induced bronchoconstriction [57]. This mechanism was also supported by observations in guinea pigs that capsaicin-sensitive sensory nerves are involved in sulfite-induced bronchoconstriction [58]. Inhaled magnesium sulfate also has been shown to mildly inhibit inhaled metabisulfite-induced bronchoconstriction, but the mechanism is not known [59].

Refractoriness has been demonstrated to a number of indirect bronchoconstrictor stimuli including metabisulfite. The generation of nitric oxide (NO) as a possible explanation for the refractoriness has been investigated in asthmatic subjects undergoing inhaled metabisulfite challenge [60]. Blockage of NO had no effect either on the response to metabisulfite per se or the refractory process, suggesting that NO is not involved in metabisulfite-induced bronchoconstriction.

Animal models demonstrated that application of sodium metabisulfite to the trachea of anesthetized sheep increased local blood flow and vascular permeability and induced epithelial damage [61]. Sulfite-induced bronchoconstriction in sheep may also involve stimulation of bradykinin B₂-receptors which may subsequently activate cholinergic reflex mechanisms [62].

Our group attempted to induce sulfite sensitivity in a group of 16 asthmatic subjects (unpublished). After the provocative dose of methacholine producing a 20% decrease in FEV1 was established, a sulfite challenge using an acidic sulfite solution was instigated to identify any sulfite sensitivity. Three of the 16 subjects reacted to the sulfiting agent with a 20% or greater decrease in FEV1. One week after this challenge, the patients underwent bronchial challenge with an antigen to which they exhibited sensitivity. The following day, the patients returned for a repeat methacholine challenge, followed by a second sulfite challenge 24 hours later. After the antigen challenge, only one additional subject showed a response to sulfiting agent that had not been present before antigen challenge. No significant increase was observed in airway response to methacholine. Thus, this study did not link airway hyperreactivity and sulfite sensitivity. Similar negative results were obtained in a study of asthmatic children [48].

**Cholinergic reflex**

Because sulfur dioxide may produce bronchoconstriction through cholinergic reflex mechanisms, preliminary studies have examined the effect of atropine and other anti-cholinergic agents [63]. Inhalation of atropine blocked the airway response to sulfiting agents in three of five subjects.
and partially inhibited the response in the other two subjects. Doxepin, which possesses both anticholinergic and antihistaminic properties, had protective effects in three of five individuals. In a study on sheep, inhaled metabisulfite-induced bronchoconstriction that could be prevented by pretreatment with either ipratropium bromide or nedocromil sodium, but not by chlorpheniramine [62]. Sulfite-induced bronchoconstriction in these sheep was also associated with a 9-fold increase in immunoreactive kinins. Consequently, Mansour et al. [62] concluded that sulfite-induced bronchoconstriction in sheep involves stimulation of bradykinin B2-receptors with subsequent activation of cholinergic mechanisms. Studies in guinea pigs suggest that capsaicin-sensitive sensory nerves may play a role in sulfite-induced bronchoconstriction [58].

Possible IgE-mediated reactions

Adverse reactions to sulfites appear most commonly in atopic individuals, and studies have attempted to identify an immunological basis for these reactions. Several reports have demonstrated positive skin tests to solutions of sulfiting agents in some sensitive patients. The positive skin tests and other related evidence may point to the existence of an IgE-mediated mechanism in at least some sulfite-sensitive individuals.

Prenner and Stevens [22] observed a positive scratch skin test to an aqueous solution of sodium bisulfite at 10 mg/ml in a patient. This patient also exhibited a dramatic response to intradermal testing at the same concentration. Three nonsensitive control subjects had negative skin tests. The patient of Twarog and Leung [30] also showed a positive intradermal skin test response to an aqueous solution of bisulfite at 0.1 mg/ml, whereas controls were negative with concentrations up to 1.0 mg/ml of the solution. Yang et al. [25] also identified several asthmatic subjects with either positive prick or intradermal skin test to sulfites. Boxer et al. [64] identified two additional cases with positive skin tests that also had positive oral challenges to sulfiting agents. Selner et al. [65] reported positive intradermal and skin prick tests with 0.1- and 10-mg/ml potassium metabisulfite solutions, respectively, in an SSA subject. This patient also had a positive intradermal test with a 0.1-mg/ml solution of acetaldelyde hydroxysulfonate, a major bound form of sulfite in wine and other foods [65]. Control subjects had negative skin tests.

Further evidence for an IgE mechanism can be found in positive passive transfer tests (PK transfer). Several investigators have successfully transferred skin test reactivity to non-sensitized subjects with sera from sulfite-sensitive individuals [22,25,66]. The effect can be abolished by heating sera to 56°C for 30 minutes [66]. These observations suggest the presence of a serum factor (IgE). However, specific IgE antibodies to sulfiting agents have not been demonstrated [64,66].

Sulfiting agents can induce mediator release from human mast cells (MCs) and basophils obtained from some sensitive individuals. Histamine release has been demonstrated in mixed peripheral blood leukocyte studies in sulfite-sensitive individuals [24,30]. Similarly, Meggs et al. [13] noted a significant rise in plasma histamine levels in two of seven subjects with systemic mastocytosis undergoing a sulfite challenge. No clinical response was observed in these patients, however. In a skin test-positive exposure demonstrated increased histamine levels in nasal lavage fluid 7.5 minutes after challenge [67]. Similar results were obtained in chronic rhinitis control subjects, although the histamine levels generally fell below those found in patients with sulfite sensitivity [67]. In contrast, other investigators have not been successful or noted inconsistent results in attempting to demonstrate histamine release from the MCs or basophils among sulfite-sensitive individuals [5,14,68,69]. Histamine, per se, may not play a significant role in sulfite-induced airflow obstruction since H1-receptor antagonists fail to block the response [56].

Indirect evidence for the role of MC mediators in the production of bronchoconstriction due to sulfiting agents has also been found. Friedman [34] mentions that inhaled sodium cromolyn prevented the asthmatic response. In preliminary studies, Simon et al. [63] found that inhaled cromolyn inhibited sulfite-induced asthma in four of six subjects and partially inhibited the response in two other subjects. Schwartz [70] reported that oral cromolyn at a dose of 200 mg blocked an asthmatic response to oral sulfite challenge in a single individual.

Sulfite oxidase deficiency

Other possible mechanisms for sulfite sensitivity have also been suggested. Simon [68] proposed that a deficiency in sulfite oxidase, an enzyme that metabolizes sulfite to sulfate, may promote the adverse reactions. The skin fibroblasts of six sulfite-sensitive subjects exhibited less sulfite oxidase activity than normal controls. However, the major source of sulfite oxidase activity in humans resides in the liver. Further investigation will be needed to determine the importance of this suggested mechanism.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of sulfite sensitivity cannot be established by the patient’s history alone. Our group [7] was unable to correlate the presence of a positive sulfite challenge with the patient’s history, and vice versa. The diagnosis of sulfite sensitivity should, therefore, be made only in individuals who demonstrate an objective response upon appropriate challenge.

Skin testing – by both prick and scratch methods – has identified some individuals with positive responses [25,64]. In contrast, some individuals who have equally severe bronchospasm or other reactions had negative skin tests.
Avoidance of sulfited foods and drugs
Sulfite-sensitive individuals should avoid sulfite-treated foods [72,73] and drugs [71,74] that have been shown to trigger the response. Because individuals may vary in their sensitivity to sulfited foods, it may be necessary to perform challenges with foods containing sulfites to determine which ones the patient can tolerate.

Some bronchodilator solutions, subcutaneous lidocaine, intravenous corticosteroids, and intravenous metaclopramide may pose a risk for sensitive subjects. Many pharmaceutical companies are aware of this possibility, however, and are taking steps to eliminate sulfiting agents from their products.

Diagnostic challenges
Because diagnostic challenges represent the only effective confirmatory technique, and because such challenges may pose significant risk to sensitive subjects, patients must be informed of the risks involved. Physicians instituting such provocation procedures should have available all equipment necessary for the treatment of severe bronchospasm or anaphylaxis, including airway intubation and mechanical ventilation. The end point for objective assessment of reactivity should be ascertained before the challenge begins. Such measures might include changes in airway function in asthmatics or the appearance of urticaria in patients with this type of response. Patients may be challenged with capsules, neutral solutions, or acidic solutions of metabisulfite. Some protocols reported in the literature are shown in Tables 29.1 and 29.2 [71]. Currently, a capsule challenge is the preferred option, as most sulfite exposure is likely to involve bound forms of sulfites in foods rather than solutions.

When conducting challenges in a single-blind fashion, positive results should be confirmed via a double-blind procedure. Moreover, if a placebo day and an active challenge day are conducted on two separate occasions, the possibility of order effects on the results must be considered. For example, if a patient receives placebo on the first day and experiences no response, he or she may experience a reaction on the subsequent challenge day regardless of whether placebo or active challenge with sulfite is administered, because of increased anxiety. To overcome this possibility, the order of administration of active and placebo challenges should be randomized and a third challenge day, either active or placebo, potentially instituted.

Treatment

### Table 29.1 Capsule and neutral solution metabisulfite challenge*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparing the patient and collecting preliminary data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Withhold short-acting aerosol sympathomimetics and cromolyn/nedocromil sodium for 8 hours and short-acting antihistamines for 24–48 hours before pulmonary function testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Measure pulmonary function: FEV₁ must be greater than or equal to 70% of predicted normal value and greater than or equal to 1.5 L in adults. (Test contraindicated in patients with an FEV₁ below those levels. Standards for children have not been defined.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Performing the single-blind challenge**

- Administer placebo (powdered sucrose) in capsule form. Measure FEV₁.
- Administer capsules containing 1, 5, 25, 50, 100, and 200 mg of potassium metabisulfite at 30-minute intervals. Measure FEV₁ 30 minutes after administering each dose and if the patient becomes symptomatic.
- If no response, administer 1, 10, and 25 mg of potassium metabisulfite in water–sucrose solution at 30-minute intervals. Measure FEV₁ 30 minutes after each dose and if symptoms occur. Positive response is indicated by a decrease in FEV₁ of 20% or more.

**Performing the double-blind challenge**

- Perform challenge and placebo procedures on separate days, in random order.
- Placebo day: Administer only sucrose in capsules and solution. Measure FEV₁ 30 minutes after each dose and if patient becomes symptomatic.
- Challenge day: Same protocol as single-blind challenge day.

*Protocol used in the University of Wisconsin prevalence study [7]. Perform this test only where the capability for managing severe asthmatic reactions exists. Stop challenge sequence after a positive response is obtained.

(Reproduced from Bush RK [71], with permission.)

### Table 29.2 Acid solution metabisulfite challenge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparing the patient and collecting preliminary data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Withhold aerosol sympathomimetics and cromolyn sodium for 8 hours and antihistamines for 24–48 hours before pulmonary function testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Measure pulmonary function: FEV₁ must be greater than or equal to 70% of predicted normal value and greater than or equal to 1.5 L in adults. (Test contraindicated in patients with an FEV₁ below those levels. Standards for children have not been defined.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Performing the bisulfite challenge**

- Dissolve 0.1 mg of potassium metabisulfite in 20 ml of a sulfite-free lemonade crystal solution. Have the patient swish the solution around for 10–15 seconds, then swallow.
- Measure FEV₁ 10 minutes after the first dose. Then, administer 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200 mg per 20 ml of the solution at 10-minute intervals. Measure FEV₁ 10 minutes after each incremental increase in dose. Positive response is signified by a decrease in FEV₁ of 20% or more.

1 Protocol investigated by the Bronchoprovocation Committee-American Academy of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology. Perform this test only where the capability for managing severe asthmatic reactions exists. Stop challenge sequence after a positive response [71].

2 Doses in excess of 100 mg are likely to produce non-specific bronchial reactions due to the high levels of free SO₂ that are generated.

(Reproduced from Bush RK [71], with permission.)
A partial list of sulfited medications appears in Table 29.3. Package inserts for suspect medications should be consulted for the latest information.

**Use of injectable epinephrine**

Although some forms of epinephrine contain sulfite used as a preservative, administration of this drug has not been shown to cause a reaction in sulfite-sensitive individuals. Apparently, epinephrine's action overcomes any adverse effects attributable to the preservative. Thus, patients who are inadvertently exposed to sulfites typically find self-administration of epinephrine useful.

**Use of blocking agents**

Limited studies have been conducted with a variety of agents that may block the responses to sulfite, including cromolyn sodium, atropine, doxepin, and vitamin B₁₂ [63,75]. Although these treatments have demonstrated beneficial effects in limited numbers of patients, they remain investigational and cannot be recommended for standard use.

**Use of sulfite test strips**

Chemically treated strips to test foods for sulfite content have been available in the past. Both false-positive and false-negative reactions have been encountered using these devices, so they are not reliable [76].

A better understanding of the mechanisms involved in sulfite sensitivity would allow for more specific interventions to treat and perhaps prevent these reactions.

**Food and drug uses**

**Food**

Sulfiting agents are added to many different types of foods for several distinct technical purposes (Table 29.4). The key technical attributes of sulfites in foods include the inhibition of enzymatic browning, antimicrobial actions, dough conditioning effects, antioxidant purposes, bleaching applications, and a host of other uses characterized as processing aids [1]. Some uses of sulfites have now been restricted by federal regulatory actions in the United States. In many food products, sulfites serve multiple purposes. In white wines, for example, their primary function is to prevent bacterial growth and acetic acid formation; an important secondary effect is to prevent browning [1]. Because of their important technical attributes, sulfites are utilized in an enormous number of specific applications in a wide variety of foods [1,77].

Given the wide variety of applications for sulfites, a broad range of use levels and residual sulfite concentrations can be found in foods (Table 29.5). Residual sulfite concentrations in foods can range from undetectable (less than 10 ppm) to more than 2000 ppm (mg SO₂ equivalents per kg of food). Although SSAs vary in their degree of sensitivity to ingested sulfites, all such individuals can tolerate some sulfite. Certainly, the more highly sulfited foods pose the greatest hazard to SSAs.

**Inhibition of enzymatic browning and other enzymatic reactions**

Sulfites can inhibit numerous enzymatic reactions, including those involving polyphenoloxidase, ascorbate oxidase, lipoygenase, peroxidase, and thiamine-dependent enzymes [1]. The inhibition of polyphenoloxidase helps to control enzymatic browning, which occurs to varying degrees and at variable rates on the surfaces of cut fruits (especially apples and pears) and vegetables (especially potatoes), at the edges of shredded lettuce, and in guacamole. In the presence of oxygen, polyphenoloxidase catalyzes the oxidation of mono- and ortho-diphenols in these fruits and vegetables to quinones. The quinones can cyclize, undergo further oxidation, and condense to form brown pigments. Black spot formation in shrimp comprises a similar type of reaction, in which tyrosinase (a type of polyphenoloxidase) catalyzes the oxidation of the amino acid, tyrosine, in the shrimp tissue.

### Table 29.3 Some anti-asthma preparations that may contain sulfites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epinephrine</th>
<th>Adrenaline, Monarch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Twinject™, versus Pharmaceuticals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epi-Pen™, Dey Laboratories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epinephrine, Lypomed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epinephrine, America Reagent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isoproterenol solutions</th>
<th>Isoproteranol, Elkins-Sinn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isuprel™, Sanofi-Winthrop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingestible corticosteroid</th>
<th>Decadron™, Merck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dexamethasone, Elkins-Sinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dexamethasone, Abbott Laboratories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 29.4 Technical attributes of sulfites in foods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical attribute</th>
<th>Examples of specific food applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inhibition of enzymatic browning</td>
<td>Fresh fruits and vegetables*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salads*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guacamole*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shrimp (black spot formation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-peeled raw potatoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inhibition of non-enzymatic browning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other dehydrated vegetables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dried fruits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobial actions</td>
<td>Wines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corn wet-milling to make</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cornstarch, corn syrup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dough conditioning</td>
<td>Frozen pie crust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frozen pizza crust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antioxidant action</td>
<td>No major US applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleaching effect</td>
<td>Maraschino cherries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hominy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No longer allowed by US Food and Drug Administration.
The mechanism of action of sulfites in inhibition of enzymatic browning appears to be complex [1]. Sulfites may directly inhibit the polyphenoloxidase [1]. They may also react with intermediate products, especially the quinones, formed during the browning reaction, thereby preventing the ultimate formation of the brown pigments [1]. Sulfites also act as reducing agents that promote the conversion of the quinones back to the original phenols.

The amount of sulfites necessary to prevent enzymatic browning varies according to the level of activity exhibited by the polyphenoloxidase, the nature and concentration of the substrate, the desired period of control, and the presence of other inhibitors or controlling factors. When only monophenols such as tyrosine are present, fairly low levels of sulfite can produce an effect (as in potatoes and shrimp). When diphenols are present (as in guacamole and cut fruit), much higher concentrations of sulfites may be necessary. The concentrations of these phenolic substrates in fruits and vegetables vary widely, with high levels found in guacamole and rather low levels present in lettuce. Sulfites do not irreversibly inhibit enzymatic browning, so the required concentrations of sulfites remain dependent on the length of time that the reaction must be inhibited.

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has prohibited many of the uses of sulfites for the control of enzymatic browning. Several alternatives exist for the control of enzymatic browning [1]. Because polyphenoloxidase is dependent on oxygen, exclusion of oxygen through modified atmosphere packaging is a viable alternative. The use of acidulents (e.g., citric, acetic, or erythorbic acids) to slow the activity of the enzyme and the addition of reducing agents (e.g., ascorbic acid) to convert the quinones back to phenols are the most common alternatives; these techniques are often used in combination. Blanching of fruits or vegetables can also inactivate the enzyme – but then the products are no longer fresh. Freezing slows the activity of polyphenoloxidase markedly. For this reason, frozen potatoes do not require the addition of appreciable levels of sulfites, unlike fresh or refrigerated potatoes. This freezing effect also avoids the necessity of adding sulfites to other fruits and vegetables. Alternatives to sulfites for pre-peeled raw potatoes and shrimp have proved difficult to develop due to the level of activity of the enzymes, the long period of inhibition desired, and especially the ability of sulfite to penetrate into subsurface tissue. 4-Hexylresorcinol has been identified as an effective alternative in shrimp and other foods [78,79], although its application remains rather limited.

### Inhibition of non-enzymatic browning

Non-enzymatic browning is a term used to describe a family of diverse reactions that commonly involve the formation of carbonyl intermediates and, ultimately, brown polymeric pigments. The final pigments closely resemble those produced by enzymatic browning. The key difference is the lack of any enzyme to catalyze these reactions. Examples of non-enzymatic browning include the reaction between amino acids and reducing sugars and the carmelization of sugar. Specific food applications in which sulfites are used to control noenzymatic browning include dehydrated potatoes, other dehydrated vegetables, dried fruits, white wines, white grape juice, non-frozen lemon and lime juices, grated coconut, pectin, and some varieties of vinegar.

### Table 29.5 Estimated total SO2 level as consumed for some sulfited foods*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SO2 Level</th>
<th>Foods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;100 ppm</td>
<td>Dried fruit (excluding dark raisins and prunes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lemon juice (non-frozen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lime juice (non-frozen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Molasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sauerkraut juice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grape juice (white, white sparkling, pink sparkling, red sparkling)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pickled cocktail onions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–99.9 ppm</td>
<td>Dried potatoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wine vinegar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gravies, sauces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fruit topping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maraschino cherries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.1–49.9 ppm</td>
<td>Pectin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shrimp (fresh)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corn syrup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sauerkraut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pickled peppers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pickles/relishes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corn starch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hominy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frozen potatoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maple syrup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imported jams and jellies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fresh mushrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;10 ppm</td>
<td>Malt vinegar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sugar (especially beet sugar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dried cod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Canned potatoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dry soup mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soft drinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instant tea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pizza dough (frozen)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pie dough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The mechanism of action of sulfites in inhibition of enzymatic browning appears to be complex [1]. Sulfites may directly inhibit the polyphenoloxidase [1]. They may also react with intermediate products, especially the quinones, formed during the browning reaction, thereby preventing the ultimate formation of the brown pigments [1]. Sulfites also act as reducing agents that promote the conversion of the quinones back to the original phenols.
Sulfites control non-enzymatic browning by reacting with any of the carbonyl intermediates or substrates for this reaction [1,80]. Once bound to sulfites, the carbonyls can no longer condense to form the brown pigments. The stability of the carbonyl-sulfite reaction products varies widely, ranging from virtually irreversible to readily reversible. The sulfite level necessary to control non-enzymatic browning likewise varies with the nature of the carbonyls formed and the stability of the carbonyl-sulfite reaction products. Where unstable products result, more sulfite is needed.

No effective alternatives to sulfite for the inhibition of non-enzymatic browning have been identified despite intensive efforts [1]. The removal of sugars by fermentation, application of glucose oxidase, changes in formulation, and leaching can produce the desired effect, but have obvious limitations because the resulting products would be dramatically altered. Acids can slow, but not stop, non-enzymatic browning. Acidification has limitations as well because of the long shelf life of some of the affected products.

### Antimicrobial actions

Sulfites are not widely used in foods for their antimicrobial actions. In a few food processes, however, sulfites play a crucial role in the inhibition of undesirable bacteria [1,81]. In wine-making, sulfites allow the yeast to ferment sugar to ethanol while preventing the growth of undesirable bacteria that would lead to the formation of acetic acid. In corn wet-milling, the corn kernels are soaked in sulfited steep liquor. The sulfite dissociates interactions between corn germ proteins and the starchy endosperm, thereby facilitating the removal of the starch. Another extraordinarily important function of the sulfites in corn wet-milling is the prevention of bacterial growth in the steep liquor. In addition, SO₂ is widely used during the transport and storage of table grapes to prevent mold growth [82]. In general, sulfites work much more effectively against bacteria and molds than they do against yeasts.

The mechanism of antimicrobial action of sulfites is not well understood [1]. Acidic pHs enhance the antimicrobial activity of sulfites, suggesting that H₂SO₃ may be the active sulfite form in producing the antimicrobial effects. The amount of sulfites necessary to prevent undesirable microbial growth depends on the nature of the substrate, the length of time that growth inhibition is required, and the degree of binding between sulfites and other food components. Certain wine components (such as acetaldehyde and pyruvate) bind strongly to sulfites, and these bound forms of sulfite do not provide effective antimicrobial properties. Thus, sufficient sulfite must be added to wines to preserve enough free sulfite to prevent bacterial growth. In corn wet-milling, the sulfite concentrations in the steep liquor are relatively high, but nearly all of the sulfite is removed following further purification of corn starch and corn syrup. With table grapes, distribution of the fruit is not allowed unless residual sulfites have dissipated to undetectable levels.

While sulfites have few applications in foods for antimicrobial purposes, suitable alternatives have proven difficult to find. The wide spectrum of antimicrobial activity is appealing in both corn wet-milling and wine-making. Other antimicrobial agents approved for use in foods have a narrower spectrum of activity and represent ineffective replacements for sulfites. In table grapes, the gaseous nature of SO₂ is indispensable and replacement is, therefore, unlikely.

### Dough conditioning

Sulfites were widely used as dough conditioners in the baking industry, especially in frozen pizza doughs and pie crusts [1]. Most of these uses of sulfites has now been discontinued. Occasionally, these substances are used in crackers, cookies, biscuits, and tortilla shells. Sulfites act by breaking the cysteine disulfide bonds that are prevalent in the gluten fraction of the dough [83]. The levels of sulfites required for dough conditioning are relatively low. Some dough formulations do not require sulfite, and such options are growing in favor.

### Antioxidant uses

Sulfites are not used in the United States to prevent oxidative rancidity of fats because other additives are favored for this application. Sulfites are used for this purpose in other countries, especially in meat products. In contrast, it is illegal to add sulfites to meats in the United States. (The ability of sulfites to inhibit enzymatic and non-enzymatic browning might also be described as an antioxidative effect.) At one time, sulfites were routinely added to beer to prevent undesirable, oxidative flavor changes [81], but they are no longer used in US beers.

### Bleaching actions

Sulfites have major applications in the bleaching of cherries for the production of maraschino cherries and glace fruit and the bleaching of hominy [1]. Other minor bleaching uses include the bleaching of pectins and the development of translucency in orange, lemon, grapefruit, and citron peel [1]. In other products, their bleaching effects are considered detrimental to quality. Relatively high concentrations of sulfites are necessary to produce the bleaching effect, although further processing removes much of the sulfite from these products. Consequently, exposure to sulfites from these foods is minimal. No alternative bleaching agents have been identified.

### Drugs

Sulfites are added to many pharmaceutical products [2,3]. Table 29.3 contains a list of drugs intended for asthmatics that may contain sulfites. With the increased concern over sulfite-induced asthma, these substances have been removed from some drugs in recent years, especially from...
drugs intended for asthematics. Sulfites are used in drugs intended for oral, topical, respiratory, and internal use.

Sulfites have two primary functions as drug ingredients. First, they act as antioxidants, typically preventing the oxidation of one or more of the active drug ingredients. Second, they prevent non-enzymatic browning, which involves the reactions of reducing sugars with amino acids or amines. The addition of sulfites prevents those reactions, which can occur in enteral feeding solutions and dextrose solutions. The latter stages of the non-enzymatic browning reaction involve the condensation of quinones. Epinephrine can undergo a similar reaction that diminishes its potency. Consequently, sulfites are routinely added to epinephrine to prevent such condensation reactions.

The usage levels of sulfites in pharmaceutical products vary from 0.1% to 1.0%, although a few products may contain higher concentrations. Exposure to sulfites via drugs can be high but would be sporadic in most cases. The active ingredients of the drug may, in a few cases, counteract the effects of sulfite in sulfite-sensitive individuals. Until recently, sulfites were common additives in certain bronchodilators but, except in a few rare cases [36], the bronchodilating effect of the active ingredient overwhelms the bronchoconstricting effect of sulfite. As noted earlier, epinephrine easily overwhelms the bronchoconstricting effects of sulfites. Thus, sulfite-containing epinephrine should never be denied to or avoided by a sulfite-sensitive asthmatic because it can act as a life-saving antidote [2, 84].

Many existing alternatives could replace sulfites as antioxidants in pharmaceutical products. These alternative formulations have been widely adopted in drugs commonly used by asthmatics. On the other hand, alternatives do not exist for sulfite for the prevention of non-enzymatic browning. The development of effective alternatives for this purpose will be extremely difficult. Sulfite-sensitive individuals should stay alert to the possible presence of sulfites in medications and seek out alternative formulations. Epinephrine is the exception. Epinephrine can be administered, if necessary, to sulfite-sensitive individuals.

**Fate of sulfites in foods**

SO\(_2\) and its sulfite salts are extremely reactive in food systems. The wide range of technical attributes of sulfites in foods is a direct result of this reactivity. Thus, these substances often react with a variety of food components. A dynamic equilibrium exists between free sulfites and the many bound forms of sulfite [1]. Thus, the fate of these food additives will vary widely, depending on the nature of each individual food. 

SO\(_2\) and the sulfite salts readily dissolve in water and, depending on the pH of the medium, can exist as sulfurous acid (H\(_2\)SO\(_3\)), bisulfite ion (HSO\(_3^-\)), or sulfite ion (SO\(_3^{2-}\)) [74]. All of these forms react with a variety of food components with the extent and reversibility of these reactions relating to pH. At acidic pHs (pH of less than 4.0), SO\(_2\) can be released as a gas from a sulfite-containing food or solution. Thus, sulfites can actually be lost from foods, albeit only under acidic conditions.

Sulfites react readily with food constituents including aldehydes, ketones, reducing sugars, proteins, amino acids, vitamins, nucleic acids, fatty acids, and pigments [1]. The extent of any reaction between sulfite and some food component is dependent on the pH, temperature, sulfite concentration, and reactive components present in the food matrix. Equilibrium always exists between free and bound sulfites, although the reversibility of the reactions varies over a wide range [1, 77]. Some reactions, such as between acetaldehyde and sulfite to form acetaldehyde hydroxysulfonate, are virtually irreversible. Other reactions, such as between the anthocyanin pigments of fruits and sulfite, reverse readily. The binding of sulfite by various food constituents diminishes the concentration of free sulfite in the food. While the dissociable, bound forms of sulfite can serve as reservoirs of free sulfite in the food, irreversible reactions tend to remove sulfite permanently from the pool of free sulfite. The desirable actions of sulfites in foods frequently depend on free sulfite, so the concentration of the pool of free sulfite represents a critically important factor in technical effectiveness. Therefore, treatment levels for specific food applications aim to provide an active, residual level of free sulfite throughout the shelf life of the product.

In lettuce, high concentrations of sulfite (500–1000 ppm) were once used to prevent enzymatic browning. Because lettuce consists mostly of cellulose and water, the sulfite had few components with which to react. Consequently, most of the sulfite added to lettuce lingered in the form of free inorganic sulfite [85]. Lettuce is unique in this regard, as most foods contain substances that readily react with sulfites. In most foods, therefore, the bound forms of sulfite predominate.

A comprehensive discussion of the possible reactions between sulfites and food constituents lies beyond the scope of this chapter. An entire book has been written on the subject of the chemistry of sulfites in foods [77]. Suffice it to say that the fate of sulfite in individual food products is dynamic, extraordinarily complex, and difficult to predict with any degree of precision.

**Likelihood of reactions to sulfited foods**

Few trials have attempted to evaluate the sensitivity of SSAs to sulfited foods. Based on the suspected mechanisms of sulfite-induced asthma, one might predict that acidic foods and beverages capable of generating SO\(_2\) gas would be more hazardous than other forms of sulfited foods. Clinical challenges with acidic solutions of sulfite in lemon juice or some other vehicle appear to support this conclusion [54, 84]. In all
foods, the late of sulfite may be an important determinant of the degree of hazard faced by the sulfite-sensitive consumer. Little evidence currently exists, however, regarding the hazard levels posed by the various forms of foodborne sulfite. The overall concentration of residual sulfite in the food also represents an important determinant of the likelihood of a reaction.

Clinical challenges have documented several features of sulfite-induced asthma. First, all SSAs exhibit some tolerance for ingested sulfite. The threshold levels vary from one patient to another, ranging from approximately 0.6 mg of SO₂ equivalents (1 mg of K₂S₂O₅) to levels greater than 120 mg of SO₂ equivalents (200 mg of K₂S₂O₅). Second, clinical challenges have confirmed that free, inorganic sulfite presents a hazard to SSAs. Third, more asthmatics will respond to inhalation of SO₂ or ingestion of acidic sulfite solutions than to ingestion of sulfite in capsules.

From these facts, several predictions can be made about the likelihood of reactions to sulfited foods among SSAs. First, reactions will be more likely and probably more severe to highly sulfited foods such as lettuce, dried fruit, and wines. Certainly, no evidence exists to implicate foods with low levels of residual sulfite (less than 10–50 ppm) in adverse reactions in sensitive individuals [86]. Second, foods containing a higher proportion of free inorganic sulfite may offer greater risks than foods in which the bound forms of sulfite predominate. Sulfited lettuce is certainly the best example of a food with a high proportion of free inorganic sulfite [85]. This prediction assumes, however, that the bound forms of sulfite are less hazardous than free inorganic sulfite – an assumption that has not been clinically established. Finally, one might predict that acidic foods or beverages containing sulfites would pose greater danger than other sulfited foods. Examples of these hazardous foods would include wines, white grape juice, non-frozen lemon and lime juices, and perhaps lettuce treated with an acidic salad freshener solution. These predictions appear to match the practical experiences of SSAs.

Few experiments have been conducted to test these predictions. Halpern et al. [87] tested 25 non-selected asthmatics with 4 oz of white wine containing 160 mg of SO₂ equivalents per liter. Because patients were not pre-screened for sulfite sensitivity, the results of this clinical trial are difficult to evaluate. Only 1 (4%) of the 25 patients exhibited reproducible symptoms with the wine challenge, however.

Howland and Simon [88] conclusively demonstrated that sulfited lettuce can trigger asthmatic reactions in confirmed SSAs. The five patients in this trial were exposed to 3 oz of lettuce containing 500 ppm of SO₂ equivalents. All of these patients had documented reactions to sulfite ingested in capsule form. Taylor et al. [72] confirmed the reactivity of sulfite-sensitive asthmas to ingestion of sulfited lettuce, including one subject who responded to only acidic solution challenges of sulfite.

In their study, Taylor et al. [72] assessed the sensitivity of eight SSAs to a variety of sulfited foods, including lettuce, shrimp, dried apricots, white grape juice, dehydrated potatoes, and mushrooms. Results were confirmed by double-blind, capsule-beverage challenges. Despite the positive double-blind challenges, four of these patients failed to respond to any of the sulfited foods or beverages. The other four patients experienced bronchoconstriction after ingesting sulfited lettuce, although this test was the only positive food challenge for the acidic beverage reactor. Curiously, this patient did not react adversely to a challenge with white grape juice, which is an acidic, sulfited beverage. Two of the remaining three patients also reacted to dried apricots and white grape juice; the third patient did not complete these challenges. Only one of the three patients reacted to challenges with dehydrated potatoes and mushrooms; in the case of dehydrated potatoes, however, the response to multiple double-blind challenges with dehydrated potatoes was not consistent. None of these patients responded to sulfited shrimp.

While these results were somewhat confusing, they illustrated that SSAs will not react equivalently to the ingestion of all sulfited foods. The likelihood of a response could not be predicted on the basis of the dose of residual SO₂ equivalents in the sulfited foods. The nature of the sulfite present in these foods varied widely. In lettuce, the sulfite level is high and free inorganic sulfite predominates [85]. In white grape juice, and especially dried apricots, the sulfite level is high, the foods are acidic, and sulfite may be bound to reducing sugars [1,72]. In dehydrated potatoes, the sulfite level is intermediate, the food is not acidic, and sulfite is typically bound to starch [1,72]. In mushrooms, the sulfite level is low and variable, but the form of sulfite remains unknown. In shrimp, the sulfite level is intermediate, the food is not acidic, and sulfite is probably bound to protein [1,72]. The likelihood of a reaction to a sulfited food depends on several factors: the nature of the food, the level of residual sulfite, the sensitivity of the patient, and (perhaps) the form of residual sulfite and the mechanism of sulfite-induced asthma [72].

**Detection of sulfited foods**

A comprehensive discussion of the methods for the detection of sulfite residues in foods lies beyond the scope of this chapter, although the subject has been extensively reviewed elsewhere [1,77]. The numerous procedures available include distillation–titration, ion chromatography, polarography, enzymatic oxidation with sulfite oxidase, gas chromatography, and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay [1,77]. These procedures are highly specialized and should be undertaken only by skilled analytical chemists. One of these procedures, the Monier-Williams distillation–titration procedure, probably represents the method of choice because
it has been officially sanctioned by the Association of Official Analytical Chemists [89]. None of the available methods has the ability to measure all forms of sulfite in foods, including free inorganic sulfite plus the many bound forms of sulfite [1]. Most of these methods aim to detect free sulfite plus some of the reversibly bound forms of sulfite. While they are termed methods for measuring total SO₂, they actually measure “sub-total SO₂.” A few procedures intended to measure only free inorganic sulfite in foods are used on rare occasions [1,89]. Because clinicians do not know which forms of sulfites in foods pose hazards to sulfite-sensitive asthmatics, it would be impossible to develop a procedure that would detect only clinically relevant forms of sulfite. Instead, in the absence of information on hazardous forms of sulfite, the focus has been on measuring as much of the residual sulfite – both free and bound – as possible.

**Avoidance diets**

As noted, the most common treatment for individuals with sulfite-induced asthma is the avoidance of sulfite in the diet. Of course, asthmatics with a low threshold for sulfites must take greater care to avoid these substances than individuals with higher thresholds. Certainly, all sulfite-sensitive asthmatics should be instructed to avoid the more highly sulfited foods, which are defined as having in excess of 100 ppm of SO₂ equivalents (Table 29.5). Individuals with lower thresholds for sulfite might be advised to remove all sulfited foods from their diets, although adherence to such diets can prove difficult. Packaged foods containing more than 10 ppm residual SO₂ equivalents must declare the presence of sulfites or one of the specific sulfiting agents on their labels. Thus, sulfite-sensitive consumers should be able to avoid significantly sulfited foods by careful perusal of labels. They must also be instructed that the terms sulfur dioxide, sodium or potassium bisulfite, sodium or potassium metabisulfite, and sodium sulfite indicate the presence of sulfites or sulfiting agents. Some sulfite-sensitive individuals may know that they can safely consume certain foods declaring sulfite on the labels because the amount of available sulfite in that particular food falls below their threshold doses. Such patients should be warned that the concentration of residual sulfite in any specific food is variable and that continued consumption might occasionally elicit an adverse reaction. No absolute evidence exists to suggest that sulfite-sensitive individuals need to avoid foods having less than 10 ppm residual SO₂ equivalents.

While the avoidance of sulfited packaged foods is relatively straightforward, restaurant foods pose a more difficult challenge. The FDA has banned sulfite from fresh fruits and vegetables in restaurants, but other sulfited foods in restaurants remain unlabeled. With the banning of sulfites from salad bar items, many of the problems with sulfite-induced asthma in restaurants disappeared. The major continuing problem is sulfited potatoes. SSAs should be instructed to avoid all potato products in restaurants except baked potatoes with the skins intact.

**Regulatory restrictions**

The US regulatory agencies have moved to regulate certain uses of sulfites following the discovery of sulfite-sensitive asthma. The FDA initially moved to require the declaration of sulfites on the label of foods when sulfite residues exceeded 10 ppm; similar regulations were enacted with wines. FDA then banned the use of sulfites from fresh fruits and vegetables other than potatoes. This ban affected lettuce, cut fruits, guacamole, mushrooms, and many other applications, especially the once-common practice of sulfiting fresh fruits and vegetables placed in salad bars. Potatoes remain the sole exception to the ban of sulfite use on fresh fruits and vegetables. In these actions, FDA has not distinguished between uses that result in low levels of residual sulfite and uses that create much higher levels. Under Environmental Protection Agency restrictions, imported table grapes must be detained at their port of entry until sulfite residues can no longer be detected. FDA has also enacted a regulation specifying the allowable sulfite residue levels in shrimp.

Since FDA has taken these regulatory actions on sulfites, fewer reports of sulfite-induced reactions have been reported to FDA [90]. From 1996 through 1999, FDA processed a total of 59 market withdrawals (recalls) of foods due to undeclared sulfites at levels above 10 ppm [90]. FDA’s actions seem to be effective in reducing sulfite-related incidents associated with foods. While FDA actions have helped to protect sulfite-sensitive individuals from the hazards associated with sulfited foods, FDA has taken no action to limit the use of sulfites in drugs. However, voluntary removal of sulfites from certain drugs has occurred. Certainly, any regulation is only as effective as its enforcement, so sulfite-sensitive individuals and their physicians should remain alert to avoid inadvertent exposures from both foods and drugs.

**Conclusion**

Sulfite sensitivity primarily affects a relatively small subgroup of the asthmatic population. The symptoms of sulfite-induced asthma can, on occasion, prove quite severe and even life threatening. Sulfite sensitivity should ideally be diagnosed with an oral double-blind challenge protocol. Many unknowns remain regarding sulfite-induced asthma, including the mechanism of the illness and the likelihood of reactions to specific sulfited foods. Reactions to sulfited foods certainly derive in part from the concentration of residual sulfite in the food and the degree of sensitivity exhibited by the individual patient. In addition, the form of
sulfite in the food and the mechanism of the sulfite-induced reaction may affect the likelihood of a response to a specific sulfited food.

Sulfite-sensitive asthmatics should be instructed to avoid highly sulfited foods. The FDA and other US federal regulatory agencies have moved to protect sulfite-sensitive asthmatics from unlabeled uses of sulfites in foods. Nevertheless, sulfites continue to be used in many foods and drugs, and sensitive individuals must be cautious to avoid inadvertent exposures.
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CHAPTER 30
Monosodium Glutamate

Katharine M. Woessner

KEY CONCEPTS

- Glutamate is recognized by distinct taste receptors on the tongue as “umami” (savory) along with sweet, sour, salty, and bitter.
- Monosodium glutamate (MSG) is rapidly and efficiently metabolized by the intestinal mucosa and liver in both adults and infants. Despite high maternal intake of MSG, levels remain low in fetal circulation. Therefore, no limitation for MSG ingestion in pregnant women and infants is recommended.
- MSG has been anecdotally associated with a diverse array of conditions including migraine headache, which have not been validated in carefully controlled challenge studies. Low-MSG diets should not be empirically recommended for migraine sufferers, as there is no science to back up such a recommendation.
- MSG symptom complex (formally the Chinese restaurant syndrome) may occur with high-dose MSG (>3g) in the absence of food in some people and is a self-limited condition.
- MSG is generally recognized as safe by the Food and Drug Administration. Numerous studies have failed to show that MSG causes any serious acute or chronic medical problems in the general population.

A 1968 letter to the editors of the New England Journal of Medicine by Dr. Robert Kwok describing what he termed the Chinese restaurant syndrome (CRS) with “numbness at the back of the neck … radiating to both arms and the back, general weakness and palpitation” which he experienced only when dining in Chinese restaurants, initiated the public controversy surrounding monosodium glutamate (MSG) which continues to this day [1]. Although Dr. Kwok hypothesized that his symptom complex was due to the alcohol in Chinese cooking wine, sodium content, or the flavoring ingredient MSG, attention became focused on MSG. Since the 1960s, the role of MSG has been questioned in not only what has become known as the MSG symptom complex, but also a number of other potential adverse reactions. In addition to the MSG symptom complex, MSG ingestion has been anecdotally associated with asthma, urticaria, and angioedema, headache, shudder attacks in children, psychiatric disorders, and convulsions. In the three decades since the publication of Dr. Kwok’s letter, extensive research has failed to demonstrate a clear and consistent relationship between MSG ingestion and the development of these or any adverse reactions in humans. Despite this, strong suspicion regarding MSG persists in the public arena.

The fifth taste: L-glutamate

Humans can detect four primary tastes: sweet, salty, bitter, and sour. There is also a fifth taste called umami. Umami describes the palatability or deliciousness of a food, and has been called a “brothy mouth-watering sensation” [2]. Glutamic acid is a non-essential amino acid that constitutes approximately 20% of dietary proteins. When added to foods in the form of a sodium, potassium, or calcium salt, glutamate enhances the palatability of foods. Ikeda first documented the unique taste- and flavor-enhancing qualities of MSG in 1908 after isolating it from the seaweed Laminaria japonica, which has been used for centuries in Japanese cooking as a flavor enhancer [3]. Its characteristic taste, umami, is imparted through its stereochemical structure, monosodium L-glutamate; the D-isomer has no characteristic taste. MSG became widely available in the United States during the 1940s.

MSG is commercially synthesized by taking protein, usually derived from wheat or soy, through an acid wash to isolate amino acids. A neutralizing agent, sodium hydroxide, is then added to form the sodium salt of each amino acid.
Typically, MSG constitutes 10–30% of the mixture. When other amino acids are present it is referred to as hydrolyzed vegetable protein (HVP). MSG is also produced by fermentation of beetroot pulp or sugarcane. It is then purified to 98% purity. Table 30.1 lists the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved names of MSG. Since 1986, the FDA has permitted glutamate to be indirectly identified on food labels as HVP (hydrolyzed vegetable protein), HPP (hydrolyzed plant protein), or HSP (hydrolyzed soy protein) [4]. The glutamate salts are used widely in the food manufacturing and restaurant industries and flavor a wide spectrum of foods including crackers, potato chips, canned and dry soups, canned seafood, meats, frozen dinners, salad dressings, Chinese, and other Asian foods. When MSG is added to food, the FDA requires “MSG” to be listed on the label. Other salts of glutamic acid – such as monopotassium glutamate and monoammonium glutamate – also have to be declared on labels and cannot be lumped together under “spices,” “natural flavoring,” or other general terms. The salts quickly dissociate in aqueous solution releasing free glutamate.

Normal dietary intake of MSG in the United States is approximately 1 g/day in its free form. An additional 0.55 g/day comes from added MSG. Some foods contain naturally occurring high levels of free glutamate such as tomatoes (0.34% MSG), Parmesan cheese (1.5% MSG), and soy sauce (1.3% MSG) [5]. In the body, the turnover rate for MSG is 5–10 g/hour [5]. Glutamate is metabolized in a number of ways, including oxidative deamination, transamination, decarboxylation, and amidation. Glutamate is readily transaminated to α-ketoglutarate, which is converted to energy by the Krebs cycle [6]. Studies on humans indicate that MSG ingested with meals results only in a very small increase in plasma glutamate concentration when compared with the levels achieved when it is consumed while dissolved in water or consommé [7]. The presence of carbohydrates appears to greatly reduce the levels of free glutamate in plasma after meals, even those containing very high levels of MSG. Even when MSG is administered in large quantities (>30 mg/kg body weight) without food, serum levels are only slightly elevated due to the very efficient metabolism of glutamate in the intestines and liver [8]. Elevated plasma levels due to doses exceeding 5 g of MSG return to basal levels in less than 2 hours [8].

Fetal and neonatal exposure to glutamate is likely to be small. Though glutamate can cross the placenta, fetal plasma concentrations do not increase significantly even with maternal ingestion of 100 mg/kg of MSG [9]. Studies by Stegink et al. in pregnant rhesus monkeys showed that it was not until the maternal plasma level of MSG exceeded 2000 μmol/l that there was a slight increase in fetal MSG levels [10]. This data suggests that transfer of glutamate from the mother to the fetus is unlikely even with very high maternal oral intake. Infants, including premature babies, can metabolize greater than 100-mg MSG/kg body weight administered in infant formulas [11]. Free glutamate is found in breast milk in conjunction with other free amino acids and is among the most prevalent amino acids along with glutamine and taurine [12]. The free glutamate in breast milk is speculated to have a protective role in assuring intestinal growth and supplying functional substrates to the nervous tissue [13].

### Table 30.1 Food labeling of MSG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free glutamate</th>
<th>Bound glutamate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSG</td>
<td>HVP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monopotassium glutamate</td>
<td>HPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoammonium glutamate</td>
<td>HSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamic acid</td>
<td>Natural flavorings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamic acid hydrochloride</td>
<td>Flavor(s) or flavoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamate</td>
<td>Seasoning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kombu extract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Autolyzed yeast extract</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monosodium glutamate and neurotoxicity**

By the late 1960s, concerns were raised regarding the possible neurotoxicity of MSG. Olney reported MSG-induced toxicity in the nervous system of rodents when glutamate was given in large amounts by non-dietary routes to neonatal mice [14]. The resulting focal necrosis of the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus led to functional alteration of the reproductive capability and body weight regulation in mice. The proposed mechanism for neuronal damage is passage across the blood–brain barrier by glutamate whereby glutamate, as an excitatory transmitter, leads to continuous excitation of the glutaminergic receptors, depleting ATP and leading to cell death. This appears to be a phenomenon to which neonatal mice are particularly susceptible. There have been at least 21 studies looking for effects of MSG-induced neurotoxicity in primates and only two were positive and came from the same laboratory [15,16]. The threshold blood levels associated with neuronal damage in the mouse are 100–130 μmol/dl in neonates rising to 380 μmol/dl in weanlings and greater than 630 μmol/dl in adult mice [17]. In humans, such levels have not been recorded even after very high bolus doses of MSG. It has been noted by the Joint Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations and the World Health Organization (WHO) Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) that the oral ED<sub>50</sub> for production of hypothalamic lesions in the neonatal mouse is ~500 mg MSG/kg body weight by gavage. In humans, the largest palatable dose of MSG is ~60 mg/kg body weight with higher doses causing nausea, making voluntary ingestion of higher doses very unlikely [17].
Neuroendocrine effects of high-dose glutamate administration have been demonstrated in rodents including a reduction in hypothalamic growth hormone releasing hormone (GHRH) release and pituitary growth hormone (GH) secretion as well as an increase in serum leutenizing hormone (LH) levels [5,18,19]. Such effects have not been shown in humans and the implications of these findings remain unknown. Acute toxicity of glutamate has been determined with a LD50 value of 16–20 g/kg body weight [20]. There is no evidence to date of MSG-associated carcinogenicity or teratogenicity [21–26].

MSG is classified by the FDA as generally recognized as safe (GRAS). The amount of MSG that can be added to foods is limited only by its palatability. The Joint FAO/WHO JECFA has evaluated MSG and has determined that no numerical limitation is necessary for its use in food [27]. In addition, there was no evidence to support recommendations limiting intake of MSG in pregnant women or infants. However, they did contend that food additives, in general, should not be added to infant foods to be consumed before 12 weeks of age [27]. Around the time of the discovery of MSG-induced neurotoxicity in mice, large amounts of MSG were routinely added to infant formulas in the United States. After these data became available, however, manufacturers of infant formula voluntarily removed MSG from their products.

**MSG symptom complex**

The controversy surrounding MSG as a food additive first came to light after Dr. Kwok published a letter to the editors in the *New England Journal of Medicine* in 1968 detailing a set of symptoms he experienced when eating at Chinese restaurants [1]. He described the experience of numbness at the back of the neck, general weakness, and palpitations. This set of symptoms became known as the CRS. More recently, it has been renamed as the MSG symptom complex. As defined by Settipane, a restaurant syndrome is an adverse reaction to foods occurring within 20 minutes of ingestion, frequently while patients are still dining in restaurants [28]. After Dr. Kwok’s letter in 1968, a series of anecdotes implicated MSG as the agent responsible for the CRS. In 1968, Schaumburg reported on his own experiences which included tightening of facial muscles, lacrimation, periocular fasciculations, numbness of the neck and hands, palpitations, and syncope occurring within 20 minutes of eating Chinese food on separate occasions, with symptoms resolving in 45 minutes. He reported having as many as eight experiences per day without sequelae [29]. Over the ensuing 30 years, numerous human challenge studies have been conducted in an attempt to determine the association of MSG with the clinical entity of the MSG symptom complex.

In general, challenge studies with MSG pose great difficulty because of the distinct taste properties of MSG that makes adequate blinding hard to achieve. Interpretation of some reported challenge studies has been hampered by the lack of a food vehicle. As pointed out earlier, the metabolism of MSG is greatly enhanced by the presence of metabolizable carbohydrates, which characterizes most dietary encounters with MSG. Extrapolation of food-free challenges to “in-use” situations may not be valid [30].

In one of the first challenge studies with MSG, Schaumburg *et al.* found an oral dose–response curve to MSG and concluded that all of the subjects they tested would eventually experience the sensory phenomena if they ingested enough MSG [31]. Double-blind studies by Kenney [32] and Kenney and Tidball [33] identified individuals who experienced symptoms specific to MSG on a relatively regular basis but only when the MSG was given in amounts or concentrations far greater than that normally encountered in a regular diet. Double-blind studies from Italy and the United Kingdom found no difference between the sensation experienced after MSG or placebo [34,35].

Geha *et al.* [36,37] undertook an ambitious multi-center double-blind placebo-controlled (DBPC) challenge study with a crossover design to evaluate reactions allegedly due to MSG in 130 self-identified MSG-sensitive subjects. Their efforts included meeting the criteria set forth by the August 1995 Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB) report on MSG which recommended that in order to confirm the MSG symptom complex, three DBPC challenges administered on separate occasions must reproduce the symptoms with ingestion of MSG and produce no response with placebo [38]. In three of their four protocols (A–D), MSG was administered without food. A positive response was defined as the presence of at least two of ten symptoms reported to occur after ingestion of MSG-containing foods. They had 110 subjects who underwent four consecutive 5-g MSG placebo-controlled challenges. Only 2 of the 110 subjects or 1.8%, who had previously self-identified themselves to be MSG reactors, responded to 5 g of MSG in the four challenges. The data from their study suggests that large doses of MSG given without food may elicit more symptoms than placebo in individuals who believe that they react adversely to MSG. However, neither persistent nor serious effects from MSG ingestion were observed and the frequency of responses was very low [36,37]. The responses were not observed when MSG was given with food. Their data again confirms the rarity of the MSG symptom complex even among individuals who believe themselves to be MSG sensitive.

Determining the prevalence of MSG sensitivity in the general population has been difficult. Estimating adverse reactions to a particular food ingredient through questionnaires is potentially fraught with subjectivity and bias. This has complicated the estimation of incidence of the MSG symptom complex in the general population. Reif-Lehrer reported that 25% of a population surveyed by questionnaire felt they had experienced MSG-related symptoms [39]. This survey
included several leading, close-ended questions, which likely evoked many false-positive responses. In a 1977 questionnaire survey, Kerr et al. showed that in the Harvard University Medical School community, no one reported experiencing the triad of symptoms in the CRS and that 3–7% of subjects could be classified as having experienced “possible CRS” [40]. In a 1979 study, Kerr et al. used a National Consumer Panel to select a representative group to improve the accuracy of extrapolation to the US population at large, and found the prevalence of the MSG symptom complex to be 2% [41]. As the clinical studies have shown, the incidence of MSG symptom complex appears to be quite low.

The pathophysiology of the MSG symptom complex remains elusive. It is clearly not the result of an IgE-mediated process. Many theories have been put forth to explain the condition. Ghadimi et al. proposed that the symptoms of the MSG symptom complex are linked to an increase in acetylcholine; this group was able to show an attenuation of symptoms in subjects pretreated with atropine [42]. Gajalakshmi et al. lent further support to this theory when they demonstrated MSG’s ability to produce spasmogenic effects on isolated guinea pig ileum; these effects were also blocked with atropine [43]. Glutamic acid is a precursor to acetylcholine, which may account for these findings. Folkers et al. suggested that vitamin B6 deficiency may play a role in the development of the MSG symptom complex [44,45]. While Kenney has suggested that the clinical symptoms result from esophageal dysfunction or reflux esophagitis [33]. More recently, Scher and Scher have proposed that nitric oxide production may be the mediator in the pathogenesis of the MSG symptom complex [46]. Nguyen-Duong in 2001 demonstrated that glutamate-induced vasorelaxation of porcine coronary arteries was potentiated by glycine and proposed onstrated MSG’s ability to produce spasmogenic effects on isolated guinea pig ileum; these effects were also blocked with atropine [43]. Glutamic acid is a precursor to acetylcholine; this group was able to show an attenuation of symptoms in subjects pretreated with atropine [42]. Gajalakshmi et al. lent further support to this theory when they demonstrated MSG’s ability to produce spasmogenic effects on isolated guinea pig ileum; these effects were also blocked with atropine [43]. Glutamic acid is a precursor to acetylcholine, which may account for these findings. Folkers et al. suggested that vitamin B6 deficiency may play a role in the development of the MSG symptom complex [44,45]. While Kenney has suggested that the clinical symptoms result from esophageal dysfunction or reflux esophagitis [33]. More recently, Scher and Scher have proposed that nitric oxide production may be the mediator in the pathogenesis of the MSG symptom complex [46]. Nguyen-Duong in 2001 demonstrated that glutamate-induced vasorelaxation of porcine coronary arteries was potentiated by glycine and proposed that this vasodilatory action might be responsible for the flushing and palpitations associated with the complex [47]. Despite these assorted hypotheses and 30 years of research, the causative mechanism remains unknown.

**Asthma**

In the early 1980s, several reports suggested that MSG could provoke bronchospasm in asthmatics. In 1981, Allen and Baker reported their experience with two young women who had developed life-threatening asthma after ingestion of MSG in meals from Chinese restaurants [48]. The asthma developed 12–14 hours after ingestion of the MSG-containing meals. Allen and Baker performed single-blind, oral challenge studies on both patients and found that 2.5-g MSG capsules resulted in asthma 11–12 hours after ingestion. Subsequently in 1987, Allen et al. performed in-hospital, single-blind, placebo-controlled MSG challenges in 32 asthmatic subjects; 14 were suspected MSG reactors by history and 18 were unstable asthmatics with bronchospasm due to aspirin, benzoic acid, tartrazine, or sulfites [49]. As described by Stevenson in 2000, several problems were associated with this study: theophylline was discontinued 1 day prior to placebo challenges, some patients received inhaled bronchodilator therapy within 3 hours prior to their first challenge, bronchospasm was measured by effort-dependent peak expiratory flow rates (PEFR) rather than flow-volume loops, and baseline PEFR exhibited large variations consistent with unstable asthma [50]. Although Allen et al. concluded that 14 patients developed asthma exacerbations 1–12 hours after ingesting MSG, these limiting factors rendered the results difficult to interpret [49]. What was interpreted by the study authors, as MSG-provoked asthma may merely have been peak flow variability indicative of underlying active asthma.

Five additional studies attempted to clarify the issue of whether MSG induces bronchospasm in asthmatics using double-blind challenges. Schwartzstein et al. found no exacerbation of asthma from MSG in 12 asthmatics challenged with 25-mg MSG/kg body weight [51]. This study involved mild asthmatics with no history of MSG or Chinese restaurant meal-induced symptoms. In addition, the doses of MSG were lower than those used by Allen and Baker’s 1987 study. In a second study, Moneret-Vautrin published a report of delayed bronchospasm occurring in 2 of 30 asthmatics challenged with MSG [52]. Evidence of bronchoconstriction was defined by a 15% decline in peak flow rate determinations. If the same criteria for bronchospasticity found in the Allen and Baker paper (20% decline from baseline or the lowest value recorded during placebo single-blind challenge) were applied to Moneret-Vautrin’s subjects, the two patients would not fit the definition of a positive response, as the decline was less than 20%.

A third study by Germano et al. reported that 1 of 30 asthmatics, during single-blind screening oral challenges with MSG (up to 6g), experienced a significant reduction in FEV1 values [53]. However, when the one preliminary reactor was re-challenged with the same dose (6-g MSG), under double-blind, placebo-controlled conditions, the response to MSG challenge was negative. This study was criticized for having only 2 of their 30 asthmatics with a positive history of asthma exacerbations after a Chinese restaurant meal. The report also exists in abstract form. A 1998 double-blind, placebo-controlled study by Woods et al. [54] challenged 12 asthmatics who reported that MSG caused them to have asthma attacks. They incorporated elaborate controls in their study, including strict dietary avoidance of MSG, home spirometry (PEFR measurements) before and after the challenges, as well as a double-blind, placebo-controlled protocol. The patients were challenged with 1 and 5 g of MSG. The study was completely negative, with none of the subjects reacting at either dose. One minor criticism of this paper is the small number of subjects.

Although it had been previously suggested by Allen et al. that those asthmatics with bronchoconstriction due to food
additives or aspirin were more likely to experience MSG-related bronchospasm, a study by Woessner et al. [55] in 1999 demonstrated this not to be the case. In this study, two groups were tested: 30 asthmatics who believed MSG ingestion exacerbated their asthma, and 70 subjects with proven aspirin exacerbated respiratory disease (AERD), a population identified by Allen and Baker as being at high risk for MSG-provoked bronchospasm [49]. Asthma maintenance medications including inhaled and systemic corticosteroids and theophylline were continued, though inhaled β-agonists were not. Patients were enrolled in an in-patient DBPC challenge if their FEV1 values were at least 70% predicted off on inhaled bronchodilators. The first day consisted of a single-blind placebo day to assess pulmonary baseline. If FEV1 values varied by 10% or less on placebo day, the patients were challenged with 2.5-g MSG after a low-MSG breakfast. Adverse symptoms and FEV1 values were recorded during the following 24 hours. Patients whose FEV1 values decreased by at least 20% next underwent two additional MSG challenges in a blinded, placebo-controlled manner. On initial MSG challenge, only 1 of the 30 patients experienced a decline in FEV1 of 20% although she remained asymptomatic. She did not have any drop in her FEV1 on the two subsequent DBPC MSG challenges. None of the 70 AERD patients had a positive MSG challenge.

There does not appear to be any strong evidence that MSG can provoke bronchospasm in asthmatics. Because of the limited number of studies performed to date, further research is needed before any firm claims can be made that MSG provokes bronchospasm.

**Urticaria and angioedema**

Very few case reports of MSG-induced angioedema or urticaria have appeared in the literature. A report by Squire [56] in the Lancet described a 50-year-old man with recurrent angioedema of the face and extremities that was temporally related to the ingestion of a soup mix high in MSG. A single-blind, placebo-controlled challenge with the soup base resulted in angioedema 24 hours after the ingestion. In a graded challenge using only MSG, angioedema was provoked 16 hours after challenge. Avoidance of MSG-containing foods reportedly caused remission of the angioedema episodes.

Though not extensively evaluated, there have been several studies evaluating the role of MSG in urticaria. Genton et al. [57] in 1985 studied 19 subjects with chronic idiopathic urticaria (CIU) for sensitivity to 28 food additives, including MSG. In a single-blind protocol, 4 of the 19 subjects reacted, defined by an increase in urticaria within 18 hours following challenge. In 1986, Supramaniam and Warner [58] evaluated 36 children with asthma or urticaria. There were three reactors in this placebo-controlled study in which one placebo, eight additives, and aspirin were administered at 4-hour increments. Whether the reactions were pulmonary or dermatologic was not specified. A 1998 study in Spain by Botey et al. [59] detailed the work-up of five children with angioedema or urticaria who presented for evaluation of possible drug allergy. Particular attention was paid to the dietary history regarding additives including MSG. Following a 2-day diet without known additives, these patients were administered 50-mg MSG orally in a single-blinded fashion: if there was no reaction in 1 hour, an additional 100-mg was given. Three of the five children had recurrence of urticaria at 1, 2, and 12 hours following ingestion; one developed pruritic erythema of the skin at 1 hour; and the fifth developed abdominal pain and diarrhea following ingestion of 50-mg MSG.

Reports in the literature of possible MSG-induced urticaria or angioedema do not clarify whether MSG was the inciting agent. Evaluation of MSG-induced urticaria or angioedema must be approached in a double-blind, placebo-controlled protocol to obtain a clearer picture of the role of MSG in urticaria and angioedema. Simon [60] addressed these concerns in a 2000 report of food additive challenges in 65 patients with chronic urticaria. The subjects initially underwent single-blinded 2.5-g MSG challenges. A baseline urticaria skin score (reminiscent of a burn score) was obtained. This scoring system is based on the “rule of nines” in which the body is divided into areas of 9%. Each of these body areas is then scored on a scale from 0 to 4 (0 = no urticaria; 1 = urticaria involving up to 25% of that surface area; 2 = up to 50% of that area; 3 = urticaria involving up to 75%; and 4 = diffuse urticaria in that area). A score of 9 or a 30% increase in the score from baseline urticaria was considered a positive challenge. Two subjects had positive single-blind challenges. Neither had a positive DBPC MSG challenge. Therefore, as is the case for MSG provoking the MSG symptom complex and bronchospasm, the role in development of urticaria and angioedema is likely to be quite rare.

**Headache**

Though many people believe they have adverse reactions to foods and food additives, few people have confirmed sensitivity on objective examination. It is not surprising, therefore, that MSG has been associated with a myriad of physical and psychiatric complaints. Of all the adverse symptoms thought to be attributable to MSG ingestion, headache was the symptom most often reported to the FDA’s Adverse Reaction Monitoring System between 1980 and 1995 [61]. In 1969, Schaumburg et al. [31] performed one of the first formal studies of the symptoms potentially associated with MSG ingestion. Their study suggested that the three main symptoms consisted of a burning sensation, facial pressure or tightness, and chest pain. Headache occurred in a minority of the subjects. Ratner et al. [62] in 1984 described four patients with MSG-related headaches. They were evaluated with double-blind testing consisting
of sublingually administered soy sauce with and without 1.5–2.0 g added MSG. These patients developed recurrent headaches within 15 minutes to 2 hours of sublingual administration of MSG soy sauce but not to “placebo” soy sauce, and reportedly had relief with of symptoms with MSG avoidance. No attempt was made to disguise the taste of the two soy sauce formulations. Furthermore, it could be argued that they truly did not have a negative control due to the high glutamate content naturally occurring in soy sauce. Scopp in 1991 described two chronic headache patients who decreased the frequency of their headaches through MSG avoidance. No objective testing was performed [63]. Yang et al. [64] undertook placebo-controlled 5-g MSG challenge in self-identified MSG-sensitive subjects. A positive response was two or more index symptoms. The rates of reaction to MSG or placebo were not statistically different in this group of 61 self-identified MSG-sensitive subjects. If the subjects had a positive challenge they were brought back for blinded placebo-controlled graded MSG challenges. Again, there was a high rate of response to placebo but they did have some patients who developed statistically significant associations of symptoms with MSG such as headache, flushing, muscle tightness, numbness/tingling, and generalized weakness.

Theories regarding the etiology of MSG-induced headache are scarce. Merritt et al. in 1990 found that high concentrations of glutamate caused concentration-dependent contractions of excised rabbit aorta [65]. These authors suggested that a similar vascular response might account for MSG-induced headache. However, there is little data that suggests that MSG can cross the intact blood–brain barrier. Despite a widespread belief that MSG can trigger migraine headaches, there is a striking paucity of literature to support this claim. As a result, low-MSG diets should not be empirically recommended for the chronic headache patients since they are not based on clear scientific fact and are only likely to be an unnecessary burden for these patients.

**Monosodium glutamate and the Food and Drug Administration**

Because of continuing reports of adverse reactions to MSG, the FDA contracted with FASEB in 1992 to perform a scientific safety review of the effects of glutamates in foods. The FASEB report was submitted in 1995. The MSG symptoms complex was defined as an acute, temporary, and self-limiting complex including the following: (1) a burning sensation at the back of neck, forearms, and chest; (2) facial pressure or tightness; (3) chest pain; (4) headache; (5) nausea; (6) upper body tingling and weakness; (7) palpitation; (8) numbness at the back of the neck, arms, and back; (9) bronchospasm (in asthmatics only); and (10) drowsiness. The report concluded that, although there was no scientifically verifiable evidence of adverse effects in most individuals exposed to high levels of MSG, there is sufficient documentation to indicate that there is a subgroup of presumably healthy individuals that responds, generally within 1 hour of exposure with manifestations of the MSG symptom complex when exposed to an oral dose of MSG of 3 g in the absence of food [66]. This report pointed out that the key data relate to single-dose challenges in capsules or solutions and are limited in their ability to predict adverse reactions resulting from the use of MSG in food. It is well known that carbohydrates greatly modulate the uptake of MSG making extrapolation to real-world experience very difficult. The Hattan memorandum also indicates that the FDA did not consider the evidence regarding the sensitivity of asthmatics to MSG to be compelling and questioned its inclusion in the MSG symptom complex [66].

The FASEB report concludes that there is no evidence to support a role for dietary MSG or other forms of free glutamate in causing or exacerbating serious, long-term medical problems resulting from degenerative nerve cell damage [67]. It was accepted that neurotoxicologic effects of MSG are limited to animals given very large doses by parenteral, pharmacologic, or other non-dietary conditions.

**Conclusion**

Overall, the available data on MSG reflect that it is safe for use as a food additive in the population at large. MSG toxicologic data has not demonstrated serious nervous system effects in humans. Furthermore, metabolic studies performed in infants and adults have shown ready and rapid utilization of excess glutamate with failure of serum glutamate levels to rise even when very large amounts of MSG were ingested with carbohydrate. The carefully done DBPC challenges in capsules or solutions and are limited in their ability to predict adverse reactions resulting from the use of MSG in food. It is well known that carbohydrates greatly modulate the uptake of MSG making extrapolation to real-world experience very difficult. The Hattan memorandum also indicates that the FDA did not consider the evidence regarding the sensitivity of asthmatics to MSG to be compelling and questioned its inclusion in the MSG symptom complex [66].

The FASEB report concludes that there is no evidence to support a role for dietary MSG or other forms of free glutamate in causing or exacerbating serious, long-term medical problems resulting from degenerative nerve cell damage [67]. It was accepted that neurotoxicologic effects of MSG are limited to animals given very large doses by parenteral, pharmacologic, or other non-dietary conditions.
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Ten coal tar derivatives have been approved under the Food Dye and Coloring Act (FD & C) for use as dyes in food, drink, and color coding of capsules and tablets [1]. All of these dyes contain aromatic rings and some contain azo linkages (−N:N−). Azo dyes include tartrazine (FD & C yellow no. 5) (Fig. 31.1), sunset yellow (FD & C yellow no. 6), ponceau (FD & C red no. 4), and carmoisine (FD & C red no. 2). By contrast, the non-azo dyes do not contain the −N:N− linkages. A few examples of non-azo dyes include brilliant blue (FD & C blue no. 1) (Fig. 31.2), erythrosine (FD & C red no. 3), and indigotin (FD & C blue no. 2). Since all of these dyes have been approved for use in humans, addition of dyes to processed food and drink occurs routinely in the developed countries of the world and is perfectly legal under the regulatory requirements of these countries, including the United States. Therefore, from a practical standpoint, the issue is not whether populations of humans are exposed to these chemicals in our food and drink but rather what harm if any do they cause. Some claim that all “chemicals” are harmful and should be banned from the diet, ignoring the fact that “natural chemicals” are found in most food and drinks consumed by humans. The regulatory agencies do not agree with the above position and concluded long ago that azo and azo dyes were generally regarded as safe (GRS), thus allowing their addition to food, medications, and beverages. Are there some persons who are harmed by these dyes? If so, how many and in what manner are they harmed? Assuming

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- By the standard of the Food and Dye Coloring Act, 10 coal tar dyes, including tartrazine, have been approved for consumption by humans.
- Most humans do not have any adverse effects from ingesting these dyes, which are found in food, drink, and color-coded medications.
- Rarely some individuals have urticaria or asthma after ingesting tartrazine or other azo dyes but the relationship is generally overestimated based on poorly designed older studies.
- There is no evidence to support the idea that tartrazine and aspirin cross-react.
- Well-designed studies rarely document any associations between hyperkinesis and ingestion of tartrazine, despite the belief of parents that a cause and effect relationship exists.
- Contact dermatitis to tartrazine has been reported in a few case reports.
- Rarely, atopic dermatitis worsens after ingesting tartrazine.
Urticaria/angioedema reactions associated with tartrazine and other dyes

In 1959, Lockey described three patients who gave a history of developing a rash after ingesting yellow-color-coded medications [3]. The author conducted unblinded challenges with dilute solutions of tartrazine and concluded that the itching and other subjective complaints, which the patients experienced over the next few hours, were evidence of allergic reactions to tartrazine. In 1972, Juhlin et al. [4] reported a prevalence of tartrazine-associated urticaria that ranged between 49% and 100% of subjects who ingested 1–18 mg of tartrazine. During the remainder of the 1970s, others reported tartrazine-associated urticarial reactions [5,6]. In 1981, Juhlin reported that 18/179 (10%) patients with chronic urticaria reacted to tartrazine during single-blind challenges [7]. Challenge doses reflected the belief at that time that tiny concentrations of tartrazine (0.1 mg) in color-coded medications were capable of inducing urticarial reactions. During single-blind challenges in patients with chronic urticaria, antihistamines were discontinued before the placebo challenges, which were always conducted first. By the time tartrazine was given, the therapeutic effects of antihistamines dissipated. Thus, the appearance of hives could have been spontaneous and due to withdrawal of the therapeutic effects of antihistamines. It is difficult to understand how the same author could report a prevalence of tartrazine-induced urticaria of 100% in 1972 and 9 years later in a second study of patients, from the same city and medical practice and report a prevalence of 10%.

In 1984, Simon reviewed the subject of generalized adverse effects of dietary dyes on humans and unequivocally took the position that the evidence supporting the claim that azo and non-azo dyes were harmful to the general population of humans was "speculative" [2]. Despite a constant stream of criticism in the lay press by health food advocates and physicians who practice environmental medicine, there is no credible evidence to support global claims that these dyes cause injury, mental disease, or other known chronic diseases in the general population. Such a conclusion is not to rule out occasional reactions to azo dyes in genetically vulnerable individuals, who might experience immune, pseudo-immune, or biochemical alterations to these chemicals. This chapter is organized into sections dealing with azo and non-azo dyes as propagators of urticaria and angioedema, asthma, anaphylaxis, various cutaneous reactions, and hyperkinesis.

Doeglas [8], Thune and Granholt [9], and Gibson and Clancy [10] reported tartrazine-associated urticarial reactions in 21%, 30%, and 34% of patient populations with chronic urticaria who underwent single-blind challenges with tartrazine. In the six studies reviewed above, all challenges were single-blinded with placebo challenges conducted first. Antihistamines were always withheld in two studies and no information on the use of antihistamines was provided in the other four studies.

Up through 1976, there were three studies, which relied upon double-blind and placebo-controlled oral challenge techniques. In a study by Gibson and Clancy [10], 26/76 (34%) patients with chronic idiopathic urticaria were recorded as having reacted to tartrazine during double-blind, placebo-controlled tartrazine challenges. Three of the 26 reactors were re-challenged with tartrazine 1 year later and no longer experienced an urticarial reaction to tartrazine. The authors interpreted this change in reactivity to be secondary to the institution of a tartrazine exclusion diet, which these three patients believed they were following during the year. In 1975, Settipane and Pudupakkam [11] conducted double-blind, placebo-controlled challenges in 2 patients with chronic urticaria and 18 patients with aspirin-induced urticaria. In 1/2 patients with chronic urticaria, ingestion of 0.22 mg of tartrazine correlated with an urticarial flare during a double-blind challenge. In the aspirin-induced urticarial patients, 2/18 (11%) experienced a flare of urticaria during double-blind challenges with tartrazine. In a 1976 report, the same authors conducted double-blind tartrazine challenges in 38 patients with chronic urticaria [12]. Of these 38 patients, 10 experienced flares of urticaria after ingesting aspirin. Using tartrazine doses of 0.22 mg during double-blind challenges, 3/38 (8%) experienced a tartrazine-associated flare of acute urticaria.

Of the nine studies reviewed, only the last three were double-blind and placebo-controlled. In seven studies, the study population had chronic idiopathic urticaria, including the three double-blinded studies. In the remaining two studies, the study population was never described. Antihistamine therapy was withheld in five studies but the timing of withdrawal, relative to the beginning of the challenges, was not clearly stated. The remaining four studies did not provide any information about treatment with antihistamines. The presence or absence of aspirin-induced urticaria in the study populations was not clarified in most studies, with the exception of the studies by Settipane [11,12]. Nevertheless, in three studies tartrazine-associated urticaria occurred in at least some patients with chronic idiopathic urticaria whose urticaria was not flared by aspirin. Therefore, a tight linkage between aspirin-induced urticaria and tartrazine-induced urticaria was not established.

In 1986, Stevenson et al. [13] reported the results of tartrazine challenges in 10 patients suspected of having flares of
urticaria, in which the patients believed that their urticaria was caused by ingestion of tartrazine. None of these patients had chronic idiopathic urticaria and all were classified as having acute intermittent urticaria. Most were not taking regular antihistamines because they were not having chronic urticaria. For the challenge study protocol, antihistamines were not allowed before or during the study. A screening single-blinded, placebo-controlled tartrazine challenge was conducted first, using doses of 25 and 50 mg. If this challenge was negative, a double-blind challenge was not conducted. If the screening challenge with tartrazine was positive, the protocol called for a confirmatory double-blind challenge. At the beginning of the challenges, all 10 patients were free of urticaria or angioedema. The results were that one patient developed hives 30 minutes after ingesting tartrazine 25 mg during the single-blind challenge. She was re-challenged 5 days later using a double-blind, placebo-controlled challenge with 25 mg of tartrazine and two placebos. During this second challenge, her urticaria also flared 30 minutes after ingesting 25 mg of tartrazine. At a later date, she underwent a single-blinded aspirin challenge with doses up to 650 mg and aspirin did not induce urticaria.

In a second group of nine patients with chronic idiopathic urticaria, antihistamines were continued during the challenges [13]. None of these patients experienced an urticarial flare during single-blind challenges with 25 and 50 mg of tartrazine. While continuing the same doses of antihistamines, 5/9 patients developed flares of urticaria during challenges with aspirin. Finally, in a separate group of five aspirin-sensitive urticaria patients, challenges with tartrazine again failed to induce urticarial reactions but the next day aspirin challenges induced generalized urticarial reactions.

Murdoch and colleagues [14] studied 24 patients who were suspected of having dye-induced urticaria because their disease was in remission while consuming a diet free of dyes and additives. During multiple double-blind challenges with a variety of drugs and additives, the following results were recorded. Fifteen of the 24 (63%) did not react to any challenge substance. Four patients experienced urticarial reactions during aspirin challenges, two reacted to sodium benzoate, and three reacted to a panel of azo dyes (tartrazine, sunset yellow, amaranth, and carmoisine). Thus, only 4/24 (17%) reacted to the substances that they were avoiding with presumed therapeutic success. Furthermore, 3/4 subjects were admitted to hospital for more extensive challenge studies. Two of the three experienced urticarial reactions to each of the four dyes during double-blinded, placebo-controlled challenges. The third patient did not react during any of the in-hospital challenges. However, plasma and urine histamine levels increased during the challenges in all three patients. Simultaneously, prostaglandins were measured in the urine during the challenges. It was fascinating to note that even though patient #3 did not have clinical reactions, his plasma and urine histamine rose and prostaglandins were found in the urine during the active dye exposures. Shock organ responsiveness appeared to diminish in this patient, even though mediators were released during interactions with some dyes.

Nettis et al. [15] pointed out that tartrazine-induced urticaria is incredibly rare (<1%) in patients being evaluated for food-associated urticaria. Furthermore, the other 99% of their study population had positive immediate hypersensitivity to food proteins in their diets. Thus, focusing incorrectly on dyes as the cause of chronic urticaria can divert attention from the real diagnosis of IgE-mediated food allergy.

In conclusion, yellow dye no. 5 (tartrazine) and several azo dyes are associated with urticarial reactions in a very small number of patients [16]. It seems unlikely that tartrazine and other azo dyes are the hidden “cause” of chronic urticaria in the vast majority of patients afflicted with chronic urticaria. Even in the carefully controlled Murdoch study, 83% of patients who eliminated dyes and additives in their diet and experienced “improvement,” nevertheless did not react to these compounds during double-blind challenges. Finally, there does not appear to be any cross-reactions between tartrazine and aspirin or the other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) with respect to tartrazine-associated urticaria [16].

Asthma associated with tartrazine and other dyes

In 1958, Speer [17] wrote in his book that “agents used in artificial coloring were the cause of asthma in sick children.” Data supporting this claim were not presented. In 1967, Chaee and Settipane [18] discovered a patient who believed that food dyes were worsening her asthma. Using a double-blinded protocol, they introduced a new dye or placebo, each day for 6 days. On the day, she ingested tartrazine, coughing occurred. Objective measures of lung function were not presented and the challenge with tartrazine was not repeated at another time. The possibility of coincidental coughing could not be excluded in this study.

Samter and Beers attempted to link tartrazine sensitivity to aspirin intolerance [19,20]. In their first report of 80 asthmatic patients with Samter’s Triad, challenges with unknown doses of tartrazine, using unknown challenge protocols, produced three “reactions” to tartrazine [19]. In their second report, 14/182 (8%) aspirin-sensitive asthmatic patients were said to have “reacted” to tartrazine [20]. The report did not indicate how many subjects were aspirin sensitive, by what criteria this fact was established, and how many of the 14 experienced urticaria or asthma during tartrazine challenges.

In 1975, Settipane and Pudupakkam conducted double-blind, placebo-controlled tartrazine challenges in 20 asthmatic patients [11]. Using small doses of tartrazine (0.44 mg), they reported that 3/20 (15%) experienced a 20% drop in forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) values during
challenges with tartrazine. Whether or not asthma medications were withheld during the challenges was not stated.

Stenius and Lemola conducted oral challenge studies using small doses of tartrazine (0.1–10 mg). Following ingestion of tartrazine, 25/114 (22%) unselected asthmatics dropped their peak flow measurements by 20% from baseline values. In the same study, a separate population of 25 aspirin-sensitive asthmatics underwent tartrazine challenges and 12 (50%) reacted with a >20% decline in peak flow values.

It is generally agreed that peak flow measurements are less reproducible than timed flow/volume measurements [21,22]. Most investigators use flow/volume spirometry and obtain FEV1 values during repetitive measurements of lung function. This subject was reviewed in detail by Stevenson [23]. During placebo challenges, in patients with irritable airways, FEV1 values have been documented to decline by as much as 43%. Therefore, it is incumbent upon the investigator to treat the underlying asthma, demonstrate that the FEV1 values do not vary by more than 10% during placebo challenges even before beginning single- or double-blind challenge studies. Most investigators use a 20% or more decline in FEV1 as evidence of bronchospasm during challenge studies, assuming that the baseline challenge with placebo was stable [23]. Despite everything stated above, in a 1977 report by Freedman, a 14% decline in FEV1 was used as an endpoint for “an asthmatic reaction to tartrazine” and was provided as proof that a tartrazine-induced bronchospastic reaction had occurred [24].

Spector and co-workers conducted one of the largest studies investigating the prevalence of tartrazine-associated bronchospasm [25]. In their studies, bronchodilators were withheld for 6–12 hours before beginning double-blind oral challenges with one challenge substance (or placebo) each day during inpatient hospitalizations. A 20% decline in FEV1 values, when compared to the placebo day, was considered to be evidence of a bronchospastic reaction. Tartrazine provoking doses ranged from 1 to 50 mg. The results of their study are summarized as follows. There were 277 asthmatic patients in their study. All were challenged with aspirin and 44/277 (16%) experienced respiratory reactions. Of the remaining 233 aspirin-tolerant patients, none experienced a 20% decline in FEV1 values on the days they ingested tartrazine. By contrast, when the 44 aspirin-sensitive asthmatics were challenged with tartrazine, 11 (25%) experienced a 20% decline in FEV1 values. Unfortunately, of the 11 tartrazine reactors, “5 did not undergo placebo challenges” (i.e. did not have a placebo challenge baseline day with proven airway stability before challenges with tartrazine). Thus the authors, stopped anti-asthmatic medications in a group of aspirin-sensitive asthmatics, whose asthma was severe enough to be admitted to National Jewish Hospital, failed to consistently perform baseline placebo challenges and then noted a 20% decline in FEV1 values during challenges with tartrazine. Were these changes in lung function due to discontinuing anti-asthmatic medications, inherent hyperirritability of the airways or did these patients have tartrazine- and aspirin-induced asthma?

The most revealing study in this area of controversy was performed by Weber and associates [26]. Using standard single-blind oral aspirin challenges, they identified 13 of 44 asthmatic patients as having aspirin-sensitive asthma. After challenges with tartrazine, in doses ranging from 2.5 to 25 mg and withholding morning bronchodilators, 7/44 (16%) of the patients experienced a 20% decline in FEV1 values. Tartrazine challenges were repeated in the same 7 patients 1 week later and this time they received their morning bronchodilator medications. During these follow-up challenges, using the same “provoking dose” of tartrazine, FEV1 values remained steady throughout the testing period and therefore none could be categorized as having tartrazine-induced asthma. These patients were also challenged with six other azo dyes and did not experience any reactions. If one took the position that morning bronchodilator treatment prevented the tartrazine reactions, one is faced with the task of explaining why 13/44 (30%) of these patients experienced a 20% or more decline in their FEV1 values during oral challenges with aspirin while taking the same bronchodilators. In a study by Vedanthan and associates, 49 aspirin-tolerant children and 5 aspirin-sensitive asthmatic children underwent oral challenges with tartrazine [27]. Standard asthma medications, including cromolyn, theophylline, and corticosteroids, were continued during the challenges. None of the subjects reacted to tartrazine. The 5 aspirin-sensitive asthmatics, during aspirin challenges, experienced a >20% decline in FEV1 values. Therefore, the endpoint of a 20% decline in FEV1 values, as evidence of induced bronchospasm, was sensitive enough to detect changes in bronchial airways during aspirin challenges. If tartrazine was comparable to aspirin and could actually provoke bronchospasm, might we have expected this to occur in some of the 5 aspirin-sensitive asthmatic children?

In a study of adult asthmatics by Tarlo and Broder bronchodilators were continued. One of 26 aspirin-tolerant asthmatics experienced a “wheezing reaction” and a >20% decline in FEV1 values during a double-blind challenge with tartrazine [28]. The first point of this chapter is the disassociation between aspirin sensitivity and tartrazine-induced asthma. Secondly, the authors stated that elimination of tartrazine from the diet in this patient did not have any effect on the course of her asthma. This chapter is instructive, since the original premise of detecting tartrazine-induced asthma was to then advise the patient to avoid tartrazine and improve their asthma. Although, one patient provides only an anecdotal report, proponents of the theory that “dietary tartrazine causes asthma” did not gain support from this patient’s clinical course [17,20,25].

In the largest series of aspirin-sensitive asthmatics undergoing single-blind, tartrazine challenges, Stevenson and
associates were unable to detect tartrazine-induced asthma in any of 150 aspirin-sensitive asthmatics [13]. The protocol for this study was as follows. All patients were admitted to an inpatient General Clinical Research Center. Regular asthma controller medications were continued (inhaled corticosteroids, theophylline, long-acting bronchodilators, and in a minority of patients systemic corticosteroids). All patients underwent single-blind, placebo-controlled oral challenges. If the baseline placebo challenges were stable (<10% change in FEV1 values over 3 hours), tartrazine 25 mg in a green capsule was given. If FEV1 did not decline by 20% from baseline at 3 hours, 50 mg of tartrazine was given and FEV1 values were obtained every hour for an additional 3 hours. If FEV1 values dropped by 20% during one of the tartrazine challenges, patients were re-scheduled for a repeat double-blind tartrazine challenge at a later date. However, if the single-blind tartrazine challenge was negative (<15% change in FEV1), the patient was classified as not having tartrazine-induced asthma. After tartrazine challenges were completed, all 150 patients underwent single-blind oral aspirin challenges on the next day while taking the same four controller medications. Asthmatic reactions (>20% decline in FEV1) occurred in all 150 patients. Only those patients with a positive oral aspirin challenge were classified as having aspirin-sensitive asthma and were included in this study.

Of the 150 patients, 6 experienced a 20% or more drop in FEV1 values, compared to placebo challenges during the single-blind screening challenges with tartrazine (either coinciding with the 25- or 50-mg tartrazine doses). These six patients were re-challenged with the same provoking dose of tartrazine in a double-blind, placebo-controlled oral challenge protocol at a later date. None reacted to tartrazine during these double-blind challenges. At the time of re-challenge, none of the patients were participating in aspirin-desensitization treatment and all were taking the same or less asthma controller medications as they were during the first tartrazine challenges. These studies were extended when another 44 aspirin-sensitive asthmatic patients underwent oral single-blind tartrazine challenges at the same institution [29]. Again, none of the patients reacted to 25 and 50 mg of tartrazine.

A 1986 study from Poland identified tartrazine sensitivity during oral challenges in 16/51 (31.4%) of aspirin-sensitive asthmatic patients [30]. The authors reported that 5 of the 18 aspirin-sensitive asthmatics also experienced reactions (dyspnea) to tartrazine and when these same 5 were desensitized to aspirin they could then take tartrazine without adverse effects. Obviously, there was something radically different about the results of this study and the study by Stevenson et al. [13]. If the study from Poland was accurate, with a tartrazine cross-challenge rate of 31.4% [30], Stevenson et al. [13,29] should have identified 61/194 (31.4%) tartrazine-sensitive patients in order to equal the percentage identified by this Polish study.

In a large multi-institutional study in Europe, including patients from Poland, 156 known aspirin-sensitive asthmatic patients underwent screening single-blind oral challenges with tartrazine [31]. Of the 156 participants, 4 (2.6%) reacted to 25 mg of tartrazine with a 25% decline in FEV1 values during single-blind challenges. At another time, these four patients were re-challenged with the same dose of tartrazine. Again, the four patients experienced a 25% decline in FEV1 values during double-blind tartrazine challenges. A full day of placebo challenges may have been performed for each patient before starting tartrazine single-blind challenges but was not reported in their paper. However, comparative placebo challenges were conducted as part of the double-blind, placebo-controlled follow-up challenges. The authors of this study are well-known investigators with extensive experience in conducting oral challenges. The extremely low prevalence of positive single- and double-blind challenge studies with tartrazine (2.6%) in the 1988 European study contrasts sharply with the 31.4% prevalence in the 1986 study from Poland. Assuming that Polish patients were equally represented in the 1988 study, within 2 years, the prevalence of tartrazine sensitivity appeared to drop by 29%. Such a decline seems unlikely.

On the basis of scientific facts, what conclusions can be drawn from the literature on this subject? First, many of the early studies reporting large numbers of asthmatics with tartrazine reactions were actually measuring spontaneous asthma in patients whose anti-asthmatic medications were inadequate or had been discontinued before the challenges. Most of the high prevalence rates of positive respiratory reactions to tartrazine are simply not credible. Even the very large study by Spector et al. [25] where 11/44 (25%) aspirin-sensitive asthmatics were said to have tartrazine-induced asthma had serious methodological flaws in the performance of the challenges.

Second, there are probably a few patients with reactions to tartrazine, which include urticaria [13] and or bronchospasam [28,31]. Whether or not these reactions are IgE mediated is unknown. However, such a mechanistic explanation is more attractive than the idea that tartrazine participates in COX-1 inhibiting cross-reactions. In fact, it has been shown that tartrazine does not inhibit cyclooxygenase in vitro [32]. Since inhibition of COX-1 is the mechanism by which NSAIDs and aspirin cross-react, the Gerber data [32] eliminate any possibility that tartrazine and aspirin are cross-reactors. COX-1 inhibiting NSAIDs, on a dose-dependent basis, cross-react in aspirin-sensitive asthmatics 100% of the time and the weak inhibitors of COX-1, acetaminophen and salsalate, cross-react 34% and 20% when given in usually therapeutic doses, respectively [33–37]. Since all the NSAIDs that cross-react with aspirin inhibit COX-1 and tartrazine does not inhibit COX-1, there is no rational reason to suspect cross-reactivity between aspirin and tartrazine.

Except for the Samter study in 1968 [20], Spector study in 1979 [25], and the 1986 Polish study [30], the link...
between aspirin-sensitive asthma and tartrazine-induced asthma is not supported by any of the more recent and larger studies [23,29,31]. Furthermore, the study by Tarlo and Broder [28], where tartrazine-induced asthma was found in an aspirin-tolerant asthmatic, and the two studies by Stevenson and colleagues [13,29], where tartrazine-induced asthma was not found in 194 aspirin-sensitive asthmatics, make it difficult to link aspirin sensitivity with tartrazine-induced asthma attacks. Even the European study of tartrazine-induced asthma found only 4/156 (2.6%) aspirin-sensitive asthmatics that also reacted to tartrazine. Their reported incidence of 2.6% is too low to qualify as a cross-reacting chemical.

Finally, with respect to recommendations to patients, it is logical to warn all aspirin-sensitive asthmatics and chronic urticaria patients to avoid cross-reacting NSAIDs, acetaminophen, salsalate [38,39]. However, to make the same recommendation for tartrazine is not logical. Arguably, in the entire medical literature, there are only five proven cases of tartrazine-induced asthma, where double-blind challenges were conducted [28,31]. In 194 aspirin-sensitive asthmatics [13,29] there were no patients who experienced asthmatic reactions to tartrazine. In the Tarlo and Broder report, even when a case of tartrazine-induced asthma was discovered, elimination of tartrazine in the diet of that individual did not change the course of her ongoing asthma [28]. In an extensive online review of 90 articles on the subject of tartrazine challenges and avoiding tartrazine in the diet of asthmatics, only 18 articles were potentially relevant. None of these articles presented evidence in which either challenge with tartrazine or avoidance of tartrazine in the diet significantly altered asthma outcomes in the study subjects [40]. Therefore, rather than making generalized recommendations regarding tartrazine avoidance in any population of asthmatic patients, my recommendation would be to screen patients on the basis of history and conduct oral challenges with tartrazine in those who gave a positive history. In those rare patients who experienced bronchospasm during double-blind, placebo-controlled tartrazine challenges, one could consider, with no literature support for such action, recommending avoidance of tartrazine on a trial basis. Reporting the results of such a rare occurrence and potential dietary manipulation in a letter to the editor of an allergy journal would be helpful and appropriate in view of the rarity of these reactions.

**Rhinitis associated with ingestion of dyes**

There are patients with allergic and non-allergic rhinitis who have observed that rhinitis symptoms are worse, when ingesting diets which contain tartrazine, monosodium glutamate, p-hydroxybenzoate, sodium metabisulfites, and monosodium benzoates. Furthermore, preservative-free diets have been used to improve nasal symptoms in some patients. Are these effects real and if so how commonly does it occur? In 226 patients with both allergic and non-allergic rhinitis, an additive-free diet was prescribed as a baseline for 1 month. They were then switched to an additive-rich diet for the next 2 weeks. Of the 226 patients only 20 (8.8%) showed improvement while on the preservative-free diet and exacerbation on the additive-rich diet. This group of 20 then became the study group. Patients reported to the clinic in Verona, Italy, and underwent double-blind, placebo-controlled challenges with symptoms plus nasal peak inspiratory flow (NPIFR) measurements: The results showed that acute nasal symptoms and change in NPIFR occurred in 19/20 (95%) with monosodium benzoate, 3/20 (15%) with p-hydroxybenzoate, 2/20 (10%) with tartrazine, 7/20 (35%) with erythrosine, 6/20 (30%) with sodium metabisulfite, and 8/20 (40%) with monosodium glutamate. For tartrazine, a 2/226 (0.08%) incidence in a general population of patients with allergic and non-allergic rhinitis is obviously quite low and makes tartrazine ingestion an unusual cause of nasal symptoms. However, nasal congestion and rhinorrhea did occur in two patients and for those two individual, with exacerbation of nasal symptoms while ingesting tartrazine in the diet, this discovery was significant. From a practical standpoint, a preservative-free diet (all fresh foods) for 2–4 weeks is a reasonable way to screen for these unusually preservative, additive, tartrazine-induced rhinitis patients.

**Anaphylaxis from ingestion of dyes**

There is a case report by Caucino et al. [41] of anaphylaxis after ingesting an estrogen tablet with FD & C red no. 40 and FD & C yellow no. 27. A puncture prick test of the skin with a suspension of the ground up estrogen tablet, including the dyes and other excipients, induced a wheal and flare cutaneous response. Prick tests to the estrogen and other excipients was negative. Oral challenges with the two azo dyes were not performed. This case then becomes at best a probable dye-induced anaphylaxis. Other reports of anaphylaxis in the literature could not be found and a review of the subject found no causal connection between anaphylaxis and azo dyes [42].

**Atopic dermatitis reactions**

In a small study of 12 children, ages 1–6 years, with atopic dermatitis, multiple double-blinded challenges with tartrazine 50 mg were performed [43]. The 12 children were selected for the study because they had severe and intractable atopic dermatitis and a parental history that tartrazine ingestion caused flares of their dermatitis. In one child, flares of dermatitis occurred during the three tartrazine challenges but not when placebos were administered. Both the symptom scores and the physician observer scores were
significantly and consistently increased only after tartrazine challenges. In a sample of 12 patients, the fact that three positive challenges with tartrazine and three negative challenges with placebo would occur by chance alone was 0.46. Balanced against the fact that tartrazine sensitivity was probably observed in 1/12 patient is the striking prevalence of non-reactions in other 11/12 atopic children. In all 12 patients, the parents were convinced that tartrazine was a provoking agent. This is consistent with a desire on the part of parents to fix their child’s chronic disease by eliminating something. Since dyes and preservatives are found in many foods, drinks, and color-coded pills, there is a strong chance that a flare of dermatitis will coincidentally occur at the same time as a remembered ingestion of a dietary dye. Advertising of this relationship in the lay press has further increased the chances that the parents will notice dyes as the perceived “cause” of their child’s atopic dermatitis. The above discussion is not designed to say that tartrazine can never exacerbate atopic dermatitis but to realize that the relationship is over-diagnosed, helped along by a willing Internet, newspaper, and magazine reporting system.

From Berlin, Germany, Prof. Worm and colleagues [44] stimulated peripheral leukocytes from patients with atopic dermatitis, using food additives and dyes. Only in the patients with positive itch rash response to additives, there was synthesis of leukotrienes (LTs) in vitro when specific dyes and additives were added to the leukocytes mixture. Only 1/9 patients synthesized LTs in vitro after addition of tartrazine. Other food additives which induced in vitro synthesis of LTs were benzoate and nitrites. This investigation is interesting because it provides a biochemical explanation for why these rare events might occur.

Contact dermatitis to tartrazine and azo dyes

Azo dyes are skin sanitizers and can induce delayed hypersensitivity reactions of the skin in a small number of patients [45]. Positive patch tests to tartrazine and other azo dyes have been documented in a few patients [46]. Skin contact with azo dyes is most likely to occur in textile workers [47] or in customers who wear clothes that are new and have been colored with azo dyes.

Other cutaneous reactions to tartrazine and azo dyes

Purpura after ingestion of tartrazine has been reported [48–50]. In addition hypersensitivity vasculitis has been documented in patients who were ingesting tartrazine on a regular basis [51]. Discontinuing tartrazine was associated with disappearance of vasculitis in some cases [52]. A case report of fixed drug eruption from eating cheese crisp (containing tartrazine) has been reported [53].

Hyperkinesis and tartrazine

Hyperkinesis and learning disorders have been attributed to ingestion of tartrazine in children [54,55]. There is considerable controversy surrounding this subject and some authors do not believe that tartrazine has any effects on either hyperkinesis or learning disorders [56]. In reviewing the literature it is difficult to draw a definitive conclusion. This is largely because reports of tartrazine-induced effects on mental function and behavior are plagued by poorly designed studies, imprecise definitions of hyperactivity, and poor reliability of behavioral outcome measures. Furthermore, it has been difficult to define study populations and segregate them from the background noise of a larger heterogeneous population of children. Placebo effects, as detected by vigilant parents, have consistently reflected parental attitudes and bias in favor of tartrazine as a perceived cause of their child’s problems. A number of articles, where poorly performed studies of tartrazine and hyperkinesis were reported, were not selected for mention in this review.

Despite this gloomy introduction, there are a few studies that address most of the investigative issues and present a reasonable case in support of occasional children having tartrazine-induced mental abnormalities. Swanson and Kinsbourne [57] conducted oral tartrazine challenges in 40 hyperactive children with up to 150 mg of tartrazine in 1 day. The performance of the hyperactive children was impaired on the days they received tartrazine but not on the days when they received placebos. The control children, without a diagnosis of hyperkinesis, did not experience any differences in behavior on any days, whether ingesting the dye or placebo.

In another study, Rowe examined 220 children referred because of suspected dye-induced behavior problems [58]. After interviewing all 220 children, the author admitted 55 to the study as a core group of suspected tartrazine-induced behavioral disorders. Further screening was then employed by restricting the children’s diets to avoid dyes and preservatives over a study period of 6 weeks. By the end of this screening period, 40/55 (73%) of the parents reported improvement in their child’s behavior. Of these 40 children, 14 were said to strongly exhibit abnormal behavior, when ingesting foods containing azo coloring. For eight of these highly selected children, the parents agreed to enroll them in a double-blind, placebo-controlled crossover challenge study. Each day, the children received placebo, tartrazine, or carmoisine, over a study period of 2 weeks. When the codes were broken, only 2/8 (25%) showed any correlation with ingestion of the dyes and abnormal behavior. The remaining six subjects did experience behavioral changes but such changes occurred on placebo days as well as days when the dyes were given. In summary, of 220 subjects, whose parents thought that tartrazine induced behavioral changes; in only 2 subjects double-blind, placebo-controlled dye challenges correlated with behavior changes.
The authors extended their studies in a group of 24 patients, selected during challenge studies, from a referral population of 800 children, suspected by their parents of having hyperkinesis secondary to ingestion of tartrazine [59]. A dose–response effect was discovered during double-blind, placebo-controlled challenge tests in these 24 study subjects. The minimal dose of tartrazine associated with hyperactivity in affected children was 10 mg/day. However, some children did not become hyperactive until they received much larger doses.

Their first conclusions was that only a small number of children, suspected of having dye-induced behavioral problems, are actually affected by the dyes. Second, a dose of at least 10 mg of tartrazine was required before any behavioral changes in the affected population of children were observed. This makes it difficult to implicated color-coded tablets and capsules, where the total dose of dye is <1 mg. Finally, although the evidence is rather persuasive that dye-induced behavioral changes can occur in an occasional child, who ingests moderate to large doses of dyes, the claim that most children with behavioral disorders are the victims of dye-induced reactions is not supported by the facts.

Conclusions

Although a few well-designed studies have been conducted, the azo dye literature is filled with studies that are not of high quality and report dye-induced pathologic events, sometimes in large numbers of patients. After sifting through the maze of claims against tartrazine and other azo dyes, the paucity of documented adverse events caused by these dyes is apparent. Except for rare patients who experience mild asthma or urticaria and a few other rashes as a consequence of exposure to azo dyes, the vast majority of humans tolerate these chemicals without any problem. In fact the overwhelming majority of claims against azo dyes, and particularly the well-advertised tartrazine yellow no. 5, are mistaken identity and misdirected blame.
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CHAPTER 32

Adverse Reactions to the Antioxidants Butylated Hydroxyanisole and Butylated Hydroxytoluene

Richard W. Weber

KEY CONCEPTS

- Butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA) and butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) are synthetic antioxidants widely used in packaged foods, cosmetics, and other manufacturing.
- Animal toxicology reveals protective as well as deleterious effects on the circulation, pneumonitis, and gut-related tumors.
- In doses currently used in human consumption, no risk of gastrointestinal malignancy has been found.
- Adverse reactions in the upper and lower respiratory tract are not well documented.
- European studies have previously greatly overestimated the prevalence of urticarial reactions to BHA/BHT due to flaws in study design. Such reactions do occur but are very uncommon.
- Delayed hypersensitivity reactions have been well described.
- Double-blind oral challenge is the preferred mode of diagnosing adverse reactions.

Foods containing vegetable or animal fat turn rancid through chemical changes induced by exposure to oxygen, heat, moisture, or the action of enzymes. The rapidity with which rancidity develops depends on the source and storage conditions of the fats or oils. Unsaturated fats have carbon–carbon double bonds in their structure, and these sites are susceptible to chemical changes causing rancidity. Saturated fats are more resistant. Vegetable oils have more unsaturated fats, but also contain naturally occurring protective antioxidants such as tocopherols. Animal fats are more saturated, but have lower amounts of natural antioxidants, and are at greater risk for spoilage [1,2]. Similar factors may cause the “browning effect:” fruits and vegetables losing their freshness and turning color. Antioxidants block these events, and may even restore “freshness” in some cases.

The phenolic antioxidants butylated hydroxyanisole (BHA) and butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) are used in a large number of foods that contain oil and fat. Other chemicals having antioxidant activity are frequently used in combination with BHA or BHT to enhance their activity: such agents include propyl gallate, citric acid, phosphoric acid, and ascorbic acid. Additionally, there is a group of naturally occurring antioxidant compounds called tocopherols, which have varying amounts of vitamin E action. About eight forms occur naturally in foods such as vegetable oils, cereals, nuts, and leafy vegetables, and are used commonly in baked goods, cereals, soups, and milk products.

BHA and BHT are synthetic compounds and do not occur in nature. BHT, also termed 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylphenol or 2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-cresol, is manufactured from p-cresol and isobutylene [3]. BHA is a mixture of two isomers, 85% 2-tert-butyl-4-methoxyphenol and 15% 3-tert-butyl-4-methoxyphenol (see Fig. 32.1) [4]. BHT was initially patented in 1947. These substances were originally developed as antioxidants for petroleum and rubber products, but were quickly discovered to be effective antioxidants for animal fats.

In 1949, BHA appeared on the new Class IV preservative allowed list of the Health Protection Branch of Health and Welfare Canada, and usage was restricted to levels under 0.02% [5]. Animal studies from the manufacturers were submitted to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in 1954 and 1955, and permission was granted prior
to the 1958 Food Additives Amendment. Therefore BHA and BHT were given “generally recognized as safe” (GRAS) status and no additional studies were required. However, a number of items on the GRAS list have come under further scrutiny, and BHA and BHT remain on the list with provisional status. The FDA limits their use in food, either alone or in combination with other antioxidants, to \( \leq 0.02\% \) of the total fat and oil content [1].

These compounds are commonly added to various foods, cosmetics, and pharmaceuticals to prevent oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids, and are considered more potent than other antioxidants. They are less expensive than some other antioxidants such as nordihydroguaiaretic acid (NDGA) [5]. BHA is used more than BHT because it is more stable at higher temperatures. They are used in breakfast cereals, chewing gum, snack foods, vegetable oils, shortening, potato flakes, granules and chips, enriched rice, and candy [1]. By 1970, the total amount of BHT used in foods was near 600,000 pounds, twice that used in 1960. By 1976, the total annual production of BHT in the United States was 19.81 million pounds, of which 10.95 million pounds were for non-food uses, and 8.86 million for food use. In addition to human food, BHT is added to animal feeds, such as fish meal in poultry feed [3]. Turkeys are particularly susceptible to Aspergillus aflatoxin B(1), and dietary BHT protects against deleterious effects of the mycotoxin [6]. This protection is mediated through interference with conversion of aflatoxin B(1) to a toxic metabolite [7]. Passive food exposure in humans to BHA/BHT may occur through their use in food-packaging materials like pressure-sensitive adhesives, paper and cardboard, lubricants, and sealing gaskets for food containers [1,3].

The United States average daily intake per person of BHT alone was estimated as 2 mg in 1970, while intake in the United Kingdom was estimated at half that rate [3]. With the greater present reliance of the North American diet on processed, packaged foods, more recent daily intakes of BHA and BHT are substantially larger. In 1986, the mean intakes for BHA ranged from 0.13 to 0.39 mg/kg body weight/day. The intake for teenage males was 12.12 mg/person/day, with the average for both sexes of all ages at 7.40 mg/person/day [5]. In 1974, the Joint Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nation/World Health Organization Expert Committee on Food Additives had recommended 0.5 mg/kg as the acceptable daily intake of BHA, BHT, or their sum [4]. A 2000 study from the Netherlands reported in older adults mean daily intake of BHA as 105 \( \mu \)g and BHT as 351 \( \mu \)g [8].

BHT is used in cosmetics as an antioxidant, in concentrations ranging from 0.0002% to 0.5%. Skin penetration does occur, but the systemic absorption from the skin is considered too low to be a risk. The Cosmetic Ingredient Review Expert Panel concluded that BHT is safe as used in cosmetic formulations [9].

**Toxicology**

Animal toxicology studies have revealed a variety of adverse events, which may be related to their actions as antioxidants. BHA and BHT act as lipid-soluble chain-breaking agents, delaying lipid peroxidation by scavenging intermediate radicals such as lipid peroxy radicals [10]. In the process, however, the antioxidant has lost a hydrogen atom, thus becoming a radical. The antioxidant radical is generally less reactive than the peroxy free radical, but under some circumstances can show pro-oxidant properties, frequently due to interactions with iron ions.

Single doses of BHT have been shown to induce interstitial pneumonitis and pulmonary fibrosis in mice, while BHA and other antioxidants did not appear to have this action [11]. This BHT effect can be potentiated by oxygen given early, but not late [12,13]. High-dose corticosteroids additionally may significantly worsen lung damage if given early, while late administration may alleviate the injury [14,15]. Whether the lung injury is mediated through some unique property of BHT, rather than through an antioxidant pathway is unclear; it does appear that the extent of damage is dependent on several factors interweaving both dose and timing. Recent research demonstrates that there are distinct mice strain differences in the chronic response to BHT, part of which may be due to cytochrome P450 conversion of BHT to the more pneumotoxic metabolite tert-butyl hydroxylated BHT (BHT-BuOH) [16]. CXB H mice became tolerant to the chronic administration of BHT, while BALB/cBy mice showed a chronic inflammatory process with activated alveolar macrophages and increased lung tumor multiplicity. Acute effects demonstrated 2- to 5-fold decreases in protein kinase C\( \alpha \) and calpain II (calcium-dependent protease isozyme II).

Impact of dietary antioxidants on cancer prevention has received much scientific and media attention. BHA and BHT have been shown to both protect from and enhance tumor development in different systems. BHA, BHT, and NDGA have been shown to decrease skin tumor promotion by 12-o-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA), benzoyl peroxide, and ultraviolet light. BHA achieves this result through decreased gene expression of ornithine decarboxylase, an indicator of skin tumor promotion and hyperproliferation.
BHT, however, increased the incidence of liver tumors in male C3H mice [18]. The same study showed increased colon cancer in BALB/c mice following one chemical carcinogen, dimethyldiazine, but not another, methylnitrosourea. BHA, on the other hand, appeared to protect against the acute liver toxicity of a colon-specific carcinogen, methylazoxy-methanol acetate [19]. However, high-dose BHA was shown several years ago to produce cancers of the forestomach in rats [5]. Since man does not have a forestomach, and doses about 10,000 times higher than likely human consumption were used, it was felt by the FAO/WHO Joint Expert Committee on review of the data that the benefits of BHA outweighed the potential risks [5]. The Netherlands Cohort Study found no significant association with stomach cancer risk with usual intake levels of BHA and BHT [8].

BHT may have anti-atherogenic effects. Using a cholesterol-fed rabbit model, Xiu and colleagues showed BHT prevented decreased blood flow and vessel diameter in the microcirculation [20]. The same group more recently demonstrated that this effect is mediated through induction of increased triglyceride levels [21].

Using human lymphocytes, Klein and Bruser demonstrated BHT cytotoxicity with concentrations >100 µg/ml [22]. At 50 µg/ml, BHT inhibited the mixed lymphocyte reaction, but not phytohemagglutinin (PHA) stimulation. A synergistic effect of PHA suppression was seen with co-incubation with either cortisol or prednisolone.

In mice studies, BHA inhibited several microsomal enzymes, but long-term administration also induced specific P450 cytochrome enzymes [23]. In humans, BHA 0.5 mg/kg for 10 days had no appreciable effects on biotransformation capacity [24]. Antipyrine and paracetamol (acetaminophen) metabolism were unaffected. Urinary excretion of BHA metabolites was significantly increased on days 3 and 7 compared to day 1, suggesting either an inhibition of BHA metabolizing enzymes or bioaccumulation of BHA and/or its metabolites in the body.

**Asthma/rhinitis**

Despite a wealth of animal toxicology literature on these antioxidants, there are only scattered reports of adverse reactions to BHA and BHT in humans. In 1973, Fisherman and Cohen reported on seven patients with asthma, vasomotor rhinitis with or without nasal polyps, or the combination, who were suspected of intolerance to BHA and BHT [25]. There were no clinical details given as to why BHA and BHT were suspected. These patients were identified following open challenge with capsule ingestion of 125–250 mg of BHA/BHT and reproduction of symptoms of worsening vasomotor rhinitis, headache, flushing, asthma, conjunctival suffusion, dull retrosternal pain radiating to the back, diaphoresis, or somnolence. No objective measures were noted. BHA/BHT intolerance was additionally documented by a doubling of a Duke earlobe bleeding time (termed the sequential vascular response by the authors) in all cases. No rationale for the reported effect on the bleeding time was given, other than a supposed similarity to aspirin intolerance. In a follow-up paper the same year, dealing with aspirin cross-reactivity, these authors had apparently found 21 patients with intolerance to BHA/BHT via the bleeding time, of which 17 had clinical symptoms on challenge, with no clinical details given [26].

The following year, in an unsuccessful attempt to duplicate Fisherman and Cohen’s initial findings, Cloninger and Novoy performed a similar study using oral ingestion of 300–850 mg BHA in five asthmatics and two rhinitics [27]. They reported that the baseline earlobe bleeding time was not reproducible. None of the patients had clinical exacerbations, changes in peak flows, or more than a 50% change in the bleeding times; there was a non-dose-related effect of drowsiness noted in four of seven patients. These authors questioned the validity of clinical BHA intolerance as well as the validity and reproducibility of the sequential vascular response. Goodman and colleagues, as discussed further below, in a case of well-documented BHA/BHT-induced chronic urticaria, could not demonstrate a positive effect of either BHA 250 mg or placebo on the earlobe bleeding time in either the patient or two controls [28].

Weber and colleagues, in a study where single-blind challenges were validated by subsequent double-blind challenges, found no asthmatic responses of >25% drop in forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) in 43 moderately severe perennial asthmatics undergoing single-blind capsule challenges with sequential doses of 125 and 250 mg of BHA and BHT [29]. Aspirin sensitivity was documented in 44% of the patients, and reactivity to p-hydroxybenzoic acid, sodium benzoate, non-azo or azo dyes in 2–5%. The author is aware of one unpublished case of a drop of pulmonary function following double-blind challenge with BHT 250 mg in a patient with food anaphylaxis and oral allergy syndrome, but this was not validated with additional blinded challenges. Therefore, at the present time, there are no published reports of BHA or BHT challenges resulting in well-documented, reproducible asthmatic responses.

**Urticaria**

In 1975, Thune and Granholt reported 100 patients with recurrent urticaria evaluated with provocative food additive challenges [30]. Sixty-two patients had positive challenges, with two-thirds reacting to multiple substances. Positivity rates for individual dyes, preservatives, or anti-inflammatory drugs ranged from 10% to 30%. Most reactions occurred within 1–2 hours, with a number occurring between 12 and >20 hours. Six of 47 (12.7%) tested to BHA reacted, and 6 of 43 (13.9%) reacted to BHT; it is unclear whether these were the same six patients. Test doses were given in two to
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In 1986, Hannuksela and Lahti published their results of provocative challenges with a mix of BHA and BHT in 130 urticaria patients [32]. Incremental doses of 1, 10, and 50 mg each of BHA and BHT resulted in nine positive and five probably positive challenges (6.9–10.8%). Details as to the nature of the patients’ symptoms, criteria for positive response, or the blinding of the challenges were not given. Four years later, Juhlin published the results of an evaluation of 330 patients with recurrent urticaria [33]. He used a 15-day single-blind challenge battery of dyes, preservatives, and placebo. Antihistamines were withheld from 4 to 5 days before the commencement of the challenge sequence. Testing was accomplished when patients had “no or slight symptoms.” Tests were judged positive if “clear signs of urticaria or angioedema” occurred within 24 hours. Slightly less than half of the 330 patients (156) received a BHA/BHT challenge with cumulative doses of 1,10, 50, and 50 mg given (total dose 111 mg). Fifteen percent had positive reactions, and 12% had equivocal reactions. Lactose placebo was given in two doses on days 1, 3, 9, and 12, although modifications in the order did occur. Active substances were given in single to six divided doses at hourly intervals. Most patients did not undergo the entire challenge schedule; one third did not receive a placebo challenge.

In 1986, Hannuksela and Lahti published their results of an extensive double-blind challenge study [34]. They evaluated 44 patients with chronic urticaria of >2 months duration, 91 atopic dermatitis patients, and 123 patients with resolved contact dermatitis. They used wheat starch as their placebo rather than lactose since Juhlin had reported positive responses to lactose placebo. Patients were challenged to sodium metabisulfite 9 mg, benzoic acid 200 mg, BHA and BHT mixture of 50 mg each, and β-carotene and β-apo-carotenal mixture 200 mg each. Positive reactions were repeated 4 days later to validate the response: challenges were rated as positive if the patient responded both times, and as equivocal if the repeat was negative. Of the 44 urticaria patients none had reproducible positive reactions to BHA/BHT, two responded to the first challenge but not the second. The same response occurred with the atopic dermatitis patients; two had equivocal reactions to BHA/BHT. None of the contact dermatitis patients reacted to the antioxidants. One urticaria patient had reproducible responses to the wheat placebo, and another to benzoic acid, and one had an equivocal response to metabisulfite. One atopic dermatitis patient had positive reactions to carotenal/carotene, and another had an equivocal reaction to metabisulfite. One contact dermatitis patient had an equivocal reaction to the wheat placebo (second challenge not done). The authors contrasted their results to those of Juhlin, and cited challenge differences to explain their lack of responses. They also wondered whether a prolonged refractory period following the initial positive challenges could account for the negative follow-up trials, since they had waited only 4 days. In general, however, the authors felt that ordinary amounts of food additives do not provoke urticaria or influence atopic dermatitis [34].

In 1990, Goodman and colleagues reported the first double-blind, placebo-controlled multiple challenge protocol documenting the link of BHA and BHT with chronic urticaria [28]. The demonstration of symptom aggravation did not rest on single challenges: two patients with chronic urticaria and angioedema of 3–4 years duration underwent oral challenges with several agents performed 2–3 times for verification. The patients had demonstrated improvement on restricted diets, but had lost 20–30 pounds in the process. Both patients were admitted, placed on an elemental diet formula, and observed for 5–7 days to establish baseline activity. The patients ranked pruritus severity, and skin lesions were ranked from 0 to 4+ based on degree of body distribution. Only challenges inducing lesions within 12 hours of ingestion and involving an entire extremity or body area, or generalized, were considered positive. Those occurring 12–24 hours were considered equivocal. A mixture of 125 mg each of BHA and BHT was given, with 250 mg of each given 2–4 hours later if no major reaction had occurred. One patient was additionally challenged to BHA 250 mg alone. Placebo capsules were either dextrose or lactose. The patients were also challenged to sodium benzoate, p-hydroxybenzoic acid, tartrazine, and other azo dyes. Both patients reacted within 1–6 hours to BHA and BHT at all times, and did not react to the other additives or placebo on numerous trials. There were no delayed reactions.

Oatmeal one patient had been routinely ingesting for breakfast contained BHA and BHT. Both patients were placed on diets specifically avoiding BHA and BHT, resulting in
sustained diminution of frequency and severity of urticaria. The first patient, at 7-year follow-up, continued to rigidly adhere to his diet, and noted exacerbations of his urticaria when unexpected exposures occurred. The other, at 1-year follow-up, also continued to follow his diet, noting only two minor exacerbations, again after ingesting foods containing BHA and BHT. These two episodes lasted under 12 hours, and required no medication. Each patient returned to his pre-illness weight and was able to resume his normal occupation.

The first patient assessed had serial plasma determinations throughout the challenge period for CH50, activated C3 and factor B, and PGE2, PGF2α and dihydroxy-ketoPGF2α. Blood was drawn at baseline, and half-hour intervals after the first dose to 2 hours, and hourly intervals until 6 hours after the second dose. After the initial challenges were completed on the first patient, and the code broken, the patient as well as two normal controls underwent an additional double-blind session, using BHA 250 mg and placebo. This was done to evaluate the predictive value of the sequential vascular response test (SVR) of Fisherman and Cohen. As commented above, this test is basically an earlobe bleeding time, but had been advanced as diagnostic in adverse reactions to BHA/BHT, aspirin, and other chemicals. Prick skin tests with serial dilutions of BHA, BHT, sodium salicylate, and OHBA were also performed, which were uniformly negative.

Serial complement and prostaglandin determinations during the challenges were unrewarding. CH50 was seen to decrease 30–35% randomly on both placebo and active compound days. Activated C3 and factor B were sporadically elevated on four occasions, twice with placebo and once during the pre-challenge baseline period. The prostaglandin levels all decreased as the day progressed, with both placebo and active challenges. Despite the extensive evaluation, the mechanism of action is uncertain. An immunological process was not supported by the inconsistent changes in complement components, negative immediate skin tests, and lack of vasculitis on biopsy. The strict elimination diets did not totally ablate lesions in either patient. It may be that the antioxidants acted as potentiators of an underlying unrelated process, similar to the action of aspirin in chronic urticaria [35]. Serial earlobe bleeding times were all unchanged with both placebo and BHA in the patient and control subjects, despite the patient having a brisk urticarial response to the BHA.

Osmundsen reported a case of contact urticaria due to BHT contained in plastic folders [36]. Contact with the folders on unbroken skin resulted in a strong urticarial reaction within 20 minutes. The patient had positive wheal and flare responses to 1% BHA and BHT in ethanol.

The importance of these antioxidants causing or aggravating chronic urticaria is not clear. The true incidence of urticarial adverse reactions to BHA/BHT is unknown. Identification of triggers in a disease of waxing and waning nature may be difficult, especially when a background of urticarial activity persists during challenges. A sharp definition of what constitutes a positive reaction is necessary. Additionally, the observer rating the severity of the reaction must be blinded as well as the subject, since he is just as susceptible to expectation bias. The studies of Thune and Granholt, and Juhlin fail on these counts [30,32,33]. The 13–15% incidence of BHA/BHT reactions reported in these studies is most surely an overestimate. Preliminary results of single-blind, placebo-controlled food additive panel challenges at Scripps Clinic have been unrewarding [37]. In evaluating somewhat over 20 chronic urticaria patients, a panel including tartrazine, potassium metabisulfite, monosodium glutamate, aspartame, sodium benzoate, methylparaben, BHA, BHT, and sunset yellow (FD&C yellow #6) has revealed no responders. Additionally, the importance of double-blinding in such studies has been pointed out by Weber and colleagues [29], and reinforced by Stevenson and associates [38]. In the former study, of 15 patients who reacted to dyes or preservatives on open challenge, only 3 responded under repeat double-blind conditions.

Dermatitis

A variety of non-urticarial skin eruptions have been attributed to food additives. Contact dermatitis may occur to a large number of food additives, especially antioxidants, spices, gums, and waxes. Evidence for such responses can be objectively obtained through patch testing for delayed hypersensitivity.

Tosti and colleagues reported two cases of contact dermatitis due to BHA in topical agents for psoriasis and eczema [39]. Patch testing was positive for BHA but not BHT in both cases. The concentration of BHA in the preparations was 0.1% and 0.2%, respectively. As of 1987, the authors cited 14 cases of BHA contact dermatitis in the literature. Contact sensitivity to latex gloves is an ever-increasing problem; one recent report, however, revealed sensitivity not to the usual rubber allergens, but to antioxidants, one being BHA [40]. Acciai and co-workers found one case of contact dermatitis from BHA in a pastry cook during the investigation of 72 caterers with eczema [41]. In an evaluation of contact sensitivity in 69 women with pruritus vulvae, which revealed patch positivity of clinical significance in 40 (58%), one demonstrated sensitivity to BHA (2% in petrolatum) [42]. The importance of these instances of contact sensitivity to food considerations is that in some cases, once the hypersensitivity has been initiated through cutaneous exposure, dermatitis symptoms could be flared by ingestion of the causative agent. Roed-Petersen and Hjorth found four patients with eczematous dermatitis who had positive patch tests to BHA and BHT [43]. Dietary avoidance of the antioxidants resulted in remissions in two of their
patients. When challenged with ingestion of 10–40 mg BHA or BHT both patients had exacerbations of the dermatitis.

Cutaneous vasculitis from food additives in chewing gum has been induced by ponceau (FD&C red #4), and also by BHT [44,45]. The case of acute urticarial vasculitis due to BHT was reported in 1986 by Moneret-Vautrin and associates. Biopsy revealed a heavy perivascular lymphoid infiltrate of the upper dermis, with immunofluorescence revealing IgM, C1q, C3, C9, and fibrinogen. Lesions resolved with discontinuation of chewing gum. A series of single-blind challenges showed a reproduction of the lesions with ingestion of BHT and not other ingredients.

**Mechanisms**

The reports of Roed-Petersen and Hjorth, Osmundsen, and Moneret-Vautrin suggest that certain adverse reactions to BHA and BHT may be mediated through immunological mechanisms in addition to that seen in typical contact delayed hypersensitivity. Histamine release from leukocytes has been described following aspirin, benzoate, BHA/BHT, and azo dyes [46]. The authors studied 12 urticaria patients as well as 18 healthy subjects. BHA and BHT caused histamine release 1 time each in an urticaria patient, but 4 healthy subjects reacted to BHT and one to BHA, raising the question of clinical relevance in these *in vitro* tests. These studies suggest that immune effector cells are probably involved in at least some of these adverse effects, and that different mechanisms are operant. The majority of data to date, however, does not support that these are immunologically specific reactions.

Several authors have felt that adverse cutaneous reactions in humans to BHA or BHT were akin to skin lesions induced by aspirin and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and represented alterations in the arachidonic acid–prostaglandin cascade. There is no data at present supporting such an action of the phenolic antioxidants. The evaluation of the single patient of Goodman and associates did not reveal obvious perturbations of prostaglandin metabolites despite clinical exacerbation [28]. It appears reasonable that BHA and BHT are acting in these circumstances in a pharmacological manner, but the mode continues to be unclear.

**Unsubstantiated effects**

In addition to the purported adverse effects of BHA and BHT advanced by Fisherman and Cohen based on the non-reproducible earlobe bleeding time prolongation, these two antioxidants have gained notoriety in the health food lay press in the past as life prolongation agents. Claims for their benefit in increasing life span are apparently based on mice studies performed 25 years ago [3]. Unfortunately, these studies had contradictory results, and it appears unclear whether the improved life span in the mice could not also be achieved by optimum normal diet. Recommendations have been made for the ingestion of 2 g of BHT daily as a counteragent for disordered nutrition, age-related problems, and genital herpes [4]. As pointed out by Llaurado, however, the dosing recommended by these health food advocates is only an order of magnitude, 10-fold lower, than the lethal concentration noted in certain rat toxicology studies [4]! Obviously, such careless dosing is to be strongly discouraged.

**Summary**

BHA and BHT are ubiquitous food additives found in a variety of foods, but to the greatest degree in food that contain larger amounts of fats or oils which may become rancid. Additionally, these phenolic antioxidants are also added to plastic or paper products, which may come in contact with food items, as well as in cosmetics and medications that may come in contact with the skin or mucosa. They continue to be widely used despite concerns over animal toxicity studies. Continued provisional status on the GRAS list reflects that the toxicology studies in animals are with greatly larger doses than that utilized in the food industry. Nevertheless, consumption appears to be creeping up over the past three decades.

Adverse reactions in humans to date are best substantiated in the skin. Delayed hypersensitivity contact dermatitis through a variety of occupational or medicinal exposures is well documented, but not common. The true incidence of antioxidant sensitivity in chronic urticaria is presently unknown. High reaction rates of adverse reactions to food additives have not been substantiated by carefully done double-blind studies. Earlier European reports suggesting a 1–15% incidence of BHA/BHT intolerance in chronic urticaria patients suffer from weakness in study design. There appears to be the strong likelihood that a number of positives were due to random fluctuations of disease activity, and not true reactions to the antioxidants or other food additives. To date, there are no convincing reports of human respiratory adverse responses. Therefore, the true prevalence of adverse reactions to BHA and BHT remains unclear.

Oral challenges, preferably double-blinded, remain the desired approach to verifying suspected adverse reactions to these antioxidants. The recommended schedule used is a truncated incremental challenge. The doses used may be considered high, and certainly far exceed an average daily intake. However, such doses are more likely to provide a definitive reaction. Clinical relevance can then be ascertained by elimination of the incriminated agent from the diet. It must be noted that such doses, while appropriate for urticaria evaluations, could be dangerous if one were examining potential asthmatic responses.

Considering the lack of success in identifying causes in chronic urticaria, a search for additive sensitivity is probably warranted, even considering the anticipated low yield. Strict
elimination diets or the use of elemental formulas are difficult and poorly tolerated by patients. Open or single-blind challenges could identify possible aggravants, which should then be further authenticated with double-blind testing. The diet restrictions could then be rationally addressed.
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CHAPTER 33

Adverse Reactions to Benzoates and Parabens

John M. Fahrenholz and Keegan M. Smith

Benzoic acid and sodium benzoate (benzoates) are widely used as antimycotic agents and antibacterial preservatives in foods and beverages. The methyl, \( n \)-propyl, \( n \)-butyl and \( n \)-heptyl esters of \( p \)-hydroxybenzoic acid (collectively referred to as parabens) are utilized as preservatives in a limited number of foods and beverages. Parabens, however, are used extensively as preservatives in pharmaceuticals and cosmetics. Benzoic acid, sodium benzoate, methylparaben, propylparaben, and heptylparaben are approved as direct food additives by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and have generally recognized as safe (GRAS) status [1].

Benzoates and parabens as food and beverage additives

Benzoates have been used since the early 1900s as preservatives in foods and beverages. Annual consumption worldwide has been estimated at greater than 10 million pounds, making benzoates one of the most commonly used additives. The benzoates have a broad range of antimicrobial activity, exhibit little or no toxicity in the concentrations used for food applications, and are relatively inexpensive to produce.

The chemical structures of benzoic acid and sodium benzoate are shown in Fig. 33.1. Benzoic acid is a white crystalline solid with an acidic pH and limited water solubility [2]. Sodium benzoate is a white crystalline powder with alkaline pH that readily dissolves in water [3]. When sodium benzoate is dissolved in acidic solutions, it is partially converted to the free acid. Benzoates appear to be most effective as antimicrobial agents at acidic pH.

KEY CONCEPTS

- Benzoates and parabens are used extensively as chemical preservatives in foods and beverages throughout much of the developed world and have essentially no toxicity at approved concentrations.
- Although investigated frequently in association with chronic urticaria, well-designed studies place the incidence of benzoate- or paraben-induced urticaria/angioedema at no more than 2–3% of all cases.
- Well-designed trials have not provided a conclusive link between persistent asthma and benzoates or parabens.
- Some studies have implicated food additives including benzoates in provoking atopic dermatitis in a minority of patients. A potential mechanism may be via increased production of leukotrienes.
- Anaphylactic-type reactions have been rarely reported with ingested benzoates. Paraben ingestion has not been reported as a potential cause of anaphylaxis.
- A variety of other adverse reactions to benzoates and parabens have been reported ranging from cutaneous vasculitis to rhinitis to hyperactivity in children. Additional studies are needed to confirm these associations.

Figure 33.1 Benzoates and closely related conveners.
Benzoates are widely distributed in nature in the form of the free acid or as simple salts, esters, and amides. They occur naturally in prunes, cinnamon, cloves, tea, anise, and many berries. Raspberries and cranberries contain up to 0.05% by weight [2,4]. Benzoates are found as preservatives in alcoholic beverages, fruit juices, soft drinks, baked goods, cheeses, gum, condiments, frozen dairy products, relishes, and sugar substitutes, to name a few. Orally administered benzoates are rapidly absorbed through the intestine and transported to the liver. Benzoate is converted to a thioester with coenzyme A to form benzoyl–CoA. Benzoyl–CoA then reacts with glycine to form hippuric acid, which is excreted in the urine.

The use of parabens as antimicrobial agents in pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, and food began in Europe in the 1920s and spread to the United States in the 1930s. While primarily used as preservatives in pharmaceuticals and cosmetics, parabens are also approved for use in foods by the FDA, the European Community, the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on food additives, and by the regulatory agencies of several other countries. Methylparaben and propylparaben are the forms most commonly used as food additives. Parabens are contained in coffee extracts, fruit juices, pickles, sauces, soft drinks, processed vegetables, baked goods, fats and oils, seasonings, sugar substitutes, and frozen dairy products. Concentrations vary between 450 and 2000 ppm. The use limit for parabens as chemical preservatives in foods is 0.1%. Parabens are not described as occurring naturally. Oral administration normally results in rapid absorption is 0.1%. Parabens are not described as occurring naturally.

**Benzoates, parabens, and associations with chronic urticaria–angioedema**

The prevalence of reactions to food additives in the setting of chronic urticaria has been studied frequently. Unfortunately, due to design issues with oral challenge studies in this patient population, variable study design, and lack of adequate controls in many studies, the prevalence of such reactions has not been definitively elucidated. Design considerations in food-additive challenge studies are of critical importance. Selection of patients may include, for example, all patients with a history of chronic idiopathic urticaria, only those with histories suggestive of food-additive reactions, or only those patients who appeared to improve on an additive-free diet. Depending on the selection criteria, different percentages of positive reactors have been reported. These variables have not been explicitly stated in many reports and add confusion to the already difficult task of comparing studies.

The relative activity or inactivity of the urticaria at the time of challenge appears to be a key factor. In a study by Lumry et al. [9], only 1 of 15 patients whose urticaria was in remission experienced a reaction to aspirin (ASA). However, 7 of 10 patients whose urticaria was active at the time of challenge reacted to ASA. These challenges were performed using a semi-quantitative reaction criteria. Reactions were judged in comparison to a baseline observation period in each individual patient.

In most reported studies, a period of baseline observation for comparison with reaction data was never made. Further, most challenge studies report loosely defined criteria for identifying urticarial responses. Other potential confounding factors include discontinuation of medications (particularly antihistamines), timing and number of placebo challenges, and additive doses. Finally, the importance of the double-blind challenge cannot be overemphasized. A more detailed description of design considerations for oral challenge protocols in chronic urticaria–angioedema can be found in Chapter 23.

One of the earliest open additive challenge studies in chronic urticaria patients was reported by Doeglas [10]. He observed that 4 or 5 of 23 patients reacted to sodium benzoate. Placebo-controlled challenges were not performed. Patients with physical urticarias were included. Thune and Granholt [11] reported that 2 of 32 patients reacted to parabens while 4 of 41 patients reacted to benzoates after oral challenge. Overall, 62 of 100 patients reacted to at least 1 of 22 different additives used in the challenges. Again, placebo controls were not utilized making any firm conclusions difficult to support.

**Figure 33.2** The paraben family of food additives.
A study performed by Juhlin [12], involved single-blind challenges using multiple additives. The prevalence of benzoate hypersensitivity was reported to be 11% among 172 participants. Overall, one or more positive reactions were observed in 31% of patients. This study utilized only a single administration of placebo, which was always given first, followed by multiple additive challenges. Reaction criteria were subjective and were determined to be “uncertain” in 33% of patients. Previous studies by the same group reported a prevalence range of 44–60% for benzoate hypersensitivity in chronic urticaria patients [13,14]. Due to study design limitations, firm conclusions are again difficult to support.

Supramaniam and Warner [15] reported that 4 of 27 children with urticaria reacted to sodium benzoate. Overall, 24 out of 43 children reacted to one or more additives. The study did utilize a double-blind challenge design. However, only one placebo was interspersed with nine different additives and a baseline observation period to determine the relative activity of the chronic urticaria was not utilized. Whether antihistamines were withheld or continued was not mentioned. Genton et al. [16] also reported a significant reaction rate to benzoates in single-blind additive challenges in 17 patients with chronic urticaria and/or angioedema. Among these patients, 5 of 17 reacted to successive doses of sodium benzoate (10, 50, 250, and 500 mg). Urticaria developed in 15 of the 17 patients after at least one of the six additives was used. If urticaria or angioedema were “noticed by a physician during the 18-hour period after the test,” the challenge was considered positive. All patients considered for the study were observed to have had “sufficient improvement” in their disease while on a 2-week elimination diet (free of additives). Explicit baseline disease activity was not reported.

Ortolani et al. [17] studied 396 patients with chronic urticaria and angioedema. Based on history, 179 patients were considered for treatment with an elimination diet and 135 were elected to proceed. Eighty-seven of the 135 patients had an 80% or greater reduction in urticaria symptom scores during the 2-week elimination diet compared to the 2-week baseline observation period. Only eight of the 87 patients who had improved on the elimination diet had a positive double-blind challenge to foods. Of the 79 patients who did not react to foods, 72 underwent double-blind, placebo-controlled, oral food-additive challenges. Three of the 72 had urticarial reactions with sodium benzoate (60, 410, and 410 mg). Twelve of the 72 reacted to one or more additives including tartrazine and sodium metabisulfite. Parabens were not tested.

Hannuksela and Lahti [18] reported 1 of 44 patients reacted to benzoic acid in a double-blind, placebo-controlled challenge study. One of the 44 patients also reacted to placebo. Several other food additives were tested in this study but no other reactions were observed. In a study with similar design, Kellett et al. [19] reported that 10% of 44 chronic idiopathic urticaria patients reacted to benzoates and/or tartrazine. Ten percent also reacted to placebo.

Simon [20] studied 65 patients with active chronic idiopathic urticaria who continued antihistamines at the minimum effective dosage. Twenty of the participants reported a history of adverse reactions to additives. A baseline urticaria skin score was obtained in each patient using a semiquantitative method utilizing the “Rule of Nines.” Initially, participants were challenged with capsules containing multiple additives (including benzoates and parabens) or placebo in a single-blind fashion. Two of the participants had positive additive reactions. These two individuals were then re-challenged utilizing a double-blind, placebo-controlled design at least 2 weeks later. Neither of them had a positive reaction. The author concluded with 95% confidence limits that the prevalence of additive sensitivity in patients with active chronic idiopathic urticaria is somewhere between 0% and 3%. A different study by Nettis et al. [21] also found the prevalence of sodium benzoate-induced urticaria/angioedema to be 2%. The Nettis study included 47 patients who had reported episodes of acute urticaria with or without angioedema after ingesting products containing sodium benzoate. The patients underwent skin prick tests for common inhalant and food allergens in addition to measures of serum-specific IgE to common food allergens. Allergy testing revealed 5 subjects (11%) with at least one positive reaction to an IgE test for food. The patients then underwent double-blind, placebo-controlled challenges with sodium benzoate. A placebo was given on day one followed by either placebo or sodium benzoate 48 hours later on day 3. A washout day was allowed followed by either placebo or sodium benzoate on day 5. The sodium benzoate was given at increasing dosage from 25 mg to 50 mg and finally 100 mg with 2 hours of time after each dose. The patients were monitored closely but only the appearance of urticaria and/or angioedema were considered positive responses. Only one subject (2%) had a reaction after ingestion of sodium benzoate. The patient had an atopic history but negative IgE tests for food extracts and did not react to placebo. Her reaction consisted of urticarial lesions 40 minutes after ingestion of 50 mg of sodium benzoate. Based on history of prior reactions, the patient underwent double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenges with suspected foods and all were negative. The patient then agreed to undergo a second confirmatory double-blind, placebo-controlled challenge 2 weeks later and again had a positive response to sodium benzoate with urticaria. This study evaluated patients with a history of acute, not chronic, urticarial reactions to food additives and found the prevalence of urticaria/angioedema reactions to sodium benzoate to be very low at 2%.

Several studies have utilized an elimination diet approach in their evaluation of food-additive contributions to chronic urticaria. Unfortunately, no blind or placebo studies of this
type have been reported. The Ros study [14] reported an additive-free diet to be “completely helpful” in 24% of patients with chronic urticaria. Another 57% of patients were “much improved,” 19% were “slightly better” or had experienced “no change.” Rudzki [22] observed clinical response to a diet free of salicylates, benzoates, and azo dyes in 50 of 158 patients. These studies did not investigate which particular additive was potentially inducing or exacerbating the urticaria.

Gibson and Clancy [23] reported the use of an elimination diet in 69 patients with chronic idiopathic urticaria (symptoms present for greater than 3 months; physical urticarias excluded). They found that 54 of the patients experienced complete remission within 2–4 weeks of beginning the diet. Challenge studies using multiple additives revealed that 34% reacted to benzoates. An initial placebo tablet was utilized in the challenges; blinding was not mentioned. Twelve patients agreed to re-challenge after remaining in complete remission for 1 year on the elimination diet. Three of the four in this group who had initially reacted to benzoates remained positive to benzoate challenge at 1 year. None of the three patients who had reacted initially to tartrazine remained positive at 1 year.

Ehlers et al. [24] evaluated the response to an elimination diet in 16 children with chronic urticaria (at least 3 months duration). Nine of the 16 children were free of symptoms within 10 days of beginning the diet. An additional 3 patients “improved considerably.” Six of the patients who responded to the diet were challenged in a double-blind, placebo-controlled fashion. Details of the challenge protocol and criteria for positive reactions were not discussed. Five of the 6 patients reacted to at least one of the additives. Four of them reacted to multiple additives (three or more). Parabens elicited reactions in 3 of the 6. Benzoic acid caused a reaction in 1 of the 6. The authors suggested that additives appear to play a significant role in pediatric chronic urticaria, a relatively uncommon condition.

Malanin and Kalimo [25] evaluated the utility of skin testing with additives in chronic urticaria patients. Ninety-one subjects were skin tested with 18 food additives. Twenty-four subjects had at least one histamine equivalent positive food-additive skin test. Ten of the 24 participants with a positive skin test underwent oral food-additive challenges with the suspected additive(s). Only one had a positive challenge (benzoic acid). Overall, significantly more patients with positive skin tests responded to an elimination diet (16 of 18 with positive skin tests versus 17 of 42 with negative skin tests.) The authors proposed non-IgE-mediated skin hyperreactivity as the mechanism for skin test positive reactions. The pathogenesis of additive reactions is presently unknown.

In summary, oral challenge studies with food additives in the setting of chronic urticaria–angioedema present many design challenges. Meticulously designed studies which utilize double-blind, placebo-controlled challenges such as the Ortalani study and the Simon study suggest that benzoates and parabens are uncommon provoking or exacerbating factors. In selected patients, a trial of an additive-free diet may be warranted followed by systematic reintroduction of additive-containing foods if significant clinical improvement was observed. Double-blind, placebo-controlled additive challenges could then be utilized to diagnose the particular additive sensitivity if clinically appropriate.

### Benzoates, parabens, and associations with asthma

The prevalence of asthmatic reactions to food additives in the general population or select groups such as atopic asthmatics has not been definitively defined. Nevertheless, several studies suggest that such reactions are unusual. Weber and colleagues evaluated aspirin and additive sensitivity in a group of 43 patients with moderate to severe persistent asthma. [26] In the initial single-blind challenges, two showed a positive response (decrease in FEV1 of 25% or more from baseline) to benzoates and parabens. Only one (2%) of the patients remained positive during double-blind testing. The prevalence of tartrazine sensitivity in this study was 16% during initial open challenges. This fell to 0% during subsequent double-blind challenges. Of note, bronchodilator medication was not withheld in the majority of patients because a number of apparent false-positive reactions had been obtained earlier in the study when these medications were withheld. This study emphasizes the importance of the double-blind challenge and observing a relatively stable baseline FEV1 prior to the initiation of challenges in patients with persistent asthma.

Tarlo and Broder found only one patient with sodium benzoate hypersensitivity (FEV1 fall of more than 20% from baseline) among 28 patients with persistent asthma. [27] The protocol utilized a double-blind, placebo-controlled design and medications were not withheld. Of note, clinical improvement of this patient’s asthma was not observed when benzoates were removed from the diet. Osterballe et al. performed initial open multiple additive challenges in 46 children with persistent asthma [28]. Eleven of the 46 showed positive reactions (FEV1 decrease greater than 20% of baseline). Confirmatory double-blind, placebo-controlled challenges gave only three positive responders.

Genton and associates found 1 of 17 asthmatic patients who reacted to sodium benzoate in a single-blind, randomized placebo-controlled study [16]. García et al. reported no reactions to sodium benzoate among 62 patients with steroid-dependent asthma [29]. Not surprisingly, other less rigorously controlled studies have reported more widely varying rates of asthmatic reactions to food additives [30, 31]. Similar to chronic urticaria, some authors have suggested an additive-free diet is useful in selected persistent asthmatic patients [32]. This approach has not been evaluated in published controlled trials.
Benzoates, parabens, and anaphylaxis

Relatively few reports of possible anaphylactic/anaphylactoid reactions have appeared in the medical literature. Given the widespread consumption of these preservatives, one can conclude that such reactions are exceedingly rare. In 1944, Kinsey and Wright reported an “anaphylactoid-type” reaction in an individual 4 hours after he had received a 6-g oral dose of sodium benzoate to evaluate liver function [33]. The following day identical symptoms of “shock” developed within 4 hours of another 6-g sodium benzoate dose. Michels et al. reported the case of a young woman who developed “flush, angioedema, and severe hypotension (systolic blood pressure under 50 mm Hg)” 30 minutes after eating a meal containing sodium benzoate as a food preservative [34]. One week earlier she had experienced “generalized itching” after eating cheese, which also contained benzoates. A placebo-controlled challenge with 20 mg of oral sodium benzoate-produced urticaria confined to her arms and generalized pruritus. A second challenge, apparently several days later after treatment of a sinus infection, resulted in only “mild localized itching” after ingestion of 160 mg of sodium benzoate. Neither of the above cases provides conclusive evidence of systemic anaphylaxis related to ingested benzoates.

Orally ingested parabens have not been reported to cause systemic anaphylaxis. Nagel et al. did report a case of bronchospasm and generalized pruritus associated with administration of intravenous steroids containing parabens in an asthmatic child [35]. Intravenous steroids without paraben preservatives did not induce any symptoms. Skin testing to individual parabens as well as passive transfer tests were positive. Skin testing with the steroid preparations with and without parabens provided further evidence of a hypersensitivity reaction induced by the paraben preservatives. Carr [36] reported two cases of hypotension and diffuse macular rash potentially associated with paraben preservatives contained in a topical lignocaine preparation used for intraurethral anesthesia prior to cystoscopy. One of the patients tolerated a preservative-free topical lignocaine preparation 2 months after his initial reaction. No mention was made concerning whether or not the second patient was able to tolerate a preservative-free preparation.

Benzoates, parabens, and dermatitis

The development of contact dermatitis associated with topical parabens used in cosmetics and other skin-care products has been reported extensively in the literature dating back to 1940 [5]. A loosely controlled study by Veien et al. [37], evaluated the possibility of oral paraben ingestion as an exacerbating factor in patients with chronic “dermatitis” and contact paraben sensitivity diagnosed by patch testing. Two of 14 patients reported flares of their “usual dermatitis” within 24 hours of ingesting parabens, placebo challenges were negative. These two patients were subsequently followed on an elimination diet for 1–2 months. Neither the patients nor the physicians noted any significant improvement. Perioral contact urticaria has been reported in association with sodium benzoate in a toothpaste [38]. Overall, reported contact reactions to benzoates are rare in comparison to the parabens.

The potential role of ingested benzoates or parabens in atopic dermatitis has received limited attention in the medical literature. Van Bever et al. [39], investigated the role of food and food additives in 25 children with severe atopic dermatitis. All of the children were hospitalized and received an elemental diet by nasogastric tube. Topical therapy was continued in the hospital setting. All children were reported to be “almost free of active eczema” after 1–2 weeks of the elemental diet and topical therapy. Selective double-blind, placebo-controlled food and food-additive challenges were performed after 1 week of the observed clinical improvement. Six of the children were challenged with sodium benzoate and three “reacted.” The reactions consisted of “pruritus and redness of the skin” which had apparently resolved within the 4-hour period of observation post-challenge since no “late reactions” were seen. Exacerbations of underlying atopic dermatitis related to challenges were not reported. Any skin findings lasting more than 4 hours were not observed after any food or food-additive challenge. Nevertheless, the authors reported that 24 of the 25 children “reacted” to one or more foods and all children who were challenged with additives “reacted” to at least one. Clearly, reaction criteria were among the major flaws of the study. This study has also been criticized because no placebo reactions occurred after 132 placebo challenges. Hannukela and Lahti had observed equivalent reaction rates between placebo and active substances in patients with chronic urticaria and atopic dermatitis in an earlier study [18].

Worm et al. have performed two carefully designed studies that provide evidence of a link between food additives and atopic dermatitis. In the initial study [40], 50 patients with atopic dermatitis were monitored while eating their usual diet for 4 weeks. Baseline atopic dermatitis skin status scores using a variation of the Costa method were obtained. In phase two, 41 of the patients followed an elimination diet by nasogastric tube. Topical therapy was to be “almost free of active eczema” after 1–2 weeks of the elemental diet and topical therapy. Selective double-blind, placebo-controlled food and food-additive challenges were performed after 1 week of the observed clinical improvement. Six of the children were challenged with sodium benzoate and three “reacted.” The reactions consisted of “pruritus and redness of the skin” which had apparently resolved within the 4-hour period of observation post-challenge since no “late reactions” were seen. Exacerbations of underlying atopic dermatitis related to challenges were not reported. Any skin findings lasting more than 4 hours were not observed after any food or food-additive challenge. Nevertheless, the authors reported that 24 of the 25 children “reacted” to one or more foods and all children who were challenged with additives “reacted” to at least one. Clearly, reaction criteria were among the major flaws of the study. This study has also been criticized because no placebo reactions occurred after 132 placebo challenges. Hannukela and Lahti had observed equivalent reaction rates between placebo and active substances in patients with chronic urticaria and atopic dermatitis in an earlier study [18].

Worm et al. have performed two carefully designed studies that provide evidence of a link between food additives and atopic dermatitis. In the initial study [40], 50 patients with atopic dermatitis were monitored while eating their usual diet for 4 weeks. Baseline atopic dermatitis skin status scores using a variation of the Costa method were obtained. In phase two, 41 of the patients followed an elimination diet by nasogastric tube. Topical therapy was to be “almost free of active eczema” after 1–2 weeks of the elemental diet and topical therapy. Selective double-blind, placebo-controlled food and food-additive challenges were performed after 1 week of the observed clinical improvement. Six of the children were challenged with sodium benzoate and three “reacted.” The reactions consisted of “pruritus and redness of the skin” which had apparently resolved within the 4-hour period of observation post-challenge since no “late reactions” were seen. Exacerbations of underlying atopic dermatitis related to challenges were not reported. Any skin findings lasting more than 4 hours were not observed after any food or food-additive challenge. Nevertheless, the authors reported that 24 of the 25 children “reacted” to one or more foods and all children who were challenged with additives “reacted” to at least one. Clearly, reaction criteria were among the major flaws of the study. This study has also been criticized because no placebo reactions occurred after 132 placebo challenges. Hannukela and Lahti had observed equivalent reaction rates between placebo and active substances in patients with chronic urticaria and atopic dermatitis in an earlier study [18].

Worm et al. have performed two carefully designed studies that provide evidence of a link between food additives and atopic dermatitis. In the initial study [40], 50 patients with atopic dermatitis were monitored while eating their usual diet for 4 weeks. Baseline atopic dermatitis skin status scores using a variation of the Costa method were obtained. In phase two, 41 of the patients followed an elimination diet by nasogastric tube. Topical therapy was to be “almost free of active eczema” after 1–2 weeks of the elemental diet and topical therapy. Selective double-blind, placebo-controlled food and food-additive challenges were performed after 1 week of the observed clinical improvement. Six of the children were challenged with sodium benzoate and three “reacted.” The reactions consisted of “pruritus and redness of the skin” which had apparently resolved within the 4-hour period of observation post-challenge since no “late reactions” were seen. Exacerbations of underlying atopic dermatitis related to challenges were not reported. Any skin findings lasting more than 4 hours were not observed after any food or food-additive challenge. Nevertheless, the authors reported that 24 of the 25 children “reacted” to one or more foods and all children who were challenged with additives “reacted” to at least one. Clearly, reaction criteria were among the major flaws of the study. This study has also been criticized because no placebo reactions occurred after 132 placebo challenges. Hannukela and Lahti had observed equivalent reaction rates between placebo and active substances in patients with chronic urticaria and atopic dermatitis in an earlier study [18].
the open challenge as a control group. None of the control patients reacted. In 15 of the 19 patients reacting to the open challenge, double-blind, placebo-controlled oral food-additive challenges were performed. The additives given together in a single capsule included sodium benzoate, p-hydroxybenzoate, azo-dyes, BHA/BHT, and others. Six of 15 patients reacted to the additive challenge given as a single dose followed by a 48-hour observation period. One patient reacted to placebo. Additives were not tested individually.

In the second study [41], the authors set out to determine food-additive-induced sulfidoleukotriene production by leukocytes isolated from the peripheral blood of the group of patients who had positive double-blind, placebo-controlled oral food-additive challenges and to compare these values with both atopic and non-atopic controls. Cysteinyl leukotrienes are potent inflammatory mediators and studies have shown biologically active amounts of leukotrienes present in the skin of atopic dermatitis patients [42]. The study evaluated three groups of patients. Group A ($n = 10$) included non-atopic donors whereas groups B and C included patients suffering from atopic dermatitis. Group B patients ($n = 9$) were those who had improved Costa skin scores after following an elimination diet for 6 weeks but who did not show a positive response to double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge with food additives. The group C patients ($n = 9$) included patients similar to group B except who did react to double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge with food additives. Peripheral leukocytes were obtained from each patient of the three groups and incubated with the food additives (food color mix, tartrazine, nitrite, benzoate, metabisulfite, and salicylate) after priming with IL-3. The authors found that baseline sulfidoleukotriene production in the non-atopic group A was significantly lower than that of the atopic groups B and C. No significant baseline differences were noted between atopic groups in this measure. None of the non-atopic group A controls showed increased sulfidoleukotriene production in the presence of any of the food additives used. However, in atopic dermatitis patients with negative food challenges (group B), a modest induction of sulfidoleukotriene production was determined in 1 patient using tartrazine and 2 patients using nitrates. Group C patients (atopic dermatitis with positive food challenge) showed 7 of the 9 patients with increased sulfidoleukotriene production in the presence of different food additives, the most frequent additives implicated being nitrite (5 of 9 patients), benzoate (4 of 9 patients), and tartrazine (3 of 9 patients).

**Miscellaneous reactions**

Isolated case reports appear in the literature suggesting symptoms ranging from depression to rhinitis may be related to benzoate ingestion in certain individuals [45]. A study by Pacor et al. [43] enrolled 226 patients with persistent rhinitis categorized as moderate to severe (symptoms present more than 4 days a week and longer than 4 weeks). Patients with asthma, positive skin prick results, history of smoking, recent corticosteroid use, and other medical conditions were excluded. Each patient underwent a 30-day additive-free diet and recorded daily rhinitis symptom scores. At the end of the diet, each patient was reintroduced to a food-additive-rich diet for 15 days, again with daily recording of rhinitis symptom scores. Finally, each patient then underwent a double-blind, placebo-controlled food-additive challenge with three different doses of each additive including tartrazine, erythrosine, monosodium benzoate, p-hydroxybenzoate, sodium metabisulfite, and monosodium glutamate. Evaluation of the food-additive challenge was performed subjectively by patient report of rhinitis symptoms and objectively by nasal peak inspiratory flow rate, where decline of 20% in the flow rate was considered positive. Twenty patients (8.8%) reported statistically significant improvement in their daily rhinitis symptom scores while on the food-additive elimination diet, with 6 of these patients (2.6%) reporting no symptoms at all. The same 20 patients showed a positive double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge with monosodium benzoate as evidenced by reduction in nasal peak inspiratory flow rate at least 20%. In this study, monosodium benzoate was the only food additive tested that was found to result in a positive oral challenge. All 20 subjects documented return of their rhinitis symptoms during the food-additive-rich diet.

Cutaneous vasculitis has been reported occasionally in association with sodium benzoate ingestion [44–46]. In two of these reports the patients also had microhematuria. Challenge tests were reported to be associated with cutaneous vasculitic lesions and the patients improved with dietary intervention. A study by Lunardi et al. evaluated the effects of an elimination diet in 5 patients with biopsy-proven leukocytoclastic cutaneous vasculitis [46]. Evidence for an associated autoimmune disorder, infection, or neoplastic disease was not found. All patients improved on the elimination diet; four showed complete resolution of their skin lesions. All patients “reacted” to at least one food or food additive. Patients were asked to record skin scores on a daily diary. One of the patients reacted to benzoates. The authors reported that with elimination of the offending foods and/or food additives, no relapses were seen in 2 years of follow-up.

The Melkerson–Rosenthal syndrome is a rare disorder characterized by recurrent or persistent orofacial edema, which typically involves the lips, variable facial paralysis, and lingua plicata (fissuring of the tongue) [47]. The syndrome’s etiology is unknown but is reported to be more common in atopic individuals. A few reports have suggested that food additives, including benzoates, may play a role [47–51]. However, another investigation using double-blind, placebo-controlled challenges in six patients found no evidence of food or food-additive sensitivity [52].
There has been some interest in linking the prevalence of hyperactivity in children to food-additive intolerance. The initial reports linked hyperactivity to artificial food flavors and colors [53]. Recently, a large study of 3-year old children from the Isle of Wight, UK attempted to address the possible link between food additives and hyperactivity in children in a population-based study [54]. The study was designed to test the hypothesis that food additives have a pharmacological effect on behavior that is irrespective of other characteristics of the child, specifically hyperactivity at baseline and atopy. Bateman et al. attempted to enroll all children resident on the Isle of Wight with birth dates in a specified date range who were registered with a general practitioner. Phase 1 of the trial involved screening with a behavioral questionnaire and was followed by skin prick testing for atopy (phase 2). A total of 397 children were selected to enter the challenge stage of the trial, phase 3. Based on results of the behavior questionnaire and skin prick testing, the children were divided into four groups: hyperactive/atopic, non-hyperactive/atopic, hyperactive/non-atopic, and non-hyperactive/non-atopic. After assessment, each group was subjected to a diet eliminating artificial colorings and benzoate preservatives for 1 week. In the subsequent 3 weeks the subjects underwent a double-blind crossover study where they received periods of dietary challenge with a drink containing artificial colorings and sodium benzoate or a placebo mixture. Behavior was then assessed by a tester blind to the subjects’ dietary status and by parent’s ratings. The study found significant reductions in hyperactive behavior during the additive-free diet phase by parental report. There were also significantly greater increases in hyperactive behavior during the additive versus placebo period based on parental reports. There was no correlation with presence or absence of hyperactivity neither at baseline nor by the presence of atopy. The authors concluded that there is a general adverse effect of artificial food coloring and benzoate preservatives on the behavior of 3-year old children. However, there are aspects of the study that make it difficult to interpret. There were a significant number of dietary mistakes reported where children consumed products that contained preservatives and/or artificial colorings. Also, research psychologists using validated tests were unable to associate the subjects’ hyperactivity with consumption of the additive drink versus placebo. Further study of the relationship between childhood hyperactivity and food additives needs to be carried out before any firm conclusions can be made.

Summary and conclusions

Benzoates and parabens are used extensively as chemical preservatives in foods and beverages in the United States and throughout much of the developed world. These compounds have essentially no toxicity at approved concentrations and considering their widespread consumption, are extremely well tolerated. Benzoates and parabens have been investigated frequently in association with chronic urticaria-angioedema. Many studies with less stringent design criteria have implicated these agents, particularly the benzoates, as relatively frequent exacerbating factors. On the other hand, more rigorously designed protocols suggest that these chemicals are unusual provoking or exacerbating agents among urticaria patients.

Asthmatic reactions have also been reported and investigated in association with food additives including benzoates and parabens. Well-designed trials have not provided a conclusive link between persistent asthma and benzoates or parabens.

The association of atopic dermatitis with food additives has received relatively limited attention in the medical literature. No well-designed study has implicated benzoates or parabens individually as pathogenic factors. Studies by Worm et al. using multiple food additives including benzoates provide evidence that at least some of these substances may be provoking factors in a minority of patients and a potential mechanism may be increased production of leukotrienes.

Rarely, anaphylactic-type reactions have been reported with ingested benzoates but definitive evidence of systemic anaphylaxis is lacking. Oral parabens have not been reported as potential causes of anaphylaxis. However, parabens have been implicated in systemic reactions related to their use in pharmaceutical agents, particularly local anesthetic preparations. Other miscellaneous reports have appeared suggesting benzoates as occasional inciting agents in cutaneous vasculitis.

Reports of hyperactivity in children induced by food additives have been present in the literature for several decades, but further study is needed to confirm this association.
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Food colorings and flavors are essential parts of the experience of eating that have existed for centuries. Though their inclusion is often an afterthought in our consumption, ultimately, the colorings and flavorings are at the core of what we enjoy about eating our favorite foods. In many processed foods, coloring and flavoring are inseparable from the food’s identity in the eyes of the consumer and the corporate production of the food itself.

The use of both synthetic and biogenic sources for color and flavor is a common practice. Most of these pose no risk of adverse events. However, there is a growing body of medical literature regarding adverse reactions involving food colorings and flavors derived from both synthetic and non-synthetic sources.

This chapter will discuss non-synthetic food colorings and flavorings that have been implicated in adverse food reactions. We will review known mechanisms of reaction, treatment strategy, and legislation involved in changing the way that colors and flavors are used in foods. Synthetic color additives are discussed elsewhere in this book.

Food colorings

Background history

According to the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA), food colorants are any dye, pigment, or substance that imparts color when applied to food. Both synthetic and biogenic sources are used for this purpose [1]. Coloring influences one’s acceptance of food, but also aids food manufacturing in several ways. Coloring is essential to correcting loss of a product’s true color from exposure to light, air, temperature, moisture, or the elements involved in storage. It can be useful in correcting natural variations in color between products, to make them appear more uniform in quality to the consumer, or to enhance and augment an appearance of a natural occurring color. Coloring is also a useful marketing tactic to give otherwise colorless substances identity, or to make them appear more festive. Coloring can also be essential to protect vitamins and flavors that can be damaged from direct sunlight [2–4].

There is a lengthy relationship between food coloring and adverse reactions attributed to such coloring. One of the first recorded case reports was from 1848, involving 21 individuals at a public dinner poisoned by copper arsenite, which was used to color a dessert green [4]. By 1900, it was estimated that there were 80 synthetic color additives available for use in foods, but there were no regulations pertaining to the quality and use for these dyes. The Food and Drug Act of 1906 created the first seven dyes “certified” for use in foods, and established a voluntary certification program for quality and purity. Initial control of this process was under the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). However, in 1938, authority and responsibility for this process was transferred to the FDA [1–3,5]. Three separate categories were additionally created to delineate food manufacturing processes from other use of colors: FD&C (Food, Drug, and Cosmetic), D&C (Drug and Cosmetic), and External D&C (External Drug and Cosmetic) [1–3,5].

There was a paucity of further legislation until the Food Additive Amendment of 1958, which declared that food additives safely in use before 1958 were exempted from obtaining FDA approval. However, in 1960, the Color Additive
Amendments to the FDA act of 1906 created a “provisional” listing for all known colors in use for foodstuff [1–3,5,6]. This act required that all previously certified dyes and colors used in food undergo further testing to establish safety before they were re-certified. Manufacturers were given a provisional time allotment in which they could continue using the particular color on the market, while submitting the required data regarding safety to the FDA. Other types of additives were exempted from this act. This act also set limits to usable amounts of color in products, deemed good manufacturing practices [1–3,5].

Specifically, one section of the 1960 amendment, known as the Delaney Clause, placed a strict prohibition on the use of any amount of a substance shown to be carcinogenic in humans or laboratory animals [1–3,5,6]. This clause was applied to additives as well, though they were exempt from the rest of the amendment. The market effect of the 1960 Color Additive Amendments was the reduction of a list of 200 provisionally approved colors to a final list of 90 that were deemed safe for human consumption, after meeting newly applied regulations [1–3,5,6]. Colors that did not meet the new standards were removed from the market. Interestingly, the Delaney Clause had a vague definition of safety beyond establishing lack of carcinogenesis, and established no absolute standard for safety beyond “convincing evidence that establishes with reasonable certainty that no harm will result from the intended use of the color additive” [3,6].

The amendment also designated two distinct classes of colorants: certified and non-certified [1–3,5–7]. Colors exempt from certification were given this designation if certification was deemed unnecessary in the interest of public health to examine the color batch physical properties, including: purity, moisture, residual salts, unreacted intermediates, color

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21 CFR section</th>
<th>Straight color</th>
<th>EEC#</th>
<th>Year approved</th>
<th>Uses and restrictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>73.30</td>
<td>Annatto extract</td>
<td>E160b</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.40</td>
<td>Dehydrated beets (beet powder)</td>
<td>E162</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.75</td>
<td>Canthaxanthin</td>
<td>E161g</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Foods generally, NTE 30 mg/lb of solid or semi-solid food or per pint of liquid food; May also be used in broiler chicken feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.85</td>
<td>Caramel</td>
<td>E150a-d</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.90</td>
<td>-Apo-8’-carotenal</td>
<td>E160e</td>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Foods generally, NTE: 15 mg/lb solid, 15 mg/pt liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.95</td>
<td>-Carotene</td>
<td>E160a</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.100</td>
<td>Cochineal extract</td>
<td>E120</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.140</td>
<td>Toasted partially defatted cooked cottonseed flour</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.160</td>
<td>Ferrous gluconate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Ripe olives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.165</td>
<td>Ferrous lactate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Ripe olives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.169</td>
<td>Grape color extract (enocianina)</td>
<td>E163?</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Non-beverage food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.170</td>
<td>Grape skin extract</td>
<td>E163?</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Still and carbonated drinks and ades; beverage bases; alcoholic beverages (restrict. 27 CFR Parts 4 &amp; 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.200</td>
<td>Synthetic iron oxide</td>
<td>E172</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Sausage casings NTE 0.1% (by wt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.250</td>
<td>Fruit juice</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.260</td>
<td>Vegetable juice</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.300</td>
<td>Carrot oil</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Dried color additive, water infusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.340</td>
<td>Paprika</td>
<td>E160c</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.345</td>
<td>Paprika oleoresin</td>
<td>E160c</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.450</td>
<td>Riboflavin</td>
<td>E101</td>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.500</td>
<td>Saffron</td>
<td>E164</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.575</td>
<td>Titanium dioxide</td>
<td>E171</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Foods generally; NTE 1% (by wt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.600</td>
<td>Turmeric</td>
<td>E100</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.615</td>
<td>Turmeric oleoresin</td>
<td>E100</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>Foods generally</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NTE: Not to exceed.
impurities, other specified impurities, and presence of heavy metals [5]. Generally, this exemption was applied to a particular color that was from a biogenic source, with a history of use prior to the amendment, and without complaints of toxicity or allergic reactions to the FDA or its manufacturer [1–3, 5–7]. Colors exempt from FD&C certification are still subject to the standards of the Delaney Clause of the Color Additive Amendment [6]. In reality, there are virtually no restrictions applied to use of either non-certified colors in food manufacturing. One notable exception is for colors to be used in meat and poultry, which requires additional authorization from the USDA Food Safety Inspection Service (FSIS) above the FDA approval (Table 34.1 and Fig. 34.1) [5].

Color additives in the United States are regulated by the FDA Title 21 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part 73, subpart A (colors not subject to batch certification) and part 74, subpart A (colors subject to batch certification) [8]. As part of this legislation, all certified colors carry an FD&C or D&C color label and have undergone rigorous testing to establish their safety and batch purity, in contrast to their non-certified counterparts, as explained in the previous section. In 1990, the National Labeling and Education Act (NLEA) required that certified color additives must be declared on package labeling as individual ingredients as of July 1, 1991, regardless of their quantity in the item [9]. Biogenic colors were exempt from this requirement and therefore may be referred to on labels as “artificial color,” “artificial color added,” or “color added” [8]. The use of the term “natural color” is not allowed as it could imply that the coloring might be derived from the food item itself, when in fact it is referring to an additive. As will be discussed in detail in the section on carmine, the unique labeling requirements for non-certified colors has become a controversial issue, as there are increasing numbers of case reports of biogenic color induced hypersensitivity [10]. Since certified colors (azo and non-azo dyes) are discussed in detail elsewhere in this book, henceforth, we will be referring to colors exempt from certification only.

An important distinction of how colors are used in foods and drugs is between dyes and lakes. A color dye is a water-soluble form of color (liquid, powder, or granule), and a lake is a water-insoluble form. Lakes are more stable than dyes and are better for use with fat or oil. Most pharmaceuticals use lakes in their coatings. A major technical advantage of certified colors is that they often require less chemical to produce an intense color, allow for more uniform distribution of color, and do not influence the flavor [1,2].

Biogenic colors are believed to contain low molecular weight non-protein chemicals, most likely acting as haptons when they elicit reactions. Reactions to this class of colorants can be both immunologic and non-immunologic. There is growing concern that biologic source contamination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Hue</th>
<th>Common uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annatto</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Dairy products, popcorn oil, butter mixes, baked goods, icings, snacks, ice cream, salad dressing, yogurts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta-carotene</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Margarine, non-dairy creamers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beet powder</td>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>Ice cream, cake icings, mixes, yogurt, gelatin desserts, fruit chews, frozen products, chewable tablets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caramel color</td>
<td>Brown to red</td>
<td>Dairy foods, drinks, colas, iced tea, cocoa, beer, coffee, icings, cereals, popcorn, gravies, sauces, candies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrot oil</td>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Cake icings, hard candy, bakery products, yogurt, ice cream, gelatin desserts, fruit syrups, pet foods, jams/preserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmine</td>
<td>Wine red</td>
<td>Cake icings, hard candy, bakery products, yogurt, ice cream, gelatin desserts, fruit syrups, pet foods, jams/preserves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit juice</td>
<td>Many colors</td>
<td>Beverages, jellies, candy, gelatin desserts, dry mixes, dark chocolate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paprika</td>
<td>Red-orange</td>
<td>Sausage, cheese sauces, gravies, condiments, salad dressings, baked goods, snacks, icings, cereals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riboflavin</td>
<td>Yellow-orange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saffron</td>
<td>Yellow-orange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turmeric</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Baked products, dairy products, ice cream, yogurts, cakes, cookies, popcorn, candy, cake icings, cereals, sauces, gelatins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable juice</td>
<td>Many colors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 34.1* Pictorial of the non-certified color additives. (Adapted and modified from www.red40.com.)
in the colorant is the source of IgE-mediated reactions attributed to them [7,10]. Annato and carmine/cochineal extract have both been linked to such reactions in the literature [7]. Because these colors are non-certified, it is difficult to ascertain the purity of a particular lot of these dyes. Thus, there could be varying levels of biogenic protein contamination due to technical discrepancies in different batches. There have been a few reports of SDS-PAGE analysis of carmine and cochineal insect protein fractions to determine their allergenicity, but there has been nothing conclusively nor consistently proven in this analysis [11–15]. At present time, despite several lobbying efforts by consumer groups, there has been no change made to the reporting of biogenic colors on food labels, though a specific petition to declare carmine on food labels is under consideration [16]. This petition and the subsequent FDA recommendation will be discussed in detail in the section covering carmine.

Biogenic colorants involved in hypersensitivity reactions

Only a few biogenic substances have been linked to allergic type reactions. These include carmine (cochineal extract), annatto, turmeric, saffron, beta-carotenoid, and grape anthocyanins. However, the majority of the literature pertains to carmine, with a small amount pertaining to annatto.

Carmine

Carmine is a red color derived from the female insect Coccus cacti or Dactylopius coccus costa [3,7,10,17–19]. This insect is commonly found in Peru, Central America, and the Canary Islands, where it grows as a parasite on the prickly pear cactus Noplae coccinellifera. Its origins in Europe date back to the 1500s, when Hernando Cortez discovered its use by the Aztecs and brought the cochineal insects back to Spain [20]. The color is produced from the aqueous–alcohol extract of the dried, gravid, female insect, resulting in cochineal extract. Cochineal extract contains approximately 10% carminic acid, a hydroxyanthraquinone, and the rest is the residual insect body. Cochineal extract is acidic, and the color variation from deep red to orange is dependent on the pH. Carmine is produced from the aluminum or calcium aluminum lake on an aluminum hydroxide substrate of carminic acid. Since the lake is minimally soluble in water, strong acids or bases can be used to make the color more soluble. Commercial preparations of carmine are estimated to contain approximately 20–50% carminic acid, but it is usually diluted to 2–4% for sale. Commercial cochineal extract contains 1.8% carminic acid. Carmine is relatively expensive to produce. It is estimated that it requires 70,000 dried insects to make 1 lb of dye (Figs 34.2 and 34.3) [3,7,18].

Carmine was given approval by the FDA for use in food in 1967, and cochineal extract in 1968 [21,22]. As part of this approval, it was determined that carmine or cochineal extract had no carcinogenic or teratogenic properties in studies on rats. Carmine, as a biogenic color, is not certified, and therefore is exempt from specific declaration on food labels. It is generally labeled as “color added,” “artificial color” or “artificial color added,” “colored with carmine,” “cochineal extract,” or “carmine color.” In Europe it is designated as E120 by the European Union, and may be labeled as “Natural Red No. 4” or CI 75470 (color index).
Carmine is also used in cosmetics, where it had been required to be declared as an ingredient since 1977, but in order of its relative weight per volume of cosmetic (Table 34.2) [3,7,8,10,23].

Most foods colored with carmine contain very low levels that would limit exposure when consumed [7]. However, there are several case reports of hypersensitivity reactions attributed to carmine ranging from anaphylaxis to occupational asthma (see Table 34.3). Though these reports are uncommon, the actual incidence of these reactions is unknown under the current labeling regulations. This is because suspicion for a substance not listed by name on a label is generally non-existent. Hence, it is important for an allergist to be aware that this is a potential allergen.

Since levels of carmine in food are low, our group and others have hypothesized another likely route of sensitization (e.g., respiratory or dermatologic). Most of the reported cases involve workers with occupational exposure, or females with a prior history of use of carmine containing cosmetics [12]. Carmine was approved for use in cosmetics as a non-certified color in 1977, and is the only biogenic color allowed to be used around the eyes [23]. It is plausible that persons using makeup containing carmine can become sensitized through a cutaneous route. Upon re-exposure to carmine in food, an IgE-mediated reaction can occur. Similarly, occupational inhalation could cause sensitization in textile or dye workers exposed to high levels of carmine powder in the environment and cause an IgE-mediated reaction upon ingestion of carmine containing food or beverage. Carminic acid is a low-molecular weight molecule and may act as a hapten during sensitization. Protein remnants from the cochinelline insects are likely candidate antigens as well. Most authors believe that there is chemical modification of the protein contaminants in the processing of the extracted carminic acid from the insect. Once sensitization occurs, low levels of exposure could result in hypersensitivity. However, no mechanism of sensitization has definitively been proven to date [7,10–12,19].

As of 2005, there were 35 reported patient-cases of hypersensitivity to carmine; 11 of these have been reported to the FDA under the MedWatch program, and the rest reported in medical literature. There are no known reports of fatalities related to carmine [10,12]. The range of symptoms reported includes occupational asthma, extrinsic allergic alveolitis, chelitis, and food allergy manifesting as anaphylaxis, angioedema, bronchospasm and urticaria. There have been no consistent reports pertaining to time from exposure to symptoms, nor dose required to elicit symptoms [10,12]. The first case was reported in 1961, involving chelitis from a lip-salve that contained carmine [24]. In 1997, our group successfully showed there was a definitive IgE-mediated reaction in a 27-year-old-woman with anaphylaxis to a red-colored ice-pop containing carmine by the use of a Prausnitz–Küstner test [19]. Other groups have shown the reactions were IgE mediated through prick skin tests (PSTs) [11–15, 19, 25–32], leukocyte histamine release test [29], radioallergosorbent testing (RAST) [12, 27, 28, 30–32], and immunoblotting for specific IgE [11–15].

Reactions have been reported with two common predominating phenotypes, food hypersensitivity and occupational respiratory disease. In the occupational respiratory disease phenotype, these cases involve predominately males with no atopic background. In the food hypersensitivity phenotype, all case reports have involved females, half of whom were atopic. Two of these females also showed occupational disease features, and many have described prior episodes of itching and burning with application of makeup, suspicious for contact reactions [12]. There have been four distinct reports via the FDA MedWatch program of contact dermatitis, comprising a small third phenotype of reaction [10].

Immunoblot analysis of persons with occupational respiratory disease and food hypersensitivity phenotypes have shown mixed results. Typically, authors have used both carmine and pulverized cochinelline insect extract, subjected to SDS-PAGE and column chromatography fractionation to determine protein bands. Subsequent immunoblotting with patient sera has determined IgE-recognized protein bands [10]. However, investigators who have performed these experiments have not found consistent recognition of any particular protein band in either carmine, pulverized cochinelline insect, or carminic acid [11–15]. Our group found that commercial carmine could inhibit recognition of pulverized cochinelline insect bands, strong evidence that there is insect protein contaminant in the commercial dye [25]. A recent immunoblot study confirmed this finding and inferred that these proteins undergo chemical modification in the commercial processing of carmine [12]. Groups have identified proteins 17, 28, 38, 50, 88, and 40–97 kDa in size. However, there is no universally recognized specific protein band found in carmine or cochinelline extract, and there is considerable overlap when examining the reported data [11–15]. Considering that carmine is non-certified and exempt from

### Table 34.2 Commercial uses of carmine/cochinelline extract

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water-insoluble carmine colors</th>
<th>Water-soluble carmine colors</th>
<th>Water-soluble cochineal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetics</td>
<td>Yogurt</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>Ice cream</td>
<td>Yogurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy products</td>
<td>Fruit-based drinks</td>
<td>Ice cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baked goods</td>
<td>Beverages</td>
<td>Fruit fillings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condiments</td>
<td>Fruit fillings</td>
<td>Puddings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Puddings</td>
<td>Confections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bakery mixes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cosmetics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 34.3  Known reported cases of carmine hypersensitivity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Atopy</th>
<th>Exposure route</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Prick test</th>
<th>Specific IgE</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Immunoblot</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarkany et al.</td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>three patients*</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Cutaneous-lip-stick dermatitis</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>Soldier</td>
<td>Positive patch test</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>First known report in medical literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burge et al.</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>M, M</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Both positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park et al.</td>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Cutaneous-lip-stick</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Soldier</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenabene et al.</td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>F, M, M</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Spice/food handlers</td>
<td>Female negative, males positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>All three positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quirce et al.</td>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>M, F, M</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Dye factory workers: manufacturer (M), cleaning staff (F), ex-worker (M)</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Manufacturer positive, other two negative</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Positive in manufacturer only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kägi et al.</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ingestion – Campari-Orange</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Yes – initial RAST negative, class 2 at 1 year later</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaudouin et al.</td>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Ingestion – fruit-flavored yogurt</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stücker et al.</td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Food factory worker</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>All five positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wütrich et al.</td>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>F, F, F, F</td>
<td>Three of five</td>
<td>Ingestion – alcoholic beverage</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
<td>Positive (P-K test)</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baldwin et al.</td>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Ingestion – red popsicle</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acero et al.</td>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Inhalation and ingestion</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, rhinoconjunctivitis</td>
<td>Spice factory packer, non-manufacturing</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive (no molecular weight determined)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DiCello et al.</td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>F, F</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Ingestion – artificial crabmeat, fruit flavored yogurt</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizaso et al.</td>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>M, F, F</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Dye plant worker, dye plant clerical worker, dye plant chemist</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>28 and 50 kDa band to pooled serum</td>
<td>All positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chung et al.</td>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>F, F, F</td>
<td>All 3</td>
<td>Ingestion</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Patient 1: 28, 50kDa; patient 2: 23, 50kDa; patient 3: 88kDa</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:
1. Ex-employee left company because of allergic avolitis prior to discovery of this problem
2. First case of reported anaphylaxis due to ingestion
3. First positive basophil histamine release test reported
4. Only known P-K testing done to carmine. Additionally, this case was reported by patient to FDA MedWatch program
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Exposure Route</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Skin Test</th>
<th>Nasal Challenge</th>
<th>Bronchial Challenge</th>
<th>Other Challenge</th>
<th>Specific IgE</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tabar et al.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>F, F</td>
<td>Yes in 1</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Dye factory clerical worker, dye factory laboratory worker</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anibarro et al.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>M, M</td>
<td>Both yes</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Both butchers</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Both 10kDa</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrer et al.</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Spice blender</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>28kDa</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenhawt et al.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>Spice blender</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td>Not performed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following 10 case reports were submitted to the FDA under the MedWatch program. All products reported in the table were verified to contain either carmine or cochineal extract.

- **FDA MedWatch 1997 [10]** F NA Ingestion – Anaphylaxis; Positive PST positive to the grapefruit, red grapefruit juice, good and plenty red grapefruit candy, eye shadow also
- **FDA MedWatch 1997 [10]** F NA Ingestion – Anaphylaxis; Positive Syrum tryptase of 18
- **FDA MedWatch 1998 [10]** F NA Ingestion – Anaphylaxis; Positive Cochineal extract was declared on the bottle label; patient was admitted to the hospital for observation
- **FDA MedWatch 2000 [10]** F NA Ingestion – Anaphylaxis; Positive Patient called case in to the FDA, no work up done
- **FDA MedWatch NA [10]** F Yes Ingestion – Eyelid angioedema Not performed
- **FDA MedWatch NA [10]** F NA Ingestion – Custard style yogurt, multiple cosmetics

(Continued)
Table 34.3 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Atopy</th>
<th>Exposure route</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Prick test</th>
<th>Specific IgE</th>
<th>Immunoblot</th>
<th>Bronchial challenge</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDA MedWatch</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>FDA conducted by a law firm to indicate that they were considering implicating carmine in the case of an allergic reaction in a client attributed to carmine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA MedWatch</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Ingestion – yogurt</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Patient informed the FDA that she carries an EpiPen® for treatment when needed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Refs. [10,12] and modified by author.

NA: Not applicable; F: Female; M: Male.

*Gender not listed.
batch certification, batch to batch variability secondary to this regulation might be playing a role in this finding.

Diagnostic investigations to determine IgE-mediated sensitivity to carmine are problematic due to lack of available standardized allergenic extract. Furthermore, the same problem of batch to batch variability of the commercially available stock could create reliability problems with development of a standardized PST using carmine extract. For these reasons, in a patient with high suspicion for carmine allergy, we generally recommend a simple PST using the suspicious foodstuff. If this is positive, then one should attempt to obtain a small aliquot of the dye from that particular food manufacturer for a confirmatory PST. If possible, obtaining a small commercial lot of carmine dye would be helpful for future testing, but our experience with this has been difficult, though we were ultimately able to do so. Most importantly, it has been this author’s experience that the wheal and flare reaction to carmine-containing foods and manufacturer supplied carmine develops slightly later than with other extracts, generally between 20 and 30 minutes [11,19,25]. We do not perform intradermal challenge to carmine, nor do we routinely test to pulverized cochineal insect extract. Dried cochineal insects are more readily available than carmine dye, but of course the proteins present in the raw extract lack any of the potential chemical modifications contained in commercially processed carmine. A commercial IgE RAST does exist, but its validity has not been determined due to the small frequency of reported events.

Our group published the one study that used passive transfer to prove there was an IgE-mediated reaction, in which we were able to consent a married couple for a Prausnitz–Küstner (P-K) test [19]. This reaction, while exceptionally helpful in determining the presence of an IgE-mediated reaction, is no longer advocated for infection control reasons. Eight authors have described bronchial provocation challenges to carmine, cochineal extract, and carminic acid to measure a 20% decrease in FEV1 and to determine the dose that caused a 20% drop in FEV1, or PC20 [12–15,26,27,32,33]. Other diagnostic techniques that have been used in practice include blinded oral challenge [11,25] and ocular challenge [11,13,27,33].

Persons with hypersensitivity to carmine face two large obstacles. The first is having a provider who can recognize this entity and has the resources to test for it. The second is being able to recognize and avoid products containing carmine. The exemption in labeling declaration for non-certified dyes creates a potentially dangerous environment for the uninformed consumer. Commercially sold cosmetics for general retail must declare all ingredients in “descending order of predominance,” but colors can be declared without respect to predominance [34]. Presently, foods, prescription drugs, and cosmetics intended for “professional use only” (or are given as samples/free gifts and not meant for general purchase) do not have to specifically declare the presence of any single color additive, by individual name, and instead can use the declaration “artificial color,” or “artificial color added.” Professional use cosmetics include salon products, studio products, and camouflaging makeup for disfigurement dispensed by a physician [21–23]. Foods such as butter, cheese, and ice cream are sometimes exempt from having to declare color additives [34]. Over-the-counter medications have recently been required to declare all inactive ingredients, including any type of color additives, as do non-oral prescription drugs [35].

Other than a small list of products anecdotally compiled by diagnosing providers, several MedWatch reports to the FDA, and the cases from the medical literature mentioned in this discussion, there is little information for sensitive individuals. Most recently we have reported a case that is believed to be the first case of carmine hypersensitivity from pharmaceutical exposure [36] This is a further source of regulatory frustration, as it is presently voluntary as to what inactive ingredients are declared on the package insert for prescription drugs, though the FDA is presently recommending that this loophole be closed to require declaration of all inactive ingredients [10].

Carmine is the focus of a grass-roots style consumer-driven petition to change the labeling requirements for non-certified dyes. Presently, carmine/cochineal extract can be referred to for labeling purposes as “artificial color,” “color added,” but not “natural color” [21,22]. It is distinct from and should not be confused with Indigo Carmine (FD&C Blue #2), Cochineal Red (E124), Food Red 7, or Ponceau 4R. In 1998, The Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI), filed a petition with the FDA to review the labeling policies for carmine and cochineal extract, additionally requesting designation of the insect source for these dyes, formal study to determine the exact antigen in cochineal/carmine to see if it was a key component of the coloring, and to ban the dyes if necessary [10,16]. This petition was supported by the several known case reports in the medical literature at the time.

In January of 2006, the FDA published a proposed rule to amend the labeling regulations after an in-depth examination of the allergic properties of carmine and cochineal extract [10]. This was prompted after reviewing 11 MedWatch reports of allergic reactions attributed to carmine/cochineal extract, and 35 patient case reports in the medical literature, of which most had established the reactions were IgE mediated (see Table 34.3). The FDA investigation concluded the following [10]:

- Carmine/cochineal extract dye can cause hypersensitivity, but it is a rare event and they were unable to estimate neither an incidence nor report a conclusive mechanism.
- There is presently no conclusive evidence that there is biologic contamination of the cochineal insect proteins in the dye that cause hypersensitivity, though several groups
had discovered distinct protein bands in cochineal extract that were inhibited by carmine. This was based on no conclusive evidence in the medical literature that any one particular protein fraction was recognized universally in affected individuals studied.

The FDA's ultimate recommendation was that although carmine/cochineal extract is a definitive allergen, it poses no harm to the general public and therefore did not need to be prohibited from use. Furthermore, they felt there was no need for any further FDA-directed testing necessary to determine if the allergenic fraction is essential to the color. However, they did recognize that requiring specific name declaration of carmine and cochineal extract in products would aid recognition of the allergen in food sources for affected individuals. They are currently considering a proposal to amend the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, Title 21, part 73, § 73.100, 73.2087; and part 101, § 101.22 to allow the following changes, beginning January 30, 2008 if approved [10]:

- Require all foods, including butter, cheese, and ice cream, containing carmine or cochineal extract to label it as such by its “respective or common name,” and immediately disallow it to be generically referred to as artificial color or color added.
- Require all cosmetics to declare the presence of carmine.
- Require all prescription drugs to declare the presence of carmine.

**Annatto**

Annatto is a natural carotenoid-based color dye made from the seeds of the fruit of the *Bixa orellana* tropical bush. The fruit has a pod full of approximately 50 seeds the size of grape seeds, covered in a red-pulp covering that serves as the base material from which the color is made [7,38]. The major pigment is cis-bixin, which gives a red coloration, but upon heating becomes trans-bixin, and with further heating breaks down to two compounds. One of these compounds is water-soluble for extraction (norbixin) and the other oil-soluble (bixin) [7,38]. In addition to yielding color extracts, it also yields edible vegetable oils and fats. Approximately 10,000 tons are produced each year, mainly in Latin America, Africa, and Asia. Annatto, as the bixin extract, is used as a colorant in fatty dairy products such as butter and margarine, and also leather [7,38,39]. As the norbixin extract it is used as a colorant in cheese. Norbixin is a very strong colorant in small quantities [7,38,39]. Annatto is also used as both a color and flavor in confections, meats, soda, and processed snacks [40]. It has particular use as an additive to butter and cheese flavorings to produce the desired color. It has been used for centuries, dating back to the ancient Aztec and Mayan civilizations, and imported for use later by the Spanish when they conquered Mexico [7,38,39].

Annatto is purported to have medicinal properties such as a cure for diabetes (no evidence), as an antimicrobial (partial evidence), and as an anti-toxin for snake bites (partial evidence) [39]. As a natural color, it is classified as a non-certified dye under Title 21 CFR § 73.30 [41]. Outside of the United States, it is also labeled as CI Natural Orange No. 4, E160b, bija, rocou, orleean, or achiote.

Allergic reactions including urticaria, anaphylaxis, angioedema, asthma, and contact dermatitis have been attributed to annatto [42–48]. However, given the long-standing use of this colorant and the paucity of reported reactions, this is likely a rare hypersensitivity [7]. We do not know the actual prevalence of this hypersensitivity. In a 1987 study of the prevalence of food additive intolerances, Young *et al.* estimated the general population prevalence of hypersensitivity to annatto to be between 0.01 and 0.07 with a 95% confidence interval. This was extrapolated from data on 81 children in a study examining several additives [42].

The first report in the medical literature regarding annatto provoked hypersensitivity was from a 1978 study in patients with chronic urticaria, in which they were administered a dose of annatto. Though this study was severely flawed because it lacked double-blind placebo controls and took place in patients who had their controlling medications withdrawn, it did suggest that annatto could provoke reactions [43]. A similar study in 1981 in the same population type had identical flaws and similar conclusions [44]. Other attempts at using annatto to provoke symptoms in two open challenges and one double-blind placebo challenge were also either inconclusive or were flawed similarly to the earlier studies [45–47]. However, a 1991 case of a man with anaphylactic shock (urticaria, angioedema, and hypotension) developing within 20 minutes of consuming Fiber One® cereal colored with annatto, was the first reported case of anaphylaxis attributed to annatto. The authors were able to demonstrate positive PSTs at 1:1000 dilution and full strength annatto, in the setting of negative PSTs to corn, wheat, and milk. Subsequent SDS-PAGE fractionation of annatto yielded two bands between 50 and 60 kD, of which the 50 kD band was recognized by the patient’s serum when an immunoblot was performed [48]. There is one report of annatto-induced bronchospasm attributed to a pharmaceutical product containing annatto, but the author did not attempt skin testing or other challenge to prove the suspected association [49].

There is limited data supporting an IgE mechanism for annatto hypersensitivity. This is based on the fact that there has been only a single case report of positive PSTs and specific protein fractionation and positive immunoblot analysis [48], and that the oral challenge data have not proven conclusive in the multiple trials, as discussed above [43–47]. Much like carmine, the significance of the recognized protein band on immunoblot is suggestive of a protein contamination from the biogenic source as the likely allergenic culprit, and not the actual pigment, but this is based on the interpretation of a single study [39]. Neither carmine nor
annatto has been studied further to determine if the pigment fraction is distinct from the protein recognized by IgE of patients with clinical sensitivity. In our clinics, we do test to annatto with PSTs in patients with a history suspicious for possible annatto-induced hypersensitivity. In such cases, we would recommend a stepwise workup analogous to that described for suspected carmine hypersensitivity. A commercial IgE RAST does exist (IBT Reference Laboratory, Lenexa, KS; Mayo Medical Laboratories, Rochester, MN) but its validity has not been determined due to the small frequency of reported events.

Other natural colors causing allergy
Table 34.4 summarizes the major case reports for several other colors to which clinical hypersensitivity reactions have been attributed. However, only a handful of these agents have had any conclusive test results.

Saffron is made from the dried stigmas and styles of the flower of the *Crocus sativa* L. plant [7,50,51]. This dark-yellow to dark-orange spice is among the most expensive of all spices. Its color is comprised of several components, including carthamine, saffron yellow A and B (saffron yellow), saffloamine A, ethereal oils (safranal, pinen, cineol), glycosides (picrocrocin), and pectins [50]. It is identified as E164 in Europe, by CI 75100, or as CI Natural Yellow 6. It is most commonly used as both a spice and color in soups, sauces, rice dishes, cakes, cheese, and chartreuse liqueur. An anaphylactic reaction developing 5 minutes after eating a meal with saffron rice and mushroom was reported in a 21-year-old farmer with known oral allergy syndrome (OAS), who required emergent resuscitation after developing laryngeal edema, urticaria, oral itching, and gastrointestinal (GI) cramping [51]. His PST was positive to saffron and negative to the other components of the meal; furthermore, an IgE RAST to both retail saffron and pure saffron revealed specific IgE, and SDS-PAGE fractionation and immunoblotting to this patient’s serum produced 40 and 90 kDa bands. However, he also tested positive by skin test and RAST to celery and cooked celeriac, though the reaction was ultimately attributed to saffron [51]. Additionally, another investigator demonstrated occupational disease in three saffron workers in a group of 50, one with asthma and two with rhinoconjunctivitis by history (confirmed with saffron provocation testing), who had positive PST and RAST to specific saffron pollen [52]. Ten controls from a general allergic population in this area (all were non-saffron workers without history of symptoms attributed to exposure to saffron) also displayed positive prick and RAST to saffron pollen. SDS-PAGE immunoblotting to saffron pollen and stamens revealed a 15.5 kDa protein with similarity to profilin in the combined 13 patients that had positive PSTs and RAST scores. In cross-pollen studies, immunoblot inhibition occurred with Lolium, Salsola (Russian Thistle), and Olea in the 8 of the 13 patients that had a class 3 or greater RAST score. Thus it was thought that this cross-reactivity could potentiate an OAS, though it has not been reported [52].

Turmeric, an orange-yellow dye made from the ground powder of rhizomes of *Curcuma longa* Linnaeus plant, is a non-certified color additive and spice. Curcumin is responsible for the imparted natural color [7,53,54]. It is also labeled as E 100 in Europe, CI #75300, CAS(Chemical Abstract Society)#458-37-7, INS 100(i), and CI Natural Yellow 3. Turmeric has been used for centuries to enhance taste, and has much promise as a potential therapeutic agent for many diseases, mediated through curcuminoid induced decrease in NF-κB expression [55]. It was studied, along with annatto and several other additives, in a series of oral challenges that were either inconclusive, or flawed in their design [45–47]. Thus, no evidence exists that turmeric causes a clinical allergy. However, there have been reports attributing allergic contact dermatitis to Turmeric [56]. A recent review of the immunomodulatory properties of curcumin goes beyond the scope of this chapter [313].

Carotenoids are another yellow-orange natural color used in butter, cheese, cereal, and other items. These compounds are derived from either biologic or synthetic sources carotenoids and are Vitamin A precursors. The natural coloring is from carotene, but the synthetic version is made from acetone, and is all-trans in chemical structure. Beta-carotene is an isomer of carotene. A related compound, canthaxanin, isolated from the edible mushroom *Cantharellus cinnabarinus*, is another carotenoid compound used in food and also available as a synthetic color [7,50]. Carotenoids are also labeled as CI 40800 and CAS# 514-78-3. These coloring agents have rarely been implicated in causing allergic reactions. Oral challenges to beta-carotene were part of the studies discussed in the annatto and turmeric sections that were both flawed in design and inconclusive in determining if any of the additives studied, including carotenoids, caused hypersensitivity [44–46]. However, there is a 1978 case report describing atopic dermatitis, vomiting, colic, and restlessness in an infant being fed a diet with vitamin A drops and foods rich in beta-carotene. This author could not prove skin test reactivity to beta-carotene, but did show clinical sensitivity to vitamin A drops via a double-blind challenge. Thus, no mechanism for the reactivity of beta-carotene was shown in this case [57].

Anthocyanins are plant-derived glycosides that, in combination, are responsible for a red, blue, or purple color in fruits and vegetables [7,53]. Anthocyanidins are closely related to flavonols, and are produced from the same flavanoid biosynthetic pathway [58]. Grape color extract and grape skin extract are anthocyanin-containing colors that are used as non-certified color additives, as both an aqueous solution and water-soluble powder [53]. They are also labeled as INS 163 (ii). Grape color extract is made from Concord grapes, and is very similar to grape juice. However, its ratio of anthocyanins, tartrates, malates, sugars, and minerals differs. The water-soluble color is derived from 3-di-glucosides
Table 34.4 Known case reports of hypersensitivity to other non-certified colors besides carmine/cochineal extract

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coloring</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Specific IgE</th>
<th>Study comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saffron</td>
<td>Feo et al.</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>[52]</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, rhinoconjunctivitis, anaphylaxis</td>
<td>PST, RAST, BCT, 15.5kDa protein band</td>
<td>Case report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wuthrich et al.</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>[51]</td>
<td></td>
<td>PST, RAST, 40 and 90kDa protein bands</td>
<td>Case report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turmeric, curcumin</td>
<td>Vein et al.</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>Studied in children with eczema as part of double-blind placebo controlled food challenge (DBPCFC) to multiple colorants</td>
<td>Not tested</td>
<td>Study inconclusive as it failed to achieve statistical significance of reactions versus placebo, and results were not reproducible in a second challenge. Both studies inconclusive. Data in both was confounded as to true cause of observed reactions, as a color mixture was used for testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fugelsang et al.</td>
<td>1993, 1994</td>
<td>[45,46]</td>
<td>Studied as part of open challenge to multiple additives including natural colorants in these two related studies involving children with atopic symptoms</td>
<td>Not tested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carotenoids</td>
<td>Greenbaum</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>[57]</td>
<td>Atopic dermatitis, colic, irritability</td>
<td>PST negative, double-blind challenge to vitamin A drops positive</td>
<td>Case report of 9-month-old baby, no causative role of carotenoids confirmed however</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Juhlin</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>Studied in open challenge in patients with chronic angioedema/urticaria</td>
<td>Open study</td>
<td>Poor study design with inconclusive results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fugelsang et al.</td>
<td>1993, 1994</td>
<td>[45,46]</td>
<td>10 patients study examining the importance of lipid transfer proteins in fruits</td>
<td>Not tested, but demonstrated that grapevine lipid transfer protein has 60% sequence homology to that of apple</td>
<td>No actual reports of grape color extract or grape skin extract causing reactions, but because of presence of endochitinases and lipid transfer proteins, there is theoretical possibility of reaction if these remain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthocyanins (grape)</td>
<td>Sanchez-Morge et al.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>[59]</td>
<td>10 patients study examining the importance of lipid transfer proteins in fruits</td>
<td>Not tested, but demonstrated that grapevine lipid transfer protein has 60% sequence homology to that of apple</td>
<td>No actual reports of grape color extract or grape skin extract causing reactions, but because of presence of endochitinases and lipid transfer proteins, there is theoretical possibility of reaction if these remain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Reference(s)</td>
<td>Summary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastorello et al.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>Study of 14 patients with history of reaction to grape (11) and wine (3) Demonstrated that endo-chitinases 4A and B, as the key proteins responsible for allergy to grape but that 4A is responsible for reactions to wine. Also showed the lipid transfer protein had homology to peach lipid transfer protein and 24-kd protein homologous to the cherry thaumatin-like allergen was a minor allergen.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalogeromitros et al.</td>
<td>2005, 2006</td>
<td>[61,62]</td>
<td>Most recent case series involving anaphylaxis in 11 patients attributed to grape products including wine, grape leaves, raisins, grape juice, vinegar, PST; RAST; 9/11 patients HLA-DR11 positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paprika (see also references [79–81] for other cases)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This is the first study with grape involving anaphylaxis in HLA-DR11 positive to look at HLA genes to see if there is allergen recognition effect. Additionally, demonstrated that grape and grape product allergy is more prevalent than thought in a Mediterranean population.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen-Jarolim et al.</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>[63]</td>
<td>Study of sera of 11 patients with bell pepper allergy Shows the expression of Bet v 1 homologue, profilin-homologue, and pathogenesis-related protein P23 in many strains of bell peppers. P23 had strong IgE binding capability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Toorenen bergen et al.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>[64]</td>
<td>Study of sera from three symptomatic greenhouse workers (multiple-allergic symptoms) and three food-allergic patients to see if paprika pollen sensitization existed in both groups Recognition of paprika pollen is seen in non-horticultural workers ad can be seen in the food-allergic population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willerroider et al.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>34 serum positive patients allergic to bell pepper had serum drawn for cDNA cloning of bell pepper antigen Used cDNA to clone the profilin protein Cap a 2 in Capsicum annuum and showed recognition of patient specific IgE by immunoblot analysis of a 14-kDa protein Defines a clinical marker for profilin sensitivity and cross-reactivity in the bell pepper-allergic population</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of malvidin, delphinidin, cyanin, and their acylated derivatives. Grape skin extract is made by steeping (aqueous extraction) fresh, de-seeded marc that is residual after pressing grapes into wine or juice. Again, its composition is similar to that of grape juice, but in different proportions [7,53,54]. Both grape skin extract and grape color extract are very expensive to produce because the color is found in trace quantities in most flowers, fruits, and vegetables (780–5000 ppm) and is difficult to extract. Anthocyanins are also found in purple corn, black carrot, passion fruit, and other exotic fruits as well. Most of the commercial color comes from either grapes or red cabbage [54]. Internationally, the color is known as E163 (Europe), cyaniding, delphinidin, malvidin, pelargonidin, peonidin, and petunidin.

Grape color extract is used in non-beverage foods. Grape skin extract is used in carbonated drinks, ads, beverage bases, and alcohol; additionally, both forms can be found in cherries used in ice cream and yogurt, fruit fillings, and candy/confections [54]. To date, there have been no case reports of allergy to grape skin extract or to grape color extract. Though rare, there are, however, several reported cases and a case series of grape and grape product (wine) induced allergic reactions, ranging from anaphylaxis to OAS to exercised-induced anaphylaxis [61,62,66–81]. One group found a trend of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) matching to HLA-DR11 in 9 of 11 patients, and additionally reported extensive cross-reactivity with other fruits (apples, cherries, peaches) [61,62]. It has been suggested by data in one study that grape products might have a common allergen in endochitinases 4A and B, which are lipid transfer proteins [60]. It is unknown if this protein is present in grape color extract or grape juice extract, but it could be a potential allergen in susceptible individuals if it is found in the extracts [60,62].

Paprika is a dark red, sweet powder made from dried, ground pods of the bell pepper *Capsicum annuum*. Paprika oleoresin is colored principally from capsanthin and capsorubin, amongst other compounds. They are labeled as CAS # 68917-78-2 and INS 160c. Both paprika and paprika oleoresin are used as a color and a spice in canned goods, vegetable oils, processed meats, salad dressings, snack food coatings, popcorn oil, cheese, and confections [3]. Neither is allowed in cosmetics nor in drugs [82,83]. *Capsicum annuum* contains a profilin, Cap a 2, and the pollen of this plant has also been shown to sensitize horticultural workers and provoke IgE-mediated reactions [63,64,65,84–86]. Specifically, SDS-PAGE fractionation of paprika and sera immunoblot analysis revealed binding to protein bands at 30 and 60 kD [64]. There are also certain bell pepper species that express Bet v 1 and profilining homologues, and a pathogenesis-related protein P23 that can be key for IgE binding [63,87]. Despite the presence of profilin and Bet v 1 homologues, and evidence that there is a potential role for *Capsicum annuum* in latex–fruit syndrome [84], there have been no reported reactions specifically attributed to paprika’s use as a color. This is probably because the IgE binding capacity of the homologue to Bet v 1 and profilin is destroyed in the processing of the color/spice, though P23 has been shown to survive this processing [87]. Its allergenicity as a spice will be discussed later in the chapter.

Beet powder (CAS# 7659-95-2, INS 162, beetroot red, betanin), carrot oil, and toasted partially defatted cooked cottonseed flour have not been implicated in causing clinical allergy when used as a coloring agent. Cottonseed has shown homology to Jug r 1 and Jug r 2 in walnut (63) [88,89]. Cottonseed has caused anaphylaxis but its derived color has not [90–92]. Beet powder (beet juice base color) is used in fruit preparations, condiments, dairy, sauces, fillings, and candies. Carrot oil has been used in sauces, salad dressings, meat seasoning, pasta, margarine, and other foods. Additionally, titanium dioxide (CAS# 13463-67-7, CI 77891, INS 171, CI Pigment White 6) is also a non-certified dye for use in foods, such as confections, icings, cheese, medications, and cosmetics. It is restricted to 1% total of the product weight. There are no reports of allergy to its use as a colorant [3].

**Food flavorings**

Food flavorings are a heterogeneous group of supplements added in small quantities to foods to enhance flavor and quality. Flavorings are not primary ingredients because they are present in minute quantity compared to the main ingredients. Flavorings may be synthetic (artificial), natural, or derived from natural sources. The manufacturing process is thought to reduce the protein content of naturally derived flavors as protein is separated from the flavorful molecules, and therefore would generally be expected to reduce allergenicity. However, many parent compounds from which these natural flavors are derived may be allergenic [93]. Artificial flavors, products synthesized from aromatic alcohols or terpenes, are used either as solo agents or in combination to mimic natural occurring flavors [94]. The overall incidence of allergy attributed to food flavors is low, and these are rare events, but Type I and IV hypersensitivities have been described [93].

Taste and flavor have a unique biochemistry and neuroproprioception. Flavor perception is a multi-factorial sensory input that is integrated into an overall unique experience [95,96]. It allows us to fully appreciate food while at the same time serving as a warning system against toxins, spoilage, smoke, or other unpalatable experiences [97]. This sensation has been conserved through our evolution [98]. Taste serves as an upstream trigger for digestive secretions [97]. Taste buds are located in specific areas of the tongue, palate, pharynx, larynx, epiglottis, uvula, and proximal esophagus. These require constant salivary secretions to maintain optimal taste perception [97]. Cranial nerves VII, IX, and X participate in receiving
and transmitting signals from taste receptors located within the taste buds when stimulated by a food molecule [97]. This process is transmitted from these receptors through selective ion channels, structure-specific receptors, and G protein coupled pathways. These signals are ultimately processed in the brainstem nuclei of cranial nerves VII, IX, and X, and the relative rates of signaling along these nerves is interpreted in the brain as a particular flavor [98,99].

Flavor components are generally considered to be low-molecular weight proteins, and thus too small to be considered allergens. Often these are considered volatile components [93]. Many natural flavors we encounter are the end product of chemical reactions that modify the original parent structure to arrive at the molecule that delivers flavor. This may involve heating, fermentation, distillation, concentration, or microencapsulation. The final product becomes a distinct form, such as an essence, powder, crystal, or emulsion. Artificial flavors are often similar in structure but unrelated to the natural component, yet they impart the same taste when we consume these flavors [93]. If a parent compound is allergenic, there is a distinct possibility that the derivative will be allergenic also. Though processing quite often separates the volatile flavoring from the protein, there can still be some contamination of protein allergens. Despite small molecule sizes, these particles may become allergenic as haptons. This is typical in Type IV reactions, seen when food has contact with mucosa for a prolonged period of time. It can also be a route of sensitization for Type I reactions as well. Many reactions attributed to flavors are seen in patients with a continual, high concentration occupational exposure [93].

Regulations and definitions
Flavorings are food additives and are regulated by the FDA in the United States, under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, CFR Title 21, Part 101, § 101.22 [34]. All ingredients in commercially sold food must be labeled on the package, in descending order of quantity contained in the product. Unlike colors, flavors can be group labeled under the term “artificial and natural flavors” and do not have to be individually declared [34]. This contrast to the regulations for color was initially intended as a protection for corporations processing of tissue derived from fruit, vegetable, meat, fish, obtained by cutting, grinding, drying, pulping, or similar principle has been removed” [34]. Spices are a special category of flavor, as they are derived exclusively from plants. Thus, they potentially harbor antigenicity. They are often used as both ingredients and additives. Spices that are also natural colors can be labeled as “spice and coloring” (e.g., paprika, turmeric, saffron). Spices can otherwise be labeled as spice, or as the actual spice if so desired. “Substances obtained by cutting, grinding, drying, pulping, or similar processing of tissue derived from fruit, vegetable, meat, fish, or poultry ... are commonly understood ... to be food rather than flavor and should be declared by their common name, meaning garlic powder must be labeled as such” [34].

Of the estimated 2% prevalence of food allergy internationally, spices represent 2% of this total [87]. Spices have been reported to cause anaphylaxis, asthma, and contact dermatitis [56,87]. Moreover, further confounding prevalence data on spice allergy is the fact that use of certain spices is dictated by cultural and regional dietary preference [87,104]. Prevalence of allergy to spice might also be influenced by occupational exposure, leading to increased sensitization, as has been noted with saffron and bell pepper workers [52,105,106]. As spices are flavors, they are present in minute quantities compared to the other ingredients, but have been known to cause allergy even at the low doses at which they are typically used. There is some question as to whether there is a threshold effect below which allergy cannot occur because the relative concentrations of spices in food are low [87]. However, the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) issued a statement in 2004 that stated it failed to find sufficient evidence to establish such an intake.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spice</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>Allergy</th>
<th>Specific IgE</th>
<th>Bet v 1 homolog</th>
<th>Profilin homolog</th>
<th>Other protein</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allspice</td>
<td>Myrtaceae</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[37,107]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anise</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>Rhinconjunctivitis, anaphylaxis</td>
<td>12, 20, 33, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40, 42, 48, 50–70 kDa</td>
<td>Pim a 1</td>
<td>Pim a 2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[59,108–115]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basil</td>
<td>Lamiaceae</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>PST, CAP-RAST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[115–119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay leaf</td>
<td>Lauraceae</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis, perioral dermatitis, asthma</td>
<td>PST, RAST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[120–123]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caraway seed</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>Rhinconjunctivitis, Gl</td>
<td>20, 33, 34, 37, 39, 42, 48 kDa</td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardamom</td>
<td>Zingiberaceae</td>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[124,125]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayenne</td>
<td>Solanaceae</td>
<td>Atopic dermatitis, bronchospasm</td>
<td>PST, RAST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[123,126–130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis, OAS</td>
<td>30–70 kDa, including 55/58 kDa (Api g 5)</td>
<td>Api g 1</td>
<td>Api g 4</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[131–135]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chervil</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chili</td>
<td>Solanaceae</td>
<td>Atopic dermatitis, bronchospasm</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[123,126–130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chives</td>
<td>Alliaceae</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[136]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinnamon</td>
<td>Canellaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, rhinconjunctivitis, contact dermatitis, stomatitis, Type IV hypersensitivity</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[37,59,85,107,117,121,124,125,128,137–155]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloves</td>
<td>Myrtaceae</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[37,85,137,151,153,154]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coriander</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, anaphylaxis, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>12, 20, 21, 33, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40, 42, 48, 50–70 kDa</td>
<td>Cor s 1</td>
<td>Cor s 2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[59,85,108,117,126–128,155–160]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumin</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>20, 33, 34, 37, 39, 42, 48, 50–70 kDa</td>
<td>Cum c 1</td>
<td>Cum c 2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[59,108,109,115,161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dill</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis, contact urticaria</td>
<td>12, 21, 35, 40 kDa</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[59,111,162–165]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fennel</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>Rhinconjunctivitis, bronchospasm, atopic dermatitis</td>
<td>20, 33, 34, 37, 39, 42, 48, 50–70, 65, 75kDa</td>
<td>Foe v 1</td>
<td>Foe v 2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[59,108,110,130,155,166–173]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garlic</td>
<td>Alliaceae</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis, bronchospasm, rhinitis, anaphylaxis</td>
<td>10, 12, 20, 31–60, 40, 42, 54, 56kDa (alliin lyase)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[166,174–200]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginger</td>
<td>Zingiberaceae</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis, bronchospasm, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>14, 23, 34 kDa</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[111,117,128,155,158,201,202]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalapeno</td>
<td>Solanaceae</td>
<td>Same as chili</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[123,126–130]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lovage</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mace</td>
<td>Myristiaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>See nutmeg</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjoram</td>
<td>Lamiaceae</td>
<td>Atopic dermatitis, perioral dermatitis</td>
<td>PST, RAST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>[119,121,206,207]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant</td>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Symptoms</td>
<td>Allergens</td>
<td>Specific IgE</td>
<td>Specific IgM</td>
<td>Specific IgG</td>
<td>Molecular Weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustard</td>
<td>Myrtaceae</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis, Type IV hypersensitivity, contact urticaria</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>14 kDa (Bra j 1, Sin a 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allspice</td>
<td>Myristicaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>PST, RAST, histamine release assay</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>128,155,157,158,201,203–205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutmeg</td>
<td>Myristicaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>85,117,120,123,125,128,155,157,158,201,203–205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onion</td>
<td>Alliaceae</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis, bronchospasm, contact dermatitis, rhinoconjunctivitis</td>
<td>12, 43 kDa</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>182,193,213–222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregano</td>
<td>Lamiaceae</td>
<td>Systemic reactions</td>
<td>PST, RAST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>117,119,123,207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paprika</td>
<td>Solanaceae</td>
<td>Contact urticaria, rhinoconjunctivitis</td>
<td>10, 17, 23 (Cap a 1, osmotin-like peptide), 24</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>63,64,85,105,106,120,127,128,158,202,223–231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsley</td>
<td>Apiaceae</td>
<td>Angioedema, urticaria</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Pet c 1</td>
<td>Pet c 2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>167,193,232–235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pepper</td>
<td>Piperaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>11.8, 13.6, 14, 25, 28 (glucagon-like peptide), 30</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>63,85,120,124,126,128,155,157,224,227,229–231,236–239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink peppercoms</td>
<td>Anacardiaceae</td>
<td>Atopic dermatitis (canine)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poppy seed</td>
<td>Lamiaceae</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis, exercise-induced anaphylaxis</td>
<td>5, 20, 25, 30, 34, 40, 45 kDa</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>119,151,241–247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosemary</td>
<td>Lamiaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>PST, RAST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>123,257,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saffron</td>
<td>Iridaceae</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis, bronchospasm, rhinoconjunctivitis</td>
<td>21 kDa (Cro s 1)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>51,52,93,201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage</td>
<td>Lamiaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>117,119,259–261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savory</td>
<td>Lamiaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm</td>
<td>PST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesame seed</td>
<td>Pedaliaceae</td>
<td>Anaphylaxis, bronchospasm, rhinitis, urticaria</td>
<td>10, 12, 14, 15–20, 15 (Ses i 5, oleosin), 17 (Ses i 4, oleosin), 25, 29, 32, 34, 45, (Ses i 3, vicilin-type globulin), 45, 52, 30–67, 78 kDa, Ses i 4, Ses i 5</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>250,262–286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star anise</td>
<td>Iliaceae</td>
<td>Contact dermatitis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>287,288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tarragon</td>
<td>Asteraceae</td>
<td>Subglottic edema</td>
<td>28–46, 60 kDa in related mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>285,289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyme</td>
<td>Lamiaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, atopic dermatitis, systemic reactions</td>
<td>PST, RAST</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>119,123,206,290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turmeric</td>
<td>Zingiberaceae</td>
<td>Bronchospasm, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>93,117,291–294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla</td>
<td>Orchidaceae</td>
<td>Atopic dermatitis, contact dermatitis</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>152–154,295–298,312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted and modified from Ref. [85].
threshold for spices that are on the food allergen list [299]. Because spices are also used to flavor other commercial products besides edible foods, there have been cases of reactions attributed to spices contained in cosmetics, toothpaste, fragrances, and massage oils [107,137,241,295,296,300–305].

Hot spices have some unique properties that make them more susceptible to potentially causing allergy. Piperine, in black pepper, can produce local swelling as a means to inhibit paracellular transport. Capsicum may increase its own paracellular transport across epithelium. Saponin, commonly found in plants, might have a detergent-like effect on gastric epithelium. In general, hotter spices can be sensitizing adjuvants by promoting transport of 70 kDa or smaller molecules, a size previously determined to be relevant for IgE binding and sensitization in spice allergy [87].

Because spices have plant origins, they often contain their parent plant allergens that might survive processing, most commonly the birch pollen allergen Bet v 1 and profilin [116]. In hot spices, the grinding process destroys Bet v 1 (and homologues) and some profilins, but in roasted poppy seed they remain intact [108,157,248,307]. Apiaceae and Solanaceae family proteins tend to remain stable through various processing procedures, including roasting, grinding, and even cooking, increasing their allergenic potential in foods that are flavored with these spices [87]. Freezing was shown in certain lyophilized foods to increase the strength of PSTs [86]. Extensive cross-reactivity exists in oral pollen syndrome (OAS), most notably as described with celery–mugwort–birch–carrot, the so-called condiment syndrome [87,116,306]. The OAS is discussed in full detail elsewhere in this text. Spice allergy in this context would be secondary to a primary pollen allergy sensitization [87]. The cross-reactivity is stronger and more prevalent the more related the spice is to the primary pollen. Molecules such as Bet v 1 (and homologues) and profilins are generally responsible for the cross-reactivity, and therefore it can be inferred that the expression of these proteins in spices is testament to their functional importance in the plant from which the spice is derived. With sesamese specifically, there is a seed storage 2S protein, identified in edible seeds and nuts including peanut that has been identified as binding IgE in both mustard and sesame [87].

In testing for spice allergy, clinical history is of utmost importance, as spices are minor food ingredients, and thus they might represent an unidentified cause of an allergic reaction (Table 34.5). Based on older data, skin testing, including prick-to-prick method in the absence of commercial extract, has shown more accuracy than RAST for specific IgE, though a combination approach is most commonly recommended [126,127,308]. Naturally, some ingredients in spice, when applied to the skin could be irritants. With both onion and garlic, bronchial provocation tests have been performed in the setting of spice workers [309]. One author described a leukocyte histamine release assay used with several different spices [310].

Summary

Food flavorings and colorings are a heterogeneous group of compounds that are often derived from potential allergens. Despite processing, allergenic epitopes or haptens that are recognized by specific IgE or cause Type IV reactions have been reported in the medical literature. Though the overall prevalence of reactions attributable to food colorings and flavorings is unknown, it is thought to be low. Current labeling regulations continue to make identification of potential allergens a frustrating process in susceptible individuals. Recent legislation has clarified the language used to label common allergens, and the FDA has created a proposal that is currently under consideration to require declaration of carmine/cochineal extract on product labels.
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PART 5

Contemporary Topics in Adverse Reactions to Foods
Many foods contain a variety of either naturally occurring or added components that have pharmacologic or drug-like activity [1]. When consumed in moderation, however, only a small number of substances have been identified that account for the majority of clinically apparent adverse pharmacologic reactions to foods. This chapter focuses on the most common substances implicated in pharmacologic reactions to foods and discusses their mechanisms and strategies for prevention and treatment.

Pharmacologic food reactions have been defined as adverse reactions to foods or food additives that result from naturally derived or added chemicals that produce drug-like or pharmacologic effects in the host [2]. Unlike type I allergic food reactions, which affect only a selected group of atopic patients, pharmacologic food reactions can potentially be elicited in a wider, more diverse group of individuals. The dose or quantity of food necessary to elicit a clinically apparent reaction typically varies among individuals and even in the same individual over time. Pharmacologic food reactions depend on metabolic differences, concurrent medication usage, food freshness, and food preparation.

**Vasoactive amines**

The vasoactive amines include dopamine, histamine, norepinephrine, phenylethylamine, serotonin, tryptamine, and tyramine. All of these low-molecular-weight molecules are synthesized by decarboxylation of naturally occurring amino acids. The role of biogenic amines as a cause of adverse reactions to foods has recently been called into question [3]. It is true that dietary amines do not appear to elicit clinical symptoms when ingested in moderate quantities. However, when circumstances arise that result in excessive intake of a biogenic amine or inhibition of metabolic processing to inactive products, clinical consequences will be seen.

**Histamine**

The diamine histamine is perhaps the best known vasoactive amine. Because of histamine’s significant contribution to the pathophysiology of atopic disease, histamine-induced pharmacologic food reactions are frequently confused with food-allergic reactions.

**Synthesis**

Histamine is synthesized in nature by the decarboxylation of its amino acid precursor histidine. This synthesis is catalyzed by the enzyme histidine decarboxylase and other enzymes that are widely distributed in nature. The most important example of histamine causing pharmacologic effects by ingestion of food is scombroid fish poisoning which will be discussed further [4,5].

**Physiologic effects**

Histamine mediates its effects on tissues through H1 and H2 receptors. The subsequent tissue responses to histamine, summarized in Table 35.1, can present following any type I hypersensitivity. A clinically similar physiologic response can be noted in non-IgE-dependent pharmacologic food reactions in which histamine is either present in the food ingested or released from tissue stores due to some intrinsic histamine-releasing ability of the food ingested. The IgE- and non-IgE-dependent histamine-mediated events both occur within minutes of ingestion of the culpable food, and are clinically indistinguishable.

Adverse responses to histamine, including abdominal cramping, flushing, headache, palpitations, and hypotension,
appear to be roughly dose dependent. Ingestion of 25–50 mg of histamine may precipitate headache, whereas 100–150 mg may induce flushing [6]. These values are only rough estimates, however, and scombroid toxicity has been described with ingestion of as little as 2.5 mg of histamine [7].

**Metabolism**

The duration of histamine’s effect depends on its metabolism. In normal physiology, conversion of histamine to its major inactive metabolites by either histamine methyltransferase or diamine oxidase (DAO) generally occurs rapidly [8,9]. Figure 35.1 shows the two routes of histamine metabolism. Prolonged binding of histamine from normal dietary sources to H1 and H2 receptors is uncommon, and symptoms rarely occur with such incidental ingestions. When large ingestions of histamine occur (e.g. scombroid poisoning), however, the metabolic capacity is temporarily exceeded and a multitude of histamine-mediated effects are observed. Experimental administration of large oral quantities of histamine yields similar clinical responses [10].

Although methylation appears to be the primary route for metabolism of histamine administered by both the oral and intravenous routes, DAO is important as well. DAO is present in the intestinal mucosa in almost all mammalian species examined [11]. Ingestion of a histamine-containing meal along with ingestion of drugs that inhibit DAO can produce histamine-induced symptoms. Isoniazid is a potent DAO inhibitor and, when combined with a histamine-containing meal, has resulted in severe histamine-induced symptoms [12,13,21]. *In vitro* experiments have shown a number of drugs (e.g. chloroquine, pentamidine, clavulanic acid, dobutamine, pancuronium, imipenem, and others) to be potent human intestinal mucosal DAO inhibitors. The *in vivo* clinical relevance of these findings remains uncertain [14].

**Histamine-containing foods**

Certain foods are generally accepted as having higher histamine content than others [15,16]. Three cheeses (Parmesan, Blue, and Roquefort), two vegetables (spinach and eggplant), two red wines (Chianti and Burgundy), yeast extract, and scombroid fish have histamine content adequate to raise postprandial 24-hour urinary histamine levels [15]. For this reason, dietary histamine restrictions are recommended for patients undergoing 24-hour urinary histamine determinations.

The histamine content in red wines is commonly cited as one of the possible causes of wine intolerance. The symptoms most often reported by susceptible individuals include flushing of the face, headache, nasal congestion, and/or respiratory distress. A French study, however, found no significant difference in the occurrence of adverse reactions in wine-intolerant individuals who underwent two double-blind provocation tests, one with a wine poor in histamine (0.4 mg/l) and one with a wine rich in histamine (13.8 mg/l) [17]. The histamine-rich wine also contained higher levels of other biogenic amines including tyramine, ethylamine, putrescine, and phenylethylamine [17]. This suggests that the histamine content of wine may not be directly linked to adverse reactions to wines. It is also interesting to note that fermented cheeses contain amounts of histamine that are much greater than those found in wines, yet signs typical of intolerance to histamine have rarely been reported after ingestion of cheeses [18].

Several symptoms generally attributed to monosodium glutamate (MSG) resemble those associated with histamine toxicity. Using a radio enzymatic assay technique, the histamine content of several common Asian dishes, condiments, and basic ingredients was measured. Although the amount of histamine in individual food portions was determined to fall below the level generally thought necessary to induce symptoms, consumption of multiple portions could result in ingestion of enough histamine to produce symptoms [18].

**Scombroid poisoning**

Histamine poisoning from ingestion of foods with high histamine content is well documented. The prototype for this kind of histamine toxicity is scombroid poisoning. Marine bacteria such as *Morganella morganii*, *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, and *Photobacterium phosphoreum* generate histamine from histidine through a chemical reaction involving histidine decarboxylase. In a recent publication this gene was cloned from *P. phosphoreum* and sequenced [19]. Improperly refrigerated scombroid fish (e.g. tuna, mackerel, skipjack, and bonito) and non-scombroid fish (e.g. mahimahi, bluefish, amberjack, herring, sardines, marlin, and anchovies) develop an enriched histamine content through this bacterial action. Laboratory confirmation of scombroid is established by sampling the muscle of the suspected meal and finding a histamine level over 50 ppm [20]. Since the last edition of this text two additional reports of outbreaks of scombroid poisoning have been reported. Ninety-four cases occurred at a kindergarten as a result of spoiled saifish and the other as a result of saury fish paste in six patients on a TB ward who were
concomitantly taking isoniazid [21,22]. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recognizes the issue of scombroid poisoning as a continuing problem and has conducted a study to base recommendations regarding fish handling to prevent histamine formation. Mahimahi, skipjack, and yellowfin tuna were tested for the formation of histamine after storage. At 26°C, over 12 hours of incubation was required before a histamine concentration of 50 ppm was reached, however at 35°C 50 ppm of histamine was formed by 9 hours [23].

Ingestion of such fish causes a clinical picture bearing strong resemblance to anaphylaxis. Symptoms generally begin within an hour of ingestion and include flushing, sweating, nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, diarrhea, headache, palpitations, urticaria, dizziness, a metallic, sharp, or peppery taste, and, in severe cases, hypotension and bronchospasm [7,24]. Outbreaks of scombroid poisoning continue to appear in the literature. The US FDA has established a hazard concentration for histamine poisoning of greater than 450 μg per 100 g of tuna [24]. Levels from 2.5 to 250 mg of histamine per 100 g of fish have been reported in most cases of scombroid poisoning. Treatment is supportive and includes H1 and H2 receptor blockade. Improper warming between the time that the fish is caught and when it is prepared can lead to histamine production sufficient to cause poisoning. Scombroid poisoning can be prevented only by proper handling and refrigeration of fish [23,25,26].

**Histamine-releasing foods**

Some foods without significant histamine content may contain substances capable of triggering degranulation of tissue mast cells (MCs), with resultant histamine release. Substances thought to be responsible for this histamine-releasing activity include enzymes in foods, such as trypsin, and other agents from both animal and vegetable sources, such as peptone. Foods with this unproven intrinsic histamine-releasing capacity include egg whites, crustaceans, chocolate, strawberries, ethanol, tomatoes, and citrus fruits [27].

### Monoamines

#### Synthesis

Naturally occurring amino acids are converted into vasoactive monoamines by a number of microorganisms that possess amino acid decarboxylases necessary for this conversion. For example, tyrosine is the precursor for both dopamine and tyramine, phenylalanine is the precursor for phenylethylamine, and tryptophan is the precursor for serotonin. Amine production by these microorganisms varies depending on a variety of different conditions, including pH, temperature, and sodium chloride content [27].

#### Metabolism

The vasoactive monoamines are metabolized by the enzyme monoamine oxidase (MAO), which includes two subtypes: MAO-A and MAO-B. The genes for both MAO-A and MAO-B have been mapped to the short arm of the X chromosome (Xp11.23) [28], and appear to be derived from a duplication of a common ancestral gene [29]. MAO is found in a variety of tissues, where it is localized to the outer membrane of mitochondria. It catalyzes the oxidative deamination of a variety of neurotransmitters as well as the monoamines of dietary significance. Dopamine and tyramine can be metabolized by both MAO-A and MAO-B. The polar amines (serotonin, epinephrine, and norepinephrine) are metabolized primarily by MAO-A, whereas the non-polar amine phenylethylamine metabolizes primarily by MAO-B [30].

Patients with rare deletions in their MAO-A gene have increased levels of serotonin, epinephrine, and norepinephrine detectable in their urine, whereas MAO-B deficient subjects have increased urinary phenylethylamine levels [31]. Although no studies have examined pharmacologic food reactions in these individuals, it is interesting to note that the MAO-A deficient individuals clinically have problems with impaired impulse control, including a propensity toward stress-induced aggression. MAO-B deficient individuals do not seem to have clinically apparent disturbances in their behavior [31]. Although the reasons for these clinical differences are not known, it may be that raised serotonin levels in MAO-A deficient individuals have a disruptive effect on the developing brain [31].

#### Specific monoamines

**Tyramine**

Many fermented foods contain tyramine derived from the bacterial decarboxylation of tyrosine. Foods with particularly high levels of tyramine include Camembert and Cheddar cheeses, yeast extract, wine (especially Chianti), pickled herring, fermented bean curd, fermented soybean, soy sauces, miso soup, and chicken liver. Smaller but still detectable amounts are present in avocados, bananas, figs, red plums, eggplant, and tomato [32–34].

Although tyramine exerts an indirect sympathomimetic effect by releasing endogenous norepinephrine [35], dietary tyramine usually does not cause detectable clinical effects. However, it is suggested to be responsible for adverse clinical
effects involving migraine headache and the hypertensive crisis experienced by patients receiving concurrent treatment with MAO inhibitors. Foods and beverages containing tyramine have been linked to headache in some patients with food-induced migraine. In one study employing double-blind, placebo-controlled (DBPC) challenges in 45 patients with food-induced migraine, 75 (80%) of 94 tyramine (125 mg) challenges evoked a migraine, whereas only 5 (8%) of 60 placebo challenges were followed by migraine [36]. Several other studies, however, have failed to demonstrate a relationship between migraines and tyramine [37,38]. Two trials have examined the effect of a low tyramine diet on the frequency of migraine headaches in pediatric and adult populations. Neither study was able to find a difference in headache indices between high tyramine and regular diets [39]. Although dietary tyramine has not been proven to cause migraines, it is possible that there is a subgroup of migraine patients that are hypersensitive to the effects of dietary tyramine because of a deficiency in MAO and conjugating enzymes [40].

As noted earlier, ingestion of foods and beverages containing large quantities of tyramine can lead to headache and hypertensive crisis in patients being treated with MAO inhibitors [33]. Normally, MAO found in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and liver readily metabolizes dietary monoamines prior to their release into the systemic circulation. When MAO inhibitors block MAO function, however, exogenous dietary monoamines are absorbed and release endogenous norepinephrine. The resulting pressor effect is linked to palpitations, severe headache, and hypertensive crisis. These episodes can be averted by avoiding foods rich in tyramine and other monoamines. Treatment involves slow intravenous administration of the α-adrenergic antagonist phentolamine, which is given until blood pressure stabilizes.

Dopamine
Dopamine exerts both an indirect sympathomimetic effect, by releasing endogenous norepinephrine, and a direct sympathomimetic effect, by interacting with α and β-1 adrenergic receptors. Although tyramine in foods and beverages accounts for the majority of MAO inhibitor-associated hypertensive crises, dopamine present in fava beans or broad beans can also precipitate such a crisis. Avoidance of those foods is recommended for patients taking MAO inhibitors [33].

Phenylethylamine
Like the other monoamines, phenylethylamine may be found in several fermented foods and beverages, especially Gouda and Stilton cheeses and red wine. Unlike the other monoamines, however, phenylethylamine is also found in chocolate [32,41].

Several mechanisms have been implicated in producing phenylethylamine’s action [42,43]. It appears likely that phenylethylamine, like tyramine, exerts primarily an indirect sympathomimetic effect by releasing endogenous norepinephrine. Consequently, phenylethylamine has been implicated in both food-induced migraine [44] and MAO inhibitor-associate hypertensive crisis [44].

Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine)
Serotonin is found in highest concentrations (>3.0 µg/g) in certain fruits, vegetables, and nuts, including banana, kiwi, pineapple, plantain, plum, tomato, walnuts, and hickory nuts [32,45]. Serotonin is present in moderate amounts (0.1–3.0 µg/g) in avocados, dates, grapefruit, cantaloupe, honeydew melon, black olives, broccoli, eggplant, figs, spinach, and cauliflower [45]. The only non-plant foods with significant amounts of serotonin are certain mollusks, especially octopus [32].

Serotonin acts on at least two distinct receptors and a variety of cell types. Its actions are complex and exhibit wide species and receptor variability. Two major effects attributed to serotonin are skeletal muscle vasodilation with flushing and both intracranial and extracranial vasoconstriction. Although these effects are often seen with endogenous serotonin production from carcinoid tumors, dietary serotonin does not appear to produce any immediate clinical symptoms, even in patients concurrently taking MAO inhibitors. In fact, oral feeding of serotonin equivalent to as many as 30 bananas failed to elicit clinical symptoms [46]. The urinary excretion of the major metabolite of serotonin, 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid (5-HIAA), increases following ingestion of large amounts of serotonin. In this circumstance, a false diagnosis of carcinoid tumor may be entertained. Consequently, patients collecting 24-hour urine for 5-HIAA measurement should avoid serotonin-containing foods.

Methylxanthines
The three dietary methylxanthines are caffeine, theophylline, and theobromine. All are methylated derivatives of xanthine, which is a dioxypurine. Theobromine is extremely weak physiologically when compared to beverages and foods that contain caffeine. Theophylline is present in only very small amounts in these foods and beverages, and theobromine is only present in significant amounts in chocolate products. Consequently, caffeine accounts for most of the adverse responses from dietary methylxanthine consumption. This section will, therefore, focus on dietary caffeine and its effects.

Physiologic effects
By far the most common physiologic effect of the methylxanthines involves stimulation of the central nervous system (CNS). The methylxanthines also exert effects on the cardiovascular, respiratory, GI, renal, and musculoskeletal systems [47]. These effects are outlined in Table 35.2.
Mechanism of action
The mechanism of action of the methylxanthines has been studied in various systems [47], and at least three have been suggested. Initial investigations focused on the ability of these agents to inhibit the enzyme phosphodiesterase. In many systems, however, it appears that under physiologic conditions this mechanism plays a minor role at best. In the CNS, the methylxanthines appear to act as adenosine antagonists, producing excitation by blocking adenosine’s inhibitory effects. In addition, caffeine has been shown to compete for excitation by blocking adenosine’s inhibitory effects. Finally, caffeine has been shown to compete for binding at the benzodiazepine site of central chloride channels, causing excitation by limiting activation of these channels [48].

Absorption, distribution, and metabolism
The three dietary methylxanthines are readily absorbed from the GI tract and distributed throughout body water. They are extensively metabolized in the liver, primarily to uric acid derivatives that are, in turn, excreted in the urine. Females taking oral contraceptives have significantly slower rates of catabolism of caffeine than females not taking oral contraceptives and males [47]. In addition, fluoroquinolones impair caffeine and theophylline metabolism, resulting in increased serum concentrations [49].

Table 35.2 Some physiologic effects of the methylxanthines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central nervous system:</th>
<th>Cardiovascular:</th>
<th>Respiratory:</th>
<th>Renal:</th>
<th>Gastrointestinal:</th>
<th>Skeletal muscle:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychostimulation (anxiety, insomnia)</td>
<td>Increased contractility, blood pressure, pulse; increased cerebrovascular resistance</td>
<td>Relaxation of respiratory smooth muscle; increased diaphragm contractility</td>
<td>Diuretic effect</td>
<td>Decreased lower esophageal sphincter pressure; increased gastric secretion, nausea</td>
<td>Increased contractility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adverse effects of caffeine
As noted, caffeine exerts pharmacologic effects on a variety of organ systems. Consequently, adverse pharmacologic reactions to caffeine-containing foods and beverages are manifested in many ways. Large quantities of coffee and tea are known to produce clinical symptoms that mimic anxiety, and panic disorders [51]. In a blinded, placebo-controlled trial of caffeine consumption in patients diagnosed as having panic disorder or agoraphobia with panic attacks and in normal controls, caffeine produced significantly greater increases in subject-related anxiety, nervousness, fear, nausea, palpitations, restlessness, and tremors in patients compared with controls [52]. Furthermore, these effects were correlated with plasma caffeine levels and were reported to resemble those experienced during panic attacks. The only somatic effect that differed significantly from baseline in the normal controls was an increase in tremors [52]. In addition, caffeine abstention has been reported to reduce the frequency of panic attacks in this patient population [53]. A central adenosine receptor dysfunction in patients with panic attacks has been proposed as an explanation for their increased sensitivity to caffeine [54].

Two cases of caffeine-induced urticaria reported in the literature were diagnosed by DBPC [55,56]. Although the mechanism remains obscure, both cases were inhibited

Table 35.3 Methylxanthine content of food and beverages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food/Beverage</th>
<th>Theophylline (mg)</th>
<th>Caffeine (mg)</th>
<th>Theobromine (mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coffee (1 cup)</td>
<td>100–150</td>
<td>80–175</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cola (12 oz)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36–100</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tea (1 cup)</td>
<td>30–40</td>
<td>20–90</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa (1 cup)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6–11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk chocolate (1 oz)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6–10</td>
<td>44–60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baking chocolate (1 oz)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25–47</td>
<td>390–450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Capsaicin

The genus *Capsicum* encompasses many species, including chili peppers, red peppers, paprika, Tabasco pepper, and Louisiana long pepper. Capsicum peppers have been used for centuries by cultures around the world to enhance the flavor of relatively bland foodstuffs, as well as for its medicinal and irritant properties. Although more than 100 volatile compounds are present in capsicum oleoresin, capsaicin is the most important biologically active compound and is used most frequently for its pharmacotherapeutic benefits [57]. About 70% of the irritant effect of these foods that accounts for their “hot” sensation derives from their capsaicin content [58].

Capsaicin’s initial irritant action is mediated by release of the neurosecretory compound substance P from nociceptive nerve fibers. Substance P depolarizes neurons to produce vascular dilation, smooth muscle stimulation, and pain. Repeated exposure to capsaicin results in blockage of substance P synthesis, diminishing the neurons’ ability to transmit pain. This process is the basis on which capsaicin creams are used for painful conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, diabetic neuropathy, postherpetic neuralgia, postmastectomy pain syndrome, and reflex sympathetic dystrophy [57].

The most common adverse effect associated with capsaicin is the “burning” oral sensation associated with its ingestion. In this instance, capsaicin binds strongly through its lipophilic side chain to the lipoproteins of oral mucosal receptors. To hinder this strong interaction and “cool the burn,” a lipophilic phosphoprotein such as casein (present in milk, nuts, chocolate, and some beans) is more effective than cold water [59]. A case of plasma cell gingivitis has also been attributed to oral exposure to capsaicin [60].

Adverse pharmacologic effects associated with capsaicin have also been reported in several tissues following exposure by different routes. Gastric installation has been shown to cause significant increases in gastric acid and pepsin secretion, as well as mucosal microbleeding and exfoliation [61]. Nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and perforated viscus with peritonitis have been reported following ingestion of multiple peppers at a single sitting [62,63]. Inhalation has been reported to result in cough in occupationally exposed capsicum-processing workers [64] and in laryngospasm [65]. Involvement with the eyes causes pain, tearing, erythema, and blepharospasm; this effect has led to use of “pepper sprays” to ward off would-be attackers. Both acute and chronic dermatologic manifestations can also occur when handling capsicum. Possible acute effects include skin irritation, erythema, and burning pain without vesiculation. In chronic exposures, severe dermatitis with vesiculation can occur [66].

Ethanol

Ethanol, the most widely abused pharmacologic substance in the world, exerts diverse effects on several body systems. The most prominent effects of ethanol consumed in moderate amounts involve the CNS. Ethanol can also act as a peripheral vasodilator and diuretic. It exerts its effects on the brain by dissolving in neuronal plasma membranes, thereby altering the movement of chloride and calcium ions involved in regulation of electrical signals and neurotransmitter release. Ethanol’s diuretic effect is thought to relate to its ability to inhibit posterior pituitary secretion of antidiuretic hormone [67]. Both the diuretic and CNS effects of ethanol are well known and not commonly mistaken for allergic reactions. The histamine-releasing ability of ethanol was discussed earlier. Consequently, this section will focus on other responses to ethanol that depend on its peripheral vasodilator properties, sometimes mistaken for ethanol “allergy.”

The mechanism of ethanol-induced peripheral vasodilation remains incompletely understood. Both direct effects – possibly mediated through increases in nitric oxide synthase activity [68,69] – and centrally mediated effects [70] have been suggested. Both normal individuals and those with metabolic deficiencies can experience ethanol’s vasodilator effects. In normal subjects, nasal congestion with increases in upper airway resistance [71] and mild cutaneous flushing reactions have been noted within minutes of ethanol ingestion. Alcohol sensitivity is a symptom complex that can consist of cutaneous flushing, tachycardia, hypotension, somnolence, nausea, and vomiting. This response is thought to be mediated by increased levels of acetaldehyde resulting from diminished or inhibited aldehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH) enzymatic activity. It can occur following ethanol interaction with disulfiram, metronidazole, griseofulvin, quinacrine, hypoglycemic sulfonylureas, phenothiazines, or phenylbutazone in normal individuals or in individuals deficient in one of the mitochondrial isoenzymes of ALDH, designated ALDH2.

ALDH2 deficiency is common in certain Asian groups (affecting about 50% of Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans) and has been reported to protect against alcoholism [72,73]. It appears only rarely among non-Asian ethnic groups. The inactive ALDH2 allele is dominant, so that both homozygotes and heterozygotes exhibit ALDH2 deficiency and alcohol sensitivity. Affected individuals experience symptoms to varying degrees within minutes of ingestion, responding with elevations in serum cortisone [74]. Extreme cases of ethanol sensitivity presenting with coma have been reported [75]. Treatment is supportive. A cutaneous ethanol patch test has been suggested as a more reliable indicator of the ALDH2 phenotype than self-reported ethanol-induced flushing [76].
**Psoralen**

Psoralens are naturally occurring compounds belonging to a group of compounds known as furocoumarins. Furocoumarins are tricyclic hydrocarbons consisting of a furan ring condensed on benzopyrone (Fig. 35.2) [86]. Synthetic psoralens are used commonly for the treatment of certain dermatologic diseases, including psoriasis. In PUVA (psoralen + ultraviolet A radiation) therapy patients receive psoralen with the addition of UVA light which causes the photosensitization of psoralen to pyrimidine bases of DNA, resulting in cross-linking between DNA strands [86]. PUVA-induced cross-linking of DNA is thought to mediate the observed antiproliferative effects of psoralen on psoriasis. Sunlight with addition of psoralen also leads to the generation of reactive oxygen species, free radicals that can damage cell membranes, cytoplasmic constituents, and cell nuclei, resulting in a photodermatitis [86]. Naturally occurring psoralens have been found to be present in celery, parsley, limes, lemons, and parsnips. Celery field workers and handlers frequently develop photosensitization problems as a result of celery furanocoumarins [87]. Photocontact dermatitis of the skin has also been demonstrated to occur following external contact with the fig tree (Ficus carica) in conjunction with exposure to the sun. Contact with the fig leaf sap and shoot sap is required in fig-induced photodermatitis; the fruit sap does not contain significant amounts of psoralen [88].

Psoralen are used for the treatment of depression, but there is no scientific evidence to support this treatment. The use of aspirin and other prostaglandin inhibitors has been proposed but there is no scientific evidence to support this treatment. The use of aspirin and other prostaglandin inhibitors has been proposed but there is no scientific evidence to support this treatment. The use of aspirin and other prostaglandin inhibitors has been proposed but there is no scientific evidence to support this treatment.

**Myristicin**

The spice nutmeg is derived from the dried fruit of the nutmeg tree (Myristica fragrans). Taken in moderation as a flavoring for foods, nutmeg is innocuous. Consumption of large quantities can precipitate psychosis, however. The active ingredient in nutmeg thought to be responsible for this adverse effect is myristicin. Structurally, myristicin is similar to mesocline (Fig. 35.2) [77]. It has been proposed that myristicin may be metabolized in vivo to an amphetamine-like compound with effects similar to those of lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) [78]. It remains unclear whether myristicin or one of its metabolites accounts for its psychoactive properties, as synthetic myristicin does not always precipitate hallucination [79]. Some investigators questioned nutmeg's psychoactive properties and have reviewed various medicinal uses of this spice [80]. One tablespoon of grated nutmeg (roughly 7 g) contains about 2% myristicin by weight [81]. Symptoms generally appear 3–8 hours after ingesting more than one tablespoon. The most prominent effects involve the CNS and cardiovascular system. Apprehension, fear of impending death, anxiety, and visual hallucinations accompanied by regular tachycardia are common [82,83]. Patients may also experience palpitations, nausea, vomiting, and chest pressure. Because dry mouth, fever, cutaneous flushing, and blurred vision can occur, acute nutmeg intoxication is sometimes mistaken for anticholinergic intoxication. One differentiating physical examination feature is that myristicin usually, although not always, causes miosis rather than mydriasis [84,85].

Treatment for acute nutmeg intoxication is supportive. Emesis induction of an unknown ingestion is controversial. Many patients ingesting a toxic quantity of nutmeg are nauseated and will vomit spontaneously. Activated charcoal with sorbitol may decrease the systemic absorption, thereby mitigating the duration and severity of symptoms. Various psychotropics have also been employed, including diazepam and haloperidol for anxious and hallucinogenic features [35,84].

**Solanine and chaconine**

α-solanine and α-chaconine are general terms used to describe the glycosidic alkaloids present in the common potato (Solanum tuberosum). Structurally, these glycoalkaloids are complex molecules consisting of three sugars attached to a nitrogen-containing steroidal skeleton (Fig. 35.2) [90,91]. Potato plant synthesis of glycoalkaloids is thought to be a defense mechanism against fungus growth on potatoes; the compound α-solanine has been shown to be fungitoxic and is synthesized at cut (wound) surfaces [91]. The production of α-solanine is also stimulated by mechanical injury, exposure to light in the field (green potatoes) or in the marketplace and with aging of the potato [91]. In addition to its fungicidal properties glycoalkaloids are also moderate inhibitors of specific and non-specific cholinesterases. The highest total glycoalkaloid levels in the potato plant are present in the foliage, blossoms, and sprouts, followed by the peel, potato sprouts, and the tuber flesh. The US Department of Agriculture (USDA) potato-breeding program has an accepted guideline for glycoalkaloid content in commercial potatoes at below 200 μg/g fresh weight [91]. Unfortunately,
Figure 35.2 Endogenous substances responsible for pharmacologic food reactions (vasoactive amines and others).
the level of glycoalkaloid under certain weather conditions can rise to far above that level. Several outbreaks of illness have been traced to the consumption of potatoes with glycoalkaloid contents ranging from 100 to 400µg/g [91].

The symptoms of glycoalkaloid poisoning may occur 2–20 hours after a meal. They can include vomiting, diarrhea, and severe abdominal pain, and more severe cases present with neurologic symptoms, including headaches, dizziness, drowsiness, confusion, visual disturbances, dilated pupils, and weakness, sometimes followed by unconsciousness. The vital signs include fever, rapid weak pulse, low blood pressure, and rapid respiration – not unlike the vitals seen in patients experiencing anaphylaxis [92]. Recovery from glycoalkaloid poisoning is usually complete, but coma and death have been reported in cases of severe poisoning. Pharmacokinetic differences in inter-individual metabolism have been demonstrated, suggesting that some subjects may be more susceptible than others to the adverse effects of glycoalkaloids [93].

Baking, boiling, or microwaving does not affect the α-solanine content of potatoes. The contents are only slightly reduced by frying. Fried potato peels are a source of large quantities of solanine. In one study, fried potato peels had glycoalkaloid levels that ranged from 1390 to 450µg/g, which is more than 7 times the upper safety limit [91].

Treatment of glycoalkaloid poisoning is mostly supportive once a history of potato consumption has been obtained. The best way to avoid poisoning is to avoid excessive potato consumption, especially the eating of potato peels. One simple test of glycoalkaloid levels is to chew a small piece of the raw peel. Potato skins with levels of total glycoalkaloid higher than 100µg/g of tuber cause a slow developing, hot burning, persistent irritation of the sides of the tongue and back of the mouth. Potato skins that contain more than 200µg/g give an immediate burning sensation [91].

### Glycyrrhetinic acid

Glycyrrhetinic acid is the pharmacologically active constituent of licorice that is extracted from the sweet root of the plant Glycyrrhiza glabra (Fig. 35.2) [94]. The use of licorice dates back to at least 1000 BC when stores of the root were placed in the tombs of Egyptian pharaohs. Its therapeutic activity for a wide variety of ailments was extolled in the writings of the ancient Greeks, Romans, and Chinese [95]. More recently licorice has been shown to have the pharmacologic properties of a gastric mucosal protectant, and anti-inflammatory agent [95]. The largest consumer of licorice in the United States is the tobacco industry for use as a conditioning and flavoring agent. Licorice cures tobacco and thus has been used for a century in cigars, pipe tobacco, cigarettes, and chewing tobacco [96].

When licorice is ingested habitually or in excess, patients develop symptoms that share most of the clinical and biochemical features of primary hyperaldosteronism. Clinical manifestations include those of sodium retention (pulmonary and peripheral edema, breathlessness, and hypertension) and hypokalemia (cardiac dysrhythmias, polyuria due to nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, proximal myopathy, lethargy, parasthesias, muscle cramps, headaches, and tetany) [94,97]. Biochemical markers for excessive activation of mineralocorticoid receptors in the distal renal tubules include hypokalemic alkalosis and suppression of plasma renin activity [94]. It is thought that glycyrrhetinic acid acts by inhibiting renal 11-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase activity thereby diminishing the conversion of cortisol to cortisone and resulting in high renal levels of cortisol [98]. Because cortisol binds to mineralocorticoid receptors with the same affinity as aldosterone, there is a resulting hypermineralocorticoid effect of cortisol [98].

Treatment of patients with licorice-induced hypermineralocorticoidism includes the administration of spironolactone, which acts as a competitive inhibitor of mineralocorticoid receptors. Since most sodium is reabsorbed in the proximal renal tubules, concomitant administration of a thiazide diuretic, which blocks reabsorption of sodium proximal to the distal portion of the nephron, is required for maximal diuretic effect. The suppression of 11-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase activity, as well as many of the changes in electrolyte balance, may persist for almost 2 weeks after licorice intake is discontinued. The prolonged suppression of 11-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase activity appears to be due to the continued action of glycyrrhetinic acid, because as urinary glycyrrhetinic acid levels fall, the suppression of 11-β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase activity is reversed [97]. Unfortunately it takes 2–4 months following cessation of licorice consumption for the function of the renin–aldosterone system to return completely to normal [98].
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CHAPTER 36

The Management of Food Allergy

Anne Muñoz-Furlong and Hugh A. Sampson

KEY CONCEPTS

- Management of food allergy consists of educating patients to avoid potential allergens and teaching them to recognize and initiate treatment of allergic reactions due to accidental ingestions.
- Reading all ingredient labels is the best way to prevent accidental allergen ingestions.
- At the present time, there is no consensus on whether dietary manipulation is useful in the prevention of food allergies and other atopic disorders.
- Having a family member with a food allergy affects the quality of life of the entire family.
- All patients at risk for severe allergic reactions should receive an emergency plan and medications for initiating treatment of allergic reactions.
- A large majority of accidental ingestions leading to anaphylactic reactions occur outside the home at restaurants and social gatherings.

Introduction

Allergic reactions to foods encompass a spectrum of symptoms ranging from mild to life-threatening to fatal anaphylactic reactions. The relationship of a food to a reaction may be very clear, as in an acute IgE-mediated reaction following peanut ingestion. In such cases, elimination of the food should prevent the onset of symptoms. The overall contribution of a food to the production of atopic dermatitis or eosinophilic gastroenteritis may be less understood, however, and elimination of the offending antigen may not necessarily result in complete resolution of the disease.

For patients who have food allergies, avoidance of the offending food is the key to preventing an allergic reaction. Unfortunately, complete avoidance is difficult to achieve, because food allergens can be hidden in other foods. Therefore, all patients need written instructions for emergency management of a reaction. Treatment of food allergy may include attempts to prevent sensitization, medications to prevent or palliate symptoms associated with ingestion of the antigen, and possibly oral immunotherapy, a recent development.

Allergen avoidance

The best strategic approach to the management of true food hypersensitivity is complete avoidance of the allergen. It is critical to provide patients with adequate information about the allergen, including the types of food in which it may be found and the various terms that are used to identify the allergen on an ingredient statement.

Allergen identification

Close to 200 foods have been reported as causing an allergic reaction [1]. However, the foods most commonly implicated in food-allergic patients in the United States are egg, peanut, milk, soy, wheat, fish, shellfish, tree nuts (pecans, almonds, walnuts, pistachio nuts, cashews, hazelnuts, Brazil nuts, etc.) and sesame seed [2]. Although avoidance of the offending food with careful menu planning and label reading would appear reasonably possible, it is actually quite challenging. The literature is replete with reports of accidental exposures of food-sensitive individuals to the very antigen they are striving to avoid [3–7]. Even minute quantities of an allergen may provoke serious reactions in extremely sensitive patients [8,9]. The following discussion identifies potential problem areas and provides suggestions for educating patients in avoidance strategies.
Label reading

Food-allergic individuals should read the ingredient label on all foods. This step ought to be repeated every time they shop, because ingredients may change without warning. Label reading for some can take as much as 2 hours each time they go to the grocery store. Ingredient statements should also be read for bath products and cosmetics, as some contain extracts from common food allergens such as almonds or milk. Pet food sometimes contains wheat, eggs, milk, or peanuts. Children have had a reaction after being licked by a dog that had ingested food containing a food allergen. Because toddlers may eat things they find on the floor, including pet food, extra-care and attention should be given when selecting pet food. Medications, such as Benadryl Fast Melts®, contain allergens, further emphasizing the need for ingredient-label reading for all products all the time.

To minimize the chance of missing an allergen, families report reading the ingredient label 3 times: at the store, before they put the groceries away at home, and before they serve the food to the allergic child. Some say they only noticed the allergen during the third reading, thus justifying to themselves the need for this extra-cautious approach. Others read the label backwards to ensure careful scrutiny.

To properly avoid the food to which they are allergic, patients must learn the scientific and technical names for foods that may appear on labels. For example, the presence of milk protein may be indicated as whey or ammonium caseinate; eggs as albumin or globulin (Table 36.1). Joshi reported that of 91 sets of parents participating in a label reading study in an allergy clinic, less than 10% of those avoiding milk were able to spot the “milk words” on a label, only 54% of those avoiding peanuts correctly identified peanuts on a label, and just 22% correctly identified soy [10]. Ninety percent of the parents with near perfect scores in label reading were members of the Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network (FAAN), supporting the need for proper education of label reading for patients and their families.

Understanding kosher rules and markings can make label reading easier. A “D” indicates that a product contains dairy products, even if its presence is not disclosed on the ingredient statement. Products that list a “D” on the front label but may not list milk in the ingredient statement include some brands of tuna, sliced bread and bread sticks, breakfast cereals, cookies, imitation butter flavor, pancake syrup, pretzels, fruit snacks, cake mixes, and frostings. The designation “D.E.” (dairy equipment) on a label signifies that the product was manufactured on equipment also used to produce dairy-containing food. As a result, the product might contain trace amounts of milk protein [11].

“Pareve” or “Parve” on a label indicates that a rabbinical agency has determined that the product does not contain dairy. However, under Jewish law, a food product may contain a small amount of milk and still meet religious specifications for “pareve” [10]. Anaphylaxis was reported in one milk-sensitive child after ingestion of pareve-labeled food [12]. As a result, products labeled “pareve” may not be safe for those with milk allergy.

A food allergen labeling law which went into effect January 1, 2006, should simplify the task of label reading; however, the new law will certainly not solve all of the issues related to allergen labeling.

Table 36.1 Partial list of synonyms for common food allergens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Milk protein</th>
<th>Wheat protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ammonium caseinate</td>
<td>Semolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casein</td>
<td>Cracker meal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curds</td>
<td>Peanuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whey</td>
<td>Valencia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghee</td>
<td>Monkey nut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-dairy</td>
<td>Ground nut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy protein</td>
<td>Beer nuts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act (FALCPA) mandates that packaged food items must declare, in plain language, the presence of a major food allergen: (1) in the ingredient list; (2) via a “Contains allergen” statement; or (3) by use of a parenthetical statement following a scientific ingredient term, for example “albumin (egg).” In the case of fish, shellfish, and tree nuts, the specific type must be listed, for example salmon, shrimp, cashew.

The labeling requirements of FALCPA also apply to allergens in colorings, flavorings, and spices. Previously, allergens were simply listed under collective terms such as “Natural Flavors.”

FALCPA, however, fails to remedy the problem of advisory labeling, or “May Contain” statements, the use of which has proliferated in recent years. These allergen advisory statements are voluntary; as a result, manufacturers have their own decision trees for when and what statement to use on a product. Examples of these statements include: “May Contain Peanuts;” “Processed in a Facility That Also Processes Nuts;” “Manufactured in a Plant That Also Processes Milk, Eggs, and Wheat;” and “Manufactured on Shared Equipment With Nuts.”

FAAN (Fairfax, VA: 800-929-4040, www.foodallergy.org) provides wallet-size laminated or magnetic cards to make label reading easier. These “How to Read a Label” cards contain lists of synonyms and ciphers under which milk, egg, wheat, peanut, soy, fish, shellfish, and tree nuts may masquerade. The cards are updated regularly, as new terms are identified.
Many patients report frustration at their diminishing food choices as the proliferation of products with these advisory statements appears on the market; others have chosen to ignore these statements completely. This should be discouraged. The food industry indicates that these labeling messages are designed to alert patients that there is a chance the product may contain the allergen listed on the advisory statement. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has notified the industry that these allergen advisory statements are not to be used in place of good manufacturing practices [13]. Until there are set guidelines or regulations for the conditions under which these statements may be used, it is best to err on the side of caution and avoid these products. A recent study by Hefle et al. found that 2 of 51 (4%) products labeled as “May Contain,” 3 of 57 (5%) products labeled as being produced on “shared equipment,” and 7 of 68 (10%) of those labeled as being produced in a “shared facility” in fact contained the food allergen [14]. These investigators also found an increasing disregard for such labels by food-allergic patients.

Another remaining labeling loophole is the use of the term “non-dairy” in food that contains milk-derived proteins such as casein or caseinates. Examples of foods listed as non-dairy that may contain milk include coffee whiteners, whipped toppings, and imitation cheeses. A number of reactions have occurred to children whose family members believed “non-dairy” to mean “no dairy” and did not read the ingredient statement on the back of the package.

A labeling practice that may pose a threat to patients is the listing of the food allergen as the last ingredient. Patients have reported ingesting products with the allergen as the last ingredient. Having suffered no reaction, the patients determine that the ingredient is not present or that they are no longer allergic. Neither can be assumed. In one case, a young teen consumed a baked good that listed peanut flour as the last ingredient, allegedly telling her friend that she’d done this before without having a reaction. Unfortunately, the product did contain peanuts and she died a short time later from her reaction.

Patients are advised to call the food manufacturer if they have difficulty interpreting a food label. To get the information they are looking for, patients must be as specific as possible, for example, ask “Does this product contain soy?” rather than, “What does the ‘may contain’ statement mean?” Most large manufacturers will provide the specific allergen information. Companies who do not or cannot provide this are to be avoided. Imported foods may pose a risk, even though such foods are required to follow US labeling regulations. Labeling standards in other countries are not as strict as those in the United States, and US distributors often do not take responsibility for tracking down ingredient information from foreign sources [15]. Most of the products that cause reactions to individuals with peanut or tree nut allergy are desserts or bakery products [5,16]. It is prudent to avoid these types of products unless it is prepared at home.

Some foods may appear to be so straightforward that the patient may not feel it necessary to scrutinize the ingredient label for allergens. Alternatively, the food product may be considered so unlikely to contain an allergen that the label is never reviewed (Table 36.2). Ingredient labels should be reviewed for all products.

Lists of commercially prepared “safe” foods are a popular request of busy parents looking for shortcuts in labeling reading. Manufacturers change ingredients without warning, making these lists potentially dangerous. A list of “safe” products can quickly become outdated and the incorrect information on the list can lead to a reaction, particularly since these lists are often copied and shared with caregivers, teachers, and others, and old lists may not be retrieved and replaced. In one example, a school and day care center published such a list and included a “peanut and tree nut safe” donut shop. Months later the establishment introduced a nut-containing product made on shared equipment with “plain” donuts. In another case, the parent of a child with milk allergy provided a list of safe products. The mother forgot to update the list when some of the products were reformulated to contain milk. The school staff was uncertain about whether the product or the mother’s list was safe.

Occasionally, a manufacturer makes a labeling or packaging error by including an undeclared allergen in a product, putting a product in the wrong packaging, or using an outdated label with incomplete ingredient information. These situations pose a special hazard to those with food allergies. The FDA requires products whose labels are

Table 36.2 Unexpected sources of common allergens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food</th>
<th>Ingredient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Worcestershire sauce</td>
<td>Anchovies, sardines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy sauce</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation butter flavor</td>
<td>Milk protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-added ham, deli meats,</td>
<td>Milk or soy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>some sausages and hot dogs</td>
<td>Wheat or soy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet and sour sauce</td>
<td>Egg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorbet</td>
<td>Peanut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet potato puree</td>
<td>Egg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pizza</td>
<td>Soy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low fat peanut butter</td>
<td>Eggs, wheat, milk, peanuts, and soy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet food*</td>
<td>Milk, tree nut, egg, wheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmetic and bath products</td>
<td>Wheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imitation crab legs</td>
<td>Peanuts, pistachio, walnut, pine nuts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Toddlers may sample pet food off the floor.
incorrect to be recalled from the market. To quickly get the word out to the allergic community when these situations arise, FAAN has developed a Special Allergy Alert System. Information about the mistake, product name, code, and other criteria are sent via mail (to FAAN members only), e-mail (to anyone), and are placed on FAAN’s web site (www.foodallergy.org). All patients who have food allergies should be encouraged to sign up for these free Special Allergy Alert Notices.

Cross-contact

Even with careful labeling, concealed allergens may still adulterate a food. Cross-contact can occur during the processing of foods. Although production lines are cleaned thoroughly between each product run, mistakes are sometimes made. It has been reported that some dark chocolate may be manufactured on the same line as milk-containing products (e.g. milk-chocolate), making contact with milk allergens possible [17].

Granola bars are often produced on the same line as products that contain peanuts or a variety of nuts, which could allow the granola bars to become contaminated with substances not listed on the label. One product can sometimes incorporate a stray ingredient from another product. For example, small pieces of peanuts or nuts can remain in the equipment after thorough cleaning, and become dislodged during the next production run [13].

Various types of nut butter, including peanut butter, are commonly run on the same production line, allowing contamination of subsequent products [13]. Ice cream containing nuts may be sieved to remove the nuts so that the base can be used for another flavor of ice cream. This policy may result in unsuspected contamination with nut allergen [18]. Food industry experts now recommend that companies put “like into like” when reusing materials [19]. Although large manufacturers heed this advice, small companies may not.

Other potential sources of cross-contact may occur in the grocery store. Bulk food bins may be used for a variety of products with little or no cleaning of the bins in between each change over, and shoppers may inadvertently transfer a scoop from one bin to another. Cheese is often sliced on the same equipment as deli meats, making cross-contact possible [13]. It is common practice to place various types of donuts, croissants, and muffins together in display cases, where they are likely to come into contact with one another or where the same serving tool is used for all.

Avoiding these types of high-risk foods will help minimize the patient’s chances of suffering an accidental ingestion of the food to which they are allergic.

Cooking

Families must learn how to adapt recipes and make appropriate allergy-safe substitutions. Often the entire family elects to follow the restricted diet and avoids bringing the allergen into the home, so that home can be a safe place for the child. This also minimizes the amount of cooking needed and the chances for cross-contact between allergen-containing and allergen-free foods.

Some families choose to bring the allergen into the home and use it as an opportunity to role-play situations that the child may encounter outside of the home. These families often have designated areas of the pantry and refrigerator for the allergen-free foods; some place stickers on all food: green stickers to indicate “safe” foods and red stickers symbolizing “unsafe” foods [20]. This strategy helps the child and other family members avoid unsafe foods. Other families have used colored dishes, spoons, and glasses for the allergic child, thus keeping food allergy top-of-mind at all times.

If the allergen is present in the home, extra-care should be taken during cooking. The allergen-free meal may be prepared first, covered and removed from the cooking area to be sure it is not accidentally contaminated with the allergen. One mother reported causing a reaction in her milk-allergic son after mistakenly using the same serving spoon for his food after using it to serve cheese-containing food to the rest of the family.

Keeping an extra-supply of “safe” foods ready ensures that there is always something available for the allergic child especially on harried days or when a babysitter or other family member takes over the cooking responsibility.

There is no one-way to manage food allergies; each family must decide what strategies work best for them.

Sources of cross-contact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production/manufacturing lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deli slicers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk food bins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakery display cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serving utensils and ice cream scoops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffet-style restaurants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Day-to-day management

All ingredient labels must be read – including foods, medications, bath and beauty products, and pet foods
Patients should avoid eating food with “May Contain” type warnings
Lists of “safe foods” quickly become out of date and should be discouraged
Food allergens can appear in unexpected places, patients should be on alert at all times
Desserts and bakery products cause the majority of peanut and tree nut reactions
Cross-contact between allergens can occur during manufacturing, storing, or cooking.
Their decisions will have to be revisited as the child ages and takes more control of his or her food allergy management.

**Psychosocial impact**

The constant vigilance required to avoid a reaction can be a source of stress to the family. In a study of the impact of food allergy on the quality of life, Sicherer reported that childhood food allergy has a significant impact on general health perception, had an emotional impact on parents, and placed limitations on family activities [21]. Marklund showed similar results in a Swedish study of children age 8–9 years old. Both studies noted that families managing multiple food allergies or food allergy and other atopic diseases such as eczema experienced more stress and worry than families with only one food allergen to avoid. The Swedish study reported that the ability of families to get along is higher in families with food allergy. This may be, in part, because they must work together to keep the allergic family member safe [22]. A study of the daily impact of food allergy on children by Bollinger reported food allergy causes stress in the family and affects meal preparation. Ten percent of the respondents reported home schooling their child because of the food allergy [23].

Stress on the family may come from a number of sources. Parents may have to work around family members or friends who do not believe food allergies are dangerous, and who attempt to slip some of the restricted food to the child in an attempt to “prove” their theory to the child’s parents.

In the school setting, children with food allergies can be the targets of class bullies. Some have had reactions as a result of this bullying. In one case, a child was sprayed with milk and suffered an allergic reaction. In another, classmates threatened a student who was allergic to peanuts by telling him they were going to shove a peanut down his throat [24]. Schools have a responsibility to keep all children safe and to hold those who harass or tease others accountable.

Sometimes, a family that has adjusted to living with food allergy may experience a setback when their child has a reaction. If the parent served the food that caused the reaction, the parent may experience guilt or lose confidence in their ability to care for their child. Children who have suffered a severe reaction sometimes develop eating disorders. Some only eat one or two foods for long periods of time after a reaction. Others become withdrawn and extremely fearful, not trusting anyone else to read the ingredient label on their behalf. It is not uncommon for these children to experience panic attacks. Their siblings may also express anxiety, fearing that their brother or sister will die; some become jealous of the attention the parents give to the “at-risk” child.

Mothers of young children who have been diagnosed with food allergies have a unique set of stressors. Frequently they report feeling guilty for causing their child’s food allergies, particularly children that have been breastfed. These feelings are more intense in families where the mother reports eating peanuts or tree nuts while pregnant or nursing and the child subsequently develops a peanut or tree nut allergy. Mothers also express remorse for the pain their child may have suffered before a diagnosis was made.

Parents need to know how serious a reaction could be and what they should do if one were to occur. Statements such as “You worry too much” or “You don’t want a prescription for epinephrine, it will change your life” minimize the potential seriousness of food allergy. However, statements such as “This child is so allergic he won’t be safe in school and must be home-schooled” or “This is the worst case I’ve ever seen” create an atmosphere of fear and dread. Some parents become so fearful they cannot function; they home-school their child and minimize contact with others in an effort to avoid a possible deadly reaction. Parents need to have a healthy balance of education and caution from their physician.

Messages that empower the parents ultimately benefit the child. The family must work to find a balance for their child between safety and social normalcy. Knowing that there are millions of students with food allergies across the country who participate in class activities, team sports, recreational camps, sleepovers, etc. shows parents that food allergies are manageable and they needn’t restrict their child’s social activities. Allowing the child to be part of the decision-making for food allergy management builds confidence in the child and prepares the child to successfully manage his or her food allergies later in life.

It is clear that food allergies affect the entire family. The psychological impact on the family can be intense, will change according to family events, and will differ among the parents, siblings, and the child who is allergic.

A follow-up visit with a physician and a registered dietitian a month or so after diagnosis and after severe allergic reactions may provide families the opportunity to ask questions and get information for handling situations that may have come up since the diagnosis. Parents who find their fears are impeding their day-to-day activities or whose children are showing signs of acute stress should be encouraged to speak with a professional counselor.

---

**The psychosocial impact of food allergies**

- Food allergy can create stress
- Food allergy can help build family unity in some families
- Children can be the target of harassment/bullying
- After a reaction, children and parents can become withdrawn and fearful
- Children can develop eating disorders after a reaction
- Parents sometimes feel guilty for creating their child’s food allergy
- Food allergy can limit family activities
- Parents need information that empowers them and educates them
- Food allergy impacts the entire family.
Teens and young adults: high-risk patients

Studies of fatal food-induced anaphylactic reactions have shown that high-risk patients include adolescents and young adults with food allergy (particularly peanut or tree nut allergy), and asthma. In a study of 32 fatal food allergy reactions, the largest study of its kind, 17 (54%) of the fatalities involved individuals aged 10–19 years [5]. This age group poses unique challenges: teens generally spend more time away from home in the company of their friends; often don’t carry their prescribed epinephrine (EpiPen® or Twinject®); try to treat anaphylaxis with asthma inhalers; and tend to go off alone when a reaction occurs.

In a study on risk-taking behaviors of adolescents and young adults affected by food allergy, 54% of the subjects indicated they purposefully ingested a potentially unsafe food; 42% indicated a willingness to eat a food labeled “May Contain;” and only 61% reported that they “always” carry their self-injectable epinephrine. However, upon further query, it appears the rate of carrying medications changes according to the social event or even the type of clothing they are wearing. Many teens reported carrying medication when going to a restaurant (84%), less than half (43%) do so when involved in sports. Wearing tight clothes (53%) or hanging out with friends (57%) were other reasons for not carrying medications [25].

In one tragic fatal anaphylaxis case, a teen went to the restroom alone and was discovered some time later by his friends. He was found clutching his asthma inhaler. In another case, a teen collapsed in front of her friends, who stood by and watched not knowing how to help.

These tragedies point to some critical lessons. Adolescents and young adults should be given specific information for managing their food allergies in a variety of new situations. They must be reminded that epinephrine is the medication of choice for handling a severe reaction, and that reactions are never planned. Teens want their friends to know about their food allergy, but they prefer to have the school staff educate them [25]. FAAN’s Be A PAL: Protect A Life From Food Allergies program and the Friends Helping Friends video/DVD are designed to simplify this educational task. There are several EpiPen®/Twinject® carriers on the market, which will make it easier for teens, especially boys, to carry their prescribed epinephrine. Pictures of these carriers appear on FAAN’s web site (www.foodallergy.org).

Management of food allergy at school

Food allergy affects an estimated 6–8% of young children [26]. In a school setting, one child’s food allergy is likely to impact the child’s friends and, in some cases, the entire class. Often, classmates avoid the food to which their friend is allergic so they can all eat together at lunch. In other cases, educators request that parents not send peanut- or nut-containing products for class celebrations. Some, particularly teachers of young children, designate their classroom to be nut-free.

In a survey of 400 elementary school nurses, 44% reported an increase in children with food allergies in their schools over the past 5 years; only 2% reported a decrease. More than one-third of the nurses reported having 10 or more students with food allergies [27].

As food allergy increases in the school setting, educators, struggling to keep up, continue to change and adapt lesson plans, policies for lunch time and class celebrations.

Elementary schools are frequently designating a “peanut- or milk-free” table in the cafeteria; others allow the children to eat in the library or another room outside the cafeteria with a few friends. Parents often fear that the smell of peanut butter will cause their child to have a life-threatening or fatal reaction. As a result, many demand that the school issue a peanut ban to keep their child safe. However, in a study by Simone et al. to determine if casual contact with peanut butter would cause anaphylaxis, none of the patients (some of whom reported having reacted to the smell of peanut butter) experienced anaphylaxis from smelling peanut butter or from skin contact with peanut butter [28]. Some of the patients experienced local erythema, local pruritus, and a single hive following contact with peanut butter; however, they did not require medication.

Educators and parents are often concerned about removing peanut allergens from desks, tables, hands, and other surfaces. Investigators sampled a variety of cleaners’ ability to remove peanut residue. Perry et al. tested a number of cleaning products and reported that plain water, Formula 409 cleaner, Lysol Sanitizing Wipes and Target brand cleaner with bleach were most effective in removing peanut residue. Dishwashing liquid was ineffective [29].

Hand washing and the use of hand wipes are also a common practice in schools, particularly in elementary grades, to remove peanut residue. Perry’s group found the following to be most effective: Tidy Tykes Wipes, Wet Ones antibacterial

Adolescents and adults are high-risk patients

Often spend time away from home with friends
Exhibit risky behavior such as purposefully ingesting an allergen
May not always carry their prescribed epinephrine
Often confuse asthma and anaphylaxis symptoms and use asthma inhalers to treat anaphylaxis.

FAAN’s Stories from the Heart: A Collection of Essays from Teens with Food Allergies is a good resource for teaching teens that their concerns are universal, and that they can learn from what others have done to balance their food allergies and active social calendar. The FAAN teen web site (www.faanteen.org) also provides teens and their friends with a tech-savvy outlet to secure information and the support they need.
wipes, Liquid soap, Bar soap. Of note, water and hand sanitizer did not remove peanut from hands [29].

In an effort to control the risks, some schools provide non-food treats (pencils, stickers, etc.) in lieu of food, others require that foods sent in for class celebrations must be commercially prepared and contain preprinted ingredient statements, or request that the student’s parents send in “safe” snacks for their child. Many schools hold yearly “in-service” training sessions, whereby appropriate staff members (teachers, aides, coaches, etc.) are instructed in recognizing an allergic reaction and administering auto-injectable epinephrine.

Nonetheless, food allergy reactions frequently occur in the school setting. In a telephone survey of 80 schools, Nowak et al. reported that 39% had at least one reaction to a food in the previous 2 years [26]. Some of the reactions in school are severe or fatal [4, 5, 30]. In spite of this, Nowak reported that 30% of 132 students with food allergies did not have physician’s instructions or medication at school at the time of their reaction [26].

Reactions in schools are common, in part, because food is everywhere: in the cafeteria, in the classroom, on the playground, on the school bus, etc. Foods used in school projects or class celebrations [30,31] have caused reactions as have treats exchanged with well-meaning friends who believe the food to be safe [5]. In response, some schools have implemented a “no food trading” policy to prevent these types of reactions.

Two studies have shown that 25% of reactions in schools are first-time reactions [30,31]. Thus, school staff should learn the symptoms of a reaction and have a plan in place to get help quickly. Lack of written emergency action plans and insufficient staff training in the recognition of symptoms have been attributed to a delay in treatment of a reaction in some cases [4]. It is recommended that children with food allergies have a written plan for handling a reaction and for managing their food allergy day-to-day, on file at the school.

The development of the day-to-day plan should be a collaborative effort, with input from the child’s teachers, the school principal, the school nurse, the child’s physician, and the child’s parents. Often, the written plan takes the form of an Individualized Health Care Plan, recommended by the National Association of School Nurses (NASN) [32].

FAAN’s Food Allergy Action Plan (Fig. 36.1) is another tool employed by schools throughout the country. The one-page document (available in English and Spanish for free download from the FAAN web site) contains information crucial to managing the child’s food allergy at school: the signs and symptoms of a reaction; directions for treatment; emergency contact information; an indication of which school staff members have received food allergy training; and directions for administering auto-injectable epinephrine.

The School Food Allergy Program (SFAP), produced by FAAN for school staff, includes a video or DVD, epinephrine training devices, an awareness poster, and a binder filled with more than 100 pages of information and standardized forms. The SFAP, which has been distributed to more than 30,000 schools across the United States, was developed in conjunction with National Association of School Nurses, the National School Boards Association, the National Association of Elementary School Principals, and the National Association of Secondary School Principals.

Epinephrine is the medication of choice for managing an anaphylactic reaction. A review of epinephrine use in Massachusetts schools indicated that in one-fifth of the cases, the anaphylactic reaction occurred outside the school building on the playground, traveling to and from school, and on field trips. Clearly, anaphylactic reactions in schools are not uncommon events, and are not confined primarily to the cafeteria [31]. To protect students, states throughout the country are changing laws and regulations to allow students, with a physician’s and parent’s permission, to carry their own epinephrine throughout the school day [33].

Occasionally, a school will turn away a child solely because of the child’s food allergies. Children with life-threatening food allergies are considered disabled under federal civil rights laws, such as Section 504 (of the Rehabilitation Act) and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Under these laws, schools must address the health and safety needs of the child, and must provide accommodations to ensure that the child participates fully and equally in all normal facets of the school day [34]. There are many resources, including government agencies such as the Department of Civil Rights, available to assist families if they encounter discrimination at school because of their child’s food allergies.

It is important to note that there is no “one-size-fits-all” approach to managing food allergies in the school setting. Each child’s needs are different; as a result, management plans must be individualized, and may need to be revisited as the child gets older.

---

**Managing food allergies at school**

There is no “one-size-fits-all” approach
A written management plan, tailored to the needs of the individual child, will help ensure the child’s safety at school
Appropriate school staff should be trained to recognize and treat a reaction
Lack of a written emergency action plan and quick access to epinephrine are believed to be a factor in fatal food allergy reactions
Schools are taking a number of approaches to managing food allergies, including no food trading, designated cafeteria seating, and food-free celebrations
A school-wide food allergy management plan should consider all places where food is found and develop a plan to minimize risks of a reaction.
Food Allergy Action Plan

Students’s Name: ___________________________ D.O.B: ________ Teacher: ___________________________  
ALLERGY TO: _____________________________________________________________

Asthmatic  Yes*  No ☐  *Higher risk for severe reaction

◆ STEP 1: TREATMENT ◆

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms:</th>
<th>Give Checked Medication**:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>■ If a food allergen has been ingested, but no symptoms:</td>
<td>Epinephrine  Antihistamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Mouth  Itching, tingling, or swelling of lips, tongue, mouth</td>
<td>Epinephrine  Antihistamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Skin  Hives, itchy rash, swelling of the face or extremities</td>
<td>Epinephrine  Antihistamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Gut  Nausea, abdominal cramps, vomiting, diarrhea</td>
<td>Epinephrine  Antihistamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Throat†  Tightening of throat, hoarseness, hacking cough</td>
<td>Epinephrine  Antihistamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Lung†  Shortness of breath, repetitive coughing, wheezing</td>
<td>Epinephrine  Antihistamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Heart†  Weak or thready pulse, low blood pressure, fainting, pale, blueness</td>
<td>Epinephrine  Antihistamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ Other†  _____________________________________________________________</td>
<td>Epinephrine  Antihistamine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

■ If reaction is progressing (several of the above areas affected), give:  Epinephrine  Antihistamine

†Potentially life-threatening. The severity of symptoms can quickly change.

DOSAGE

Epinephrine: inject intramuscularly (circle one) EpiPen® EpiPen® Jr., Twinject® 0.3 mg Twinject® 0.15 mg  (see reverse side for instructions)

Antihistamine: give ___________________________ medication/dose/route

Other: give ___________________________ medication/dose/route

IMPORTANT: Asthma inhalers and/or antihistamines cannot be depended on to replace epinephrine in anaphylaxis.

◆ STEP 2: EMERGENCY CALLS ◆

1. Call 911 (or Rescue Squad:__________). State that an allergic reaction has been treated, and additional epinephrine may be needed.
2. Dr. ___________________________ Phone Number: ___________________________
3. Parent ___________________________ Phone Number(s) ___________________________
4. Emergency contacts:  Name/Relationship Phone Number(s)
   a. ___________________________ 1. ___________________________ 2. ___________________________
   b. ___________________________ 1. ___________________________ 2. ___________________________

EVEN IF PARENT/GUARDIAN CANNOT BE REACHED, DO NOT HESITATE TO MEDICATE OR TAKE CHILD TO MEDICAL FACILITY!

Parent/Guardian’s Signature ___________________________ Date ___________________________
Doctor’s Signature ___________________________ Date ___________________________

Figure 36.1 Food Allergy Action Plan.
Once EpiPen® or Twinject® is used, call the Rescue Squad. Take the used unit with you to the Emergency Room. Plan to stay for observation at the Emergency Room for at least 4 hours.

For children with multiple food allergies, consider providing separate Action Plans for different foods.

**Medication checklist adapted from the Authorization of Emergency Treatment form developed by the Mount Sinai School of Medicine. Used with permission.**
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Eating away from home

When food is consumed that is not personally prepared and served in one’s home, the risk of encountering a hidden allergen increases. As an example, a peanut-sensitive teenager made her own jam sandwich while on a camping trip [35]. She was not aware that the knife had been used earlier to spread peanut butter and had been wiped but not washed. She died minutes after eating the sandwich. Another individual suffered a reaction after eating ice cream that should not have contained nuts. It was later discovered that the wait staff mistakenly put the wrong flavor ice cream on the child’s ice cream cone.

Food-allergic patients must be on heightened alert when dining away from home. Common ingredients can appear in unexpected places, for example eggs in meat loaf or peanut butter in meat sauce. Convincing the wait staff that food allergies are real, and that it is critical that they give accurate information about ingredients, are just some of the obstacles patients must be prepared to address.

From the restaurateur’s perspective, high staff turnover and part-time staff make training or standardization of food allergy policies difficult to implement. When dining in a restaurant, patients should address food allergy queries to the restaurant manager. The manager is often more seasoned and less distracted than harried wait staff, increasing the chances that the patient will receive accurate information [36].

Furlong et al. reported that reactions in restaurants were caused by a number of factors: the food-allergic individual not telling the wait staff about the food allergy; cross-contact between foods (primarily from shared ice cream equipment, from cooking surfaces, and serving utensils); and establishment error (e.g. switching ingredients and not notifying the wait staff). Half of the reactions were caused by allergens in unexpected places, for example, in sauces, dressings, or in egg rolls. Desserts accounted for 43% of the reactions, followed by entrées (35%), appetizers (13%), and others (9%) [16].

There are some simple strategies for avoiding a reaction in a restaurant setting. Individuals who are allergic to peanuts or tree nuts should not eat in Chinese, Thai, Indian, or other Asian-type restaurants. These ingredients are commonly used in many dishes and cross-contact between foods during meal preparation and cooking is likely. Peanut-allergic individuals have reported reactions after eating Mexican food. These restaurants are now using peanut butter in some dishes, an example is enchilada sauce.

Patients who are allergic to fish or shellfish should avoid eating at seafood restaurants. The oil, grill, and other cooking areas are likely to contain small amounts of fish or shellfish protein that could come into contact with the fish-free meal. Some individuals are so sensitive to a food that simply breathing the aerosolized protein in steam can cause a severe or even fatal reaction. A shrimp-sensitive woman is said to have suffered fatal anaphylaxis within minutes after a waiter in a restaurant walked past her carrying a sizzling shrimp dish [8].

Buffet-style service offers another potentially high risk for cross-contact. The food is often placed in serving dishes that are close to each other, and small amounts of one food may fall into another serving dish; diners often dip one spoon into several dishes. Finally, dishes and their ingredients are rarely identified. One woman learned after she had a reaction that the food she ate contained walnuts.

While eating in a fast-serve or fast-food restaurant, it is not prudent to assume that what is safe in one restaurant will necessarily be safe in another. Although food preparation at chain restaurants is usually standardized, regional differences may exist in products served or ingredients used [37]. Franchise owners may not follow corporate policy regarding separation of various foods during cooking and preparation.

When eating in restaurants, individuals with food allergies will minimize the chance for an allergic reaction if they identify themselves to the wait staff and manager, ask questions about ingredients used, cooking methods, that is whether the grill is greased with butter, the use of “secret ingredients,” and ask for advice on selecting menu items. Patients should order simply prepared foods with as few ingredients as possible, for example, a baked potato without the toppings.

A peanut-sensitive teenager died after eating an egg roll at an oriental restaurant [38]. He apparently had asked the waiter if any of the food was cooked in peanut oil, and was assured that the restaurant did not use any peanut oil. He may not have inquired about the use of peanut butter, which the restaurant used in its egg rolls. As a rule, if the patient has any doubt about whether his or her questions and concerns are being taken seriously, the individual should eat elsewhere.

To discreetly and consistently convey information to the restaurant staff, some teens and young adults prefer to use a “chef card” (Fig. 36.2). These personalized cards usually include the list of synonyms for the allergen, a caution about food preparation, and the symptoms of a reaction (to convey the seriousness of the food allergy). Some use a brightly colored laminated card; others have business cards printed with this information.

When it comes to menu selection, avoidance of high-risk foods on a menu, such as sauces and desserts, foods prepared in a pastry covering, combination foods (such as stews), and fried foods, may help patients avoid an allergic reaction.

Surprise use of allergens include almonds in dressings for chicken entrees, sauces used on fresh fruit and in baked goods. Eggs used to create foam for milk toppings on
specialty coffee drinks, as a binder in meatballs or meatloaf and as a glaze on baked goods. Peanut butter used to thicken chili, Mexican salsa, spaghetti sauce, hot chocolate, and brown gravy [15]. It also has been used as the “glue” to hold egg rolls and Rice Krispie treats together, to add crunch and texture to piecrusts and cheesecakes, and to add flavor to brownies.

Nuts and other toppings are often accidentally dropped into containers of ice cream. Furthermore, the scoopers for the various flavors are often placed in a common tub of water, which may contain protein from all of the different flavors.

It is a common industry policy for restaurants to cook several types of foods in the same deep-fat fryer. This can pose a risk to the allergic individual who has no way of knowing what other foods were fried in that cooking oil. In one case, an individual with a fish allergy reacted to French fries that had been cooked in the same oil as the fish.

In spite of their precautions, however, mistakes can occur in the kitchen during meal preparation, as well. Several reactions have occurred after the kitchen staff simply removed the allergen rather than making a new dish. To avoid this risk, if a food-allergic individual is served an allergen-containing dish at a restaurant (a cheeseburger instead of a plain burger), the individual should keep the original dish at their table to ensure that a new dish is prepared.

Special occasions

Preparation, planning ahead, and minimizing risks are the key ingredients for success during special occasions such as birthday parties, family gatherings, vacations, and air travel.

Before attending a birthday party or visiting a relative’s house, the hostess should be alerted of the food allergy. Some families prefer to bring their own “safe” food for their peace of mind. For vacations, many rent condominiums or cottages with kitchens so they can prepare the child’s meals themselves. Those that choose this option often bring food with them or ship staples such as bread and cereals to their vacation destination. For sleep away camps the options may include providing the child’s food or reviewing the menu to determine what foods the child can eat. Careful attention should be given to camp activities that will require the children to be in remote areas to be sure emergency-medical services are available if needed.

Regarding air travel, the best policy is to avoid eating any food served by the airline, as ingredient lists are not usually available and the meals are prepared in large warehouses with many opportunities for mistakes or cross-contact to occur. Some families of children with peanut allergy request peanut-free flights. No airline can guarantee a peanut-free flight. There may be peanut ingredients in meals; other passengers may carry peanuts on the plane with them. Some airlines will serve a non-peanut snack upon request; others make no such accommodations. Families would do well to check with the airline when booking their flights, confirm the arrangements before the trip, and keep in mind that airlines change their policy without warning. As a precaution, all families should keep their child’s medications stored in a carry-on bag, and be prepared to treat a reaction should one occur.

According to the Transportation Security Administration (TSA), passengers are permitted to bring self-injectable epinephrine on board, provided that the medication features a professionally printed label identifying the medication or the manufacturer’s name. FAAN recommends that patients carry additional documentation such as a doctor’s
note and the prescription label from the pharmacy. A sample doctor’s note is available on the FAAN web site.

When traveling outside the United States, other problems may arise. In some parts of Europe, for example, product labels do not have to list all ingredients and emergency services differ from country to country. FAAN’s booklet Travel Guide: Tips for Traveling with Food Allergy includes information and advice for managing meals while traveling [39].

Treatment of a food-allergic reaction

Since ingestion of food allergens can occur even with stringent avoidance measures, a treatment protocol must be prescribed that is immediately available in case of inadvertent ingestion of the offending allergen. The booklet “Just One Little Bite Can Hurt” and “It Only Takes One Bite” video (FAAN) are references that can be recommended to patients to raise their own awareness, and that of their families, friends, and teachers, to the potential severity of food allergy [20].

Treatment of a mild reaction

Recently an NIAID-FAAN multi-specialty working group published criteria for diagnosing anaphylaxis (Table 36.3) [40]. In addition, a grading system for the severity of anaphylaxis has also been recommended (Table 36.4). The working group sought to distinguish allergic reactions from anaphylactic reactions. A mild allergic reaction is considered to be urticaria/angioedema only with no other systemic symptoms appearing in a patient who is not at high risk for serious anaphylaxis, that is, has never had a previous severe reaction and/or does not have asthma. Alternatively, it might consist of mouth itching only, in a subject who has the oral allergy syndrome [41] and no risk factors. Risk factors for serious reactions to foods include asthma [42], peanut or nut allergy [4,43,44], previous history of severe reaction to any food [4], extreme atopy (with elevated IgE and multiple positive skin tests, atopic dermatitis, food allergy, and asthma) [4,45,46], and use of β-blocking medications [45] (Table 36.5).

For an individual who presents with a mild reaction to a food and has none of the risk factors listed above, treatment may be limited to an antihistamine, preferably liquid diphenhydramine or cetirizine. It should be clearly understood that antihistamines possess no anti-anaphylactic activity and are never a substitute for epinephrine. Whether such a subject who has experienced a mild allergic reaction to a food should routinely carry epinephrine remains the subject of some debate [4,45-47]. However, all patients with IgE-mediated food allergy should be warned about the possibility

### Table 36.3 Diagnostic criteria for anaphylaxis

**Anaphylaxis is highly likely when any one of the following three criteria is fulfilled:**

1. Acute onset of an illness (minutes to several hours) with involvement of the skin, mucosal tissue, or both (e.g., generalized hives, pruritus, or flushing, swollen lips–tongue–uvula)
   
   And at least one of the following:
   
   a. Respiratory compromise (e.g., dyspnea, wheeze–bronchospasm, stridor, reduced peak expiratory flow, hypoxemia)
   
   b. Reduced blood pressure or associated symptoms of end-organ dysfunction (e.g., hypotonia (collapse), syncope, incontinence)

2. Two or more of the following that occur rapidly after exposure to a likely allergen for that patient (minutes to several hours):
   
   a. Involvement of the skin–mucosal tissue (e.g., generalized hives, itch–flush, swollen lips–tongue–uvula)
   
   b. Respiratory compromise (e.g., dyspnea, wheeze–bronchospasm, stridor, reduced peak expiratory flow, hypoxemia)
   
   c. Reduced blood pressure or associated symptoms of end-organ dysfunction (e.g., hypotonia (collapse), syncope, incontinence)
   
   d. Persistent gastrointestinal symptoms (e.g., crampy abdominal pain, vomiting)

3. Reduced blood pressure after exposure to known allergen for that patient (minutes to several hours):
   
   a. Infants and children: low systolic blood pressure (age specific) or greater than 30% decrease in systolic blood pressure
   
   b. Adults: systolic blood pressure less than 90mmHg or greater than 30% decrease from that patient’s baseline

(Reproduced from Sampson HA et al. [40], with permission from Elsevier.)

### Table 36.4 Grading severity of anaphylaxis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Defined by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Mild (skin and subcutaneous tissues, gastrointestinal, and/or mild respiratory)</td>
<td>Flushing, urticaria, periorbital erythema, or angioedema; mild dyspnea, wheezing, and upper respiratory symptoms; mild abdominal pain and/or emesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Moderate (mild symptoms + features suggesting moderate respiratory, cardiovascular, or gastrointestinal symptoms)</td>
<td>Marked dysphagia, hoarseness, and/or stridor; shortness of breath, wheezing and retraction; crampy abdominal pain, recurrent vomiting, and/or diarrhea; and/or mild dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Severe (hypoxia, hypotension, or neurological compromise)</td>
<td>Cyanosis or SpO₂ &lt; 92% at any stage, hypotension, confusion, collapse, loss of consciousness; or incontinence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 36.5 Risk factors for a severe allergic reaction to food

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme atopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of anaphylactic reaction to any food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-blocker treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut or tree nut as the allergen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adolescent or young adult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of readily available epinephrine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of developing a more severe anaphylactic reaction. In addition, parents of young children with food allergy should be advised to contact their physician if their child develops wheezing from any cause, for example viral infection, because evidence of airway hyperreactivity moves the child into a higher-risk group. In some cases, parents of children with mild reactions may prefer to keep epinephrine available for use, but reserve actual administration to occasions on which more severe symptoms develop. All individuals should be instructed in the signs and symptoms of anaphylaxis (Table 36.6) and warned to use epinephrine immediately and seek emergency care if significant symptoms develop (see Chapter 13). A written Food Allergy Action Plan clearly describing what symptoms to look for and what to do if a reaction occurs should be provided to these patients and their caregivers.

**Treatment of moderate to severe reactions**

Any individual who has a history of an IgE-mediated reaction to a food, especially if it was more severe than urticaria only, mouth itching only, mild tightness in the throat, and/or who has any of the risk factors listed above should be considered at risk for a more serious subsequent reaction. Some of the most severe reactions may not, in fact, have urticaria associated with the symptom complex [4,45,46,48–52]. The treatment of choice in such cases is epinephrine administered by intramuscular injection [52,53]. The point at which to administer epinephrine remains controversial. Traditionally, administration was delayed until the onset of serious symptoms, but evidence suggests that it may be a poor policy to wait for severe symptoms to develop in high-risk subjects [4,7,50]. In any patient with a history of a severe reaction, epinephrine should be administered as soon as it is realized that the allergenic food has been ingested.

**Table 36.6 Clinical features of anaphylaxis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Symptoms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cutaneous</td>
<td>Urticaria, angioedema, pruritus, flushing, morbilliform rash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>Upper airway – rhinorrhea, congestion, sneezing, <em>stridor</em>, hoarseness, &quot;lump in throat&quot;* lower airway – cough, wheeze, dyspnea, chest tightness, cyanosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>Tachycardia, arrhythmia, <em>syncope</em>, <em>hypotension</em>, shock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal</td>
<td>Pruritus or edema of the lips/tongue/palate, metallic taste in the mouth, nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, diarrhea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitourinary</td>
<td>Uterine cramping, uterine bleeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological</td>
<td>Anxiety, headache, seizure, <em>syncope</em>, loss of consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocular</td>
<td>Pruritus, conjunctival injection, lacrimation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Patients presenting with any of the symptoms depicted in bold should be given epinephrine immediately.

Epinephrine is currently available in pre-measured doses for patient use from only one source. The EpiPen® (Dey; Napa, CA) and Twinject® (Verus Pharmaceuticals; San Diego, CA) are single and double unit-dose devices, respectively, for use in adults and children weighing 28 kg or more [54,55]. They deliver 0.3 mg of epinephrine as 0.3 ml of 1:1000 solution in an automatic syringe preloaded for intramuscular injection. The EpiPen® Jr. (Dey, Napa, CA) and Twinject® Jr. (Verus Pharmaceuticals; San Diego, CA) are intended for smaller children; it delivers 0.15 mg of epinephrine in 0.3 ml of 1:2000 dilution of epinephrine. In children weighing less than 10–15 kg, one may either administer the EpiPen® Jr. For children less than 10 kg, a needle, syringe, and vials of epinephrine may be prescribed, but the reliability of dosing administered by parents is highly variable [56]. The usual dose of epinephrine is 0.01 mg/kg body weight up to a maximum of 0.3 ml, but larger doses may be well tolerated. Epinephrine kits ideally should be stored between 59°F and 86°F.

Inhaled epinephrine delivered by metered-dose devices has been compared with injected epinephrine [57,58]. Theoretically, this treatment could allow more rapid deposition of epinephrine at the site of laryngeal edema. Doses of 10–20 puffs of metered-dose inhaler-delivered epinephrine comparable to those provided with the injection of 0.3 ml of 1:1000 epinephrine, although the duration of effect may be somewhat shorter. While anecdotal reports of successful use of this treatment are known [46], but a study by Simons has shown that children are not able to inhale adequate amounts of epinephrine by this method [59].

A rapidly absorbed antihistamine (H1 antagonist) should be prescribed for all patients with IgE-mediated food allergy. Liquid diphenhydramine, 1 mg/kg up to 75 mg, or cetirizine, 0.25 mg up to 10 mg, are rapidly absorbed and may ameliorate some symptoms of anaphylaxis. However, antihistamines should never be considered as a substitute for epinephrine in the treatment of anaphylaxis.

Corticosteroids provide no immediate effect, but are usually recommended for use early in the treatment of moderate to severe anaphylaxis, in the hope that they will prevent or ameliorate a prolonged or biphasic reaction [50,60]. Furthermore, they restore the responsiveness of β-receptors to their agonists. Patients who have severe anaphylaxis or who have received corticosteroid therapy during the previous 6 months should receive pharmacological doses of corticosteroids [50].

Individuals who have food allergy and asthma appear to be at higher risk for severe allergic reactions than those without asthma and food allergy [4,52]. Bronchodilators may be used during a reaction. However, these or other asthma medications should never be used as a substitute for epinephrine.

**Treatment of extremely severe reactions**

Life-threatening anaphylaxis from food ingestion typically involves severe compromise of the upper and lower respiratory
A satisfactory response to treatment is needed for observation to continue for at least 4 hours after a prolonged severe obstruction may occur, necessitating the administration of epinephrine. In addition to intramuscular epinephrine, the treatment approach to severe bronchospasm resembles that for any respiratory symptoms that may develop in more severe allergic reactions. Studies suggest that this combination could protect against the decrease in diastolic blood pressure linked to histamine [63,64]. For example, 1-mg/kg diphenhydramine and 4-mg/kg cimetidine could be infused slowly [65]. The effectiveness of this therapy as a prophylactic agent in preventing histamine-induced hypotension is generally accepted [66]; however, its use in the treatment of acute anaphylaxis remains more controversial [67,68].

**Respiratory symptoms**

Food allergy may provoke severe asthmatic attacks, which result in death or require mechanical ventilation [42,45]. In addition to intramuscular epinephrine, the treatment approach to severe bronchospasm resembles that for any asthma attack, with the understanding that recurrent or prolonged severe obstruction may occur, necessitating the need for observation to continue for at least 4 hours after a satisfactory response to treatment [4,52]. A β-agonist such as albuterol, nebulized with oxygen, provides the basis of treatment. If upper airway edema appears, nebulized racemic epinephrine may be administered. In the face of severe bronchospasm, intravenous aminophylline may be used, although albuterol, aminophylline, and hypoxia carry some risk of additive cardiac toxicity [69]. Intubation and assisted ventilation may be necessary [50,61,70]. Edema of the upper airway, a less common effect, may also occur [50,71]. Intubation or cricothyroidotomy may be necessary.

**Advice to patients for treating a reaction**

All patients with food allergy should be instructed in avoidance of the incriminated food. However, in spite of best efforts to avoid the food allergen, reactions are likely to occur from “hidden” ingredients. Vander Leek reported that 60% of 83 peanut-allergic children had a total of 115 documented adverse reactions caused by accidental exposure to peanuts during follow up [3,30].

Patients need to be taught the early warning symptoms of a reaction to a food. Even if they have previously had only mild reactions, they should be educated about all possible symptoms that may develop in more severe allergic reactions. Each food-allergic subject must maintain constant scrutiny of his/her diet. All food-allergic individuals should receive information concerning emergency medical identification systems such as MedicAlert® (www.medicalert.org).

Some debate has arisen about which patients should receive a prescription for epinephrine, although all agree that subjects at risk for a severe food-allergic reaction should carry epinephrine [4,50]. The medical record should include documentation of patient instruction in the identification and treatment of an allergic reaction. The patient needs to be given written instructions for when and how to use the prescribed epinephrine auto-injector, urged to carry epinephrine at all times, and to use it early in the course of a reaction, as lack of epinephrine administration can prove catastrophic [4,5,72]. Up to a third of food-allergic patients experiencing moderate to severe reactions may develop biphasic reactions. Therefore, all patients must seek professional medical care after using epinephrine, even if symptoms appear to have resolved [50,70]. They must remain under observation for 4–6 hours, as a precaution. Patients should be warned that, while an H1 antihistamine may ease symptoms of itching and urticaria, this medication is not a substitute for epinephrine. Likewise, asthma medications should not be used in place of epinephrine.

In the United States, many states do not allow Emergency Medical Technical (EMT), Basic EMTs, who represent 72% of all emergency medical service personnel, to carry and administer epinephrine. The EMT Basics are usually the first to arrive in response to a 911 call. Patients should be advised to call their rescue squad ahead of time, warn them of their need for epinephrine in case of a medical emergency, and set up an acceptable safety net. In some cases,
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Prevention of food allergy

In addition to allergen avoidance, prevention of food allergy may include preventing sensitization to allergens by means of early allergen avoidance, as discussed further in Chapter 38, administering drugs to allow ingestion of the food culprit, and altering established food sensitivity through immunological modification.

Prevention of sensitization

Since 1936, when Grulee and Sanford reported that infants who were breast-fed developed less eczema than those who received cow’s milk, the idea of manipulating the infant’s diet to decrease the development of allergic disease has drawn great attention [73]. This topic has been extensively reviewed [74–76]. The picture that emerges does not present a strong argument for the success of this approach [76].

Studies performed primarily in Sweden have shown that neither avoidance nor ingestion of large amounts of cow’s milk or egg during the third trimester of pregnancy affect the development of atopic disease from birth to 5 years of age [77–79]. Many studies have found that dietary intervention after delivery may result in a lower incidence of food allergy and atopic dermatitis by age 12–24 months [77,80–85]. Such dietary intervention has included modalities such as strict breast-feeding combined with avoidance of highly allergenic foods by the lactating mother, or the use of protein hydrolysate formula instead of breast-feeding and diet regulation. Zeiger et al. published an outcome study on 165 children aged 7 years who were at high risk to develop atopic disease [86]. These children had been followed since birth in a prospective randomized-controlled study of food allergen avoidance. In the prophylaxis group, the mother had avoided cow’s milk, egg, and peanut in the last trimester of pregnancy and throughout lactation, and the infant had avoided cow’s milk until age 1, eggs until age 2, and fish until age 3 years. The control infants followed standard infant feeding practices. Although a significant reduction in food allergy and atopic dermatitis was noted in the prophylaxis group by age 1 year, this effect had faded by age 2 years and disappeared by age 4 years [80,87]. By age 7 years, no difference was found in the development of food allergy or any other atopic disease in either group [86]. Even in carefully designed studies, it appears that dietary manipulation might lessen the frequency of food allergy during infancy – a time when it may be quite troublesome – but it does not seem to affect the eventual outcome of food allergy, and has not resulted in any decrease in the frequency of respiratory allergic diseases [84,86,88]. Prophylactic feeding with soy formula has not been found to be effective in preventing the development of food allergy [89].

The American Academy of Pediatrics policy statement titled, “Hypoallergenic Infant Formulas” recommends, “Infants at high risk for developing allergy, identified by a strong (biparental, parent, and sibling) family history of allergy may benefit from exclusive breast-feeding or hypoallergenic formula or possibly a partial hydrolysate formula.” For these infants, solid foods should not be introduced until 6 months of age. Dairy products should not be introduced until age 1; eggs at age 2; and peanuts, tree nuts, and fish at age 3 years [90]. However, new guidelines will be released soon that are similar to what has been recommended in Europe [84], which do not promote allergen exclusion diets.

Drug treatment

Although the major emphasis in preventing food allergy involves avoidance with instructions for treatment if accidental ingestion occurs, it is not always possible to avoid a food entity completely. It would be desirable to have a drug that could be taken either before deliberate ingestion of a food or on a regular basis to decrease reaction to an accidentally or episodically ingested food, but no such drug is available at the present time. As discussed further in Chapter 42, Traditional Chinese Herbal Medicines may provide a means of treating patients prophylactically in certain “high-risk” situations.

Allergen immunotherapy

Allergen immunotherapy remains a time-honored treatment for allergy. In view of the severe and persistent nature of peanut allergy, it was hoped that a trial of immunotherapy could alter the natural course of this condition. Oppenheimer et al. reported the results of a double-blind, placebo-controlled study in three subjects with anaphylactic sensitivity to peanuts that underwent rush desensitization with peanut allergen [91]. A follow-up study of this group 1 month after rush immunotherapy revealed a 10- to 100-fold reduction in prick skin test sensitivity and a 2- to 20-fold increase in antigen dose on double-blind, placebo-controlled challenge [92]. Both rush and maintenance immunotherapies were associated with a significant frequency of generalized reactions; 23% during the build-up phase and 37% during maintenance. It was concluded that traditional immunotherapy was not feasible for the treatment of food allergy. Recently there has been renewed interest in oral immunotherapy [93–95] and sublingual immunotherapy [96], and although promising, more placebo-controlled trials are necessary to determine the efficacy of these forms of therapy. In addition, a number of novel immunotherapeutic strategies, including anti-IgE therapy [97], use of recombinant “engineered” proteins [98], etc. are being investigated, as discussed in Chapter 42.
Summary

The diagnosis of food allergy impacts the patient, family, and other caregivers. Education regarding label reading, identification of symptoms, and a written emergency action plan should be given to all patients with food allergy. Access to newsletters such as Food Allergy News (published by FAAN; Fairfax, VA), warning jewelry (MedicAlert, Turlock, CA), and careful planning are all essential in managing food allergy and allowing the patient to receive the education and emotional support necessary for managing food allergies. At present, efforts to prevent sensitization to foods or to allow the deliberate ingestion of food allergens with drug pre-treatment remain at the experimental stage, as does the use of allergen immunotherapy to desensitize the food-allergic patient.
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CHAPTER 37
The Natural History of Food Allergy

Robert A. Wood

KEY CONCEPTS
- The natural history of food allergy is generally positive.
- Natural history varies widely from one food to another.
- Peanut, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish allergies tend to be most persistent.
- Natural history varies widely for individual foods from one individual to another.
- Regular follow-up is important to monitor food-allergic patients over time.

Introduction

The natural history of food allergy refers to both the acquisition of allergic sensitivities and their natural course over time. Food allergy most often begins in the first 1–2 years of life with the process of sensitization, by which the immune system responds to specific food proteins, most often with the development of allergen-specific immunoglobulin E (IgE). Over time, most food allergy is lost, although allergy to some foods is more often long-lived. For example, while most milk and egg allergy is outgrown, most peanut and tree nut allergies are not. This chapter will review the development of food allergy and the natural history of food sensitivities over time.

When considering the natural history of food allergy, it is critical that the criteria used to define food allergy be carefully considered. Some studies report solely on rates of sensitization while others focus on clinical reactivity to specific foods. The definition of clinical reactivity is also not consistent between studies, with some relying solely on parental reports of food reactions, while others utilize food challenges and other more objective evidence of true food allergy. These details are important in that a history of an adverse food reaction, or even evidence of sensitization, does not necessarily mean that a patient will exhibit a clinical reaction upon exposure to that food. The specific criteria used to diagnose food allergy may therefore have a significant impact on the results of these studies, especially those used to measure the prevalence of food allergy.

Studies on the development of food allergy

Most food allergy is acquired in the first 1–2 years of life. The prevalence of food allergy peaks at 5–8% at 1 year of age and then falls progressively until late childhood, after which the prevalence remains stable at about 3.5% [1]. In this section studies on the development of food allergy will be reviewed.

Bock prospectively followed 480 children, recruited from a single pediatric practice, for the development of food allergy from birth through the age of 3 years [2]. Foods that were suspected of causing adverse reactions were eliminated from the diet and then reintroduced in either open or blinded challenges at regular intervals. Limited allergy testing was performed, so it was not possible to characterize the proportion of reactions that were IgE mediated. Overall, 28% of the children were reported to have an adverse food reaction and the reactions were confirmed by challenge in 8%. Eighty percent of these reactions occurred in the first year of life and the majority of the foods could be successfully reintroduced into the diet within 1 year of the onset of the allergy.

Another prevalence study was conducted in Finland in a cohort of 866 children who were followed for the occurrence of food allergy at ages 1, 2, 3, and 6 years [3]. Foods that were suspected of causing adverse reactions were eliminated from the diet and then reintroduced in either open or blinded challenges at regular intervals. Limited allergy testing was performed, so it was not possible to characterize the proportion of reactions that were IgE mediated. Overall, 28% of the children were reported to have an adverse food reaction and the reactions were confirmed by challenge in 8%. Eighty percent of these reactions occurred in the first year of life and the majority of the foods could be successfully reintroduced into the diet within 1 year of the onset of the allergy.
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An even larger cohort study was recently conducted in Norway [4–6]. For the first part of the study, a population-based cohort of 3623 children was followed from birth until the age of 2 years [3], during which parents completed questionnaires regarding adverse food reactions at 6-month intervals. The cumulative incidence of adverse food reactions was 35% by age 2 years, with milk being the single food item most commonly incriminated at 11.6%. The duration of the reactions was overall short, with approximately two-thirds of the reactions resolving within 6 months of their onset.

In the second phase of the study, those children who had persistent complaints of milk or egg allergy underwent a more detailed evaluation at the age of 2–2.5 years [5–6], including skin testing and open and double-blind oral challenges. The point prevalence of cow’s milk and egg allergy or intolerance at the age of 2.5 years were estimated to be 1.1% and 1.6%, respectively. Most milk reactions were not IgE mediated and only 33% of parental reports of adverse milk reactions were confirmed, while most egg reactions were IgE mediated and 56% of parental reports were confirmed.

Host and Halken sought to determine the prevalence of milk allergy by prospectively following 1749 Danish children from birth through age 3 years [7]. The children were carefully evaluated by history, milk elimination, oral challenge, and skin tests or radioallergosorbent tests (RAST). Milk allergy was suspected in 117 children (6.7%) and confirmed in 39 (2.2%). Of those, 21 had IgE-mediated allergy and the remaining 18 were classified as non-IgE mediated. All milk allergy developed in the first year of life and most of the allergic children were able to tolerate milk by age 3 years (56% by age 1, 77% by age 2, and 87% by age 3 years). All children with non-IgE-mediated allergy were tolerant by age 3, compared to 75% with IgE-mediated allergy. Also of note, of those with IgE-mediated allergy, 35% had other food allergies by age 3 and 25% had other food allergies by age 10 years [8]. Those children were also more likely to develop inhalant allergens over time.

Tariq and colleagues followed a cohort of children for the development of peanut and tree nut sensitization through the age of 4 years [9]. All children born on the Isle of Wight in a 1-year period were recruited and evaluated at ages 1, 2, and 4 years. Fifteen (1.2%) of the 1218 children were sensitized to peanut or tree nuts. Thirteen were sensitive to peanut and six had had allergic reactions to peanut (0.5% of the population), while one child each had had a reaction to hazelnuts and cashews.

One final study of importance followed the development of sensitization to common food allergens in a large cohort of children, without clinical confirmation of food sensitivity. Two hundred and sixteen children from a birth cohort of 4082 children in the Multicenter Allergy Study conducted in Germany were assessed for allergy by RAST at 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 years of age [10]. The overall annual incidence rates for food sensitization decreased from a peak of 10% at age 1 to 3% at age 6 years. Sensitization to egg and milk were most common at all ages, followed by wheat and soy. This study also found that there was a high rate of aeroallergen sensitization in children who began with food sensitivities, especially to egg [11–12]. Remarkably, if a child had both a positive family history of allergy and an egg-specific IgE level above 2 kU/l at the age of 12 months, there was a 78% positive predictive value and a 99% specificity for the development of inhalant allergen sensitivity by the age of 3 years [11].

Several points are worth emphasizing from these studies. First, suspected food allergy is extraordinarily common in early childhood, with at least one-fourth of all parents reporting one or more adverse food reactions. Second, adverse food reactions can be confirmed in 5–10% of young children with a peak prevalence at around 1 year of age. Third, most food allergy is lost over time. And finally, children who begin with one food allergy, especially if it is IgE mediated, have a very high chance of developing additional food allergies, as well as inhalant allergies. It is therefore critical that children with food allergy be identified as early as possible, both to initiate an appropriate diet for their existing allergies and to consider preventative measures that may help to reduce their chance of developing additional food allergies, as well as asthma and allergic rhinitis.

**Studies on the loss of food allergy**

Most food allergy is indeed lost over time. The process of outgrowing food allergies, by which a patient becomes completely tolerant to a food that had previously caused a reaction, varies a great deal for different foods and among individual patients. In the study by Bock described above [2], almost all of the adverse food reactions had been lost by the age of 3 years. Among these, there were 11 children with confirmed milk allergy and 14 children with probable milk allergy, all of whom were able to tolerate milk by the age of 3 years. The median duration of adverse reactions to milk was in fact only 9 months. In a second study by Bock, nine children who had had severe reactions to milk, egg, and/or soy at 2–15 months of age were followed for 3–9 years [13]. Over time, three of the nine children were able to fully tolerate the offending food, four could tolerate small amounts, and two continued to have reactions with small exposures.

Dannaeus and Inganas followed 82 children between the ages of 6 months and 14 years with a variety of food allergies for a period of 2–5 years [14]. Of the 12 children who were allergic to milk, 4 developed complete tolerance, 7 had reduced sensitivity, and only 1 remained unchanged by the completion of their follow-up. Fifty-five children had egg allergy, of whom 20 developed complete tolerance, 24 had reduced sensitivity, and 11 remained unchanged. The results were very different for fish and peanut/tree nut allergy, with only 5 of 32 patients with fish allergy and 0 of 35 patients with peanut or tree nut allergy developing tolerance.
Sampson and Scanlon followed a group of 75 patients between the ages of 3 and 18 years with atopic dermatitis and food allergy that had been diagnosed by skin testing, RASTs, and double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenges (DBPCFCs) [15]. Patients were re-challenged yearly to each of the foods that had previously elicited a positive challenge and after 1 year, 19 of the 75 had lost all food allergy, including 15 of 45 patients allergic to one food and 4 of 21 allergic to two foods. A total of 38 of 121 specific food sensitivities had been lost after 1 year. After 2 years, an additional 4 of 44 patients lost their food allergy, while none of the 20 patients re-challenged after 3 years had a negative challenge. The results for specific foods after 1–2 years of follow-up are represented in Table 37.1, showing that egg allergy had been lost in 24%, milk in 19%, soy in 50%, wheat in 33%, and peanut in 20%. In a similar study by Sampson, follow-up data was provided on 40 of 113 patients with food allergy and atopic dermatitis 1–2 years after their original diagnosis [16]. In that study, egg allergy had been outgrown in 14 of 20 patients (30%), compared to 4 of 7 with milk allergy (57%), 1 of 4 with wheat allergy (25%), and 2 of 3 with soy allergy (67%).

Shek et al. monitored food-specific IgE levels in 88 patients with egg allergy and 49 patients with cow’s milk allergy (CMA) who also underwent repeated double-blind, placebo controlled [17]. Twenty-eight of the 66 egg-allergic and 16 of the 33 milk-allergic patients lost their allergy over time. For egg, the decrease in serum IgE (sIgE) levels was significantly related to the probability of developing clinical tolerance, with the duration between challenges having an influence. For milk, there was also a significant relationship between the decrease in sIgE levels and the probability of developing tolerance to milk but no significant contribution with regard to time. Stratification into two age groups, those below 4 years of age and those above 4 years of age at the time of first challenge, had an effect, with the younger age group being more likely to develop clinical tolerance in relation to the rate of decrease in sIgE. The median food sIgE level at diagnosis was significantly less for the group developing tolerance to egg, and a similar trend was seen for milk allergy (p=0.06).

**Milk allergy**

The natural history of milk allergy has been most extensively studied [18–27]. However, as summarized in Table 37.2, the results of these studies do not provide a completely clear and consistent picture.

Dannaeus and Johansson followed 47 infants with milk allergy for 6 months to 4 years [19]. In children with immediate-type, IgE-mediated reactions, 29% developed complete tolerance to milk over the course of the study, reproducible from Dannaeus A and Inganas M [14], with permission from Blackwell Publishing.

**Table 37.1** The persistence or loss of specific food sensitivities over 1–2 years in children with atopic dermatitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allergen</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egg</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>45 (76%)</td>
<td>14 (24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17 (81%)</td>
<td>4 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5 (50%)</td>
<td>5 (50%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4 (67%)</td>
<td>2 (33%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8 (80%)</td>
<td>2 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5 (33%)</td>
<td>10 (66%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reproduced from Dannaeus A and Inganas M [14], with permission from Blackwell Publishing.

**Table 37.2** Studies on the natural history of milk allergy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (reference)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age at diagnosis</th>
<th>Duration of follow-up</th>
<th>Percent tolerant at completion of study</th>
<th>IgE-mediated (or immediate-type) reactions</th>
<th>Non-IgE-mediated (or delayed-type) reactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dannaeus [14]</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>14 days to 20 months</td>
<td>6 months to 4 years (mean 28 months)</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host [6]</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0–12 months</td>
<td>Up to age 3 years</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill [19]</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3–66 months</td>
<td>6–39 months (mean 16 months)</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop [21]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1–98 months (median 16 months)</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>86%*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill [22]</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4–100 months (median 24 months)</td>
<td>6–73 months (mean 24 months)</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James [26]</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3–14 years (median 3 years)</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saarinen [23]</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>Mean 7 months</td>
<td>Up to 8.6 years</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skripak [24]</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>1–209 months (median 13 months)</td>
<td>4–285 months (median 55 months)</td>
<td>19% at age 4, 42% at age 8, 79% at age 16</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Combines immediate and late reactors.
compared to 74% of those with delayed-type, non-IgE-mediated reactions. The trend for non-IgE-mediated milk allergy to be outgrown more quickly than IgE-mediated allergy has been demonstrated in most studies, including the study by Host and Halken [7], in which the vast majority of all children were milk tolerant by age 3 years.

A series of studies on milk allergy have been published by Hill and colleagues [20–23]. In their first natural history study [20], 47 children from 3 to 66 months of age with confirmed milk allergy were followed for a median of 16 months (range 6–39 months). Overall, 38% of the children were able to tolerate milk by the completion of the study. When the children were divided into groups based on having immediate, intermediate, or late milk reactions, tolerance occurred in 40%, 42%, and 25%, respectively. Milk-specific IgE, IgA, IgM, and IgG levels were measured and no specific immunologic changes were clearly associated with the development of milk tolerance.

In the second study from this group, a cohort of 100 children with challenge-confirmed milk allergy were followed for 5 years [22]. Overall, milk tolerance had occurred in 28% of patients by age 2, 56% by age 4, and 78% by age 6 years. When the children were again divided into groups based on having immediate, intermediate, or late reactions, tolerance had occurred by the completion of the study in 67%, 87%, and 83%, respectively. Adverse reactions to other foods were also common in this cohort, occurring to egg in 58%, soy in 47%, and peanut in 34%. Most children also developed one or more other atopic diseases, such that at the completion of the study 40% had asthma, 43% had allergic rhinitis, and 21% had eczema.

A final study from this group followed 98 children with milk allergy for a median of 2 years (range 6–72 months) [23]. In this study, the children were divided into two groups: 69 had IgE antibodies to milk with immediate-type reactions and 29 had delayed-type reactions. Over the period of follow-up, 15 of 69 (22%) with IgE-mediated disease developed tolerance, compared to 17 of the 29 (59%) with non-IgE-mediated reactions. For those children with IgE-mediated milk sensitivity, the development of tolerance was associated with lower milk-specific IgE levels at the time of diagnosis and at study completion, as well as a significant reduction in their milk skin test reactivity. However, it is also important to note that 8 of the 15 who developed tolerance still had strongly positive skin tests at that time.

In the largest prospective study to date, Saarinen et al. followed 118 children diagnosed with milk allergy from a birth cohort study of over 6000 children [24]. Eighty-six (73%) had IgE-mediated milk and of those, 51% had become tolerant by age 2 years and 85% were tolerant at age 8.6 years. All children with IgE-negative CMA were tolerant by age 5.0 years. By age 8.6 years, children with IgE-positive CMA more frequently had asthma, rhinoconjunctivitis, atopic eczema, and sensitization to any allergen than control subjects. They concluded that IgE-mediated milk allergy often persists to school age and is a risk factor for other atopy, while non-IgE-mediated milk allergy is a benign infantile condition.

In the largest overall study to date, our group retrospectively collected data on 807 patients with IgE-mediated milk allergy [25]. Patients were considered to have become tolerant if they passed a challenge, or experienced no reactions in the past 12 months and had a cow’s milk IgE level <3 kUA/l. Using that definition, the rates of resolution were 19% at age 4, 42% by age 8, 64% by age 12, and 79% by age 16 years. Patients with persistent allergy had higher cow’s milk IgE levels at all ages up to age 16 years. The highest cow’s milk IgE for each patient, defined as “peak” CM-IgE, was found to be highly predictive of outcome. Of note, some patients developed tolerance during adolescence, indicating that follow-up and re-evaluation of CMA patients is an important component of their care.

Three additional studies have focused specifically on the immunologic changes associated with the development of milk tolerance. From a group of 80 milk-allergic children, James and Sampson reported on a subset of 29 who were followed for a minimum of 3 years [27]. Evaluations included annual DBPCFCs, skin tests, and measurement of casein-specific and β-lactoglobulin-specific IgE, IgG, IgG1, and IgG4 antibody concentrations. All children had specific IgE to milk as well as positive skin tests and 80% had atopic dermatitis. The median age at the time of study entry was 3 years with a range from 1 month to 11 years. Of the 29 children, 11 (38%) developed tolerance at a median age of 7 years. In those who became tolerant to milk, specific IgE and IgE/IgG ratios to both milk proteins were lower initially and decreased significantly over time.

Two even more detailed studies on antibody responses to milk proteins and the development of milk tolerance were reported by Chatchatee et al. [28,29]. In the first study, IgE- and IgG-binding epitopes on β-casein were identified using the sera of 24 milk-allergic children, and the patterns of epitope recognition were analyzed to determine if they might help predict the natural history of milk allergy. When comparing epitope recognition of patients with persistent milk allergy to younger children likely to outgrow their allergy, they found that two IgE-binding regions were recognized by all of the older children with persistent milk allergy but none of the younger children. In the second study, a similar analysis was performed of IgE- and IgG-binding epitopes on β- and κ-casein in milk-allergic patients. Three IgE-binding regions on β-casein and six on κ-casein were recognized by the majority of patients in the older age group but none of the younger patients. In addition to a more clear definition of the antibody responses to specific milk proteins/epitopes, these studies suggest that it may eventually be possible to develop clinical tests, in essence epitope-specific IgE levels that may help to identify children at risk for more persistent milk allergy.
A summary of studies on the natural history of milk allergy is presented in Table 37.2. As one examines this information, a somewhat confusing picture emerges. For example, in the study by Host and Halken [7], which in many ways is the best study on milk allergy yet performed, 76% of those with IgE-mediated milk allergy and 100% of those with non-IgE-mediated milk allergy were milk tolerant by the age of 3 years. These numbers are far higher than those presented in the other studies. The only numbers that approach those are from the study by Bishop et al. [21], although it took until age 6 for 78% of those children to become milk tolerant. The differences in these studies are almost certainly a result of selection biases. The study by Host and Halken was a population-based study that would therefore include all degrees of milk sensitivity, whereas the other studies included children who were under the care of an allergy specialist, indicating that they may have had a more severe form of milk allergy. For the primary care physician, it is therefore likely that the more optimistic numbers will be correct, while the allergist might expect a slower rate of loss of milk allergy in their patients over time, as well as a higher percentage of patients with persistent milk allergy.

**Egg allergy**

Only two studies have specifically focused on the natural history of egg allergy. Ford and Taylor followed 25 children from 7 months to 9 years of age (median 17 months) with challenge-confirmed egg allergy for 2–2.5 years [30]. Egg allergy resolved in 11 of 25 (44%) and persisted in the other 14. Skin tests were negative or diminished in size in those who lost their egg reactivity compared to those with ongoing reactivity. This is similar to the 36% of children in the Dannaeus study [14] who became egg tolerant, although they also reported that an additional 44% had become less sensitive over time. The largest and most recent prospective study of the natural history of egg allergy is from a Spanish cohort of 58 children, in which 50% of egg-allergic children developed tolerance by age 4–4.5 years [31]. These data would agree with the clinical observation that a slight majority of egg allergy is outgrown by the school-age years.

**Peanut allergy**

Until recently, the dogma had been that peanut allergy is rarely, if ever, outgrown and studies had in fact suggested that that was the case. For example, Bock followed 32 children, 1–14 years of age, with challenge-confirmed peanut allergy over a period of 2–14 years and found that 24 had had accidental peanut exposures/reactions and no patients appeared to outgrow their allergy [32].

Evidence that a subset of children with peanut allergy may indeed lose their sensitivity was first reported by Hourihane et al. [33]. They evaluated 230 children with a diagnosis of peanut allergy and performed oral challenges in 120. A total of 22 children between the ages of 2 and 9 years had a negative challenge, equaling 18% of those challenged or 9.8% of the total group. They found that a negative challenge was associated with a smaller skin test size and fewer allergies to other foods compared to those with persistent peanut allergy.

Spergel et al. retrospectively reviewed 293 patients with a diagnosis of peanut allergy [34]. All families were offered a peanut challenge to confirm their diagnosis and a total of 33 children between the ages of 18 months and 8 years with a convincing history of peanut allergy and a positive skin test were actually challenged. Of those, 14 passed their challenge and were felt to have resolved their peanut allergy. None of the 5 patients with a history of peanut anaphylaxis developed tolerance, compared to 9 of 17 with a history of urticaria and 4 of 10 with a history of atopic dermatitis. In addition, those developing tolerance had significantly smaller skin test responses than the 19 with a positive challenge.

Skolnick et al. performed a detailed evaluation of 223 children with a diagnosis of peanut allergy [35], including an oral peanut challenge in those who had not had a reaction in the past year and who had a peanut-specific IgE (PN-IgE) <20 kUA/l. As shown in Table 37.3, 97 children were not challenged because they were considered to still be peanut allergic based on either a history of a recent reaction or a PN-IgE level >20 kUA/l [36], and an additional 41 children were eligible to be challenged but declined. Of the 85 children who were challenged, 48 (21.5% of the total group) passed the challenge and were felt to have outgrown their peanut allergy. The PN-IgE level as measured by UniCap® (Phadia; Uppsala, Sweden) was the best predictor of a negative challenge, with 61% of those with a PN-IgE level ≤5 KUA/l and 67% with a level ≤2 KUA/l passing their challenge. The presence of other atopic diseases and the severity of initial peanut reactions did not predict the probability of losing peanut allergy, and even one patient who had had severe anaphylaxis with his initial reaction outgrew his allergy.

A final study on the natural history of peanut allergy was reported by VanderLee et al. [37]. Eighty-five children with peanut allergy were studied, including 55 who were followed for at least 5 years. Among those patients, 58% who had been followed for 5 years and 75% who had been followed for at least 10 years had had at least one reaction due to an accidental exposure. In addition, the majority of these reactions were more severe than initial reactions and 52% included potentially life-threatening symptoms. Severe reactions were associated with higher PN-IgE levels compared to those with purely cutaneous reactions. The only positive note from this study was that four children did outgrow their peanut allergy.

Peanut allergy is therefore likely to be lifelong for most but not all patients. Given the fact that a substantial minority of patients do appear to lose their sensitivity over time, it is appropriate to re-evaluate children with peanut allergy on
a regular basis. Those patients who have not had reactions in the past 1–2 years and who have a low PN-IgE level should be considered for an oral challenge in a supervised setting. If a patient is still peanut allergic by late childhood or adolescence, it is very unlikely that they will subsequently lose their allergy and regular retesting may no longer be warranted.

One additional issue in the natural history of peanut allergy relates to the potential for the recurrence of the allergy in some patients with resolved peanut allergy.

Busse et al. first reported such recurrences and estimated a recurrence rate of 14% after 3 of their 21 patients had recurrences [38]. Each of these patients reported consuming peanut intermittently in small amounts after passing a food challenge to peanut, and then reacquired their allergy 1–2 years later. Next, Fleischer et al. surveyed 64 patients who had outgrown their peanut allergy to see whether patients ate peanut products since passing their challenge, what types of peanut-containing foods they ate, and how frequently they ate them, and whether there were any allergic reactions to peanuts [39]. They found that although 97% had eaten peanut since passing their challenge, ongoing aversion to peanut is common, with 70% of patients eating peanut infrequently and in small amounts. Two of the 64 patients had suspicious allergic reactions to peanut.

Because of concerns that more patients might have had recurrences and did not know it because of their ongoing peanut avoidance, Fleischer et al. invited all patients from their center who had outgrown peanut allergy to undergo re-evaluation, including questionnaires, skin tests, peanut-specific IgE levels, and DBPCFCs [40]. Of 68 patients, 47 continued to tolerate peanut, of which 34 ingested concentrated peanut products at least once per month and 13 ate peanut infrequently or in limited amounts but passed a DBPCFC. The status of 18 patients was indeterminate because they ate peanut infrequently or in limited amounts and declined to have a DBPCFC. The overall recurrence rate was 7.9 (95% CI 1.7–21.4%). They concluded that children who outgrow peanut allergy are at risk for recurrence, and this risk is significantly higher for patients who continue to largely avoid peanut after resolution of their allergy. Based on these findings, they recommended that patients eat peanut frequently and carry epinephrine indefinitely until they have demonstrated ongoing peanut tolerance.

### Tree nuts allergy

The study by Dannaeus [14] did include 26 patients with tree nut allergy, none of whom lost their sensitivity in a 2–5 year follow-up. Our group evaluated 278 patients with tree nut allergy, defined as a history of reaction on ingestion and evidence of tree nut-specific IgE or positive tree nut-specific IgE level but no history of ingestion [41]. If all current tree nut-specific IgE levels were <10 kUA/l, DBPCFCs were offered. One hundred and one of the 278 (36%) had a history of acute reactions, 12 (12%) of whom had reactions to multiple tree nuts and 73 (63%) of whom had a history of moderate-to-severe reactions. Nine of 20 patients who had previously reacted to a tree nuts passed challenges, so that 9 (8.9%; 95% CI, 4–16%) of 101 patients with a history of prior tree nut reactions outgrew their allergy. Fourteen of 19 who had never ingested tree nuts but had detectable tree nut-specific IgE levels passed challenges. One hundred and sixty-one did not meet the challenge criteria, and 78 met the criteria but declined challenges. Fifty-eight percent with tree nut-specific IgE levels of 5 kUA/l or less and 63% with tree nut IgE levels of 2 kUA/l or less passed challenges. We concluded that approximately 9% of patients outgrow tree nut allergy, including some who had prior severe reactions.

---

**Table 37.3 Characteristics of patients with persistent and resolved peanut allergy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passed challenge (N = 48)</th>
<th>Failed challenge (N = 37)</th>
<th>Unable to be challenged (N = 97)</th>
<th>Refused challenge (N = 41)</th>
<th>Total (N = 223)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age at diagnosis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>8 months to 12 years</td>
<td>6 months to 4 years</td>
<td>2 months to 10 years</td>
<td>8 months to 15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (year)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current age (year)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>4 to 17.5</td>
<td>4 to 13</td>
<td>4 to 20</td>
<td>4 to 16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PN-IgE at diagnosis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>&lt;0.35 to 52.9</td>
<td>1.8 to 24.4</td>
<td>4.5 to &gt;100</td>
<td>0.64 to &gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>6.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current PN-IgE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>&lt;0.35 to 20.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.35 to 18.2</td>
<td>16.8 to &gt;100</td>
<td>&lt;0.35 to 16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PN-IgE refers to peanut-specific IgE level in kUA/l. A level <0.35 is considered negative and any level over 100 is reported as >100.

Reproduced from Ford RPK and Taylor B [30], with permission from the BMJ Publishing Group.
Other foods

Far less has been published about the natural history of other food allergies. Among the other most common food allergens, it is clinically recognized that soy and wheat allergy are typically outgrown in the pre-school-age years, but no large studies have focused on the natural course of these food allergies. In the studies by Sampson of children with food allergy and atopic dermatitis (1516), soy allergy was outgrown in 50% and 67% of children over a 1–2 year follow-up, compared to 25% and 33% for wheat. The few children in the studies of Bock [2] and Host [7] who had soy and wheat allergy had lost these allergies by the age of 3 years. Hill et al. did report on 18 infants with intolerance to both soy and extensively hydrolyzed infant formulas through the age of 3 years [42]. However, while they report that two children were tolerant of soy by age 3 years, the true frequency of soy tolerance could not be determined since soy had still not been reintroduced to 13 children at the completion of the study.

As was noted above in a number of studies, adverse reactions to fruits, vegetables, and other cereal grains are typically very short-lived [2–3,14]. While some children do have severe, IgE-mediated allergies to these foods that may persist over time, for most children they can be successfully reintroduced into the diet within a period of 6–12 months. Many of these may in fact represent intolerances or irritant reactions than true allergy as well.

On the contrary, although actual studies are limited, it has been appreciated that allergies to fish, shellfish, and seeds are usually not outgrown. The study by Danneaeus [14] did include 32 children with fish allergy, of whom 5 became tolerant. One additional study followed 11 patients with shrimp allergy over a 2-year period and found that there were no significant changes in allergen-specific antibody levels over that period of time [43].

Food allergy in adults

Most study on the natural course of food allergy has logically involved children. The most common food sensitivities in adults include peanut, tree nuts, fish, and shellfish, all of which are most often lifelong. In fact, it is their persistent nature that makes them the most common food allergies in adults, in that most of these allergies are actually acquired in childhood and persist into adulthood.

One study, however, did focus on the natural history of food allergies in adults [44]. Twenty-three adults with allergies to a variety of foods underwent baseline DBPCFCs, in which clear reactions in 10 patients to a total of 13 food were identified. They were then placed on strict dietary avoidance of the offending food for 1–2 years and re-challenged. Five (38%) of the 13 previously offending foods were well tolerated, including milk in two patients and wheat, egg, and tomato in one patient each. The two patients with nut allergy continued to react, as did two patients with milk allergy and one patient each with allergies to potato, garlic, and rice.

Follow-up of the food-allergic child

It is imperative that food-allergic children undergo regular follow-up. This is necessary to monitor growth, signs, and symptoms of ongoing food allergy, adherence to the recommended avoidance diet, and objective measures of food allergy. Any reactions that have occurred need to be reviewed with particular attention to how the reaction might have been prevented and whether the treatment provided was appropriate.

All children with food allergy should also be re-evaluated at regular intervals to determine if the allergy has been outgrown. This typically should be done annually, although for some food allergies a shorter or longer interval might be appropriate. For example, an infant with adverse reactions to fruits or vegetables might deserve re-evaluation after 3–6 months whereas an older child who clearly has persistent peanut or tree nut allergy may no longer need repeat testing, although regular follow-up is still important to review avoidance procedures and treatment protocols.

The re-evaluation process may include skin testing, measurement of specific IgE levels, and/or oral food challenges, depending on the specific clinical scenario. It is very important to note, however, that a positive skin test or IgE level does not necessarily mean that the food allergy has not been outgrown, since these tests can remain positive even when the patient is no longer clinically sensitive. Quantitative IgE levels (e.g. UniCAP® or CAP System FEIA®) have increasingly become the test of choice to monitor food allergies over time and to help guide decisions about the timing of oral food challenges. In the end, a food challenge will usually be necessary to prove that an allergy has been outgrown. These must be performed with caution because severe reactions may at times occur even when the testing suggested that the food allergy had most likely been outgrown.

Until an allergy has been outgrown, it is recommended that a strict avoidance diet be maintained. However, while the clinical impression has been that strict avoidance increases the chance of outgrowing a food allergy and may even hasten the process, there is very little data to support this notion [27,44]. In addition, it is clear that some children rapidly outgrow their food allergies without strict avoidance while others who fail to lose their allergies even with the most stringent diet. Since strict avoidance is so difficult, it would be ideal if we could somehow identify, such as with epitope mapping, those children who might be equally likely to outgrow their food allergies with or without a strict diet. However, until we have further information on this issue, it is still likely that the majority
of children with food allergy will benefit from very strict avoidance, at least to avoid symptoms and hopefully to promote the outgrowing process.

Conclusions

An understanding of the natural history and prevention of food hypersensitivity is extremely important to the management of food-allergic patients. Although the various studies on these topics are not completely consistent, there are trends in the data that provide several clear messages. First, food allergy is very common. Second, the vast majority of food allergy has its onset in the first 1–2 years of life. Third, most food allergy is outgrown, although there are notable exceptions to this generally positive outcome. Fourth, food allergy is often the first of the atopic diseases, with most children going on to develop respiratory allergies over time. Finally, at least some food allergy can be prevented by avoiding major food antigens in infancy and early childhood.

It is also important to stress the importance of making early, accurate diagnoses of childhood food allergy. Only this will allow for the initiation of the key elements necessary for the care of the food-allergic patient, including education about avoidance diets and the development of emergency care plans for the treatment of allergic reactions. Avoidance diets are complex and require detailed education, without which the child will be at risk for accidental reactions and possibly even more persistent food allergy. In addition, measures that might help to prevent the development of additional food allergies, as well as inhalant allergies, should be initiated at the time of the initial diagnosis.
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Introduction

The prevalence of IgE-mediated food allergy appears to have increased over the last few decades with approximately 3–6% of children in the developed world affected [1]. The increase in food allergy is best described for peanut allergy [2–4]. For example, in the United Kingdom three sequential studies (cohorts born 1989–2000) demonstrate an increase in the prevalence of peanut allergy from 0.6% to 1.8% over the last 10 years [3]. Food allergy is now considered a public health concern as the condition is associated with significant morbidity and occasional mortality. Although genetic factors are clearly important in the development of food allergy, the increase in food allergy has occurred over a short period of time and is therefore unlikely to be due to germ-line genetic changes alone. It seems plausible therefore that one or more environmental exposures may, through epigenetic changes, result in the interruption of the “default immunological state” of tolerance to foods. Strategies are therefore required for the prevention of food allergy: primary prevention strategies seek to prevent the onset of IgE sensitization, secondary prevention seeks to interrupt the development of food allergy in IgE-sensitized children, and tertiary prevention seeks to reduce the expression of “end-organ” allergic disease in children with established food allergy.

This chapter does not seek to replicate the many reviews in this field. Rather it aims to highlight the important

Methodological challenges

In this section we examine the methodological aspects which complicate the interpretation of the many studies performed in the field of allergy prevention (summarized in Table 38.1). Numerous studies have assessed different strategies for the prevention of food allergy. Despite this extensive body of work, findings have generally proved ineffective. The fact that no single intervention, or combination of interventions is able to repeatedly demonstrate a strong protective effect against food allergy, reflects either on the interventions themselves or alternatively, the study methods used to measure them.

A major limitation of many food allergy prevention studies lies in the study design, with few nutritional studies being randomized due to the necessary ethical restrictions which surround randomization of infants to anything but breast milk.

A second major limitation of studies in this field is the phenotypic description of food allergy, particularly for young children. Few studies make use of food challenge procedures. Whilst the determination of tolerance is adequately determined by an open food challenge, the gold standard for the determination of food allergy is the double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge (DBPCFC). Such challenges are laborious and may be difficult to perform, particularly in young children who may be unwilling to eat unfamiliar

KEY CONCEPTS

- Despite a trend toward delayed weaning, food allergies have increased in the past decades.
- Exclusive breast-feeding for the first 3 months of life may have a protective effect on allergy outcomes, but not specifically food allergies.
- There is no consistent evidence to support exclusive breast-feeding beyond 3 months of age as means to prevent food allergy or atopic disease.
- Hydrolyzed formulas in high-risk infants reduce symptoms of eczema.
- There is a need for randomized-controlled studies to test novel prevention strategies such as oral tolerance induction.
### Table 38.1 Methodological issues known to complicate the interpretation of studies aimed at the prevention of food allergy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Recommended approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>The majority of studies in this field are observational studies.</td>
<td>RDBPC trials reduce unmeasured and unknown sources of bias.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse causality</td>
<td>Early signs of suspected allergic disease (such as eczema) will result in altered feeding patterns.</td>
<td>If possible, trials should adopt RDBPC methodologies for food challenging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomization</td>
<td>There are necessary ethical restraints which limit randomization to dietary interventions. This is especially so for studies involving infant milks.</td>
<td>Breast-feeding should always be encouraged. Studies which wish to assess the effect of complementary feeds should randomize within the breast-fed group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blinding of dietary interventions</td>
<td>Blinding of specific dietary interventions may not be possible due to safety concerns or practical limitations.</td>
<td>It may not always be possible to have a placebo arm to infant nutritional studies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of food allergy</td>
<td>Few studies make use of the oral food challenges (OFC) for the diagnosis of food allergy. The diagnosis of food allergy is therefore often inadequate both at study entry and exit. Too many studies rely exclusively on the presence of specific IgE (as determined by skin prick testing and/or specific IgE).</td>
<td>Aim to perform oral challenges in all participants. For children who do not undergo OFCs, a priori diagnostic algorithms are required which will then reach a diagnosis through the combination of history, examination, skin prick testing, and specific IgE determination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrogate markers</td>
<td>Eczema, rhinitis, and asthma are often used as surrogate markers of food allergy.</td>
<td>As above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural history of food allergy</td>
<td>Tolerance is anticipated for many, but not all, childhood food allergies.</td>
<td>Account for natural remission rate of a disease before assessing for a study effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomenclature</td>
<td>There is insufficient consensus within the allergy community with respect to the terminology of common allergic conditions.</td>
<td>Consensus with respect to the allergy nomenclature, of common allergic disorders will greatly facilitate research in this field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergy diagnosis</td>
<td>There is little consensus within the allergy community with respect to the ideal diagnostic criteria to be sued for common allergic conditions, particularly in early childhood. For example, many studies refer to generic terms such as “allergy” or “atopy.” Definitions for each of these conditions are open to great variability.</td>
<td>Consensus with respect to the diagnosis of common allergic disorders is desperately required between specialist allergy organizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of diet</td>
<td>The determination of food consumption is usually by retrospective Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ). FFQs are prone to many forms of bias.</td>
<td>Use should be made of prospective food diaries which have been validated for context, language, and consistency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary variables and measurement thereof</td>
<td>Few dietary analyses consider all variables; these include age of introduction, quantity ingested (individual and cumulative), frequency of exposure, variability of allergens, allergen processing, and concomitant breast-feeding at time of commencing complementary feeds.</td>
<td>Well-designed validated tools are required in order to accurately record all dietary variables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitions: weaning</td>
<td>Use of the term “weaning” is not consistent and is usually limited to the introduction of solid foods only.</td>
<td>Adopt the term “complementary feeding” which incorporates any nutrient-containing food or liquid other than breast milk given to young children during the period of complementary feeding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-risk markers</td>
<td>Many studies are aimed at high-risk atopic populations. However, such populations are difficult to define.</td>
<td>Studies should include entire study populations (i.e. both low and high risk). At-risk populations should be defined a priori. Better high-risk markers are required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation of specific effects when interventions are combined</td>
<td>Multiple interventions are often studied at different time points. For example, probiotic administration may be to mother (during pregnancy and/or breast-feeding) and/or newborn infant. This makes it difficult to determine the specific effect of each intervention at each time point.</td>
<td>Preliminary proof-of-concept studies need to separate the effects of each intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction of complementary feeds is associated with multiple variables</td>
<td>The early cessation of breast-feeding and introduction of complementary feeds have been associated with cultural, socio-economic factors as well as specific factors such as maternal age, formula feeding, and maternal smoking.</td>
<td>Regression analysis should control for as many relevant confounders as possible, especially in observational studies. This highlights the need for randomized-controlled trials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring adherence</td>
<td>Monitoring of adherence to interventions, particularly dietary interventions is difficult.</td>
<td>Better tools for monitoring dietary adherence are required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
food/s. In addition, entry-level oral challenges cannot be performed in those children assigned to the avoidance arm of intervention studies. The true phenotype of infants at time of enrollment or exit from studies is therefore seldom certain. This limitation is particularly problematic for the diagnosis of cow’s milk allergy (CMA) which is a common and frequently studied childhood allergy associated with both immediate onset IgE-mediated and delayed onset non-IgE-mediated reactions.

The most frequently used surrogate marker for the determination of food allergy is the outcome of IgE sensitization (determined by skin prick test results and/or specific IgE determination). Although IgE-mediated food allergy requires the state of “sensitization,” the majority of children who are sensitized to foods are not food allergic.

Eczema is also a commonly used surrogate for food allergy. Whereas eczema has been shown to be a risk factor for the development of food allergy, not all food allergic children have eczema [5,6]. Hence, although eczema is strongly associated with food allergy, the two are not synonymous, as evidenced by studies which demonstrate an improvement in eczema but not food allergy. In addition, most studies which report an effect on eczema do not assess the severity of the eczema. Mild eczema has been shown to run a transient course when compared with moderate–severe eczema [7]. It may therefore be that studies which claim to prevent eczema are actually treating eczema (i.e. tertiary prevention) in children who entered the study with food allergy. Alternatively, study effects may be limited to the transient disease of mild eczema. Similar limitations apply to the diagnosis of asthma and rhino-conjunctivitis.

Additional limitations of the surrogate markers used for the diagnosis of food allergy include inconsistencies in nomenclature and difficulties in accurately diagnosing these conditions in infants and young children. For example, different terms are used to describe the “eczematous” condition. This results not only in disease misclassification, but may describe different immunological conditions. Indeed, the role of atopic sensitization in childhood eczema remains obscure as it is neither a prerequisite nor a uniform cause of the disease.

Nutritional studies are prone to selection bias and reverse causality. Such bias may arise when atopic families – if aware of public health recommendations – are increasingly motivated to alter dietary practices, either in their own diet or in the diet of their infants. The effects of reverse causality are highlighted in various studies and for different allergic outcomes. For example, in the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC), a history of an allergic reaction to peanut was associated with prolonged breast-feeding [5]. However, when adjusted for infantile eczema by regression analysis, there was no effect of breast-feeding on the development of peanut allergy.

Childhood food allergies are dynamic with the general trend being for resolution of many but not all during the first decade of life. This is also true for mild eczema and selects asthma phenotypes. Study planning needs to take these natural histories into account prior to assessing for long-term study outcomes.

Observational studies (as most studies in this field are) are vulnerable to bias from both unmeasured, and unknown, sources. In an ideal world, study hypothesis would therefore only be assessed by randomized double-blind, placebo-controlled (RDBPC) studies. The inclusion of a placebo in nutritional studies is not always practical, or safe. Randomized-controlled studies in infants testing the early or delayed introduction of a food or foods cannot practically incorporate a placebo in the control group.

Above all, study interventions should be safe for both mother and child. Safety concerns have nonetheless arisen in select studies. For example, dietary interventions have been noted to compromise fetal and maternal well-being [8] and studies using probiotics have shown increased rates of sensitization and allergic outcomes in separate studies [9,10].

Prevention studies are often aimed at high-risk families. The high-risk population is however difficult to define. For example, approximately 10% of children without an allergenic first degree relative develop allergic disease, compared to 20–30% with single allergic heredity (parent or sibling) and 40–50% with double-allergic heredity [11]. In addition, the definition of the term “atopy” is inconsistent.

Many interventions are introduced to both mother and child. This complicates the understanding of specific study effects as it is unclear whether the immunological effects were achieved pre- or postnatally or whether effects should be attributed to a single or multiple factors.

The determination of dietary intake is usually performed by Food Frequency Questionnaires (FFQs). FFQs are known to be subject to substantial forms of bias. FFQs do not always assess all relevant dietary variables such as age of introduction, recurrence of exposure, quantity (single and cumulative) of exposure, variability of allergens consumed, and allergen processing. In addition, it is often difficult to disguise those questions which relate to the specific food/s of interest. Prospective food diaries are cumbersome as they demand detailed information and effort by parents.

It is difficult to measure food allergen exposures which occur via routes other than the oral route (e.g. through an abraded skin barrier). For example, the nursing mother who ingests peanut butter is also likely to transfer this allergen to the infant through kiss and touch-contact [12,13]. In addition, it is often the nursing mother who determines consumption patterns within the household, which further increases (or decreases) the opportunity for environmental food allergen exposure to foods which the mother likes (or dislikes). A different problem arises if the intervention is one of avoidance as the elimination of one or more foods from the diet is likely to impact the diet. Such changes may be anticipated and therefore measured, or unknown and missed.
Onset of sensitization and food allergy

It remains unclear as to when prevention strategies should be implemented. It is therefore important to determine whether sensitization occurs in utero. Prerequisites for the development of food allergy (particularly in genetically susceptible individuals) are thought to include allergen exposure, uptake, recognition, and processing. The fact that in utero sensitization to foods is possible is suggested by the early clinical presentation of IgE-mediated food allergies. This is usually apparent within the first year of life. Non-IgE-mediated food-induced immunological reactions such as cow’s milk–protein (CMP)-induced colitis usually present in the first year of life.

There is some data that food and aero-allergens can be transmitted via the placenta [14]. However, the analysis of specific IgE to foods in cord blood in two large birth cohort studies was unable to demonstrate measurable food specific IgE in cord blood, even in those children who subsequently developed clinical or immunological food sensitization [5,15].

Summary

Although possible on theoretical grounds, there is no firm evidence to support the hypothesis that sensitization and allergy to foods commences in utero.

Maternal diet (during pregnancy and/or breast-feeding) and the prevention of food allergy

In this section we examine the effect of maternal diet during pregnancy and/or breast-feeding on the development of food allergy.

There are three studies which assess the effects (with respect to allergy prevention) of maternal dietary avoidance of one or more common food allergens during pregnancy [16–18]. In a Cochrane review, Kramer et al. [19] assessed the evidence for allergy prevention through prescribing an antigen avoidance diet during lactation. They include four trials involving 334 women. Their findings suggested a protective effect of maternal antigen avoidance on the incidence of atopic eczema during the child’s first 12–18 months of life. There was no effect on asthma or rhinitis. They however also noted the methodological shortcomings in all three trials and argued for caution in applying these results. Most importantly, one trial reported that a restricted diet (egg and CMP) during pregnancy was associated with both maternal and fetal nutritional compromise.

Given the uncertainty of these findings, and potential safety concerns, specialist allergy organizations do not recommend the avoidance of either egg or milk during pregnancy [20–25]. However, there are recommendations for the avoidance of peanut in high-risk scenarios by both the American Association of Pediatrics (AAP) [26] and the UK Government Department of Health (DoH) [27]. This recommendation was not evidence based and came about as a response to the public health concern of peanut allergy. There are no studies which assess effects of modifying maternal diet during lactation only. There are however studies which modify the maternal diet during pregnancy or both pregnancy and lactation; these have not shown a protective role against infant food allergy through maternal dietary avoidance of cow’s milk, egg, and fish during either pregnancy and/or breast-feeding. In addition, the ALSPAC study showed no effect of maternal peanut consumption in pregnancy or lactation on the development of immunological or clinical reaction to peanuts on follow-up at 4–6 years of age [5].

Breast milk contains low concentrations of dietary proteins which are present in maternal serum. Indeed, β-lactoglobulin is found in the breast milk of 95% of mothers consuming cow’s milk during lactation. Whether at-risk infants are protected by the many beneficial immunological properties of breast milk or put at risk by this low-dose allergen exposure is an ongoing debate. There are studies which modify the maternal diet during both pregnancy and lactation. Neither the study by Hattevig et al. [7] nor the study by Herman et al. [28] demonstrate a protective role against infant food allergy through maternal dietary avoidance of cow’s milk, egg, and fish during either pregnancy or both pregnancy and lactation. The study by Herman et al. did however note effects for eczema.

Summary

Manipulation of the maternal diet during pregnancy and/or breast-feeding has not consistently been shown to exert protective effects on the development of allergy; however preventative effects are noted for eczema. Such strategies carry the risk of nutritional compromise for both mother and child.

Complementary infant feeding and the prevention of food allergy

In this section we examine the effect of complementary feeding on the development of food allergy.

The World Health Organization (WHO) now recommend that the term “weaning” be replaced by the term “complementary feeding” which incorporates any nutrient-containing food or liquid other than breast milk. Most studies in this field consider weaning to be the introduction of solid foods only. However, the biophysical properties of allergens are complex and there is no reason to believe that the allergenic potential of liquid feeds is different from that of solid or semi-solid foods. For example, both cow’s milk and hen’s egg allergy are common childhood allergies despite being ingested as liquid and solid, respectively. An infant who is breast-fed whilst receiving cow’s milk formula (CMF) supplementation is no more or less weaned than a breast-fed
infant who is fed rice cereal mixed with expressed breast milk. It is therefore arbitrary to restrict the usage of the term “weaning” to solids. Breast milk provides a rich and favorable source of immune-regulating substances and possesses numerous other qualities which have the capability of directly influencing allergic disease expression. For example, breast milk regulates food antigen absorption and processing which may delay or prevent the development of food allergy. Breast milk has also been shown to decrease lower respiratory tract infections (LRTIs) in the first year of life and LRTIs are known risk factors for the development of asthma. That worldwide breast-feeding is initiated in only 60–80% of newborns and exclusive breast-feeding rates remain below WHO targets.

There are numerous health care specialist allergy organizations which offer advice with respect to infant feeding in at-risk infants [20–24]. Whilst there is consensus that breast milk remains unchallenged as the milk of choice for all infants, advice with respect to the duration of exclusive breast-feeding and the avoidance of common food allergens differ between organizations.

Studies which support a protective effect of breast-feeding over CMFs date back to the 1930s when Grulee and Sanford demonstrated a protective effect of breast-feeding on the development of eczema in the first 12–48 months of life in a large (n = 20,000) observational study [29]. Not all of the observational studies which followed supported these early findings. In a 2007 review by the Paediatric Section of EAACI, Muraro et al. [30] suggested an overall protective effect (for at-risk children) of exclusive breast-feeding during the first 3 months of life on atopic eczema and asthma, but not childhood allergic rhinitis.

While exclusive breast-feeding for 3 months may protect against the development of allergy taken in the context of the numerous studies done in this field, the consensus however is that prolonged exclusive breast-feeding beyond 3 months of age has not been shown to consistently protect against the development of food allergy, or atopy. Kramer et al. [31] performed a WHO commissioned systematic review of the available evidence concerning the effects of exclusive breast-feeding for 6 months versus exclusive breast-feeding for 3–4 months followed by mixed breast-feeding (complementary liquid or solid foods with continued breast-feeding) to 6 months, on eczema, asthma, and other atopic outcomes. This extensive review covers 20 independent observational studies. They were unable to establish evidence for a significant reduction in the risk of atopic eczema, asthma, or other atopic outcomes amongst those infants who were exclusively breast-fed for 6 months compared with those exclusively breast-fed for 3–4 months followed by mixed feeding.

It is therefore surprising that the WHO [32] recommendations use the justification of reduction in atopy to support exclusive breast-feeding for the first 6 months of the infant’s life. While there are other beneficial health effects of prolonged exclusive breast-feeding, prevention of allergy does not provide a justification.

Kramer et al. [33] in a recent large (n = 13,889) cluster randomised trial indicate that the experimental intervention to promote breastfeeding did not reduce the risk of asthma, hay fever, or eczema at age 6.5 years despite large increases in the duration of exclusivity of breast feeding; nor did the intervention succeed in reducing the prevalence of positive skin prick tests. Indeed, there was a suggestion that atopic sensitisation by skins tests to inhalent allergens was increased in the intervention group.

There are only two randomized studies looking at the introduction of CMP formula against exclusive breast-feeding on the development of food allergy and atopy. Lucas et al. [34] in a large (n = 777) randomized interventional study of premature infants, compared the effects of human breast milk, standard preterm formula, and nutrient-enriched pre-term formula. Interestingly, at 18 months after term there was no overall difference in the incidence of food-allergic reactions between dietary groups, although a subgroup effect was noted for the group of infants with a family history of atopy. Similarly, in a large (n = 1693) randomized intervention study of term infants, De Jong et al. [35] found that early (first 3 days of life) high-dose exposure to CMP (as frequently occurs in nurseries) was not associated with an increase in allergic disease or symptoms. In addition, no increase in sensitization or allergy to CMP was found between the groups up to 5 years of age.

There are indeed some observational studies which demonstrate an increased risk in the development of allergic disorders in breast-fed infants. In a large (n = 1037 children) observational study, Sears et al. [36] followed up children until 21 years of age. They found that breast-feeding (for at least 4 weeks) did not protect against childhood atopy and asthma. Indeed, significantly more breast-fed children were atopic to common Aero-allergens at the age of 13 than non-breast-fed children. Breast-feeding also increased the likelihood of asthma at age 9 and 21 years. Findings were similar when breast-feeding was considered over longer periods (8–12 weeks). Exclusive breast-feeding did not offer any protection against atopy and there was even a suggestion that the risk of atopy was increased. Likewise, in the large Multicenter Allergy Study (MAS) observational birth cohort (n = 1314 infants born in 1990), Bergman et al. [37] found that each month of breast-feeding elevated the risk of developing atopic eczema in the first 7 years by approximately 3%. It was noted, however, that breast-feeding persisted for longer if at least one parent had eczema, the mother was older, did not smoke in pregnancy, or the family had a high social status. Reverse causality could not be ruled out in this study.

The WHO recommendations that exclusive breast-feeding be continued until 6 months of age is a change to their previous recommendations and different from the 1999 joint
European Allergy Statement which recommended exclusive breast-feeding for between 4 and 6 months. Interestingly, there has, since 1975, been a significant trend in developed countries toward the later introduction of solid foods. For example, in the United Kingdom, the proportion of infants given solids by 8 weeks of age has decreased, 49% in 1975, 24% in 1980 and 1985, and 19% in 1990 [38]. It is interesting that this decrease to a third of what it was has coincided with a 3-fold increase in allergy in children [39]. Reasons for differences in weaning are complex and early weaning has been associated with cultural, socio-economic, as well as specific factors such as maternal age, formula feeding, and maternal smoking. All of these factors need to be controlled for in study analyses.

A review of the evidence for the relationship between the early (defined as less than 4 months of age) introduction of solid foods to infants and the development of allergic disease was recently performed by Tarini et al. [40]. Thirteen studies met their criteria for review, of which only one was a controlled study. Studies were not limited to at-risk study populations. They concluded that there was insufficient evidence to suggest that, on its own, the early introduction of solids to infants was associated with an increased risk of asthma, food allergy, or allergic rhinitis. They noted the consistent association between the persistence of eczema and the introduction of solid foods before 4 months of age that is supported by long-term follow-up studies and the dose-dependent nature of the association.

Fergusson et al.’s [41] article is the only study to report an increased risk of persistent eczema with the early introduction of solids. They reported a 2.9 times greater risk of chronic or recurrent eczema amongst children fed four or more solids before 4 months of age compared with those not fed solids before 4 months of age. This difference was still apparent at 10 years of age. When they assessed the effect of exposure to individual foods such as cow’s milk, egg, cereals, vegetables, meat products, or fruits they found no increased risk of developing atopic dermatitis (AD). Zutavern et al. [42] more recently conducted a large multicenter study which controlled for the effects of reverse causality whilst assessing for the effect of early life diet on allergy outcomes. They found no evidence of a protective effect of late introduction of solids on the development of pre-school wheezing, transient wheezing, atopy, or eczema. There was no evidence for a protective effect of the delayed introduction of solids beyond 4 months of age on the development of sensitization to foods. On the contrary, there was a statistically significant increased risk of eczema in relation to late introduction of egg and milk. The late introduction of egg was also associated with a non-significant increased risk of pre-school wheezing.

Although exclusive breast-feeding does not have proven effects in the prevention of allergy, there have been numerous studies examining the protective effects of different types of formulas especially CMP-hydrolysates as a substitute for breast milk where the mother is unable to or chooses not to breast-feed. There are several studies and a meta-analysis of the evidence for the role of infant formula in the prevention of allergic disease in high-risk infants who are unable to breast-feed. Cochrane review by Osborn et al. [43] found no evidence to support feeding with a hydrolyzed formula for the prevention of allergy compared to exclusive breast-feeding. For high-risk infants who are unable to be completely breast-fed, they found limited evidence that prolonged feeding with a hydrolyzed formula compared to a CMF-reduced infant and childhood allergy and infant CMA. The general consensus among the reviews is that the use of hydrolyzed milk formula in at-risk infants offers at least some protection against allergic disease, and in particular eczema. These findings are reflected in the recommendations of specialist allergy organizations [20–24].

One recent study in this field is the German Infant Nutritional Interventional (GINI) study [42,43]. This is a large (n = 2252) randomized multicenter study in which von Berg et al. allocate high-risk infants to one of four milks; CMF, partially hydrolyzed whey formula (pHW-F), extensively hydrolyzed whey formula (eHW-F), or extensively hydrolyzed casein formula (eHC-F). A significant reduction in the incidence of AD was achieved at 1 and 3 years of age with the eHC-F and the pHW-F. The greater reduction in eczema at 1 year of age in high-risk children with a pHW-F and eHC-F rather than with an eHW-F is difficult to explain. In this study, hydrolyzed formula did not protect against wheezing. The clinical benefits demonstrated by the GINI study are convincing. However it remains unclear whether dietary modification has truly prevented allergic disease. The GINI study [44,45] was not able to clearly define the endpoint of food allergy by DBPCFC as many parents declined. The reduction in eczema could therefore either be due to the primary prevention of eczema through dietary modification or alternatively reflect the beneficial effect of removing CMP from the diet of infants with concomitant eczema and milk allergy.

Soy formulas have long been used as CMF alternatives. In a recent Cochrane review, Osborn et al. [46] found three studies which met their inclusion criteria. They concluded that, on current evidence, the use of soy formulas could not be recommended for the prevention of allergy or food intolerance in at-risk infants. No study demonstrated an increase in soy allergy. There is also no evidence to support the use of “other” mammalian milks for the prevention of food allergy.

**Summary**

There is some evidence of a protective effect against the development of allergy in high-risk infants when exclusively breast-feeding for the first 3 months of life. There is no convincing effect noted beyond 3 months of life in both high-risk infants and normal infants. Some studies suggest that prolonged exclusive breast-feeding may increase the risk of...
allergies, although reverse causality may be an explanation. The use of CM-hydrolysates in high-risk infants shows amelioration of eczema – but not food allergy – at 1 and 3 years of age (in the GINI study). There is no evidence that hydrolyzed formulas prevent against the development of other allergies. There is no evidence to support the use of soy formula or “other” mammalian milk formula for the prevention of allergy.

Combined maternal and infant dietary measures and the prevention of food allergy

It seems intuitive that of all dietary interventions aimed at the prevention of food allergy the combined approach should offer the greatest hope as it covers many routes of allergen exposure at immunologically vulnerable time points.

In a Cochrane review, Kramer et al. [19] assessed the evidence for the prevention of allergic disease through maternal dietary antigen avoidance during pregnancy or lactation, or both. Their analysis found that the prescription of an antigen avoidance diet to high-risk woman during pregnancy was unlikely to substantially reduce her child’s risk of atopic disease.

There are two randomized studies which adopted a multi-intervention approach. Zeiger et al. [47] in a study of 165 mother/infant pairs randomized participants to either a prophylactic group (maternal avoidance of cow’s milk, egg, and peanut during the last trimester of pregnancy and lactation, and infants diet free of cow’s milk until age 1 year and using a hydrolysate formula as supplement, egg until age 2 years, and peanut and fish until age 3 years) or a control group (following standard feeding practice). Findings demonstrate a significant reduction in cow’s milk sensitization and eczema before the age of 2 years but no significant reduction in food allergy, AD, allergic rhinitis, asthma, any atopic disease, lung function, food or aerallergen sensitization or serum IgE level at 7 years of age. No difference in skin prick testing or specific IgE testing was shown for the other food allergens tested, including peanut, which was the most common skin test-positive food allergen at 7 years of age. This indicates that the beneficial effect of the dietary interventions was mainly in reducing CMA.

Arshad et al. [48] in a study of 120 infants randomized participants to either a prophylactic group (breast-fed with mother on a low allergen diet or given an extensively hydrolyzed formula and house dust mite reduction) or a control group (who followed standard UK DoH advice). Findings demonstrate a reduction in allergic disease (asthma, atopy, rhinitis, and eczema) at least for the first 8 years of life in the prophylactic group. Repeated measurement analysis, adjusted for all relevant confounding variables, confirmed a preventive effect on asthma, AD, rhinitis, and atopy. The protective effects were primarily observed in the subgroup of children with persistent disease (symptoms at all visits) and in those with evidence of allergic sensitization. Study powering did not allow for the assessment of food allergy at 8 years of age, but earlier transient effects were noted.

Summary

There are randomized trials which adopt a multi-intervention approach (dietary modification of both maternal diet – during pregnancy and/or lactation – and infant diet) that have demonstrated a reduction in allergic disease. Whilst findings in one study were transient and no longer observed at 7 years of age, in a second study, the effects in allergy reduction were still observed at 8 years of age. The effects with respect to a reduction in food allergy appear to predominantly apply to CMA. Caution is required prior to the recommendation of such interventions due to the potential for nutritional compromise in both mother and child.

Routes of sensitization, cross-sensitization, and oral tolerance induction

Until recently, preventive strategies have focused on oral exposure to foods. However, the oral route of exposure is not the only route as exposure to food allergens may occur through aerosolized allergen exposure (e.g. fish and milk cooking vapors) or via the skin (as detailed above). The ALSPAC study [5] followed a large cohort of children (n = 13,971) from birth; the results of this study showed a positive association between peanut allergy and eczema, and an even greater association with an oozing or crusting skin rash. They also found an increased use of skin preparations using peanut oil in children with peanut allergy (this was limited to cutaneous rather than oral exposure). The observations support the occupational health findings in adults that sensitization may occur through contact with the skin, particularly through abraded skin.

There is a significant body of evidence in animal models that a single oral dose of antigen is sufficient to induce oral tolerance [49–51]. This phenomenon has been demonstrated for different antigens and in different experimental models. The data is consistent; uniformly showing that a single dose of oral protein administration effectively causes immunological tolerance and prevents the expression of related clinical disease.

Poole et al. [52] in a large prospective cohort study in Colorado (n = 1612) found an association between age at initial exposure to cereal grains and the development of wheat allergy. Their date suggested that delaying introduction of cereal grains until after 6 months was not protective against development of wheat allergy, but that it may in fact increase the child’s risk of wheat allergy. This study excluded children with celiac disease (positive tissue transglutaminase autoantibodies) and controlled for family history of allergy, prior food allergy, breast-feeding duration, and whether the child was breast-fed when first exposed to cereals.
There are no interventional studies that examine the potential role of oral tolerance induction to foods in childhood. There is one adult human study that showed that feeding key-hole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) resulted in immunological tolerance to KLH antigen [53]. Ecological data suggests that African, Asian, and Middle Eastern countries [54] where peanuts are consumed throughout pregnancy and early childhood have low rates of peanut allergy compared to Western industrialized societies such as the United Kingdom and United States where peanut allergy is high despite peanut avoidance during pregnancy and infancy. However, differential predisposition to atopy due to both genetic and environmental factors could however explain these differences.

The high prevalence of peanut allergy in the United Kingdom occurs despite DoH recommendations which advocate avoidance of peanut during pregnancy, breast-feeding, and the first 3 years of life in high-risk children. Recent data suggests that the average age for peanut introduction in the United Kingdom is at 33 months as opposed to 12 months in 1985. The US National Institute of Health and Immune Tolerance Network (NIH/ITN) sponsored interventional study (LEAP Study) is currently underway and seeks to randomize infants less than 11 months of age with risk factors for the development of peanut allergy (moderate–severe eczema and/or egg allergy) to either peanut consumption or avoidance. A final assessment for peanut allergy will be made by oral food challenge at 5 years of age.

There are observational studies to other foods that lend weight to the hypothesis of tolerance induction through early oral exposure. A large observational cohort of children, by Poole et al. [52] demonstrated that delaying the initial exposure to cereal grains until after 6 months may increase the risk of developing IgE-mediated wheat allergy. In a population-based observational study, Saarinen et al. [55], fish and citrus allergy was determined at 3 years of age by oral food challenge. They then found no difference in the cumulative incidence of fish and citrus allergy at 3 years of age between children with fish introduced early or late (after 1 year of age).

**Summary**

Recent observational and animal studies raise the question of whether sensitization to food antigens may occur via the cutaneous route. There is a body of literature in animal models which demonstrates the effect of tolerance induction following early high-dose food allergen consumption. Human trials are awaited.

**Unpasteurized milk and the use of probiotics and prebiotics**

It is hypothesized that the increase in allergic disease may be due to a relative lack of microbial stimulation of the infantile gut immune system. This is in keeping with other observations which provide support for the “hygiene hypothesis” whereby dietary, or other immune-modulating factors associated with the anthroposophic lifestyle, lead to lower rates of allergic disease [56].

Observations from rural environments suggest an inverse association between consumption of farm-produced dairy products and the prevalence of allergic disease. Waser et al. [57] conducted a cross-sectional multicenter study, which demonstrated that the consumption of farm milk might offer protection against asthma and allergy. These associations were independent of farm-related co-exposures and other farm-produced products, but were not independently related to any allergy-related health outcome. Similarly, Perkins et al. [53] conducted a two-stage cross-sectional study which demonstrated that unpasteurized milk might be a modifiable influence on allergic sensitization in children. The effect was seen in all children, independent of farming status.

Other strategies have sought to alter the commensal gut flora either directly through the administration of living microorganisms (probiotics) or indirectly through the provision of non-digestible growth-enhancing substrates (prebiotics). There are many variables between studies performed in this field; these include probiotic strain and viability, dose, and duration. In addition, not all studies treat both mother (during pregnancy and/or breast-feeding) and child. Hence, clinical trial results from one probiotic strain in one population cannot be automatically generalized to other strains or to different populations. There is also great variability with respect to patient groups recruited in trials to date. Boyle et al. [58] published a review in 2005 of the evidence for the use of probiotics in the management of allergic disease. They found evidence for the use of probiotics in the treatment of eczema, but the level of evidence regarding the role of probiotics for the prevention of eczema was “weak.”

More recently, Kukkonene et al. [59] in a large randomized trial (n = 925) assessed the combined role of prebiotics (galacto-oligosaccharides) and probiotics (four bacterial strains) in the prevention of allergic disease in a high-risk population. They randomized pregnant women to probiotic or placebo for 2–3 weeks before delivery; their infants received the same intervention or a placebo for 6 months. Results indicate that the prebiotic–probiotic combination treatment, when compared with placebo, showed no effect on the cumulative incidence of allergic disease at 2 years of age. However, the prebiotic–probiotic combination treatment did reduce eczema and atopic eczema (in both IgE- and non-IgE-sensitized children). Taylor et al. [10] randomized high-risk newborns (n = 231) to either receive Lactobacillus acidophilus or placebo daily for the first 6 months of life. They were unable to demonstrate a significant difference in eczema between the groups at 6 and 12 months of age, and found that the proportion of children with positive skin prick tests and eczema was significantly higher in the probiotic group.
Whether probiotic-induced microbiota changes – and associated clinical effects – persist after administration ceases remains unclear. For example, in a study by Kalliomaki et al. [9,60] initial findings at 4 years of age suggested a reduction in eczema, rhinitis, and asthma, however at 7 years of age, the overall risk for developing eczema remained lower in the LGG probiotic group whilst allergic rhinitis and asthma were more common. Interestingly, both the Kukkonene et al. and Kalliomaki et al. studies find the preventive effect on eczema not to be associated with IgE changes [9,59].

Boyle et al. [61] recently highlighted the known and theoretical safety concerns of probiotics; these include infection, deleterious metabolic activities, immune deviation, excessive immune stimulation, and microbial resistance.

It has been shown that infant formulas which are fortified with prebiotics can bias the microbiota to more closely resemble that of breast milk (the so-called “bifidogenic” effect). The clinical relevance of these prebiotic-induced changes remains unclear. Cochrane reviews into the use of pre- and probiotics in the prevention of allergy are currently underway.

**Summary**

Observational studies suggest that the consumption of unpasteurized milk may reduce the prevalence of allergic sensitization and disease. There are safety concerns regarding unpasteurized milk and this cannot therefore be recommended for the prevention of food allergy. Although some studies do show that the use of probiotics (and in one study a mixture of both pro- and prebiotics) reduces eczema, these effects are not consistent in all studies and are not associated with a reduction in atopy. Currently neither prebiotics nor probiotics can be recommended as a strategy to prevent food allergies or other allergic disease, and safety concerns need to be considered.

**Nutritional supplements**

There are ecological observations which note that the geographical distribution of allergy prevalence is linked with regional dietary practices [62]. In recent years, there has been a focus on the role of vitamins, antioxidants, fruits, and vegetables, as well as fatty acid intake on the prevention or treatment of allergies.

(a) **Fatty acids:** Dietary lipids, especially n-3 and n-6 long-chain polyunsaturated fatty acids (LCPUFAs) regulate immune function, and may modify the adherence of microbes in the mucosa thereby contributing to host–microbe interactions. There are studies in this field which demonstrate a positive effect with respect to the prevention of allergies, however outcomes are inconsistent. Peat et al. [63] randomized 616 high-risk pregnant mothers (at 36 weeks gestation) to either an intervention group (omega-3-fatty acid supplementation and house dust mite reduction measures) or placebo. They demonstrate a reduction in the outcomes for dust mite sensitization and cough (in atopic children only) for infants in the intervention group. No significant differences in wheeze were found with either intervention. There was however limited perinatal intervention in this study. Kull et al. [64] in a large prospective birth cohort assessed for the effect of fish (a rich source of omega-3 fatty acids) consumption on allergy outcomes in a large prospective birth cohort. After controlling for confounding factors (parental allergy and early onset eczema or wheeze), regular fish consumption during the first year of life was associated with a reduced risk for allergic sensitization to foods by age 4 years. It is unclear whether such an effect could be explained by oral tolerance induction to food proteins or whether omega-3 fatty acids could have a generic anti-allergic effect. Negative study findings include those by Almqvist et al. [65] who conducted a large (n = 516) randomized, placebo-controlled trial in high-risk children and found that dietary fatty acids (in the first 5 years of life) did not reduce the risk of asthma or allergic disease at 5 years of age. Despite these conflicting findings, many infant formulas are supplemented with LCPUFAs such as arachidonic acid and docosahexaenoic acid.

(b) **Vitamins:** Dietary vitamins have potent immune-modulating effects. It has been possible to study the effect of vitamin supplementation in young children with respect to allergy outcomes, as many countries advocate routine vitamin supplementation during early childhood. Separate studies in Finland [66] and the United States [67] observed an increased association between vitamin D supplementation in infancy and atopic disease. However, study outcomes were restricted to rhinitis in adulthood in the first study, and select subgroups in the second study; asthma in black children and food allergies (as defined by a medical professional) in the exclusively formula-fed population.

Kull et al. [68] in a large (n = 4089) prospective birth cohort investigated the association between the supplementation of vitamins A and D (administered in either a water- or peanut-oil-based vehicle) during the first year of life and the outcome of allergic disease up to 4 years of age. Children supplemented with vitamins A and D in the water-soluble vehicle during the first year of life had an almost 2-fold increased risk of asthma, food hypersensitivity (determined by parental questionnaire), and sensitization (to common food and airborne allergens) at age 4 years, when compared with those receiving vitamins in peanut oil. There are various possible explanations for these findings. Vitamin A and/or D may protect against the risk of developing allergy; the study findings would then hinge on better absorption of vitamins A and D from the oil-based vehicle than from a water-based vehicle. Alternatively, vitamin A and/or D may actually increase the risk of the development of allergic disease; the absorption of vitamin A and/or D would then need to be superior when the vitamins were administered in the water-based vehicle. Systemic uptake was unfortunately not measured in this study. It is not known how the rates of allergy in
the two study groups compare with children who had not received vitamin supplementation at all (less than 2% of children in this cohort did not receive vitamin supplementation). It may also be that vitamin A and/or D has no effect on allergy outcomes and the effects observed are due to the use of peanut oil itself. However, the fatty acids in peanut oil are strongly biased toward the pro-inflammatory omega-6 fatty acids in a ratio of omega-6:omega-3 fatty acids of 34:1. Were this effect to be significant, a higher rate of allergy would have been expected in the group of children who received the oil-based supplement. It is therefore difficult to interpret these findings.

(c) Antioxidants and trace elements: Antioxidants are free radical scavengers shown to decrease inflammatory processes. There are no interventional studies which assess the effect of antioxidant supplementation on the prevention of food allergy; however, ecological observations suggest that the higher intake of fresh fruits and vegetables in certain European countries is associated with a decreased prevalence of food allergy [62]. In addition, preliminary findings from the ALSPAC cohort suggest that low cord blood selenium and iron may be associated with a higher subsequent risk of persistent wheeze and eczema [69].

Summary
Randomized-controlled studies provide conflicting results with respect to LCPUFAs supplementation for the prevention of allergy. Studies which show a positive effect do so for different allergic disease outcomes. Observational studies which examine the effect of vitamins A and D supplementation during the first year of life suggest an increased rate of sensitization and allergy at 4 years of age, but only when administered in a water-soluble vehicle. It remains unclear as to why vitamins A and D supplementation in different vehicles should exert different clinical effects.

Ecological observations, and preliminary studies, suggest that the higher intake of foods rich in antioxidants may confer protection against allergy outcomes. Although the role of nutritional supplements for the prevention of allergy is interesting, further randomized interventional studies are required.

Conclusions
The natural history of food allergy suggests “plasticity” within the developing immune system as many common food allergies (such as egg and milk allergy) are outgrown. Indeed, the switch from a state of allergy to tolerance may even occur during the first few years of life. Turcanu et al. [70] demonstrated that the resolution of peanut allergy was accompanied by a reversal of the Th2- to Th1-skewed, allergen-specific, immune response. These findings are encouraging as it raises the possibility that immune responses are susceptible to prevention strategies.

The conventional wisdom is that early exposure to allergenic food proteins during pregnancy, lactation, or infancy leads to food allergies, and that prevention strategies should aim to eliminate allergenic food proteins during these periods of “immunological vulnerability,” especially in high-risk subgroups. There is some evidence to support the use of dietary interventions in high-risk pregnant and/or lactating women, especially for the outcome of atopic eczema. Such interventions may however compromise maternal and fetal nutrition. Exclusive breast-feeding for at least the first 3 months of life offers some protection against allergic disease in high-risk infants. The protective effect of exclusive breast-feeding beyond 4 months of age remains uncertain. For high-risk infants who are not exclusively breast-fed, or where supplementation of breast-feeding is required, the use of hydrolyzed formula may offer some protection against the development of eczema. The findings of dietary interventions such as LCPUFAs, antioxidants, pre- and probiotics, and vitamin supplementation are unconvincing, inconsistent, or not adequately tested. There are safety concerns surrounding some of the interventions trialled to date.

Future studies will need to overcome the methodological challenges detailed in this chapter, many of which are unique to this field of research. Better markers are required to identify high-risk populations, as not all children who develop food allergy are born to atopic families. With current advances in the field of gene–environment interactions, it may also be that future studies need to focus their interventions at specifically defined groups of children, whose genotyping identifies them at being at-risk of (or protected from) specific environmental exposures.

Finally, in order for the field of food allergy prevention to significantly advance, strategies will need to be put to the test using rigorous study design methodologies.
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Introduction

At this time there are no available prophylactic agents that have been consistently shown to prevent IgE-mediated reactions to food [1]. Although hopeful treatment options are being explored, immunotherapy to food proteins is experimental and should not be relied upon for the treatment of food allergies. Currently, strict dietary avoidance is the only therapeutic option available for the prevention of food-allergic reactions. The increasing prevalence of atopic disease presents a growing need for health care professionals who can effectively manage the dietary needs of those with food hypersensitivity.

As food elimination diets pose a challenge to providing a nutritionally balanced diet, it is essential that they are prescribed only when needed for the treatment of a properly diagnosed food allergy or for diagnostic purposes on a short-term basis. The physician prescribing the diet should understand the great burden placed on patients and their families with the introduction of an allergen-restricted diet. The social, psychological, and nutritional impact of such a dietary prescription must be measured against the necessity or potential benefit of treatment. The time required for meal planning and food preparation may be greatly increased. Eating out in restaurants or at friends’ homes may become difficult or impossible, which may impact the socialization of the individual. Anxiety issues may arise about food and eating situations in general. In children, the acquisition of feeding skills may be delayed when food elimination diets present challenges to finding safe and appropriate textures required in developing oral motor feeding skills. Finally, food elimination diets may impact nutrient intake, and great care must be taken to ensure that the restricted diet continues to provide adequate nutrition. Comprehensive education should include not only how to avoid specific allergens, but also how to safely and appropriately substitute for eliminated foods and the nutrients inherent in those foods.
Food elimination diets: general overview

It may seem an easy task to eliminate a single allergen from the diet. However, the elimination of a single allergen, such as milk protein, makes it necessary to avoid many common foods including not only milk, butter, cheese, yogurt, and ice cream, but also numerous manufactured products such as many breads, cookies, cakes, crackers, cereals, processed meats, and cold cuts that may also contain milk protein as an ingredient [2]. In order for the diet to be successful, the patient must be able to comply with the dietary restrictions. The more diverse and appealing the diet, the less likely the patient will be tempted to risk an unsafe food. The diet must therefore be planned to provide the greatest possible variety in products, reflect the taste preferences of the individual, and minimize the social consequences, while remaining safe and nutritionally adequate. This is a tall order and important for any age group, but perhaps especially important in the teenage population where risky behavior is generally more common and the strain of social restriction may seem most daunting. A recent study of 174 adolescents and young adults reported that 54% of the participants indicated intentional ingestion of a potentially unsafe food and 42% reported a willingness to eat a food labeled “may contain (allergen)” [3]. Therefore, providing instruction for a diet that is safe, but also reflects the individual’s tastes as well as social and nutritional needs is crucial.

Label reading

Fundamental to the success of any elimination diet is the ability to accurately identify food allergens on product labels. A study in 2002 by Joshi et al. reported that many food-allergic individuals or their caretakers were unable to correctly identify ingredients derived from major allergens on a variety of food labels, with milk and soy presenting the greatest challenges to families of children with food allergies [4]. Of 60 participants (parents of milk-allergic children), only 4 (7%) could correctly identify milk on all 14 labels that indicated the presence of milk protein. This study strongly highlighted the need for improved labeling that consumers with food allergies could more easily interpret [4]. In recognition of this need, new food labeling legislation came into effect in the European Union (EU) in November 2005 and in the United States in January 2006 to help make ingredient identification on manufactured foods easier [5,6].

In European countries, the EU directive 2003/89/EC, requires that 12 common food allergens be clearly identified on the ingredient label of all packaged foods manufactured after November 25, 2004. The 12 ingredients required to be listed on the package label in the European Union are the following:

- Milk
- Egg
- Peanut
- Tree nuts
- Fish
- Crustacean shell fish
- Soybean
- Gluten (wheat, rye, barley, oat, spelt, kamut, and their hybrid strains)
- Celery
- Mustard
- Sesame
- Sulfur dioxide and sulfites at concentrations of more than 10 mg/kg or 10 mg/l expressed as SO₂.

The EU directive applies to all prepackaged food but does not apply to foods sold loose or foods pre-packed for direct sale such as fresh bread or cakes sold in supermarkets in which they have been packaged for hygienic purposes, foods sold in restaurants, or fancy confectionery products [6,7].

Previously in the European Union, the “25% rule” exempted the labeling of individual ingredients making up a compound ingredient in any food in which the compound comprised less than 25% of the finished product (e.g. a pudding filling in a cake). This obviously allowed for significant levels of allergens to be present in food products without any identification on the ingredient label. The EU directive has changed the “25% rule” to the “5% rule”, but only for compounds whose compositions are defined by EU law, such as in foods like jam [7]. Fortunately, the “5% rule” does not override the allergen labeling requirements. Therefore all intentional sources of the 12 common allergens, regardless of whether or not the ingredient is part of a compound ingredient, must be identified on the ingredient label [6].

Currently, the EU Safety Authority has granted exemption for fermentation substrates and their bacterial cultures and enzymes, but no other permanent exemptions have been made. Temporary exemptions have been granted for several ingredients including highly refined soybean oil, wheat starch hydrolysate, and fish gelatin [7]. Manufacturers are granted a limited period of time to provide scientific data to support the lack of allergenic hazard of these ingredients for permanent exemption status.

In the United States, The Food Allergen Labeling and Consumer Protection Act of 2004, or FALCPA, mandates that food products must clearly list on the package label, in plain English language, ingredients derived from commonly allergenic foods. Conventional food products, including those imported for sale in the United States, dietary supplements, infant formulas and medical foods are all affected by FALCPA; raw agricultural commodities are not [5].

Allergic reactions may occur to a vast range of food ingredients; however, eight foods are responsible for 90% of all food allergic reactions. The ingredients subject to FALCPA, identified as the major food allergens, are those derived from these eight major food allergens:

- Milk
- Egg
- Soybean
- Peanut
- Tree nut
- Fish
- Crustacean shellfish

Additionally, manufacturers must list the specific tree nut (almond, Brazil nut, cashew, hazelnut, pecan, pistachio, walnut, etc.), fish (salmon, tuna, cod, etc.), or crustacean shellfish (crab, lobster, shrimp, etc.) used as an ingredient. Mollusks (clam, muscles, oyster, scallops, etc.) are not considered major food allergens under FALCPA [5].

Prior to January 2006, ingredients could be listed by their scientific or usual name, such as casein or whey, without any reference to the source of the ingredient, making identification of allergens difficult for the consumer. The plain language stipulation now requires the presence of a major food allergen to be listed on the product label in one of the following ways:

1. In the ingredient list for example: milk, egg, or soy.
2. Parenthetically following the food protein derivative for example: casein (milk).
3. Immediately below the ingredient list in a “contains” statement for example: contains wheat [7].

Only one of these methods is required and therefore consumers should be cautioned to avoid looking only for “contains” statements. However, if a “contains” statement is used and one or more major allergens are present in a product, they must all be listed in the “contains” statement even if one or more of the allergens were listed elsewhere on the label. For example, if casein, egg white, and almond are listed in the ingredient list, a “contains” statement would be necessary as casein was not identified as milk. The “contains” statement must however list all of the ingredients derived from major allergens; therefore, the following statement must be included on the label: “contains milk, egg, and almond” [9].

Additionally, a major food allergen may no longer be omitted from the product label if it is only an incidental ingredient such as in a spice, flavoring, coloring, or additive, or used merely as a processing aid in a product [5]. Consumers should be aware that these regulations apply only to ingredients derived from the eight foods that are considered the major allergens. An individual with sensitivity to an ingredient from the product label if it is only an incidental ingredient, as derived by the method specified in the petition, does not cause an allergic response that poses a risk to human health.” US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has 90 days to object to a notification. If an objection is not made, the food ingredient is exempt from FALCPAs labeling requirements for major food allergens. Currently FALCPA allows for highly refined vegetable oils derived from major food allergens to be exempt from the labeling requirement since highly refined oils have almost complete removal of allergenic protein and have not been shown to pose a risk to human health [5,7,11]. A petition for exemption of an ingredient from the labeling requirements of FALCPA may be sent to:

Food Labeling and Standards Staff (HFS-820)
Food and Drug Administration
5100 Paint Branch Parkway, Rm 4D-045
College Park, MD 20740

A consumer’s ability to accurately identify intentional ingredients derived from a major food allergen will be improved by FALCPA and by the EU directive, but these laws do not yet address the issue of unintentional ingredients. Products may unintentionally come in contact with a potential allergen during customary methods of growing and harvesting crops, or from the use of shared storage, transportation, or production equipment, which may lead to significant levels of allergens in the product without any identification on the label [7,9]. In a study of 659 total food products classified for recall in the United States during fiscal year 1999, 36% of those products were recalled because they were contaminated with one or more undeclared allergens. The primary factors in this study contributing to the presence of undeclared allergens were ingredient-statement omissions and errors (51%), manufacturing equipment cross-contact (40%); and errors by ingredient suppliers or manufacturing firm employees (5%) [12].
Some manufacturers are beginning to address the issue of unintentional ingredients with advisory labeling such as “may contain (allergen)” or “produced in a facility that also produces (allergen)”. These statements are appearing on more and more food product labels making the addition of many manufactured foods in the diet of individuals with food allergies quite difficult. FALCPA does not speak to the use of advisory labeling, but it does require FDA to submit a report to Congress to assess the use of advisory labeling as well as consumer preferences about advisory labeling. Previously, FDA advised that labeling such as “may contain (allergen)” should not be used as a substitute for adherence to current good manufacturing practices and it must be truthful and not misleading [9]. The consumer needs also be aware that while many manufacturers are adding advisory statements regarding the risk of cross-contact, these statements are voluntary in the United States and European Union. The absence of a “may contain” statement does not mean that there is no risk of cross-contact with the product. Consumers are still, in many cases, required to call manufacturers to ascertain the risk of cross-contact as well as to ascertain allergenicity of ingredients identified on the label or in “may contain” statements before including the food product in the diet. This puts the burden of responsibility on the consumer, and health care professionals must be prepared to offer extensive education to patients with food allergies, so safe food selections can be made. Health care professionals must continue to counsel their patients to avoid products that may contain their specific allergen [13].

Although label ambiguities continue to exist, the new food labeling laws in the European Union and the United States have begun a process directed at providing information greatly needed by those with food allergies to make safer food selections.

**Food preparation safety**

Individuals with food allergies must be diligent about risk assessment of all food purchased and consumed. Cross-contamination occurs outside of the manufacturing industry. It may occur in the home during food preparation as well as while eating out. Meals for the family member with allergies should be prepared first, covered, and then the other foods for the home prepared. The food preparation should be done in a clean environment with clean utensils and cooking equipment. Those with food allergies are especially at risk while dining out since restaurants are not required to list ingredients and the servers are generally ignorant about the ingredients in a dish. Cross-contact is common such as when the same grill is used to make a cheese burger that was used for a plain hamburger, or the French fries might have been cooked in the same fryer as the coconut shrimp. The same tongs may be used to assemble the green salad as is used to assemble the salad with walnuts. Consumers should be taught to speak directly to the chef or food service manager to inquire about ingredients and cross-contact risk. They should feel confident that the staff understands the severity of their food allergy as well as how to prepare a safe meal and be willing to leave the restaurant if they do not feel confident that a safe meal can be prepared [13].

**Resources**

The Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network or FAAN (www.foodallergy.org or 1 (800) 929-4040), is a non-profit organization whose mission is to raise public awareness, to provide advocacy and education, and to advance research on behalf of those affected by food allergies and anaphylaxis. Their medical advisory board ensures accuracy of information provided. FAAN is a valuable resource for patients with food allergies and their families providing a wealth of information and resources including conferences, newsletters, recipes, cookbooks, and videos as well as a limited number of a free school food allergy programs for elementary, intermediate, and high schools. The program is a comprehensive, multimedia program for schools to learn how to safely and effectively manage their students with food allergies.

**Nutrition**

The nutrient needs of each individual must be determined and a plan devised to meet those needs within the context of the allergen-restricted diet. In general, there is no good source of evidence describing altered nutritional needs in individuals with food allergies compared to their non-allergic peers. An exception would be the patient with atopic dermatitis who may have increased energy and protein needs due to losses through the compromised skin barrier and energy required for repair [2]. Other altered nutritional states such as increased protein needs for individuals whose food allergies contribute to protein losing enteropathy may be more apparent. There also remains some question as to the protein utilization of amino acid formulas potentially necessitating an increase in protein intake for individuals whose sole protein source is from an amino acid formula [14]. In general, however, the food-allergic individual is at greater nutritional risk primarily due to the restrictions in the diet.

**Dietary reference intakes**

In 1997, The Food and Nutrition Board of the National Academy of Science began a revision of the recommended dietary allowances (RDAs) that resulted in a new set of nutrient references called the dietary reference intakes or the DRIs. The DRIs have been established to provide reference values of nutrient intakes that not only prevent nutritional deficiencies, but also reduce the risk of chronic diseases such as osteoporosis, cancer, and cardiovascular disease.
DRIs have been established for vitamins, minerals, energy, and macronutrients such as dietary fat, fatty acids, protein, amino acids, carbohydrates, sugars, and dietary fiber. The DRIs contain four distinct reference values, plus a value used exclusively for energy, which are defined below [15].

**Recommended dietary allowance**

The RDA is the average daily dietary nutrient intake level sufficient to meet the nutrient requirement of nearly all healthy individuals (97–98%) in a particular life stage and gender group [16].

**Adequate intake**

The adequate intake (AI) is the recommended average daily intake level based on observed or experimentally determined approximations or estimates of nutrient intake by a group (or groups) of apparently healthy people that are assumed to be adequate. The AI is used when an RDA cannot be determined and when sufficient scientific evidence is not available to derive an estimated average requirement. The AI is set at a level thought to meet or exceed the needs of virtually all members of a life stage and gender group. Therefore in assessing individuals, if intake usually meets or exceeds the AI, a conclusion can be made that dietary intake is adequate. On the other hand, if intake regularly falls below the AI, prevalence of inadequacy cannot be determined as AI is set to meet or exceed the needs of most people [15,16].

**Tolerable upper intake level**

The tolerable upper intake level (UL) is the highest average daily nutrient intake level that is likely to pose no risk of adverse health effects to almost all individuals in the general population. As intake increases above the UL, the potential risk of adverse effects increases [16].

**Estimate average requirement**

The estimate average requirement (EAR) is the average daily nutrient intake level estimated to meet the requirement of half the healthy individuals in a particular life stage and gender group. The EAR exceeds the requirements of half the group and falls below the requirements of the other half as the EAR is actually the median requirement rather than the average [15,16].

Estimated energy requirement (EER), defined below, is a reference value used specifically for energy needs.

**Energy**

The EER is the average dietary energy intake that is predicted to maintain energy balance in a healthy adult for a defined age, gender, weight, height, and level of physical activity consistent with good health. In children and pregnant or lactating women, the EER includes the needs associated with the deposition of tissues or the secretion of milk at rates consistent with good health. There is no established RDA for energy because energy intakes exceeding the EER would be expected to result in excessive weight gain. EER can be calculated using the equations provided in the DRI reports and can be found at www.nap.edu.

In individuals with food allergy, dietary boredom and severely restrictive diets may contribute to inadequate energy intake. Additionally, certain food-allergic disorders, such as allergic eosinophilic esophagitis or gastroenteritis, may negatively affect appetite or contribute to early satiety, hence impacting adequate energy intake [17].

Energy is provided in the diet through three major classes of substrates or macronutrients, which are proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. Alcohol, another source of energy in the diet, will not be addressed here.

**Protein**

Many commonly allergenic foods are also excellent sources of protein: milk, egg, soy, fish, peanut, and tree nuts. Diets must be carefully planned to meet protein needs when high-quality protein sources are eliminated from the diet. The Food and Nutrition Board has set Acceptable Macronutrient Distribution Ranges (AMDR) for protein (and all macronutrients), which have been provided in Table 39.1. An AMDR is defined as “a range of intakes for a particular energy source that is associated with a reduced risk of chronic disease while providing AI of essential nutrients” [16]. Dietary protein needs may also be estimated using the DRI, which can be found in Table 39.2. The RDAs are based on nitrogen balance; the level at which the amount of dietary protein ingested will maintain a neutral or slightly positive nitrogen balance. The RDAs for infants, children, and pregnant and lactating women are determined to account for accretion of tissue. In assessing adequacy of protein in the diet, quality and quantity of dietary protein need to be considered as well as total energy intake [16].

Dietary protein recommendations are based on the assumption that energy intake is adequate. Amino acids liberated from dietary protein are either oxidized for energy, incorporated into protein in the body, or used for the formation of other nitrogen-containing compounds. There is an interrelation between energy needs and protein needs. If energy intake is insufficient, free amino acids will be oxidized for energy, allowing for less available amino acids for anabolic and synthetic pathways [18].

The quality of dietary protein will also impact nitrogen balance. Proteins are composed of amino acids and those amino acids that cannot be biosynthesized by enzymatic pathways are termed indispensable. These indispensable amino acids...
Greater protein intake may be required to counter nitrogen losses in individuals whose main protein source is from amino acid formulas [2,14]. Recommended dietary intakes for individual amino acids have been revised and can be accessed in the DRI reports at www.nap.edu [16].

**Fat**

Dietary fats provide energy and serve as a carrier for the absorption of fat-soluble vitamins. Adequate fat in the diet is also necessary to provide the fatty acids that are considered essential for human health. While too much fat can negatively impact health, a certain amount of fat is essential. The type of fat as well as the total amount of fat consumed will determine if fat intake is appropriate and healthful.

Table 39.1 provides the AMDR of dietary fat as a percentage of total energy intakes. An AMDR for infants has not been established but the AI for total fat for infants 0–6 months of age is 31g/day and for infants 7–12 months of age is 30g/day and can be found in Table 39.3 [16]. Intakes below 20% of total caloric intake increase risk of hypocaloric, vitamin E deficient and essential fatty acid (EFA) deficient diets while intakes greater than 35% (except in children under 3 years of age) are not recommended as they will likely increase intake of saturated fat and excess calories.

Dietary fats are largely present in the triacylglycerol (triglyceride) form, which consists of three fatty acids and a glycerol molecule. Fatty acids can be either saturated, polyunsaturated, monounsaturated, or present as trans-fatty acids. Although some trans-fatty acids occur naturally, they are predominantly present in our food supply through hydrogenated oils in margarines, cookies, cakes, crackers, and other snack foods. Saturated fatty acids are found in full fat dairy products, fatty meats, and tropical oils such as coconut and palm kernel oil. Since there is no required role for dietary saturated products, fatty meats, and tropical oils such as coconut and palm kernel oil. Since there is no required role for dietary saturated and trans-fatty acids, individuals should consume predominantly polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fat sources.

Unsaturated fatty acids can have either one (monounsaturated or MUFA) or more (polyunsaturated or PUFA) double bonds on the carbon chain. PUFAs are further categorized on the basis of the location of the first double bond. Human cells can introduce double bonds in all positions on the fatty acid chain except the omega-3 (n-3) and the omega-6 (n-6) positions, hence the n-3 α-linolenic acid (ALA) and the n-6 linoleic acid (LA) are considered essential and must be provided through the diet [18]. EFA are metabolized to their long chain metabolites, arachidonic acid and dihomο-γ-linolenic acid from LA, and eicosapentaenoic acid and docohexaenoic acid from ALA. These long chain metabolites form precursors to respective prostaglandins, thromboxanes, and leukotrienes that regulate a large number of vital functions in the body, including blood pressure, blood clotting, blood lipid levels, the immune response, and the inflammation response to injury and infection [18,19].

### Table 39.1 Acceptable macronutrient distribution range*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Carbohydrate</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Fat</th>
<th>EFA n-3</th>
<th>EFA n-6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–6 months</td>
<td>45–65</td>
<td>5–20</td>
<td>30–40</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>0.6–1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–12 months</td>
<td>45–65</td>
<td>10–30</td>
<td>25–35</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>0.6–1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3 year</td>
<td>45–65</td>
<td>10–30</td>
<td>20–35</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>0.6–1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–8 year</td>
<td>45–65</td>
<td>10–30</td>
<td>20–35</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>0.6–1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9–18 year</td>
<td>45–65</td>
<td>10–35</td>
<td>20–35</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>0.6–1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>45–65</td>
<td>10–35</td>
<td>20–35</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>0.6–1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Acceptable macronutrient distribution range (AMDR) is the range of intake for a particular energy source, expressed as a percentage of total caloric intake that is associated with reduced risk of chronic disease while providing intakes of essential nutrients.

For infants, an AMDR for protein and fats has not been established due to insufficient data regarding adverse effects of excess intakes.

Protein, dietary fat, and EFAs are vital in the diets of infants and a RDA/AI has been established for these nutrients.

Source: Dietary reference intakes for energy, carbohydrate, fiber, fat, fatty acids, cholesterol, protein, and amino acids (2002/2005). The entire report is available at www.nap.edu

### Table 39.2 Dietary reference intakes for dietary protein

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age/life stage (group)</th>
<th>RDA (g/kg body weight/day)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–6 months</td>
<td>1.52*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–12 months</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–3 years</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–13 years</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–18 years</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;18 years</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactation</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Adequate intake

Source: Dietary reference intakes for energy, carbohydrate, fiber, fat, fatty acids, cholesterol, protein, and amino acids (2002/2005). The entire report is available at www.nap.edu

(IAAs) must be provided through the diet. An estimated 65–70% of protein needs should be of high biological value, meaning animal products. While animal products contain a full complement of all IAAs, most other protein sources do not. Animal products are not necessary to provide optimal protein, but alternative sources from plants, legumes, grains, nuts, seeds, and vegetables do not contain a full complement of IAAs and therefore greater dietary planning will be required. Of additional concern to the food-allergic individual is the use of amino acid formulas, which may increase nitrogen losses as compared to intact protein formulas [14].
EFA deficiency is rare and the challenge to all people including those with food allergies is finding a healthy balance between the two EFAs. There has been an increased interest in n-3 fatty acids as several lines of research have suggested that a high ratio of n-6 to n-3 fatty acids may contribute to a number of chronic diseases [19,20]. LA or n-6 fatty acid is generally provided abundantly in the diet and found in a wide variety of vegetable oils including safflower, sunflower, soy, and corn oils. ALA is less abundantly found and the sources tend to be from more commonly allergenic foods. Dietary sources that provide 10% or more of the RDA/AI for ALA or n-3 fatty acids are fish, fish oils, canola or rapeseed oil, soybean oil, flaxseed, walnuts, and wheat germ [18].

The FNB has set AMDR for dietary fat and EFAs for individuals 1 year of age and older, which can be found in Table 39.1. There is no determined AMDR for dietary fat or EFAs for infants up to 12 months of age, but the AI is set to meet the requirement for neural development and growth and can be found in Table 39.3 [16]. AIs for the EFAs, which vary by age group and sex, as well as during pregnancy and lactation, can be accessed in the DRI reports at www.nap.edu [16].

Dietary fat is an important source of energy, supports the transport of fat-soluble vitamins, and provides the two fatty acids that are essential in the human diet. Maintaining a healthy balance of dietary fats including n-3 to n-6 fatty acids may pose a challenge to those with food allergies as the primary sources or n-3 fatty acids are from commonly allergenic foods. For the individual with food allergies, and especially in the pediatric population, adequate fat intake may be compromised due to dietary restrictions. The addition of vegetable oils to the allergen-restricted diet may be required to meet fat and EFA needs [2]. The amount and type of oil required will need to be individualized based on current dietary intake and degree and type of dietary restrictions.

### Carbohydrates

Carbohydrates make up the remaining energy sources and are an important supply of numerous micronutrients. The AMDR for carbohydrate is between 45% and 65% of total caloric intake [16]. The RDA is based on carbohydrates role as the primary source of energy for the brain and is set at 130g/day for children and adults 1 year of age or older. AI established for infants 0–6 months and for infants 7–12 months is 60 and 95 grams or carbohydrates daily, respectively [16]. Grains, fruits, and vegetables provide dietary carbohydrates. Foods with added sugars also contribute carbohydrates and additional energy, but are of little further nutritional benefit and should be limited to no more than 25% of total energy intake [16]. Adequate carbohydrate intake prevents ketosis and excessive intake of dietary fats while contributing to AI of dietary fiber. Individuals with grain allergies may have an especially difficult time ingesting sufficient carbohydrates.

### Micronutrients

Variety in the diet contributes to adequacy of all nutrients provided. When a food group is eliminated, many nutrients provided by that food group must now be provided by other dietary sources. A recent study by Salman et al. reviewed nutrient intakes of children with food allergies and noted that several nutrients including calcium, vitamin D, vitamin E, iron, and zinc were found to be insufficiently provided, less than 67% of the RDAs for those nutrients [21]. While it is important to ensure an appropriate intake of all essential nutrients, certain nutrients will be at greater risk of insufficiency depending on the food allergen. The specific nutrients lost must be adequately replaced by other foods in the diet. When dietary modifications are inadequate to meet vitamin, mineral, and trace element needs, appropriate supplementation may be considered. Health care professionals should be aware that many dietary supplements pose a risk of contamination with food allergens (even those labeled allergen free) [2] and they should be chosen carefully with consideration for safe ingredients as well as risk assessment of potential cross-contact during manufacturing. Appropriate dietary substitutions should always be the first, and will likely be the safest option for those with food allergies.

### Pediatric nutrition

A special focus on the nutritional status of children with food allergies is warranted as food allergy and multiple food allergies are more prevalent in the pediatric population. The prevalence of food allergy in infants and young children is 6% with the major allergens being milk, soy, egg, wheat, and peanut [8,22]. Christie et al. reported that children with two or more food allergies were shorter, based on height-for-age percentiles than those with only one food allergy. Furthermore, children with cow’s milk allergy or multiple food allergies consumed dietary calcium less than age- and gender-specific recommendations compared with children without cow’s milk allergy and/or one food allergy [22]. Since children with food allergies are at
greater risk of inadequate growth and suboptimal nutrition, pediatricians may need to screen these patients more carefully, and refer them for nutritional counseling at the first signs of growth faltering, rather than take a “wait and see” position. Interventions aimed at meeting the distinct nutritional needs of children are imperative as poor nutrition may adversely affect growth and development, and dietary counseling may significantly improve nutritional intake.

Growth in the pediatric population is a sensitive indicator of the provision of adequate energy and protein. Individual micronutrient deficiencies may not be reflected in growth alone, certainly not in the short term, and therefore the measurement and assessment of growth is only one aspect of the nutrition assessment. In addition to growth, physical assessment, biochemical indices, clinical diagnoses, dietary intake including the frequency, amount and type of feeding, allergies and intolerances, aversions and food preferences, and the use of supplements and medications must all be taken into consideration [23].

Pediatricians generally track a patient’s growth from birth and therefore have the best information regarding the child’s growth patterns. A child’s current weight gives an incomplete picture. Current weight needs to be compared to reference standards as well as to typical growth patterns for that child. Plotting a child’s weight history on the appropriate National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) growth chart provides a way to compare growth of that child with that of the healthy reference population (www.cdc.gov/growthchart) [24]. It also allows for a child’s individual growth over a period of time to be assessed. Weight is the most sensitive measure of adequate energy and is affected earlier and to a greater extent than stature by dietary inadequacies.

Stature can be delayed due to dietary protein inadequacy or chronic energy deficits. Children less than 2 years of age should have their length measured in the supine position while those 3 years of age or older may have their height measured standing. Children between 2 and 3 years of age may be measured by either technique although they should be plotted on the appropriate corresponding NCHS chart. A supine length is actually greater than a standing height; therefore, if a child is measured standing but plotted on a length growth chart, he will appear to be shorter. A recent randomized-controlled intervention trial of 878 children in 55 pediatric facilities reported accurate growth measurements in only 30% of children [25]. Since children grow 5 cm/year on average between the ages of 2 years and the onset of puberty, with measurements generally taken annually at well visits, accuracy is of the essence. Body mass index (BMI), defined as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters, may be used after 2 years of age and is helpful as it takes into consideration weight for height [24]. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) defined underweight in children as a BMI of less than the 5th percentile. Children are considered to be at risk of overweight when their BMI is greater than the 85th percentile and overweight when their BMI is greater than the 95th percentile.

Significant changes in growth velocity are not expected as normal development typically follows predictable increases in both height and weight. When malnutrition is suspected due to changes in growth velocity, the degree of malnutrition may be assessed using Waterlow classification [26,27]. Waterlow classification, found in Table 39.4, is based on height for age and weight for height and defines acute and chronic nutritional states. Acute malnutrition (wasting) refers to adequate height but inadequate weight for height. Chronic malnutrition (stunting) refers to inadequate height for age. Children may be both chronically and acutely malnourished. Waterlow classification utilizes anthropometric measurements that are made as described above and percentages which are determined using the NCHS growth charts. The following equations can be used to determine acute and chronic nutritional status as defined by Waterlow classification [23]:

\[
\text{Acute nutritional status} = \frac{\text{Actual weight}}{\text{50th percentile weight for height}} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{Chronic nutritional status} = \frac{\text{Actual height}}{\text{50th percentile height for age}} \times 100
\]

The 50th percentile weight for height may be calculated by finding first the height age, which is the age at which the patient’s length or height would be reflected at the 50th percentile on the appropriate NCHS growth chart. The 50th percentile weight for height therefore is the weight at the 50th percentile for the patient’s height age or the ideal body weight for height age. To illustrate, take the example of a 4-year-old male with a height of 96 cm and a weight of 12 kg. His height would be reflected at the 50th percentile on the NCHS growth chart for a 3.25-year-old boy and therefore he would have a height age of 3.25 years. His weight for the 50th percentile for height would be 15 kg. Using the above equations for acute and chronic nutritional status, he would have an acute nutritional status of 80% and a chronic nutritional status of 94%; therefore, he is moderately wasted and mildly stunted. When determining caloric and protein need for catch-up growth, ideal body weight for height age should be used.

**Table 39.4** Waterlow’s classification to define acute and chronic nutritional status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nutritional status</th>
<th>Acute</th>
<th>Chronic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 0 (normal)</td>
<td>&gt;90%</td>
<td>&gt;95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1 (mild)</td>
<td>81–90%</td>
<td>90–95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2 (moderate)</td>
<td>70–80%</td>
<td>85–89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3 (severe)</td>
<td>&lt;70%</td>
<td>&lt;85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When to refer a patient to a registered dietitian for nutritional assessment is a frequent question. While the pediatric population has specific nutritional needs related to adequate growth and development, any individual on a long-term elimination diet will benefit from nutritional counseling with scheduled follow-up visits to assess intake, and ensure nutritional adequacy and complete allergen elimination. However, the consequences of inadequate nutrition due to allergen-restricted diets in the pediatric population warrant closer monitoring of growth by pediatricians since this population is at greater risk of growth failure that may be corrected with dietary intervention. The effects of chronic under nutrition in children affect not only growth, but also include decreased school performance, delayed bone age, and increased susceptibility to infections [16]. Children should be referred upon diagnosis of any food allergy but especially when initiating milk or wheat avoidance or when two or more foods are being eliminated. The following risk factors are suggestive that comprehensive nutritional assessment, intervention, and continued monitoring for the infant or child may be warranted:

- Weight for height below the 3rd percentile.
- Weight for age below the 3rd percentile.
- Weight loss of greater than 2% in 1 week, 5% in 1 month, 7.5% in 3 months, or 10% in 6 months is considered significant [28].
- Any degree of stunting or wasting as defined by Waterlow classification.

While this is not a complete list, it is clear that intervention may be necessary when these conditions exist.

**Food hypersensitivity**

As previously stated, eight foods are responsible for 90% of all food allergic disorders worldwide [8]. These foods are milk, egg, soy, wheat, peanut, tree nut, fish, and shellfish. In adults, the most common allergens are peanut, tree nut, fish, and shellfish. In children, the most common allergens are milk, egg, soy, wheat, and peanut with a large percentage of children developing clinical tolerance to milk, egg, wheat, and soy by 5 years of age [8].

**Cow’s milk protein allergy**

Cow’s milk protein allergy affects predominantly the pediatric population, as approximately 85% of children with cow’s milk protein allergy will develop clinical tolerance by their fifth birthday [29]. Cow’s milk protein allergy usually begins in infancy and affects approximately 1.9–3.2% of infants [8]. The breast-fed infant with milk hypersensitivity may benefit from maternal avoidance of milk protein from the diet, since immunologically recognizable proteins from the maternal diet can be found in breast milk [30]. Bottle-fed infants will need to avoid standard milk-based formulas. Soy formula may be an alternative to cow’s milk formula although soy formula is not hypoallergenic. Many infants (85–90%) with IgE-associated cow’s milk protein allergy may tolerate soy formula and those infants who do not show hypersensitivity to soy when it is initially introduced, usually continue to tolerate it very well [30]. For infants with non-IgE-mediated milk protein allergy such as proctocolitis or enterocolitis syndrome, the prevalence of hypersensitivity to both soy and milk is greater, with 25–60% of infants reacting to both [30].

Over 90% of infants with milk allergy tolerate extensively hydrolyzed milk protein-based infant formulas (Nutramigen or Alimentum, for example) and for those who continue to exhibit symptoms, an amino acid formula (Elecare or Neocate, for example) may be warranted. Both extensively hydrolyzed and amino acid formulas are considered hypoallergenic [30]. To be considered hypoallergenic, pre-clinical studies must demonstrate with a 95% confidence that 90% of infants with documented cow’s milk allergy will not react with defined symptoms to the formula under double-blind, placebo-controlled conditions [30]. Partially hydrolyzed cow’s milk formulas are not considered hypoallergenic and are not a suitable option for infants with cow’s milk allergy. Alternative mammalian milks, such as goat’s milk, are not suitable, because up to 92% of individuals with cow’s milk protein allergies will also react to goat’s milk [30].

Christie et al. showed that the risk of consuming inadequate intakes of calcium and vitamin D among children with cow’s milk allergy was decreased if a safe fortified soymilk or infant/toddler formula was provided, suggesting that children with milk allergy should continue to include an adequate, nutrient dense milk substitute in the diet [22]. Transitioning an infant from a complete formula to a milk product generally occurs around 1 year of age or ideally when at least two-thirds of the total daily caloric intake come from solid foods since a wide variety of foods contribute to micronutrient adequacy. Other criteria for the milk-allergic child must be considered, as the alternative milk source (soy or rice) may not provide needed nutrients. Furthermore, a varied dietary intake for children with multiple food allergies may not be possible. If soy is tolerated, enriched soymilk will present an appropriate alternative and will provide dietary calcium, vitamin D, and protein sources. For children with concomitant milk and soy allergy, enriched rice milk may provide calcium and vitamin D, but is very low in protein, fat, and other nutrients. Protein requirements will need to be met entirely through solid foods in the diet before switching to enriched rice milk. Fat intake will also need to be assessed and additional fat in the form of vegetable oils may be required.

Milk protein is also an ingredient in many manufactured food products so there are convenience and social burdens placed on the milk-allergic individual. Kosher labeling on the package of manufactured products may be helpful in
Egg allergy

Egg allergy affects 1.3% of children in early childhood and is the main causative allergenic food in children with atopic dermatitis [8,33]. Many children will develop tolerance to egg protein by 3–5 years of age [8]. Egg avoidance requires the same diligence as milk avoidance since egg is a common ingredient in manufactured products. Egg protein may be present in pasta, casseroles, baked goods, ice creams, candies, marshmallows, lollipops, and meat-based dishes such as meatballs or meatloaf. Egg whites and shells may also be used as a clarifying agent in soup stocks, consommés, wine, alcohol-based and coffee drinks.

Egg is a common ingredient in the Western diet and patients with egg allergy will need to learn how to replace egg in recipes so that they may continue to enjoy traditional foods. Many commercial egg substitutes are not suitable for the egg-allergic individual as they contain egg protein. Egg may be replaced in a recipe using any of the following techniques:

- 2 tablespoons of fruit puree (for binding not leavening).
- 1½ tablespoons water, 1½ tablespoons oil, 1 teaspoon baking powder.
- 1 teaspoon baking powder, 1 tablespoon liquid, 1 tablespoon vinegar.
- Potato-based commercial egg substitute (Ener-G foods).
- 1 packet of gelatin, 2 tablespoons warm water – mix when ready to use.
- 1 teaspoon yeast dissolved in ¼ cup warm water.

Egg contributes protein, vitamin B12, riboflavin, pantothenic acid, biotin, and selenium in the diet. Many foods supply the nutrients found in eggs. Egg in the diet does not usually account for a large percentage of daily dietary intakes; therefore, replacing lost nutrients may be easier for the egg-allergic individual than for the milk-allergic individual. Table 39.5 shows the major nutrients provided by egg in the diet. Alternative sources of these nutrients may be found in Tables 39.6 and 39.7 [2].
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Wheat allergy

The wheat-allergic patient must avoid all wheat-containing products resulting in the elimination of many processed and manufactured products. Wheat is a component of most commercial bread, cereal, pasta, crackers, cookies, and cakes. Those with wheat allergy should be aware that wheat starch is commonly used as a minor ingredient in other commercial food products such as condiments and marinades, cold cuts, soups, soy sauce, some low or non-fat products, hard candies, licorice, and jelly beans.

Nutritionally, wheat contributes necessary carbohydrates, the major source of energy in the diet, as well as many micronutrients such as thiamin, niacin, riboflavin, iron, and folate. Whole grain wheat products also contribute fiber to the diet. Four servings of wheat-based products such as whole grain and enriched cereals or breads generally provide greater than 50% of the RDA/AI for carbohydrate, iron, thiamin, riboflavin, and niacin for individuals 1 year of age and older as well as a significant source of vitamin B6 and magnesium. Elimination of wheat products from the diet has great nutritional impact. Table 39.5 lists the major nutrients provided by wheat in the diet. Alternative sources of these nutrients may be found in Tables 39.6 and 39.7.

Many alternative flours are available to patients with wheat allergy, including rice, corn, oat, barley, buckwheat, rye, amaranth, millet, and quinoa. Cereal grain proteins may be cross-reactive and therefore those with wheat allergy...

### Table 39.6 Primary functions and significant dietary sources of vitamins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vitamin</th>
<th>Chief functions in the body</th>
<th>Significant sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin A</td>
<td>Visual adaptation to light and dark; growth of skin and mucous membrane</td>
<td>Retinol (animal foods): liver, egg yolk, fortified milk, cheese, cream, butter, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fortified margarine; carotene (plant foods): spinach and other dark leafy greens,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>broccoli, deep orange fruits (apricots and cantaloupe), and vegetables (squash,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>carrots, sweet potato, and pumpkin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D</td>
<td>Absorption of calcium and phosphorus; calcification of bones</td>
<td>Self-synthesis from sunlight; fortified milk, fortified margarine, eggs, liver, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>fish oils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin E</td>
<td>Antioxidant, stabilization of cell membranes, protection of PUFAs and vitamin A</td>
<td>Polysaturated plant oils, green and leafy vegetables, wheat germ, whole grain products,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nuts, and seeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin K</td>
<td>Normal blood clotting</td>
<td>Bacterial synthesis in the digestive tract; green leafy vegetables, milk and dairy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>products, meats, eggs, and cereals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiamin (B1)</td>
<td>Coenzyme in carbohydrate metabolism; normal function of the heart, nerves, and muscle</td>
<td>Pork, beef, liver, whole or enriched grains, legumes, and nuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riboflavin (B2)</td>
<td>Coenzyme in protein and energy metabolism</td>
<td>Milk, yogurt, cottage cheese, meat, leafy green vegetables, whole or enriched grains,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and cereals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niacin (B3)</td>
<td>Coenzyme in energy production, health of skin, normal activity of stomach, intestines, and</td>
<td>Meat, peanuts, legumes, and whole or enriched grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>nervous system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyridoxine (B6)</td>
<td>Coenzyme in amino acid metabolism; helps convert tryptophan to niacin; heme formation</td>
<td>Grains, seeds, liver, meats, milk, eggs, and vegetables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyanocobalamin (B12)</td>
<td>Coenzyme in synthesis of heme in hemoglobin; normal blood cell formation</td>
<td>Animal products (meat, fish, poultry, shellfish, milk, cheese, and eggs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folic acid</td>
<td>Part of DNA; growth and development of red blood cells</td>
<td>Liver, leafy green vegetables, legumes, seeds, and yeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantothenic acid</td>
<td>Part of coenzyme A, which is used in energy metabolism; formation of fat, cholesterol, and heme; activation of amino acids</td>
<td>Meats, cereals, legumes, milk, fruits, and vegetables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotin</td>
<td>Part of coenzyme A, which is used in energy metabolism; involved in lipid synthesis, amino acid metabolism, and glycogen synthesis</td>
<td>Liver, egg yolk, soy flour, cereals, tomatoes, and yeast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C</td>
<td>Collagen synthesis (strengthens blood vessel walls, forms scar tissue, matrix for bone growth); antioxidant; thyroxine synthesis; strengthens resistance to infection; helps with absorption of iron</td>
<td>Citrus fruits, tomato, cabbage, dark leafy green vegetables, broccoli, chard, turnip greens, potatoes, peppers, cantaloupe, strawberries, melons, papayas, and mango</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reproduced from Mofidi, S. [2], with permission from the American Academy of Pediatrics.
may test positive on prick skin testing to other grains as well. It has been reported that 20% of individuals with grain allergy may be clinically reactive to another grain; therefore, use of these products should be individualized and based on tolerance as determined by the patient’s allergist [34]. If a patient has tolerance to alternative grains, these flours may improve the nutritional quality, variety, and convenience of the wheat-restricted diet; not only are these flours commercially available, but there are now many wheat- and gluten-free products made from these flours. As many of these flours may not be fortified, those with wheat allergies may choose to substitute fortified infant cereal for a portion of the alternative flour used in baked products for added nutrients such as iron, thiamin, riboflavin, niacin, and zinc [2].

### Soybean allergy
Soybean allergy is relatively common in early childhood. Soy protein is present in our food supply in a variety of forms and can be found in a surprising array of products including baked goods, cereals, crackers, canned tuna and soups, reduced-fat peanut butter, pre-basted meat products, cold cuts, and hotdogs. Soy protein may be found in many vegetarian-based products and is often the base for hydrolyzed vegetable or hydrolyzed plant protein. Studies show that the vast majority of soy-allergic individuals can tolerate soy oil and soy lecithin [10]. This is an important piece of knowledge, since soy oil and soy lecithin are pervasive in processed foods and avoidance of these two soy-derived

---

### Table 39.7 Primary functions and food sources of minerals and trace elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>Primary functions in the body</th>
<th>Significant sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>Bone and teeth formation; involved in normal muscle contraction and relaxation, nerve functioning, blood clotting, and blood pressure</td>
<td>Milk and milk products; small fish (with bones); greens; legumes; calcium-fortified tofu; calcium-fortified juices; calcium-fortified rice, soy, or potato milks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride</td>
<td>Part of hydrochloric acid found in the stomach, necessary for proper digestion</td>
<td>Salt, soy sauce; moderate quantities in whole, unprocessed foods, large amounts in processed foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium</td>
<td>Cofactor for insulin</td>
<td>Molasses, nuts, whole grains, and seafood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Cofactor for enzymes; necessary for iron metabolism; cross-linking of elastin</td>
<td>Liver, shellfish, whole-grain cereals, legumes, and nuts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride</td>
<td>Structural component in calcium hydroxyapatite of bones and teeth</td>
<td>Seafood, meat, fluoridated water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iodide</td>
<td>A component of the thyroid hormone, thyroxin, which helps to regulate growth, development, and metabolic rate</td>
<td>Iodized salt and seafood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>Structural component of hemoglobin (which carries oxygen in the blood) and myoglobin (which makes oxygen available for muscle contraction) and other enzymes; necessary for the utilization of energy</td>
<td>Red meats, fish, poultry, shellfish, legumes, dried fruits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>One of the factors involved in bone mineralization; maintain electrical potential in nerves and muscle membranes; involved in building of proteins, enzyme action, normal muscular contraction, transmission of nerve impulses, and maintenance of teeth</td>
<td>Widely distributed in most foods with nuts, fruits, vegetables, and cereals as best sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese</td>
<td>Cofactor for enzymes</td>
<td>Whole grains, leafy green vegetables, and wheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum</td>
<td>Xanthine oxidase, aldehyde oxidase</td>
<td>Legumes, whole grains, and wheat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>Bone and teeth formation; regulation of acid–base balance; present in cell’s genetic material as phospholipids, in energy transfer, and in buffering systems</td>
<td>Milk, poultry, fish, meat, and carbonated beverages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium</td>
<td>Regulation of osmotic pressure and acid–base balance; activation of a number of intracellular enzymes; nerve and muscle contraction</td>
<td>All whole foods; meats, milk, fruits, vegetables, grains, and legumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium</td>
<td>Part of glutathione peroxidase (an enzyme that breaks down reactive chemicals that harm cells); works with vitamin E</td>
<td>Seafood, organ meats, muscle meats, grains, and vegetables depending on soil conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>Regulation of pH, osmotic pressure, and water balance; conductivity or excitability of nerves and muscles; active transport of glucose and amino acids</td>
<td>Salt, soy sauce, seafood, dairy products, and processed foods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>Part of the hormone insulin and many enzymes; taste perception; wound healing; metabolism of nucleic acids</td>
<td>Red meat; seafood, especially oysters; and bean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reproduced from Mofidi, S. [2], with permission from the American Academy of Pediatrics.
ingredients eliminates an extensive list of processed or manufac-tured foods that might otherwise be tolerated. Highly refined soy oil is exempt from allergen labeling, but soy lecithin is not, and therefore products that contain soy lecithin with a “contains soy” statement may in fact be safe for con-sumption by many soy-allergic consumers. Patients should never assume that a product is safe, however, and should first call the manufacturer to determine if any other soy pro-tein ingredients are contained in a product.

While soy itself contains a number of vital nutrients including protein, thiamin, riboflavin, pyridoxine, folate, calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, iron and zinc, it generally is not a major component of the diet, and therefore the nutrients lost due to soy elimination may easily be replaced. The result of eliminating many manufactured foods with soy as an ingredient, however, will impact the variety of manufactured products available for consumption. Table 39.5 lists the major nutrients provided by soy in the diet. Alternative sources of these nutrients may be found in Tables 39.6 and 39.7.

**Peanut allergy**

Recent studies have indicated that the prevalence of pea-nut allergy has doubled among children less than 5 years of age in the last decade [8,35]. Peanut allergy is common, affecting approximately 0.6% of the general population in the United States with both children and adults affected [8]. While food-protein-induced anaphylaxis can be caused by any food allergen, the most common cause of fatal anaphylaxis is peanut ingestion.

Peanuts have become popular ingredients in our food; however, it is easier to avoid foods that contain peanut than it is to avoid, say milk or wheat, in the typical Western diet. Furthermore, avoidance of peanuts and tree nuts in the diet does not pose any specific nutritional risk although peanuts are a good source of protein, fat, vitamin E, niacin, magnesi-um, manganese, and chromium. Peanuts are a common ingredient in cereal, crackers, cookies, candy, and frozen des-serts. Peanut butter or peanut flour can be found in unex-pected places such as in chili, stew, and pasta sauce where it may be added as a thickener. Peanut butter is sometimes used as an ingredient in egg rolls to seal the roll before frying. Peanut flours may also be used in protein bars and other high protein products. Individuals with peanut allergy need to take additional precautions when eating in restaurants. Certain ethnic cuisines such as Chinese, Thai, etc. are considered high risk as peanut and tree nuts are pervasive ingredients in these cuisines and often cooking utensils and woks are merely wiped clean before preparing the next dish, potentially leaving enough residual protein to cause a reaction. Ice cream parlors are also considered high risk for those with nut allergies due to the likelihood of cross-contact. Ice cream scoopers are used for all flavors of ice cream including those flavors which contain nuts. Using a clean scooper does not alleviate the risk as a previous scooper may already have contaminated the ice cream. Highly processed peanut oil has been shown to be safe for those with peanut allergy, although cold pressed, expressed, or expelled oils may contain sufficient protein to cause an allergic reaction [11]. Individuals with peanut allergy may choose to avoid peanut oil as information on how the oil was processed may not always be available and the variety of alternative vegetable oils is vast.

Exposure to peanut allergen, through saliva via kissing, shared utensils or young children sharing and mouthing the same toys, can cause local- and systemic-allergic reactions. A recently published study by Maloney et al. evaluated the time course to clear the presence of peanut allergen in saliva after the ingestion of two tablespoons of peanut butter. While peanut protein in the saliva varied considerably after ingestion, peanut protein was undetectable in all partici-pants after waiting several hours and ingesting a peanut-free meal. Interestingly, brushing the teeth, rinsing the mouth, and chewing gum were ineffective at accelerating the elimi-nation of peanut protein from the saliva. This study suggests that waiting several hours after ingestion of a peanut-containing meal and then eating a peanut-free meal is the safest way to eliminate peanut allergen from the saliva [36].

It was once believed that a peanut allergy was always a lifelong allergy, but it is now known that approximately 20% of young children with peanut allergy may eventually develop clinical tolerance [35]. Children with a peanut allergy are at greater risk for tree nut allergies. In fact, about 35% of those allergic to peanut will react to at least one tree nut although these two foods are botanically different, pea-nut being a legume rather than a nut. Clinical reactivity is generally specific and clinical cross-reactivity between more than one member of a botanical species is not common [8]. Cross-reactivity between peanuts and legumes is rare with only 5% of those with a peanut hypersensitivity reacting to another legume [34]. Certain types of legumes, however, appear to be more cross-reactive. Lupine, a legume used predominantly in Europe, often as a flour mixed with wheat flour in baked goods, appears to have a higher risk of cross-reactivity to peanut. Lupine is also beginning to appear in high protein and low carbohydrate versions of products (such as pasta) in the United States. Moneraet-Vautrin et al. reported that 44% of those allergic to peanut have a positive prick skin test response to lupine. Of those with a positive prick skin test, seven of eight of those who were challenged were clinically reactive to lupine flour [37].

**Tree nut allergy**

Tree nuts (almond, Brazil nut, cashew, chestnut, filbert/ hazelnut, macadamia, pecan, pine nut, pistachio, and walnut) are added to numerous products, similar to those products containing peanut. Tree nut oils may be added to lotions and soaps, so these labels must also be carefully read. Artificial nuts can be made from peanuts that are flavored with a tree nut flavor such as walnut or pecan, and therefore are not safe
for those with a tree nut allergy. Additionally, marinades and some brands of barbecue sauce are now adding tree nut oils and flavoring to their products.

Clinical reactions to tree nuts can be severe and cross-reactivity among the nuts is relatively high with 37% of patients with an allergy to one tree nut having IgE binding and clinical reactivity to another tree nut [34]. Patients are often advised to avoid all tree nuts if one is proven to be allergic to one tree nut due to the high risk of cross-reactivity, the potential for severe reactions, and the risk of cross-contact in handling. However, if a specific tree nut had previously been eaten and tolerated, the patient may be advised to proceed with caution but to always contact the manufacturer to ascertain the safety of the tree nut from a cross-contact perspective [34].

Coconut and the following tree nuts also require disclosure on food labeling by US law: Beech nut, Ginkgo, shea nut, Butter nut, Hickory, Chinquapin, Lyctree nut, and Pili nut. Coconut allergy in patients with tree nut allergy is rare and coconut is generally not restricted in the diets of those with tree nut allergies. However, while rare, reactions to coconut have occurred and are most likely due to clinical cross-reactive proteins with walnut protein [38]. Including coconut in the diet of those allergic to tree nuts is likely safe, but should be individualized by the patient’s allergist. The risk of allergic reaction to these other less common tree nuts has not been extensively studied. Nutmeg is not a nut and is safe to include in the diet of those with tree nut allergies.

**Fish allergy**

Fish is an excellent source of dietary protein and in some cultures, the primary source. Fish and more specifically the individual fish species must be listed on the food ingredient label and may no longer be “hidden” in a product. Those with fish allergies should be aware that fish is a common ingredient in Worcestershire sauce, Surimi, and other imitation shellfish. The major allergens responsible for cross-reactivity among species of fish are parvalbumins. IgE binding to multiple fish species in patients with fish allergy is often the case and while clinical cross-reactivity occurs, isolated allergy to a single species of fish also occurs [34]. It has been estimated that approximately 50% of individuals with fish allergy are at risk of reacting to at least one other fish species [34]. A patient with a confirmed fish allergy should be advised to avoid all other fish species until the patient is further evaluated by an allergist and a fish species is proven safe to eat by oral food challenge. Patients should always proceed with caution as cross-contact of fish species in seafood stores and restaurants is common.

**Shellfish allergy**

Allergic reactions to shellfish are the most common form of food allergy in adults, affecting 2% of the population. Shellfish represent a high risk for cross-reactivity, with a potential for severe reactions. Those who are allergic to a specific species of shellfish have a 75% risk of reacting to another species of shellfish [34]. Crustacean shellfish (shrimp, lobster, crab and crawfish) are considered major allergens in the United States and European Union, and therefore must be listed on the product label even if a minor ingredient such as a flavoring. Mollusks (clams, mussels, oysters, scallops and squid) are not considered major allergens under new food labeling laws. Although shellfish are not commonly used as a hidden ingredient in a product, those with an allergy to clam, for instance, may need to call the manufacturer to determine if clam was used in seafood flavoring. Those with shellfish allergy should avoid seafood restaurants because cross-contact is likely even if a non-shellfish dish is ordered. Also, some sensitive individuals may react to aerosolized shellfish protein through cooking vapors. There have been reported cases of fatal reactions caused by inhalation of shrimp protein from cooking fumes [13].

**Sesame seed allergy**

While sesame seed is not considered a major allergen in the United States, it is in the European Union and allergic reactions to sesame seed protein appear to be growing in prevalence in many countries, including the United States. Allergic reactions to sesame have been reported to be severe with respiratory symptoms and anaphylactic shock not uncommon. Sesame oil is a crude oil and not highly refined, and therefore may contain significant amounts of sesame protein. In a recent study by Morisset et al., five of six patients with sesame allergy were positive on double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge to sesame oil and two of these patients experienced anaphylactic reactions. Of note, these subjects reacted to only a few milligrams of sesame protein in the sesame oil, but when challenged to sesame protein in crushed sesame seeds, the threshold for reaction was 100 mg – 7 g of sesame protein. The authors contend that the considerable increase in allergenicity of the sesame protein in sesame oil may be due to the interaction between sesame allergens and the lipid matrix [39].

Food ingredients that contain sesame seed protein are sesame seeds, Tahini (sesame seed paste), sesame oil, and sesame flour. Products to be aware of that may contain sesame seed protein are breads, bread crumbs and breadings, hummus, halvah, falafel, high protein energy bars and snacks, vegetarian burgers and cold cuts, salad dressings and marinades, some herbal drinks, and certain brands of cereals (e.g. kashi brand cereals) which routinely use sesame flour as part of their grain mixture. Cross-contact with sesame may occur in manufacturing and most especially in bakeries and bagel shops as well as pizza parlors.

**Summary**

Dietary management of food allergy requires extensive education regarding the elimination of the allergenic food as well as
how to replace the nutrients usually provided by the food or foods to be eliminated. Worldwide, the use of manufactured foods presents a risk due to unintentional contamination. Even with the advent of new food allergen labeling laws, the use of packaged products continues to pose a threat to those with food allergies. Patients should be advised to include predominantly fresh whole foods such as safe meats, fruits and vegetables, and individual ingredients, and to limit as much as possible the use of packaged convenience foods. When packaged foods are used, understanding the food ingredient label and calling the manufacturer for further information to ascertain the safety of the product is imperative.

At their initial visit to the allergist, patients diagnosed with food allergy must absorb an overwhelming amount of new information. They must understand their emergency action plans, how to use their emergency medications and maintenance medications for chronic atopic disease, as well as the concept of dietary avoidance. Dietary issues may not be discussed extensively at the initial assessment and questions may arise after the patient has gone home and no longer has access to accurate information. Ideally, a patient with food allergies should be referred for dietary counseling upon diagnosis. In the pediatric population, growth should be closely monitored and pediatricians have a specific responsibility in assessing growth and referring patients to a registered dietitian for evaluation if dietary inadequacies are suspected. Success in dietary management depends on the practitioner’s ability to educate the patient on dietary avoidance as well as how to substitute safe and appropriate foods to meet nutritional needs.
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CHAPTER 40
Food Toxicology

Steve L. Taylor

Food toxicology could be defined as the science that establishes the basis for judgments about the safety of foodborne chemicals. The central axiom of toxicology as set forth by Paracelsus in the 1500s states: “Everything is poison. Only the dose makes a thing not a poison.” Thus, all chemicals in foods, whether natural or synthetic, inherent, adventitious, or added, are potentially toxic. The vast majority of foodborne chemicals are not hazardous because the amounts of each foodborne chemical in the typical diet are not sufficient to cause injury. The degree of risk posed by exposure to any specific foodborne chemicals is determined by the dose, duration, and frequency of exposure (and especially in the case of allergies, the degree of sensitivity of the individual). The age-old wisdom about the benefits of eating moderate amounts of a varied diet protects most consumers from any harm. Foodborne chemicals that are considered to be toxicants are those chemicals where the dose, duration, and frequency of exposure can, in at least some circumstances, be sufficient to elicit adverse reactions. Unusual diets can sometimes result in intoxications from chemicals that would normally be considered safe and desirable. For example, polar explorers experienced toxic responses to excessive intake of vitamin A as the result of consuming large amounts of polar bear liver.

Acute adverse reactions to foods can occur through many mechanisms including infections (viral, bacterial, parasitic), various intoxications, and allergies and intolerances. Food allergies are the major focus of this book. Other medical conditions including some food intoxications can cause symptoms resembling food allergies. These other conditions must be considered and eliminated in diagnosing food allergy.

Toxic reactions to food encompass all food-associated illnesses that are caused by chemicals in food, although foodborne chemicals vary greatly in toxicity. All consumers are susceptible to most food intoxications, although differences will exist primarily related to the dose of exposure and body weight (infants versus adults). Food allergy can be viewed as a category of food intoxication that affects only certain individuals in the population. Other categories of food intoxications, such as metabolic food disorders, also affect only certain individuals in the population. This chapter will focus on some of the more common types of acute foodborne intoxications including the most common metabolic food disorders. Some of the selected examples have certain manifestations in common with food allergies and intolerances and are thus of some importance in the differential diagnosis of food allergies.

**Intoxications caused by synthetic chemicals in foods**

Most of the synthetic chemicals in foods including food additives, agricultural chemical residues, and chemicals migrating from packaging materials have been rigorously tested
for toxicity. These synthetic chemicals are typically safe under normal circumstances of exposure, although adverse reactions can occur from misuse, either intentional or accidental. In most situations, the concentrations of chemicals in these categories are well below any levels that might be associated with adverse reactions. The focus here will be on a few intentional food additives, agricultural chemical residues, packaging migrants, and other man-made chemicals that can occur in foods at concentrations sufficient to cause concern.

**Food additives**

These examples were chosen because some of the manifestations are similar to symptoms that can occur during IgE-mediated allergic reactions.

**Niacin**

Excessive consumption of niacin (nicotinic acid), which is part of the B vitamin complex, can cause an acute onset of flushing, pruritus, rash, and burning or warmth in the skin especially on the face and upper trunk [1]. Gastrointestinal (GI) discomfort is noted by some patients. Outbreaks have sporadically occurred from the excessive enrichment of grain products as the result of inaccurate or inadequate labeling of food ingredient containers. Such episodes are rare because the amount of niacin required to elicit such symptoms is at least 50 times the recommended dietary allowance [2]. The symptoms of niacin intoxication are self-limited and without sequelae.

**Sorbitol and other polyhydric alcohols**

Sugar alcohols, such as sorbitol, are widely used sweeteners in dietetic food products. They are especially common in candy and chewing gum because they are non-cariogenic. Diarrhea can result from the excessive consumption of sugar alcohols [3]. Sorbitol and the other sugar alcohols are not as easily absorbed as sugar. Because of their slow absorption, these sweeteners can cause an osmotic-type diarrhea if excessive amounts are ingested. For adults, outbreaks occur from ingesting more than 20g of these sweeteners per day [3]. Infants are susceptible to lower doses. The illness is self-limited.

**Toxic oil poisoning**

In 1981 and 1982, an epidemic occurred in Spain linked to the ingestion of unlabeled, illegally marketed cooking oils [4]. A total of 19,828 cases and 315 deaths were recorded in this epidemic [5]. The illicit cooking oil contained oils from both plant and animal sources but some of the oils were denatured and intended for industrial rather than food uses. The causative toxin in the oils remains unknown, although fatty acid anilides resulting from the denaturation process are suspected to be at least partially responsible [5].

The clinical manifestations of this illness involved multiple organ systems [5]. In the first few days after ingestion of the oil, patients experienced fever, chills, headache, tachycardia, cough, chest pain, and pruritus. Physical examinations revealed various skin exanthema, splenomegaly, and generalized adenopathy. Pulmonary infiltrates were noted in 84% of patients probably as the result of increased capillary permeability. The intermediate phase of the illness tended to begin in the second week and persist through the eighth week post-ingestion. GI symptoms, primarily abdominal pain, nausea, and diarrhea, predominated. Clinical examination revealed marked eosinophilia in 42% of patients, high IgE levels, thrombocytopenia, abnormal coagulation patterns, and evidence of hepatic dysfunction with abnormal enzymes. Some patients became jaundiced, and many had hepatomegaly. The late phase of the illness developed in 23% of cases and began after 2 months of illness. This phase was characterized initially by neuromuscular and joint involvement. Later, patients developed vasculitis and a scleroderma-like syndrome. Patients complained of intense muscular pain, edema, and progressive muscular weakness. Muscular atrophy was apparent in some patients. Neurological involvement included depressed deep tendon reflexes, anesthesia, and dysesthesia. Respiratory problems developed due to neuromuscular weakness and progressed to pulmonary hypertension and thromboembolic phenomena. The scleroderma-like symptoms included Raynaud’s phenomenon, sicca syndrome, dysphagia, and contractures due to thickening collagen in the skin. Vascular lesions were noted in all organs apparently resulting from endothelial proliferation and thrombosis. All patients in the late group had antinuclear antibody and many had antibodies against smooth muscle and skeletal muscle [6]. The pathological and clinical features are consistent with an autoimmune mechanism for this illness. Since the precise causative agent and its mechanism have not been delineated, a recurrence is not impossible [5]. Also, the toxin, if present in small amounts in other foods, may be producing or aggravating other clinical conditions [5].

**Agricultural chemicals**

A wide diversity of chemicals are used in modern agricultural practices. Residues of these chemicals can occur in raw and processed foods, although federal regulatory agencies evaluate the use and safety of such chemicals. The major categories of agricultural chemicals would include insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, fertilizers, and veterinary drugs including antibiotics.

**Insecticides**

Insecticides are added to foods to control the extent of insect contamination. The major categories of insecticides include organochlorine compounds (DDT, chlordane, and others, many of which are now banned), organophosphate compounds (e.g. parathion and malathion), carbamate compounds (e.g. carbaryl and aldicarb), botanical compounds
Herbicides
Herbicides are applied to control the growth of weeds. Among the more important herbicides are chlorophenoxy compounds (e.g. 2,4-D), dinitrophenols (e.g. dinitroorthocresol), bipyridyl compounds (e.g. paraquat), substituted ureas (e.g. monuron), carbamates (e.g. propanil), and triazines (e.g. simazine). Generally, herbicide residues in foods are not a hazard to consumers. No food poisoning incidents have resulted from the proper use of herbicides on food crops. The lack of hazard from herbicide residues is associated with the low level of exposure, their low degree of toxicity to humans and selective toxicity toward plants, and the use of many different herbicides which limits exposure to any particular herbicide.

Since most herbicides are selectively toxic to plants, they pose little hazard to humans in the amounts normally used for weed control. The bipyridyl compounds are an exception. These non-selective herbicides are rather toxic to humans and tend to exert their toxic effects on the lung [10]. However, no food poisoning incidents have ever been attributed to inappropriate use of the bipyridyl compounds.

Fungicides
Fungicides are used to prevent the growth of molds on food crops. Important fungicides include captan, folpet, dithiocarbamates, pentachlorophenol, and the mercurials. The hazards from foodborne fungicides are miniscule because exposure is quite low, most fungicides do not accumulate in the environment, and fungicides are typically not very toxic.

Exceptions are the mercurial compounds and hexachlorobenzene. The mercurials are often used to treat seed grains to prevent mold growth during storage. These seed grains are usually colored pink and are clearly intended for planting rather than consumption. However, on several occasions, consumers have eaten these treated seed grains and developed mercury poisoning [7]. Although some severe episodes have resulted in deaths, mild cases of mercury intoxication can be manifested in GI symptoms such as abdominal cramps, nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, and dermal symptoms such as acrodynia and itching [7]. Hexachlorobenzene caused one of the most massive outbreaks of pesticide poisoning in recorded history affecting over 3000 individuals in Turkey from 1955 through 1959 [11]. Hexachlorobenzene-treated seed grain was consumed rather than planted resulting in severe symptoms including porphyria cutanea tarda, ulcerated skin lesions, alopecia, porphyrinuria, hepatomegaly, thyroid enlargement, and a 10% mortality rate [11].

Fertilizers
The commonly used fertilizers are combinations of nitrogen and phosphorus compounds. Nitrogen fertilizers are oxidized to nitrate and nitrite in the soil. Both nitrate and nitrite are hazardous to humans if ingested in large amounts. Infants are particularly susceptible to nitrate and nitrite intoxication. Some plants, such as spinach, can accumulate nitrate to hazardous levels if allowed to grow on overly fertilized fields. Because nitrite is more toxic than nitrate, the situation can be worsened if nitrate-reducing bacteria are allowed to proliferate on these foods.

Acute nitrite intoxications have occurred. In low doses, the symptoms include flushing of the face and extremities, GI discomfort, and headache; in larger doses, cyanosis, methemoglobinemia, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, collapse, and death can occur. The lethal dose of nitrite is estimated at about 1g in adults. Illnesses have occurred from ingestion of over-fertilized spinach in which bacterial...

The exceedingly low residue levels of insecticides found in most foods are not particularly hazardous especially on an acute basis. Large doses of insecticides can be toxic to humans. For example, the organophosphates and carbamates are cholinesterase inhibitors and act as neurotoxins by blocking synaptic nerve transmission. Several reasons exist for the low degree of hazard posed by insecticide residues in foods: (i) the level of exposure is very low, (ii) some insecticides are not very toxic to humans, (iii) some insecticides decompose rapidly in the environment, and (iv) many different insecticides are used, which limits exposure to any one particular insecticide.

No food poisoning incidents have ever been attributed to the proper use of insecticides on foods. However, problems have occasionally arisen from the inappropriate use of certain insecticides [7]. An outbreak of aldicarb intoxication from watermelons occurred on the West Coast of the United States in 1985 [8]. Aldicarb use on watermelons is not allowed in the United States because excessive levels of aldicarb become concentrated in the edible portion of the melon. In this episode, several farmers used aldicarb illegally resulting in consumer illnesses and the recall and destruction of thousands of watermelons. A total of 1373 illness reports were received in this outbreak with 78% classified as probable or possible aldicarb poisoning cases [8]. This episode is thus the largest known outbreak of pesticide poisoning in North America [8]. Aldicarb has also been involved in several food poisoning outbreaks associated with ingestion of hydroponically grown cucumbers [9]. The symptoms of aldicarb intoxication include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and mild neurological manifestations such as dizziness, headache, blurred vision, and loss of balance [8,9]. Many other episodes of pesticide intoxications have resulted from the misuse of pesticides including contamination of foods during storage and transport, the use of pesticides in food preparation due to their mistaken identity as common food ingredients such as sugar and salt, and their misuse in agricultural practice as in the examples noted above [7].
action on the nitrate-rich, unprocessed spinach allows conversion to nitrite before ingestion. Illnesses have also resulted from the improper storage of carrot juice that allowed the proliferation of nitrate-reducing bacteria resulting in the accumulation of hazardous levels of nitrite [12].

Veterinary drugs and antibiotics
Food-producing animals can be treated with a variety of veterinary drugs especially antibiotics. Residues in foods are typically quite low. Acute food poisoning incidents have not occurred as a result of properly used veterinary drugs and antibiotics. Penicillin is probably one of the major concerns because of the potential for allergic reactions to penicillin residues. However, the likelihood of allergic reactions to the very low levels of penicillin residues found in foods is quite remote [13].

Chemicals migrating from packaging materials and containers
Chemicals migrating from packaging materials into foods and beverages are not a significant source of chemical exposure. A variety of chemicals, including plastics monomers, plasticizers, stabilizers, printing inks, and others, do migrate at extremely low levels into foods. These chemicals do not often create any known hazards for consumers. Lead, copper, and tin are perhaps the main concerns associated with packaging materials. The storage of acidic foods in inappropriate containers can result in the leaching of toxic heavy metals, such as zinc. Contact of acidic beverages with copper can also release potentially hazardous levels of copper into the beverage.

Lead
Lead (Pb) exposure from foods has always been a comparatively moderate contributor to overall environmental lead exposure. The migration of Pb from Pb-soldered cans was previously a source of some concern. However, Pb-soldered cans have been successfully phased out of use in the United States. The main issue with Pb contamination remains the occasional use of Pb-based glazes on pottery or paint on glassware that may come in contact with acidic foods or beverages. Pb is a well-known toxicant that can affect the nervous system, the kidney, and the bone.

Tin
Tin plate is commonly used in the construction of metal cans for foods. The inner surfaces of these cans are lined with a lacquer material when cans are used for acidic foods or beverages. Acute tin intoxication has occurred from the inappropriate placement of tomato juice or fruit cocktail in unlined cans. Since tin is poorly absorbed, the primary symptoms are bloating, nausea, abdominal cramps, vomiting, diarrhea, and headache occurring 30 minutes to 2 hours after consumption of the acidic product.

Copper
Copper poisoning, characterized primarily by nausea and vomiting, most commonly occurs from faulty check valves in soft drink vending machines. The check valves prevent contact between the acidic, carbonated beverage, and the copper tubing that delivers the water or ice in the machine. Several outbreaks of copper poisoning have resulted from such occurrences. Copper poisoning results in acute gastroenteritis.

Zinc
Zinc intoxication typically results from the unwise storage of acidic foods or beverages in galvanized containers. Zinc is a potent emetic. The symptoms of zinc intoxication include irritation of the mouth, throat, and abdomen; nausea and vomiting; dizziness; and collapse.

Industrial chemicals
Industrial and/or environmental pollutants often migrate into foods in small amounts. On rare occasions, hazardous levels of such chemicals enter the food supply often with devastating consequences.

Polychlorinated biphenyls and polybrominated biphenyls
The contamination of foods with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and polybrominated biphenyls (PBBs) has occurred on several occasions. PCBs and PBBs are quite persistent in the environment and are considered to be toxic pollutants from industrial practices. PBBs are commonly used as fire retardants, while PCBs are frequently used in transformer fluid. PCBs and PBBs are not worrisome acute toxicants in foods. However, since they are lipid-soluble, the chronic effects of exposure to these contaminants in foods are of concern. The most infamous incident involved the accidental contamination of dairy feed in Michigan with PBBs. This incident resulted in the destruction of many cows and their milk. Leaking transformers have contributed to the contamination of feeds with PCBs which led to the destruction of chickens, eggs, and egg-containing food products.

Mercury
Minamata disease, due to mercury (Hg) intoxication, is the classic example of the contamination of foods by industrial pollutants [14]. An industrial firm located on the shores of Minamata Bay in Japan dumped Hg-containing wastes into the bay where bacteria converted the inorganic Hg into highly toxic methylmercury. Fish in the bay became contaminated with the methylmercury. Over 1200 cases of Hg intoxication occurred among consumers of Minamata Bay fish [14]. The symptoms included tremors and other neurotoxic effects and kidney failure.
Intoxications caused by naturally occurring chemicals in foods

The naturally occurring chemicals in foods are less frequently tested for their potential toxic effects than synthetic chemicals. While the vast majority of naturally occurring chemicals in foods are safe under the normal circumstances of exposure, some potentially hazardous situations do exist. Those naturally occurring chemicals with significant pharmacological activity including the vasoactive amines, methylxanthines, ethanol, and myristicin are covered elsewhere. However, naturally occurring chemicals in foods can elicit a wide variety of adverse reactions including both acute and chronic intoxication. Naturally occurring toxicants could be defined as those naturally occurring chemicals in foods that might be hazardous under typical circumstances of exposure. Naturally occurring chemicals in foods are more likely to be hazardous under typical circumstances of exposure than are synthetic chemicals. Although chronic illnesses, such as cancer, are undeniably important, this chapter will focus exclusively on acute intoxications caused by natural, foodborne toxicants.

Naturally occurring contaminants

Naturally occurring contaminants can be produced in foods as the result of contamination by bacteria, molds, algae, and insects. The chemicals produced from these biological sources can remain in foods even after the living organism has been removed or destroyed. Naturally occurring contaminants are not always present in foods and can be avoided, if contamination is prevented. Such contaminants represent the most important and potentially hazardous chemicals of natural origin existing in foods. The bacterial and insect toxins will not be discussed in detail. The bacterial toxins cause very familiar diseases including staphylococcal food poisoning and botulism. The insect toxins have not been studied to any extent, and their impact on human health is uncertain.

The toxicants produced by algal species that bioaccumulate in seafoods are among the most common causes of foodborne illness of chemical etiology. These algal toxicants are involved with several of the seafood poisonings including ciguatera poisoning and paralytic shellfish poisoning. Mycotoxins produced by foodborne molds are a source of considerable toxicological concern and occur at low levels rather frequently in certain stored foods. Several of the mycotoxins will be discussed in some detail because they are confirmed to be involved in acute foodborne illness. A bigger concern with the mycotoxins is their potential involvement with chronic toxicity. The chronic toxicity of mycotoxins will not be described here because it is unlikely to be relevant to the investigation of allergic reactions.

Ciguatera poisoning

Ciguatera poisoning results from the ingestion of fish that have fed on toxic dinoflagellate algae. Ciguatera poisoning is the most common cause of acute foodborne disease of chemical etiology reported to the Centers for Disease Control. This foodborne illness is common throughout the Caribbean, South Pacific, and Indian Ocean areas, but is now encountered around the world due to the improved distribution of fish [15,16]. In the United States, the illness occurs most frequently in Florida, Hawaii, and the Virgin Islands. The fish most commonly implicated in cases of ciguatera poisoning are large tropical and semi-tropical reef fishes such as grouper, barracuda, sea bass, Spanish mackerel, snappers, and sea perches, although as many as 400 different fish species have been implicated in this illness. Curiously, although most cases involve tropical or semi-tropical fishes, at least one outbreak has involved farm-raised salmon [17].

With the tropical and semi-tropical reef fishes, the fish acquire the toxic agent(s) by feeding on smaller fishes that acquire the toxin from the poisonous planktonic algae [16]. Several species of dinoflagellate algae appear able to produce toxins of the type associated with ciguatera poisoning: Gambierdiscus toxicus is one of the most prominent [16]. Several toxins may be involved in ciguatera poisoning [16,18]. The major toxins, known as ciguatoxins, are lipidsoluble, heat-stable, polyether compounds with an approximate molecular weight of 1110 Da [16,18]. Ciguatoxin has ionophoric properties, which selectively open voltage-sensitive sodium channels of the neuromuscular junction. Maitotoxin also appears to be responsible to a lesser extent for ciguatera poisoning [16,18]. Maitotoxin is a water-soluble compound of molecular weight of 3424 Da which activates both voltage-sensitive and receptor-operated calcium channels in the plasma membranes of cells. The toxins accumulate in the liver and viscera of the fish, but enough can enter the muscle tissues to result in ciguatera poisoning among humans ingesting these fish [16]. Larger fish pose a greater risk than smaller fish. The toxins are heat-stable and are unaffected by processing or cooking practices.

The symptoms of ciguatera poisoning tend to be somewhat variable perhaps confirming the role of several different dinoflagellate algae and several different toxins in this syndrome [15,16]. GI and neurological manifestations are the predominant symptoms associated with ciguatera poisoning, although in some cases, the GI symptoms predominate, while in other cases, the neurological symptoms predominate. The GI symptoms include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal cramps. The neurological symptoms include dysesthesia, paresthesia especially in the perioral region and extremities, pruritus, vertigo, muscle weakness, malaise, headache, and myalgia. A peculiar reversal of hot and cold sensations occurs in about 65% of all patients [18]. In severe cases, the neurological manifestations can progress to delirium, pruritus, dyspnea, prostration, brachycardia, and coma [18]. Many patients recover within a few days or weeks, although treatment is difficult and deaths
from cardiovascular collapse have been encountered in about 0.1% of cases [19].

**Paralytic shellfish poisoning**

Paralytic shellfish poisoning results from the ingestion of molluscan shellfish, such as clams, mussels, cockles, and scallops, that have become poisonous by feeding on toxic dinoflagellate algae [15,20]. Paralytic shellfish poisoning occurs worldwide but is commonly encountered along the Pacific and North Atlantic coasts of North America, the coastal areas of Japan, and the coasts of Chile and Argentina [16]. Several species of toxic dinoflagellate algae have been implicated in paralytic shellfish poisoning: *Alexandrium catanella* (formerly *Gonyaulax catanella*) and *A. tamarensis* are two of the most common ones. “Blooms” of the toxic dinoflagellates are sporadic, so most shellfish will be hazardous only during the times of the blooms. While most shellfish species clear the toxins from their system within a few weeks after the end of the dinoflagellate bloom, a few species, such as the Alaskan butter clam, seem to retain the toxin for long periods [21].

The toxins involved in paralytic shellfish poisoning are known as saxitoxins [22]. Saxitoxins are neurotoxins that bind to and block the sodium channels in nerve membranes [16]. The saxitoxins are heat-stable so processing and cooking have no effect on the toxicity of the shellfish.

Through the blocking of nerve transmission, the saxitoxins are very potent neurotoxins. The symptoms of paralytic shellfish poisoning include a tingling sensation and numbness of the lips, tongue, and fingertips followed by numbness in the legs, arms, and neck, ataxia, giddiness, staggering, drowsiness, incoherent speech progressing to aphasia, rash, fever, and respiratory and muscular paralysis [15,16]. Death from respiratory failure occurs frequently, usually within 2–12 hours depending on the dose ingested. No antidotes are known, although prognosis is good if the victim survives the first 24 hours of the illness.

**Amnesic shellfish poisoning**

Amnesic shellfish poisoning was first recognized following an outbreak in Canada in late 1987 [23]. Amnesic shellfish poisoning was associated with the ingestion of mussels from Prince Edward Island which resulted in over 100 cases and at least four deaths [23,24]. The source of the toxin was identified as domoic acid, a neuroexcitatory amino acid [24]. Amnesic shellfish poisoning is characterized by GI symptoms and unusual neurological abnormalities [24]. The GI symptoms, which occurred within the first 24 hours, were vomiting, abdominal cramps, and diarrhea. The neurological symptoms, which had onset within 48 hours, were severe incapacitating headaches, confusion, loss of short-term memory, and, in a few cases, seizures and coma. Severely affected patients who did not die experienced prolonged neurologic sequelae including memory deficits and motor or sensorimotor neuropathy or axonopathy [24].

**Diarrhetic shellfish poisoning**

Diarrhetic shellfish poisoning is primarily associated with the ingestion of clams that have become toxic through the ingestion of toxic dinoflagellate algae of the genus *Dinophysis* and *Prorocentrum* [16]. No confirmed outbreaks have occurred in North America but outbreaks have occurred primarily in Japan and Europe [19]. The toxins responsible for diarrhetic shellfish poisoning are polyether compounds: okadaic acid and its derivatives, the dinophysistoxins [16]. The symptoms include diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, and abdominal cramps [19].

**Pufferfish poisoning**

Pufferfish poisoning occurs primarily in Japan and China, the only parts of the world where pufferfish are frequently consumed. While about 30 species of pufferfish are found worldwide, most species are not toxic. The most hazardous pufferfish belong to the genus *Fugu*, which are considered in Japan and China to be delicacies. The toxin in pufferfish is a potent neurotoxin called tetrodotoxin [26]. For many years, the toxin was thought to be produced by the fish, but evidence now exists that marine bacteria may be the original source of the toxin [27]. Tetrodotoxin is heat-stable and, like saxitoxin, acts by blocking the sodium channels in nerve cell membranes. The symptoms of tetrodotoxin poisoning usually begin with a tingling sensation of the fingers, toes, lips, and tongue, followed by nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and epigastric pain [26]. Twitching, tremors, ataxia, paralysis, and death often ensue [26]. The fatality rate is about 60% in untreated cases. Most of the tetrodotoxin accumulates in the liver, viscera, and roe of the pufferfish. Careful cleaning of the fish, before ingestion of the edible muscle, is required to safeguard against tetrodotoxin intoxication.

**Mycotoxins**

Mycotoxins are produced by a wide variety of molds which can grow and produce toxins on a wide variety of foods [28]. Most of the known mycotoxins have been recognized because of their toxicity to domestic animals fed moldy feed grains. However, a few mycotoxins are noteworthy because they are known hazards for humans.

**Ergotism**

Ergotism was the first recognized mycotoxin-associated illness. The responsible mold is *Claviceps purpurea*, which can infect the grains of rye, wheat, barley, and oats. The last recorded outbreak of ergotism occurred in Europe in 1951. Ergotism is caused by a group of toxins known as the ergot alkaloids. Ergotism is manifested in two forms: gangrenous ergotism and convulsive ergotism. Gangrenous ergotism, also
Some naturally occurring toxicants are inactivated or removed upon ingestion of abnormally large quantities of such foods and their naturally occurring toxicants is potentially hazardous. The effects of ingestion of low levels of toxic trichothecenes on humans remain uncertain.

**Alimentary toxic aleukia**

Alimentary toxic aleukia (ALA) was observed in Russia during World War II and was associated with the consumption of over-wintered millet that contained trichothecene mycotoxins. Trichothecenes are a group of mycotoxins produced by molds of the genus *Fusarium*. ALA occurs in four stages. In the first stage, affected individuals experience burning sensations in the mouth, throat, and esophagus followed 1–3 days later by diarrhea, nausea, and vomiting. The GI symptoms cease after about 9 days. The second stage of ALA begins during the second week and lasts through the second month. This stage involves bone marrow destruction, leukemia, agranulocytosis, anemia, and loss of platelets. Small hemorrhages begin to appear at the end of this stage. The third stage of ALA lasts for 5–20 days and involves total loss of bone marrow with necrotic angina, sepsis, total agranulocytosis, moderate fever, larger hemorrhages on the skin, and the appearance of necrotic skin lesions. Bronchial pneumonia usually develops along with abscesses and hemorrhages in the lungs. The fourth stage of ALA is death, which occurred in about 80% of cases within 3 months of the onset of symptoms. Due to the circumstances at the time of this outbreak, the identification of the exact species of *Fusarium* and the trichothecenes responsible for ALA were not accomplished. The level of contamination of the millet with trichothecenes was not determined.

*Fusarium* molds are very common on grain crops worldwide. Trichothecene mycotoxins continue to occur at low levels in many cereal foods. However, no acute illnesses in humans including ALA have been attributed to trichothecene intoxication since the original outbreak. The effects of ingestion of low levels of toxic trichothecenes on humans remain uncertain.

**Naturally occurring constituents**

Many fungi, some plants, and a few animals contain hazardous levels of various naturally occurring toxicants. Such fungi, plants, and animals should not be eaten, but are accidentally or intentionally consumed on occasion resulting in foodborne illness. Furthermore, many plants and animals contain levels of naturally occurring toxicants that are probably not hazardous to humans ingesting typical amounts of these foods. The ingestion of abnormally large quantities of such foods and their naturally occurring toxicants is potentially hazardous. Some naturally occurring toxicants are inactivated or removed during processing or preparation of foods prior to consumption. The failure to adhere to such processing and preparation practices can result in foodborne illness.

**Poisonous animals**

Very few animal species are poisonous, although several species of poisonous fish and other marine animals are known to exist. Pufferfish is the best-known example, although the toxin in pufferfish may actually emanate from bacteria [27]. Animal tissues and products also contain very few naturally occurring toxicants that could cause adverse reactions if ingested in abnormally large quantities. Fat-soluble vitamins, most notably vitamin A, serve as an example. Cases of vitamin A intoxication have occurred in polar explorers ingesting polar bear liver and in infants resulting from feeding diets rich in vitamin A (e.g., chicken livers and fortified milk) and carotenoids (e.g., pureed carrots), while also administering daily vitamin supplements [29].

**Poisonous plants**

Many poisonous plants exist in nature [30]. Classic examples would include water hemlock and nightshade which were used in centuries past to poison one’s enemies. While consumers purchasing foods from commercial sources can usually avoid the ingestion of poisonous plants, intoxications occur among individuals who have harvested their own foods in the wild. For example, an elderly couple succumbed after mistaking foxglove for comfrey while harvesting herbs for tea; foxglove contains digitalis. In another example, a team member in a desert survival course died after eating a salad prepared in part from a *Datura* species, jimsonweed. Jimsonweed contains tropane alkaloids including atropine. While atropine is a useful pharmaceutical agent, its ingestion from natural sources in uncontrolled doses can be fatal. Atropine has potent anticholinergic properties, and individuals ingesting jimsonweed and other plants containing tropane alkaloids suffer neurotoxic effects. Many more such examples could be provided.

More rarely, intoxications from poisonous plants occur with products purchased from commercial sources. In one well-investigated outbreak, a commercial herbal tea was contaminated with *Senecio longilobus*, a well-known poisonous plant [31]. The herbal tea, called gordolobo yerba, was sold to the Mexican-American population in Arizona, and promoted as a cure for colic, viral infections, and nasal congestion in infants. Several infants died from the ingestion of this contaminated herbal tea. *Senecio* and many other plants contain a group of chemicals known as pyrrolizidine alkaloids. The pyrrolizidine alkaloids can cause both acute and chronic symptoms. Chronic low doses produce liver cancer and cirrhosis. The acute symptoms associated with the contaminated herbal tea included ascites, hepatomegaly, veno-occlusive liver disease, abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, headache, and diarrhea [31]. Death resulted from liver failure.
Occasionally, intoxications from poisonous plants occur from the intentional addition of such materials to foods. The intentional addition of marijuana to bakery items is the most common example.

Many plant-derived foods contain naturally occurring toxicants at doses that are not hazardous, at least on an acute basis, unless large quantities of the food are eaten. Examples would include solanine and chaconine in potatoes, oxalates in spinach and rhubarb, furan compounds in mold-damaged sweet potatoes, and cyanogenic glycosides in lima beans, cassava, and many fruit pits [32].

The cyanogenic glycosides, for example, can release cyanide from enzymatic action occurring during the storage and processing of the foods, or on contact with stomach acid. Commercial varieties of lima beans contain minimal amounts of these cyanogenic glycosides having a hydrogen cyanide (HCN) yield of 10 mg per 100 g of lima beans (wet weight). The lethal oral dose of cyanide for humans is 0.5 mg/kg, so a 70-kg adult would need to ingest 35 mg of cyanide, an amount that would require the ingestion of at least 350 g of lima beans. Such levels of consumption are quite unlikely, and human illnesses from cyanide intoxication from lima bean ingestion have not been reported. Wild varieties of lima beans contain much higher levels of the cyanogenic glycosides (up to 300 mg HCN/100 g) and would likely be hazardous to consume. Cyanide intoxications have occurred in Africa and South America due to the consumption of cassava which is sometimes ingested in large quantities due to a lack of other foods [32]. Cyanide intoxication has also occurred from the ingestion of fruit pits, especially by the grinding of pits with the fruit in food processors during the preparation of jams and wines. The symptoms of cyanide intoxication include a rapid onset of peripheral numbness and dizziness, mental confusion, stupor, cyanosis, twitching, convulsions, coma, and death.

Many toxic constituents of plants are inactivated or removed during processing and preparation. For example, raw soybeans contain trypsin inhibitors, lectins, amylase inhibitors, saponins, and various antivitamins. Fortunately, these toxicants are inactivated during the heating and fermentation processes used with soybeans. Failure to remove or inactivate these toxicants can result in foodborne illness. For example, raw kidney beans contain lectins which are typically inactivated during cooking. In the United Kingdom, immigrants who did not appreciate the importance of thorough cooking of kidney beans have ingested undercooked kidney beans leading to the onset of nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and bloody diarrhea from the lectins.

### Poisonous mushrooms

Many species of mushrooms are poisonous. The harvesting of mushrooms in the wild can be a hazardous practice. Intoxications occur each year in the United States from the ingestion of poisonous mushrooms. Poisonous mushrooms contain a variety of naturally occurring toxicants which can be classified into Groups I–VI [33].

The Group I toxins are the most hazardous and include amatoxin and phallotoxin. Amatoxin is produced by *Amanita phalloides*, the death cap mushroom. Amatoxin poisoning occurs in three stages. The first stage involves abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and hyperglycemia beginning 6–24 hours after ingestion of the mushrooms. A short period of remission then occurs. The third and often fatal stage involves severe liver and kidney dysfunction, hypoglycemia, convulsions, coma, and death. Death resulting from hypoglycemic shock occurs 4–7 days after the onset of symptoms.

The Group II toxins are hydrazines; gyromitrin is the best-known example. Gyromitrin is produced by *Gyromitra esculenta* or false morel mushrooms. The symptoms elicited by ingestion of these mushrooms include a bloated feeling, nausea, vomiting, watery or bloody diarrhea, abdominal pain, muscle cramps, faintness, and ataxia occurring with a 6–12 hour onset time.

The Group III toxins are characterized by muscarine and affect the autonomic nervous system. Muscarine is found in fly agaric (*Amanita muscarina*) sometimes in association with the Group I toxins. Symptoms include perspiration, salivation, lacrimation with blurred vision, abdominal cramps, watery diarrhea, constriction of the pupils, hypotension, and a slowed pulse occurring rapidly following the ingestion of the poisonous mushrooms.

The Group IV toxins cause symptoms only when ingested with alcoholic beverages. Coprine, a Group IV toxin produced by *Coprinus atramentarius*, is the best example. Symptoms include flushing of the neck and face, distension of the veins in the neck, swelling and tingling of the hands, metallic taste, tachycardia, and hypotension progressing to nausea and vomiting. Symptoms begin within 30 minutes of ingestion of the mushrooms and can last for up to 5 days.

The Group V and VI toxins act primarily on the central nervous system causing hallucinations. The Group V toxins include ibotenic acid and muscimol and cause dizziness, drowsiness followed by hyperkinetic activity, confusion, delerium, incoordination, staggering, muscular spasms, partial amnesia, a coma-like sleep, and hallucinations beginning 30 minutes to 2 hours after ingestion. Fly agaric is a good source of the Group V toxins.

The Group VI toxins include psilocybin and psilocin. The symptoms of the Group VI toxins include pleasant or aggressive mood, anxiety, unmotivated laughter and hilarity, compulsive movements, muscle weakness, drowsiness, hallucinations, and sleep. The Group VI toxins are found in Mexican mushrooms, *Psilocybe mexicana*. Symptoms usually begin 30–60 minutes after ingestion of the mushrooms, and recovery is often spontaneous in 5–10 hours. When the dose of the Group VI toxins is high, prolonged and severe sequelae, even death, can occur.
Metabolic food disorders

Like food allergies, metabolic food disorders affect only certain individuals in the population. These individuals display increased sensitivity to certain chemicals in foods because they lack an enzyme necessary to metabolize that particular chemical or because they have a genetic abnormality that makes them especially susceptible to the toxic effects of a particular foodborne chemical. The best examples of metabolic food disorders are lactose intolerance and favism.

Lactose intolerance

Lactose intolerance is associated with an inherited deficiency in the amount of the enzyme, β-galactosidase, in the small intestine [34]. β-galactosidase is needed for the hydrolysis of the milk disaccharide, lactose, into its constituent monosaccharides, glucose and galactose. While glucose and galactose can be absorbed and used for metabolic energy, lactose cannot be absorbed without prior hydrolysis. If the activity of β-galactosidase is insufficient, the lactose from milk or dairy products will be incompletely hydrolyzed. Undigested lactose will pass into the colon where the large numbers of bacteria will convert it to CO₂, H₂, and H₂O. The symptoms associated with lactose intolerance are abdominal cramps, flatulence, and frothy diarrhea.

Almost all individuals are born with sufficient levels of β-galactosidase activity. However, with increasing age, the levels of enzyme activity diminish. At some point, the levels of β-galactosidase activity may be insufficient to handle the load of lactose ingested in the diet. Symptoms of lactose intolerance can begin to appear in the early teen years and often worsen with advancing age. Many lactose-intolerant individuals can tolerate some lactose in their diets, often as much as the amount found in an 8-oz glass of milk [35]. The degree of tolerance may lessen with advancing age.

Lactose intolerance is an inherited trait. It affects only about 6–12% of all Caucasians, but ultimately affects 60–90% of some ethnic groups including black Americans, Native Americans, Hispanics, Asians, Jews, and Arabs [34]. Lactose intolerance is treated with dairy product avoidance diets, although some dairy products can usually be tolerated without harm. Lactose-intolerant individuals can often safely consume yogurt if the yogurt contains live bacteria and is intended as a dietary product. A yogurt that is tested and labeled as a probiotic contains beneficial bacteria that may help alleviate lactose intolerance.

Favism

Favism is caused by the ingestion of fava beans or the inhalation of pollen from the Vicia faba plant by individuals with a deficiency of the enzyme, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH), in their erythrocytes [36]. Erythrocyte G6PDH deficiency is the most common enzyme deficiency in the world, affecting perhaps 100 million individuals. Erythrocyte G6PDH deficiency is most prevalent among Kurds, Iraqis, Iranians, Sardinians, Cypriot Greeks, American blacks, and some African populations. This deficiency is virtually unknown in northern Europeans, North American Indians, and Eskimos. G6PDH is a critical enzyme which is essential for the maintenance of adequate levels of the reduced form of glutathione (GSH) and nicotinamide dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) in erythrocytes. GSH and NADPH protect the erythrocyte membrane from oxidation. Fava beans contain two potent, naturally occurring oxidants, vicine and convicine. These oxidants can damage the erythrocyte membranes in G6PDH-deficient individuals, but not normal persons. Exposure to fava beans in sensitive individuals results in acute hemolytic anemia. The typical symptoms are pallor, fatigue, dyspnea, nausea, abdominal and/or back pain, fever, and chills. In a few severe cases, hemoglobinuria, jaundice, and renal failure may occur. Favism is not a common malady in the United States because fava beans are rarely ingested here. Favism occurs primarily in the Mediterranean area, the Middle East, China, and Bulgaria where the genetic trait is fairly prevalent and fava beans are more frequently consumed.
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CHAPTER 41
Seafood Toxins

Soheil Chegini and Dean D. Metcalfe

KEY CONCEPTS
- Seafood poisoning is uncommon in non-endemic regions, but may be responsible for adverse reactions to seafood.
- Marine toxins produce syndromes with primarily acute gastrointestinal and neurological manifestations that frequently masquerade as allergic reactions.
- Seafood poisoning may result in similar symptoms in several individuals who shared the seafood and display an "endemic" nature.
- The absence of prior history of allergy to seafood and its subsequent tolerance point away from an allergic etiology and suggest poisoning.
- Knowledge of specific seafood toxic syndromes is necessary to consider them in the differential diagnosis and obtain the appropriate history and collect specimens to confirm the diagnosis and institute the correct treatment.

Table 41.1 Differential diagnosis of seafood-associated poisoning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Common seafood poisons</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Fish poisoning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Ciguatera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Scombroid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Tetrodon poisoning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Shellfish poisoning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Paralytic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Neurotoxic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Amnesic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Diarrhetic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Less common seafood poisoning</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Fish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Clupeotoxin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Elasmobranch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Mollusks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Red whelks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. Infections and bacterial intoxications</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bacterial toxins</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. <em>Clostridium botulinum</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <em>Staphylococcus aureus</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Bacterial infections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. <em>Vibrio cholerae</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. <em>Vibrio parahemolyticus</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. <em>Vibrio vulnificus</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Viral infections</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Norwalk and Norwalk-like enteric viruses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

Fish and shellfish are nutritious foods that constitute desirable components of a healthy diet. However, seafood, including fish, shrimp, lobster, crabs, crayfish, mussels, and clams, are listed among the most frequent causes of food allergy [1–3]. The differential diagnosis of seafood allergy is extensive. It includes true hypersensitivity reactions to non-seafood components, such as peanut or tree nuts, foods that may cross-react with seafood allergens or food contaminants, such as antibiotic residues contained in seafood, adverse reactions to food additives, such as sulfites, monosodium glutamate (MSG), and tartrazine, as well as seafood-associated poisoning (Table 41.1). Seafood poisoning primarily results in acute gastrointestinal and neurological manifestations that frequently masquerade as allergic reactions on presentation to emergency departments and urgent care clinics and are often misdiagnosed [4–8]. Bacteria and bacterial toxins may cause gastrointestinal and systemic symptoms that can also be confused with food allergy. In the United States, seafood poisoning, principally scombroid and ciguatera fish poisoning (Table 41.2), was responsible for about 4% of all reported foodborne disease outbreaks reported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in 2015 [9].
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Control from 1988 through 2002 [9,10] (Table 41.3). This was significantly smaller than 17.8% reported for the period 1978–1987 [11]. In Australia from 1995 to 2000, ciguatera and scombroid poisoning were responsible for 11% and 3% of all foodborne outbreaks, respectively [12]. Worldwide ciguatera is the most frequently reported poisoning associated with seafood [13].

National surveillance data on seafood-related poisoning in the United States is based on outbreaks of acute foodborne disease reported by state health departments to the CDC. From 1978 through 2004 there were 480 outbreaks with 2536 cases of scombroid poisoning and 390 outbreaks and 1576 cases of ciguatera poisoning. Thirty-two outbreaks of paralytic shellfish poisoning (PSP) involving 284 people were reported that included two large California outbreaks in 1980. There was one case each of puffer fish poisoning, neurotoxic shellfish poisoning (NSP), and amnesic shellfish poisoning (ASP) during this period [9,10,14,15]. However, these figures are likely to underrepresent the true incidence of seafood poisoning, since some cases remain undiagnosed and many are not reported to health authorities. For instance, even in the endemic area of Queensland, Australia, it is estimated that only about 20% of ciguatera cases are reported to the local database [16].

Based on the presence or absence of the toxin at the time of capture, fish poisoning can be classified into two categories. In ciguatera and puffer fish poisoning the toxin is present in the live fish, whereas in scombroid it is produced only after the capture in the fish flesh by contaminating bacteria that spoil improperly refrigerated fish. Puffer fish poisoning is associated with a high rate of mortality, as opposed to scombroid and ciguatera that are self-limiting illnesses and resolve spontaneously in the vast majority of cases.

The bulk of shellfish-associated illness is infectious in nature, which can be either bacterial or viral, with the Norwalk virus likely to account for most cases of gastroenteritis. Ingestion of contaminated shellfish results in a wide variety of symptoms, depending on the toxins present, their

### Table 41.2 Epidemiology of seafood poisoning in the United States from 1978 through 2004*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Scombroid Outbreaks</th>
<th>Ciguatera Outbreaks</th>
<th>PSP Outbreaks</th>
<th>NSP Outbreaks</th>
<th>AFP Outbreaks</th>
<th>PFP Outbreaks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978–2004</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>2536</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number of outbreaks and cases (in parenthesis) reported to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (data from [9–11]).
concentrations in the shellfish, and the amount of contaminated shellfish consumed. Five different types of shellfish poisoning have been identified including paralytic, neurotoxic, diarrhetic, amnesic, and azaspiracid (AZA) poisonings. PSP may be severe and life threatening, but other shellfish poisonings are usually transient, self-limited, and rarely fatal. Except for scombroid, there is no antidote for seafood poisoning and treatment is primarily supportive.

Toxins responsible for the clinical manifestations are generally produced by microscopic marine algae in the warmer summer months, which are then concentrated in filter-feeding bivalve mollusks, such as clams and mussels. These toxins are retained and concentrated over time. Of the estimated 4000 species of marine algae worldwide, <2% produce toxins [17]. Only about 30 dinoflagellates and a few diatom species are known to cause human illness, and fewer still are potentially lethal [18]. Generally marine toxins do not alter the appearance, taste, or smell of seafood, and are not inactivated by heat or gastric acid. Anthropogenic eutrophication has been incriminated in the higher frequency of harmful algal blooms and increased production of biointoxins by marine dinoflagellates [19]. However, the incidence of shellfish poisoning has been declining, most likely because of careful monitoring, beach closures, and improved public awareness. It is recommended that the public should avoid collecting shellfish from areas where red tides are known to occur and refrain from consumption of suspect shellfish that should be submitted to health authorities for investigation [20].

Seafood poisoning is largely a regional problem and cases are usually concentrated in endemic areas. However, poisonings associated with imported seafood are an exception, since they occur sporadically and do not follow geographic patterns. At present well over half the seafood supply in the United States is imported; and as reef fish are increasingly exported from the tropical areas, seafood poisoning has become a more widespread problem. Most current health risks associated with seafood contamination originate in the environment and should be dealt with by control of harvest or at the point of capture by application of principles of hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP). Some seafood poisonings, although not a problem in the United States, could become one, as international tourism increases and seafood from different regions of the world becomes available. Thus, knowledge about some of these clinical syndromes is helpful.

Some marine toxins are allelopathic and function in nature to inhibit the growth of other microalgae as an adaptive mechanism. Animals may have evolved to acquire toxicity by sequestration of toxic compounds in their food source, which provides protection from predators that have learned to avoid them. Recently, two new classes of marine toxins that can cause human disease were discovered: azaspiracid and spirolides. The sources of these toxins have also been identified in phytoplanktons that have widespread presence in Atlantic waters. The occurrence of these toxin classes in seafood presents new challenges to the seafood industry and the regulatory agencies. Aquaculture is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Outbreaks of seafood poisoning</th>
<th>Cases of seafood poisoning</th>
<th>Percentage of outbreaks of seafood poisoning</th>
<th>Percentage of cases of seafood poisoning</th>
<th>Total outbreaks of foodborne illness</th>
<th>Total cases of foodborne illness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>15,732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>15,867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>19,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>15,052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>11,083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>14,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>16,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>13,497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>15,421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>18,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1314</td>
<td>26,719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>1344</td>
<td>18,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>1417</td>
<td>26,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>1238</td>
<td>25,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>24,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988–2002</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>2173</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>12,333</td>
<td>277,330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Calculated from [9,10].
gaining an ever-increasing importance in production of seafood, which introduces new challenges to health care and the practicing physician. Use of algicides, antibiotics, and antiparasitic medications that leave detectable residues in farm-raised seafood is a potential human health hazard. Genetic engineering and neo-antigens incorporated into seafood or introduced into other food from a marine origin can present an alternative source of antigen that could potentially lead to allergic sensitization.

In this chapter, special emphasis is placed on important aspects of the clinical picture, the marine species most commonly involved, and their general geographic distribution; information that we hope will be helpful in recognizing these reactions, making the correct diagnosis, and differentiating them from seafood allergy. Current knowledge on mechanisms of toxicity and methods of detection and quantification of various seafood toxins are reviewed and general treatment and preventive measures are discussed.

**Common intoxications associated with fish**

**Scombroid (histamine poisoning)**

A constellation of gastrointestinal, neurological, cardiovascular, and cutaneous symptoms such as nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal cramping, throbbing headache, palpitations, flushing, tingling, burning, itching, hypotension, urticaria, and angioedema characterize scombroid. In severe cases and in persons with asthma, bronchospasm may develop. The most frequent symptoms are tingling and burning sensations around the mouth, gastrointestinal complaints, and a skin rash. Patients sometimes describe a peppery or bitter taste to the fish, but often the fish tastes completely normal. In general the onset of symptoms is rapid, usually within 10–30 minutes of ingesting fish. Physical signs may include a diffuse blanching erythema, tachycardia, wheezing, and hypotension or hypertension. Immediate reactions may be indistinguishable from anaphylaxis and scombroid is often misdiagnosed as an allergic reaction [4–8]. Scombroid intoxication results from ingestion of fish containing high levels of free histamine. Since histamine is resistant to heat, cooking the fish and even high temperatures used in canning process will not prevent scombroid poisoning [21]. Because the symptoms are usually self-limited and resolve in the vast majority of cases within 4–10 hours without any sequelae, there is often no need for specific treatment. However, H1 and H2 antihistamines ameliorate the symptoms in severe cases [22]. The mildness and transient nature of scombroid contribute to underreporting of the disease.

Initially, the disease was associated with consumption of scombroid fish. Scombroid means like mackerel (*Scomber*); fish belonging to the Scombroida family that are found in temperate and tropical waters including tuna, mackerel, bonito, and saury. More recently, other non-scombroid species have been identified as causing the intoxication, including mahi-mahi, bluefish, jack, mackerel, amberjack, herring, sardine, and anchovy. Some of these species constitute highly commercialized marine products and have been among the most valuable resources of the canning industry [23]. In the United States between 1978 and 1999, scombroid poisoning owing to mahi-mahi, tuna, and bluefish accounted for the majority of the cases reported to CDC [9–11].

The histamine is not present when the fish are caught, but is later produced during spoilage by decarboxylation of free histidine, which is naturally present at high levels in species of fish implicated in scombroid [24]. The production of histamine is due to the action of histidine decarboxylase, an enzyme produced by bacteria growing on the fish. The enteric bacteria *Morganella morganii*, *Klebsiella pneumonia*, and *Hafnia alvei* are most frequently implicated. These organisms are not considered as natural flora of living fish and contamination probably occurs during catching and handling [25]. This reaction occurs optimally between 20ºC and 30ºC and is prevented by refrigeration or chemical decontamination. Experimental studies have shown that histamine formation is negligible in fish stored at 0ºC [26].

Even though histamine levels may not be correlated with any obvious signs of decomposition, histamine content may be used as an index of spoilage in certain fish. Fresh fish normally contain histamine levels of <10 ppm or 1 mg/100 g of fish flesh. Laboratory confirmation of scombroid is based on demonstrating elevated histamine levels >50 ppm in the muscle tissue of incriminated fish using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [27,28].

Although histamine was first suggested as the causative toxin over 50 years ago, it was not until 1991 that urinary excretion of histamine, in quantities far exceeding those required to produce toxicity, was documented *in vivo* in humans in association with the clinical syndrome [29]. Subsequently, elevated plasma histamine levels were demonstrated in scombroid [30]. Various hypotheses have been put forward to explain why histamine consumed in spoiled fish is more toxic than pure histamine taken orally; one postulates a role for other heat-stable substances produced in fish by putrefactive bacteria that inhibit the metabolism of histamine by intestinal flora and permit absorption of a more substantial portion of the ingested histamine. A second hypothesis suggests that urocanic acid, another imidazole compound derived from histidine in spoiling fish, may induce mast cell degranulation, and endogenous histamine release may augment the exogenous histamine consumed in spoiled fish [31]. There is still controversy about the exact mechanism and none has proved totally satisfactory.

Scombroid is preventable by proper handling and prompt refrigeration of fish at the time of capture and during subsequent storage, processing, and distribution until it is preserved or cooked. Fish should be chilled rapidly to temperatures below 10ºC within 4 hours after capture and stored at 0–4ºC to keep bacterial numbers and histamine
levels low. Despite the huge expansion in trade in recent years, great progress has been made in ensuring the quality and safety of fish products. This is largely the result of the introduction of international standards of food hygiene and the application of HACCP principles [31].

Ciguatera

Ciguatera fish poisoning is a clinical syndrome that presents after consumption of ciguatoxic fish with characteristic gastrointestinal, neurological, and, occasionally, cardiovascular symptoms [32]. The onset of the symptoms ranges between 30 minutes and 12 hours after ingestion of contaminated fish, depending on the severity of intoxication. Nausea, vomiting, watery diarrhea, and abdominal pain usually develop within 3–6 hours and typically last 12–24 hours. Neurological symptoms develop over 24 hours and tend to be the most distinctive and enduring. They include paresthesias that initially involve the lips, tongue, and throat, which later may extend to the extremities, hyposthesia, dysesthesia, pruritus, generalized weakness, and anxiety. Cold allodynia (burning dysesthesia or sensation of heat upon touching cold water or objects) is almost pathognomonic for ciguatera and is often incorrectly referred to as “temperature reversal” [16,30]. Paresthesias do not follow dermatome patterns [33,34]. Neurological symptoms are often aggravated by alcohol consumption, stress, and physical activity [35]. Other less common symptoms include diaphoresis, chills, dizziness, headache, blurred vision, prostration, myalgias, dry mouth, taste disturbances or a metallic taste, and pain or a loose sensation in the teeth. Weakness may last for 1–7 days. Mean duration of acute illness is typically 8.5 days, although it is not unusual for neurological symptoms such as paresthesia or cold allodynia to periodically reoccur for a month or longer. Diminished or increased reflexes and dilated pupils may also be noted which usually resolve in 2–3 days. Cardiovascular symptoms are found in 10–15% of cases, most commonly in individuals previously exposed to the toxin but, when present, bradycardia or hypotension may require urgent management [36]. In cases of severe intoxication, seizures, coma, and respiratory paralysis may occur and which, in the absence of adequate life support, may be fatal [33,35]. Ciguatera fish poisoning is usually a self-limiting disease, but symptoms may be extremely debilitating, resulting in extended periods of disability.

Current estimates place the annual number of ciguatera cases at 50,000 worldwide [37]. This poisoning spans the globe and generally is observed in warm waters between latitudes within 35º of the equator [38]. It is the most common type of fish poisoning in the Caribbean [39]. In the United States during the period from 1978 through 2004, 390 outbreaks of ciguatera involving 1576 persons were reported to CDC. No ciguatera-related deaths were reported [9,10,15]. In Hawaii the average annual incidence of ciguatera was 8.7/100,000 population based on 150 outbreaks involving 462 individuals that were reported to the State Department of Health during a 5-year interval from January 1984 through December 1988 [41]. These figures however are substantially higher than the CDC statistics which accounted only for 75 outbreaks and 295 cases in the US during that period. Of the 297 outbreaks between 1983 and 2004, 236 were reported from Hawaii and 40 from Florida [10,40]. Reported outbreaks in other states have been related, in most cases, to travel to the endemic areas, or from eating fish caught in endemic ciguatera areas; and there is concern that many cases are not recognized by mainland US physicians [40,42]. Despite its exceedingly low incidence outside endemic areas, as the domestic fish industry expands its sources of supply, the diagnosis of this “tropical” disease must also be considered in areas where coral reef fish are not native.

Ciguatoxins (CTX), the toxins responsible for ciguatera, are produced by Gambierdiscus toxicus, a marine dinoflagellate that belongs to the family of benthic macroalgae. They usually grow attached to dead coral and are ingested by small herbivores off the reef [32]. They are lipid-soluble polyether toxins, which when ingested by certain subtropical and tropical finfish can accumulate in their tissues. Biotransformation of CTX in fish increases their polarity and thus their toxicity. The toxins and their metabolites are concentrated when carnivorous reef fish (e.g. barracuda, grouper, and amberjacks) prey on smaller herbivorous fish. Thus, the toxic effect is amplified in large predatory fish that become the most toxic to humans at the end of the food chain [36]. Factors influencing the concentration of CTX that accumulate in fish include the rate of dietary intake, the efficiency of assimilation, the degree and nature of any toxin biotransformation, the rate of depuration, and the rate of growth of fish [43]. More than 400 species of fish can be vectors of CTX, but generally only a relatively small number of species of reef fish belonging to the family Carangidae are regularly incriminated in ciguatera. The fish most commonly implicated include amberjack, snapper, grouper, barracuda, and goatfish. The toxin may be most concentrated in the head, liver, intestines, testes, ovaries, and roe. CTX activate voltage-dependent sodium channels, causing cell membrane excitability and instability [44]. In vitro studies suggest that CTX causes a nerve conduction block after initial neural stimulation [45].

Maitotoxins (MTX) are water-soluble polyether phytotoxins also produced by G. toxicus, which are distinct from CTX. MTX induce severe pathological changes involving the stomach, heart, and lymphoid tissues of experimental mice and rats when injected intraperitoneally [46]. They also display hemolytic and ichthyotoxic activities. MTX-induced hemolysis is dependent on calmodulin and phospholipase A2 activity. Toxicity to fish is dependent on pH and Ca²⁺ concentration [47]. MTX are potent activators of a voltage-independent, non-selective cationic channel that results in elevation of the intracellular Ca²⁺ concentration, which is ultimately responsible
for toxicity [48]. MTX have low oral potency and poor ability to accumulate in fish flesh, consequently they are unlikely to play a significant role in causing human illness. To date, no compelling evidence exists to support a role for water-soluble toxins, including MTX, in ciguatera [16].

Ciguatera often affects only a discrete region of a reef, with flare-ups of ciguatera being both temporally and spatially unpredictable [41]. While low levels of G. toxicus are found throughout tropical and subtropical waters, the presence of bloom numbers is unpredictable and patchy. Only certain genetic strains produce CTX, and environmental triggers for increasing toxin production are unknown [49]. However, there is concern as to whether disruptions in the reef ecosystem may shift the balance toward a higher rate of toxin-producing G. toxicus and an increased incidence of ciguatera poisoning [50].

CTX are heat stable, so are not inactivated by either cooking or freezing. They are not affected by gastric acid and are harmless to the fish itself. Since they are odorless, colorless, and tasteless, ciguateric fish look, taste, and smell normal, and detection of toxins in fish remains a problem. A radioimmunoassay (RIA) and subsequently a stick-enzyme immunoassay and a solid-phase immunobead assay have been developed to detect even negligible amounts of toxins in suspect fish flesh [51–53]. The stick-enzyme immunoassay has been improved and has become a simple, rapid, sensitive, and specific test for CTX [54]. A kit (Cigua-Check, Oceanit Test Systems, Inc) using this detection method is available for use by sports fisherman that could screen fish for CTX. However, its cost and lack of awareness remain an obstacle to its utilization. Because there is no approved assay for CTX in human tissues, the diagnosis is based on a history of recent consumption of potentially ciguateric fish, clinical findings, and by the detection of toxin in samples of fish. Thus, any uneaten portions of fish should be saved in a freezer and submitted to state or local public health officials when suspected cases are reported to assist with the investigation and control of a possible outbreak [55].

There is no immunity and no known antidote for CTX poisoning. Treatment is primarily supportive and for relief of symptoms; however, intravenous mannitol may be effective early in the course of illness in reducing the associated neurological and muscular symptoms [56–58]. The initially promising results with mannitol were not confirmed in a more recent randomized, placebo-controlled trial; thus it cannot be endorsed as a general therapeutic recommendation [59]. To prevent ciguatera, persons living in or traveling to areas where ciguatera toxin is endemic should follow these general precautions [55]:

1. Avoid consuming large, predatory reef fish, especially barracuda and amberjack.
2. Avoid eating the head, viscera, or roe of any reef fish.
3. Avoid eating fish caught at sites with known ciguatera toxins.

### Puffer fish (tetrodon) poisoning

Symptoms begin with paresthesias 10–45 minutes after ingestion, initially usually a stinging of the lips, tongue, and inner surface of the mouth. Common symptoms that follow include headache, lightheadedness, dizziness, vomiting, diaphoresis, pallor, weakness, malaise, and feelings of doom [59]. Some patients may experience a floating sensation, salivation, muscle twitching, and pleuritic chest pain. Depending on the amount of tetrodotoxin (TTX) ingested, the patient may experience ataxia, dysphagia, aphonia, and convulsions. Severe poisoning is indicated by hypotension, bradycardia, depressed corneal reflexes, and fixed dilated pupils. An ascending paralysis may develop and death can occur within 6–24 hours secondary to respiratory muscle paralysis [11]. Petechial hemorrhage, blistering and desquamation, and hematemesis have also been reported. Prognosis is good if the patient survives the first 24 hours [59].

Diagnosis is based on clinical symptoms and a history of recent consumption of suspect fish. Treatment is supportive, including active airway management and ventilatory and circulatory support as needed. To minimize the amount of toxin absorbed, gastric lavage and activated charcoal may be beneficial soon after the ingestion. There is no specific antitoxin for human use; however 4-aminopyridine has been reported to effectively reverse neuromuscular blockade and cardiorespiratory depression in a guinea pig model of TTX poisoning [60].

Puffer fish poisoning is rare in the United States and since 1951 only 10 cases have been reported, including three fatalities [61,62]. It is far more common in Japan where 20–100 fatal cases occur each year [11]. The mortality rate is high and approaches 60% [36].

Puffer fish poisoning results from ingestion of the flesh of certain species of fish belonging to the order Tetraodontidae that includes ocean sunfishes, porcupine fishes, and fugu, which are among the most poisonous of all marine life [63,64]. These fish get their name because they characteristically inflate to several times normal size by swallowing air or water when feel threatened. The liver, gonads, intestines, and skin of these fish contain TTX; but the flesh is edible if cleaned and prepared properly, and considered a delicacy by some persons in Japan, who may pay the equivalent of 400 US dollars for one meal. Rigid public health standards including training and certification of fugu chefs have decreased the incidence of puffer fish poisoning; but it has not eliminated the risk associated with consumption of fugu, which remains a common cause of fatal food poisoning in Japan. All puffer species in US waters, including Sphoeroides maculates, Sphoeroides annulatus, and Arothron hispidus, have been implicated in fatalities and it would seem prudent to consider them potentially toxic. Note the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has permitted fugu to be imported and served in Japanese restaurants by certified fugu chefs on special occasions. A cooperative agreement with the Japanese Ministry of Health and Welfare ensures...
that fugu is properly processed and certified safe for consumption by the government of Japan before export [62].

TTX is a heat-stable alkaloid that blocks sodium conductance and neuronal transmission in skeletal muscle. TTX is also present in several other marine and terrestrial species such as blue-ringed octopus, some newts and toads [65,66]. TTX concentration in puffer fish fluctuates drastically with the reproductive cycle, reaching a peak around the spawning season; and is considerably higher in the female than the male [59]. TTX is not present in cultured puffer fish, nor is it found in all puffer fish of the same species caught in the wild. These observations and the marked individual, regional, and seasonal variability in TTX concentration suggest that all TTX-bearing animals do not themselves produce the toxin, but harbor TTX-producing microorganisms within their bodies. This hypothesis was confirmed when the natural source of TTX was identified in marine Vibrio species that are part of puffer fish microflora, and it was proven the fish itself merely accumulated the toxin in its tissue [67–69]. Several other TTX-producing bacteria have since been isolated from various marine organisms including Alteromonas, Bacillus, and Pseudomonas species [70]. The consumption of as little as 10 g of the toxic tissue may be fatal and 1–4 mg of TTX constitutes a lethal dose for humans [11].

Common intoxications associated with shellfish

Paralytic shellfish poisoning

PSP, which is caused by saxitoxins (STX), is the best known of the shellfish poisonings and causes the most severe symptoms. It is a serious illness in which neurological symptoms predominate. The first and most consistent symptoms are numbness, tingling, and/or burning of the lips, tongue, and throat that begin within 30 minutes of ingestion. Paresthesia spreads to the face and neck and often to the fingertips and toes. This precedes muscular weakness that affects the upper and lower limbs and in more severe cases is followed by dysphonia, dysphagia, and ataxia. Paralysis may follow within 2–12 hours, and may persist for as long as 72 hours. The sensation of floating in air, dizziness, weakness, drowsiness, headache, salivation, intense thirst, and throat tightness are commonly described. Diaphoresis, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, tachycardia, and temporary blindness may also occur. Reflexes may be normal or absent, and most patients remain calm and conscious throughout. Death can result from paralysis of the respiratory muscles within 2–24 hours, depending on the dose. Prognosis is good for individuals surviving past 12 hours. The duration of the illness may be from a few hours to a few days, but occasionally muscular weakness can persist for weeks following recovery [20].

Diagnosis is based on characteristic symptoms and on a history of recent ingestion of shellfish. There is no specific laboratory diagnostic test for a patient with PSP. However, examination of water samples for toxic algae and laboratory tests on the suspect food can provide supportive evidence.

Treatment is symptomatic. Gastric emptying has been advocated by some authors as an early treatment and activated charcoal has generally been recommended to help block further absorption of the toxins. Airway management and ventilatory support is the mainstay of treatment and can be life saving. However, larger doses of poison may result in death despite this treatment. Fluid therapy facilitates renal excretion of the toxin and intravenous administration of sodium bicarbonate may be beneficial to correct possible acidosis. Since the half-life of elimination of the toxin from the body is about 90 minutes, 9 hours should be adequate in most cases for physiological reduction of toxin concentration to relatively harmless levels. There is no immunity to PSP and the second attack may be more severe than the first. No effective antidote is available, but experimental results with 4-aminopyridine are promising in a guinea pig model of PSP [60].

In the United States, PSP is a problem primarily in the New England states on the East Coast and in Alaska, California, and Washington on the West Coast. Most disease incidents involve mussels and clams gathered and eaten by recreational collectors, often from closed areas, reflecting the effectiveness of current testing and control measures for commercially produced shellfish. The CDC listed 32 outbreaks involving 284 people with four fatal cases during 1978–2004 suggesting a mortality rate of <2% [9–11,14,15]. The case-fatality rate has been quoted at about 8.5% [71], but at present it is probably <1% in developed countries [72]. Although PSP is an extremely dangerous disease that can cause death, there is reason to believe that mild cases due to consumption of marginally toxic clams by recreational diggers are never reported to health authorities or are misdiagnosed.

The first case of PSP was described in 1793 as poisoning by mussels in explorers of coastline of British Columbia, Canada [73]. The dinoflagellate, Alexandrium catenella (then called Gonyaulax catenella), was identified as the actual cause about 1927 [74]. Bivalve mollusks, such as mussels, clams, and oysters, assimilate and temporarily store STX, a complex of neurotoxins produced by dinoflagellates; and thus they function as vectors for the toxin. The primary sources of STX include three morphologically distinct genera of saltwater dinoflagellates: Alexandrium spp. (previously Gonyaulax), Pyrodinium spp., and Gymnodinium spp. [75]; and four species of freshwater blue-green algae: Aphanizomenon flos-aquae, Anabaena circinalis, Lyngbya wollei, and Cylindrospermopsis raciborskii [20]. The STX are a family of water-soluble alkaloids that consist of various sulfonated and hydroxylated derivatives that contain the basic structure of a tetrahydropurine skeleton and two guanidinium groups. They are among the most potent neurotoxins known. More than 20 STX analogs have been described. The positively charged guanidinium group of the toxins binds specifically to a negatively charged site of the sodium (Na+) channel on the extracellular side of plasma membrane of nerve and muscle cells, thus blocking...
the flow of Na⁺ through the channel. As Na⁺ entry through the nerve cell membrane is essential for impulse transmission, blockade interferes with signal transmission and results in paralysis [75]. Most shellfish contain a mixture of several STX, depending on the species of algae, geographic area, and type of marine animal involved. Biotransformation of the toxin results in generation of more toxic forms. The higher the net charge, the greater is the toxicity. The potency of STX is expressed in mouse units per milligram (MU/mg). One MU is the amount of toxin required to kill a mouse weighing 20 g in 15 minutes after intraperitoneal injection and is equivalent to 0.18 µg STX. Toxicity of the STX is generally expressed in terms of saxitoxin equivalents (STX eq) per 100 g of shellfish meat. There is great variation in individual susceptibility and children are thought to be more susceptible. As little as 120–180 µg of STX can induce moderate symptoms in adults, and fatalities have been associated with levels of 0.3–12 mg [20]. Although normal steaming or boiling will not inactivate the toxins, exposure of toxic shellfish to high temperatures (e.g. in the sterilization step of the canning process) substantially reduces STX concentrations. However, the effectiveness of canning as a means of reducing STX levels below the statutory limit depends on the initial toxicity and must be used with caution [76].

The mouse bioassay has been the classical method for analysis of STX. It is a standardized procedure in which mice are injected with toxin extracts, and their responses are compared with known amounts of toxin. It is rather insensitive with a detection limit of only 40 µg STX eq/100 g shellfish meat [77]. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is quite rapid and has been considered as a possible replacement for the mouse bioassay. HPLC detection limits are generally an order of magnitude lower than that of the mouse bioassay [78]. A direct enzyme immunoassay (EIA) has been developed for determination of STX in shellfish that correlates closely with mouse bioassay [79]. A lateral flow immuno-chromatographic (LFI) assay has been developed and is termed the MIST Alert dipstick test for PSP. It can detect toxic shellfish (i.e. STX >80 µg/100 g) with 100% sensitivity and detects 95% for samples in the range 32–80 µg/100 g. It has a false-positive rate of 15% at <32 µg/100 g, which is below detection limit of the mouse bioassay [80]. MIST Alert has also been evaluated for the rapid identification of PSP toxins in the water column and benthos. PSP toxins are detected at 100 cells per sample with no false-negative responses. It appears to be an effective tool for broad scale monitoring of algal toxins in coastal waters and has the potential to replace existing surveillance techniques [81]. In addition, the tests for the detection of STX in shellfish tissue have shown a sensitivity of 100% above 80 µg STX eq/100 g, which is the current FDA tolerance level. MIST Alert detected reliably STX above 40 µg STX eq/100 g and identified the majority of extracts above 32 µg STX eq/100 g, which is the mouse bioassay detection limit with a false-positive rate of 6% below 20 µg STX eq/100 g [82,83]. STX is a potent inhibitor of the membrane depolarizing effects of the sodium channel activator veratridine. Based on this property, a membrane potential assay using mouse brain synaptoneurosesomes has been developed. PSP toxins contained in shellfish extracts can be detected by inhibition of veratridine-induced depolarization using the fluorescent probe rhodamine 6G. This technique has yet to be validated in field tests to determine its sensitivity and specificity [84].

In the United States, the toxigenic dinoflagellates causing PSP are A. catenella and A. tamarensis; the first being most dominant on the West Coast responsible for PSP outbreaks in the Pacific and the second on the East Coast associated with New England outbreaks [85]. When the dinoflagellates proliferate or “bloom,” they often give the water a red or reddish-brown discoloration, giving rise to a “red tide.” Outbreaks of PSP tend to cluster from shortly before, up to several weeks after, the appearance of red tide [86]. It should be noted that some Alexandrium species do not produce toxins and not all red tides are caused by toxic algae [87]. Conversely, shellfish may also become toxic in the absence of red tide [33]. Anthropogenic eutrophication has been incriminated to result in a higher frequency of red tides or harmful algal blooms and increased production of biointoxins by marine dinoflagellates [19,88].

STX persist in shellfish for varying periods, depending on the shellfish and the tissue involved [85]. Mussels become highly toxic within a few hours to a few days of the onset of a red tide, but lose their toxin rapidly. Clams and oysters generally do not become as toxic as mussels. They require more time to accumulate high levels of toxins and longer to cleanse themselves. The Alaska butter clam, once contaminated, may never be safe for consumption as it retains paralytic shellfish toxins for years [74]. Sea scallops can take up large amounts of STX, even in the absence of algal blooms, but generally do not pose a threat because their adductor muscle, the only part of the scallop that is usually consumed, does not accumulate toxins. Gastropods can also accumulate significant amounts of STX, and in Spain levels as high as 44 ppm have been recorded in meat of abalone. Even though paralytic shellfish toxins have been reported in the viscera of rock lobsters and crabs, STX do not appear to accumulate in significant amounts in muscle tissue. Similarly, they can accumulate up to 50 ppm in intestine, liver, and gills of Atlantic mackerel, but not to any extent in muscle. Therefore, crustaceans and finfish do not appear to present a threat of PSP unless consumed whole or unless livers are consumed [20].

The rate of accumulation and loss of toxin differ between marine species. Thus, even though mussels, once they are in non-contaminated waters, can lose their toxicity within weeks, it can take the Alaskan butter clam as long as 2 years or more to lose toxicity after the initial accumulation of toxin from a red tide. Shellfish containing STX cannot be detoxified by depuration, and the toxins can persist within shellfish at dangerous levels for weeks or months after the algae are no longer present in the growing waters. Seafood
containing STX looks and tastes normal and cooking or steaming only partially destroys the toxins [71]. The most effective way of protecting consumers is to establish and maintain comprehensive monitoring programs for toxic algal blooms and toxins in shellfish in all growing areas. When toxic algal species are present in significant numbers, seafood products must be tested for toxicity and withheld from marketing if necessary. The FDA and European “alert level” for STX is 0.8 ppm (80 µg/100 g) in shellfish meat [89,90]. Commercial shellfish harvesting in the United States and European Union must be suspended if higher concentrations are detected in routine monitoring programs. Toxic levels can exceed 10 mg/100 g mussels [89]. As illness has been reported to occur in adults at a total oral dose of only 120 µg and death at 300 µg, this maximum permitted level is not particularly conservative. The best way to prevent PSP is to adhere to the public health agency guidelines on harvesting, processing, and consumption of shellfish. To further minimize the risk of PSP, the public should avoid collecting shellfish from areas of known red tides and refrain from consuming suspect shellfish. In addition, since the toxins are water soluble, they can dissolve and concentrate in the cooking broth, which should be discarded after cooking or steaming [20].

Neurotoxic shellfish poisoning
NSP is characterized by both gastrointestinal and neurological symptoms. The illness resembles a mild case of ciguatera or PSP, but with neuroexcitation rather than flaccid paralysis. The onset is rapid and symptoms occur within 3 hours following the ingestion of contaminated shellfish. Symptoms include numbness of the lips, tongue, and throat; and paresthesias, initially circumoral, which then spread to other parts of the body, “temperature reversal,” myalgias, vertigo, headache, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal pain. Less commonly, victims may experience a feeling of inebriation, burning pain in the rectum, dysphagia, ataxia, tremor, decreased reflexes, mydriasis, and bradycardia. The intoxication is usually self-limited and resolves spontaneously within a few hours. Treatment is supportive and generally all patients recover within a few days with no after effects. No fatalities have been reported. There are no known antidotes for the toxin [91]. From 1978 through 2004 the CDC reported only a single small outbreak involving three members of a family that consumed toxic small clams harvested from Sarasota Bay, Florida, in June 1996 [10]. The diagnosis was confirmed by detection of the causative toxins, brevetoxins (BTX), in the urine of the patients and in extracts of shellfish collected from the same location by RIA and by receptor-binding assay (RBA) [92]. A competitive ELISA has been developed that detects BTX in body fluids such as urine and serum, seawater, and shellfish extract, with a detection limit of 2.5 µg/100 g shellfish meat. It appears to be a useful tool for monitoring shellfish and seawater, and for diagnostic investigations [93].

Unlike other shellfish toxins, BTX can aerosolize by surf and wave action along the beach during red tides. Irritant toxin aerosols produce a syndrome characterized by conjunctival irritation, sneezing, and rhinorrhea that resembles an allergic response. Shortness of breath, non-productive cough, and wheezing due to bronchospasm are also triggered in individuals with underlying asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. The syndrome is self-limited and treatment of the bronchospastic episodes due exposure to aerosolized toxins is symptomatic. In vitro data indicate that BTX produce contraction of human lower airway smooth muscle via stimulation of cholinergic nerve fibers through activation of sodium channels [94]. In 1987 during a red tide off the coast of North Carolina, 48 individuals were reported that experienced upper and/or lower respiratory symptoms [95].

*Karenia brevis* (formerly *Gymnodinium breve*) is the dinoflagellate that synthesizes BTX, a group of related, heat-stable toxins responsible for clinical manifestations of NSP. BTX are lipid-soluble polyether toxins of unique structure and pharmacological function. They are active *in vivo* in the nanomolar to picomolar concentration range. Their excitatory effect is mediated by the enhancement of cellular Na⁺ influx through the voltage-sensitive sodium channel [96]. Filter-feeding bivalve mollusks, such as oysters, clams, and mussels, that consume *K. brevis* concentrate the toxins in various organs and become toxic to humans but remain unaffected. NSP in the United States is generally associated with the consumption of shellfish harvested along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico from Florida to Texas, and, sporadically, along the southern Atlantic coast. This is identical with the geographic distribution of *K. Brevis* blooms or “red tides.” These red tides occur in many areas within the Gulf of Mexico and may result in massive fish kills. The earliest record of fish kills, later attributed to a *K. brevis* bloom, was in 1844 off the West Coast of Florida, where they still occur most frequently, but may be carried north in the Gulf Stream, affecting the coastline of adjacent states. Red tides occur throughout the world and there was a significant outbreak of NSP in New Zealand involving 186 cases, as well as reported outbreaks in the coastal waters of Japan [89,97].

*K. Brevis* blooms are initiated on the continental shelf or at the shelf edge, over 40 miles offshore, rather than near the shore where they produce the most deleterious effects. Bloom initiation is characteristically associated with intrusion of deeper, offshore waters onto the shelf. Once dense blooms move inshore, they cannot be sustained without maintaining a minimum nutrient level. Thus human inputs of nutrients could be responsible for extending the duration and impacts of red tides when blooms enter the nearshore waters [98]. These blooms on the Southwest Florida shelf served as a source for cells inoculating the Florida East Coast and North Carolina in 1987–1988 [99]. Concern has
been raised that human activity may increase the frequency of harmful algal blooms and disseminate *K. Brevis* and other toxic phytoplanktons to non-indigenous waters and result in globalization [100,101].

*K. brevis* is well adapted and is able to out-compete or otherwise exclude other phytoplankton species. Low concentrations (<1000 cells/l) of the organism occur in offshore waters throughout the year and can be detected microscopically. Typically in late summer and fall when nutrients are abundant, and physical, chemical, and biological conditions are favorable, *K. brevis* grows rapidly, gradually building high densities that in 2–8 weeks reach bloom concentrations (1–25 × 10^5 cells/l).

During severe blooms, fish die rapidly from the neurotoxic effects and do not survive to accumulate high toxin concentrations in their tissues. However, fish exposed to sub-lethal concentrations may accumulate these toxins. Such bioaccumulation in fish eaten by marine mammals, such as dolphins and manatees, results in their demise due to BTX exposure and may also affect human health.

Chlorophyll in *K. brevis* results in discoloration of surface water at 10–100 mg/m^3^ and is a good surrogate for biomass. It can be detected by satellite color sensors at densities three orders of magnitude less than when water discoloration is visible to human eye, at about 10^6^ cells/l. However, it cannot detect deep patches or distinguish *K. brevis* from other algae, which limit the utility of this technology as an early warning system for a ban on shellfish harvest and beach closure. Local authorities may close shellfish harvesting to industries and the public. The basis for closure is the occurrence of more than 5000 *K. brevis* cells per liter of seawater, and reopening of harvest is dependent on demonstrated absence of BTX in shellfish meat [102,103]. The FDA has established a guidance level for BTX at 0.8 ppm (80μg/100g) BTX-2 equivalent (20 mouse units/100g) in shellfish meat, and shellfish harvesting is banned if higher concentrations are detected in monitored areas [89]. The small number of cases of NSP testifies to the effectiveness of the surveillance and closure systems operated by the states.

**Amnesic shellfish poisoning**

ASP presents initially with vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal cramps within 24 hours post-ingestion of contaminated shellfish. In some cases, varying degrees of neurological dysfunction follow within 48 hours, including confusion, loss of memory, and disorientation. Other neurological symptoms are headache, hyporeflexia, hemiparesis, ophthalmoplegia, and abnormalities of arousal ranging from agitation to coma, seizures, and myoclonus, especially affecting the face. The acute symptoms are milder compared with PSP. Loss of short-term memory is unique among the marine poisonings, hence the name ASP [104]. It is the most persistent symptom and can be permanent.

The syndrome was first described in a series of outbreaks in individuals that had eaten mussels cultivated in the river estuaries of Prince Edward Island in Canada from November through December 1987 [105]. In this cohort, the frequency of acute symptoms were vomiting (76%), abdominal cramps (50%), diarrhea (4%), severe headache (43%), and loss of short-term memory (25%). Gastrointestinal symptoms were present in all but 7 of the 107 cases. Onset of symptoms after mussel ingestion ranged from 15 minutes to 38 hours, with a median of 5.5 hours. Nineteen patients (18%) were hospitalized, of whom 12 required intensive care because of seizures, coma, profuse respiratory secretions, or unstable blood pressure. Severity of the disease and permanent neurological sequelae, especially cognitive dysfunction, are associated with age over 60 years, male sex and with pre-existing illnesses, as well as the amount of mussels consumed. Three elderly patients died directly and one died indirectly from the intoxication. Neuropathological studies in these four fatal cases showed neuronal necrosis in the hippocampus and amygdala [106]. The clinical records of 14 more severely affected patients that displayed neurological manifestations were reviewed. All 14 patients reported confusion and disorientation within 1.5–48 hours after ingestion and exhibited a variety of neurological abnormalities including coma [9], mutism [11], seizures [8], purposeless chewing and grimacing [6], and uncontrolled crying, or aggressiveness [6]. In neuropsychological testing performed in those 14 patients several months after the acute episode, 12 had severe anterograde-memory deficits, with relative preservation of other cognitive functions. Eleven from the 14 individuals had clinical and electromyographic evidence of pure motor or sensory motor neuronopathy or axonopathy. The maximal neurological deficits were seen 4 hours post-ingestion in the least affected patients and 72 hours in those most affected, with maximal improvement 24 hours to 12 weeks post-ingestion. Acute coma was associated with the slowest recovery. Seizures ceased by 4 months but were frequent up to 8 weeks [107]. Relative preservation of intellect and higher cortical function appears to distinguish ASP from Alzheimer’s disease, and the absence of confabulation with well-preserved frontal lobe function differentiates it from Korsakoff’s syndrome.

In mussels left uneaten by the patients, as well as mussels harvested later from the same estuaries, the toxic agent was isolated and identified as domoic acid (DA). Its concentration ranged from 31 to 128 mg/100g of mussel meat that suggested an estimated ingestion of 60–290 mg of DA per patient [104].

Diagnosis is based on a recent history of shellfish ingestion and is made on clinical grounds. It is confirmed by demonstration of DA in shellfish samples. At this point, the treatment of ASP is symptomatic and supportive. Seizures respond well to parenteral benzodiazepins and phenobarbital. There is no antidote and immunity does not develop.
The source of DA in the Prince Edward Island outbreak was subsequently identified as the phytoplanktonic diatom *Pseudo-nitzschia multiseries*, formerly known as *Nitzschia pungens* [107]. ASP is the only shellfish poisoning caused by diatoms. Ten isomers of DA (isodomoic acids) have been identified in marine samples, but are minor constituents in ASP relative to DA [108]. DA is a potent neurotoxin that accumulates in mussels and clams that feed on toxic planktons during a bloom. On the Pacific Coast, DA is produced by *P. multiseries* and two other species *P. australis* and *P. pseudo-deliassima* that bloom in late summer and fall. DA is water soluble and heat stable, similar in structure and function to another excitatory neurotoxin known as kainic acid (KA), which is found in the Japanese seaweed, *Digenea simplex*. DA and KA both appear to produce neurotoxic effects by activating the glutamate receptors [109]. These receptors are ligand-gated, voltage-dependent Ca$^{2+}$ channels that are activated by glutamic acid, mediating a fast excitatory synaptic transmission in the mammalian central nervous system (CNS). Persistent activation of KA receptors results in elevated levels of intracellular calcium (Ca$^{2+}$) that causes neurotoxicity with subsequent lesions in areas of the brain where glutaminergic pathways are heavily concentrated [110]. The observations that the glutamate receptors are present within the cardiac conducting system, intramural ganglia, and cardiac nerve fibers could explain some of the clinical manifestations such as the arrhythmia described with DA intoxication in humans. Hence individuals with pre-morbid cardiac conditions may be at higher risk of the toxic effects of these excitatory compounds [111]. In animals, DA is 3 times as potent as KA and 30–100 more potent than glutamic acid [112].

DA poisoning first became a noticeable problem in the West Coast of the United States in September 1991 when it was reported that brown pelicans had died after eating anchovies in Monterey Bay off the coast of California. It was subsequently found that the death of these pelicans was due to the bloom of *P. multiseries* that produced high levels of DA [113]. Since this time and until December 2004, 29 cases of ASP have been reported to the CDC, all of which occurred in November 1991 and were caused by razor clams harvested in Washington [10]. No fatalities have occurred in the United States; however, mortality rate was 3.7% in the 1987 Canadian outbreak.

Traditionally a mouse bioassay has been used for detection of DA, which is the same assay as for PSP, however the relative potency of DA appears to be less than STX. There are several newer methods used to detect DA in seawater and shellfish such as HPLC, immunoassay, and an RBA. Also, two indirect competitive EIA for measurement of DA in shellfish and seawater have been developed. One utilizes polyclonal ovine antibodies and the other uses monoclonal murine antibodies. They have a working range of 0.15–15µg/l and 0.15–10µg/l, respectively, and a quantification limit of <4µg/100g of shellfish flesh [114,115]. The RBA measures the competitive displacement of radiolabeled KA bound to a cloned glutamate receptor (GluR6) by DA in a sample. A comparison of the latter two methods showed that the RBA has a larger working range whereas EIA is more sensitive. The detection limit and working range are 3.1 and 5–100µg/l for the RBA and 0.01 and 0.15–15µg/l for the EIA, respectively. RBA and EIA yield statistically equivalent results for detection of DA in seawater [116]. An LFI assay, the MIST Alert dipstick test for ASP, is a newer assay and has a detection limit of approximately 8–12µg/g DA in shellfish extracts, which is about half the regulatory limit a sensitivity approaching 100% [80].

In Canada, to prevent future outbreaks of ASP, sacks of mussels are now labeled with respect to time and place of harvesting; in addition both water column and shellfish are monitored for the presence of *Pseudo-nitzschia* and DA, respectively. Since an estimated concentration of 20mg/100g wet weight DA has affected some consumers, applying a safety factor of 1/10, Canadian surveillance authorities have set 2mg/100g (20ppm) as the threshold level above which shellfish commercial operations are suspended.

On the Pacific Coast, DA poisoning has been a serious problem affecting razor clams and Dungeness crabs in Washington; and oysters, bay and razor clams, and mussels in Oregon. Authorities in Washington, Oregon, and California now randomly analyze samples of commercially harvested or cultivated shellfish for DA. The FDA and the European Union have adopted the level of 20ppm (2mg/100g) for DA and when higher levels are detected in seafood closure of beds is enforced [89,90]. The viscera of Dungeness crabs are an exception, where 30 ppm is permitted [89,117]. States in the northeastern United States also monitor shellfish for DA, which is present at low levels that do not necessitate quarantine.

**Diarrhetic shellfish poisoning**

Diarrhetic shellfish poisoning (DSP) is the mildest and most benign of the toxic shellfish poisonings. Clinical features are generally limited to the gastrointestinal tract and include diarrhea (92%), nausea (80%), vomiting (79%), abdominal pain and cramps (53%). Chills, fever, or headache may also be present in up to 10% of cases [118]. The symptoms usually manifest in a period ranging from 30 minutes to 6 hours after ingestion of contaminated shellfish and persist on average for 36 hours. No known fatalities have occurred, and total recovery is expected within 3 days. Due to the transient nature of the illness and its spontaneous resolution, often patients do not seek medical attention, however the duration could be shortened with charcoal, which reduces the bioavailability of the toxins and its repeated administration interrupts their enterohepatic recirculation. Treatment, if required, is limited to alleviation of symptoms.

DSP is associated with the consumption of mussels, scallops, clams, and oysters contaminated with biotoxins produced by toxic marine dinoflagellates during their blooms in the summer. *Dinophysis* and *Prorocentrum* species have been identified as the source of DSP toxins that are heat stable.
and not denatured by normal cooking. Although to date there has been no documented DSP outbreak in the United States, toxin-producing *Dinophysis* species are present in US waters and in 1990 caused an outbreak in eastern Canada. The disease occurs worldwide in temperate waters. It is common in Japan, where over 200 cases are reported annually and has become a public health problem in Europe. Sporadic outbreaks have also been documented in Southeast Asia, Chile, Australia, New Zealand, and eastern Canada [89].

At least 10 different toxins have been isolated from dinoflagellates and shellfish in association with DSP. The major toxins are high molecular weight polyethers including okadaic acid (OA), dinophysistoxins (DTX), and several of their metabolites, as well as pectenotoxins (PTX) and yessotoxin (YTX) [119]. OA is most commonly encountered in Europe where *Dinophysis acuminata* is the usual agent, whereas in Japan mixtures of OA, DTX, and PTX are detected usually involving *D. fortii* [120]. OA is a highly selective inhibitor of protein phosphatases that causes dramatic increases in phosphorylation of numerous proteins and can act as a potent tumor promoter. It induces diarrhea by increasing paracellular permeability of intestinal epithelial lining without inducing cytotoxicity [121]. DTX are structurally related to OA and cause in laboratory experiments highly similar intestinal lesions that appear within 5 minutes of dosing and resolve completely within 2 days [122]. PTX, although non-diarrheagenic, are potent cytotoxic and have been found to be tumor promoters in animals [123]. YTX is only a weak cytotoxin, and is not orally lethal to mice. It does not cause accumulation of intestinal fluid or inhibit protein phosphatase and has no diarrheagenic or hemolytic effects suggesting that it should not be classed as a DSP toxin [124]. The DSP toxins, particularly OA and some DTX, are potent microalgal inhibitors. They are probably an evolutionary adaptive mechanism and are produced by toxic dinoflagellates to create a survival advantage against other competing microalgae [125].

A mouse bioassay is the standard method for DSP surveillance; however, it is non-specific and lacks sensitivity. HPLC is an alternative technique and has a low detection limit of 26µg/100g of shellfish for both OA and DTX, but is cumbersome and requires calibration [126]. Most of the recent developments in rapid screening methods for OA detection are based either on the use of specific antibodies or on its ability to inhibit protein phosphatase coupled with use of fluorescence substrates. The fluorimetric assay achieves a detection limit of 1µg/100g OA in mussel tissue, which is well below 20µg/100g that has been established by FDA as toxicity threshold level [89,127]. The European Union has adopted a level of 160µg of OA eq/kg (16µg/100g) for the total amount of OA, DTX, and PTX, whereas the alert level for YTX is 1mg/kg [90]. Commerically available EIA kits detect OA and some of its metabolites but not all DSP toxins. Thus EIA kits underestimate total toxin present in crude toxic shellfish [128,129]. Both the HPLC and protein phosphatase inhibition (PPI) assays correlate with each other and with the standard mouse bioassay. Although EIA does not accurately and consistently detect low DSP toxin concentrations, it offers advantages of rapidity and ease of use [126].

At present, for the US consumer, the risk of DSP is limited to imported products and should be controllable by import regulations that permit import of shellfish only from countries that test it for the presence of toxins. Nevertheless, because *Dinophysis* does occur in US coastal waters, regulatory agencies in the United States should be alert for the possibility of an outbreak [130].

**Less common seafood poisonings**

**Clupeotoxism**

Clupeotoxism is a potentially fatal form of human intoxication due to ingestion of clupeideae (herring-like) fish. It is a rare poisoning, occurring in the tropics only during the warm summer months. Like ciguatera, it occurs sporadically and over an extensive area of the tropical Pacific and Indian Ocean coasts. A few cases have been reported from Madagascar related to eating sardines, including one fatality in 1994. Symptoms include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain, headache, dry mouth, sweat, chills, light-headedness and paresthesia; and in one report one of the two patients with clupeotoxism died [131]. Physical findings may include tachycardia, hypotension, tachypnea, and cyanosis. Treatment is supportive and no specific antidote is available. The causative toxin was identified as palytoxin, one of the most potent phycotoxins known [132]. It is tasteless and odorless and not inactivated by cooking. Palytoxin has been reported to induce rhabdomyolysis after eating parrotfish. Patients presented with weakness and myalgia within 5 hours of ingestion and recovered without complications or fatalities. In one case, myocardial damage was also present as indicated by electrocardiographic changes and elevation of cardiac enzymes [133,134]. A more recent report of 11 cases, also from Japan, described typical features of rhabdomyolysis including myalgia, back pain, dark discoloration of urine, and elevated serum creatine kinase [135]. The benthic dinoflagellate *Ostreopsis siamensis* has been identified as the source of palytoxin [132]. *O. siamensis* is found in African, Caribbean, and Indo-Pacific Coastal waters and plankton feeders such as herring, pilchard, tarpon, and anchovies that ingest it can become toxic. In most cases, the fish have been captured close to shore, indicating that the toxin was obtained from benthic algae in the bottom sediments.

Palytoxin alters the function of excitable cells and acts as a hemolysin. Its hemolytic activity against sheep erythrocytes can be inhibited by polyclonal rabbit anti-palytoxin antibodies. The mechanism of toxicity of palytoxin has been elucidated, and it was shown to bind to Na+K+ pump and convert it into a non-selective cation channel [136]. Consequently it results in reduction of the membrane potential and depolarization, which triggers secondary
activation of voltage-dependent Ca\(^{2+}\) channels and results in neurotransmitter release by nerve terminals and contractions of striated and smooth muscle cells [137].

**Elasmobranch poisoning**

Elasmobranch poisoning is caused by the ingestion of contaminated meat or liver from several species of sharks, most notably the Greenland sleeper shark [138]. The disease is characterized by gastrointestinal and neurological symptoms including nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, abdominal pain, headache, and peripheral paresthesia. Malaise, weakness, muscle cramps, ataxia, and visual disturbances may also develop. Severe progressive respiratory distress, hyporeflexia, and coma usually precede death. The onset of symptoms is 30 minutes to 5 hours following ingestion. The shark and its meat do not display any unusual characteristics. The toxicity is not affected by cooking. Trimethylamine has been proposed as the cause of this poisoning [138]. In November 1993, a large outbreak involving 188 people who ate the meat from a single shark was reported from Madagascar. The patients presented within 5–10 hours after ingestion with neurological symptoms. Ataxia was almost universally present and of moderate to severe intensity. Gastrointestinal symptoms, like diarrhea and vomiting, were rare. The attack rate approached 100% and the overall case mortality was close to 30%. Carchatoxin-A and -B, two novel lipid-soluble toxins were isolated from the shark’s liver, which were distinct from other known marine toxins [139].

**Red whelk poisoning**

In red whelk poisoning symptoms develop within 30–120 minutes, which include headache, dizziness, blurred vision or diplopia, paresthesia, dry mouth, muscular twitching or cramps, ataxia, weakness, and collapse. Nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea may also be present in some patients [140]. The red whelk (*Neptunea antiqua*) is a gastropod species common in Japan and Northern European waters and is distinguished from the edible whelk (*Buccinum undatum*), by its larger size and its smooth shell that has a distinctive pale orange coloration [141]. It contains a heat-stable water-soluble toxin, tetramine that is present in the salivary gland [142]. The concentration of tetramine shows significant seasonal fluctuations [143]. Tetramine possesses curare-like effect and produces short-lived symptoms that resolve rapidly and recovery is complete within 24 hours. As a result few people are likely to seek medical attention and intoxication is rarely reported. It is notably more common in Japan [141].

**Newly discovered marine biotoxins**

**Azaspiracid**

AZA is a structurally novel phycotoxin that contains a unique spiro ring assembly found to be responsible for outbreaks of diarrhetic food poisoning associated with consumption of contaminated shellfish in Europe. The first outbreak was reported in November 1995 in the Netherlands following the consumption of mussels harvested on the west coast of Ireland and initially was mistaken for DSP; but was subsequently proven to be azaspiracid shellfish poisoning (AZP). Since then, outbreaks have been reported in other European countries, including France, Italy, Ireland, Norway, and the United Kingdom [144]. The onset is 12–24 hours after consumption of mussels and the symptoms of the illness include severe diarrhea, vomiting, nausea, abdominal cramps, headaches, and chills, which resolve in 2–5 days [145]. Scallop have been also reported to cause AZP; and in several instances toxin levels in crabs harvested in Norway have exceeded the safety levels of the European Unions [90,146,147].

There are up to 10 forms of AZA and these toxins are not affected by heat or freezing [148]. The causative organism is *Protoperidinium crassipes*, a dinoflagellate found in North Atlantic waters. While AZA was initially classified as a DSP toxin, it was subsequently re-classified into a new poisoning category known as AZA poisoning. AZA has a number of unique properties that set it apart from the “classic” DSP toxins, OA, DTX, and YTX. In animal experiments AZA administered orally, induces pronounced neurotoxic effects and causes necrosis in the lamina propria of the small intestine, liver, and lymphoid tissues in the Peyer’s patches, spleen, and thymus; whereas toxic effects of OA are limited to the gastrointestinal mucosa [149].

In mice, AZA leads to progressive paralysis, and is rapidly fatal within 5–60 minutes; while OA and DTX cause convulsions and prostration and ultimately death over a longer period of time. OA, DTX, and YTX are known to be located exclusively within the hepatopancreas (HP) of the shellfish, while AZA may initially concentrate in HP but eventually distributes throughout the body and migrates also into the flesh. Since deprecation occurs in the HP first, mussels contaminated with AZA may take longer to depreurate. In addition, surveillance of shellfish toxicity based on the assessment of toxin concentration in HP will underestimate AZA hazard and may allow toxic shellfish to be harvested [150]. Consequently, it has been recommended to determine toxin levels in the whole shellfish and a threshold concentration of 16µg AZA eq/100g as a regulatory standard in Europe has been successful in preventing AZP outbreaks since 2001 [90,147]. A liquid chromatography–multiple tandem mass spectrometry method for determination of AZA has been developed that is capable of detecting each of the 10 AZA with limit <20 pg within a few minutes and is far more sensitive than the mouse bioassay [151].

**Spiroldes**

Spiroldes are a novel family of lipophilic shellfish toxins that were recently isolated from the marine dinoflagellate, *Alexandrium ostenfeldii*. They consist of a spiro-linked tricyclic ether ring system and an unusual seven-membered spiro-linked cyclic iminium moiety; hence the name spiroldes
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Residues of bioactive substances from aquaculture

Aquaculture is an important source of food worldwide and now contributes up to 15% of the US seafood supply [155]. Traditionally, the environmental safety risks of seafood products have been subdivided into natural hazards such as biotoxins, and anthropogenic contaminants such as synthetic chemicals. In aquaculture, the latter hazard becomes more prominent as more synthetic products are used in the seafood industry. The use and misuse of antibiotics to control diseases in aquacultured species appears widespread. Similarly, the improper or illegal use of chemicals to control pond pests and algae can also result in human health hazards. Natural products that are not present in aquatic environments can also become health hazards when misused or abused; for instance raw chicken manure as pond fertilizer may result in the transmission of Salmonella from manure to the cultured product [156].

Compounds commonly used in aquaculture include chemicals that might be considered a potential threat to human health include drugs and biologics, pesticides, disinfectants, and water-treatment products. FDA oversees the use of drugs in aquaculture and has approved oxytetracycline, sulfadimethoxine/ormetoprim, formalin, and tricaine for use in various aquatic species [157]. Many more drugs are believed to be used in an off-label fashion in aquaculture. FDA Office of Seafood began a monitoring program for animal drug residues in farmed seafood in 1991 and has detected some instances of residues of chloramphenicol in shrimp and oxolinic acid in salmon [158].

Oxytetracycline is a prototype antibiotic approved by the FDA for use in fish farming to control certain diseases in salmonids and catfish [159]. The normal method of administration of oxytetracycline to fish is to mix the drug into feed. As a consequence, the concentration of the drug in feed and the composition of feed can influence the disposition of the drug itself [160]. Oxytetracycline is depleted over a period following the completion of the treatment and detectable residues are present in the fish and could be transferred to human if the fish is marketed during that period [161]. In addition, use of other antibiotics as, for example, chloramphenicol in shrimp culture, may similarly result in significant levels in the harvested product. Likewise other bioactive substances, such as antiparasitic agents and algicides, can accumulate in the aquaculture products. For instance, mebendazole and its metabolites have been shown to leave detectable residues in cultured eel [162].

Allergic reactions have been reported following the ingestion of penicillin containing milk in a few previously sensitized patients. Primary sensitization of humans to antimicrobials through the consumption of drug residues in foods has never been clearly documented and evidence suggests that the residue levels in food may be too low to cause sensitization. Drug toxicity, other than allergic reactions, appears not to result from residues of antimicrobial drugs in food [163,164]. Although the available data suggests that these cases are exceedingly rare, they illustrate the continuing need to control antibiotic residues. The human risk can be minimized by the judicious use of antibiotics and observance of washout periods [164].

Genetically engineered neo-antigens

Food biotechnology, the use of recombinant-DNA and cell-fusion techniques to confer selected characteristics on plants and animals used for food, can be used to increase agricultural productivity. The transfer of genes from microbes, plants, or animals into foods raises issues about the unintended consequences of such manipulations. Allergenicity could be one such consequence, since genes encode proteins, which potentially could be allergenic [165]. Even though several bioengineered products have been introduced into the human diet since 1990, they have not yet resulted in any confirmed reported case of food allergy.

An allergen from a food known to be allergenic can be transferred into another food by genetic engineering. This situation occurred when Brazil nut 2S albumin, which is probably one of its major allergens, was introduced into soybeans to improve their nutritional quality. Recognizing the potential problem, the company that had developed the transgenic soybeans discontinued plans to market them [166]. Thus products of food biotechnology should be subjected to a careful and complete safety assessment including the potential allergenicity of the novel proteins introduced into these foods before commercialization [167].

Polar fish produce antifreeze proteins (AFPs), which even at low concentrations decrease the freezing point of
solutions and inhibit ice crystal growth. Transgenic expression of AFP in plants can prevent frost damage to crops and improve the quality of frozen fruits and vegetables. Genes encoding for fish AFPs have been successfully expressed in tobacco and tomato plants [168]; and AFP genes transferred from winter flounder to Atlantic salmon, resulted in functionally effective levels of AFP [169]. Fish AFP do not belong to known fish allergens, but they may acquire allergenic properties when expressed in a different host or consumed in larger amounts. Using the same technique, other genes can be transferred from marine species to other animals or plants that could create neo-antigens and result in allergic sensitization. On the other hand, fish can be recipients of transgenes that enhance disease resistance, increase growth rate and size, improve food conversion ratio, or benefit consumers by enhancing nutritional value or palatability. Transgenic expression of growth hormone has been achieved in commercially farmed fish, such as tilapia, catfish, trout, and salmon [170–172]. Limited data are available on the safety of biotechnology products in aquaculture; however, no post-marketing rise in incidence of seafood allergy has been clearly documented and in a published trial no adverse effects were detected in healthy subjects after the consumption of growth hormone-transgenic tilapia [173].

**Poisoning due to bacterial toxins**

**Botulism**

Foodborne botulism is acquired from ingestion of food contaminated with preformed toxin that is produced by *Clostridium botulinum*, a sporulating, anaerobic Gram-positive bacillus. It is characterized by symmetric, descending, flaccid paralysis of motor and autonomic nerves, usually beginning with the cranial nerves, which may be fatal due to respiratory failure. Onset is abrupt, usually 12–36 hours after ingestion of toxin. The first manifestations are often dry mouth, diplopia, blurred vision, blepharoptosis, and photophobia due to loss of papillary light reflex, but may be preceded by gastrointestinal symptoms, such as nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and diarrhea. Other common symptoms are generalized weakness, dysphagia, dysarthria, nasal voice, and constipation due to paralytic ileus. Sensory disturbances, fever, and tachycardia are typically absent. The diagnosis of botulism is based on clinical findings; history of exposure to suspect foods; and is confirmed by detection of toxin in serum, stool, or gastric contents of the patient or in leftover fish. The differential diagnosis includes the Guillain–Barre syndrome, myasthenia gravis, basilar meningitis, and stroke [174].

*C. botulinum* elaborates seven types of toxin. Types A, B, and E are usually involved in human poisoning. Botulism from seafood products is most frequently caused by type E toxin, which is the most predominant type in Alaska and Great Lakes area. Type E spores have been demonstrated in lakeshore mud, coastal sands, and sea bottom silt in northern latitudes that can contaminate the intestinal tract of fish. Outbreaks of botulism have been reported after eating unviscerated, salted, air-dried whitefish and mulet, known as kapchunka and faseiikh, respectively [175,176]. In Alaska, cases have been linked to Alaska Native foods, such as marinated raw fish aged in plastic bags, seal meat stored in oil, and smoked salmon wrapped in seal skins [177].

The spores are highly heat resistant and may not be inactivated by boiling for several hours. However, commercial canning procedures that use moist heat at temperatures above 250°F (121°C) will kill the spores. Although the majority of reported cases of botulism have been associated with the consumption of inadequately processed home-canned food, about 10% of outbreaks have resulted from contamination of commercially canned fish. In these cases, post-processing contamination owing to faulty cans or inadequate heating during the process have been found to be responsible for the outbreaks [174,178]. Toxins, on the other hand, are readily destroyed by heat and are inactivated by boiling for 10 minutes, or by heating at 80°C for 30 minutes. They are, however, resistant to digestive enzymes and are readily absorbed into circulation from the gastrointestinal tract. The toxins are zinc metalloproteinases that cleave specific components of the synaptic membrane docking and fusion complex, which prevents the release of acetylcholine at the neuromuscular junction and autonomic synapses [179].

Treatment includes close medical supervision, supportive care, and early use of trivalent equine antitoxin (types A, B, and E) and GI decontamination. The source of an outbreak must be determined to prevent further cases. Only prompt recognition, therapy, and epidemiological investigation can reduce the death toll from botulism [180]. In Alaska, where approximately 27% of US foodborne botulism cases occur, early diagnosis and antitoxin treatment have contributed to the decline of the case-fatality rate from approximately 31% during 1950–1959 to no deaths since 1994 [181].

**Staphylococcal food poisoning**

Acute gastroenteritis is caused by the ingestion of food contaminated with preformed staphylococcal enterotoxin. The onset is abrupt and ranges 2–8 hours post-ingestion. Symptoms start with characteristically severe nausea and vomiting. Other symptoms may include abdominal cramps, diarrhea, and occasionally headache and fever. The attack is brief, most often lasting only 3–6 hours, and recovery is complete; but in severe cases it may lead to dehydration, prostration, and shock. Diagnosis is clinical and can be confirmed by demonstration of coagulase-positive staphylococci in the suspected food or vomitus. Treatment is symptomatic [182]. The disease is caused by the enterotoxins produced by *Staphylococcus aureus*, rather than the organism per se, which can multiply in a wide temperature range from 39°F to 115°F (4°C to 46°C). Fish, along with cream pastries, milk, processed meat, and mayonnaise, provide excellent media and if
contaminated and allowed to remain at room temperature, these organisms can rapidly multiply and produce toxins. Currently nine enterotoxins have been identified. They are resistant to heat and are only destroyed by prolonged boiling [183].

**Bacterial and viral infections**

*Vibrio* species

Nine marine *Vibrio* species have been associated with food-borne disease in humans. *Vibrios* are not detected by standard methods of monitoring coastal waters for bacterial contamination, and standard commercial decontamination techniques do not rid shellfish of these organisms.

*Vibrio cholera* infection is most prevalent during the summer months. It is characterized by abrupt onset and watery diarrhea; vomiting occasionally occurs [34]. It is endemic in the coastal waters of the Indian Ocean. The largest outbreak in the United States in a century involving 18 persons was reported in 1986 in Louisiana. It was associated with undercooked crabs, which are the most important vehicle for *V. cholerae* infection in the United States; but shrimp and oysters can also transmit the disease. A persisting reservoir along the Gulf Coast may continue to cause sporadic cases [184].

*Vibrio parahemolyticus* is found in coastal waters throughout the world. This agent is the leading cause of acute diarrheal disease in Japan, presumably because of the frequency of ingestion of raw seafood. In the United States, it has been related to inadequately cooked seafood, usually shrimp, and was recently reported to be associated with crayfish consumption [185]. *V. parahemolyticus* damages the intestinal mucosa and the stool may be bloody. Diarrhea develops 12–48 hours after ingestion of contaminated food, and is associated with abdominal cramps. Chills and fever are observed in over half the cases. Between 1973 and 2004, 60 outbreaks of *V. parahemolyticus* infections were reported to the CDC, and involved about 1200 individuals [10,186]. Most of these outbreaks occurred during the warmer months and were attributed to seafood, particularly shellfish. Of patients with acute *V. parahemolyticus* gastroenteritis, 88% reported having eaten raw oysters during the week before their illness occurred. The median attack rate among persons who consumed the implicated seafood was 56% [186].

Although quite rare, infection of immunocompromised persons with *V. vulnificus* can be associated with high mortality (50%). It appears to be part of the normal bacterial flora of estuaries along the United States, Gulf, Atlantic, and Pacific coasts. The septicemia induced by *V. vulnificus* is associated with eating raw oysters. Of patients with primary sepsicemia, which accounts for approximately half of the cases, 96% consumed raw oysters and 61% died, usually in association with underlying liver disease. Oysters harvested in the Gulf of Mexico grown and water temperature exceeding 72°F (22°C) closely correlated with the infection [187].

**Norwalk virus**

In the United States, about 55% of reported shellfish-related incidents are registered as unknown etiology, but are believed to be due mainly to Norwalk, Norwalk-like, or human enteric virus infections, with a smaller proportion caused by *Vibrio* bacteria [188]. The first documented shellfish-associated gastroenteritis involving Norwalk virus was in Australia in 1979, with more than 2000 cases [189]. Since then, many outbreaks of Norwalk or Norwalk-like viral gastroenteritis have been reported in the United States. Incubation periods were generally 24–48 hours. The most common symptoms were nausea (100%), vomiting (83%), diarrhea (50%), and abdominal cramps; and were of brief duration and resolved within 24–48 hours [190,191]. The diagnosis is clinical, with typically unrevealing bacterial studies on stool and shellfish specimens. It can be confirmed by demonstration of seroconversion and the formation of IgM antibody to Norwalk virus. In addition, Norwalk virus was identified by RIA in clam and oyster specimens. The reported incidents have increased in the last decade.

Shellfish-borne disease occurs mostly from mollusks consumed raw or lightly heated. In a confirmed outbreak of Norwalk virus gastroenteritis, 83% of persons who ate raw oysters became ill versus only 7% of people who did not, suggesting a relative risk, 11.9% for consumption of raw oysters. The outbreak was caused by contamination of oysters in the oyster bed by stool from ill harvesters who routinely dispose their sewage overboard [192]. Steaming clams to open the shells takes about 1 minute, but to inactivate viruses it takes between 4 and 6 minutes [193]. These organisms do not multiply once released into the marine environment, but remain infectious in the presence of organic material in the water and temperatures below 50°F (10°C) [194].

Finally, marine organisms such as oysters may concentrate microorganisms including hepatitis A [195]. Contamination occurs through collection of shellfish grown in sewage-polluted waters, by contaminated waters used in irrigation and through infection of foods by food handlers.

**Conclusions**

This review presents the more common clinical syndromes produced by the ingestion of natural seafood toxins. For the practicing allergist, knowledge of this wide array of toxic syndromes is important for the proper differential diagnosis of seafood allergy (Table 41.4). A careful history and physical examination are essential to establish the diagnosis on clinical grounds, which can be confirmed by detection of toxins either in remnants of the seafood or in specimens collected from the patient. The history should include symptoms and their severity, time of onset with respect to ingestion of seafood, number and frequency of reactions, whether others became ill, previous history of food allergy, types of marine species ingested and where they were captured, and
the quantity of food consumed, and the way in which it was prepared. Whether the food was eaten at a restaurant, the patient was traveling, alcohol was consumed, or medications were taken by the patient should be recorded.

Presence of similar symptoms in other individuals who shared the seafood meal and the “endemic” nature of the syndrome are paramount in alerting the physician to possible seafood poisoning. The absence of prior reactions to the same seafood and its subsequent tolerance without symptoms point away from an allergic etiology and should be considered as corroborative evidence in support of a toxic syndrome. Since histamine mediates the symptoms of both scombroid and type I hypersensitivity reactions, clinical manifestations of scombroid may be virtually indistinguishable from seafood allergy. History of a “peppery” taste and type of fish consumed, as well as suspected improper refrigeration, are helpful in reaching the proper diagnosis.

Neurological symptoms associated with an allergic reaction are the result of hypoperfusion of the CNS and correlate with the severity of cardiovascular involvement and hypotension in anaphylaxis. This may help the physician to distinguish ciguatera, PSP, NSP, and ASP, where neurological impairment is commonly present in the absence of hypotension. In ciguatera, knowledge of the type of fish and whether it is imported from or consumed in endemic areas, such as Caribbean, Hawaii, and Pacific Islands, will provide clinical information to differentiate it from seafood allergy. Likewise in puffer fish poisoning, consumption of fugu, a delicacy of Japanese cuisine; and in shellfish poisoning, the location where seafood was caught, for instance Pacific Coast in cases of PSP and ASP, are crucial pieces of information. The seasonal association with algal blooms and presence of high levels of biotoxins or toxic algae that are reported by authorities surveying coastal waters should increase the index of suspicion for physicians practicing in endemic areas. In the majority of these toxic syndromes, the causative toxin does not alter the taste and appearance of the seafood and is not inactivated by normal cooking.

Treatment is supportive, with active early respiratory support, especially in cases where neurological involvement could lead to respiratory paralysis. Upper respiratory reactions in individuals with no history of atopy and exacerbation of chest symptoms in asthmatics are caused by aerosolized NSP toxins. These irritant reactions are usually associated with a red tide and should not be mistaken for allergic respiratory symptoms.

Viruses, bacteria, and bacterial toxins may cause gastrointestinal and systemic symptoms that can be confused with food allergy. Raw or lightly steamed shellfish and raw fish are potential sources of infection with hepatitis A and Norwalk virus and *Vibrio* sp. Botulism is a hazard associated with consumption of home-canned, vacuum-packed smoked, or unviscerated salt-dried fish. If alternative diagnoses cannot be ruled out and seafood allergy remains a likely diagnosis, skin prick test and oral food challenge are diagnostic procedures of choice that may be employed in the evaluation of the patient.

Most current health risks associated with seafood contamination originate in the environment and should be dealt with by control of harvest or at the point of capture using HACCP principles. The most effective way of protecting
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consumers is to establish and maintain comprehensive monitoring programs for toxic algae and toxins in shellfish in all growing areas. Developing a better understanding of factors that promote harmful algal blooms and lead to production of toxins by marine algae is crucial to control human exposure and deleterious environmental effects. Further research is needed in most areas of seafood poisoning. Easy, accurate, and cost-effective methods for detection of toxins in seafood, monitoring shellfish for viral and bacterial contamination, and surveillance of coastal waters for harmful marine algae and their toxins are needed. Knowledge gained from research on the mechanism of action of marine toxins should lead to more specific treatment modalities that would limit morbidity and mortality of seafood intoxications. The following general preventive measures could greatly reduce the incidence of poisoning outbreaks that are associated with seafood:

1. Avoid eating raw seafood.
2. Avoid eating lightly steamed and undercooked shellfish.
3. Adhere to the public health agency guidelines on harvesting, processing, and consumption of shellfish and avoid shellfish from areas of frequent red tides.
4. Promptly refrigerate the catch of sport fishermen.
5. Avoid eating large, predatory reef fish usually implicated in ciguatera poisoning, especially barracuda, amberjack, and snapper.
6. Avoid reef fish caught in ciguatera endemic areas, especially the head, viscera, and roe.
7. Promptly report the suspected outbreaks of seafood poisoning to local health departments.
8. Submit left-over seafood or uncooked portions of the fish or shellfish to local health departments for analysis to establish nature and amount of contaminating toxin.

Finally, the informed physician can be of great help in public health prevention through public education and involvement with the local and public agencies that deal with these health issues.
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The text contains a series of references to scientific articles and studies on ciguatoxin, a toxin associated with ciguatera fish poisoning. The references are cited in the context of discussing the origin, transfer, and detection of ciguatoxin and related toxins. The text highlights the involvement of various species, such as Gambierdiscus toxicus and Vibrio alginolyticus, in the production of ciguatoxin and related toxins. The poisoning is characterized by symptoms like gastrointestinal distress, neuromuscular effects, and cardiovascular changes. The text mentions the importance of measurement of plasma histamine as a diagnostic tool and the use of anti-ciguatoxin antibodies for detection. Treatment strategies, including the use of IV mannitol, are discussed. The references cover a range of years from 1973 to 2002, indicating the ongoing research and understanding of ciguatera fish poisoning.


The impact of foods or food additives on neurological functioning has received varying attention, ranging from case reports to placebo-controlled, double-blind challenges. Signs and symptoms range from those that are purely subjective to those that may be validated by objective findings. Syndromes such as food-induced migraine and epilepsy will be addressed in the present chapter.

**Migraine headache**

In 1962, the Ad Hoc Committee on the Classification of Headache defined migraine as “recurrent attacks of headache, widely varied in intensity, frequency, and duration.” The attacks are commonly unilateral in onset; are usually associated with anorexia and, sometimes, with nausea and vomiting; in some are preceded by, or associated with, conspicuous sensory, motor, and mood disturbances; and are often familial [1]. Migraine may be divided into several clinical syndromes. “Classic migraine” presents with a prodromal “aura,” frequently visual in nature, which preceeds onset of the headache by 5–30 minutes. The visual disturbance is typically that of “scintillating scotomata,” multicolored saw-toothed arcs, which may move across the visual field. “Common migraine” lacks a prodrome before the headache. “Complicated migraine” indicates the association of more significant neurological dysfunction such as hemiplegia; symptoms may persist beyond the duration of the headache but usually resolve.

Migraine headache is a common affliction, occurring in 5–30% of the general population, with a familial predisposition in 60–80% of cases, and affecting females 3-fold more often than males. A survey published in 1992 of 20,468 individuals revealed that 5.7% of males and 17.6% of females suffered one or more migraines per year, with the prevalence highest between 35 and 45 years of age [2]. It was projected in this study that in the US population 8.7 million females and 2.6 million males suffer from migraine with moderate to severe disability. However, another 1992 study from Minnesota estimated that the prevalence of migraine had increased in that region from 25% to 40% [3]. Estimates of pediatric migraine have increased 3-fold over the past 20 years [4].

Precipitating factors of migraine are varied, and include stress, bright lights or loud sounds, physical exertion, fasting, and foods. Menses or oral contraception use may precipitate headaches, but migraine frequently improves during pregnancy. There are no definitive laboratory tests to confirm the diagnosis. Electroencephalogram (EEG) abnormalities have been noted but are minimal and are more common in childhood migraine, with epileptiform discharges noted in 18 of 100 patients [5]. The diagnosis of migraine is based primarily on history. It is necessary to exclude other medical conditions that may mimic migraine: aneurysm, temporal arteritis, carcinoid tumor, pheochromocytoma, brain tumor,
arteriovenous malformation, glaucoma, mastocytosis, or carotid or vertebrobasilar vascular insufficiency.

### Theories of migraine etiology

Despite its description centuries ago, there is still no firm consensus on the etiology of migraine. The frequently pulsatile nature of the headache suggests the vascular theory by which the aura was explained as an initial phase of regional intracerebral vasoconstriction followed by vasodilation with inflammation explaining the headache. This theory was supported by evidence of slowed intracerebral blood flow in patients with classic migraine, but patients with common migraine showed no similar changes. However, a report of spontaneous migraine during a positron-emission tomography study in a patient with common migraine revealed bilateral cerebral hypoperfusion spreading anteriorly from the occipital lobes to the temporal and parietal lobes [6].

The neurogenic theory suggested that the basic defect was in neuronal response to certain neurotransmitters and that vascular changes were secondary to neuronal impulses and the vasoactive properties of such neurotransmitters as substance P [7]. Serotonin metabolism abnormalities have been described in the platelets of patients with migraine, but it is unclear whether these are primary defects or epiphenomena from drug effects [7,8]. It has been difficult to reconcile these theories with the actions of agents that have been found empirically either to provoke or to relieve migraine.

Moskowitz and Macfarlane have emphasized that several levels of pathophysiologic triggering and potentiating factors may consolidate neurogenic and vasogenic elements in migraine headache [9]. The hypothesis has been proposed that ionic and metabolic cortical mechanisms release nociceptive substances that stimulate trigeminovascular sensory fibers. These impulses cause pain and release vasoactive neuromediators such as substance P and neurokinin A, inducing vasodilation and protein extravasation, causing further nociceptive substance release and sensory nerve ending sensitization. Receptors for 5-hydroxytryptamine on sensory nerve endings and vascular smooth muscle are central to this cascade. The large number of dural mast cells has also been implicated in this process [9]. The great variety of therapeutic modalities may be explained by the complexity of initiating and potentiating elements in the migraine reaction.

### Diet manipulation in migraine

Diets may play a role in migraine severity by limiting precursor availability for generation of vasoactive media tors or nociceptor transmitters. Carbohydrate-rich, protein–tryptophan-low diets have been attempted to modify migraine headaches [10]. The rationale being that if platelet serotonin is a precipitator of the vasoconstrictory phase of migraine, the restricted dietary intake of serotonin and the serotonin precursor tryptophan may lower levels within platelets, and thereby alleviate migraine headaches. However, it has also been suggested that increased brain serotonin levels may improve migraine through the anti-nociceptive system. Insulin release induced by carbohydrate-rich meals would increase tryptophan availability to the brain, with subsequent increased serotonin synthesis. Hasselmark and co-workers tried such a diet for 50 days (after a 30-day routine diet) in 10 migraineurs [10]. Three patients dropped out, leaving four with classic and three with common migraine. While three of four with classic migraine had a marked improvement in headache frequency, and none of the common migraineurs noted benefit from the diet, no differences in platelet serotonin uptake were found. The authors felt that the beneficial effect could be due either to a decrease in the ingestion of migraine-precipitating foods or increased brain serotonin levels. Drummond recently observed the effects of acute dietary tryptophan depletion on induction of motion sickness with a rotary drum [11]. He compared 37 controls with 39 migraineurs, who as a group are unusually susceptible to motion sickness. Tryptophan depletion raised dizziness, nausea, and illusion of motion in the controls to levels approaching that of the migraineurs, in whom depletion had little effect. It was postulated that migraineurs have chronically low central serotonin levels, or that serotonergic receptors may be less sensitive to serotonin in migraineurs than controls.

In a double-blind, crossover study, Harel and co-workers examined the benefit of dietary supplementation with fish oil rich in very-long-chain omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids in adolescent migraine [12]. The placebo treatment was olive oil, and 2-month treatments were followed by a 1-month washout, followed by 2 months of the other treatment. Headache frequency and severity were both reduced compared to baseline by both fish oil and olive oil ($p < 0.0001$ and $p < 0.01–0.03$, respectively). Reductions were in the range of 65–87% for severity, duration, and frequency for both treatments. The authors suggested both modalities were having an active effect, and the magnitude of the improvement argued against placebo effect.

### Association of food allergy and migraine

Allergy to food is self-reported more commonly in migraineurs than those with non-migrainous headache or without headache [13]. Pinnas and Vanselow have pointed out that the association between allergy and migraine is more than a 100 years old [14]. In 1885, Trouseau had included periodic headache in the allergic diathesis; Tileston in 1918 likened migraine to asthma; and the following year, Pagniez considered migraine as a manifestation of anaphylaxis [14]. Several reports then attributed food allergy as the cause of migraine, but methodological issues made these less than compelling. In 1921, Brown linked attacks to such foods as milk, egg, fish, beef, pork, and chocolate [15]. In 1927, Vaughan reported that 10 of 33 migraine patients studied showed specific food triggers [16].
These were identified by skin testing followed by elimination and re-challenge with the incriminated foods. With the exception of a solitary blinded challenge, these were open challenges. Shortly thereafter, Eyermann reported that 69% of headache patients improved on an elimination diet [17]. Forty-four subjects had headaches with suspected foods, beginning within 3–6 hours after ingestion. The diet was directed by skin test results, but of those who did not respond to the diet, 53% had positive tests, suggesting overinterpretation of the skin test responses. Additionally, many of the patients did not have accepted criteria for migraine headache. Balyeat and Rinkel stated that of 202 consecutive migraine patients managed with food skin testing and elimination diets, 120 had 60% or greater improvement, with only 12% of the patients demonstrating little or no improvement [18]. In 1932, DeGowin reported results with 60 migraine patients who had positive prick or intradermal skin tests to foods [19]. Elimination diets in 42 patients brought about complete relief in 33% and partial relief in another 45%; incidence of headache on the reintroduction of foods was not reported.

These early studies suggested that food allergy, as determined by positive immediate skin tests, was a significant cause of migraine headache. However, they are flawed by being open studies and susceptible to expectation bias and placebo effect. Thereafter, mainstream of migraine opinion moved away from the causative role of allergy. Nonetheless, in 1952 Unger and Unger published a paper entitled “Migraine Is an Allergic Disease” [20]. Of interest, the preceding article in that issue was captioned “Is Migraine an Allergic Disease?” [21]. Schwartz detailed his extensive epidemiological work in Denmark, involving 241 asthmatics, 200 non-allergic controls, and their 3815 relatives spanning four generations. He found no difference in the frequency of migraine in relatives of asthmatics and normal controls, commenting that because migraine was so common, it was to have higher RAST titers than foods not producing headaches. In a further report, these workers presented nine migraine patients with reproducible food sensitivity documented by elimination diets with open challenges [24]. High-dose oral cromolyn blocked headache in five patients while placebo did not. The benefit of a strict milk-protein-free diet for classic migraine was reported in 1983 [25]. Of 26 patients, 18 improved on the diet, all of which had documented lactase deficiency. One additional deficient patient did not improve on the diet; the remainder was not lactose intolerant. Hughes and colleagues placed 21 migraine patients on a “semi-elemental” diet for a week and reported remarkable results in 60 patients placed on a strict lamb-and-pear elimination diet [22]. Of an initial group of 126 migraineurs, 35 discontinued the diet, and data was reported on only 60. After 5 days of the diet, foods were reintroduced singly, with symptoms and pulse rate monitored up to 1.5 hours. This technique led to improvement in all the patients, and complete resolution in 51 (85%). Foods found to provoke symptoms for each patient ranged from 1 to 30, with a mean of 10. No blinded challenges were performed, and these results no doubt reflect substantial placebo effect. Likewise, the use of the pulse test has no documented validity and could lead to unnecessary elimination of numerous foods. Finally, the 31 patients who continued the diet but were not included in the data analysis presumably had less striking results.

Monro and co-workers reported 47 migraineurs managed with elimination and rotation diets [23]. Twenty-three of 36 patients completing the diet phase were able to identify provoking foods. Subsequently, the radioallergosorbent test (RAST) to a battery of foods found migraine provokers to have higher RAST titers than foods not producing headaches. In a further report, these workers presented nine migraine patients with reproducible food sensitivity documented by elimination diets with open challenges [24]. With reintroduction of certain foods, and the onset of the headache could be delayed 3–6 hours after ingestion of the provoking agent. Food skin tests were of varying help in defining diets.

A smattering of open studies over the next 25 years supported the value of elimination diets in migraine but offered little insight into mechanisms. Grant in 1979 reported remarkable results in 60 patients placed on a strict lamb-and-pear elimination diet [22]. Of an initial group of 126 migraineurs, 35 discontinued the diet, and data was reported on only 60. After 5 days of the diet, foods were reintroduced singly, with symptoms and pulse rate monitored up to 1.5 hours. This technique led to improvement in all the patients, and complete resolution in 51 (85%). Foods found to provoke symptoms for each patient ranged from 1 to 30, with a mean of 10. No blinded challenges were performed, and these results no doubt reflect substantial placebo effect. Likewise, the use of the pulse test has no documented validity and could lead to unnecessary elimination of numerous foods. Finally, the 31 patients who continued the diet but were not included in the data analysis presumably had less striking results.

Monro and co-workers reported 47 migraineurs managed with elimination and rotation diets [23]. Twenty-three of 36 patients completing the diet phase were able to identify provoking foods. Subsequently, the radioallergosorbent test (RAST) to a battery of foods found migraine provokers to have higher RAST titers than foods not producing headaches. In a further report, these workers presented nine migraine patients with reproducible food sensitivity documented by elimination diets with open challenges [24]. High-dose oral cromolyn blocked headache in five patients while placebo did not. The benefit of a strict milk-protein-free diet for classic migraine was reported in 1983 [25]. Of 26 patients, 18 improved on the diet, all of which had documented lactase deficiency. One additional deficient patient did not improve on the diet; the remainder was not lactose intolerant. Hughes and colleagues placed 21 migraine patients on a “semi-elemental” diet for a week and 19 had a marked reduction of headache severity during the week of observation [26]. These unblinded studies suggested that a large percentage of migraineurs would benefit from elimination of specific foods, and the more stringent the diet, the more likely success.

Double-blind, placebo-controlled (DBPC) challenges are necessary to clarify issues in an area where cause and effect are being assessed by subjective symptomatology such as headache. There have been only a small number of such studies. However, a preliminary report by Vaughan and colleagues in 1983 linked the value of food skin tests and DBPC food capsule challenges in adult migraine patients [27]. Also that year, Egger and associates studied 99 children who suffered from at least one migraine per week for a minimum of 6 months [28]. They were maintained for 3–4 weeks on
an “oligoantigenic” diet: one meat, lamb or chicken; one carbohydrate, rice or potato; one fruit, apple or banana; one vegetable, brassica; and water and vitamin supplements. If no benefit was derived (more than one headache per week in the last 2 weeks of the diet), the alternate foods were tried. Those improving on the diet then reintroduced foods in normal portions daily for 1 week. Those who could identify a provoking food entered the DBPC challenge phase. Eighty-eight completed the diet, and 78 recovered fully, 4 were greatly improved, and 6 received no benefit with the diet. Of the 82 who were improved, 74 had migraines with one or more foods, with median onset of headache being 2 days after reintroduction of the responsible food. DBPC food challenges were performed with 40 children. Twenty-six responded to the active agent alone, two to the placebo, four to both, and eight to neither \( (p < 0.001) \). Prick skin testing was not helpful: in only three patients would the testing have identified all of their precipitants. Eighty-nine percent of the children completing the diet phase recovered completely, and in 29.5% of those children, at least one provocative food was verified on DBPC challenge.

A DBPC study reported by Atkins and co-workers was negative, however \[29\]. They studied 36 children with history, physical examination, and a battery of 20 food prick skin tests. Sixteen suspected a food or additive, in two of which the skin test was positive. Foods suggested by the patients were studied with a total of 19 DBPC challenges: none provoked a migrainous attack. Twenty patients could not identify any precipitants, and of these only five had more than two headaches per week. These five were placed on an elimination diet and two became headache free. However, headaches did not recur on resumption of a normal diet. The differences between the outcomes of these two studies may be explained by differences in protocol and patient selection. Egger placed all their patients on the elimination diet, probably dealt with a more severely affected group, and challenged with larger amounts of foods over several days. This more prolonged challenge might lead to more false positives because of the recurring nature of spontaneous migraine. Because headache may be delayed several hours in onset, patients may not identify such agents, and testing only history-suspected items would falsely lower the response rate.

Mansfield, Vaughan, and co-workers published data on 43 consecutive migraine adult patients referred from a neurology clinic \[30\]. Prick skin testing was performed with a battery of 83 foods. Skin test positive foods were eliminated from the diet for 1 month, and those patients with negative skin tests were placed on a wheat, corn, milk, and egg elimination diet. Patients experiencing at least a two-thirds reduction in headache frequency underwent a series of single-blind challenges with capsules totaling 8 g of desiccated food or a similar number of placebo capsules. Those with positive challenges returned for DBPC challenges. Thirteen of 43 (30%) had the two-thirds reduction while on the diet. Of seven who underwent DBPC challenges, no patient responded to placebo, five had migraine with the active challenge, and two were without headache for either challenge.

With a different population of patients, Vaughan and associates performed a study of 104 adult migraine subjects in another DBPC protocol \[31–33\]. All patients had migraine verified by a neurologist, and documented headache frequency of at least three per month on a regular diet using a symptom-food diary. Food skin tests were performed with 83 foods, and all foods suggested by skin tests and history, as well as wheat, corn, milk, and egg were eliminated for 1 month. Patients with >50% reduction in headache frequency were studied further. Foods were reintroduced in an open fashion and eaten 3 times daily. Those who felt they could identify at least one provoking food entered into the DBPC phase. Foods were given in capsule form 3 times daily, with the challenge sequence taking 4 days comprising 2 placebo days (P) and 2 active days (A). The order was randomized with the caveat that the 2 active days were always together: A-A-P-P; P-A-A-P; or P-P-A-A. This was done since Egger had reported that some patients only reacted with larger amounts of the incriminated food, on a second day of challenge \[28\]. A positive challenge was headache occurring on both days or on the second challenge day, and any response to placebo was ruled a negative challenge.

Forty of the 104 patients (38.5%) had >50% reduction in migraine frequency, with only 8 becoming headache free. Twenty-seven of 36 undergoing open challenges could identify at least one precipitant, with a range of one to four. Of 24 patients with DBPC challenges, 15 had migraine on both active days and 2 on the second day only. Three reported headache on placebo and four had no migraine at all. Therefore, over one-third of 104 consecutive adult migraine patients had improvement on an elimination diet, and 17 of 104 (16%) had reproducible DBPC demonstration of food-induced migraine. In contrast to the impression of Vaughan’s earlier study, but in agreement with the Egger study, food skin testing was not uniformly helpful \[27,28\]. Skin tests were positive for less than half of the documented food triggers (Table 42.1). The skin test neither consistently identified migraine-provoking foods nor identified migraineurs more likely to benefit from dietary manipulation.

### Pharmacological triggering agents

In 1925, Curtis-Brown had proposed that defective protein metabolism was responsible for migraine headache, leading to “protein poisoning” by certain foods such as chocolate, eggs, fruit, tomatoes, mushrooms, and meats \[34\]. Migraine could thus occur on the first exposure, and patients would improve on restrictive diets. Although there was ultimately no support for this theory, it did raise the concept that food intolerance in migraine patients could be due to some pharmacological action of a constituent.
In the 1960s, a syndrome of severe pounding headache was described in patients on monoamine oxidase inhibitors when they ingested certain foods containing tyramine. Hanington noted that such foods were also frequently incriminated by migraine sufferers as causing their headaches [35]. A double-blind challenge showed an 80% response of headache to 125 mg of tyramine, and an 8% response to placebo in 45 migraine patients [36]. Other studies followed confirming tyramine sensitivity in migraineurs. Yet, a series of papers appeared that could not demonstrate a significant role for tyramine. In a DBPC trial, Moffett and co-workers studied 8 migraine patients who believed tyramine precipitated their symptoms, another 10 migraineurs without this history, and 7 patients with migraine and epilepsy [37]. The patients with presumed tyramine headache had symptoms as often with placebo as with tyramine, one patient with epilepsy had a tyramine-induced headache, and none of the other migraineurs had headache. Forsythe and Redmond, in a blind challenge, used 100-mg tyramine and found that 12 of 61 children reacted; a second group of 38 children had only 5 reactors to tyramine [38]. Ziegler and Stewart reported results in 80 patients using a higher dose of 200 mg of tyramine [39]. Forty-nine patients had symptoms with neither tyramine nor placebo, 12 with both, 11 with placebo alone, and only 8 with tyramine alone. Additionally, tyramine-free diets have failed to affect headache frequency [40].

Traditional provokers of migraine such as chocolate, cheeses, and red wine may not contain tyramine, but rather appreciable quantities of phenylethylamine [41]. This vasoactive amine crosses the blood–brain barrier and can cause large changes in cerebral blood flow. Five of six patients with histories of chocolate-induced migraine developed headaches within 8 hours of an open challenge of 100 g of chocolate [42]. Sandler and associates studied 36 patients who believed that chocolate precipitated headache [43]. They received either 3-mg phenylethylamine or placebo in a single-blinded fashion. Eighteen patients reported headache with the amine, whereas six reported headache with placebo, a statistically significant difference. However, Schweitzer and co-workers analyzed a number of chocolate varieties and found about 150-fold less phenylethylamine in these preparations than in those preparations tested by Sandler [44]. These authors postulated that either chocolate-induced migraine was not due to phenylethylamine or migraine sufferers were sensitive to extremely low levels of this substance. Another DBPC study examined 25 patients with a history of chocolate or cocoa-induced migraine [45]. Eight patients reported headache with the amine, whereas six reported headache with placebo, a statistically significant difference. The authors therefore believed that chocolate on its own was rarely a precipitant of migraine.

Another study reported symptom improvement in 28 patients with chronic headache by the institution of a histamine-free diet [46]. The patients adhered to a diet avoiding alcoholic beverages, fish, cheeses, sausages, and pickled cabbage for months. After 4 weeks, 4 lost their headaches, 15 had >50% improvement, and 9 had no change; after 1 year, 8/9 continued to be improved. Saltfield and co-workers reported a trial of 39 children with migraine used high-fiber diets, with half of the children randomly allocated to a diet also low in dietary vasoactive amines [47]. There was no influence of dietary vasoamines because both groups improved equally, with significant decreases in headache, reinforcing the need for double-blind studies. These reports demonstrate that although there probably are patients sensitive to substances such as tyramine and phenylethylamine,
Mediators and immunological mechanisms in migraine

Immunological studies have been generally unrewarding in migraine. Medina and Diamond reported no differences in total IgE between migraineurs and the normal population [40]. Merrett and colleagues examined IgE levels in 74 adults with dietary migraine, 45 with non-dietary migraine, 29 with cluster headache, and 60 normal controls [56]. They found no differences in specific and total IgE in the groups with the exception of a higher total IgE in the cluster headache patients, which they attributed to a higher percentage of smokers. Specific IgE for cheese, milk, and chocolate showed no difference between dietary and non-dietary migraine.

Pradalier and co-workers performed duodenal biopsies for immunocyte enumeration in patients with common migraine [57]. Twenty consecutive migraineurs, 11 with food-induced migraine, and 9 without, had mid-duodenal biopsies examined for lamina propria IgE, IgG, IgA, or IgM containing plasmocytes. There were no differences between the two groups for histological appearance, total plasmocytes, or subsets. Ratner and associates have linked dietary migraine with lactase deficiency, and represented data on elevated IgM in 11 such migraine patients [58]. Martelletti and co-workers, using a C1q-binding assay, showed an increased incidence of circulating immune complexes in 21 patients with food-induced migraine [59]. Medina and Diamond reported no differences in total IgE between migraineurs and the normal population [40]. Merrett and colleagues examined IgE levels in 74 adults with dietary migraine, 45 with non-dietary migraine, 29 with cluster headache, and 60 normal controls [56]. They found no differences in specific and total IgE in the groups with the exception of a higher total IgE in the cluster headache patients, which they attributed to a higher percentage of smokers. Specific IgE for cheese, milk, and chocolate showed no difference between dietary and non-dietary migraine.

Pradalier and co-workers performed duodenal biopsies for immunocyte enumeration in patients with common migraine [57]. Twenty consecutive migraineurs, 11 with food-induced migraine, and 9 without, had mid-duodenal biopsies examined for lamina propria IgE, IgG, IgA, or IgM containing plasmocytes. There were no differences between the two groups for histological appearance, total plasmocytes, or subsets. Ratner and associates have linked dietary migraine with lactase deficiency, and represented data on elevated IgM in 11 such migraine patients [58]. Martelletti and co-workers, using a C1q-binding assay, showed an increased incidence of circulating immune complexes in 21 patients with food-induced migraine [59]. Medina and Diamond reported no differences in total IgE between migraineurs and the normal population [40]. Merrett and colleagues examined IgE levels in 74 adults with dietary migraine, 45 with non-dietary migraine, 29 with cluster headache, and 60 normal controls [56]. They found no differences in specific and total IgE in the groups with the exception of a higher total IgE in the cluster headache patients, which they attributed to a higher percentage of smokers. Specific IgE for cheese, milk, and chocolate showed no difference between dietary and non-dietary migraine.

Pradalier and co-workers performed duodenal biopsies for immunocyte enumeration in patients with common migraine [57]. Twenty consecutive migraineurs, 11 with food-induced migraine, and 9 without, had mid-duodenal biopsies examined for lamina propria IgE, IgG, IgA, or IgM containing plasmocytes. There were no differences between the two groups for histological appearance, total plasmocytes, or subsets. Ratner and associates have linked dietary migraine with lactase deficiency, and represented data on elevated IgM in 11 such migraine patients [58]. Martelletti and co-workers, using a C1q-binding assay, showed an increased incidence of circulating immune complexes in 21 patients with food-induced migraine [59]. Medina and Diamond reported no differences in total IgE between migraineurs and the normal population [40]. Merrett and colleagues examined IgE levels in 74 adults with dietary migraine, 45 with non-dietary migraine, 29 with cluster headache, and 60 normal controls [56]. They found no differences in specific and total IgE in the groups with the exception of a higher total IgE in the cluster headache patients, which they attributed to a higher percentage of smokers. Specific IgE for cheese, milk, and chocolate showed no difference between dietary and non-dietary migraine.

Pradalier and co-workers performed duodenal biopsies for immunocyte enumeration in patients with common migraine [57]. Twenty consecutive migraineurs, 11 with food-induced migraine, and 9 without, had mid-duodenal biopsies examined for lamina propria IgE, IgG, IgA, or IgM containing plasmocytes. There were no differences between the two groups for histological appearance, total plasmocytes, or subsets. Ratner and associates have linked dietary migraine with lactase deficiency, and represented data on elevated IgM in 11 such migraine patients [58]. Martelletti and co-workers, using a C1q-binding assay, showed an increased incidence of circulating immune complexes in 21 patients with food-induced migraine [59]. Medina and Diamond reported no differences in total IgE between migraineurs and the normal population [40]. Merrett and colleagues examined IgE levels in 74 adults with dietary migraine, 45 with non-dietary migraine, 29 with cluster headache, and 60 normal controls [56]. They found no differences in specific and total IgE in the groups with the exception of a higher total IgE in the cluster headache patients, which they attributed to a higher percentage of smokers. Specific IgE for cheese, milk, and chocolate showed no difference between dietary and non-dietary migraine.
change in histamine. Steinberg and colleagues reported an extensively evaluated single case of beef-induced migraine in a young woman [61]. A 3-fold increase in histamine was noted as well as an increase of a PGF2α metabolite coinciding with the onset of the migraine after the ingestion of the beef. Increased intracerebral blood flow was demonstrated with Xenon computerized tomography and Doppler ultrasonography. Prick skin test and RAST to beef were negative.

Olson and colleagues reported serial histamine and Prostaglandin D2 (PGD) levels during DBPC challenges in five patients with food-induced migraine [62]. Placebo challenges produced no changes; with active challenge, all five had a 3- to 38-fold increase in plasma histamine as well as increases in PGD2 before or coinciding with the onset of symptoms. A second increase in the PGD2 was noted 4–6 hours after ingestion. Histamine did not demonstrate this late increase. This discordance suggests the late recruitment of non-basophil inflammatory cells. Skin tests in this group were all negative.

Summary
There is a wealth of clinical data that supports the contention that dietary migraine is a bona fide entity, with both pharmacological and immunological mechanisms involved in subsets of migraineurs (Table 42.2). Certainly, these are not mutually exclusive conditions, and both may be operant in the same patient. What the exact pathophysiology of these reactions remains unclear, although reproducible release of immediate hypersensitivity mediators has been convincingly demonstrated. The variable results of immediate skin testing suggest that although some reactions may be IgE mediated, many are probably pseudoallergic, akin to radiopaque media reactions. Why release of these mediators causes migraine in susceptible persons and not more traditional allergic manifestations is unclear.

What the exact frequency of dietary migraine is in migraineurs is not settled. Studies suggest that 15% may have reproducible triggers under controlled situations, but that twice that number may benefit from dietary restriction.

Table 42.2 Incriminated agents in dietary migraine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Presumed pharmacological action</th>
<th>Immunological or uncertain action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tyramine</td>
<td>Food proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenylethylamine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phenolic flavanoids</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrites</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caffeine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monosodium glutamate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartame/sucralose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the majority of headache patients believe that there are connections between food intake and their headaches, fewer than half have this relationship addressed by their physicians, and fewer modify their dietary practices [63]. The evaluation of such patients seems indicated, and should begin with the appropriate history and physical examination and the exclusion of migraine-mimicking conditions. Once bona fide migraine has been established, and pharmacological control achieved, it is not unreasonable to pursue possible dietary triggers. Global dietary restrictions as suggested by some authors are most likely not indicated. Although history may identify a number of triggers, some patients with reproducible headaches on DBPC challenges could not separate the causative agents during a normal diet.

Food skin testing is likely to present both false positives and false negatives, and should not be relied on alone, and RAST is of little value. This leaves the prospect of food diaries and elimination diets. For patients with infrequent migraines, a diary listing foods ingested in the previous 48 hours to a headache may be useful. A diet eliminating wheat, corn, milk, and egg may be helpful for a period of 2–4 weeks. Patients benefiting from such a diet should reintroduce foods singly and for 3 consecutive days. Foods not provoking symptoms should be returned freely to the diet. Suspect foods should be eliminated and re-challenged. In patients with numerous suspected positives, it is wise to perform challenges under blinded conditions to remove expectation or anxiety as confounding factors, and to avoid unnecessary restriction of the diet. Consulting with a nutritionist is warranted for the rare patient who has multiple documented dietary triggers.

Epilepsy
Earlier in the last century, epilepsy was compared to the similarly episodic syndromes of anaphylaxis and the atopic disorders. Schwartz, in his monumental epidemiological study of asthma and atopy in 4256 probands and relatives in Denmark, also collected data on migraine (as mentioned above) and epilepsy [64]. He found very few cases of epilepsy in the kindreds, and no evidence for any genetic correlation between epilepsy and the atopic disorders. Nonetheless, there have been a number of reports linking allergy (frequently food induced) and epilepsy. In 1927, Ward and Patterson food skin tested 1000 epileptics and 100 controls, finding patient reactivity between 37% and 67%, and only 8% reactivity in the controls [65].

In 1951, Dees and Lowenbach reported on 37 children with epilepsy who were treated with anti-allergic therapy, environmental avoidance measures, and elimination diets as well as anti-convulsant therapy [66]. Of these, 22 met criteria for “allergic epilepsy:” personal and family history of allergy, blood eosinophilia, positive skin tests, and no organic disease of the CNS. The remainder had possible allergic disease, but did not meet all criteria, half had...
were free of seizures while fasting, the benefit persisting after some time ago it was observed that many epilepsy patients localized the seizure focus to the suprasylvanian and temporal areas of the brain which receive sensory input during eating may lower the seizure threshold [73]. A recent report of two patients with epilepsy, “non-allergic” children; anticonvulsant therapy could be stopped in 13 of the former and 1 of the latter group. The authors felt that in certain cases epilepsy could be on an allergic basis, and therefore could conceivably be controlled with appropriate anti-allergic therapy. They did not, however, provide any indication of how many epileptic children were surveyed to arrive at their study group; so while this is an interesting observation it is difficult to place it in proper perspective.

Egger and colleagues in their assessment of food factors in migraine had several patients who had epilepsy and or behavioral problems which also appears to respond to the oligoantigenic diet [28]. In a further communication, they investigated children who either had epilepsy alone, or in association with migraine, all of whom had difficult to control symptoms [67]. None of 18 with epilepsy alone improved on the oligoantigenic diet, while 40 of 45 with both epilepsy and migraine reported improvement of one or more symptoms. In follow-up ranging from 7 months to 3 years, 25 patients had complete control of their epilepsy. Thirty-two patients had seizure during reintroduction of incriminated foods. In double-blind challenges of 16 children, 7 reacted to the suspected food only, none to placebo only, and one to both. Pelliccia and colleagues have reported a total of four cases of cow’s intolerance where partial idiopathic epilepsy was improved, both clinically and with electroencephalographic findings, with cow’s milk-free diets, with recurrence and reintroduction [68,69].

There is a variant of reflex epilepsy where it is not the food ingested which is the precipitant of the seizure, but rather the act of eating itself. This entity is called “eating epilepsy,” and while quite rare, appears to be more common in kindreds in Sri Lanka and the Indian subcontinent [70–72]. The seizure type is usually complex partial, does not occur with all meals, and usually happens at home. Many episodes are linked to the ingestion of rice, but since this is a staple of the diet, it is likely that this is not truly specific [70]. It has been postulated that stimulation of areas of the brain which receive sensory input during eating may lower the seizure threshold [73]. A recent report of two patients localized the seizure focus to the suprasylvanian and temporo- parietal regions, respectively [74].

**Diet manipulation in epilepsy**

Some time ago it was observed that many epilepsy patients were free of seizures while fasting, the benefit persisting after return to a normal diet. It was suggested that this effect was due to ketonemia, and a “ketogenic” high fat, low carbohydrate diet was proposed for treatment. The diet was rigid, unpalatable, and difficult to maintain, requiring strict nutritional supervision [75,76]. It appeared useful, especially in younger age children whose seizures were not responsive to anti-epileptic medications. Kinsman and associates showed benefit from the diet in 58 epileptic children requiring multiple medications [76]. Seizure control improved in 67%, with reduced medication in 64%, greater alertness in 36%, and improved behavior in 23%. Seventy-five percent of these improved patients were able to maintain the diet at least 18 months. A medium chain triglyceride diet was found to be more ketogenic than the fat in the traditional diet, and felt to be more palatable; Sills and colleagues reported on their success with such a diet in 50 epileptic children [75]. Eight children achieved complete control of seizures (4 without medication), 4 had seizures reduced by 90%, and 10 by 50–90%. Extra dosing of the medium chain triglycerides at bedtime was useful for control of nocturnal seizures. The diet appears to work in a variety of epileptic syndromes, and response is not predicted by age, syndrome, or etiology [77,78]. Variations on the diet have been attempted to make it easier and more palatable, and appear to be successful, as is the Atkins diet [79–81]. Gradual introduction of the ketogenic diet appears to be both better tolerated and effective [82]. The mechanisms remain unclear. Possibilities include alterations in acid–base balance, water and electrolyte distribution, or lipid concentrations, and direct action of ketone bodies [76,83]. Experimental models have shown increased plasma levels of polyunsaturates like linoleate and α-linoleate decrease seizure susceptibility either directly or through promoting ketosis [84].

**Epilepsy and migraine**

The link between migraine and epilepsy is apparent, but the nature of the relationship unclear. An editorial by Wilson addressed several overlapping issues [85]. If attacks and auras are brief, especially if the attacks are stereotyped, a diagnosis of epilepsy is preferred; if attacks with prodrome are longer, and if the impact on consciousness is primarily confusion, migraine may be more likely. Therapeutic trials of migraine prophylaxis and anti-epileptic drugs may help clarify the diagnosis. Several migraine–epilepsy syndromes have been identified: seizures with typical migraine prodrome; migraine with later development of epilepsy; alternating hemiplegic migraine. In the first case, impairment of cerebral blood flow associated with migraine may precipitate the seizure. In the next, repeated ischemic insult may lead to an epileptogenic focus. Despite such cases, the relationship between epilepsy and migraine remains obscure. Can one condition trigger the other, in a dually susceptible individual, or is epilepsy an epiphenomenon in a vascular disease? [85]. Both mechanisms may occur in different patients.
Summary
While the role of food is important in provoking attacks of migraine, less is known concerning dietary factors in epilepsy. The efficacy of ketogenic diets is well established, but the manner in which they operate remains uncertain. That bona fide anaphylactoid reactions could trigger convulsions in susceptible patients appears likely, but DBPC studies are absent, and would be helpful in validating the clinical observations to date. And certainly, studies investigating mediator release are needed.

Vertigo
In 1976, Dunn and Snyder reported their experience with 33 pediatric cases of benign paroxysmal vertigo, a syndrome of sporadic brief episodes of disequilibrium, nystagmus, and/or vomiting [86]. During infancy, this often manifested by paroxysmal torticollis. While food allergy was considered in all cases, in only four cases was it deemed likely. Three children had histories suggestive of milk allergy, and attacks were eliminated by removing milk from the diet, with vertigo reappearing with milk challenges. In another child chocolate was suspected, but could not be confirmed on challenge. The authors do not state whether these were open or blinded challenges. Therefore, at best, a 10th of the cases had evidence for a food etiology.

A food cause for adult vertigo or Meniere’s syndrome has been postulated. In 1923, Duke had reported five cases of Meniere’s improved on elimination diets [87]. There continue to be no well-performed double-blind studies. Older reports are limited to the non-reproducible technique of provocations-neutralization. A 2000 survey by Derebery, of 137 Meniere’s patients who returned a questionnaire, revealed that 113 of these underwent allergen immunotherapy and/or elimination diet [88]. An analysis of pre- and post-treatment symptoms revealed improvement in both frequency and severity of vertigo, tinnitus, and unsteadiness (p<0.005–0.001). Unfortunately, the mode of diagnosis of food allergy was by both skin testing and provocations-neutralization, and those that received diet manipulations were not segregated from those that received immunotherapy. Also, a quarter of the patients acknowledged not following the diet, 30% “sometimes,” and about 45% followed the diet “almost always.” So this survey, at best, suggests that there may be an association between diet and vertigo. Whether a food role can be substantiated in this area will require appropriately controlled studies.

Hemiplegia
Several case reports exist of transient neurological deficits following presumed allergic reaction to foods. Cooke reported transient third cranial nerve palsy associated with hemiparesis, followed by an episode of contralateral blindness and paresthesia in a food-allergic patient [89]. Symptoms resolved with avoidance of beef and pork, challenges were not performed. In 1951, Staffieri and colleagues reported a case of right-sided hemiplegia immediately following after a meal, and associated with angioedema, urticaria, purpura, and peripheral eosinophilia ranging from 34% to 40% [90]. A wheat elimination diet was attended by resolution of the symptoms within a few days. To rule out coincidence, a total of four wheat challenges (apparently single blinded) were performed over the ensuing 4 months, resulting initially in headache, with purpura and angioedema, and ultimately in the skin manifestations alone. Passive transfer of skin sensitizing antibodies was not successful. Such reports are fascinating, but probably reflect that anaphylactic reactions may be attended by edema almost anywhere, to include the central and peripheral nervous systems. Reinforcing this concept is a report of 55 cases of anaphylaxis in 50 children by Dibs and Baker, where neurological symptoms were manifest in 26% [91]. Symptoms included aura, irritability, lethargy, disorientation, dizziness, tremor, syncope, and seizure.

Gluten sensitivity and neurological abnormalities
As well reviewed by Wills and Unsworth, several neurological complications have been described with gluten sensitivity, including cerebellar ataxia, myoclonus, epilepsy, neuropathy, and dementia [92]. The majority of these are case reports. Interestingly, there is a dichotomy between finding such impairments in celiac disease patients, but not in patients with dermatitis herpetiformis. Two series have failed to find any increase in neurological problems in the latter manifestation of gluten sensitivity [93,94]. While previous reports have not shown a benefit of gluten dietary elimination in neurological symptoms, Cicarelli and colleagues did so in a series of 176 gluten-sensitive patients and 52 age-matched controls [95]. Increased occurrence of headache, dysthymia, cramps, and weakness in the patients compared to the controls were reduced in those patients adhering to a strict gluten-free diet. There was no impact on occurrence of paresthesia or hyporeflexia, however. A constellation of celiac disease, epilepsy, and occipital lobe calcifications has been described in Italians [96]. The neurological complications associated with gluten sensitivity remain of uncertain etiology, with direct neurotoxic effects, autoimmune injury, or resultant metabolic deficiency from malabsorption all possible mechanisms.
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Experimental Approaches to the Study of Food Allergy

M. Cecilia Berin

KEY CONCEPTS

- Animal models of IgE-mediated anaphylaxis in response to oral challenge with common food allergens have been developed in rodents, pigs, and dogs.
- Experimental approaches have been used to show that perturbation of intestinal barrier function, digestive capacity, or the composition of the gut flora can influence the development of allergic sensitization.
- Cutaneous exposure to peanut can lead to allergic sensitization in the absence of exogenous adjuvants.
- Several therapeutic approaches have been developed that use microbial products in combination with immunotherapy to induce safe desensitization to food allergens.

Current experimental animal models of food allergy

Most experimental animal models of food allergy have focused on IgE-mediated, immediate hypersensitivity reactions and anaphylaxis. In recent years, models have also been developed to address the pathophysiology of eosinophilic disorders of the gastrointestinal tract. Other food-allergic disorders such as food protein-induced enterocolitis and proctocolitis have not yet been modeled. As we gain more understanding of these disorders from the in vitro study of patient samples, we may in future be able to establish appropriate new animal models for the study of additional non-IgE-mediated food-allergic disorders.

Models of IgE-mediated food allergy

The majority of experimental models of food allergy use rats or mice, where the major advantages are cost, availability of immunological reagents, and availability of genetic targeting strategies that allow for mechanistic studies of the pathophysiology of food allergy. Experimental animal models of IgE-mediated food allergy generally fall into two broad categories: oral sensitization or systemic sensitization to food allergens. Typically the systemic sensitization models have been used to study the gastrointestinal response to allergen re-challenge, while in contrast the oral sensitization models are used to address mechanisms of sensitization or testing of protein allergenicity. (See Table 43.1 for an overview of IgE-mediated models of food allergy).

Oral sensitization models

One approach to model human food allergy has been to find strains of rodents that are susceptible to the development of allergy to oral administration of food allergens in the absence of adjuvant. The Brown–Norway (BN) rat is a high IgE-responder strain that has been shown to develop IgG and IgE antibodies in response to prolonged daily oral exposure to ovalbumin (OVA) [1]. When orally challenged with OVA, the BN rat develops an increase in intestinal permeability, suggestive of a local anaphylaxis response in the gastrointestinal tract. This was not accompanied by a drop in blood pressure or respiratory rate, however, suggesting a lack of systemic anaphylaxis [2]. The B10A strain of mouse was also shown to respond to prolonged oral OVA exposure with the development of OVA-specific IgG and IgE antibodies in response to ovalbumin (OVA) [1]. When orally challenged with OVA, the B10A mouse also responded to prolonged oral OVA exposure with the development of OVA-specific IgE and IgG and release of histamine after systemic OVA challenge [3].

Recently Hogan and colleagues have developed an adjuvant-free model of allergic food sensitization by transgenic expression of the bean α-amylase inhibitor (αAI) in peas [4]. Mice orally administered αAI-pea homogenate develop αAI-specific IgE, and develop early- and late-phase hypersensitivity responses in skin when the allergen is cutaneously administered [5]. Allergic inflammation in lung in response to intratracheal administration was also reported with this model [4]. Transgenic expression of αAI was necessary
for allergenicity, and was associated with expression of a slightly modified form of αAI that had enhanced immunogenicity. This finding highlights the usefulness of adjuvant-free systems for careful assessment of protein allergenicity, particularly in light of recent findings that many allergens appear to have intrinsic adjuvant-like activity [6–8].

Other models of oral sensitization have incorporated adjuvants such as cholera toxin (CT) to induce sensitization to orally delivered antigens. Snider et al. [9] showed that mice orally administered two feeds of hen’s egg lysozyme (HEL) or OVA together with CT-generated antigen-specific IgE antibodies, and were primed for systemic anaphylaxis in response to systemic antigen challenge. In addition, immunization of mice with CT and HEL primed for HEL-specific secretory responses in the mouse intestine, as measured by Ussing chamber analysis of short-circuit current (Isc). Li et al. modified this model to establish models of oral sensitization to peanut [10] and whole milk [11] in C3H/HeJ mice with an outcome of systemic anaphylaxis to oral challenge. Variations of these models in C3H strains and Balb/c mice have been used to begin to address the immune mechanisms of allergic sensitization to common food allergens [12–16].

### Systemic sensitization models

Models of systemic sensitization of rodents (most commonly OVA/alum sensitization of rats and mice) were developed to examine local responses to allergen challenge in the gastrointestinal tract [17–21]. Rats and mice systematically sensitized to OVA generate a local intestinal secretory response driven by active chloride secretion. One approach to study this secretory response is preparation of perfused intestinal loops of anesthetized rats where changes in water and ion content are measured in the perfusate [22]. Radioactive tracers have been used to address epithelial and vascular permeability in response to luminal allergen challenge [17,20,23]. Alternatively, Ussing chambers have been used to study active ion secretion in response to luminal or serosal allergen challenge [24–26], and also to measure gastrointestinal permeability changes in response to allergen challenge [25,27,28]. Systemically sensitized rats have also been used to study motility changes in response to allergen challenge [21]. These studies have shown that luminal allergen challenge results in an immediate hypersensitivity reaction in the gastrointestinal tract, characterized by mast cell degranulation, active ion secretion (and therefore water secretion), increased permeability to macromolecules, and disrupted intestinal motility. The pathophysiology of local hypersensitivity reactions in the gastrointestinal tract will be covered in greater detail later in the chapter.

Recent studies have extended the systemic sensitization model by administering multiple feeds of OVA to induce an in vivo allergic diarrhea response. Mice systemically sensitized to OVA with alum and then fed with multiple high-dose feeds of OVA (every second day) have severe acute diarrhea in response to OVA challenge beginning after three feeds of OVA [29,30]. Studies by Brandt et al. demonstrated that the model is dependent on both mast cells and IgE [29]. Other investigators have used Freund’s adjuvant to systemically sensitize mice to OVA, and repetitive feeding of OVA (×10) also induces a diarrheal response [31]. In contrast to the model using alum adjuvant, this model is localized to the large intestine, and is mediated by Th2 CD4+ T-cells that home to the large intestine and induce diarrhea in a STAT-6 dependent manner [31]. It is not clear if this model is also representative of an immediate allergic reaction in the intestinal mucosa.

### Large animal models

Non-rodent models of food allergy have been developed that feature symptoms that may be more closely related to human food-allergic reactions than rodent models. Although these large animal models are unlikely to be used widely for mechanistic studies, they offer a unique opportunity to test potential therapeutics in a non-rodent model prior to human trials. Dogs, like humans, develop spontaneous allergic disease, most commonly atopic dermatitis. It was found that 32.7% of dogs with allergic skin disease seen at a veterinary dermatology practice had food hypersensitivity, indicating a similar association of atopic dermatitis and food hypersensitivity in dogs [32]. A colony of spontaneous food-allergic dogs (maltese/beagle cross) has been described by Jackson et al. at North Caroline State University [33,34]. These dogs have hypersensitivity to soy and corn, manifesting as pruritic skin disease, otitis, and colitis that resolves in response to a restricted diet and recurs upon food challenge.

Experimental food allergy in dogs has also been described. Dogs in an atopic spaniel/basenji dog colony maintained at the University of California, Davis, have been shown to develop allergy to peanut, tree nuts, soy, wheat, barley, and milk when immunized with allergen extracts in alum at birth [35,36]. The sensitized dogs were described as undergoing severe gastrointestinal and systemic symptoms after allergen challenge, and were treated with epinephrine, diphenhydramine, and intravenous fluids post-challenge. This dog model was used to show that immunotherapy of allergic dogs with peanut plus heat-killed *Listeria monocytogenes* (HKL) in incomplete Freund’s adjuvant could improve symptom scores in peanut-allergic dogs [35].

A food allergy model using newborn pigs has also been described [37]. Piglets were sensitized by intraperitoneal injection of peanut extract plus CT as adjuvant. The majority of piglets responded to oral challenge on days 39 and 53 after sensitization with Grade 2 symptoms, described as including vomiting, lethargy/malaise, tremors, convulsions, reduced activity not activated by prodding, or major areas of edematous rashes. A minority of animals had severe respiratory distress requiring epinephrine. Gastrointestinal manifestations of food allergy included diarrhea in the majority
of responders, and changes in the mucosal architecture of the small intestine including vascular engorgement, villous tip damage, and submucosal edema. Therefore, while separate rodent models are used to study anaphylaxis versus gastrointestinal manifestations of food allergy, the newborn pig model has the advantage of producing both types of immediate reactions to food allergens.

Models of eosinophilic-allergic disorders

The models outlined above are focused on IgE-mediated immediate hypersensitivity reactions to food allergens. Although gastrointestinal eosinophilia is a feature in some of these models, eosinophils do not appear to play a pathological role in the immediate hypersensitivity reactions. To address gastrointestinal eosinophilic disorders, Hogan et al. developed a murine model of eosinophilic gastroenteritis [38,39]. As with the IgE-mediated models of allergic diarrhea, the model was initiated by systemic sensitization of Balb/c mice with OVA in alum. To induce gastrointestinal eosinophilia, mice were administered encapsulated OVA followed by acidified water to release the OVA in the small intestine. Sensitized mice fed encapsulated OVA had an eosinoin-dependent infiltration of eosinophils in the jejunum and priming of OVA-specific IgE and IgG1 in the serum [39]. This was associated with weight loss, gastromegaly, and impaired gastric emptying. Weight loss and gastromegaly were eosetin dependent [38]. How eosinophils induce gastrointestinal pathology, how they become activated, and interactions with other cell types such as enteric nerves remain to be determined using this model. The reader is referred to Chapter 15 for an in-depth review of the pathophysiology of eosinophilic disorders of the gastrointestinal tract.

Pathophysiology of food allergy: progress with animal models

Mechanisms of sensitization

A working hypothesis in experimental food allergy research is that allergic sensitization to food proteins occurs via the gastrointestinal tract. It is also well accepted that the normal response to protein antigens delivered via the oral route is one of active tolerance mediated by the induction of regulatory cells (see Chapter 7 for a discussion of immunological tolerance). Therefore one area of research focus has been to determine the conditions that could skew a tolerogenic response to an allergenic response.

Gut barrier

It has been hypothesized that age of exposure to food allergens is a critical factor since infants have not yet developed a mature intestinal barrier. The barrier function is composed of many components, including tight junction formation between intestinal epithelial cells, secretion of IgA, and gastric and duodenal digestion of proteins. The role of these factors in allergic sensitization has been addressed in a number of studies. The role of gastric digestion was tested by interfering with gastric acid in mice prior to administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sensitization</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OVA: systemic (Various rat/mice)</td>
<td>OVA + alum systemic</td>
<td>Single, gastrointestinal</td>
<td>Immediate changes in GI physiology (secretion, motility, permeability); late-phase inflammation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergic diarrhea (1) (Balb/c mice)</td>
<td>OVA + alum systemic</td>
<td>Multiple, gastrointestinal</td>
<td>Acute diarrhea beginning at ~3rd feed, allergic inflammation in small intestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergic diarrhea (2) (Balb/c mice)</td>
<td>OVA + CFA systemic</td>
<td>Multiple, gastrointestinal</td>
<td>Acute diarrhea beginning at ~10th feed, allergic inflammation in large intestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT adjuvant models</td>
<td>Allergen + CT oral</td>
<td>Single, gastrointestinal</td>
<td>Systemic anaphylaxis (susceptible strains) or “local anaphylaxis”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT adjuvant models</td>
<td>Allergen + CT oral</td>
<td>Single, systemic</td>
<td>Systemic anaphylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown–Norway rat</td>
<td>OVA (oral)</td>
<td>Systemic</td>
<td>Plasma histamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transgenic pea</td>
<td>∝Al-pea (oral)</td>
<td>Respiratory or cutaneous</td>
<td>Allergic inflammation of lung or skin dependent on challenge site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergic dog</td>
<td>Allergens + alum subcutaneous</td>
<td>Graded food challenge</td>
<td>Vomiting, diarrhea, lethargy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neonatal swine</td>
<td>Peanut + CT i.p.</td>
<td>Repeated food challenges</td>
<td>Diarrhea, respiratory distress, anaphylaxis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CFA, Complete Freund’s Adjuvant.
of fish proteins by gavage [40]. Mice treated with raniti- 
dine or omeprazole to suppress gastric acid had a significant 
enhancement of allergen-specific IgE to the fed allergens 
compared to mice administered the fish allergens without 
acid suppression. In contrast, there was no development of 
IgE reactivity to mouse chow. These results suggest that 
in the absence of pre-existing tolerance, interference with 
normal digestion can promote sensitization.

IgA is thought to be protective against allergy by inter-
ferring with uptake of antigens from the intestinal lumen. 
Fecal antigen-specific IgA has been shown to be upregu-
lated in mice with tolerance, but not sensitization to the 
milk protein β-lactoglobulin (BLG) [15]. The role of IgA in 
experimental food allergy has not yet been directly tested 
through the use of mice deficient in IgA or the polymeric 
immunoglobulin receptor.

Factors that influence epithelial permeability have also 
been shown to be associated with sensitization to food 
proteins. In rats, psychological stress is commonly mod-
eled by cold-restraint or water-avoidance protocols, which 
induce a corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH)-mediated 
increase in epithelial permeability in the jejunum and colon 
[41,42]. Stress has recently been shown to enhance sensi-
tization to orally delivered antigens [43]. Unstressed rats 
that were intragastrically administered the antigen horse-
radish peroxidase (HRP) in adjuvants (alum and pertussis 
toxin) did not develop sensitization to HRP (as measured 
by IgE or presence of local immediate hypersensitivity reac-
tions upon re-challenge). However, if rats were subjected 
to water avoidance stress prior to administration of HRP in 
adjuvants, there was sensitization to HRP. In vitro antigen 
challenge of intestinal segments from sensitized rats showed 
characteristic increases in ion secretion and epithelial per-
meability, responses previously shown to be mast cell and 
IgE dependent. It should be noted that stress also has a 
number of effects on the immune system that may contrib-
ute to sensitization by other mechanisms. It was recently 
shown that mice colonized with Candida albicans develop a 
mast-cell-dependent defect in the gut barrier against mac-
romolecules [44]. When infected mice were administered 
OVA, there was a significant rise in OVA-specific immu-
noglobulin production (IgE, IgG) compared to uninfected 
mice. Like stress, infection likely has many other effects 
beyond perturbation of barrier function, so these studies do 
not directly indicate that increasing delivery of an antigen 
across the epithelial barrier is in itself sufficient to induce 
sensitization. However, combined with the data on gastric 
acid suppression they suggest that normal gastrointestinal 
barrier function is required for tolerance to food proteins.

### Immune mechanisms of allergic sensitization to food proteins

A number of groups have started to examine the host 
immune mechanisms, rather than external factors, by 
which an allergenic immune response to an orally delivered 
protein is induced instead of the predicted response of 
tolerance. Signaling of T-cells through CTLA-4 rather than 
CD28 inhibits T-cell activation, and CTLA-4 pathways have 
been shown to be important in the generation of oral tol-
erance [45]. Blockade of CTLA-4 was tested in a murine 
model of peanut allergy, and was shown to significantly 
increase the IgE and clinical response to peanut when 
administered with CT, but not in the absence of CT [46]. 
Therefore CTLA-4 is an important suppressive factor pre-
venting allergic sensitization, but absence of CTLA-4 sig-
aling does not appear to convert a tolerogenic response to 
an allergenic response, and other factors (provided experi-
mentally by adjuvant) are required for development of sen-
sitization to peanut. Other groups have shown that T-cells 
isolated from liver [47], mesenteric lymph node, or spleen 
[16] can transfer the allergen-specific immunoglobulin 
response, indicating that allergen-specific T-cells are gen-
erated locally within the gastrointestinal tract. CT, which 
is used experimentally to generate an allergic response to 
co-administered antigens, has been shown to induce the 
migration and maturation of dendritic cells (DCs) to the 
esenteric lymph node [48] and migration of DCs to T-cell 
areas in the Peyer’s patch [49]. This maturation results in 
more robust T-cell activation, and migration is necessary for 
delivery of captured antigens to sites of efficient T-cell inter-
action. It is not yet understood how food allergens initiate 
the same response in the absence of experimental adjuvants 
such as CT, but the very interesting finding that peanut 
itself has intrinsic adjuvant activity [6] suggests that these 
additional migratory or maturation signals may be provided 
by the allergen or associated proteins.

### Gut flora

The composition of the gut flora has been hypothesized 
to have a critical role in the development of allergic sensi-
tization. One of the first indications that this could be true 
was the finding that the development of oral tolerance was 
impaired in germ-free rodents [50]. However, there are 
conflicting data on the role of gut flora in oral tolerance. 
Investigators using particulate antigens (sheep red blood 
cells) or haptens have described a lack of tolerance devel-
opment in germ-free mice [50], while results with a soluble 
antigen such as OVA have been conflicting [51–53]. A con-
founding factor is the impact of the gut flora on the develop-
ment of the mucosal immune system, such that impairment 
in oral tolerance may not be due to conditioning of the 
mucosal immune system by gut flora, but rather may be due 
to the underdeveloped gastrointestinal-associated lymphoid 
tissue. This may be of particular relevance to antigens traf-
ficking through the Peyer’s patches, as particulate antigens 
such as sheep red blood cells would be expected to do.

Bashir et al. examined the impact of TLR4 deficiency on 
oral sensitization to peanut in a mouse model of anaphylaxis
symptoms (urticaria or atopic dermatitis) in the absence of allergic patients, and patients often have food-related skin. The skin is a common site of symptoms in food related skin. It has also indicated that sensitization may occur through the gastrointestinal tract, several studies have shown that sensitization is mediated by mast cells, or mediated by T-cell responses. The difference in TLR4 influence on allergic responsiveness to peanut versus other allergens could potentially relate to the route of sensitization, for example peanut has been shown to traffic through the Peyer's patch [56]. Alternatively, the unique interaction between TLR4 and peanut sensitization may relate to the interaction, for example peanut has been shown to traffic through the Peyer's patch [56].

Cutaneous sensitization

Although the natural site of exposure to food proteins in humans is through the gastrointestinal tract, several studies have also indicated that sensitization may occur through the skin. The skin is a common site of symptoms in food allergic patients, and patients often have food-related skin symptoms (urticaria or atopic dermatitis) in the absence of any gastrointestinal symptoms. One potential explanation for this common observation is that sensitization occurs cutaneously and when cells are re-exposed they will home back to the skin using skin-specific homing markers (cutaneous lymphocyte-associated antigen (CLA)) and chemokines (e.g. CCL17, CCL27) [57]. A number of studies have shown that mice can be sensitized epicutaneously as indicated by antigen-specific IgE responses [58–60]. Hsieh et al. have shown that Balb/c mice sensitized to OVA by application of OVA to the skin respond to oral challenge with systemic anaphylaxis (measured by symptom score and plasma histamine) and histological changes in intestine and lung [61]. In the same study, the authors show that this sensitization process is IL-4 dependent. In addition, Strid et al. have shown that Balb/c mice exposed to peanut proteins via the skin develop peanut-specific IgE, IgG1, and a Th2-dominated T-cell cytokine response [62]. Epicutaneous exposure to peanut was shown to not only abrogate oral tolerance responses, but also prime for Th2-skewed immunity. During oral challenge, the mice epicutaneously primed with peanut developed symptoms of anaphylaxis. The latter study [62] required mild abrasion of the skin (by stripping with tape) for sensitization, but exposure via the skin results in an allergic immune response in the absence of exogenous adjuvants. It is not clear what factors in the skin predispose to this allergic response, or if endotoxin in OVA preparations or endogenous adjuvant activity in peanut are critical in the development of sensitization.

The only study to examine the role of TLR4 in epicutaneous sensitization to OVA used CT as adjuvant, and did not show an influence of TLR4 on allergic sensitization to OVA [63]. These studies have not yet been done in the absence of adjuvant.

These studies clearly show that allergic sensitization resulting in food-allergic-type symptoms can be generated by cutaneous sensitization. The link between oral challenge and cutaneous symptoms as seen in patients with food allergy has not yet been clearly modeled. It has been shown that mice orally sensitized to a model food allergen (transgenic expression of α-AI) will develop immediate (mast-cell mediated) and delayed (T-cell mediated) cutaneous hypersensitivity reactions in response to intradermal injection in the footpads [5]. In addition, several murine models of food antigen-induced anaphylaxis report transient cutaneous symptoms, including itching and swelling around the eyes, ears, and mouth, in response to oral challenge [9,10]. Delayed cutaneous reactions in response to oral challenge have not yet been convincingly modeled, although it has been reported that mice sensitized to milk developed atopic dermatitis-like lesions in response to mouse chow contaminated with milk proteins [64].

Pathophysiology of immediate hypersensitivity reactions in the gut

Experimental models of food allergy have been used to elucidate the consequences of allergen challenge in the gastrointestinal tract. As outlined above, rats or mice systemically sensitized to OVA develop increased ion secretion, epithelial permeability, and intestinal motility in response to allergen challenge. Ussing chambers have been particularly instrumental in uncovering mechanisms of epithelial dysfunction. Intestinal segments are mounted in Ussing chambers that immobilize the tissue between oxygenated chambers bathing the luminal or serosal sides of the tissue. Tissues are voltage clamped so that the Short circuit current (Isc) is equal and opposite to the current generated by the tissue by active transport. Therefore, Isc is a measure of active transport of the tissue. The compartmentalization of buffers bathing the serosal and luminal sides of the tissue also allow for measurement of permeability to small and large molecular weight tracers. Tissues can also be “challenged” with allergen on the luminal or serosal side of the intestinal segment. As outlined in the section on models of systemic sensitization to food proteins, luminal allergen challenge of sensitized mice and rats produce a local immediate hypersensitivity response, mediated by mast cells [28,65], and characterized by increased chloride ion secretion and permeability to macromolecules. There is bi-directional communication between mast cells and enteric nerves within the gastrointestinal tract [66,67], and mast cell–nerve interactions are critical to the generation of secretory and motility changes in response to allergen challenge [65,68]. Different mast cell mediators...
appear to mediate effects on epithelial ion secretion and barrier function. Ion secretion is driven by mast-cell-derived histamine, serotonin, and prostaglandins [24]. In contrast, mast cell proteases, including tryptase acting on protease-activated-receptor 2 (PAR2), appear to be major mediators of epithelial permeability changes in the gastrointestinal tract [69,70].

Studies have demonstrated that in the gastrointestinal tract there is a mast-cell-dependent “late-phase” response generated after oral allergen challenge [71–73]. In the stomach this is mediated by mast-cell-derived TNF-α [72]. The late-phase response in the small intestine is characterized by a mononuclear cell infiltrate, disrupted epithelial barrier function, and ion secretion [73]. Immediate effects of mast cell degranulation on epithelial cells combined with a late-phase response are likely underlying mechanisms responsible for allergen-induced diarrhea in vivo, which has been confirmed to be mast cell dependent [29]. The central role of mast cells in allergen-induced pathophysiology of the gastrointestinal tract is shown schematically in Fig. 43.1.

Early studies using the Ussing chamber system to examine epithelial responses to allergen demonstrated that addition of OVA to the luminal or serosal side of intestinal segments from systemically sensitized rats resulted in a rapid ion secretion response (15 seconds when added serosally, 3 minutes when added luminally) [24]. The difference in the response time reflects the time required for antigen to cross the epithelial cell layer prior to triggering lamina propria mast cells that degranulate and cause epithelial ion secretion. Within the last 10 years, it has been shown that this rapid transepithelial antigen transport across intestinal epithelial cells is a feature of sensitized intestine [27,28,74,75]. Rapid transepithelial transport is antigen specific [27], and is mediated by IgE and CD23 on the epithelial cell surface [74,75]. This enhanced uptake is mast cell independent [28], and epithelial CD23 expression is regulated by IL-4 and IgE [74]. Recently these findings have been extended to human systems [76–80], and we have recently shown that CD23 and food-specific IgE are present within stool of food-allergic patients (post-food challenge), but not in controls [76]. It has not yet been shown if interference with this system can prevent anaphylaxis in murine models of food-induced anaphylaxis, although blocking antibodies against CD23 prevent the development of local hypersensitivity reactions in the gut [75]. Figure 43.2 illustrates the role of CD23 in the transepithelial transport of IgE. Improving barrier function through the use of glucagon-like peptide 2 (GLP-2) has also been shown to prevent local hypersensitivity reactions in the gut through a CD23-independent mechanism [81]. Clearly factors that prevent uptake of allergen from the gastrointestinal lumen are effective in prevention of allergen-induced gastrointestinal dysfunction. Probiotics have also been shown to enhance intestinal epithelial barrier function [82], which may be one mechanism by which they may have therapeutic effect.

Figure 43.1 Mast cell mediators and the pathophysiology of gastrointestinal hypersensitivity reactions. Mast cells are required for allergen-induced increases in epithelial chloride secretion and permeability, two driving forces for onset of diarrhea. Mast cells produce a vast array of bioactive mediators, and these have differing effects on pathophysiology. Rapidly released mediators such as histamine, serotonin, and prostaglandins have immediate (within minutes) effects on epithelial chloride secretion. Proteases impair epithelial barrier function within 30–60 minutes, whereas mast-cell-derived cytokines and chemokines can participate in late-phase inflammatory reactions occurring within hours to days after allergen challenge.

Harnessing host–microbial interactions for therapy

The ability of microbial products to downregulate allergic sensitization to food proteins has been of significant interest in the development of potential therapeutics. The use of CpG oligodeoxynucleotides (ODN), bacterial vectors and adjuvants, and probiotics have been tested in animal models for their ability to prevent or treat experimental food allergy. Bashir et al. have shown that administration of CpG ODN together with peanut and CT results in impairment of sensitization to peanut (reduced IgE, reduced IL-13, enhanced IFN-γ) and abolishment of peanut-induced anaphylaxis [54]. The same group has also shown that helminth infection inhibits development of allergic sensitization and anaphylaxis in response to peanut challenge,
via an IL-10-dependent pathway [83], which supports the hypothesis that exposure to microbial products can promote the development of regulatory cells that suppress allergic sensitization. This is also supported by studies showing that helminth infections are protective against intestinal inflammation in murine colitis models through IL-10-dependent [84] and -independent [85,86] pathways. Although a helminth-based therapy has been developed for ulcerative colitis [87], this approach has not been studied as a therapeutic option in food-allergic disorders.

Another experimental approach to immunotherapy has been to administer modified (non-IgE binding) recombinant peanut allergens. These were administered to peanut-sensitized mice by intrarectal administration within a heat-killed *E. coli* vector [90]. Despite the heavy microbial load normally present within the large intestine, administration of the *E. coli* vector itself had some transient immunomodulatory effects, but maximal prolonged suppression of IgE- and peanut-induced anaphylaxis was observed with *E. coli* carrying modified peanut proteins. The mechanism by which this preparation has immunomodulatory effects, or if this suppression of anaphylaxis is mediated by regulatory cells that suppress peanut-specific T- and B-cells, is currently under investigation.

Probiotics have been shown to have clinical efficacy in patients with atopic dermatitis or food allergen-exacerbated eczema [91–95]; however, relatively little has been investigated in experimental animal models. Adel-Patient *et al.* generated *Lactococcus lactis* strains expressing the milk protein BLG and administered them orally to mice [96]. After administration, mice were sensitized to BLG by intraperitoneal injection in incomplete Freund’s adjuvant. Only one of the test strains inhibited BLG-specific IgE in serum, but several of the strains induced a significant increase in BLG-specific IgG2a. Surprisingly both Th1 and Th2 cytokines were enhanced by administration of BLG-expressing *L. lactis* strains. Although a BLG-expressing *Lactobacillus casei* has also been developed [97], the effect of these strains on clinical reactivity to BLG in mice has not been reported to date. Kim *et al.* reported that administration of *Bifidobacterium bifidum*, *Lactobacillus casei*, or *E. coli* to mice in the mouse chow significantly reduced OVA-specific IgE and IgG1 in a murine model of oral sensitization to OVA [98]. Anaphylaxis symptoms were not assessed. Oral administration of probiotics (VSL-3) to mice with experimental colitis has been shown to inhibit inflammation (in both Th1-mediated and innate-immunity-mediated models of colitis) in a TLR9-dependent manner [99]. Given the fact that CpG has been shown to inhibit peanut-induced anaphylaxis in a murine model of food allergy [54], the use of oral probiotics may also potentially activate TLR9 and downregulate allergic sensitization in food allergy; however, this remains speculative at this point.

Reductionist models for food-allergy research

Animal models are not the only experimental approach to food allergy, and reductionist models have been used to examine specific aspects of the allergic response to food allergens. The use of Ussing chambers has been introduced in a
previous section of the chapter. Ussing chambers can be used not only for the in vitro measurement of local hypersensitivity reactions of gastrointestinal tissue from animal models, but modified chambers have been developed for use with patient biopsies [100,101]. This technique has been reported as a potential diagnostic tool for food-allergic disorders [100], and has been used to study transepithelial antigen trafficking in inflammatory bowel disease [101]. In cases where endoscopy and biopsy are called for, this technique may be valuable for studying local responses to food allergens in humans.

Modeling of the human gastrointestinal epithelium can also be done using cell lines that polarize when grown on filter supports. T84 cells, Caco-2 cells, HT-29 subclones, and HCA-7 cells all polarize when grown on transwell filters. These cell lines form tight junctions and have well-differentiated apical and basolateral domains. Human intestinal cell monolayers have been used to address issues related to transepithelial allergen transport [102,103], antibody-mediated antigen uptake [76,77,79], and when co-cultured with immune cells can model epithelial pathophysiology in response to local immune activation [104].

Mast cells, like human epithelial cells, have also been modeled using cell line systems. The most common is the rat basophil leukemia cell line, or RBL. This cell line has been transfected with the human high-affinity IgE receptor, and through this method can be used to assess the reactivity of human serum samples to different allergens [105,106]. Bischoff and colleagues have also published protocols for the isolation of human intestinal mast cells [107], which allows for the study of tissue-specific characteristics of human mast cells.

Reductionist approaches may be most useful for modeling the interaction of cells and allergens within the gastrointestinal mucosa, as access to intestinal tissues from food-allergic patients is limited due to the invasive measures needed to acquire them. The development of co-culture systems will then begin to address cell–cell interactions in a well-controlled experimental environment, and can begin to move findings using rodent systems into a human tissue-based experimental system.
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CHAPTER 44

Food Allergy: Psychological Considerations

Lourdes B. de Asis and Ronald A. Simon

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- Food allergic patients, particularly children and adolescents, are subject to increased stress and social disruption, which can lead to diminished quality of life and increased risk-taking behavior.

- The key features differentiating the person with food aversion or food sensitivity from the person with a true food allergy are: (i) the absence or inconsistent finding of recognized signs and symptoms, physical findings, and laboratory evaluation supportive of an allergic, toxic, enzymatic, or pharmacological reaction to a specific food and (ii) the inability to reproduce symptoms or physical changes under adequately controlled double-blind food challenge conditions.

- Single-blinded placebo-controlled (SBPC) challenges may be performed to confirm neuropsychological complaints associated with food ingestion.

- There are four elements necessary to accomplish this type of challenge: (i) a single substance (food/additive/substance etc.); (ii) that produces a consistent reaction (even totally subjective); (iii) with a known amount; and (iv) in a set time frame.

- The benefits of elimination diets on behavior and cognition in autistic children remain questionable.

- Depression, but not schizophrenia, has been shown to have a well-established link with celiac disease.

- Patients with complaints of multiple food intolerance/sensitivities, as frequently seen in multiple chemical sensitivity (MCS)/idiopathic environmental intolerance (IEI) syndromes have frequently been shown to have underlying somatoform, depression, or panic disorders.

**Introduction**

Food is central to our physical and social development from our earliest memory as individuals and as a society. Since childhood, the sight, smell, and taste of food are inextricably linked to experiences that shape our personalities and how we relate to the world. It is therefore small wonder that food is involved in numerous psychological and somatic disorders with psychological overtones such as anorexia, bulimia, obesity, and many others [1]. Food-related behavior has not only been the means of expression of psychological disorder, but food itself has been implicated in the causation and exacerbation of emotional and psychological problems. In food-allergic patients, the anxiety and limitations imposed by their condition have been recognized to have significant impact on quality of life. There has also been increased interest in the psychological response to the restrictions on diet and lifestyle required of patients and their families.

This chapter addresses these issues and provides the practicing allergist with an approach to managing and counseling patients with documented food allergies as well as psychogenic food reactions. It also examines the current literature on the association between food sensitivity and psychological diseases, such as autism and schizophrenia. It is worth noting Pearson’s observation [2] that effective communication between the patients, their families, and the medical practitioner, is a critical component in the management of these patients.

**Psychological responses to food allergy**

The most common abnormal psychological responses to physical illness include denial, anxiety, anger, depression, and dependency. These psychological states are a reaction to loss of health. The extent of psychopathology and impaired somatic functioning depends on the degree to which emotional issues related to the illness are resolved [3]. With this in mind, allergic patients have not been found to have significantly increased prevalence of psychological problems compared to non-allergic controls [4].
Food allergy carries with it the additional psychological burden of dietary restriction and vigilance and continuous anxiety regarding the consequences of accidental exposure. Primeau et al. [5] studied the impact of peanut allergy on quality of life and family relations in children and adults compared to patients of similar age group with a rheumatological disease. Peanut-allergic children, as reported by their parents, were found to have significantly more disruption in their daily activities and increased impairment of familial social interactions compared to the families of children with rheumatological disease. However, the families of peanut-allergic children scored better on mastery and coping mechanisms. The reverse was true of peanut-allergic adults who scored worse on mastery and coping mechanisms associated with their disease, but had less personal strain and familial disruption than adults with rheumatological disease. This difference was attributed not only to the greater vigilance parents practice over the management of their children’s allergies, leading to better mastery and coping, but also to higher stress levels. Peanut-allergic adults were less compulsive regarding management of their own allergies, and thus had less stress and social disruption. This study also emphasized the significant psychological burden of a food allergy diagnosis on families and their need for educational and emotional support.

Other studies by Bollinger and colleagues [6] found that food allergy had significant effect on meal preparation, family social activities, stress levels, and school attendance. Avery [7] compared the quality of life scores of peanut-allergic children and children with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus and found that peanut-allergic children had poorer quality life and had more fear of adverse events, anxiety about eating, and felt more restricted regarding physical activities, but felt safer when they ate in familiar places or when carrying epinephrine kits.

Adolescents and young adults are especially vulnerable and have been found to be particularly high risk for fatal food-allergic reactions. The risk-taking behaviors and coping mechanisms of this group of patients was examined by Sampson, Munoz-Furlong, and Sicherer [8] using anonymous questionnaires. Their findings revealed that a significant number engage in risk-taking behaviors such as ingesting potentially unsafe food and failure to “always” carry epinephrine. These behaviors may be related to the increased sense of “social isolation” [9] and reports of “feeling different” which have been found in this group as a result of their food allergies. Participants in this study thought that educating other students about food allergy, wider meal selection, and having pre-selected staff members with whom to discuss meal selection would help them cope better at school. This study further recommended increased education of teens, young adults, and their peers with emphasis on the symptoms of anaphylaxis, the importance of carrying and using injectable epinephrine, and avoidance of “unsafe” foods.

Food allergy and psychological disorders

It is recognized that the experience and expression of illness reflects the interaction between the physical and psychological states of an individual, such that an individual’s mental state can influence physiological changes, including the reactivity of the immune system [10,11]. Moreover, the response to physical stimuli, such as the wheal and flare reaction to intradermal testing [12] and hyperreactivity of the bronchial airways [13] are reported to be influenced by mental events. Psychologically mediated allergic changes can be classified into a non-specific autonomic nervous system response to emotional arousal, such as an asthma attack due to fright or violent emotion, and changes due to suggestion or conditioning to specific stimuli [14]. It has been reported that nasal, eye, and airway symptoms as well as changes in eosinophil levels, nasal secretion, bronchoconstriction, and gastrointestinal (GI) and skin blood flow can be experimentally induced by suggestion alone [15,16]. These findings emphasize the importance of performing diagnostic tests, particularly challenge/provocation procedures, under-blinded, placebo-controlled conditions.

Definition of terms

In 1984, the Royal College of Physicians and the British Nutrition Program formed a joint committee to address the public’s concern about food processing and food allergies. In their report [17], they defined two main disorders: food intolerance or adverse physical reaction to a specific food or food ingredient that is reproducible under-blind challenge conditions; and food aversion or “pseudo-food allergy,” as Pearson called it [14], which includes psychological avoidance of food and psychogenic physical reactions to food due to emotions associated with the food rather than a physical response to the food itself, that is not reproducible in a blinded challenge. Food allergy is classified under food intolerance or adverse reaction with characteristic clinical and immunological abnormalities that may be immediate IgE-mediated or non-IgE mediated.

The key features differentiating the person with food aversion or food sensitivity, as they are currently called, from the person with a true food allergy or adverse food reaction are: (i) the absence or inconsistent finding of recognized signs and symptoms, physical findings, and laboratory evaluation supportive of an allergic, toxic, enzymatic, or pharmacological reaction to a specific food and (ii) the inability to reproduce symptoms or physical changes under adequately controlled double-blind food challenge conditions. Double-blind placebo-controlled food challenge (DBPCFC) in an appropriate clinical setting is the gold standard in the diagnosis of food allergy [18] and is the best method to avoid patient and observer bias [19].


**Autism**

Childhood autism is characterized by significant abnormal or impaired development in social interaction and communication, and restricted repertoire of activity and interests [1]. Immunological abnormalities, gluten sensitivity, and food allergy have been proposed to play a role in the pathogenesis and management of autism [20–22]. However, evidence supporting the beneficial effects of dietary manipulation on behavior and cognition in children with autism spectrum disorder has consisted mainly of anecdotal reports and small trials.

Bidet and colleagues [23] reported increased basophil degranulation to food allergens in 10 autistic children and Lucarelli [24] reported improvement in behavioral disturbance in 36 autistic children placed on a cow’s milk elimination diet. More recently, two small trials examined the benefit of gluten and casein-free diets in autistic children. One trial [25] reported reduction in autistic traits but equivocal results on cognitive skills, and on linguistic and motor ability. The trial by Knivsberg [26] studied 10 autistic children over 1 year and reported improvement in the children on the gluten and casein-free diets.

Other studies by Sponheim [27], Renzoni, [28], and Pavone [29] were unable to demonstrate improvement in behavior with a gluten-free diet, or any association between autism and food allergy or celiac disease. Studies by Walker-Smith [30] and McCarthy [31] failed to demonstrate an increased prevalence of celiac disease in autistic patients using anti-gliadin assays and jejunal biopsies.

Lymphocytic infiltration in the upper and lower GI tract [32], immune activation [33], and abnormal lymphocytic responses to dietary antigens [34] have also been recently reported in children with autism, but the relevance of these findings to cognitive function or to development of autism is still unclear.

These studies demonstrate the need for large-scale quality-controlled trials in this area. Given the lack of hard evidence supporting the benefits of dietary manipulation in preventing or treating autistic patients, implementation of rigorous elimination diets should be undertaken with great caution. Such unproven measures may divert the autistic patient’s family from more useful treatments and contribute to poor nutrition and further social isolation in families already facing great difficulties.

**Schizophrenia**

In 1966, it was proposed by Dohan [35] that gluten played a significant role in aggravating the symptoms of schizophrenia and that a gluten-free diet was of therapeutic value to these patients. Studies of the rate of mental hospital admissions for schizophrenic women and change in wheat consumption during World War II in the United States, Canada, Norway, Sweden, and Finland reported a high correlation further supporting this hypothesis [36,37]. Eaton and colleagues [38] reported increased risk of schizophrenia in patients with celiac disease in their analysis of Danish national registers [39].

Dohan and other researchers [40–42] also reported improvement in schizophrenic patients when placed on a gluten-free diet with improvement seen as early as 1 month and others needing 6–12 months, and deterioration when given a gluten challenge. However, only some schizophrenics, those who were chronically ill, had a poor prognosis, and had nuclear schizophrenia, seemed to respond best. Reports that the incidence of anti-gliadin antibodies were elevated in schizophrenic patients, and that wheat gluten had endorphin-like and opioid antagonist polypeptides properties that can cross into the brain in experimental animals initially lent support to this hypothesis [43–45].

Subsequent studies of gliadin antibody levels in schizophrenics and follow-up intestinal biopsies in antibody-positive patients did not find an increased incidence of coeliac disease (CD) in schizophrenic patients [46–48]. Other studies have failed to find any improvement in schizophrenic patients with a gluten-free diet. Potkin [49] studied eight schizophrenic patients who were placed on a closely supervised gluten-, cereal grains-, and milk-free diet for at least 13 weeks. They then underwent DBPC gluten challenge for a period of 5–8 weeks. No deterioration in clinical status was observed using the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS). Other researchers [50,51] were also unable to demonstrate any improvement with a gluten-free diet for a period as long as 9 months. West and colleagues [52], using data from the UK General Practice Research Database, a database of approximately 3 million patients, found no increased risk of schizophrenia in patients with celiac disease compared with the general population.

Milk was reported in one case to be associated with psychotic symptoms in a 14-year-old female with a history of GI intolerance to milk who developed symptoms on double-blind challenge [53]. Elevated IgA antibodies to gliadin, β-lactoglobulin, and casein were reported in 25 schizophrenic patients compared to controls, but the clinical relevance of this finding is unclear [54]. Other researchers [55,48] have not found elevated food antibodies in schizophrenic patients.

**Coeliac disease and psychiatric disorders**

CD, or gluten-sensitive enteropathy, is a chronic disease of the small intestinal mucosa with intermittent diarrhea, abdominal pain, distension, and irritability induced by gliadin, the prolamin protein of wheat [56]. Aside from the resulting weight loss and malabsorption, neurological and psychiatric illnesses have also been reported in patients with CD [57,58].

A high prevalence of anxiety, depression, and disruptive behavioral disorders has been reported in adults and adolescents with CD [59–61]. The prevalence of these disorders has been attributed to the reduction in the quality of life due
to chronic disease in these patients [59,60] and serotonergic
dysfunction due to impaired availability of tryptophan related
to either malabsorption or impaired transport [62]. Hallert
and Sedvall [63] reported significant increases in monoam-
ione metabolites and tryptophan in the cerebrospinal fluid in
patients with CD after being on a gluten-free diet for 1 year.
De Santis and colleagues [64] reported a case of a patient
with undiagnosed and untreated CD with psychiatric disor-
der. The patient’s psychiatric symptoms disappeared and fron-
tal cortex abnormalities normalized as documented by single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) after begin-
ning a gluten-free diet. Addolorato [59] studied 35 patients
with CD, anxiety, and depression for 1 year on a gluten-free
diet. They reported a significant decrease in anxiety state to
values similar to controls after 1 year on the gluten-free diet
without significant reduction in depression. They attributed
these findings to the fact that anxiety in CD patients is pre-
dominantly reactive, and related to poor quality of life due to
chronic illness, whereas depression is a characteristic of CD.
They recommend that patients with CD obtain psychological
support to improve compliance to treatment and limit-related
disease complications. Pynnönen [65] also reported signifi-
cant improvement in depressive symptoms in adolescents
with celiac disease after 3 months on a gluten-free diet.
Hallert [63] studied 12 patients with CD and depression
and reported no improvement in depressive symptoms after
1 year on a gluten-free diet despite improvement in small
intestinal biopsies. However, he reported significant
reduction in depression as evaluated by the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) after 6 months
on oral pyridoxine (vitamin B6) therapy (80mg/day). Their
findings suggest that the metabolic effects of pyridoxine
deficiency may influence central nervous mechanisms reg-
ulating mood in CD.

**Somatoform disorders**

In 1984, Rix and colleagues [66] studied the psychiatric
characteristics of 19 patients who believed they had aller-
gies to multiple foods but were subsequently found not to
be allergic on skin testing and double-blind provocation.
These patients attributed food allergy a variety of symp-
toms such as lethargy, head pain or tightness, abdominal
discomfort, nausea, depression and irritability among oth-
ers. The authors found this group to be almost identical, in
terms of psychiatric symptoms, with a group of new psychi-
atriatric patients who attended an outpatient clinic. The major-
ity of these patients had depressive neurotic complaints,
which under current classification criteria could be catego-
rized under the somatoform disorders.

The characteristic feature of the somatoform disorders
is the presence of multiple physical symptoms that cannot
be explained by a medical condition or by another mental
disorder, and that cause significant social or occupational
dysfunction [1]. Somatization disorder, conversion disorder,
pain disorder, hypochondriasis, and body dysmorphic disor-
der are included in this category.

Somatization disorder is of special interest because food
intolerance is a common complaint in these patients. Patients
with this disorder complain of numerous physical
problems over several years with onset before age 30. These
complaints cannot be fully explained by any known medi-
cal condition, or if they occur in the presence of a medical
condition, the resulting functional impairment is in excess
of what would be expected.

Criteria for diagnosis require that the patient report at
least four pain symptoms, two GI symptoms (which may
include multiple food intolerance), one sexual symptom,
and one pseudoneurological symptom. Patients with this
disorder have increased suggestibility and are more likely to
complain of multiple problems [67]. Other studies [68–70]
have also found increased frequency of somatoform disor-
ders, depression, and anxiety in community samples of pro-
fessionals and students reporting intolerance to foods that
are not confirmed by allergy skin testing or oral challenge.

Patients with somatoform disorders are the most fre-
quently encountered type of patient who present with an
unconfirmed food allergy and non-specific symptoms. They
present a special challenge to the physician and require
extra effort and support in terms of time, education, and
attempts to build a rapport, since most patients will reject a
psychiatric referral if they do not have a good relationship
with their physicians and if they feel that their emotional
and physical problems are not taken seriously.

**Panic disorder and environmental intolerance**

Self-reported multiple food intolerances/sensitivities have
been reported to be frequently associated with idiopathic
environmental intolerance (IEI), formerly called multiple
chemical sensitivities (MCS) [66,71,72]. In 1987, Cullen
[73] introduced the term “MCS,” which he defined as “An
acquired disorder characterized by recurrent symptoms,
referable to multiple organ systems, occurring in response
to demonstrable exposure to many chemically unrelated
compounds at doses far below those established in the gen-
eral population to cause harmful effects. No single widely
accepted test of physiological function can be shown to
correlate with symptoms.” Other terms for IEI are cerebral
allergy, chemically induced immune dysregulation, total
allergy syndrome, and ecological illness [74].

The most common complaints are fatigue, headache, nau-
sea, malaise, pain, mucosal irritation, disorientation, and dizzi-
ness, which are mostly non-specific. No gross or microscopic
evidence of inflammation or other objective signs of pathol-
ogy have been associated with IEI. As in somatoform disor-
ders, these patients have multiple chronic symptoms and have
previously consulted with numerous physicians and other
health-care professionals without satisfaction nor any finding
of underlying immunological, autoimmune, or any physical
disease to explain their symptoms [75]. Patients attribute their illness to exposure to a combination of environmental chemicals, multiple foods, and drugs. A unique feature of IEI is the general absence of a dose–response curve in the provocation of symptoms [76].

Evidence is growing in support of a causal role of underlying psychiatric illness, specifically somatoform [77,78], depression, and panic disorder is IEI [79–82]. IEI and panic disorder share common symptoms such as chest tightness, breathlessness, and palpitations; apprehension; and avoidance of situations that have been associated with onset of symptoms. Panic attacks may temporarily occur with non-noxious stimuli that are then associated with symptoms by the patient and are subsequently considered the cause of the symptoms. Reports of placebo-controlled studies using saline infusions [83], carbon dioxide inhalation [84], and provocative challenges [85] note that these approaches provoke symptoms suggestive of panic disorder and anxiety syndrome with hyperventilation in IEI patients. Evidence for a common neurogenetic basis linking IEI and panic disorders was reported by Binkley and colleagues [86] in a study of 11 IEI patients who were found to have a significantly increased prevalence of cholecystokinin B (CCK-B) receptor alleles, which are known to be associated with panic disorder, compared to age-, sex-, and ethnic background-matched controls.

**Approach to the patient with psychological symptoms attributed to food allergy**

Epidemiological research has found a large discrepancy between the high prevalence of self-reported food allergy symptoms in the general population and the low prevalence of actual food allergy as documented by skin testing and oral challenges. Up to 20% of the population report some form of food intolerance or food allergy, whereas the prevalence of documented immunological food reactions is around 2% [87,88]. As previously discussed, many patients who attribute their symptoms to food allergy without scientific basis after appropriate allergy evaluation may have an underlying psychiatric disorder. The most commonly reported disorders are somatoform disorder, depression, or panic disorder. The stigma placed on psychiatric disorders in our society makes it more acceptable to attribute symptoms to an organic cause such as allergy rather than psychiatric etiology. Physicians may contribute to this perception by paying selective attention to physical symptoms. Patients may also be hesitant to reveal psychological issues if they sense the doctor has negative attitudes toward psychiatric problems or is uncomfortable dealing with emotional distress [89]. Every effort should therefore be made to maintain good rapport and communication with these patients. It is important that they feel that their physician takes them and their symptoms seriously.

When taking the history, psychosocial cues from the patient such as description of symptoms worsening around stressful situations should be noted and explored if the patient is willing. Physicians should be alert to the presence of paroxysmal episodes of symptoms which involve a combination of physical and psychological symptoms (pallitations, nausea, sweating, tension, fear), since they may be suggestive of a panic or anxiety disorder. Multiplicity of symptoms is also suggestive of a psychiatric disorder. A linear association has been found between the number and severity of somatic complaints such as myalgia, tiredness, and pain, changes in sleep and energy levels, and psychological distress [90].

The importance of performing blinded placebo-controlled challenges, as opposed to open challenges, to evaluate suspected psychogenic food reactions cannot be stressed enough due to the multiple, non-specific character of these complaints, the increased suggestibility in the majority of these patients, and to avoid patient and observer bias. It is also important to perform only investigations that the physicians feel is warranted based on the history and physical examination, as further investigations may serve only to reinforce the patient's belief in an organic pathology and to delay appropriate treatment [91].

Although DBPC challenges are the gold standard in the diagnosis of food allergy and should be performed whenever feasible, single-blinded placebo-controlled (SBPC) challenges may also be performed to confirm neuropsychological complaints associated with food ingestion, as long as guidelines are followed. The Scripps Clinic has had a very positive experience with a SBPC challenge protocol and have found it to be highly effective in screening patients with psychogenic food reactions and in overcoming patients’ belief system that there is a cause and effect relationship between exposure to the substance and onset of symptoms. There are four elements necessary to accomplish this type of challenge: (i) a single substance (food/additive/substance, etc.), (ii) that produces a consistent reaction (even totally subjective), (iii) with a known amount, and (iv) in a set time frame. While we anticipated multiple reactions to both placebo and active challenges, we have found that under direct observation, in a “laboratory” environment, with multiple placebo challenges spread within the active challenges, with a placebo always given first and last and with the patient having no knowledge as to the time of the final challenge, only rarely do reactions occur to any of the challenges.

Part of the discussion of negative challenge results should include an explanation that the patient’s symptoms may be due to a “conditioned reflex” association. This type of association may have been established when the patient experienced symptoms that coincidentally occurred in the presence of the suspected substance. The patient may then have mistaken a temporal association between substance exposure and onset of symptoms with a cause-and-effect association.
Repeated episodes of substance exposure paired with symptom onset reinforces this association. After a sufficient period, whenever the patient believes he or she has been exposed to the food or substance, symptoms are triggered. As previously mentioned, the patient should not be told that they were “imagining” or “making up” their symptoms. They should be informed that they were in fact experiencing symptoms, but these symptoms were not caused by exposure to the suspected substance. Most patients will accept and be reassured by explanations that an allergic etiology is not involved in their symptoms and that there is no serious organic pathology found on evaluation.

When the physician feels he or she does not have the expertise to manage more serious psychiatric disorders or to address psychosocial issues, a referral to a psychiatrist with an interest in patients who present with somatic complaints would be appropriate. The manner in which the referral is made is crucial to the success of future treatment, because patients may be reluctant or even hostile to the idea of seeing a psychiatrist. Insensitively handled psychiatric referrals will add to the patient’s distress and loss of confidence in orthodox medicine and may lead them to seek help from unorthodox practitioners instead.

Patients may be more receptive to accept psychologically based treatment if they are reminded of the complex interactions between psychological, social, and physical influences, and if there is a discussion of how psychological issues can contribute to symptoms [89]. Close liaison and communication between the referring physician and the treating psychiatrist is important to enhance communication between the physicians and the patient. These patients present a special challenge to the allergy specialist, and it is our task to counsel them with compassion and guide them toward more appropriate and effective therapy for their problem.

**Psychological support of patients with food allergy**

The first and most important step in the management of food-allergic patients is obtaining an accurate diagnosis. Once the diagnosis is established, education of the patient and their family regarding avoidance of the allergic food and treatment of anaphylactic reactions can be conducted [92]. However, avoidance measures and vigilance required have been shown to diminish quality of life and increase stress levels, particularly for families of children with food allergy [5,6]. This may also be a factor in decreased compliance with proscribed measures and precautions and result in increased risk-taking behavior, particularly in teens and young adults [8]. Recognition of these issues is often overlooked in the evaluation and management of these patients. Use of disease-specific quality of life measures, such as the food allergy quality of life – parental burden [93], increases understanding of these factors and may aid in the development of improved treatment strategies.

Use of self-management support and education, similar to the model used in the management of chronic illnesses such as diabetes, may offer insight into how we can improve quality of life and compliance in food-allergic patients. Patient education provides knowledge-based instructions in the hope that this will lead to behavioral changes and improved clinical outcomes. Self-management support is directed toward improving the patient’s ability to deal with their medical condition, including physical and social consequences and lifestyle changes. It goes beyond patient education to include processes that develop patient problem-solving skills, improve self-efficacy, and support implementation of knowledge in real-life situations [94].

Awareness and acknowledgment of the psychological factors involved in food allergy and psychogenic food reactions, together with the other diagnostic and therapeutic modalities discussed in this book, offers a more comprehensive approach and provides physicians and patients with greater insight in the management of this problem.
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**Introduction**

Broadly speaking food has been linked to joint symptoms in three ways. Firstly, primary food allergy can be associated with self-limited arthralgia (joint pain) and/or arthritis (joint inflammation) in addition to the other manifestations of allergy such as urticaria [1]. Secondly, reactive arthritis or Reiter’s syndrome may be associated with a preceding gastrointestinal infection such as *Campylobacter*, acquired from eating contaminated food products. Thirdly, patients with primary inflammatory arthritis often report a link between certain foods and joint symptoms in regard to both disease timing and severity of symptoms. The causal link between diet and inflammatory arthritis is strongest for gout [2,3]. However, patients with other forms of inflammatory arthritis such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA) sometimes report an association between their symptoms and food. The frequency with which RA occurs as a consequence of true food allergy is uncertain and perhaps not frequent. Notwithstanding, certain foods seem to have a significant impact on disease activity for some individuals with RA and elimination of particular foods may benefit some patients. However, there is currently no easy way to predict who will respond to dietary avoidance strategies. There is more robust evidence for the benefits of dietary supplementation with n-3 fatty acids in RA. The focus of this chapter is the relationship between foods and RA.

**Rheumatoid arthritis**

RA is a chronic condition which affects 1–2% of the general population. The hallmark of RA is inflammation of the synovial lining of the joints. Early in the course of the disease the inflammation results in joint pain, swelling, and stiffness. Over time, the joints become damaged by erosion of bone and cartilage by inflamed synovial tissue (pannus), which leads to joint deformities and functional impairment. Disease classification criteria for RA rest on the pattern of joint involvement (symmetrical polyarthritis involving the small joints of the hands and feet), presence of rheumatoid factor (RF) in serum, and radiographic evidence of periarticular erosions. Further laboratory features which aid the diagnosis of RA include elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and antibodies against cyclic citrullinated peptide (CCP).

The aims of management in RA are reduction of symptoms, prevention of joint damage, and preservation of joint function. Pharmacological therapies, which are the mainstay of treatment, can be broadly classified into three groups:

1. **Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)** which act rapidly to reduce pain but have no beneficial effect on long-term disease progression.
2. **Corticosteroids** which rapidly control inflammation and may reduce joint erosion, but are associated with many non-trivial unwanted effects.
3. **Disease modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs)** (e.g. methotrexate, salazopyrin, tumor necrosis factor (TNF) blockers) which in general are slow to act but prevent long-term joint destruction and improve functional outcomes.

In addition to these standard medical therapies, patients frequently request information regarding alternative and/or

---

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- There is little convincing evidence for rheumatoid arthritis (RA) occurring as a result of food allergy.
- Patients with RA commonly associate certain foods with increased joint symptoms, although in many cases this is not confirmed by formal assessments.
- Individual patients with RA may have an improvement in disease control on elimination of certain foods from the diet.
- Prolonged periods of fasting or hypocaloric diets should be avoided due to potential adverse outcomes.
- In patients with RA, long-term dietary supplementation with n-3 fatty acids is associated with improvements in disease activity when combined with disease modifying anti-rheumatic drug therapy.
complementary therapies, including dietary therapies for management of their disease. Up to 75% of RA patients believe food influences their symptoms and it has been reported that as many as 50% try dietary manipulation in an attempt to control their symptoms [4,5]. By contrast, relatively few physicians would regard diet as contributing to the etiology of RA or as having a significant role in the management of RA.

**Diet in the etiology of rheumatoid arthritis**

A number of genetic factors have been shown to predispose to RA. As heritability is well short of 100%, it follows that environmental factors contribute substantially to etiology. A number of epidemiological studies have examined the role of diet in the etiology of RA. A decreased risk of developing RA has been reported with high consumption of fish, a rich source of n-3 fatty acids [6]. Consumption of β-cryptoxanthin (a carotenoid found in fruit and vegetables) has also been associated with reduced risk for RA [7,8]. Some but not all studies have reported an increased risk of developing RA with high red meat consumption [9–11] and caffeine intake [12–14].

Evidence for an RA-like illness as a result of food allergy is sparse. Panush described two patients who developed subjective and objective evidence of a non-erosive, RF negative, palindromic inflammatory arthritis after exposure to shrimp and nitrates [15].

**Genetics in the etiology of rheumatoid arthritis: the potential interaction with food**

Twin studies provide a means for assessing the relative extent of contributions by genetic and environmental factors to multi-factorial diseases. In RA, the concordance rate in monozygotic twins is reported to be 12% [16] to 15% [17]. Quantitative genetic analysis using the data from both of these cohorts has demonstrated that the “heritability” or extent to which liability to RA is explained by genetic variation in the population is about 60% [18].

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) class II alleles are among the most important genetic contributors to RA. HLA antigens are surface membrane molecules that play a central role in specific immunity through their ability to present peptide fragments that have been processed by antigen-presenting cells (APCs). HLA-DR molecules are strongly expressed on APCs, especially dendritic cells. They present peptides derived from both endogenous and exogenous antigens to CD4+ve T-cells. The HLA genes within the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) comprise the class I loci (A, B, and C) and the class II loci (DQ, DR, and DP). The alleles at these respective loci occur in non-random associations known as haplotypes. The strongest allelic associations in RA are with subtypes of HLA-DR4 and HLA-DR1, in particular HLA-DR*0401, HLA-DR*0404, and HLA-DR*0101. These HLA-DR specificities are determined by the HLA-DRB1 locus and have a conserved amino acid sequence in the third hypervariable region of the DRβ chain, known as the “shared epitope.” The “shared epitope” is situated within the region of the DRβ chain that forms part of the peptide-binding groove which presents the antigen. It is this “shared epitope” portion that is thought to confer the risk of RA [19]. The canonical feature of the shared epitope is a positively charged pocket lined by neutral and positively charged amino acids. This configuration is favorable for presentation of peptide fragments with appropriately located negative charge. The “shared epitope” provides a potential mechanism whereby an individual may inherit a susceptibility to RA.

According to this scenario, when a predisposed person meets a potentially pathogenic antigen in an appropriate immunological context (with endogenous and exogenous co-stimulatory molecules signaling a “danger” context), a pathogenic immune response may occur directed against either exogenous and endogenous antigens or both. From the perspective of a possible allergic component to RA, it is notable that the HLA-DR4 alleles have been associated with atopy. While food is an abundant source of exogenous antigens, presentation of peptides within the specialized immunological tissues of the gut mucosa generally evokes immunological tolerance rather than responsiveness because “danger signals” that promote the latter are typically lacking.

**Food allergy/intolerance in rheumatoid arthritis**

A number of case reports link symptom severity with certain foods in RA (Table 45.1). In all of these reports patients responded with an improvement in arthritic symptoms on elimination of the offending food from the diet. Van der Laar et al. have also reported on two patients with RA who had raised serum IgE concentrations to several foods, which reduced after elimination of the foods from the diet. This was accompanied by an improvement in clinical symptoms and a reduction in mast cells in both the synovial membrane and proximal small intestine [20]. However, while a number of patients describe food-related aggravation of symptoms, this often is not substantiated by more formal assessment [15].

The concept of food allergy/intolerance in RA has led to studies examining the effects of dietary manipulation on disease activity in RA. Dietary manipulation can be divided into two categories: exclusion diets where foods thought to increase symptoms are removed from the diet and supplementation diets where foods that improve symptoms are added to the diet. In RA, exclusion diets have been shown to be of some value in individual patients only. In comparison, supplementation of the diet with n-3 fatty acids has been shown to benefit groups of patients in randomized controlled trials. In this section we review the evidence for exclusion diets in RA.
Elemental diets

Elemental diets are designed to provide foods in their simplest forms, thus proteins are provided as amino acids, carbohydrates as glucose or small saccharides, and fats as medium chain triglycerides. Such diets are thought to be hypoallergenic and thereby provide a means for determining whether food allergy/intolerance has a role in RA. There have been several studies using such diets in RA. Haugen et al. conducted a prospective, double-blind, controlled study in 20 patients with active RA. For 3 weeks patients received either an elemental diet or a control diet consisting of well mixed and blended soup which contained milk, meat, corn, and wheat. In the fourth week of the study all patients returned to their normal diet. While 3/10 patients in the elemental group and 2/7 patients in the control group improved, overall there was no significant difference between the two groups [28]. In a larger study by Holst-Jensen et al., 4 weeks of an artificial elemental peptide diet was compared to normal diet in 30 patients. Patients were assessed at baseline, at the end of the 4 weeks on the study diet and then at 3 and 6 months. While there were improvements in pain and Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ) scores at 4 weeks these improvements were lost by 3 months. Only one patient in the elemental diet group was classified as a “responder” according to their predetermined criteria (ACR20 improvement (see box)) [29]. Similar findings with individual patient improvement, particularly in the more subjective aspects of disease assessment, have been reported by Kavanagh et al. [30]. While individual patients may benefit from such elemental diets, there is insufficient evidence to support their routine use in the management of RA. Furthermore, the benefits appear to be short-lived once patients return to a normal diet and the long-term sustainability of such diets is questionable.

Table 45.1 Reports of food allergy/intolerance in RA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case summary</th>
<th>Allergen</th>
<th>Effect of removal of putative food allergen from diet</th>
<th>Effect of re-introduction of putative food allergen from diet</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF−ve RA, extra-articular manifestations, ↑ESR, ↑IgE</td>
<td>Cereals (skin prick test positive)</td>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>Recurrence of symptoms</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosive RF−ve RA, 11 years duration</td>
<td>Milk and cheese</td>
<td>Significant improvement with ↑ESR, able to stop prednisone</td>
<td>Recurrence of symptoms within 24 hours of re-introduction of dairy products</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active RA, 35 years duration</td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>Improved, ↑ESR, able to stop DMARDs</td>
<td>Recurrence of symptoms</td>
<td>[23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF−ve arthritis elbow and tenosynovitis</td>
<td>Milk (RAST+ve for cow’s milk)</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Recurrence of symptoms</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spondylitis</td>
<td>Milk and wheat (serum-specific IgE+ve for milk and wheat)</td>
<td>Marked improvement</td>
<td>Recurrence of symptoms</td>
<td>[24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF+ve inflammatory arthritis</td>
<td>Milk (↑IgG anti-milk antibodies)</td>
<td>Improved</td>
<td>Challenges with milk resulted in deterioration of symptoms</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile RA, 6 years duration, RF−ve</td>
<td>Cow’s milk (lactose intolerant; IgG and IgM anti-milk antibodies)</td>
<td>Marked improvement</td>
<td>Multiple challenges resulted in recurrence of symptoms</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monoarthritis form of juvenile chronic arthritis, ANA−ve</td>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Improved but not resolution</td>
<td>Swelling of the affected joint after milk challenge</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANA, antinuclear antibody; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; RAST, radioallergosorbent tests.

ACR20 response

20% improvement in 5 of 7 core set variables, first two required:
- Tender joint count
- Swollen joint count
- Acute-phase reactant
- Patients’ pain
- Patients’ global assessment of disease activity
- Physicians’ global assessment of disease activity
- Physical disability

Reproduced from Felson D et al. [31], with permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
Elimination diets

Elimination diets remove foods that are thought to be allergenic or “arthritogenic” in the case of RA, from the diet. An elimination diet needs to be continued for at least 3 weeks and is usually followed by gradual re-introduction of potentially offending foods. Such a diet trial is considered to be positive if elimination of those potentially allergenic foods from the diet results in clinical improvement with a subsequent deterioration after re-introduction. However, such studies are usually single-blind as patients are aware of what they eat, and a double-blind, placebo-controlled food challenge is the only validated test for the diagnosis of food allergy/intolerance.

As with elemental diets, elimination diets have been reported to be of some benefit in individual patients with RA. One such elimination diet, the Dong diet, contains little meat except occasional fish and chicken, no herbs or spices, dairy products, additives or preservatives, and no alcohol. The Dong diet was created by Dr. Dong after his personal experience of remission of arthritis with such a diet and gained widespread popularity among patients [32]. However, a 10-week double-blind, controlled study of the Dong diet in 33 patients with RA showed no overall benefit, although 2/11 patients did improve while on the Dong diet with subsequent deterioration after return to normal diet [33].

To achieve an even more restrictive diet, van der Laar et al. used artificial foods in order to remove potential allergens from the diet. Ninety-four patients with RA consumed their normal diet for 4 weeks and were then assigned either to an “allergen-free” (free of all potentially allergenic foods, additives, and preservatives) or “allergen-restricted” diet (contained milk proteins and yellow azo colorings) for 4 weeks, followed by a return to normal diet for the final 4 weeks of the study. Seventy-eight of the 94 patients completed the study and while there were subjective improvements in both groups, there was no difference between the two diets [34].

The majority of patients with RA are treated with DMARDs in an attempt to provide long-term control of the disease. Withholding or stopping DMARD therapy for the purposes of studying the effects of dietary manipulation would no longer be considered ethical. In addition, therapy in the 21st century is far more intensive than even 10 years ago, thus there would be very few patients with RA on no DMARD therapy. However, in the early 1980s Darlington et al. examined the effects of an elimination diet in 53 patients with RA receiving no DMARD treatment [35]. Patients were allocated to 6 weeks of dietary therapy immediately or 6 weeks of placebo followed by 6 weeks of dietary therapy. During the first week of the diet therapy phase, patients were only allowed foods thought very unlikely to cause symptoms; during the ensuing 5 weeks other foods considered more likely to cause symptoms, such as cereals, were gradually re-introduced. During the diet therapy phase there were significant improvements in pain, swollen joint count, and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR). Interestingly, 9/10 (90%) patients with a family history of atopy had a good response to the diet therapy as compared to 24/34 (70.6%) patients with no family history of atopy ($p < 0.05$) [35]. While these results are encouraging, patients who do not require DMARD therapy are likely to have milder disease and the results of dietary studies in these patients may not be generalizable to those with more active or severe disease.

Compliance with such restrictive diets may be problematic, especially in the long term. Beri et al. undertook a complex dietary study in 27 patients with RA, whereby an isocaloric diet consisting of fruit, vegetables, sugar, and refined oil was consumed for 2 weeks, followed by stepwise 2 weekly additions of wheat, rice, milk, and finally non-vegetarian foods. Of the 52% of patients who completed the study, 71% sustained clinical improvement. However, only 3/27 patients adhered to the diet for 10 months [36].

These studies demonstrate that individual patients may respond to dietary manipulation and that compliance with dietary therapy is a major limiting factor in many cases. Determining an appropriate diet for an individual might be expected to result in clinical improvements and increased compliance. Skin prick test (SPT) of potential allergens is one means of determining if an allergy exists. In an attempt to “individualize” dietary manipulation, Karatay et al. studied 20 patients with RA who had a positive SPT for at least one food and 20 RA patients with negative SPT. All patients had clinically inactive disease at study entry. Initially patients underwent an elimination diet for 12 days in which the most common allergenic foods were avoided. This was followed by a 12-day “challenge phase” during which SPT-positive foods were added and finally a 12-day “re-elimination” phase whereby the SPT-positive foods were removed. In the control SPT-negative group, corn, which is reported to be a common allergenic food in RA, and rice, which is not thought to be an allergenic food, were added in increasing amounts. At the end of the challenge phase, swollen and tender joint counts, pain, patient and physician global assessment, morning stiffness, ESR, and CRP all increased significantly in the SPT-positive group. In the SPT-negative group only pain and patient global assessment increased during the “challenge phase.” This increase in disease activity was observed in 13/18 (72%) SPT-positive patients compared to 3/20 (17%) SPT-negative patients during the “challenge phase” and continued in all but one patient during the “re-elimination” phase [37]. The authors concluded that food allergy may be a triggering factor in RA and that an individualized avoidance diet may be helpful in some patients. SPT may not be practical for many patients; thus in patients who believe their arthritis is due to or worsened by a particular food, objective measures of disease activity
should be undertaken before and after one or more cycles of removal of the putative “food allergen.” The resulting evidence may then be used by both the patient and physician to determine whether long-term avoidance of the “food allergen” is warranted.

**Vegetarian and vegan diets**

Vegan and vegetarian diets have been the subject of a number of studies in patients with RA. In the largest study, 66 patients with active RA were randomized to either a gluten-free vegan diet or a well-balanced non-vegetarian diet for 12 months. Only 58% of the vegan diet group and 89% of the control group completed at least 9 months of the study. At the 12-month endpoint 41% of the vegan diet group and 4% of the control group achieved an ACR20 response. Radiographic progression was similar in both groups. In those patients on the study diet who achieved the ACR20 response, a significant reduction in serum IgG-anti-gliadin antibodies and IgG-β-lactoglobulin antibodies was observed. The authors suggest a diminished immune response to exogenous food antigens may have had a role in the observed clinical benefits [38].

Other studies of vegetarian/vegan diets have been preceded by a period of fasting. In a 13-month prospective, single-blind trial, 27 patients with active RA were randomized to a 7–10 day fast followed by gradual re-introduction of foods, which were eliminated if they resulted in symptom deterioration. During the first 3½ months a gluten-free vegan diet was allowed with subsequent introduction of milk-based products and gluten. Twenty-six matched control patients with active RA continued their normal diet. In the diet group, improvements were noted as early as 1 month after entry with significant reductions in tender and swollen joint counts, duration of morning stiffness, ESR, and CRP. The improvements persisted throughout the duration of the study [39]. Of note, 10/27 (37%) patients in the diet group and 9/26 (35%) in the control group withdrew during the study period. Disease flare was the cause for withdrawal in 4/10 patients in the diet group and 7/9 in the control group while one patient in the diet group was unable to tolerate the diet. Importantly some patients were consuming cod-liver oil prior to and during the study period, although the exact numbers and doses are not revealed. As discussed below, cod-liver oil is rich in n-3 fatty acids which have been shown to provide a benefit in patients with RA. In those patients taking the cod-liver oil supplement, it is possible that the change in diet produced a more significant alteration in the ratio of dietary n-3/n-6 fatty acids, in favor of the less inflammatory n-3 fats, thereby contributing to at least some of the observed benefits. Ten of the 27 patients in the diet group who identified foods that exacerbated their symptoms were studied further. Of these 10 patients, 8 were classified as responders and 2 as non-responders to the dietary regimen. However, in 9/10 patients there was no associated antibody activity to the suspected foods. Only one patient who suspected meat aggravated his arthritis symptoms was found to have elevated concentrations of IgM anti-BSA antibody activity, which subsequently reduced dramatically during the study period in parallel with a reduction in disease activity [40].

Living food consists of an uncooked vegan diet, rich in lactobacilli, with no animal products or added salt. Such a diet has been reported to result in subjective improvement in arthritis symptoms but no change in objective measures of disease activity in patients with RA [41]. Furthermore, the diet was poorly tolerated with half of the patients withdrawing due to adverse events (in particular nausea and diarrhea).

It has been suggested that a vegan diet which is also low in all kinds of fats is more likely to provide benefit to RA patients. In an uncontrolled trial, 24 patients with active RA maintained such a diet for 4 weeks. Compliance was not a problem with this diet, and improvements were observed in tender and swollen joint counts as well as pain scores. However, there was no improvement in duration of morning stiffness, ESR, or CRP [42]. Further, longer-term, double-blind-controlled studies of this diet are required.

Overall like elimination and elemental diets, vegetarian/vegan diets may be of benefit in some RA patients. However, restrictive diets are problematic with regard to compliance and there currently is no way to predict which patients will respond.

**Mediterranean diet**

The Mediterranean diet (MD) is characterized by a high consumption of fruits, vegetables, cereals, legumes and fish, moderate amounts of wine and olive oil as the primary source of fat. Such a diet is thought to be healthy and appears to be helpful in the secondary prevention of coronary artery disease [43]. The MD has been compared to a typical Western diet in 56 patients with active RA. Patients in both groups were provided with lunch and dinner at a hospital cafeteria for the first 3 weeks. During these 3 weeks patients in the MD group were instructed on Mediterranean food and its preparation and were provided with written instructions and recipes to use during the ensuing 9 weeks of the study, during which period they prepared their food at home. At the end of the 12-week study period there was a significant reduction in the disease activity score (DAS28) (see box), HAQ, swollen joint count, and CRP in patients on the MD compared to baseline, while there were no significant changes in the control group [44]. At least some of the improvements may be due to the increased intake of olive oil which is rich in oleic acid, a precursor to eicosatrienoic acid, which like the n-3 fatty acids can inhibit arachidonic acid (AA) metabolism (see below).
Fasting
Total and sub-total fasting have preceded some studies of vegetarian/vegan diets. In most cases improvements were observed during the fasting period, but rapidly disappeared on re-introduction of food [39,46–48]. Patients with RA frequently lose weight during periods of active disease. However, even patients with well-controlled disease have a lower body cell mass compared to healthy controls [49,50]. Rheumatoid cachexia is a term used to describe the severe loss of body cell mass that may occur (for recent review see [51]). This reduction in body cell mass can occur despite adequate protein and calorie intake and is associated with increased resting energy expenditure and protein catabolism as well as reduced physical activity. Diets which restrict protein and calorie intake may further compound this loss of body cell mass and should be avoided. In this regard, fasting which can only be maintained for short periods may still be detrimental. Given that the benefits of fasting are modest and short-lived when compared with the chronic nature of RA, fasting is an impractical approach to the management of RA.

Potential mechanisms of food intolerance/ allergy rheumatoid arthritis
A number of potential mechanisms have been postulated for the observed responses in those patients who respond to elimination of suspected food allergens.

Disease and psychological factors
Patients who are willing to undertake dietary manipulation studies, particularly diets that involve fasting or are severely restrictive, may differ from the general RA population. One study which examined the psychological characteristics of patients participating in a study of a fasting/vegetarian diet, reported that study participants believed more in ‘alternative’ treatments and less in ‘standard’ medical treatments, had a higher perceived ability to control their own health and a lower perception that chance affected their health and response to treatment than non-study participants. Furthermore, those study participants who responded to the diet believed less in ordinary medical treatment than the non-responders [52]. While these data suggest that psychological factors do indeed play a role, one would not usually expect clinical improvements to last for such an extended period of time (12 months) if this was the sole explanation.

Patients who are prepared to take part in dietary studies may also differ with respect to the severity of disease. In the study by Kjeldsen-Kragh et al., study participants had shorter disease duration and less steroid and DMARD therapy suggesting milder disease compared to a group of non-study participants [52].

Weight loss
In the majority of dietary studies in RA, weight loss has been observed despite the dietary protocols aiming to be isocaloric. In general, weight loss per se has not been associated with improved disease control in these studies [35,39]. However, significant associations between reduction in body mass index and reduction in swollen joint count [53] and between weight loss and improved grip strength [31] have been reported. More recently, analysis of data from three previous studies of lacto-vegetarian, vegan, or MD suggests that weight loss per se does contribute to the observed improvements in disease control in patients on these kinds of diets [54].

Alterations in pro-inflammatory cytokines
A number of pro-inflammatory cytokines including interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, and TNF are important in the inflammation and tissue destruction observed in RA.

Serum and synovial fluid IL-6 concentrations are increased in patients with RA. IL-6 has a role in regulation of the acute phase response, activation of T-cells, and may have a role in bone destruction [55]. A significant reduction in IL-6, along with a decrease in ESR and CRP, has been observed after a 7-day fast in 10 patients with RA [56]. IL-1β and TNF are both implicated in the tissue destruction seen in RA [57–59]. Biological agent therapies that block TNF or IL-1β activities have been shown to reduce disease activity and prevent joint damage in RA [60,61]. Recently, a small study has examined the effect of allergenic foods on serum TNF and IL-1β concentrations in patients with RA. In patients challenged with foods, which had previously resulted in a positive SPT, serum TNF and IL-1β concentrations increased along with an increase in clinical disease activity [62]. The authors concluded that food allergy may be a “triggering” rather than a causative factor in RA and that such allergy may increase the concentration of TNF and IL-1β.

Alterations in dietary fatty acid composition
Dietary polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are subject to remodeling and incorporated into cell membrane phospholipids. The C20 PUFAs are released from cell membranes by phospholipase A₂ and can then be metabolized to inflammatory lipid mediators known as eicosanoids (prostaglandins (PG) and leukotrienes (LT)). The n-6 fatty acid, linoleic acid (LA), is converted to AA, the precursor for the pro-inflammatory eicosanoids PGE₂, PGL₂, thromboxane (TX)A₂, DAS28 = (0.56\sqrt{28 \text{ tender joint count}} + 0.28\sqrt{28 \text{ swollen joint count}} + 0.70\ln(\text{ESR})) 1.08 + 0.16.

Reproduced from Prevoo M et al. [45], with permission from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
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and LTB₄ (Fig. 45.1). In comparison, the n-3 fatty acid, α-linoleic acid (ALA), can be converted in a limited way to eicosapentaneoic acid (EPA). EPA is a substrate inhibitor of AA metabolism to eicosanoids and EPA itself can be converted to the three series eicosanoids (PGE₃, TXA₃, PGI₃, LTB₅), which are generally less inflammatory than the AA-derived eicosanoids (Fig. 45.1). The limited conversion of ALA to EPA within the context of a Western diet has led to the use of dietary supplements of EPA rich fish oils as a means of achieving anti-inflammatory effects. Alteration of dietary fatty acids may therefore modulate inflammatory disease expression (discussed further in section of n-3 fatty acids).

After a 1-week fast, the relative proportion of both AA and EPA has been shown to increase in serum and platelets. Although the increase in AA and EPA was small in neutrophils, there was a reduction in LTB₄ release from stimulated neutrophils ex vivo [38]. While plasma AA concentrations have been shown to decrease in patients on a vegan diet, concentrations returned to baseline values when the diet was changed to lacto-vegetarian. In comparison, EPA decreased with both the vegan and lacto-vegetarian diets [63]. However, fatty acid concentrations were no different between diet responders and non-responders, suggesting that other mechanisms must be responsible for the observed benefits of such diets [62].

**Alterations in intestinal microbial flora**

The intestine is a rich source of microbes and the balance of microbes present contributes to an individual’s overall health. Changes in intestinal microbial flora are believed to contribute to many chronic diseases [64]. For example, patients with RA have a high carriage rate of *Clostridium perfringens* compared to healthy controls. Furthermore, those patients with active RA had significantly higher clostridia counts compared to those with inactive disease [65]. Genetic variations in the way individuals respond to normal gut flora may also contribute. *Proteus mirabilis*, a normal bowel commensal, contains an amino acid sequence similar to that found in the “shared epitope” and patients with RA have higher titers of antibodies directed against this sequence compared to both patients with ankylosing spondylitis and healthy controls [66]. Furthermore, patients with active RA have higher concentrations of anti-*proteus* antibodies compared to patients with inactive RA, healthy controls and healthy HLA-identical same sexed siblings [67].

The diet can have a significant impact on fecal microbial flora and may thus provide a mechanism for alterations in disease activity. With respect to *Proteus mirabilis*, in RA patients who fasted for 7–10 days followed by 1-year vegetarian diet, there was a significant reduction in anti-*proteus* antibodies, which was greater in those patients who responded to the dietary therapy. Furthermore, a correlation was seen between reduced antibody levels and the extent of reduction in disease activity [68]. Alterations in fecal microbial flora, which correlate with improvements in disease activity, have also been observed in patients on a vegan diet, although individual organisms could not be identified with the method employed [69]. However, in a more recent study, neither fasting for 8 days nor a 2-week vegetarian MD altered fecal bacterial counts despite a significant reduction in the DAS28 score in the fasting group [70].

**Altered intestinal permeability and gut antigen handling**

The gastrointestinal epithelium is a complex structure which allows entry of essential nutrients while at the same time providing a critical barrier which prevents antigens in the lumen gaining access to the circulation. Abnormal intestinal permeability may have a role in the pathogenesis of autoimmune disorders [71]. In a small study of five patients with RA, fasting decreased intestinal permeability and was accompanied by improved disease control. Furthermore,
when patients were started on a lacto-vegetarian diet, intestinal permeability and disease activity both increased [72]. Although limited, such data suggest that alterations in intestinal permeability, which allows increased entry of “arthritogenic” pathogens, may have a role in RA.

In addition to providing a physical barrier, the gut has a highly developed immune system (known as mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT)), that protects the host from potentially harmful pathogens, while simultaneously “tolerating” or allowing entry of “beneficial” antigens. MALT, which includes Peyers patches, has a preference for production of IgA, in particular secretory IgA, which is released into the gut lumen where it binds and prevents antigens from attaching to intestinal cells and gaining entry. In both patients with RA and healthy controls, short-term fasting has been reported to enhance mucosal antigen-specific B-cell responses but not systemic immune responses [73]. Thus activation of the mucosal immune system may not be reflected in the serum. A recent study has investigated this link among the mucosal immune system, food antibodies, and RA by examining jejunal fluid as well as serum [65]. In comparison to healthy controls, patients with RA had significantly increased concentrations of IgM in jejunal fluid. While there was an increase in IgA and IgG concentrations, this did not reach statistical significance. The activities of jejunal IgA, IgM, and IgG antibodies against a variety of different food antigens were also increased. The authors ties of jejunal IgA, IgM, and IgG antibodies against a variety of different food antigens were also increased. The authors suggest that mucosal immune activation is important in the pathogenesis of RA, at least in some patients, and that apparent food intolerance may reflect the additive effect of hypersensitivity reactions [74].

### Dietary n-3 supplementation and rheumatoid arthritis

n-3 fatty acids, which are abundant in fish and fish oils, have been shown to have a beneficial effect in patients with both early [75] and long-standing RA when combined with standard DMARD therapies (for review see [76]). For maximal benefits of n-3 supplementation to be achieved, the background diet should be low in competitor n-6 fatty acids [77]. Only one study has examined the effects of a diet containing hypoallergenic foods as well as being high in mono- and polyunsaturated fatty acids and low in saturated fatty acids. In this 24-week double-blind randomized, controlled study, 50 patients with RA were randomized to the experimental diet or a balanced control diet. In the experimental diet group, modest improvements were observed in all clinical variables although only ESR and tender joint count improved significantly [78]. The relative contributions of fatty acids and hypoallergenic foods to the outcomes could not be distinguished.

Like most of the DMARDs, there is a latent period of 6–12 weeks before benefits of n-3 supplements are observed and it is important that patients appreciate the lack of immediate effect when they commence n-3 supplements. The latent period can be shortened with use of higher doses [79–82].

Many patients with RA use NSAIDs on a regular or as required basis. Dietary supplementation with n-3 fatty acids has been shown to reduce NSAID requirements [83–86]. NSAIDs are associated with gastrointestinal toxicity and may contribute to an increase in risk of cardiovascular disease [87–88]. Furthermore, NSAIDs alter the ratio of TXA2/PGE2 in favor of TXA2, which increases monocyte production of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL-1β and TNF [89]. Thus the reduction in NSAID requirement associated with n-3 supplementation has a number of additional benefits including reduction in cardiovascular and gastrointestinal risk and potentially less joint damage.

The dose of n-3 fatty acids (EPA + DHA) required for the anti-inflammatory effect is 2.7 g/day, which equates to at least nine standard fish oil capsules daily. Perhaps a more efficient way of ingesting sufficient n-3 fatty acids is through bottled fish oil; 15 ml of fish oil, taken on fruit juice is for many patients easier to consume than large numbers of capsules and is significantly cheaper (~45 cents/day compared to ~$3.00/day for capsules).

### Anti-inflammatory mechanisms of n-3 fatty acids

Fish and fish oils are rich in the n-3 long-chain fatty acids EPA (20:5 n-3) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA; 22:5 n-3). EPA and DHA can be incorporated into cell membranes and tissues and may displace the n-6-derived AA (20:4 n-6). These n-3 and n-6 fatty acids are released from cell membranes and are metabolized by cyclo-oxygenase (COX) or lipoxygenase (LOX) and the terminal synthases to the eicosanoids (PG and TX) and LT, respectively (Fig. 45.1). In general the n-6-derived eicosanoids (PGE2, TXA2, PGI2, LTB4) are more pro-inflammatory than their n-3-derived counterparts (PGE3, TXA3, PGI3, LTB5). In humans, dietary supplementation with n-3 fatty acids has been shown to reduce production of PGE2 [90,91], TXA2 [91], and LTB4 [92], and increase production of TXA4 [93] and LTB4 [94]. DHA can be converted to C22 oxylipids, which also have anti-inflammatory properties.

In addition to their effects on eicosanoid production, n-3 fatty acids have been shown to decrease production of IL-1β and TNF, which are important mediators of tissues damage in RA, in both healthy subjects and patients with RA [81,90,91,95,96].

Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) have a pivotal role in cartilage degradation and bone erosion in RA. In vitro studies have demonstrated that n-3 fatty acids can suppress MMP expression and reduce proteoglycan degradation in IL-1-stimulated bovine chondrocytes [97–98]. Thus n-3 fatty acids may have the ability to reduce cartilage damage in inflamed joints.
As discussed above, class II MHC molecules (HLA-DR) are strongly expressed on APCs and present antigen to T-cells. In vitro, the n-3 fatty acids EPA and/or DHA reduce monocyte expression of HLA-DR and HLA-DP molecules [99], and reduce the ability of monocytes to present antigen to autologous lymphocytes [100]. In RA, one could speculate that n-3 fatty acids may inhibit APC function and suppress pathogenic T-cell activation, thereby reducing disease activity.

**Cardiovascular risk in rheumatoid arthritis and the benefits of n-3 supplements**

Patients with RA have an increased risk of death with a standardized mortality ratio of ~2 and most excess deaths are attributable to cardiovascular and cerebrovascular disease [101]. The risk of non-fatal myocardial infarction is also increased in patients with RA. In the Nurses’ Health Study the adjusted relative risk (RR) of myocardial infarction in women with RA compared to women without RA was 2.0 (95% CI: 1.23–3.29). Furthermore, women with RA for >10 years had a RR of myocardial infarction of 3.1 (95% CI: 1.64–5.87) compared to women without RA [102]. There is no increase in traditional cardiovascular risk factors in patients to explain the observed increase [103]. The inflammatory process as well as use of NSAIDs may contribute to the increase risk [104]. In both primary and secondary prevention studies, n-3 fatty acid supplementation has been shown to reduce cardiovascular mortality [105]. To date there have been no studies examining whether n-3 fatty acid supplementation reduces cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in RA. However, a recent study has shown that patients with early RA taking n-3 fatty acid supplementation have lower triglycerides, increased “good” HDL cholesterol, lower CRP, less NSAID use, greater disease suppression, and reduced platelet synthesis of TXA2 compared to patients not taking fish oil [58]. All of these factors would be expected to reduce cardiovascular risk.

**Potential side effects of n-3 supplements**

The most common adverse effects of n-3 fatty acid supplements are a fishy after-taste, gastrointestinal upset and nausea. In general these adverse effects are mild and can be controlled by taking the supplement with food. Fish can contain toxins, including methylmercury, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and dioxins which would accumulate in humans who consume contaminated fish on a regular basis. These toxins are in general reduced to acceptable limits in readily available commercial fish oils during processing.

**Summary**

Dietary restriction may prove useful in controlling RA in suitably motivated patients. Difficulties encountered in sustaining exclusion and other rigorous diets militate against a general application. By contrast dietary fish in appropriate doses is relatively easy to take as a dietary additive. The preferred method is to take bottled fish oil on juice with the two glass technique (quickly swallow 15 ml of fish oil layered on juice, then begin slowly sipping a juice chaser immediately, followed by food). This is the least expensive and most convenient way to achieve an anti-inflammatory dose of fish oil, since the equivalent dose of capsules is 14 × 1000 mg capsules. The symptomatic benefits of fish oil are delayed until the second or third month of treatment and include reduced reliance on NSAIDs, which carry risk for serious gastrointestinal and cardiovascular events. Fish oil in the long term also improves disease control and remission rates with DMARD therapy. There are thus two contrasting approaches, which are not mutually exclusive: elimination of candidate food allergens and arthritogens, while maintaining balance in the diet otherwise, and ingestion of increased amounts of the n-3 fatty acids EPA and DHA in essentially pharmacological, anti-inflammatory doses as a dietary supplement. The latter approach is generally applicable, while the former in practice may be best applied in those who are well disposed to dietary avoidance strategies.
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CHAPTER 46

Therapeutic Approaches Under Development
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KEY CONCEPTS
- Food allergy-induced anaphylaxis continues to increase despite current treatment modalities.
- Improved food allergy immunotherapy is needed.
- In general, therapeutic measures provide a shift from a Th2 to a Th1 response.
- Immunotherapies may be allergen-specific or non-specific.
- Future therapies must be safe, applicable, and practical.

Introduction

Food allergy affects almost 4% of the American population [1]. The prevalence is higher than initially deemed. As with other atopic disorders, the incidence of food allergy is reportedly increasing [2]. Current treatment modalities include patient education, dietary restrictions, antihistamines, and self-administered injectable epinephrine. However, despite these measures, accidental ingestions and anaphylaxis continue to occur in sensitized patients. As a result, adverse reactions to foods are the leading single cause of anaphylaxis treated in emergency departments in the United States [3]. An estimated 30,000 episodes of food-induced anaphylaxis occur each year, resulting in an estimated 150 deaths, with peanuts and tree nuts accounting for the vast majority of fatalities [4]. Therefore, an improved modality of treatment is imperative.

In the past, immunotherapeutic approaches for food hypersensitivities had been translated from allergic rhinitis therapies. Although subcutaneous immunotherapy has been successful in treating allergic rhinitis, it has, unfortunately, resulted in increased adverse systemic reactions and has proven unacceptable for the treatment of food allergy [5,6]. However, in the advent of the “hygiene hypothesis,” there have been various novel approaches to the treatment of atopic disorders. The “hygiene hypothesis” postulates that increased hygiene and the lack of immunostimulatory pathogens early in childhood have resulted in a skewing of the Th1 and Th2 response [7]. Consequently, due to an increased persistent Th2 immune response, there is a growing prevalence of allergic disorders. Much of the research in future therapies aim at providing a lasting, clinical improvement by downregulating the Th2 immune response.

Several immunotherapeutic approaches are being investigated as treatments for food allergy. In reviewing these future therapies, we have divided the subject matter into allergen-specific and non-specific immunotherapies. As we discuss individual therapies, we hope to clarify the potential benefits of each approach.

Allergen-specific immunotherapy (Table 46.1)

DNA-based immunotherapy

Plasmid DNA-based immunotherapy

In plasmid DNA-based immunotherapy, a bacterial plasmid vector is manufactured which contains a specific allergen-encoding DNA insert. Immunization with the plasmid DNA (pDNA) theoretically results in uptake by antigen-presenting cells, which then transcribe and express the product. The allergen is then presented by major histocompatibility complex molecules to lymphocytes. These antigens, in turn, induce a Th1 response that is attributed to immunostimulatory sequences (ISS), consisting of unmethylated cytosine and guanine motifs (CpG motifs) in the pDNA backbone [8].
Previous data have shown the efficacy of a pDNA vaccine encoding house-dust mite allergen in a rat asthma model. The immunized rats had decreased IgE, histamine release, and airway hyperresponsiveness [9]. In order to investigate the effect of this therapy on peanut anaphylaxis, Li et al. immunized naïve AKR/J and C3H/HeJ mice with pDNA encoding Ara h2 (pAra h2) prior to peanut sensitization [10]. The vaccine provided some protective effect in AKR mice, but C3H-treated mice had anaphylactic reactions following peanut challenge. In addition, the pAra h2 vaccine did not effectively prevent the development of peanut-specific IgE levels in AKR or BALB/c mice, which indicated that this form of pDNA immunotherapy does not effectively protect against IgE-mediated peanut hypersensitivity. Furthermore, the variable effects in the different strains of mice likely reflect the genetically heterogeneous human population. Currently, this form of therapy remains experimental and cannot be viewed as safe or efficacious for treating food allergy.

### Immunostimulatory-oligodeoxynucleotides immunotherapy

Another DNA-based immunotherapeutic approach consists of synthetic immunostimulatory-oligodeoxynucleotides containing CpG motifs (ISS-ODN). ISS-ODN has been shown to be highly immunogenic, promoting a Th1 response [11]. In addition, ISS-ODN/protein conjugates have been shown to promote a more robust Th1 response, than ISS-ODN alone or as a co-injection of ISS-ODN with allergen [12]. The postulated mechanism of action is believed to involve TLR9 that is expressed on plasmacytoid dendritic cells and upon stimulation induce secretion of IL-12, which induces Th1 development [13]. Previous studies indicate that immunotherapy with ISS-ODN conjugated to house-dust mite and

### Table 46.1 Allergen-specific immunotherapies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Therapy</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pDNA</td>
<td>Encoding wAra h2 (pAra h2, i.m.) [10]</td>
<td>Prophylactic protocol: no effect on IgE, increased IgG2a, prevented anaphylaxis in AKR mice, induced anaphylaxis in C3H/J mice.</td>
<td>Concerns regarding safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISS-ODN</td>
<td>ISS-conjugated-Ara h2 (i.d.) [16]</td>
<td>Prophylactic protocol on C3H/J mice: partially prevented Ara h2-induced anaphylaxis in C3H/J mice; no significant reduction in IgE levels, increased Th1 cytokine levels.</td>
<td>Difficult to prepare material; no data on desensitization of established peanut allergy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptides</td>
<td>20-mer Ara h2 peptide mixture (s.c.)</td>
<td>Therapeutic protocol in C3H/J mice: reduced Ara h2-specific IgE levels, reduced anaphylaxis scores, increased IFN-γ production by cultured splenocytes.</td>
<td>Very expensive to manufacture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineered</td>
<td>mAra h2 (i.n. or s.c.) [20]</td>
<td>Therapeutic protocol in C3H/J mice: reduced IgE, IL-4, and anaphylaxis scores, did not increase IFN-γ production by cultured splenocytes.</td>
<td>Frequent i.n. administration; s.c. immunotherapy provided little protection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>mAra h123 + HKLM (s.c.) [22]</td>
<td>Therapeutic protocol in C3H/J mice: reduced peanut-specific IgE, partially protected from anaphylaxis, reduced IL-4, IL-5, IL-13 and increased IFN-γ production by splenocytes.</td>
<td>Safety remains to be determined. Long-lasting therapeutic effect has not been established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HKE-MP123 (p.r.) [23,24]</td>
<td>Therapeutic protocol in C3H/J mice: reduced peanut-specific IgE partially protected from anaphylaxis, reduced IL-4, IL-5, IL-13, and IL-10 production by splenocytes and increased IFN-γ and TGF-β production by splenocytes. Therapeutic effect lasted at least 10 weeks.</td>
<td>Less concern regarding activating mast cells, little concern about safety of vaccine administration, relatively long-lasting effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral desensitization</td>
<td>Cow’s milk (p.o.) [27,28]</td>
<td>70–80% of patients were able to tolerate 40–200 ml of cow’s milk/day.</td>
<td>Up to 44% of patients spontaneously outgrow cow’s milk hypersensitivity on elimination diet; there was no placebo control group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sublingual</td>
<td>Hazelnut extract (p.o.) [31]</td>
<td>Patients tolerated 5 times more hazelnut than prior to desensitization; increased IL-10, IgG4.</td>
<td>Required a large amount of hazelnut to provoke a reaction prior to desensitization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

w, wild type; p, plasmid; m modified; i.m., intramuscular; i.n., intranasal; p.r., per rectum; i.d., intradermal; s.c., subcutaneous; p.o., per os; ISS-ODN, immunostimulatory-oligonucleotide; HKLM, heat-killed *Listeria monocytogenes*; HKE, heat-killed *Escherichia coli*. 
common ragweed allergens improve symptom scores in sensitized patients as well as provide a lasting Th1 response [13–15]. Based on these promising results, this approach was applied to a murine peanut-allergy model. In preliminary studies, Li et al. utilized ISS/Ara h2 conjugates as prophylactic therapy in murine models of peanut-induced anaphylaxis [16]. When C3H/HeJ mice were immunized with ISS/Ara h2 and then sensitized to peanut, the treated mice did not exhibit obvious symptoms following an oral peanut challenge, whereas the control mice did. These findings suggest that ISS/Ara h2 immunization had a prophylactic effect on a peanut-induced allergic response in an antigen-specific manner. Further studies will be required to see if ISS/Ara h2 immunization can reverse a type I reaction in peanut-sensitized mice.

**Peptide immunotherapy**

Peptide immunotherapy is an approach which involves overlapping peptides, 10–20 amino acids in length, or short segments representing T-cell epitopes of known allergenic protein. These short sequences theoretically preclude IgE cross-linking on mast cell and basophil receptors, while stimulating antigen-presenting cells and T-cells [17]. Initial studies involved peptides representing T-cell epitopes on the major cat allergen Fel d1 in cat-allergic patients with asthma. One study showed a dose–response-related decrease in nasal and pulmonary symptoms in treated subjects compared to control groups [18]. In a murine peanut allergy model, Li et al. showed in a preliminary study that treatment with a 20-mer Ara h2 overlapping mixture of peptides reduced serum Ara h2-specific IgE, and reduced plasma histamine levels and symptom scores following oral peanut challenge, while increasing INF-γ production by spleen cells. Although seemingly promising, standardizing a large mixture of peptide fragments in a vaccine is technically challenging, and the preparation of such a vaccine is very costly.

**Engineered protein immunotherapy**

In engineered recombinant protein immunotherapy, the allergen is modified by altering one or two amino acids within an allergenic epitope to eliminate IgE binding, while retaining the T-cell epitopes largely intact to promote proliferation. In order to precisely modify the relevant protein, well-characterized allergens and IgE-binding epitopes are required. Using known sequences and IgE-binding epitopes of the three major peanut proteins Ara h1, Ara h2, Ara h3, all allergenic epitopes were modified to produce protein proteins that bound little or no peanut-specific IgE [19]. Li et al. used the modified Ara h 1–3 (mAra h123) in murine model of peanut anaphylaxis and demonstrated beneficial effects [20]. The mice were treated with intranasal mAra h 1–3, which decreased peanut-specific IgE levels and anaphylactic symptoms following peanut challenge compared to control groups. However, to achieve this response, frequent intranasal administrations were required. Interestingly, subcutaneous administrations of the modified protein, the standard route for immunotherapy, did not produce comparable protection.

In an attempt to improve the Th1 immunostimulatory response, heat-killed *Listeria monocytogenes* (HKLM) was administered as an adjuvant with the engineered peanut protein. Previous data supported the use of HKLM as an adjuvant and its ability to produce a Th1 response in a murine model [21]. Li et al. demonstrated that subcutaneous injections with HKLM and mAra h1–3 were able to desensitize a peanut-allergic murine models [22–25]. Compared to mAra h1–3 alone, the vaccine with the combination of HKLM and mAra h1–3 showed improved post-challenge clinical score, body temperature, airway response, and plasma histamine, when given rectally or subcutaneously. Subsequently, experiments utilizing a heat-killed bacterial adjuvant, heat-killed *Escherichia coli*, which is utilized to produce the mutated Ara h1, −2, and −3 (HKE-MP123), yielded similar effective results in the peanut-allergic murine model. Since the HKE-MP123 is administered into an environment replete with *Escherichia coli* and other bacteria, there is little concern about safety of administering such a vaccine. Therefore this approach appears to be superior to co-administration of HKL and purified, engineered peanut proteins. This investigation is currently pursuing commercial production for clinical study.

**Oral immunotherapy**

Food hypersensitivity is believed to be due to the failure in the induction of oral tolerance [26]. The rationale for utilizing gastrointestinal mucosa for immunotherapy depends on the normal immune system’s capacity to induce immune tolerance via the gastrointestinal tract, despite the high exposure of numerous bacteria and dietary antigens. Although the exact mechanism of action is unknown, various factors seem to be involved in the immunologic mechanism of oral tolerance such as exposure to high or low doses of antigens, processing by dendritic cells, and activation of T-regulatory cells. High-dose antigens promote lymphocyte anergy or deletion, whereas low-dose tolerance is mediated by regulatory T-cells – Th3 (suppression via TGF-β), Tr1 (suppression via IL-10), or CD4+CD25+ (possibly via surface bound TGF-β). Dendritic cells process antigens and are activated to secrete cytokines that play a crucial role in determining the balance between tolerance and immunity. This balance is dependent on expression of specific co-stimulatory molecules and the cytokines released into the lymphocytes’ milieu [26].

Although oral immunotherapy for food allergy has been received with skepticism in the past [27–29], recent studies have shown its potential as a future therapy [30–35]. Patriarca et al. have shown effects of oral immunotherapy on various foods. They reported that a majority of 59 subjects enrolled (83.3%) were “desensitized” and able to consume their respective IgE-mediated allergens after the completion.
of the protocol, in particular cow’s milk (120 ml), egg (1 whole egg), and cod fish (160 mg) [31]. Increasing doses of the allergen were given over 60–84 days, depending on the food. In addition, skin prick test size had decreased, specific IgE levels had decreased, and specific IgG4 levels had increased. However, subjects had to remain on almost daily oral immunotherapy in order to maintain the desensitized state. A control group of patients that were on an elimination diet failed the double-blind-placebo-controlled food challenges (DBPCFC) after a 6-month observation period. There was no placebo control group in this trial. Meglio et al. found that 15 of 21 children (71.4%) were able to consume 200 ml of cow’s milk, while 3 of 21 (14.3%) were able to consume 40–80 ml/day after a 6-month oral desensitization protocol [36]. The subjects were approximately 6 years old or older and had positive DBPCFC on average 23 days prior to the initiation of therapy. Diluted cow’s milk protein 0.06 mg was given initially, doubling every 7 days until day 70, after which the cow’s milk protein was doubled every 14 days until 200 ml of undiluted cow’s milk was achieved in a 6-month period. A DBPCFC was performed after completion of the therapy with 18 of the 21 children experiencing a negative DBPCFC. Skin prick test showed a significant decrease in wheal size in all 18 patients that passed the DBPCFC (p < 0.001). However, there was no significant change in serum-specific IgE levels before and after treatment. In addition, no placebo control group was utilized in this study.

Previous reports indicated that spontaneous resolution of food allergy may occur in 19–44% of patients that are on an elimination diet [37]. Although this may be a confounding factor, these two studies show that a population of food-allergic patients could become desensitized with oral immunotherapy. However as reported by Rolinck-Werninghaus et al. [38] (Allergy 2005), patients must continue oral immunotherapy on a daily basis in order to maintain the desensitized state.

**Sublingual immunotherapy**

Similarly, sublingual immunotherapy (SLIT) has been a topic of interest due to its simple administration and effectiveness in other allergic disorders, particularly allergic rhinitis. A meta-analysis by Wilson et al. [39] encompassing 22 studies with 484 SLIT recipients and 475 placebo recipients with allergic rhinitis to dust mite, grass, *Parietaria*, olive, ragweed, *Cupressus*, and cat showed a decrease in symptom scores and medication usage. Although the exact mechanism for SLIT is unknown, there is a decrease in the IgE/IgG4 ratio, as seen in subcutaneous immunotherapy for aeroallergens [40]. During SLIT, the allergen extract is held under the tongue for 1–2 minutes to allow the antigen to be captured by oral Langerhans-like dendritic cells (LLDCs). Due to the effectiveness noted in patients with allergic rhinitis, there is an increasing interest in attempting to desensitize patients with food hypersensitivity. A placebo-controlled SLIT trial with standardized hazelnut extract, by Enrique et al., showed that SLIT-treated subjects could be at least partially desensitized and were able to tolerate an increase in the amount of hazelnut that provoked objective symptoms compared to placebo-treated subjects [41]. Twenty-three patients with anaphylaxis, angioedema, or oral allergy syndrome without birch pollen sensitization, who had positive DBPCFC to hazelnut, participated in the study. The SLIT recipients underwent a 4-day build-up period to a maintenance dose of 188.15 µg of Cor a1 and 121.9 µg of Cor a8 for 2–3 months. The subjects were then assessed by a follow-up DBPCFC to hazelnut. The mean quantity of hazelnut that provoked objective symptoms increased from 2.29 to 11.56 g (p = 0.02) in the treated group compared to 3.49–4.14 g (no statistical significance) in the placebo group. There was an increase in IL-10 and IgG4 in the treated group. A large quantity of hazelnut was often required to provoke objective symptoms in subjects even prior to desensitization. Therefore, further studies will be needed to assess the effectiveness, general applicability, and safety of this method.

**Non-specific immunotherapy (Table 46.2)**

**Traditional Chinese medicine**

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has been used for centuries in Asia, and still plays a role in mainstream medicine in all Asian countries. Recently, there has been an increased interest in TCM as a source of future therapies in the field of allergy and asthma. Li et al. reported an herbal therapy for asthma called MSSM-002 that decreased airway hyperreactivity, mucus production, Th2 cytokine profile, and airway remodeling, without suppressing IFN-γ in a murine asthma model [42]. A clinical trial completed in asthmatic subjects in China, using ASHMI (Anti-asthma Herbal Medicine Intervention), which is derived from MSSM-002, demonstrated results that were consistent with the findings reported in the murine asthma model [43]. Phase I clinical trials of ASHMI have now started in the United States.

The successful application of TCM to asthma led to the investigation of TCM as a possible treatment for food allergy. An herbal formulation for food allergy composed of nine herbs called Food Allergy Herbal Formula-2 (FAHF-2) has been studied in a well-characterized peanut-allergic murine model. FAHF-2 has been shown to successfully prevent anaphylactic reactions to peanut for up to 4 weeks post-therapy, when given at the induction of peanut hypersensitivity (3 weeks post-sensitization and boosting) [44]. Although it is known that immunotherapy that is initiated early in atopic disorders suppresses the disease, most studies suggest that the treatments started in established disease are often ineffective. In response to this, Qu et al. showed that FAHF-2 can block anaphylactic reactions in mice with established peanut allergy mice and that this protection lasts up to 6 months post-therapy, which is 25% of an
average mouse lifespan (ref). C3H/HeJ mice were sensitized and boosted for 8 weeks and subsequently received FAHF-2 treatment twice daily for 7 weeks. They were then challenged 1 day and 4 weeks post-therapy. Although all the sham-treated mice developed anaphylactic reactions, none of the FAHF-2-treated mice had anaphylactic reactions. Consistent with these results, FAHF-2 blocked histamine release. Peanut-specific-IgE levels were significantly lower, whereas IgG2a levels were increased in FAHF-2 treated mice, but not in sham-treated mice. Cell culture supernatants of peanut-stimulated splenocytes and mesenteric lymph node cells from FAHF-2-treated mice contained significantly lower levels of Th2 cytokines, IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13, and significantly higher levels of IFN-γ than cell cultures from sham-treated mice. FAHF-2 also showed beneficial immunomodulatory effects on Th1 and Th2 responses of peripheral mononuclear cells from children with peanut allergy and asthma [45].

In order to find the key components in FAHF-2, Kattan et al. studied the effects of the individual herbs in a peanut-allergic murine model at doses equivalent to those in FAHF-2 (submitted). Interestingly, none of the nine herbs individually suppressed plasma histamine, IgE, or anaphylactic symptoms as well as FAHF-2. Furthermore, a simplified form of FAHF-2 (sFAHF-2), composed of the individual herbs that appeared most effective in reducing anaphylaxis and/or Th2 cytokine profile, was investigated. Although sFAHF-2 administration produced a decrease in IgE, plasma histamine, and anaphylaxis scores, the degree of improvement was significantly less than the whole formula. This study showed that the components in the FAHF-2 herbal mixture have a synergistic or additive effect that no single herb was able to accomplish.

The exact mechanism of action of FAHF-2 is unknown. However, one of the herbs, Gui Zhi showed some protection against anaphylaxis but did not inhibit Th2 cytokines or IgE,

### Table 46.2 Non-specific immunotherapies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Therapy</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese herbal</td>
<td>FAHF2 (p.o.) [34]</td>
<td>Therapeutic protocol in peanut-allergic C3H/J mice: reduced peanut-specific IgE, IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13, completely blocked anaphylaxis in established peanut allergy, enhanced IFN-γ production.</td>
<td>Safe and well tolerated, most potent effect on peanut allergy, long-term protection, less costly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medicine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probiotics</td>
<td>LGG (p.o.) [38,39,42,43]</td>
<td>Therapeutic protocol in cow’s milk-protein-allergic infants: increased fecal IgA, decreased fecal AT and TNF-α post-challenge.</td>
<td>May decrease intestinal inflammation in cow’s milk-allergic patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LGG (p.o.) [47]</td>
<td>Therapeutic protocol in peanut-allergic C3H/J mice: did not significantly reduce anaphylaxis to peanut, plasma histamine, or IgE levels, reduced IL-4 but not IL-13 levels, minimal increase in IFN-γ production.</td>
<td>Does not protect against IgE-mediated peanut reactions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ImmuSoy (p.o.) [46,47]</td>
<td>Therapeutic protocol in peanut-allergic C3H/J mice: protected against anaphylaxis, reduced histamine and peanut-specific IgE levels, reduced IL-4 and IL-13, increased IFN-γ production.</td>
<td>Safe and well tolerated, does not protect against peanut anaphylaxis as FAHF2, further studies are needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanized</td>
<td>TNX-901 (s.c.) [50]</td>
<td>Therapeutic protocol in peanut-allergic patients: patients that received the 450-mg dose increased their threshold sensitivity to peanut from 178 to 2805 mg.</td>
<td>Provides partial protection against accidental peanut ingestion, requires multiple injections, is expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-IgE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytokines</td>
<td>IL-12 (p.o.) [51]</td>
<td>Therapeutic and prophylactic protocol in peanut-allergic C3H/J mice: reduced anaphylaxis, decreased peanut-specific IgE levels, decreased IgG1/IgG2a ratio, increased IFN-γ/IL-4 and IFN-γ/IL-4 ratios.</td>
<td>Decreased anaphylaxis to peanut, is expensive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-IL-5 (mepolizumab) (i.v.) [52]</td>
<td>Case report on AEE patient: decreased emesis and dysphagia, decreased esophageal eosinophils/hpf on biopsy.</td>
<td>Further studies are required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p.o., per os; s.c., subcutaneous, i.v., intravenous; AT, α1-antitrypsin; AEE, allergic eosinophilic esophagitis; hpf, high-power field.
suggesting that mast cells or basophils could be its target of action. In addition, Ling Zhi reduced IgE levels, but did not reduce IL-4 and IL-13 or protect from anaphylaxis, indicating that its effects could be directed at B-cells. Further studies to determine the mechanism of action are in progress. No immune suppression and no hepatic or renal toxicities were detected in these studies. FAHF-2 is a potential therapy for food allergy and has been approved for Phase I and II clinical trials. If efficacious in human trials, FAHF-2 has several advantages over other novel treatments: it is administered orally, provides long-lasting protection, and has an excellent safety profile that makes it one of the more favorable therapies for food allergy.

**Probiotics**

The commensal gut flora has been considered to have an important role in the maturation of the immune system. This belief has been reinforced by the advent of the “hygiene hypothesis.” Animal studies have suggested that the lack of sufficient intestinal microbial stimuli may promote a persistent Th2 response [46,47]. As a result, there has been a growing interest in utilizing probiotics to establish healthy intestinal microbiota and subsequently, an interest in studying its effects on the immune system. The possible mechanism of action of probiotics involves promoting a potentially anti-allergic process involving Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and intracellular nucleotide oligomerization domains (NOD1 and NOD2). These domains recognize conserved pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) [48]. As a result, there is an enhanced Th1 response, increased TGF-β, specific IgA production, and increased gut barrier function [49].

There are a number of studies regarding probiotics and atopic disease. In a randomized placebo-controlled study, Kalliomaki et al. showed that Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (LGG) therapy given to pregnant women and infants post-natally for 6 months could possibly prevent atopic dermatitis for up to 4 years in high-risk families [49,50]. Another randomized placebo-controlled study by Brouwer et al. found that LGG was not an adequate therapy when initiated in patients with active atopic dermatitis under 5 months of age [51]. Although the effects of LGG are controversial for the treatment of atopic dermatitis, Kalliomaki’s study suggests that it may provide some protection against atopic dermatitis in infants.

Few data are available regarding probiotic therapy and food allergy. Some studies show possible improvement in intestinal inflammation in patients with cow’s milk-protein allergy following treatment with LGG [52,53]. One study found increased IFN-γ secretion by the peripheral blood mononuclear cells of cow’s milk-allergic patients treated with LGG [54]. Other studies on probiotics have suggested that koji mold fermentation may show some promise. Products that incorporate koji fermentation include miso (fermented soybean paste), shoyu (soy sauce), and sake (rice wine) [55]. The beneficial effects of soy products were suggested in a cross-sectional study evaluating soy intake and the prevalence of allergic rhinitis in 1002 pregnant Japanese women. This study showed an inverse relationship between dietary soy intake, including miso, and allergic rhinitis [56]. A recent study by Zhang et al. showed that a fermented soy probiotic therapy called ImmuSoy, a proprietary koji fermentation product made by fermenting defatted soybeans with Aspergillus oryzae and lactic acid bacteria (Pedicoccus parvalus and Enterococcus faecium), prevented reactions in a well-characterized murine model of peanut anaphylaxis [57,58]. In this study, peanut-sensitized mice were divided into six treatment groups and received 4 weeks of either ImmuSoy (9 × 10^7 cfu/g of chow), ImmuSoy 2 × (1.8 × 10^8 cfu/g of chow), irradiated-ImmuSoy 2 × (irradiated 1.8 × 10^8 cfu/g of chow), LGG (9 × 10^7 cfu/g of chow), sham treatment or no treatment. Four weeks after treatment, the mice were challenged to peanut. At both doses, irradiated-ImmuSoy and ImmuSoy were able to protect the peanut-sensitized mice from developing anaphylactic symptoms. In addition, there were significant reductions in plasma histamine and peanut-specific IgE levels in the ImmuSoy-treated mice. Splenocyte cultures from ImmuSoy-treated mice showed decreased IL-4 and IL-13 production, increased IFN-γ production, and no change in TNF-α production. These results showed that ImmuSoy and irradiated-ImmuSoy have immunomodulatory properties that may be applicable to the treatment of peanut allergy.

**Humanized, monoclonal anti-IgE antibody**

In type I hypersensitivity reactions, an allergen binds and cross-links two IgE molecules that are bound to their receptors, FcRI and FcεRII, found on mast cells and basophils. As a result, the mast cells and basophils degranulate, releasing histamine, tryptase, and other type I mediators. Engineered monoclonal anti-IgE antibodies bind to the Fc region of IgE molecules and prevent the binding of IgE to its receptors. This markedly decreases IgE bound to mast cells and basophils, which in turn increases their threshold of activation and improves asthma and allergic rhinitis symptoms [59,60]. With a potentially wide application for atopic diseases, there was a question as to whether this therapy would be useful for treating food allergy. Leung et al. showed promising results in a multi-center, randomized, placebo-controlled trial of anti-IgE therapy in peanut-allergic patients [61]. Eighty-four patients underwent DBPCFC to determine the amount of peanut necessary to provoke an allergic reaction (threshold dose). These patients were randomized to three treatment groups of anti-IgE therapy (150, 300, and 450 mg) and a placebo group. After weekly anti-IgE injections for 4 weeks, the patients underwent a second oral food challenge to peanut. Patients treated with 450 mg of anti-IgE were able to tolerate an increased amount of peanut, from a level equal to approximately half a peanut kernel (178 mg) to approximately nine...
peanut kernals (2805 mg), which would protect against most unintentional ingestions. In addition, since most food-allergic patients have other atopic symptoms, this therapy may also provide some benefit by decreasing asthma and allergic rhinitis symptoms. Currently, there is no similar ongoing clinical trial for peanut allergy.

**Cytokine therapy**

Atopic disorders are characterized by Th2 cytokines such as IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13, whereas non-allergic responses are typified by Th1 cytokines such as IL-12 and IFN-γ. Cytokine-based therapies typically consist of administering a specific cytokine or by inhibiting a cytokine with monoclonal antibodies in order to promote a Th1 response rather than a Th2 response. With respect to food allergy, there has been one study by Lee et al. that showed the prophylactic and therapeutic effects of administering oral IL-12 in a peanut-allergic murine model [62]. When IL-12 was given prophylactically during oral sensitization to peanut, or 3 weeks after sensitization was completed, it not only attenuated the allergic reaction to peanut but also decreased plasma histamine levels, peanut-specific IgE levels, and reduced IgG1/IgG2a levels. In addition, both treatment groups also had increased IFN-γ/IL-4 and IFN-γ/IL-5 ratios in splenocyte cultures. Although further studies are needed, oral IL-12 could possibly be used for food allergy therapy.

With the advent of humanized anti-IL-5, interest has increased in its effects on eosinophilic disorders. Case reports of anti-IL-5 treatment for hypereosinophilic syndromes showed potential benefit in treating these disorders [63]. Of particular interest is the report of an 18-year-old patient with eosinophilic esophagitis who received anti-IL-5 therapy. Prior to treatment he had dysphagia, emesis 3–4 times per week, marked esophageal strictures and persistent esophageal eosinophils >200 cells/high-power field. He failed dietary restrictions, topical fluticasone, and oral prednisone therapies. Following three doses of anti-IL-5 therapy, he had no emesis, decreased inflammation of his esophagus, and 10-fold decrease in the number of tissue eosinophils in his esophagus. These results suggest a possible therapeutic use for anti-IL-5 in patients with allergic eosinophilic esophagitis. Currently these patients are being treated with severely restrictive diets and amino-acid-based formulas that are unpalatable and have social and emotional repercussions.

**Conclusion**

Research into novel therapies for food allergy has reached that stage where it offers the possibility of effective treatment, and perhaps a cure for this often debilitating disorder. FAHF-2, because of its ability to completely suppress peanut-induced anaphylaxis in a model of established peanut allergy, is entering Phase I clinical trials and offers a novel approach to treat patients with a broad spectrum of food allergies. Novel immunotherapeutic strategies including engineered recombinant proteins and ISS as adjuvants show promise in “curing” food-allergic responses.
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CHAPTER 47
Food-Dependent Exercise- and Pressure-Induced Syndromes

Adam N. Williams and Ronald A. Simon

KEY CONCEPTS
- Food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis (FDEIA) is a physical allergy syndrome that occurs only in response to exercise preceded by food ingestion.
- The importance of food in eliciting attacks of exercise-induced anaphylaxis (EIA) in some patients may be under-recognized, and many patients diagnosed with EIA may in fact have FDEIA.
- Food-specific FDEIA has been reported with many different types of food, and in some patients, attacks follow ingestion of any food (non-specific FDEIA).
- The main treatment for FDEIA is avoidance of ingestion of implicated foods at least 4 hours before exercise.
- Convincing evidence for a role of food allergy in other physical urticaria syndromes is currently lacking.

Introduction
The body of literature describing the association between physical allergy syndromes with the ingestion of food has grown significantly in the past decade. In these food-dependent physical allergy syndromes, it appears that two or more stimuli, which independently do not provoke an allergic response, do so when combined in sufficient temporal relationship. The clinical manifestations of the allergic response range in severity from itching and hives to anaphylactic shock. The two recognized physical allergy syndromes in which food ingestion contributes a "sub-threshold" precipitating factor are food-dependent exercise-induced anaphylaxis (FDEIA) and food-dependent delayed pressure urticaria (FDDPU).

Definitions
The clinical syndrome of exercise-induced anaphylaxis (EIA) has been described in several comprehensive reviews [1–11]. It is a physical allergy syndrome with onset generally during or within minutes of completion of exercise. Initial symptoms consist of a sensation of generalized fatigue, warmth, pruritus, cutaneous erythema, and urticaria. Progression to other systemic symptoms including angioedema, dyspnea, cough, wheezing, nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramping, diarrhea, malaise, laryngeal edema, hypotension, vascular collapse, and loss of consciousness can follow. The attack can last from 30 minutes to 4 hours. Headache may persist following an attack for 24–72 hours. Various types and intensities of exercise may precipitate attacks. Jogging is the most commonly reported provoking exercise, but walking, bicycling, racquet sports, skiing, aero-bics, dancing, soccer, and swimming have also been reported. Importantly, other reported provoking activities include horseback riding, raking leaves, and shoveling snow [10,11].

In one case series evaluating the frequency of various etiologies of anaphylaxis, exercise is considered the cause of anaphylaxis in 5–10% of patients (10–12% of patients with identifiable causes) referred to allergy and immunology clinics after presenting to acute care centers with anaphylaxis [12].

EIA appears to be associated with atopy in up to 50% of patients [11]. Women with EIA appear to be at least twice as likely as men to respond to epidemiologic surveys, but whether they in fact are more likely to experience EIA, as has been stated in other reviews on the subject, is unknown [13].

Little is known about the natural history of EIA, but lifestyle modification can certainly reduce the frequency and severity of attacks. Shadick et al. report on the 10-year...
follow-up survey results of one cohort of 279 patients with EIA [13]. The response rate of women was twice that of men. The mean age at the time of first EIA attack was 26 years, with a range of 3–66 years. Forty-seven percent of respondents reported a decrease in the frequency of attacks, and 41% reported being completely free of attacks, in the preceding year. Subjects reported reducing attacks by avoiding exercise during extremely hot or cold weather (44%), restricting exercise during allergy season (36%) or humid weather (33%), and avoiding certain foods before exercise (37%).

Though considered by some to be another example of exercise-induced urticaria and anaphylaxis [9], there is rather convincing evidence that cholinergic urticaria (CU) is clinically distinct from EIA [14,15]. First, exercise, not heat, sweat, nor rise in body temperature has been identified to be the provoking factor for EIA. Second, the hives that occur in EIA are typically larger and distinct in appearance from the classic punctuate hives seen in CU. Third, CU can be associated with bronchospasm but vascular collapse occurs rarely. Laryngeal edema and stridor can occur in EIA, but no change in pulmonary function was observed in patients with EIA who underwent exercise challenge. Finally, studies have found elevated tryptase levels following attacks of EIA, but not CU [16,17].

FDEIA refers to a physical allergy syndrome in which attacks of EIA occur only when exercise is preceded by ingestion of a specific food (specific FDEIA) or any food (non-specific EIA).

A far less common type of exercise-induced urticaria and anaphylaxis, variant-type EIA, has been identified. These patients have attacks characterized by eruptions of punctuate urticaria, progression to vascular collapse, and are precipitated by exercise only and not passive warming [1,18].

Delayed pressure urticaria is a physical urticaria characterized by the development of hives and angioedema 30 minutes to 6 hours after the application of a sustained pressure stimulus on the skin. Underlying chronic idiopathic urticaria is usually present. A few reports have suggested that food may play a role in some cases of DPU.

**Food-dependent, exercise-induced anaphylaxis**

**Epidemiology**

In recent years, it has become clearer that a subset of patients with EIA can completely prevent exercise-induced attacks by avoiding either specific foods or non-specific food ingestion in the hours before exercise. In the survey results of their cohort of 279 patients with EIA, Shadick et al. reported that 37% of patients were able to reduce or eliminate attacks by avoiding certain foods [13]. A report of survey results obtained from another cohort of 199 EIA patients noted 54% of patients considered food ingestion or intake of specific foods to be a factor in the development of attacks [19].

In order to determine the prevalence of FDEIA in pre-adolescent school children in Japan, Aihara and colleagues conducted a survey of junior high school nurses representing 76,226 students in Yokohama [20]. Twenty-four cases of EIA (12 boys and 12 girls) and 13 cases of FDEIA (11 boys and 2 girls) were identified, with prevalences of 0.031% and 0.017%, respectively. Ten of 12 patients with FDEIA had other allergic disorders.

In a review of 167 cases of FDEIA in the Japanese literature since 1983, Harada and colleagues described several characteristics of the disease, including a recent upward trend in the number of reports of FDEIA, male predominance, adolescents accounting for more than half of the cases, and a history of atopy in 40% of affected individuals.

**Clinical features**

The first case of EIA associated with food ingestion was reported by Maulitz et al. in 1979 [22]. This case involved a runner who developed anaphylactic reactions when he ran within 8–12 hours of ingestion of shellfish. The patient ran regularly, averaging 50–130 km per week. Over a 3-year period prior to diagnosis of the condition, the patient sustained approximately 10 bouts of transient facial flushing and edema, with diffuse urticaria and pruritus occurring during or immediately after exercise. Two of the reactions resulted in almost complete upper airway obstruction requiring emergency therapy with epinephrine and antihistamines. The patient had no initial suspicion of allergic sensitivity to, or clinical reactions following, shellfish ingestion, but eventually the association with exercise was made. During further evaluation, he had positive immediate reactions with epicutaneous skin testing to clams, oysters, shrimp, crab, peanuts, trees, grasses, and weeds. Once the diagnosis was made and causative foods identified, avoidance of ingestion of these foods for at least 12 hours prior to exercise resulted in almost complete elimination of any further reactions.

In all cases of FDEIA, ingestion of the implicated food or non-specific food ingestion followed by exercise provokes the attack, and neither food ingestion nor exercise alone is sufficient. The nature of the attacks in FDEIA is indistinguishable from those described in patients with EIA. In their report on the clinical characteristics of 54 patients with FDEIA, Romano et al. found the most common symptoms to be pruritus (94% of patients), urticaria (85%), and angioedema (83%). Other common symptoms included flushing (74%), dyspnea (70%), gastrointestinal disturbances (nausea, diarrhea, colic, vomiting: 35%), hypotension (33%), and upper respiratory disturbances (choking, throat constriction, and hoarseness: 30%) [23].

The most common implicated foods are wheat, shellfish, alcohol, and a variety of fruits and vegetables, though over 40 different foods have been reported (see Table 47.1). In Japan, wheat and shellfish are implicated in the majority of cases of FDEIA, whereas case series reports from the
Table 47.1 Foods reported to be associated with FDEIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&gt;10 cases reported</th>
<th>&lt;10 cases reported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>Apple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley</td>
<td>Almonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celery</td>
<td>Banana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>Beef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Cabbage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oats</td>
<td>Chicken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peach</td>
<td>Corn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanut</td>
<td>Egg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rye</td>
<td>Fennel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean</td>
<td>Fish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellfish</td>
<td>Garlic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry</td>
<td>Grape</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomato</td>
<td>Hazelnut</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>Kiwi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lentil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lettuce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Litchi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

United States and Europe implicate a wider variety of foods [13,15,22–42].

In a subset of patients with EIA associated with food ingestion, a specific food cannot be identified. Among the 54 patients with FDEIA reported by Romano et al., a causative food could not be identified by history or specific IgE testing in six subjects [23]. Another case series of 11 Japanese patients with FDEIA, 4 were not sensitive to any specific food [25].

As with EIA, a variety of types and intensities of exercise can provoke attacks. Running, jogging, walking, soccer, dancing, and racquet sports are the most commonly reported provoking exercises for FDEIA [13,23,25]. The time between food ingestion and exercise generally ranges between 30 minutes and 4 hours, with the vast majority occurring within 2 hours [23]. The distance runner first described by Maulitz et al. in 1979 reported attacks 5, 20, and 24 hours after shellfish ingestion [22], but no cases of food-and-exercise challenge (FEC) confirmed cases with ingestion-to-exercise intervals greater than 6 hours have been reported. Whether the intensity of exertion correlates with the severity of the attack remains unclear, but the duration of exercise necessary to provoke an attack can range from 10 to 50 minutes. A single case of FDEIA has been reported in which the attack only occurred if the food (celery) was ingested within 2 hours after exercise [30].

It is unknown whether the amount of allergen ingested has an impact on the elicitation or severity of the attacks in FDEIA. Case series reporting FEC results do not specify the amount of food ingested prior to exercise. Hanakawa and colleagues reported a case of FDEIA in which the systemic allergic reaction depended on the amount of allergen ingested [43]. A 24-year-old woman with EIA associated with wheat ingestion had a class 2 positive radioallergoabsorbent test (RAST) for wheat and gluten, class 3 positive RAST for rye, and positive skin prick tests (SPTs) for wheat, bread, gluten, and udon (Japanese wheat noodles). Challenge tests with bread were performed. Exercise following ingestion of 64 g, but not 45 g, of bread induced generalized urticaria. Challenge tests with udon also provoked urticaria in a dose-dependent manner: 200 g, but not 100 or 150 g, elicited symptoms. They concluded that a negative challenge in patients suspected to have FDEIA may result from an insufficient amount of ingested food allergen (or sub-threshold exercise).

In some cases, a combination of two different foods followed by exercise may be required to elicit a reaction. Aihara et al. [28] reported a case of a 14-year-old boy with FDEIA diagnosed by provocation testing with the simultaneous ingestion of wheat and umeboshi (unripe plums pickled in brine and other ingredients, used in Japanese cooking), followed by exercise. Provocation tests with wheat or umeboshi alone failed to produce the transient increase in plasma histamine levels and drop in forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) elicited by the combination of food allergens. Again, this could partly account for negative challenge tests in patients with a strong clinical history for FDEIA. More recently, a case of FDEIA was reported in a 48-year-old woman that could only be provoked by a combination of food additives, ethanol, wheat flour, and exercise, whereas exercise challenges with or without ingestion of food additives, ethanol or wheat individually were negative [39].

Cross-reactivity of allergenic food components may also play an important role in FDEIA. Palosuo et al. examined the sera of 23 adult patients with wheat-dependent EIA for cross-reactivity of wheat omega-5 gliadin with other cereal proteins. They found that gamma-70 and gamma-35 secalins in rye and gamma-3 in barley cross-react with omega-5 gliadin [44]. In addition, two patients in their cohort of wheat-specific FDEIA reported exercise-induced allergic symptoms after rye ingestion. This suggests that rye and barley may also elicit exercise-induced symptoms in patients with wheat-specific EIA. Romano et al. noted that in their cohort of patients with FDEIA, 9 of 14 patients with tomato-specific FDEIA had positive skin tests for grasses with structural cross-reactivity with tomato. IgE cross-reactivity has also been reported in patients with mustard-specific FDEIA to mugwort pollen, celery-dependent FDEIA to mugwort pollen, and snail-dependent FDEIA to dust mite allergen [34,35,45].

Aspirin, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), and possibly other medications may have a key role in eliciting or enhancing food-dependent, exercise-induced reactions. Dohi et al. described two patients who recalled that...
aspirin taken 30 or 60 minutes before food intake provoked exercise-induced reactions that were more severe than without aspirin [25]. In another case series of three patients with FDEIA, Harada et al. found that aspirin added to FEC was required to provoke a systemic reaction in two patients, and was sufficient to provoke systemic symptoms when combined with food (without exercise) in one patient [46].

In order to investigate the effect of aspirin in provocation tests and in SPT of patients with FDEIA, Aihara et al. performed provocation challenges with combinations of food, exercise, and aspirin. Pre-treatment with aspirin was associated with enhanced SPT reactions to food, but not histamine, in five of eight (62.5%) patients. Of three patients who did not react to food and exercise, two reacted when challenged with the combination of food, exercise, and aspirin. In addition, two of three patients with positive challenges to food and exercise also had a positive challenge when food was combined with aspirin instead of exercise [47]. In another case series, Dohi et al. described three patients in whom aspirin ingestion followed by specific foods and exercise elicited more severe attacks with less exercise than when food and exercise were not preceded by aspirin ingestion [48]. Taken together, these data suggest aspirin may contribute to the severity of FDEIA reactions. Cross-reactivity of this aspirin effect on FDEIA severity with NSAIDs is supported by the finding by Romano et al. that three of five patients who reported taking aspirin shortly before FDEIA attacks had also taken NSAIDs before other FDEIA attacks [23].

Other factors that appear to be capable of contributing to the elicitation or severity of FDEIA attacks include psychological stress, abnormal response of the autonomic nervous system, menstruation, fatigue, lack of sleep, and seasonal variation [23,25].

### Diagnostic considerations

Differentiating FDEIA from other clinical entities involving food, exercise, urticaria, respiratory symptoms, or collapse may be difficult (Table 47.2). Unless the association of exercise-induced attacks with specific or non-specific food ingestion can be identified historically, patients with FDEIA may be misdiagnosed as having EIA. Idiopathic anaphylaxis, food- and drug-induced anaphylaxis, and anaphylaxis associated with systemic mastocytosis lack a clear association with exertion.

CU should also be distinguished from FDEIA. As discussed above, CU is a physical urticaria syndrome characterized by small, punctate wheals that develop in response to elevation in body temperature such as through exercise, exposure to hot water, sweating, fever, or emotional stress. The symptoms are generally limited to the skin, can be associated with wheezing, but not stridor, laryngeal edema, or vascular collapse. The provocation of the other physical urticarias by exposure to sunlight, water, vibration, and pressure should be readily distinguished from FDEIA on the basis of history. The phenomenon of exercise-induced bronchospasm that can occur in patients with asthma presents with dyspnea, cough, and wheezing provoked by exercise but is rarely associated with pruritus, urticaria, upper respiratory obstruction, or vascular collapse. Non-allergic causes of vascular collapse such as neurocardiogenic syncope and cardiac arrhythmias that can be associated with exercise and/or food ingestion also lack these characteristic features of anaphylaxis.

Diagnosing underlying food sensitivity in patients with FDEIA may prove difficult. The history is the most important diagnostic tool. Special emphasis should be placed on obtaining a detailed account of the symptoms of the attack, timing in relation to food and exercise, specific foods and/or medications (as well as quantities) ingested prior to attack, and other allergic history. The best clue comes from the presence of intermittent or sporadic exercise-induced reactions superimposed on the baseline of consistent, uneventful exercise. Although a specific food is usually implicated as a co-precipitating factor (specific FDEIA), some patients suffer from EIA after any food ingestion (non-specific FDEIA) [23]. In many cases of FDEIA, the association with food ingestion may not have been made, thereby unnecessarily restricting affected patients’ ability to exercise. Some cases may

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Differential diagnosis of FDEIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anaphylaxis syndromes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food induced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug induced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise-induced syndromes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise-induced anaphylaxis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical urticarias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholinergic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquagenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise-induced bronchospasm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac arrhythmias</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other urticaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idiopathic/autoimmune urticaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic mastocytosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasovagal syncope-presyncope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcinoid syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychogenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Septic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiogenic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypovolemic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 47.2 Differential Diagnosis of FDEIA
even be labeled idiopathic. A confounding factor that may complicate the process of making an accurate diagnosis may be the lag in time between ingestion and reaction. This may rarely extend to 12–24 hours, making the association with a specific food trigger extremely difficult. The association of EIA episodes with a specific food may also be missed in cases when the implicated food is a dietary staple such as wheat. Varjonen et al., for example, reported a series of five patients who could only associate the attacks of anaphylaxis with exercise, but were found to have detectable IgE on SPT and were able to exercise safely by eliminating wheat from the diet [49]. The accurate diagnosis can further be obscured by the requirement, in at least a few cases, of other factors such as aspirin or NSAID ingestion, psychological stress, menstruation, and seasonal or temperature variation. Some patients considered to have exercise-induced or “idiopathic” anaphylaxis without apparent relationship to food may in fact be reacting to unidentified ingestants, a combination of allergenic ingestants, or a cross-reacting ingestant.

Specific IgE testing in the form of SPT or RAST can be quite useful, especially as an opportunity to minimize exercise restrictions for affected patients. The vast majority of cases of FDEIA with a specific food identified as a co-precipitating factor have positive SPTs to the implicated food. Based on their findings in 54 patients with FDEIA, Romano and colleagues stress the importance of both in vivo and in vitro testing to an extensive panel of foods [23]. After detailed histories, patients were subjected to SPT to 26 commercial food allergens, SPTs with 15 fresh foods, and RAST for 31 food allergens. Forty-eight patients had suspected a particular food in association with attacks; six could not recall a certain food. Fifty-two patients were positive to at least one food; two had no positive results at all. All suspect foods were positive and each of the three tests revealed varying degrees of sensitivity, with positive results not discovered by the other tests. Exercise challenges following meals lacking the foods that elicited positive results on SPT or RAST failed to elicit reactions.

In another study of 19 patients referred for evaluation for anaphylaxis that occurred during or immediately following exercise, screening SPT and/or RAST to foods ingested prior to the episode of EIA revealed sensitization in 17. Avoidance of the identified foods 5 hours prior to exercise successfully prevented recurrence in 15 of these patients during the follow-up period (median 2 years) [29].

Special consideration of the limitations of specific IgE testing in the evaluation of patients with possible wheat-dependent EIA should be noted. Omega-5 gliadin (the major allergen responsible for wheat-dependent EIA) exists in the insoluble gliadin fraction of wheat proteins, which is lacking from commercial testing reagents [44,50]. The clinical implication is that the detection of IgE sensitization to wheat with commercial test reagents is impaired and this may lead to the incorrect diagnosis of EIA or nonspecific FDEIA, rather than wheat-specific EIA. In vitro IgE testing to omega-5 gliadin is not currently commercially available.

Though considered to be the gold-standard for confirming the diagnosis of FDEIA, the role of food-and-exercise provocation challenges in the clinical setting is unclear. The decision to perform such provocation challenges should include consideration of the risk of patient harm resulting from positive challenges, the possibility of a false-negative challenge, and the ease of avoidance of the suspected food prior to exercise. One approach used by some authors [23,29] is performing observed exercise challenges following meals lacking the suspected food(s), thereby providing reassurance that patients can safely exercise as long as the implicated food is eliminated from the diet.

Pathophysiology

The mechanism whereby exercise and food ingestion elicit the allergic response resulting in urticaria and anaphylaxis is not entirely understood. Food and exercise appear to act as two sub-threshold stimuli that individually are inadequate to produce mediator release from mast cells or basophils, yet when combined in a temporal relationship can produce mast cell or basophil degranulation. Support for the concept that mast cell degranulation is involved comes from studies involving electron microscopy of biopsy specimens obtained from exercise-induced urticarial lesions in patients with EIA showing ultrastructural evidence of mast cell degranulation [17]. Furthermore, a number of endogenous peptides can release histamine from mast cells both in vivo and in vitro [51]. These peptides include substance P, vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), gastrin, pentagastrin, and endorphins [51–54]. Release of these peptides occurs via various stimuli, including exercise, digestion, anxiety, pain, and local irritation. Any of these factors could be involved in physical urticarias or other allergic syndromes, including chronic urticaria, asthma, allergic rhinitis, and anaphylaxis, but studies showing increases in any of these endogenous peptides in response to exercise in patients with FDEIA are lacking.

Increased levels of histamine and tryptase have been observed after exercise in patients with EIA [3,16]. Exercise alone was sufficient to produce a rise in histamine in 6 of 11 patients with FDEIA, and exercise preceded by provocative foods was necessary in one additional patient [25].

Kivity et al. studied the effect of compound 48/80, a mast cell degranulating agent, on SPT in five subjects with FDEIA who had previous skin reactivity to provocative foods and five normal controls. Intradermal injection of compound 48/80 was associated with a much larger wheal response in four subjects with FDEIA as compared to controls after FECs, but not after food- or exercise-only challenges. The histamine wheal response in these subjects was not significantly changed [55]. Similar increases in exercise-induced
wheat responses have been found in other studies using compound 48/80 and codeine [56,57]. These findings suggest reactions in patients with FDEIA are produced by a direct effect of exercise and food allergen on mast cell releasability, rather than an increased sensitivity to histamine. This also implies that IgE and food antigens may interact with mast cells to lower the threshold to another stimulus, such as exercise, to produce the anaphylactic response.

The high prevalence of atopic diseases in patients with FDEIA and the finding that most patients with challenge-proven food-specific FDEIA have detectable IgE antibodies to implicated foods on SPT or RAST leave little doubt that IgE plays an important role in triggering attacks of FDEIA [20,21,23,25]. In addition to possible effects on mast cell releasability, exercise may also serve to facilitate increased small intestine allergen absorption. In one study of six patients with wheat-dependent EIA and four healthy controls, Matsuo et al. found that serum levels of gliadin, a major wheat allergen, rose in parallel with allergic responses following wheat ingestion and exercise [58]. An explanation for this observation comes from studies on the effects of exercise on intestinal function and hemodynamics showing that reduction of splanchnic blood flow from exercise causes epithelial barrier disruption and increases in intestinal permeability [59–61].

Other studies involving wheat-dependent FDEIA in Japan have provided further support for IgE-mediated food allergy in at least this subset of patients. Some of the IgE-binding epitopes for two important allergens in wheat-dependent FDEIA, omega-5 gliadin and a high-molecular-weight glutenin, have been identified [62,63]. In both cases, the epitope appears to be linear, rather than conformational. Interestingly, neither wheat-sensitive subjects with atopic dermatitis nor healthy controls demonstrated reactivity with epitope-specific IgE testing.

Of the additional cofactors that have been reported to possibly contribute to FDEIA attacks, the potential role of aspirin in enhancing FDEIA reactions has been most widely studied. Aspirin and other NSAIDs are capable of provoking or exacerbating hives in up to 30% of patients with chronic urticaria and angioedema through inhibition of cyclooxygenase-1 (COX-1) [64]. The observation that aspirin and other NSAIDs appear to provoke or exacerbate reactions in patients with FDEIA could, at least in part, also be attributable to COX-1 inhibition, but other mechanisms may also be involved. Aspirin, like exercise, appears to increase intestinal permeability through damage to gut epithelial tight junctions [65]. Matsuo et al. showed that co-ingestion of aspirin and wheat in patients with wheat-dependent EIA resulted in a rise in serum levels of gliadin and clinical allergic reactions [58]. Further studies are required to determine what potential role other cofactors such as medications, psychological stress, menstruation, fatigue, and lack of sleep may play in FDEIA responses.

Taken together, these observations provide some insight into the processes whereby food and exercise combine to produce anaphylactic reactions (see Fig. 47.1). In sensitized individuals, immunologically intact food antigen is absorbed, but in the absence of exercise, an immune response does not occur. When food ingestion is followed by exercise, the clinically observed reaction that follows is likely brought about by at least two key concomitant mechanisms: enhanced mast cell releasability and altered intestinal permeability. Serum levels of a number of the endogenous peptides known to induce mast cell degranulation including substance P, VIP, CGRP, gastrin, pentagastrin, and endorphins have been shown to increase in response to exercise [55–58]. In addition, intestinal epithelial barrier disruption associated with reduced splanchnic blood flow leads to altered intestinal permeability and the potential for enhanced absorption of immunologically intact food antigens [62–65]. Aspirin and

![Figure 47.1 Schematic representation of role of exercise in food-specific EIA. Sub P, substance P; VIP, vasoactive intestinal peptide; CGRP, calcitonin gene-related peptide; G/PG, gastrin/pentagastrin.](image-url)
NSAIDs can further potentiate these effects through COX-1 inhibition (and increased mast cell releasing factors, such as LTC4) and disruption of intestinal epithelial tight junctions. The result is the observed clinical allergic reaction.

Treatment
Avoidance of ingestion of any implicated foods in sufficient temporal proximity to exercise is the cornerstone of management of FDEIA. Prospective, controlled studies designed to evaluate the minimal time interval between provoking foods and exercise are lacking, but for patients with specific FDEIA, avoidance of implicated foods 4–6 hours prior to exercise usually prevents an urticarial or anaphylactic reaction following exercise. In cases of non-specific FDEIA, avoidance of all foods for at least 6–8 hours prior to exercise is recommended [66]. Of 43 patients with food-specific FDEIA advised to avoid implicated foods for 4 hours prior to exercise, none had experienced reactions after a mean of over 4 years of follow-up. In addition, none of the five patients with non-specific FDEIA advised to avoid exercise for at least 4 hours after any meal had experienced reactions [23]. Because lower levels of exertion such as walking and activities not considered to be exercise such as yard work and ironing clothes have been reported to provoke EIA, some patients might prefer complete avoidance of implicated foods [31]. Inquiring about and tailoring exercise regimes as indicated to avoid co-precipitating factors such as aspirin and NSAID ingestion, menstruation, seasonal variation, and extremes of weather should also be considered [13].

The utility of various medications taken prior to exercise in patients with FDEIA has not been established. Antihistamines taken either daily or one-half hour before exercise may help blunt the attack [67]. However, no data exist to suggest that this therapy can eliminate or prevent episodes. Oral cromolyn has also been reported to successfully prevent attacks [28,68]. The leukotriene antagonists, zafirlukast and montelukast, have been shown to attenuate exercise-induced bronchoconstriction, but no studies have evaluated this class of agents in FDEIA so far [69,70].

When attacks do occur, early intervention should help decrease their severity [1]. Patients should have a clear understanding of the early signs and symptoms of anaphylaxis, and immediate cessation of exercise when they occur is recommended. Self-injectable epinephrine should be prescribed for all patients along with the recommendation to carry it during exercise. Patients with a history of life-threatening reactions should also consider wearing a medical alert bracelet and avoid exercising alone. Emergency treatment at the time of the reaction may be lifesaving, although deaths attributed to FDEIA are rare [10,71].

The potential role of other treatment modalities such as anti-IgE therapy or other immunomodulatory agents requires investigation. Whether induction of tolerance to exercise following food ingestion can be achieved remains unknown. In their report on the results of a survey of patients with EIA, Wade et al. reported one patient who remained free from exercise-induced attacks while walking 5 miles per day, but EIA symptoms recurred following resumption of exercise after a several month period of inactivity. Other patients have described a “refractory period” following an attack of EIA, during which time they could exercise without risk of subsequent attack [19].

Delayed pressure urticaria
Clinical features
DPU is another syndrome in which the association has been made between the ingestion of food and the development of a physically induced cutaneous reaction [72–80]. This unusual disease, which is more prevalent than previously appreciated, is characterized by the delayed onset of deep cutaneous swellings in areas exposed to prolonged pressure of variable intensity. The appearance of the pressure-induced swelling of the hands and feet is indistinguishable from that of angioedema. The onset of lesions can occur within 30 minutes to 9 hours of application of pressure from a variety of stimuli (e.g. for the feet, prolonged walking on a hard surface; for the shoulder, carrying luggage; and for the hands, hammering nails). The lesions usually peak 6–9 hours after pressure and may last as long as 36 hours. There may be a refractory period for development of new lesions in locations with recent urticaria [81]. In 30–90% of patients, DPU can be associated with chronic idiopathic urticaria [75,77,79]. Some patients develop “flu-like” symptoms (malaise, arthralgias, and fever) in association with the skin lesions. Almost half patients with DPU have an elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and mild leukocytosis with or without eosinophilia. Usually the delayed pressure symptoms and reactivity parallel the activity of the chronic urticaria and can persist up to 30 years. The condition often creates a significant functional disability, especially in individuals whose occupations require heavy physical labor, such as carpenters, constructions workers, and auto mechanics [75].

Diagnosis
DPU is best diagnosed by a thorough history. Many patients have been incorrectly diagnosed as having refractory angioedema in association with their chronic urticaria. The diagnosis can be confirmed using several tests [74–77,80,81]. The simplest and most reliable test utilizes 15 lb of weight split into two sandbags connected by a thin strap. This device is then suspended over the shoulder for a period of 15 minutes while the patient is walking [74]. The shoulder is examined 4–8 hours after challenge for the development of a deep, often painful, erythematous swelling. In most cases the test is positive initially. In patients with a good history and a negative initial test, a follow-up
test at least 48 hours later may be positive. The test can be negative when the disease is quiescent or in remission.

**Pathophysiology**

The pathogenesis of DPU remains unclear. Lesions can be induced by injections of compound 48/80 into the skin, suggesting that release of mast cell mediators may be important in lesion induction [82]. Increased histamine levels have been shown in skin blisters above the lesions [77]. Biopsy specimens reveal mild mononuclear perivascular infiltrates with some eosinophils and a small number of polymorphonuclear leukocytes [83]. Fibrin deposition and edema among the collagen fibers at the pressure challenge site suggest a similarity between the lesions of DPU and those generated by the cutaneous late-phase reaction seen after allergen injection [84]. Barlow [85] proposes a lower threshold in DPU patients to form wheals compared to control subjects. Hermes and colleagues noted endothelial cell upregulation of tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and IL-3 in non-lesional skin of patients with DPU, and upregulation of TNF-α production in perivascular cells [86]. They suggest a role for these cytokines in the pathogenesis of DPU by an induction of sub-threshold inflammation in endothelial cells of uninvolved skin. Kallikrein generation [77], leukotriene production [77], and cytokine release in lesions [82] have been hypothesized but, to date, not confirmed. As with other causes of urticaria, aspirin appears to have a potentiating effect on the development of urticarial lesions in DPU [87,88].

**Treatment**

The pressure-induced lesions of most patients with DPU respond poorly to standard drugs used in the treatment of chronic urticaria and angioedema. The only medications that consistently relieve the delayed pressure symptoms are systemic corticosteroids [74–76,79]. Some patients require relatively high doses of these agents and prolonged therapy to remain functional and able to work. The delayed pressure component often does not respond to conventional H1 antihistamine alone or to a combination of H1 and H2 antihistamines [71–76,79]. Cetirizine reportedly has been effective in some patients [88,89]. Leukotriene antagonists have been shown effective in chronic idiopathic urticaria but are poorly studied in DPU [91–95]. Berkun and colleagues [94] reported the first case of a patient with steroid-dependent DPU responding to the leukotriene antagonist montelukast. One small randomized, double-blind study of 20 patients with DPU comparing loratadine to loratadine plus montelukast found the combination to be more effective at suppressing pressure-induced reactions than loratadine alone [95]. Another small study showed the addition of theophylline to cetirizine to be more effective than cetirizine monotherapy [96]. Sulfasalazine, at doses used in inflammatory bowel disease, was found to be an effective steroid-sparing agent for angioedema in two patients with refractory DPU [97]. Some patients [75] respond partially to NSAIDs, but this has not been observed consistently [79]. Limited studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of higher potency topical corticosteroids [98,99]. High-dose intravenous immunoglobulin induced remission or improved symptoms in five of eight patients with DPU considered to be severe and refractory to other therapies or responding only to oral corticosteroids [100]. The role in DPU of other agents used with some success in chronic idiopathic urticaria such as antimalarials [101], hydroxychloroquine [102], cyclosporine [103], dapsone [104,105], pentoxifylline [105], methotrexate [106], stanozolol [107], and calcineurin inhibitors [108] remains to be seen.

**Food-related delayed pressure urticaria**

Specific causal factors for DPU are rarely identified; however, Davis and colleagues [109] identified specific food ingestion as an exacerbating factor. In this report, six selected patients with challenge-proven DPU and chronic idiopathic urticaria were studied, all of whom required daily prednisone for symptomatic control. The patients either fasted, receiving only water, or were given a diet of unflavored Vivonex for a minimum of 48 hours. In five of the six patients, both spontaneous urticarial lesions and pressure-induced symptoms cleared after 24–48 hours of fasting. A control group of patients with chronic urticaria was treated in the same way, but none responded to the fast. All patients who had resolution of urticaria with fasting had at least one positive delayed cutaneous reaction (measured at 6 hours) on SPT with food antigens. Ingestion of foods producing a positive delayed cutaneous reaction was followed within 2–24 hours by recurrence of spontaneous and pressure-induced urticaria. Interestingly, RAST to foods causing positive delayed cutaneous reactions and recurrence of urticaria were negative.

A subsequent report described two patients with DPU in whom lesions could be elicited when they had eaten typical foods but not when they had been on at least 5 days of an elimination diet [110]. Skin testing was not described, however. In another study by Czarnetzki et al. [111], 13 patients with DPU and positive cutaneous prick testing responses to foods failed to respond to elimination diets. All of the subjects underwent testing to a large battery of common allergens, including food extracts. Seven of these patients had positive early cutaneous reactions (15 minutes), and six developed positive late cutaneous reactions (after 6 hours). None of the patients, however, showed any improvement on diets that eliminated those food antigens to which they developed a late cutaneous reaction. It is not clear whether any of the patients fasted for any prolonged period of time to exclude other allergens that were not part of the skin test battery.

Although a role for food ingestion in the causation of DPU has been suggested, it has not been well documented or proved. In over 20 years since the report by Davis et al. [109]
summarized above, few studies convincingly implicating food ingestion as a possible cause of DPU have been published. Vidal et al. reported one additional case of delayed pressure urticaria that appeared to occur only in association with egg ingestion [112]. Whereas none of the patients reported in the case series by Davis et al. had detectable IgE to the suspected foods, this patient did have egg-specific IgE detected on RAST and SPT.

Thus, while efforts to exclude specific foods as contributing factors to cutaneous eruptions in patients with DPU appear unlikely to contribute significantly, given the high morbidity of DPU in some patients, including the potential requirement for long-term systemic corticosteroid therapy, it may be worthwhile to consider ingestants as aggravating factors in almost any patient with DPU.

Other food/physical syndromes

Strong evidence for the role of food in eliciting other physical allergy syndromes is lacking. Zuberbier and colleagues [113] describe the case of a 43-year-old woman with angioedema resulting from a combination of non-specific food intake and elevation of body temperature. Pseudoallergic reactions to hot, cold, or spicy foods may elicit CU responses, but true allergic responses involving food ingestion have not been reported to contribute to other physical urticaria syndromes including dermographism, solar urticaria, aquagenic urticaria, or vibratory angioedema.

Conclusions

Of the physical allergy syndromes, food allergy appears to play a role in a significant subset of patients with EIA and possibly DPU. In the case of FDEIA, the historical association of specific or non-specific food ingestion with the exercise-induced attacks may not be readily apparent but may not be uncommon. As a result, in patients with EIA in whom the possibility that food may be contributing to anaphylaxis attacks cannot be excluded historically, a thorough investigation including specific IgE testing to a variety of common foods should be considered. Because nearly all patients with specific FDEIA are able to prevent attacks of EIA by avoiding suspected foods 4 hours before exercise, this approach may contribute significantly to the quality of life in patients who may otherwise impose disabling restrictions on their physical activity in an effort to avoid attacks. Though the role of food allergy in DPU is less clear, the significant morbidity of pressure avoidance and lack of proven non-toxic therapies for this condition also warrant consideration of foods as potential co-precipitants. Future studies are clearly needed to help guide clinicians in the management and treatment of these chronic conditions.
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**APPENDIX**

**Allergen Avoidance Handouts**

**Wheat avoidance**
All manufactured food products that contain wheat as an ingredient are required by US law to list the word “Wheat” on the product label. The law states that any species in the genus *Triticum* is considered wheat.

The following ingredients should be avoided when eliminating wheat from the diet:

- Bread crumbs
- Bulgur
- Cereal extract
- Couscous
- Durum, durum flour, durum wheat
- Emmer
- Einkorn
- Farina
- Flour (all wheat types such as all purpose, cake, enriched, graham, high protein or high gluten, pastry)
- Kamut
- Semolina
- Spelt
- Sprouted wheat
- Triticale
- Vital wheat gluten
- Wheat (bran, germ, gluten, grass, malt, starch)
- Whole-wheat berries

- Wheat may be found in ale, baking mixes, baked products, batter-fried foods, beer, breaded foods, breakfast cereals, candy, crackers, frankfurters and processed meats, ice cream products, salad dressings, sauces, soups, soy sauce, and surimi. Please read product labels carefully before purchasing or consuming any item.
- The following flour substitutes are available and may be used by the wheat allergic child if tolerated: amaranth, arrowroot, buckwheat, corn, millet, oat, potato, rice, soybean, tapioca, and quinoa flour. Please check with your doctor before including these in your diet.

**Source:** Jaffe Food Allergy Institute, 2007.

**Soy avoidance**
All manufactured food products that contain soy as an ingredient are required by US law to list the word “Soy” on the product label.

The following ingredients indicate the presence of soy protein:

- Edamame
- Miso
- Natto
- Shoyu sauce
- Soy (fiber, flour, grits, nuts, sprouts)
- Soy (milk, yogurt, ice cream, cheese)
- Soy protein (concentrate, hydrolyzed, isolate)
- Soy sauce
- Tamari
- Tempeh
- Textured vegetable protein
- Tofu

- Soy protein may be found in numerous products such as breads, cookies, crackers, canned broth and soups, canned tuna and meat, breakfast cereals, high protein energy bars and snacks, low fat peanut butters, and processed meats. Please read product labels carefully before purchasing or consuming any item.
- Asian cuisines are considered high risk for individuals with soy allergy due to the common use of soy as an ingredient and the risk of cross-contamination even if a soy-free item is ordered.
- Studies show that most individuals with soy allergy may safely eat products containing soy oil and soy lecithin. Soy oil is exempt from US labeling laws.

**Source:** Jaffe Food Allergy Institute, 2007.

**Peanut avoidance**
All manufactured food products that contain peanut protein as an ingredient are required by US law to list the word “Peanut” on the product label.

The following ingredients indicate the presence of peanut protein:

- Beer nuts
- Ground nuts
- Mixed nuts
- Peanut (including peanut flour and peanut butter)
• Peanut protein is found in *Arachis* oil, cold pressed, expressed, expelled, and extruded peanut oils. Highly processed peanut oil has been shown to be safe for the vast majority of individuals allergic to peanut. As the degree of processing of commercial peanut oil may be difficult to determine, avoidance is prudent.
• Nu-Nuts® and other artificial flavored nuts contain peanut protein.
• Ethnic restaurants (such as Chinese, African, Indonesian, Thai, and Vietnamese), bakeries, and ice cream parlors are considered high risk for individuals with peanut allergy due to the common use of peanut and the risk of cross-contamination even if a peanut-free item is ordered.
• Peanut butter and/or peanut flour have been used in chili and spaghetti sauce as thickeners. Always ask if peanut was used in a recipe.
• Many candies and chocolates contain peanut or run the risk of cross-contact with peanut protein.
• Lupine or lupin is a legume that may cause an allergic reaction in those with peanut allergy. Lupine is used in this country in many gluten-free and high protein products. In many European countries (particularly Italy and France), lupine flour and or peanut flour may be mixed with wheat flour in baked goods.
• Many tree nuts are processed with peanuts and therefore may contain trace amounts of peanut protein. Extreme caution is advised.
• Please read all product labels carefully before purchasing and consuming any item.

**Egg avoidance**

All manufactured food products that contain egg as an ingredient are required by US law to list the word “Egg” on the product label.

The following ingredients indicate the presence of egg protein:
- Albumin
- Egg (white, yolk, dried, powdered, solids)
- Egg substitutes
- Eggnog
- Globulin
- Lecithin
- Lysozyme
- Mayonnaise
- Meringue
- Ovalbumin
- Ovovitellin

• Egg protein may be found in numerous products such as baked goods, breaded foods, cream fillings, custards, candies, canned soups, casseroles, frostings, ice creams, lollipops, marshmallows, marzipan, pastas, salad dressings, and meat-based dishes such as meatballs or meatloaf. Please read product labels carefully before purchasing or consuming any item.
• Egg whites and shells may also be used as a clarifying agent in soup stocks, consommés, wine, alcohol-based and coffee drinks.
• A shiny glazed or yellow colored baked good may indicate the presence of egg protein.
• For each egg, one of the following may be substituted in recipes:
  - 1 teaspoon baking powder, 1 tablespoon water and 1 tablespoon vinegar
  - 1 teaspoon yeast dissolved in ¼ cup warm water.
  - 1½ tablespoon water, 1½ tablespoon oil, and 1 teaspoon baking powder.
  - 1 packet gelatin and 2 tablespoon warm water (mix just prior to use).
  - 2 tablespoon fruit puree may be used for binding, but not leavening.

**MMR vaccine**
The American Academy of Pediatrics has stated that egg allergy is not a contraindication for the MMR vaccine. Several studies have indicated that the MMR vaccine can safely be administered to all patients with egg allergy.

*Source:* Jaffe Food Allergy Institute, 2007.

**Tree nut avoidance**

All manufactured food products that contain a tree nut as an ingredient are required by US law to list the specific tree nut on the product label.

The following common nuts are considered tree nuts under US law:

- Almond
- Brazil nut
- Cashew
- Chestnut
- Filbert/hazelnut
- Macadamia nut
- Pecan
- Pine nut (pignolia nut)
- Pistachio
- Walnut

The following are uncommon, additional tree nuts which require disclosure by US law; however, the risk of allergic reaction to these nuts is unknown:

- Beech nut
- Butter nut
- Chinquapin
- Coconut
- Ginkgo
- Hickory
- Lychee nut
- Pili nut
- Shea nut
• Tree nut proteins may be found in cereals, crackers, cookies, candy, chocolates, energy bars, flavored coffee, frozen desserts, marinades, barbeque sauces, and some cold cuts, such as Mortadella. Read product labels carefully before purchasing or consuming any item.
• Tree nut protein will be found in foods such as gianduja (a creamy mixture of chocolate and chopped almonds and hazelnuts although other nuts may be used), marzipan (almond paste), nougat, Nu-Nuts® artificial nuts, pesto, and nut meal.
• Tree nut oils may contain nut protein and should be avoided.
• Ethnic restaurants (such as Chinese, African, Indian, Thai, and Vietnamese), ice cream parlors, and bakeries are considered high risk for individuals with tree nut allergy due to the common use of nuts and the risk of cross-contamination even if a tree nut-free item is ordered.
• Avoid natural extracts such as pure almond extract, and natural wintergreen extract (for the filbert/hazel-nut allergy). Imitation or artificially flavored extracts are generally safe.
• The following are not considered nuts: nutmeg, water chestnuts, and butternut squash.
• Tree nut oils are sometimes used in lotions and soaps. Shea nut, not usually found in food products, is often used in lotions.
• Some alcoholic beverages may contain nut flavoring and should be avoided. These beverages are not currently regulated by the new labeling laws, therefore, it may be necessary to call the manufacturer to determine the safety of ingredients such as natural flavoring.

Shellfish avoidance

All manufactured food products that contain crustacean shellfish as an ingredient are required by US law to list the specific crustacean shellfish on the product label.

Crustacean
Shrimp (prawns, crevette)
Lobster (langoustine, langoustine, scampo, coral, tomalley)
Crab
Crawfish (crayfish, ecrevisse)

Mollusks are not considered major allergens under food labeling laws. They may not be fully disclosed on a product label.

Mollusks
Abalone
Clam
Cockle
Mussel
Oyster
Octopus
Scallop
Snail (escargot)
Squid (calamari)

The following ingredients may indicate the presence of shellfish protein:

Bouillabaisse
Fish stock
Flavoring
Seafood flavoring
Surimi

Some sensitive individuals may react to aerosolized shellfish protein through cooking vapors.
• Fish and seafood restaurants are considered high risk due to the risk of cross-contamination even if a non-shellfish item is ordered.
• Carrageen is a marine algae, not a fish, and is considered safe for those avoiding fish and shellfish.

Please read all product labels carefully before purchasing and consuming any item.

Source: Jaffe Food Allergy Institute, 2007.

Milk avoidance

All manufactured food products that contain milk as an ingredient are required by US law to list the word “Milk” on the product label. Milk protein is found in all dairy products including milk, butter, cheese, cream, custard, yogurt, ice cream, and puddings.

The following ingredients indicate the presence of milk protein:

Artificial butter flavor, butter fat, and butter oil
Casein and caseinates (in all forms)
Cheese flavor
Curds
Ghee
Hydrolysates (casein, milk protein, protein, whey, whey protein)
Lactalbumin, lactalbumin phosphate, lactoglobulin, lactoferrin, lactulose
Nougat
Rennet, rennet casein
Recaldent™ (used in teeth-whitening chewing gums)
Simplesse®
Whey (in all forms)

• Milk protein may be found in numerous manufactured products such as many margarines, breads, cookies, cakes, chewing gum, cold cuts, crackers, cereals, non-dairy products, processed and canned meats, and frozen and refrigerated soy products. Please read product labels carefully before purchasing or consuming any item.
Many frozen and refrigerated soy-based products are manufactured on dairy equipment and run the risk of cross-contact with milk protein.

- Sheep and goat’s milk is not considered safe for those with cow’s milk allergy as most cow’s milk-allergic individuals are also allergic to goat’s milk.
- Shellfish is occasionally dipped in milk as a preservative. Please ask if there is any risk of milk contact when purchasing shellfish.

- Kosher dairy: A “D” or the word “dairy” following the circled K or U on a product label indicates the presence of milk protein or a risk of milk protein contamination. These products should be avoided.
- Kosher pareve: A product labeled pareve is considered milk free under kosher dietary law. However, a food product may be considered pareve even if it contains a very small amount of milk protein – potentially enough to cause an allergic reaction in susceptible individuals. Do not assume pareve products are always safe.

Ingredients that do not contain milk are:
- Cocoa butter, coconut milk, calcium lactate, calcium stearoyl lactylate, oleoresin, cream of tartar, sodium stearoyl lactylate, and lactic acid (although lactic acid starter culture may contain milk).

**Nutrition**

Milk is an important dietary source of protein, calcium, vitamin D, and vitamin B12. Please discuss a safe dietary alternative to cow’s milk with your doctor or dietitian.

Source: Jaffe Food Allergy Institute, 2007.

**Sesame avoidance**

The following ingredients indicate the presence of sesame protein:
- Sesame flour
- Sesame oil
- Sesame seeds
- Sesame paste – tahini

Other foods that may contain the presence of sesame seed protein:
- Bakery products such as breads, rolls, and bagels
- Bread crumbs, breading, and prepared breaded products
- Breakfast cereals such as Granola, Muesli, and Kashi brand cereals
- Snacks such as tortillas chips, pretzels, rice cakes, crackers, and Japanese snack mixes
- High protein bars, energy bars, and low carbohydrate products
- Salad dressings, spice mixes, and marinades
- Exotic, ethnic, vegetarian and “natural” foods that commonly have sesame seed protein as an ingredient:
  - Baba Ghanoush
  - Falafel
  - Goma-dofu (Japanese custard)
  - Halvah
  - Hummus
  - Pasteli (Greek dessert)
  - Sushi
  - Vegetarian burgers
  - Japanese and Chinese dipping sauces and marinades

- Cross-contamination with sesame may occur in bakeries, bagel shops, and Chinese and Japanese restaurants.
- Some herbal drinks may contain sesame including Aqua Libra, a British herbal beverage.
- Sesame may also be used in soaps, cosmetics, creams, and massage oils where it may be listed as Sesamum Indicum.

Source: Jaffe Food Allergy Institute, 2007.
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mechanisms of toxicity 391

single additive challenge studies 347

structure 387

toxicology 387–8

unsubstantiated effects 391

urticaria 388–90

butylated hydroxytoluene 341, 386–93

asthma/rhinitis 388

dermatitis 390–1

mechanisms of toxicity 391

single additive challenge studies 347

structure 387

toxicology 387–8

unsubstantiated effects 391

urticaria 388–90

C3a 23

C5a 23

N-cadherin 7
caffeine 433, 436
adverse effects 436
calcium 493

calcification 258
Candida albicans 111

canol, GM 64
cantaloupe, GM 65
canthaxanthin 452

capsaicin 433, 436–7
caraway seed 418

carbohydrate intake 488

carrot allergy 413, 414


carotenoids 413, 414

carotene 413, 414

carotenoids 413, 414

carrot oil 404

uses 405
casein 44, 45, 46

cayenne 418
CCL5 see RANTES

cclL1 see eotaxin

cclL3 111

cclL20 30

cclL25 10

cclL28 10

CCR3 10

CCR9 10

CCR10 10

CD4+ 6, 33, 34, 92

CD4+CD25+ 33

CD8+ 6, 10, 92

CD18-CD11b 21

CD18-CD11c 21

CD21 21

CD23 8, 21

CD25+ 6

CD40L 22

CD80 10, 33

CD86 10, 33

CD94 213

CD152 33

celery 135, 136, 418

celery-birch-mugwort-spice syndrome 135–6

celiac crisis 217


celiac disease 36, 104, 105, 211–22

adaptive immune response

cellular immunity 213–14, 214

host modification of gluten by tissue transglutaminase 215

humoral response 214–15

clinical presentation 215–16, 216, 217

diagnostic tests 216–18, 217, 218

gluten challenge 217–18

intestinal biopsies 217

serology 217

environmental factors 213

epidemiology 215, 215

etiology 212, 212

genetics 30, 212–13, 212

IgG/IgA antibodies 255

immunologic factors 213

intestinal changes 212

mortality 220

natural history 215

pathogenesis 212

persistent symptoms 219

prevention 219

and psychiatric disorders 556–7

screening 220

treatment 218–19, 218

vaccines 219

cellular immunity, celiac disease 213–14, 214

cereal allergy

anaphylaxis 160

cross-reaction 317

cereal prolamins 51

chactonine 438–9

cheese workers’ lung 228

chemokines 22, 23

atopic dermatitis 111

see also individual chemokines

chemokine receptors 10

chemotaxis 4

cherimoya 136

cherry 135, 137

chervil

cinnamon

cloves 418

clophtocardinosis 519–20

co-allergy 315–16

cochlinal extract 404

see also carmine

Codex Alimentarius 70

coffee worker’s lung 228

Color Additive Amendment 404

colostrum 32

commercial food products 310–12

component resolved diagnosis 278, 281

contact dermatitis 125

allergic 224

azo dye-induced 383

food-induced 104

food-processing/food service workers 229–30

irritant 224

irritants causing 225

occupational 233, 233

tartrazine-induced 383

contact urticaria 125

containers, chemicals migrating from 501

contaminants 502–4

alimentary toxic aluelia 504

amnesic shellfish poisoning 503

ciguatera poisoning 502–3

ergotism 503–4

mycotoxins 503

paralytic shellfish poisoning 503

pufferfish poisoning 503

controlled inflammation 3–7

controversial practices 323–33

definitions 323–4

inappropriate tests

IgG antibodies 327

lymphocyte subset counts 327

pulse test 327

inappropriate therapy

anti-Candida drugs 329

clinical ecology 328–9

elimination diets 329–30

multiple chemical sensitivity syndrome 330

skin endpoint titration 324

unproven tests

applied kinesiology 324

body chemical analysis 326–7

cytoxic leukocyte testing 325–6

electrodiagnosis 326

iridology 326

neutialization therapy 325

provocative testing and neutralization 324–5

radionics 326

unproven therapy

advanced allergy elimination 328

Buteyko breathing technique 327

mercury amalgam removal 328

neutialization therapy 327

orthomolecular therapy 328

rotation diets 327

urine autoinjections 328

cooking 446–7
food colorings (continued) 416–20
regulations and definitions 417–20, 418–19
food-induced anaphylaxis see anaphylaxis
food-induced pulmonary hemosiderosis 104, 105
food industry 86–7
food intolerance 101–2
food manufacture 310–12
food preparation 446–7, 485
food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome 197, 198
food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome 197, 198
diagnosis 199, 199
dietary management 200
genetics 201
history 195–7, 195
natural history 200–1
oral food challenge 199–200, 200
pathology 201
pathophysiology 201–2
food protein-induced enteropathy 36, 104–5, 104, 104, 196, 202–6
clinical features 202–3
diagnosis 203
history 202
iron-deficiency anemia 206
natural history 203
pathology 203–4, 204
pathophysiology 204–6, 205
food protein-induced proctocolitis 36, 36, 36, 36, 104, 104
food toxicology 498–507
naturally occurring chemicals 502–6
contaminants 502–4
natural constituents 504–6
synthetic chemicals 498–501
agricultural chemicals 499–500
food additives see food additives
industrial chemicals 501
migration from packaging and containers 501
niacin 499
sorbitol 499
toxic oil poisoning 499
FoxP3  6
FIIES see food protein-induced enterocolitis
fruit allergies 227
anaphylaxis 160
fruit juice, uses 405
fungal allergies, hypersensitivity pneumonitis 228
fungicides 500
galacto-oligosaccharides 477
GALT 30, 32, 34
antibody responses in 7–8, 7
antigen trafficking 8–11, 9, 10
Gembidiscus toxicus 502, 512
garlic 418
gastroesophageal reflux disease 36
infants 175
gastrointestinal reactions 299
atopy patch test 287
IgE-mediated response 103
non-IgE-mediated response 104–5
genetically modified crops see GM crops
genetic engineering 62–81
natural factors 19
ghrelin 176
ginger 418
gliadin 33, 213, 213, 415
GM crops 62–3, 64–5
glyphosate 65
glycyrhetinic acid 427
GM crops 62–3, 64–5
oral toxicity studies 67
gordolobo yerba 504
green workers’ lung 228
grape 137
grape color extract 316, 404, 415
grape skin extract 404, 415, 416
Guillain-Barre syndrome 522
gut
anatomy 30–2, 31
defense mechanisms 32
gut-associated lymphoid tissue see GALT
gut barrier 545–6
gut flora 94, 546–7
rheumatoid arthritis 569
Gymnodinium spp. 514
Gyromitra esculenta 505
gyromitrin 505
havein 53
hazelnut 135, 137
headache
MSG-induced 373–4
see also migraine
Heiner’s syndrome 104, 105
Helioctaber pylori 188
hemiplegia 539
herbicides 500
tolerance 63
Hevea brasiliensis 53
hidden food allergens 310–14, 311
commercial food products 310–12
cross-contamination 312–13
food flavorings 417
labeling issues 310–12
modes of exposure 311
non-food allergens in food 313
non-standard exposure routes 313–14
unexpected sources in non-food items 313
high endothelial venules 4
high-risk patients 448
histamine 24, 261–2, 431–4
in foods 432
metabolism 432, 433
physiologic effects 431–2, 432
scombroid poisoning 432–3, 434, 511–12
synthesis 431
histamine-releasing factors 114
histamine-releasing foods 434
host-microbial interactions 548–9, 549
humanized monoclonal anti-IgE antibody 580–1
humoral response, celiac disease 214–15
hygiene hypothesis 19, 30, 477
hyperactivity
parabens and benzoates 400
tartrazine-induced 383
hypersensitivity 253, 490
hypersensitivity pneumonitis 231–2, 232
etiology 228
laboratory tests 234–6, 235
ICAM-1, atopic dermatitis 111
IgA 6
allergen-specific 18–19, 18
IgE
peptide-specific 282
total serum 261, 281
IgE, food allergen-specific 278–84
atopic march 282
component resolved diagnosis 278, 281
interpretation 279–80, 279
cow’s milk 279, 280
fish 280
hen’s egg 279–80, 279
peanuts 279, 280
IgE-mediated reactions 15–28, 102–4
immunotherapy 139, 457
immunostimulatory-oligodeoxynucleotides
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation
immunoglobulins, see also Ig
ImmunoCAP System 278
immune exclusion 8
Immulite System 278
imidazolacetaldehyde
IgG/IgA antibodies
IgG, allergen-specific 18–19, 18
IgE receptors 20–1
IgE antibodies 254–5
IgE receptors 20–1
IgG, allergen-specific 18–19, 18
IgG antibodies 254–5
IgG/IgA antibodies
in atopic allergy 261
in celiac disease 255
imidazolacetaldehyde 438
Immunitel System 278
immune exclusion 8
immune mechanisms 546
ImmuNoCAP System 278
immunoglobulins, see also Ig
immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif see ITAM
immunostimulatory-oligodeoxynucleotides
immunotherapy 576–7
immunotherapy 139, 457
allergen-specific 575–8, 576
DNA-based 575–7
engineered protein 577
oral 577–8
peptide 577
sublingual 577–8
non-specific 578–81, 579
cytokine therapy 581
humanized monoclonal anti-IgE antibody 580–1
probiotics 580
traditional Chinese medicine 578–80
immunotolerance see oral tolerance
inappropriate tests
IgG antibodies 327
lymphocyte subset counts 327
pulse test 327
inappropriate therapy
anti-Candida drugs 329
clinical ecology 328–9
elimination diets 329–30
industrial chemicals 501
mercury 501
polybrominated biphenyls 501
polychlorinated biphenyls 501
infant formula
and colic 174, 174
and prevention of food allergy 473–5, 476
selection of 114
infantile colic 171–81, 304
behavior interventions 173, 173
crying syndromes 171–2
dietary treatment 176–7
hypoallergenic formulas 176–7
maternal elimination diets 177, 177
epidemiology 171–2
factors associated with infantile 172–3, 172
maternal 173
and food allergy 173–5
breast-fed infants 174
breast-fed vs formula-fed infants 174, 174
cow’s milk-protein allergy 174
intestinal microbiota 174
subsequent development of 175
and gastrointestinal disorders 175–6
gastroesophageal reflux and esophagitis 175
intestinal spasm 175–6
lactose intolerance 176
parental support 173
prevalence 172
infants
dyspnea in 150
egg allergy 145–6
food allergy 171–81
food hypersensitivity 145
recommended adequate intake 487.
recommended dietary allowance 487.
inflammation
allergic 20–1, 21
controlled 3–5, 4, 5
inflammatory dendritic epidermal cells 111
inhalation challenge 237, 238
innate immune recognition 20
insect allergies 227
hypersensitivity pneumonitis 228
insecticides 499–500
intercellular adhesion molecule see ICAM
interleukin-1α 33
interleukin-4 33, 92
interleukin-6 33
interleukin-8 30
interleukin-10 6, 33
interferon-γ 7
interleukins, atopic dermatitis 111
intestinal biopsy, celiac disease 217
intestinal epithelial cells 3, 10, 32, 34
antigen uptake 10
intestinal permeability
gluten-induced 213
rheumatoid arthritis 569–70
intestinal spasm 175–6
in vitro diagnosis 253–67, 300, 300
allergen sources 255–6
antigen sources 256
cross-reactivity 256–7, 257
cytokines 262
epitopes 256
histamine and basophil histamine test 261–2
IgE antibodies 254–5
IgE tests 278–84
IgG/IgA antibodies
in atopic allergy 261
in celiac disease 255
leukotrienes 262
test performance characteristics 257–61
antibody/antigen interactions 258, 259
validation 258–60
total serum IgE 261
tryptase, eosinophil cationic protein and eosinophil protein X 262
in vivo diagnosis 267–77, 300, 300
elimination diets 112, 113, 118–19, 177, 177, 273
historical aspects 267–8, 268
history and physical examination 272–3
oral food challenge 112–13, 118–19, 274–5, 274
skin prick tests 125, 184, 239, 268–72
iodide 493
iridology 326
iron 493
iron-deficiency anemia 196, 206
iron oxide, synthetic 404
irritant contact dermatitis 224
isoproterenol, preparations containing sultes 360
isosulfan blue 341
skin prick tests 349
ITAM 21
jackfruit 135
jalapeno 418
jimsonweed 504
Karenia brevis 516–17
keratinocyte growth factor 35
kinesiology 324
kissing, exposure through 314
kiwi 136
Klebsiella pneumoniae 432
koshers foods 312, 444, 491, 599
labeling 310–12, 444–6, 444, 445, 483–4
monosodium glutamate 370
lactose intolerance 176, 202, 218, 506
lamina propria 3, 4
lactose intolerance 176, 202, 218, 506
lactotolerance 176, 202, 218, 506
lamina propria 3, 4
late-phase reaction 20
latex 135
latex-food syndrome 318–19, 319
latex-fruit syndrome 318–19, 319
latex 135
lettuce 137
leukotrienes 254, 262
lipocalins 46
lipids-transfer protein syndrome 137–8, 137
lipids-transfer proteins 51, 256
lipid-transfer protein syndrome 137–8, 137
liposomes 46
LOAE 82, 85–6
loss of food allergy 462–3, 463
lovage 418
low-dose challenge 85, 85
utility of 86
lowest observed adverse effect level see LOAE
lymphocytes 3, 4
lymphocyte subset counts 327
Lyngbya wollei 514
lysozymes 46
mace 418
macrophages 4
antigen-presenting 3
MadCAM 4
magnesium 493
maitotoxin 502
maize 137
major basic protein 23, 204
major histocompatibility complex 5
Malassezia furfur 110
Malassezia sympodialis 111
MALT 6
malt workers’ lung 228
mammalian food products, cross-reaction 317
manganese 493
mango 136
mannitol 342
skin prick tests 349
marmot 418
mascot 21–2, 22
Fc receptors 18, 18
tryptase and chymases positive 21
mast cell degranulation 8
mast cell mediators 22, 548
maternal diet 473, 476
maternal elimination diets 177, 177
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization 75
Medic Alert bracelet 166
medications
allergens in 311, 313
sultes in 360, 362–3
withholding during challenge studies 345, 349
Mediterranean diet 567–8
Mekerson-Rosenthal syndrome 399
melon 135
Meniere’s syndrome 539
mercury 501
mercury amalgam removal 328
metabolic food disorders 506
N-methylhistamine 438
methylxanthines 433, 435–6
absorption, distribution and metabolisms 436
in foods 436, 436
mechanisms of action 435–6
physiologic effects 435, 436
MHC class I chain A related molecule 35
microfold cells 8–9, 31–2
micronutrients 488
micropinocytosis 34
migraine 305, 531–7
definition 531
dietary triggers 537
diet manipulation 532
and epilepsy 538–9
etiology 532
and food allergy 532–4
mediators and immune mechanisms 536–7
pharmacological triggers 534–6, 535
milk
infant formula see infant formula
nutrient content 491
unpasteurized 477–8
see also cow’s milk allergy
milk avoidance 598–9
miller’s lung 228
mineral 493
minimal eliciting dose 82, 84–6
MMI30 30
MMR vaccine 597
molybdenum 493
monoamines 433, 434–5
metabolism 434
phenylethylamine 433, 435
serotonin 433, 435
synthesis 434
tyramine 434–5
monocytes 4, 35
Fc receptors 18
monoamines 433, 434–5
motilin 176
MSG see monosodium glutamate
Muckle-Wells syndrome 124
mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue see MALT
mucosal immunity 3–14
controlled inflammation 3–5, 4, 5
oral tolerance 5–7, 5
mugwort 135, 137
multiple additive challenges 345–6
multiple chemical sensitivity syndrome 330
mucrin 505
mushrooms, poisonous 505
mushroom workers’ lung 228, 232–3
muscles see shellfish
mustard 419
mycotoxins 503
myristicin 433, 437–8
n-3 supplements 570–1
nasal challenge 237
natural constituents 504–6
natural history 461–9
development of food allergy 461
egg allergy 465
loss of food allergy 462–3, 463
milk allergy 463–5, 463
peanut allergy 465–6, 466
tree nut allergy 466
naturally occurring chemicals 502–6
contaminants 502–4
pediatric 488–90, 489
protein 486–7, 487
recommended dietary allowance 486
tolerable upper intake level 486
see also diet
nutritional status 489
nutritional supplements 478–9
occupational disease 223–50
associated agents 226–8, 227–30
definitions 223–4
diagnosis
history and physical examination 233–4
laboratory tests 234–7, 235, 236
specific challenge 237, 238
exposure routes 228, 230
pathophysiology
hypoallergenic pneumonitis 231–2, 232
mushroom worker’s lung 232–3
occupational asthma 231
occupational dermatisis 233, 233
occupational rhinitis 230–1
prevalence and incidence 224–5, 225
prevention and treatment 239–40
prognosis 237–9
risk factors 225–6
atopy 225–6
bronchial responsiveness 226
genetics 226
smoking 226
see also individual conditions
ocular response 102–3, 299
"oligoantigenic" diet 291, 534
onion 419
oral allergy syndrome 103, 127, 133–43
allergens 134–5, 135
clinical features 134, 134
cross-reactions 317–18
diagnosis 138
epidemiology 133–4
future directions 139–40
immunotherapy 139
purified recombinant allergens 139
T-cell cross-reactivity 139–40
latex–fruit syndrome 136–7, 136
lipid-transfer protein syndrome 137–8, 137
management 138–9, 138
molecular basis/pathogenesis 134
pollen–food syndromes 135–6
birch–fruit–vegetable syndrome 135
celery–birch–mugwort–spice syndrome 135–6
ragweed–melon–banana association 136
risk factors 139
challenge location 292–3
discussion of procedure with patient 292
dosing decisions 293–4
FPIES 199–200, 200
making and administering challenge food 294–5, 294
monitoring and stopping treatment 295
monosodium glutamate 338
patient preparation 293
post-challenge care 295–6
tartrazine 339
oral immunotherapy 577–8
oral tolerance 5–7, 6, 32–3, 90–8
animal studies 90–1
antigen presentation and processing 91
development of 86
factors affecting induction 5
gut flora and 94
in humans 92–3
induction and maintenance 91–2
maternal influences 94–5
routes of 476–7
orthomolecular therapy 328
Ostreopsis siamensis 519
otitis media 150
ovalbumin–T-cell receptor transgenic mice 4
ovomucoids 46
OX40 ligand 22
packaging, chemicals migrating from 501
palytoxin 519
pan-allergens 51
panic disorder 557–8
pantothenic acid 492
papain 8
anaphylaxis 161
papaya 136
GM 65
paprika 404, 415, 416, 419
uses 405
paprika oleoresin 404
paprika slicers’ disease 228
parabens 394–402
anaphylaxis 397
angioedema 395–7
asthma 397
dermatitis 398–9
as food and beverage additives 394–5
skin prick tests 349
structure 305
urticaria 395–7
paralytic shellfish poisoning 503, 514–16, 524
pareve/parme 312, 444, 491, 599
Index 609
adverse food reactions 144–5
allergens 147–8
differential diagnosis 146, 149–52
bronchial hyperreactivity 150–1
severity of acute allergic reactions 151
symptoms due to food allergy 149–50
testing for food allergy 151–2
epidemiology/etiology 144–6, 146
evaluation/management
food challenges 153
medical history 152
physical examination 152
skin testing 152
treatment 153
IgE-mediated 102–3
non-IgE-mediated 105
pathogenesis 146–7
prevalence 145–6
routes of exposure
inhalation 148–9
oral ingestion 148, 148
treatment 146
rhinitis 149–50
rheumatoid arthritis 563–74
dietary n-3 supplementation 570–1
etiology
diet 564
genetics 564
food allergy/intolerance 564–8, 565
elemental diets 565
elimination diets 566–7
fasting 568
Mediterreanan diet 567–8
vegetarian and vegan diets 567
mechanisms of allergy 568–70
altered dietary fatty acids 568–9, 569
altered gut antigen handling 569–70
altered intestinal flora 569
altered intestinal permeability 569–70
altered pro-inflammatory cytokines 568
disease and psychological factors 568
weight loss 568
rhinitis 149–50
butylated hydroxyanisole/ hydroxytoluene 388
dye-induced 382
occupational 224, 230–1
agents inducing 227
laboratory tests 234
parabens and benzoates 399
riboflavin 404, 492
uses 405
rice, GM 65
RNA antisense technology 75–6, 75
rosemary 419
rotation diets 327
Roundup Ready soybeans 63, 65–9, 67, 68
allergy assessment 72
composition 67, 68
nutritional content 68–9
safety assessment 66–9
routes of sensitzation 15–16, 476–7
Rule of Nines 396
saffron 342, 404, 413, 414, 419
skin prick tests 348–9
uses 405
sage 419
saxitoxins 503
schizophrenia 556
Schnitzler’s syndrome 124
school, management of food allergy at 448–51, 450, 451
scombroid poisoning 432, 434, 511–12, 524
screening, celiac disease 220
seafood poisoning 508–30, 524
azaspiracid 520
bacterial toxins 522–3
bacterial and viral infections 523–4
 ciguatera 502–3, 512–13, 524
dulceotoxism 519–20
differential diagnosis 508
elasmobranch 520
epidemiology 509
genetically engineered neo-antigens 521–2
number of outbreaks 510
potential allergens 521
pufferfish 503, 513–14, 524
red whelk 520
scombroid 432, 434, 511–12, 524
shellfish poisoning see shellfish poisoning spirulides 520–1
seafood workers high-risk exposure 231, 232
inhalation challenge 237, 238
secretory component 8
secretory IgA 7, 7
secretory IgM 7
seed allergy, anaphylaxis 160
 seed storage proteins 257
P-selectin 35
E-selectin, atopic dermatitis 111
selenium 493
Senecio longilobis 504
sensitization 476–7
onset of 473
prevention of 457
route of 15–16
routes of 15–16, 476–7
threshold doses 83
serotonin 433, 435
serpins 46
sesame avoidance 599
sesame seed allergy 419, 495
shellfish allergy 147, 148, 227, 255, 495
anaphylaxis 160
cross-reaction 316–17
shellfish avoidance 598
shellfish poisoning
amnesic 503, 517–18, 524
diarrhetic 503, 518–19, 524
neurotoxic 516–17, 524
paralytic 503, 514–16, 524
Shigella spp. 190
simulated intestinal fluid 71
skin endpoint titration 324
skin prick tests 125, 184, 239, 268–72
atopic dermatitis 117
diagnostic value 269–71, 270, 272
food additives 348–9
IgE-mediated food allergy 300
migraine 535
pitfalls 271–2
technical considerations 268–9, 269
smoking, and occupational disease 226
sodium 493
sodium benzoate 342
single additive challenge studies 347–8
sodium bisulfite 336, 342
anaphylaxis 343
sodium metabisulfite 336
sodium sulfate 336
solanine 433, 438–9
solid food introduction 114
solid food-protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome 197, 198
somatic hypermutation 17
somatof orm disorders 557
sorbitol 499
soy
avoidance 596
nutrient content 491
soy allergy 135, 147, 149, 255, 493–4
food allergen-specific IgE 280
soybeans, GM 64
soy food-protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome 197
special occasions 453–4
specific immunotherapy 17
spice/herb allergies 227, 418–19
spirulides poisoning 520–1
sprue, refractory 219
squalash, GM 65
standardization 357–8
staphylococcal food poisoning 522–3
Staphylococcus aureus 110, 111
star anise 419
steatorrhea 202, 215–16
strawberry 135, 137
Streptomyces spp. 233
sublingual immunotherapy 577–8
substance P 437
substantial equivalence 72
sugar beet, GM 64
sulfite hypersensitivity 336–7, 340–1, 353–68
avoidance diets 365
clinical symptoms 353–6
asthmatic response to oral exposure 355–6
inhalation and intravenous exposure 355
oral exposure 353–6
detection of sulfited foods 364–5
diagnosis 358–9, 359
challenge tests 359, 359
fate of sulfites in foods 363
likelihood of reaction 363–4
mechanisms 356–8
cholinergic reflux 357–8
IgE-mediated reactions 357
inhalation during swallowing 357
link with airway hyperreactivity 357
sulfite oxidase deficiency 358
prevalence 356
regulatory restrictions 365
single additive challenge studies 346–7
sulfite content of foods 361
treatment 359–60, 360
uses of sulfites 360
antimicrobial action 362
antioxidants 362
bleaching 362
dough conditioning 362
drugs 362–3
in foods 360–2, 361
see also individual sulfites
sulfite oxidase deficiency 336, 358
sulfite test strips 360
sulfur dioxide 336
sunflower seed allergy 149
synthetic chemicals 498–501
agricultural chemicals 499–500
food additives see food additives
industrial chemicals 501
migration from packaging and containers 501
niacin 499
sorbitol 499
toxic oil poisoning 499
tarragon 419
tartrazine 338–9, 339, 342, 344, 377–85
asthma 379–80
contact dermatitis 383
cutaneous reactions 383
and hyperkinesis 383–4
single additive challenge studies 347
urticaria and angioedema 378–9
T-cells 3, 4
IgE-mediated reactions 17–18, 18
non-IgE-mediated reactions 34–5
regulatory see Treg cells
suppressor 6
T-cell cross-reactivity 139–40
T-cell immunity 93–4
T-cell-restricted intracellular antigen 204
T-helper cells 16
atopic dermatitis 111
tea growers’ lung 228
tetrodotoxin 503, 513–14
thaumatin-like proteins 54
Theobrominea daniellii 53
thiobromine 433, 436
theophylline 433, 436
Thermomonospora spp. 233
thiamin 492
thioredoxin 75–6, 76
threshold doses 82–9
clinical correlates 84
clinical determination 83–4
definition of 82–3
minimal eliciting doses 84–6
regulatory uses 86–7
sensitization versus elicitation 83
utility of 86
thyme 419
tight junctions 3
Timothy grass 135
tin 501
titanium dioxide 404
tolerable upper intake level 486
Toll-like receptors 17, 30
tomatoes 135, 136, 137
GM 65
toxic constituents 504–6
poisonous animals 504
poisonous mushrooms 505
poisonous plants 504–5
toxic oil poisoning 499
trace elements 479, 493
dietary sources 493
traeheadlization 184
traditional Chinese medicine 578–80
transferrins 46
transforming growth factor-β 6, 92
transgenic crops see GM crops
tree nut allergy 148, 255, 494–5
anaphylaxis 160
cross-reactions 315
food allergen-specific IgE 280
natural history 466
tree nut avoidance 597–8
Treg cells 6, 16–17, 33
tropomyosin 44, 45, 257
tryptase 262
tumor necrosis factor receptor 6
tumor necrosis factor-α 33, 201
turkey handlers’ disease 228
turmeric 404, 413, 414, 419
uses 405
turmeric oleoresin 404
tyramine 433, 434–5
umami taste 369
unproven tests
applied kinesiology 324
body chemical analysis 326–7
cytotoxic leukocyte testing 325–6
electrodiagnosis 326
iridology 326
neutralization therapy 325
provocative testing and neutralization 324–5
radionics 326
unproven therapy
advanced allergy elimination 328
Butykyo breathing technique 327
mercury amalgam removal 328
neutralization therapy 327
orthomolecular therapy 328
rotation diets 327
urine autoinjections 328
urine autoinjections 328
urticaria 102, 299
acute 125, 126
butylated hydroxyanisole/hydroxytoluene 388–90
chronic 125, 127
classification 124
contact 125
delayed pressure 590–1
food additives 340–52
challenge studies 344–5
multiple additive challenges 345–6
recommended challenge protocols 349–50
sensitivty studies 348
single additive challenges 346–8
skin prick tests 348–9
foods involved in 126
MSG-induced 373
parabens and benzoates 395–7
pathophysiology 125
tartrazine-induced 378–9
treatment 127
see also angioedema
vaccines, celiac disease 219
validation 258–60
vanilla 419
vascular adhesion molecule see VCAM
vasoactive amines see histamine
vasovagal syncope 163
VCAM-1, atopic dermatitis 111
vegan diet 567
Vega testing 326
vegetable allergies 227
vegetable juice 404
uses 405
vegetarian diet 567
vertigo 539
veterinary drugs and antibiotics 501
Vibrio spp. 523
Vibrio cholera 523
Vibrio parahemolyticus 523
Vibrio vulnificus 523
vineyard sprayers’ lung 228
vitamins 478–9, 492
dietary sources 492
vitamin A 492
intoxication 504
vitamin C 492
vitamin D 492
vitamin E 492
vitamin K 492
walnut 137
water hemlock 504
weed control 65
weight loss 568
wheat, nutrient content 491
wheat allergy 211, 255, 491–3
food allergen-specific IgE 280
see also celiac disease
wheat avoidance 596
wheezing, prevalence 152
wine growers’ lung 228
young adults 448
zinc 493, 501